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AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
AND THE REPUBLIC OF PERU 

REGARDING THE CONSOLIDATION AND RESCHEDULING OF 
CERTAIN DEBTS OWED TO, 

GUARANTEED OR INSURED BY THE 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT AND ITS AGENCIES 

The United States of America (the "United States") 

and the Republic of Peru ("Peru") agree as follows: 

TIAS 9698 
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ARTICLE I 

Application of the Agreement 

1. In accordance with the provisions of the understanding 

reached on November 3, 1978 (the "Understanding") among 

representatives of certain nations, including the United 

States, and agreed to by the representative of Peru, the 

United States and Peru hereby agree to consolidate and 

reschedule certain Peruvian debts which are owed to, 

guaranteed by or insured by the United States or its 

agencies, as provided for in this Agreement. 

2. This Agreement shall be implemented by separate 

agreements (the "Implementing Agreements") between 

Peru and each of the following United States agencies: 

the Agency for International Development, the Commodity 

Credit Corporation, the Export-Import Bank of the United 

States, and the Department of Defense. The Department 

of Defense will include in its Implementing Agreement 

amounts which it will pay the Federal Financing Bank 

pursuant to contracts of guaranty covering contracts 

between the Federal Financing Bank and Peru. 

TIAS 9698 
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ARTICLE II 

Definitions  

1. "Contracts" or "Original Contracts" means those 

agreements listed in Annex A, executed prior to 

January 1, 1978 with maturities falling due during 

the Consolidation Period. 

2. "Debt" means the sum of principal payable with 

respect to Contracts having an original maturity of 

more than one year and due between January 1, 1979 and 

December 31, 1979 ("1979 Debt") and between January 1, 

1980 and December 31, 1980 ("1980 Debt"). 

3. "Consolidated Debt" means ninety percent of the 

dollar amount of the Debt. 

4. "Consolidation Period" means the period from 

January 1, 1979 through December 31, 1980. 

5. "Interest" means interest on Consolidated Debt. 

Interest shall begin to accrue at the rates set forth 

in this Agreement on the respective due dates specified 

in each of the Original Contracts for each scheduled 

payment of Debt and shall continue to accrue until the 

Consolidated Debt is repaid in full. "Additional 

Interest" means interest on due but unpaid Installments 

TIAS 9698 
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of Consolidated Debt and Interest. Additional Interest 

shall accrue from tne due date of unpaid installments 

of Consolidated Debt and Interest until such amounts are 

paid in full. 

6. "Agency" means: Agency for International Development, 

the Commodity Credit Corporation, the Export-Import 

Bank of the United States, and the Department of Defense. 

ARTICLE III 

Terms and Conditions of Payment  

1. As provided for in paragraph 8 of the Understanding, 

Peru agrees to seek to secure from private creditors, 

including banks, financing or refinancing arrangements 

comparable to those detailed in this Agreement, making 

sure to avoid any discrimination between different 

categories of creditors. 

2. The United States agrees to reschedule 1980 Debt on 

the conditions that: 

(a) Peru has secured the comparable arrangements 

with private banks noted in paragraph 1 above 

for 1979 maturities, and undertakes to effect 

comparable arrangements for 1980 maturities, and 

(b) the condition.dtated in paragraph 4 B(ii) of 

the Understanding has been fulfilled. 

TIAS 9698 
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3. Peru agrees to repay the Consolidated Debt and 

Interest in United States dollars in accordance with 

the following terms and conditions: 

(a) The Consolidated Debt relating to Debt falling 

due between January 1 and December 31, 1979 and 

amounting to $55.5 million shall be repaid in 

ten equal semi-annual installments of $5.55 

million, commencing on January 1, 1982, with 

the final installment payable on July 1, 1986. 

(b) The Consolidated Debt relating to Debt falling due 

between January 1 and December 31, 1980 and 

amounting to $49.7 million shall be repaid in 

eight equal semiannual installments of $6.21 

million, commencing on January 1, 1983, with the 

final installment payable on July 1, 1986. 

(c) The rate of Interest shall be 2.7 percent per 

calendar year on the outstanding balance of the 

Consolidated Debt due to the Agency for Inter-

national Development, 8.0 percent per calendar 

year on the outstanding balance of Consolidated 

Debt due to, guaranteed by, or insured by the 

Export-Import Bank of the United States, and 9.0 

percent per calendar year on the outstanding balance 

of Consolidated Debt due to or guaranteed by the 

Commodity Credit Corporation, and the Department of 

Defense. All Interest payable with respect to 

the Consolidated Debt shall be payable semi-
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annually on January 1 and July 1 of each year 

commencing on July 1, 1979 on 1979 Debt and July 1, 

1980 on 1980 Debt unless otherwise specified in 

the respective Implementing Agreements. The rate 

of Additional Interest shall be the same as the 

rate of Interest for each Agency. 

(d) 1% table summarizing the amounts of the Consolidated 

Debt owed to the United States and each Agency 

is attached hereto as Annex B. 

4. It is understood that adjustment will be made in the 

amounts of Consolidated Debt specified in paragraph 3 

of this Article by the Implementing Agreements. In 

part, this will reflect disbursements made to liquidate 

the Debt during the Consolidation Period. 

ARTICLE IV 

General Provisions  

1. Peru agrees to grant the United States and its 

agencies, and any other creditor which is party to an 

Original Contract, treatment and terns no less favorable-

than that which may be accorded to any other creditor 

country or agency thereof for the consolidation of 

debts covered by the Understanding. 

2. Except as they may be modified by this Agreement or 

subsequent Implementing Aareements, all other terms 
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and conditions of the Original Contracts remain unchanged. 

In particular, Peru agrees to pay that portion of the 

Debt not constituting Consolidated Debt and interest on 

such Debt as provided in the Original Contracts. 

3. The Agency for International Development will confine 

the rescneduling of its Debt to the 22 direct loans 

listed in Annex A, provided that the amounts rescheduled 

by the Agency for International Development shall be 

equivalent to the amounts due to be rescheduled as set 

forth in this Agreement. Peru agrees to pay all future 

sums, as and when due, on loans HG-003, HG-005/8 and 

HG-009 which will not be rescheduled by the Agency for 

International Development. 

ARTICLE V 

Entry Into Force  

This Agreement shall enter into force for 1979 Debt upon 

receipt by Peru of written notice from the United States 

Government that domestic United States laws and regulations 

covering debt rescheduling concerning this Agreement have 

been complied with. 

This Agreement shall enter into force for 1980 Debt upon 

receipt by Peru of written notice from the United States 

Government that the United States considers Peru in 
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compliance wwth the conditIons stated in Article 

paragraph 2, of the Agreement[.1] 

DONE at Llma, in duplicate, this 

July, 1979. 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

1 Aug. 22, 1979. 
Harry W Shlaudeman. 
F. Reus. 

day of 

n - - 2 

TIAS 9698 
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ANNEX A  

LOAN AGREEMENTS SUBJECT TO RESCHEDULING  

Agency for International Development 

DIRECT LOANS 

527-A-018 
019 
020 

527-G-005 
006 
007 

X-021 
L-022 

023 
024 
025 
027 
028 
029 
034 
042 
045 
046 
047 
048 
048 B 
051 

GUARANTY 

527-HG-003 
005/8 
009 

Export-Import Bank 

DIRECT LOANS 

2155 
2155-A 
5556 
5577 
5590 

FINANCIAL GUARANTEES 

5903-PG 
61344,FG 
6245-PG 

CFF CREDITS AND GUARANTEES 

12735/20251 
13934/20165 
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BANK GUARANTEES 

G-3-299 
G-25-154 
G-32-35 
G-43-103 

G-43-124 
G-68-136 
G-129-70 
G-190-96R 
G-246-11 
G-288-31 

MEDIUM TERM INSURANCE 

MT-10027 
MT-10129-R 
MC-11009 
MT-11034-PS 
MT-21287 
MT-23000 
MT-23001 
MT-25452 
MT-30594 
MT-36933 
MT-21147R 

Commodity Credit Corporation  

GSM NUMBERS  

13720 14241 14318 
13721 14245 14352 
13849 14261 14353 
13853 14269 14357 
13855 14275 14409 
14084 14286 14473 
14235 14287 14476 
14238 14300 14478 
14239 14313 20337 
14240 14315 20338 

Department of Defense  

DIRECT 

741 D 

GUARANTEE 

741 G 
751 G 
765 G 
771 G 
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ANNEX B 

Summary of Debt ($ Million)  

90 Percent of 
Payments Palling 
Due from 1/1/79 
Through 12/31/79  

90 Percent of 
Payments Palling 
Due from 1/1/80 
Through 12/31/80  

Agency for International 4.2 1/ 4.9 1/ 
Development 

Export-Import Bank 10.6 12.4 

Commodity Credit 31.3 23.0 
Corporation 

Department of Defense 9.4 9.4 

TOTAL 55.5 49.7 

1/ Equals 90 percent of the total amount of maturities 
on loans and guarantees listed in Annex A falling due 
to the Agency for International Development. 

[Footnote in the original.] 
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ACUERDO ENTRE 
LA REPUBLICA DEL PERU Y 

LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA 
REFERENTE A LA CONSOLIDACION Y REESTRUCTURACION DE 

CIERTAS DEUDAS CONTRAIDAS 
CON EL GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA 

Y SUS ORGANISMOS, 
GARANTIZADAS O ASEGURADAS POR EL GOBIERNO DE LOS 

ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMER/CA Y SUS ORGANISMOS 

La Repdblica del Perú ("Pere") y los Estados Unidos de 

America (los "Estados Unidos") acuerdan lo siguiente: 

T'AS 9698 
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ARTICULO I 

Aplicación dé]. Acuerdo  

1. De conformidad con las disposiciones del entendimiento 

alcanzado el 3 de noviembre de 1978 (el *Entendimiento") 

entre representantes de ciertos paises, incluyendo a los 

Estados Unidos, y al que otorgó su consentimiento el re-

presentante del Peril, el Peril y los Estados Unidos, por 

la presente, han acordado consolidar y reestructurar deter-

minadas deudas contraídas por el Peril con los Estados 

Unidos o sus organismos, o garantizadas o aseguradas por los 

Estados Unidos o sus organismos, segtn se.dispone en el 

presente Acuerdo. 

2. El presente Acuerdo se llevará a la práctica mediante 

acuerdos separados (los "Acuerdos de Aplicación') entre 

Peril y cada uno de los siguientes organismos de los 

Estados Unidos: la Agencia para el Desarrollo Internacional 

(AID), la Commodity Credit Corporation (Corporación de 

crédito sobre mercancías), el Export-Import Bank of the 

United States y el Ministerio de Defensa. El Ministerio 

de Defensa incluirá en su Acuerdo de Aplicación las canti-

dades que pagará al Banco Federal de Financiación (Federal 

Financing Bank) con arreglo a contratos de garantía rela-

tivos a contratos entre dicho banco y el Peril. 
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ARTICULO II 

Definiciones  

1. "Contratos" o 'Contratos originales" significa los acuerdos 

enumerados en el Anexo A, concertados con anterioridad al 

1° de enero de 1978, con fechas de vencimento durante el 

Periodo de Consolidación. 

2. "Deuda "'significa la suma del principal pagadera con res— 

pecto a Contratos que tengan Cc plazo de vencimiento ori— 

ginal de mis de un aao y sean pagaderos entre el 10 

de enero de 1979 y el 31 de diciembre de 1979 ("Deuda de 

1979"), y entre el 1° de enero de 1980 y el 31 de diciembre 

de 1980 ("Deuda de 1980'). 

3. "Deuda consolidada" significa noventa por ciento de la 

cantidad, expresada en dólares, de la Deuda. 

4. "Periodo de consolidación" significa el periodo comprendido 

entre el 1° de enero de 1979 y el 31 de diciembre de 1980. 

5. "Interés" significa el interés sobre la Deuda consolidada. 

Se comenzará a devengar interés a las tasas fijadas por 

el presente Acuerdo a partir de sus respectivas fechas de ven-

cimiento especificadas en cada uno de los Contratos origi— 

nales para cada pago programado de la Deuda y continuart 

devengando hasta que la Deuda consolidada haya quedado 

amortizada. "Interés adicional" significa el interés sobre 
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plazos vencidos pero no abonados de la Deuda consolidada 

y el interés. El Interés adicional comenzará a devengar 

a partir de la fecha de vencimiento del plazo no abonado 

de la Deuda consolidada y el Interés, hasta que dichas 

cantidades se hayan abonado en su totalidad. 

6. "Organismo" significa la Agencia para el Desarrollo In-

ternacional, la Commodity Credit Corporation, el Export-

Import Bank of the United States, y el Ministerio de 

Defensa. 

ARTICULO III 

Términos y condiciones de pago  

1. Segdn se dispone en el párrafo 8 del Entendimiento, Pera 

acuerda tratar de obtener de acreedores particulares, in-

cluyendo bancos, condiciones de financiacidn o refinan-

ciacidn comparables a las que se detallan en el presente 

Acuerdo y velará por evitar cualquier tipo de discrimi-

nacidn entre distintas categorías de acreedores. 

2. Los Estados Unidos acuerdan reestructurar la Deuda de 1980 

a condicidn de que: 

a) Perd haya obtenido de bancos particulares las condi-

ciones comparables enunciadas en el anterior párrafo 1, 

para las acreencias que tengan vencimiento en 1979, y 

se comprometa a imponer condiciones comparables para 
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las acreencias que tengan vencimiento en 1980,A1 

b) se haya cumplido la condicidn estipulada en el 

párrafo 4B (ii) del Entendimiento. 

3. Perd acuerda reintegrar el importe de la Deuda consolidada 

y el Interés en ddlares estadounidenses, de conformidad 

con los siguientes términos y condiciones: 

a) La Deuda consolidada relativa a la Deuda que tiene 

,su vencimiento entre el 1° de enero y el 31 de di-

ciembre de 1979, y que asciende a 55,5 miliones, sera 

reembolsada en diez plazos semestrales iguales, de 

5,55 millones, a partir del 1° de' enero de 1982, 

siendo el dltimo plazo pagadero el 1° de julio de 

1986. 

b) La Deuda consolidada relativa a la Deuda que tiene 

su vencimiento entre el 1° de enero y el 31 de di-

ciembre de 1980, y que asciende a $49,7 millones, 

será reembolsada en ocho plazos semestrales iguales, 

de $6,21 millones, a partir del 1° de enero de 1983, 

siendo el dltimo plazo pagadero el 1° de julio de 1986. 

C) La tasa de Interés sobre el balance pendiente de la 

Deuda consolidada contraída con la Agencia para el 

Desarrollo Internacional será del 2,7 por ciento al 

año civil; del 8,0 por ciento al año civil sobre el 
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balance pendiente de la Duda consolidada contraída 

con el Export-Import Bank of the United States, ga-

rantizada o asegurada por dicho Organismo, y del 

9,0 por ciento al año civil, sobre el balance pen-

diente de la Deuda consolidada contraída con la 

Commodity Credit Corporation y el Ministerio de De-

fensa o garantizada por dichos Organismos. Todo in-

terés pagadero con respecto a la Deuda consolidada 

se abonará en pagos semestrales el 1° de enero y el 

1° de julio de cada año, a partir del 1° de julio de 

1979, sobre la Deuda de 1979, y el 1° de julio de 1980 

sobre la Deuda de 1980, a menos que en los respectivos 

Acuerdos de Aplicación se especifique de otro modo. 

La tasa de Interés adicional será la mIsma que la tasa 

de Interés fijada para cada Organismo. 

d) Como Anexo S, se adjunta a la presente un cuadro en 

el que se da un resumen de las cantidades que se 

adeudan a'los Estados Unidos y a cada Organismo por 

concepto de Deuda consolidada. 

4. Se entiende que en los Acuerdos de Aplicación se harán 

ajustes con respecto a los montos de Deuda consolidada 

especificados en el párrafo 3 del presente Artículo. En 
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parte, esta accidn refle3ará los desembolsos realizados 

para saldar la Deuda durante el Periodo de consolIdaciem. 

ARTICULO IV 

Dismosiciones generales  

1. Perd acuerda conceder a los Estados Unidos y a sus Orga-

nismos, así como a cualquier otro acreedor que sea Parte 

de un Contrato original., un tratamiento y unas condiciones 

no menos favorables que los que pudiera conceder a cual-

quier otro pals u organismo acreedor suyo para la conso-

lidacidn de las deudas a que se refiere el Entendimiento. 

2. Salvo en la forma en que pudieran ser modificados por el 

presente Acuerdo o por subsiguientes Acuerdos de Aplica-

cidn, todos los demás térnanos y condiciones de los Con-

tratos originales permanecerán inalterados. En particular, 

Perd acuerda pagar la parte de la Deuda que no constituye 

Deuda consolidada así como el interés sobre la misma, se-

gdn se dispone en los Contratos originales. 

3. La Agencia para el Desarrollo Internacional limitará la 

reestructuracidn de su Deuda a los 22 préstamos directos 

enumerados en el Anexo A, siempre que las cantidades rees-

tructuradas por la Agencia para el Desarrollo Internacio-

nal sean equivalentes a los montos que hayan de ser rees-

tructurados segdn lo dispuesto en el presente Acuerdo. 
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Peril acuerda pagar todas las sumas futuras, como y cuando 

venzan, sobre préstamos FIG -003, HG-005/25 y HG -009 que no 

serán reestructurados por la Agencia para el Desarrollo 

Internacional. 

ARTICULO V 

Entrada en vigor  

El presente Acuerdo entrará en vigor para la Deuda de 1979 al 

recibir Peril notificacift:escrita del Gobierno dé los Estados 

Unidos de que se han cumplido las leyes y regulaciones nacio-

nales de los Estados Unidos referentes a la reestructuracidn 

de la Deuda objeto del presente Acuerdo. 

El presente Acuerdo entrará en vigor para la Deuda de 1980 al 

recibir Perú una notificacidn escrita del Gobierno de los 

Estados Unidos de que los Estados Unidos consideran que Peril 

ha cumplido las condiciones estipuladas en el Articulo III, 

párrafo 2 del Acuerdo. 

HECHO en Lima, en duplicado, el éle.~.—  de julio de 1979. 

EQUCMOL"=PERU POR LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA 
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ANEXO A  

ACUERDOS SOBRE PRESTAMOS SUJETOS A REESTRUCTURACION  

Agencia para el Desarrollo Internaclonal  

PRESTAMOS DIRECTOS 

527-A-018 
019 
020 

527-G-005 
006 
007 

R-021 
L-022 

023 
024 
025 
027 
028 
029 
034 
042 
045 
046 
047 
048 
048 B 
051 

GARANTIA 

527-RG-003 
005/8 
009 

Export-Import Bank 

PRESTAMOS DIRECTOS 

2155 
2155-A 
5556 
5577 
5590 

GARANTIAS FINANCIERAS 

5903-PG 
6134-PG 
6245-PG 

CREDITOS Y GARANTIAS CFF 

12735/20251 
13934/20165 
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GARANTIAS BANCARIAS 

G-3-299 
G-25-154 
G-32-35 
G-43-103 

G-43-124 
G-68-136 
G-129-70 
G-].90-96R 
G-246-11 
G-288-31 

SEGUROS A PLAZO MEDIANO 

MT-10027 
MT-10129-R 
ET-11009 
MT-11034-PS 
MT-21287 
MT-23000 
MT-23001 
MT-25452 
MT-30594 
MT-36933 
MT-21147R 

Commodity Credit Corporation  

MUMEROS GSM 

13720 14241 14318 
13721 14245 14352 
13849 14261 14353 
13853 14269 14357 
13855 14275 1409 
14084 14286 14473 
14235 14287 14476 
14238 14300 14478 
14239 14313 20337 
14240 14315 20338 

Ministerio de Defensa  

DIRECTO 

741 D 

GARANTIA 

741 G 
751 G 
765 G 
771 G 
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ANEXO B 

RESUMEN DE LA DEUDA (S MILLONES)  

90% de los pagos 90% de los pagos 
con fechas de ven- con fechas de ven-
cimiento comprendidas cimaento compren-
entre 1/1/79 y dadas entre 
31/12/79  1/1/80 y 31/12/80  

Agendia para el Desarrollo 4,2 1/ 4,9 1/ 
Internacional 

Export-Import Bank 10,6 12,4 

Commodity Credit Corporation 31,3 23,0 

Ministerio de Defensa 9,4 9,4  

TOTAL SS,S 49,7 

1/ Equivale al 90% de la suma total de los vencimientos sobre 
— préstamos y garantías enumerados en el Anexo A debidos a 

la Agencia Internacional para el Desarrollo. 
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Alexandria Wastewater System Expansion 

Agreement signed at Cairo August 29, 1979; 
Entered into force August 29, 1979. 
And amending agreement 
Signed at Cairo September 22, 1979; 
Entered into force September 22, 1979. 
With related letter. 
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A.I.D. Project Number 263-0100 

PROJECT 

GRANT AGREMENT 

AMONG 

THE APAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

THE EINISTRY .OF HOUSING 

Abl.) 

THE GENERAL ORGANIZATIM FOR SEWERAGE AND 

SANITARY DRAINAGE 

FOR 

AZE'k aIIDPIA-WISTESZ.TER SYSTE-NI MANSION 

I=D: AUGUST 29, 1979 
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Project Number 263-0100 

Project Grant Agreement 

Dated: August 29, 1979 

Anong 

The Arab Republic of Egypt ("Grantee"), 

The Ministry of Housing Mai% 

The General Organization for Sewerage and Sanitary 

Drainage ("WSW), 

And 

The United States of America, acting through the 

Agency for International Development 

Article 1: The Agreement. 

The purpose of this pGreement is to set out the understandings of the 

Parties named above ("Parties") with respect to the undertaking by the Grantee 

of the Project described belbw, and with respect to the financing of the Project 

by the Parties. 

Article 2: The Project. 

SECTICN 2.1. Definition of the Project. The Project, which is further 

described in Annex 1, will provide for the design, construction and start-up for 

the first stage of expansion of facilities for the Alexandria Wastewater System 

consisting of (a) two primary treatment plants with sea outfalls;(b) wastewater 

pump stations, force mains and sewer collectors; (c) extension of sewers into se-

lected unseonred areas; and (d) upgrading of selected existing facilities to he 

retained as part of the future system. 
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Annex 1, attached, amplifies the above defintion of the Projeat. 

Within the limits of the above definition of the Project, elements of the 

amplified a~ription stated in Annex 1 may be changed tar:a:mitten agree-

ment of the authorized representatives of the Parties named in Section 

8.2 without formal amendment to this Agreement. The Grantee will make avail-

able the funds under this Grant to the GOSSD, which will be the implementing 

agency for this Project. 

SECTION 2.2. Incremental Nature of Project. 

(a) contribution to the Project will be provided in incre-

ments, the initial one being made availAble in accordance with Section 3.1 

of this Agreement. Subsequent increments will he subject to availability 

of funds for this purpose, and to the mutual agreement of the 

Parties, at the time of a subsequent increment, to p  

(b) Within the overall Project Assistance Completion Date stated in 

this Agreerent, based door: consultation with the Grantee, ray 

specify in Project Implementation Letters appropriate time periods for the 

utilization of funds granted bvA.I.D. under an individual increment of 

assistance. 

Article 3: Financing. 

SECTION 3.1. The Grant. To assist the Grantee to meet the costs of 

carrying out the Project, pursuant to the Foreign Assistance 

Act of 1961, as amended,[1] agrees to grant the Grantee under the terms of this 

Agreement not to exceed Sixty Billion United States ("U.S.9 -Eollars 

($60,000,000) ("Grant"). The Grant may be used only to finance foreign ex-

Change costs as defined in Section 6.1., of goods and services required 

for the project. 

175 Stat. 424; 22 U.S.C. § 2151 note. 
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SECTICN 3.2. Grantee Resources for the Project. 

(a) The Grantee agrees to provide or cause to be provided 

for the Project all funds, in addition to the Grant, and all other 

resources required to carry out the Project effectively and in a 

timely manner. 

(b) The resources providedbyGrantee for the Project 

will be not less than the Egyptian Pound equivalent of Fifty Million 

United States Dollars ($50,000,000), including costs borne on an 

"in-kind" hagis. 

SECPICN 3.3. Project Assistance Completion Date. 

(a) The "Project Assistance Completion Date" (PACD), which is 

Araust 31, 1985, or such other date as the Parties may agree to in 

writing, is the date by which the Parties estimate that all services 

financed under tte Grant will have been performed and all grodq 

financed under the Grant will have been furnished for the Project as 

cmtemplated in this Agreement. 

(b) Except as A.I.D. may otherwise agree in writing, A.I.D. 

will not issue or approve documentation which would authorize ffighurse-

went of the Grant for services performed subsequent to the PACD or for 

goods furnished for the Project, as contemplated in this Agreement, 

subsequent to the PACD. 

(c) Requests for disbursement, amoornanied by necessary support-

ing documntation prescribed in Project Implerentation Letters, are to 

be received tyA.I.D. or any bank described in Section 7.1 no later 

than nine (9) months following the PACD, or such other period as 
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A.I.D. agrees to in writing. 'After such period, A.I.D., giving notice 

in writing to the Grantee, may at any tine or tires reduce the arount 

of the Grant by all or any part thereof for which requests for dis-

bursatent, accarpanied by necessary supporting docutentation pre-scribed 

in Project Irrplarentation letters, were not received before the ex-

piration of said period. 

Article 4: Conditions Precedent to Disbursenent. 

RECnICN 44. First Disbursement. Prior to the first disbursermnt 

under the Grant, or to the issuance by A.I.D. of documentation pursuant 

to which disbursement will be made, the Grantee will, except as the Parties 

may otherwise agree in writing, furnish to A.I.D. in form and substance 

satisfactory to A.I.D.: 

(a) A statement of the names of the persons holding or acting in the 

offices of the Grantee specified in Section 8.2, the Genera]. Organization 

for Sewerage and Sanitary Drainage and of any Pmitianal representatives, 

together with a bye...irten signature of each person specified in such state-

rent; 

(b) An executed contract acceptable to A.I.D. for the engineering 

consulting services for the Project with a firm Pnreptable to A.I.D. 

(c) Evidence of the establishment of a Project Team and a Project 

Advisory Cormáttee. 

(d) Evider.ce that the proceeds of the Grant will be made available 

to COSSD as grant contribution to assets. 

(e) Such other information and documentation as A.I.D. may reasonably 

require. 
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SECTICN 4.2. Additional Disburserrent. Prior to any disbursement or to 

the issuance of any latter of Carrnitrrent under this grant:for any purpose other 

than to finance services of the consulting engineer, the GCE shall, except as 

A./.D. may otterwise 491-ee in writing, furnish to A.I.D. in form and substance 

satisfactory to A.I.D.: 

(a) Evidence that local currency financing for the Project has been budgeted 

by the Grantee and will he available for expenditure by 036SD through establislarent 

of a special fund (to be replenished monthly). adequate to suet at least three months' 

expenditures on the Project, pursuant to a cost estimate made by the Consulting 

Engineer and approved by GOSS!). 

(b) Evidence that COSSD has obtained all properties, easenents, rights of 

way, etc., recruired for the constructiHx:n and operation of project facilities. 

(c) Such other information and documentation as A.I.D. may reasonably 

require. 

,b_u_LiCN 4.3. Notification. Trken A.I.D. has determinad that the Conditions 

Precedent specified in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 have been net, it will prarptly 

notify the Grantee. 

SazAICN 4.4. Terminal Date for Conditions Precedent. 

(a) If all of the conditions specified in Section 4.1 have not been net 

within 120 days fraa the date of this Pgreerent, or such later date as A.I.D. may 

agree to in writing, A.I.D., at its option, may terminate this Agreerrent by 

written notice-to Grantee. 

(b) If all of the conditions specified in Section 4.2 have not been net 

within 210 days fran the date of this Zgreerrent or such later date as A.I.D. may 

agree to in writing, A.I.D., at its option, may terminate this Agreercent by 

written notice to Grantee. 
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Article 5: Special Covenants. 

sEcrIcu 5.1.  Project Evaluation. The Parties agree to establish 

an evaluation program as part of the Project. E,:=-pt as the Parties 

otherwise agree in writing, the program will include, during the implementa-

tion of the Project and at one or more points thereafter: 

(a) evaluation of progress toward attaimment of the objectives of 

the Project; 

(b) identification and evaluation of problem areAq or constraints 

which may inhibit such attainment; 

(c) assaamment of how such information may be used to help overcome 

such problems; and 

(d) evaluation, to the degree feasible, of the overall development 

irpact of the Project. 

SECTICN 5.2. Continuing Consultation. The Grantee, mRsr, andjk.I.D. 

shall cooperate fully to assure that the purpose of the Grant will be 

accomplished to this end. They shall frall time to time, at the reqc•p._st 

cf either party, exchange views through their representativeswithregard 

to the progress of the Project, the performance of (xssr) of its obligations 

tmdar the Grant Agreement, the performance of the camsultants, contractors 

and suppliers engaged on the Project, and other-matters relating to the 

Project. 

SECTION 5.3. Management and Training. The nrIsSD shall provide quali-

fied and experienced management for the Project, establish personnel staffing 

levels, and train such staff as may be appropriate for the maintenance 

and operation of the Project. 
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SECTICW 5.4. Miscellaneous Covenants. 

(a) The Grantee and GOSSD shall take necessary actions to establish 

the organizational structure to insure that the existing sewer use law 

duvlicable to this Project is enforced. 

(b) The Grantee shall consielPr modifying the current sew= use law, 

applicable to this Project, in order to conform with the proposed draft 

Ordinance Regulating Sews Construction, Sewer Use and Industrial Waste Dis-

charge, as recommended in the Wastewater Master Plan Study for Alexandria. 

(c) Consistent with Grantee's obligations under Article 16 of Protocol 

for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea Against Pollution fran land-Based 

Sources as developed through the United Nations Eirárammtal Program:me, 

the Grantee shall c>11qi. to he exchanged with the contracting parties to such 

Protocol information concerning the environmental aspects of the Project 

as say be appropriate under the Protocol. 

(d) The Grantee and GOSSD shall consult with all and other responsible 

agencies to ensure coordination with regard to problems related to indus-

trial wastes and the disposal of toxic materials and within one year of the 

signing of the Agreenent submit a plan of action which would indicate how this 

problem is to be addressed. 

(e) The Grantee and GOSSD shall undertake necessary studies to evaluate 

the problem of disposal of solid waste and within one year of the signing of 

the Agreement propose a plan to exclude from the public sewer system solid 

waste such as nazaut, used oil grease, manure, septage, slaughter~ and 

tannery wastes and trash. 

(f) The Grantee shall investigatethe need for the creation and implementa-

tion of a utilities coordination board which would coordinate and notify all 

agencies of any construction efforts involving blasting and/or excavation by 
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utility organizations and by private contractors boxninimize interruption 

of services, damage, repair costs and inconvenience to the public. 

(g) Upon the completion of the Wastewater Management and Tariff Study, 

the Grantee shall submit a specific tariff plan for the Alexandria Water 

and Sewer System. 

(h) The Grantee and GcSSD shall issue or cause tote issued in a. timely 

manner all permits, licenses, decrees, etc., required for expeditious 

implementation of the Project. 

(i) The Grantee and GOSSD shall take necessary actions to provide 

continuous and adequate monitoring of the acquatic systems in the vicinity of 

the sea outfalls and the reaches of Alexandria to detect any changes in such 

systems resulting from the Project. 

Article 6:  Prooroment Source. 

viCN 6.1. Foreign Exchange Costs. Disbursements pursuant to Section 

7.1 will be used exclusively to finance the costs of goods and services re-

quired for the Project having their source, origin and nationality in the 

United States (Cme 000 of the.A.I.D. Geographic ('n1l. Book as in effect at the 

time orders are placed or contracts entered into for such goods or services) 

("Foreign Exchange Costs"), except as may otherwise agree in ;citing, 

and except as provided in the Project Grant Standard Provisions Annex, Section 

C.1(b) with respect to marine insurance. 

Article 7: Disbursement. 

SECTICN 7.1. Disbursemnt for Foreign Exchange Costs. 

(a) After satisfaction of conditions precedent, the Grantee may obtain 

disbursements of ftmds under the Grant for the Foreign Exchange Costs of 

goods or services required for the Project in accordmwxlvdth the terms of 
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this-Agreement; by such of the following methods as may be mutually agreed 

uPau 

(1) by submitting toA.I.D., with necessary surpoiting docurenta-

tion as prescribed in Project Impletentation Letters, (A) requests for 

reirbtasement for such goods or services, or, (B) requests for to pro-

cure commodities or services in Grantee's behalf for the Project; or, 

(2) by requestingA.I.D. to issue letters of Commitment for speci-

fied amounts (A) to one or more U.S. banks, satisfactory toA.I.D., °omitting 

A.I.D. to reimburse such bank or hanks for payrents made by then to con-

tractors or suppliers, under letters of Credit or otherwise, for such goods or 

services, (B) directly to one or mom: contractors or suppliers, cournitting 

to pay such contractors or suppliers for such goods or services. 

(h) Banking charges incurred by Grantee in connection with letters of 

Connitnent and Letters of Credit will be financed under the Grant unless the 

Grantee instructs A.I.D..to the contrary. Such other charges as the Parties 

ray ay  to to ray also be financed under the Grant. 

sEcricN 7.2. Other Fórms of Disbursement. Disbursements of the Grant 

may also be made through such other neans as the Parties may agree to in 

writing. 

Article S: Miscellaneous. 

SECITCN 8.1. Cormunications. Any notice, request, dccurent or other 

canranication suhnitted by .A.I.D, or the Grantee to the other under this 

Agreement will be in writing or by telegram or cable, and will be deemed duly 

given or sent when delivered to such party at the following sresses: 
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To the Grantee: 

Ministry of E.:Donate? 
8, Adly Street 
Cairo, Egypt 

General Organization for 
Sewerage and Sanitary Grainage 

Sixth Elcce of Mr.7mAL Building 
Elden :El Tahrir 
Cairo, Egypt 

To A.I.D.: 

A.I.D. 
U.S. Embassy 
Cairo, Egypt 

All such ccnnunications will be in English, unless the Parties other-

wise agree in writing. Other affiresses maybe substituted for the aboVe 

upon the giving of notice.. 

SEMCN 8.2. Representatives. For all purposes relevant to this Agree-

mnt, the Grantee will be represented by the indivinis holding or acting 

in the offices of the Minister of Eno:lc:Ty/ Midst= of Fzusing, Deputy Chair= 

of the General Authority for Arab and Foreign Investment and Free Zones, and 

CI...Loran of the General Organization for Sewerage and Sanitary Drainage. 

A.I.D. will he represented by the individual holding or acting in the office 

of Director, Cairo, Egypt. Each, by written notice, may designate 

additional representatives for all purposes other than exercising -Empower 

under Section 2.1 to revise elemnts of the amplified description in Annex 1. 

The nanas of the representatives of the Grantee, with specimen signatures, will 

be prim/idled to A.I.D., which may accept as duly authorized any instrument 

signed by such representatives in implementation of this Agreenent until receipt 

of written notice of revocation of their authority. 

SECTICN 8.3. Standard Provisions Annex. A "Project Grant Standard Pro-

visions Annex" (Annex 2) [I] is attached to and fours part of this Acsreerwit. 

I See footnote 1, p. 27. 
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bbtrION 8.4. Investzent Guaranty Project Approval. Construction work to 

he financed under this Agreement is agreed to he a project approved by the 

Arab Republic of Egypt pursuant to the agreement betwmn it and the United 

States of America on the subject of investment guarantiPq, and no furtler 

appixnral by the Arab Republic of, Egypt will he required to peiznit the 

United States to issue investment guaranties under that agreemmt covering 

a contractor's investment in that project. 

IN murress paumtsw, the Grantee and the United States of America, 

each acting through its duly authorized representatives, have caused this 

Agreement to he signed in their names and delivered as of the day and year 

first above written. 

ARAB P£2"..MLIC ar EQPT 

BY 4 0,5,15 &.„ 
NAME : Dr. HazedEl Saveh 

Minister of Economy, Poreign 
TITLE: Trade and Erczbsmic Affairs 

FLINIST- OF HOUSING 

BY : 

NAME : 

TITTE: Minister of Housing 

ERAL ORGANIZATICN IR SEVE:RAGR 
AND SANITAITZ DPA.121AGE 

BY : )11- ftLz-~j--

ITAYE:  Eng. M. A. Ask-ulawy  

TITTE: Chairnan 
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ANNEX I 

Alexandria Wastewater System 

Expansion - Phase I  

Project TY,qcription 

This project provides for the design, construction and start-up of, the 

First Stage Expansion F,Rcilities to the Alexandria wastewater system. 

It consists of: (1) two primary treatment plants with sea outfalls; 

(2) wastewater purrp stations, force mains and sewer collectors; (á) 

extension of sewers into selected unsewered areas; and (4) upgrading 

of selected facilitien to be retained as part of the future system. 

Alexandria is currently experiencing rapid population and industrial 

growth. This coupled with 25 years of neglecting the wastewater system 

has posed serious wastewater collection and disposal problems. Addition-

al sewerage fpci1ities are needed to keep pace with the planned expan-

sion of the city. Total wastewater lrarlg are projected to Increaci. be-

tween 2.5 and 3 times between now and the yPar 2000. 

The First Stage Expansion will provide for the keg range sewerage needs 

of the urban areas of Alexandria through the year 2000 and beyond. 

This project consists of 20 facility elements which are grouped into 

the following seven sub-projects: 

(1) East Zone Treatnéml: Plant and Sea Outfall 

(2) Smouha Sewerage System 

(3) Siouf Kéblia Sewerage System 

(4) East Zone Pumping Stations' Rehabilitation and Additions 

(5) Central Zone Treatment Plant and Sea Outfall 
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(6) Nest Zone Sewerage and Nest Treatmnt Plant Upgrading 

(7) Nouiha Sewerage and East Treatment Plant Upgrading 

The primary benefit to be derived from this project is to improve the 

current and potentially more serious public haalthproblens resulting un 

water-borne di-oases incidental to sewage pondirg in streets of highly 

congested areas, disposal of raw sewerage into the swimming beach areas 

al9ng the Mediterranean shoreline and harbor areas, and disposal of raw 

sewerage into.lake Mart and irrigation canals, with the primary bene-

ficiaries being the permanent urhAu poor residents. Secondary benefits 

will accrue to local industries and tourist enterprises due to improved 

workers 11._.alth/output and environmental. attractiveness. 
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Attachrent A 

FINANCIAL PLAN 
(In Millions) 

CAPITAL COSTS  

FY 79 Life of Project 1/ 
LE LE 

A. East Zone Treatment pit. 21.82 4.69 60.76 24.83 
& Sea Oltfall 

B. aroliha Collection & Con-
veyance 3.11 5.00 8.66 26.52 

C. Sicuf Keblia/Abou Soliman 
Collection and Conveyance 4.16 8.28 11.56 43.89 

D. East Zone Pimp Stations 
Rehab & Witions 3.21 1.60 8.94 8.52 

E. Central Zone Treatment pit. 
and Sea Outfall 15.24 3.45 42.41 18.30 

F. West Zone Conveyance and. 
West Treatment pit. 
UP:Oa-ling 10.49 8.48 29.21 44,87 

G. Nouzha Sewerage and East 
Zone Treatment 1.79 3.41 4.96 18.07 

H. Solid Waste 0.18 0.10 0.50 0.60 

WAND TOTAL 60.0 35.0 167.0 185.6 

Sources: 

AlD Grant 167.0 
Gcsm 185.6 

GRAND TOTAL 167.0 135.6 

1/ All Life of Project figures shown are subject to 
availabiliby of funds amdA.I.D. authorization 
procedures. [Footnote in the original.] 
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[AMENDING AGREEMENT] 

A.I.D. PR:17ECT NUMBER 263-0100 

FIRST PEDIDMT 

TO 

GRAM' AGRIZMNT 

MG TEE 

ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT 

TIE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

TUE MINISTRY OF HOUSING 

AND THE 

GENERAL ORCINIZATICN FOR SESZRAGE AND 

SANITARY DRAINAGE 

FOR 

ALEXANDRIA WASTEWATER SYSTEM EXPANSIM 

DATED: Septerrar 22, 1979 
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First Amendment, dated September 22, 1979, to the Grant Agreement, 

dated August 29, 1979 among the Arab Republic of Egypt ("Grantee"), the 

Cenoral Organization for Sc rage and Sanitary 

Drainage and th2 United States of America, acting through the P:jency 

for International Developmant ("A.I.D."), for Alexandria Wastewater 

System Expansion. 

SECTION 1. The Grant Agreement is amended as follows: 

(a) Section 3.1 is amended by deleting "Sixty Million United States 

("U.S.") Dollars ($60,000,000)" and substituting "Eighty-Seven Million 

Three Hundred Twenty-One Thousand and Forty-Five United States ("U.S.") 

Dollars ($87,321,045)." 

(b) Section 3.2(b) is amended by deleting "Fifty Million United 

States Dollars ($50,000,000)" and substituting "Seventy-Two Million 

United States Dollars ($72,000,000)." 

(c) The Project Financial Plan in Attachment A to Annex 1 is 

deleted in its entirety and a new Financial Plan attached hereto is 

substituted therefor. 

SECTION 2. This rirst Amendment shall enter into force when signed 

by both parties hereto. 

SECTION 3. Except as specifically amended or modified herein, the 

Grant Agreement shall remain in full force and effect in accordance with 

all of its terms. 

IN WITEESS WHEREOF, the Arab Republic of Egypt and the United States 

of Amarica , and the General Organization for 
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Sewerage and Sanitary Drainage, each acting through their respective 

duly authorized representatives, have caused this Amendment to te 

signed in their names and delivered as of the day and year first above 

written. 

ARAB =um OF EGYFT UNITED 

BY:  /174~241 Ck  ,s d, BY: 

NAME:  Dr. Haired El Sayeh  N 
Minister of Economy, Foreign Administrator 

TITLE: Trade and Eooncndc Affairs TITLE:  A.I.D.  

GENERAL ORGANIZATION FOR SEWERAGE 
AND SANITARY DRAINAGE 

BY:  

NAME:  Mg. M. A. Ashavwy  

TITLE: Chain= 
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rirx,:cm  

(In Millions) 

CAPITPI. 

A. East Zone ".reatm...nt pit. 
& Sea Cutfa11 

B. Smouha Collection & Con-
veyance 

C. Siouf EebliaíAteu Soliman 
Collection end Convey.ince 

D. Lest Zcnc Stations 
r.≥hz'J & Aaditions 

C. Central Zone T ttrnnL pit. 
and SLa OuLfall 

r. West `:.:ne Convoyano) and 
West Treatwnt pit. 
1.19rading 

G. f,:,-uzhl S,,...rra,J: and rAst 
Zone Tre.7.tment 

,1 id Wish, 

..ourc,cs: 

AID Grant 
;,SD 

GItAlfl) 

ATTACHMRIT A 
TO /ewe?: 1 

ry 79 Life of Project I/ 
$ TE $  LE  

31.76 C.88 60.76 24.83 

4.53 7.34 8:66 26.52 

6.05 12.15 11.56 43.09 

4.67 2.35 8.94 8.52 

22.18 5-05 42.41 18.30 

15.27 12:44 29.21 44.97 

2.60 5.00 4.96 18.07 

0.26 0.15 0.50 0.60 

87.32 51.36 167.0 185.6 

167.0 
185.6 

Gisxm 167.0 185.6 

1/ All r i figures shown are subject to 
dvailabilitr of iunds and A.I.D. :futliDrization 

I rc,:c,:on't3. [Footnote in the original.] 
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[RELATED LETTER] 

MINISTRY OF ECONOMY 
AND ECONOMIC COOPERATION 

ECONOMIC COOPERATION 

MT. DONALD S. BROWN 
AID Director 

U.S. Embassy 
CAIRO 

CAIRO Sept., .1979 

DEAR M . BROWN, 

With reference to the first Amendment to the Grant Agreement No. 
263-0100 for Alexandria Wastewater System Expansion Project 
signed by Dr. HAMED El-SAYEH Minister of Economy, Foreign 
Trade and Economic Affairs on behalf of the Egyptian Government. 
I wish to inform you that the signature of Dr. HAMED El-SAYEH 

is sufficient to consider this Agreement valid and legally binding, 
meanwhile, Names and specimens signatures of the authorized execu-
tives of the original agreement will be submitted to you as soon as 
possible. 
Best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

A. .A.ZIZ ZAHWY 

Abdel Aziz Zahwy 
Under Secretary of State 
for Economic Cooperation 

Mahmoud Falamy 
Legal Adviser 

to the Minister of Economy 
Foreign Trade, and Economic 

Affairs 
MAHMOIM FAHMY 
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MULTILATERAL 

Safety of Life at Sea, 1974 

Convention done at London November 1, 1974; 
Ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America 

July 12, 1978; 
Acceptance approved by the President of the United States of 

America August 15, 1978; 
Acceptance of the United States of America deposited with the 

Secretary-General of Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative 
Organization September 7, 1978; 

Proclaimed by the President of the United States of America 
January 28, 1980; 

Entered into force May 25, 1980. 

BY nib PRESIDENT OF Mar, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

CONSIDERING THAT: 
The International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974, 

was open for signature at London from November 1, 1974, until July 1, 
1975, and signed on behalf of the United States of America on 
November 1, 1974, the text of which Convention is hereto annexed; 
The Senate of the United States of America by its resolution of 

July 12, 1978, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein, 
gave its advice and consent to acceptance of the Convention; 
The President of the United States of America approved acceptance 

of the Convention on August 15, 1978, in pursuance of the advice and 
consent of the Senate; 
The United States of America deposited its instrument of acceptance 

on September 7, 1978, in accordance with the provisions of the 
Convention; 
The Convention will enter into force for the United States of 

America on May 25, 1980; 
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Now, TH bREFORE, I, Jimmy Carter, President of the United States 
of America, proclaim and make public the Convention, to the end that 
it shall be observed and fulfilled with good faith on and after May 25, 
1980, by the United States of America and by the citizens of the United 
States of America and all other persons subject to the jurisdiction 
thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have signed this proclamation and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-eighth day of January 

in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred eighty 
[sEAL] and of the Independence of the United States of America 

the two hundred fourth. 

JIMMY CARTER 

By the President: 
CYR178 VANCE 

Secretary of State 
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INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE 
SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA, 1974 

THE CONTRACTING GOVERNMENTS, 

BEING DESIROUS of promoting safety of life at sea by establishing in 
common agreement uniform principles and rules directed thereto, 

CONSIDERING that this end may best be achieved by the conclusion 
of a Convention to replace the International Convention for the Safety of Life 
at Sea, 1960,E9 taking account of developments since that Convention.was con-
cluded, 

HAVE AGREED as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

General Obligations under the Convention 

(a) The Contracting Governments undertake to give effect to the provisions of 
the present Convention and the Annex thereto, which shall constitute an integral 
part of the present Convention. Every reference to the present Convention 
constitutes at the same time a reference to the Annex. 

(b) The Contracting Governments undertake to promulgate all laws, decrees, 
orders and regulations and to take all other steps which may be necessary to 
give the present Convention full and complete effect, so as to ensure that, from 
the point of view of safety of life, a ship is fit for the service for which it is 
intended. 

ARTICLE II 

Application 

The present Convention shall apply to ships entitled to fly the flag of 
States the Governments of which are Contracting Governments. 

ARTICLE III 

Laws, Regulations 

The Contracting Governments undertake to communicate to and deposit 
with the Secretary-General of the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative 
Organization (hereinafter referred to as "the Organization"): 

(a) a list of non-governmental agencies which are authorized to act in their 
behalf in the administration of measures for safety of life at sea for circulation to 
the Contracting Governments for the information of their officers; 

1 TIAS 5780, 6284; 16 ITST 185; 18 UST 1289. [Footnote added by the Depart-
ment of State.] 
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(b) the text of laws, decrees, orders and regulations which shall have been 
promulgated on the various matters within the scope of the present Con-
vention; 

(c) a sufficient number of specimens of their Certificates issued under the 
provisions of the present Convention for circulation to the Contracting Govern-
ments for the information of their officers. 

ARTICLE IV 

Cases of Force Majeure 

(a) A ship, which is not subject to the provisions of the present Convention at 
the time of its departure on any voyage, shall not become subject to the provisions 
of the present Convention on account of any deviation from its intended voyage 
due to stress of weather or any other cause offorce majeure. 

(b) Persons who are on board a ship by reason offorce majeure or in conse-
quence of the obligation laid upon the master to carry shipwrecked or other 
persons shall not be taken into account for the purpose of ascertaining the 
application to a ship of any provisions of the present Convention. 

ARTICLE V 

Carriage of Persons in Emergency 

(a) For the purpose of evacuating persons in order to avoid a threat to the 
security of their lives a Contracting Government may permit the carriage of a 
larger number of persons in its ships than is otherwise permissible under the 
present Convention. 

(b) Such permission shall not deprive other Contracting Governments of 
any right of control under the present Convention over such ships which come 
within their ports. 

(c) Notice of any such permission, together with a statement of the circum-
stances, shall be sent to the Secretary-General of the Organi7Ation by the 
Contracting Government granting such permission. 

ARTICLE VI 

Prior Treaties and Conventions 

(a) As between the Contracting Governments, the present Convention replaces 
and abrogates the Inteniational Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea which 
was signed in London on 17 June 1960. 

(b) All other treaties, conventions and arrangements relating to safety of life 
at sea, or matters appertaining thereto, at present in force between Governments 
parties to the present Convention shall continue to have full and complete effect 
during the terms thereof as regards: 
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(i) ships to which the present Convention does not apply; 

(ii) ships to which the present Convention applies, in respect of matters 
for which it has not expressly provided. 

(c) To the extent, however, that such treaties, conventions or arrangements 
conflict with the provisions of the present Convention, the provisions of the 
present Convention shall prevail. 

(d) All matters which are not expressly provided for in the present Con-
vention remain subject to the legislation of the Contracting Governments. 

ARTICLE VII 

Special Rules drawn up by Agreement 

When in accordance with the present Convention special rules are drawn 
up by agreement between all or some of the Contracting Governments, such 
rules shall be communicated to the Secretary-General of the Organization for 
circulation to all Contracting Governments. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Amendments 

(a) The present Convention may be amended by either of the procedures 
specified in the following paragraphs. 

(b) Amendments after consideration within the Organization: 

(i) 

(iii) 

Any amendment proposed by a Contracting Government shall be 
submitted to the Secretary-General of the Organization, who shall 
then circulate it to all Members of the Organization and all Con-
tracting Governments at least six months prior to its consideration. 

Any amendment proposed and circulated as above shall be referred 
to the Maritime Safety Committee of the Organization for con-
sideration. 

Contracting Governments of States, whether or not Members of 
the Organization, shall be entitled to participate in the proceedings 
of the Maritime Safety Committee for the consideration and 
adoption of amendments. 

(iv) Amendments shall be adopted by a two-thirds majority of the 
Contracting Governments present and voting in the Maritime 
Safety Committee expanded as provided for in sub-paragraph (iii) 
of this paragraph (hereinafter referred to as "the expanded Mari-
time Safety Committee") on condition that at least one-third of the 
Contracting Governments shall be present at the time of voting. 

(v) Amendments adopted in accordance with sub-paragraph (iv) of 
this paragraph shall be communicated by the Secretary-General 
of the Organization to all Contracting Governments for acceptance. 
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(vi) (1) An amendment to an Article of the Convention or to Chapter I 
of the Annex shall be deemed to have been accepted on the 
date on which it is accepted by two-thirds of the Contracting 
Governments. 

(2) An amendment to the Annex other than Chapter I shall be 
deemed to have been accepted: 

(aa) at the end of two years from the date on which it 
is communicated to Contracting Governments for 
acceptance; or 

(bb) at the end of a different period, which shall not be less 
than one year, if so determined at the time of its adoption 
by a two-thirds majority of the Contracting Govern-
ments present and voting in the expanded Maritime 
Safety Committee. 

However, if within the specified period either more than one-
third of Contracting Governments, or Contracting Govern-
ments the combined merchant fleets of which constitute not less 
than fifty per cent of the gross tonnage of the world's merchant 
fleet, notify the Secretary-General of the Organization that they 
object to the amendment, it shall be deemed not to have been 
accepted. 

(vii) (1) An amendment to an Article of the Convention or to Chapter I 
of the Annex shall enter into force with respect to those 
Contracting Governments which have accepted it, six months 
after the date on which it is deemed to have been accepted, and 
with respect to each Contracting Government which accepts 
it after that date, six months after the date of that Contracting 
Government's acceptance. 

(2) An amendment to the Annex other than Chapter I shall enter 
into force with respect to all Contracting Governments, 
except those which have objected to the amendment under 
sub-paragraph (vi)(2) of this paragraph and which have not 
withdrawn such objections, six months after the date on which 
it is deemed to have been accepted. However, before the date 
set for entry into force, any Contracting Government may give 
notice to the Secretary-General of the Organization that it 
exempts itself from giving effect to that amendment for a 
period not longer than one year from the date of its entry into 
force, or for such longer period as may be determined by a 
two-thirds majority of the Contracting Governments present 
and voting in the expanded Maritime Safety Committee at the 
time of the adoption of the amendment. 

(c) Amendment by a Conference: 

(i) Upon the request of a Contracting Government concurred in. by at 
least one-third of the Contracting Governments, the Organiztion 
shall convene a Conference -of Contracting Governments to con-
sider amendments to the present Convention. 

(ii) Every amendment adopted by such a Conference by a two-thirds 
majority of the Contracting Governments present and voting, shall 
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be communicated by the Secretary-General of the Organization to 
all Contracting Governments for acceptance. 

(ill) Unless the Conference decides otherwise, the amendment shall be 
deemed to have been accepted and shall enter into force in accord-
ance with the procedures specified in sub-paragraphs (b)(vi) and 
(b)(vii) respectively of this Article, provided that references in these 
paragraphs to the expanded Maritime Safety Committee shall be 
taken to mean references to the Conference. 

(d) (i) A Contracting Government which has accepted an amendment to 
the Annex which has entered into force shall not be obliged to extend 
the benefit of the present Convention in respect of the certificates 
issued to a ship entitled to fly the flag of a State the Government of 
which, pursuant to the provisions of sub-paragraph (b)(vi)(2) of this 
Article, has objected to the amendment and has not withdrawn such 
an objection, but only to the extent that such certificates relate to 
matters covered by the amendment in question. 

(ii) A Contracting Government which has accepted an amendment to 
the Annex which has entered into force shall extend the benefit of the 
present Convention in respect of the certificates issued to a ship 
entitled to fly the flag of a State the Government of which, pursuant to 
the provisions of sub-paragraph (b)(vii)(2) of this Article, has 
notified the Secretary-General of the Organization that it exempts 
itself from giving effect to the amendment. 

(e) Unless expressly provided otherwise, any amendment to the present 
Convention made under this Article, which relates to the structure of a ship, 
shall apply only to ships the keels of which are laid or which are at a similar 
stage of construction, on or after the date on which the amendment enters 
into force. 

(f) Any declaration of acceptance of, or objection to, an amendment or 
any notice given under sub-paragraph (b)(vii)(2) of this Article shall be sub-
mitted in writing to the Secretary-General of the Organization, who shall 
inform all Contracting Governments of any such submission and the date 
of its receipt. 

(g) The Secretary-General of the Organization shall inform all Contracting 
Governments of any amendments which enter into force under this Article, 
together with the date on which each such amendment enters into force. 

ARTICLE IX 

Signature, Ratification, Acceptance, Approval and Accession 

(a) The present Convention shall remain open for signature at the Head-
quarters of the Organization from 1 November 1974 until 1 July 1975 and shall 
thereafter remain open for accession. States may become parties to the present 
Convention by: 

(i) signature without reservation as to ratification, acceptance or 
approval; or 
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(ii) signature subject to ratification, acceptance or approval, followed by 
ratification, acceptance or approval; or 

(iii) accession. 

(b) Ratification, acceptance, approval or accession shall be effected by the 
deposit of an instrument to that effect with the Secretary-General of the Organ-
ization. 

(c) The Secretary-General of the Organization shall inform the Governments 
of all States which have signed the present Convention or acceded to it of any 
signature or of the deposit of any instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval 
or accession and the date of its deposit. 

ARTICLE X 

Entry into Force 

(a) The present Convention shall enter into force twelve months after the 
date on which not less than twenty-five States, the combined- merchant fleets of 
which constitute not less than fifty per cent of the gross tonnage of the world's 
merchant shipping, have become parties to it in accordance with Article IX. 

(b) Any instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession deposited 
after the date on which the present Convention enters into force shall take effect 
three months after the date of deposit. 

(c) After the date on which an amendment to the present Convention is 
deemed to have been accepted under Article VIII, any instrument of ratification, 
acceptance, approval or accession deposited shall apply to the Convention as 
amended. 

ARTICLE XI 

Denunciation 

(a) The present Convention may be denounced by any Contracting Govern-
ment at any time after the expiry of five years from the date on which the 
Convention enters into force for that Government. 

(b) Denunciation shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument of denuncia-
tion with the Secretary-General of the Organization who shall notify all the other 
Contracting Governments of any instrument of denunciation received and of 
the date of its receipt as well as the date on which such denunciation takes effect. 

(c) A denunciation shall take effect one year, or such longer period as may be 
specified in the instrument of denunciation, after its receipt by the Secretary-
General of the Organi7Ation. 
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ARTICLE XII 

Deposit and Registration 

(a) The present Convention shall be deposited with the Secretary-General 
of the Organizstion who shall transmit certified true copies thereof to the 
Governments of all States which have signed the present Convention or acceded 
to it. 

(b) As soon as the present Convention enters into force, the text shall be 
transmitted by the Secretary-General of the Organization to the Secretary-
General of the United Nations for registration and publication, in accordance 
with Article 102 of the Charter of the United Nations.P1 

ARTICLE XIII 

Languages 

The present Convention is established in a single copy in the Chinese, 
English, French, Russian and Spanish languages,[9 each text being equally 
authentic. Official translations in the Arabic, German and Italian languages 
shall be prepared and deposited with the signed original. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized by 
their respective Governments for that purpose, have signed the present Con-
vention. 

DONE AT LONDON this first day of November one thousand nine 
hundred and seventy-four. 

1 TS 993; 59 Stat. 1052. 
2 The convention is printed in the English language only. 
[Footnotes added by the Department of State.] 
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ANNEX 

CHAPTER I 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

PART A — APPLICATION, DEFINITIONS, ETC. 

Regulation 1 

Application 

(a) Unless expressly provided otherwise, the present Regulations apply only 
to ships engaged on international voyages. 

(b) The classes of ships to which each Chapter applies are more precisely 
defined, and the extent of the application is shown, in each Chapter. 

Regulation 2 

Definitions 

For the purpose of the present Regulations, unless expressly provided 
otherwise: 

(a) "Regulations" means the Regulations contained in the Annex to the 
present Convention. 

(b) "Administration" means the Government of the State whose flag the ship 
is entitled to fly. 

(c) "Approved" means approved by the Administration. 

(d) "International voyage" means a voyage from a country to which the 
present Convention applies to a port outside such country, or conversely. 

(e) A passenger is every person other than: 

(i) the master and the members of the crew or other persons employed 
or engaged in any capacity on board a ship on the business of that 
ship; and 

a child under one year of age. 

(f) 

(g) 

(ii) 

A passenger ship is a ship which carries more than twelve passengers. 

A cargo ship is any ship which is not a passenger ship. 
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(h) A tanker is a cargo ship constructed or adapted for the carriage in bulk of 
liquid cargoes of an inflammable* nature. 

(i) A fishing vessel is a vessel used for catching fish, whales, seals, walrus or 
other living resources of the sea. 

(j) A nuclear ship is a ship provided with a nuclear power plant. 

(k) "New ship" means a ship the keel of which is laid or which is at a similar 
stage of construction on or after the date of coming into force of the present 
Convention. 

(1) "Existing ship" means a ship which is not a new ship. 

(m) A mile is 1,852 metres or 6,080 feet. 

Regulation 3 

Exceptions 

(a) The present Regulations, unless expressly provided otherwise, do not 
apply to: 

(i) Ships of war and troopships. 

(ii) Cargo ships of less than 500 tons gross tonnage. 

(iii) Ships not propelled by mechanical means. 

(iv) Wooden ships of primitive build. 

(v) Pleasure yachts not engaged in trade. 

(vi) Fishing vessels. 

(b) Except as expressly provided in Chapter V, nothing herein shall apply to 
ships solely navigating the Great Lakes of North America and the River St. 
Lawrence as far east as a straight line drawn from Cap des Rosiers to West 
Point, Anticosti Island and, on the north side of Anticosti Island, the 63rd 
Meridian. 

Regulation 4 

Exemptions 

(a) A ship which is not normally engaged on international voyages but which, 
in exceptional circumstances, is required to undertake a single international 
voyage may be exempted by the Administration from any of the requirements 
of the present Regulations provided that it complies with safety requirements 
which are adequate in the opinion of the Administration for the voyage which 
is to be undertaken by the ship. 

(b) The Administration may exempt any ship which embodies features of a 
novel kind from any of the provisions of Chapters 11-1, II-2, III and IV of these 

* "Inflammable" has the same meaning as "flammable". 
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Regulations the application of which might seriously impede research into the 
development of such features and their incorporation in ships engaged on 
international voyages. Any such ship shall, however, comply with safety 
requirements which, in the opinion of that Administration, are adequate for the 
service for which it is intended and are such as to ensure the overall safety of the 
ship and which are acceptable to the Governments of the States to be visited by 
the ship. The Administration which allows any such exemption shall communi-
cate to the Organization particulars of same and the reasons therefor which the 
Organization shall circulate to the Contracting Governments for their informa-
tion. 

Regulation 5 

Equivalents 

(a) Where the present Regulations require that a particular fitting, material, 
appliance or apparatus, or type thereof, shall be fitted or carried in a ship, or 
that any particular provision shall be made, the Administration may allow any 
other fitting, material, appliance or apparatus, or type thereof, to be fitted or 
carried, or any other provision to be made in that ship, if it is satisfied by trial 
thereof or otherwise that such fitting, material, appliance or apparatus, or 
type thereof, or provision, is at least as effective as that required by the present 
Regulations. 

(b) Any Administration which so allows, in substitution, a fitting, material, 
appliance or apparatus, or type thereof, or provision, shall communicate to the 
Organization particulars thereof together with a report on any trials made 
and the Organization shall circulate such particulars to other Contracting 
Governments for the information of their officers. 

PART B — SURVEYS AND CERTIFICATES 

Regulation 6 

Inspection and Survey 

The inspection and survey of ships, so far as regards the enforcement of the 
provisions of the present Regulations and the granting of exemptions there-
from, shall be carried out by officers of the country in which the ship is registered, 
provided that the Government of each country may entrust the inspection and 
survey either to surveyors nominated for the purpose or to organizations 
recognized by it. In every case the Government concerned fully guarantees the 
completeness and efficiency of the inspection and survey. 

Regulation 7 

Surveys of Passenger Ships 

(a) A passenger ship shall be subjected to the surveys specified below: 

(i) A survey before the ship is put in service. 
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(ii) A periodical, survey once every twelve months. 
(iii) Additional surveys, as occasion arises. 

(b) The surveys referred to above shall be carried out as follows: 

(i) The survey before the ship is put in service shall include a complete 
inspection of its structure, machinery and equipment, including the 
outside of the ship's bottom and the inside and outside of the boilers. 
This survey shall be such as to ensure that the arrangements, 
material, and scantlings of the structure, boilers and other pressure 
vessels and their appurtenances, main and auxiliary machinery, 
electrical installation, radio installation, radiotelegraph installations 
in motor lifeboats, portable radio apparatus for survival craft, life-
saving appliances, fire protection, fire detecting and extinguishing 
appliances, radar, echo-sounding device, gyro-compass, pilot 
ladders, mechanical pilot hoists and other equipment, fully comply 
with the requirements of the present Convention, and of the laws, 
decrees, otders and regulations promulgated as a result thereof by 
the Administration for ships of the service for which it is intended. 
The survey shall also be such as to ensure that the workmanship of 
all parts of the ship and its equipment is in all respects satisfactory, 
and that the ship is provided with the lights, shapes, means of making 
sound signals and distress signals as required by the provisions of 
the present Convention and the International Regulations for 
Preventing Collisions at Sea in force. 

(ii) The periodical survey shall include an inspection of the structure, 
boilers and other pressure vessels, machinery and equipment, 
including the outside of the ship's bottom. The survey shall be such 
as to ensure that the ship, as regards the structure, boilers and other 
pressure vessels and their appurtenances, main and auxiliary 
machinery, electrical installation, radio installation, radiotelegraph 
installations in motor lifeboats, portable radio apparatus for survival 
craft, life-saving appliances, fire protection, fire detecting and 
extinguishing appliances, radar, echo-sounding device, gyro-
compass, pilot ladders, mechanical pilot hoists and other equipment, 
is in satisfactory condition and fit for the service for which it is 
intended, and that it complies with the requirements of the present 
Convention, and of the laws, decrees, orders and regulations promul-
gated as a result thereof by the Administration. The lights, shapes 
and means of making sound signals and the distress signals carried 
by the ship shall also be subject to the above-mentioned survey 
for the purpose of ensuring that they comply with the requirements 
of the present Convention and of the International Regulations for 
Preventing Collisions at Sea{} in force. 

(iii) A survey either general or partial, according to the circumstances, 
shall be made every time an accident occurs or a defect is discovered 
which affects the safety of the ship or the efficiency or completeness 
of its life-saving appliances or other equipment, or whenever any 
important repairs or renewals are made. The survey shall be such as 
to ensure that the necessary repairs or renewals have been effectively 
made, that the material and workmanship of such repairs are in all 
respects satisfactory, and that the ship complies in all respects with 

iDone Oct. 20, 1972. TIAS 8587; 28 UST 3459. [Footnote added by the Depart-
ment of State.] 
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the provisions of the present Convention and of the International 
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea in force, and of the 
laws, decrees, orders and regulations promulgated as a result thereof 
by the Administration. 

(c) (i) The laws, decrees, orders and regulations referred to in paragraph (b) 
of this Regulation shall be in all respects such as to ensure that, from 
the point of view of safety of life, the ship is fit for the service for 
which it is intended. 

(ii) They shall among other things prescribe the requirements to be 
observed as to the initial and subsequent hydraulic or other accept-
able alternative tests to which the main and auxiliary boilers, con-
nexions, steam pipes, high pressure receivers, and fuel tanks for 
internal combustion engines are to be submitted including the test 
procedures to be followed and the intervals between two consecutive 
tests. 

Regulation 8 

Surveys of Life-Saving Appliances and 
other Equipment of Cargo Ships 

The life-saving appliances, except a radiotelegraph installation in a motor 
lifeboat or a portable radio apparatus for survival craft, the echo-sounding 
device, the gyro-compass, and the fire-extinguishing appliances of cargo ships 
to which Chapters II-1, II-2, III and V apply shall be subject to initial and 
subsequent surveys as provided for passenger ships in Regulation 7 of this 
Chapter with the substitution of 24 months for 12 months in sub-paragraph 
(a)(ii) of that Regulation. The fire control plans in new ships and the pilot ladders, 
mechanical pilot hoists, lights, shapes and means of making sound signals carried 
by new and existing ships shall be included in the surveys for the purpose of 
ensuring that they comply fully with the requirements of the present Convention 
and, where applicable, the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions 
at Sea in force. 

Regulation 9 

Surveys of Radio and Radar Installations of Cargo Ships 

The radio and radar installations of cargo ships to which Chapters IV and V 
apply and any radiotelegraph installation in a motor lifeboat or portable radio 
apparatus for survival craft which is carried in compliance with the requirements 
of Chapter III shall be subject to initial and subsequent surveys as provided for 
passenger ships in Regulation 7 of this Chapter. 

Regulation 10 

Surveys of Hull, Machinery and Equipment of Cargo Ships 

The hull, machinery and equipment (other than items in respect of which 
Cargo Ship Safety Equipment Certificates, Cargo Ship Safety Radiotelegraphy 
Certificates or Cargo Ship Safety Radiotelephony Certificates are issued) of a 
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cargo ship shall be surveyed on completion and thereafter in such manner and 
at such intervals as the Administration may consider necessary in order to ensure 
that their condition is in all respects satisfactory. The survey shall be such as to 
ensure that the arrangements, material, and scantlings of the structure, boilers 
and other pressure vessels and their appurtenances, main and auxiliary mach-
inery, electrical installations and other equipment are in all respects satisfactory 
for the service for which the ship is intended. 

Regulation 11 

Maintenance of Conditions after Survey 

After any survey of the ship under Regulations 7, 8, 9 or 10 of this Chapter 
has been completed, no change shall be made in the structural arrangements, 
machinery, equipment, etc. covered by the survey, without the sanction of the 
Administration. 

Regulation 12 

Issue of Certificates 

(a) (i) A certificate called a Passenger Ship Safety Certificate shall be issued 
after inspection and survey to a passenger ship which complies 
with the requirements of Chapters II-1, II-2, III and IV and any 
other relevant requirements of the present Regulations. 

(ii) A certificate called a Cargo Ship Safety Construction Certificate 
shall be issued after survey to a cargo ship which satisfies the 
requirements for cargo ships on survey set out in Regulation 10 of 
this Chapter and complies with the applicable requirements of 
Chapters II-1 and II-2 other than those relating to fire-extinguishing 
appliances and fire control plans. 

(iii) A certificate called a Cargo Ship Safety Equipment Certificate shall 
be issued after inspection to a cargo ship which complies with the 
relevant requirements of Chapters II-1, II-2 and III and any other 
relevant requirements of the present Regulations. 

(iv) A certificate called a Cargo Ship Safety Radiotelegraphy Certificate 
shall be issued after inspection to a cargo ship, fitted with a radio-
telegraph installation, which complies with the requirements of 
Chapter IV and any other relevant requirements of the present 
Regulations. 

(v) A certificate called a Cargo Ship Safety Radiotelephony Certificate 
shall be issued after inspection to a cargo ship, fitted with a radio-
telephone installation, which complies with the requirements of 
Chapter IV and any other relevant requireinents of the present 
Regulations. 

(vi) When an exemption is granted to a ship under and in accordance 
with the provisions of the present Regulations, a certificate called an 
Exemption Certificate shall be issued in addition to the certificates 
prescribed in this paragraph. 
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(vii) Passenger Ship Safety Certificates, Cargo Ship Safety Construction' 
Certificates, Cargo Ship Safety Equipment Certificates, Cargo Ship 
Safety Radiotelegraphy Certificates, Cargo Ship Safety Radio-
telephony Certificates and Exemption Certificates shall be issued 
either by the Administration or by any person or organization duly 
authorized by it. In every case, that Administration assumes full 
responsibility for the Certificate. 

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of the present Convention any 
certificate issued under, and in accordance with, the provisions of the Inter-
national Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960, which is current when 
the present Convention comes into force in respect of the Administration by 
which the certificate is issued, shall remain valid until it expires under the terms 
of Regulation 14 of Chapter I of that Convention. 

(c) A Contracting Government shall not issue certificates under, and in 
accordance with, the provisions of the International Convention for the Safety 
of Life at Sea, 1960, 1948M or 1929,M after the date on which acceptance of 
the present Convention by the Government takes effect. 

Regulation 13 

Issue of Certificate by another Government 

A Contracting Government may, at the request of the Administration, 
cause a ship to be surveyed and, if satisfied that the requirements of the present 
Regulations are complied with, shall issue certificates to the ship in accordance 
with the present Regulations. Any certificate so issued must contain a statement 
to the effect that it has been issued at the request of the Government of the 
country in which the ship is or will be registered, and it shall have the same force 
and receive the same recognition as a certificate issued under Regulation 12 
of this Chapter. 

Regulation 14 

Duration of Certificates 

(a) Certificates other than Cargo Ship Safety Construction Certificates, 
Cargo Ship Safety Equipment Certificates and Exemption Certificates shall be 
issued for a period of not more than 12 months. Cargo Ship Safety Equipment 
Certificates shall be issued for a period of not more than 24 months. Exemption 
Certificates shall not be valid for longer than the period of the certificates to 
which they refer. 

(b) If a survey takes place within two months before the end of the period for 
which a Cargo Ship Safety Radiotelegraphy Certificate or a Cargo Ship 
Safety Radiotelephony Certificate issued in respect of cargo ships of 300 tons 
gross tonnage and upwards, but less than 500 tons gross tonnage, was originally 
issued, that certificate may be withdrawn, and a new certificate may be issued 
which shall expire 12 months after the end of the said period. 

(c) If a ship at the time when its certificate expires is not in a port of the 
country in which it is registered, the certificate may be extended by the Admini-

TIAS 2495; 3 UST 3450. 
2 TS 910; 50 Stat. 1121. [Footnotes added by the Department of State.] 
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stration, but such extension shall be granted only for the purpose of allowing the 
ship to complete its voyage to the country in which it is registered or is to be 
surveyed, and then only in cases where it appears proper and reasonable so to do. 

(d) No certificate shall be thus extended for a longer period than five months, 
and a ship to which such extension is granted shall not, on its arrival in the 
country in which it is registered or the port in which it is to be surveyed, be 
entitled by virtue of such extension to leave that port or country without having 
obtained a new certificate. 

(e) A certificate which has not been extended under the foregoing provisions 
of this Regulation may be extended by the Administration for a period of grace 
of up to one month from the date of expiry stated on it. 

Regulation 15 

Form of Certificates 

(a) All certificates shall be drawn up in the official language or languages of 
the country by which they are issued. 

(b) The form of the certificates shall be that of the models given in 
the Appendix to the present Regulations. The arrangement of the printed part 
of the model certificates shall be exactly reproduced in the certificates issued, or 
in certified copies thereof, and the particulars inserted in the certificates issued, 
or in certified copies thereof, shall be in Roman characters and Arabic figures. 

Regulation 16 

Posting up of Certificates 

All certificates or certified copies thereof issued under the present Regula-
tions shall be posted up in a prominent and accessible place in the ship. 

Regulation 17 

Acceptance of Certificates 

Certificates issued under the authority of a Contracting Government shall 
be accepted by the other Contracting Governments for all purposes covered by 
the present Convention. They shall be regarded by the other Contracting 
Governments as having the same force as certificates issued by them. 

Regulation 18 

Qualification of Certificates 

(a) If in the course of a particular voyage a ship has on board a number of 
persons less than the total number stated in the Passenger Ship Safety Certificate 
and is in consequence, in accordance with the provisions of the present Regula-
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tions, free to carry a smaller number of lifeboats and other life-saving appliances 
than that stated in the Certificate, an annex may be issued by the Government, 
person or organization referred to in Regulation 12 or 13 of this Chapter. 

(b) This annex shall state that in the circumstances there is no infringement of 
the provisions of the present Regulations. It shall be annexed to the Certificate 
and shall be substituted for it in so far as the life-saving appliances are con-
cerned. It shall be valid only for the particular voyage for which it is issued. 

Regulation 19 

Control 

Every ship holding a certificate issued under Regulation 12 or Regulation 
13 of this Chapter is subject in the ports of the other Contracting Governments 
to control by officers duly authorized by such Governments in so far as this 
control is directed towards verifying that there is on board a valid certificate. 
Such certificate shall be accepted unless there are clear grounds for believing that 
the condition of the ship or of its equipment does not correspond substantially 
with the particulars of that certificate. In that case, the officer carrying out the 
control shall take such steps as will ensure that the ship shall not sail until it can 
proceed to sea without danger to the passengers or the crew. In the event of this 
control giving rise to intervention of any kind, the officer carrying out the control 
shall inform the Consul of the country in which the ship is registered in writing 
forthwith of all the circumstances in which intervention was deemed to be neces-
sary, and the facts shall be reported to the Organization. 

Regulation 20 

Privileges 

The privileges of the present Convention may not be claimed in favour of any 
ship unless it holds appropriate valid certificates. 

PART C — CASUALTIES 

Regulation 21 

Casualties 

(a) Each Administration undertakes to conduct an investigation of any 
casualty occurring to any of its ships subject to the provisions of the present 
Convention when it judges that such an investigation may assist in determining 
what changes in the present Regulations might be desirable. 

(b) Each Contracting Government undertakes to supply the Organization with 
pertinent information concerning the findings of such investigations. No reports 
or recommendations of the Organization based upon such information shall 
disclose the identity or nationality of the ships concerned or in any manner fix 
or imply responsibility upon any ship or person. 
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CHAPTER 11-1 

CONSTRUCTION - SUBDIVISION AND STABILITY, 
MACHINERY AND ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS 

PART A — GENERAL 

Regulation 1 

Application 

(a) (i) Unless expressly provided otherwise, this Chapter applies to new 
ships. 

(ii) Existing passenger ships and cargo ships shall comply with the 
following: 

(1) for ships the keels of which were laid or which were at a similar 
stage of construction on or after the date of coming into force 
of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 
1960, the Administration shall ensure that the requirements 
which were applied under Chapter II of that Convention to new 
ships as defined in that Chapter are complied with; 

(2) for ships the keels of which were laid or which were at a similar 
stage of construction on or after the date of coming into force 
of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 
1948, but before the date of coming into force of the Inter-
national Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960, the 
Administration shall ensure that the requirements which were 
applied under Chapter LE of the 1948 Convention to new ships 
as defined in that Chapter are complied with; 

for ships the keels of which were laid or which were at a similar 
stage of construction before the date of coming into force of the 
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1948, the 
Administration shall ensure that the requirements which were 
applied under Chapter ll of that Convention to existing ships as 
defined in that Chapter are complied with; 

(4) as regards the requirements of Chapter II-1 of the present 
Convention which are not contained in Chapter II of the 1960 
and 1948 Conventions, the Administration shall decide which 
of these requirements shall be applied to existing ships as 
defined in the present Convention. 

(iii) A ship which undergoes repairs, alterations, modifications and 
outfitting related thereto shall continue to comply with at least the 
requirements previously applicable to the ship. An existing ship in 
such a case shall not, as a rule, comply to a lesser extent with the 
requirements for a new ship than it did before. Repairs, alterations 

(3) 
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and modifications of a major character and outfitting related thereto 
should meet the requirements for a new ship in so far as the Admini-
stration deems reasonable and practicable. 

(b) For the purpose of this Chapter: 
(i) A new passenger ship is a passenger ship the keel of which is laid 

or which is at a similar stage of construction on or after the date of 
coming into force of the present Convention, or a cargo ship which is 
converted to a passenger ship on or after that date, all other pas-
senger ships being described as existing passenger ships. 

A new cargo ship is a cargo ship the keel of which is laid or which is 
at a similar stage of construction after the date of coming into force 
of the present Convention. 

(c) The Administration may, if it considers that the sheltered nature and 
conditions of the voyage are such as to render the application of any specific 
requirements of this Chapter unreasonable or unnecessary, exempt from those 
requirements individual ships or classes of ships belonging to its country which, 
in the course of their voyage, do not proceed more than 20 miles from the nearest 
land. 

(d) In the case of a passenger ship which is permitted under paragraph (c) of 
Regulation 27 of Chapter III to carry a number of persons on board in excess of 
the lifeboat capacity provided, it shall comply with the special standards of 
subdivision set out in paragraph (e) of Regulation 5 of this Chapter, and the 
associated special provisions regarding permeability in paragraph (d) of Regula-
tion 4 of this Chapter, unless the Administration is satisfied that, having regard 
to the nature and conditions of the voyage, compliance with the other provisions 
of the Regulations of this Chapter and Chapter II-2 of the present Convention 
is sufficient. 

(e) In the case of passenger ships which are employed in special trades for the 
carriage of large numbers of special trade passengers, such as the pilgrim trade, 
the Administration, if satisfied that it is impracticable to enforce compliance 
with the requirements of this Chapter, may exempt such ships, when they belong 
to its country, from those requirements, provided that they comply fully with the 
provisions of: 

(i) the Rules annexed to the Special Trade Passenger Ships Agreement, 
1971, and 

(ii) the Rules annexed to the Protocol on Space Requirements for 
Special Trade Passenger Ships, 1973, when it enters into force. 

Regulation 2 

Definitions 

For the purpose of this Chapter, unless expressly provided otherwise: 

(a) (i) A subdivision load line is a water-line used in determining the sub-
division of the ship. 
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(ii) The deepest subdivision load line is the water-line which corresponds 
to the greatest draught permitted by the subdivision requirements 
which are applicable. 

(b) The length of the ship is the length measured between perpendiculars 
taken at the extremities of the deepest subdivision load line. 

(c) The breadth of the ship is the extreme width from outside of frame to 
outside of frame at or below the deepest subdivision load line. 

(d) The draught is the vertical distance from the moulded base line amidships 
to the subdivision load line in question. 

(e) The bulkhead deck is the uppermost deck up to which the transverse 
watertight bulkheads are carried. 

(f) The margin line is a line drawn at least 76 millimetres (3 inches) below 
the upper surface of the bulkhead deck at side. 

(g) The permeability of a space is the percentage of that space which can be 
occupied by water. 

The volume of a space which extends above the margin line shall be 
measured only to the height of that line. 

(h) The machinery space is to be taken as extending from the moulded base 
line to the margin line and between the extreme main transverse watertight 
bulkheads bounding the spaces containing the main and auxiliary propelling 
machinery, boilers serving the needs of propulsion, and all permanent coal 
bunkers. 

In the case of unusual arrangements, the Administration may define the 
limits of the machinery spaces. 

(i) Passenger spaces are those which are provided for the accommodation and 
use of passengers, excluding baggage, store, provision and mail rooms. 

For the purposes of Regulations 4 and 5 of this Chapter, spaces provided 
below the margin line for the accommodation and use of the crew shall be 
regarded as passenger spaces. 

(j) In all cases volumes and areas shall be calculated to moulded lines. 

PART B — SUBDIVISION AND STABILITY* 

(Part B applies to passenger ships only, except 
that Regulation 19 also applies to cargo ships.) 

Regulation 3 

Floodable Length 

(a) The fioodable length at any point of the length of a ship shall be deter-
mined by a method of calculation which takes into consideration the form, 
draught and other characteristics of the ship in question. 

* Instead of the requirements in this Part, the Regulations on Subdivision and Stability 
of Passenger Ships as an Equivalent to Part B of Chapter II of the International Con-
vention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960, adopted by the Organization by Resolution 
A.265(VIII), may be used, if applied, in their entirety. 
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(b) In a ship with a continuous bulkhead deck, the floodable length at a given 
point is the maximum portion of the length of the ship, having its centre at the 
point in question, which can be flooded under the definite assumptions set forth 
in Regulation 4 of this Chapter without the ship being submerged beyond the 
margin line. 

(c) (i) In the case of a ship not having a continuous bulkhead deck, the 
floodable length at any point may be determined to an assumed 
continuous margin line which at no point is less than 76 millimetres 
(3 inches) below the top of the deck (at side) to which the bulkheads 
concerned and the shell are carried watertight. 

(ii) Where a portion of an assumed margin line is appreciably below the 
deck to which bulkheads are carried, the Administration may permit 
a limited relaxation in the watertightness of those portions of the 
bulkheads which are above the margin line and immediately under 
the higher deck. 

Regulation 4 

Permeability 

(a) The definite assumptions referred to in Regulation 3 of this Chapter 
relate to the permeabilities of the spaces below the margin line. 

In determining the floodable length, a uniform average permeability shall 
be used throughout the whole length of each of the following portions of the 
ship below the margin line: 

(i) the machinery space as defined in Regulation 2 of this Chapter; 

(ii) the portion forward of the machinery space; and 

(iii) the portion abaft the machinery space. 

(b) (i) The uniform average permeability throughout the machinery space 
shall be determined from the formula — 

os + lo Ha-2.v 

where: 
a = volume of the passenger spaces, as defined in Regulation 2 of 

this Chapter, which are situated below the margin line within 
the limits of the machinery space; 

c = volume of between deck spaces below the margin line within 
the limits of the machinery space which are appropriated to 
cargo, coal or stores; 

v = whole volume of the machinery space below the margin line. 

(ii) Where it is shown to the satisfaction of the Administration that the 
average permeability as determined by detailed calculation is less 
than that given by the formula, the detailed calculated value may be 
used. For the purpose of such calculation, the permeabilities of 
passenger spaces, as defined in Regulation 2 of this Chapter, shall be 
taken as 95, that of all cargo, coal and store spaces as 60, and that 
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of double bottom, oil fuel and other tanks at such values as may be 
approved in each case. 

(c) Except as provided in paragraph (d) of this Regulation, the uniform 
average permeability throughout the portion of the ship before (or abaft) the 
machinery space shall be determined from the formula — 

63 + 35 -a— 

where: 
a = volume of the passenger spaces, as defined in Regulation 2 of this 

Chapter, which are situated below the margin line, before (or abaft) 
the machinery space, and 

= whole volume of the portion of the ship below the margin line before 
(or abaft) the machinery space. 

(d) In the case of a ship which is permitted under paragraph (c) of Regulation 
27 of Chapter III to carry a number of persons on board in excess of the lifeboat 
capacity provided, and is required under paragraph (d) of Regulation 1 of this 
Chapter to comply with special provisions, the uniform average permeability 
throughout the portion of the ship before (or abaft) the machinery space shall 
be determined from the formula — 

95 — 35 

where: 
b = the volume of the spaces below the margin line and above the tops of 

floors, inner bottom, or peak tanks, as the case may be, which are 
appropriated to and used as cargo spaces, coal or oil fuel bunkers, 
store-rooms, baggage and mail rooms, chain lockers and fresh water 
tanks, before (or abaft) the machinery space; and 

= whole volume of the portion of the ship below the margin line before 
(or abaft) the machinery space. 

In the case of ships engaged on services where the cargo holds are not 
generally occupied by any substantial quantities of cargo, no part of the cargo 
spaces is to be included in calculating "b". 

(e) In the case of unusual arrangements the Administration may allow, or 
require, a detailed calculation of average permeability for the portions before or 
abaft the machinery space. For the purpose of such calculation, the permeability 
of passenger spaces as defined in Regulation 2 of this Chapter shall be taken as 
95, that of spaces containing machinery as 85, that of all cargo, coal and store 
spaces as 60, and that of double bottom, oil fuel and other tanks at such value 
as may be approved in each case. 

(f) Where a between deck compartment between two watertight transverse 
bulkheads contains any passenger or crew space, the whole of that compartment, 
less any space completely enclosed within permanent steel bulkheads and 
appropriated to other purposes, shall be regarded as passenger space. Where, 
however, the passenger or crew space in question is completely enclosed within 
permanent steel bulkheads, only the space so enclosed need be considered as 
passenger space. 
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Regulation 5 

Permissible Length of Compartments 

(a) Ships shall be as efficiently subdivided as is possible having regard to the 
nature of the service for which they are intended. The degree of subdivision shall 
vary with the length of the ship and with the service, in such manner that the 
highest degree of subdivision corresponds with the ships of greatest length, 
primarily engaged in the carriage of passengers. 

(b) Factor of Subdivision. The maximum permissible length of a compartment 
having its centre at any point in the ship's length is obtained from the iloodable 
length by multiplying the latter by an appropriate factor called the factor of 
subdivision. 

The factor of subdivision shall depend on the length of the ship, and for a 
given length shall vary according to the nature of the service for which the ship 
is intended. It shall decrease in a regular and continuous manner: 

(i) as the length of the ship increases, and 

(ii) from a factor A, applicable to ships primarily engaged in the carriage 
of cargo, to a factor B, applicable to ships primarily engaged in the 
carriage of passengers. 

The variations of the factors A and B shall be expressed by the following 
formulae (I) and (II) where Lis the length of the ship as defined in Regulation 2 
of this Chapter: 

L in metres 
58.2  

A = L — 60 + .18 (L — 131 and upwards)  

L in feet 
190  

A — L — 198 + .18 (L = 430 and upwards) 

L in metres 
30.3  

B — L .18 

L in feet 

(L — 79 and upwards)  

100  
B — L — 138 + .18 (L = 260 and upwards) 

(1) 

(c) Criterion of Service. For a ship of given length the appropriate factor of 
subdivision shall be determined by the Criterion of Service Numeral (hereinafter 
called the Criterion Numeral) as given by the following formulae (III) and (IV) 
where: 

= the Criterion Numeral; 
L = length of the ship, as defined in Regulation 2 of this Chapter; 
M = the volume of the machinery space, as defined in Regulation 2 of this 

Chapter; with the addition thereto of the volume of any permanent 
oil fuel bunkers which may be situated above the inner bottom and 
before or abaft the machinery space; 
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P = the whole volume of the passenger spaces below the margin line, 
as defined in Regulation 2 of this Chapter; 

V = the whole volume of the ship below the margin line; 
P1 = ICN where: 

N = number of passengers for which the ship is to be certified, 
and 

K has the following values: 
Value of K 

Length in metres and volumes in cubic metres .056L 
Length in feet and volumes in cubic feet .6L 

Where the value of KN is greater than the sum of P and the whole volume 
of the actual passenger spaces above the margin line, the figure to be taken as 
is that sum or two-thirds KN, whichever is the greater. 

When P1 is greater than P — 
M + 2131 

Cs — '72, + — P 

and in other cases — 
M + 2P 

Cs — 72 
V   

For ships not having a continuous bulkhead deck the volumes are to be 
taken up to the actual margin lines used in determining the floodable lengths. 

(d) Rules for Subdivision of Ships other than those covered by paragraph (e) of 
this Regulation 

(i) The subdivision abaft the forepeak of ships 131 metres (430 feet) in 
length and upwards having a criterion numeral of 23 or less shall be 
governed by the factor A given by formula (I); of those having a 
criterion numeral of 123 or more by the factor B given by formula 
(11); and of those having a criterion numeral between 23 and 123 by 
the factor F obt2ined by linear interpolation between the factors A 
and B, using the formula: 

(A — B)(Cs — 23) 
F = A  (V) 100 

Nevertheless, where the criterion numeral is equal to 45 or more and 
simultaneously the computed factor of subdivision as given by 
formula (V) is .65 or less, but more than .50, the subdivision abaft 
the forepeak shall be governed by the factor .50. 

Where the factor F is less than .40 and it is shown to the 
satisfaction of the Administration to be impracticable to comply with 
the factor F in a machinery compartment of the ship, the subdivision 
of such compartment may be governed by an increased factor, which, 
however, shall not exceed .40. 

(ii) The subdivision abaft the forepeak of ships less than 131 metres 
(430 feet) but not less than 79 metres (260 feet) in length having a 
criterion numeral equal to S. where — 

3 574 — 25L . 9 382 — 20L . 
S = ' 13 (L in metres) —  ' (L in feet) 

34 
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shall be governed by the factor unity; of those having a criterion 
numeral of 123 or more by the factor B given by the formula (II); of 
those having a criterion numeral between S and 123 by the factor F 
obtained by linear interpolation between unity and the factor B 
using the formula: 

(1 — B)(Cs — S) 
F = 1 

123—S 

(iii) The subdivision abaft the forepeak of ships less than 131 metres 
(430 feet) but not less than 79 metres (260 feet) in length and having 
a criterion numeral less than S, and of all ships less than 79 metres 
(260 feet) in length shall be governed by the factor unity, unless, in 
either case, it is shown to the satisfaction of the Administration to 
be impracticable to comply with this factor in any part of the ship, 
in which case the Administration may allow such relaxation as may 
appear to be justified, having regard to all the circumstances. 

(iv) The provisions of' sub-paragraph (iii) of this paragraph shall apply 
also to ships of whatever length, which are to be certified to carry a 
number of passengers exceeding 12 but not exceeding — 

L2 L2 
-¿sr, (in metres) = woo (in feet), or 50, whichever is the less. 

(e) Special Standard of Subdivision for Ships which are permitted under 
paragraph (c) of Regulation 27 of Chapter III to carry a number of persons 
on board in excess of the *boat capacity provided and are required under 
paragraph (d) of Regulation I of this Chapter to comply with special provi-
sions 

(i) 
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(1) In the case of ships primarily engaged in the carriage of pas-
sengers, the subdivision abaft the forepeak shall be governed by a 
factor of .50 or by the factor determined according to para-
graphs (c) and (d) of this Regulation, if less than .50. 

(2) In the case of such ships less than 91.5 metres (300 feet) in 
length, if the Administration is satisfied that compliance with 
such factor would be impracticable in a compartment, it may 
allow the length of that compartment to be governed by a higher 
factor provided the factor used is the lowest that is practicable 
and reasonable in the circumstances. 

Where, in the case of any ship whether less than. 91.5 metres (300 
feet) or not, the necessity of carrying appreciable quantities of cargo 
makes it impracticable to require the subdivision abaft the forepeak 
to be governed by a factor not exceeding .50, the standard of 
subdivision to be applied shall be determined in accordance with the 
following sub-paragraphs (1) to (5), subject to the condition that 
where the Administration is satisfied that insistence on strict com-
pliance in any respect would be unreasonable, it may allow such 
alternative arrangement of the watertight bulkheads as appears to be 
justified on merits and will not diminish the general effectiveness 
of the subdivision. 

(1) The provisions of paragraph (c) of this Regulation relating to 
the criterion numeral shall apply with the exception that in 
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calculating the value of P1 for berthed passengers K is to have 
the value defined in paragraph (c) of this Regulation, or 3.55 
cubic metres (125 cubic feet), whichever is the greater, and for 
unberthed passengers K is to have the value 3.55 cubic metres 
(125 cubic feet). 

(2) The factor B in paragraph (b) of this Regulation shall be 
replaced by the factor BB determined by the following formula: 

L in metres 
17.6  

BB L 33 + .20 (L = 55 and upwards) 
—  

(3) 

L in feet 
57.6  

BB = L — 108 + .20 (L = 180 and upwards) 

The subdivision abaft the forepeak of ships 131 metres (430 
feet) in length and upwards having a criterion numeral of 23 or 
less shall be governed by the factor A given by formula (I) in 
paragraph (b) of this Regulation; of those having a criterion 
numeral of 123 of more by the factor BB given by the formula in 
sub-paragraph (ii)(2) of this paragraph; and of those having a 
criterion numeral between 23 and 123 by the factor F obtained 
by linear interpolation between the factors A and BB, using the 
formula: 

(A — BB)(Cs — 23) 
F = A 

100 

except that if the factor F so obtained is less than .50 the factor 
to be used shall be either .50 or the factor calculated according 
to the provisions of sub-paragraph (d)(i) of this Regulation, 
whichever is the smaller. 

(4) The subdivision abaft the forepeak of ships less than 131 
metres (430 feet) but not less than 55 metres (180 feet) in length 
having a criterion numeral equal to S1 where — 

3 712 — 25L 
S1 — ' 19 (L in metres) 

1 950 — 4L 
— ' 10 (L in feet) 

shall be governed by the factor unity; of those having a criterion 
numeral of 123 or more by the factor BB given by the formula 
in sub-paragraph (ii)(2) of this paragraph; of those having a 
criterion numeral between S1 and 123 by the factor F obtained 
by linear interpolation between unity and the factor BB using 
the formula: 

F — 1 (1 — BB)(C. —  
123 — S1 

except that in either of the two latter cases if the factor so 
obtained is less than .50 the subdivision may be governed by a 
factor not exceeding .50. 
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(5) The subdivision abaft the forepeak of ships less than 131 metres 
(430 feet) but not less than 55 metres (180 feet) in length and 
having a criterion numeral less than S1 and of all ships less than 
55 metres (180 feet) in length shall be governed by the factor 
unity, unless it is shown to the satisfaction of the Administra-
tion to be impracticable to comply with this factor in particular 
compartments, in which event the Administration may allow 
such relaxations in respect of those compartments as appear to 
be justified, having regard to all the circumstances, provided that 
the aftermost compartment and as many as possible of the for-
ward compartments (between the forepeak and the after end 
of the machinery space) shall be kept within the fioodable length. 

Regulation 6 

Special Rules concerning Subdivision 

(a) Where in a portion or portions of a ship the watertight bulkheads are 
carried to a higher deck than in the remainder of the ship and it is desired to 
take advantage of this higher extension of the bulkheads in calculating the flood-
able length, separate margin lines may be used for each such portion of the ship 
provided that: 

(i) the sides of the ship are extended throughout the ship's length to the 
deck corresponding to the upper margin line and all openings in the 
shell plating below this deck throughout the length of the ship are 
treated as being below a margin line, for the purposes of Regulation 
14 of this Chapter; and 

(ii) the two compartments adjacent to the "step" in the bulkhead deck 
are each within the permissible length corresponding to their 
respective margin lines, and, in addition, their combined length does 
not exceed twice the permissible length based on the lower margin 
line. 

(b) (i) A compartment may exceed the permissible length determined by 
the rules of Regulation 5 of this Chapter provided the combined 
length of each pair of adjacent compartments to which the compart-
ment in question is common does not exceed either the floodable 
length or twice the permissible length, whichever is the less. 

(ii) If one of the two adjacent compartments is situated inside the 
machinery space, and the second is situated outside the machinery 
space, and the average permeability of the portion of the ship in 
which the second is situated differs from that of the machinery space, 
the combined length of the two compartments shall be adjusted to 
the mean average permeability of the two portions of the ship in 
which the compartments are situated. 

Where the two adjacent compartments have different factors of 
subdivision, the combined length of the two compartments shall be 
determined proportionately. 
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(c) In ships 100 metres (330 feet) in length and upwards, one of the main 
transverse bulkheads abaft the forepeak shall be fitted at a distance from forward 
perpendicular which is not greater than the permissible length. 

(d) A main transverse bulkhead may be recessed provided that all parts of 
the recess lie inboard of vertical surfaces on both sides of the ship, situated at a 
distance from the shell plating equal to one-fifth the breadth of the ship, as 
defined in Regulation 2 of this Chapter, and measured at right angles to the 
centre line at the level of the deepest subdivision load line. 

Any part of a recess which lies outside these limits shall be dealt with as a 
step in accordance with paragraph (e) of this Regulation. 

(e) A main transverse bulkhead may be stepped provided that it meets one 
of the following conditions: 

(i) the combined length of the two compartments, separated by the 
bulkhead in question, does not exceed either 90 per cent of the 
floodable length or twice the permissible length, except that in ships 
having a factor of subdivision greater than .9, the combined 
length of the two compartments in question shall not exceed the 
permissible length; 

additional subdivision is provided in way of the step to maintain the 
same measure of safety as that secured by a plane bulkhead; 

the compartment over which the step extends does not exceed the 
permissible length corresponding to a margin line taken 76 milli-
metres (3 inches) below the step. 

(f) Where a main transverse bulkhead is recessed or stepped, an equivalent 
plane bulkhead shall be used in determining the subdivision. 

(g) If the distance between two adjacent main transverse bulkheads, or their 
equivalent plane bulkheads, or the distance between the transverse planes 
passing through the nearest stepped portions of the bulkheads, is less than 
3.05 metres (10 feet) plus 3 per cent of the length of the ship, or 10.67 metres 
(35 feet) whichever is the less, only one of these bulkheads shall be regarded as 
forming part of the subdivision of the ship in accordance with the provisions 
of Regulation 5 of this Chapter. 

(h) Where a main transverse watertight compartment contains local sub-
division and it can be shown to the satisfaction of the Administration that, after 
any assumed side damage extending over a length of 3.05 metres (10 feet) plus 
3 per cent of the length of the ship, or 10.67 metres (35 feet) whichever is the less, 
the whole volume of the main compartment will not be flooded, a proportionate 
allowance may be made in the permissible length otherwise required for such 
compartment. In such a case the volume of effective buoyancy assumed on the 
undamaged side shall not be greater than that assumed on the damaged side. 

(i) Where the required factor of subdivision is .50 or less, the combined 
length of any two adjacent compartments shall not exceed the floodable length. 
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Regulation 7 

Stability of Ships in Damaged Condition 

(a) Sufficient intact stability shall be provided in all service conditions so as to 
enable the ship to withstand the final stage of flooding of any one main com-
partment which is required to be within the fioodable length. 

Where two adjacent main compartments are separated by a bulkhead 
which is stepped under the conditions of sub-paragraph (e)(i) of Regulation 6 
of this Chapter the intact stability shall be adequate to withstand the flooding 
of those two adjacent main compartments. 

Where the required factor of subdivision is .50 or less but more than 
.33 intact stability shall be adequate to withstand the flooding of any two 
adjacent main compartments. 

Where the required factor of subdivision is .33 or less the intact stability 
shall be adequate to withstand the flooding of any three adjacent main compart-
ments. 

(b) 0 The requirements of paragraph (a) of this Regulation shall be 
determined by calculations which are in accordance with paragaphs 
(c), (d) and (f) of this Regulation and which take into consideration 
the proportions and design characteristics of the ship and the 
arrangement and configuration of the damaged compartments. In 
making these calculations the ship is to be assumed in the worst 
anticipated service condition as regards stability. 

Where it is proposed to fit decks, inner skins or longitudinal bulk-
heads of sufficient tightness to seriously restrict the flow of water, the 
Administration shall be satisfied that proper consideration is given 
to such restrictions in the calculations. 

(iii) In cases where the Administration considers the range of stability 
in the damaged condition to be doubtful, it may require investiga-
tion thereof. 

(c) For the purpose of making damage stability calculations the volume and 
surface permeabilities shall be in general as follows: 

Spaces Permeability 
Appropriated to Cargo, Coal or Stores 60 
Occupied by Accommodation 95 
Occupied by Machinery 85 
Intended for Liquids 0 or 95* 

Higher surface permeabilities are to be assumed in respect of spaces which, 
in the vicinity of the damage waterplane, contain no substantial quantity of 
accommodation or machinery and spaces which are not generally occupied by 
any substantial quantity of cargo or stores. 

(d) Assumed extent of damage shall be as follows: 

(i) longitudinal extent: 3.05 metres (10 feet) plus 3 per cent of the length 
of the ship, or 10.67 metres (35 feet) whichever is the less. Where the 

* Whichever results in the more severe requirements. 
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required factor of subdivision is .33 or less the assumed longitudinal 
extent of damage shall be increased as necessary so as to include any 
two consecutive main transverse watertight bulkheads; 

(ii) transverse extent (measured inboard from the ship's side, at right 
angles to the centre line at the level of the deepest subdivision load 
line): a distance of one-fifth of the breadth of the ship, as defined in 
Regulation 2 of this Chapter; and 

(iii) vertical extent: from the base line upwards without limit. 

(iv) If any damage of lesser extent than that indicated in sub-paragraphs 
(i), (ii) and (iii) of this paragraph would result in a more severe 
condition regarding heel or loss of meincentric height, such damage 
shall be assumed in the calculations. 

(e) Unsymmetrical flooding is to be kept to a minimum consistent with 
efficient arrangements. Where it is necessary to correct large angles of heel, the 
means adopted shall, where practicable, be self-acting, but in any case where 
controls to cross-flooding fittings are provided they shall be operable from above 
the bulkhead deck. These fittings together with their controls as well as the maxi-
mum heel before equalization shall be acceptable to the Administration. Where 
cross-flooding fittings are required the time for equalization shall not exceed 15 
minutes. Suitable information concerning the use of cross-flooding fittings shall 
be supplied to the master of the ship.* 

(f) The final conditions of the ship after damage and, in the case of unsym-
metrical flooding, after equalization measures have been taken shall be as 
follows: 

(i) in the case of symmetrical flooding there shall be a positive residual 
metacentric height of at least 50 millimetres (2 inches) as calculated 
by the constant displacement method; 

(ii) in the case of unsymmetrical flooding the total heel shall not exceed 
seven degrees, except that, in special cases, the Administration may 
allow additional heel due to the unsymmetrical moment, but in no 
case shall the final heel exceed fifteen degrees; 

in no case shall the margin line be submerged in the final stage of 
flooding. If it is considered that the margin line may become sub-
merged during an intermediate stage of flooding, the Administration 
may require such investigations and arrangements as it considers 
necessary for the safety of the ship. 

(g) The master of the ship shall be supplied with the data necessary to main-
tain sufficient intac.t stability under service conditions to enable the ship to 
withstand the critical damage. In the case of ships requiring cross-flooding the 
master of the ship shall be informed of the conditions of stability on which the 
calculations of heel are based and be warned that excessive heeling might result 
should the ship sustain damage when in a less favourable condition. 

* Reference is made to the Recommendation on a Standard Method for Establishing 
Compliance with the Requirements for Cross-Flooding Arrangements in Passenger Ships, 
adopted by the Organization by Resolution A.266(VIII). 
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(h) (i) No relaxation from the requirements for damage stability may be 
considered by the Administration unless it is shown that the intact 
metacentric height in any service condition necessary to meet these 
requirements is excessive for the service intended. 

(ii) Relaxations from the requirements for damage stability shall be 
permitted only in exceptional cases and subject to the condition that 
the Administration is to be satisfied that the proportions, arrange-
ments and other characteristics of the ship are the most favourable to 
stability after damage which can practically and reasonably be 
adopted in the particular circumstances. 

Regulation 8 

Ballasting 

When ballasting with water is necessary, the water ballast should not in 
general be carried in tanks intended for oil fuel. In ships in which it is not 
practicable to avoid putting water in oil fuel tanks, oily-water separator equip-
ment to the satisfaction of the Administration shall be fitted, or other alternative 
means acceptable to the Administration shall be provided for disposing of the 
oily-water ballast. 

Regulation 9 

Peak and Machinery Space Bulkheads, Shaft Tunnels, etc. 

(a) (i) A ship shall have a forepeak or collision bulkhead, which shall be 
watertight up to the bulkhead deck. This bulkhead shall be fitted not 
less than 5 per cent of the length of the ship, and not more than 
3.05 metres (10 feet) plus 5 per cent of the length of the ship from the 
forward perpendicular. 

(ii) If the ship has a long forward superstructure, the forepeak bulkhead 
shall be extended weathertight to the deck next above the bulkhead 
deck. The extension need not be fitted directly over the bulkhead be-
low, provided it is at least 5 per cent of the length of the ship from the 
forward perpendicular, and the part of the bulkhead deck which 
forms the step is made effectively weathertight. 

(b) An afterpeak bulkhead, and bulkheads dividing the machinery space, as 
defined in Regulation 2 of this Chapter, from the cargo and passenger spaces 
forward and aft, shall also be fitted and made watertight up to the bulkhead 
deck. The afterpeak bulkhead may, however, be stepped below the bulkhead 
deck, provided the degree of safety of the ship as regards subdivision is not 
thereby diminished. 

(c) In all cases stern tubes shall be enclosed in watertight spaces of moderate 
volume. The stern gland shall be situated in a watertight shaft tunnel or other 
watertight space separate from the stern tube compartment and of such volume 
that, if flooded by leakage through the stem gland, the margin line will not be 
submerged. 
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Regulation 10 

Double Bottoms 

(a) A double bottom shall be fitted extending from the forepeak bulkhead to 
the afterpeak bulkhead as far as this is practicable and compatible with the 
design and proper working of the ship. 

(i) In ships 50 metres (165 feet) and under 61 metres (200 feet) in 
length a double bottom shall be fitted at least from the machinery 
space to the forepeak bulkhead, or as near thereto as practicable. 

(ii) In ships 61 metres (200 feet) and under 76 metres (249 feet) in length 
a double bottom shall be fitted at least outside the machinery space, 
and shall extend to the fore and after peak bulkheads, or as near 
thereto as practicable. 

(iii) In ships 76 metres (249 feet) in length and upwards, a double bottom 
shall be fitted amidships, and shall extend to the fore and after peak 
bulkheads, or as near thereto as practicable. 

(b) Where a double bottom is required to be fitted its depth shall be to the 
satisfaction of the Administration and the inner bottom shall be continued out 
to the ship's sides in such a manner as to protect the bottom to the turn of the 
bilge. Such protection will be deemed satisfactory if the line of intersection of the 
outer edge of the margin plate with the bilge plating is not lower at any part than 
a horizontal plane passing through the point of intersection with the frame line 
amidships of a transverse diagonal line inclined at 25 degrees to the base line and 
cutting it at a point one-half the ship's moulded breadth from the middle line. 

(c) Small wells constructed in the double bottom in connexion with drainage 
arrangements of holds, etc., shall not extend downwards more than necessary. 
The depth of the well shall in no case be more than the depth less 457 millimetres 
(18 inches) of the double bottom at the centreline, nor shall the well extend below 
the horizontal plane referred to in paragraph (b) of this Regulation. A. well 
extending to the outer bottom is, however, permitted at the after end of the shaft 
tunnel of screw-ships. Other wells (e.g., for lubricating oil under main engines) 
may be permitted by the Administration if satisfied that the arrangements give 
protection equivalent to that afforded by a double bottom complying with this 
Regulation. 

(d) A double bottom need not be fitted in way of watertight compartments of 
moderate size used exclusively for the carriage of liquids, provided the safety of 
the ship, in the event of bottom or side damage, is not, in the opinion of the 
Administration, thereby impaired. 

(e) In the case of ships to which the provisions of paragraph (d) of Regula-
tion 1 of this Chapter apply and which are engaged on regular service within the 
limits of a short international voyage as defined in Regulation 2 of Chapter III, 
the Administration may permit a double bottom to be dispensed with in any 
part of the ship which is subdivided by a factor not exceeding .50, if satisfied 
that the fitting of a double bottom in that part would not be compatible with the 
design and proper working of the ship. 
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Regulation 11 

Assigning, Marking and Recording of Subdivision Load Lines 

(a) In order that the required degree of subdivision shall be maintained, a load 
line corresponding to the approved subdivision draught shall be assigned and 
marked on the ship's sides. A ship having spaces which are specially adapted for 
the accommodation of passengers and the carriage of cargo alternatively may, 
if the owners desire, have one or more additional load lines assigned and marked 
to correspond with the subdivision draughts which the Administration may 
approve for the alternative service conditions. 

(13) The subdivision load lines assigned and marked shall be recorded in the 
Passenger Ship Safety Certificate, and shall be distinguished by the notation C.1 
for the principal passenger condition, and C.2, C.3, etc., for the alternative 
conditions. 

(c) The freeboard corresponding to each of these load lines shall be measured 
at the same position and from the same deck line as the freeboards determined in 
accordance with the International Convention respecting Load Lines[]in force. 

(d) The freeboard corresponding to each approved subdivision load line and 
the conditions of service for which it is approved, shall be clearly indicated on 
the Passenger Ship Safety Certificate. 

(e) In no case shall any subdivision load line mark be placed above the deepest 
load line in salt water as determined by the strength of the ship and/or the 
International Convention respecting Load Lines in force. 

(f) Whatever may be the position of the subdivision load line marks, a ship 
shall in no case be loaded so as to submerge the load line mark appropriate to 
the season and locality as determined in accordance with the International 
Convention respecting Load Lines in force. 

(g) A ship shall in no case be so loaded that when she is in salt water the sub-
division load line mark appropriate to the particular voyage and condition of 
service is submerged. 

Regulation 12 

Construction and Initial Testing of Watertight Bulkheads, etc. 

(a) Each watertight subdivision bulkhead, whether transverse or longitudinal, 
shall be constructed in such a manner that it shall be capable of supporting, with 
a proper margin of resistance, the pressure due to the maximum head of water 
which it might have to sustain in the event of damage to the ship but at least the 
pressure due to a head of water up to the margin line. The construction of these 
bulkheads shall be to the satisfaction of the Administration. 

(b) (i) Steps and recesses in bulkheads shall be watertight and as strong as 
the bulkhead at the place where each occurs. 

I Done Apr. 5, 1966. TIAS 6331; 18 ITST 1857. [Footnote added by the Depart-
ment of State.] 
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(ii) Where frames or beams pass through a watertight deck or bulkhead, 
such deck or bulkhead shall be made structurally watertight without 
the use of wood or cement. 

(c) Testing main compartments by filling them with water is not compulsory. 
When testing by filling with water is not carried out, a hose test is compulsory; 
this test shall be carried out in the most advanced stage of the fitting out of the 
ship. In any case, a thorough inspection of the watertight bulkheads shall be 
carried out. 

(d) The forepeak, double bottoms (including duct keels) and inner skins shall 
be tested with water to a head corresponding to the requirements of paragraph 
(a) of this Regulation. 

(e) Tanks which are intended to hold liquids, and which form part of the sub-
division of the ship, shall be tested for tightness with water to a head up to the 
deepest subdivision load line or to a head corresponding to two-thirds of the 
depth from the top of keel to the margin line in way of the tanks, whichever is the 
greater; provided that in no case shall the test head be less than 0.92 metres 
(3 feet) above the top of the tank. 

(f) The tests referred to in paragraphs (d) and (e) of this Regulation are for the 
purpose of ensuring that the subdivision structural arrangements are watertight 
and are not to be regarded as a test of the fitness of any compartment for the 
storage of oil fuel or for other special purposes for which a test of a superior 
character may be required depending on the height to which the liquid has access 
in the tank or its connexions. 

Regulation 13 

Openings in Watertight Bulkheads 

(a) The number of openings in watertight bulkheads shall be reduced to the 
minimum compatible with the design and proper working of the ship; satisfactory 
means shall be provided for closing these openings. 

(b) (i) Where pipes, scuppers, electric cables, etc. are carried through water-
tight subdivision bulkheads, arrangements shall be made to ensure 
the integrity of the watertightness of the bulkheads. 

(ii) Valves and cocks not forming part of a piping system shall not be 
permitted in watertight subdivision bulkheads. 

(iii) Lead or other heat sensitive materials shall not be used in systems 
which penetrate watertight subdivision bulkheads, where deterior-
ation of such systems in the event of fire would impair the watertight 
integrity of the bulkheads. 

No doors, manholes, or access openings are permitted: 

(1) in the collision bulkhead below the margin line; 

(2) in watertight transverse bulkheads dividing a cargo space from 
an adjoining cargo space or from a permanent or reserve bunker, 
except as provided in paragraph (1) of this Regulation. 

(c) (i) 
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(ii) Except as provided in sub-paragraph (iii) of this paragraph, the 
collision bulkhead may be pierced below the margin line by not more 
than one pipe for dealing with fluid in the forepeak tank, provided 
that the pipe is fitted with a screwdown valve capable of being 
operated from above the bulkhead deck, the valve chest being 
secured inside the forepeak to the collision bulkhead. 

(iii) If the forepeak is divided to hold two different kinds of liquids the 
Administration may allow the collision bulkhead to be pierced below 
the margin line by two pipes, each of which is fitted as required by 
sub-paragraph (ii) of this paragraph, provided the Administration is 
satisfied that there is no practical alternative to the fitting of such a 
second pipe and that, having regard to the additional subdivision 
provided in the forepeak, the safety of the ship is maintained. 

(d) (i) Watertight doors fitted in bulkheads between permanent and reserve 
bunkers shall be always accessible, except as provided in sub-
paragraph (ii) of paragraph (k) of this Regulation for between deck 
bunker doors. 

(ii) Satisfactory arrangements shall be made by means of screens or 
otherwise to prevent the coal from interfering with the closing of 
watertight bunker doors. 

(e) Within spaces containing the main and auxiliary propelling machinery 
including boilers serving the needs of propulsion and all permanent bunkers, not 
more than one door apart from the doors to bunkers and shaft tunnels may be 
fitted in each main transverse bulkhead. Where two or more shafts are fitted the 
tunnels shall be connected by an inter-communicating passage. There shall be 
only one door between the machinery space and the tunnel spaces where two 
shafts are fitted and only two doors where there are more than two shafts. All 
these doors shall be of the sliding type and shall be located so as to have their sills 
as high as practicable. The hand gear for operating these doors from above the 
bulkhead deck shall be situated outside the spaces containing the machinery if 
this is consistent with a satisfactory arrangement of the necessary gearing. 

(f) (i) Watertight doors shall be sliding doors or hinged doors or doors of 
an equivalent type. Plate doors secured only by bolts and doors 
required to be closed by dropping or by the action of a dropping 
weight are not permitted. 

(ii) Sliding doors may be either: 
hand-operated only, or 
power-operated as well as hand-operated. 

(iii) Authorized watertight doors may therefore be divided into three 
Classes: 

Class 1 — hinged doors; 

Class 2 — hand-operated sliding doors; 

Class 3 — sliding doors which are power-operated as well as hand-
operated. 
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(iv) The means of operation of any watertight door whether power-
operated or not shall be capable of closing the door with the ship 
listed to 15 degrees either way. 

(v) In all classes of watertight doors indicators shall be fitted which 
show, at all operating stations from which the doors are not visible, 
whether the doors are open or closed. If any of the watertight doors, 
of whatever Class, is not fitted so as to enable it to be closed from a 
central control station, it shall be provided with a mechanical, 
electrical, telephonic, or any other suitable direct means of com-
munication, enabling the officer of the watch promptly to contact the 
person who is responsible for closing the door in question, under 
previous orders. 

(g) Hinged doors (Cláss 1) shall be fitted with quick action closing devices, 
such as catches, workable from each side of the bulkhead. 

(h) Hand-operated sliding doors (Class 2) may have a horizontal or vertical 
motion. It shall be possible to operate the mechanism at the door itself from 
either side, and in addition, from an accessible position above the bulkhead deck, 
with an all round crank motion, or some other movement providing the same 
guarantee of safety and of an approved type. Departures from the requirement 
of operation on both sides may be allowed, if this requirement is impossible 
owing to the layout of the spaces. When operating a hand gear the time necessary 
for the complete closure of the door with the vessel upright, shall not exceed 
90 seconds. 

(i) (i) Power-operated sliding doors (Class 3) may have a vertical or 
horizontal motion. If a door is required to be power-operated from a 
central control, the gearing shall be so arranged that the door can be 
operated by power also at the door itself from both sides. The 
arrangement shall be such that the door will close automatically if 
opened by local control after being closed from the central control, 
and also such that any door can be kept closed by local systems which 
will prevent the door from being opened from the upper control. 
Local control handles in connexion with the power gear shall be 
provided each side of the bulkhead and shall be so arranged as to 
enable persons passing through the doorway to hold both handles in 
the open position without being able to set the closing mechanism in 
operation accidentally. Power-operated sliding doors shall be 
provided with hand gear workable at the door itself on either side and 
from an accessible position above the bulkhead deck, with an all 
round crank motion or some other movement providing the same 
guarantee of safety and of an approved type. Provision shall be made 
to give warnings by sound signal that the door has begun to close and 
will continue to move until it is completely closed. The door shall 
take a sufficient time to close to ensure safety. 

(ii) There shall be at least two independent power sources capable of 
opening and closing all the doors under control, each of them 
capable of operating all the doors simultaneously. The two power 
sources shall be controlled from the central station on the bridge 
provided with all the necessary indicators for checking that each of 
the two power sources is capable of giving the required service 
satisfactorily. 
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(iii) In the case of hydraulic operation, each power source shall consist 
of a, pump capable of closing all doors in not more than 60 seconds. 
In addition, there shall be for the whole installation hydraulic 
accumulators of sufficient capacity to operate all the doors at least 
three times, i.e., closed—open—closed. The fluid used shall be one 
which does not freeze at any of the temperatures liable to be en-
countered by the ship during its service. 

(j) (i) Hinged watertight doors (Class 1) in passenger, crew and working 
spaces are only permitted above a deck the underside of which, at its 
lowest point at side, is at least 2.13 metres (7 feet) above the deepest 
subdivision load line. 

(ii) Watertight doors, the sills of which are above the deepest load line 
and below the line specified in the preceding sub-paragraph shall be 
sliding doors and may be hand-operated (Class 2), except in vessels 
engaged on short international voyages and required to have a factor 
of subdivision of .50 or less in which all such doors shall be power-
operated. When trunkways in connexion with refrigerated cargo and 
ventilation or forced draught ducts are carried through more than one 
main watertight subdivision bulkhead, the doors at such openings 
shall be operated by power. 

(k) (i) Watertight doors which may sometimes be opened at sea, and the 
sills of which are below the deepest subdivision load line shall be 
sliding doors. The following rules shall apply: 

(1) when the number of such doors (excluding doors at entrances to 
shaft tunnels) exceeds five, all of these doors and those at the 
entrance to shaft tunnels or ventilation or forced draught ducts, 
shall be power-operated (Class 3) and shall be capable of being 
simultaneously closed from a central station situated on the 
bridge; 

(2) when the number of such doors (excluding doors at entrances to 
shaft tunnels) is greater than one, but does not exceed five, 

(a) where the ship has no passenger spaces below the bulkhead 
deck, all the above-mentioned doors may be hand-operated 
(Class 2); 

(b) where the ship has passenger spaces below the bullchead 
deck all the above-mentioned doors shall be power-operated 
(Class 3) and shall be capable of being simultaneously 
closed from a central station situated on the bridge; 

in any ship where there are only two such watertight doors and 
they are into or within the space containing machinery, the 
Administration may allow these two doors to be hand-operated 
only (Class 2). 

(ii) If áliding watertight doors which have sometimes to be open at sea for 
the purpose of trimming coal are fitted between bunkers in the 
between decks below the bulkhead deck, these doors shall be operated 
by power. The opening and closing of these doors shall be recorded in 
such log book as may be prescribed by the Administration. 

(3) 
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(1) @ If the Administration is satisfied that such doors are essential, water-
tight doors of satisfactory construction may be fitted in watertight 
bulkheads dividing cargo between deck spaces. Such doors may be 
hinged, rolling or sliding doors but shall not be remotely controlled. 
They shall be fitted at the highest level and as far from the shell 
plating as practicable, but in no case shall the outboard vertical edges 
be situated at a distance from the shell plating which is less than one-
fifth of the breadth of the ship, as defined in Regulation 2 of this 
Chapter, such distance being measured at right angles to the centre 
line of the ship at the level of the deepest subdivision load line. 

(ii) Such doors shall be closed before the voyage commences and shall be 
kept closed during navigation; and the time of opening such doors in 
port and of closing them before the ship leaves port shall be entered 
in the log book. Should any of the doors be accessible during the 
voyage, they shall be fitted with a device which prevents unauthorized 
opening. When it is proposed to fit such doors, the number and 
arrangements shall receive the special consideration of the Admini-
stration. 

(m) Portable plates on bulkheads shall not be permitted except in machinery 
spaces. Such plates shall always be in place before the ship leaves port, and shall 
not be removed during navigation except in case of urgent necessity. The 
necessary precautions shall be taken in replacing them to ensure that the joints 
shall be watertight. 

(n) All watertight doors shall be kept closed during navigation except when 
necessarily opened for the working of the ship, and shall always be ready to be 
immediately closed. 

(o) (i) Where trunkways or tunnels for access from crew accommodation to 
the stokehold, for piping, or for any other purpose are carried through 
main transverse watertight bulkheads, they shall be watertight and in 
accordance with the requirements of Regulation 16 of this Chapter. 
The access to at least one end of each such tunnel or trunkway, if used 
as a passage at sea, shall be through a trunk extending watertight to a 
height sufficient to permit access above the margin line. The access to 
the other end of the trunkway or tunnel may be through a watertight 
door of the type required by its location in the ship. Such trunkways or 
tunnels shall not extend through the first subdivision bulkhead abaft 
the collision bulkhead. 

(ii) Where it is proposed to fit tunnels or trunkways for forced draught, 
piercing main transverse watertight bulkheads, these shall receive the 
special consideration of the Administration. 

Regulation 14 

Openings in the Shell Plating below the Margin Line 

(a) The number of openings in the shell plating shall be reduced to the 
minimum compatible with the design and proper working of the ship. 
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(b) The arrangement and efficiency of the means for closing any opening in the 
shell plating shall be consistent with its intended purpose and the position in 
which it is fitted and generally to the satisfaction of the Administration. 

(c) (i) If in a between decks, the sills of any sidescuttles are below a line 
drawn parallel to the bulkhead deck at side and having its lowest 
point 21 per cent of the breadth of the ship above the deepest sub-
division load line, all sidescuttles in that between deck shall be of the 
non-opening type. 

(ii) All sidescuttles the sills of which are below the margin line, other than 
those required to be of a non-opening type by sub-paragraph (i) of 
this paragraph, shall be of such construction as will effectively 
prevent any person opening them without the consent of the master 
of the ship. 

(iii) (1) Where in a between decks, the sills of any of the sidescuttles 
referred to in sub-paragraph (ii) of this paragraph are below a 
line drawn parallel to the bulkhead deck at side and having its 
lowest point 1.37 metres (41 feet) plus 21 per cent of the breadth 
of the ship above the water when the ship departs from any port, 
all the sidescuttles in that between decks shall be closed water-
tight and locked before the ship leaves port, and they shall not 
be opened before the ship arrives at the next port. In the 
application of this sub-paragraph the appropriate allowance for 
fresh water may be made when applicable. 

(2) The time of opening such sidescuttles in port and of closing and 
locking them before the ship leaves port shall be entered in such 
log book as may be prescribed by the Administration. 

For any ship that has one or more sidescuttles so placed that the 
requirements of clause (1) of this sub-paragraph would apply 
when she was floating at her deepest subdivision load line, the 
Administration may indicate the limiting mean draught at which 
these sidescuttles will have their sills above the line drawn 
parallel to the bulkhead deck at side, and having its lowest point 
1.37 metres (41 feet) plus 21 per cent of the breadth of the ship 
above the water-line corresponding to the limiting mean draught, 
and at which it will therefore be permissible to depart from port 
without previously closing and locking them and to open them 
at sea on the responsibility of the master during the voyage to 
the next port. In tropical zones as defined in the International 
Convention respecting Load Lines in force, this limiting draught 
may be increased by 0.305 metres (1 foot). 

(d) Efficient hinged inside deadlights arranged so that they can be easily and 
effectively closed and secured watertight shall be fitted to all sidescuttles except 
that abaft one-eighth of the ship's length from the forward perpendicular and 
above a line drawn parallel to the bulkhead deck at side and having its lowest 
point at a height of 3.66 metres (12 feet) plus 21 per cent of the breadth of the 
ship above the deepest subdivision load line, the deadlights may be portable in 
passenger accommodation other than. that for steerage passengers, unless the 
deadlights are required by the International Convention respecting Load Lines 
in force to be permanently attached in their proper positions. Such portable 
deadlights shall be stowed adjacent to the sidescuttles they serve. 

(3) 
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0) (1) 

(e) Sidescuttles and their deadlights, which will not be accessible during 
navigation, shall be closed and secured before the ship leaves port. 

(f) (i) No sidescuttles shall be fitted in any spaces which are appropriated 
exclusively to the carriage of cargo or coal. 

(ii) Sidescuttles may, how:ver, be fitted in spaces appropriated alterna-
tively to the carriage of cargo or passengers, but they shall be of such 
construction as will effectively prevent any person opening them or 
their deadlights without the consent of the master of the ship. 

(iii) If cargo is carried in such spaces, the sidescuttles and their dead-
lights shall be closed watertight and locked before the cargo is 
shipped and such closing and locking shall be recorded in such log 
book as may be prescribed by the Administration. 

(g) Automatic ventilating sidescuttles shall not be fitted in the shell plating 
below the margin line without the special sanction of the Administration. 

(h) The number of scuppers, sanitary discharges and other similar openings 
in the shell plating shall be reduced to the minimum either by making each dis-
charge serve for as many as possible of the sanitary and other pipes, or in any 
other satisfactory manner. 

0) (i) All inlets and discharges in the shell plating shall be fitted with 
efficient and accessible arrangements for preventing the accidental 
admission of water into the ship. Lead or other heat sensitive materials 
shall not be used for pipes fitted outboard of shell valves in inlets or 
discharges, or any other application where the deterioration of such 
pipes in the event of fire would give rise to danger of flooding. 

(ii) (1) Except as provided in sub-paragraph (iii) of this paragraph, 
each separate discharge led through the shell plating from spaces 
below the margin line shall be provided either with one auto-
matic non-return valve fitted with a positive means of closing it 
from above the bulkhead deck, or, alternatively, with two 
automatic non-return valves without such means, the upper of 
which is so situated above the deepest subdivision load line as 
to be always accessible for examination under service conditions, 
and is of a type which is normally closed. 

(2) Where a valve with positive means of closing is fitted, the 
operating position above the bulkhead deck shall always be 
readily accessible, and means shall be provided for indicating 
whether the valve is open or closed. 

(iii) Main and auxiliary sea inlets and discharges in connexion with 
machinery shall be fitted with readily accessible cocks or valves 
between the pipes and shell plating or between the pipes and fabri-
cated boxes attached to the shell plating. 

Gangway, cargo and coaling ports fitted below the margin line shall 
be of sufficient strength. They shall be effectively closed and secured 
watertight before the ship leaves port, and shall be kept closed during 
navigation. 

_ 
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(ii) Such ports shall be in no case fitted so as to have their lowest point 
below the deepest subdivision load line. 

(k) (i) The inboard opening of each ash-shoot, rubbish-shoot, etc. shall be 
fitted with an efficient cover. 

(ii) If the inboard opening is situated below the margin line, the cover 
shall be watertight, and in addition an automatic non-return valve 
shall be fitted in the shoot in an easily accessible position above the 
deepest subdivision load line. When the shoot is not in use both the 
cover and the valve shall be kept closed and secured. 

Regulation 15 

Construction and Initial Tests of Watertight Doors, Sidescuttles, etc. 

(a) (i) The design, materials and construction of all watertight doors, side-
scuttles, gangway, cargo and coaling ports, valves, pipes, ash-shoots 
and rubbish-shoots referred to in these Regulations shall be to the 
satisfaction of the Administration. 

(ii) The frames of vertical watertight doors shall have no groove at the 
bottom in which dirt might lodge and prevent the door closing 
properly. 

(iii) All cocks and valves for sea inlets and discharges below the bulkhead 
deck and all fittings outboard of such cocks and valves shall be made 
of steel, bronze or other approved ductile material. Ordinary cast 
iron or similar materials shall not be used. 

(b) Each watertight door shall be tested by water pressure to a head up to the 
bulkhead deck. The test shall be made before the ship is put in service, either 
before or after the door is fitted. 

Regulation 16 

Construction and Initial Tests of Watertight Decks, Trunks, etc. 

(a) Watertight decks, trunks, tunnels, duct keels and ventilators shall be of the 
same strength as watertight bulkheads at corresponding levels. The means used 
for making them watertight, and the arrangements adopted for closing openings 
in them, shall be to the satisfaction of the Administration. Watertight ventilators 
and trunks shall be carried at least up to the bulkhead deck. 

(b) After completion, a hose or flooding test shall be applied to watertight 
decks and a hose test to watertight trunks, tunnels and ventilators. 

Regulation 17 

Watertight Integrity above the Margin Line 

(a) The Administration may require that all reasonable and practicable 
measures shall be taken to limit the entry and spread of water above the bulkhead 
deck. Such measures may include partial bulkheads or webs. When partial 
watertight bulkheads and webs are fitted on the bulkhead deck, above or in the 
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immediate vicinity of main subdivision bulkheads, they shall have watertight 
shell and bulkhead deck connexions so as to restrict the flow of water along the 
deck when the ship is in a heeled damaged condition. Where the partial water-
tight bulkhead does not line up with the bulkhead below, the bulkhead deck 
between shall be made effectively watertight. 

(b) The bulkhead deck or a deck above it shall be weathertight in the sense 
that in ordinary sea conditions water will not penetrate in a downward direction. 
All openings in the exposed weather deck shall have coamings of ample height 
and strength and shall be provided with efficient means for expeditiously closing 
them weathertight. Freeing ports, open rails and/or scuppers shall be fitted as 
necessary for rapidly clearing the weather deck of water under all weather 
conditions. 

(c) Sidescuttles, gangway, cargo and coaling ports and other means for closing 
openings in the shell plating above the margin line shall be of efficient design and 
construction and of suffic nt strength having regard to the spaces in which they 
are fitted and their positions relative to the deepest subdivision load line. 

(d) Efficient inside deadlights, arranged so that they can be easily and effectively 
closed and secured watertight, shall be provided for all sidescuttles to spaces 
below the first deck above the bulkhead deck. 

Regulation 18 

Bilge Pumping Arrangements in Passenger Ships 

(a) Ships shall be provided with an efficient bilge pumping plant capable of 
pumping from and draining any watertight compartment which is neither a 
permanent oil compartment nor a permanent water compartment under all 
practicable conditions after a casualty whether the ship is upright or listed. For 
this purpose wing suctions will generally be necessary except in narrow com-
partments at the ends of the ship, where one suction may be sufficient. In 
compartments of unusual form, additional suctions may be required. Arrange-
ments shall be made whereby water in the compartment may find its way to the 
suction pipes. Where in relation to particular compartments the Administration 
is satisfied that the provision of drainage may be undesirable, it may allow such 
provision to be dispensed with if calculations made in accordance with the 
conditions laid down in paragraph (b) of Regulation 7 of this Chapter show that 
the safety of the ship will not be impaired. Efficient means shall be provided for 
draining water from insulated holds. 

Ships shall have at least three power pumps connected to the bilge 
main, one of which may be attached to the propelling unit. Where the 
criterion numeral is 30 or more, one additional independent power 
pump shall be provided. 

The requirements are summarized in the following table: 

Criterion numeral Less than 30 30 and over 

Main engine pump (may be re-
placed by one independent 
pump) 

Independent pumps 
1 
2 

1 
3 
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(iii) Sanitary, ballast and general service pumps may be accepted as 
independent power bilge pumps if fitted with the necessary con-
nexions to the bilge pumping system. 

(c) Where practicable, the power bilge pumps shall be placed in separate 
watertight compartments so arranged or situated that these compartments will 
not readily be flooded by the same damage. If the engines and boilers are in two 
or more watertight compartments, the pumps available for bilge service shall be 
distributed throughout these compartments as far as is possible. 

(d) On ships 91.5 metres (300 feet) or more in length or having a criterion 
numeral of 30 or more, the arrangements shall be such that at least one power 
pump shall be available for use in all ordinary circumstances in which a ship may 
be flooded at sea. This requirement will be satisfied if: 

one of the required pumps is an emergency pump of a reliable sub-
mersible type having a source of power situated above the bulkhead 
deck; or 

(ii) the pumps and their sources of power are so disposed throughout the 
length of the ship that under any condition of flooding which the ship 
is required to withstand, at least one pump in an undamaged com-
partment will be available. 

(e) With the exception of additional pumps which may be provided for peak 
compartments only, each required bilge pump shall be arranged to draw water 
from any space required to be drained by paragraph (a) of this Regulation. 

(0 (0 Each power bilge pump shall be capable of giving a speed of water 
through the required main bilge pipe of not less than 122 metres 
(400 feet) per minute. Independent power bilge pumps situated in 
machinery spaces shall have direct suctions from these spaces, except 
that not more than two such suctions shall be required in any one 
space. Where two or more such suctions are provided there shall be at 
least one on the port side and one on the starboard side. The Admini-
stration may require independent power bilge pumps situated in other 
spaces to have separate direct suctions. Direct suctions shall be 
suitably arranged and those in a machinery space shall be of a dia-
meter not less than that required for the bilge main. 

(ii) In coal-burning ships there shall be provided in the stokehold, in 
addition to the other suctions required by this Regulation, a flexible 
suction hose of suitable diameter and sufficient length, capable of 
being connected to the suction side of an independent power pump. 

(g) (i) In addition to the direct bilge suction or suctions required by 
paragraph (f) of this Regulation there shall be in the machinery space 
a direct suction from the main circulating pump leading to the 
drainage level of the machinery space and fitted with a non-return 
valve. The diameter of this direct suction pipe shall be at least two-
thirds of the diameter of the pump inlet in the case of steamships, and 
of the same diameter as the pump inlet in the case of motorships. 

(ii) Where in the opinion of the Administration the main circulating 
pump is not suitable for this purpose, a direct emergency bilge 
suction shall be led from the largest available independent power 
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driven pump to the drainage level of the machinery space; the suction 
shall be of the same diameter as the main inlet of the pump used. The 
capacity of the pump so connected shall exceed that of a required 
bilge pump by an amount satisfactory to the Administration. 

(iii) The spindles of the sea inlet and direct suction valves shall extend 
well above the engine room platform. 

(iv) Where the fuel is, or may be, coal and there is no watertight bulkhead 
between the engines and the boilers, a direct discharge overboard or 
alternatively a by-pass to the circulating pump discharge, shall be 
fitted from any circulating pump used in compliance with sub-
paragraph (i) of this paragraph. 

(h) (i) All pipes from the pumps which are required for draining cargo or 
machinery spaces shall be entirely distinct from pipes which may be 
used for filling or emptying spaces where water or oil is carried. 

(ii) All bilge pipes used in or under coal bunkers or fuel storage tanks or 
in boiler or machinery spaces, including spaces in which oil-settling 
tanks or oil fuel pumping units are situated, shall be of steel or other 
approved material. 

(i) The diameter of the bilge main shall be calculated according to the follow-
ing formulae provided that the actual internal diameter of the bilge main may be 
of the nearest standard size acceptable to the Administration: 

d = 1.68VL(B + D) + 25 

where: d = internal diameter of the bilge main in millimetres, 
L and B are the length and the breadth of the ship in metres, as 
defined in Regulation 2 of this Chapter, and 
D = moulded depth of the ship to bulkhead deck in metres; 

or 

d = 
iL(B + D) 

+ 1 
2,500 

where: d = internal diameter of the bilge main in inches, 
L and B are the length and the breadth of the ship in feet, as 
defined in Regulation 2 of this Chapter, and 
D = moulded depth of the ship to bulkhead deck in feet. 

The diameter of the bilge branch pipes shall be determined by rules to be made 
by the Administration. 

(j) The arrangement of the bilge and ballast pumping system shall be such as 
to prevent the possibility of water passing from the sea and from water ballast 
spaces into the cargo and machinery spaces, or from one compartment to 
another. Special provision shall be made to prevent any deep tank having bilge 
and ballast connexions being inadvertently run up from the sea when containing 
cargo, or pumped out through a bilge pipe when containing water ballast. 

(k) Provision shall be made to prevent the compartment served by any bilge 
suction pipe being flooded in the event of the pipe being severed, or otherwise 
damaged by collision or grounding in any other compartment. For this purpose, 
where the pipe is at any part situated nearer the side of the ship than one-fifth the 
breadth of the ship (measured at right angles to the centre line at the level of the 
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deepest subdivision load line), or in a duct keel, a non-return valve shall be fitted 
to the pipe in the compartment containing the open end. 

(1) All the distribution boxes, cocks and valves in connexion with the bilge 
pumping arrangements shall be in positions which are accessible at all times 
under ordinary circumstances. They shall be so arranged that, in the event of 
flooding, one of the bilge pumps may be operative on any compartment; in 
addition, damage to a pump or its pipe connecting to the bilge main outboard of 
a line drawn at one-fifth of the breadth of the ship shall not put the bilge system 
out of action. If there is only one system of pipes common to all the pumps, the 
necessary cocks or valves for controlling the bilge suctions must be capable of 
being operated from above the bulkhead deck. Where in addition to the main 
bilge pumping system an emergency bilge pumping system is provided, it shall be 
independent of the main system and so arranged that a pump is capable of 
operating on any compartment under flooding conditions; in that case only the 
cocks and valves necessary for the operation of the emergency system need be 
capable of being operated from above the bulkhead deck. 

(m) All cocks and valves mentioned in paragraph (1) of this Regulation which 
can be operated from above the bulkhead deck shall have their controls at their 
place of operation clearly marked and provided with means to indicate whether 
they are open or closed. 

Regulation 19 

Stability Information for Passenger Ships and Cargo Ships* 

(a) Every passenger ship and cargo ship shall be inclined upon its completion 
and the elements of its stability determined. The master shall be supplied with 
such reliable information as is necessary to enable him by rapid and simple 
processes to obtain accurate guidance as to the stability of the ship under varying 
conditions of service, and a copy shall be furnished to the Administration. 

(b) Where any alterations are made to a ship so as to materially affect the 
stability information supplied to the master, amended stability information shall 
be provided. If necessary the ship shall be re-inclined. 

(c) The Administration may allow the inclining test of an individual ship to be 
dispensed with provided basic stability data are available from the inclining test 
of a sister ship and it is shown to the satisfaction of the Administration that 
reliable stability information for the exempted ship can be obtained from such 
basic data. 

(d) The Administration may also allow the inclining test of an individual ship 
or class of ships, especially designed for the carriage of liquids or ore in bulk, to 
be dispensed with when reference to existing data for similar ships clearly 
indicates that due to the ship's proportions and arrangements more than sufficient 
metacentric height will be available in all probable loading conditions. 

* Reference is made to the Recommendation on Intact Stability for Passenger and Cargo 
Ships under 100 metres in length, adopted by the Organization by Resolution A.167 
(ES.IV) and Amendments to this Recommendation, adopted by the Organization by 
Resolution A.206(VII). 
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Regulation 20 

Damage Control Plans 

There shall be permanently exhibited, for the guidance of the officer in 
charge of the ship, plans showing clearly for each deck and hold the boundaries 
of the watertight compartments, the openings therein with the means of closure 
and position of any controls thereof, and the arrangements for the correction of 
any list due to flooding. In addition, booklets containing the aforementioned 
information shall be made available to the officers of the ship. 

Regulation 21 

Marking, Periodical Operation and Inspection of Watertight Doors, etc. 

(a) This Regulation applies to new and existing ships. 

(b) Drills for the operating of watertight doors, sidescuttles, valves and closing 
mechanisms of scuppers, ash-shoots and rubbish-shoots shall take place weekly. 
In ships in which the voyage exceeds one week in duration a complete drill shall 
be held before leaving port, and others thereafter at least once a week during the 
voyage. In all ships all watertight power doors and hinged doors, in main 
transverse bulkheads, in use at sea, shall be operated daily. 

(c) (i) The watertight doors and all mechanisms and indicators connected 
therewith, all valves the closing of which is necessary to make a 
compartment watertight, and all valves the operation of which is 
necessary for damage control cross connexions shall be periodically 
inspected at sea at least once a week. 

Such valves, doors and mechanisms shall be suitably marked to 
ensure that they may be properly used to provide maximum safety. 

Regulation 22 

Entries in Log 

(a) This Regulation applies to new and existing ships. 

(b) Hinged doors, portable plates, sidescuttles, gangway, cargo and coaling 
ports and other openings, which are required by these Regulations to be kept 
closed during navigation, shall be closed before the ship leaves port. The time of 
closing and the time of opening (if permissible under these Regulations) shall 
be recorded in such log book as may be prescribed by the Administration. 

(c) A record of all drills and inspections required by Regulation 21 of this 
Chapter shall be entered in the log book with an explicit record of any defects 
which may be disclosed. 
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PART C — MACHINERY AND ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS* 

(Part C applies to passenger ships and cargo ships) 

Regulation 23 

General 

(a) Electrical installations in passenger ships shall be such that: 

(i) services essential for safety will be maintained under various emer-
gency conditions; and 

(ii) the safety of passengers, crew and ship from electrical hazards will be 
assured. 

(b) Cargo ships shall comply with Regulations 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 32 of this 
Chapter. 

Regulation 24 

Main Source of Electrical Power in Passenger Ships 

(a) Every passenger ship, the electrical power of which constitutes the only 
means of maintaining the auxiliary services indispensable for the propulsion and 
the safety of the ship, shall be provided with at least two main generating sets. 
The power of these sets shall be such that it shall still be possible to ensure the 
functioning of the services referred to in sub-paragraph (a)(i) of Regulation 23 of 
this Chapter in the event of any one of these generating sets being stopped. 

(b) In a passenger ship where there is only one main generating station, the 
main switchboard shall be located in the same main fire zone. Where there is 
more than one main generating station, it is permissible to have only one main 
switchboard. 

Regulation 25 

Emergency Source of Electrical Power in Passenger Ships 

(a) There shall be above the bulkhead deck and outside the machinery casings 
a self-contained emergency source of electrical power. Its location in relation to 
the main source or sources of electrical power shall be such as to ensure to the 
satisfaction of the Administration that a fire or other casualty to the machinery 
space as defined in paragraph (h) of Regulation 2 of this Chapter will not interfere 
with the supply or distribution of emergency power. It shall not be forward of the 
collision bulkhead. 

(b) The power available shall be sufficient to supply all those services that are, 
in the opinion of the Administration, necessary for the safety of the passengers 

* Reference is made to the Recommendation on Safety Measures for Periodically Un-
attended Machinery Spaces of Cargo Ships additional to those normally considered 
necessary for an Attended Machinery Space, adopted by the Organization by Resolution 
A.211(VII). 
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and the crew in an emergency, due regard being paid to such services as may 
have to be operated simultaneously. Special consideration shall be given to 
emergency lighting at every boat station on deck and oversides, in all alleyways, 
stairways and exits, in the machinery spaces and in the control stations as defined 
in paragraph (r) of Regulation 3 of Chapter 11-2, to the sprinkler pump, to 
navigation lights, and to the daylight signalling lamp if operated from the main 
source of power. The power shall be adequate for a period of 36 hours, except 
that, in the case of ships engaged regularly on voyages of short duration, the 
Administration may accept a lesser supply if satisfied that the same standard of 
safety would be attained. 

(c) The emergency source of power may be either: 

(i) a generator driven by a suitable prime-mover with an independent 
fuel supply and with approved starting arrangements; the fuel used 
shall have a fiashpoint of not less than 43°C (110°F); or 

(ii) an accumulator (storage) battery capable of carrying the emergency 
load without recharging or excessive voltage drop. 

(d) (i) Where the emergency source of power is a generator there shall be 
provided a temporary source of emergency power consisting of an 
accumulator battery of sufficient capacity: 

(1) to supply emergency lighting continuously for half an hour; 

(2) to close the watertight doors (if electrically operated) but not 
necessarily to close them all simultaneously; 

(3) to operate the indicators (if electrically operated) which show 
whether power-operated watertight doors are open or closed; 
and 

(4) to operate the sound signals (if electrically operated) which give 
warning that power-operated watertight doors are about to 
close. 

The arrangements shall be such that the temporary source of emer-
gency power will come into operation automatically in the event of 
failure of the main electrical supply. 

(ii) Where the emergency source of power is an accumulator battery, 
arrangements shall be made to ensure that emergency lighting will 
automatically come into operation in the event of failure of the main 
lighting supply. 

(e) An indicator shall be mounted in the machinery space, preferably on the 
main switchboard, to indicate when any accumulator battery fitted in accordance 
with this Regulation is being discharged. 

(f) (i) The emergency switchboard shall be installed as near as is practicable 
to the emergency source of power. 

(ii) Where the emergency source of power is a generator, the emergency 
switchboard shall be located in the same space as the emergency 
source of power, unless the operation of the emergency switchboard 
would thereby be impaired. 
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(iii) No accumulator battery fitted in accordance with this Regulation 
shall be installed in the same space as the emergency switchboard. 

(iv) The Administration may permit the emergency switchboard to be 
supplied from the main switchboard in normal operation. 

(g) Arrangements shall be such that the complete emergency installation will 
function when the ship is inclined 22-1 degrees and/or when the trim of the ship is 
10 degrees. 

(h) Provision shall be made for the periodic testing of the emergency source of 
power and the temporary source of power, if provided, which shall include the 
testing of automatic arrangements. 

Regulation 26 

Emergency Source of Electrical Power in Cargo Ships 

(a) Cargo ships of 5,000 Tons Gross Tonnage and upwards 

(i) In cargo ships of 5,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards there shall 
be a self-contained emergency source of power, located to the 
satisfaction of the Administration above the uppermost continuous 
deck and outside the machinery casings, to ensure its functioning in 
the event of fire or other casualty causing failure to the main electrical 
installation. 

(ii) The power available shall be sufficient to supply all those services 
which are, in the opinion of the Administration, necessary for the 
safety of all on board in an emergency, due regard being paid to such 
services as may have to be operated simultaneously. Special con-
sideration shall be given to: 

(1) emergency lighting at every boat station on deck and oversides, 
in all alleyways, stairways and exits, in the main machinery 
space and main generating set space, on the navigating bridge 
and in the chartroom; 

(2) the general alarm; and 

(3) navigation lights if solely electric, and the daylight signalling 
lamp if operated by the main source of electrical power. 

The power shall be adequate for a period of 6 hours. 

(iii) The emergency source of power may be either: 

(1) an accumulator (storage) battery capable of carrying the 
emergency load without recharging or excessive voltage drop; 
or 

(2) a generator driven by a suitable prime-mover with an in-
dependent fuel supply and with starting arrangements to the 
satisfaction of the Administration. The fuel used shall have a 
fiashpoint of not less than 43°C (110°F). 

(iv) Arrangements shall be such that the complete emergency installation 
will function when the ship is inclined 223- degrees and/or when the 
trim of the ship is 10 degrees. 
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(b) 

(v) Provision shall be made for the periodic testing of the complete 
emergency installation. 

Cargo ships of less than 5,000 Tons Gross Tonnage 

(ii) 

In cargo ships of less than 5,000 tons gross tonnage there shall be a 
self-contained emergency source of power located to the satisfaction 
of the Administration, and capable of supplying the illumination at 
launching stations and stowage positions of survival craft prescribed 
in sub-paragraphs (a)(ii), (b)(ii) and (b)(iii) of Regulation 19 of 
Chapter III, and in addition such other services as the Administration 
may require, due regard being paid to Regulation 38 of Chapter M. 

The power available shall be adequate for a period of at least 3 hours. 

These ships shall also be subject to sub-paragraphs (iii), (iv), and (v) 
of paragraph (a) of this Regulation. 

Regulation 27 

Precautions against Shock, Fire and other Hazards of Electrical Origin 

(a) Passenger Ships and Cargo Ships - 

(1) All exposed metal parts of electrical machines or equipment 
which are not intended to be "live" but are liable to become 
"live" under fault conditions, shall be earthed (grounded); and 
all electrical apparatus shall be so constructed and so installed 
that danger of injury in ordinary handling shall not exist. 

(2) Metal frames of all portable electric lamps, tools and similar 
apparatus, supplied as ship's equipment and rated in excess of 
a safety voltage to be prescribed by the Administration shall be 
earthed (grounded) through a suitable conductor, unless 
equivalent provisions are made such as by double insulation 
or by an isolating transformer. The Administration may 
require additional special precautions for electric lamps, tools 
or similar apparatus for use in damp spaces. 

(ii) Main and emergency switchboards shall be so arranged as to give 
easy access back and front, without danger to attendants. The sides 
and backs and, where necessary, the fronts of switchboards shall be 
suitably guarded. There shall be non-conducting mats or gratings 
front and rear where necessary. Exposed current-carrying parts at 
voltages to earth (ground) exceeding a voltage to be specified by the 
Administration shall not be installed on the face of any switchboard 
or control panel. 

(iii) (1) Where the hull return system of distribution is used, special 
precautions shall be taken to the satisfaction of the Admini-
stration. 

(2) Hull return shall not be used in tankers. 

(iv) (1) All metal sheaths and armour of cables shall be electrically 
continuous and shall be earthed (grounded). 
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(2) Where the cables are neither sheathed nor armoured and there 
might be a risk of fire in the event of an electrical fault, pre-
cautions shall be required by the Administration. 

Lighting fittings shall be arranged to prevent temperature rises that 
would be injurious to the wiring, and to prevent surrounding 
material from becoming excessively hot. 

Wiring shall be supported in such a manner as to avoid chafing or 
other injury. 

Each separate circuit shall be protected against short circuit. Each 
separate circuit shall also be protected against overload, except in 
accordance with Regulation 30 of this Chapter or where the 
Administration grants an exemption. The current-carrying capacity 
of each circuit shall be permanently indicated, together with the 
rating or setting of the appropriate overload protective device. 

(viii) Accumulator batteries shall be suitably housed, and compartments 
used primarily for their accommodation shall be properly con-
structed and efficiently ventilated. 

(b) Passenger Ships only 

(i) Distribution systems shall be so arranged that fire in any main fire 
zone will not interfere with essential services in any other main fire 
zone. This requirement will be met if main and emergency feeders 
passing through any zone are separated both vertically and hori-
zontally as widely as is practicable. 

(ii) Electric cables shall be of a flame retarding type to the satisfaction of 
the Administration. The Administration may require additional 
safeguards for electric cables in particular spaces of the ship with a 
view to the prevention of fire or explosion. 

(iii) In spaces where inflammable mixtures are liable to collect, no 
electrical equipment shall be installed unless it is of a type which will 
not ignite the mixture concerned, such as flameproof (explosion 
proof) equipment. 

(iv) A lighting circuit in a bunker or hold shall be provided with an 
isolating switch outside the space. 

(v) Joints in all conductors except for low voltage communication 
circuits shall be made only injunction or outlet boxes. All such boxes 
or wiring devices shall be so constructed as to prevent the spread of 
fire from the box or device. Where splicing is employed it shall only 
be by an approved method such that it retains the original mechanical 
and electrical properties of the cable. 

(vi) Wiring systems for interior communications essential for safety and 
for emergency alarm systems shall be arranged to avoid galleys, 
machinery spaces and other enclosed spaces having a high risk of fire 
except in so far as it is necessary to provide communication or to 
give alarm within those spaces. In the case of ships the construction 
and small size of which do not permit of compliance with these 
requirements, measures satisfactory to the Administration shall be 
taken to ensure efficient protection for these wiring systems where 
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they pass through galleys, machinery spaces and other enclosed 
spaces having a high risk of fire. 

(c) Cargo Ships only 

Devices liable to arc shall not be installed in any compartment assigned 
principally to accumulator batteries unless the devices are flameproof (explosion 
proof). 

Regulation 28 

Means of Going Astern 

(a) Passenger Ships and Cargo Ships 

Ships shall have sufficient power for going astern to secure proper control 
of the ship in all normal circumstances. 

(b) Passenger Ships only 

The ability of the machinery to reverse the direction of thrust of the 
propeller in sufficient time, under normal manoeuvring conditions, and so to 
bring the ship to rest from maximum ahead service speed shall be demonstrated 
at the initial survey. 

Regulation 29 

Steering Gear* 

(a) Passenger Ships and Cargo Ships 

(b) 

(i) Ships shall be provided with a main steering gear and an auxiliary 
steering gear to the satisfaction of the Administration. 

(ii) The main steering gear shall be of adequate strength and sufficient 
to steer the ship at maximum service speed. The main steering gear 
and rudder stock shall be so designed that they are not damaged at 
maximum astern speed. 

(iii) The auxiliary steering gear shall be of adequate strength and 
sufficient to steer the ship at navigable speed and capable of being 
brought speedily into action in an emergency. 

(iv) The exact position of the rudder, if power operated, shall be indicated 
at the principal steering station. 

Passenger Ships only 

(i) The main steering gear shall be capable of putting the rudder over 
from 35 degrees on one side to 35 degrees on the other side with the 
ship running ahead at maximum service speed. The rudder shall be 
capable of being put over from 35 degrees on either side to 30 degrees 
on the other side in 28 seconds at maximum service speed. 

* Reference is made to the Recommendation on Steering Gear for Large Ships, adopted 
by the Organization by Resolution A.210(VII). 
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(ii) The auxiliary steering gear shall be operated by power in any case 
in which the Administration would require a rudder stock of over 
228.6 millimetres (9 inches) diameter in way of the tiller. 

(iii) Where main steering gear power units and their connexions are 
fitted in duplicate to the satisfaction of the Administration, and each 
power unit enables the steering gear to meet the requirements of 
sub-paragraph (i) of this paragraph, no auxiliary steering gear need 
be required. 

(iv) Where the Administration would require a rudder stock with a 
diameter in way of the tiller exceeding 228 6 millimetres (9 inches) 
there shall be provided an alternative steering station located to the 
satisfaction of the Administration. The remote steering control 
systems from the principal and alternative steering stations shall be so 
arranged to the satisfaction of the Administration that failure of 
either system would not result in inability to steer the ship by means 
of the other system. 

(v) Means satisfactory to the Administration shall be provided to enable 
orders to be transmitted from the bridge to the alternative steering 
station. 

(c) Cargo Ships only 

The auxiliary steering gear shall be operated by power in any case in 
which the Administration would require a rudder stock of over 
355.6 millimetres (14 inches) diameter in way of the tiller. 

(ii) Where power-operated steering gear units and connexions are fitted 
in duplicate to the satisfaction of the Administration, and each unit 
complies with sub-paragraph (iii) of paragraph (a) of this Regulation, 
no auxiliary steering gear need be required, provided that the 
duplicate units and connexions operating together comply with sub-
paragraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of this Regulation. 

Regulation 30 

Electric and Electrohydraulic Steering Gear* 

(a) Passenger Ships and Cargo Ships 

Indicators for running indication of the motors of electric and electro-
hydraulic steering gear shall be installed in a suitable location to the satisfaction 
of the Administration. 

(b) All Passenger Ships (irrespective of tonnage) and Cargo Ships of 5,000 Tons 
Gross Tonnage and upwards 

(i) Electric and electrohydraulic steering gear shall be served by two 
circuits fed from the main switchboard. One of the circuits may pass 
through the emergency switchboard, if provided. Each circuit shall 
have adequate capacity for supplying all the motors which are 
normally connected to it and which operate simultaneously. If 

* Reference is made to the Recommendation on Steering Gear for Large Ships, adopted 
by the Organization by Resolution A.210(VII). 
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(ü) 

transfer arrangements are provided in the steering gear room to 
permit either circuit to supply any motor or combination of motors, 
the capacity of each circuit shall be adequate for the most severe load 
condition. The circuits shall be separated throughout their length as 
widely as is practicable. 

Short circuit protection only shall be provided for these circuits and 
motors. 

(c) Cargo Ships of less than 5,000 Tons Gross Tonnage 

(i) 

(ü) 

Cargo ships in which electrical power is the sole source of power 
for both main and auxiliary steering gear shall comply with sub-
paragraphs (i) and (ii) of paragraph (b) of this Regulation, except that 
if the auxiliary steering gear is powered by a motor primarily intended 
for other services, paragraph (b)(ii) may be waived, provided that the 
Administration is satisfied with the protection arrangements. 

Short circuit protection only shall be provided for motors and power 
circuits of electrically or electrohydraulically operated main steering 
gear. 

Regulation 31 

Location of Emergency Installations in Pass' enger Ships 

The emergency source of electrical power, emergency fire pumps, emer-
gency bilge pumps, batteries of carbon dioxide bottles for fire extinguishing 
purposes and other emergency installations which are essential for the safety of 
the ship shall not be installed in a passenger ship forward of the collision 
bulkhead. 

Regulation 32 

Communication between Bridge and Engine Room 

Ships shall be fitted with two means of communicating orders from the 
bridge to the engine room. One means shall be an engine room telegraph. 
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CHAPTER 1I-2 

CONSTRUCTION - FIRE PROTECTION, FIRE DETECTION 
AND FIRE EXTINCTION 

PART A — GENERAL* 

Regulation 1 

Application 

(a) For the purpose of this Chapter: 

(b) 

(i) A new passenger ship is a passenger ship the keel of which is laid or 
which is at a similar stage of construction on or after the date of 
coining into force of the present Convention, or a cargo ship which 
is converted to a passenger ship on or after that date, all other 
passenger ships being considered as existing ships. 

A new cargo ship is a cargo ship the keel of which is laid or which is 
at a similar stage of construction on or after the date of coming into 
force of the present Convention. 

(iii) A ship which undergoes repairs, alterations, modifications and out-
fitting related thereto shall continue to comply with at least the 
requirements previously applicable to the ship. An existing ship in 
such a case shall not as a rule comply to a lesser extent with the 
requirements for a new ship than it did before. Repairs, alterations 
and modifications of a major character and outfitting related thereto 
should meet the requirements for a new ship in so far as the Admini-
stration deems reasonable and practicable. 

Unless expressly provided otherwise: 

Regulations 4 to 16 of Part A of this Chapter apply to new ships. 

Part B of this Chapter applies to new passenger ships carrying more 
than 36 passengers. 

Part C of this Chapter applies to new passenger ships carrying not 
more than 36 passengers. 

Part D of this Chapter applies to new cargo ships. 

Part E of this Chapter applies to new tankers. 

(c) (i) Part F of this Chapter applies to existing passenger ships carrying 
more than 36 passengers. 

* Reference is made to Recommendation on Safety Measures for Periodically Unattended 
Machinery Spaces of Cargo Ships additional to those normally considered necessary 
for an Attended Machinery Space, adopted by the Organization by Resolution 
A.211(VID. 
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(ii) Existing passenger ships carrying not more than 36 passengers and 
existing cargo ships shall comply with the following: 

(1) for ships the keels of which were laid or which were at a similar 
stage of construction on or after the date of coming into force of 
the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960, 
the Administration shall ensure that the requirements which 
were applied under Chapter II of that Convention to new ships 
as defined in that Chapter are complied with; 

(2) for ships the keels of which were laid or which were at a similar 
stage of construction on or after the date of coming into force 
of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 
1948, but before the date of coming into force of the Inter-
national Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960, the 
Administration shall ensure that the requirements which were 
applied under Chapter II of the 1948 Convention to new ships 
as defined in that Chapter are complied with; 

for ships the keels of which were laid or which were at a similar 
stage of construction before the date of coming into force of the 
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1948, the 
Administration shall ensure that the requirements which were 
applied under Chapter II of that Convention to existing ships 
as defined in that Chapter are complied with. 

(d) For any existing ship as defined in the present Convention the Admini-
stration, in addition to applying the requirements of sub-paragraph (c)(i) of this 
Regulation, shall decide which of the requirements of this Chapter not contained 
in Chapter II of the 1948 and 1960 Conventions shall be applied. 

(e) The Administration may, if it considers that the sheltered nature and 
conditions of the voyage are such as to render the application of any specific 
requirements of this Chapter unreasonable or unnecessary, exempt from those 
requirements individual ships or classes of ships belonging to its country which, 
in the course of their voyage, do not proceed more than 20 miles from the nearest 
land. 

(3) 

(f) In the case of passenger ships which are employed in special trades for the 
carriage of large numbers of special trade passengers, such as the pilgrim trade, 
the Administration, if satisfied that it is impracticable to enforce compliance with 
the requirements of this Chapter, may exempt such ships, when they belong to 
its country, from those requirements, provided that they comply fully with the 
provisions of: 

(i) the Rules annexed to the Special Trade Passenger Ships Agreement, 
1971, and 

(ii) the Rules annexed to the Protocol on Space Requirements for Special 
Trade Passenger Ships, 1973, when it comes into force. 

Regulation 2 

Basic Principles 

The purpose of this Chapter is to require the fullest practicable degree of 
fire protection, fire detection and fire extinction in ships. The following basic 
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principles underlie the Regulations in this Chapter and are embodied in the 
Regulations as appropriate, having regard to the type of ships and the potential 
fire hazard involved: 

(a) division of ship into main vertical zones by thermal and structural bound-
aries; 

(b) separation of accommodation spaces from the remainder of the ship by 
thermal and structural boundaries; 

(c) restricted use of combustible materials; 

(d) detection of any fire in the zone of origin; 

(e) containment and extinction of any fire in the space of origin; 

(f) protection of means of escape or access for fire fighting; 

(g) ready availability of fire-extinguishing appliances; 

(h) ininimintion of possibility of ignition of inflammable* cargo vapour. 

Regulation 3 

Definitions 

For the purpose of this Chapter, unless expressly provided otherwise: 

(a) "Non-combustible material" means a material which neither burns nor 
gives off inflammable vapours in sufficient quantity for self-ignition when heated 
to approximately 750°C (1,382°F) this being determined to the satisfaction of the 
Administration by an established test procedure.t Any other material is a 
combustible material. 

(b) "A Standard Fire Test" is one in which specimens of the relevant bulkheads 
or decks are exposed in a test furnace to temperatures corresponding approxi-
mately to the standard time—temperature curve. The specimen shall have an 
exposed surface of not less than 4.65 square metres (50 square feet) and height 
(or length of deck) of 2.44 metres (8 feet) resembling as closely as possible the 
intended construction and including where appropriate at least one joint. The 
standard time—temperature curve is defined by a smooth curve drawn through the 
following points: 

at the end of the first 5 minutes — 538°C (1,000°F) 
33 33 33 31 >3 

32 >I 33 33 >3 

32 33 33 32 33 

,, 10 
30 
60 

33 

I> 

33 

— 704°C (1,300°F) 
— 843°C (1,550°F) 
— 927°C (1,700°F) 

* "Inflammable" has the same meaning as "flammable". 
Reference is made to Recommendation on Test Method for Qualifying Marine Con-
struction Materials as Non-Combustible, adopted by the Organization by Resolution 
A.270(VIII). 
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(c) ""A" Class Divisions" are those divisions formed by bulkheads and decks 
which comply with the following: 

(i) they shall be constructed of steel or other equivalent material; 

(ii) they shall be suitably stiffened; 

(iii) they shall be so constructed as to be capable of preventing the passage 
of smoke and flame to the end of the one-hour standard fire test; 

(iv) they shall be insulated with approved non-combustible materials 
such that the average temperature of the unexposed side will not rise 
more than 139°C (250°F) above the original temperature, nor will 
the temperature, at any one point, including any joint, rise more than 
180°C (325°F) above the original temperature, within the time listed 
below: 

Class "A-60" 
Class "A-30" 
Class "A-15" 
Class "A-0" 

60 minutes 
30 minutes 
15 minutes 
0 minutes 

(v) the Administration may require a test of a prototype bulkhead or 
deck to ensure that it meets the above requirements for integrity 
and temperature rise.* 

(d) "B" Class Divisions" are those divisions formed by bulkheads, decks, 
ceilings or linings which comply with the following: 

(i) they shall be so constructed as to be capable of preventing the passage 
of flame to the end of the first one-half hour of the standard fire 
test; 

(ii) they shall have an insulation value such that the average temperature 
of the unexposed side will not rise more than 139°C (250°F) above 
the original temperature, nor will the temperature at any one point, 
including any joint, rise more than 225°C (405°F) above the original 
temperature, within the time listed below: 

Class "B-15" 
Class "B-0" 

15 minutes 
0 minutes 

(iii) they shall be constructed of approved non-combustible materials and 
all materials entering into the construction and erection of "B" Class 
divisions shall be non-combustible, except where in accordance with 
Parts C and D of this Chapter the use of combustible material is not 
precluded, in which case it shall comply with the temperature rise 
limitation specified in sub-paragraph (ii) of this paragraph up to the 
end of the first one-half hour of the standard fire test; 

(iv) the Administration may require a test of a prototype division to 
ensure that it meets the above requirements for integrity and 
temperature rise.* 

• Reference is made to Recommendation for Fire Test Procedures for "A" and "B" Class 
Divisions, adopted by the Organization by Resolutions A.163(ES.IV) and A.215(VII). 
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(e) "C" Class Divisions" shall be constructed of approved non-combustible 
materials. They need meet no requirements relative to the passage of smoke and 
flame nor the limiting of temperature rise. 

(f) "Continuous "B" Class Ceilings or Linings" are those "B" Class ceilings or 
linings which terminate only at an "A" or "B" Class division. 

(g) "Steel or Other Equivalent Material". Where the words "steel or other 
equivalent material" occur, "equivalent material" means any material which, by 
itself or due to insulation provided, has structural and integrity properties 
equivalent to steel at the end of the applicable fire exposure to the standard fire 
test (e.g. aluminium alloy with appropriate insulation). 

(h) "Low Flame Spread" means that the surface thus described will adequately 
restrict the spread of flame, this being determined to the satisfaction of the 
Administration by an established test procedure. 

(i) "Main Vertical Zones" are those sections into which the hull, super-
structure, and deckhouses are divided by "A" Class divisions, the mean length of 
which on any one deck does not in general exceed 40 metres (131 feet). 

(j) "Accommodation Spaces" are those used for public spaces, corridors, 
lavatories, cabins, offices, crew quarters, barber shops, isolated pantries and 
lockers and similar spaces. 

(k) "Public Spaces" are those portions of the accommodation which are used 
for halls, dining rooms, lounges and similar permanently enclosed spaces. 

(1) "Service Spaces" are those used for galleys, main pantries, stores (except 
isolated pantries and lockers), mail and specie rooms, workshops other than 
those forming part of machinery spaces, and similar spaces and trunks to such 
spaces. 

(m) "Cargo Spaces" are all spaces used for cargo (including cargo oil tanks) and 
trunks to such spaces. 

(n) "Special Category Spaces" are those enclosed spaces above or below the 
bulkhead deck intended for the carriage of motor vehicles with fuel in their tanks 
for their own propulsion, into and from which such vehicles can be driven and 
to which passengers have access. 

(o) "Machinery Spaces of Category A" are all spaces which contain: 

(i) internal combustion type machinery used either for main propulsion 
purposes, or for other purposes where such machinery has in the 
aggregate a total power output of not less than 373 kW, or 

(ii) any oil-fired boiler or oil fuel unit; and trunks to such spaces. 

(p) "Machinery Spaces" are all machinery spaces of Category A and all other 
spaces containing propelling machinery, boilers, oil fuel units, steam and internal 
combustion engines, generators and major electrical machinery, oil filling 
stations, refrigerating, stabilizing, ventilation and air conditioning machinery, 
and similar spaces; and trunks to such spaces. 
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(q) "Oil Fuel Unit" means the equipment used for the preparation of oil fuel 
for delivery to an oil-fired boiler, or equipment used for the preparation for 
delivery of heated oil to an internal combustion engine, and includes any oil 
pressure pumps, filters and heaters dealing with oil at a pressure more than 
1.8 kilogrammes per square centimetre (25 pounds per square inch) gauge. 

(r) "Control Stations" are those spaces in which the ship's radio or main 
navigating equipment or the emergency source of power is located or where the 
fire recording or fire control equipment is centralized. 

(s) "Rooms containing Furniture and Furnishings of Restricted Fire Risk" 
are, for the purpose of Regulation 20 of this Chapter, those rooms containing 
furniture and furnishings of restricted fire risk (whether cabins, public spaces, 
offices or other types of accommodation) in which: 

(0 all case furniture such as desks, wardrobes, dressing tables, bureaux, 
dressers, is constructed entirely of approved non-combustible 
materials, except that a combustible veneer not exceeding 2 milli-
metres (11-2- inch) may be used on the working surface of such articles; 

(ii) all free-standing furniture such as chairs, sofas, tables, is constructed 
with frames of non-combustible materials; 

(iii) all draperies, curtains and other suspended textile materials have, to 
the satisfaction of the Administration, qualities of resistance to the 
propagation of flame not inferior to those of wool weighing 0.8 kilo-
grammes per square metre (24 ounces per square yard); 

(iv) all floor coverings have, to the satisfaction of the Administration, 
qualities of resistance to the propagation of flame not inferior to 
those of an equivalent woollen material used for the same purpose; 
and 

(v) all exposed surfaces of bulkheads, linings and ceilings have low flame-
spread characteristics. 

(t) "Bulkhead deck" is the uppermost deck up to which the transverse water-
tight bulkheads are carried. 

(u) "Deadweight" is the difference in metric tons between the displacement of 
a ship in water of a specific gravity of 1.025 at the load water line corresponding 
to the assigned summer freeboard and the lightweight of the ship. 

(v) "Lightweight" is the displacement of a ship in metric tons without cargo, 
fuel, lubricating oil, ballast water, fresh water and feedwater in tanks, consumable 
stores, together with passengers, and crew and their effects. 

(w) "Combination carrier" is a tanker designed to carry oil or alternatively 
solid cargoes in bulk. 

Regulation 4 

Fire Control Plans 

There shall be permanently exhibited in all new and existing ships fpr the 
guidance of the ship's officers general arrangement plans showing clearly for each 
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deck the control stations, the various fire sections enclosed by "A" Class divisions, 
the sections enclosed by "B" Class divisions (if any), together with particulars of 
the fire alarms, detecting systems, the sprinlder installation (if any), the fire-
extinguishing appliances, means of access to different compartments, decks, etc. 
and the ventilating system including particulars of the fan control positions, the 
position of dampers and identification numbers of the ventilating fans serving 
each section. Alternatively, at the discretion of the Administration, the afore-
mentioned details may be set out in a booklet, a copy of which shall be supplied 
to each officer, and one copy at all times shall be available on board in an 
accessible position. Plans and booklets shall be kept up to date, any alterations 
being recorded thereon as soon as practicable. Description in such plans and 
booklets shall be in the national language. If the language is neither English nor 
French, a translation into one of those languages shall be included. In addition, 
instructions concerning the maintenance and operation of all the equipment and 
installations on board for the fighting and containment of fire shall be kept under 
one cover, readily available in an accessible position. 

Regulation 5 

Fire Pumps, Fire Mains, Hydrants and Hoses 

(a) Total Capacity of Fire Pumps 

(i) In a passenger ship, the required fire pumps shall be capable of 
delivering for fire-fighting purposes a quantity of water, at the 
appropriate pressure prescribed below, not less than two-thirds of the 
quantity required to be dealt with by the bilge pumps when employed 
for bilge pumping. 

(ii) In a cargo ship, the required fire pumps, other than the emergency 
pump (if any), shall be capable of delivering for fire-fighting purposes 
a quantity of water, at the appropriate pressure prescribed, not less 
than four-thirds of the quantity required under Regulation 18 of 
Chapter II-1 to be dealt with by each of the independent bilge pumps 
in a passenger ship of the same dimensions when employed on bilge 
pumping, provided that in no cargo ship need the total required 
capacity of the fire pumps exceed 180 cubic metres per hour. 

(b) Fire Pumps 

(i) The fire pumps shall be independently driven. Sanitary, ballast, bilge 
or general service pumps may be accepted as fire pumps, provided 
that they are not normally used for pumping oil and that if they are 
subject to occasional duty for the transfer or pumping of fuel oil, 
suitable change-over arrangements are fitted. 

(ii) (1) In passenger ships carrying more than 36 passengers, each of the 
required fire pumps shall have a capacity not less than 80 per 
cent of the total required capacity divided by the minimum 
number of required fire pumps and each such pump shall in any 
event be capable of delivering at least the two required jets of 
water. These fire pumps shall be capable of supplying the fire 
main system under the required conditions. 
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Where more pumps than the minimum of required pumps are 
installed the capacity of such additional pumps shall be to the 
satisfaction of the Administration. 

(2) In all other types of ships, each of the required fire pumps (other 
than any emergency pump required by Regulation 52 of this 
Chapter) shall have a capacity not less than 80 per cent of the 
total.required capacity divided by the number of required fire 
pumps, and shall in any event be capable of supplying the fire 
main system under the required conditions. 
Where more pumps than required are installed their capacity 
shall be to the satisfaction of the Administration. 

(iii) Relief valves shall be provided in conjunction with all fire pumps if 
the pumps are capable of developing a pressure exceeding the design 
pressure of the water service pipes, hydrants and hoses. These valves 
shall be so placed and adjusted as to prevent excessive pressure in any 
part of the fire main system. 

(c) Pressure in the Fire Main 

The diameter of the fire main and water service pipes shall be 
sufficient for the effective distribution of the maximum required dis-
charge from two fire pumps operating simultaneously, except that in 
the case of cargo ships the diameter need only be sufficient for the 
discharge of 140 cubic metres per hour. 

(ii) With the two pumps simultaneously delivering through nozzles 
specified in paragraph (g) of this Regulation the quantity of water 
specified in sub-paragraph (i) of this paragraph, through any 
adjacent hydrants, the following minimum pressures shall be main-
tained at all hydrants: 

Passenger ships: 

4,000 tons gross tonnage and 
upwards 

1,000 tons gross tonnage and 
upwards but under 4,000 tons 
gross tonnage 

Under 1,000 tons gross tonnage 

Cargo ships: 
6,000 tons gross tonnage and 
upwards 

1,000 tons gross tonnage and 
upwards but under 6,000 tons 
gross tonnage 

Under 1,000 tons gross tonnage 

3.2 kilogrammes per square 
centimetre (45 pounds per 
square inch) 

2.8 kilogrammes per square 
centimetre (40 pounds per 
square inch) 

To the satisfaction of the 
Administration 

2.8 kilogrammes per square 
centimetre (40 pounds per 
square inch) 

2.6 kilogrammes per square 
centimetre (37 pounds per 
square inch) 

To the satisfaction of the 
Administration 
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(d) Number and Position of Hydrants 

The number and position of the hydrants shall be such that at least two 
jets of water not emanating from the same hydrant, one of which shall be from a 
single length of hose, may reach any part of the ship normally accessible to the 
passengers or crew while the ship is being navigated. 

(e) Pipes and Hydrants 

Materials readily rendered ineffective by heat shall not be used for 
fire mains and hydrants unless adequately protected. The pipes and 
hydrants shall be so placed that the fire hoses may be easily coupled 
to them. In ships where deck cargo may be carried, the positions of 
the hydrants shall be such that they are always readily accessible and 
the pipes shall be arranged as far as practicable to avoid risk of 
damage by such cargo. Unless there is provided one hose and nozzle 
for each hydrant in the ship, there shall be complete interchange-
ability of hose couplings and nozzles. 

(ii) A cock or valve shall be fitted to serve each fire hose so that any fire 
hose may be removed while the fire pumps are at work. 

(f) Fire Hoses 

Fire hoses shall be of material approved by the Administration and 
sufficient in length to project a jet of water to any of the spaces in which they may 
be required to be used. Their maximum length shall be to the satisfaction of the 
Administration. Each hose shall be provided with a nozzle and the necessary 
couplings. Hoses specified in this Chapter as "fire hoses" shall together with any 
necessary fittings and tools be kept ready for use in conspicuous positions near 
the water service hydrants or connexions. Additionally in interior locations in 
passenger ships carrying more than 36 passengers, fire hoses shall be connected 
to the hydrants at all times. 

(g) Nozzles 

For the purposes of this Chapter, standard nozzle sizes shall be 
12 millimetres (-1 inch), 16 millimetres (-1 inch) and 19 millimetres 
(1. inch) or as near thereto as possible. Larger diameter nozzles may 
be permitted at the discretion of the Administration. 

(ii) For accommodation and service spaces, a nozzle size greater than 
12 millimetres (-} inch) need not be used. 

(iii) For machinery spaces and exterior locations, the nozzle size shall be 
such as to obtain the maximum discharge possible from two jets at 
the pressure mentioned in paragraph (c) of this Regulation from the 
smallest pump, provided that a nozzle size greater than 19 milli-
metres ( inch) need not be used. 

(iv) For machinery spaces or in similar spaces where the risk of spillage of 
oil exists, the nozzles shall be suitable for spraying water on oil or 
alternatively shall be of a dual purpose type. 
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(h) International Shore Connexion 

Standard dimensions of flanges for the international shore connexion 
required in this Chapter to be installed in the ship shall be in accordance with the 
following table: 

Description Dimension 

Outside diameter 178 millimetres (7 inches) 

Inner diameter 64 millimetres (2+ inches) 

Bolt circle diameter 132 millimetres (51 inches) 

Slots in flange 4 holes 19 millimetres (1 inch) in diametér equidistantly 
placed on a bolt circle of the above diameter, slotted to 
the flange periphery 

Flange thickness 14.5 millimetres (TV inch) minimum 

Bolts and nuts 4, each of 16 millimetres ( inch) diameter, 50 millimetres 
(2 inches) in length 

The connexion shall be constructed of material suitable for 10.5 kilogrammes per 
square centimetre (150 pounds per square inch) service. The flange shall have a 
flat face on one side and the other shall have permanently attached thereto a 
coupling that will fit the ship's hydrant and hose. The connexion shall be kept 
aboard the ship together with a gasket of any material suitable for 10.5 kilo-
grammes per square centimetre (150 pounds per square inch) service, together 
with four 16 millimetre inch) bolts, 50 millimetres (2 inches) in length and 
eight washers. 

Regulation 6 

Miscellaneous Items 

(a) Electric radiators, if used, shall be fixed in position and so constructed as 
to reduce fire risks to a minimum. No such radiators shall be fitted with an 
element so exposed that clothing, curtains, or other similar materials can be 
scorched or set on fire by heat from the element. 

(b) Cellulose-nitrate based films shall not be used for cinematograph instal-
lations. 

Regulation 7 

Fire Extinguishers 

(a) All fire extinguishers shall be of approved types and designs. 

(i) The capacity of required portable fluid extinguishers shall be not more 
than 13.5 litres (3 gallons) and not less than 9 litres (2 gallons). Other 
extinguishers shall not be in excess of the equivalent portability of the 
13.5 litre (3 gallons) fluid extinguisher and shall not be less than the 
fire-extinguishing equivalent of a 9 litre (2 gallons) fluid extinguisher. 

(ii) The Administration shall determine the equivalents of fire ex-
tinguishers. 
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(b) Spare charges shall be provided in accordance with requirements to be 
specified by the Administration. 

(c) Fire extinguishers containing an extinguishing medium which, in the 
opinion of the Administration, either by itself or under expected conditions of 
use gives off toxic gases in such quantities as to endanger persons shall not be 
permitted. 

(d) A portable froth applicator unit shall consist of an inductor type of air-
froth nozzle capable of being connected to the fire main by a fire hose, together 
with a portable tank containing at least 20 litres (4-} gallons) of froth-making 
liquid and one spare tank. The nozzle shall be capable of producing effective 
froth suitable for extinguishing an oil fire, at the rate of at least 1.5 cubic metres 
(53 cubic feet) per minute. 

(e) Fire extinguishers shall be periodically examined and subjected to such 
tests as the Administration may require. 

(f) One of the portable fire extinguishers intended for use in any space shall be 
stowed near the entrance to that space. 

Regulation 8 

Fixed Gas Fire-Extinguishing Systems 

(a) The use of a fire-extinguishing medium which, in the opinion of the 
Administration, either by itself or under expected conditions of use gives off 
toxic gases in such quantities as to endanger persons shall not be permitted. 

(b) Where provision is made for the injection of gas for fire-extinguishing 
purposes, the necessary pipes for conveying the gas shall be provided with 
control valves or cocks so marked as to indicate clearly the compartments to 
which the pipes are led. Suitable provision shall be made to prevent inadvertent 
admission of' the gas to any compartment. Where cargo spaces fitted with such 
a system for fire protection are used as passenger spaces the gas connexion shall 
be blanked during such use. 

(c) The piping shall be arranged so as to provide effective distribution of fire-
extinguishing gas. 

(d) (i) When carbon dioxide is used as the extinguishing medium in cargo 
spaces, the quantity of gas available shall be sufficient to give a 
minimum volume of free gas equal to 30 per cent of the gross volume 
of the largest cargo compartment in the ship which is capable of 
being sealed. 

When carbon dioxide is used as an extinguishing medium for 
machinery spaces of Category A the quantity of gas carried shall be 
sufficient to give a minimum quantity of free gas equal to the larger 
of the following quantities, either: 

(1) 40 per cent of the gross volume of the largest space, the volume 
to include the casing up to the level at which the horizontal 
area of the casing is 40 per cent or less of the horizontal area 
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of the space concerned taken midway between the tank top 
and the lowest part of the casing; or 

(2) 35 per cent of the entire volume of the largest space including 
the casing; 

provided that the above-mentioned percentages may be reduced to 
35 per cent and 30 per cent respectively for cargo ships of less than 
2,000 tons gross tonnage; provided also that if two or more machin-
ery spaces of Category A are not entirely separate they shall be 
considered as forming one compartment. 

(iii) Where the volume of free air contained in air receivers in any 
machinery space of Category A is such that, if released in such space 
in the event of fire, such release of air within that space would 
seriously affect the efficiency of the fixed fire-extinguishing installa-
tion, the Administration shall require the provision of an additional 
quantity of carbon dioxide. 

(iv) When carbon dioxide is used as an extinguishing medium both for 
cargo spaces and for machinery spaces of Category A the quantity 
of gas need not be more than the maximum required either for the 
largest cargo compartment or machinery space. 

(v) For the purpose of this paragraph the volume of carbon dioxide shall 
be calculated at 0.56 cubic metres to the kilogramme (9 cubic feet 
to the pound). 

(vi) When carbon dioxide is used as the extinguishing medium for 
machinery spaces of Category A the fixed piping system shall be such 
that 85 per cent of the gas can be discharged into the space within 
2 minutes. 

(vii) Carbon dioxide bottle storage rooms shall be situated at a safe and 
readily accessible position and shall be effectively ventilated to the 
satisfaction of the Administration. Any entrance to such storage 
rooms shall preferably be from the open deck, and in any case shall 
be independent of the protected space. Access doors shall be gas-
tight and bulkheads and decks which form the boundaries of such 
rooms shall be gastight and adequately insulated. 

(e) (i) Where gas other than carbon dioxide or steam as permitted by 
paragraph (f) of this Regulation is produced on the ship and is used 
as an extinguishing medium, it shall be a gaseous product of fuel 
combustion in which the oxygen content, the carbon monoxide 
content, the corrosive elements and any solid combustible elements 
have been reduced to a permissible minimum. 

(ii) Where such gas is used as the extinguishing medium in a fixed fire-
extinguishing system for the protection of machinery spaces of 
Category A it shall afford protection equivalent to that provided by a 
fixed carbon dioxide system. 

(iii) Where such gas is used as the extinguishing medium in a fixed fire-
extinguishing system for the protection of cargo spaces a sufficient 
quantity of such gas shall be available to supply hourly a volume of 
free gas at least equal to 25 per cent of the gross volume of the largest 
compartment protected in this way for a period of 72 hours. 
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(f) In general, the Administration shall not permit the use of steam as a 
fire-extinguishing medium in fixed fire-extinguishing systems of new ships. 
Where the use of steam is permitted by the Administration it shall be used only 
in restricted areas as an addition to the required fire-extinguishing medium and 
with the proviso that the boiler or boilers available for supplying steam shall have 
an evaporation of at least 1 kilogramme of steam per hour for each 0.75 cubic 
metres (1 pound of steam per hour per 12 cubic feet) of the gross volume of the 
largest space so protected. In addition to complying with the foregoing require-
ments the systems in all respects shall be as determined by, and to the satisfaction 
of the Administration. 

(g) Means shall be provided for automatically giving audible warning of the 
release of fire-extinguishing gas into any space to which personnel normally have 
access. The alarm shall operate for a suitable period before the gas is released. 

(h) The means of control of any such fixed gas fire-extinguishing system shall 
be readily accessible and simple to operate and shall be grouped together in as 
few locations as possible at positions not likely to be cut off by a fire in the 
protected space. 

Regulation 9 

Fixed Froth Fire-Extinguishing Systems in Machinery Spaces 

(a) Any required fixed froth fire-extinguishing system in machinery spaces 
shall be capable of discharging through fixed discharge outlets in not more than 
five minutes, a quantity of froth sufficient to cover to a depth of 150 millimetres 
(6 inches) the largest single area over which oil fuel is liable to spread. The system 
shall be capable of generating froth suitable for extinguishing oil fires. Means 
shall be provided for effective distribution of the froth through a permanent 
system of piping and control valves or cocks to suitable discharge outlets, and 
for the froth to be effectively directed by fixed sprayers on other main fire 
hazards in the protected space. The expansion ratio of the froth shall not exceed 
12 to 1. 

(b) The means of control of any such systems shall be readily accessible and 
simple to operate and shall be grouped together in as few locations as possible 
at positions not likely to be cut off by a fire in the protected space. 

Regulation 10 

Fixed High Expansion Froth Fire-Extinguishing Systems 
in Machinery Spaces 

(a) (i) Any required fixed high expansion froth system in machinery spaces 
shall be capable of rapidly discharging through fixed discharge 
outlets a quantity of froth sufficient to fill the greatest space to be 
protected at a rate of at least 1 metre (3.3 feet) in depth per minute. 
The quantity of froth-forming liquid available shall be sufficient to 
produce a volume of froth equal to five times the volume of the largest 
space to be protected. The expansion ratio of the froth shall not 
exceed 1,000 to 1. 
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(ii) The Administration may permit alternative arrangements and 
discharge rates provided that it is satisfied that equivalent protection 
is achieved. 

(b) Supply ducts for delivering froth, air intakes to the froth generator and 
the number of froth-producing units shall in the opinion of the Administration 
be such as will provide effective froth production and distribution. 

(c) The arrangement of the froth generator delivery ducting shall be such that 
a fire in the protected space will not affect the froth-generating equipment. 

(d) The froth generator, its sources of power supply, froth-forming liquid and 
means of controlling the system shall be readily accessible and simple to operate 
and shall be grouped in as few locations as possible at positions not likely to be 
cut off by fire in the protected space. 

Regulation 11 

Fixed Pressure Water-Spraying Fire-Extinguishing 
Systems in Machinery Spaces 

(a) Any required fixed pressure water-spraying fire-extinguishing system in 
machinery spaces shall be provided with spraying nozzles of an approved type. 

(b) The number and arrangement of the nozzles shall be to the satisfaction of 
the Administration and be such as to ensure an effective average distribution of 
water of at least 5 litres per square metre (0.1 gallon per square foot) per minute 
in the spaces to be protected. Where increased application rates are considered 
necessary, these shall be to the satisfaction of the Administration. Nozzles shall 
be fitted above bilges, tank tops and other areas over which oil fuel is liable to 
spread and also above other specific fire hazards in the machinery spaces. 

(c) The system may be divided into sections, the distribution valves of which 
shall be operated from easily accessible positions outside the spaces to be 
protected and which will not be readily cut off by an outbreak of fire. 

(d) The system shall be kept charged at the necessary pressure and the pump 
supplying the water for the system shall be put automatically into action by a 
pressure drop in the system. 

(e) The pump shall be capable of simultaneously supplying at the necessary 
pressure all sections of the system in any one compartment to be protected. The 
pump and its controls shall be installed outside the space or spaces to be pro-
tected. It shall not be possible for a fire in the space or spaces protected by the 
water-spraying system to put the system out of action. 

(f) The pump may be driven by independent internal combustion type 
machinery but if it is dependent upon power being supplied from the emergency 
generator fitted in compliance with the provisions of Regulation 25 or Regulation 
26 as appropriate of Chapter 11-1 of the present Convention that generator shall 
be arranged to start automatically in case of main power failure so that power 
for the pump required by paragraph (e) of this Regulation is immediately 
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(b) (i) 

available. When the pump is driven by independent internal combustion type 
machinery it shall be so situated that a fire in the protected space will not affect 
the air supply to the machinery. 

(g) Precautions shall be taken to prevent the nozzles from becoming clogged 
by impurities in the water or corrosion of piping, nozzles, valves and pump. 

Regulation 12 

Automatic Sprinkler and Fire Alarm and Fire Detection Systems 

(a) (i) Any required automatic sprinkler and fire alarm and fire detection 
system shall be capable of immediate operation at all times and no 
action by the crew shall be necessary to set it in operation. It shall 
be of the wet pipe type but small exposed sections may be of the 
dry pipe type where in the opinion of the Administration this is a 
necessary precaution. Any parts of the system which may be sub-
jected to freezing temperatures in service shall be suitably protected 
against freezing. It shall be kept charged at the necessary pressure 
and shall have provision for a continuous supply of water as required 
in this Regulation. 

(ii) Each section of sprinklers shall include means for giving a visual and 
audible alarm signal automatically at one or more indicating units 
whenever any sprinkler comes into operation. Such units shall 
give an indication of any fire and its location in any space served by 
the system and shall be centralind on the navigating bridge or in the 
main fire control station, which shall be so manned or equipped as to 
ensure that any alarm from the system is immediately received by a 
responsible member of the crew. Such alarm systems shall be 
constructed so as to indicate if any fault occurs in the system. 

Sprinklers shall be grouped into separate sections, each of which 
shall contain not more than 200 sprinklers. Any section of sprinklers 
shall not serve more than two decks and shall not be situated in 
more than one main vertical zone, except that an Administration, if it 
is satisfied that the protection of the ship against fire will not thereby 
be reduced, may permit such a section of sprinklers to serve more 
than two decks or to be situated in more than one main vertical zone. 

(ii) Each section of sprinklers shall be capable of being isolated by one 
stop valve only. The stop valve in each section shall be readily 
accessible and its location shall be clearly and permanently indicated. 
Means shall be provided to prevent the operation of the stop valves 
by any unauthorized person. 

(iii) A gauge indicating the pressure in the system shall be provided at 
each section stop valve and at a central station. 

(iv) The sprinklers shall be resistant to corrosion by marine atmospheres. 
In accommodation and service spaces the sprinklers shall come into 
operation within the temperature range of 68°C (155°F) and 79°C 
(175°F), except that in locations such as drying rooms, where high 
ambient temperatures might be expected, the operating temperature 
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may be increased by not more than 30°C (54°F) above the maximum 
deck head temperature. 

(v) A list or plan shall be displayed at each indicating unit showing the 
spaces covered and the location of the zone in respect of each 
section. Suitable instructions for testing and maintenance shall be 
available. 

(c) Sprinklers shall be placed in an overhead position and spaced in a suitable 
pattern to maintain an average application rate of not less than 5 litres per square 
metre (0.1 gallon per square foot) per minute over the nominal area covered by 
the sprinklers. Alternatively, the Administration may permit the use of sprinklers 
providing such other amount of water suitably distributed as has been shown to 
the satisfaction of the Administration to be not less effective. 

(d) (i) A pressure tank having a volume equal to at least twice that of the 
charge of water specified in this sub-paragraph shall be provided. 
The tank shall contain a standing charge of fresh water, equivalent to 
the amount of water which would be discharged in one minute by the 
pump referred to in sub-paragraph (e)(ii) of this Regulation, and the 
arrangements shall provide for maintaining such air pressure in the 
tank to ensure that where the standing charge of fresh water in the 
tank has been used the pressure will be not less than the working 
pressure of the sprinkler, plus the pressure due to a head of water 
measured from the bottom of the tank to the highest sprinkler in the 
system. Suitable means of replenishing the air under pressure and of 
replenishing the fresh water charge in the tank shall be provided. 
A glass gauge shall be provided to indicate the correct level of the 
water in the tank. 

(ii) Means shall be provided to prevent the passage of sea water into the 
tank. 

(e) (i) An independent power pump shall be provided solely for the purpose 
of continuing automatically the discharge of water from the sprink-
lers. The pump shall be brought into action automatically by the 
pressure drop in the system before the standing fresh water charge 
in the pressure tank is completely exhausted. 

(ii) The pump and the piping system shall be capable of maintaining the 
necessary pressure at the level of the highest sprinkler to ensure a 
continuous output of water sufficient for the simultaneous coverage 
of a minimum area of 280 square metres (3,000 square feet) at the 
application rate specified in paragraph (c) of this Regulation. 

(iii) The pump shall have fitted on the delivery side a test valve with a 
short open-ended discharge pipe. The effective area through the 
valve and pipe shall be adequate to permit the release of the required 
pump output while maintaining the pressure in the system specified 
in sub-paragraph (d)(i) of this Regulation. 

(iv) The sea inlet to the pump shall wherever possible be in the space 
containing the pump and shall be so arranged that when the ship 
is afloat it will not be necessary to shut off the supply of sea water 
to the pump for any purpose other than the inspection or repair of 
the pump. 
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(f) The sprinkler pump and tank shall be situated in a position reasonably 
remote from any machinery space of Category A and shall not be situated in any 
space required to be protected by the sprinkler system. 

(g) There shall be not less than two sources of power supply for the sea water 
pump and automatic alarm and detection system. Where the sources of power 
for the pump are electrical, these shall be a main generator and an emergency 
source of power. One supply for the pump shall be taken from the main switch-
board, and one from the emergency switchboard by separate feeders reserved 
solely for that purpose. 

The feeders shall be arranged so as to avoid galleys, machinery spaces and 
other enclosed spaces of high fire risk except in so far as it is necessary to reach 
the appropriate switchboards, and shall be run to an automatic change-over 
switch situated near the sprinkler pump. This switch shall permit the supply of 
power from the main switchboard so long as a supply is available therefrom, 
and be so designed that upon failure of that supply it will automatically change 
over to the supply from the emergency switchboard. The switches on the main 
switchboard and the emergency switchboard shall be clearly labelled and 
normally kept closed. No other switch shall be permitted in the feeders con-
cerned. One of the sources of power supply for the alarm and detection system 
shall be an emergency source. Where one of the sources of power for the pump 
is an internal combustion-type engine it shall, in addition to complying with the 
provisions of paragraph (f) of this Regulation, be so situated that a fire in any 
protected space will not affect the air supply to the machinery. 

(h) The sprinkler system shall have a connexion from the ship's fire main by 
way of a lockable screw-down non-return valve at the connexion which will 
prevent a backfiow from the sprinkler system to the fire main. 

(i) (i) A test valve shall be provided for testing the automatic alarm for 
each section of sprinklers by a discharge of water equivalent to the 
operation of one sprinkler. The test valve for each section shall be 
situated near the stop valve for that section. 

(ii) Means shall be provided for testing the automatic operation of the 
pump, on reduction of pressure in the system. 

(iii) Switches shall be provided at one of the indicating positions referred 
to in sub-paragraph (a)(ii) of this Regulation which will enable the 
alarm and the indicators for each section of sprinklers to be tested. 

(j) Spare sprinkler heads shall be provided for each section of sprinklers to 
the satisfaction of the Administration. 

Regulation 13 

Automatic Fire Alarm and Fire Detection Systems 

Requirements for passenger ships carrying more than 36 passengers 

(a) (i) Any required automatic fire alarm and fire detection system shall be 
capable of immediate operation at all times and no action of the crew 
shall be necessary to set it in operation. 
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(ii) Each section of detectors shall include means for giving a visual and 
audible alarm signal automatically at one or more indicating units 
whenever any detector comes into operation. Such units shall give an 
indication of any fire and its location in any space served by the 
system and shall be centralized on the navigating bridge or in the 
main fire control station which shall be so manned or equipped as to 
ensure that any alarm from the system is immediately received by a 
responsible member of the crew. Such alarm system shall be con-
structed so as to indicate if any fault occurs in the system. 

(b) Detectors shall be grouped into separate sections each covering not more 
than 50 rooms served by such a system and containing not more than 100 
detectors. A section of detectors shall not serve spaces on both the port and 
starboard sides of the ship nor on more than one deck and neither shall it be 
situated in more than one main vertical zone except that the Administration, if 
it is satisfied that the protection of the ship against fire will not thereby be 
reduced, may permit such a section of detectors to serve both the port and 
starboard sides of the ship and more than one deck. 

(c) The system shall be operated by an abnormal air temperature, by an 
abnormal concentration of smoke or by other factors indicative of incipient fire 
in any one of the spaces to be protected. Systems which are sensitive to air 
temperature shall not operate at less than 57°C (135°F) and shall operate at a 
temperature not greater than 74°C (165°F) when the temperature increase to 
those levels is not more than 1°C (1.8°F) per minute. At the discretion of the 
Administration the permissible temperature of operation may be increased to 
30°C (54°F) above the maximum deckhead temperature in drying rooms and 
similar places of a normally high ambient temperature. Systems which are sen-
sitive to smoke concentration shall operate on the reduction of the intensity of a 
transmitted light beam by an amount to be determined by the Administration. 
Other equally effective methods of operation may be accepted at the discretion 
of the Administration. The detection system shall not be used for any purpose 
other than fire detection. 

(d) The detectors may be arranged to operate the alarm by the opening or 
closing of contacts or by other appropriate methods. They shall be fitted in an 
overhead position and shall be suitably protected against impact and physical 
damage. They shall be suitable for use in a marine atmosphere. They shall be 
placed in an open position clear of beams and other objects likely to obstruct the 
flow of hot gases or smoke to the sensitive element. Detectors operated by the 
closing of contacts shall be of the sealed contact type and the circuit shall be 
continuously monitored to indicate fault conditions. 

(e) At least one detector shall be installed in each space where detection 
facilities are required and there shall be not less than one detector for each 37 
square metres (400 square feet) of deck area. In large spaces the detectors shall 
be arranged in a regular pattern so that no detector is more than 9 metres (30 
feet) from another detector or more than 4.5 metres (15 feet) from a bulkhead. 

(f) There shall be not less than two sources of power supply for the electrical 
equipment used in the operation of the fire alarm and fire detection system, one 
of which shall be an emergency source. The supply shall be provided by separate 
feeders reserved solely for that purpose. Such feeders shall run to a change-over 
switch situated in the control station for the fire detection system. The wiring 
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system shall be so arranged to avoid galleys, machinery spaces and other enclosed 
spaces having a high fire risk except in so far as it is necessary to provide for fire 
detection in such spaces or to reach the appropriate switchboard. 

(g) (i) A list or plan shall be displayed adjacent to each indicating unit 
showing the spaces covered and the location of the zone in respect 
of each section. Suitable instructions for testing and maintenance 
shall be available. 

(ii) Provision shall be made for testing the correct operation of the 
detectors and the indicating units by supplying means for applying 
hot air or smoke at detector positions. 

(h) Spare detector heads shall be provided for each section of detectors to the 
satisfaction of the Administration. 

Requirements for all other types of ships 

(i) All required fire detection systeif.s shall be capable of automatically 
indicating the presence or indication of fire and also its location. Indicators shall 
be centralized either on the navigating bridge or in other control stations which 
are provided with a direct communication with the bridge. The Administration 
may permit the indicators to be distributed among several stations. 

(j) ' In passenger ships electrical equipment used in the operation of required 
fire detection systems shall have two separate sources of power, one of which 
shall be an emergency source. 

(k) The alarm system shall operate both audible and visible signals at the main 
stations referred to in paragraph (i) of this Regulation. Detection systems for 
cargo spaces need not have audible alarms. 

Regulation 14 

Fireman's Outfit 

A fireman's outfit shall consist of: 

(a) Personal equipment comprising: 

(i) Protective clothing of material to protect the skin from the heat 
radiating from the fire and from burns and scalding by steam. The 
outer surface shall be water-resistant. 

(ii) Boots and gloves of rubber or other electrically non-conducting 
material. 

(iii) A rigid helmet providing effective protection against impact. 

(iv) An electric safety lamp (hand lantern) of an approved type with a 
minimum burning period of three hours. 

(v) An axe to the satisfaction of the Administration. 

(b) A breathing apparatus of an approved type which may be either: 
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(i) A smoke helmet or smoke mask which shall be provided with a 
suitable air pump and a length of air hose sufficient to reach from 
the open deck, well clear of hatch or doorway, to any part of the 
holds or machinery spaces. If; in order to comply with this sub-
paragraph, an air hose exceeding 36 metres (120 feet) in length 
would be necessary, a self-contained breathing apparatus shall be 
substituted or provided in addition as determined by the Administra-
tion, or 

(ii) a self-contained breathing apparatus which shall be capable of 
functioning for a period of time to be determined by the Administra-
tion. 

For each breathing apparatus a fireproof lifeline of sufficient length and 
strength shall be provided capable of being attached by means of a snaphook 
to the harness of the apparatus or to a separate belt in order to prevent the 
breathing apparatus becoming detached when the lifeline is operated. 

Regulation 15 

Ready Availability of Fire-Extinguishing Appliances 

In all new and existing ships, fire-extinguishing appliances shall be kept in 
good order and available for immediate use at all times during the voyage. 

Regulation 16 

Acceptance of Substitutes 

Where in this Chapter any special type of appliance, apparatus, extinguish-
ing medium or arrangement is specified in any new and existing ships, any 
other type of appliance etc., may be allowed, provided the Administration is 
satisfied that it is not less effective. 

PART B — FIRE SAFETY MEASURES FOR PASSENGER SHIPS 
CARRYING MORE THAN 36 PASSENGERS 

Regulation 17 

Structure 

The hull, superstructure, structural bulkheads, decks and deckhouses shall 
be constructed of steel or other equivalent material. For the purpose of applying 
the definition of steel or other equivalent material as given in Regulation 3(g) of 
this Chapter the "applicable fire exposure" shall be according to the integrity and 
insulation standards given in the tables of Regulation 20 of this Chapter. An 
example where divisions such as decks or sides and ends of deckhouses are 
permitted to have "B-0" fire integrity, the "applicable fire exposure" shall be one 
half-hour. 

Provided that in cases where any part of the structure is of aluminium 
alloy, the following requirements shall apply: 
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(a) The insulation of aluminium alloy components of "A" or "B" Class 
divisions, except structure which in the opinion of the Administration is non-
load-bearing, shall be such that the temperature of the structural core does not 
rise more than 200°C (360°F) above the ambient temperature at any time during 
the applicable fire exposure to the standard fire test. 

(b) Special attention shall be given to the insulation of aluminium alloy 
components of columns, stanchions and other structural members required to 
support lifeboat and liferaft stowage, launching and embarkation areas, and 
"A" and "B" Class divisions to ensure: 

(1) that for such members supporting lifeboat and liferaft areas and "A" 
Class divisions the temperature rise limitation specified in para-
graph (a) of this Regulation shall apply at the end of one hour; and 

(ii) that for such members required to support "B" Class divisions, the 
temperature rise limitation specified in paragraph (a) of this Regula-
tion shall apply at the end of one half-hour. 

(c) Crowns and casings of machinery spaces of Category A shall be of steel 
construction adequately insulated and openings therein, if any, shall be suitably 
arranged and protected to prevent the spread of fire. 

Regulation 18 

Main Vertical Zones and Horizontal Zones 

(a) The hull, superstructure and deckhouses shall be subdivided into main 
vertical zones by "A" Class divisions. Steps and recesses shall be kept to a mini-
mum, but where they are necessary, they shall also be "A" Class divisions. These 
divisions shall have insulation values in accordance with the applicable tables in 
Regulation 20 of this Chapter. 

(b) As far as practicable, the bulkheads forming the boundaries of the main 
vertical zones above the bulkhead deck shall be in line with watertight sub-
division bulkheads situated immediately below the bulkhead deck. 

(c) Such bulkheads shall extend from deck to deck and to the shell or other 
boundaries. 

(d) Where a main vertical zone is subdivided by horizontal "A" Class divisions 
into horizontal zones for the purpose of providing an appropriate barrier 
between sprinldered and non-sprinklered zones of the ship the divisions shall 
extend between adjacent main vertical zone bulkheads and to the shell or exterior 
boundaries of the ship and shall be insulated in accordance with the fire insula-
tion and integrity values given in Table 3 of Regulation 20 of this Chapter. 

(e) On ships designed for special purposes, such as automobile or railroad 
car ferries, where the provision of main vertical zone bulkheads would defeat the 
purpose for which the ship is intended, equivalent means for controlling and 
limiting a fire shall be substituted and specifically approved by the Administra-
tion. 

Provided that in a ship with special category spaces, any such space shall 
comply with the applicable provisions of Regulation 30 of this Chapter, and in 
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so far as such compliance would be inconsistent with compliance with other 
requirements of this Part of this Chapter, the requirements of Regulation 30 shall 
prevail. 

Regulation 19 

Bulkheads within a Main Vertical Zone 

(a) All bulkheads which are not required to be "A" Class divisions shall be at 
least "B" Class or "C" Class divisions as prescribed in the tables in Regulation 20 
of this Chapter. All such divisions may be faced with combustible materials in 
accordance with the provisions of Regulation 27 of this Chapter. 

(b) All corridor bulkheads where not required to be "A" Class shall be "B" 
Class divisions which shall extend from deck to deck except: 

(i) when continuous "B" Class ceilings and/or linings are fitted on both 
sides of the bulkhead, the portion of the bulkhead behind the 
continuous ceiling or lining shall be of material which in thickness 
and composition is acceptable in the construction of "B" Class 
divisions but which shall be required to meet "B" Class integrity 
standards only in so far as is reasonable and practicable in the opinion 
of the Administration; 

in the case of a ship protected by an automatic sprinkler system 
complying with the provisions of Regulation 12 of this Chapter, the 
corridor bulkheads of "B" Class materials may terminate at a ceiling 
in the corridor provided such a ceiling is of material which in thick-
ness and composition is acceptable in the construction of "B" Class 
divisions. Notwithstanding the requirements of Regulation 20 of this 
Chapter, such bulkheads and ceilings shall be required to meet 
"B" Class integrity standards only in so far as is reasonable and 
practicable in the opinion of the Administration. All doors and frames 
in such bulkheads shall be of incombustible materials and shall be 
constructed and erected so as to provide substantial fire resistance to 
the satisfaction of the Administration. 

(c) All bulkheads required to be "B" Class divisions, except corridor bulk-
heads, shall extend from deck to deck and to the shell or other boundaries 
unless continuous "B" Class ceilings and/or linings are fitted on both sides of 
the bulkhead in which case the bulkhead may terminate at the continuous 
ceiling or lining. 

Regulation 20 

Fire Integrity of Bulkheads and Decks 

(a) In addition to complying with the specific provisions for fire integrity of 
bulkheads and decks mentioned elsewhere in the Regulations of this Part, the 
minimum fire integrity of all bulkheads and decks shall be as prescribed in 
Tables 1 to 4 in this Regulation. Where, due to any particular structural arrange-
ments in the ship, difficulty is experienced in determining from the tables the 
minimum fire integrity value of any divisions, such values shall be determíned to 
the satisfaction of the Administration. 
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(b) The following requirements shall govern application of the tables: 

(i) Table 1 shall apply to bulkheads bounding main vertical zones or 
horizontal zones. 
Table 2 shall apply to bulkheads not bounding either main vertical 
zones or horizontal zones. 
Table 3 shall apply to decks forming steps in main vertical zones 
or bounding horizontal zones. 
Table 4 shall apply to decks not forming steps in main vertical 
zones nor bounding horizontal zones. 

For the purpose of determining the appropriate fire integrity 
standards to be applied to boundaries between adjacent spaces, 
such spaces are classified according to their fire risk as shown in 
Categories (1) to (14) below. Where the contents and use of a 
space are such that there is a doubt as to its classification for the 
purpose of this Regulation, it shall be treated as a space within the 
relevant category having the most stringent boundary requirements. 
The title of each category is intended to be typical rather than 
restrictive. The number in parentheses preceding each category 
refers to the applicable column or row number in the tables. 

(1) Control Stations 
Spaces containing emergency sources of power and lighting. 
Wheelhouse and chartroom. 
Spaces containing the ship's radio equipment. 
Fire control and recording stations. 
Control room for propelling machinery when located outside 

the propelling machinery space. 
Spaces containing centralized fire alarm equipment. 
Spaces containing centralized emergency public address 

system stations and equipment. 

(2) Stairways 
Interior stairways, lifts and escalators (other than those wholly 

contained within the machinery spaces) for passengers and 
crew and enclosures thereto. 

In this connexion, a stairway which is enclosed at only one 
level shall be regarded as part of the space from which it is 
not separated by a fire door. 

(3) Corridors 
Passenger and crew corridors. 

(4) Lzfeboat and Liferaft Handling and Embarkation Stations 
Open deck spaces and enclosed promenades forming lifeboat 
and liferáft embarkation and lowering stations. 

(5) Open Deck Spaces 
Open deck spaces and enclosed promenades clear of lifeboat 
and liferaft embarkation and lowering stations. 

Air space (the space outside superstructures and deckhouses). 

(6) Accommodation Spaces of Minor Fire Risk 
Cabins containing furniture and furnishings of restricted fire 

risk. 
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(7) 

Public spaces containing furniture and furnishings of restricted 
fire risk. 

Public spaces containing furniture and furnishings of restricted 
fire risk and having a deck area of less than 50 square metres 
(540 square feet). 

Offices and dispensaries containing furniture and furnishings 
of restricted fire risk. 

Accommodation Spaces of Moderate Fire Risk 
Same as (6) above but containing furniture and furnishings of 

other than restricted fire risk. 
Public spaces containing furniture and furnishings of restricted 

fire risk and having a deck area of 50 square metres (540 
square feet) and greater. 

Isolated lockers and small store-rooms in accommodation 
spaces. 

Sale shops. 
Motion picture projection and film stowage rooms. 
Diet kitchens (containing no open flame). 
Cleaning gear lockers (in which inflammable liquids are not 

stowed). 
Laboratories (in which inflammable liquids are not stowed). 
Pharmacies. 
Small drying rooms (having a deck area of 4 square metres 

(43 square feet) or less). 
Specie rooms. 

(8) Accommodation Spaces of Greater Fire Risk 
Public spaces containing furniture and furnishings of other 

than restricted fire risk and having a deck area of 50 square 
metres (540 square feet) and greater. 

Barber shops and beauty parlours. 

Sanitary and Similar Spaces 
Communal sanitary facilities, showers, baths, water closets, etc. 
Small laundry rooms. 
Indoor swimming pool area. 
Operating rooms. 
Isolated serving pantries in accommodation spaces. 
Private sanitary facilities shall be considered a portion of the 
space in which they are located. 

(10) Tanks, Voids and Auxiliary Machinery Spaces having little or 
no Fire Risk 
Water tanks forming part of the ship's structure. 
Voids and cofferdams. 
Auxiliary machinery spaces which do not contain machinery 
having a pressure lubrication system and where storage of 
combustibles is prohibited, such as: 

ventilation and air-conditioning rooms; windlass room; 
steering gear room; stabilizer equipment room; electrical 
propulsion motor room; rooms containing section switch-
boards and purely electrical equipment other than 

(9) 
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oil-filled electrical transformers (above 10 kVA); shaft 
alleys and pipe tunnels; spaces for pumps and refrigeration 
machinery (not handling or using inflammable liquids). 

Closed trunks serving the spaces listed above. 
Other closed trunks such as pipe and cable trunks. 

(11) Auxiliary Machinery Spaces, Cargo Spaces, Special Category 
Spaces, Cargo and other Oil Tanks and other Similar Spaces of 
Moderate Fire Risk 
Cargo oil  nks. 
Cargo holds, trunkways and hatchways. 
Refrigerated chambers. 
Oil fuel tanks (where installed in a separate space with no 

machinery). 
Shaft alleys and pipe tunnels allowing storage of combustibles. 
Auxiliary machinery spaces as in Category (10) which contain 

machinery having a pressure lubrication system or where 
storage of combustibles is permitted. 

Oil fuel filling stations. 
Spaces containing oil-filled electrical transformers (above 

10 kVA). 
Spaces containing turbine and reciprocating steam engine 

driven auxiliary generators and small internal combustion 
engines of power output up to 112 kW driving emergency 
generators, sprinkler, drencher or fire pumps, bilge pumps, 

etc. 
Special category spaces (Tables 1 and 3 only apply). 
Closed trunks serving the spaces listed above. 

(12) Machinery Spaces and Main Galleys 
Main propelling machinery rooms (other than electric 

propulsion motor rooms) and boiler rooms. 
Auxiliary machinery spaces other than those in Categories (10) 
and (11) which contain internal combustion machinery or 
other oil-burning, heating or pumping units. 

Main galleys and annexes. 
Trunks and casings to the spaces listed above. 

(13) Store-rooms, Workshops, Pantries, etc. 
Main pantries not annexed to galleys. 
Main laundry. 
Large drying rooms (having a deck area of more than 4 square 

metres (43 square feet)). 
Miscellaneous stores. 
Mail and baggage rooms. 
Garbage rooms. 
Workshops (not part of machinery spaces, galleys, etc.). 

(14) Other Spaces in which Inflammable Liquids are stowed 
Lamp rooms. 
Paint rooms. 
Store-rooms containing inflammable liquids (including dyes, 

medicines, etc.). 
Laboratories (in which inflammable liquids are stowed). 
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(iii) Where a single value is shown for the fire integrity of a boundary 
between two spaces, that value shall apply in all cases. 

(iv) In determining the applicable fire integrity standard of a boundary 
between two spaces within a main vertical zone or horizontal zone 
which is not protected by an automatic sprinkler system complying 
with the provisions of Regulation 12 of this Chapter or between 
such zones neither of which is so protected, the higher of the two 
values given in the tables shall apply. 
In determining the applicable fire integrity standard of a boundary 
between two spaces within a main vertical zone or horizontal zone 
which is protected by an automatic sprinkler system complying 
with the provisions of Regulation 12 of this Chapter or between 
such zones both of which are so protected, the lesser of the two 
values given in the tables shall apply. In instances where a sprink-
lered zone and a non-sprinklered zone meet within accommodation 
and service spaces, the higher of the two values given in the tables 
shall apply to the division between the zones. 

(vi) Where adjacent spaces are in the same numerical category and the 
superscript "1" appears in the tables, a bulkhead or deck between 
such spaces need not be fitted if deemed unnecessary by the 
Administration. For example, in Category (12) a bulkhead need 
not be required between a galley and its annexed pantries provided 
the pantry bulkheads and decks maintain the integrity of the galley 
boundaries. A bulkhead is, however, required between a galley and 
a machinery space even though both spaces are in Category (12). 

(vii) Where the superscript "2" appears in the tables, the lesser insula-
tion value may be permitted only if at least one of the adjoining 
spaces is protected by an automatic sprinkler system complying with 
the provisions of Regulation 12 of this Chapter. 

(viii) Notwithstanding the provisions of Regulation 19 of this Chapter, 
there are no special requirements for material or integrity of 
boundaries where only a dash appears in the tables. 

(ix) The Administration shall determine in respect of Category (5) 
spaces whether the insulation values in Table 1 or 2 shall apply to 
ends of deckhouses and superstructures, and whether the insulation 
values in Table 3 or 4 shall apply to weather decks. In no case shall 
the requirements of Category (5) of Tables 1 to 4 necessitate 
enclosure of spaces which in the opinion of the Administration need 
not be enclosed. 

(c) Continuous "B" Class ceilings or linings, in association with the relevant 
decks or bulkheads, may be accepted as contributing wholly or in part, to the 
required insulation and integrity of a division. 

(d) In approving structural fire protection details, the Administration shall 
have regard to the risk of heat transmission at intersections and terminal points 
of required thermal barriers. 

(v) 
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Regulation 21 

Means of Escape 

(a) In and from all passenger and crew spaces and in spaces in which the crew 
is normally employed, other than machinery spaces, stairways and ladders shall 
be arranged to provide ready means of escape to the lifeboat and liferaft em-
barkation deck. In particular, the following provisions shall be complied with: 

(i) Below the bulkhead deck, two means of escape, at least one of 
which shall be independent of watertight doors, shall be provided 
from each watertight compartment or similarly restricted space or 
group of spaces. Exceptionally, the Administration may dispense 
with one of the means of escape, due regard being paid to the 
nature and location of spaces and to the number of persons who 
normally might be quartered or employed there. 

(ii) Above the bulkhead deck, there shall be at least two means of 
escape from each main vertical zone or similarly restricted space or 
group of spaces at least one of which shall give au-.:s to a stairway 
forming a vertical escape. 

(iii) At least one of the means of escape required by sub-paragraphs 
(a)(i) and (ii) of this Regulation shall be by means of a readily 
accessible enclosed stairway, which shall provide continuous fire 
shelter from the level of its origin to the appropriate lifeboat and 
liferaft embarkation decks or the highest level served by the stair-
way, whichever level is the highest. However, where an Administra-
tion has granted dispensation under the provisions of sub-paragraph 
(a)(i) of this Regulation the sole means of escape shall provide safe 
escape to the satisfaction of the Administration. The witlth, number 
and continuity of the stairways shall be to the satisfaction of the 
Administration. 

(iv) Protection of access from the stairway enclosures to the lifeboat 
and liferaft embarkation areas shall be to the satisfaction of the 
Administration. 

(v) Lifts shall not be considered as forming one of the required means of 
escape. 

(vi) Stairways serving only a space and a balcony in that space shall not 
be considered as forming one of the required means of escape. 

(vii) If a radiotelegraph station has no direct access to the weather deck, 
two means of escape shall be provided from such station. 

(viii) Dead-end corridors exceeding 13 metres (43 feet) shall not be 
permitted. 

(b) (i) In special category spaces the number and disposition of the means 
of escape both below and above the bulkhead deck shall be to the 
satisfaction of the Administration, and in general the safety of 
access to the embarkation deck shall be at least equivalent to that 
provided for under sub-paragraphs (a)(i), (iii), (iv) and (v) of 
this Regulation. 
One of the escape routes from the machinery spaces where the crew 
is normally employed shall avoid direct access to any special 
category space. 
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(c) Two means of escape shall be provided from each machinery space. In 
particular, the following provisions shall be complied with: 

(i) Where the space is below the bulkhead deck the two means of escape 
shall consist of either: 

(1) two sets of steel ladders as widely separated as possible, leading 
to doors in the upper part of the space similarly separated and 
from which access is provided to the appropriate lifeboat and 
liferaft embarkation decks. One of these ladders shall provide 
continuous fire shelter from the lower part of the space to a safe 
position outside the space; or 

(2) one steel ladder leading to a door in the upper part of the space 
from which access is provided to the embarkation deck and a 
steel door capable of being operated from each side and which 
provides a safe escape route to the embarkation deck. 

(ii) Where the space is above the bulkhead deck, two means of escape 
shall be as widely separated as possible and the doors leading from 
such means of escape shall be in a position from which access is 
provided to the appropriate lifeboat and liferaft embarkation decks. 
Where such escapes require the use of ladders these shall be of steel. 

Provided that in a ship of less than 1,000 tons gross tonnage, the Admini-
stration may dispense with one of the means of escape due regard being paid to 
the width and disposition of the upper part of the space; and in a ship of 1,000 
tons gross tonnage and above, the Administration may dispense with one means 
of escape from any such space so long as either a door or a steel ladder provides 
a safe escape route to the embarkation deck due regard being paid to the nature 
and location of the space and whether persons are normally employed in that 
space. 

Regulation 22 

Protection of Stairways and Lifts in 
Accommodation and Service Spaces 

(a) All stairways shall be of steel frame construction except where the Ad-
ministration sanctions the use of other equivalent material, and shall be within 
enclosures formed of "A" Class divisions, with positive means of closure at all 
openings, except that: 

a stairway connecting only two decks need not be enclosed, provided 
the integrity of the deck is maintained by proper bulkheads or doors 
at one between deck space. When a stairway is closed at one between 
deck space, the stairway enclosure shall be protected in accordance 
with the tables for decks in Regulation 20 of this Chapter; 

(ii) stairways may be fitted in the open in a public space, provided they 
lie wholly within such public space. 

(b) Stairway enclosures shall have direct communication with the corridors 
and be of sufficient area to prevent congestion, having in view the number of 
persons likely to use them in an emergency. In so far as practicable, stairway 
enclosures shall not give direct access to cabins, service lockers, or other enclosed 
spaces containing combustibles in which a fire is likely to originate. 
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(c) Lift trunks shall be so fitted as to prevent the passage of smoke and flame 
from one between deck to another and shall be provided with means of closing 
so as to permit the control of draught and smoke. 

Regulation 23 

Openings in "A" Class Divisions 

(a) Where "A" Class divisions are pierced for the passage of electric cables, 
pipes, trunks, ducts, etc., for girders, beams or other structures, arrangements 
shall be made to ensure that the fire resistance is not impaired, subject to the 
provisions of paragraph (g) of this Regulation. 

(b) Where of necessity, a ventilation duct passes through a main vertical zone 
bulkhead, a fail-safe automatic closing fire damper shall be fitted adjacent to the 
bulkhead. The damper shall also be capable of being manually closed from each 
side of the bulkhead. The operating position shall be readily accessible and be 
marked in red light-reflecting colour. The duct between the bulkhead and the 
damper shall be of steel or other equivalent material and, if necessary, to an 
insulating standard such as to comply with paragraph (a) of this Regulation. 
The damper shall be fitted on at least one side of the bulkhead with a visible 
indicator showing if the damper is in the open position. 

(c) Except for hatches between cargo, special category, store, and baggage 
spaces, and between such spaces and the weather decks, all openings shall be 
provided with permanently attached means of closing which shall be at least as 
effective for resisting fires as the divisions in which they are fitted. 

(d) The construction of all doors and door frames in "A" Class divisions, with 
the means of securing them when closed, shall provide resistance to fire as well 
as to the passage of smoke and flame, as far as practicable, equivalent to that 
of the bulkheads in which the doors are situated. Such doors and door frames 
shall be constructed of steel or other equivalent material. Watertight doors need 
not be insulated. 

(e) It shall be possible for each door to be opened and closed from each side 
of the bulkhead by one person only. 

(f) Fire doors in main vertical zone bulkheads and stairway enclosures, other 
than power-operated watertight doors and those which are normally locked, 
shall be of the self-closing type capable of closing against an inclination of 
31 degrees opposing closure. The speed of door closure shall, if necessary, be con-
trolled so as to prevent undue danger to personnel. All such doors, except those 
that are normally closed, shall be capable of release from a control station, either 
simultaneously or in groups, and also individually from a position at the 
door. The release mechanism shall, be so designed that the door will auto-
matically close in the event of disruption of the control system; however, 
approved power-operated watertight doors will be considered acceptable for 
this purpose. Hold-back hooks, not subject to control station release, will not 
be permitted. When double swing doors are permitted, they shall have a latch 
arrangement which is automatically engaged by the operation of the door 
release system. 
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(g) Where a space is protected by an automatic sprinkler system complying 
with the provisions of Regulation 12 of this Chapter or fitted with a continuous 
"B" Class ceiling, openings in decks not forming steps in main vertical zones nor 
bounding horizontal zones shall be closed reasonably tight and such decks shall 
meet the "A" Class integrity requirements in so far as is reasonable and practic-
able in the opinion of the Administration. 

(h) The requirements for "A" Class integrity of the outer boundaries of a ship 
shall not apply to glass partitions, windows and sidescuttles. Similarly, the 
requirements for "A" Class integrity shall not apply to exterior doors in super-
structures and deckhouses. 

Regulation 24 

Openings in "B" Class Divisions 

(a) Where "B" Class divisions are penetrated for the passage of electrical 
cables, pipes, trunks, ducts, etc., or for the fitting of ventilation terminals, 
lighting fixtures and similar devices, arrangements shall be made to ensure that 
the fire resistance is not impaired. 

(b) Doors and door frames in "B" Class divisions and means of securing them 
shall provide a method of closure which shall have resistance to fire as far as 
practicable equivalent to the divisions except that ventilation openings may be 
permitted in the lower portion of such doors. Where such opening is in or under 
a door the total net area of any such opening or openings shall not exceed 
0.05 square metres (78 square inches). When such opening is cut in a door it shall 
be fitted with a grill made of non-combustible material. Doors shall be non-
combustible. 

(c) The requirements for "B" Class integrity of the outer boundaries of a ship 
shall not apply to glass partitions, windows and sidescuttles. Similarly, the 
requirements for "B" Class integrity shall not apply to exterior doors in super-
structures and deckhouses. 

(d) Where an automatic sprinkler system complying with the provisions of 
Regulation 12 of this Chapter is fitted: 

(i) openings in decks not forming steps in main vertical zones nor 
bounding horizontal zones shall be closed reasonably tight and such 
decks shall meet the "B" Class integrity requirements in so far as is 
reasonable and practicable in the opinion of the Administration; and 

(ii) openings in corridor bulkheads of "B" Class materials shall be 
protected in accordance with the provisions of Regulation 19 of this 
Chapter. 

Regulation 25 

Ventilation Systems 

(a) In general, the ventilation fans shall be so disposed that the ducts reaching 
the various spaces remain within the main vertical zone. 
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(b) Where ventilation systems penetrate decks, precautions shall be taken, in 
addition to those relating to the fire integrity of the deck required by Regulation 
23 of this Chapter, to reduce the likelihood of smoke and hot gases passing from 
one between deck space to another through the system. In addition to insulation 
requirements contained in this Regulation, vertical ducts shall, if necessary, be 
insulated as required by the appropriate tables in Regulation 20 of this Chapter. 

(c) The main inlets and outlets of all ventilation systems shall be capable of 
being closed from outside the space being ventilated. 

(d) Except in cargo spaces, ventilation ducts shall be constructed of the follow-
ing materials: 

Ducts not less than 0.075 square metres (116 square inches) in 
sectional area and all vertical ducts serving more than a single 
between deck space shall be constructed of steel or other equivalent 
material. 

(ii) Ducts less than 0.075 square metres (116 square inches) in sectional 
area shall be constructed of non-combustible materials. Where such 
ducts penetrate "A" or "B" Class divisions due regard shall be given 
to ensuring the fire integrity of the division. 

(iii) Short lengths of duct, not in general exceeding 0.02 square metres 
(31 square inches) in sectional area nor 2 metres (79 inches) in length, 
need not be incombustible provided that all of the following condi-
tions are met: 

(1) the duct is constructed of a material of restricted fire risk to the 
satisfaction of the Administration; 

(2) the duct is used only at the terminal end of the ventilation 
system; and 

the duct is not located closer than 0.6 metres (24 inches) 
measured along its length to a penetration of an "A" or "B" 
Class division, including continuous "B" Class ceilings. 

(e) Where a stairway enclosure is ventilated, the duct or ducts (if any) shall 
be taken from the fan room independently of other ducts in the ventilation 
system and shall not serve any other space. 

(f) All power ventilation, except machinery and cargo spaces ventilation and 
any alternative system which may be required under paragraph (h) of this 
Regulation, shall be fitted with controls so grouped that all fans may be stopped 
from either of two separate positions which shall be situated as far apart as 
practicable. Controls provided for the power ventilation serving machinery 
spaces shall also be grouped so as to be operable from two positions, one of 
which shall be outside such spaces. Fans serving power ventilation systems to 
cargo spaces shall be capable of being stopped from a safe position outside such 
spaces. 

(g) Where they pass through accommodation spaces or spaces containing 
combustible materials, the exhaust ducts from galley ranges shall be con-
structed of "A" Class divisions. Each exhaust duct shall be fitted with: 

(i) a grease trap readily removable for cleaning; 

(ii) a fire damper located in the lower end of the duct; 

(3) 
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(iii) arrangements, operable from within the galley, for shutting off the 
exhaust fan; and 

(iv) fixed means for extinguishing a fire within the duct. 

(h) Such measures as are practicable shall be taken in respect of control 
stations outside machinery spaces in order to ensure that ventilation, visibility 
and freedom from smoke are maintained, so that in the event of fire the ma-
chinery and equipment contained therein may be supervised and continue to 
function effectively. Alternative and separate means of air supply shall be 
provided; air inlets of the two sources of supply shall be so disposed that the risk 
of both inlets drawing in smoke simultaneously is minimized. At the discretion 
of the Administration, such requirements need not apply to control stations 
situated on, and opening on to, an open deck, or where local closing arrange-
ments would be equally effective. 

(i) Ducts provided for ventilation of machinery spaces of Category A shall not 
in general pass through accommodation, service spaces or control stations, 
except that the Administration may permit relaxation from this requirement, 
provided that: 

(i) the ducts are constructed of steel, and are insulated to "A-60" 
standard; or 

(ii) the ducts are constructed of steel and are fitted with an automatic fire 
damper close to the boundary penetrated and are insulated to "A-60" 
standard from the machinery space to a point at least 5 metres 
(16 feet) beyond the fire damper. 

(j) Ducts provided for ventilation of accommodation, service spaces, or 
control stations shall not in general pass through machinery spaces of Category 
A, except that the Administration may permit relaxation from this requirement 
provided that the ducts are constructed of steel and automatic fire dampers are 
fitted close to the boundaries penetrated. 

Regulation 26 

Windows and Sidescuttles 

(a) All windows and sidescuttles in bulkheads within accommodation and 
service spaces and control stations other than those to which the provisions 
of paragraph (h) of Regulation 23 and paragraph (c) of Regulation 24 of this 
Chapter apply, shall be constructed so as to preserve the integrity requirements 
of the type of bulkheads in which they are fitted. 

(b) Notwithstanding the requirements of the tables in Regulation 20 of this 
Chapter: 

All windows and sidescuttles in bulkheads separating accommodation 
and service spaces and control stations from weather shall be con-
structed with frames of steel or other suitable material. The glass shall 
be retained by a metal glazing bead or angle. 

(ii) Special attention shall be given to the fire integrity of windows facing 
open or enclosed lifeboat and liferaft embarkation areas and to 
windows situated below such areas in such a position that their 
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failure during a fire would impede the launching of, or embarkation 
into, lifeboats or liferafts. 

Regulation 27 

Restriction of Combustible Materials 

(a) Except in cargo spaces, mail rooms, baggage rooms, or refrigerated 
compartments of service spaces, all linings, grounds, ceilings and insulations 
shall be of non-combustible materials. Partial bullcheads or decks used to sub-
divide a space for utility or artistic treatment shall also be of non-combustible 
material. 

(b) Vapour barriers and adhesives used in conjunction with insulation, as well 
as insulation of pipe fittings, for cold service systems need not be non-com-
bustible, but they shall be kept to the minimum quantity practicable and their 
exposed surfaces shall have qualities of resistance to the propagation of flame to 
the satisfaction of the Administration. 

(c) Bulkheads, linings and ceilings in all accommodation and service spaces 
may have combustible veneer, provided that such veneer shall not exceed 
2 millimetres (-iii inch) within any such spaces except corridors, stairway en-
closures and control stations where it shall not exceed 1.5 millimetres (11,,- inch). 

(d) The total volume of combustible facings, mouldings, decorations and 
veneers in any accommodation and service space shall not exceed a volume 
equivalent to 2.5 millimetres (1-15 inch) veneer on the combined area of the walls 
and ceilings. In the case of ships fitted with an automatic sprinkler system 
complying with the provisions of Regulation 12 of this Chapter, the above 
volume may include some combustible material used for erection of "C" Class 
divisions. 

(e) All exposed surfaces in corridors or stairway enclosures and surfaces in 
concealed or inaccessible spaces in accommodation and service spaces and 
control stations shall have low flame-spread characteristics.* 

(f) Furniture in the passages and stairway enclosures shall be kept to a 
minimum. 

(g) Paints, varnishes and other finishes used on exposed interior surfaces shall 
not be of a nature to offer an undue fire hazard in the judgment of the Admini-
stration and shall not be capable of producing excessive quantities of smoke or 
other toxic properties. 

(h) Primary deck coverings, if applied, within accommodation and service 
spaces and control stations, shall be of approved material which will not readily 
ignite, or give rise to toxic or explosive hazards at elevated temperatures.t 

* Reference is made to Guidelines on the Evaluation of Fire 1-1s7Ard Properties of 
Materials, adopted by the Organization by Resolution A.166(ES.IV). 

t Reference is made to Improved Provisional Guidelines on Test Procedures for Primary 
Deck Coverings, adopted by the Organization by Resolution A.214(VII). 
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(i) Waste-paper receptacles shall be constructed of non-combustible materials 
and with solid sides and bottoms. 

Regulation 28 

Miscellaneous Items 

Requirements Applicable to all Portions of the Ship 

(a) Pipes penetrating "A" or "B" Class divisions shall be of a material 
approved by the Administration having regard to the temperature such divisions 
are required to withstand. Pipes conveying oil or combustible liquids shall be 
of a material approved by the Administration having regard to the fire risk. 
Materials readily rendered ineffective by heat shall not be used for overboard 
scuppers, sanitary discharges, and other outlets which are close to the water-line 
and where the failure of the material in the event of fire would give rise to danger 
of flooding. 

Requirements Applicable to Accommodation and Service Spaces, Control Stations, 
Corridors and Stairways 

(b) (i) Air spaces enclosed behind ceilings, panelling or linings shall be 
suitably divided by close-fitting draught stops not more than 14 
metres (46 feet) apart. 

(ii) In the vertical direction, such spaces, including those behind linings 
of stairways, trunks, etc., shall be closed at each deck. 

(c) The construction of ceiling and bulkheading shall be such that it will be 
possible, without impairing the efficiency of the fire protection, for the fire patrols 
to detect any smoke originating in concealed and inaccessible places, except 
where in the opinion of the Administration there is no risk of fire originating in 
such places. 

Regulation 29 

Automatic Sprinkler and Fire Alarm and Fire Detection Systems or 
Automatic Fire Alarm and Fire Detection Systems 

In any ship to which this Part applies there shall be installed throughout 
each separate zone, whether vertical or horizontal, in all accommodation and 
service spaces and, where it is considered necessary by the Administration, in 
control stations, except spaces which afford no substantial fire risk (such as void 
spaces, sanitary spaces, etc.) either: 

(i) an automatic sprinkler and fire alarm and fire detection system of an 
approved type, complying with the provisions of Regulation 12 of 
this Chapter and installed and so arranged as to protect such spaces; 
or 

(ii) an automatic fire alarm and fire detection system of an approved 
type, complying with the provisions of Regulation 13 of this Chapter, 
and installed and so arranged as to detect the presence of fire in such 
spaces. 
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Regulation 30 

Protection of Special Category Spaces 

Provisions Applicable to Special Category Spaces whether above or below the 
Bulkhead Deck 

(a) General 

(b) 

(1) The basic principle underlying the provisions in this Regulation is 
that as normal main vertical zoning may not be practicable in 
special category spaces, equivalent protection must be obtained in 
such spaces on the basis of a horizontal zone concept and the provi-
sion of an efficient fixed fire-extinguishing system. Under this concept 
a horizontal zone for the purpose of this Regulation may include 
special category spaces on more than one deck provided that the 
overall height of the zone does not exceed 10 metres (33 feet). 

(ii) All requirements laid down in Regulations 23 and 25 of this Chapter 
for maintaining the integrity of vertical zones shall be applied equally 
to decks and bulkheads forming the boundaries separating horizontal 
zones from each other and from the remainder of the ship. 

Structural Protection 

(i) Boundary bulkheads of special category spaces shall be insulated as 
required for Category (11) spaces in Table 1 of Regulation 20 of this 
Chapter and the horizontal boundaries as required for Category (11) 
spaces in Table 3 of that Regulation. 

(ii) Indicators shall be provided on the navigating bridge which shall 
indicate when any fire door leading to or from the special category 
spaces is closed. 

(c) Fixed Fire-Extinguishing System* 

Each special category space shall be fitted with an approved fixed pressure 
water-spraying system for manual operation which shall protect all parts of any 
deck and vehicle platform, if any, in such space, provided that the Administra-
tion may permit the use of any other fixed fire-extinguishing system that has 
been shown by full-scale test in conditions simulating a flowing petrol fire in a 
special category space to be not less effective in controlling fires likely to occur 
in such a space. 

(d) Patrols and Detection 

(i) An efficient patrol system shall be maintained in special category 
spaces. In any such space in which the patrol is not maintained by a 
continuous fire watch at all times during the voyage there shall be 
provided in that space an automatic fire detection system of an 
approved type. 

(ii) Manual fire alarms shall be provided as necessary throughout the 
special category spaces and one shall be placed close to each exit 
from such spaces. 

* Reference is made to Recommendation on Fixed Fire Extinguishing Systems for Special 
Category Spaces, adopted by the Organization by Resolution A.123(V). 
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(e) Fire-Extinguishing Equipment 

There shall be provided in each special category space: 

(i) a number of hydrants with hoses and dual-purpose nozzles of an 
approved type so arranged that at least two jets of water each from a 
single length of hose not emanating from the same hydrant may 
reach any part of such space; 

(ii) at least three water fog applicators; 

(iii) one portable applicator unit complying with the provisions of 
Regulation 7(d) of this Chapter, provided that at least two such 
units are available in the ship for use in such spaces; and 

(iv) such number of portable fire extinguishers of an approved type as the 
Administration may deem sufficient. 

(f) Ventilation System 

(i) There shall be provided an. effective power ventilation system for the 
special category spaces sufficient to give at least 10 air changes per 
hour. The system for such spaces shall be entirely separated from 
other ventilation systems and shall be operating at all times when 
vehicles are in such spaces. The Administration may require an 
increased number of air changes when vehicles are being loaded and 
unloaded. 

(ii) The ventilation shall be such as to prevent air stratification and the 
formation of air pockets. 

(iii) Means shall be provided to indicate on the navigating bridge any 
loss or reduction of the required ventilating capacity. 

Additional Provisions Applicable only to Special Category Spaces above the Bulk-
head Deck 

(g) Scuppers 

In view of the serious loss of stability which could arise due to large 
quantities of water accumulating on the deck or decks consequent on the opera-
tion of the fixed pressure water-spraying system, scuppers shall be fitted so as to 
ensure that such water is rapidly discharged directly overboard. 

(h) Precautions against Ignition of Inflammable Vapours 

Equipment which may constitute a source of ignition of inflammable 
vapours and in particular electrical equipment and wiring, shall be 
installed at least 450 millimetres (18 inches) above the deck, provided 
that if the Administration is satisfied that the installation of such 
electrical equipment and wiring below this level is necessary for the 
safe operation of the ship, such electrical equipment and wiring shall 
be of a type approved for use in an explosive petrol and air mixture. 
Electrical equipment installed at more than 450 millimetres 
(18 inches) above the deck shall be of a type so enclosed and protected 
as to prevent the escape of sparks. The reference to a level of 
450 millimetres (18 inches) above the deck shall be construed to 
mean each deck on which vehicles are carried and on which explosive 
vapours might be expected to accumulate. 
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(ii) Electrical equipment and wiring, if installed in an exhaust ventilation 
duct, shall be of a type approved for use in explosive petrol and air 
mixtures and the outlet from any exhaust duct shall be sited in a safe 
position, having regard to other possible sources of ignition. 

Additional Provisions applicable only to Special Category Spaces below the 
Bulkhead Deck 

(i) Bilge Pumping and Drainage 
In view of the serious loss of stability which could arise due to large 

quantities of water accumulating on the deck or tank top consequent on the 
operation of the fixed pressure water-spraying system, the Administration may 
require pumping and drainage facilities to be provided additional to the require-
ments of Regulation 18 of Chapter II-1 of the present Convention. 

(j) Precautions against Ignition of Inflammable Vapours 

(i) Electrical equipment and wiring, if fitted, shall be of a type suitable 
for use in explosive petrol and air mixtures. Other equipment which 
may constitute a source of ignition of inflammable vapours shall not 
be permitted. 

(ii) Electrical equipment and wiring, if installed in an exhaust ventilation 
duct, shall be of a type approved for use in explosive petrol and air 
mixtures and the outlet from any exhaust duct shall be sited in a safe 
position, having regard to other possible sources of ignition. 

Regulation 31 

Protection of Cargo Spaces other than Special Category Spaces 
intended for the Carriage of Motor Vehicles with Fuel 

in their Tanks for their own Propulsion 

In any cargo space (other than special category spaces) containing motor 
vehicles with fuel in their tanks for their own propulsion, the followin,, provisions 
shall be complied with: 

(a) Fire Detection 

There shall be provided an approved fire detection and fire alarm system. 

(b) Fire-Extinguishing Arrangements 

(i) There shall be fitted a fixed gas fire-extinguishing system which shall 
comply with the provisions of Regulation 8 of this Chapter, except 
that if a carbon dioxide system is fitted, the quantity of gas available 
shall be at least sufficient to give a minimum volume of free gas equal 
to 45 per cent of the gross volume of the largest of such cargo spaces 
which is capable of being sealed, and the arrangements shall be such 
as to ensure that the gas is introduced rapidly and effectively into the 
space. Any other fixed gas fire-extinguishing system or fixed high 
expansion froth fire-extinguishing system may be fitted provided it 
gives equivalent protection. 

(ii) There shall be provided for use in any such space such number of 
portable fire extinguishers of an approved type as the Administration 
may deem sufficient. 
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(c) Ventilation System 

(i) In any such cargo space there shall be provided an effective power 
ventilation system sufficient to give at least 10 air changes per hour. 
The system for such cargo spaces shall be entirely separated from 
other ventilation systems and shall be operating at all times when 
vehicles are in such spaces. 

The ventilation shall be such as to prevent air stratification and the 
formation of air pockets. 

Means shall be proyided to indicate on the navigating bridge any loss 
or reduction of the required ventilating capacity. 

(d) Precautions against Ignition of Inflammable Vapours 

(i) Electrical equipment and wiring, if fitted, shall be of a type suitable 
for use in explosive petrol and air mixtures. Other equipment which 
may constitute a source of ignition of inflammable vapours shall not 
be permitted. 

(ii) Electrical equipment and wiring, if installed in an exhaust ventilation 
duct, shall be of a type approved for use in explosive petrol and air 
mixtures and the outlet from any exhaust duct shall be sited in a safe 
position, having regard to other possible sources of ignition. 

Regulation 32 

Maintenance of Fire Patrols, etc., and Provision for 
Fire-Extinguishing Equipment 

(a) Fire Patrols and Detection, Alarms and Public Address Systems 

(i) An efficient patrol system shall be maintained so that an outbreak of 
fire may be promptly detected. Each member of the fire patrol shall 
be trained to be familiar with the arrangements of the ship as well as 
the location and operation of any equipment he may be called upon 
to use. 

(ii) Manual alarms shall be fitted throughout the accommodation and 
service spaces to enable the fire patrol to give an alarm immediately 
to the navigating bridge or main fire control station. 

(iii) An approved fire alarm or fire detecting system shall be provided 
which will automatically indicate at one or more suitable points or 
stations the presence or indication of fire and its location in any 
cargo space which, in the opinion of the Administration, is not 
accessible to the patrol system, except where it is shown to the 
satisfaction of the Administration that the ship is engaged on voyages 
of such short duration that it would be unreasonable to apply this 
requirement. 

(iv) The ship shall at all times when at sea, or in port (except when out of 
service), be so manned or equipped as to ensure that any initial fire 
alarm is immediately received by a responsible member of the crew. 

(v) A special alarm, operated from the navigating bridge or fire control 
station, shall be fitted to summon the crew. This alarm may be part 
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of the ship's general alarm system but it shall be capable of being 
sounded independently of the alarm to the passenger spaces. 

(vi) A public address system or other effective means of communication 
shall be available throughout the accommodation and service spaces 
and control stations. 

(b) Fire Pumps and Fire Main System 
The ship shall be provided with fire pumps, fire main system, hydrants and 

hoses complying with the provisions of Regulation 5 of this Chapter and shall 
comply with the following requirements: 

(i) In a ship of 4,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards, there shall be 
provided at least three independently-driven fire pumps and, in a ship 
of less than 4,000 tons gross tonnage, at least two such fire pumps. 

(ii) In a ship of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards, the arrangement 
of sea connexions, fire pumps and sources of power for operating 
them shall be such as to ensure that a fire in any one compartment will 
not put all the fire pumps out of action. 

(ill) In a ship of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards, the arrangement 
of fire pumps, fire mains and hydrants shall be such that at least one 
effective jet of water as stipulated in paragraph (c) of Regulation 5 of 
this Chapter is immediately available from any one hydrant in an 
interior location. Arrangements shall also be made to ensure the 
continuation of the output of water by the automatic starting of a 
required fire pump. 

(iv) In a ship of less than 1,000 tons gross tonnage the arrangements shall 
be to the satisfaction of the Administration. 

(c) Fire Hydrants, Hoses and Nozzles 

(i) The ship shall be provided with fire hoses the number and diameter 
of which shall be to the satisfaction of the Administration. There 
shall be at least one fire hose for each of the hydrants required by 
paragraph (d) of Regulation 5 of this Chapter and these hoses shall 
be used only for the purposes of extinguishing fires or testing the 
fire-extinguishing apparatus at fire drills and surveys. 

In accommodation and service spaces and in machinery spaces, the 
number and position of hydrants shall be such that the requirements 
of paragraph (d) of Regulation 5 of this Chapter may be complied 
with when all watertight doors and all doors in main vertical zone 
bulkheads are closed. 

(iii) The arrangements shall be such that at least two jets of water can 
reach any part of any cargo space when empty. 

(iv) All required hydrants in machinery spaces shall be fitted with hoses 
having in addition to the nozzles required in paragraph (g) of 
Regulation 5 of this Chapter nozzles suitable for spraying water on 
oil, or alternatively dual-purpose nozzles. Additionally, each 
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machinery space of Category A shall be provided with at least two 
suitable water fog applicators.* 

(v) Water spray nozzles or dual-purpose nozzles shall be provided for at 
least one quarter of the number of hoses required in parts of the ship 
other than machinery spaces. 

(vi) For each pair of breathing apparatus there shall be provided one 
water fog applicator which shall be stored adjacent to such 
apparatus. 

(vii) Where, in any machinery space of Category A, access is provided at 
a low level from an adjacent shaft tunnel, two hydrants fitted with 
hoses with dual-purpose nozzles shall be provided external to, but 
near the entrance to that machinery space. Where such access is not 
provided from a tunnel but is provided from other space or spaces 
there shall be provided in one of those spaces two hydrants fitted 
with hoses with dual-purpose nozzles near the entrance to the 
machinery space of Category A. Such provision need not be made 
when the tunnel or adjacent spaces are not part of an escape route. 

(d) International Shore Connexion 

(i) A ship of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards shall be provided 
with at least one international shore connexion, complying with the 
provisions of paragraph (h) of Regulation 5 of this Chapter. 

(ii) Facilities shall be available enabling such a connexion to be used on 
either side of the ship. 

(e) Portable Fire Extinguishers in Accommodation and Service Spaces and 
Control Stations 

The ship shall be provided in accommodation and service spaces and 
control stations with such approved portable fire extinguishers as the Administra-
tion may deem to be appropriate and sufficient. 

(f) Fixed Fire-Extinguishing Arrangements in Cargo Spaces 

(i) The cargo spaces of ships of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards 
shall be protected by a fixed gas fire-extinguishing system complying 
with the provisions of Regulation 8 of this Chapter, or by a fixed 
high expansion froth fire-extinguishing system which gives equiva-
lent protection. 

(ii) Where it is shown to the satisfaction of the Administration that a 
ship is engaged on voyages of such short duration that it would be 
unreasonable to apply the requirements of sub-paragraph (i) of this 
paragraph and also in ships of less than 1,000 tons gross tonnage, the 
arrangements in cargo spaces shall be to the satisfaction of the 
Administration. 

(g) Fire-Extinguishing Appliances in Boiler Rooms, etc. 

Spaces containing oil-fired boilers or oil fuel units shall be provided with 
the following arrangements: 

* A water fog applicator might consist of a metal "L"-shaped pipe, the long limb being 
about 2 metres (6 feet) in length capable of being fitted to a fire hose and the short limb 
being about 250 millimetres (10 inches) in length fitted with a fixed water fog nozzle or 
capable of being fitted with a water spray nozzle. 
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(h) 

(i) 

(h) 

There shall be any one of the following fixed fire-extinguishing systems: 

(1) A pressure water-spraying system complying with the provisions 
of Regulation 11 of this Chapter. 

(2) A gas system complying with the provisions of Regulation 8 of 
this Chapter. 

A froth system complying with the provisions of Regulation 9 
of this Chapter. 

(4) A high expansion froth system complying with the provisions 
of Regulation 10 of this Chapter. 

In each case if the engine and boiler rooms are not entirely separate, 
or if fuel oil can drain from the boiler room into the engine room, the 
combined engine and boiler rooms shall be considered as one 
compartment. 

There shall be in each boiler room at least one set of portable air-froth 
equipment complying with the provisions of paragraph (d) of 
Regulation 7 of this Chapter. 

(iii) There shall be at least two approved portable extinguishers dis-
charging froth or equivalent in each firing space in each boiler room 
and each space in which a part of the oil fuel installation is situated. 
There shall be not less than one approved froth-type extinguisher of 
at least 136 litres (30 gallons) capacity or equivalent in each boiler 
room. These extinguishers shall be provided with hoses on reels 
suitable for reaching any part of the boiler room. 

(iv) In each firing space there shall be a receptacle containing sand, saw-
dust impregnated with soda or other approved dry material, in such 
quantity as may be required by the Administration. Alternatively an 
approved portable extinguisher may be substituted therefor. 

Fire-Extinguishing Appliances in Spaces containing Internal Combustion 
Type Machinery 

Spaces containing internal combustion machinery used either for main 
propulsion, or for other purposes when such machinery has in the aggregate a 
total power output of not less than 373 kW, shall be provided with the following 
arrangements: 

(i) There shall be one of the fire-extinguishing systems required by sub-
paragraph (g)(i) of this Regulation. 

There shall be at least one set of portable air-froth equipment 
complying with the provisions of paragraph (d) of Regulation 7 of 
this Chapter. 

(iii) There shall be in each such space approved froth-type fire ex-
tinguishers each of at least 45 litres (10 gallons) capacity or equivalent 
sufficient in number to enable froth or its equivalent to be directed 
on to any part of the fuel and lubricating oil pressure systems, 
gearing and other fire hazards. In addition, there shall be provided a 
sufficient number of portable froth extinguishers or equivalent 
which shall be so located that an extinguisher is not more than 
10 metres (33 feet) walking distance from any point in the space; 
provided that there shall be at least two such extinguishers in each 
such space. 

(ii) 

(3) 
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(i) Fire-Extinguishing Arrangements in Spaces containing Steam Turbines or 
enclosed Steam Engines 

In spaces containing steam turbines or enclosed steam engines used either 
for main propulsion or for other purposes when such machinery has in the 
aggregate a total power output of not less than 373 kW: 

(i) 

There shall be provided froth fire extinguishers each of at least 45 
litres (10 gallons) capacity or equivalent sufficient in number to enable 
froth or its equivalent to be directed on to any part of the pressure 
lubrication system, on to any part of the casings enclosing pressure 
lubricated parts of the turbines, engines or associated gearing, and 
any other fire hazards. Provided that such extinguishers shall not be 
required if protection at least equivalent to this sub-paragraph is 
provided in such spaces by a fixed fire-extinguishing system fitted in 
compliance with sub-paragraph (g)(i) of this Regulation. 

There shall be provided a sufficient number of portable froth ex-
tinguishers or equivalent which shall be so located that an ex-
tinguisher is not more than 10 metres (33 feet) walking distance from 
any point in the space; provided that there shall be at least two such 
extinguishers in each such space, and such extinguishers shall not be 
required in addition to any provided in compliance with sub-
paragraph (h)(iii) of this Regulation. 

Fire-Extinguishing Appliances in other Machinery Spaces 

Where, in the opinion of the Administration, a fire hazard exists in any 
machinery space for which no specific provisions for fire-extinguishing appliances 
are prescribed in paragraphs (g), (h) and (i) of this Regulation there shall be 
provided in, or adjacent to, that space such number of approved portable fire 
extinguishers or other means of fire extinction as the Administration may deem 
sufficient. 

(k) Fixed Fire-Extinguishing Appliances not required by this Part 

Where a fixed fire-extinguishing system not required by this Part of this 
Chapter is installed, such a system shall be to the satisfaction of the Administra-
tion. 

(1) Special Requirements for Machinery Spaces 

(i) For any machinery space of Category A to which access is provided 
at a low level from an adjacent shaft tunnel there shall be provided in 
addition to any watertight door and on the side remote from that 
machinery space a light steel fire-screen door which shall be operable 
from each side. 

An automatic fire detection and alarm system shall be fitted when the 
Administration considers such special precautions warranted in any 
machinery space in which the installation of automatic and remote 
control systems and equipment have been approved in lieu of con-
tinuous manning of the space. 

(m) Fireman's Outfits and Personal Equipment 

(i) The minimum number of fireman's outfits complying with the 
requirements of Regulation 14 of this Chapter, and of additional sets 
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of personal equipment, each such set comprising the items stipulated 
in sub-paragraphs (a)(i), (ii) and (iii) of that Regulation, to be carried 
shall be as follows: 

(1) two fireman's outfits; and in addition 

(2) for every 80 metres (262 feet) or part thereof, of the aggregate of 
the lengths of all passenger spaces and service spaces on the 
deck which carries such spaces or, if there is more than one such 
deck, on the deck which has the largest aggregate of such 
.lengths, two fireman's outfits and two sets of personal equip-
ment, each such set comprising the items stipulated in Regula-
tion 14(a)(i), (ii) and (iii) of this Chapter. 

(ii) For each fireman's outfit which includes a self-contained breathing 
apparatus as provided in paragraph (b) of Regulation 14 of this 
Chapter, spare charges shall be carried on a scale approved by the 
Administration. 

(iii) Fireman's outfits and sets of personal equipment shall be stored in 
widely separated positions ready for use. At least two fireman's 
outfits and one set of personal equipment shall be available at any 
one position. 

Regulation 33 

Arrangements for Oil Fuel, Lubricating Oil and other Inflammable Oils 

(a) Oil Fuel Arrangements 

In a ship in which oil fuel is used, the arrangements for the storage, dis-
tribution and utilization of the oil fuel shall be such as to ensure the safety of the 
ship and persons on board and shall at least comply with the following 
provisions: 

(i) No oil fuel which has a flashpoint of less than 60°C (140°F) (closed 
cup test) as determined by an approved flashpoint apparatus shall 
be used as fuel, except in emergency generators, in which case the 
flashpoint shall be not less than 43°C (110°F). 
Provided that the Administration may permit the general use of 
fuel oil having a flashpoint of not less than 43°C (110°F) subject to 
such additional precautions as it may consider necessary and on 
condition that the temperature of the space in which such fuel is 
stored or used shall not be allowed to rise within 10°C (18°F) 
below the fiashpoint of the fuel. 

(ii) As far as practicable, no part of the oil fuel system containing 
heated oil under pressure exceeding 1.8 kilogrammes per square 
centimetre (25 pounds per square inch) gauge shall be so concealed 
that defects and leakage cannot readily be observed. In way of such 
parts of the oil fuel system the machinery space shall be adequately 
illuminated. 

(iii) The ventilation of machinery spaces shall be sufficient under all 
normal conditions to prevent accumulation of oil vapour. 

(iv) (1) As far as practicable, oil fuel tanks shall be part of the ship's 
structure and shall be located outside machinery spaces of 
Category A. When oil fuel tanks, except double bottom tanks, 
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are necessarily located adjacent to machinery spaces of 
Category A, they shall preferably have a common boundary 
with the double bottom tanks, and the area of the tank 
boundary common with the machinery space shall be kept to a 
minimum. In general, the use of free-standing oil fuel tanks 
shall be avoided but when such tanks are employed they shall 
not be situated in machinery spaces of Category A. 

(2) No oil tank shall be situated where spillage or leakage there-
from can constitute a hazard by falling on heated surfaces. 
Precautions shall be taken to prevent any oil that may escape 
under pressure from any pump, filter or heater from coming 
into contact with heated surfaces. 

(v) Every oil fuel pipe which if damaged would allow oil to escape from 
a storage, settling or daily service tank situated above the double 
bottom shall be fitted with a cock or valve on the tank capable of 
being closed from a safe position outside the space concerned in the 
event of a fire arising in the space in which such tanks are situated. 
In the special case of deep tanks situated in any shaft or pipe 
tunnel or similar space, valves on the tanks shall be fitted but 
control in event of fire may be effected by means of an additional 
valve on the pipe or pipes outside the tunnel or similar space. 

(vi) Safe and efficient means of ascertaining the amount of oil fuel con-
tained in any oil tank shall be provided. Sounding pipes with 
suitable means of closure may be permitted if their upper ends 
terminate in safe positions. Other means of ascertaining the amount 
of oil fuel contained in any oil fuel tank may be permitted if they do 
not require penetration below the top of the tank, and providing 
their failure or overfilling of the tanks will not permit release of fuel 
thereby. 

(vii) Provision shall be made to prevent over-pressure in any oil tank or 
in any part of the oil fuel system, including the filling pipes. Any 
relief valves and air or overflow pipes shall discharge to a position 
which, in the opinion of the Administration, is safe. 

(viii) Oil fuel pipes shall be of steel or other approved material, provided 
that restricted use of flexible pipes shall be permissible in positions 
where the Administration is satisfied that they are necessary. Such 
flexible pipes and end attachments shall be of approved fire-resisting 
materials of adequate strength and shall be constructed to the 
satisfaction of the Administration. 

(b) Lubricating Oil Arrangements 

The arrangements for the storage, distribution and utilization of oil used 
in pressure lubrication systems shall be such as to ensure the safety of the ships 
and persons on board, and such arrangements in machinery spaces of Cate-
gory A and, whenever practicable, in other machinery spaces shall at least com-
ply with the provisions of sub-paragraphs (ii), (iv)(2), (v), (vi) and (vii) of para-
graph (a) of this Regulation. 

(c) Arrangements for other Inflammable Oils 

The arrangements for the storage, distribution and utilization of other 
inflammable oils employed under pressure in power transmission systems, control 
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and activating systems and heating systems shall be such as to ensure the safety 
of the ship and persons on board. In locations where means of ignition are 
present such arrangements shall at least comply with the provisions of sub-
paragraphs (a)(iv)(2) and (a)(vi), and with the provisions of sub-paragraph 
(a)(viii) in respect of strength and construction, of this Regulation. 

Regulation 34 

Special Arrangements in Machinery Spaces 

(a) The provisions of this Regulation shall apply to machinery spaces of 
Category A and, where the Administration considers it desirable, to other 
machinery spaces. 

(b) (i) The number of skylights, doors, ventilators, openings in funnels to 
permit exhaust ventilation and other openings to machinery spaces 
shall be reduced to a minimum consistent with the needs of ventila-
tion and the proper and safe working of the ship. 

(ii) The flaps of such skylights where fitted shall be of steel. Suitable 
arrangements shall be made to permit the release of smoke in the 
event of fire, from the space to be protected. 

(iii) Such doors other than power-operated watertight doors shall be 
arranged so that positive closure is assured in case of fire in the 
space, by power-operated closing arrangements or by the provision 
of self-closing doors capable of closing against an inclination of 

degrees opposing closure and having a fail-safe hook-back facility, 
provided with a remotely operated release device. 

(c) Windows shall not be fitted in machinery space casings. 

(d) Means of control shall be provided for: 

(i) opening and closure of skylights, closure of openings in funnels 
which normally allow exhaust ventilation, and closure of ventilator 
dampers; 

(ii) permitting the release of smoke; 

(iii) closure of power-operated doors or release mechanism on doors other 
than power-operated watertight doors; 

(iv) stopping ventilating fans; and 

(v) stopping forced and induced draught fans, oil fuel transfer pumps, 
oil fuel unit pumps and other similar fuel pumps. 

(e) The controls required for ventilating fans shall comply with the provisions 
of paragraph (f) of Regulation 25 of this Chapter. The controls for any required 
fixed fire-extinguishing system and those required by sub-paragraphs (d)(i), 
(iii) and (v) of this Regulation and of sub-paragraph (a)(v) of Regulation 33 of 
this Chapter shall be situated at one control position, or grouped in as few 
positions as possible to the satisfaction of the Administration. Such position or 
positions shall be located where they will not be cut off in the event of fire in the 
space they serve, and shall have a safe access from the open deck. 
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PART C — FIRE SAFETY MEASURES FOR PASSENGER SHIPS 
CARRYING NOT MORE THAN 36 PASSENGERS 

Regulation 35 

Structure 

(a) The hull, superstructure, structural bulkheads, decks and deckhouses shall 
be constructed of steel or other equivalent material. 

(b) Where fire protection in accordance with paragraph (b) of Regulation 40 
of this Chapter is employed, the superstructure may be constructed of, for 
example, aluminium alloy, provided that: 

(i) for the temperature rise of the metallic cores of "A" Class divisions 
when exposed to the standard fire test, due regard is given to the 
mechanical properties of the material; 

(ii) the Administration is satisfied that the amount of combustible 
materials used in the relevant part of the ship is suitably reduced; the 
ceilings (i.e. linings of deck heads) are non-combustible; 

(iii) adequate provision is made to ensure that in the event of fire, 
arrangements for stowage, launching and embarkation into survival 
craft remain as effective as if the superstructure were constructed of 
steel; 

(iv) crowns and casings of boiler and machinery spaces are of steel con-
struction adequately insulated, and the openings therein, if any, are 
suitably arranged and protected to prevent spread of fire. 

Regulation 36 

Main Vertical Zones 

(a) The hull, superstructure and deckhouses shall be subdivided into main 
vertical zones. Steps and recesses shall be kept to a minimum, but where they are 
necessary, they shall be of "A" Class divisions. 

(b) As far as practicable, the bulkheads forming the boundaries of the main 
vertical zones above the bulkhead deck shall be in line with watertight sub-
division bulkheads situated immediately below the bulkhead deck. 

(e) Such bulkheads shall extend from deck to deck and to the shell or other 
boundaries. 

(d) On ships designed for special purposes, such as automobile or railroad car 
ferries, where installation of such bulkheads would defeat the purpose for which 
the ship is intended, equivalent means for controlling and limiting a fire shall be 
substituted and specifically approved by the Administration. 
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Regulation 37 

Openings in "A" Class Divisions 

(a) Where "A" Class divisions are pierced for the passage of electric cables, 
pipes, trunks, ducts, etc., for girders, beams or other structures, arrangements 
shall be made to ensure that the fire resistance is not impaired. 

(b) Where of necessity, a duct passes through a main vertical zone bulkhead, a 
fail-safe automatic closing fire damper shall be fitted adjacent to the bulkhead. 
The damper shall also be capable of being manually closed from both sides of the 
bulkhead. The operating position shall be readily accessible and be marked in red 
light-reflecting colour. The duct between the bulkhead and the damper shall be 
of steel or other equivalent material and, if necessary, to an insulating standard 
such as to comply with paragraph (a) of this Regulation. The damper shall be 
fitted on at least one side of the bulkhead with a visible indicator showing if the 
damper is in the open position. 

(c) Except for hatches between cargo, store, and baggage spaces, and between 
such spaces and the weather decks, all openings shall be provided with per-
manently attached means of closing which shall be at least as effective for resisting 
fires as the divisions in which they are fitted. 

(d) The construction of all doors and door frames in "A" Class divisions, with 
the means of securing them when closed, shall provide resistance to fire as well as 
to the passage of smoke and flame as far as practicable equivalent to that of the 
bulkheads in which the doors are situated. Watertight doors need not be in-
sulated. 

(e) It shall be possible for each door to be opened from either side of the 
bulkhead by one person only. 

(f) Fire doors in main vertical zone bulkheads and stairway enclosures, other 
than power-operated watertight doors and those which are normally locked, 
shall be of the self-closing type capable of closing against an inclination of 
31 degrees opposing closure. All such doors, except those that are normally 
closed, shall be capable of release from a control station, either simultaneously or 
in groups, and also individually from a position at the door. The release mech-
anism shall be so designed that the door will automatically close in the event of 
disruption of the control system; however, approved power-operated watertight 
doors will be considered acceptable for this purpose. Hold-back hooks, not 
subject to control station release, will not be permitted. When double swing 
doors are permitted, they shall have a latch arrangement which is automatically 
engaged by the operation of the door release system. 

Regulation 38 

Fire Integrity of "A" Class Divisions 

Where "A" Class divisions are required under this Part, the Administra-
tion, in deciding the amount of insulation to be provided, shall be guided by the 
provisions of Part B of this Chapter, but may accept a reduction of the amount 
of insulation below that stipulated by that Part. 
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Regulation 39 

Separation of Accommodation Spaces from 
Machinery, Cargo and Service Spaces 

The boundary bulkheads and decks separating accommodation spaces 
from machinery, cargo and service spaces shall be constructed of "A" Class 
divisions, and these bulkheads and decks shall have an insulation value to the 
satisfaction of the Administration having regard to the nature of the adjacent 
spaces. 

Regulation 40 

Protection of Accommodation and Service Spaces 

The accommodation and service spaces shall be protected in accordance 
with the provisions of either paragraph (a) or (b) of this Regulation. 

(a) (i) Within the accommodation spaces, all enclosure bulkheads other than 
those required to be of "A" Class divisions, shall be constructed of 
"B" Class divisions of non-combustible materials, which may, how-
ever, be faced with combustible materials in accordance with sub-
paragraph (iii) of this paragraph. 

All corridor bulkheads shall extend from deck to deck. Ventilation 
openings may be permitted in the doors in "B" Class bulkheads, pre-
ferably in the lower portion. All other enclosure bulkheads shall 
extend from deck to deck vertically, and to the shell or other boun-
daries transversely, unless non-combustible ceilings or linings such 
as will ensure fire integrity are fitted, in which case the bulkheads may 
terminate at the ceilings or linings. 

(iii) Except in cargo spaces, mail rooms, baggage rooms, or refrigerated 
compartments of service spaces, all linings, grounds, ceilings and 
insulations shall be of non-combustible materials. The total volume 
of combustible facings, mouldings, decorations and veneers in any 
accommodation or public space shall not exceed a volume equivalent 
to 2.54 millimetres (1/10 inch) veneer on the combined area of the 
walls and ceilings. All exposed surfaces in corridors or stairway 
enclosures and in concealed or inaccessible spaces shall have low 
flame-spread characteristics.* 

(b) (i) All corridor bulkheads in accommodation spaces shall be of steel or 
be constructed of "B" Class panels. 

A fire detecting system of an approved type shall be installed and so 
arranged as to detect the presence of fire in all enclosed spaces 
appropriated to the use or service of passengers or crew (except 
spaces which afford no substantial fire hazard) and automatically to 

* Reference is made to Guidelines on the Evaluation of Fire 1.1s7Ard Properties of 
Materials, adopted by the Organization by Resolution A.166(ES.IV). 
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indicate at one or more points or stations where it can be most 
quickly observed by officers and crew, the presence or indication of 
fire and also its location. 

Regulation 41 

Deck Coverings* 

Primary deck coverings within accommodation spaces, control stations, 
stairways and corridors shall be of approved material which will not readily 
ignite. 

Regulation 42 

Protection of Stairways and Lifts in Accommodation and Service Spaces 

(a) All stairways and means of escape in accommodation and service spaces 
shall be of steel or other suitable materials. 

(b) Passenger and service lift trunks, vertical trunks for light and air to 
passenger spaces, etc., shall be of "A" Class divisions. Doors shall be of steel or 
other equivalent material and when closed shall provide fire resistance at least as 
effective as the trunks in which they are fitted. 

Regulation 43 

Protection of Control Stations and Store-rooms 

(a) Control stations shall be separated from the remainder of the ship by "A" 
Class bulkheads and decks. 

(b) The boundary bulkheads of baggage rooms, mail rooms, store-rooms, 
paint and lamp lockers, galleys and similar spaces shall be of "A" Class divisions. 
Spaces containing highly inflammable stores shall be so situated as to minimize 
the danger to passengers or crew in the event of fire. 

Regulation 44 

Windows and Sidescuttles 

(a) All windows and sidescuttles in bulkheads separating accommodation 
spaces from weather shall be constructed with frames of steel or other suitable 
material. The glass shall be retained by a metal glazing bead. 

(b) All windows and sidescuttles in bulkheads within accommodation spaces 
shall be constructed so as to preserve the integrity requirements of the type of 
bulkhead in which they are fitted. 

* Reference is made to Improved Provisional Guidelines on Test Procedures for Primary 
Deck Coverings, adopted by the Organization by Resolution A.214(VII). 
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Regulation 45 

Ventilation Systems 

Power ventilation of machinery spaces shall be capable of being stopped 
from an easily accessible position outside the machinery spaces. 

Regulation 46 

Details of Construction 

(a) Paints, varnishes and similar preparations having a nitro-cellulose or other 
highly inflammable base shall not be used in any part of the ship. 

(b) Pipes penetrating "A" or "B" Class divisions shall be of a material 
approved by the Administration having regard to the temperature such divisions 
are required to withstand. Pipes conveying oil or combustible liquids shall be of a 
material approved by the Administration having regard to the fire risk. Materials 
readily rendered ineffective by heat shall not be used for overboard scuppers, 
sanitary discharges, and other outlets which are close to the water-line and 
where the failure of the material in the event of fire would give rise to danger of 
flooding. 

(c) In spaces containing main propulsion machinery, or oil-fired boilers, or 
auxiliary internal combustion type machinery of total power output of 746 kW 
or over, the following measures shall be taken: 

(i) skylights shall be capable of being closed from outside the space; 

(ii) skylights containing glass panels shall be fitted with external shutters 
of steel or other equivalent material permanently attached; 

(iii) any window permitted by the Administration in casings of such 
spaces shall be of the non-opening type, and shall be fitted with an 
external shutter of steel or other equivalent material permanently 
attached; and 

(iv) in the windows and skylights referred to in sub-paragraphs (i), (if) 
and (iii) of this paragraph, wire reinforced glass shall be used. 

Regulation 47 

Fire Detection Systems and Fire-Extinguishing Equipment 

(a) Patrols and Detection 

(i) An efficient patrol system shall be maintained in all ships so that any 
outbreak of fire may be promptly detected. Manual fire alarms shall 
be fitted throughout the passenger and crew accommodation to 
enable the fire patrol to give an alarm immediately to the navigating 
bridge or fire control station. 

(ii) An approved fire alarm or fire detecting system shall be provided 
which will automatically indicate at one or more suitable points or 
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stations the presence or indication of fire and its location in any part 
of the ship which, in the opinion of theAdministration, is not accessible 
to the patrol system, except where it is shown to the satisfaction of the 
Administration that the ship is engaged on voyages of such short 
duration that it would be unreasonable to apply this requirement. 

(iii) The ship, whether new or existing, shall at all times when at sea, or in 
port (except when out of service), be so manned or equipped as to 
ensure that any initial fire alarm is immediately received by a respon-
sible member of the crew. 

(b) Fire Pumps and Fire Main System 

The ship shall be provided with fire pumps, fire main system, hydrants and 
hoses complying with Regulation 5 of this Chapter and with the following 
requirements: 

(i) A ship of 4,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards shall be provided 
with at least three independently driven fire pumps and every ship of 
less than 4,000 tons gross tonnage with at least two such fire pumps. 

(ii) In a ship of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards, the arrangement 
of sea connexions, pumps and sources of power for operating them 
shall be such as to ensure that a fire in any one compartment will not 
put all the fire pumps out of action. 

(iii) In a ship of less than 1,000 tons gross tonnage the arrangements shall 
be to the satisfaction of the Administration. 

(c) Fire Hydrants, Hoses and Nozzles 

The ship shall be provided with such number of fire hoses as the 
Administration may deem sufficient. There shall be at least one fire 
hose for each of the hydrants required by paragraph (d) of Regula-
tion 5 of this Chapter and these hoses shall be used only for the 
purposes of extinguishing fires or testing the fire-extinguishing 
apparatus at fire drills and surveys. 

(ii) In accommodation, service and machinery spaces, the number and 
position of hydrants shall be such that the requirements of paragraph 
(d) of Regulation 5 of this Chapter may be complied with when all 
watertight doors and all doors in main vertical zone bulkheads are 
closed. 

(iii) The arrangements shall be such that at least two jets of water can 
reach any part of any cargo space when empty. 

(iv) All required hydrants in the machinery spaces of ships with oil-fired 
boilers or internal combustion type propelling machinery shall be 
fitted with hoses having nozzles as required in paragraph (g) of 
Regulation 5 of this Chapter. 

(d) International Shore Connexion 

A ship of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards shall be provided 
with at least one international shore connexion, complying with 
paragraph (h) of Regulation 5 of this Chapter. 

(ii) Facilities shall be available enabling such a connexion to be used on 
either side of the ship. 
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(e) Portable Fire Extinguishers in Accommodation and Service Spaces 

The ship shall be provided in accommodation and service spaces with such 
approved portable fire extinguishers as the Administration may deem to be 
appropriate and sufficient. 

(f) Fixed Fire-Extinguishing Arrangements in Cargo Spaces 

(i) The cargo spaces of ships of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards 
shall be protected by a fixed gas fire-extinguishing system complying 
with Regulation 8 of this Chapter. 

Where it is shown to the satisfaction of the Administration that a 
ship is engaged on voyages of such short duration that it would be 
unreasonable to apply the requirements of sub-paragraph (i) of this 
paragraph and also in ships of less than 1,000 tons gross tonnage, the 
arrangements in cargo spaces shall be to the satisfaction of the 
Administration. 

(g) Fire-Extinguishing Appliances in Boiler Rooms, etc. 

Where main or auxiliary oil-fired boilers are situated, or in spaces con-
taining oil fuel units or settling tanks, a ship shall be provided with the following 
arrangements: 

(i) There shall be any one of the following fixed fire-extinguishing 
installations: 

(1) a pressure water-spraying system complying with Regulation 11 
of this Chapter; 

(2) a gas fire-extinguishing installation complying with Regula-
tion 8 of this Chapter; 

(3) a fixed froth installation complying with Regulation 9 of this 
Chapter. (The Administration may require fixed or mobile 
arrangements by pressure water or froth spraying to fight fire 
above the floor plates.) 

In each case if the engine and boiler rooms are not entirely separate, 
or if fuel oil can drain from the boiler room into the engine room 
bilges, the combined engine and boiler rooms shall be considered as 
one compartment. 

(ii) There shall be at least two approved portable extinguishers dis-
charging froth or other approved medium suitable for extinguishing 
oil fires, in each firing space in each boiler room and each space in 
which a part of the oil fuel installation is situated. There shall be not 
less than one approved froth type extinguisher of at least 136 litres 
(30 gallons) •capacity or equivalent in each boiler room. These 
extinguishers shall be provided with hoses on reels suitable for 
reaching any part of the boiler room and spaces containing any part 
of the oil fuel installations. 

(iii) In each firing space there shall be a receptacle containing sand, saw-
dust impregnated with soda or other approved dry material, in such 
quantity as may be required by the Administration. Alternatively an 
approved portable extinguisher may be substituted therefor. 
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(h) Fire-Fighting Appliances in Spaces containing Internal Combustion Type 
Machinery 

Where internal combustion type engines are used, either for main pro-
pulsion or for auxiliary purposes associated with a total power output of not less 
than 746 kW, a ship shall be provided with the following arrangements: 

(i) there shall be one of the fixed arrangements required by sub-para-
graph (g)(i) of this Regulation; 

(ii) there shall be in each engine space one approved froth-type ex-
tinguisher of not less than 45 litres (10 gallons) capacity or equivalent 
and also one approved portable froth-type extinguisher for each 
746 kW of engine power output or part thereof; but the total number 
of portable extinguishers so supplied shall be not less than two and 
need not exceed six. 

(i) Fire-Fighting Arrangements in Spaces containing Steam Turbines and not 
requiring any Fixed Installation 

The Administration shall give special consideration to the fire-extinguishing 
arrangements to be provided in spaces containing steam turbines which are 
separated from boiler rooms by watertight bulkheads. 

(j) Fireman's Outfits and Personal Equipment 

(i) The minimum number of fireman's outfits complying with the 
requirements of Regulation 14 of this Chapter, and of additional 
sets of personal equipment, each such set comprising the items 
stipulated in sub-paragraphs (a)(i), (ii) and (iii) of that Regulation, to 
be carried, shall be as follows: 

(1) two fireman's outfits; and in addition 

(2) for every 80 metres (262 feet) or part thereof, of the aggregate of 
the lengths of all passenger spaces and service spaces on the 
deck which carries such spaces or, if there is more than one 
such deck, on the deck which has the largest aggregate of such 
lengths, two fireman's outfits and two sets of personal equip-
ment, each such set comprising the items stipulated in Regula-
tion 14(a)(i), (ii) and (iii) of this Chapter. 

(ii) For each fireman's outfit which includes a self-contained breathing 
apparatus as provided in paragraph (b) of Regulation 14 of this 
Chapter, spare charges shall be carried on a scale approved by the 
Administration. 

(iii) Fireman's outfits and sets of personal equipment shall be stored in 
widely separated positions ready for use. At least two fireman's out-
fits and one set of personal equipment shall be available at any one 
position. 

Regulation 48 

Means of Escape 

(a) In and from all passenger and crew spaces and spaces in which crew are 
normally employed, other than machinery spaces, stairways and ladderways shall 
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be arranged so as to provide ready means of escape to the lifeboat embarkation 
deck. In particular the following precautions shall be complied with: 

(i) below the bulkhead deck, two means of escape, at least one of which 
shall be independent of watertight doors, shall be provided for each 
watertight compartment or similarly restricted space or group of 
spaces. One of these means of escape may be dispensed with by the 
Administration, due regard being paid to the nature and the location 
of spaces concerned, and to the number of persons who normally 
might be quartered or employed there; 

(ii) above the bulkhead deck, there shall be at least two practical means 
of escape from each main vertical zone or similarly restricted space 
or group of spaces at least one of which shall give access to a stairway 
forming a vertical escape; and 

(iii) at least one of the means of escape shall be by means of a readily 
accessible enclosed stairway, which shall provide as far as practicable 
continuous fire shelter from the level of its origin to the lifeboat 
embarkation deck. The width, number and continuity of the stairways 
shall be to the satisfaction of the Administration. 

(b) In machinery spaces, two means of escape, one of which may be a water-
tight door, shall be provided from each engine room, shaft tunnel and boiler 
room. In machinery spaces, where no watertight door is available, the two means 
of escape shall be formed by two sets of steel ladders as widely separated as pos-
sible leading to doors in the casing similarly separated and from which access is 
provided to the embarkation deck. In the case of ships of less than 2,000 tons 
gross tonnage, the Administration may dispense with this requirement, due 
regard being paid to the width and the disposition of the casing. 

Regulation 49 

Oil Fuel used for Internal Combustion Engines 

No internal combustion engine shall be used for any fixed installation in a 
ship if its fuel has a fiashpoint of 43°C (110°F) or less (closed cup test) as deter-
mined by an approved fiashpoint apparatus. 

Regulation 50 

Special Arrangements in Machinery Spaces 

(a) Means shall be provided for stopping ventilating fans serving machinery 
and cargo spaces and for closing all doorways, ventilators, annular spaces 
around funnels and other openings to such spaces. These means shall be capable 
of being operated from outside such spaces in case of fire. 

(b) Machinery driving forced and induced draught fans, oil fuel transfer 
pumps, oil fuel unit pumps and other similar fuel pumps shall be fitted with 
remote controls situated outside the space concerned so that they may be stopped 
in the event of a fire arising in the space in which they are located. 
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(c) Every oil fuel suction pipe from a storage, settling or daily service tank 
situated above the double bottom shall be fitted with a cock or valve capable of 
being closed from outside the space concerned in the event of a fire arising in the 
space in which such tanks are situated. In the special case of deep tanks situated 
in any shaft or pipe tunnel, valves on the tanks shall be fitted but control in 
event of fire may be effected by means of an additional valve on the pipeline or 
lines outside the tunnel or tunnels. 

PART D — FIRE SAFETY MEASURES FOR CARGO SHIPS* 

Regulation 51 

General Requirements for Cargo Ships of 4,000 tons Gross Tonnage and 
Upwards other than Tankers Covered by Part E of this Chapter 

(a) The hull, superstructure, structural bulkheads, decks and deckhouses shall 
be constructed of steel, except where the Administration may sanction the use of 
other suitable material in special cases, having in mind the risk of fire. 

(b) In accommodation spaces, the corridor bulkheads shall be of steel or be 
constructed of "B" Class panels. 

(c) Deck coverings within accommodation spaces on the decks forming the 
crown of machinery and cargo spaces shall be of a type which will not readily 
ignite.t 

(d) Interior stairways below the weather deck shall be of steel or other suitable 
material. Crew lift trunks within accommodation shall be of steel or equivalent 
material. 

(e) Bulkheads of galleys, paint stores, lamp rooms, boatswain's stores when 
adjacent to accommodation spaces and emergency generator rooms if any, shall 
be of steel or equivalent material. 

(f) In accommodation and machinery spaces, paints, varnishes and similar 
preparations having a nitro-cellulose or other highly inflammable base shall not 
be used. 

(g) Pipes conveying oil or combustible liquids shall be of a material approved 
by the Administration having regard to the fire risk. Materials readily rendered 
ineffective by heat shall not be used for overboard scuppers, sanitary discharges, 
and other outlets which are close to the water-line and where the failure of the 
material in the event of fire would give rise to danger of flooding. 

(h) Power ventilation of machinery spaces shall be capable of being stopped 
from an easily accessible position outside the machinery spaces. 

Reference is made to Recommendation on Safety Measures for Periodically Unattended 
Machinery Spaces of Cargo Ships additional to those normally considered necessary 
for an Attended Machinery Space, adopted by the Organization by Resolu-
tion A.211(VII). 
Reference is made to Improved Provisional Guidelines on Test Procedures for Primary 
Deck Coverings, adopted by the Organization by Resolution A.214(VII). 
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Regulation 52 

Fire-Extinguishing Systems and Equipment 

(a) Application 

Where ships have a lower gross tonnage than those quoted in this Regu-
lation, the arrangements for the items covered in this Regulation shall be to the 
satisfaction of the Administration. 

(b) Fire Pumps and Fire Main System 

The ship shall be provided with fire pumps, fire main system, hydrants and 
hoses complying with Regulation 5 of this Chapter and with the following 
requirements: 

(i) A ship of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards shall be provided 
with two independently driven power pumps. 

(ii) In a ship of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards if a fire in any one 
compartment could put all the pumps out of action, there must be an 
alternative means of providing water for fire fighting. In a ship of 
2,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards this alternative means shall be 
a fixed emergency pump independently driven. This emergency pump 
shall be capable of supplying two jets of water to the satisfaction of 
the Administration. 

(c) Fire Hydrants, Hoses and Nozzles 

(i) In a ship of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards the number of fire 
hoses to be provided, each complete with couplings and nozzles, 
shall be one for each 30 metres (100 feet) length of the ship and one 
spare but in no case less than five in all. This number does not include 
any hoses required in any engine or boiler room. The Administration 
may increase the number of the hoses required so as to ensure that 
hoses in sufficient number are available and accessible at all times, 
having regard to the type of the ship and the nature of the trade on 
which the ship is employed. 

(ii) In accommodation, service and machinery spaces, the number and 
position of hydrants shall be such as to comply with the requirements 
of paragraph (d) of Regulation 5 of this Chapter. 

(iii) In a ship the arrangements shall be such that at least two jets of 
water can reach any part of any cargo space when empty. 

(iv) All required hydrants in the machinery spaces of ships with oil-fired 
boilers or internal combustion type propelling machinery shall be 
fitted with hoses having nozzles as required in paragraph (g) of 
Regulation 5 of this Chapter. 

(d) International Shore Connexion 

(i) A ship of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards shall be provided 
with at least one international shore connexion, complying with 
paragraph (h) of Regulation 5 of this Chapter. 

(ii) Facilities shall be available enabling such a connexion to be used on 
either side of the ship. 
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(e) Portable Fire Extinguishers in Accommodation and Seivice Spaces 

The ship shall be provided in accommodation and service spaces with such 
approved portable fire extinguishers as the Administration may deem to be 
appropriate and sufficient; in any case, their number shall not be less than five for 
ships of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards. 

Fixed Fire-Extinguishing Arrangements in Cargo Spaces 

(i) Cargo spaces of ships of 2,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards shall 
be protected by a fixed fire-extinguishing system complying with 
Regulation 8 of this Chapter. 

(ii) The Administration may exempt from the requirements of sub-
paragraph (i) of this paragraph the cargo holds of any ship (other 
than the tanks of a tanker): 

(1) if they are provided with steel hatch covers and effective means 
of closing all ventilators and other openings leading to the 
holds; 

(2) if the ship is constructed and intended solely for carrying such 
cargoes as ore, coal or grain; or 

where it is shown to the satisfaction of the Administration that 
the ship is engaged on voyages of such short duration that it 
would be unreasonable to apply the requirement. 

Every ship in addition to complying with the requirements of this 
Regulation shall, while carrying explosives of such nature or in such 
quantity as are not permitted to be carried in passenger ships under 
Regulation 7 of Chapter VII of this Convention comply with the 
following requirements: 

(1) Steam shall not be used in any compartment containing 
explosives. For the purpose of this sub-paragraph, "compart-
ment" means all spaces contained between two adjacent per-
manent bulkheads and includes the lower hold and all cargo 
spaces above it. 

(2) In addition, in each compartment containing explosives and in 
adjacent cargo compartments, there shall be provided a smoke-
or fire-detection system in each cargo space. 

Fire-Extinguishing Appliances in Boiler Rooms, etc. 

Where main or auxiliary oil-fired boilers are situated, or in spaces con-
taining oil fuel units or settling tanks, a ship of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and 
upwards shall be provided with the following arrangements: 

(i) There shall be any one of the following fixed fire-extinguishing 
installations: 

(1) A pressure water-spraying system complying with Regulation 11 
of this Chapter. 

(2) A fire-extinguishing installation complying with Regulation 8 
of this Chapter. 

A fixed froth installation complying with Regulation 9 of this 
Chapter. (The Administration may require fixed or mobile 

(3) 

(g) 

(3) 
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arrangements by pressure water or froth spraying to fight fire 
above the floor plates.) 

In each case if the engine and boiler rooms are not entirely separate, 
or if fuel oil can drain from the boiler room into the engine room 
bilges, the combined engine and boiler rooms shall be considered as 
one compartment. 

(ii) There shall be at least two approved portable extinguishers dis-
charging froth or other approved medium suitable for extinguishing 
oil fires in each firing space in each boiler room and each space in 
which a part of the oil fuel installation is situated. In addition, there 
shall be at least one extinguisher of the same description with a 
capacity of 9 litres (2 gallons) for each burner, provided that the total 
capacity of the additional extinguisher or extinguishers need not 
exceed 45 litres (10 gallons) for any one boiler room. 

(iii) In each firing space there shall be a receptacle containing sand, saw-
dust impregnated with soda, or other approved dry material in such 
quantity as may be required by the Administration. Alternatively an 
approved portable extinguisher may be substituted therefor. 

Fire-Fighting Appliances in Spaces containing Internal Combustion Type 
Machinery - 

Where internal combustion type engines are used, either for main pro-
pulsion machinery, or for auxiliary purposes associated with a total power output 
of not less than 746 kW, a ship of 1,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards shall be 
provided with the following arrangements: 

(i) There shall be one of the fixed arrangements required by sub-
paragraph (g)(i) of this Regulation. 

(ii) There shall be in each engine space one approved froth-type ex-
tinguisher of not less than 45 litres (10 gallons) capacity or equivalent 
and also one approved portable froth extinguisher for each 746 kW 
of engine power output or part thereof; but the total number of 
portable extinguishers so supplied shall be not less than two and 
need not exceed six. 

(i) Fire-Fighting Arrangements in Spaces containing Steam Turbines and not 
requiring any Fixed Installation 

The Administration shall give special consideration to the fire-extinguishing 
arrangements to be provided in spaces containing steam turbines which are 
separated from boiler rooms by watertight bulkheads. 

(j) Fireman's Outfits and Personal Equipment 

(0 The ship, whether new or existing, shall carry at least two fireman's 
outfits complying with the requirements of Regulation 14 of this 
Chapter. Furthermore, Administrations may require in large ships 
additional sets of personal equipment and in tankers and special ships 
such as factory ships additional fireman's outfits. 

(ii) For each fireman's outfit which includes a self-contained breathing 
apparatus as provided in paragraph (b) of Regulation 14 of this 
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Chapter, spare charges shall be carried on a scale approved by the 
Administration. 

(iii) The fireman's outfits and personal equipment shall be stored so as 
to be easily accessible and ready for use and, where more than one 
fireman's outfit and set of personal equipment are carried, they shall 
be stored in widely separated positions. 

Regulation 53 

Means of Escape 

(a) In and from all crew and passenger spaces and spaces in which crew are 
normally employed, other than machinery spaces, stairways and ladders shall 
be arranged so as to provide ready means of escape to the lifeboat embarkation 
deck. 

(b) In machinery spaces, two means of escape, one of which may be a water-
tight door, shall be provided from each engine room, shaft tunnel and boiler 
room. In machinery spaces, where no watertight door is available, the two means 
of escape shall be formed by two sets of steel ladders as widely separated as 
possible leading to doors in the casing similarly separated and from which access 
is provided to the embarkation deck. In the case of ships of less than 2,000 tons 
gross tonnage, the Administration may dispense with this requirement, due 
regard being paid to the width and the disposition of the casing. 

Regulation 54 

Special Arrangements in Machinery Spaces 

(a) Means shall be provided for stopping ventilating fans serving machinery 
and cargo spaces and for closing all doorways, ventilators, annular spaces 
around funnels and other openings to such spaces. These means shall be capable 
of being operated from outside such spaces in case of fire. 

(b) Machinery driving forced and induced draught fans, oil fuel transfer pumps, 
oil fuel unit pumps and other similar fuel pumps shall be fitted with remote 
controls situated outside the space concerned so that they may be stopped in the 
event of a fire arising in the space in which they are located. 

(c) Every off fuel suction pipe from a storage, settling or daily service tank 
situated above the double bottom shall be fitted with a cock or valve capable of 
being closed from outside the space concerned in the event of a fire arising in the 
space in which such tanks are situated. In the special case of deep tanks situated 
in any shaft or pipe tunnel, valves on the tanks shall be fitted but control in 
event of fire may be effected by means of an additional valve on the pipeline or 
lines outside the tunnel or tunnels. 
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PART E — FIRE SAFETY MEASURES FOR TANKERS 

Regulation 55 

Application 

(a) This Part shall apply to all new tankers carrying crude oil and petroleum 
products having a flashpoint not exceeding 60°C (140°F) (closed cup test) as 
determined by an approved fiashpoint apparatus and whose Reid vapour 
pressure is below that of atmospheric pressure, and other liquid products having 
a similar fire hazard. 

(b) In addition, all ships covered by this Part shall comply with the require-
ments of Regulations 52, 53 and 54 of this Chapter, except that paragraph (f) of 
Regulation 52 need not apply to tankers complying with Regulation 60 of this 
Chapter. 

(c) Where cargoes other than those referred to in paragraph (a) of this Regu-
lation which introduce additional fire hazards are intended to be carried, 
additional safety measures shall be required to the satisfaction of the Admini-
stration. 

(d) Combination carriers shall not carry solid cargoes unless all cargo tanks 
are empty of oil and gas freed or unless, in each case, the Administration is 
satisfied with the arrangements provided. 

Regulation 56 

Location and Separation of Spaces 

(a) Machinery spaces of Category A shall be positioned aft of cargo tanks and 
slop tanks and shall be isolated from them by a cofferdam, cargo pump room or 
oil fuel bunker tank; they shall also be situated aft of such cargo pump rooms 
and cofferdams, but not necessarily aft of the oil fuel bunker tanks. However, the 
lower portion of the pump room may be recessed into such spaces to accom-
modate pumps provided the deck head of the recess is in general not more than 
one-third of the moulded depth above the keel except that in the case of ships of 
not more than 25,000 metric tons deadweight, where it can be demonstrated that 
for reasons of access and satisfactory piping arrangements this is impracticable, 
the Administration may permit a recess in excess of such height, but not exceed-
ing one half of the moulded depth above the keel. 

(b) Accommodation spaces, main cargo control stations, control stations and 
service spaces shall be positioned aft of all cargo tanks, slop tanks, cargo pump 
rooms and cofferdams which isolate cargo or slop tanks from machinery spaces 
of Category A. Any common bulkhead separating a cargo pump room, including 
the pump room entrance, from accommodation and service spaces and control 
stations shall be constructed to "A-60" Class. Where deemed necessary, accom-
modation spaces, control stations, machinery spaces other than those of 
Category A and service spaces may be permitted forward of all cargo tanks, slop 
tanks, cargo pump rooms and cofferdams subject to an equivalent standard of 
safety and appropriate availability of fire-extinguishing arrangements being 
provided to the satisfaction of the Administration. 
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(c) Where the fitting of a navigation position above the cargo tank area is 
shown to be necessary it shall be for navigation purposes only and it shall be 
separated from the cargo tank deck by means of an open space with a height of 
at least 2 metres. The fire protection of such navigation position shall in addition 
be as required for control spaces as set forth in paragraphs (a) and (b) of Regu-
lation 57 and other provisions as applicable of this Part. 

(d) Means shall be provided to keep deck spills away from the accommodation 
and service areas. This may be accomplished by provision of a permanent con-
tinuous coaraing of a suitable height extending from side to side. Special 
consideration shall be given to the arrangements associated with stern loading. 

(e) Exterior boundaries of superstructures and deckhouses enclosing accom-
modation and service spaces and including any overhanging decks which support 
such accommodation, shall be insulated to "A-60" Class for the whole of the 
portions which face cargo oil tanks and for 3 metres aft of the front boundary. 
In the case of the sides of these superstructures and deckhouses, such insulation 
shall be carried as high as is deemed necessary by the Administration. 

(f) In boundaries, facing cargo tanks, of superstructures and deckhouses 
containing accommodation and service spaces the following provisions shall 
apply: 

(i) No doors shall be permitted in such boundaries, except that doors 
to those spaces not having access to accommodation and service 
spaces, such as cargo control stations, provision rooms, and store-
rooms may be permitted by the Administration. Where such doors 
are fitted, the boundaries of the space shall be insulated to "A-60" 
Class. Bolted plates for removal of machinery may be fitted in such 
boundaries. 

(ii) Portlights in such boundaries shall be of a fixed (non-opening) type. 
Pilot house windows may be non-fixed (opening). 

(iii) Portlights in the first tier on the main deck shall be fitted with inside 
covers of steel or equivalent material. 

The requirements of this paragraph, where applicable, except in the case of 
access to the navigating bridge spaces, shall also be applied to the boundaries of 
the superstructures and deckhouses for a distance of 5 metres measured longi-
tudinally from the forward end of such structures. 

Regulation 57 

Construction 

(a) (i) The hull, superstructure, structural bulkheads, decks and deck-
houses shall be constructed of steel or other equivalent material. 

(ii) Bulkheads between cargo pump rooms, including their trunks and 
machinery spaces of Category A shall be "A" Class and shall have 
no penetrations which are less than "A-0" Class or equivalent in all 
respects, other than the cargo pump shaft glands and similar glanded 
penetrations. 
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(iii) Bulkheads and decks forming divisions separating machinery spaces 
of Category A and cargo pump rooms, including their trunks, 
respectively, from the accommodation and service spaces shall be of 
"A-60" Class. Such bulkheads and decks and any boundaries of 
machinery spaces of Category A and cargo pump rooms shall not 
be pierced for windows or portlights. 

(iv) The requirements of sub-paragraphs (ii) and (iii) of this paragraph, 
however, do not preclude the installation of permanent approved 
gas-tight lighting enclosures for illuminating the pump rooms 
provided that they are of adequate strength and maintain the 
integrity and gas-tightness of the bulkhead as "A" Class. Further, 
it does not preclude the use of windows in a control room located 
entirely within a machinery space. 

(v) Control stations shall be separated from adjacent enclosed spaces 
by means of "A" Class bulkheads and decks. The insulation of these 
control station boundaries shall be to the satisfaction of the 
Administration having in mind the risk of fire in adjacent spaces. 

(vi) Casing doors in machinery spaces of Category A shall be self-
closing and comply with the related provisions of sub-paragraph 
(b)(vii) of this Regulation. 

(vii) The surface of the insulation on interior boundaries of machinery 
spaces of Category A shall be impervious to oil and oil vapours. 

(viii) Primary deck coverings, if applied, shall be of approved materials 
which will not readily ignite.* 

(ix) Interior stairways shall be of steel or other suitable material. 

(x) When adjacent to accommodation spaces, bulkheads of galleys, 
paint stores, lamp rooms and boatswain's stores shall be of steel or 
equivalent material. 

(xi) Paints, varnishes and other finishes used on exposed interior surfaces 
shall not be of a nature to offer an undue fire hazard in the judge-
ment of the Administration and shall not be capable of producing 
excessive quantities of smoke or other toxic properties. 

(xii) Pipes conveying oil or combustible liquids shall be of a material 
approved by the Administration having regard to the fire risk. 
Materials readily rendered ineffective by heat shall not be used for 
overboard scuppers, sanitary discharges, and other outlets which 
are close to the water-line and where the failure of the material in the 
event of fire would give rise to danger of flooding. 

(xiii) Power ventilation of machinery spaces shall be capable of being 
stopped from an easily accessible position outside the machinery 
spaces. 

(xiv) Skylights to machinery spaces of Category A and cargo pump rooms 
shall comply with the provisions of sub-paragraph (a)(iii) of this 

* Reference is made to Improved Provisional Guidelines on Test Procedures for Primary 
Deck Coverings, adopted by the Organization by Resolution A.214(VII). 
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Regulation in respect of windows and portlights and in addition 
shall be so arranged as to be capable of being readily closed from 
outside the spaces which they serve. 

(b) Within the accommodation and service spaces and control stations the 
following conditions shall apply: 

(i) Corridor bulkheads including doors shall be of "A" or "B" Class 
divisions extending from deck to deck. Where continuous "B" Class 
ceilings and/or linings are fitted on both sides of the bulkhead, the 
bulkhead may terminate at the continuous ceiling or lining. Doors 
of cabins and public spaces in such bulkheads may have a louvre in 
the lower half. 

(ii) Air spaces enclosed behind ceilings, panellings, or linings shall be 
divided by close fitting draught stops spaced not more than 14 metres 
apart. 

(iii) Ceilings, linings, bullcheads and insulation except for insulation in 
refrigerated compartments shall be of non-combustible material. 
Vapour barriers and adhesives used in conjunction with insulation, 
as well as insulation of pipe fittings for cold service systems need not 
be non-combustible, but they shall be kept to the minimum quantity 
practicable and their exposed surfaces shall have resistance to 
propagation of flame to the satisfaction of the Administration. 

(iv) The framing, including grounds and the joint pieces of bullcheads, 
linings, ceilings and draught stops, if fitted, shall be of non-combust-
ible material. 

(v) All exposed surfaces in corridors and stairway enclosures and surfaces 
in concealed or inacessible spaces shall have low flame-spread 
characteristics.* 

(vi) Bulkheads, linings and ceilings may have combustible veneer, 
provided that such veneer shall not exceed 2 millimetres within any 
such space except corridors, stairway enclosures and control stations 
where it shall not exceed 1.5 millimetres. 

(vii) Stairways which penetrate only a single deck shall be protected at 
least at one level by "A" or "B" Class divisions and self-closing doors 
so as to limit the rapid spread of fire from one deck to another. Crew 
lift trunks shall be of "A" Class divisions. Stairways and lift trunks 
which penetrate more than a single deck shall be surrounded by "A" 
Class divisions and protected by self-closing steel doors at all levels. 
Self-closing doors shall not be fitted with hold-back hooks. However, 
hold-back arrangements fitted with remote release fittings of the fail-
safe type may be utilized. 

(c) Ducts provided for ventilation of machinery spaces of Category "A" shall 
not in general pass through accommodation and service spaces or control 
stations, except that the Administration may permit relaxation from this require-
ment provided that: 

(i) the ducts are constructed of steel and each is insulated to "A-60" 
Class; or 

* Reference is made to Guidelines on the Evaluation of Fire Hazard Properties of 
Materials, adopted by the Organization by Resolution A.166(ES.IV). 
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(ii) the ducts are constructed of steel and are fitted with an automatic fire 
damper close to the boundary penetrated and are insulated to "A-60" 
Class from the machinery space of Category A to a point at least 
5 metres beyond the fire damper. 

(d) Ducts provided for ventilation of accommodation and service spaces or 
control stations shall not in general pass through machinery spaces of Cate-
gory A except that the Administration may permit relaxation from this require-
ment provided that ducts are constructed of steel and an automatic fire damper 
is fitted close to the boundaries penetrated. 

Regulation 58 

Ventilation 

(a) The arrangement and positioning of openings in the cargo tank deck from 
which gas emission can occur shall be such as to minimize the possibility of gas 
being admitted to enclosed spaces containing a source of ignition, or collecting 
in the vicinity of deck machinery and equipment which may constitute an 
ignition hazard. In every case the height of the outlet above the deck and the 
discharge velocity of the gas shall be considered in conjunction with the distance 
of any outlet from any deckhouse opening or source of ignition. 

(b) The arrangement of ventilation inlets and outlets and other deckhouse and 
superstructure boundary space openings shall be such as to complement the 
provisions of paragraph (a) of this Regulation. Such vents especially for ma-
chinery spaces shall be situated as far aft as practicable. Due consideration in this 
regard should be given when the ship is equipped to load or discharge at the 
stern. Sources of ignition such as electrical equipment shall be so arranged as to 
avoid an explosion hazard. 

(c) Cargo pump rooms shall be mechanically ventilated and discharges from 
the exhaust fans shall be led to a safe place on the open deck. The ventilation of 
these rooms shall have sufficient capacity to minimize the possibility of accumu-
lation of inflammable vapours. The number of changes of air shall be at least 
20 times per hour, based upon the gross volume of the space. The air ducts shall 
be arranged so that all of the space is effectively ventilated. The ventilation shall 
be of the suction type. 

Regulation 59 

Means of Escape 

In addition to the requirements of paragraph (a) of Regulation 53 of this 
Chapter, consideration shall be given by the Administration to the availability of 
emergency means of escape for personnel from each cabin. 

Regulation 60 

Cargo Tank Protection 

(a) For tankers of 100,000 metric tons deadweight and upwards and combi-
nation carriers of 50,000 metric tons deadweight and upwards, the protection of 
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the cargo tanks deck area and cargo tanks shall be achieved by a fixed deck froth 
system and a fixed inert gas system in accordance with the requirements of 
Regulations 61 and 62 of this Part except that in lieu of the above installations 
the Administration, after having given consideration to the ship arrangement and 
equipment, may accept other combinations of fixed installations if they afford 
protection equivalent to the above, in accordance with Regulation 5 of Chapter I 
of this Convention. 

(b) To be considered equivalent, the system proposed in lieu of the deck froth 
system shall: 

(i) be capable of extinguishing spill fires and also preclude ignition of 
spilled oil not yet ignited; and 

(ii) be capable of combating fires in ruptured tanks. 

(c) To be considered equivalent, the system proposed in lieu of the fixed inert 
gas system shall: 

(i) be capable of preventing dangerous accumulations of explosive 
mixtures in intact cargo tanks during normal service throughout the 
ballast voyage and necessary in-tank operations; and 

(ii) be so designed as to minimize the risk of ignition from the generation 
of static electricity by the system itself. 

(d) In tankers of less than 100,000 metric tons deadweight and combination 
carriers of less than 50,000 metric tons deadweight the Administration, in apply-
ing the requirements of paragraph (f) of Regulation 52 of this Chapter, may 
accept a froth system, capable of discharging froth internally or externally, to the 
tanks. The details of such installation shall be to the satisfaction of the Admini-
stration. 

Regulation 61 

Fixed Deck Froth System 

The fixed deck froth system referred to in paragraph (a) of Regulation 60 
of this Chapter shall be designed as follows: 

(a) The arrangements for providing froth shall be capable of delivering froth 
to the entire cargo tank area as well as into any cargo tank, the deck of which has 
been ruptured. 

(b) The system shall be capable of simple and rapid operation. The main 
control station for the system shall be suitably located outside of the cargo tank 
area, adjacent to the accommodation spaces and readily accessible and operable 
in the event of fire in the areas protected. 

(c) The rate of supply of froth solution shall be not less than the greater of the 
following: 

(i) 0.6 litres per minute per square metre of the cargo deck area, where 
cargo deck area means the maximum breadth of the ship times the 
total longitudinal extent of the cargo tank spaces, or 

(ii) 6 litres per minute per square metre of the horizontal sectional area 
of the single tank having the largest such area. 
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Sufficient froth concentrate shall be supplied to ensure at least 20 minutes of 
froth generation when using solution rates stipulated in sub-paragraph (i) or (ii) 
of this paragraph, whichever is the greater. The froth expansion ratio (i.e. the ratio 
of the volume of froth produced to the volume of the mixture of water and froth-
making concentrate supplied) shall not generally exceed 12 to 1. Where systems 
essentially produce low expansion froth but at an expansion ratio slightly in 
excess of 12 to 1, the quantity of froth solution available shall be calculated as 
for 12 to 1 expansion ratio systems. When medium expansion ratio froth (between 
50 to 1 and 150 to 1 expansion ratio) is employed the application rate of the 
froth and the capacity of a monitor installation shall be to the satisfaction of the 
Administration. 

(d) Froth from the fixed froth system shall be supplied by means of monitors 
and froth applicators. At least 50 per cent of the required froth rate shall be 
delivered from each monitor. 

(e) (i) The number and position of monitors shall be such as to comply with 
paragraph (a) of this Regulation. The capacity of any monitor in 
litres per minute of froth solution shall be at least three times the 
deck area in square metres protected by that monitor, such area being 
entirely forward of the monitor. 

(ii) The distance from the monitor to the farthest extremity of the 
protected area forward of that monitor shall not be more than 75 per 
cent of the monitor throw in still air conditions. 

(f) A monitor and hose connexion for a froth applicator shall be situated 
both port and starboard at the poop front or accommodation spaces facing the 
cargo deck. Applicators shall be provided for flexibility of action during fire-
fighting operations and to cover areas screened from the monitors. 

(g) Valves shall be provided in both the froth main and the fire main im-
mediately forward of every monitor position to isolate damaged sections of 
these mains. 

(h) Operation of a deck froth system at its required output shall permit the 
simultaneous use of the minimum required number of jets of water at the 
required pressure from the fire main. 

Regulation 62 

Inert Gas System 

The inert gas system referred to in paragraph (a) of Regulation 60 of this 
Chapter shall be capable of providing on demand a gas or mixture of gases to 
the cargo tanks so deficient in oxygen that the atmosphere within a tank may be 
rendered inert, i.e. incapable of propagating flame. Such a system shall satisfy the 
following conditions: 

(a) The need for fresh air to enter a tank during normal operations shall be 
eliminated, except when preparing a tank for entry by personnel. 

(b) Empty tanks shall be capable of being purged with inert gas to reduce the 
hydrocarbon content of a tank after discharge of cargo. 
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(c) The washing of tanks shall be capable of being carried out in an inert 
atmosphere. 

(d) During cargo discharge, the system shall be such as to ensure that the 
volume of gas referred to in paragraph (f) of this. Regulation is available. At 
other times sufficient gas to ensure compliance with paragraph (g) of this 
Regulation shall be continuously available. 

(e) Suitable means for purging the tanks with fresh air as well as with inert gas 
shall be provided. 

(f) The system shall be capable of supplying inert gas at a rate of at least 
125 per cent of the maximum rated capacity of the cargo pumps. 

(g) Under normal running conditions, when tanks are being filled or have been 
filled with inert gas, a positive pressure shall be capable of being maintained at 
the tank. 

(h) Exhaust gas outlets for purging shall be suitably located in the open air and 
shall be to the same general requirements as prescribed for ventilating outlets of 
tanks, referred to in paragraph (a) of Regulation 58 of this Chapter. 

(i) A scrubber shall be provided which will effectively cool the gas and remove 
solids and sulphur combustion products. 

(j) At least two fans (blowers) shall be provided which together shall be 
capable of delivering at least the amount of gas stipulated in paragraph (f) of this 
Regulation. 

(k) The oxygen content in the inert gas supply shall not normally exceed 5 per 
cent by volume. 

(1) Means shall be provided to prevent the return of hydrocarbon gases or 
vapours from the tanks to the machinery spaces and uptakes and prevent the 
development of excessive pressure or vacuum. In addition, an effective water lock 
shall be installed at the scrubber or on deck. Branch piping for inert gas shall be 
fitted with stop valves or equivalent means of control at every tank. The system 
shall be so designed as to minimize the risk of ignition from the generation of 
static electricity. 

(m) Instrumentation shall be fitted for continuously indicating and permanently 
recording at all times when inert gas is being supplied the pressure and oxygen 
content of the gas in the inert gas supply main on the discharge side of the fan. 
Such instrumentation should preferably be placed in the cargo control room if 
fitted but in any case shall be easily accessible to the officer in charge of cargo 
operations. Portable instruments suitable for measuring oxygen and hydro-
carbon gases or vapour and the necessary tank fittings shall be provided for 
monitoring the tank contents. 

(n) Means for indicating the temperature and pressure of the inert gas main 
shall be provided. 
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(o) Alarms shall be provided to indicate: 

(i) high oxygen cognent of gas in the inert gas main; 

(ii) low gas pressure in the inert gas main; 

(iii) low pressure in the supply to the deck water seal, if such equipment 
is installed; 

(iv) high temperature of gas in the inert gas main; and 

(v) low water pressure to the scrubber 

and automatic shut-downs of the system shall be arranged on predetermined 
limits being reached in respect of sub-paragraphs (iii), (iv) and (v) of this 
paragraph. 

(p) The master of any ship equipped with an inert gas system shall be provided 
with an instruction manual covering operational, safety and occupational health 
requirements relevant to the system. 

Regulation 63 

Cargo Pump Room 

Each cargo pump room shall be provided with a fixed fire-fighting system 
operated from a readily accessible position outside the pump room. The system 
shall use water-spray or another suitable medium satisfactory to the Admini-
stration. 

Regulation 64 

Hose Nozzles 

All hose water nozzles provided shall be of an approved dual purpose type 
(i.e. spray/jet type) incorporating a shut-off. 

PART F — SPECIAL FIRE SAFETY MEASURES FOR EXISTING 
PASSENGER SHIPS 

(For the purposes of this Part of this Chapter, all references to Regulation... 
(1948) mean references to Regulations of Chapter II of the International 
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1948, and all references to Regulation... 
(1960) mean, unless otherwise stated, references to Regulations of Chapter II of 
the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960) 

Regulation 65 

Application 

Any passenger ship carrying more than 36 passengers shall at least comply 
as follows: 

(a) A ship, the keel of which was laid before 19 November 1952, shall comply 
with the provisions of Regulations 66 to 85 inclusive of this Part. 
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(b) A ship, the keel of which was laid on or after 19 November 1952 but before 
26 May 1965, shall comply with the provisions of the International Convention 
for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1948, relating to the fire safety measures applicable 
in that Convention to new ships and shall also comply with the provisions of 
Regulations 68(b) and (c), 75, 77(b), 78, 80(b), 81(b) to (g), 84 and 85 of this Part. 

(c) A ship, the keel of which was laid on or after 26 May 1965, but before the 
present Convention comes into force, shall, unless it complies with Parts A and B 
of this Chapter, comply with the provisions of the International Convention for 
the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960 relating to the fire safety measures applicable in 
that Convention to new ships and shall also comply with Regulations 68(b) and 
(c), 80(b), 81(b), (c) and (d) and 85 of this Part. 

Regulation 66 

Structure 

The structural components shall be of steel or other suitable material in 
compliance with Regulation 27 (1948), except that isolated deckhouses contain-
ing no accommodation and decks exposed to the weather may be of wood if 
structural fire protection measures are taken to the satisfaction of the Admini-
stration. 

Regulation 67 

Main Vertical Zones 

The ship shall be subdivided by "A" Class divisions into main vertical 
zones in compliance with Regulation 28 (1948). Such divisions shall have as far 
as practicable adequate insulating value, taking into account the nature of the 
adjacent spaces as provided for in Regulation 26(c)(iv) (1948). 

Regulation 68 

Openings in Main Vertical Zone Bulkheads 

(a) The ship shall comply substantially with Regulation 29 (1948). 

(b) Fire doors shall be of steel or equivalent material with or without non-
combustible insulation. 

(c) In the case of ventilation trunks and ducts having a cross-sectional area of 
0.02 square metres (31 sqVare inches) or more which pass through main zone 
divisions, the following additional provisions shall apply: 

(i) for trunks and ducts having cross-sectional areas between 0.02 
square metres (31 square inches) and 0.075 square metres (116 square 
inches) inclusive, fire dampers shall be of a fail-safe automatic closing 
type, or such trunks and ducts shall be insulated for at least 457 milli-
metres (18 inches) on each side of the division to meet the applicable 
bulkhead requirements; 
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(ii) for trunks and ducts having a cross-sectional area exceeding 0.075 
square metres (116 square inches), fire dampers shall be of a fail-safe 
automatic closing type. 

Regulation 69 

Separation of Accommodation Spaces from 
Machinery, Cargo and Service Spaces 

The ship shall comply with Regulation 31 (1948). 

Regulation 70 

Application relative to Methods I, II and III 

Each accommodation space and service space in a ship shall comply with 
all the provisions stipulated in one of the paragraphs (a), (b), (c) or (d) of this 
Regulation: 

(a) When a ship is being considered for acceptance in the context of Method I, 
a network of non-combustible "B" Class bulkheads shall be provided in sub-
stantial compliance with Regulation 30(a) (1948) together with maximum use of 
non-combustible materials in compliance with Regulation 39(a) (1948). 

(b) When a ship is being considered for acceptance in the context of Method II: 

(i) an automatic sprinkler and fire alarm system shall be provided which 
shall be in substantial compliance with Regulations 42 and 48 (1948), 
and 

(ii) the use of combustible materials of all kinds shall be reduced as far as 
is reasonable and practicable. 

(c) When a ship is being considered for acceptance in the context of 
Method III, a network of fire-retarding bulkheads shall be fitted from deck to 
deck in substantial compliance with Regulation 30(b) (1948), together with an 
automatic fire detection system in substantial compliance with Regulation 43 
(1948). The use of combustible and highly inflammable materials shall be 
restricted as prescribed in Regulations 39(b) and 40(g) (1948). Departure from 
the requirements of Regulations 39(b) and 40(g) (1948) may be permitted if a fire 
patrol is provided at intervals not exceeding 20 minutes. 

(d) When a ship is being considered for acceptance in the context of 
Method III: 

(i) additional "A" Class divisions shall be provided within the accom-
modation spaces in order to reduce in these spaces the mean length 
of the main vertical zones to about 20 metres (65.5 feet); and 

(ii) an automatic fire detection system shall be provided in substantial 
compliance with Regulation 43 (1948); and 

(iii) all exposed surfaces, and their coatings, of corridor and cabin bulk-
heads in accommodation spaces shall be of limited flame-spreading 
power; and 
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(iv) the use of combustible materials shall be restricted as prescribed in 
Regulation 39(b) (1948). Departure from the requirements of Regu-
lation 39(b) (1948) may be permitted if a fire patrol is provided at 
intervals not exceeding 20 minutes; and 

(v) additional non-combustible "B" Class divisions shall be fitted from 
deck to deck forming a network of fire-retarding bulkheads within 
which the area of any compartment, except public spaces, will in 
general not exceed 300 square metres (3,200 square feet). 

Regulation 71 

Protection of Vertical Stairways 

The stairways shall comply with Regulation 33 (1948) except that, in cases 
of exceptional difficulty, the Administration may permit the use of non-com-
bustible "B" Class divisions and doors instead of "A" Class divisions and doors 
for stairway enclosures. Moreover, the Administration may permit exceptionally 
the retention of a wooden stairway subject to its being sprinkler-protected and 
satisfactorily enclosed. 

Regulation 72 

Protection of Lifts (Passenger and Service), Vertical Trunks for 
Light and Air, etc. 

The ship shall comply with Regulation 34 (1948). 

Regulation 73 

Protection of Control Stations 

The ship shall comply with Regulation 35 (1948), except however that in 
cases where the disposition or construction of control stations is such as to 
preclude full compliance, e.g. timber construction of wheelhouse, the Admini-
stration may permit the use of free-standing non-combustible "B" Class divisions 
to protect the boundaries of such control stations. In such cases, where spaces 
immediately below such control stations constitute a significant fire hazard, the 
deck between shall be fully insulated as an "A" Class division. 

Regulation 74 

Protection of Store-rooms, etc. 

The ship shall comply with Regulation 36 (1948). 

Regulation 75 

Windows and Sidescuttles 

Skylights of engine and boiler spaces shall be capable of being closed from 
outside such spaces. 
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Regulation 76 

Ventilation Systems 

(a) All power ventilation, except cargo and machinery space ventilation, shall 
be fitted with master controls so located outside the machinery space and in 
readily accessible positions, that it shall not be necessary to go to more than 
three stations in order to stop all the ventilation fans to spaces other than ma-
chinery and cargo spaces. Machinery space ventilation shall be provided with a 
master control operable from a position outside the machinery space. 

(b) Efficient insulation shall be provided for exhaust ducts from galley ranges 
where the ducts pass through accommodation spaces. 

Regulation 77 

Miscellaneous Items 

(a) The ship shall comply with Regulation 40(a), (b) and (f) (1948), except that 
in Regulation 40(a)(i) (1948), 20 metres (65.5 feet) may be substituted for 
13.73 metres (45 feet). 

(b) Fuel pumps shall be fitted with remote controls situated outside the space 
concerned so that they may be stopped in the event of a fire arising in the space 
in which they are located. 

Regulation 78 

Cinematograph Film 

Cellulose-nitrate-based film shall not be used in cinematograph installations 
on board ship. 

Regulation 79 

Plans 

Plans shall be provided in compliance with Regulation 44 (1948). 

Regulation 80 

Pumps, Fire Main Systems, Hydrants and Hoses 

(a) The provisions of Regulation 45 (1948) shall be complied with. 

(b) Water from the fire main shall, as far as practicable, be immediately 
available, such as by maintenance of pressure or by remote control of fire pumps, 
which control shall be easily operable and readily accessible. 
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Regulation 81 

Fire Detection and Extinction Requirements 

General 

(a) The requirements of Regulation 50(a) to (o) (1948) inclusive shall be 
complied with, subject to further provisions of this Regulation. 

Patrols, Detection and Communication System 

(b) Each member of any fire patrol required by this Part shall be trained to be 
familiar with the arrangements of the ship as well as the location and operation 
of any equipment he may be called upon to use. 

(c) A special alarm to summon the crew shall be fitted which may be part of 
the ship's general alarm system. 

(d) A public address system or other effective means of communication shall 
also be available throughout the accommodation, public and service spaces. 

Machinery and Boiler Spaces 

(e) The number, type and distribution of fire extinguishers shall comply with 
paragraphs (g)(ü), (g)(ifi) and (h)(ü) of Regulation 64 (1960). 

International Shore Connexion 

(f) The provisions of Regulation 64(d) (1960) shall be complied with. 

Fireman's Outfits 

(g) The provisions of Regulation 64(j) (1960) shall be complied with. 

Regulation 82 

Ready Availability of Fire-Fighting Appliances 

The provisions of Regulation 66 (1960) shall be complied with. 

Regulation 83 

Means of Escape 

The provisions of Regulation 54 (1948) shall be complied with. 

Regulation 84 

Emergency Source of Electrical Power 

The provisions of Regulation 22(a), (b) and (c) (1948) shall be complied 
with except that the location of the emergency source of electrical power shall be 
in accordance with the requirements of Regulation 25(a) (1960). 
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Regulation 85 

Practice Musters and Drills 

At the fire drills mentioned in Regulation 26 of Chapter III of the Inter-
national Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1960 each member of the 
crew shall be required to demonstrate his familiarity with the arrangements and 
facilities of the ship, his duties, and any equipment he may be called upon to use. 
Masters shall be required to familiarize and instruct the crews in this regard. 
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CHAPTER III 

LIFE-SAVING APPLIANCES, ETC. 

Regulation 1 

Application 

(a) This Chapter, except where it is otherwise expressly provided, applies as 
follows to new ships engaged on international voyages: 

Part A — Passenger ships and cargo ships. 

Part B — Passenger ships. 

Part C — Cargo ships. 

(b) In the case of existing ships engaged on international voyages, the keels of 
which were laid or which were at a similar stage of construction on or after the 
date of coming into force of the International Convention for the Safety of Life 
at Sea, 1960, the requirements of Chapter III of that Convention applicable to 
new ships as defined in that Convention shall apply. 

(c) In the case of existing ships engaged on international voyages, the keels of 
which were laid or which were at a similar stage of construction before the date 
of coming into force of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at 
Sea, 1960, and which do not already comply with the provisions of Chapter III of 
that Convention relating to new ships, the arrangements in each ship shall be 
considered by the Administration with a view to securing, so far as this is 
practicable and reasonable, and as early as possible, substantial compliance with 
the requirements of Chapter III of that Convention. The proviso to sub-para-
graph (b)(i) of Regulation 27 of this Chapter may, however, be applied to 
existing ships referred to in this paragraph only if: 

(i) the provisions of Regulations 4, 8, 14, 18 and 19 and paragraphs (a) 
and (b) of Regulation 27 of this Chapter are complied with; 

the liferafts carried in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 
(b) of Regulation 27 comply with the requirements of either Regula-
tion 15 or Regulation 16, and of Regulation 17 of this Chapter; and 

(iii) the total number of persons on board shall not be increased as the 
result of the provision of liferafts unless the ship fully complies with 
the provisions of: 

(1) Part B of Chapter II-1; 

(2) sub-paragraphs (a)(fii) and (iv) of Regulation 21 or sub-para-
graph (a)(iii) of Regulation 48 of Chapter II-2, as applicable; 
and 

(3) paragraphs (a), (b), (e) and (f) of Regulation 29 of this Chapter. 
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PART A — GENERAL 

(Part A applies to both passenger ships and cargo ships) 

Regulation 2 

Definitions 

For the purpose of this Chapter: 

(a) "Short international voyage" means an international voyage in the course 
of which a ship is not more than 200 miles from a port or place in which the 
passengers and crew could be placed in safety, and which does not exceed 
600 miles in length between the last port of call in the country in which the voy-
age begins and the final port of destination. 

(b) "Liferaft" means a liferaft complying with either Regulation 15 or Regula-
tion 16 of this Chapter. 

(c) "Approved launching device" means a device approved by the Adminstra-
tion, capable of launching from the embarkation position a liferaft fully loaded 
with the number of persons it is permitted to carry and with its equipment. 

(d) "Certificated lifeboatman" means any member of the crew who holds a 
certificate of efficiency issued under the provisions of Regulation 32 of this 
Chapter. 

(e) "Buoyant apparatus" means flotation equipment (other than lifeboats, 
liferafts, lifebuoys and life-jackets) designed to support a specified number of 
persons who are in the water and of such construction that it retains its shape and 
properties. 

Regulation 3 

Exemptions 

(a) The Administration, if it considers that the sheltered nature and conditions 
of the voyage are such as to render the application of the full requirements of this 
Chapter unreasonable or unnecessary, may to that extent exempt from the 
requirements of this Chapter individual ships or classes of ships which, in the 
course of their voyage, do not go more than 20 miles from the nearest land. 

(b) In the case of passenger ships which are employed in special trades for the 
carriage of large numbers of special trade passengers, such as the pilgrim trade, 
the Administration, if satisfied that it is impracticable to enforce compliance with 
the requirements of this Chapter, may exempt such ships, when they belong to 
its country, from those requirements, provided that they comply fully with the 
provisions of: 

(i) the Rules annexed to the Special Trade Passenger Ships Agreement, 
1971; and 

(ii) the Rules annexed to the Protocol on Space Requirements for 
Special Trade Passenger Ships, 1973, when it enters into force. 
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Regulation 4 

Ready Availability of Lifeboats, Liferafts and Buoyant Apparatus 

(a) The general principle governing the provision of lifeboats, liferafts and 
buoyant apparatus in a ship to which this Chapter applies is that they shall be 
readily available in case of emergency. 

(b) To be readily available, the lifeboats, liferafts and buoyant apparatus shall 
comply with the following conditions: 

(i) they shall be capable of being put into the water safely and rapidly 
even under unfavourable conditions of trim and of 15 degree of list; 

(ii) it shall be possible to effect embarkation into the lifeboats and 
liferafts rapidly and in good order; 

(iii) the arrangement of each lifeboat, liferaft and article of buoyant 
apparatus shall be such that it will not interfere with the operation of 
other boats, liferafts and buoyant apparatus. 

(c) All the life-saving appliances shall be kept in working order and available 
for immediate use before the ship leaves port and at all times during the voyage. 

Regulation 5 

Construction of Lifeboats 

(a) All lifeboats shall be properly constructed and shall be of such form and 
proportions that they shall have ample stability in a seaway, and sufficient 
freeboard when loaded with their full complement of persons and equipment. 
All lifeboats shall be capable of maintaining positive stability when open to the 
sea and loaded with their full complement of persons and equipment. 

(b) (i) All lifeboats shall have rigid sides and internal buoyancy only. The 
Administration may approve lifeboats with a rigid shelter, provided 
that it may be readily opened from both inside and outside, and does 
not impede rapid embarkation and disembarkation or the launching 
and handling of the lifeboat. 

(ii) Motor lifeboats may be fitted to the satisfaction of the Administra-
tion with a means for preventing the entry of water at the fore end. 

(iii) All lifeboats shall be not less than 7.3 metres (24 feet) in length except 
where owing to the size of the ship, or for other reasons, the Admini-
stration considers the carriage of such lifeboats unreasonable or 
impracticable. In no ship shall the lifeboats be less than 4.9 metres 
(16 feet) in length. 

(c) No lifeboat may be approved the weight of which when fully laden with 
persons and equipment exceeds 20,300 kilogrammes (20 tons) or which has a 
carrying capacity calculated in accordance with Regulation 7 of this Chapter of 
more than 150 persons. 
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(d) All lifeboats permitted to carry more than 60 persons but not more than 
100 persons shall be either motor lifeboats complying with the requirements of 
Regulation 9 of this Chapter or be lifeboats fitted with an approved means of 
mechanical propulsion complying with Regulation 10 of this Chapter. All life-
boats permitted to carry more than 100 persons shall be motor lifeboats com-
plying with the requirements of Regulation 9 of this Chapter. 

(e) All lifeboats shall be of sufficient strength to enable them to be safely 
lowered into the water when loaded with their full complement of persons and 
equipment. All lifeboats shall be of such strength that they will not suffer residual 
deflection if subjected to an overload of 25 per cent. 

(f) All lifeboats shall have a mean sheer at least equal to 4 per cent of their 
length. The sheer shall be approximately parabolic in form. 

(g) In lifeboats permitted to carry 100 or more persons the volume of the 
buoyancy shall be increased to the satisfaction of the Administration. 

(h) All lifeboats shall have inherent buoyancy, or shall be fitted with water-
tight air cases or other equivalent non-corrodible buoyant material which shall 
not be adversely affected by oil or oil products, sufficient to float the boat and its 
equipment when the boat is flooded and open to the sea. An additional volume of 
watertight air cases or other equivalent non-corrodible buoyant material, which 
shall not be adversely affected by oil or oil products, equal to at least one-tenth of 
the cubic capacity of the boat shall also be provided. The Administration may 
permit the watertight air cases to be filled with a non-corrodible buoyant 
material which shall not be adversely affected by oil or oil products. 

(i) All thwarts and side-seats shall be fitted as low in the lifeboat as practicable. 

(j) The block coefficient of the cubic capacity as determined in accordance with 
Regulation 6 of this Chapter of all lifeboats, except wooden lifeboats made of 
planks, shall be not less than 0.64 provided that any such lifeboat may have a 
block coefficient of less than 0.64 if the Administration is satisfied with the 
sufficiency of the metacentric height and freeboard when the lifeboat is loaded 
with its full complement of persons and equipment. 

Regulation 6 

Cubic Capacity of Lifeboats 

(a) The cubic capacity of a lifeboat shall be determined by Simpson's 
(Stirling's) Rule or by any other method giving the same degree of accuracy. 
The capacity of a square-stemed lifeboat shall be calculated as if the lifeboat had 
a pointed stern. 

(b) For example, the capacity in cubic metres (or cubic feet) of a lifeboat, 
calculated by the aid of Simpson's Rule, may be considered as given by the 
following formula: 

L 
Capacity = .1-5 (4A + 2B + 4C) 

L being the length of the lifeboat in metres (or feet) from the inside of the 
planking or plating at the stem to the corresponding point at the stern post: in the 
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case of a lifeboat with a square stern, the length is measured to the inside-of the 
transom. 

A, B, C denote respectively the areas of the cross-sections at the quarter-
length forward, amidships, and the quarter-length aft, which correspond to the 
three points obtained by dividing L into four equal parts. (The areas corre-
sponding to the two ends of the lifeboat are considered negligible.) 

The areas A, B, C shall be deemed to be given in square metres (or square 
feet) by the successive application of the following formula to each of the three 
cross-sections: 

Area = (a + 4b + 2c + 4d + e) 
12 

h being the depth measured in metres (or in feet) inside the planking or plating 
from the keel to the level of the gunwale, or, in certain cases, to a lower level as 
determined hereafter. 

a, b, c, d, e denote the horizontal breadths of the lifeboat measured in 
metres (or in feet) at the upper and lower points of the depth and at the three 
points obtained by dividing h into four equal parts (a and e being the breadths at 
the extreme point, and c at the middle point of h). 

(c) If the sheer of the gunwale, measure at the two points situated at a quarter 
of the length of the lifeboat from the ends, exceeds 1 per cent of the length of the 
lifeboat the depth employed in calculating the area of the cross-sections A or C 
shall be deemed to be the depth amidships plus 1 per cent of the length of the 
lifeboat. 

(d) If the depth of the lifeboat amidships exceeds 45 per cent of the breadth, 
the depth employed in calculating the area of the amidship cross-section B shall 
be deemed to be equal to 45 per cent of the breadth, and the depth employed in 
calculating the areas of the quarter-length sections A and C is obtained by in-
creasing this last figure by an amount equal to 1 per cent of the length of the 
lifeboat, provided that in no case shall the depths employed in the calculation 
exceed the actual depths at these points. 

(e) If the depth of the lifeboat is greater than 1.22 metres (4 feet) the number of 
persons given by the application of this Rule shall be reduced in proportion to 
the ratio of 1.22 metres (4 feet) to the actual depth, until the lifeboat has been 
satisfactorily tested afloat with that number of persons on board, all wearing 
life-jackets. 

(f) The Administration shall impose, by suitable formulae, a limit for the 
number of persons allowed in lifeboats with very fine ends and in lifeboats very 
full in form. 

(g) The Administration may assign to a lifeboat constructed of wooden planks 
capacity equal to the product of the length, the breadth and the depth multiplied 
by 0.6 if it is evident that this formula does not give a greater capacity than that 
obtained by the above method. The dimensions shall then be measured in the 
following manner: 

Length — From the intersection of the outside of the planking with the 
stem to the corresponding point at the stern post or, in the case of a 
square-sterned boat, to the after side of the transom. 

Breadth — From the outside of the planking at the point where the breadth 
of the boat is greatest. 
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Depth — Amidships inside the planking from the keel to the level of the 
gunwale, but the depth used in calculating the cubic capacity may not in 
any case exceed 45 per cent of the breadth. 

In all cases the shipowner has the right to require that the cubic capacity of 
the lifeboat shall be determined by exact measurement. 

(h) The cubic capacity of a motor lifeboat or a lifeboat fitted with other pro-
pelling gear shall be obtained from the gross capacity by deducting a volume 
equal to that occupied by the motor and its accessories or the gearbox of the 
other propelling gear, and, when carried, the radiotelegraph installation and 
searchlight with their accessories. 

Regulation 7 

Carrying Capacity of Lifeboats 

The number of persons which a lifeboat shall be permitted to accommodate 
shall be equal to the greatest whole number obtained by dividing the capacity in 
cubic metres by: 

In the case of a lifeboat of 7.3 metres 
(24 feet) in length or over 0.283 (or where the capacity is 

measured in cubic feet 10); 

in the case of lifeboats of 4.9 metres 
(16 feet) in length 0.396 (or where the capacity is 

measured in cubic feet 14); and 

in the case of lifeboats of 4.9 metres 
(16 feet) in length or over but under 
7.3 metres (24 feet) a number between 0.396 and 0.283 

(or where the capacity is 
measured in cubic feet between 
14 and 10), to be obtained by 
interpolation; 

provided that the number shall in no case exceed the number of adult persons 
wearing life-jackets which can be seated without in any way interfering with 
the use of oars or the operation of other propulsion equipment. 

Regulation 8 

N unber of Motor Lifeboats to be carried 

(a) In every passenger ship there shall be carried on each side of the ship at 
least one motor lifeboat complying with the requirements of Regulation 9 of this 
Chapter. 

Provided that in passenger ships in which the total number of persons which 
the ship is certified to carry, together with the crew, does not exceed 30, only one 
such motor lifeboat shall be required. 

(b) In every cargo ship of 1,600 tons gross tonnage and upwards, except 
tankers, ships employed as whale factory ships, ships employed as fish 
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processing or canning factory ships, and ships engaged in the carriage of persons 
in the whaling, fish processing or canning industries, there shall be carried at 
least one motor lifeboat complying with the requirements of Regulation 9 of 
this Chapter. 

(c) In every tanker of 1,600 tons gross tonnage and upwards, in every ship 
employed as a whale factory ship, in every ship employed as a fish processing or 
canning factory ship and in every ship engaged intthe carriage of persons 
employed in the whaling, fish processing or canning industries, there shall be 
carried on each side at least one motor lifeboat complying with the requirements 
of Regulation 9 of this Chapter. 

Regulation 9 

Specification of Motor Lifeboats 

(a) A motor lifeboat shall comply with the following conditions: 

(i) It shall be fitted with a compression ignition engine and kept so as to 
be at all times ready for use; it shall be capable of being readily 
started in all conditions; sufficient fuel for 24 hours continuous opera-
tion at the speed specified in sub-paragraph (iii) of this paragraph 
shall be provided. 

(ii) The engine and its accessories shall be suitably enclosed to ensure 
operation under adverse weather conditions, and the engine casing 
shall be fire-resisting. Provision shall be made for going astern. 

(iii) The speed ahead in smooth water when loaded with its full comple-
ment of persons and equipment shall be: 
(1) In the case of motor lifeboats required by Regulation 8 of this 

Chapter to be carried in passenger ships, tankers, ships em-
ployed as whale factory ships, ships employed as fish processing 
or canning factory ships and ships engaged in the carriage of 
persons employed in the whaling, fish processing or canning 
industries, at least six knots. 

(2) In the case of any other motor lifeboat, at least four knots. 

(b) The volume of the internal buoyancy appliances of a motor lifeboat shall 
be increased above that required by Regulation 5 of this Chapter by the amount, 
if any, by which the volume of the internal buoyancy appliances required to 
support the engine and its accessories, and, if fitted, the searchlight and radio-
telegraph installation and their accessories, exceeds the volume of the internal 
buoyancy appliances required, at the rate of 0.0283 cubic metres (one cubic foot) 
per person, to support the additional persons which the lifeboat could accom-
modate if the motor and its accessories, and, if fitted, the searchlight and radio-
telegraph installation and their accessories, were removed. 

Regulation 10 

Specification of Mechanically Propelled Lifeboats 
other than Motor Lifeboats 

A mechanically propelled lifeboat, other than a motor lifeboat, shall com-
ply with the following conditions: 
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(a) The propelling gear shall be of an approved type and shall have sufficient 
power to enable the lifeboat to be readily cleared from the ship's side when 
launched and to be able to hold course under adverse weather conditions. If the 
gear is manually operated it shall be capable of being worked by persons un-
trained in its use and shall be capable of being operated when the lifeboat is 
flooded. 

(b) A device shall be fitted by means of which the helmsman can cause the 
lifeboat to go astern at any time when the propelling gear is in operation. 

(c) The volume of the internal buoyancy of a mechanically propelled lifeboat, 
other than a motor lifeboat, shall be increased to compensate for the weight of 
the propelling gear. 

Regulation 11 

Equipment of Lifeboats 

(a) The normal equipment of every lifeboat shall consist of: 

(i) a single banked complement of buoyant oars, two spare buoyant 
oars, and a buoyant steering oar; one set and a half of thole pins 
or crutches, attached to the lifeboat by lanyard or chain; a boat 
hook; 

(ii) two plugs for each plug hole (plugs are not required when proper 
automatic valves are fitted) attached to the lifeboat by lanyards or 
chains; a baler, and two buckets of approved material; 

(iii) a rudder attached to the lifeboat and a tiller; 

(iv) two hatchets, one at each end of the lifeboat; 

(v) a lamp, with oil sufficient for 12 hours; two boxes of suitable 
matches in a watertight container; 

(vi) a mast or masts, with galvanized wire stays together with sails 
(coloured orange); 

(vii) an efficient compass in binnacle, to be luminised or fitted with 
suitable means of illumination; 

(viii) a lifeline becketed round the outside of the lifeboat; 

(ix) a sea-anchor of approved size; 

(x) two painters of sufficient length. One shall be secured to the 
forward end of the lifeboat with strop and toggle so that it can be 
released, and the other shall be firmly secured to the stem of the 
lifeboat and be ready for use; 

(xi) a vessel containing 4-1- litres (1 gallon) of vegetable, fish or animal 
oil. The vessel shall be so constructed that the oil can be easily 
distributed on the water, and so arranged that it can be attached 
to the sea-anchor; 

(xii) a food ration, determined by the Administration, for each person 
the lifeboat is certified to carry. These rations shall be kept in 
airtight receptacles which are to be stowed in a watertight 
container; 
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(xiü) watertight receptacles containing 3 litres (6 pints) of fresh water 
for each person the lifeboat is certified to carry, or watertight 
receptacles containing 2 litres (4 pints) of fresh water for each 
person together with an approved de-salting apparatus capable of 
providing 1 litre (2 pints) of drinking water per person; a rust-
proof dipper with lanyard; a rustproof graduated drinking vessel; 

(xiv) four parachute signals of approved type capable of giving a bright 
red light at a high altitude; six hand flares of an approved type 
giving a bright red light; 

(xv) two buoyant smoke signals of an approved type (for day-time use) 
capable of giving off a volume of orange-coloured smoke; 

(xvi) approved means to enable persons to cling to the boat should it be 
upturned, in the form of bilge keels or keel rails, together with 
grab lines secured from gunwale to gunwale under the keel, or 
other approved arrangements; 

(xvii) an approved first-aid outfit in a watertight case; 

(xvüi) a waterproof electric torch suitable for signalling in the Morse 
Code together with one spare set of batteries and one spare bulb 
in a waterproof container; 

(xix) a daylight-signalling mirror of an approved type; 

(xx) a jack-knife fitted with a tin-opener to be kept attached to the 
boat with a lanyard; 

(2oci) two light buoyant heaving lines; 

(xxii) a manual pump of an approved type; 

(xxiü) a suitable locker for stowage of small items of equipment; 

(xxiv) one whistle or equivalent sound signal; 

(xxv) one set of fishing tackle; 

(xxvi) one approved cover of a highly visible colour capable of pro-
tecting the occupants against injury by exposure: and 

(xxvii) one copy of the illustrated table of life-saving signals referred to in 
Regulation 16 of Chapter V. 

(b) In the case of ships engaged on voyages of such duration that in the opinion 
of the Administration the items specified in sub-paragraphs (vi), (xii), (xix), (xx) 
and (3ocv) of paragraph (a) of this Regulation are unnecessary, the Administra-
tion may allow them to be dispensed with. 

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a) of this Regulation, 
motor lifeboats or other approved mechanically propelled lifeboats need not 
carry a mast or sails or more than half the complement of oars, but they shall 
carry two boat hooks. 

(d) All lifeboats shall be fitted with suitable means to enable persons in the 
water to climb into the lifeboat. 
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(e) Every motor lifeboat shall carry portable fire-extinguishing equipment of 
an approved type capable of discharging froth or other suitable substance for 
extinguishing oil fires. 

Regulation 12 

Security of Lifeboat Equipment 

All items of lifeboat equipment, with the exception of the boat hook which 
shall be kept free for fending off purposes, shall be suitably secured within the 
lifeboat. The lashing shall be carried out in such a manner as to ensure the 
security of the equipment and so as not to interfere with the lifting hooks or to 
prevent ready embarkation. All items of lifeboat equipment shall be as small and 
light in weight as possible and shall be packed in suitable and compact form. 

Regulation 13 

Portable Radio Apparatus for Survival Craft 

(a) An approved portable radio apparatus for survival craft complying with 
the requirements set out in Regulation 14 of Chapter IV shall be carried in all 
ships except those on which there is carried on each side of the ship a motor 
lifeboat fitted with a radiotelegraph installation complying with the provisions of 
Regulation 14 of this Chapter and of Regulation 13 of Chapter IV. All this 
equipment shall be kept together in the chartroom or other suitable place ready 
to be moved to one or other of the lifeboats in the event of an emergency. How-
ever, in tankers of 3,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards in which lifeboats are 
fitted amidships and aft this equipment shall be kept in a suitable place in the 
vicinity of those lifeboats which are furthest away from the ship's main trans-
mitter. 

(b) In the case of ships engaged on voyages of such duration that in the opinion 
of the Administration portable radio apparatus for survival craft is unnecessary, 
the Administration may allow such equipment to be dispensed with. 

Regulation 14 

Radio Apparatus and Searchlights in Motor Lifeboats 

(a) (i) Where the total number of persons on board a passenger ship engaged 
on international voyages which are not short international voyages, a 
ship employed as a whale factory ship, a ship employed as a fish 
processing or canning factory ship or a ship engaged in the carriage of 
persons employed in the whaling, fish processing or canning 
industries, is more than 199 but less than 1,500, a radiotelegraph 
apparatus complying with the requirements set out in this Regulation 
and in Regulation 13 of Chapter IV shall be fitted in at least one of 
the motor lifeboats required under Regulation 8 of this Chapter to be 
carried in that ship. 

Where the total number of persons on board such a ship is 1,500 or 
more, such a radiotelegraph apparatus shall be fitted in every motor 
lifeboat required under Regulation 8 of this Chapter to be carried in 
that ship. 
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(b) The radio apparatus shall be installed in a cabin large enough to accommo-
date both the equipment and the person using it. 

(c) The arrangements shall be such that the efficient operation of the trans-
mitter and receiver shall not be interfered with by the engine while it is running, 
whether a battery is on charge or not. 

(d) The radio battery shall not be used to supply power to any engine starting 
motor or ignition system. 

(e) The motor lifeboat engine shall be fitted with a dynamo for recharging the 
radio battery, and for other services. 

(f) A searchlight shall be fitted in each motor lifeboat required to be carried 
under paragraph (a) of Regulation 8 of this Chapter in passenger ships and under 
paragraph (c) of that Regulation in ships employed as whale factory ships, fish 
processing or canning factory ships and ships engaged in the carriage of persons 
employed in the whaling, fish processing or canning industries. 

(g) The searchlight shall include a lamp of at least 80 watts, an efficient reflector 
and a source of power which will give effective illumination of a light-coloured 
object having a width of about 18 metres (60 feet) at a distance of 180 metres 
(200 yards) for a total period of six hours and shall be capable of working for at 
least three hours continuously. 

Regulation 15 

Requirements for Inflatable Liferafts 

(a) Every inflatable liferaft shall be so constructed that, when fully inflated and 
floating with the cover uppermost, it shall be stable in a seaway. 

(b) The liferaft shall be so constructed that if it is dropped into the water from 
a height of 18 metres (60 feet) neither the liferaft nor its equipment will be 
damaged. If the raft is to be stowed on the ship at a height above the water of 
more than 18 metres (60 feet), it shall be of a type which has been satisfactorily 
drop-tested from a height at least equal to the height at which it is to be stowed. 

(c) The construction of the liferaft shall include a cover which shall auto-
matically be set in place when the liferaft is inflated. This cover shall be capable 
of protecting the occupants against injury from exposure, and means shall be 
provided for collecting rain. The top of the cover shall be fitted with a lamp 
which derives its luminosity from a sea-activated cell and a similar lamp shall 
also be fitted inside the liferaft. The cover of the liferaft shall be of a highly 
visible colour. 

(d) The liferaft shall be fitted with a painter and shall have a line securely 
becketed round the outside. A lifeline shall also be fitted around the inside of the 
liferaft. 

(e) The liferaft shall be capable of being readily righted by one person if it 
inflates in an inverted position. 
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f) The liferaft shall be fitted at each opening with efficient means to enable 
persons in the water to climb on board. 

(g) The liferaft shall be contained in a valise or other container so constructed 
as to be capable of withstanding hard wear under conditions met with at sea. The 
liferaft in its valise or other container shall be inherently buoyant. 

(h) The buoyancy of the liferaft shall be so arranged as to ensure by a division 
into an even number of separate compartments, half of which shall be capable of 
supporting out of the water the number of persons which the liferaft is permitted 
to accommodate, or by some other equally efficient means, that there is a reason-
able margin of buoyancy if the raft is damaged or partially fails to inflate. 

(i) The total weight of the liferaft, its valise or other container and its equip-
ment shall not exceed 180 kilogrammes (400 lbs.). 

(j) The number of persons which an inflatable liferaft shall be permitted to 
accommodate shall be equal to: 

(i) the greatest whole number obtained by dividing by 96 the volume, 
measured in cubic decimetres (or by 3.4 the volume, measured in 
cubic feet) of the main buoyancy tubes (which for this purpose shall 
include neither the arches nor the thwart or thwarts if fitted) when 
inflated; or 

(ii) the greatest whole number obtained by dividing by 3,720 the area 
measured in square centimetres (or by 4 the area, measured in square 
feet) of the floor (which for this purpose may include the thwart or 
thwarts if fitted) of the liferaft when inflated whichever number shall 
be the less. 

(k) The floor of the liferaft shall be waterproof and shall be capable of being 
sufficiently insulated against cold. 

(1) The liferaft shall be inflated by a gas which is not injurious to the occupants 
and the inflation shall take place automatically either on the pulling of a line or 
by some other equally simple and efficient method. Means shall be provided 
whereby the topping-up pump or bellows required by Regulation 17 of this 
Chapter may be used to maintain pressure. 

(m) The liferaft shall be of approved material and construction, and shall be so 
constructed as to be capable of withstanding exposure for 30 days afloat in all 
sea conditions. 

(n) No liferaft shall be approved which has a carrying capacity calculated in 
accordance with paragraph (j) of this Regulation of less than six persons. The 
maximum number of persons calculated in accordance with that paragraph for 
which an inflatable liferaft may be approved shall be at the discretion of the 
Administration, but shall in no case exceed 25. 

(o) The liferaft shall be capable of operating throughout a temperature range 
of 66°C to minus 30°C (150°F to minus 22°F). 
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The liferaft shall be so stowed as to be readily available in case of 
emergency. It shall be stowed in such a manner as to permit it to 
float free from its stowage, inflate and break free from the vessel in 
the event of sinking. 

(ii) If used, lashings shall be fitted with an automatic release system of a 
hydrostatic or equivalent nature approved by the Administration. 

(iii) The liferaft required by paragraph (c) of Regulation 35 of this 
Chapter may be securely fastened. 

(q) The liferaft shall be fitted with arrangements enabling it to be readily 
towed. 

Regulation 16 

Requirements for Rigid Liferafts 

(a) Every rigid liferaft shall be so constructed that if it is dropped into the 
water from its stowed position neither the liferaft nor its equipment will be 
damaged. 

(b) The deck area of the liferaft shall be situated within that part of the liferaft 
which affords protection to its occupants. The area of that deck shall be at least 
0.3720 square metres (4 square feet) for every person the liferaft is permitted to 
carry. The nature of the deck shall be such as to prevent so far as practicable the 
ingress of water and it shall effectively support the occupants out of the water. 

(c) The liferaft shall be fitted with a cover or equivalent arrangement of a 
highly visible colour, which shall be capable of protecting the occupants against 
injury from exposure whichever way up the liferaft is floating. 

(d) The equipment of the liferaft shall be so stowed as to be readily available 
whichever way up the liferaft is floating. 

(e) The total weight of a liferaft and its equipment carried in passenger ships 
shall not exceed 180 kilogrammes (400 lbs.). Liferafts carried in cargo ships may 
exceed 180 kilogrammes (400 lbs.) in weight if they are capable of being launched 
from both sides of the ship or if there are provided means for putting them into 
the water mechanically. 

(f) The liferaft must at all times be effective and stable when floating either 
way up. 

(g) The liferaft shall have at least 96 cubic decimetres (3.4 cubic feet) of air 
cases or equivalent buoyancy for each person it is permitted to carry which must 
be placed as near as possible to the sides of the raft. 

(h) The liferaft shall have a painter attached and a lifeline securely becketed 
round the outside. A lifeline shall also be fitted around the inside of the raft. 

(i) The liferaft shall be fitted at each opening with efficient means to enable 
persons in the water to climb on board. 

(j) The liferaft shall be so constructed as not to be affected by oil or oil 
products. 
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(k) A buoyant light of the electric battery type shall be attached to the liferaft 
by a lanyard. 

(I) The liferaft shall be fitted with arrangements enabling it to be readily towed. 

(m) Liferafts shall be so stowed as to float free in the event of the ship sinking. 

Regulation 17 

Equipment of Inflatable and Rigid Liferafts 

(a) The normal equipment of every liferaft shall consist of: 

(i) One buoyant rescue quoit, attached to at least 30 metres (100 feet) 
of buoyant line. 

(ii) For liferafts which are permitted to accommodate not more than 
12 persons: one knife and one baler; for liferafts which are per-
mitted to accommodate 13 persons or more: two knives and two 
balers. 

(iii) Two sponges. 

(iv) Two sea-anchors, one permanently attached to the liferaft and one 
spare. 

(v) Two paddles. 

(vi) One repair outfit capable of repairing punctures in buoyancy 
compartments. 

(vii) One topping-up pump or bellows, unless the liferaft complies with 
Regulation 16 of this Chapter. 

(viii) Three tin-openers. 

(ix) One approved first-aid outfit in a waterproof case. 

(x) One rustproof graduated drinking vessel. 

(xi) One waterproof electric torch suitable for signalling in the Morse 
Code, together with one spare set of batteries and one spare bulb 
in a waterproof container. 

(xii) One daylight-signalling mirror and one signalling whistle. 

(xiü) Two parachute distress signals of an approved type, capable of 
giving a bright red light at a high altitude. 

(xiv) Six hand fiares of an approved type, capable of giving a bright red 
light. 

(xv) One set of fishing tackle. 

(xvi) A food ration, determined by the Administration, for each person 
the liferaft is permitted to accommodate. 

(xvü) Watertight receptacles containing 11 litres (3 pints) of fresh water 
for each person the liferaft is permitted to accommodate, of which 

litre (1 pint) per person may be replaced by a suitable de-salting 
apparatus capable of producing an equal amount of fresh water. 
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(xvüi) Six anti-seasickness tablets for each person the liferaft is deemed 
fit to accommodate. 

(xix) Instructions on how to survive in the liferaft; and 

(xx) one copy of the illustrated table of life-saving signals referred to in 
Regulation 16 of Chapter V. 

(b) In the case of passenger ships engaged on short international voyages of 
such duration that in the opinion of the Administration all the items specified 
in paragraph (a) of this Regulation are unnecessary, the Administration may 
allow one or more liferafts, not being less than one-sixth of the number of life-
rafts carried in any such ship, to be provided with the equipment specified in 
sub-paragraphs (i) to (vii) inclusive, (xi) and (xix) of paragraph (a) of this 
Regulation, and with one-half of the equipment specifiéd in sub-paragraphs 
(xiii) and (xiv) of that paragraph and the remainder of the liferafts carried to be 
provided with the equipment specified in sub-paragraphs (i) to (vii) inclusive 
and (xix) of that paragraph. 

Regulation 18 

Training in the use of Liferafts 

The Administration shall so far as is practicable and reasonable take steps 
with a view to ensuring that crews of ships in which liferafts are carried are 
trained in their launching and use. 

Regulation 19 

Embarkation into Lifeboats and Liferafts 

(a) Suitable arrangements shall be made for embarkation into the lifeboats, 
which shall include: 

(i) 

GO 

a ladder at each set of davits to afford access to the lifeboats when 
waterborne, except that in passenger ships, ships employed as whale 
factory ships, ships employed as fish processing or canning factory 
ships and ships engaged in the carriage of persons employed in the 
whaling, fish processing or canning industries, the Administration 
may permit such ladders to be replaced by approved devices pro-
vided that there shall not be less than one ladder on each side of the 
ship; 

means for illuminating the lifeboats and their launching gear during 
preparation for and the process of launching, and also for illuminat-
ing the water into which the lifeboats are launched until the process 
of launching is completed; 

(iii) arrangements for warning the passengers and crew that the ship is 
about to be abandoned; and 

(iv) means for preventing any discharge of water into the lifeboats. 

(b) Suitable arrangements shall also be made for embarkation into the life-
rafts, which shall include: 
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(i) sufficient ladders to facilitate embarkation into the liferafts when 
waterborne except that in passenger ships, ships employed as whale 
factory ships, ships employed as fish processing or canning factory 
ships, and ships engaged in the carriage of persons employed in the 
whaling, fish processing or fish canning industries, the Administration 
may permit the replacement of some or all of such ladders by ap-
proved devices; 

(ii) where there are carried liferafts for which approved launching devices 
are provided, means for illuminating those liferafts and launching 
devices during the preparation for and the process of launching, and 
also for illuminating the water into which those liferafts are launched 
until the process of launching is completed; 

(iii) means for illuminating the stowage position of liferafts for which 
approved launching devices are not provided; 

(iv) arrangements for warning the passengers and crew that the ship is 
about to be abandoned; and 

(v) means for preventing any discharge of water into the liferafts at 
fixed launching positions, including those under approved launching 
devices. 

Regulation 20 

Marking of Lifeboats, Liferafts and Buoyant Apparatus 

(a) The dimensions of a lifeboat and the number of persons which it is 
permitted to carry shall be marked on it in clear permanent characters. The name 
and port of registry of the ship to which the lifeboat belongs shall be painted on 
each side of the bow. 

(b) Buoyant apparatus shall be marked with the number of persons in the 
same manner. 

(c) The number of persons shall be marked in the same manner on inflatable 
liferafts and also on the valise or container in which the inflatable liferaft is 
contained. Every inflatable liferaft shall also bear a serial number and the 
manufacturer's name so that the owner of the liferaft can be ascertained. 

(d) Every rigid liferaft shall be marked with the name and port of registry of 
the ship in which it is carried, and with the number of persons it is permitted to 
carry. 

(e) No lifeboat, liferaft or buoyant apparatus shall be marked for a greater 
number of persons than that obtained in the manner specified in this Chapter. 

Regulation 21 

Specification of a Lifebuoy 

(a) A lifebuoy shall satisfy the following requirements: 

(i) it shall be of solid cork or any other equivalent material; 
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(ii) it shall be capable of supporting in fresh water for 24 hours at least 
14.5 kilogrammes (32 lbs.) of iron; 

(iii) it shall not be adversely affected by oil or oil products; 

(iv) it shall be of a highly visible colour; 

(v) it shall be marked in block letters with the name and port of registry 
of the ship in which it is carried. 

(b) Lifebuoys filled with rushes, cork shavings or granulated cork, or any 
other loose granulated material, or whose buoyancy depends upon air compart-
ments which require to be inflated, are prohibited. 

(c) Lifebuoys made of plastic or other synthetic compounds shall be capable 
of retaining their buoyant properties and durability in contact with sea water 
or oil products, or under variations of temperature or climatic changes prevailing 
in open sea voyages. 

(d) Lifebuoys shall be fitted with beckets securely seized. At least one lifebuoy 
on each side of the ship shall be fitted with a buoyant lifeline of at least 
27.5 metres (15 fathoms) in length. 

(e) In passenger ships not less than one-half of the total number of lifebuoys, 
and in no case less than six, and in cargo ships at least one-half of the total 
number of lifebuoys, shall be provided with efficient self-igniting lights. 

(f) The self-igniting lights required by paragraph (e) of this Regulation shall 
be such that they cannot be extinguished by water. They shall be capable of 
burning for not less than 45 minutes and shall have a luminous intensity of not 
less than 2 candelas in all directions of the upper hemisphere. The lights shall 
be kept near the lifebuoys to which they belong, with the necessary means of 
attachment. Self-igniting lights used in tankers shall be of an approved electric 
battery type.* 

(g) All lifebuoys shall be so placed as to be readily accessible to the persons on 
board, and at least two of the lifebuoys provided with self-igniting lights in 
accordance with paragraph (e) of this Regulation shall also be provided with an 
efficient self-activating smoke signal capable of producing smoke of a highly 
visible colour for at least 15 minutes, and shall be capable of quick release from 
the navigating bridge. 

* The following ranges of visibilities of the light might be expected in given atmospheric 
conditions. 

Atmospheric 
transmissivity factor 

Meteorological range 
of visibility (miles) 

Range of visibility 
of the light (miles) 

0.3 2.4 0.96 
0.4 3.3 1.05 
0.5 4.3 1.15 
0.6 5.8 1.24 
0.7 8.4 1.34 
0.8 13.4 1.45 
0.9 28.9 1.57 
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(h) Lifebuoys shall always be capable of being rapidly cast loose and shall not 
be permanently secured in any way. 

Regulation 22 

Life-jackets 

(a) Ships shall carry for every person on board a life-jacket of an approved 
type and, in addition, unless these life-jackets can be adapted for use by children, 
a sufficient number of life-jackets suitable for children. Each life-jacket shall be 
suitably marked showing that it has been approved by the Administration. 

(b) In addition to the life-jackets required by paragraph (a) of this Regulation 
there shall be carried on passenger ships life-jackets for 5 per cent of the total 
number of persons on board. These life-jackets shall be stowed in a conspicuous 
place on deck. 

(c) An approved life-jacket shall comply with the following requirements: 

(i) it shall be constructed with proper workmanship and materials; 

(ii) it shall be so constructed as to eliminate so far as possible all risk 
of its being put on incorrectly, except that it shall be capable of 
being worn inside out; 

(iii) it shall be capable of lifting the face of an exhausted or unconscious 
person out of the water and holding it above the water with the 
body inclined backwards from its vertical position; 

(iv) it shall be capable of turning the body in the water from any 
position to a safe floating position with the body inclined backwards 
from its vertical position; 

(v) it shall not be adversely affected by oil or oil products; 

(vi) it shall be of a highly visible colour; 

(vii) it shall be fitted with an approved whistle, firmly secured by a cord; 

(viii) the buoyancy of the life-jacket required to provide the foregoing 
performance shall not be reduced by more than 5 per cent after 
24 hours' submergence in fresh water. 

(d) A life-jacket, the buoyancy of which depends on inflation, may be permitted 
for use by the crews of all ships except passenger ships and tankers provided 
that: 

(0 it has two separate inflatable compartments; 

(ii) it is capable of being inflated both mechanically and by mouth; and 

(iii) it complies with the requirements of paragraph (c) of this Regula-
tion with either compartment inflated separately. 

(e) Life-jackets shall be so placed as to be readily accessible and their position 
shall be plainly indicated. 
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Regulation 23 

Line-throwing Appliances 

(a) Ships shall carry a line-throwing appliance of an approved type. 

(b) The appliance shall be capable of carrying a line not less than 230 metres 
(250 yards) with reasonable accuracy, and shall include not less than four 
projectiles and four lines. 

Regulation 24 

Ships' Distress Signals 

Ships shall be provided, to the satisfaction of the Administration, with 
means of making effective distress signals by day and by night, including at 
least twelve parachute signals capable of giving a bright red light at a high 
altitude. 

Regulation 25 

Muster List and Emergency Procedure 

(a) Special duties to be undertaken in the event of an emergency shall be 
allotted to each member of the crew. 

(b) The muster list shall show all the special duties and shall indicate, in 
particular, the station to which each member must go, and the duties that he has 
to perform. 

(c) The muster list for each passenger ship shall be in a form approved by the 
Administration. 

(d) Before the vessel sails, the muster list shall be completed. Copies shall be 
posted in several parts of the ship, and in particular in the crew's quarters. 

(e) The muster list shall show the duties assigned to the different members of 
the crew in connexion with: 

(i) the closing of the watertight doors, valves and closing mechanisms of 
scuppers, ash-shoots and fire doors; 

(ii) the equipping of the lifeboats (including the portable radio appara-
tus for survival craft) and the other life-saving appliances; 

(iii) the launching of the lifeboat; 

(iv) the general preparation of the other life-saving appliances; 

(v) the muster of the passengers; and 

(vi) the extinction of fire, having regard to the ship's fire control plans. 

(f) The muster list shall show the several duties assigned to the members of 
the stewards' department in relation to the passengers in case of emergency. 
These duties shall include: 

(i) warning the passengers; 
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(ii) seeing that they are suitably clad and have put on their life-jackets 
in a proper manner; 

(iii) assembling the passengers at muster stations; 

(iv) keeping order in the passages and on the stairways, and, generally, 
controlling the movements of the passengers; and 

(v) ensuring that a supply of blankets is taken to the lifeboats. 

(g) The duties shown by the muster list in relation to the extinction of fire 
pursuant to sub-paragraph (e)(vi) of this Regulation shall include particulars of: 

(i) the manning of the fire parties assigned to deal with fires; 

(ii) the special duties assigned in respect of the operation of fire-fighting 
equipment and installations. 

(h) The muster list shall specify definite signals for calling all the crew to their 
boat, liferaft and fire stations, and shall give full particulars of these signals. 
These signals shall be made on the whistle or siren and, except on passenger 
ships on short international voyages and on cargo ships of less than 45.7 metres 
(150 feet) in length, they shall be supplemented by other signals which shall be 
electrically operated. All these signals shall be operable from the bridge. 

Regulation 26 

Practice Musters and Drills 

(a) (i) In passenger ships, musters of the crew for boat drill and fire drill 
shall take place weekly when practicable and there shall be such a 
muster when a passenger ship leaves the final port of departure on an 
international voyage which is not a short international voyage. 

(ii) In cargo ships, a muster of the crew for boat drill and fire drill shall 
take place at intervals of not more than one month, provided that a 
muster of the crew for boat drill and fire drill shall take place within 
24 hours of leaving a port if more than 25 per cent of the crew have 
been replaced at that port. 

(iii) On the occasion of the monthly muster in cargo ships the boat's 
equipment shall be examined to ensure that it is complete. 

(iv) The date upon which musters are held, and details of any training 
and drills in fire fighting which are carried out on board shall be 
recorded in such log book as may be prescribed by the Administra-
tion. If in any week (for passenger ships) or month (for cargo ships) 
no muster or a part muster only is held, an entry shall be made stating 
the circumstances and extent of the muster held. A report of the 
examination of the boat's equipment on cargo ships shall be entered 
in the log book, which shall also record the occasions on which the 
lifeboats are swung out and lowered in compliance with para-
graph (c) of this Regulation. 

(b) In passenger ships, except those engaged on short international voyages, 
a muster of the passengers shall be held within 24 hours after leaving port. 
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(c) Different groups of lifeboats shall be used in turn at successive boat drills 
and every lifeboat shall be swung out and, if practicable and reasonable, lowered 
at least once every four months. The musters and inspections shall be so arranged 
that the crew thoroughly understand and are practised in the duties they have to 
perform, including instructions in the handling and operation of liferafts where 
these are carried. 

(d) The emergency signal for summoning passengers to muster stations shall 
be a succession of seven or more short blasts followed by one long blast on the 
whistle or siren. This shall be supplemented in passenger ships, except those 
engaged on short international voyages, by other signals, which shall be elec-
trically operated, throughout the ship operable from the bridge. The meaning of 
all signals affecting passengers, with precise instructions on what they are to do 
in an emergency, shall be clearly stated in appropriate languages on cards posted 
in their cabins and in conspicuous places in other passenger quarters. 

PART B — PASSENGER SHIPS ONLY 

Regulation 27 

Lifeboats, Liferafts and Buoyant Apparatus 

(a) Passenger ships shall carry two boats attached to davits — one on each 
side of the ship — for use in an emergency. These boats shall be of an approved 
type and shall be not more than 8.5 metres (28 feet) in length. They may be 
counted for the purposes of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this Regulation, provided 
that they comply fully with the requirements for lifeboats of this Chapter, and 
for the purposes of Regulation 8 provided that in addition they comply fully 
with the requirements of Regulation 9 and where appropriate Regulation 14 of 
this Chapter. They shall be kept ready for immediate use while the ship is at sea. 
In ships in which the requirements of paragraph (h) of Regulation 29 are met by 
means of appliances fitted to the sides of the lifeboats, such appliances shall not 
be required to be fitted to the two boats provided to meet the requirements of 
this Regulation. 

(b) Passenger ships engaged on international voyages which are not short 
international voyages shall carry: 

(i) Lifeboats on each side of such aggregate capacity as will accom-
modate half the total number of persons on board. Provided that the 
Administration may permit the substitution of lifeboats by liferafts 
of the same total capacity so however that there shall never be less 
than sufficient lifeboats on each side of the ship to accommodate 
371 per cent of all on board. 

(ii) Liferafts of sufficient aggregate capacity to accommodate 25 per cent 
of the total number of persons on board, together with buoyant 
apparatus for 3 per cent of that number. Provided that ships which 
have a factor of subdivision of 0.33 or less shall be permitted to 
carry, in lieu of liferafts for 25 per cent of all on board and buoyant 
apparatus for 3 per cent of all on board, buoyant apparatus for 25 per 
cent of that number. 

(c) (i) A passenger ship engaged on short international voyages shall be 
provided with sets of davits in accordance with its length as specified 
in Column A of the Table in Regulation 28 of this Chapter. Each 
set of davits shall have a lifeboat attached to it and these lifeboats 
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shall provide at least the minimum capacity required by Column C 
of the Table or the capacity required to provide accommodation for 
all on board if this is less. 

Provided that when in the opinion of the Administration it is 
impracticable or unreasonable to place on a ship engaged on short 
international voyages the number of sets of davits required by 
Column A of the Table in Regulation 28, the Administration may 
authorize, under exceptional conditions, a smaller number of 
davits, except that this number shall never be less than the 
minimum number fixed by Column B of the Table, and that the 
total capacity of the lifeboats on the ship will be at least equal to the 
minimum capacity required by Column C or the capacity required 
to provide for all persons on board if this is less. 

(ii) If the lifeboats so provided are not sufficient to accommodate all on 
board, additional lifeboats under davits or liferafts shall be provided 
so that the accommodation provided in the lifeboats and the life-
rafts in the ship shall be sufficient for all on board. 

(iii) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-paragraph (ii) of this para-
graph in any ship engaged on short international voyages the number 
of persons carried shall not exceed the total capacity of the lifeboats 
provided in accordance with sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii) of this 
paragraph unless the Administration considers that this is necessi-
tated by the volume of traffic and then only if the ship 
complies with the provisions of paragraph (d) of Regulation 1 of 
Chapter II-1. 

(iv) Where under the provisions of sub-paragraph (iii) of this paragraph 
the Administration has permitted the carriage of persons in excess 
of the lifeboat capacity and is satisfied that it is impracticable in that 
ship to stow the liferafts carried in accordance with sub-paragraph 
(ii) of this paragraph it may permit a reduction in the number of 
lifeboats. 

Provided that: 

(1) the number of lifeboats shall, in the case of ships of 58 metres 
(190 feet) in length and over, never be less than four, two of 
which shall be carried on each side of the ship, and in the case 
of ships of less than 58 metres (190 feet) in length, shall never 
be less than two, one of which shall be carried on each side of 
the ship; and 

(2) the number of lifeboats and liferafts shall always be sufficient 
to accommodate the total number of persons on board. 

(v) Every passenger ship engaged on short international voyages shall 
carry in addition to the lifeboats and liferafts required by the pro-
visions of this paragraph, liferafts sufficient to accommodate 10 per 
cent of the total number of persons for whom there is accommoda-
tion in the lifeboats carried in that ship. 

(vi) Every passenger ship engaged on short international voyages shall 
also carry buoyant apparatus for at least 5 per cent of the total 
number of persons on board. 

(vii) The Administration may permit individual ships or classes of ships 
with short international voyage certificates to proceed on voyages 
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in excess of 600 miles but not exceeding 1,200 miles if such ships 
comply with the provisions of paragraph (d) of Regulation 1 of 
Chapter 11-1, if they carry lifeboats which provide for 75 per cent 
of the persons on board and otherwise comply with the provisions 
of this paragraph. 

Regulation 28 

Table relating to Davits and Lifeboat Capacity for Ships on 
Short International Voyages 

The following table fixes according to the length of the ship: 

(A) the minimum number of sets of davits to be provided on a ship engaged on 
short international voyages to each of which must be attached a lifeboat 
in accordance with Regulation 27 of this Chapter; 

the smaller number of sets of davits which may be authorized exceptionally 
on a ship engaged on short international voyages under Regulation 27 of 
this Chapter; and 

the minimum lifeboat capacity required for a ship engaged on short inter-
national voyages. 

(B) 

(c) 

Registered length of ship 
(A) 

Minimum 
number 

of 
sets of 
davits 

(B) 
Smaller 

number of 
sets of 
davits 

authorized 
exceptionally 

(C) 

Minimum 
capac ty of 
lifeboats 

Metres Feet Cubic 
metres 

Cubic 
feet 

31 and under 37 100 and under 120 2 2 11 400 
37 » 43 120 » 140 2 2 18 650 
43 » 49 140 » 160 2 2 26 900 
49 » 53 160 » 175 3 3 33 1,150 
53 » 58 175 » 190 3 3 38 1,350 
58 » 63 190 » 205 4 4 44 1,550 
63 » 67 205 » 220 4 4 50 1,750 
67 » 70 220 » 230 5 4 52 1,850 
70 » 75 230 » 245 5 4 61 2,150 
75 » 78 245 » 255 6 5 68 2,400 
78 » 82 255 » 270 6 5 76 2,700 
82 » 87 270 » 285 7 5 85 3,000 
87 » 91 285 » 300 7 5 94 3,300 
91 » 96 300 » 315 8 6 102 3,600 
96 » 101 315 » 330 8 6 110 3,900 
101 » 107 330 » 350 9 7 122 4,300 
107 » 113 350 » 370 9 7 135 4,750 
113 » 119 370 » 390 10 7 146 5,150 
119 » 125 390 » 410 10 7 157 5,550 
125 » 133 410 » 435 12 9 171 6,050 
133 » 140 435 » 460 12 9 185 6,550 
140 » 149 460 » 490 14 10 202 7,150 
149 » 159 490 » 520 14 10 221 7,800 
159 » 168 520 » 550 16 12 238 8,400 

Note on (C): Where the length of the ship is under 31 metres (100 feet) or over 168 metres 
(550 feet) the minimum number of sets of davits and the cubic capacity of the 
lifeboats shall be prescribed by the Administration. 
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Regulation 29 

Stowage and Handling of Lifeboats, Liferafts and Buoyant Apparatus 

(a) Lifeboats and liferafts shall be stowed to the satisfaction of the Administra-
tion in such a way that: 

(b) 

(i) 

OD 

they can all be launched in the shortest possible time and in not more 
than 30 minutes; 

they will not impede in any way the prompt handling of any of the 
other lifeboats, liferafts or buoyant apparatus or the marshalling of 
the persons on board at the launching stations, or their embarkation; 

(iii) the lifeboats, and the liferafts for which approved launching devices 
are required to be carried, shall be capable of being put into the 
water loaded with their full complement of persons and equipment 
even in unfavourable conditions of trim and of 15 degrees of list 
either way; and 

(iv) the liferafts for which approved launching devices are not required 
to be carried, and the buoyant apparatus, shall be capable of being 
put into the water even in unfavourable conditions of trim and of 
15 degrees of list either way. 

Every lifeboat shall be attached to a separate set of davits. 

(c) Lifeboats may only be stowed on more than one deck if proper measures 
are taken to prevent lifeboats on a lower deck being fouled by those stowed on a 
deck above. 

(d) Lifeboats, and liferafts for which approved launching devices are required 
to be carried, shall not be placed in the bow of the ship. They shall be stowed in 
such positions as to ensure safe launching having particular regard to clearance 
from the propeller and steeply overhanging portions of the hull aft. 

(e) Davits shall be of approved design and shall be suitably placed to the 
satisfaction of the Administration. They shall be so disposed on one or more 
decks that the lifeboats placed under them can be safely lowered without inter-
ference from the operation of any other davits. 

(0 Davits shall be as follows: 

(i) luring or gravity type for operating lifeboats weighing not more than 
2,300 kilogrammes (21 tons) in their turning out condition; 

(ii) gravity type for operating lifeboats weighing more than 2,300 kilo-
grammes (21 tons) in their turning out condition. 

(g) Davits, falls, blocks and all other gear shall be of such strength that the 
lifeboats can be turned out manned by a launching crew and then safely lowered 
with the full complement of persons and equipment, with the ship listed to 
15 degrees either way and with a 10 degrees trim. 

(h) Skates or other suitable means shall be provided to facilitate launching 
the lifeboats against a list of 15 degrees. 

(i) Means shall be provided for bringing the lifeboats against the ship's side 
and there holding them so that persons may be safely embarked. 
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(j) Lifeboats, together with the emergency boats required by Regulation 27 
of this Chapter, shall be served by wire rope falls, together with winches of an 
approved type which, in the case of the emergency boats, shall be capable of 
quick recovery of those boats. Exceptionally, the Administration may allow 
manila rope falls or falls of another approved material with or without winches 
(except that the emergency boats shall be required to be served by winches 
which are capable of quick recovery of those boats) where they are satisfied that 
manila rope falls or falls of another approved material are adequate. 

(k) At least two lifelines shall be fitted to the davit span, and the falls and 
lifelines shall be long enough to reach the water with the ship at its lightest sea-
going draught and listed to 15 degrees either way. Lower fall blocks shall be 
fitted with a suitable ring or long link for attaching to the sling hooks unless an 
approved type of disengaging gear is fitted. 

(1) Where mechanically-powered appliances are fitted for the recovery of the 
lifeboats, efficient hand gear shall also be provided. Where davits are recovered 
by action of the falls by power, safety devices shall be fitted which will auto-
matically cut off the power before the davits come against the stops in order to 
avoid overstressing the wire rope falls or davits. 

(m) Lifeboats attached to davits shall have the falls ready for service and 
arrangements shall be made for speedily, but not necessarily simultaneously, 
detaching the lifeboats from the falls. The point of attachment of the lifeboats 
to the falls shall be at such height above the gunwale as to ensure stability when 
lowering the lifeboats. 

(n) 0) In passenger ships engaged on international voyages which are not 
short international voyages in which there are carried lifeboats and 
liferafts in accordance with sub-paragraph (b)(i) of Regulation 27 of 
this Chapter, there shall be provided approved launching devices 
sufficient in number in the opinion of the Administration to enable 
that number of liferafts which, together with the lifeboats, is required 
in accordance with that sub-paragraph to provide accommodation 
for all on board, to be put into the water loaded with the number of 
persons they are permitted to accommodate, in not more than thirty 
minutes in calm conditions. Approved launching devices so provided 
shall, so far as practicable, be distributed equally on each side of the 
ship and there shall never be less than one such device on each side. 
No such devices need, however, be provided for the additional life-
rafts required to be carried by sub-paragraph (b)(ii) of Regulation 27 
of this Chapter for 25 per cent of all on board, but every liferaft 
carried in accordance with that sub-paragraph shall, where an 
approved launching device is provided in the ship, be of a type which 
is capable of being launched from such a device. 

In passenger ships engaged on short international voyages, the 
number of approved launching devices to be provided shall be at the 
discretion of the Administration. The number of liferafts allocated to 
each such device carried shall not be more than the number which, in 
the opinion of the Administration, can be put into the water fully 
loaded with the number of persons they are permitted to carry by 
that device in not more than 30 minutes in calm conditions. 
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Regulation 30 

Lighting for Decks, Lifeboats, Liferafts, etc. 

(a) Provision shall be made for an electric or equivalent system of lighting 
sufficient for all the requirements of safety in the different parts of a passenger 
ship, and particularly for decks on which the lifeboats and liferafts are stowed. 
The self-contained emergency source of electrical power required by Regulation 
25 of Chapter II-1 shall be capable of supplying where necessary this lighting 
system and also the lighting required by sub-paragraphs (a)(ii), (b)(ii) and 
(b)(ffi) of Regulation 19 of this Chapter. 

(b) The exit from every main compartment occupied by passengers or crew 
shall be continuously lighted by an emergency lamp. The power for these 
emergency lamps shall be so arranged that they will be supplied from the 
emergency source of power referred to in paragraph (a) of this Regulation in 
the event of failure of the main generating plant. 

Regulation 31 

Manning of Lifeboats and Liferafts 

(a) A deck officer or certified lifeboatman shall be placed in charge of each 
lifeboat and a second-in-command shall also be nominated. The person in 
charge shall have a list of the lifeboat's crew, and shall see that the men placed 
under his orders are acquainted with their several duties. 

(b) A man capable of working the motor shall be assigned to each motor 
lifeboat. 

(c) A man capable of working the radio and searchlight installations shall be 
assigned to each lifeboat carrying this equipment. 

(d) A man practised in the handling and operation of liferafts shall be assigned 
to each liferaft carried, except where in ships engaged on short international 
voyages the Administration is satisfied that this is not practicable. 

Regulation-32 

Certificated Lifeboatmen 

(a) In passenger ships there shall be, for every lifeboat carried in order to 
comply with this Chapter, a number of lifeboatmen at least equal to that 
specified in the following table: 

Prescribed complement The minimum number 
of lifeboat of certificated 

lifeboatmen shall be 
Less than 41 persons 2 
From 41 to 61 persons 3 
From 62 to 85 persons 4 
Above 85 persons 5 

(b) The allocation of the certificated lifeboatmen to each lifeboat remains 
within the discretion of the master. 
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(c) Certificates of efficiency shall be issued under the authority of the Ad-
ministration. In order to obtain such a certificate an applicant shall prove that 
he has been trained in all the operations connected with launching lifeboats 
and other life-saving appliances and in the use of oars and propelling gear; 
that he is acquainted with the practical handling of lifeboats and of other life-
saving equipment, and further, that he is capable of understanding and answering 
the orders relative to all kinds of life-saving appliances. 

Regulation 33 

Buoyant Apparatus 

(a) No type of buoyant apparatus shall be approved unless it satisfies the 
following conditions: 

It shall be of such size and strength that it can be thrown from the 
place where it is stowed into the water without being damaged. 

(ii) It shall not exceed 180 kilogrammes (400 lbs.) in weight unless 
suitable means to the satisfaction of the Administration are provided 
to enable it to be launched without lifting by hand. 

(iii) It shall be of approved material and construction. 

(iv) It shall be effective and stable when floating either way up. 

(v) The air cases or equivalent buoyancy shall be placed as near as 
possible to the sides of the apparatus, and such buoyancy shall not 
be dependent upon inflation. 

(vi) It shall be fitted with a painter and have a line securely becketed 
round the outside. 

(b) 
the number: 

The number of persons for which buoyant apparatus is certified shall be 

ascertained by dividing the number of kilogrammes of iron which 
it is capable of supporting in fresh water by 14.5 (or the number of 
pounds divided by 32), or 

(ii) equal to the number of millimetres in the perimeter divided by 305 
(or the number of feet in the perimeter), whichever is the less. 

Regulation 34 

Number of LIfebuoys to be Provided 

The minimum number of lifebuoys with which passenger ships are pro-
vided shall be fixed by the following table: 

Length of ship 
in metres in feet 

Under 61 Under 200 
61 and under 122 200 and under 400 
122 and under 183 400 and under 600 
183 and under 244 600 and under 800 
244 and over 800 and over 

Minimum number 
of buoys 

8 
12 
18 
24 
30 
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PART C — CARGO SHIPS ONLY 

Regulation 35 

Number and Capacity of Lifeboats and Liferafts 

(a) (i) Every cargo ship, except ships employed as whale factory ships, fish 
processing or canning factory ships, and ships engaged in the carriage 
of persons employed in the whaling, fish processing or canning 
industries, shall carry lifeboats on each side of the ship of such 
aggregate capacity as will accommodate all persons on board, and 
in addition shall carry liferafts sufficient to accommodate half that 
number. 

Provided that, in the case of such cargo ships engaged on 
international voyages between near neighbouring countries, the 
Administration, if it is satisfied that the conditions of the voyage are 
such as to render the compulsory carriage of liferafts unreasonable or 
unnecessary, may to that extent exempt individual ships or classes of 
ships from this requirement. 

(ii) (1) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (ii)(2) of this para-
graph, every tanker of 3,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards 
shall carry not less than four lifeboats, two of which shall be 
carried aft and two amidships, except that in tankers which have 
no amidships superstructure all lifeboats shall be carried aft. 

(2) A tanker of 3,000 tons gross tonnage and upwards which has no 
amidships superstructure may be permitted by the Administra-
tion to carry two lifeboats only, provided that: 

(aa) one lifeboat is carried aft on each side of the ship; 

(bb) each such lifeboat shall not exceed 8.5 metres (28 feet) in 
length; 

(cc) each such lifeboat shall be stowed as far forward as 
practicable, but at least so far forward that the after end 
of the lifeboat is one-and-a-half times the length of the 
lifeboat forward of the propeller; and 

(dd) each such lifeboat shall be stowed as near sea level as is 
safe and practicable. 

Every ship employed as a whale factory ship, every ship employed as a 
fish processing or canning factory ship and every ship engaged in the 
carriage of persons employed in the whaling, fish processing or 
canning industries shall carry: 

(1) Lifeboats on each side of such aggregate capacity as will accom-
modate half the total number of persons on board; provided 
that the Administration may permit the substitution of lifeboats 
by liferafts of the same total capacity so however that there shall 
never be less than sufficient lifeboats on each side of the ship to 
accommodate 37.1 per cent of all on board. 

(2) Liferafts of sufficient aggregate capacity to accommodate half 
the total number of persons on board; provided that, if in ships 
employed as fish processing or canning factory ships, it is im-
practicable to carry lifeboats which comply fully with the 
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requirements of this Chapter, the Administration may permit 
instead the carriage of other boats, which shall however provide 
not less than the accommodation required by this Regulation 
and shall have at least the buoyancy and equipment required by 
this Chapter for lifeboats. 

(ii) Every ship employed as a whale factory ship, every ship employed as a 
fish processing or canning factory ship and every ship engaged in the 
carriage of persons employed in the whaling, fish processing or 
canning industries shall carry two boats — one on each side — for use 
in an emergency. These boats shall be of an approved type and shall 
be not more than 8.5 metres (28 feet) in length. They may be counted 
for the purposes of this paragraph provided that they comply fully 
with the requirements for lifeboats of this Chapter and for the 
purposes of Regulation 8 provided that in addition they comply with 
the requirements of Regulation 9, and, where appropriate, Regulation 
14 of this Chapter. They shall be kept ready for immediate use while 
the ship is at sea. In ships in which the requirements of paragraph (g) 
of Regulation 36 of this Chapter are met by means of appliances 
fitted to the sides of the lifeboats, such appliances shall not be 
required to be fitted to the two boats provided to meet the require-
ments of this Regulation. 

(c) Every cargo ship with no amidships superstructure having a registered 
length of 150 metres (492 feet) and upwards shall carry, in addition to the life-
rafts required under sub-paragraph (a)(i) of this Regulation, a liferaft capable of 
accommodating at least six persons which shall be stowed as far forward as is 
reasonable and practicable. 

Regulation 36 

_Davits and Launching Arrangements 

(a) In cargo ships lifeboats and liferafts shall be stowed to the satisfaction of 
the Administration. 

(b) Every lifeboat shall be attached to a separate set of davits. 

(c) Lifeboats and liferafts for which approved launching devices are required 
to be carried shall preferably be positioned as close to accommodation and 
service spaces as possible. They shall be stowed in such positions as to ensure 
safe launching, having particular regard to clearance from the propeller and 
steeply overhanging portions of the hull, with the object of ensuring so far as 
practicable that they can be launched down the straight side of the ship. If 
positioned forward they shall be stowed abaft the collision bulkhead in a shel-
tered position and in this respect the Administration shall give special considera-
tion to the strength of the davits. 

(d) Davits shall be of approved design and shall be suitably placed to the 
satisfaction of the Administration. 

(e) In tankers of 1,600 tons gross tonnage and upwards, ships employed as 
whale factory ships, ships employed as fish processing or canning factory ships 
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and ships engaged in the carriage of persons employed in the whaling, fish 
processing or canning industries, all davits shall be of the gravity type. In other 
ships, davits shall be as follows: 

(i) luffing or gravity type for operating lifeboats weighing not more than 
2,300 kilogrammes (2 tons) in their turning out condition; 

(ii) gravity type for operating lifeboats weighing more than 2,300 kilo-
grammes (21 tons) in their turning out condition. 

(f) Davits, falls, blocks and all other gear shall be of such strength that the 
lifeboats can be turned out manned by a launching crew and then safely lowered 
with the full complement of persons and equipment, with the ship listed to 
15 degrees either way, and with a 10 degrees trim. 

(g) Skates or other suitable means shall be provided to facilitate launching the 
lifeboats against a list of 15 degrees. 

(h) Means shall be provided for bringing the lifeboats against the ship's side 
and there holding them so that persons may be safely embarked. 

(i) Lifeboats, together with the emergency boats required by sub-paragraph 
(b)(ii) of Regulation 35 of this Chapter, shall be served by wire rope falls, 
together with winches of an approved type which, in the case of the emergency 
boats, shall be capable of quick recovery of those boats. Exceptionally, the 
Administration may allow manila rope falls or falls of another approved material 
with or without winches (except that the emergency boats shall be required to be 
served by winches which are capable of quick recovery of those boats) where 
they are satisfied that manila rope falls or falls of another approved material are 
adequate. 

(j) At least two lifelines shall be fitted to the davit spans, and the falls and 
lifelines shall be long enough to reach the water with the ship at its lightest sea-
going draught and listed to 15 degrees either way. Lower fall blocks shall be 
fitted with a suitable ring or long link for attaching to the sling hooks unless an 
approved type of disengaging gear is fitted. 

(k) Where mechanically powered appliances are fitted for the recovery of the 
lifeboats, efficient hand gear shall also be provided. Where davits are recovered 
by action of the falls by power, safety devices shall be fitted which will auto-
matically cut off the power before the davits come against the stops in order to 
avoid overstressing the wire rope falls or davits. 

(1) Lifeboats shall have the falls ready for service, and arrangements shall be 
made for speedily, but not necessarily simultaneously, detaching the lifeboats 
from the falls. The point of attachment of the lifeboats to the falls shall be at 
such height above the gunwale as to ensure stability when lowering the lifeboats. 

(m) In ships employed as whale factory ships, ships employed as fish processing 
or canning factory ships and ships engaged in the carriage of persons employed in 
the whaling, fish processing or canning industries, in which there are carried life-
boats and liferafts in accordance with sub-paragraph (b)(i)(2) of Regulation 35 
no approved launching devices need be provided for the liferafts, but there 
shall be provided such devices sufficient in number, in the opinion of the Ad-
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ministration, to enable the liferafts carried in accordance with sub-paragraph 
(b)(i)(1) of that Regulation to be put into the water loaded with the number of 
persons they are permitted to accommodate, in not more than 30 minutes in calm 
conditions. Approved launching devices so provided shall, so far as practicable, 
be distributed equally on each side of the ship. Every liferaft carried on ships in 
which an approved launching device is required to be provided shall be of a type 
which is capable of being launched by such a device. 

Regulation 37 

Number of Lifebuoys to be Provided 

At least eight lifebuoys of a type which satisfies the requirements of 
Regulation 21 of this Chapter shall be carried. 

Regulation 38 

Emergency Lighting 

The lighting required by sub-paragraphs (a)(ii), (b)(ii) and (b)(iii) of 
Regulation 19 of this Chapter shall be capable of being supplied for at least three 
hours by the emergency source of power required by Regulation 26 of 
Chapter II-1. In cargo ships of 1,600 tons gross tonnage and upwards the Ad-
ministration shall ensure that the lighting of the alleyways, stairways and 
exits is such that the access of all persons on board to the launching stations and 
stowage positions of lifeboats and liferafts is not impeded. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RADIOTELEGRAPHY AND RADIOTELEPHONY 

PART A — APPLICATION AND DEFINITIONS 

Regulation 1 

Application 

(a) Unless expressly provided otherwise, this Chapter applies to all ships to 
which the present Regulations apply. 

(b) This Chapter does not apply to ships to which present Regulations would 
otherwise apply while such ships are being navigated within the Great Lakes of 
North America and their connecting and tributary waters as far east as the lower 
exit of the St. Lambert Lock at Montreal in the Province of Quebec, Canada.* 

(c) No provision in this Chapter shall prevent the use by a ship or survival 
craft in distress of any means at its disposal to attract attention, make known its 
position and obtain help. 

Regulation 2 

Terms and Definitions 

For the purpose of this Chapter the following terms shall have the mean-
ings defined below. All other terms which are used in this Chapter and which 
are also defined in the Radio Regulations shall have the same meanings as 
defined in those Regulations: 

(a) "Radio Regulations" means the Radio Regulations annexed to, or re-
garded as being annexed to, the most recent International Telecommunication 
ConventionMwhich may be in force at any time. 

(b) "Radiotelegraph auto alarm" means an automatic alarm receiving appara-
tus which responds to the radiotelegraph alarm signal and has been approved. 

(c) "Radiotelephone auto alarm" means an automatic alarm receiving 
apparatus which responds to the radiotelephone alarm signal and has been 
approved. 

(d) "Radiotelephone station", "Radiotelephone installation" and "Watches — 
radiotelephone" shall be considered as relating to the medium frequency band, 
unless expressly provided otherwise. 

(e) "Radio Officer" means a person holding at least a first or second class 
radiotelegraph operator's certificate, or a radiocommunication operator's 

* Such ships are subject to special requirements relative to radio for safety purposes, as 
contained in the relevant agreement between Canada and the United States of America. 

1 TIAS 4893, 5603, 6332, 6590, 7435, 8599; 12 UST 2377; 15 17ST 887; 18 UST 
2091; 19 UST 6717; 23 UST 1527; 28 UST 3909. [Footnote added by the Depart-
ment of State.] 
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general certificate for the maritime mobile service, complying with the provisions 
of the Radio Regulations, who is employed in the radiotelegraph station of a 
ship which is provided with such a station in compliance with the provisions of 
Regulation 3 or Regulation 4 of this Chapter. 

(f) "Radiotelephone operator" means a person holding an appropriate 
certificate complying with the provisions of the Radio Regulations. 

(g) "Existing installation" means: 

(i) an installation wholly installed on board a ship before the date on 
which the present Convention enters into force irrespective of the 
date on which acceptance by the respective Administration takes 
effect; and 

an installation part of which was installed on board a ship before the 
date of entry into force of the present Convention and the rest of 
which consists either of parts installed in replacement of identical 
parts, or parts which comply with the requirements of this Chapter. 

(h) "New installation" means any installation which is not an existing instal-
lation. 

Regulation 3 

Radiotelegraph Station 

Passenger ships irrespective of size and cargo ships of 1,600 tons gross 
tonnage and upwards, unless exempted under Regulation 5 of this Chapter, 
shall be fitted with a radiotelegraph station complying with the provisions of 
Regulations 9 and 10 of this Chapter. 

Regulation 4 

Radiotelephone Station 

Cargo ships of 300 tons gross tonnage and upwards but less than 1,600 
tons gross tonnage, unless fitted with a radiotelegraph station complying with 
the provisions of Regulations 9 and 10 of this Chapter shall, provided they are 
not exempted under Regulation 5 of this Chapter, be fitted with a radiotelephone 
station complying with the provisions of Regulations 15 and 16 of this Chapter. 

Regulation 5 

Exemptions from Regulations 3 and 4 

(a) The Contracting Governments consider it highly desirable not to deviate 
from the application of Regulations 3 and 4 of this Chapter; nevertheless the 
Administration may grant to individual passenger or cargo ships exemptions of a 
partial and/or conditional nature, or complete exemption from the requirements 
of Regulation 3 or Regulation 4 of this Chapter. 
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(b) The exemptions permitted under paragraph (a) of this Regulation shall be 
granted only to a ship engaged on a voyage where the maximum distance of the 
ship from the shore, the length of the voyage, the absence of general navigational 
hazards, and other conditions affecting safety are such as to render the full 
application of Regulation 3 or Regulation 4 of this Chapter unreasonable or 
unnecessary. When deciding whether or not to grant exemptions to individual 
ships, Administrations shall have regard to the effect that exemptions may have 
upon the general efficiency of the distress service for the safety of all ships. 
Administrations should bear in mind the desirability of requiring ships which are 
exempted from the requirement of Regulation 3 of this Chapter to be fitted with 
a radiotelephone station which complies with the provisions of Regulations 15 
and 16 of this Chapter as a condition of exemption. 

(c) Each Administration shall submit to the Organization as soon as possible 
after the first of January in each year a report showing all exemptions granted 
under paragraphs (a) and (b) of this Regulation during the previous calendar 
year and giving the reasons for granting such exemptions. 

PART B — WATCHES 

Regulation 6 

Watches — Radiotelegraph 

(a) Each ship which in accordance with Regulation 3 or Regulation 4 of this 
Chapter is fitted with a radiotelegraph station shall, while at sea, carry at least 
one radio officer and, if not fitted with a radiotelegraph auto alarm shall, subject 
to the provisions of paragraph (d) of this Regulation, listen continuously on the 
radiotelegraph distress frequency by means of a radio officer using headphones 
or a loudspeaker. 

(b) Each passenger ship which in accordance with Regulation 3 of this Chapter 
is fitted with a radiotelegraph station, if fitted with a radiotelegraph auto alarm, 
shall, subject to the provisions of paragraph (d) of this Regulation, and while at 
sea, listen on the radiotelegraph distress frequency by means of a radio officer 
using headphones or a loudspeaker, as follows: 

(i) if carrying or certificated to carry 250 passengers or less, at least 
8 hours listening a day in the aggregate; 

(ii) if carrying or certificated to carry more than 250 passengers and 
engaged on a voyage exceeding 16 hours' duration between two 
consecutive ports, at least 16 hours' listening a day in the aggregate. 
In this case the ship shall carry at least two radio officers; 

(iii) if carrying or certificated to carry more than 250 passengers and 
engaged on a voyage of less than 16 hours' duration between two 
consecutive ports, at least 8 hours' listening a day in the aggregate. 

(c) (i) Each cargo ship which in accordance with Regulation 3 of this 
Chapter is fitted with a radiotelegraph station, if fitted with a radio-
telegraph auto alarm, shall, subject to the provisions of paragraph 
(d) of this Regulation, and while at sea, listen on the radiotelegraph 
distress frequency by means of a radio officer using headphones or a 
loudspeaker, for at least 8 hours a day in the aggregate. 
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(ii) Each cargo ship of 300 tons gross tonnage and upwards but less than 
1,600 tons gross tonnage which is fitted with a radiotelegraph station 
as a consequence of Regulation 4 of this Chapter, if fitted with a 
radiotelegraph auto alarm shall, subject to the provisions of para-
graph (d) of this Regulation, and while at sea, listen on the radio-
telegraph distress frequency by means of a radio officer using head-
phones or a loudspeaker, during such periods as may be determined 
by the Administration. Administrations shall, however, have regard 
to the desirability of requiring, whenever practicable, a listening 
watch of at least 8 hours a day in the aggregate. 

(d) (i) During the period when a radio officer is required by this Regulation 
to listen on the radiotelegraph distress frequency, the radio officer 
may discontinue such listening during the time when he is handling 
traffic on other frequencies, or performing other essential radio 
duties, but only if it is impracticable to listen by split headphones or 
loudspeaker. The listening watch shall always be maintained by a 
radio officer using headphones or a loudspeaker during the silence 
periods provided for by the Radio Regulations. 

The term "essential radio duties" in this paragraph includes 
urgent repairs of: 

(1) equipment for radiocommunication used for safety; 

(2) radio navigational equipment by order of the master. 

(ii) In addition to the provisions of sub-paragraph (i) of this paragraph, 
on ships other than multi-radio officer passenger ships, the radio 
officer may, in exceptional cases, i.e. when it is impractical to 
listen by split headphones or loudspeaker, discontinue listening by 
order of the master in order to carry out maintenance required to 
prevent imminent malfunction of: 

— equipment foiradiocommunication used for safety; 
— radio navigational equipment; 
— other electronic navigational equipment including its repair; 

provided that: 

(1) the radio officer, at the discretion of the Administration con-
cerned, is appropriately qualified to perform these duties; and 

(2) the ship is fitted with a receiving selector which meets the re-
quirements of the Radio Regulations; 

(3) the listening watch is always maintained by a radio officer 
using headphones or loudspeaker during the silence periods 
provided for by the Radio Regulations. 

(e) In all ships fitted with a radiotelegraph auto alarm this radiotelegraph 
auto alarm shall, while the ship is at sea, be in operation whenever there is no 
listening being kept under paragraphs (b), (c) or (d) of this Regulation and, 
whenever practicable, during direction-finding operations. 

(f) The listening periods provided for by this Regulation, including those which 
are determined by the Administration, should be maintained preferably during 
periods prescribed for the radiotelegraph service by the Radio Regulations. 
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Regulation 7 

Watches — Radiotelephone 

(a) Each ship which is fitted with a radiotelephone station in accordance with 
Regulation 4 of this Chapter shall, for safety purposes, carry at least one radio-
telephone operator (who may be the master, an officer or a member of the crew 
holding a certificate for radiotelephony) and shall, while at sea, maintain con-
tinuous watch on the radiotelephone distress frequency in the place on board 
from which the ship is usually navigated, by use of a radiotelephone distress 
frequency watch receiver, 'using a loudspeaker, a filtered loudspeaker or radio-
telephone auto alarm. 

(b) Each ship which in accordance with Regulation 3 or Regulation 4 of this 
Chapter is fitted with a radiotelegraph station shall, while at sea, maintain 
continuous watch on the radiotelephone distress frequency in a place to be 
determined by the Administration, by use of a radiotelephone distress frequency 
watch receiver, using a loudspeaker, a filtered loudspeaker or radiotelephone 
auto alarm. 

Regulation 8 

Watches — VHF Radiotelephone 

Each ship provided with a Very High Frequency (VHF) radiotelephone 
station, in accordance with Regulation 18 of Chapter V, shall maintain a listening 
watch on the bridge for such periods and on such channels as may be required by 
the Contracting Government referred to in that Regulation. 

PART C — TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Regulation 9 

Radiotelegraph Stations 

(a) The radiotelegraph station shall be so located that no harmful interference 
from extraneous mechanical or other noise will be caused to the proper reception 
of radio signals. The station shall be placed as high in the ship as is practicable, 
so that the greatest possible degree of safety may be secured. 

(b) The radiotelegraph operating room shall be of sufficient size and of 
adequate ventilation to enable the main and reserve radiotelegraph installations 
to be operated efficiently, and shall not be used for any purpose which will 
interfere with the operation of the radiotelegraph station. 

(c) The sleeping accommodation of at least one radio officer shall be situated 
as near as practicable to the radiotelegraph operating room. In new ships, this 
sleeping accommodation shall not be within the radiotelegraph operating room. 

(d) There shall be provided between the radiotelegraph operating room and 
the bridge and one other place, if any, from which the ship is navigated, an 
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efficient two-way system for calling and voice communication which shall be 
independent of the main communication system on the ship. 

(e) The radiotelegraph installation shall be installed in such a position that it 
will be protected against the harmful effects of water or extremes of temperature. 
It shall be readily accessible both for immediate use in case of distress and for 
repair. 

(f) A reliable clock with a dial not less than 12.5 centimetres (5 inches) in 
diameter and a concentric seconds hand, the face of which is marked to indicate 
the silence periods prescribed for the radiotelegraph service by the Radio 
Regulations, shall be provided. It shall be securely mounted in the radiotele-
graph operating room in such a position that the entire dial can be easily and 
accurately observed by the radio officer from the radiotelegraph operating 
position and from the position for testing the radiotelegraph auto alarm 
receiver. 

(g) A reliable emergency light shall be provided in the radiotelegraph operating 
room, consisting of an electric lamp permanently arranged so as to provide 
satisfactory illumination of the operating controls of the main and reserve 
radiotelegraph installations and of the clock required by paragraph (f) of this 
Regulation. In new installations, this lamp shall, if supplied from the reserve 
source of energy required by sub-paragraph (a)(iii) of Regulation 10 of this 
Chapter, be controlled by two-way switches placed near the main entrance to the 
radiotelegraph operating room and at the radiotelegraph operating position, 
unless the layout of the radiotelegraph operating room does not warrant it. 
These switches shall be clearly labelled to indicate their purpose. 

(h) Either an electric inspection lamp, operated from the reserve source of 
energy required by sub-paragraph (a) (iii) of Regulation 10 of this Chapter and 
provided with a flexible lead of adequate length, or a flashlight shall be provided 
and kept in the radiotelegraph operating room. 

(i) The radiotelegraph station shall be provided with such spare parts, tools 
and testing equipment as will enable the radiotelegraph installation to be main-
tained in efficient working condition while at sea. The testing equipment shall 
include an instrument or instruments for measuring A.C. volts, D.C. volts and 
ohms. 

(j) If a separate emergency radiotelegraph operating room is provided the 
requirements of paragraphs (d), (e), (f), (g) and (h) of this Regulation shall 
apply to it. 

Regulation 10 

Radiotelegraph Installations 

(a) Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Regulation: 

(i) The radiotelegraph station shall include a main installation and 
reserve installation, electrically separate and electrically independent 
of each other. 

(ii) The main installation shall include a main transmitter, main receiver, 
radiotelephone distress frequency watch receiver, and main source of 
energy. 
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(iii) The reserve installation shall include a reserve transmitter, reserve 
receiver and reserve source of energy. 

(iv) A main and a reserve antenna shall be provided and installed, 
provided that the Administration may except any ship from the 
provision of a reserve antenna if it is satisfied that the fitting of such 
an antenna is impracticable or unreasonable, but in such case a 
suitable spare antenna completely assembled for immediate installa-
tion shall be carried. In addition, sufficient antenna wire and insu-
lators shall in all cases be provided to enable a suitable antenna to be 
erected. The main antenna, if suspended between supports liable to 
whipping, shall be suitably protected against breakage. 

(b) In installations on cargo ships (except those on cargo ships of 1,600 tons 
gross tonnage and upwards installed on or after 19 November 1952), if the main 
transmitter complies with all the requirements for the reserve transmitter, the 
latter is not obligatory. 

(c) (i) The main and reserve transmitters shall be capable of being quickly 
connected with and tuned to the main antenna, and the reserve 
antenna if one is fitted. 

The main and reserve receivers shall be capable of being quickly 
connected with any antenna with which they are required to be used. 

(d) All parts of the reserve installation shall be placed as high in the ship as is 
practicable, so that the greatest possible degree of safety may be secured. 

(e) The main and reserve transmitters shall be capable of transmitting on the 
radiotelegraph distress frequency using a class of emission assigned by the 
Radio Regulations for that frequency. In addition, the main transmitter shall 
be capable of transmitting on at least two working frequencies in the authorized 
bands between 405 kHz and 535 kHz, using classes of emission assigned by the 
Radio Regulations for these frequencies. The reserve transmitter may consist of 
a ship's emergency transmitter, as defined in and limited in use by the Radio 
Regulations. 

(f) The main and reserve transmitters shall, if modulated emission is pres-
cribed by the Radio Regulations, have a depth of modulation of not less than 
70 per cent and a note frequency between 450 amd 1,350 Hz. 

(g) The main and reserve transmitters shall, when connected to the main 
antenna, have a minimum normal range as specified below, that is to say, they 
must be capable of transmitting clearly perceptible signals from ship to ship by 

GO 

Minimum normal range in miles 

Main transmitter 
Reserve 

transmitter 

All passenger ships, and cargo ships of 
1,600 tons gross tonnage and upwards 

Cargo ships below 1,600 tons gross ton-
nage 

150 

100 

100 

75 

r 
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day and under normal conditions and circumstances over the specified ranges.* 
(Clearly perceptible signals will normally be received if the R.M.S. value of the 
field strength at the receiver is at least 50 microvolts per metre.) 

(h) (i) The main and reserve receivers shall be capable of receiving the 
radiotelegraph distress frequency and the classes of emission assigned 
by the Radio Regulations for that frequency. 

(ii) In addition, the main receiver shall permit the reception of such of 
the frequencies and classes of emission used for the transmission of 
time signals, meteorological messages and such other communica-
tions relating to safety of navigation as may be considered necessary 
by the Administration. 

(iii) The radiotelephone distress frequency watch receiver shall be preset 
to this frequency. It shall be provided with a filtering unit or a device 
to silence the loudspeaker if on the bridge in the absence of a radio-
telephone alarm signal. The device shall be capable of being easily 
switched in and out and may be used when, in the opinion of the 
master, conditions are such that maintenance of the listening watch 
would interfere with the safe navigation of the ship. 

(iv) (1) A radiotelephone transmitter, if provided, shall be fitted with an 
automatic device for generating the radiotelephone alarm 
signal, so designed as to prevent actuation by mistake, and 
complying with the requirements of paragraph (e) of Regulation 
16 of this Chapter. The device shall be capable of being taken 
out of operation at any time in order to permit the immediate 
transmission of a distress message. 

(2) Arrangements shall be made to check periodically the proper 
functioning of the automatic device for generating the radio-

* In the absence of a direct measurement of the field strength the following data may be 
used as a guide for approximately determining the normal range: 

Normal range in miles 

200 
175 
150 
125 
100 
75 

Metre-amperes1 Total antenna power (watts)2 

128 
102 
76 
58 
45 
34 

200 
125 
71 
41 
25 
14 

1 This figure represents the product of the maximum height of the antenna above the 
deepest load water-line in metres and the antenna current in amperes (11.M.S. value). 
The values given in the second column of the table correspond to an average value 
of the ratio 

effective antenna height  
— 0.47 

maximum antenna height 
This ratio varies with local conditions of the antenna and may vary between about 
0.3 and 0.7. 

2 The values given in the third column of the table correspond to an average value of 
the ratio 

radiated antenna power 
— 0.08 

total antenna power 
This ratio varies considerably according to the values of effective antenna height and 
antenna resistance. 
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telephone alarm signal on frequencies other than the radio-
telephone distress frequency using a suitable artificial antenna. 

(i) The main receiver shall have sufficient sensitivity to produce signals in 
headphones or by means of a loudspeaker when the receiver input is as low as 
50 microvolts. The reserve receiver shall have sufficient sensitivity to produce 
such signals when the receiver input is as low as 100 microvolts. 

(j) There shall be available at all times, while the ship is at sea, a supply of 
electrical energy sufficient to operate the main installation over the normal 
range required by paragraph (g) of this Regulation as well as for the purpose of 
charging any batteries forming part of the radiotelegraph station. The voltage of 
the supply for the main installation shall, in the case of new ships, be maintained 
within + 10 per cent of the rated voltage. In the case of existing ships, it shall be 
maintained as near the rated voltage as possible and, if practicable, within 
+ 10 per cent. 

(k) The reserve installation shall be provided with a source of energy inde-
pendent of the propelling power of the ship and of the ship's electrical system. 

(1) (i) The reserve source of energy shall preferably consist of accumulator 
batteries, which may be charged from the ship's electrical system, 
and shall under all circumstances be capable of being put into 
operation rapidly and of operating the reserve transmitter and re-
ceiver for at least six hours continuously under normal working 
conditions besides any of the additional loads mentioned in para-
graphs (m) and (n) of this Regulation.* 

(ii) The reserve source of energy is required to be of a capacity sufficient 
to operate simultaneously the reserve transmitter and the VHF 
installation, when fitted, for at least six hours unless a switching 
device is fitted to ensure alternate operation only. VHF usage of the 
reserve source of energy shall be limited to distress, urgency and 
safety communications. Alternatively, a separate reserve source of 
energy may be provided for the VHF installation. 

(m) The reserve source of energy shall be used to supply the reserve installation 
and the automatic alarm signal keying device specified in paragraph (r) of this 
Regulation if it is electrically operated. 

The reserve source of energy may also be used to supply: 

(i) the radiotelegraph auto alarm; 

(ii) the emergency light specified in paragraph (g) of Regulation 9 of 
this Chapter; 

(iii) the direction-finder; 

(iv) the VHF installation; 

* For the purpose of determining the electrical load to be supplied by the reserve source of 
energy, the following formula is recommended as a guide: 

-} of the transmitter current consumption with the key down (mark) 
I- I of the transmitter current consumption with the key up (space) 
-I- current consumption of receiver and additional circuits connected to the reserve 

source of energy. 
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(v) the device for generating the radiotelephone alarm signal, if pro-
vided; 

(vi) any device, prescribed by the Radio Regulations, to permit change-
over from transmission to reception and vice versa. 

Subject to the provisions of paragraph (n) of this Regulation, the reserve source 
of energy shall not be used other than for the purposes specified in this para-
graph. 

(n) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (m) of this Regulation, the 
Administration may authorize the use in cargo ships of the reserve source of 
energy for a small number of low-power emergency circuits which are wholly 
confined to the upper part of the ship, such as emergency lighting on the boat 
deck, on condition that these can be readily disconnected if necessary, and 
that the source of energy is of sufficient capacity to carry the additional load or 
loads. 

(o) The reserve source of energy and its switchboard shall be as high as 
practicable in the ship and readily accessible to the radio officer. The switch-
board shall, wherever possible, be situated in a radio room; if it is not, it shall be 
capable of being illuminated. 

(p) While the ship is at sea, accumulator batteries, whether forming part of the 
main installation or reserve installation, shall be brought up to the normal fully-
charged condition daily. 

(q) All steps shall be taken to eliminate so far as is possible the causes of, and 
to suppress, radio interference from electrical and other apparatus on board. If 
necessary, steps shall be taken to ensure that the antennae attached to broadcast 
receivers do not cause interference to the efficient or correct working of the 
radiotelegraph installation. Particular attention shall be paid to this requirement 
in the design of new ships. 

(r) In addition to a means for manually transmitting the radiotelegraph alarm 
signal, an automatic radiotelegraph alarm signal keying device shall be provided, 
capable of keying the main and the reserve transmitters so as to transmit the 
radiotelegraph alarm signal. The device shall be capable of being taken out of 
operation at any time in order to permit immediate manual operation of the 
transmitter. If electrically operated, this keying device shall be capable of 
operation from the reserve source of energy. 

(s) At sea, the reserve transmitter, if not used for communications, shall be 
tested daily using a suitable artificial antenna, and at least once during each 
voyage using the reserve antenna if installed. The reserve source of energy shall 
also b3 tested daily. 

(t) All equipment forming part of the radiotelegraph installation shall be 
reliable, and shall be so constructed that it is readily accessible for maintenance 
purposes. 

(u) Notwithstanding the provision of Regulation 4 of this Chapter, the 
Administration may, in the case of cargo ships of less than 1,600 tons gross 
tonnage, relax the full requirements of Regulation 9 of this Chapter and the 
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present Regulation, provided that the standard of the radiotelegraph station shall 
in no case fall below the equivalent of that prescribed under Regulation 15 and 
Regulation 16 of this Chapter for radiotelephone stations, so far as applicable. 
In particular, in the case of cargo ships of 300 tons gross tonnage and upwards 
but less than 500 tons gross tonnage, the Administration need not require: 

(i) a reserve receiver; 

(ii) a reserve source of energy in existing installations; 

(iii) protection of the main antenna against breakage by whipping; 

(iv) the means of communication between the radiotelegraph station and 
the bridge to be independent of the main communication system; 

(v) the range of the transmitter to be greater than 75 miles. 

Regulation 11 

Radiotelegraph Auto Alarms 

(a) Any radiotelegraph auto alarm installed after 26 May 1965 shall comply 
with the following minimum requirements: 

(i) In the absence of interference of any kind it shall be capable of 
being actuated, without manual adjustment, by any radiotelegraph 
alarm signal transmitted on the radiotelegraph distress frequency 
by any coast station, ship's emergency or survival craft transmitter 
operating in accordance with the Radio Regulations, provided that 
the strength of the signal at the receiver input is greater than 
100 microvolts and less than 1 volt. 

(ii) In the absence of interference of any kind, it shall be actuated by 
either three or four consecutive dashes when the dashes vary in 
length from 3.5 to as near 6 seconds as possible and the spaces vary 
in length between 1.5 seconds and the lowest practicable value, 
preferably not greater than 10 milliseconds. 

(iii) It shall not be actuated by atmospherics or by any signal other than 
the radiotelegraph alarm signal, provided that the received signals 
do not in fact constitute a signal falling within the tolerance limits 
indicated in sub-paragraph (ii) above. 

(iv) The selectivity of the radiotelegraph auto alarm shall be such as to 
provide a practically pniform sensitivity over a band extending not 
less than 4 kHz and not more than 8 kHz on each side of the radio-
telegraph distress frequency and to provide outside this band a 
sensitivity which decreases as rapidly as possible in conformity with 
the best engineering practice. 

(v) If practicable, the radiotelegraph auto alarm shall, in the presence 
of atmospherics or interfering signals, automatically adjust itself so 
that within a reasonably short time it approaches the condition in 
which it can most readily distinguish the radiotelegraph alarm 
signal. 

(vi) When actuated by a radiotelegraph alarm signal, or in the event of 
failure of the apparatus, the radiotelegraph auto alarm shall cause 
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a continuous audible warning to be given in the radiotelegraph 
operating room, in the radio officer's sleeping accommodation and 
on the bridge. If practicable, warning shall also be given in the case 
of failure of any part of the whole alarm receiving system. Only one 
switch for stopping the warning shall be provided and this shall be 
situated in the radiotelegraph operating room. 

(vii) For the purpose of regularly testing the radiotelegraph auto alarm, 
the apparatus shall include a generator pre-tuned to the radio-
telegraph distress frequency and a keying device by means of which 
a radiotelegraph alarm signal of the minimum strength indicated in 
sub-paragraph (i) above is produced. A means shall also be provided 
for attaching headphones for the purpose of listening to signals 
received on the radiotelegraph auto alarm. 

(viii) The radiotelegraph auto alarm shall be capable of withstanding 
vibration, humidity and changes of temperature, equivalent to 
severe conditions experienced on board ships at sea, and shall 
continue to operate under such conditions. 

(b) Before a new type of radiotelegraph auto alarm is approved, the Admini-
stration concerned shall be satisfied, by practical tests made under operating 
conditions equivalent to those obtaining in practice, that the apparatus complies 
with paragraph (a) of this Regulation. 

(c) In ships fitted with a radiotelegraph auto alarm, its efficiency shall be tested 
by a radio officer at least once every 24 hours while at sea. If it is not in working 
order, the radio officer shall report that fact to the master or officer on watch on 
the bridge. 

(d) A radio officer shall periodically check the proper functioning of the radio-
telegraph auto alarm receiver, with its normal antenna connected, by listening to 
signals and by comparing them with similar signals received on the radio-
telegraph distress frequency on the main installation. 

(e) As far as practicable, the radiotelegraph auto alarm, when connected to an 
antenna shall not affect the accuracy of the direction-finder. 

Regulation 12 

Direction-Finders 

(a) (i) The direction-finding apparatus required by Regulation 12 of 
Chapter V shall be efficient and capable of receiving signals with the 
minimum of receiver noise and of taking bearings from which the 
true bearing and direction may be determined. 

(ii) It shall be capable of receiving signals on the radiotelegraph 
frequencies assigned by the Radio Regulations for the purposes of 
distress and direction-finding and for maritime radio beacons. 

(iii) In the absence of interference the direction-finding apparatus shall 
have a sensitivity sufficient to permit accurate bearings being taken 
on a signal having a field strength as low as 50 microvolts per metre. 
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(iv) As far as is practicable, the direction -finding apparatus shall be so 
located that as little interference as possible from mechanical or 
other noise will be caused to the efficient determination of bearings. 

(v) As far as is practicable, the direction-finding antenna system shall be 
erected in such a manner that the efficient determination of bearings 
will be hindered as little as possible by the close proximity of other 
antennae, derricks, wire halyards or other large metal objects. 

(vi) An efficient two-way means of calling and voice communication 
shall be provided between the direction-finder and the bridge. 

(vii) All direction-finders shall be calibrated to the satisfaction of the 
Administration'on first installation. The calibration shall be verified 
by check bearings or by a further calibration whenever any changes 
are made in the position of any antennae or of any structures on 
deck which might affect appreciably the accuracy of the direction-
finder. The calibration particulars shall be checked at yearly 
intervals, or as near thereto as possible. A record shall be kept of the 
calibrations and of any checks made of their accuracy. 

(b) (i) Radio equipment for homing on the radiotelephone distress fre-
quency shall be capable of taking direction-finding bearings on that 
frequency without ambiguity of sense within an arc of 30 degrees on 
either side of the bow. 

(ii) When installing and testing the equipment referred to in this para-
graph due regard should be given to the relevant recommendation of 
the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR). 

(iii) All reasonable steps shall be taken to ensure the homing capability 
required by this paragraph. In cases where due to technical difficulties 
the homing capability cannot be achieved, Administrations may 
grant to individual ships exemptions from the requirements of this 
paragraph. 

• 

Regulation 13 

Radiotelegraph Installation for Fitting in Motor Lifeboats 

(a) The radiotelegraph installation required by Regulation 14 of Chapter III 
shall include a transmitter, a receiver and a source of energy. It shall be so 
designed that it can be used in an emergency by an unskilled person. 

(b) The transmitter shall be capable of transmitting on the radiotelegraph 
distress frequency using a class of emission assigned by the Radio Regulations 
for that frequency. The transmitter shall also be capable of transmitting on the 
frequency, and of using a class of emission, assigned by the Radio Regulations 
for use by survival craft in the bands between 4,000 kHz and 27,500 kHz. 

(c) The transmitter shall, if modulated emission is prescribed by the Radio 
Regulations, have a depth of modulation of not less than 70 per cent and a note 
frequency between 450 and 1,350 Hz. 
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(d) In addition to a key for manual transmissions, the transmitter shall be 
fitted with an automatic keying device for the transmission of the radiotelegraph 
alarm and distress signals. 

(e) On the radiotelegraph distress frequency the transmitter shall have a 
minimum normal range (as specified in paragraph (g) of Regulation 10 of this 
Chapter) of 25 miles using the fixed antenna.* 

(f) The receiver shall be capable of receiving the radiotelegraph distress 
frequency and the classes of emission assigned by the Radio Regulations for that 
frequency. 

(g) The source of energy shall consist of an accumulator battery with sufficient 
capacity to supply the transmitter for four hours continuously under normal 
working conditions. If the battery is of a type that requires charging, means 
shall be available for charging it from the ship's power supply. In addition there 
shall be a means for charging it after the lifeboat has been launched. 

(h) When the power for the radiotelegraph installation and the searchlight 
required by Regulation 14 of Chapter III are drawn from the same battery, it 
shall have sufficient capacity to provide for the additional load of the searchlight. 

(i) A fixed-type antenna will be provided together with means for supporting 
it at the maximum practicable height. In addition an antenna supported by a 
kite or balloon shall be provided if practicable. 

(j) At sea a radio officer shall at weekly intervals test the transmitter using a 
suitable artificial antenna, and shall bring the battery up to full charge if it is of a 
type which requires charging. 

Regulation 14 

Portable Radio Apparatus for Survival Craft 

(a) The apparatus required by Regulation 13 of Chapter III shall include a 
transmitter, a receiver, an antenna and a source of energy. It shall be so designed 
that it can be used in an emergency by an unskilled person. 

(b) The apparatus shall be readily portable, watertight, capable of floating in 
sea water and capable of being dropped into the sea without damage. New equip-
ment shall be as light-weight and compact as practicable and shall preferably be 
capable of use in both lifeboats and liferafts. 

(c) The transmitter shall be capable of transmitting on the radiotelegraph 
distress frequency using a class of emission assigned by the Radio Regulations 
for that frequency, and, in the bands between 4,000 kHz and 27,500 kHz, of 
transmitting on the radiotelegraph frequency, and of using a class of emission 
assigned by the Radio Regulations for survival craft. However, the Admini-
stration may permit the transmitter to be capable of transmitting on the radio-
telephone distress frequency, and of using a class of emission assigned by the 

* In the absence of a measurement of the field strength, it may be assumed that this range 
will be obtained if the product of the height of the antenna above the water-line and the 
antenna current (R.M.S. value) is 10 metre-amperes. 
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Radio Regulations for that frequency, as an alternative or in addition to 
transmission on the radiotelegraph frequency assigned bythe Radio Regulations 
for survival craft in the bands between 4,000 kHz and 27,500 kHz. 

(d) The transmitter shall, if modulated emission is prescribed by the Radio 
Regulations, have a depth of modulation of not less than 70 per cent and in the 
case of radiotelegraph emission have a note frequency between 450 and 1,350 Hz. 

(e) In addition to a key for manual transmissions, the transmitter shall be 
fitted with an automatic keying device for the transmission of the radiotelegraph 
alarm and distress signals. If the transmitter is capable of transmitting on the 
radiotelephone distress frequency, it shall be fitted with an automatic device, 
complying with the requirements of paragraph (e) of Regulation 16 of this 
Chapter, for transmitting the radiotelephone alarm signal. 

(f) The receiver shall be capable of receiving the radiotelegraph distress 
frequency and the classes of emission assigned by the Radio Regulations for that 
frequency. If the transmitter is capable of transmitting on the radiotelephone 
distress frequency the receiver shall also be capable of receiving that frequency 
and a class of emission assigned by the Radio Regulations for that frequency. 

(g) The antenna shall be either self-supporting or capable of being supported 
by the mast of a lifeboat at the maximum practicable height. In addition it is 
desirable that an antenna supported by a kite or balloon shall be provided if 
practicable. 

(h) The transmitter shall supply an adequate radio frequency power* to the 
antenna required by paragraph (a) of this Regulation and shall preferably derive 
its supply from a hand generator. If operated from a battery, the battery shall 
comply with conditions laid down by the Administration to ensure that it is of a 
durable type and is of adequate capacity. 

(i) At sea a radio officer or a radiotelephone operator, as appropriate, shall at 
weekly intervals test the transmitter, using a suitable artificial antenna and shall 
bring the battery up to full charge if it is of a type which requires charging. 

(j) For the purpose of this Regulation, new equipment means equipment 
supplied to a ship after the date of entry into force of the present Convention. 

Regulation 15 

Radiotelephone Stations 

(a) The radiotelephone station shall be in the upper part of the ship and so 
located that it is sheltered to the greatest possible extent from noise which might 
impair the correct reception of messages and signals. 

* It may be assumed that the purposes of this Regulation will be satisfied by the following 
performance: 
At least 10 watts input to the anode of the final stage or a radio-frequency output of at 
least 2».0 watts (A2 emission) at 500 kHz into an artificial antenna having an effective 
resistance of 15 ohms and 100 x 10-12 farads capacitance in series. The depth of 
modulation shall be at least 70 per cent. 
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(b) There shall be efficient communication between the radiotelephone station 
and the bridge. 

(c) A reliable clock shall be securely mounted in such a position that the entire 
dial can be easily observed from the radiotelephone operating position. 

(d) A reliable emergency light shall be provided, independent of the system 
which supplies the normal lighting of the radiotelephone installation, and per-
manently arranged so as to be capable of providing adequate illumination of the 
operating controls of the radiotelephone installation, of the clock required by 
paragraph (c) of this Regulation and of the card of instructions required by 
paragraph (f). 

(e) Where a source of energy consists of a battery or batteries, the radio-
telephone station shall be provided with a means of assessing the charge condition. 

(f) A card of instructions giving a clear summary of the radiotelephone 
distress procedure shall be displayed in full view of the radiotelephone operating 
position. 

Regulation 16 

Radiotelephone Installations 

(a) The radiotelephone installation shall include transmitting and receiving 
equipment, and appropriate sources of energy (referred to in the following 
paragraphs as "the transmitter", "the receiver", "the radiotelephone distress 
frequency watch receiver", and "the source of energy" respectively). 

(b) The transmitter shall be capable of transmitting on the radiotelephone 
distress frequency and on at least one other frequency in the bands between 
1,605 kHz and 2,850 kHz, using the classes of emission assigned by the Radio 
Regulations for these frequencies. In normal operation a double sideband trans-
mission or a single sideband transmission with full carrier (i.e., A3H) shall have a 
depth of modulation of at least 70 per cent at peak intensity. Modulation of a 
single sideband transmission with reduced or suppressed carrier (A3A, A3J) 
shall be such that the intermodulation products shall not exceed the values given 
in the Radio Regulations. 

(c) (i) In the case of cargo ships of 500 tons gross tonnage and upwards but 
less than 1,600 tons gross tonnage the transmitter shall have a mini-
mum normal range of 150 miles, i.e., it shall be capable of transmitting 
clearly perceptible signals from ship to ship by day and under normal 
conditions and circumstances over this range.* (Clearly perceptible 
signals will normally be received if the R.M.S. value of the field 
strength produced at the receiver by the unmodulated carrier is at 
least 25 microvolts per metre.) 

(ii) In the case of cargo ships of 300 tons gross tonnage and upwards but 
less than 500 tons gross tonnage: 

* In the absence of field strength measurements, it may be assumed that this range will be 
obtained by a power in the antenna of 15 watts (unmodulated carrier) with an antenna 
efficiency of 27 per cent. 
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(1) for existing installations the transmitter shall have a minimum 
normal range of at least 75 miles; and 

(2) for new installations the transmitter shall produce a power in the 
antenna of at least 15 watts (unmodulated carrier). 

(d) The transmitter shall be fitted with a device for generating the radio-
telephone alarm signal by automatic means so designed as to prevent actuation 
by mistake. The device shall be capable of being taken out of operation at any 
time in order to permit the immediate transmission of a distress message. 
Arrangements shall be made to check periodically the proper functioning of the 
device on frequencies other than the radiotelephone distress frequency using a 
suitable artificial antenna. 

(e) The device required by paragraph (d) of this Regulation shall comply with 
the following requirements: 

The tolerance of the frequency of each tone shall be + 1.5 per cent. 

The tolerance on the duration of each tone shall be + 50 milliseconds. 

The interval tetween successive tones shall not exceed 50 milliseconds. 

The ratio of the amplitude of the stronger tone to that of the weaker 
shall be within the range 1 to 1.2. 

(f) The receiver required by paragraph (a) of this Regulation shall be capable 
of receiving the radiotelephone distress frequency and at least one other fre-
quency available for maritime radiotelephone stations in the bands between 
1,605 kHz and 2,850 kHz, using the classes of emission assigned by the Radio 
Regulations for these frequencies. In addition the receiver shall permit the 
reception of such other frequencies, using the classes of emission assigned by the 
Radio Regulations, as are used for the transmission by radiotelephony of 
meteorological messages and such other communications relating to the safety 
of navigation as may be considered necessary by the Administration. The 
receiver shall have sufficient sensitivity to produce signals by means of a loud-
speaker when the receiver input is as low as 50 microvolts. 

(g) The radiotelephone distress frequency watch receiver shall be preset to this 
frequency. It shall be provided with a filtering unit or a device to silence the 
loudspeaker in the absence of a radiotelephone alarm signal. The device shall be 
capable of being easily switched in and out and may be used when, in the opinion 
of the master, conditions are such that maintenance of the listening watch would 
interfere with the safe navigation of the ship. 

(h) To permit rapid change-over from transmission to reception when manual 
switching is used, the control for the switching device shall, where practicable, 
be located on the microphone or the telephone handset. 

(i) While the-ship is at sea, there shall be available at all times a main source of 
energy sufficient to operate the installation over the normal range required by 
paragraph (c) of this Regulation. If batteries are provided they shall under all 
circumstances have sufficient capacity to operate the transmitter and receiver for 
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at least six hours continuously under normal working conditions.* In installations 
in cargo ships of 500 tons gross tonnage and upwards but less than 1,600 tons 
gross tonnage made on or after 19 November 1952, a reserve source of energy 
shall be provided in the upper part of the ship unless the main source of energy 
is so situated. 

(j) The reserve source of energy, if provided, may be used only to supply: 

(i) the radiotelephone installation; 

(ii) the emergency light required by paragraph (d) of Regulation 15 of 
this Chapter; 

(iii) the device required by paragraph (d) of this Regulation, for generat-
ing the radiotelephone alarm signal; and 

(iv) the VHF installation. 

(k) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (j) of this Regulation, the 
Administration may authorize the use of the reserve source of energy, if pro-
vided, for a direction-finder, if fitted, and for a number of low-power emergency 
circuits which are wholly confined to the upper part of the ship, such as emer-
gency lighting on the boat deck, on condition that the additional loads can be 
readily disconnected, and that the source of energy is of sufficient capacity to 
carry them. 

(1) While at sea, any battery provided shall be kept charged so as to meet the 
requirements of paragraph (i) of this Regulation. 

(m) An antenna shall be provided and installed and, if suspended between 
supports liable to whipping, shall in the case of cargo ships of 500 tons gross 
tonnage and upwards but less than 1,600 tons gross tonnage be protected against 
breakage. In addition, there shall be a spare antenna completely assembled for 
immediate replacement or, where this is not practicable, sufficient antenna wire 
and insulators to enable a spare antenna to be erected. The necessary tools to 
erect an antenna shall also be provided. 

Regulation 17 

VHF Radiotelephone Stations 

(a) When a VHF radiotelephone station is provided in accordance with 
Regulation 18 of Chapter V, it shall be in the upper part of the ship and include a 
VHF radiotelephone installation complying with the provisions of this Regu-
lation and comprising a transmitter and receiver, a source of power capable of 
actuating them at their rated power levels, and an antenna suitable for efficient 
radiating and receiving signals at the operating frequencies. 

* For the purpose of determining the electrical load to be supplied by batteries required 
to have six hours reserve capacity, the following formula is recommended as a guide: 
I of the current consumption necessary for speech transmission 

-I- current consumption of receiver 
+ current consumption of all additional loads to which the batteries may supply energy 

in time of distress or emergency. 
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(b) Such a VHF installation shall conform to the requirements laid down in the 
Radio Regulations for equipment used in the VHF Maritime Mobile Radio-
telephone Service and shall be capable of operation on those channels specified 
by the Radio Regulations and as may be required by the Contracting Govern-
ment referred to in Regulation 18 of Chapter V. 

(c) The Contracting Government shall not require the transmitter R.F. 
carrier power output to be greater than 10 watts. The antenna shall, in so far as is 
practicable, have an unobstructed view in all directions.* 

(d) Control of the VHF channels required for navigational safety shall be 
immediately available on the bridge convenient to the conning position and, 
where necessary, facilities should also be available to permit radiocommuni-
cations from the wings of the bridge. 

Regulation 18 

Radiotelephone Auto Alarms 

(a) The radiotelephone auto alarm shall comply with the following minimum 
requirements: 

(i) the frequencies of maximum response of the tuned circuits, and 
other tone selecting devices, shall be subject to a tolerance of + 1.5 
per cent in each instance; and the response shall not fall below 50 
per cent of the maximum response for frequencies within 3 per cent 
of the frequency of maximum response; 

(ii) in the absence of noise and interference, the automatic receiving 
equipment shall be capable of operating from the alarm signal in a 
period of not less than four and not more than six seconds; 

(iii) the automatic receiving equipment shall respond to the alarm signal, 
under conditions of intermittent interference caused by atmospherics 
and powerful signals other than the alarm signal, preferably without 
any manual adjustment being required during any period of watch 
maintained by the equipment; 

(iv) the automatic receiving equipment shall not be actuated by atmos-
pherics or by strong signals other than the alarm signal; 

(v) the automatic receiving equipment shall be effective beyond the 
range at which speech transmission is satisfactory; 

(vi) the automatic receiving equipment shall be capable of withstanding 
vibration, humidity, changes of temperature and variations in power 
supply voltage equivalent to the severe conditions experienced on 
board ships at sea, and shall continue to operate under such con-
ditions; 

* For guidance purposes, it is assumed that each ship would be fitted with a vertically 
polarized unity gain antenna at a nominal height of 9.15 metres (30 feet) above water, a 
transmitter R.F. power output of 10 watts, and a receiver sensitivity of 2 microvolts 
across the input terminals for 20 db signal-to-noise ratio. 
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(vii) the automatic receiving equipment should, as far as practicable, give 
warning of faults that would prevent the apparatus from performing 
its normal functions during watch hours. 

(b) Before a new type of radiotelephone auto alarm is approved, the Admini-
stration concerned shall be satisfied by practical tests, made under operating 
conditions equivalent to those obtained in practice, that the apparatus complies 
with paragraph (a) of this Regulation. 

PART D — RADIO LOGS 

Regulation 19 

Radio Logs 

(a) The radio log (diary of the radio service) required by the Radio Regulations 
for a ship which is fitted with a radiotelegraph station in accordance with Regu-
lation 3 or Regulation 4 of this Chapter shall be kept in the radiotelegraph 
operating room during the voyage. Every radio officer shall enter in the log his 
name, the times at which he goes on and oft' watch, and all incidents connected 
with the radio service which occur during his watch which may appear to be of 
importance to safety of life at sea. In addition, there shall be entered in the log: 

(i) the entries required by the Radio Regulations; 

(ii) details of the maintenance, including a record of the charging of the 
batteries, in such form as may be prescribed by the Administration; 

(iii) a daily statement that the requirement of paragraph (p) of Regu-
lation 10 of this Chapter has been fulfilled; 

(iv) details of the tests of the reserve transmitter and reserve source of 
energy made under paragraph (s) of Regulation 10 of this Chapter; 

(v) in ships fitted with a radiotelegraph auto alarm details of tests made 
under paragraph (c) of Regulation 11 of this Chapter; 

(vi) details of the maintenance of the batteries, including a record of the 
charging (if applicable) required by paragraph (j) of Regulation 13 
of this Chapter, and details of the tests required by that paragraph 
in respect of the transmitters fitted in motor lifeboats; 

(vii) details of the maintenance of the batteries, including a record of the 
charging (if applicable) required by paragraph (i) of Regulation 14 
of this Chapter, and details of the tests required by that paragraph 
in respect of portable radio apparatus for survival craft; 

(viii) the time at which the listening watch was discontinued in accordance 
with paragraph (d) of Regulation 6 of this Chapter, together with 
the reason and the time at which the listening watch was resumed. 
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(b) The radio log (diary of the radio service) required by the Radio Regu-
lations for a ship which is fitted with a radiotelephone station in accordance with 
Regulation 4 of this Chapter shall be kept at the place where listening watch is 
maintained. Every qualified operator, and every master, officer or crew member 
carrying out a listening watch in accordance with Regulation 7 of this Chapter, 
shall enter in the log, with his name, the details of all incidents connected with 
the radio service which occur during his watch which may appear to be of 
importance to safety of life at sea. In addition, there shall be entered in the log: 

(i) the details required by the Radio Regulations; 

(ii) the time at which listening watch begins when the ship leaves port, 
and the time at which it ends when the ship reaches port; 

(iii) the time at which listening watch is for any reason discontinued, 
together with the reason, and the time at which listening watch is 
resumed; 

(iv) details of the maintenance of the batteries (if provided), including a 
record of the charging required by paragraph (1) of Regulation 16 of 
this Chapter; 

(v) details of the maintenance of the batteries, including a record of the 
charging (if applicable) required by paragraph (i) of Regulation 14 
of this Chapter, and details of the tests required by that paragraph in 
respect of portable radio apparatus for survival craft. 

(c) Radio logs shall be available for inspection by the officers authorized by 
the Administration to make such inspection. 
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CHAPTER V 

SAFETY OF NAVIGATION 

Regulation 1 

Application 

This Chapter, unless otherwise expressly provided in this Chapter, applies 
to all ships on all voyages, except ships of war and ships solely navigating the 
Great Lakes of North America and their connecting and tributary waters as far 
east as the lower exit of the St. Lambert Lock at Montreal in the Province of 
Quebec, Canada. 

Regulation 2 

Danger Messages 

(a) The master of every ship which meets with dangerous ice, a dangerous 
derelict, or any other direct danger to navigation, or a tropical storm, or en-
counters sub-freezing air temperatures associated with gale force winds causing 
severe ice accretion on superstructures, or winds of force 10 or above on the 
Beaufort scale for which no storm warning has been received, is bound to com-
municate the information by all the means at his disposal to ships in the vicinity, 
and also to the competent authorities at the first point on the coast with which 
he can communicate. The form in which the information is sent is not obligatory. 
It may be transmitted either in plain language (preferably English) or by means of 
the International Code of Signals. It should be broadcast to all ships in the vicinity 
and sent to the first point on the coast to which communication can be made, 
with a request that it be transmitted to the appropriate authorities. 

(b) Each Contracting Government will take all steps necessary to ensure that 
when intelligence of any of the dangers specified in paragraph (a) of this Regu-
lation is received, it will be promptly brought to the knowledge of those con-
cerned and communicated to other interested Governments. 

(c) The transmission of messages respecting the dangers specified is free of cost 
to the ships concerned. 

(d) All radio messages issued under paragraph (a) of this Regulation shall be 
preceded by the Safety Signal, using the procedure as prescribed by the Radio 
Regulations as defined in Regulation 2 of Chapter IV. 

Regulation 3 

Information required in Danger Messages 

The following information is required in danger messages: 

(a) Ice, Derelicts and other Direct Dangers to Navigation 
(i) The kind of ice, derelict or danger observed. 
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(b) 

(ii) The position of the ice, derelict or danger when last observed. 

(iii) The time and date (Greenwich Mean Time) when danger last 
observed. 

Tropical Storms (Hurricanes in the West Indies, Typhoons in the China 
Sea, Cyclones in Indian waters, and storms of a similar nature in other 
regions) 

(i) A statement that a tropical storm has been encountered. This obli-
gation should be interpreted in a broad spirit, and information trans-
mitted whenever the master has good reason to believe that a tropical 
storm is developing or exists in his neighbourhood. 

(ii) Time, date (Greenwich Mean Time) and position of ship when the 
observation was taken. 

(iii) As much of the following information as is practicable should be 
included in the message: 

— barometric pressure, preferably corrected (stating millibars, milli-
metres, or inches, and whether corrected or uncorrected); 
— barometric tendency (the change in barometric pressure during the 
past three hours); 
— true wind direction; 
— wind force (Beaufort scale); 
— state of the sea (smooth, moderate, rough, high); 
— swell (slight, moderate, heavy) and the true direction from which it 
comes. Period or length of swell (short, average, long) would also 
be of value; 
— true course and speed of ship. 

(c) Subsequent Observations 

When a master has reported a tropical or other dangerous storm, it is 
desirable, but not obligatory, that further observations be made and transmitted 
hourly, if practicable, but in any case at intervals of not more than three hours, 
so long as the ship remains under the influence of the storm. 

(d) Winds of force 10 or above on the Beaufort scale for which no storm warning 
has been received 

This is intended to deal with storms other than the tropical storms referred 
to in paragraph (b) of this Regulation; when such a storm is encountered, the 
message should contain similar information to that listed under that paragraph 
but excluding the details concerning sea and swell. 

(e) Sub-freezing air temperatures associated with gale force winds causing severe 
ice accretion on superstructures 

(i) Time and date (Greenwich Mean Time). 

(ii) Air temperature. 

(iii) Sea temperature (if practicable). 

(iv) Wind force and direction. 
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Examples 
Ice 
TIT Ice. Large berg sighted in 4605 N., 4410 W., at 0800 GMT. May 15. 

Derelicts 
TIT Derelict. Observed derelict almost submerged in 4006 N., 1243 W., at 1630 
GMT. April 21. 

Danger to Navigation 
PITT Navigation. Alpha lightship not on station. 1800 GMT. January 3. 

Tropical Storm 
TIT Storm. 0030 GMT. August 18. 2004 N., 11354 E. Barometer corrected 
994 millibars, tendency down 6 millibars. Wind NW., force 9, heavy squalls. 
Heavy easterly swell. Course 067, 5 knots. 
TIT Storm. Appearances indicate approach of hurricane. 1300 GMT. September 
14. 2200 N., 7236 W. Barometer corrected 29.64 inches, tendency down .015 
inches. Wind NE., force 8, frequent rain squalls. Course 035, 9 knots. 
ITT' Storm. Conditions indicate intense cyclone has formed. 0200 GMT. May 4. 
1620 N., 9203 E. Barometer uncorrected 753 millimetres, tendency down 5 milli-
metres. Wind S. by W., force 5. Course 300, 8 knots. 
11.-1 Storm. Typhoon to southeast. 0300 GMT. June 12. 1812 N., 12605 E. 
Barometer falling rapidly. Wind increasing from N. 
TIT Storm. Wind force 11, no storm warning received. 0300 GMT. May 4. 
4830 N., 30 W. Barometer corrected 983 millibars, tendency down 4 millibars. 
Wind SW., force 11 veering. Course 260, 6 knots. 

Icing 
ITT experiencing severe icing. 1400 GMT. March 2. 69 N., 10 W. Air tem-
perature 18. Sea temperature 29. Wind NE., force 8. 

Regulation 4 

Meteorological Services 

(a) The Contracting Governments undertake to encourage the collection of 
meteorological data by ships at sea and to arrange for their examination, 
dissemination and exchange in the manner most suitable for the purpose of 
aiding navigation. Administrations shall encourage the use of instruments of a 
high degree of accuracy, and shall facilitate the checking of such instruments upon 
request. 

(b) In particular, the Contracting Governments undertake to co-operate in 
carrying out, as far as practicable, the following meteorological arrangements: 

(i) To warn ships of gales, storms and tropical storms, both by the issue 
of radio messages and by the display of appropriate signals at coastal 
points. 

(ii) To issue daily, by radio, weather bulletins suitable for shipping, 
containing data of existing weather, waves and ice, forecasts and, 
when practicable, sufficient additional information to enable simple 
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weather charts to be prepared at sea and also to encourage the 
transmission of suitable facsimile weather charts. 
To prepare and issue such publications as may be necessary for the 
efficient conduct of meteorological work at sea and to arrange, if 
practicable, for the publication and making available of daily 
weather charts for the information of departing ships. 

(iv) To arrange for selected ships to be equipped with tested instruments 
(such as a barometer, a barograph, a psychrometer, and suitable 
apparatus for measuring sea temperature) for use in this service, and 
to take meteorological observations at main standard times for 
surface synoptic observations (at least four times daily, whenever 
circumstances permit) and to encourage other ships to take observa-
tions in a modified form, particularly when in areas where shipping 
is sparse; these ships to transmit their observations by radio for the 
benefit of the various official meteorological services, repeating the 
information for the benefit of ships in the vicinity. When in the 
vicinity of a tropical storm, or of a suspected tropical storm, ships 
should be encouraged to take and transmit their observations at more 
frequent intervals whenever practicable, bearing in mind navigational 
preoccupations of ships' officers during storm conditions. 

(v) To arrange for the reception and transmission by coast radio stations 
of weather messages from and to ships. Ships which are unable to 
communicate direct with shore shall be encouraged to relay their 
weather messages through ocean weather ships or through other 
ships which are in contact with shore. 

(vi) To encourage all masters to inform ships in the vicinity and also 
shore stations whenever they experience a wind speed of 50 knots or 
more (force 10 on the Beaufort scale). 

(vii) To endeavour to obtain a uniform procedure in regard to the inter-
national meteorological services already specified, and, as far as is 
practicable, to conform to the Technical Regulations and recom-
mendations made by the World Meteorological Organization, to 
which the Contracting Governments may refer for study and advice 
any meteorological question which may arise in carrying out the 
present Convention. 

(c) The information provided for in this Regulation shall be furnished in form 
for transmission and transmitted in the order of priority prescribed by the Radio 
Regulations, and during transmission "to all stations" of meteorological in-
formation, forecasts and warnings, all ship stations must conform to the 
provisions of the Radio Regulations. 

(d) Forecasts, warnings, synoptic and other meteorological reports intended 
for ships shall be issued and disseminated by the national service in the best 
position to serve various zones and areas, in accordance with mutual arrange-
ments made by the Contracting Governments concerned. 

Regulation 5 

Ice Patrol Service 

(a) The Contracting Governments undertake to continue an ice patrol and a 
service for study and observation of ice conditions in the North Atlantic. During 
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the whole of the ice season the south-eastern, southern and south-western limits 
of the regions of icebergs in the vicinity of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland 
shall be guarded for the purpose of informing passing ships of the extent of this 
dangerous region; for the study of ice conditions in general; and for the purpose 
of affording assistance to ships and crews requiring aid within the limits of 
operation of the patrol ships. During the rest of the year the study and observation 
of ice conditions shall be maintained as advisable. 

(b) Ships and aircraft used for the ice patrol service and the study and obser-
vation of ice conditions may be assigned other duties by the managing Govern-
ment, provided that such other duties do not interfere with their primary 
purpose or increase the cost of this service. 

Regulation 6 

Ice Patrol. Management and Cost 

(a) The Government of the United States of America agrees to continue the 
management of the ice patrol service and the study and observation of ice 
conditions, including the dissemination of information received therefrom. The 
Contracting Governments specially interested in these services undertake to 
contribute to the expense of maintaining and operating these services; each 
contribution to be based upon the total gross tonnage of the vessels of each 
contributing Government passing through the regions of icebergs guarded by the 
Ice Patrol; in particular, each Contracting Government specially interested 
undertakes to contribute annually to the expense of maintaining and operating 
these services a sum determined by the ratio which the total gross tonnage of that 
Contracting Government's vessels passing during the ice season through the 
regions of icebergs guarded by the Ice Patrol bears to the combined total gross 
tonnage of the vessels of all contributing Governments passing during the ice 
season through the regions of icebergs guarded by the Ice Patrol. Non-contract-
ing Governments specially interested may contribute to the expense of maintain-
ing and operating these services on the same basis. The managing Government 
will furnish annually to each contributing Government a statement of the total 
cost of maintaining and operating the Ice Patrol and of the proportionate share 
of each contributing Government. 

(b) Each of the contributing Governments has the right to alter or discontinue 
its contribution, and other interested Governments may undertake to contribute 
to the expense. The contributing Government which avails itself of this right will 
continue responsible for its current contribution up to 1 September following the 
date of giving notice of intention to alter or discontinue its contribution. To take 
advantage of the said right it must give notice to the managing Government at 
least six months before the said 1 September. 

(c) If; at any time, the United States Government should desire to discontinue 
these services, or if' one of the contributing Governments should express a wish 
to relinquish responsibility for its pecuniary contribution, or to have its contri-
bution altered, or another Contracting Government should desire to undertake 
to contribute to the expense, the contributing Governments shall settle the 
question in accordance with their mutual interests. 
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(d) The contributing Governments shall have the right by common consent to 
make from time to time such alterations in the provisions of this Regulation and 
of Regulation 5 of this Chapter as appear desirable. 

(e) Where this Regulation provides that a measure may be taken after agree-
ment among the contributing Governments, proposals made by any Contracting 
Government for effecting such a measure shall be communicated to the managing 
Government which shall approach the other contributing Governments with a 
view to ascertaining whether they accept such proposals, and the results of the 
enquiries thus made shall be sent to the other contributing Governments and the 
Contracting Government making the proposals. In particular, the arrangements 
relating to contributions to the cost of the services shall be reviewed by the 
contributing Governments at intervals not exceeding three years. The managing 
Government shall initiate the action necessary to this end. 

Regulation 7 

Speed Near Ice 

When ice is reported on or near his course the master of every ship at night 
is bound to proceed at a moderate speed or to alter his course so as to go well 
clear of the danger zone. 

Regulation 8 

Routeing 

(a) The practice of following, particularly in converging areas, routes adopted 
for the purpose of separation of traffic including avoidance of passage through 
areas designated as areas to be avoided by ships or certain classes of ships, or for 
the purpose of avoiding unsafe conditions, has contributed to the safety of 
navigation and is recommended for use by all ships concerned. 

(b) The Organization is recognized as the only international body for establish-
ing and adopting measures on an international level concerning routeing and 
areas to be avoided by ships or certain classes of ships. It will collate and dis-
seminate to Contracting Governments all relevant information. 

(c) The selection of the routes and the initiation of action with regard to them, 
and the delineation of what constitutes converging areas, will be primarily the 
responsibility of the Governments concerned. In the development of routeing 
schemes which impinge upon international waters, or such other schemes they 
may wish adopted by the Organization, they will give due consideration to 
relevant information published by the Organization. 

(d) Contracting Governments will use their influence to secure the appropriate 
use of adopted routes and will do everything in their power to ensure adherence 
to the measures adopted by the Organization in connexion with routeing of ships. 

(e) Contracting Governments will also induce all ships proceeding on voyages 
in the vicinity of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland to avoid, as far as practi-
cable, the fishing banks of Newfoundland north of latitude 43° N and to pass 
outside regions known or believed to be endangered by ice. 
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Regulation 9 

Misuse of Distress Signals 

The use of an international distress signal, except for the purpose of 
indicating that a ship or aircraft is in distress, and the use of any signal which may 
be confused with an international distress signal, are prohibited on every ship or 
aircraft. 

Regulation 10 

Distress Messages — Obligations and Procedures 

(a) The master of a ship at sea, on receiving a signal from any source that a 
ship or aircraft or survival craft thereof is in distress, is bound to proceed with all 
speed to the assistance of the persons in distress informing them if possible that 
he is doing so. If he is unable or, in the special circumstances of the case, considers 
it unreasonable or unnecessary to proceed to their assistance, he must enter in the 
logbook the reason for failing to proceed to the assistance of the persons in 
distress. 

(b) The master of a ship in distress, after consultation, so far as may be possible, 
with the masters of the ships which answer his call for assistance, has the right to 
requisition such one or more of those ships as he considers best able to render 
assistance, and it shall be the duty of the master or masters of the ship or ships 
requisitioned to comply with the requisition by continuing to proceed with all 
speed to the assistance of persons in distress. 

(c) The master of a ship shall be released from the obligation imposed by 
paragraph (a) of this Regulation when he learns that one or more ships other 
than his own have been requisitioned and are complying with the requisition. 

(d) The master of a ship shall be released from the obligation imposed by 
paragraph (a) of this Regulation, and, if his ship has been requisitioned, from the 
obligation imposed by paragraph (b) of this Regulation, if he is informed by the 
persons in distress or by the master of another ship which has reached such 
persons that assistance is no longer necessary. 

(e) The provisions of this Regulation do not prejudice the International Con-
vention for the unification of certain rules with rezard to Assistance and Salvage 
at Sea, signed at Brussels on 23 September 1910P particularly the obligation to 
render assistance imposed by Article 11 of that Convention. 

Regulation 11 

Signalling Lamps 

All ships of over 150 tons gross tonnage, when engaged on international 
voyages, shall have on board an efficient daylight signalling lamp which shall not 
be solely dependent upon the ship's main source of electrical power. 

1 TS 576; 37 Stat. 1658. [Footnote added by the Department of State.] 
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Regulation 12 

Shipborne Navigational Equipment 

(a) All ships of 1,600 tons gross tonnage and upwards shall be fitted with a 
radar of a type approved by the Administration. Facilities for plotting radar 
readings shall be provided on the bridge in those ships. 

(b) All ships of 1,600 tons gross tonnage and upwards, when engaged on inter-
national voyages, shall be fitted with radio direction-finding apparatus complying 
with the provisions of Regulation 12 of Chapter IV. The Administration may, in 
areas where it considers it -unreasonable or unnecessary for such apparatus to 
be carried, exempt any ship of less than 5,000 tons gross tonnage from this 
requirement, due regard being had to the fact that radio direction-finding 
apparatus is of value both as a navigational instrument and as an aid to locating 
ships, aircraft or survival craft. 

(c) All ships of 1,600 tons gross tonnage and upwards, when engaged on inter-
national voyages, shall be fitted with a gyro-compass in addition to the magnetic 
compass. The Administration, if it considers it unreasonable or unnecessary to 
require a gyro-compass, may exempt any ship of less than 5,000 tons gross 
tonnage from this requirement. 

(d) All new ships of 500 tons gross tonnage and upwards, when engaged on 
international voyages, shall be fitted with an echo-sounding device. 

(e) Whilst all reasonable steps shall be taken to maintain the apparatus in an 
efficient condition, malfunction of the radar equipment, the gyro-compass or the 
echo-sounding device shall not be considered as making the ship unseaworthy 
or as a reason for delaying the ship in ports where repair facilities are not readily 
available. 

(f) All new ships of 1,600 tons gross tonnage and upwards, when engaged on 
international voyages, shall be fitted with radio equipment for homing on the 
radiotelephone distress frequency complying with the relevant provisions of 
paragraph (b) of Regulation 12 of Chapter IV. 

Regulation 13 

Manning 

The Contracting Governments undertake, each for its national ships, to 
maintain, or, if it is necessary, to adopt, measures for the purpose of ensuring 
that, from the point of view of safety of life at sea, all ships shall be sufficiently 
and efficiently manned. 

Regulation 14 

Aids to Navigation 

The Contracting Governments undertake to arrange for the establishment 
and maintenance of such aids to navigation, including radio beacons and 
electronic aids as, in their opinion, the volume of traffic justifies and the degree of 
risk requires, and to arrange for information relating to these aids to be made 
available to all concerned. 
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Regulation 15 

Search and Rescue 

(a) Each Contracting Government undertakes to ensure that any necessary 
arrangements are made for coast watching and for the rescue of persons in 
distress at sea round its coasts. These arrangements should include the establish-
ment, operation and maintenance of such maritime safety facilities as are deemed 
practicable and necessary having regard to the density of the seagoing traffic and 
the navigational dangers and should, so far as possible, afford adequate means of 
locating and rescuing such persons. 

(b) Each Contracting Government undertakes to make available information 
concerning its existing rescue facilities and the plans for changes therein, if any. 

Regulation 16 

Life-Saving Signals 

The following signals shall be used by life-saving stations and maritime 
rescue units when communicating with ships or persons in distress and by ships 
or persons in distress when communicating with life-saving stations and maritime 
rescue units. The signals used by aircraft engaged in search and rescue operations 
to direct ships are indicated in paragraph (d) below. An illustrated table describ-
ing the signals listed below shall be readily available to the officer of the watch 
of every ship to which this Chapter applies. 

(a) Replies from life-saving stations or maritime rescue units to distress signals 
made by a ship or person: 

Signal 
By day — Orange smoke signal or combined 
light and sound signal (thunderlight) con-
sisting of three single signals which are fired 
at intervals of approximately one minute. 
By night — White star rocket consisting of 
three single signals which are fired at intervals 
of approximately one minute. 

If necessary the day signals may be given at night or the night signals by day. 

(b) Landing signals for the guidance of small boats with crews or persons in 
distress: 

Signal Signification 

By day — Vertical motion of a white flag orl 
the arms or firing of a green star-signal or 
signalling the code letter "K" (—•—) given 
by light or sound-signal apparatus. 
By night — Vertical motion of a white light or 
fiare, or firing of a green star-signal or sig- "This is the best place to land." 
nailing the code letter "K" (—•—) given by 
light or sound-signal apparatus. A range 
(indication of direction) may be given by 
placing a steady white light or flare at a lower 
level and in line with the observer. 

Signification 

"You are seen — assistance will 
be given as soon as possible." 
(Repetition of such signals shall 
have the same meaning.) 
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Signal Signification 
By day — Horizontal motion of a white flag or 
arms extended horizontally or firing of a red 
star-signal or signalling the code letter "S" 
( • • • ) given by light or sound-signal apparatus. "Landing here highly danger-

By night — Horizontal motion of a white light ous. 
or flare or firing of a red star-signal or signal-
ling the code letter "S" (• • -) given by light or 
sound-signal apparatus. 

By day — Horizontal motion of a white flag, ' 
followed by the placing of the white flag in 
the ground and the carrying of another white 
flag in the direction to be indicated or firing 
of a red star-signal vertically and a white star-
signal in the direction towards the better "Landing here highly dangerous. 
landing place or signalling the code letter "S" A more favourable location for 
(• • -) followed by the code letter "R" (•—•) landing is in the direction in-
if a better landing place for the craft in dis- dicated." 
tress is located more to the right in the direc-
tion of approach or the code letter "L" 
( • —• .) if a better landing place for the craft 
in distress is located more to the left in the 
direction of approach. , 

By night — Horizontal motion of a white light . 
or fiare, followed by the placing of the white 
light or flare on the ground and the carrying 
of another white light or flare in the direction 
to be indicated or firing of a red star-signal 
vertically and a white star-signal in the direc- "Landing here highly dangerous. 
tion towards the better landing place or A more favourable location for 
signalling the code letter "S" (• • - ) followed landing is in the direction in-
by code letter "R" (•—•) if a better landing dicated." 
place for the craft in distress is located more 
to the right in the direction of approach or 
the code letter "L" (•—• .) if a better landing 
place for the craft in distress is located more 
to the left in the direction of approach. , 
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(c) Signals to be employed in connexion with the use of shore life-saving 
apparatus: 

Signal 

By day — Vertical motion of a white flag or 
the arms or firing of a green star-signal. 

By night — Vertical motion of a white light or 
flare or firing of a green star-signal. 

By day — Horizontal motion of a white flag or 
arms extended horizontally or firing of a red 
star-signal. 

By night — Horizontal motion of a white light 
or flare or firing of a red star-signal. 

Signcation 
In general — "Affirmative." 
Specifically: 
"Rocket line is held." 
"Tail block is made fast." 
"Hawser is made fast." 
"Man is in the breeches buoy." 
"Haul away." 

In general — "Negative." 
Specifically: 
"Slack away." 
"Avast hauling." 

(d) Signals used by aircraft engaged on search and rescue operations to direct 
ships towards an aircraft, ship or person in distress (see explanatory Note 
below): 

(i) The following procedures performed in sequence by an aircraft mean 
that the aircraft is directing a surface craft towards an aircraft or a 
surface craft in distress: 

(1) circling the surface craft at least once; 

(2) crossing the projected course of the surface craft close ahead at 
a low altitude, opening and closing the throttle or changing the 
propeller pitch; 

heading in the direction in which the surface craft is to be 
directed. 

Repetition of such procedures has the same meaning. 

(ii) The following procedure performed by an aircraft means that the 
assistance of the surface craft to which the signal is directed is no 
longer required: 

— crossing the wake of the surface craft close astern at a low altitude, 
opening and closing the throttle or changing the propeller pitch. 

Note: Advance notification of changes in these signals will be given by the 
Organization as necessary. 

(3) 

Regulation 17 

Pilot Ladders and Mechanical Pilot Hoists 

Ships engaged on voyages in the course of which pilots are likely to be 
employed shall comply with the following requirements: 

(a) Pilot Ladders 
(i) The ladder shall be efficient for the purpose of enabling pilots to 

embark and disembark safely, kept clean and in good order and may 
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be used by officials and other persons while a ship is arriving at or 
leaving a port. 

(ii) The ladder shall be secured in a position so that it is clear from any 
possible discharges from the ship, that each step rests firmly 
against the ship's side, that it is clear so far as is practicable of the 
finer lines of the ship and that the pilot can gain safe and convenient 
access to the ship after climbing not less than 1.5 metres (5 feet) and 
not more than 9 metres (30 feet). A single length of ladder shall be 
used capable of reaching the water from the point of access to the 
ship; in providing for this due allowance shall be made for all 
conditions of loading and trim of the ship and for an adverse list 
of 15 degrees. Whenever the distance from sea level to the point of 
access to the ship is more than 9 metres (30 feet), access from the 
pilot ladder to the ship shall be by means of an accommodation 
ladder or other equally safe and convenient means. 

(iii) The steps of the pilot ladder shall be: 

(1) of hardwood, or other material of equivalent properties, made 
in one piece free of knots, having an efficient non-slip surface; 
the four lowest steps may be made of rubber of sufficient 
strength and stiffness or of other suitable material of equivalent 
characteristics; 

(2) not less than 480 millimetres (19 inches) long, 115 millimetres 
(4.1 inches) wide, and 25 millimetres (1 inch) in depth, exclud-
ing any non-slip device; 

equally spaced not less than 300 millimetres (12 inches) nor 
more than 380 millimetres (15 inches) apart and be secured in 
such a manner that they will remain horizontal. 

(iv) No pilot ladder shall have more than two replacement steps which 
are secured in position by a method different from that used in the 
original construction of the ladder and any steps so secured shall 
be replaced as soon as reasonably practicable by steps secured in 
position by the method used in the original construction of the 
ladder. When any replacement step is secured to the side ropes of 
the ladder by means of grooves in the sides of the step, such grooves 
shall be in the longer sides of the step. 

(v) The side ropes of the ladder shall consist of two uncovered manila 
ropes not less than 60 millimetres (21 inches) in circumference on 
each side. Each rope shall be continuous with no joints below the 
top step. Two man-ropes properly secured to the ship and not less 
than 65 millimetres (2-1 inches) in circumference and a safety line 
shall be kept at hand ready for use if required. 

(vi) Battens made of hardwood, or other material of equivalent proper-
ties, in one piece and not less than 1.80 metres (5 feet 10 inches) 
long shall be provided at such intervals as will prevent the pilot 
ladder from twisting. The lowest batten shall be on the fifth step 
from the bottom of the ladder and the interval between any batten 
and the next shall not exceed 9 steps. 

(vii) Means shall be provided to ensure safe and convenient passage on 
to or into and off the ship between the head of the pilot ladder or of 

(3) 
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any accommodation ladder or other appliance provided. Where 
such passage is by means of a gateway in the rails or bulwark, 
adequate handholds shall be provided. Where such passage is by 
means of a bulwark ladder, such ladder shall be securely attached 
to the bulwark rail or platform and two handhold stanchions shall 
be fitted at the point of boarding or leaving the ship not less than 
0.70 metre (2 feet 3 inches) nor more than 0.80 metre (2 feet 7 inches) 
apart. Each stanchion shall be rigidly secured to the ship's structure 
at or near its base and also at a higher point, shall be not less than 
40 millimetres (1-1. inches) in diameter and shall extend not less than 
1.20 metres (3 feet 11 inches) above the top of the bulwark. 

(viii) Lighting shall be provided at night such that both the pilot ladder 
overside and also the position where the pilot boards the ship shall 
be adequately lit. A lifebuoy equipped with a self-igniting light 
shall be kept at hand ready for use. A heaving line shall be kept at 
hand ready for use if required. 

Means shall be provided to enable the pilot ladder to be used on 
either side of the ship. 

(x) The rigging of the ladder and the embarkation and disembarkation 
of a pilot shall be supervised by a responsible officer of the ship. 

Where on any ship constructional features such as rubbing bands 
would prevent the implementation of any of these provisions, 
special arrangements shall be made to the satisfaction of the 
Administration to ensure that persons are able to embark and dis-
embark safely. 

(b) Mechanical Pilot Hoists 

(i) A mechanical pilot hoist, if provided, and its ancillary equipment 
shall be of a type approved by the Administration. It shall be of such 
design and construction as to ensure that the pilot can be embarked 
and disembarked in a safe manner including a safe access from the 
hoist to the deck and vice versa. 

A pilot ladder complying with the provisions of paragraph (a) of this 
Regulation shall be kept on deck adjacent to the hoist and available 
for immediate use. 

Regulation 18 

VHF Radiotelephone Stations 

When a Contracting Government requires ships navigating in an area 
under its sovereignty to be provided with a Very High Frequency (VHF) radio-
telephone station to be used in conjunction with a system which it has established 
in order to promote safety of navigation, such station shall comply with the 
provisions of Regulation 17 of Chapter IV and shall be operated in accordance 
with Regulation 8 of Chapter IV. 
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Regulation 19 

Use of the Automatic Pilot 

(a) In areas of high traffic density, in conditions of restricted visibility and in 
all other hazardous navigational situations where the automatic pilot is used, it 
shall be possible to establish human control of the ship's steering immediately. 

(b) In circumstances as above, it shall be possible for the officer of the watch 
to have available without delay the services of a qualified helmsman who shall 
be ready at all times to take over steering control. 

(c) The change-over from automatic to manual steering and vice versa shall be 
made by or under the supervision of a responsible officer. 

Regulation 20 

Nautical Publications 

All ships shall carry adequate and up-to-date charts, sailing directions, 
lists of lights, notices to mariners, tide tables and all other nautical publications 
necessary for the intended voyage. 

Regulation 21 

International Code of Signals 

All ships which in accordance with the present Convention are required to 
carry a radiotelegraph or a radiotelephone installation shall carry the Inter-
national Code of Signals. This publication shall also be carried by any other ship 
which in the opinion of the Administration has a need to use it. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CARRIAGE OF GRAIN 

PART A — GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Regulation 1 

Application 

Unless expressly provided otherwise, this Chapter, including Parts A, B 
and C, applies to the carriage of grain in all ships to which the present Regulations 
apply. 

Regulation 2 

Definitions 

(a) The term "grain" includes wheat, maize (corn), oats, rye, barley, rice, 
pulses, seeds and processed forms thereof, whose behaviour is similar to that of 
grain in its natural state. 

(b) The term "filled compartment" refers to any compartment in which, after 
loading and trimming as required under Regulation 3, the bulk grain is at its 
highest possible level. 

(c) The term "partly filled compartment" refers to any compartment wherein 
bulk grain is not loaded in the manner prescribed in paragraph (b) of this 
Regulation. 

(d) The term "angle of flooding" (Of) means an angle of heel at which openings 
in the hull, superstructures or deckhouses, which cannot be closed weathertight, 
immerse. In applying this definition, small openings through which progressive 
flooding cannot take place need not be considered as open. 

Regulation 3 

Trimming of Grain 

All necessary and reasonable trimming shall be performed to level all free 
grain surfaces and to minimize the effect of' grain shifting. 

(a) In any "filled compartment", the bulk grain shall be trimmed so as to fill 
all the spaces under the decks and hatch covers to the maximum extent possible. 

(b) After loading, all free grain surfaces in "partly filled compartments" shall 
be level. 
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(c) The Administration issuing the document of authorization may, under 
Regulation 9 of this Chapter, grant dispensation from trimming in those cases 
where the underdeck void geometry resulting from free flowing grain into a 
compartment, which may be provided with feeding ducts, perforated decks or 
other similar means, is taken into account to its satisfaction when calculating 
the void depths. 

Regulation 4 

Intact Stability Requirements 

(a) The calculations required by this Regulation shall be based upon the 
stability information provided in accordance with Regulation 19 of Chapter II-1, 
of the present Convention, or with the requirements of the Administration issuing 
the document of authorization under Regulation 10 of this Chapter. 

(b) The intact stability characteristics of any ship carrying bulk grain shall be 
shown to meet, throughout the voyage, at least the following criteria after taking 
into account in the manner described in Part B, the heeling moments due to 
grain shift: 

(i) the angle of heel due to the shift of grain shall be not greater than 
12 degrees except that an Administration giving authorization in 
accordance with Regulation 10 of this Chapter may require a lesser 
angle of heel if it considers that experience shows this to be necessary ;* 

(ii) in the statical stability diagram, the net or residual area between the 
heeling arm curve and the righting arm curve up to the angle of heel 
of maximum difference between the ordinates of the two curves, or 
40 degrees or the "angle of flooding" (Or), whichever is the least, shall 
in all conditions of loading be not less than 0.075 metre-radians; and 

(iii) the initial metacentric height, after correction for the free surface 
effects of liquids in tanks, shall be not less than 0.30 metre. 

(c) Before loading bulk grain the master shall, if so required by the Contracting 
Government of the country of the port of loading, demonstrate the ability of the 
ship at all stages of any voyage to comply with the stability criteria required by 
paragraph (b) of this Regulation using the information approved and issued 
under Regulations 10 and 11 of this Chapter. 

(d) After loading, the master shall ensure that the ship shall be upright before 
proceeding to sea. 

Regulation S 

Longitudinal Divisions and Saucers 

(a) In both "filled compartments" and "partly filled compartments", longi-
tudinal divisions may be provided as a device either to reduce the adverse heeling 
effect of grain shift or to limit the depth of cargo used for securing the grain 
surface. Such divisions shall be fitted grain-tight and constructed in accordance 
with the provisions of Section I of Part C of this Chapter. 

* For example, the permissible angle of heel might be limited to the angle of heel at which 
the edge of the weather deck would be immersed in still water. 
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(b) In a "filled compartment", a division, if fitted to reduce the adverse effects 
of grain shift, shall: 

(i) 
(ii) 

in a 'tween-deck compartment extend from deck to deck; and 

in a hold extend downwards from the underside of the deck or hatch 
covers as described in Section II of Part B of this Chapter. 

Except in the case of linseed and other seeds having similar properties, a longi-
tudinal division beneath a hatchway may be replaced by a saucer formed in the 
manner described in Section I of Part C of this Chapter. 

(c) In a "partly filled compartment", a division, if fitted, shall extend from 
one-eighth of the maximum breadth of the compartment above the level of the 
grain surface and to the same distance below the grain surface. When used to 
limit the depth of overstowing, the height of the centreline division shall be at 
least 0.6 metre above the level grain surface. 

(d) Furthermore, the adverse heeling effects of grain shift may be reduced by 
tightly stowing the wings and ends of a compartment with bagged grain or other 
suitable cargo adequately restrained from shifting. 

Regulation 6 

Securing 

(a) Unless account is taken of the adverse heeling effect due to grain shift in 
accordance with these Regulations, the surface of the bulk grain in any "partly 
filled compartment" shall be level and topped off with bagged grain tightly 
stowed and extending to a height of not less than one-sixteenth of the maximum 
breadth of the free grain surface or 1.2 metres, whichever is the greater. Instead 
of bagged grain, other suitable cargo exerting at least the same pressure may be 
used. 

(b) The bagged grain or such other suitable cargo shall be supported in the 
manner described in Section II of Part C of this Chapter. Alternatively, the bulk 
grain surface may be secured by strapping or lashing as described in that Section. 

Regulation 7 

Feeders and Trunks 

If feeders or trunks are fitted, proper account shall be taken of the effects 
thereof when calculating the heeling moments as described in Section III of 
Part B of this Chapter. The strength of the divisions forming the boundaries of 
such feeders shall conform with the provisions of Section I of Part C of this 
Chapter. 

Regulation 8 

Combination Arrangements 

Lower holds and 'tween-deck spaces in way thereof may be loaded as one 
compartment provided that, in calculating transverse heeling moments, proper 
account is taken of the flow of grain into the lower spaces. 
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Regulation 9 

Application of Parts B and C 

An Administration or a Contracting Government on behalf of an Admini-
stration may authorize departure from the assumptions contained in Parts B and C 
of this Chapter in those cases where it considers this to be justified having regard 
to the provisions for loading or the structural arrangements, provided the 
stability criteria in paragraph (b) of Regulation 4 of this Chapter are met. Where 
such authorization is granted under this Regulation, particulars shall be included 
in the document of authorization or grain loading data. 

Regulation 10 

Authorization 

(a) A document of authorization shall be issued for every ship loaded in 
accordance with the Regulations of this Chapter either by the Administration or 
an organization recognized by it or by a Contracting Government on behalf of 
the Administration. It shall be accepted as evidence that the ship is capable of 
complying with the requirements of these Regulations. 

(b) The document shall accompany and refer to the grain loading stability 
booklet provided to enable the master to meet the requirements of paragraph (c) 
of Regulation 4 of this Chapter. This booklet shall meet the requirements of 
Regulation 11 of this Chapter. 

(c) Such a document, grain loading stability data and associated plans may be 
drawn up in the official language or languages of the issuing country. If the 
language used is neither English nor French, the text shall include a translation 
into one of these languages. 

(d) A copy of such a document, grain loading stability data and associated 
plans shall be placed on board in order that the master, if so required, shall 
produce them for the inspection of the Contracting Government of the country 
of the port of loading. 

(e) A ship without such a document of authorization shall not load grain until 
the master demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Administration or the Con-
tracting Government of the port of loading on behalf of the Administration that 
the ship in its proposed loaded condition will comply with the requirements of 
these Regulations. 

Regulation 11 

Grain Loading Information 

This information shall be sufficient to allow the master to determine in all 
reasonable loading conditions the heeling moments due to grain shift calculated 
in accordance with Part B of this Chapter. It shall include the following: 

(a) Information which shall be approved by the Administration or by a 
Contracting Government on behalf of the Administration: 
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curves or tables of grain heeling moments for every compartment, 
filled or partly filled, or combination thereof, including the effects of 
temporary fittings; 

tables of maximum permissible heeling moments or other information 
sufficient to allow the master to demonstrate compliance with the 
requirements of paragraph (c) of Regulation 4 of this Chapter; 

details of the scantlings of any temporary fittings and where 
applicable the provisions necessary to meet the requirements of 
Section I(E) of Part C of this Chapter; 

typical loaded service departure and arrival conditions and where 
necessary, intermediate worst service conditions; 

a worked example for the guidance of the master; 

loading instructions in the form of notes summarizing the require-
ments of this Chapter. 

(b) Information which shall be acceptable to the Administration or to a 
Contracting Government on behalf of the Administration: 

(i) ship's particulars; 

(ii) lightship displacement and the vertical distance from the intersection 
of the moulded base line and midship section to the centre of gravity 
(KG); 

(iii) table of free surface corrections; 

(iv) capacities and centres of gravity. 

Regulation 12 

Equivalents 

Where an equivalent accepted by the Administration in accordance with 
Regulation 5 of Chapter I of this Convention is applied, particulars shall be 
included in the document of authorization or grain loading data. 

Regulation 13 

Exemptions for Certain Voyages 

The Administration, or a Contracting Government on behalf of the 
Administration may, if it considers that the sheltered nature and conditions of 
the voyage are such as to render the application of any of the requirements of 
Regulations 3 to 12 of this Chapter unreasonable or unnecessary, exempt from 
those particular requirements individual ships or classes of ships. 
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PART B — CALCULATION OF ASSUMED HEELING MOMENTS 

SECTION I - DESCRIPTION OF THE ASSUMED VOIDS AND 
METHOD OF CALCULATING INTACT 
STABILITY 

SECTION II - ASSUMED VOLUMETRIC HEELING MOMENT 
OF A FILLED COMPARTMENT 

SECTION HI ASSUMED VOLUMETRIC HEELING MO MENT 
OF FEEDERS AND TRUNKS 

SECTION IV - ASSUMED VOLUMETRIC HEELING MOMENT 
OF PARTLY FILLED COMPARTMENTS 

SECTION V - ALTERNATIVE LOADING ARRANGEMENTS 
FOR EXISTING SHIPS 

SECTION I - DESCRIPTION OF THE ASSUMED VOIDS AND METHOD 
OF CALCULATING INTACT STABILITY 

(A) GENERAL 

(a) For the purpose of calculating the adverse heeling moment due to a shift 
of cargo surface in ships carrying bulk grain it shall be assumed that: 

In "filled compartments" which have been trimmed in accordance 
with Regulation 3 of this Chapter a void exists under all boundary 
surfaces having an inclination to the horizontal less than 30 degrees 
and that the void is parallel to the boundary surface having an 
average depth calculated according to the formula: 

Vd = Vdi + 0.75(d — 600) mm 

Where: 

Vd = Average void depth in mm; 

Vdi = Standard void depth from Table I below; 

d = Actual girder depth in mm. 

In no case shall Vd be assumed to be less than 100 mm. 
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TABLE I 

Distance from hatchend or 
hatchside to boundary of Standard void depth Vcii 

compartment 

metres mm 
0.5 570 
1.0 530 
1.5 500 
2.0 480 
2.5 450 
3.0 440 
3.5 430 
4.0 430 
4.5 430 
5.0 430 
5.5 450 
6.0 470 
6.5 490 
7.0 520 
7.5 550 
8.0 590 

Notes on Table I: 
For distances greater than 8.0 metres the standard void depth Vdi shall 

be linearly extrapolated at 80 mm increase for each 1.0 metre increase in 
distance. Where there is a difference in depth between the hatchside girder or 
its continuation and the hatchend beam the greater depth shall be used except 
that: 

(1) when the hatchside girder or its continuation is shallower than the 
hatchend beam the voids abreast the hatchway may be calculated 
using the lesser depth; and 

(2) when the hatchend beam is shallower than the hatchside girder or 
its continuation the voids fore and aft of the hatchway inboard of 
the continuation of the hatchside girder may be calculated using the 
lesser depth; 

(3) where there is a raised deck clear of a hatchway the average void 
depth measured from the underside of the raised deck shall be 
calculated using the standard void depth in association with a girder 
depth of the hatchend beam plus the height of the raised deck. 

(ii) In "filled compartments" which are not trimmed in accordance with 
Regulation 3 of this Chapter and where the boundary surface has an 
inclination to the horizontal which is less than 30 degrees, the cargo 
surface has an inclination of 30 degrees to the horizontal after loading. 
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(iii) Within filled hatchways and in addition to any open void within the 
hatch cover there is a void of average depth of 150 mm measured 
down to the grain surface from the lowest part of the hatch cover 
or the top of the hatchside coaming, whichever is the lower. 

(b) The description of the pattern of grain surface behaviour to be assumed in 
"partly filled compartments" is shown in Section IV of this Part. 

(c) For the purpose of demonstrating compliance with the stability criteria in 
paragraph (b) of Regulation 4 of this Chapter (see Figure 1), the ship's stability 
calculations shall be normally based upon the assumption that the centre of 
gravity of cargo in a "filled compartment" is at the volumetric centre of the whole 
cargo space. In those cases where the Administration authorizes account to be 
taken of the effect of assumed underdeck voids on the vertical position of the 
centre of gravity of the cargo in "filled compartments" it will be necessary to 
compensate for the adverse effect of the vertical shift of grain surfaces by 
increasing the assumed heeling moment due to the transverse shift of grain as 
follows: 

total heeling moment = 1.06 x calculated transverse heeling moment. 

In all cases the weight of cargo in a "filled compartment" shall be the volume of 
the whole cargo space divided by the stowage factor. 

ot) 

Xo 

A 

righting arm curve 

\ heeling arm curve due 
angle of heel due to \ to transverse grain shift 
grain shift residual dynamic which may be approxi-

\I • ->"\\ \ \.\ \ • stability \ • mately represented by the 
\. \ . \ ‘ \ \ \ \ \ ___,..-• straight line AB 

l'-f--- B 

X4o 
 1  
40 angle of heel (degrees) 

Figure 1 

Notes on Figure I: 

(1) 'Where: 
Assumed Volumetric Heeling Moment due to Transverse Shift 

Ao — ; 
Stowage Factor x Displacement 

A40 = 0.8 x Ao; 

Stowage factor = Volume per unit weight of grain cargo; 

Displacement = Weight of ship, fuel, fresh water, stores etc. and cargo. 

(2) The righting arm curve shall be derived from cross-curves which are sufficient 
in number to accurately define the curve for the purpose of these requirements 
and shall include cross-curves at 12 degrees and 40 degrees. 
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(d) In "partly filled compartments" the adverse effect of the vertical shift of 
grain surfaces shall be taken into account as follows: 

total heeling moment = 1.12 x calculated transverse heeling moment. 

(e) Any other equally effective method may be adopted to make the com-
pensation required in paragraphs (c) and (d) above. 

SECTION II — ASSUMED VOLUMETRIC HEELING MOMENT 
OF A FILLED COMPARTMENT 

(A) GENERAL 

(a) The pattern of grain surface movement relates to a transverse section 
across the portion of the compartment being considered and the resultant heeling 
moment should be multiplied by the length to obtain the total moment for that 
portion. 

(b) The assumed transverse heeling moment due to grain shifting is a con-
sequence of final changes of shape and position of voids after grain has moved 
from the high side to the low side. 

(c) The resulting grain surface after shifting shall be assumed to be at 
15 degrees to the horizontal. 

(d) In calculating the maximum void area that can be formed against a longi-
tudinal structural member, the effects of any horizontal surfaces, e.g. flanges or 
face bars, shall be ignored. 

(e) The total areas of the initial and final voids shall be equal. 

(f) A discontinuous longitudinal division shall be considered effective over its 
full length. 

(B) ASSUMPTIONS 

In the following paragraphs it is assumed that the total heeling moment 
for a compartment is obtained by adding the results of separate considerations 
of the following portions: 

(a) before and abaft hatchways: 

(i) If a compartment has two or more main hatchways through which 
loading may take place the depth of the underdeck void for the 
portion(s) between such hatchways shall be determined using the fore 
and aft distance to the midpoint between the hatchways. 
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(ii) After the assumed shift of grain the final void pattern shall be as 
shown in Figure 2 below: 

Vd 

low side 

Notes on Figure 2: 

(I) 

longitudinal division 

Figure 2 

high side 

If the maximum void area which can be formed against the girder at B is 
less than the initial area of the void under AB, i.e. AB x Vd, the excess 
area shall be assumed to transfer to the final void on the high side. 

(2) If the longitudinal division at c is one which has been provided in accord-
ance with sub-paragraph (b)(1i) of Regulation 5 of this Chapter it shall 
extend to at least 0.6 metre below D or E whichever gives the greater 
depth. 

(b) In and abreast hatchways: 

After the assumed shift of grain the final void pattern shall be as shown 
in the following Figure 3 or Figure 4. 

A 
Vd 

low side 

150 mm plus any open void 
within the hatch cover 

  D 

Figure 3 

high side 

Notes on Figure 3: 

(1) AB Any area in excess of that which can be formed against the girder at 
B shall transfer to the final void area in the hatchway. 

(2) CD Any area in excess of that which can be formed against the girder at 
E shall transfer to the final void area on the high side. 
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150 mm plus any open void 
within the hatch cover 
E 

A 

Vd 

low side J I 0.6 m 

Figure 4 

high side 

Notes on Figure 4: 

(1) If the centreline division is one which has been provided in accordance with sub-
paragraph (b)(ü) of Regulation 5 of this Chapter it shall extend to at least 
0.6 metre below H or J whichever gives the greater depth. 

(2) The excess void area from AB shall transfer to the low side half of the hatchway 
in which two separate final void areas will be formed viz, one against the centre-
line division and the other against the hatchside coaming and girder on the high 
side. 

(3) If a bagged saucer or bulk bundle is formed in a hatchway it shall be assumed, 
for the purpose of calculating transverse heeling moment, that such a device is 
at least equivalent to the centreline division. 

(C) COMPARTMENTS LOADED IN COMBINATION 

The following paragraphs describe the pattern of void behaviour which 
shall be assumed when compartments are loaded in combination: 

(a) Without effective centreline divisions: 

(i) Under the upper deck — as for the single deck arrangement described 
in Section II(B) of this Part. 

(ii) Under the second deck — the area of void available for transfer from 
the low side, i.e. original void area less area against the hatchside 
girder, shall be assumed to transfer as follows: 

one half to the upper deck hatchway and one quart-1.T each to 
the high side under the upper and second deck. 

(iii) Under the third and lower decks — the void areas available for transfer 
from the low side of each of these decks shall be assumed to transfer 
in equal quantities to all the voids under the decks on the high side 
and the void in the upper deck hatchway. 

(b) With effective centreline divisions which extend into the upper deck hatchway: 

(i) At all deck levels abreast the division the void areas available for 
transfer from the low side shall be assumed to transfer to the void 
under the low side half of the upper deck hatchway. 

At the deck level immediately below the bottom of the division the 
void area available for transfer from the low side shall be assumed to 
transfer as follows: 
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one half to the void under the low side half of the upper deck 
hatchway and the remainder in equal quantities to the voids 
under the decks on the high side. 

(iii) At deck levels lower than those described in sub-paragraphs (i) and 
(ii) of this paragraph the void area available for transfer from the 
low side of each of those decks shall be assumed to transfer in equal 
quantities to the voids in each of the two halves of the upper deck 
hatchway on each side of the division and the voids under the decks 
on the high side. 

(c) With effective centreline divisions which do not extend into the upper deck 
hatchway: 

Since no horizontal transfer of voids may be assumed to take place at the 
same deck level as the division the void area available for transfer from the low 
side at this level shall be assumed to transfer above the division to voids on the 
high sides in accordance with the principles of paragraphs (a) and (b) above. 

SECTION DI — ASSUMED VOLUMETRIC HEELING MOMENT 
OF FEEDERS AND TRUNKS 

(A) SUITABLY PLACED WING FEEDERS (See Figure 5) 

It may be assumed that under the influence of ship motion underdeck 
voids will be substantially filled by the flow of grain from a pair of longitudinal 
feeders provided that: 

(a) the feeders extend for the full length of the deck and that the perforations 
therein are adequately spaced; 

(b) the volume of each feeder is equal to the volume of the underdeck void out-
board of the hatchside girder and its continuation. 

include this void 

in calculation 

main hatchway 

Figure 5 
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(B) TRUNKS SITUATED OVER MAIN HATCHWAYS 

After the assumed shift of grain the final void pattern shall be as shown in 
Figure 6. 

low side 
See note 

I§ excess void area to centreline t ..,_ • . . " high side. 3  

Figure 6 

250 See note 
high side 

Note on Figure 6: 

If the wing spaces in way of the trunk cannot be properly trimmed in accordance 
with Regulation 3 of this Chapter it shall be assumed that a 25 degree surface shift 
takes place. 

SECTION IV — ASSUMED VOLUMETRIC HEELING MOMENT 
OF PARTLY FELLED COMPARTMENTS 

(A) GENERAL 

When the free surface of the bulk grain has not been secured in accordance 
with Regulation 6 of this Chapter it shall be assumed that the grain surface 
after shifting shall be at 25 degrees to the horizontal. 

(B) DISCONTINUOUS LONGITUDINAL DIVISIONS 

In a compartment in which the longitudinal divisions are not continuous 
between the transverse boundaries, the length over which any such divisions are 
effective as devices to prevent full width shifts of grain surfaces shall be taken to 
be the actual length of the portion of the division under consideration less two-
sevenths of the greater of the transverse distances between the division and its 
adjacent division or ship's side. 

This correction does not apply in the lower compartments of any com-
bination loading in which the upper compartment is either a "filled compartment" 
or a "partly filled compartment". 
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SECTION V - ALTERNATIVE LOADING ARRANGEMENTS FOR 
EXISTING SHIPS 

(A) GENERAL 

A ship loaded in accordance with either Sub-Section (B) or Sub-Section (C) 
below shall be considered to have intact stability characteristics at least equiva-
lent to the requirements of paragraph (b) of Regulation 4 of this Chapter. 
Documents of authorization permitting such loadings shall be accepted under 
the provisions of paragraph (e) of Regulation 10 of this Chapter. 

For the purpose of this Part, the term "Existing Ship" means a ship, the 
keel of which is laid before the date of coming into force of this Chapter. 

(B) STOWAGE OF SPECIALLY SUITABLE SHIPS 

(a) Notwithstanding anything contained in Part B of this Chapter, bulk grain 
may be carried without regard to the requirements specified therein in ships 
which are constructed with two or more vertical or sloping grain-tight longi-
tudinal divisions suitably disposed to limit the effect of any transverse shift of 
grain under the following conditions: 

(i) as many holds and compartments as possible shall be full and 
trimmed full; 

(ii) for any specified arrangement of stowage the ship will not list to an 
angle greater than 5 degrees at any stage of the voyage where: 

(I) in holds or compartments which have been trimmed full the 
grain surface settled 2 per cent by volume from the original 
surface and shifts to an angle of 12 degrees with that surface 
under all boundaries of these holds and compartments which 
have an inclination of less than 30 degrees to the horizontal; 

(2) in "partly filled compartments or holds" free grain surfaces 
settle and shift as in sub-paragraph (ii)(1) of this paragraph or to 
such larger angle as may be deemed necessary by the Admini-
stration, or by a Contracting Government on behalf of the 
Administration, and grain surfaces if overstowed in accordance 
with Regulation 5 of this Chapter shift to an angle of 8 degrees 
with the original levelled surfaces. For the purpose of sub-
paragraph (ii) of this paragraph shifting boards, if fitted, will be 
considered to limit the transverse shift of the surface of the 
grain; 

(iii) the master is provided with a grain loading plan covering the 
stowage arrangements to be adopted and a stability booklet, both 
approved by the Administration, or by a Contracting Government 
on behalf of the Administration, showing the stability conditions 
upon which the calculations given in sub-paragraph (ii) of this para-
graph are based. 

(b) The Administration, or a Contracting Government on behalf of the 
Administration, shall prescribe the precautions to be taken against shifting in all 
other conditions of loading of ships designed in accordance with paragraph (3)(a) 
of this Section which meet the requirements of sub-paragraphs (ii) and (iii) of 
that paragraph. 
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(C) SHIPS WITHOUT DOCUMENTS OF AUTHORIZATION 

A ship not having on board documents of authorization issued in accord-
ance with Regulations 4 and 10 of this Chapter may be permitted to load bulk 
grain under the requirements of Sub-Section (B) of this Section or provided that: 

(a) All "filled compartments" shall be fitted with centreline divisions extending 
for the full length of such compartments which extend downwards from the 
underside of the deck or hatch covers to a distance below the deck line of at least 
one-eighth of the maximum breadth of the compartment or 2.4 metres, whichever 
is the greater except that saucers constructed in accordance with Section II of 
Part C may be accepted in lieu of a centreline division in and beneath a hatchway. 

(b) All hatches to "filled compartments" shall be closed and covers secured in 
place. 

(c) All free grain surfaces in "partly filled compartments" shall be trimmed 
level and secured in accordance with Section II of Part C. 

(d) Throughout the voyage the metacentric height after correction for the free 
surface effects of liquids in tanks shall be 0.3 metre or that given by the following 
formula, whichever is the greater: 

G L B Vd (0.25 B - 0.645 NAT:—.1 B) 
M» =  SF x Ax 0.0875 

Where: 

L = total combined length of all full compartments; 

B = moulded breadth of vessel; 

SF = stowage factor; 

Vd = calculated average void depth as per paragraph (a)(i) of Section I(A) 
of this Part; 

A = displacement. 

PART C - GRAIN FITTINGS AND SECURING 

SECTION I - STRENGTH OF GRAIN FITTINGS 

(A) General (including working stresses) 

(B) Divisions loaded on both sides 

(C) Divisions loaded on one side only 

(D) Saucers 

(E) Bundling of bulk 

(F) Securing hatch covers of filled compartments 

SECTION II - SECURING OF PARTLY FILLED COMPARTMENTS 

(A) Strapping or lashing 

(B) Overstowing arrangements 

(C) Bagged grain 
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SECTION I - STRENGTH OF GRAIN FITTINGS 

(A) GENERAL 

(a) Timber 
All timber used for grain fittings shall be of good sound quality and of a 

type and grade which has been proved to be satisfactory for this purpose. The 
actual finished dimensions of the timber shall be in accordance with the dimen-
sions hereinafter specified in this Part. Plywood of an exterior type bonded with 
waterproof glue and fitted so that the direction of the grain in the face plies is 
perpendicular to the supporting uprights or binder may be used provided that 
its strength is equivalent to that of solid timber of the appropriate scantlings. 

(b) Working Stresses 
When calculating the dimensions of divisions loaded on one side, using 

the Tables in paragraphs (a) and (b) of Sub-Section (C) of this Section, the 
following working stresses should be adopted: 

For divisions of steel 2000 kg per square cm 

For divisions of wood 160 kg per square cm 

(c) Other Materials 
Materials other than wood or steel may be approved for such divisions 

provided that proper regard has been paid to their mechanical properties. 

(d) Uprights 
(i) Unless means are provided to prevent the ends of uprights being 

dislodged from their sockets, the depth of housing at each end of each 
upright shall be not less than 75 mm. If an upright is not secured at 
the top, the uppermost shore or stay shall be fitted as near thereto as 
is practicable. 

The arrangements provided for inserting shifting boards by removing 
a part of the cross-section of an upright shall be such that the local 
level of stresses is not unduly high. 

(iii) The maximum bending moment imposed upon an upright supporting 
a division loaded on one side shall normally be calculated assuming 
that the ends of the uprights are freely supported. However, if an 
Administration is satisfied that any degree of fixity assumed will be 
achieved in practice, account may be taken of any reduction in the 
maximum bending moment arising from any degree of fixity provided 
at the ends of the upright. 

GO 

(e) Composite Section 
Where uprights, binders or any other strength members are formed by 

two separate sections, one fitted on each side of a division and inter-connected 
by through bolts at adequate spacing, the effective section modules shall be 
taken as the sum of the two moduli of the separate sections, 

(f) Partial Division 
Where divisions do not extend to the full depth of the hold such divisions 

and their uprights shall be supported or stayed so as to be as efficient as those 
which do extend to the full depth of the hold. 
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(B) DIVISIONS LOADED ON BOTH SIDES 

(a) Shifting Boards 
(i) Shifting boards shall have a thickness of not less than 50 mm and 

shall be fitted grain-tight and where necessary supported by uprights. 

(ii) The maximum unsupported span for shifting boards of various 
thicknesses shall be as follows: 

Thickness Maximum Unsupported Span 
50 mm 2.5 metres 
60 mm 3.0 metres 
70 mm 3.5 metres 
80 mm 4.0 metres 

If thicknesses greater than these are provided the maximum un-
supported span will vary directly with the increase in thickness. 

(iii) The ends of all shifting boards shall be securely housed with 75 mm 
minimum bearing length. 

(b) Other Materials 
Divisions formed by using materials other than wood shall have a strength 

equivalent to the shifting boards required in paragraph (a) of this Sub-Section. 

(c) Uprights 
(i) Steel uprights used to support divisions loaded on both sides shall 

have a section modulus given by 

W = a x W1 
Where: 

W = section modulus in cm3; 

a = horizontal span between uprights in metres. 

The section modulus per metre span W1 shall be not less than that 
given by the formula: 

W 1 = 14.8 (h1 — 1.2) cm3 per metre; 

Where: 

h1 is the vertical unsupported span in metres and shall be taken 
as the maximum value of the distance between any two adjacent 
stays or between the stay or either end of the upright. Where this 
distance is less than 2.4 metres the respective modulus shall be 
calculated as if the actual value was 2.4 metres. 

(ii) The moduli of wood uprights shall be determined by multiplying by 
12.5 the corresponding moduli for steel uprights. If other materials 
are used their moduli shall be at least that required for steel increased 
in proportion to the ratio of the permissible stresses for steel to that 
of the material used. In such cases attention shall be paid also to the 
relative rigidity of each upright to ensure that the deflection is not 
excessive. 
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(iii) The horizontal distance between uprights shall be such that the un-
supported spans of the shifting boards do not exceed the maximum 
span specified in sub-paragraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of this Sub-
Section. 

(d) Shores 
(i) Wood shores, when used, shall be in a single piece and shall be 

securely fixed at each end and heeled against the permanent structure 
of the ship except that they shall not bear directly against the side 
plating of the ship. 

(ii) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraphs (iii) and (iv) below, the 
minimum size of wood shores shall be as follows: 

Length of Shore 
in metres 

Not exceeding 3 m 
Over 3 m but not exceeding 5 m 
Over 5 m but not exceeding 6 m 
Over 6 m but not exceeding 7 m 
Over 7 m but not exceeding 8 m 
Exceeding 8 m 

Rectangular 
Section 

mm 

150 x 100 
150 x 150 
150 x 150 
200 x 150 
200 x 150 
200 x 150 

Shores of 7 metres or more in length shall be 
approximately mid-length. 

Diameter of 
Circular Section 

mm 

140 
165 
180 
190 
200 
215 

securely bridged at 

(iii) When the horizontal distance between the uprights differs significantly 
from 4 metres, the moments of inertia of the shores may be changed 
in direct proportion. 

(iv) Where the angle of the shore to the horizontal exceeds 10 degrees 
the next larger shore to that required by sub-paragraph (ii) of this 
paragraph shall be fitted provided that in no case shall the angle 
between any shore and the horizontal exceed 45 degrees. 

(e) Stays 
Where stays are used to support divisions loaded on both sides, they shall 

be fitted horizontally or as near thereto as practicable, well secured at each end 
and formed of steel wire rope. The sizes of the wire rope shall be determined 
assuming that the divisions and upright which the stay supports are uniformly 
loaded at 500 kg/m2. The working load so assumed in the stay shall not exceed 
one-third of its breaking load. 
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(C) DIVISIONS LOADED ON ONE SIDE ONLY 

(a) Longitudinal Divisions 

The load in kg per metre length of the division shall be taken to be as 
follows: 

TABLE I' 

B (m) 

h 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 
(m) 

1.5 850 900 1010 1225 1500 1770 2060 2645 
2.0 1390 1505 1710 1985 2295 2605 2930 3590 
2.5 1985 2160 2430 2740 3090 3435 3800 4535 
3.0 2615 2845 3150 3500 3885 4270 4670 5480 
3.5 3245 3525 3870 4255 4680 5100 5540 6425 
4.0 3890 4210 4590 5015 5475 5935 6410 7370 
4.5 4535 4890 5310 5770 6270 6765 7280 8315 
5.0 5185 5570 6030 6530 7065 7600 8150 9260 
6.0 6475 6935 7470 8045 8655 9265 9890 11150 
7.0 7765 8300 8910 9560 10245 10930 11630 13040 
8.0 9055 9665 10350 11075 11835 12595 13370 14930 
9.0 10345 11030 11790 12590 13425 14260 15110 16820 
10.0 11635 12395 13230 14105 15015 15925 16850 18710 

h = height of grain in metres from the bottom of the division2 
B = transverse extent of the bulk grain in metres 

For other values of h or B the loads shall be determined by linear inter-
polation or extrapolation as necessary. 

1 For the purpose of converting the above loads into British units (ton/ft) 1 kg per metre 
length shall be taken to be equivalent to 0.0003 ton per foot length. 

2 Where the distance from a division to a feeder or hatchway is 1 metre or less, the height — 
h — shall be taken to the level of the grain within that hatchway or feeder. In all cases the 
height shall be taken to the overhead deck in way of the division. 
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(b) Transverse Divisions 

The load in kg per metre length of the division shall be taken to be as 
follows: 

TABLE ni 
L (m) 

h 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 14 16 
(111) 

1.5 670 690 730 780 835 890 935 1000 1040 1050 1050 
2.0 1040 1100 1170 1245 1325 1400 1470 1575 1640 1660 1660 
2.5 1460 1565 1675 1780 1880 1980 2075 2210 2285 2305 2305 
3.0 1925 2065 2205 2340 2470 2590 2695 2845 2925 2950 2950 
3.5 2425 2605 2770 2930 3075 3205 3320 3480 3570 3595 3595 
4.0 2950 3160 3355 3535 3690 3830 3950 4120 4210 4235 4240 
4.5 3495 3725 3940 4130 4295 4440 4565 4750 4850 4880 4885 
5.0 4050 4305 4535 4735 4910 5060 5190 5385 5490 5525 5530 
6.0 5175 5465 5720 5945 6135 6300 6445 6655 6775 6815 6825 
7.0 6300 6620 6905 7150 7365 7445 7700 7930 8055 8105 8115 
8.0 7425 7780 8090 8360 8590 8685 8950 9200 9340 9395 9410 
9.0 8550 8935 9275 9565 9820 9930 10205 10475 10620 10685 10705 

10.0 9680 10095 10460 10770 11045 11270 11460 11745 11905 11975 11997 

h = height of grain in metres from the bottom of the division2 
L = longitudinal extent of the bulk grain in metres 

For other values of h or L the loads shall be determined by linear inter-
polation or extrapolation as necessary. 

1 For the purpose of converting the above loads into British units (tonift) 1 kg per metre 
length shall be taken to be equivalent to 0.0003 ton per foot length. 

2 Where the distance from a division to a feeder or hatchway is 1 metre or less, the height — 
h — shall be taken to the level of the grain within that hatchway or feeder. In all cases the 
height shall be taken to the overhead deck in way of the division. 
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(c) Vertical Distribution of the Loads 

The total load per unit length of divisions shown in the Tables I and II 
above may, if considered necessary, be assumed to have a trapezoidal distri-
bution with height. In such cases, the reaction loads at the upper and lower ends 
of a vertical member or upright are not equal. The reaction loads at the upper end 
expressed as percentages of the total load supported by the vertical member or 
upright shall be taken to be those shown in Tables HI and IV below. 

TABLE DI 

LONGITUDINAL DIVISIONS LOADED ON ONE SIDE ONLY 

Bearing Reaction at the Upper End of Upright as Percentage of Load (Table I) 

B (m) 

h 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 
010 

1.5 43.3 45.1 45.9 46.2 46.2 46.2 46.2 46.2 
2 443 46.7 47.6 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 
2.5 45.4 47.6 48.6 48.8 48.8 48.8 48.8 48.8 
3 46.0 48.3 49.2 49.4 49.4 49.4 49.4 49.4 
3.5 46.5 48.8 49.7 49.8 49.8 49.8 49.8 49.8 
4 47.0 49.1 49.9 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 50.1 
4.5 47.4 49.4 50.1 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 
5 47.7 49.4 50.1 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 
6 47.9 49.5 50.1 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 
7 47.9 49.5 50.1 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 
8 47.9 49.5 50.1 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 
9 47.9 49.5 50.1 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 

10 47.9 49.5 50.1 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 50.2 

B = transverse extent of the bulk grain in metres 

For other values of h or B the reaction loads shall be determined by linear 
interpolation or extrapolation as necessary. 
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TABLE IV 

TRANSVERSE DIVISIONS LOADED ON ONE SIDE ONLY 

Bearing Reaction at the Upper End of Upright as Percentage of Load (Table II) 

L (m) 

h 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 12 14 16 
(n) 

1.5 
2 
2.5 
3 
3.5 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

37.3 
39.6 
41.0 
42.1 
42.9 
43.5 
43.9 
44.2 
44.3 
44.3 
44.3 
44.3 

38.7 
40.6 
41.8 
42.8 
43.5 
44.0 
44.3 
44.5 
44.6 
44.6 
44.6 
44.6 

39.7 
41.4 
42.5 
43.3 
43.9 
44.4 
44.6 
44.8 
44.9 
44.9 
44.9 
44.9 

40.6 
42.1 
43.0 
43.8 
44.3 
44.7 
44.8 
45.0 
45.1 
45.1 
45.1 
45.1 

41.4 
42.7 
43.5 
44.2 
44.6 
44.9 
45.0 
45.2 
45.3 
45.3 
45.3 
45.3 

42.1 
43.1 
43.8 
44.5 
44.8 
45.0 
45.2 
45.3 
45.4 
45.4 
45.4 
45.4 

42.6 
43.6 
44.2 
44.7 
45.0 
45.2 
45.3 
45.4 
45.5 
45.5 
45.5 
45.5 

43.6 
44.3 
44.7 
45.0 
45.2 
45.4 
45.5 
45.6 
45.6 
45.6 
45.6 
45.6 

L = longitudinal extent of the bulk grain in metres 

44.3 
44.7 
45.0 
45.2 
45.3 
45.4 
45.5 
45.6 
45.6 
45.6 
45.6 
45.6 

44.8 
45.0 
45.2 
45.3 
45.3 
45.4 
45.5 
45.6 
45.6 
45.6 
45.6 
45.6 

45.0 
45.2 
45.2 
45.3 
45.3 
45.4 
45.5 
45.6 
45.6 
45.6 
45.6 
45.6 

For other values of h or L the reaction loads shall be determined by linear 
interpolation or extrapolation as necessary. 

The strength of the end connexions of such vertical members or uprights 
may be calculated on the basis of the maximum load likely to be imposed at 
either end. These loads are as follows: 

Longitudinal Divisions 

Maximum load at the top  50% of the appropriate 
total load from Table I 

Maximum load at the bottom 55% of the appropriate 
total load from Table I 

Transverse Divisions 

Maximum load at the top 45% of the apprépriate 
total load from Table II 

60% of the appropriate 
total load from Table II 

Maximum load at the bottom  
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The thickness of horizontal wooden boards may also be determined having 
regard to the vertical distribution of the loading represented by Tables III and 
IV above and in such cases 

t = 10a j  p x k  
h x 213.3 

Where: 

t = thickness of board in mm; 

a = horizontal span of the board i.e. distance between uprights in 
metres; 

h -= head of grain to the bottom of the division in metres; 

p = total load per unit length derived from Table I or II in kilogrammes; 

k = factor dependent upon vertical distribution of the loading. 

When the vertical distribution of the loading is assumed to be uniform, 
i.e. rectangular, k shall be taken as equal to 1.0. For a trapezoidal distribution 

k = 1.0 + 0.06(50 — R) 

Where: 

R is the upper end bearing reaction taken from Table III or IV. 

(d) Stays or Shores 

The sizes of stays and shores shall be so determined that the loads derived 
from Tables I and II in the preceding paragraphs (a) and (b) shall not exceed 
one-third of the breaking loads. 

(D) SAUCERS 

When a saucer is used to reduce the heeling moments in a "filled compart-
ment", its depth, measured from the bottom of the saucer to the deck line, shall 
be as follows: 

For ships with a moulded breadth of up to 9.1 metres, not less than 
1.2 metres. 

For ships with a moulded breadth of 18.3 metres or more, not less than 
1.8 metres. 

For ships with a moulded breadth between 9.1 metres and 18.3 metres, the 
minimum depth of the saucer shall be calculated by interpolation. 

The top (mouth) of the saucer shall be formed by the underdeck structure 
in the way of the hatchway, i.e. hatchside girders or coamings and hatchend 
beams. The saucer and hatchway above shall be completely filled with bagged 
grain or other suitable cargo laid down on a separation cloth or its equivalent 
and stowed tightly against adjacent structures and the portable hatchway beams 
if the latter are in place. 
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(E) BUNDLING OF BULK 

As an alternative to filling the saucer with bagged grain or other suitable 
cargo a bundle of bulk grain may be used provided that: 

(a) The saucer is lined with a material acceptable to the Administration having 
a tensile strength of not less than 274 kg per 5 cm strip and which is provided 
with suitable means for securing at the top. 

(b) As an alternative to paragraph (a) above a material acceptable to the 
Administration having a tensile strength of not less than 137 kg per 5 cm strip 
may be used if the saucer is constructed as follows: 

Athwartship lashings acceptable to the Administration shall be placed 
inside the saucer formed in the bulk grain at intervals of not more than 
2.4 metres. These lashings shall be of sufficient length to permit being 
drawn up tight and secured at the top of the saucer. 

Dunnage not less than 25 ram in thickness or other suitable material of 
equal strength and between 150 to 300 mm in width shall be placed fore 
and aft over these lashings to prevent the cutting or chafing of the material 
which shall be placed thereon to line the saucer. 

(c) The saucer shall be filled with bulk grain and secured at the top except 
that when using material approved under paragraph (b) above further dunnage 
shall be laid on top after lapping the material before the saucer is secured by 
setting up the lashings. 

(d) If more than one sheet of material is used to line the saucer they shall be 
joined at the bottom either by sewing or a double lap. 

(e) The top of the saucer shall be coincidental with the bottom of the beams 
when these are in place and suitable general cargo or bulk grain may be placed 
between the beams on top of the saucer. 

(F) SECURING HATCH COVERS OF FILLED COMPARTMENTS 

If there is no bulk grain or other cargo above a "filled compartment" the 
hatch covers shall be secured in an approved manner having regard to the weight 
and permanent arrangements provided for securing such covers. 

The documents of authorization issued under Regulation 10 of this 
Chapter shall include reference to the manner of securing considered necessary 
by the Administration issuing such documents. 

SECTION IC— SECURING OF PARTLY FILLED COMPARTMENTS 

(A) STRAPPING OR LASHING 

(a) When, in order to eliminate heeling moments in "partly filled compart-
ments", strapping or lashing is utilized, the securing shall be accomplished as 
follows: 
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(i) The grain shall be trimmed and levelled to the extent that it is very 
slightly crowned and covered with burlap separation cloths, 
tarpaulins or the equivalent. 

(ii) The separation cloths and/or tarpaulins shall overlap at least 
1.8 metres. 

(iii) Two solid floors of rough 25 mm by 150 mm to 300 mm lumber shall 
be laid with the top floor running longitudinally and nailed to an 
athwartships bottom floor. Alternatively, one solid floor of 50 mm 
lumber, running longitudinally and nailed over the top of a 50 mm 
bottom bearer not less than 150 mm wide, may be used. The bottom 
bearers shall extend the full breadth of the compartment and shall 
be spaced not more than 2.4 metres apart. Arrangements utilizing 
other materials and deemed by an Administration to be equivalent 
to the foregoing may be accepted. 

(iv) Steel wire rope (19 mm diameter or equivalent), doubled steel 
strapping (50 mm x 1.3 mm and having a breaking load of at least 
5000 kg), or chain of equivalent strength, each of which shall be set 
tight by means of a 32 mm turnbuckle, may be used for lashings. A 
winch tightener, used in conjunction with a locking arm, may be 
substituted for the 32 mm turnbuckle when steel strapping is used, 
provided suitable wrenches are available for setting up as necessary. 
When steel strapping is used, not less than three crimp seals shall be 
used for securing the ends. When wire is used, not less than four 
clips shall be used for forming eyes in the lashings. 

(v) Prior to the completion of loading the lashing shall be positively 
attached to the framing at a point approximately 450 mm below the 
anticipated final grain surface by means of either a 25 mm shackle 
or beam clamp of equivalent strength. 

(vi) The lashings shall be spaced not more than 2.4 metres apart and 
each shall be supported by a bearer nailed over the top of the fore 
and aft floor. This bearer shall consist of not less than 25 mm by 
150 mm lumber or its equivalent and shall extend the full breadth of 
the compartment. 

(vii) During the voyage the strapping shall be regularly inspected and set 
up where necessary. 

(B) OVERSTOWING ARRANGEMENTS 

Where bagged grain or other suitable cargo is utilized for the purpose of 
securing "partly filled compartments", the free grain surface shall be covered 
with a separation cloth or equivalent or by a suitable platform. Such platforms 
shall consist of bearers spaced not more than 1.2 metres apart and 25 mm 
boards laid thereon spaced not more than 100 mm apart. Platforms may be 
constructed of other materials provided they are deemed by an Administration 
to be equivalent. 

(C) BAGGED GRAIN 

Bagged grain shall be carried in sound bags which shall be well filled and 
securely closed. 
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CHAPTER VII 

CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS 

Regulation 1 

Application 

(a) Unless expressly provided otherwise, this Chapter applies to the carriage of 
dangerous goods in all ships to which the present Regulations apply. 

(b) The provisions of this Chapter do not apply to ship's stores and equipment 
or to particular cargoes carried in ships specially built or converted as a whole 
for that purpose, such as tankers. 

(c) The carriage of dangerous goods is prohibited except in accordance with 
the provisions of this Chapter. 

(d) To supplement the provisions of this Chapter each Contracting Govern-
ment shall issue, or cause to be issued, detailed instructions on the safe packing 
and stowage of specific dangerous goods or categories of dangerous goods which 
shall include any precautions necessary in their relation to other cargo. 

Regulation 2 

Classffication 

Dangerous goods shall be divided into the following classes: 

Class 1 — Explosives. 
Class 2 — Gases: compressed, liquefied or dissolved under pressure. 
Class 3 — Inflammable* liquids. 
Class 4.1 — Inflammable solids. 
Class 4.2 — Inflammable solids, or substances, liable to spontaneous 

combustion. 
Class 4.3 — Inflammable solids, or substances, which in contact with water 

emit inflammable gases. 
Class 5.1 — Oxidizing substances. 
Class 5.2 — Organic peroxides. 
Class 6.1 — Poisonous (toxic) substances. 
Class 6.2 — Infectious substances. 
Class 7 — Radioactive substances. 
Class 8 — Corrosives. 

* "Inflammable" has the same meaning as "flammable". 
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Class 9 — Miscellaneous dangerous substances, that is any other sub-
stance which experience has shown, or may show, to be of such 
a dangerous character that the provisions of this Chapter 
should apply to it. 

Regulation 3 

Packing 

(a) The packing of dangerous goods shall be: 

(i) well made and in good condition; 
(ii) of such a character that any interior surface with which the contents 

may come in contact is not dangerously affected by the substance 
being conveyed; and 

(iii) capable of withstanding the ordinary risks of handling and carriage 
by sea. 

(b) Where the use of absorbent or cushioning material is customary in the 
packing of liquids in receptacles that material shall be: 

(i) 

(iii) 

capable of minimizing the dangers to which the liquid may give rise; 
so disposed as to prevent movement and ensure that the receptacle 
remains surrounded; and 
where reasonably possible of sufficient quantity to absorb the liquid 
in the event of breakage of the receptacle. 

(c) Receptacles containing dangerous liquids shall have an ullage at the filling 
temperature sufficient to allow for the highest temperature during the course of 
normal carriage. 

(d) Cylinders or receptacles for gases under pressure shall be adequately 
constructed, tested, maintained and correctly filled. 

(e) Empty receptacles which have been used previously for the carriage of 
dangerous goods shall themselves be treated as dangerous goods unless they 
have been cleaned and dried or, when the nature of the former contents permit 
with safety, have been closed securely. 

Regulation 4 

Marking and Labelling 

Each receptacle containing dangerous goods shall be marked with the 
correct technical name (trade names shall not be used) and identified with a 
distinctive label or stencil of the label so as to make clear the dangerous character. 
Each receptacle shall be so labelled except receptacles containing chemicals 
packed in limited quantities and large shipments which can be stowed, handled 
and identified as a unit. 
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Regulation 5 

Documents 

(a) In all documents relating to the carriage of dangerous goods by sea where 
the goods are named the correct technical name of the goods shall be used (trade 
names shall not be used) and the correct description given in accordance with the 
classification set out in Regulation 2 of this Chapter. 

(b) The shipping documents prepared by the shipper shall include, or be 
accompanied by, a certificate or declaration that the shipment offered for carriage 
is properly packed, marked and labelled and in proper condition for carriage. 

(c) Each ship carrying dangerous goods shall have a special list or manifest 
setting forth, in accordance with Regulation 2 of this Chapter, the dangerous 
goods on board and the location thereof. A detailed stowage plan which identifies 
by class and sets out the location of all dangerous goods on board may be used 
in place of such special list or manifest. 

Regulation 6 

Stowage Requirements 

(a) Dangerous goods shall be stowed safely and appropriately according to the 
nature of the goods. Incompatible goods shall be segregated from one another. 

(b) Explosives (except ammunition) which present a serious risk shall be 
stowed in a magazine which shall be kept securely closed while at sea. Such 
explosives shall be segregated from detonators. Electricar apparatus and cables 
in any compartment in which explosives are carried shall be designed and used 
so as to minimize the risk of fire or explosion. 

(c) Goods which give off dangerous vapours shall be stowed in a well ventilated 
space or on deck. 

(d) In ships carrying inflammable liquids or gases special precautions shall be 
taken where necessary against fire or explosion. 

(e) Substances which are liable to spontaneous heating or combustion shall 
not be carried unless adequate precautions have been taken to prevent the out-
break of fire. 

Regulation 7 

Explosives in Passenger Ships 

(a) In passenger ships the following explosives only may be carried: 

(i) safety cartridges and safety fuses; 

(ii) small quantities of explosives not exceeding 9 kilogrammes 
(20 pounds) total net weight; 

(iii) distress signals for use in ships or aircraft, if the total weight of such 
signals does not exceed 1,016 kilogrammes (2,240 pounds); 
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(iv) except in ships carrying unberthed passengers, fireworks which are 
unlikely to explode violently. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a) of this Regulation 
additional quantities or types of explosives may be carried in passenger ships in 
which there are special safety measures approved by the Administration. 
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CHAPTER VII( 

NUCLEAR SHIPS 

Regulation 1 

Application 

This Chapter applies to all nuclear ships except ships of war. 

Regulation 2 

Application of other Chapters 

The Regulations contained in the other Chapters of the present Con-
vention apply to nuclear ships except as modified by this Chapter. 

Regulation 3 

Exemptions 

A nuclear ship shall not, in any circumstances, be exempted from com-
pliance with any Regulations of this Convention. 

Regulation 4 

Approval of Reactor Installation 

The design, construction and standards of inspection and assembly of the 
reactor installation shall be subject to the approval and satisfaction of the 
Administration and shall take account of the limitations which will be imposed 
on surveys by the presence of radiation. 

Regulation 5 

Suitability of Reactor Installation for Service on Board Ship 

The reactor installation shall be designed having regard to the special 
conditions of service on board ship both in normal and exceptional circum-
stances of navigation. 

Regulation 6 

Radiation Safety 

The Administration shall take measures to ensure that there are no un-
reasonable radiation or other nuclear hazards, at sea or in port, to the crew, 
passengers or public, or to the waterways or food or water resources. 
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Regulation 7 

Safety Assessment 

(al A Safety Assessment shall be prepared to permit evaluation of the nuclear 
power plant and safety of the ship to ensure that there are no unreasonable 
radiation or other hazards, at sea or in port, to the crew, passengers or public, 
or to the waterways or food or water resources. The Administration, when 
satisfied, shall approve such Safety Assessment which shall always be kept up-to-
date. 

(b) The Safety Assessment shall be made available sufficiently in advance to 
the Contracting Governments of the countries which a nuclear ship intends to 
visit so that they may evaluate the safety of the ship. 

Regulation 8 

Operating Manual 

A fully detailed Operating Manual shall be prepared for the information 
and guidance of the operating personnel in their duties on all matters relating to 
the operation of the nuclear power plant and having an important bearing on 
safety. The Administration, when satisfied, shall approve such Operating Manual 
and a copy shall be kept on board the ship. The Operating Manual shall always 
be kept up-to-date. 

Regulation 9 

Surveys 

Survey of nuclear ships shall include the applicable requirements of 
Regulation 7 of Chapter I, or of Regulations 8, 9 and 10 of Chapter I, except in 
so far as surveys are limited by the presence of radiation. In addition, the surveys 
shall include any special requirements of the Safety Assessment. They shall in all 
cases, notwithstanding the provisions of Regulations 8 and 10 of Chapter I, be 
carried out not less frequently than once a year. 

Regulation 10 

Certificates 

(a) The provisions of paragraph (a) of Regulation 12 of Chapter I and of 
Regulation 14 of Chapter I shall not apply to nuclear ships. 

(b) A Certificate, called a Nuclear Passenger Ship Safety Certificate shall be 
issued after inspection and survey to a nuclear passenger ship which complies 
with the requirements of Chapters II-1, II-2, III, IV and VIII, and any other 
relevant requirements of the present Regulations. 

(c) A Certificate, called a Nuclear Cargo Ship Safety Certificate shall be issued 
after inspection and survey to a nuclear cargo ship which satisfies the require-
ments for cargo ships on survey set out in Regulation 10 of Chapter I, and 
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complies with the requirements of Chapters II-1, II-2, III, IV and VIII and any 
other relevant requirements of the present Regulations. 

(d) Nuclear Passenger Ship Safety Certificates and Nuclear Cargo Ship Safety 
Certificates shall state: "That the ship, being a nuclear ship, complied with all 
requirements of Chapter VIII of the Convention and conformed to the Safety 
Assessment approved for the ship". 

(e) Nuclear Passenger Ship Safety Certificates and Nuclear Cargo Ship Safety 
Certificates shall be valid for a period of not more than 12 months. 

(f) Nuclear Passenger Ship Safety Certificates and Nuclear Cargo Ship 
Safety Certificates shall be issued either by the Administration or by any person 
or organization duly authorized by it. In every case, that Administration 
assumes full responsibility for the certificate. 

Regulation 11 

Special Control 

In addition to the control established by Regulation 19 of Chapter I, 
nuclear ships shall be subject to special control before entering the ports and in 
the ports of Contracting Governments, directed towards verifying that there is on 
board a valid Nuclear Ship Safety Certificate and that there are no unreasonable 
radiation or other hazards at sea or in port, to the crew, passengers or public, or 
to the waterways or food or water resources. 

Regulation 12 

Casualties 

In the event of any accident likely to lead to an environmental hazard the 
master of a nuclear ship shall immediately inform the Administration. The 
master shall also immediately inform the competent Governmental authority of 
the country in whose waters the ship may be, or whose waters the ship approaches 
in a damaged condition. 
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APPENDIX 

Form of Safety Certlficate for Passenger Ships 

PASSENGER SHIP SAFETY CERTIFICATE 

(Official Seal) 

an  
for a short international voyage. 

(Country) 

Issued under the provisions of the 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA, 1974 

Name of Ship Distinctive 
Number or 

Letters 

Port of 
Registry 

Gross 
Tonnage 

Particulars of 
voyages, if any, 
sanctioned under 
Regulation 27(c) 

(vii) of Chapter III 

Date on 
which keel 
was laid 

(see NOTE 
below) 

The 
I, the undersigned 

(Name) Government certifies 
(Name) certify 

I. That the above-mentioned ship has been duly surveyed in accordance with 
the provisions of the Convention referred to above. 

II. That the survey showed that the ship complied with the requirements of 
the Regulations annexed to the said Convention as regards: 

(1) the structure, main and auxiliary boilers and other pressure vessels 
and machinery; 

(2) the watertight subdivision arrangements and details; 

(3) the following subdivision load lines: 

Subdivision load lines assigned and 
marked on the ship's side at amidships 

(Regulation 11 of Chapter II-1) 

Freeboard To apply when the spaces in 
which passengers are carried 

include the following alternative 
spaces 

C.1 
C.2 
C.3 
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III. That the life-saving appliances provide for a total number of   
persons and no more, viz.: 

  lifeboats (including  motor lifeboats) capable of accommo-
dating   persons, and   motor lifeboats fitted with 
radiotelegraph installation and searchlight (included in the total 
lifeboats shown above) and   motor lifeboats fitted with 
searchlight only (also included in the total lifeboats shown above), 
requiring   certificated lifeboatmen; 

  liferafts, 'for which approved launching devices are required, 
capable of accommodating   persons; and 

  liferafts, for which approved launching devices are not required, 
capable of accommodating   persons; 

  buoyant apparatus capable of supporting   persons; 

  lifebuoys; 

  life-jackets. 

IV. That the lifeboats and liferafts were equipped in accordance with the 
provisions of the Regulations. 

V. That the ship was provided with a line-throwing appliance and portable 
radio apparatus for survival craft in accordance with the provisions of the 
Regulations. 

VI. That the ship complied with the requirements of the Regulations as regards 
radiotelegraph installations, viz.: 

Requirements of 
Regulations 

Actual 
provision 

Hours of listening by operator   
Number of operators   
Whether auto alarm fitted   
Whether main installation fitted   
Whether reserve installation fitted  
Whether main and reserve transmitters electrically 

separated or combined  
Whether direction-finder fitted   
Whether radio equipment for homing on the radio-

telephone distress frequency fitted  
Whether radar fitted  
Number of passengers for which certificated   

VII. That the functioning of the radiotelegraph installations for motor lifeboats 
and/or the portable radio apparatus for survival craft, if provided, complied 
with the provisions of the Regulations. 

VIII. That the ship complied with the requirements of the Regulations as regards 
fire-detecting and fire-extinguishing appliances, radar, echo-sounding device and 
gyro-compass and was provided with navigation lights and -shapes, pilot ladder, 
and means of making sound signals, and distress signals in accordance with the 
provisions of the Regulations and also the International Regulations for Pre-
venting Collisions at Sea in force. 
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IX. That in all other respects the ship complied with the requirements of the 
Regulations, so far as these requirements apply thereto. 

This certificate is issued under the authority of the Govern-
ment. It will remain in force until 

Issued at the day of 19 

Here follows the seal or signature of the authority entitled to issue the 
certlficate. 

(Seal) 

If signed, the following paragraph is to be added: 

The undersigned declares that he is duly authorized by the said Govern-
ment to issue this certificate. 

(Signature) 

NOTE: It will be sufficient to indicate the year in which the keel was laid or when the ship 
was at a similar stage of construction except for 1952, 1965 and the year of the coming into 
force of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974, in which cases the 
actual date should be given. 

In the case of a ship which is converted as provided in Regulation 1(b)(i) of 
Chapter II-1 or Regulations 1(a)(i) of Chapter II-2 of the Convention, the date on which 
the work of conversion was begun should be given. 
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Form of Safety Construction Certificate for Cargo Ships 

CARGO SHIP SAFETY CONSTRUCTION CERTIFICATE 

(Official Seal) (Country) 

Issued under the provisions of the 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA, 1974 

Name of Ship Distinctive 
Number or 

Letters 

Port of Registry Gross 
Tonnage 

Date on which 
keel was laid (see 
NOTE below) 

The (Name) Government certifies 
I, the undersigned (Name) certify 

That the above-mentioned ship has been duly surveyed in accordance with 
the provisions of Regulation 10 of Chapter I of the Convention referred to above, 
and that the survey showed that the condition of the hull, machinery and equip-
ment, as defined in the above Regulation, was in all respects satisfactory and that 
the ship complied with the applicable requirements of Chapter II-1 and 
Chapter 11-2 (other than that relating to fire-extinguishing appliances and fire 
control plans). 

This certificate is issued under the authority of the Govern-
ment. It will remain in force until 

Issued at the day of 19 

Here follows the seal or signature of the authority entitled to issue the 
certificate. 

(Seal) 

If signed, the following paragraph is to be added: 

The undersigned declares that he is duly authorized by the said Govern-
ment to issue this certificate. 

(Signature) 

NOTE: It will be sufficient to indicate the year in which the keel was laid or when the ship was 
at a similar stage of construction except for 1952, 1965 and the year of the coming into force 
of the Interpo.tional Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974, in which cases the actual 
date should be given. 
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Form of Safety Equipment Certificate for Cargo Ships 

CARGO SHIP SAFETY EQUIPMENT CERTIFICATE 

(Official Seal) 

Issued under the provisions of the 

(Country) 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA, 1974 

Name of Ship Distinctive 
Number or 

Letters 

Port of Registry Gross 
Tonnage 

Date on which keel 
was laid (see 
NOTE below) 

The 
I, the undersigned 

(Name) Government certifies 
(Name) certify 

I. That the above-mentioned ship has been duly inspected in accordance with 
the provisions of the Convention referred to above. 

II. That the inspection showed that the life-saving appliances provided for a 
total number of  persons and no more viz.: 

  lifeboats on port side capable of accommodating   persons; 

  lifeboats on starboard side capable of accommodating   
persons; 

  motor lifeboats (included in the total lifeboats shown above), 
including motor lifeboats fitted with radiotelegraph instal-
lation and searchlight, and   motor lifeboats fitted with 
searchlight only; 

  liferafts, for which approved launching devices are required, 
capable of accommodating   persons; and 

  liferafts, for which approved launching devices are not required, 
capable of accommodating   persons; 

  lifebuoys; 

  life-jackets. 

III. That the lifeboats and liferafts were equipped in accordance with the 
provisions of the Regulations annexed to the Convention. 

IV. That the ship was provided with a line-throwing apparatus and portable 
radio apparatus for survival craft in accordance with the provisions of the 
Regulations. 
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V. That the inspection showed that the ship complied with the requirements of 
the said Convention as regards fire-extinguishing appliances and fire control 
plans, echo-sounding device and gyro-compass and was provided with naviga-
tion lights and shapes, pilot ladder, and means of making sound signals and 
distress signals, in accordance with the provisions of the Regulations and the 
International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea in force. 

VI. That in all other respects the ship complied with the requirements of the 
Regulations so far as these requirements apply thereto. 

This certificate is issued under the authority of the Govern-
ment. It will remain in force until 

Issued at the day of 19 

Here follows the seal or signature of the authority entitled to issue the 
certificate. 

(Seal) 

If signed, the following paragraph is to be added: 

The undersigned declares that he is duly authorized by the said Govern-
ment to issue this certificate. 

(Signature) 

NOTE: It will be sufficient to indicate the year in which the keel was laid or when the ship 
was at a similar stage of construction except for 1952, 1965 and the year of the coming into 
force of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974, in which cases the 
actual date should be given. 
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Form of Safety Radiotelegraphy Certificate for Cargo Ships 

CARGO SHIP SAFETY RADIOTELEGRAPHY CER 1.11-1CATE 

(Official Seal) (Country) 

Issued under the provisions of the 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA, 1974 

Name of Ship Distinctive 
Number or 

Letters 

Port of Registry, Gross 
Tonnage 

Date on which keel 
was laid (see 
NOTE below) 

The 
I, the undersigned 

(Name) Government certifies 
(Name) certify 

I. • That the above-mentioned ship complies with the provisions of the 
Regulations annexed to the Convention referred to above as regards radio-
telegraphy and radar: 

Requirements of 
Regulations 

Actual 
provision 

Hours of listening by operator   
Number of operators   
Whether auto alarm fitted   
Whether main installation fitted   
Whether reserve installation fitted  
Whether main and reserve transmitters electrically 

separated or combined  
Whether direction-finder fitted   
Whether radio equipment for homing on the radio-

telephone distress frequency fitted  
Whether radar fitted  

H. That the functioning of the radiotelegraphy installation for motor lifeboats 
and/or the portable radio apparatus for survival craft, if provided, complies with 
the provisions of the said Regulations. 

This certificate is issued under the authority of the Govern-
ment. It will remain in force until 

Issued at the day of 19 

Here follows the seal or signature of the authority entitled to issue this 
certfficate: 

(Seal) 
If signed, the following paragraph is to be added: 
The undersigned declares that he is duly authorized by the said Govern-

ment to issue this certificate. 
(Signature) 

NOTE: It will be sufficient to indicate the year in which the keel was laid or when the ship 
was at a similar stage of construction except for 1952, 1965 and the year of the coming into 
force of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974, in which cases the 
actual date should be given 
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Form of Safety Radiotelephony Certfficate for Cargo Ships 

CARGO SHIP SAFETY RADIOTELEPHONY CERTIFICATE 

(Official Seal) (Country) 

Issued under the provisions of the 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA, 1974 

Name of Ship Distinctive 
Number or 

Letters 

Port of Registry Gross 
Tonnage 

Date on which keel 
was laid (see 
NOTE below) 

The 
I, the undersigned 

(Name) Government certifies 
(Name) certify 

I. That the above-mentioned ship complies with the provisions of the 
Regulations annexed to the Convention referred to above as regards Radio-
telephony: 

Requirements of 
Regulations 

Actual provision 

Hours of listening  
Number of operators   

II. That the functioning of the portable radio apparatus for survival craft, if 
provided, complies with the provisions of the said Regulations. 

This certificate is issued under the authority of the 
ment. It will remain in force until 

Govern-

Issued at the day of 19 

Here follows the seal or signature of the authority entitled to issue this 
certificate. 

(Seal) 

If signed, the following paragraph is to be added: 

The undersigned declares that he is duly authorized by the said Govern-
ment to issue this certificate. 

(Signature) 

NOTE: It will be sufficient to indicate the year in which the keel was laid or when the ship 
was at a similar stage of construction except for 1952, 1965 and the year of the coming into 
force of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974, in which cases the 
actual date should be given. 
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Form of Exemption Certificate 

EXEMPTION CERTIFICATE 

(Official Seal) (Country) 

Issued under the provisions of the 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA, 1974 

Name of ship Distinctive Number 
or Letters 

Port of Registry Gross Tonnage 

The 
I, the undersigned 

(Name) Government certifies 
(Name) certify 

That the above-mentioned ship is, under the authority conferred by 

Regulation   of Chapter   of the Regulations annexed to the 
Convention referred to above, exempted from the requirements of t   

  of the Convention 
on the voyages  
to  

* Insert here the conditions, * 
if any, on which the exemption 
certificate is granted. 

This certificate is issued under the authority of the Govern-
ment. It will remain in force until 

Issued at the day of 19 

Here follows the seal or signature of the authority entitled to issue this 
certificate. 

(Seal) 
If signed, the following paragraph is to be added: 

The undersigned declares that he is duly authorized by the said Govern-
ment to issue this certificate. 

(Signature) 

t Insert here references to Chapters and Regulations, specifying particular paragraphs. 
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Form of Safety Certificate for Nuclear Passenger Ships 

NUCLEAR PASSENGER SHIP SAFETY CERTIFICATE 

(Official Seal) 

Issued under the provisions of the 

(Country) 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA, 1974 

Name of Ship 

, 

Distinctive 
Number or 

Letters 

Port of 
Registry 

Gross 
Tonnage 

Particulars of 
voyages, if any, 
sanctioned under 
Regulation 27(c) 

(vii) of Chapter III 

Date on 
which keel 
was laid (see 
NOTE 
below) 

The 
I, the undersigned 

(Name) Government certifies 
(Name) certify 

I. That the above-mentioned ship has been duly surveyed in accordance with 
the provisions of the Convention referred to above. 

II. That the ship, being a nuclear ship, complied with all requirements of 
Chapter VIII of the Convention and conformed to the Safety Assessment 
approved for the ship. 

III. That the survey showed that the ship complied with the requirements of 
the Regulations annexed to the said Convention as regards: 

(1) the structure, main and auxiliary boilers and other pressure vessels 
and machinery; 

(2) the watertight subdivision arrangements and details; 

(3) the following subdivision load lines: 

Subdivision load lines assigned and 
marked on the ship's side at amid- 

ships (Regulation 11 of Chapter II-1) 

Freeboard To apply when the spaces in 
which passengers are carried 

include the following alternative 
spaces 

C.1 
C.2 
C.3 
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IV. That the life-saving appliances provided for a total number of   
persons and no more, viz.: 

  lifeboats (including  motor lifeboats) capable of accommo-
dating   persons, and   motor lifeboats fitted with 
radiotelegraph installation and searchlight (included in the total 
lifeboats shown above) and   motor lifeboats fitted with 
searchlight only (also included in the total lifeboats shown above), 
requiring   certificated lifeboatmen; 

  liferafts, for which approved launching devices are required, 
capable of accommodating   persons; and 

  liferafts, for which approved launching devices are not required, 
capable of accommodating   persons; 

  buoyant apparatus capable of supporting   persons; 
  lifebuoys; 
  life-jackets. 

V. That the lifeboats and 1 iferafts were equipped in accordance with the 
provisions of the Regulations. 

VI. That the ship was provided with a line-throwing appliance and portable 
radio apparatus for survival craft, in accordance with the provisions of the 
Regulations. 

VII. That the ship complied with the requirements of the Regulations as 
regards radiotelegraph installations, viz.: 

Requirements of 
Regulations 

Actual 
provision 

Hours of listening by operator   
Number of operators   
Whether auto alarm fitted   
Whether main installation fitted   
Whether reserve installation fitted  
Whether main and reserve transmitters electrically 

separated or combined   
Whether direction-finder fitted   
Whether radio equipment for homing on the radio-

telephone distress frequency fitted  
Whether radar fitted   
Number of passengers for which certificated   

VIII. That the functioning of the radiotelegraph installations for motor lifeboats 
and/or the portable radio apparatus for survival craft, if provided, complied 
with the provisions of the Regulations. 

IX. That the ship complied with the requirements of the Regulations as regards 
fire-detecting and fire-extinguishing appliances, radar echo-sounding device and 
gyro-compass and was provided with navigation lights and shapes, pilot ladder, 
and means of making sound signals and distress signals in accordance with the 
provisions of the Regulations and also the International Regulations for 
Preventing Collisions at Sea in force. 
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X. That in all other respects the ship complied with the requirements of the 
Regulations, so far as these requirements apply thereto. 

This certificate is issued under the authority of the Govern-
ment. It will remain in force until 

Issued at the day of 19 

Here follows the seal or signature of the authority entitled to issue the 
certificate. 

(Seal) 

If signed, the following paragraph is to be added: 

The undersigned declares that he is duly authorized by the said Govern-
ment to issue this certificate. 

(Signature) 

NOTE: It will be sufficient to indicate the year in which the keel was laid or when the ship 
was at a similar stage of construction except for 1965 and the year of the coming into force of 
the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974, in which cases the actual 
date should be given. 

In the case of a ship which is converted as provided in Regulation 1(b)(i) of 
Chapter II-1 or Regulation 1(a)(i) of Chapter 11-2, the date on which the work of conversion 
was begun should be given. 
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Form of Safety Certificate for Nuclear Cargo Ships 

NUCLEAR CARGO SHIP SAFETY CERTIFICATE 

(Official Seal) (Country) 

Issued under the provisions of the 

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE SAFETY OF LIFE AT SEA, 1974 

Name of Ship Distinctive 
Number or 

Letters 

Port of Registry Gross 
Tonnage 

Date on which keel 
was laid (see 
NOTE below) 

The 
I, the undersigned 

(Name) Government certifies 
(Name) certify 

I. That the above-mentioned ship has been duly surveyed in accordance with 
the provisions of the Convention referred to above. 

II. That the ship, being a nuclear ship, complied with all requirements of 
Chapter VIII of the Convention and conformed to the Safety Assessment 
approved for the ship. 

III. That the survey showed that the ship satisfied the requirements set out in 
Regulation 10 of Chapter I of the Convention as to hull, machinery and equip-
ment, and complied with the relevant requirements of Chapter II-1 and 
Chapter 11-2. 

IV. That the life-saving appliances provide for a total number of   
persons and no more, viz.: 

  lifeboats on port side capable of accommodating   persons; 
  lifeboats on starboard side capable of accommodating   

persons; 
  motor lifeboats (included in the total lifeboats shown above) 

including motor lifeboats fitted with radiotelegraph instal-
lation and searchlight, and   motor lifeboats fitted with 
searchlight only; 

  liferafts, for which approved launching devices are required, 
capable of accommodating   persons; and 

  liferafts for which approved launching devices are not required, 
capable of accommodating   persons; 

  lifebuoys; 
  life-jackets. 

V. That the lifeboats and liferafts were equipped in accordance with the 
provisions of the Regulations annexed to the Convention. 
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VI. That the ship was provided with a line-throwing apparatus and portable 
radio apparatus for survival craft in accordance with the provisions of the 
Regulations. 

VII. That the ship complied with the requirements of the Regulations as regards 
radiotelegraph installations, viz.: 

Requirements of 
Regulations 

Actual 
provision 

Hours of listening by operator   
Number of operators   
Whether auto alarm fitted   
Whether main installation fitted   
Whether reserve installation fitted  
Whether main and reserve transmitters electrically 

separated or combined   
Whether direction-finder fitted   
Whether radio equipment for homing on the radio-

telephone distress frequency fitted  
Whether radar fitted   ' 

VIII. That the functioning of the radiotelegraph installations for motor lifeboats, 
and/or the portable radio apparatus for survival craft, if provided, complied with 
the provisions of the Regulations. 

IX. That the inspection showed that the ship complied with the requirements 
of the said Convention as regards fire-extinguishing appliances, radar, echo-
sounding device and gyro-compass and was provided with navigation lights and 
shapes, pilot ladder, and means of making sound signals and distress signals in 
accordance with the provisions of the Regulations and the International 
Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea in force. 

X. That in all other respects the ship complied with the requirements of the 
Regulations so far as these requirements apply thereto. 

This certificate is issued under the authority of the Govern-
ment. It will remain in force until 

Issued at the day of 19 

Here follows the seal or signature of the authority entitled to issue the 
certfficate. 

(Seal) 

If signed, the following paragraph is to be added: 

The undersigned declares that he is duly authorized by the said Govern-
ment to issue this certificate. 

(Signature) 

NOTE: It will be sufficient to indicate the year in which the keel was laid or when the ship 
was at a similar stage of construction except for the year 1965 and the year of the coming into 
force of the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974, in which cases the 
actual date should be given. 
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Certified true copy of the English text of the 
International Convention for the Safety of Life at 
Sea, 1974,, done at London on 1 November 1974, 
the original of which is deposited with the 
Secretary-General of the Inter-Governmental 
Maritime Consultative Organization. 

For the Secretary-General of the Inter-
Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization: 
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ARRANGEMENT REGARDING BOVINE MEAT 

PREAMBLE  

Conviñced that increased international co-operation should be carried 
out in such a way as to contribute to the achievement of greater liberaliza-
tion, stability and expansion in international trade in meat and live animals; 

Taking into account the need to avoid serious disturbances in inter-
national trade in bovine neat and live animals; 

Recognizing the importance of production and trade in bovine meat and 
live animals for the economies of many countries, especially for certain 
developed and developing countries; 

Mindful of their obligations to the principles and objectives of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (hereinafter referred to as "General 
Agreement" or "GATT")1; 

Determined, in carrying out the aims of this Arrangement to implement 
the principles and objectives agreed upon in the Tokyo Declaration of 
Ministers, dated 14 September 1973E49 concerning the Multilateral Trade 
Negotiations, in particular as concerns special and more favourable treatment 
for developing countries; 

The participants in the present Arrangement have, through their 
representatives, agreed as follows: 

PART ONE 

GENERAL PROVISIONS  

Article I - Objectives  

The objectives of this Arrangement shall be: 

(1) to promote the expansion, ever greater liberalization and stability of 
the international meat and livestock market by facilitating the 
progressive dismantling of obstacles and restrictions to world trade in 
bovine meat and live animals, including those which compartmentalize this 
trade, and by improving the international framework of world trade to the 
benefit of both consumer and producer, importer and exporter; 

1This provision applies only among GATT contracting parties. 

*TIAS 1700; 61 Stat., pts. 5 and 6. [Footnote added by the Department of 
State.] 
**Department of State Bulletin, Oct. 8, 1973, p. 450. [Footnote added by the 

Department of State.] 
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(2) to encourage greater international co-operation in all aspects affecting 
the trade in bovine meat and live pnimPls with a view in particular to 
greater rationalization and more efficient distribution of resources in the 
international meat economy; 

to secure additional benefits for the international trade of developing 
countries in bovine neat and live animals through an improvement in the 
possibilities for these countries to participate in the expansion of 
world trade in these products by means of inter alia: 

(a) promoting long-tern stability of prices in the context of an 
expanding world market for bovine meat and live animals; and 

(b) promoting the maintenance and improvement of the earnings of 
developing countries that are exporters of bovine neat and live 
animals; 

the above with a view thus to deriving additional earnings, by means of 
securing long-term stability of markets for bovine meat and live animals; 

(4) to further expand trade on a competitive basis taking into account the 
traditional position of efficient producers. 

Article II - Product Coverage  

This Arrangement applies to bovine neat. For the purpose of this 
Arrangement, the term "bovine neat" is considered to include: 

(3) 

CCCN 

(a) Live bovine animals 01.02 

(b) Meat and edible offals of bovine en41,gls, fresh, ex 02.01 
chilled or frozen 

(c) Meat and edible offals of bovine Pnimnls, salted, ex 02.06 
in brine, dried or smoked 

(d) Other prepared or preserved meat or offal of bovine ex 16.02 
animals 

and any other product that may be added by the International Meat Council, as 
established under the terms of Article V of this Arrangement, in order to 
accomplish the objectives and provisions of this Arrangement. 

Article III - Information and Market Monitoring  

1. All participants agree to provide regularly and promptly to the Council, 
the information which will permit the Council to monitor and assess the overall 
situation of the world market for meat and the situation of the world market 
for each specific neat. 
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2. Participating developing countries shall furnish the information 
available to them. In order that these countries may improve their data 
collection mechanisms, developed participants, and any developing participants 
able to do so, shall consider sympathetically any request to them for 
technical assistance. 

3. The information that the participants undertake to provide pursuant to 
paragraph 1 of this Article, according to the modallties that the Council 
shall establish, shall include data on past performance and current situation 
and an assessment of the outlook regarding production (including the evolution 
of the composition of herds), consumption, prices, stocks of and trade in the 
products referred to in Article II, and any other information deemed necessary 
by the Council, in particular on competing products. Participants shall also 
provide information on their domestic policies and trade measures including 
bilateral and plurilateral commitments in the bovine sector, and shall notify as 
early as possible any changes in such policies and measures that are likely to 
affect international trade in live bovine animals and meat. The provisions of 
this paragraph shall not require any participant to disclose confidential 
information which would impede law enforcement or otherwise be contrary to 
the public interest or would prejudice the legitimate commercial interests of 
particular enterprises, public or private. 

4. The secretariat of the Arrangement shall monitor variations in market 
data, in particular herd sizes, stocks, slaughterings and domestic and 
international prices, so as to permit early detection of the symptoms of any 
serious imbalance in the supply and demand situation. The secretariat shall 
keep the Council apprized of significant developments on world markets, as 
well as prospects for production, consumption, exports and imports. 

Note: It is understood that under the provisions of this Article, the Council 
instructs the secretariat to draw up, and keep up to date, an inventory 
of all measures affecting trade in bovine meat and live animals, 
including commitments resulting from bilateral, plurilateral and 
multilateral negotiations. 

Article IV - Functions of the International  
Meat Council and Co-operation between the  

Participants to this Arrangement  

1. The Council shall meet in order to: 

(a) evaluate the world supply and demand situation and outlook on the 
basis of an interpretative analysis of the present situation and of 
probable developments drawn up by the secretariat of the Arrangement, 
on the basis of documentation provided in conformity with Article III 
of the present Arrangement, including that relating to the operation 
of domestic and trade policies and of any other information available 
to the secretariat; 
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(b) proceed to a comprehensive examination of the functioning of the 
present Arrangement; 

(c) provide an opportunity for regular consultation on all natters 
affecting international trade in bovine neat. 

2. If after evaluation of the world supply and demand situation referred to 
in paragraph 1(a) of this Article, or after examination of all relevant 
information pursuant to paragraph 3 of Article III, the Council finds evidence 
of a serious imbalance or a threat thereof in the international meat market, 
the Council will proceed by consensus, taking into particular account the 
situation in developing countries, to identify, for consideration by 
governments, possible solutions to remedy the situation consistent with the 
principles and rules of GATT. 

3. Depending on whether the Council considers that the situation defined in 
paragraph 2 of this Article is temporary or nore durable, the measures referred 
to in paragraph 2 of this Article could include short-, medium-, or long-term 
measures taken by importers as well as exporters to contribute to improve the 
overall situation of the world market consistent with the objectives and aims 
of the Arrangement, in particular the expansion, ever greater liberalization, 
and stability of the international meat and livestock markets. 

4. When considering the suggested measures pursuant to paragraphs 2 and 3 of 
this Article, due consideration shell be given to special and more favourable 
treatment to developing countries, where this is feasible and appropriate. 

5. The participants undertake to contribute to the fullest possible extent 
to the implementation of the objectives of this Arrangement set forth in 
Article I. To this end, and consistent with the principles and rules of the 
General Agreement, participants shall, on a regular basis, enter into the 
discussions provided in Article IV:1(c) with a view to exploring the 
possibilities of achieving the objectives of the present Arrangement, in 
particular the further dismantling of obstacles to world trade in bovine neat 
and live animals. Such discussions should prepare the way for subsequent 
consideration of possible solutions of trade problems consistent with the rules 
and principles of the GATT, which could be jointly accepted by all the parties 
concerned, in a balanced context of mutual advantages. 

6. Any participant may raise before the Council any matter2 affecting this 
Arrangement, inter alia, for the same purposes provided for in paragraph 2 of 
this Article. The Council shall, at the request of a participant, meet within 
a period of not more than fifteen days to consider any matter-d affecting the 
present Arrangement. 

2Note: It is confirmed that the term "natter" in this paragraph includes 
any natter which is covered by multilateral agreements negotiated within the 
framework of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations, in particular those bearing 
on export and import measures. It is further confirmed that the provisions of 
Article IV, paragraph 6, and this footnote are without prejudice to the rights 
and obligations of the parties to such agreements. 
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PART TWO  

Article V - Administration of the Arrangement 

1. International Meat Council 

An International Meat Council shall be established within the framework 
of the GATT. The Council shall comprise representatives of all participants 
to the Arrangement and shall carry out all the functions which are necessary to 
implement the provisions of the Arrangement. The Council shall be serviced by 
the GATT secretariat. The Council shall establish it own rules of procedure, 
in particular the modalities for consultations provided for in Article IV. 

1 2. Regular and special meetings  

The Council shall normally meet at least twice each year. However, the 
Chairman may call a special meeting of the Council either on his own 
initiative, or at the request of a participant to this Arrangement. 

3. Decisions  

The Council shall reach its decisions by consensus. The Council shall be 
deemed to have decided on a matter submitted for its consideration if no 
member of the Council formally objects to the acceptance of a proposal. 

4. Co-operation with other organizations  

The Council shall make whatever arrangements are appropriate for 
consultation or co-operation with intergovernmental and non-governmental 
organizations. 

5. Admission of observers  

(a) The Council may invite any non-participating country to be 
represented at any of its meetings as an observer. 

(b) The Council may also invite any of the organizations referred to 
in paragraph 4 of this Article to attend any of its meetings as an 
observer. 
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PART THREE  

Article VI - Final Provisions  

1. Acceptance3 

(a) ThiS Arrangement is open for acceptance, by signature or otherwise, 
by governments members of the United Nations, or of one of its 
specialized agencies and by the European Economic Community. 

(b) Any government4 accepting this Arrangement may at the time of 
acceptance make a reservation with regard to its acceptance of any 
of the provisions in the present Arrangement. This reservation is 
subject to the approval of the participants. 

This Arrangement shall be deposited with the Director-General to 
the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the GATT who shall promptly furnish a 
certified copy thereof and a notification of each acceptance 
thereof to each participant. The texts of this Arrangement in the 
English, French and Spanish languages shall all be enuslly authentic. 

(e) 

(a) The entry into force of this Arrangement shall entail the abolition 
of the International Neat Consultative Group. 

2. Provisional application  

Any government may deposit with the Director-General to the CONTRACTING 
PARTIES to the GATT a declaration of provisional application of this 
Arrangement. Any government depositing such a declaration shall provisionally 
apply this Arrangement and be provisionPlly regarded as participating in 
this Arrangement. 

3. Entry into force  

This Arrangement shall enter into force, for those participants having 
accepted it, on 1 January 1980. For participants accepting this Arrangement 
after that date, it shall be effective from the date of their acceptance. 

3The terms "acceptance" or "accepted" as used in this Article include 
the completion of any domestic procedures necessary to implement the provisions 
of this Arrangement. 

4For the purpose of this Arrangement, the term "government" is deemed to 

include the competent authorities of the European Economic Community. 
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4. Validity  

This Arrangement shall remain in force for three years. The duration of 
this Arrangement shall be extended for further periods of three years at a 
time, unless the Council, at least eighty days prior to each date of expiry, 
decides otherwise. 

5. Amendment  

Except where provision for modification is made elsewhere in this 
Arrangement the Council may recommend an amendment to the provisions of this 
Arrangement. The proposed amendment shall enter into force upon acceptance 
by the governments of all participants. 

6. Relationship between the Arrangement and the GATT  

Nothing in this Arrangement shall affect the rights and obligations of 
participants under the GATT5 

7. Withdrawal  

Any participant may withdraw from this Arrangement. Such withdrawal 
shall take effect upon the expiration of sixty days from the date on which 
written notice of withdrawal is received by the Director-General to the 
CONTRACTING PARTIES to the GATT. 

5This provision applies only among GATT contracting parties. 
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ARRANGEMENT RELATIP A LA VIANDE BOVINE  

PREAMBULE  

Ayant la conviction qu'une coopération internationale plus grande devrait 
s'exercer de maniare a contribuer a accroitre la libéralisation, la stabilité 
at l'expansion du commerce international de la viande et des animaux vivants, 

Tenant compté de la nécessité d'éviter de graves perturbations dans le 
commerce international de la viande bovine et des animaux vivants de l'espace 
bovine, 

Reconnaissant l'importance de la production et du commerce de la viande 
bovine at des animaux vivants de l'espéce bovine pour l'économie de nombreux 
pays, en particulier de certains pays développés ou en voie de développement, 

Conscients de lane's obligations a l'égard des principes at des objectifs 
de l'Accord général sur les tarifs douaniers at le commerce (ci—aprés dénomml 
"l'Accord général" ou "le GATT")1, 

Déterminés, dans la poursuite des fins du présent arrangement, a mettre en 
oeuvre les principes at les objectifs convenus dens la Déclaration ministérielle 
de Tokyo, en date du 14 septembre 1973, concernant les Négociations commer— 
ciales multilatérales, en particulier pour ce qui est du traitement spécial at 
plus favorable a accorder max pays en vole de développement, 

Les participants au présent arrangement sont, par l'intermédiaire de leurs 
représentants, convenus de ce qui suit: 

PREMIERE PARTIE  

DISPOSITIONS GENERALES  

Article premier — Obientifs  

Les objectifs du présent arrangement sont les suivants: 

1) promouvoir l'expansion, une libéralisation de plus en plus large at la 
stabilité du marché international de la viande at des animaux sur pied, en 
facilitant la suppression progressive des obstacles at des restrictions au 
commerce mondial de la viande bovine et des animaux vivants de l'espace 
bovine, y compris ceux qui compartimentent ce commerce, et en améliorant 
le cadre international du commerce mondial au profit du consommateur at du 
producteur, de l'importateur et de l'exportateur; 

1Cette disposition ne s'applique qu'entre les participants qui sont parties 
contractantes a l'Accord général. 
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2) encourager une plus grande coopération internationale en tout ce qui 
touche le commerce de la viande bovine et des animaux vivants de 
l'espace bovine, en vue notamment d'assurer une plus grande rationali— 
sation.et une distribution plus efficace des ressources dens l'écononie 
internationale de la viande; 

apporter des avantages supplémentaires pour le commerce international des 
pays en voie de développement, en ce qui concerne la viande bovine at les 
animaux vivants de 1'espéce bovine, en améliorant les possibilités offertes 
a ces pays de participer a l'expansion du commerce mondial de ces produits, 
notamment 

3) 

a) en favorisant la stabilité a long terne des prix dens le cadre d'une 
expansion du marché mondial de la viande bovine et des animaux 
vivants de l'espéce bovine, et 

b) en favorisant le maintien et l'amélioration des recettes des pays en 
voie de développement exportateurs de viande bovine et d'animaux 
vivants de l'espéce bovine, 

et ce, afin d'en tirer des revenus supplémentaires, en assurant la stabi— 
lité a long terne des mardhés de la viande bovine et des animaux vivants 
de l'espéce bovine; 

It) développer davantage le commerce sur une base concurrentielle, en tenant 
compte de la position traditionnelle des producteurs efficients. 

Article II — Produits visas  

Le présent arrangement s'applique a la viande bovine. Aux fins du présent 
arrangement, "la viande bovine" est réputée comprendre: 

a) les animaux vivants de l'espace bovine 

b) les viandas et abets comestibles d'animaux de 
l'espéce bovine, frais, réfrigérés on congelés 

c) les viandas et abets comestibles d'animaux de 
l'espace bovine, salés on en saumure, sédhés ou fumés 

d) les entres préparations on conserves de viandes on 
d'abats d'animaux de l'espéce bovine 

NCCD 

01.02 

ex 02.01 

ex 02.06 

ex 16.02 

et tous les entres produits qui pourront étre ajoutés aux précédents par le 
Conseil international de la viande institué en vertu de l'article V du présent 
arrangement pour l'accomplissement des objectifs at des dispositions de 
1' arrangement. 
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Article III - Information et observation du marché  

1. Tous les participants sont convenus de fournir réguliérement et dans les 
moindres délais au Conseil les renseignements qui luí permettront d'observer 
et d'apprécier la situation globale du marché mondial de la viande et la 
situation du marchl mondial de cheque viande. 

2. Les pays en vele de développement participants fourniront les rensei-
gnements en leur possession. Afin que ces pays puissent améliorer leurs 
mécanismes de collecte des données, les participants développls, ainsi que 
ceux en vole de développement en mesure de le faire, examineront avec compré-
hension toute demande d'assistance technique qui leur sera présentée. 

3. Les renseignements que les participants s'engagent a fournir en vertu 
du paragraphs 1 du présent article, sebo les modalités qu'arratera le Conseil, 
comprendront des données concernant l'évolution passe et la situation actuelle, 
et une évaluation des perspectives en matilre de production (y compris l'évo-
lution de la composition du cheptel), de consommation, de prix, de stocks et 
d'échanges des produits visés l'article II, ainsi que touts autre infor-
mation, en particulier sur les produits concurrents, que le Conseil jugera 
nécessaire. Les participants fourniront également des renseignements sur 
leurs politiques intérieures et leurs mesures commerciales dans le secteur 
bovin, y compris les engagements bilatéraux et plurilatéraux, et us donneront, 
le plus tat possible, notification de toutes les modifications apportées a 
ces politiques et mesures qui seraient susceptibles d'avoir des effets sur 
le commerce international de la viande bovine et des aninaux vivants de 
l'espéce bovine. Les dispositions du present paragraphe n'obligeront pas un 
participant a révéler des renseignements confidentiels dont la divulgation 
ferait obstacle a l'application des lois, serait autrement contraire 
l'intérat public, ou porterait préjudice aux intérats commerciaux légitimes 
d'entreprises publiques ou prives. 

4. Le secrétariat de l'arrangement observers les variations des données du 
marché, en particulier des effectífs du cheptel, des stocks, des abattages 
et des prix intérieurs et internationaux, afin de permettre de déceler 
promptement les signes avant-coureurs de tout déséquilibre grave dans la 
situation de l'offre et de la demande. Le secrétariat tiendra le Conseil 
au courant des faits notables intervenus sur les marchés mondiaux, ainsi 
que des perspectives de la production, de la consommation, de l'exportation 
et de l'importation. 

Note: Il eat entendu qu'en vertu des dispositions du présent article 
le Conseil donne nandat au secrétariat d'établir et de tenir a jour un 
inventaire de toutes les mesures affectant le commerce de la viande 
bovine et des animaux vivants, y compris les engagements résultant 
de négociations bilatérales, plurilatérales ou multilatérales. 
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Article IV — Fonctions du Conseil international de la viande  
et coopération entre les participants  

au présent arrangement  

1. Le Conseil se réunira 

a) pour évaluer la situation et les perspectives de l'offre et de la 
demande mondiales sur la base d'une analyse interprétative de 
la situation du moment et de son évolution probable, réalisée 
par le secrétariat de l'arrangement a partir de la documentation 
fournie conformément a l'article III du présent arrangement, y 
compris celle relative a l'application des politiques intérieures 
et commerciales, ainsi que de tout autre renseignement en ea 
possession, 

b) pour procéder a un examen complet de l'application du présent 
arrangement, 

e) pour offrir la possibilité de consultations réguliares sur toutes 
les questions touchant le commerce international de la viande 
bovine. 

2. Si l'évaluation de la situation de l'offre et de la demande mondiales 
visée au paragraphe 1 a) du présent article, ou l'examen de tous les 
renseignements en la matiare fournis au titre de l'article III, paragraphs 3, 
conduit le Conseil a constater l'existence d'un déséquilibre grave ou d'une 
menace de déséquilibre grave dens le marché international de la viande, le 
Conseil procédera par vole de consensus, en tenant particuliarement compte 
de la situation dens les pays en vole de développement, a l'identification, 
aux fins d'examen par les gouvernements, de solutions éventuelles en vue de 
remédier a la situation en conformité des príncipes et des ragles de l'Accord 
général. 

3. Les mesures vises au paragraphe 2 du présent article pourraient 
comportar, selon que le Conseil consiare que la situation définie au 
paragraphe 2 du présent article eat temporaire ou plus durable, des mesures 
a court, moyen ou long terme prises aussi bien par les importateurs que par 
les exportateurs pour contribuer a l'amélioration de la situation d'ensebble 
du marché mondial en conformité avec les objectifs et les buts de l'arran— 
gement, en particulier 1' expansion, une libéralisation de plus en plus large 
et la stábilité du marché international de la viande at des animaux sur pied. 

4. En considérant les mesures suggérées conformément aux paragraphes 2 
et 3 du présent article, il sera dnment tenu compte du traitement spécial et 
plus favorable a accorder aux pays en vole de développement lorsque cela sera 
réalisable et approprié. 

5. Les participants s'engagent a contribuer dans touie la mesure du possible 
a la mise en oeuvre des objectift du présent arrangement, énoncés a l'article 
premier. A cette fin et en conformité des principes et ragles de l'Accord 
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général, les participants engageront réguliarement les discussions prévues a 
1.4rticle IV, paragraphe 1 c), en vile d'explorer les possibilités d'atteindre 
les objectifs du présent arrangement, en particulier la poursuite du déman-
télement des obstacles au commerce mondial de la viande bovine et des animaux 
vivants de l'espéce bovine. Ces discussions devraient ouvrir la vole a un 
examen ultérieur de solutions possibles aux problémes commerciaux en conformíté 
des rDgles et des principes de l'Accord général, qui puissent étre conjoin-
tement acceptées par toutes les parties concernées, dens un contexte équilibré 

d'avantages mutuels. 

6. Tout participant peut soulever devant le Conseil toute question2 touchant 
le présent arrangement entre entres aux =Imes fins que-leelles qui sont prévues 
au paragraphe 2 du présent article. Le Conseil se réunira, a la demande d'un 
participant, dans un délai qui ne sera pas supérieur a 15 jours, afín d'examiner 
toute question2 touchant le présent arrangement. 

2 : Il est confirml que dans ce paragraphe le terne "question" 
englobe toute question qui est couverte par des accords multilatéraux négociés 
dens le cadre des Négociations commerciales multilatérales, notamment ceux 
portent sur les mesures a l'exportation et a l'inportation. II est également 
confirm l que les dispositions de l'article IV, paragraphe 6, aínsi que la 
présente note ne nodifient en rien les droits et obligations des Parties 
auxdits accords. 
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DETRIEME PARTIE  

Article V — Administration de 1' arrangement  

1. Conseil international de la viande  

Il sera institué un Conseil international de la viande dens le cadre 
de l'Accord général. Ce Conseil, qui sera composé de représentants de tons 
les participants au présent arrangement, exercera toutes les attributions 
nécessaires en vue de la rise en oeuvre des dispositions de l'arrangement. 
Il bénéficiera des services du secrétariat du GATT. Le Conseil arrétera 
son réglement intérieur et, en particulier, les modalités des consultations 
prévues & l'article IV. 

2. Réunions ordinaires et extraordinaires  

Le Conseil se réunira normalement au moms deux fois l'an. Toutefois, 
le président pourra convoquer le Conseil en réunion extraordinaire, soit de 
son propre chef, soit a la demande d'un participant an présent arrangement. 

3. Décisions  

Le Conseil prendra sea décisions par consensus. Il sera considéré que 
le Conseil a statué sur une question qui luí est sourise si aucun de ses 
rembres me fait formellement opposition a l'acceptation d'une proposition. 

4. Coopération avec d'autres organisations  

Le Conseil prendra toutes dispositions appropriées pour procéder des 
consultations on collaborer avec des organisations intergouvernementales 
et non gouvernementales. 

5. Admission d'observateurs  

a) Le Conseil pourra inviter tout pays non participant a. se faire 
représenter 1 l'une quelconque de see réunions en qualité 
d'observateur. 

b) Le Conseil pourra aussi inviter toute organisation vise au 
paragraphe 4 du présent article 1 assister a l'une quelconque 
de sea réunions en qualité d'observateur. 
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TROISISS PAIUTE  

Article VI — Dispositions finales  

1. Acceptation3 

a) Le présent arrangement est ouvert a l'acceptation, par voie de signa— 
ture on autrement, des gouvernements sambres de l'Organisation des 
Nations Unies ou d'une de ses institutions spécialisées, et de la 
Communauté économique europlenne. 

b) Tout gouvernement gm..  accepte le présent arrangement pourra, au 
moment de l'acceptation, formuler une réserve quant son acceptation 
de telle ou telle disposition dudit arrangement. Cette réserve est 
subordonnée l'approbation des participants. 

c) Le présent arrangement sera déposá auprés du Directeur général des 
PARTIES COUTRACTANTES l'Accord général qui remettra dens les 
moindres délais a cheque participant une copie certifiée conforme 
de l'arrangement et une notification de cheque acceptation. Les 
textes de l'arrangement en langues frangaise, anglaise et espagnole 
font tous également foi. 

d) L'entrée en vigueur du présent arrangement entrainera la dissolution 
du Groupe consultatif international de la vianda. 

2. Application provisoire  

Tout gouvernement pourra déposer auprés du Directeur général des PAWIES 
CONTRACPANTES a l'Accord général une déclaration d' application provisoire du 
présent arrangement. Tout gouvernement déposant une telle déclaration 
appliquera provisoirement le présent arrangement et sera considéré provisoi — 
rement comme participant audit arrangement. 

3. Entrée en vigueur  

Le présent arrangement entrara en vigueur, pour les participants qui 
l'auront accept, le ler janvier 1980. Pour les participants qui l'accepteront 
aprés cette date, il prendra effat a compter de la date de leur acceptation. 

3Les termes "acceptation" ou "accept" tela qu'ils sent utilisés dens le 
présent article comprennent l'accomplissement de toutes les procédures internes 
nécessaires a laicise en oeuvre des dispositions du présent arrangement. 

Aux fins du présent arrangement, le terma "gouvernement" est réputé 
comprendre les autorités compétentes de la Communauté économique européenne. 
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h. Durle de validité  

La dure de validité du présent arrangement sera de trois ans. A la fin 
de cheque période de trois ens, elle sera tacitement prorogée pour une nouvelle 
période de trois ens, sauf décision contraire du Conseil prise quatre-vingts 
jours an mojos avant la date d'expiration de la période en cours. 

5. Amendement  

Sauf dens les cas oil d'autres dispositions sont prévues pour apporter 
des modifications au présent arrangement, le Conseil pourra recommender une 
modification des dispositions dudit arrangement. Toute modification propose 
entrera en vigueur lorsque les gouvernements de tous lés participants l'auront 
acceptée. 

6. Relation entre l'arrangement et l'Accord général  

Bien dens le présent arrangement ne portera atteinte aux droits et 
obligations que les participants tiennent de l'Accord généra1.5 

7. Dénonciation  

Tout participant pourra dénoncer le présent arrangement. La dénonciation 
prendra effet a l'expiration d'un délai de soixante jours a compter de celui 
oil le Directeur généra]. des PARTIES CONTRACTARTES a l'Accord général en aura 
regu notification par écrit. 

5Cette disposition ne s'applique qu'entre les participants qui sent 

parties contractantes a l'Accord général. 
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ACUERDO DE LA CARNE DE BOVINO  

PREAMBULO  

Convencidos de que debe incrementarse la cooperación internacional de 
manera que cOntribuya al logro de una mayor liberalización, estabilidad y 
expansión del comercio internacional de la carne y de los animales vivos; 

Teniendo en cuenta la necesidad de evitar serias perturbaciones del 
comercio internacional de la carne de bovino y de los animales vivos de la 
especie bovina; 

Reconociendo la importancia que la producción y el comercio de carne de 
bovino y animales vivos de la especie bovina tienen para las economías de 
muchos países, en particular para ciertos países desarrollados y en desarrollo; 

Conscientes de sus obligaciones en relación con los principios y objetivos 
del Acuerdo General sobre Aranceles Aduaneros y Comercio (denominado en adelante 
"Acuerdo General" o "GA" )1; 

Decididos, en la prosecución de los fines del presente Acuerdo, a aplicar 
los principios y objetivos acordados en la Declaración de Ministros de Tokio, 
de fecha 14 de septiembre de 1973, relativa a las Negociaciones Comerciales 
Watilaterales, de manera particular en lo que se refiere a un trato especial 
y más favorable para los países en desarrollo; 

Los participantes en el presente Acuerdo convienen, por medio de sus 
representantes, en lo siguiente: 

1) 

PRIMERA PARTE  

DISPOSICIONES GENERALES  

Artículo I — Objetivos  

Los objetivos del presente Acuerdo son los siguientes: 

fomentar la expansión, la liberalización cada vez mayor y la estabilidad 
del mercado internacional de la carne y los animales vivos, facilitando 
el desmantelamiento progresivo de los obstáculos y restricciones al 
comercio mundial de carne de bovino y animales vivos de la especie bovina, 
inclusive aquellos que lo compartimentalizan, y mejorando el marco inter— 
nacional del comercio mundial en beneficio de consumidores y productores, 
importadores y exportadores; 

'Esta cláusula se aplica solamente entre los participantes que sean partes 
contratantes del Acuerdo General. 
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2) estimular una mayor cooperación internacional en todos los aspectos que 
afecten al comercio de carne de bovino y animales vivos de la especie 
bovina, orientada especialmente a una mayor racionalización y a una 
distribución más eficiente de los recursos en la economía internacional 
de la carne; 

3) asegurar beneficios adicionales para el comercio internacional de los 
países en desarrollo en lo que se refiere a la carne de bovino y los 
animales vivos de la especie bovina, dando a estos países mayores posi— 
bilidades de participar en la expansión del comercio mundial de dichos 
productos por los medios siguientes, entre otros: 

a) fomentando una estabilidad a largo plazo de los precios en el 
contexto de un comercio mundial en expansión de carne de bovino y 
animales vivos de la especie bovina; y 

b) fomentando el mantenimiento y mejoramiento de los ingresos de los 
países en desarrollo exportadores de carne de bovino y animales vivos 
de la especie bovina; 

todo ello a fin de obtener ingresos adicionales mediante el logro de una 
estabilidad a largo plazo de los mercados de carne de bovino y animales 
vivos de la especie bovina; 

4) lograr una mayor expansión del comercio sobre una base competitiva 
teniendo en cuenta la posición tradicional de los productores eficientes. 

Artículo II — Productos comprendidos  

El presente Acuerdo se aplica a la carne de bovino. A los efectos del 
presente Acuerdo, se entenderá que la expresión "carne de bovino" comprende 
lo siguiente: 

nccA 

a) animales vivos de la especie bovina 01.02 

b) carnes y despojos comestibles de bovino, frescos, ex 02.01 
refrigerados o congelados 

c) carnes y despojos comestibles de bovino, salados ex 02.06 
o en salmuera, secos o ahumados 

d) otros preparados y conservas de carnes o de ex 16.02 
despojos de bovino 

y todos los demás productos que el Consejo Internacional de la Carne, esta— 
blecido en virtud de lo que se dispone en el artículo V del presente Acuerdo, 
pueda incluir en su campo de aplicación con objeto de conseguir sus objetivos 
y dar cumplimiento a sus disposiciones. 
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Artículo III - Información y observación del mercado  

1. Todos los participantes convienen en comunicar regularmente y sin demora 
al Consejo la información que le permita, observar y apreciar la situación global 
del mercado mundial de la carne y la situación del mercado mundial de cada tipo 
de carne. 

2. Los países en desarrollo participantes comunicarán la información 
que tengan disponible. Con objeto de que estos países mejoren sus mecanismos 
de recopilación de datos, los participantes desarrollados, y aquellos en des-
arrollo con posibilidad de hacerlo, examinarán con comprensión toda solicitud 
de asistencia técnica que se les formule. 

3. La información que los participantes se comprometen a facilitar en cumpli-
miento de lo dispuesto en el párrafo 1 de este artículo, según las modalidades 
que fije el Consejo, comprenderá datos sobre la evolución anterior y la situa-
ción actual y una estimación de las perspectivas de la producción (incluida la 
evolución de la composición del ganado), el consumo, los precios, las existen-
cias y los intercambios de los productos a que se refiere el artículo II, así 
como cualquier otra información que el Consejo juzgue necesaria, en particular 
respecto de los productos competidores. Los participantes comunicarán igual-
mente información sobre sus políticas nacionales y sus medidas comerciales en 
el sector bovino, inclusive los compromisos bilaterales y plurilaterales, y 
notificarán lo antes posible toda modificación que se opere en tales políticas 
o medidas y que pueda influir en el comercio internacional de animales vivos 
de la especie bovina y de carne de bovino. Las disposiciones de este párrafo 
no obligarán a ningún participante a revelar informaciones de carácter confi-
dencial cuya divulgación obstaculizaría la aplicación de las leyes o atentaría 
de otro modo contra el interés público o lesionaría los intereses comerciales 
legítimos de determinadas empresas, públicas o privadas. 

4. La secretaría del Acuerdo observará las variaciones de los datos del 
mercado, especialmente del número de cabezas de ganado, las existencias, el 
número de animales sacrificados y los precios internos e internacionales, a 
fin de poder detectar con prontitud todo síntoma que anuncie cualquier desequi-
librio serio en la situación de la oferta y la demanda. La secretaría 
mantendrá al Consejo al corriente de los acontecimientos significativos que se 
produzcan en los mercados mundiales, así como de las perspectivas de la 
producción, el consumo, las exportaciones y las importaciones. 

Nota: Queda entendido que, en virtud de lo dispuesto en el presente artículo, 
el Consejo confiere a la secretaría el mandato de establecer y tener al 
día un catálogo de todas las medidas que influyan en el comercio de la 
carne de bovino y de los animales vivos de la especie bovina, con inclu-
sión de los compromisos resultantes de negociaciones bilaterales, 
plurilaterales y multilaterales. 
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Artículo IV - Funciones del Consejo Internacional  
de la Carne y cooperación entre los participantes  

en el presente Acuerdo  

1. El Consejo se reunirá con objeto de: 

a) evaluar la situación y perspectivas de la oferta y la demanda 
mundiales, sobre la base de un análisis interpretativo de la situa-
ción del momento y de la evolución probable preparado por la secre-
taría del Acuerdo a partir de la documentación facilitada de confor-
midad con el artículo III del presente Acuerdo, incluso la relativa 
a la aplicación de las políticas nacionales y comerciales, y de 
cualquier otra información de que disponga; 

b) proceder a un examen de conjunto del funcionamiento del presente 
Acuerdo; 

c) ofrecer la oportunidad de celebrar regularmente consultas sobre toda 
cuestión que afecte al comercio internacional de la carne de bovino. 

2. Si, tras la evaluación de la situación de la oferta y la demanda mundiales 
a que se refiere el párrafo 1, apartado a), del presente artículo, o tras el 
examen de toda la información pertinente facilitada de conformidad con el 
párrafo 3 del artículo III, el Consejo comprobase la existencia o la amenaza de 
un desequilibrio serio en el mercado internacional de la carne, el Consejo 
procederá por consenso, teniendo particularmente en cuenta la situación de los 
países en desarrollo, a identificar, para su consideración por los gobiernos, 
posibles soluciones para poner remedio a la situación que sean compatibles con 
los principios y normas del GATT. 

3. Las medidas a que se refiere el párrafo 2 del presente artículo podrían 
consistir, según que el Consejo estime que la situación definida en el párrafo 2 
de este artículo es transitoria o de mayor duración, en medidas a corto, medio 
o largo plazo adoptadas tanto por los importadores como por los exportadores 
para contribuir a la mejora de la situación global del mercado mundial, que 
sean compatibles con los objetivos y finalidades del presente Acuerdo, en espe-
cial por lo que respecta a la expansión, la liberalización cada vez mayor y la 
estabilidad de los mercados internacionales de la carne y los animales vivos. 

4. Al considerar las medidas sugeridas de conformidad con los párrafos 2 y 3 
del presente artículo, se tendrá debidamente en cuenta el trato especial y más 
favorable para los países en desarrollo, cuando sea posible y apropiado. 

5. Los participantes se comprometen a contribuir en la ngxima medida posible 
al cumplimiento de los objetivos del presente Acuerdo, enunciados en el 
artículo I. A tal efecto, y en consonancia con los principios y normas del 
Acuerdo General, los participantes celebrarán de manera regular las conversa-
ciones previstas en el apartado e) del párrafo 1 del artículo IV con miras a 
explorar las posibilidades de realizar los objetivos del presente Acuerdo, en 
especial el de llevar adelante el desmantelamiento de los obstáculos al 
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comercio mundial de la carne de bovino y de los animales vivos de la especie 
bovina. Estas conversaciones deberán servir para preparar el posterior examen 
de posibles soluciones a los problemas comerciales de conformidad con las 
normas y principios del Acuerdo General, que puedan ser aceptadas conjuntamente 
por todas las partes interesadas, en un contexto equilibrado de ventajas mutuas. 

6. Todo participantes podrá plantear ante el Consejo cualquier cuestión2 rela-
tiva al presente Acuerdo, entre otros a los mismos efectos previstos en el 
párrafo 2 de este artículo. Cuando un participante así lo solicite, el Consejo 
se reunirá dentro de un plazo máximo de quince días para examinar cualquier 
cuestión2 relativa al presente Acuerdo. 

2Nota: Queda confirmado que el término "cuestión" que figura en este 
párrafo abarca cualquier asunto comprendido en el ámbito de los acuerdos 

multilaterales negociados en el marco de las Negociaciones Comerciales 
Multilaterales, en particular los que se refieren a las medidas relativas a 
la exportación y a la importación. Queda asimismo confirmado que las dispo-
siciones del párrafo 6 del artículo IV y la presente nota se entenderán sin 
perjuicio de los derechos y obligaciones que incumban a las Partes en dichos 
acuerdos. 
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SEGUNDA PARTE  

Artículo V - Administración del Acuerdo  

1. Conseld.Internacional de la Carne  

Se establecerá un Consejo Internacional de la Carne en el marco del 
Acuerdo General. El Consejo estará formado por representantes de todos los 
participantes en el presente Acuerdo y desempeñará todas las funciones que 
sean necesarias para la ejecución de las disposiciones del mismo. Los 
servicios de secretaría del Consejo serán prestados por la Secretaría del GATT. 
El Consejo establecerá su propio reglamento, en especial las modalidades para 
la celebración de las consultas previstas en el artículo IV. 

2. Reuniones ordinarias y extraordinarias  

El Consejo se reunirá normalmente al menos dos veces al año. No obstante, 
el Presidente podrá convocar una reunión extraordinaria del Consejo por inicia-
tiva propia o a petición de un participante en el presente Acuerdo. 

3. Decisiones  

El Consejo adoptará sus decisiones por consenso. Se entenderá que el 
Consejo ha decidido sobre una cuestión sometida a su examen cuando ninguno de 
sus miembros se oponga de manera formal a la aceptación de una propuesta. 

h. Cooperación con otras organizaciones  

El Consejo tomará las disposiciones apropiadas para consultar o colaborar 
con organizaciones intergubernamentales y no gubernamentales. 

5. Admisión de observadores  

a) El Consejo podrá invitar a cualquier país no participante a hacerse 
representar en cualquiera de sus reuniones en calidad de observador. 

b) El Consejo podrá también invitar a cualquiera de las organizaciones 
a que se refiere el párrafo 4 del presente artículo a asistir a 
cualquiera de sus reuniones en calidad de observador. 
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TERCERA PARTE  

Articulo VI — Disposiciones finales  

1. Aceptación3 

a) El presente Acuerdo estará abierto a la aceptación, mediante firma o 
formalidad de otra clase, de los gobiernos miembros de las Naciones 
Unidas o uno de sus organismos especializados, y de la Comunidad 
Económica Europea. 

b) Todo gobierno4 que acepte el presente Acuerdo podrá, en el momento 
de la aceptación, formular una reserva respecto de su aceptación de 
cualquiera de las disposiciones del presente Acuerdo. Esta reserva 
quedará sujeta a la aprobación de los participantes. 

c) El presente Acuerdo será depositado en poder del Director General de 
las PARTES CONTRATANTES del Acuerdo General, quien rendtirá.sin dila— 
ción a cada participante copia autenticada del presente Acuerdo y 
notificación de cada aceptación. Los textos español, francés e inglés 
del presente Acuerdo son igualmente auténticos. 

d) La entrada en vigor del presente Acuerdo entrañará la supresión del 
Grupo Consultivo Internacional de la Carne. 

2. Aplicación provisional  

Todo gobierno podrá depositar en poder del Director General de las PARTES 
CONTRATANTES del Acuerdo General una declaración de aplicación provisional del 
presente Acuerdo. Todo gobierno que deposite tal declaración aplicará provi— 
sionalmente el presente Acuerdo y será considerado provisionalmente como 
participante en el mismo. 

3. Entrada en vigor  

El presente Acuerdo entrará en vigor, para los participantes que lo hayan 
aceptado, el 1. ° de enero de 1980. Para los participantes que lo acepten 
después de esta fecha, el presente Acuerdo entrará en vigor en la fecha de su 
aceptación. 

3Los términos "aceptación" y "aceptado" que se utilizan en este articulo 
comprenden el cumplimiento de todos los procedimientos de orden interno 
necesarios para la aplicación de las disposiciones del presente Acuerdo. 

4A los efectos del presente Acuerdo, se entiende que el término "gobierno" 
comprende también las autoridades competentes de la Comunidad Económica 
Europea. 
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iv. Vigencia 

El período de vigencia del presente Acuerdo será de tres años. Al final 
de cada período de tres años este plazo se prorrogará tácitamente por un nuevo 
período trienal, salvo decisión en contrario del Consejo adoptada por lo menos 
ochenta días antes de la fecha de expiración del período en curso. 

5. Modificaciones  

Salvo lo dispuesto en materia de modificaciones en otras partes del 
presente Acuerdo, el Consejo podrá recomendar modificaciones de las disposi— 
ciones del mismo. .Las modificaciones propuestas entrarán en vigor cuando 
hayan sido aceptadas por los gobiernos de todos los participantes. 

6. Relación entre el presente Acuerdo y el Acuerdo General  

Las disposiciones del presente Acuerdo se entenderán sin perjuicio de los 
derechos y obligaciones que incumben a los participantes en virtud del Acuerdo 
General. 5 

7. Denuncia  

Todo participante podrá denunciar el presente Acuerdo. La denuncia 
surtirá efecto a la expiración de un plazo de sesenta días contados desde la 
fecha en que el Director General de las PARTES CONTRATANTES del Acuerdo General 
haya recibido notificación escrita de la misma. 

5Esta disposición se aplica solamente entre los participantes que sean 
partes contratantes del Acuerdo General. 
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I hereby certify 
that the foregoing text 
is a true copy of the 
Arrangement Regarding 
Bovine Meat, done at 
Geneva on 12 April 1979, 
the original of which is 
deposited with the 
Director-General to 
the CONTRACTING 
PARTIES to the General 
Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade. 

Director General 
Geneva 

Je certifie que le 
texte qui précIde eat la 
copie conforme de 
l'Arrangement relatif 
k la viande bovine, 
établi a Genlve le 
12 avril 1979, dont le 
texte original eat 
déposé auprls du 
Directeur général des 
PARTIESCONTRACTANTES 
a l'Accord général sur 
les tarifa douaniers et 
le commerce. 

O. LONG 

Directeur général 
Genkve 

Certifico que el 
texto que antecede es 
copia conforme del 
Acuerdo de la carne de 
bovino, hecho en Ginebra 
el 12 de abril de 1979, 
de cuyo texto original 
es depositario el 
Director General de 
las PARTES CONTRATANTES 
del Acuerdo General 
sobre Aranceles 
Aduaneros y Comercio. 

Director General 
Ginebra 
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MULTILATERAL 

Internatiónal Civil Aviation 

Protocol amending article 50(a) of the convention of Decem-
ber 7, 1944. 

Done at Montreal October 16, 1974; 
Ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of America 

September 26, 1977; 
Ratified by the President of the United States of America October 6, 

1977; 
Ratification of the United States of America deposited with the 

International Civil Aviation Organization October 20, 1977; 
Proclaimed by the President of the United States of America 

April 3, 1980; 
Entered into force February 15, 1980. 

BY THE PRESIDENT OF 113.±. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

CONSIDERING THAT: 
The Protocol relating to an amendment to Article 50(a) of the Con-

vention on International Civil Aviation was signed at Montreal on 
October 16, 1974, the text of which Protocol is hereto annexed; 
The Senate of the United States of America by its resolution of 

September 26, 1977, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring 
therein, gave its advice and consent to ratification of the Protocol; 
The President of the United States of America ratified the Protocol 

on October 6, 1977, in pursuance of the advice and consent of the 
Senate; 
The United States of America deposited its instrument of ratifica-

tion on October 20, 1977, in accordance with the provisions of the 
Protocol; 
The Protocol entered into force for the United State of America 

on February 15, 1980; 
Now, TilEREFORE, I, Jimmy Carter, President of the United States 

of America, proclaim and make public the Protocol, to the end that 
it be observed and fulfilled with good faith on and after February 15, 
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1980, by the United States of America and by the citizens of the 
United States of America and all other persons subject to the juris-
diction thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have signed this proclamation and caused 

the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this third day of April in the year 

of our Lord one thousand nine hundred eighty and of the 
[sEAL1 Independence of the United States of America the two 

hundred fourth. 

By the President: 
CYRUS VANCE 

Secretary of State 

JIMMY CARTER 
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PROPCCCL 

relating to an amendment 
to Articlé 50(a) 

of the Convention on 
International Civil Aviation 

Signed at Montreal, 
on 16 Cutober 1974 

Tse ASSIMBLY 
OF THE INTERNATICMAL 

CIVIL AVIATICN ORGANIZATIai 

RAVING MET in its TWenty-
first Session, at Montreal 
on 14 October 1974, 

RAVING NOTED that it is the 
general desire of Contracting 
States to enlarge the re:*ership 
of the Council, 

RAVING CC:WIDE:RED it proper to 
provide for three additional seats 
in the Council, and accordingly to 
increase the membership from 
thirty to thirty-three, in order 
to permit an increase in the re-
presentation of States elected in 
the second, and particularly the 
third, part of the election, and 

RAMPGCCUSIDEREDitnecessary 
to amend, for the purpose afore - 
said, the Convention on Interna-
tional Civil Aviation done at Chi-
cago on the seventh day of Decer. 
ter 1944,[11 

(1) APPROVED, in accordance 
with the provisions of 
Article 94(a) of the Con-
vention aforesaid, the 
following proposed amend-
nest to the said Conven-
tion: 

In Article 50(a) of the 
Convention the second 
sentence shall be amen-
ded by replacing "thirty" 
by "thirty-three". 

PROPOCOLE 

portant ndement 
de l'Article 50(a) 

de la Convention relative k 
l'Aviation civile internationale 

Signé k Montréal 
le 16 octobre 1974 

L'ASES/MES de VORGANISATICti 
DE L'AVIATICN CITE 

INTERNATICEALE 

S'ETANT RIN & 16matréal, le 
14 octobre 1974, pour tenth sa 
vingt at unikme meseta:, 

AFANE PHIS ACIS du désir géné - 
ral manifesté per les Etats con-
tractants d'augmenter le =ubre 
de =embrea du Conseil, 

AYANT ESTIME approprié de pour-
voir le Conseil de trole sikges 
supplérentaires at de porter ains1 
de trente k trente -trole le nadare 
total de sea =embrea, afin de per-
rettre d'augmenter la représenta-
tion des Etats élue au titre de la 
deuxikre et, plus particulikrerent, 
de la troisikre partie de l'élec - 
tion, 

AYOS ESTIME nécessaire d'aren-
der á cette fin la Convention re-
lative k 1,kviation eivile 1nter-
nationale établie 1. Chicago le 7 
Mes:1re 1944, 

1) APPRCUVE, conformebent 
aux dispositions de 
l'alinéa a) de l'Article 
94 de la Convention pré-
citée, le projet d'amen-
dement k indite Conven-
tion dont le texte suit: 

Amender la deumilme 
phrase de l'alinón a) 
de l'Article 50 de la 
Convention en y rem-
plasant "tiente" par 
"trente-trois". 

PROTOCOLO 

relativo auno. enmienda 
al Articulo 50(a) 

del Convenio sobre 
Aviación Civil Internacional 

Firmado en Montreal 
el 16 de octubre de 1974 

LA ASAMIISA 
DE LA ORGANIT.ACIar 

DE AVIAC`ICti CIVIL ItUERNKtICRAL 

RABLIINDOSE REUNIDO en au vis. 
simoprirer período de sesiones en 
Montreal el 14 de octubre de 1974, 

HABIENDO TCMADO NOTA del deseo 
general de loa Estados contratan-
tes de =rentar el ndawro de 
adembros del Consejo, 

BABD2D)0 CONSIDERADO que es 
procedente crear tres puestos más 
en el Consejo y, en consecuencia, 
que el número de puestos se aumen-
te de treinta a treinta y tres, a 
fin de permitir que se incremente 
la representación de los Estados 
que se eligen en la segunda, y en 
particular, en la tercera parte 
de la elección, y 

HABIENDO CCRS3IERADO que, a tal 
fin, es necesario modificar el 
Convenio sobre Aviación Civil In-
ternacional, hecho en Chicago el 
7 de diciembre de 1944, 

1) APRUEBA, de conformidad 
con lo dispuesto en el 
peirrafo a) del Articulo 
94 del mencionado Conve-
nio, la siguiente propues-
ta de enmienda a dicho 
Convenio: 

Que en el peírrafo a) 
del Artículo 50 del 
Convenio, se enmiende 
la segunda frase sus-
tituyendo "treinta" 
por "treinta y tres". 

1 TIAS 1591, 3756, 6605, 6681, 7616, 8092, 8162; 61 Stat. 1180; 8 UST 179; 19 
UST 7693; 20 UST 718; 24 UST 1019; 26 UST 1061, 2374. 
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(2) spEcIFIED, pursuant to the 
provisions of the said Arti-
cle 94(a) of the 'raid Conven-
tion, eighty-six ea the 
ouster of Contracting States 
Up en whose ratification the 
proposed amendment aforesaid 
shall come into force, and 

(3) RESOLVED that the Secretary 
General of the international 
Civil Aviation Organization 
dravup a Protocol, in the 
English, Prench and Spanish 
languages, each of which shall 
be of equal authenticity, 
embodying the proposed amend-
ment above-mentioned and the 
matter hereinafter appearing: 

(a) The Protocol shall be 
signed by the President 
of the Assemddy and its 
Secretary General. 

(b) The Protocol shall be 
open to ratification by 
any State which has rati-
fied or adhered to the 
said Convention on Inter-
national Civil Aviation. 

2) FIXE á quatre-vdngt-six le 
nomtme d'Etats contractants 
dont la ratification eat 
nécesaaire h rentrée en 
vigueur dudit ndement, 
confommément sur dispositions 
de l'alinéa a) de l'Article 
94 de ladite Convention, at 

3) DECIDE que le Secrétaire géné-
ral de l'Organisation de 
l'Aviation civile internatio-
nade ¿tablilla en leagues fran-
qaise, anglaise et espagnole, 
chacune faisant également foi, 
un Protozoic concernant 1.amen-
dement précité et comprenant 
les dispositions ci-dessous: 

a) Le Frotceole sera signé 
par le Président at le 
Secrétaire général de 
l'Assemblée. 

b) II sera sounds la rati-
fication de tout Etat 
contractant qui a ratifié 
la Convention relative 
l'Amlation civile inter-" 
nationale on y a adhéré. 

(o) The inatzweents of rata-fi- e) 
cation shall te deposited 
with the International Civil 
AviaticnOrganizatiOn. 

(d) The Protocol shall cace into d) 
force in respect of the 
States which have ratified 
it on the date on which the 
eighty-sixthinatrwrentof 
ratification is so deposited. 

(e) The Secretary General shall e) 
immediately notify all Con-
tracting States of the date 
of deposit of each ratifica-
tion of the Protocol. 

(f) The Secretary General shall f) 
innediately notify all States 
parties to the said Conven-
tion of the date on which the 
Protocol comes into force. 

Les instrumenta de ratifi-
cation seront déposés auprés 
de 1.0rgezdsation de 1.Avia-
tima olvide Internationale. 

Ie Protceole entera en vi-
gueur le jour du dépOt du 
quatre-v1ngt-slxiáme instru-
ment de ratification á 
Mégari des Etats qui l'ova-
ront ratifié. 

Le Secrétaire général noti-
fiera immédiatement h taus 
les Etats contractants la 
date du dépet de cheque ins-
trument de ratification du 
Pretocole. 

Ie Secrétaire général noti-
fiera iamédiatenent h toss 
les State parties á ladite 
Convention la date á laquelle 
ledit Protocole entrara en 
vigueur. 

2) FIJA, de acuerdo con lo dis-
puesto en el párrafo a) del 
Articulo 94 del mencionado 
Convenio, en ochenta y seis 
el número de Estados contra-
tantes cuya ratificación ea 
necesaria para que dicha en-
mienda entre en vigor; y 

3) DECIDE que el Secretario Gene-
ral de la Organización de 
Aviación Civil Internacional 
redacte un Protocolo en los 
idiomas español, francés e 
inglés, cada uno de los cuales 
tendrá la misma autenticidad, 
que contenga la propuesta de 
enmienda anteriormente mencio-
nada, así como las disposicio-
nes que se indican a continua-
ción: 

a) El protocolo será firmado 
por el Presidente y el 
Secretario General de la 
Asamblea. 

b) El Protocolo quedará abier-
to a la ratificación de 
todos los Estados que hayan 
ratificado el mencionado 
Convenio sobre Aviación 
Civil International o se 
hayan adherido al mismo. 

e) tos instrumentos de ratifi-
cación se depositarán en la 
Organización de Aviación 
Civil Internacional. 

d) El Protocolo entrará en 
vigor, con respecto a los 
Estados que lo hayan rati-
ficado, en la fecha en que 
se deposite el octogésima-
sexto instrumento de rati-
ficación. 

e) El Secretario General coxa-
aleará inmediatamente a todos 
los Estados contratantes la 
fecha de depósito de cada una 
de las ratificaciones del 
Protocolo. 

f) El Secretario General notifi-
cará inmediatamente la fecha 
de entrada en vigor del Proto-
colo a todos los Estados par-
tes en dicho Convenio. 
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(g) With respect to aeyCon-
tracting State ratifying 
the Protocol after the date 
aforesaid, the Protocol 
shall come into force upon 
deposit of its instrument 
of ratification with the 
International Civil Avia-
tion Organization. 

CalSEQUENTLY, pursuant to the 
aforesaid action of the Assembly, 

This Protocol has been drawn 
up by the Secretary General of the 
Organization; 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Presi-
dent and the Secretary General of 
the TVenty-first Session of the 
Assembly of the International Ci-
vil Aviation Organization, being 
authorized thereto by the Assem-
bly, sign this Protocol. 

DONE at Montreal on the six-
teenth day of October of the year 
one thousand nine hundred and 
seventy-four, in a single docu-
ment in the English, French and 
Spanish languages, each of which 
shall te of equal authenticity. 

„M'U Protocol shall remain deposi-
ted in the archives of the Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion, and certified copies thereof 
shall be transmitted by the Secre-
tary General of the Organization 
to all States parties to the Con-
vention on International Civil 
Aviation done at Chicago on the 
seventh day of December 1944. 
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g) Le Protocole entrera en 
vigueur, l'égard de tout 
Etat contractant qui l'aura 
ratifié aperas la date pré - 
citée, dos que cet Etat 
aura dérosé son instrument 
de ratification auprés de 
l'Organisation de l'Aviation 
civile lnternationale. 

EN CCRSEQUENCE, conformément 
a la décision susmentionnée de 
l'Assemblée, 

Le présent Protocole a été 
établi par le Secrétaire général 
de l'Organlsation; 

EN FOX DE QUOI, le Itésident 
at le Secrétaire général de la 
vingt at unieme session de l'As-
semblée de l'Organisation de 
l'Aviation civile internationale, 
autorisés á cat effet par l'As-
semblée, signent le prfeent Pro-
tocole. 

FA= Montréal le seize neto-
bes de.l'an mil neuf cent soixan-
te-quatorze, en un sent exemplal-
re rédigé en Dragues frangalse, 
anglaise et espagnole, chacune 
faisant égalerent fui. Le In< - 
sent Protocole resten déposé 
dans les archives de l'Organisa-
tion de l'Aviation civile Ínter-
nationale at le Secrétaire géné-
ral de l'Organisation en trans-
mettra des copies conformes 
toss les Etats parties á la Con-
vention relative I l'Avlation 
civile Internationale falte á 
Chicago le sept décembre 1944. 

Certified to be a true and complete copy 
Copie certillee conforme 
Fa copla fiel y autentica 

Yefiel Bucen 
Direction des Mamut juddlques 
Dinvecidn de Asuntos Jurídicos 
ICAO OACI 

g) El Protocolo entrará en 
vigor, respecto a todo Es-
tado contratante que lo 
ratifique después de la 
fecha mencionada, a partir 
del momento en que se depo-
site su instermento de ra-
tificación en la Organiza-
ción de Aviación Civil In-
ternacional. 

PCR LO TASTO, de acuerdo con 
la mencionada decisión de la 
Asamblea, 

El presente Protocolo ha sido 
redactado por el Secretario Gene-
ral de la Organización; 

EH TESTIMCGIO ME LO CUAL, el 
Presidente y el Secretario Gene-
ral del la periodo de sesiones 
de la Asamblea de la Organización 
de Aviación Civil Internacional, 
debidamente autorizados por la 
Asamblea, firman el presente Pro-
tocolo. 

HECHO en Montreal el diez y 
seis de octubre del año mil nove-
cientos setenta y cuatro, en un 
documento Imano redactado en los 
Idiomas espeolol, francés e inglés, 
cada uno de los cuales tendrá la 
misma autenticidad. El presente 
Protocolo quedará depositado en 
los archivos de la Organización 
de Aviación Civil Internacional 
y el Secretario General de la Or-
ganización transsitira copias 
certificadas conformes del alero 
a todos los Estados partes en el 
Convenio sobre Aviación Civil In-
ternacional hecho en Chicago el 
siete de diciembre de 1944. 

Walter Hinagh1 
President of the Assembly, 
Président de l'Azsemblée 
Presidente de la Asamblea 

Asead Xotaite 
Secretary General 
Secrétaire général 
Secretario General 



NETHERLANDS 

Atomic Energy: Research Participation and Technical 
Exchange in Loss of Fluid Test (LOFT) Program 

Agreement signed at Washington and The Hague January 9 
and 20, 1978; 

Entered into force January 20, 1978. 
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AGREEMENT 

ON RESEARCH PARTICIPATION AND TECHNICAL EXCHANGE 

BETWEEN 

THE UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (USNRC) 

AND 

THE NETHERLANDS ENERGY RESEARCH FOUNDATION (ECN) 

IN 

THE USNRC LOFT RESEARCH PROGRAM 

COVERING A FOUR-YEAR PERIOD 

The Contracting Parties 

Considering that the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) 
and the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN) 

<a) have a mutual interest in cooperation in the field of reactor safety 
research, and 

(b) have as a mutual objective improving and thus ensuring the safety of 
reactors on an international basis, and 

(e) have as a mutual objective the achievement of full reciprocity in the 
exchange of technical information in the field of reactor safety 
research, and 

(d) recognize that their respective Countries are member nations of the 
International Energy Agency which encourages cooperative programs 
on reactor safety research, and 

(e) have expressed their intention to participate cooperatively in the 
USNRC-funded Loss of Fluid Test (LOFT) research program at the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory, which is owned by the United States 
Government and operated under contractual arrangement between the 
EG&G, Inc., and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), 

Have AGREED as follows: 
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ARTICLE I - PROGRAM COOPERATION 

The USNRC and the ECU, in accordance with the provisions of this 
Agreement and subject to applicable laws and regulations in force in 
their respective Countries, will join together for cooperative research 
in the USNRC LOFT program as described in the LOFT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
(LPD - 1 January 1975) attached as Appendix A. 

ARTICLE II - SCOPE OF AGREEMENT 

A. Scope of Responsibility - USNRC 

1. The USNRC agrees to provide the necessary personnel, materials, 
equipment, and services for the performance of the LOFT 
research program described in the LOFT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
(LPD - 1 January 1975), or as amended, subject to the avail-
ability of funds. 

2. The USNRC agrees to permit the ECU to assign up to two mutually 
agreed upon technical experts to the LOFT program for participa-
tion in the conduct and analysis of program experiments. 

3. In addition, the USNRC agrees to permit the ECU to assign one 
technical expert as a consultant to the LOFT Program Review 
Group, which will periodically review the status of the present 
program and of future program plans. 

4. The USNRC agrees to grant the ECU and its assignees access to 
all experimental data and results of analyses generated by the 
LOFT program during the period of this Agreement. 

5. The USNRC agrees to provide the ECU access to operational 
computer codes and data developed to analyze experimental data 
generated by the LOFT program. Access to proprietary codes and 
data will not be provided except by written authorization of 
the owner. 

B. Scope of Responsibility - ECU 

1. The ECU, as a contribution for the technical benefits received 
by participation in the USNRC LOFT research program and receipt 
of information under this Agreement, agrees to pay into á 
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specified U.S. Government account the amount of one hundred and 
sixty thousand dollars annually for the period of this Agreement, 
the initial payment to be made within a month after execution 
of the Agreement, with subsequent payments on each of the 
remaining anniversary dates of the execution of this Agreement. 

2. It is further understood that in the event appropriate ECN-
sponsored reactor safety research programs became available, 
which by mutual agreement would be of direct benefit to the 
LOFT research program, the Parties may arrange for substitution 
of technical benefits in kind for all or part of the financial 
contribution by ECN. 

3. The ECN agrees to provide the USNRC and its assignees 
access to all results obtained from ECN's analyses of LOFT 
experimental data during the period of this Agreement. 

4. The ECN agrees to provide the USNRC access to operational 
computer codes and data developed to analyze experimental data 
generated under the LOFT program. Access to proprietary codes 
will not be provided except by written authorization of the 
owner 

5. The ECN agrees to bear the total costs of transportation, 
living expenses and any other costs arising from its partici-
pation under this Agreement, and the transport and related 
costs for apparatus and other equipment furnished by the ECN. 

ARTICLE III PATENTS 

A. With respect to any invention or discovery made or conceived during 
the period of, or in the course of or under, this Agreement for 
ECN participation in the USNRC LOFT research program, the USNRC on 
behalf of the United States Government, as recipient party, and the 
ECN, as assigning party, hereby agree that: 

1. If made or conceived by personnel of one party (the assigning 
party) or its contractors while assigned to the other party 
(recipient party) or its contractors: 

(a) The recipient party shall acquire all right, title, and 
interest in and to any such invention, discovery, patent 
application or patent in its own Country and in third 
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countries, subject to a non-exclusive, irrevocable, 
royalty-free license to the assigning party, with the 
right to grant sublicenses, under any such invention, 
discovery, patent application or patent for use in the 
production or utilization of special nuclear material 
or atomic energy; and 

(b) The assigning party shall acquire all right, title, and 
interest in and to any such invention, discovery, patent 
application, or patent in its own Country, subject to a 
non-exclusive, irrevocable, royalty-free license to the 
recipient party, with the right to grant sublicenses, 
under any such invention, discovery, patent application 
or patent, for use in the production or utilization of 
special nuclear material or atomic energy 

2. If made or conceived other than by personnel in paragraph 1 
above and while in attendance at meetings or when employing 
information which has been communicated under this exchange 
agreement by one party or its contractors to the other party 
or its contractors, the party making the invention shall 
acquire all right, title, and interest in and to any such 
invention, discovery, patent application or patent in all 
countries, subject to the grant to the other party of a 
royalty-free, non-exclusive, irrevocable license, with the 
right to grant sublicenses, in and to any such invention, 
discovery, patent application, or patent in all countries, 
for use in the production or utilization of special nuclear 
material or atomic energy. 

B. Neither party shall discriminate against citizens of the Country of 
the other party with respect to granting any license or sublicense 
under any invention pursuant to subparagraphs A(1) and A(2) above. 

C. Each party will assume the responsibility to pay awards or 
compensation required to be paid to its nationals according to the 
laws of its Country. 

ARTICLE IV - EXCHANGE OF SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION AND USE OF RESULTS OF 
PROGRAM 

A. Both parties agree that, pending the grant by the transmitting 
party of approval to publish, information developed or transmitted 
under this Agreement will be freely available to governmental 
authorities and organizations cooperating with the parties. Such 
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information, except as noted below in paragraphs B and C, may, 
as required by the administrative procedure in its own country, 
also be made available to the public by either party through 
customary channels and in accordance with the normal procedures 
of the parties. 

B. It is recognized by both parties that in the process of exchanging 
information, or in the process of other cooperation, the parties may 
provide to each other "industrial property of a proprietary nature." 
Such property, including trade secrets, inventions, patent informa-
tion, and know-how, made available hereunder and which bears a 
restrictive designation, shall be respected by the receiving party 
and shall not be used for commercial purposes or made public with-
out the consent of the transmitting party Such property is defined 
as: 

(a) Of a type customarily held in confidence by commercial firms; 

(b) Not generally known or publicly available from other sources; 

(c) Not having been made available previously by the transmitting 
party or others without an agreement concerning its 
confidentiality; and 

(d) Not already in possession of the receiving party or its 
contractors. 

C. Recognizing that "industrial property of a proprietary nature," as 
defined above, may be necessary for the conduct of a specific 
cooperative project or may be included in an exchange of information, 
such property shall be used only in the furtherance of nuclear 
safety programs in the receiving country. Its dissemination will, 
unless otherwise mutually agreed, be limited as follows: 

(a) To persons within or employed by the receiving party, and to 
other concerned government agencies of the receiving party, and 

To prime or subcontractors of the receiving party for use only 
within the country of the receiving party and within the frame-
work of its contract(s) with the respective party engaged in 
work relating to the subject matter or the information so 
disseminated, and 

(c) On an as-needed, case-by-case basis, to organizations licensed 
by the receiving party to construct or operate nuclear production 
or utilization facilities, provided that such information is 
used only within the terms of the license and in work relating 
to the subject matter of the information so disseminated, and 

(b) 
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(d) To contractors of licensed organizations in subparagraph (c) 
receiving such information, for use only in work within the 
scope of the license, 

PROVIDED that the information disseminated to any person under 
subparagraphs (b), (c) and (d) above shall be pursuant to an 
agreement of confidentiality. 

D. The application or use of any information exchanged or transferred 
between the parties under this Agreement shall be the responsibility 
of the party receiving the information, and the transmitting party 
does not warrant the suitability of the information for any 
particular use or application. 

ARTICLE V - DISPUTES 

Any dispute between the USNRC and the ECN concerning the application or 
interpretation of this Agreement that is not settled through consultation 
shall be submitted to the jurisdiction of the United States Federal courts. 
This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the internal Federal 
law applicable in the appropriate United States Courts, to agreements to 
which the Government of the United States is a party 

ARTICLE VI - FINAL PROVISIONS 

A. This Agreement shall enter into force upon signature of the parties 
and shall remain in force for a period of*4 years. 

B. Either party may withdraw from the present Agreement after providing 
the other party written notice 6 months prior to its intended date 
of withdrawal. 

C. The ECN may at its option participate in a continuation of the USNRC 
LOFT program beyond the 4-year period of this Agreement under mutually 
acceptable terms and conditions. 

D. If the USNRC LOFT technical program is substantially increased by 
mutual agreement, the USNRC and ECN agree to consider equitable 
adjustments in the ECN contribution. 

E. If the LOFT research program is substantially reduced or eliminated, 
equitable work determined by the USNRC and ECN to be of equivalent 
programmatic interest will be substituted as may be mutually agreed. 
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FOR THE UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

FOR THE NETHERLANDS 
ENERGY RESEARCH FOUNDATION 

BY• 

[ 

Executive Director 
TITLE: for Operations TITLE:Technica Manar Director 

DATE: January 9, 1978 

1 Lee V Gosswk. 
J. Pelser. 
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THAILAND 

Air Transport Services 

Agreement signed at Bangkok December 7, 1979; 
Entered into force December 7, 1979. 
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AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND 

THE GOVERNMENT OP THE 

KINGDOM OF THAILAND 

The Gbnmuninant of the United States of America and the 

Govenment of the Kingdan of Thailand, 

Desiring to pranote an international air transport system 

based on fair and constructive competition among airlines in the 

marketplace:with as little governmental intervention and regulation 

as possible, consistent with the provisions of this Agreement, 

Desiring to facilitate the expansion of international air 

transport opportunities, 

Desiring to make it possible for airlines to offer the 

traveling and shipping public a variety of service options at 

the lowest prices that are not predatory or discriminatory and 

do not represent abuse of a daninant position and wishing to 

encourage designated airlines to develop and implarent innovative 

and competitive prices, 

Desiring to ensure the highest degree of safety and security 

in international air transport and reaffirming their grave concern 

about acts or threats against the security of aircraft, which 

jeopardize the safety of persons or property, adversely affect 

the operation of air transportation, and undermine public confidence 

in the safety of civil aviation, 
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Being Parties to the Convention on International Civil Aviation 

opened for signature at Chicago on December 7, 1944,[i] 

Desiring to conclude a revised agreement covering scheduled 

and charter air transportation to repinrP the Air Services Agreement 

concluded between them and signed at Bangkok on February 26, 1947,[2] 

Have agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE 1  

Definitions  

For the purposes of this Agreement, unless otherwise stated, 

the term: 

(a) "Aeronautical auttorities" neans, in the rAsl. of the 

United States, the Civil Aeronautics Board or the Department of 

Transportation, whichever has juriqiiiction, or their successor 

agencies, and in the rAqi. of then:madam of Thailand, neans the 

Minister of Communications and/or any person or body authorized to 

perform any Civil Aviation or similar functions exercised by the 

said Minister; 

(b) "Agreement" :mans this Agreement, its Annexes, and any 

amendments thereto; 

(c) "Air transportation" means any operation performed by 

aircraft for the public carriage of traffic in passengers (and 

their baggage), cargo and nail, separately or in combination, for 

remuneration or hire; 

TIA.S 1591, 3756, 6605, 6681, 7616, 8092, 8162; 61 Stat. 1180; 8 ITST 179; 19 
UST 7693; 20 UST 718; 24 UST 1019; 26 UST 1061, 2374. 

TIAS 1607, 6837; 61 Stat. 2789; 21 UST 470. 
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(d) "Convention" means the Convention -on International Civil 

Aviatács, opened for 'signature at Chicago on Demeter 7, 1944, and 

inabripq: 

(i) any amendment which has entered into force under 

Article 94(a) of the Convention and has been ratified 

by both Parties,. and 

(ii) any Annex or any arren~t thereto adopted under 

Article 90 of the Convention, insofar as such Annex 

or amen:lment is at any given time effective for both 

Parties; 

(e) "Designated airline" means an airline designated and 

authorized in accordance with Article 3 of this Agreltueut, 

(f) "Price" means: 

(i) any fare, rate or price to be charged by airlines, 

or their agents, and the conditions warning the 

availability of such fare, rate or price; 

(ii) the charges and conditions for services ancillary 

to carriage of traffic which are offered by airlines; 

and 

(iii) amounts charged by airlines to air transportation 

intennadiaries; 

for the carriage of passengers (and their baggage) and/or cargo 

(excluding mail) in air transportation. 

(g) "Stop for non-traffic purposes" means a landing for any 

purpose other than taking on or discharging passengers (and their 

baggage) , cargo and mail in air transportation; 
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ao "Territory" means the land areas under the sovereignty, 

iiirimucti.on, protection, or trusteeship of a Party, and the 

territorial waters adjacent thereto; and 

(i) "User charge" mans a charge made to airlines for the 

provisicn of airport, air navigation or aviation security property 

or facilities. 

(j) "FUll eonnamic costs" Deans the direct cost of providing 

service plus a reasonable charge for aclairdSixative overhead. 

Grant of Rights  

(1) Each Party grants to the other Party the following 

rights for the conduct of international air transportation by the 

airlines of the other Party: 

(a) the right to fly across its territcalrvidthout 

landing; 

(b) the right to rake stops in its territory for 

non-traffic purposes; 

(c) the rights otherwise b ified in this Agreement. 

(2) Nothing in paragraph (1) of this Article shall be deemed 

to grant the right for one Party's airlines to participate in air 

transportation between points in the territory of the other Party. 

ARTICLE 3  

Designation and Authorization  

(1) Each Party shall have the right to designate as many 

airlines as it wishes, ccnsistent with its domestic laws and 
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poLtcles, to conduct international air transportation in accordance 

with this Agreement and to withdraw or alter such designations. 

Such designations shall. be transmitted to the other Party in 

writing through diplomatic channels, axil shell identify Whether 

the airline is authorized to conduct the type of air transportation 

specified in Annex I or in Annex II or in both. 

(2) On receipt of such a designation and of applications in 

the form and manner prescribed from the designated airline for 

operating authorizations and technical permissions, the other Party 

shall grant appropriate authorizations and permissions with minimum 

procedural delay, provided: 

(a) substantial ownership and effective control of that 

airline are vested in the Party designating the 

airline, nationals of that Party, or both. 

(D) the designated airline is gunlified to meet the 

conditions prescribed under the laws and regulations 

normally applied to the operation of international 

air transportation by the Party considering the 

application or applications; and 

(c) the Party designating the airline is maintaining and 

administering the standards set forth in Article 6 

(Safety). 

ARTICLE II 

Revocation of Authorization  

(1) Each Party may revoke, suspend or limit the operating 

authorizations or technical permissions of an airline designated 

by the other Party where: 
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(a) substantial ownership and effective control of 

that airline are not vested in the otter Party or 

the other Party's nationals; 

(b) that airline has failed to canply with the laws and 

regulations referred to in Article 5 of this 

Agreement,' or 

(c) the other Party is not maintaining and administering 

the standards as set forth in Article 6 (Safety) . 

(2) Unless inmediate action is essential to prevent further 

non-carpLiance with subparagraphs (1) (b) or (1) (c) of this Article, 

the rights established by this Article shall be exercised only after 

Consultation with the other Party. 

=CIE 5  

Application of Laws  

(1) Mile entering, within or leaving the territory of one 

Party, its laws and regulations relating to the operation and 

navigation of aircraft shall be complied with by the other Party's 

airlines. 

(2) While entering, within or leaving the territory of one 

Party, its laws and regulations relating to the acinission to or 

departure fran its territory of passengers, crew or cargo on 

aircraft (including regulations relating to entry, clearance, 

aviation security, inmigraticn, passports, custans and quarantine or, 

in the cage of mail, pos-tal regulations) shall be ccnplied with by 

or on behalf of such passengers, crew or cargo of the other Party's 

airlines. 
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APTICLE 6  

Safety  

(1) Each Party shall recognize as valid, for the purpose of 

operating the air transportation provided for in this Agreement, 

certificates of airworthiness, certificates of competency, and 

licenses issued or validated by the other Party and still in force, 

provided that the requirements for such certificates or licenses 

at least equal the minima standards which may be established 

pursuant to the Convention. Each Party may, however, refuse 

to recognize as valid for the purpose of flight above its own 

territory, certificates of competency and licenses granted to or 

validated for its awn nationals by the other Party. 

(2) Each Party may request consultations concerning the 

safety and security standards maintained by the other Party relating 

to aeronautical facilities, aircrew, aircraft, and operation of the 

designated airlines. If, following such consultations, one Party 

finds that the other Party does not effectively maintain and 

administer safety and security standards and requirements in these 

areas that at least equal the minimum standards which nay be 

establishedratrstunTt to the Convention, the other Party shall be 

notified of such findings and the steps considered necessary to 

conftartuith these ntinimura standards; and the other Party shall take 

appropriate corrective action. Each Party reserves the right to 

withhold, revoke or limit the operating authorization or technical 

permission of an airline or airlines designated by the other Party 

in the event the other Party drv=s not take such appropriate action 

within a reasonable time. 
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AF6LICLE 7  

Aviation Security 

Each Party: 

(1) reaffirms its connibnent to act consistently with the 

provisions of the Convention on Offenses and Certain Other Acts 

Cannitted on Board Aircraft, signed at Tokyo on Sepbamber 14, 

1963, [tithe Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of 

Aircraft, signed at Ite Hague on December 16, 1970,12] and the 

Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety 

of Civil Aviation, signed at Montreal on Septenter 23, 1971;[3] 

(2) shall require that operators of aircraft of its registry 

act consistently with applicable aviation security provisions 

established by the International Civil Aviation Organization; and 

(3) shall provide maximmt aid to the other Party with a 

view to preventing unlawful seizure of aircraft, sakotage to 

aircraft, airports, and air navigation facilities, and threats to 

aviation security; give sympathetic consideration to any request fran 

the other Party for special securityneasures for its aircraft or 

passengers to raeet a particular threat; and, when incidents or 

threats of hijacking or sWootage against aircraft, airports or air 

navigation facilities occur, assist the other Party by facili-

tating cammrácations intended to terminate such incidents rapidly 

and safely. 

TIAS 6768; 20 UST 2941. 
TIAS 7192; 22 UST 1641. 
TIAS 7570; 24 UST 564. 
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AFFIZCIE 8  

Ccnnercial Opportunities  

(1) The airline or airlines of one Party bay establish 

offices in the territory of the other Party for the prarmtion 

and sale of air transportation. 

(2) The designated airline or airlines of one Party nay, 

in accordance with the laws and regulations of the other Party 

relating to entry, residence and enplcynent, bring in and 

maintain in the territory of the other Party managerial, sales, 

technical, operational and other specialist staff required for 

the provision of air transportation. 

(3) Each designated airlinenay perform its own ground 

handling in the territory of the other Party ("qp1f-handling") 

or, at its option, select among ccrrpeting, authorized agents 

and designated airlines of either Party engaged in regular air 

transportation, scheduled or charter, in the territory of the 

other Party, for such services. These rights shall be subject 

only to physical constraints resulting from considerations of 

airport safety. where such considerations preclude gdif-harelirig, 

ground services shall be available on an equal basis to all 

airlines; charges shall be based on the costs of services provided; 

and such services shall be ccmparable to the kind and quality of 

services if cow -handling were possible. 

(4) Each designated airline of one Party may engage in the 

sale of air transportation in the territory of the other Party 

directly and, at the airline's discretion, through its agents, 
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except as may be specs firni ly provided by the charter regulations 

of the country in Trahich the charter traffic originates. Each 

designated airline may sell such transportation, and any person 

shall be free to purchase such transportation, in the currency of 

that territory or, subject to domestic law, in freely convertible 

currencies. 

(5) Each designated airline of are Party may convert and 

remit, without re.strictials or taxation, to its country, on demand, 

1nr-A1 revenues in excess of suns 1 nral 1 y disbursed. Such conversion 

and remittance shall be permitted promptly, in accordance with the 

applicable administrative currency regulations, at the rate of 

exchange for curr.int transactions and remittance. 

AVITCLE 9  

Customs Duties and Taxes  

(1) On arriving in the territory of one Party, aircraft 

operated in international air transportation by the designated 

airlines of the other Party, their regular aircraft equipuent, 

fuel, lubricants, constnable technical supplies, spare parts 

including engines, aircraft stores (including but not limited to 

such items as food, beverages and liquor, tobacco and other products 

destined for sale to or use by passengers in Limited quantities 

during the flight), and other items intended for or used solely in 

connection with the operation or servicing of aircraft engaged in 

international air transportation shall be exempt, on the basis of 

reciprocity, fraa all import restrictions, property taxes and capital 
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customs duties, excise taxes, and similar fees and charges 

imposed by the national. authorities, and not based on the cost of 

services provided, provided such equirment and supplies remain on 

hoard the aircraft. 

(2) There shall also he exempt, on the basis of reciprocity, 

from the taxes, duties, fees and charges referred to in paragraph 

(1) of this Article, with the exception of charges based on the 

cost of the service provided, as follows: 

(a) aircraft stores introduced into or supplied in the 

territory of a Party and taken on board, within 

reasonable limits, for use on outbound aircraft of 

a designated airline of the other Party engaged in 

international air transportation, even when these 

stores are tote used on a part of the journey 

performed over the territory of the Party in which 

they are taken on board; 

(b) ground equipment and spare parts including engines 

introduced into the territory of a Party for the 

servicing, maintenance or repair of aircraft of a 

designated airline of the other Party used in inter-

national air transportation; and 

(c) fuel, lubricants and consumable technical supplies 

introduced into or supplied in the territory of a 

Party for use in an aircraft of a designated airline 

of the otter Party engaged in internaticnal air 

transportaticn, even when these supplies are to he 

used on a. part of the journey performed over the 

territory of the Party in which they are taken on 

board. 
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(3) Equipment and supplies referred to in paragraphs (1) and 

og of this Article may be required to be kept under the supervision 

arcontrol of the appropriate authorities. 

(4) The ecalptions provided for by this Article Shall also be 

available where the designated airlines of one Party have contracted 

with another airline, which similarly enjoys such exemptions from the 

other Party, for the loan or transfer in the territory of the other 

Party of the items specified in paragraphs (1) and (2) of this Article. 

(5) Each party shall use its best efforts to secure for the 

designated airlines of the other Party, on the basis of reciprocity, 

an exemption  taxes, duties, charges and fees imposed by State, 

regional and local authorities on the items specified in paragraphs 

(1) and (2) of this Article, as wen as from fuel through - put 

charges, in the circumstances described in this Article, except to 

the extent that the charges are based on the actual cost of providing 

the service. 

User Charges  

(1) User charges imposed by the competent charging authorities 

on the airlines of the other Party shall be just, reasonable, and 

non-discriminatory. 

(2) User charges imposed on the airlines of the other Party 

may reflect, but shall not exceed, an equitable portion of the full 

economic cost to the competent charging authorities of providing 

the airport, air navigation, and aviation security facilities and 

services. Facilities and services for which charges are nade shall 

be provided on an effirient and economic hAqis. Reasonable notice 
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ablate given prior to changes in user charges. Each Party shall 

orcurage catsultatians bethmen the carpetent charging authorities 

in its territory and airlines using the services and f^rilities, 

and shall encourage the compabant charging authorities and the 

airlines to exchange suCh information as may be necessary to permit 

an accurate review of the reasonableness of the charges. 

ARPICLE 11  

Fair Competition 

Cl) Each Party shall allow a fair and equal opportunity for 

the designated airlines of both Parties to compete in the inter-

national air transportation covered by this 4.1.eut  

(2) Each Party shall take all appropriate action within its 

juriaiotion to eliminate all farms of dise-rimination or unfair 

=petition practices adversely affecting the campetitive position 

of the airlines of the other Party. 

(3) Neither Party shall unilaterally limit the volume of 

traffic, frequency or regularity of service, or the aircraft type 

or types operated by the designated airline or airlines of the 

other Party, except as may be required for customs, technical, 

operational or environmental reasons under uniform coexlitions 

consistent with Article 15 of the Convention. 

(4) Neither Party shall inpose on the other Party's designated 

airlines a first refusal requirement, uplift ratio, mrobjection fee, 

or any other requirement with respect to the rApity, frequency or 

traffic which would he inconsistent with the purposes of the 

Agreement. 
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(5) Neither Party shall require the filing of schedules, 

programs for charter flights, or operational plans by airlines of 

the other Party for approval, except as may be required on a non-

Rieel-iminatory basis to enforce uniform conditions as foreseen by 

paragraph (3) of this Article or as may be bveLifically authorized in 

an. Annex to this Agreement. If a Party requires filings for in-

formation purposes, it shall minimize the administrative burdens of 

filing requirments and procedures on air transportation inter-

mediaries and on designated airlines of the other Party. 

ARTICLE 12 

Pricing (fdlinvil Disapproval) 

(1) Each Party shall allow prices for air transportation to 

be established by each deRignated airline based upon camercial 

considerations in the norketplArP Intervention by the Parties 

shall be limited to : 

(a) prevention of predatory or discrindnatory prices or 

practices; 

(b) protection of consumers from prices that are unduly 

high or restrictive because of the abuse of a dominant 

position; and 

(c) protection of airlines from prices that are artifi-

cially low because of direct or indirect governnental 

subsidy or support. 

(2) Each Party may require notification to or filing with its 

aeronautical authorities of prices proposed to be charged to or from 

its territory by airlines of the other Party. Notification or filing 
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by. the airlines of both Parties may be required no sore than 60 

days before the proposed date of effectiveness. In individual 

cases, notification or filing may be permitted on shorter notice 

than normally required. Neither Party shall require the notifi-

cation or filing by airlines of the other Party or by airlines of 

third countries of prices charged by charterers to the public for 

traffic originating in the territory of that other Party. 

(3) Neither Party shall take Unilateral action to prevent 

the inauguration or continuation of a price proposed to be charged 

or charged by (a) an airline of either Party or by an airline of a 

third country for international air transportation between the 

territories of the Parties, or (b) an airline of one Party for 

international air transportation between the territory of the other 

Party and a third country, including in both c~..f.s transpartaticn 

on an interline or intra-line basis. If either Party believes that 

any such price is inconsistent with the considerations set forth in 

paragraph (1) of this Article, it shall request consultations and 

notify the other Party of the reasons for its dissatisfaction as 

soon as possible. These consultations shall be heid. not later than 

30 days after receipt of the request, and the Parties shall cooperate 

in securing information necessary for reasoned resolution of the 

issue. If the Parties reach agreement with respect to a price for 

which a notice of dissatisfaction has been given, each Party shall 

use its best efforts to put that agreement into effect. Without 

mutual agreerrent, that price shall so into or continue in effect. 

(4) hbtwithstanding paragraph (3) of this Article, each Party 

shall all (a) any airline of either Party or any airline of a third 

country to meet a lower or more catpetitive price proposed or charged 
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by any other airline or charterer for international air 

transportation between the territories of the Parties, and (b) 

any airline of one Party to meet a lower or more canpetitive 

price proposed or charged by any other airline or charterer 

for international air transportation between the territory of 

the other Party and a third country. 

As used herein, the term "meet" mans the right to establish on 

a timely basis, using such expedited procedures as maybe necessary, 

an identical or similar price on a direct, interline or intra-line 

basis, notwithstanding differences in conditions relating to 

routing, roundtrip requirements, connections, type of service or 

aircraft type, or such price through a combination of prices. 

ARTICLE 13  

Consultations  

Either Party may, at any time, request consultations relating 

to this Agreement. Such consultations shall begin at the earliest 

possible date, but not later than 60 days f un the date the other 

Party receives the reqLest unless otherwise agreed. Each Party 

shall prepare and present during such consultations relevant 

evidence in support of its position in order to facilitate infoLn , 

rational and economic decisions. If there are any revisions of 

this Agreement or its annexes as a result of such consultations, 

they shall be confirmed by an exchange of Diplomatic Notes. 
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AFTICLE 14 . 

SettlEmeit of Dispute 

(1) Any dispute arising under this Agreement which is not 

resolved by a first round of formal consultations, except those 

which ray arise under paragraph 3 of Article 3.2 (Pricing), ray 

be referred by agreement of the Parties for decisicn to sere 

perscn or body. If the Parties do not so agree, the dispute 

shall at the request of either Party be suktnitted to arbitration 

in accordance with the procedures set forth belcw. 

(2) Arbitration shall be by a tribunal of three arbitrators 

to be constituted as follcws; 

(a) within 30 days after the receipt of a request for 

arbitration, each Party shall name one arbitrator. 

Within 60 days after these two arbitrators have 

been named, they shall by ayLecuent appoint a 

third arbitrator, who shall act as President of the 

arbitral tribunal; 

(b) if either Party fRiis to name an arbitrator, or if 

the third arbitrator is not appointed in accordance 

with subparagraph (a) of this paragraph, either 

Party may request the President of the International 

Court of Justice to appoint the neccs-aty arbitrator 

or arbitrators within 30 days. If the President is 

of the same naticnaLity as cne of the Parties, the 

most Senior Vice President who is not disqualified ai 

that ground shall make the appointment. 
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(3) Except as otherwise agreed, the arbitral tribunal 

shall determine the limits of its jurisdiction in accordance 

with this Agreetent and shall establish its own procedure. At 

the direction of the tribunal or at the request of either of the 

Parties, a conference to determine the precise issues to be 

arbitrated and the spuLific procedures to be followed shall be 

held no later than 15 days after the tribunal is fully constituted. 

(4) FUrPpt as otherwise agreed, each Party Shall submit a 

nemorandnra within 45 days of the time the tribunal is fully 

constituted. Replies Shall be due 60 days later. The tribunal 

shall hold a hearing at the request of either Party or at its 

discretion within 15 days after replies are due. 

(5) The tribunal. Shall attempt to render a written decision 

within 30 days after ccrnpletion of the hearing or, if no hearing 

is held, after the date both replies are submitted, whichever is 

sooner. The decision of the majority of the tribunal Shall 

(6) The Parties may submit requests for clarification of 

the decision within 15 days after it is rendered and any clarifi-

cation given shall be issued within 15 days of such request. 

(7) Each Party Shall, consistent: with its national law, 

give full effect to any decision or award of the arbitral tribunal. 

(8) The expenses of the arbitral tribunal, including the fees 

and expenses of the arbitrators, shall be shared equally by the 

Parties. Any expenses incurred by the President of the International 
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Court of Justice in ccnnection with the procedures of paragraph 

(2) (b) of this Article shall- be considered to be part of the 

expenms of the arbitral tribunal. 

AWICLE 15  

Termination  

Either Party may, at any tine give notice in writing, through 

Diplcmatic channels, to the other Party, of its decision to ter-

minate this Agreement. Such noti re shall be sent simultaneously 

to the International Civil Aviation Organization. This Agreenent 

shall terminate at midnight (at the 'Once of receipt of notice to 

the other Party) inmediately before the first anniversary of the 

date of receipt of the notice by the other Party, unless the notice 

is with:1mm by agreenent before the end of this period. 

ARTICLE 16  

Multilateral Agreenent  

If a multilateral agreement, accepted by both Parties, con-

cerning any matter covered by this Agreement enters into force, 

this Agreanant shall be amended so as to conform with the provisions 

of the multilateral agreenent. 

ARTICLE 17  

Registration with ICAO  

This Pgreerent an all amenInents thereto shall be registered 

with the International Civil Aviation Organization. 
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ARTICLE 18  

Entry Into Force  

IhisAgreanent shall enter into force on the date of 

signature and shall supercede the Air Services -Agreement of 

February 26, 1947, as amended. 

IN wrneasizaERow the Undersigned, being duly 

authorized thereto by their respective Governments, have 

signed the present Agreement. 

DONE at Bangkok on this Seventh day of December 1979, 

in English language in two originals. 

For the Goverment of 

the United States of America , 

For the Government of 

the Kingdan of Thailand 

(Morton I. Abramowitz) (UloaditPachariyangkun 

Ambassador Minister of Foreign Affairs 

Extraordinary and Plenipckentiaxy 
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AMEX 1 

SCBECUIED AIR SERVICE  

Sectiat 1  

Airlines of one Party whose designaticn identifies this 

Annex shall, in accordance with the teems of their designaticn, 

be entitled to perform interne. tional air transportabiat (1) 

between points cn the follaging routes, and (2) between points 

cn suc.h routes and points in third countries through points in 

the territory of the Party which has designated the airline. 

A. Routes for the airline or airlines designated by the  

Government of the United States: 

Fran the United States via intermediate points to points 

in Thailand and beyond. 

B. Routes for the airline or airlines designated by the  

Goverment of the Kingdcm of Thailand:  

1. Fran Thailand via intermediate points to New York. 

2. Fran Thailand via intermediate points to Hcnolulu and 

Ins Angeles and beyond to Canada and Europe. 

1/ 
3. Fran Thailand via intermediate points across the 

Pacific to Guam,2/ Fbnolulu, Seattle,2/ Ins Angeles 

and roe arlattional point W in the United States to be 

selected by Thailand with the option to change the 

point by giving sixty days' prior notice, and beyond 

to points in Canada. 
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y Cperatiorms on Acute 3 will not begin prior to the legal 

implementation of the terms of Article 12 of the Mr Transport 

Agreement by the Etna]. Thai Government, vklich will notify the 

U.S. Gpvernment of str-h implementation by Diplaratic note. (See 

paragraph 5 of the Memorandum. of understanding dated Jule 15, 

1979, for additional provisions concerning Route 3.) 

2/ Four roaxitrip frequencies per week may be operated through 

Tokyo serving Guam, Seattle or the additional U S point, whether 

served directly or indirectly through another U.S. point. Frequencies 

in excess of four roundtrips per week through Tokyo to these points 

shall be implemented in accordance with paragraph 5' of the Perrrorandan 

of Understanding dated June 15, 1979. [Footnotes in the original.] 

Section 2  

Each clegignated airline tray, on any or all flights and at its 

option, operate flights in either or both directions and without 

directional or geographic limitation, serve points on the routes 

in any order, and anit stops at any points or points outside the 

territory of the Party which has riPqignated that airline, without 

loss of any right to carry traffic otherwise permissible alder 

the Agreement. 

Section 3  

Crt any international segnent or segments of the routes 

described in Section 1 above, a designated airline ray perform 

international air transportation without any Limitation as to 
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change, at any point on the route, in type or fluffier of aircraft 

operated, provided that in the outbo*nd. direction the transporta-

tion beyond such point is a continuation of the transportation from 

the territory of the Party which has designated the airline and, 

in the inhounddirection, the transportation to the territory of 

the Party which has ru.q4gnated the airline is a continuation of 

the transportation beyond suCh point. 
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ANNEX II  

Charter Air Service  

Section 1  

Airlims of one Party Whose designation identifies this 

Annex Shall, in accordance with the terms of their designation, 

te entitled to perform international air transportation to, frcm 

and through any point or points in the territory of the other 

Party, either directly or with stopovers en route, for one-way 

or roundtrip carriage of the following traffic: 

(a) any traffic to or fron a point or points in the territory 

of the Party which has designated the airline; 

(b) any traffic to or fran a point or points beyond the 

territory of the Party which has designated the airline and carried 

between the territory of that Party and sudh beyond point or points 

(i) in transportation other than under this Annex; or (ii) in 

transportation under this Annex with the traffic making a stopover 

of at least two consecutive nights in the territory of that Party. 

Section 2 

With regard to traffic originating in the territory of either 

Party, each airline performing air transportation under this Annex 

shall canply with such laws, regulations and rules of the Party in 

whose territory the traffic originates, whether on a one-way or 

roundtrip basis, as that Party now or hereafter specifies shall he 

applirAme to such transportation. Men the regulations or rules 
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of one Party apply more restrictive terms, conditions or limitations 

to one or more of its airlines, the designated airlines of the other 

Party shall be subject to the least restrictive of such terms, 

conditions or limitations. Moreover, if the aeronautirA1 authorities 

of either Party ~gate regulations or rules which apply different 

conditions to different countries, each Party shall apply the most 

liberal regulation or rule to the designated airlines of the other 

Party. 

Section 3  

Neither Party shall require a designated airline of the other 

Party, in respect of the carriage of traffic fman the territory of 

that other Party on a one-way or roundtrip basis, to submit wore 

thane declaration of conformity with the laws, regulations and 

rules of that other Party referred to under Section 2 of this annex 

or of a waiver of these regulations or rules granted by the aeronauti-

cal authorities of that other Party. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY 
AND THE GOVERNMENTS OF INDONESIA AND THE UNITED STATES 

OF AMERICA FOR THE TRANSFER OF ENRICHED 
URANIUM FOR A RESEARCH REACTOR IN INDONESIA 

WHEREAS the International Atomic Energy Agency (hereinafter called the "Agency") 
and the Government of Indonesia (hereinafter called "Indonesia") on 19 December 1969f1.1 
signed an agreement (hereinafter called the "Project Agreement") for assistance by the ' 
Agency to Indonesia in continuing a training and research project for peaceful purposes 
relating to the Triga Mark II research reactor (hereinafter called the "reactor") at the 
Bandung Reactor Centre in Bandung, Republic of Indonesia; 

WHEREAS the Agency. Indonesia, and the United States Atomic Energy Commission, 
acting on behalf of the Government of the United States of America (hereinafter called the 
"United States"), on 19 December 1969 and 14 September 1972 concluded contracts, as 
amended, for the transfer of enriched uranium for the reactor, pursuant to which supplies 
of enriched uranium were delivered to Indonesia; 

WHEREAS Indonesia, in connection with the Project Agreement, has requested the 
assistance of the Agency in securing from the United States an additional supply of enriched 
uranium for the reactor; 

WHEREAS the Board of Governors of the Agency4ereinfter callikd the "Board") 
approved the additional assistance for the project on .„1.rq ............... 1979, 

WHEREAS Indonesia and the United States, being Parties to the Treaty on the Non-
Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 121 (hereinafter called the "Treaty"), desire to promote 
universal adherence to the Treaty; 

WHEREAS Indonesia and the United States affirm support of the objectives of the 
Treaty and the Statute of the Agency [land, in this regard, have demonstrated their commit-
ment to ensuring that the international development and use of nuclear energy for peaceful 
purposes are carried out under arrangements which, to the maximum extent, will prevent 
the proliferation of nuclear explosive devices; 

WHEREAS Indonesia has made arrangements with a manufacturer (hereinafter called 
the "manufacturer") for the fabrication of enriched uranium into additional fuel elements 
for the reactor; 

WHEREAS, under the Agreement for Co.-operation between the Agency and the 
United States, concluded on 11 May 1959, as amended [41 (hereinafter called the "Co...operation 

Agreement"), the United States undertook to make available to the Agency pursuant to its 
Statute certain quantities of special fissionable material, and also undertook, subject to 
applicable provisions of the Co-operation Agreement and licence requirements, to permit, 
upon request of the Agency, persons under the jurisdiction of the United States to make 
arrangements to transfer and export materials, equipment or facilities for Members of the 
Agency in connection with an Agency project; and 

1733 UNTS 115. 
2 Done July 1, 1968. TIAS 6839; 21 UST 483. 
3 Done Oct. 26, 1956. TIAS 3873; 3 UST 1093. 
4 TIAS 4291, 7852; 10 UST 1424; 25 UST 1199. 
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WHEREAS, pursuant to the Co-operation Agreement, the Agency and the United States 
on 14 June 1974 concluded a Master Agreement Governing Sales of Source, By-Product and 
Special Nuclear Materials for Research Purposes (hereinafter called the "Master Agree-
ment"); 

NOW THEREFORE the Agency, Indonesia and the United States hereby agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

Supply of Enriched Uranium 

1, The Agency, pursuant to Article IV of the Co-operation Agreement, shall request the 
United States to permit the transfer and export to Indonesia of up to a total net amount of 
3647.67 grams of uranium-235 contained in 18 330 grams of uranium enriched to approxi-
mately 19,90 per cent (hereinafter called the "supplied material"), contained in fuel elements 
for use in the reactor, 

2. The United States, subject to the provisions of the Co-operation Agreement and the 
Master Agreement and to the issuance of any required licences or permits, shall transfer 
to the Agency and the Agency shall transfer to Indonesia the supplied material. 

3. The particular terms and conditions for the transfer of the supplied material, includ-
ing all charges for or connected with such material, a schedule of deliveries and shipping 
instructions, shall be specified in a supplemental contract to the Master Agreement, to be 
concluded between the Agency. Indonesia and the United States (hereinafter called the 
"Supplemental Contract"). 

4. The supplied material and any nuclear material produced through its use, including 
subsequent generations of produced special fissionable material, shall be used exclusively 
by and remain at the Bandung Reactor Centre in Bandung, Republic of Indonesia, unless 
otherwise agreed by the Parties to this Agreement (hereinafter called the "Parties"), 

5, The supplied material and any special fissionable material produced through its use, 
including subsequent generations of produced special fissionable material, shall be stored 
or reprocessed or otherwise altered in form or content only under conditions and in facili-
ties acceptable to Indonesia and the United States, Such material shall not be further en-
riched unless Indonesia and the United States agree. 

ARTICLE II 

Shipment of the Supplied Material 

All arrangements for the export from the United States of America of the supplied 
material shall be the responsibility of Indonesia and the manufacturer. Prior to the export 
of such material, Indonesia shall notify the Agency of the amount thereof and of the date, 
place and method of shipment. 

ARTICLE III 

Payment 

1. Indonesia shall pay the manufacturer all charges for or connected with the fabrication 
of the supplied material into fuel elements, in accordance with the arrangements made 
between Indonesia and the manufacturer, 
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2, Indonesia shall pay the United States all charges for or connected with the supplied 
material in accordance with the provisions of the Supplemental Contract, except as provided 
for in paragraph 4 of this Article. 

3. In extending their assistance for the project, neither the Agency nor the United States 
assumes any financial responsibility in connection with the transfers of the supplied material 
by the United States to Indonesia. 

4. In order to assist and encourage research on peaceful uses or for medical therapy, the 
United States has in each calendar year offered to distribute to the Agency, free of charge, 
special fissionable material of a value of up to US $50 000 at the time of transfer, to be 
supplied from the amounts specified in Article II. A of the Co-operation Agreement. If the 
United States finds the project to which this Agreement relates eligible, it shall decide by 
the end of the calendar year in which this Agreement is concluded on the extent, if any, to 
which the project shall benefit by the gift offer, and shall promptly notify the Agency and 
Indonesia of that decision. The payments provided for in paragraph 2 of this Article shall 
be reduced by the value of any gift material thus made available or, if payments for such 
material have been made by Indonesia, the United States shall credit Indonesia with the 
value of such material. 

ARTICLE IV 

Transport, Handling and Use 

Indonesia and the United States shall take all appropriate measures to ensure the safe 
transport, handling and use of the supplied material. Neither the United States nor the 
Agency warrants the suitability or fitness of the supplied material for any particular use or 
application or shall at any time bear any responsibility towards Indonesia or any person for 
any claims arising out of the transport, handling or use of the supplied material. 

ARTICLE V 

Safeguards 

1. Indonesia undertakes that none of the following materials shall be used for the manu-
facture of any nuclear weapon or any nuclear explosive device or for research on or the 
development of any nuclear weapon or any nuclear explosive device, or for any other 
military purpose: 

(a) The supplied material; 

(b) Any special fissionable material produced through the use of the supplied 
material, including subsequent generations of produced special fissionable 
material. 

2. The Agency shall apply safeguards to the nuclear material referred to in paragraph 1 
above in accordance with the provisions of the Project Agreement. 

3. Indonesia shall permit the Agency and the Agency undertakes to inform the United 
States of the status of all inventories of any materials required to be safeguarded under thif 
Agreement, should the United States so request. 

ARTICLE VI 

Safety Standards and Measures 

The safety standards and measures specified in the Project Agreement shall, to the 
extent relevant, apply to the nuclear material subject to this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE VII 

Physical Protection 

1. Indonesia undertakes that adequate physical protection shall be maintained with respect 
to the supplied material and any special fissionable material used in or produced through the 
use of the reactor or the supplied material. 

2. The Parties agree to the levels for the application of physical protection set forth in 
the Annex to this Agreement, which levels may be modified by mutual consent of the Parties 
without amendment to this Agreement. Indonesia shall maintain adequate physical security 
measures in accordance with such levels. These measures shall as a minimum provide 
protection comparable to that set forth in Agency document INFCIRC/225/Rev.1, entitled 
"The Physical Protection of Nuclear Material", as it may be revised from time to time. 

ARTICLE VIII 

Settlement of Disputes 

1. Any dispute arising out of the interpretation or implementation of this Agreement, 
which is not settled by negotiation or as may otherwise be agreed by the Parties concerned, 
shall on the request of any such Party be submitted to an arbitral tribunal composed as 
follows: each Party to the dispute shall designate one arbitrator and the arbitrators so 
designated shall by unanimous decision elect an additional arbitrator, who shall be the 
Chairman. If the number of arbitrators so selected is even, the Parties to the dispute 
shall by unanimous decision elect an additional arbitrator. If within thirty (30) days of the 
request for arbitration any Party to the dispute has not designated an arbitrator, any other 
Party to the dispute may request the President of the International Court of Justice to 
appoint the necessary number of arbitrators. The same procedure shall apply if within 
thirty (30) days of the designation or appointment of the arbitrators, the Chairman or any 
required additional arbitrator has not been elected. A majority of the members of the 
arbitral tribunal shall constitute a quorum, and all decisions shall be made by majority 
vote. The arbitral procedures shall be established by the tribunal, whose decisions, 
including all rulings concerning its constitution, procedure, jurisdiction and the division 
of the expenses of arbitration between the Parties to the dispute, shall be final and binding 
on all the Parties concerned. The remuneration of the arbitrators shall be determined on 
the same basis as that of ad hoc judges of the International Court of Justice. 

2. Any decision of the Board concerning the implementation of Article V or VI shall, if 
the decision so provides, be given effect immediately by Indonesia and the Agency pending 
the final settlement of any dispute. 

ARTICLE IX 

Entry into Force and Duration 

1, This Agreement shall enter into force upon signature by the authorized representa-
tives of Indonesia and the United States and by or for the Director General of the Agency. 

2. This Agreement shall continue in effect so long as any nuclear material which was 
ever subject to this Agreement remains in the territory of Indonesia or under the juris-
diction of Indonesia or under its control anywhere, or until such time as the Parties agree 
that such material is no longer usable for any nuclear activity relevant from the point of 
view of safeguards, 
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4.,.. „ 
DONE in this .4,11.e.,inTS4... day of11,114m/f."... 1979, in triplicate in the 

English language. 

For the INTERNATIONAL ATQMIC ENERGY AGENCY: 

For the OF INDONESIA: 

[2] 

For the GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

 ,[3] 

[ SEAL] 

1 Sigvard Eklund. 
3 Endow) Nimpuno. 
3 Louis V. Nosenzo. 
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ANNEX 

LEVELS OF PHYSICAL PROTECTION 

Pursuant to Article VII, the agreed levels of physical protection to be ensured by the 
competent national authorities in the use, storage and transportation of nuclear material 
listed in the attached table shall as a minimum include protection characteristics as follows: 

CATEGORY III 

Use and storage within an area to which access is controlled. 

Transportation under special precautions including prior arrangements between sender, 
recipient and carrier, and prior agreement between entities subject to the jurisdiction and 
regulation of the supplier State and the recipient State, respectively, in case of international 
transport, specifying time, place and procedures for transferring transport responsibility. 

CATEGORY ll 

Use and storage within a protected area to which access is controlled, i, e. an area under 
constant surveillance by guards or electronic devices, surrounded by a physical barrier 
with a limited number of points of entry under appropriate control, or any area with an 
equivalent level of physical protection. 

Transportation under special precautions including prior arrangements between sender, 
recipient and carrier, and prior agreement between entities subject to the jurisdiction and 
regulation of the supplier State and the recipient State, respectively, in case of international 
transport, specifying time, place and procedures for transferring transport responsibility. 

CATEGORY I 

Materials in this category shall be protected with highly reliable systems against 
unauthorized use as follows: 

Use and storage within a highly protected area, i.e. a protected area as defined for 
Category II above, to which, in addition, access is restricted to persons whose trustwor— 
thiness has been determined, and which is under surveillance by guards who are in close 
communication with appropriate response forces. Specific measures taken in this context 
should have as their objective the detection and prevention of any assault short of war, 
unauthorized access or unauthorized removal of material. 

Transportation under special precautions as identified above for transportation of Category II 
and III materials and, in addition, under constant surveillance by escorts and under condi— 
tions which assure close communication with appropriate response forces. 
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TABLE: CATEGORIZATION OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL. 

11faunal Fona 
1 

Ca tnoy 
11 111 

L Mutofflume Unarm!:Wadi' 2 kg or mom Lead dud 2 kg hn mom 
nun 500g 

500 g or lone 

2. Uranium-235d Unnadjandb 

— MI= mulched to 20% 3"U or mom 

— uranium enriched to 10% 2”U but 
teto than 20% 

— unitt11:111111211boye nature!. hn 

5 kg or more 

— 

— 

Len than 5 kg but more 
than 1 kg 

10 kg or mom 

— 

1 kg or Ion° 

Lao thao 10 kgc 

10 kg or mom 

3. Uranium-233 Wino diandb 2 kg or mom Lon than 2 kg but mom 
nun 5000 

500 g orlon. 

• All plutoulum except that with Isotopic concentration exceeding 00% in plutonium238. 

b Material Cot Irradiated in a reactor or material irradiated le a reactor but with a radiation level equal to or led than too radelhout at one meter umhielded. 

C Lei. than • radiologkally eignIficant quantity should be exempted. 

a Neural uranium. depicted uranium md thorium and quantities of uranium enriched to leas than 10% not falling In Category Ill should be protected to 
occordmce with prudent maamment practice. 

• Irradiated fuel Mould be protected as Category 411« tU nuclear outdid depending on the category of the treda fuel. Harmer. fuel which bY Mary 0( Ito 
original Smile material conleat is Included as Category I or II before irradiation should only be reduced one Category level, whSe the recitation leed  from the 
fuel exceeds 100 Mafia ot one meter undildded. 

• The Statory competent mthority should dolomite if there is • creatble threat to disperm plutonium malevolently. The State Mould then apply phyalcs1 
protection requirements for category Lao, Ill audear material, as it deem oppropriate md without record to the plutonium quantity specified under 
each category hereto, to the plutonium Isotope. In Mow qumtibee and forma determined by the State to fall within the scope of the credible &spend threat. 

[Footnotes in the original.] 
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[EXCHANGE OF NOTES] 

The Government of the United States refers to 

the Third Supply Agreement between the International 

Atomic Energy Agency (hereinafter referred to as the 

"Agency") and the Governments of the Republic of 

Indonesia and the United States of America concerning 

the transfer of enriched uranium (hereinafter referred 

to as the "Supply Agreement"), and to the Project 

Agreement of December 19, 1969, as amended, between 

the Government of Indonesia and the Agency (hereinafter 

referred to as the "Project Agreement") whereby the 

Agency has granted its assistance to Indonesia in 

obtaining enriched uranium for use in the Triga Mark II 

research reactor at the Bandung Reactor Center in 

Bandung, Republic of Indonesia. 

During the discussions leading up to the Supply 

Agreement and amendments to the Project Agreement, which 

were signed today, the following understandings were 

reached between the Government of the United States of 

America and the Government of the Republic of Indonesia. 

If Indonesia or the United States becomes aware of 

circumstances which demonstrate that the Agency for any 

reason is not or will not be applying safeguards as provided 

New Delhi, 

December 7, 1979 
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for in Sections 5 and 6 of the Project Agreement and 

referenced in Article V of the Supply Agreement, the Party 

shall inform the other and, to ensure effective continuity 

of safeguards, the Parties shall immediately enter into 

arrangements which conform with Agency safeguards principles 

and procedures and with the coverage required by those 

Sections and whiéh provide assurance equivalent to that 

intended to be secured by the system they replace. 

If either Party becomes aware of circumstances 

referred to in the above paragraph, following consultation 

with Indonesia the United States shall be permitted to 

conduct the activities listed below, unless the United 

States agrees that the need to cánduct such activities is 

being satisfied by the application of Agency safeguards under 

arrangements pursuant to that paragraph: 

(1) to review in a timely fashion the design 

of any equipment or facility which is to use, fabricate, 

process, or store any material transferred pursuant to 

the Supply Agreement or any special nuclear material 

used in or produced through the use of such material; 

(2) to require the maintenance and production of 

records and of relevant reports for the purpose of 

assisting in ensuring accountability for material 

transferred by the United States pursuant to the 
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Supply Agreement and any source or special nuclear 

material used in or produced through the use of 

such material so transferred; and 

(3) to designate personnel, in consultation 

with Indonesia, who shall have access to all places 

and data necessary to account for the material in 

paragraph (2), to inspect any equipment or facility 

referred to in paragraph (1), and to install any 

devices and make such independent measurements as 

may be deemed necessary to account for such material. 

Such personnel shall be accompanied by personnel 

designated by Indonesia. 

Indonesia confirmed its undertaking to establish and 

maintain a system of accounting for and control of all 

material subject to the Supply Agreement, the procedures 

of which shall be comparable to those set forth in Agency 

documentINFCIRC/153 (corrected), or in any revision of 

that document agreed to by Indonesia and the United States. 

If Indonesia at any time following entry into force 

of the Supply Agreement 

(a) does not comply with the provisions of Articles 

I(4), I(5), V and VII of the Supply Agreement,_ 

(b) terminates, abrogated or materially violates a 

safeguards agreement with the Agency, or 
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(c) detonates a nuclear explosive device, 

the United States shall have the rights to cease 

further cooperation under the Supply Agreement and to 

require the return of any material transferred under 

the Supply Agreement and any special nuclear material 

produced through its use. 

The United States and Indonesia shall periodically 

exchange through the Agency information concerning the 

physical protection measures maintained by Indonesia 

pursuant to Article VII of the Supply Agreement. The 

adequacy and implementation of these physical protection 

measures may be reviewed from time to time, whenever 

either Party is of the view that a revision may be 

required to maintain adequate physical protection. 

If the Government of the Republic of Indonesia 

concurs, it is suggested that this note and that 

Government's reply be regarded as constituting an agree-

ment between the two Governments, which shall enter into 

force on the date of the reply and shall remain in 

force for the duration as provided in Article IX (2) 

of the Supply Agreement. 
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EMBASSY OF THE 
REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA 

New Delhi, 7th December, 1979. 

Your Excellency, 

I have the honour to refer to Your Excellency's 

note of today's date, which reads as follows : 

"The Government of the United States refers to 

the Third Supply Agreement between the International Atomic 

Energy Agency (hereinafter referred to as the "Agency") 

and the Governments of the Republic of Indonesia and the 

United States of America concerning the transfer of enriched 

uranium (hereinafter referred to as the "Supply Agreement"), 

and to the Project Agreement of December 19, 1969, as amended, 

between the Government of Indonesia and the Agency (Hereinafter 

referred to as the "Project Agreement") whereby the Agency 

has granted its assistance to Indonesia in obtaining enriched 

uranium for use in the Triga Mark II research reactor at the 

Bandung Reactor Center in Bandung, Republic of Indonesia. 

During the discussions leading up to the Supply 

Agreement and amendments to the Project Agreement, which 

were signed today, the following understandings were reached 

between the Government of the United States ofAmerica and 

the Government of the Republic of Indonjsia. 

If Indonesia or the United States becomes aware of 

circumstances which demonstrate that the Agency for any 

reason is not or will not be applying safeguards as provided 

for in Sections 5 and 6 of the Project Agreement and referenced 

in Article V of the Supply Agreement, the Party shall inform 

the other and, to ensure effective continuity of safeguards, 

the Parties shall immediately enter into arrangements which 

conform with Agency safeguards principles and procedures and 

with the coverage required by those Sections and which provide 

assurance equivalent to that intended to be secured by the 

system they replace. 
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If either Party becomes aware of circumstances 

referred to in the above paragraph, following consultation 

with Indonesia the United States shall be permitted to 

conduct the activities listed below, unless the United 

States agrees that the need to conduct such activities is 

being satisfied by the application of Agency safeguards 

under arrangements pursuant to that paragraph : 

(1) to review in a timely fashion the design 

of any equipment or facility which is to use, 

fabricate, process, or store any material 

transferred pursuant to the Supply Agreement or 

any special nuclear material used in or produced 

through the use of such material; 

(2) to require the maintenance and production 

of records and of relevant reports for the purpose 

of assisting in ensuring accountability for material 

transferred by the United States pursuant to the 

Supply Agreement and any source or special nuclear 

material used in or produced through the use of 

such material so transferred; and 

(3) to designate personnel, in consultation 

with Indonesia, who shall have access to all places 

and data necessary to account for the material in 

paragraph (2), to inspect any equipment or facility 

referred to in paragraph (1), and to install any 

devices and make such independent measurements as 

may be deemed necessary to account for such material. 

Such personnel shall be accompanied by personnel 

designated by Indonesia. 

Indonesia confirmed its undertaking to establish 

and maintain a system of accounting for and control of all 

material subject to the Supply Agreement, the procedures of 

which shall be comparable -to those set forth in Agency 

document INFCIRC/153 (Corrected), or in any revision of 

that document agreed to by Indonesia and the United States. 
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If Indonesia at any time following entry into force 

of the Supply Agreement 

(a) does not comply with the provisions of 

Articles I(4), I(5), V and VII of the Supply 

Agreement, 

(b) terminates, abrogates or materially violates 

a safeguards agreement with the Agency, or 

(c) detonates a nuclear explosive device, 

the United States shall have the rights to cease further 

cooperation under the Supply Agreement and to require the 

return of any material transferred under the Supply Agreement 

and any special nuclear material produced through its use. 

The United States and Indonesia shall periodically 

exchange through the Agency information concerning the 

physical protection measures maintained by Indonesia pursuant 

to Article VII of the Supply Agreement. The adequacy and 

implementation of these physical protection measures may be 

reviewed from time to time, whenever either Party is of the 

view that a revision may be required to maintain adequate 

physical protection. 

If the Government of the Republic of Indonesia 

concurs, it is suggested that this note and that Government's 

reply be regarded as constituting an agreement between the 

two Governments, which shall enter into force on the date 

of the reply and shall remain in force for the duration as 

provided in Article IX(2) of the Supply Agreement." 

I have further the honour to confirm, on behalf 

of the Government of the Republic of Indonesia, the foregoing 
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understandings and to agree that Your Excellency's note 

and this note shall be regarded as constituting an 

agreement between our two Governments, which shall enter 

into force on the date of this reply and shall remain in 

force for the duration as provided in ArticleIX(2) of the 

Supply Agreement. 

Please accept, Your Excellency, the assurances 

of my high consideration. 

For the Government of the 

Repu 1 c of Indonesia, 

Am or toe ustria, 

H RJONO NIMPUNO 

Resident Representative to 
the International Atomic Energy Agency. 

His Excellency 
Mr. Louis V. Nosenzo, 
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Nuclear 

, Energy and Energy Technology Affairs, 
• Bureau of Oceans and International 

Environmental and Scientific Affairs, 
Department of State, 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
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Maritime Matters: Vessel Traffic Management 
System for the Juan de Fuca Region 

Agreement effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Ottawa December 19, 1979; 
Entered into force December 19, 1979. 
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The. Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs to the 
American Ambassador 

5s.errehtru .of Ihitr for Pcterratt Affairs 

lattruhtt 

'rrriluire Vgfat ttux sxterisurou 

OTTAWA, December 19, 1979. 

FLM-211  

Excellency, 

I have the honour to refer to discussions between 

representatives of our two Governments for the purpose of 

reaching agreement on cooperative arrangements for vessel 

traffic management in waters near the common boundary of 

Canada and the United States in the region of Juan de Fuca 

Strait. Such arrangements are desirable for marine safety 

in light of increasing oil tanker and other vessel traffic 

in the west coast waters of Canada and the United States. 

The world-wide trend towards large tankers, and the poss-

ibility of their presence in coastal areas where they might 

add to the existing traffic, greatly strengthen the need for 

such cooperation. 

The two Governments have already taken a number of 

parallel measures for safety of navigation in the Juan de 

Fuca area, including improved communications, surveillance 

radar installations and a voluntary routing system. I have 

the honour to propose that these cooperative arrangements be 

further strengthened. The attached Annex sets out the 

His Excellency Kenneth Curtis, 
Ambassador of the U.S.A. to 
Canada, 

OTTAWA. 
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arrangements for implementation of a cooperative vessel 

traffic management system for the region of Juan de Fuca 

Strait, consistent with our shared goals of safety of 

navigation and preservation of the marine environment. 

I have the honour to propose that if these 

arrangements are acceptable to the United States Government, 

this Note, together with the attached Annex, which are 

authentic in English and French, and your confirming reply, 

shall constitute an Agreement between our two Governments 

for vessel traffic management in waters near the common 

boundary of Canada and the United States in the region of 

Juan de Fuca Strait. I have the honour further to propose 

that this Agreement enter into force on the date of your 

reply. This Agreement may be terminated by either Government 

upon six months' notice to the other or upon such longer 

period as may be specified in the notice of termination. 

Secretary of State for 
External Affairs. 

Flora MacDonald. 
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ANNEX 

AGREEMENT FOR A COOPERATIVE VESSEL TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM FOR THE JUAN DE FUCA REGION  

100 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE  

100.1 The purpose of this Agreement is to provide for a cooperative 
system of vessel traffic management in the applicable waters. 

100.2 The objective of this Agreement is to enhance safe and 
expeditious vessel traffic movement and to minimize risk of pollution of 
the marine environment in the applicable waters by setting forth 
standards and procedures for: 

(a) establishing a cooperative system of vessel traffic 
management; 

(b) ascertaining through pre-clearance procedures and 
subsequent traffic monitoring, vessel compliance with 
pertinent regulations, procedures and practices; and 
alerting responsible authorities where non-compliance 
occurs; 

monitoring traffic movements to the 
locality; 

providing on a routine basis, or on 
information to mariners on traffic, 
weather and other safety matters; 

providing on request position fixing data 
capability exists; 

degree required of the 

request, real time 
navigational dangers, 

where this 

(f) responding to emergency situations. 

101 DEFINITIONS  

101.1 Applicable Waters  

Means the waters on the southern coasts of British Columbia and 
the northern coasts of the State of Washington that are bounded: 

(1) in the waters through which the international boundary 
runs, 

(a) on the north, by the 4nnorth parallel of latitude, 
and 
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(b) on the south and east, by a rhumb line joining Point 
Partridge (Whidbey Island) and McCurdy Point (Quimper 
Peninsula); and 

(2) in the waters to seaward 

(a) on the northwest, by the 48°35'45" north parallel of 
latitude, 

(b) on the southwest, by the 48°23'30" north parallel of 
latitude, and 

(c) on the west, by the rhumb line joining 48°35'45"N., 
124°47'30"W. with 48°23'30"N., 124°48'37"W. 

101.2 Authority  

Means the Commissioner of the Canadian Coast Guard or the 
Commandant of the United States Coast Guard. 

101.3 Berth  

Means any wharf, pier, anchorage or mooring buoy. 

101.4 Canadian Vessel Traffic Regulator or U.S. Watch Supervisor  

Means the person at a vessel traffic management centre 
authorized by the appropriate Authority to administer the vessel traffic 
management regulations. 

101.5 Cooperative Vessel Traffic Management System  

Means the cooperative system of vessel traffic management 
established within the applicable waters pursuant to this Agreement. 

101.6 Exchange Line  

Means a sector boundary where vessel traffic passes from 
management by one Authority to management by the other Authority. 

101.7 Parties  

Means the Government of Canada and the Government of the United 
States of America. 

101.8 Routing System  

Means any system of routing measures aimed at reducing the risk 
of casualties, including traffic separation schemes, two-way routes, 
recommended tracks, areas to be avoided, inshore traffic zones, 
roundabouts, precautionary areas and deep water routes. 
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101.9 Sector  

Means a subdivision of the applicable waters geographically 
defined for purposes of allocating the responsibility for vessel traffic 
management to one of the Authorities. 

101.10 Traffic Clearance  

Means an authorization by a Canadian vessel traffic regulator 
or a U.S. watch supervisor for a vessel to enter the cooperative vessel 
traffic management system, depart a berth, proceed or manoeuvre within 
the applicable waters. 

101.11 Vessel  

Means every description of water craft, including non-
displacement craft and seaplanes, used or capable of being used as a 
means of transportation on water. 

101.12 Vessel Traffic Management 

Means the management of vessel traffic by the use of such 
procedures and equipment as may be agreed by the Authorities, including 
vessel movement reporting systems, radar surveillance equipment, standard 
operation procedures and routing systems. 

101.13 Vessel Traffic Management Centre  

Means a centre established by the appropriate Authority for 
managing vessel traffic in the cooperative vessel traffic management 
system. 

101.14 Vessel Traffic Management Regulations  

Means regulations promulgated by each Party for vessel traffic 
management pursuant to this Agreement. 

102 APPLICATION TO VESSELS  

102.1 Except as otherwise herein provided this Agreement shall apply 
to all vessels. 

102.2 Any vessel that is exempt from compliance with the provisions 
of this Agreement shall observe the ordinary practice of seamen and, so 
far as is reasonable and practicable, act in a manner consistent with 
this Agreement. 

103 EXCHANGE LINES  

103.1 The Exchange Lines in the applicable waters are as follows: 
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(a) The 124°40' west meridian of longitude in the Juan de Fuca 
Strait from the Canadian low-water line to the U.S. 
low-water line as depicted on official charts; 

(b) Donaldson Island in position 48°19'54"N., 
123°42'24"W. to position 48°13'37"N., 
123°31'36"W.; thence to position 48°12'32"N., 
123°24'24"W.; then to Hein Bank in position 48°21'06°N., 
123°02'30uW.; thence to Cattle Point, San Juan Island in 
position 48°27 100"N., 122°57'42"W.; 

(c) Lime Kiln Point in position 48°31'00uN., 
123°09'06"W. to Kellet Bluff in position 
48°35'18"N., 123°12'03"W.; thence to Turn Point 
in position 48°41'20"N., 123°14'10"W.; thence to 
Skipjack Island in position 48°44'00uN., 123°02'16"W.; 
thence to Clements Reef in position 48°46'42"N., 
122°53'22"W.; thence to Alden Bank Buoy in position 
48°50'24"N., 122°52'10"W., thence in a 000° direction 
to the point of intersection with the 49°00'N. parallel 
of latitude. 

103.2 The Exchange Lines may be modified by agreement of the 
Authorities, pursuant to recommendations of the Joint Coordinating Group 
established under this Agreement. 

200 JOINT POLICY  

201 JOINT PROCEDURES  

201.1 The Parties agree that the development and implementation of 
the cooperative vessel traffic management system is best achieved by: 

(a) developing and issuing vessel traffic management 
regulations and developing standard procedures at the 
headquarters level of the Authorities; 

(b) developing the local vessel traffic management technical 
and operational details at the regional and district level 
of the Authorities, within the framework of national 
standards, with headquarters consultation; and 

(c) developing routing systems and vessel traffic management 
systems taking into account, where appropriate, standards 
developed at IMCO on ships' routing and ship movement 
systems. 
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202 SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY  

202.1 The Parties agree that the cooperative vessel traffic manage-
ment system procedures and regulations in each country shall be compat-
ible, to the extent possible, with those in the other and that any joint 
traffic separation scheme shall be submitted to the Inter-Governmental 
Maritime Consultative Organization. 

203 REGULATING OF VESSEL TRAFFIC  

203.1 Each Party undertakes to promulgate all vessel traffic 
management regulations necessary to give effect to this Agreement. The 
Authorities shall jointly determine the vessels to which particular 
regulations shall apply. 

204 COMPATIBILITY OF OTHER REGULATIONS AND THEIR ENFORCEMENT  

204.1 The Parties recognize the desirability of compatibility in 
their respective national regulations bearing on marine safety and 
environmental protection applicable to vessels using the cooperative 
vessel traffic management system. The Parties further recognize the 
desirability of consultation and coordination between the Authorities to 
promote compatibility of these regulations to the fullest extent 
practicable consistent with domestic law and policy. At the request of 
either Authority, the other will provide an opportunity for consultation 
and coordination concerning such regulatory measures significantly 
affecting vessels using the cooperative vessel traffic management system. 

204.2 The Parties consider that their respective vessel design, 
construction, manning and equipment requirements, and the measures for 
enforcement of these requirements, provide a comparable degree of marine 
safety and environmental protection and that their cooperative 
application will enhance the effectiveness of the vessel traffic 
management system. Each Party recognizes that vessels meeting its own 
standards enter the waters of the other Party in accordance with the 
agreed routing system. Each Party, in applying its regulations to 
vessels proceeding through its portion of the applicable waters solely 
en route to or departing from a port of the other Party, will consider 
compliance with the requirements of the other Party to be effectively 
equivalent to material compliance with its own requirements, so long as 
the requirements and enforcement practices of the other Party, in their 
totality, continue to provide a comparable degree of marine safety and 
environmental protection. 

204.3 Nothing in Article 204 shall derogate from the right of each 
Party to take appropriate measures in accordance with its law in its 
portion of the applicable waters in relation to any specific vessel, the 
condition or activities of which may pose an actual threat to marine 
safety or the marine environment. In order to facilitate cooperative 
enforcement action each Authority will consult at the request of the 
other, where time permits, concerning enforcement measures to be taken in 
particular situations posing a threat to marine safety or the marine 
environment in the applicable waters. 
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204.4 Should either Party consider making a determination that the 
requirements and measures for enforcement referred to in 204.2, in their 
totality, no longer provide a comparable degree of marine safety and 
environmental protection, that Party will notify the other Party and 
offer to consult on the matter. No final determination will be made in 
this respect for at least six months from the time of initial notifi-
cation in order to allow sufficient time for the consultation process to 
be completed. 

205 RELATION TO NATIONAL LAW AND POLICY  

205.1 This Agreement and actions hereunder shall be without prejudice 
to the position of the Governments of the United States and Canada with 
respect to the character of, and the nature and extent of coastal state 
jurisdiction over the applicable and adjacent waters. 

206 RESPONSIBILITY FOR SAFE NAVIGATION  

206.1 It is not the purpose of the cooperative vessel traffic 
management system instituted under this Agreement to attempt to manoeuvre 
or navigate vessels from the shore. Therefore, the responsibility for 
safe navigation shall remain with the vessel's master or commanding 
officer. Notwithstanding any requirement in the vessel traffic 
management regulations, the master or commanding officer of the vessel 
shall retain the responsibility to take any action which by the ordinary 
practice of seamen or by any special circumstances is necessary to ensure 
safety of life or the safety of his own or any other vessel. 

207 ENFORCEMENT  

207.1 In the applicable waters under its jurisdiction, each Party 
shall enforce compliance with its vessel traffic management regulations. 

208 NAVAL VESSELS AND GOVERNMENT VESSELS  

208.1 Warships, naval auxiliaries and other vessels used for the time 
being for military purposes in non-commercial service will comply with 
the provisions of this Agreement, except when compliance would impair 
defence operations or defence operational capabilities. To the extent 
that it is consistent with the nature of these operations notice will be 
given to the vessel traffic management centre concerned. 

208.2 Other vessels owned and operated by a State and used for the 
time being only on Government non-commercial service and performing 
governmental functions in the applicable waters will comply with the 
provisions of this Agreement, except when compliance would impair the 
performance of governmental functions of a marine contingency nature. To 
the extent that it is consistent with the nature of the governmental 
functions being performed, notice will be given to the vessel traffic 
management centre concerned. 
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300 OPERATIONAL ELEMENTS  

301 VESSEL TRAFFIC CLEARANCE  

301.1 Prior to entering the cooperative vessel traffic management 
system or departing a berth within the system, each vessel shall obtain a 
traffic clearance in accordance with procedures to be agreed upon between 
the Authorities. 

302 VESSEL TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT CENTRES  

302.1 Vessel traffic management centres shall be established as 
necessary to manage and coordinate vessel traffic. These centres shall 
be in communication with each other by dedicated communications circuits 
in order to ensure real time knowledge of the total vessel traffic 
pattern in the applicable waters. 

303 METHOD OF OPERATIONS 

303.1 Each vessel traffic management centre shall, within its 
applicable sector: 

(a) maintain VHF-FM radio contact with and receive reports from 
each vessel subject to the communications and movement 
reporting requirements of the vessel traffic management 
regulations; 

(b) maintain an accurate and up-to-date plot of all such 
vessels; 

(c) maintain an accurate and up-to-date status display of all 
known hazards to navigation, including adverse weather 
conditions, large concentrations of fishing or recreational 
vessels, and discrepancies in aids to navigation; 

(d) disseminate the information referred to in sub-paragraph (e) 
to all participating vessels that may be affected; 

(e) provide, upon request, position fixing assistance, within 
the capability of the centre; 

(f) in accordance with an agreed procedure, issue a vessel 
traffic clearance; 

(g) in accordance with an agreed procedure, transfer 
responsibility between centres for each vessel at the time 
it crosses an exchange line; and 

(h) upon detecting or becoming aware of any violation of the 
vessel traffic management regulations, report the violation 
to the appropriate enforcement official of the Party in 
whose waters the violation occurred. 
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304 SECTOR MANAGEMENT AND RESPONSIBILITY  

304.1 All vessel traffic within the applicable waters to seaward of 
the exchange line established in subsection 103.1(a) shall be managed by 
Tofino Traffic Centre. 

304.2 All vessel traffic to the east of the exchange line established 
by subsection 103.1(a) and to the south and east of the exchange lines 
established by subsections 103.1(b) and 103.1(c) shall be managed by the 
Seattle Traffic Centre. 

304.3 All vessel traffic to the north and west of the exchange lines 
established by subsection 103.1(b) and 103.1(c) shall be managed by 
Vancouver Traffic Centre. 

305 POLLUTION CONTINGENCY SUPPORT  

305.1 In the event of a pollution incident occurring within the 
applicable waters where a response by one or both Parties under the terms 
of the Joint Canada/United States Marine Pollution Contingency Piave-Ds 
required, the Authorities shall cooperate to the maximum extent 
practicable with the On-Scene Commander. 

306 STANDARDS OF SHORE BASED EQUIPMENT 

306.1 The Parties agree it is desirable to establish at the earliest 
feasible time a positive metkod of surveillance, generally radar where 
practicable, to ensure compliance with vessel traffic management 
regulations. 

306.2 Except as they may otherwise agree, each authority shall be 
responsible for establishing, operating, and maintaining: 

(a) VHF-FM'communications coverage within its sectors, and 

(b) radar surveillance systems incorporating provisions for the 
identification and tracking of vessels as follows: 

(1) Canada: Strait of Georgia and Haro Strait from Point 
Roberts to Race Rocks; and on the west coast of 
Vancouver Island, from Estevan,Point to Cape Flattery, 
Washington. 

(2) United States: the Strait of Juan de Fuca from Cape 
Flattery to Whidbey Island; and Rosario Strait from 
Cherry Point to the southern entrance in the vicinity 
of Whidbey Island. 

Exchange of notes June 19, 1974. TIAS 7861; 25 UST 1280. 
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307 JOINT COORDINATING GROUP  

307.1 The Authorities shall establish a Joint Coordinating Group at 
the Regional/District level. This Group shall have a permanent 
membership consisting of two VIM representatives from each Authority, one 
of whom shall serve as the Chairperson and that office shall alternate 
annually between each Authority. This Group may seek expert advice as it 
may deem appropriate. A meeting of the Joint Coordinating Group may be 
called by either Authority but in any event, it shall meet and submit a 
report to the Authorities annually. 

307.2 The functions of this Group shall be: 

(a) to receive and respond to representations by interested 
parties on operational problems of a local nature; 

(b) to review and make early reports to both Authorities 
regarding the findings of any casualty investigation 
authority when a factor in its investigation concerns the 
management of traffic in the cooperative vessel traffic 
management system; 

(e) to review and make recommendations to the Authorities 
concerning operating procedures and regulations; 

(d) to review and make recommendations to the Authorities 
respecting modifications of the exchange lines established 
by section 103.1 of this Agreement; 

(e) to advise the Authorities on policy and standards; 

(f) to recommend to the Authorities consultative and 
operational procedures to be followed when a vessel is 
found to be in contravention of the vessel traffic 
management regulations; and 

(g) to facilitate consultations between the Authorities on the 
effective implementation of this Agreement. 

308 COMMUNICATIONS  

308.1 The Parties undertake to promulgate in consultation with each 
other appropriate communications regulations to ensure reliable and 
effective two-way voice communications throughout the vessel traffic 
management system. 

309 AIDS TO NAVIGATION  

309.1 The establishment and maintenance of aids to navigation in the 
applicable waters shall remain the responsibility of the Authority in 
whose territory- or water the aids to navigation are located, except as 
may be otherwise expressly agreed by the Parties'. 
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400 ADMINISTRATION AND RESPONSIBILITY  

400.1 The Authorities shall be responsible for the administration of 
this Agreement. 

400.2 The federal officers having Regional/District responsibilities 
for administration and operation of the cooperative vessel traffic 
management system are: 

For Canada: The Regional Director, 
Canadian Coast Guard, 
Western Region. 

For United States: The Commander, 
Thirteenth Coast Guard District. 

401 AMENDMENTS  

401.1 Amendments to this Agreement may be made by mutual agreement of 
the Parties. 

402 IMPLEMENTATION  

402.1 The Authorities shall implement the cooperative vessel traffic 
management system as soon as possible, subject to appropriation of funds. 

402.2 Each Party shall bear the costs of its own operations conducted 
pursuant to this Agreement. 
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French Teat of the Canadian Note 

.1111. lesulurg of >171tr far Y.x.torindjaiho 2z-sib:ire bU ttux „gatirrsic ricUrirure. 

(gunflint 

OTTAWA, le 19 décembre 1979. 

FLM-211  

Excellence, 

J'ai l'honneur de me reporter aux discussions 

tenues entre les représentants de nos deux gouvernements en 

vue de parvenir a une entente sur des arrangements 

coopératifs applicables au contrale de la circulation 

maritime dans les eaux a proximité de la frontihre canado-

américaine dans la region du détroit de Juan de Fuca. De 

tels arrangements sont souhaitables dans l'optique de la 

sécurité maritime en raison du nombre croissant de pétroliers 

et d'autres navires dans les eaux qui bordent la cate ouest 

du Canada et des Etats-Unis. La tendance universelle vers 

l'utilisation de pétroliers a fort tonnage, combinée a la 

possibilité de leur présence dans des régions °nitres oe ils 

risquent d'ajouter au trafic déja existent, rend d'autant plus 

nécessaire ce genre de coopération. 

Les deux gouvernements ont déjh pris parallblement 

un certain nombre de mesures destinées h assurer la sécurité 

de la navigation dans la région de Juan de Fuca, dont des 

Son Excellence Kenneth Curtis, 
Ambassadeur des Etats-Unis au Canada, 

OTTAWA. 
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communications améliorées, des installations de surveillance-

radar et un systhme volontaire d'organisation du trafic. 

J'ai l'honneur de proposer par la présente que ces arrangements 

coopératifs soient davantage renforcés. L'Annexe ci-jointe 

expose les modalités afférentes h la mise en place d'un systhme 

de controle coopératif de la circulation maritime dans la 

région de Juan de Fuca, conformément h nos objectifs communs 

de sécurité de la navigation et de préservation du milieu marin. 

J'ai l'honneur de proposer que si ces modalités 

agréent au Gouvernement des Etats-Unis, la présente Note et son 

Annexe, dont les versions frangaise et anglaise font foi, et 

votre Note en réponse, constituent entre nos deux gouvernements 

un accord de contrOle de la circulation maritime dans les eaux 

proximité de la frontihre canado-américaine dans la région du 

détroit de Juan de Fuca. J'ai en outre l'honneur de proposer 

que cet accord entre en vigueur a la date de votre réponse. 

L'accord pourra are dénoncé par l'un ou l'autre gouvernement 

sur préavis de six mois h l'autre gouvernement ou au terne de 

toute autre période plus longue qui pourra étre spécifiée dans 

l'avis de dénonciation. 

Le secrétaire d'Etat aux 
Affaires extérieures, 
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ANNEXE  

ACCORD POUR LA MISE EN PLACE D'UN SYSTÉME DE CONTROLE COOPÉRATIF 
DE LA CIRCULATION MARITIME DANS LA REGION JUAN DE FUCA  

100 BUT ET OBJECTIF  

100.1 Le but du présent Accord consiste a mettre en place un systéme 
de contrale coopératif de la circulation maritime dans les eaux visées. 

100.2 L'objectif du présent Accord consiste á favoriser la 
circulation stire et rapide des navires et á réduire les risques de 
pollution du milieu marin dans les eaux visées, par l'établissement de 
normes et de procédures permettant 

a) d'établir un Aystéme de contrale coopératif de la 
circulation maritime; 

b) d'assurer, par l'octroi aux navires d'autorisations 
préalables de naviguer et par une surveillance subséquente 
de la circulation, que les navires se conforment aux 
procédures, aux pratiques et aux réglements pertinents, et 
d'alerter les autorites compétentes en cas d'infraction; 

c) de surveiller la circulation dans la mesure requise par la 
localité; 

d) de transmettre aux marins, réguliérement ou sur demande, 
des informations en temps réel concernant la circulation, 
les dangers pour la navigation, les conditions 
météorologiques et d'autres questions de sécurité; 

e) de transmettre, sur demande, des données servant á 
déterminer la position, lorsque la chose est possible; et 

f) de réagir en cas d'urgence. 

101 DEFINITIONS  

101.1 Eaux visées  

S'entend des eaux se trouvant au large des cates méridionales 
de la Colombie-Britannique et des cates septentrionales de l'État de 
Washington et qui sont délimitées: 
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(1) dans les eaux traversées par la frontiére internationale, 

a) par le paralléle á 49° de latitude Nord au nord, et 

b) par une ligne loxodromique joignant Point Partridge 
(Tle Whidbey) et McCurdy Point (péninsule Quimper) au 
sud et á l'est; et 

(2) dans les eaux qui s'étendent vers le large, 

a) par le paralléle á 48°35'45" de latitude Nord au 
nord-ouest, 

b) par le paralléle á 48°23'30" de latitude Nord au 
sud-ouest, et 

c) par la ligne loxodromique joignant les points 
48°35'45"N. 124°47'30°0. aux points 48°23'30°N., 
124°48'37"0. 

101.2 Autorité  

S'entend du Commissaire de la Garde atiére canadienne ou du 
Commandant de la Garde atiére des États-Unis. 

101.3 Poste  

S'entend de tout quai, de toute jetée, de tout poste de 
mouillage ou de toute bouée d'amarrage. 

101.4 Régulateur canadien de la circulation maritime ou superviseur  
américain du quart  

Dans un centre de contr.-die de la circulation maritime, s'entend 
de la personne autorisée par l'Autorité compétente á faire respecter les 
réglements relatifs au controle de la circulation maritime. 

101.5 Systéme coopératif de controle de la circulation maritime  

S'entend du systéme coopératif de contrOle de la circulation 
maritime établi dans les eaux visées aux termes du présent Accord. 

101.6 Ligne de transition  

Dans un secteur, s'entend d'une ligne á partir de laquelle le 
contróle de la circulation maritime passe d'une Autorité á l'autre. 
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101.7 Parties  

S'entend du Gouvernement du Canada et du Gouvernement des 
États-Unis d'Amérique. 

101.8 Systéme d'organisation du trafic  

S'entend de tout systéme comportant des procédés d'organisation 
du trafic visant á,réduire le risque d'accidents, notamment des 
dispositifs de séparation du trafic, des routes á double courant, des 
couloirs recommandés, des zones á éviter, des zones catiéres de 
circulation, des détours, des zones dangereuses et des routes en eau 
profonde. 

101.9 Secteur  

S'entend d'une subdivision des eaux visées qui est définie 
géographiquement aux fins de l'attribution á l'une des Autorités de la 
responsabilité en matiére de contrOle de la circulation maritime. 

101.10 Autorisation de naviguer  

S'entend de l'autorisation accordée á un navire par un 
régulateur canadien de la circulation maritime ou par un sulerviseur de 
quart américain d'entrer dans le systéme coopératif de contrale de la 
circulation maritime, de quitter un poste, ou de circuler ou de 
manoeuvrer dans les eaux visées. 

101.11 Navires  

S'entend de tout engin ou tout appareil de-quelque nature que 
ce soit, y compris les bátiments sans tirant d'eau et les hydravions, 
utilisé ou susceptible d'être utilisé come moyen de transport sur l'eau. 

101.12 ContrOle de la circulation maritime  

S'entend du controle de la circulation des navires par le biais 
de méthodes et de piéces d'équipement dont pourront convenir les 
Autorités, notamment des Aystémes indicateurs des mouvements des navires, 
du matériel de surveillance radar, des pratiques de fonctionnement 
courantes et des systémes d'organisation du trafic. 

101.13 Centre de controle de la circulation maritime  

S'entend d'un centre établi par l'Autorité compétente pour le 
controle de la circulation des navires dans le systéme coopératif de 
contrble de la circulation maritime. 
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101.14 Réglements relatifs au controle de la circulation maritime  

S'entend des réglements édictés par cheque Partie aux fins du 
contrale de la circulation des navires aux termes du présent Accord. 

102 APPLICATION AUX NAVIRES  

102.1 Sauf dispositions contraires dans les présentes, le présent 
Accord s'applique á tous les navires. 

102.2 Tout navire non tenu de se conformer aux dispositions du 
présent Accord observe la pratique ordinaire des marins et, pour autant 
qu'il est possible et raisonnable de le faire, méne ses opérations en 
conformité avec les dispositions du présent Accord. 

103 LIGNES DE TRANSITION  

103.1 Les lignes de transition dans les eaux visées se définissent 
come suit: 

a) Le méridien á 124°40' de longitude Ouest dans le détroit 
Juan de Fuca, de la laisse de basse-mer du Canada á la 
laisse de basse-mer des États-Unis, come ii est indiqué 
sur les cartes officielles; 

b) de l'Ile Donafdson située á 48°19'54"N., 123°42'24"0. au 
point situé á 48°13'37°N., 123°31'36"0.; de lá au point 
situé á 48°12'32"N., 123°24'24"0.; puis au Banc Hein (Hein 
Bank) situé a 48°21'06"N., 123°02'30"0.; de lá á Cattle 
Point sur Vile San Juan á 48°27'00'N., 122°57'42"0.; et 

c) de Lime Kiln Point situé a 48°31 100"N., 123°09'06 110. á 
Kellet Bluff situé á 48°35'18"N., 123°12'03'0.; de lá á 
Turn Point situé á 48°41'20"N., 123°14'10°0.; puis á Vile 
Skipjack (Skipjack Island) située á 48°44'00"N., 
123°02'16"0.; de la á Clements Reef situé á 48°46'42"N., 
122°53'22'0.; puis á la bouée du Banc Alden (Alden Bank) 
située a 48°50'24"N., 122°52'100.; puis dans une direction 
000° jusqu'au point d'intersection avec le paralléle á 
49° 00' de-latitude Nord. 

103.2 Les lignes de transition peuvent étre modifiées par vole 
d'entente entre les Autorités, conformément aux recommandations du Groupe 
mixte de coordination établi en vertu du présent Accord. 
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200 POLITIQUE COMMUNE  

201 MESURES COMMUNES  

201.1 Les Parties conviennent que la meilleure fagon d'élaborer et de 
mettre en oeuvre le systéme coopératif de controle de la circulation 
maritime consiste: 

a) á élaborer et édicter des réglements relatifs au contrale 
de la circulation maritime et á mettre au point des 
procédures normdlisées au niveau des pouvoirs centraux de 
chaque Autorité; 

b) á élaborer, au niveau des pouvoirs régionaux et de district 
des Autorités, les détails techniques et opérationnels du 
contreile local de la circulation maritime, dans le cadre 
des normes nationales et en consultation avec les pouvoirs 
centraux; et 

e) á élaborer des systémes d'organisation du trafic et des 
systémes de contrale de la circulation maritime en tenant 
compte, lorsqu'il y a lieu, des normes établies par l'OMCI 
quant aux systémes d'organisation du trafic et de mouvement 
des navires. 

202 COMPATIBILITÉ DES SYSTÉMES  

202.1 Les Parties conviennent que les procédures et les réglements 
établis dans un pays dans le cadre du systéme coopératif de contróle de 
la circulation maritime doivent étre compatibles dans la mesure du 
possible avec ceux établis dans l'autre pays, et que tout dispositif 
commun de séparation du trafic doit étre soumis á l'approbation de 
l'Organisation intergouvernementale consultative de la navigation 
maritime. 

203 RÉGLEMENTATION DE LA CIRCULATION MARITIME  

203.1 Chaque Partie s'engage á édicter tous les réglements relatifs 
au contrale de la circulation maritime nécessaires pour donner effet au 
présent Accord. Les Autorités détermineront conjointement les navires 
auxquels s'applique chaque réglement en particulier. 

204 COMPATIBILITÉ D'AUTRES RÉGLEMENTS ET LEUR APPLICATION  

204.1 Les Parties reconnaissent l'opportunité d'une compatibilité de 
leurs réglements nationaux respectifs sur la sécurité maritime et sur la 
protection de l'environnement applicables aux navires faisant usage du 
systéme coopératif de contrble de la circulation maritime. Les Parties 
reconnaissent en outre qu'il est souhaitable que les Autorités tiennent 
des consultations et coordonnent leur action dans le but de promouvoir le 
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plus possible la compatibilité entre ces réglements, en conformité avec 
la législation et les politiques nationales. A la demande de l'une ou 
l'autre Autorité, l'Autorité sollicitée fournira une occasion de procéder 
á une consultation et de coordonner les mesures de réglementation qui ont 
une incidence marquée sur les navires faisant usage du systéme coopératif 
de contrale de la circulation maritime. 

204.2 Les Parties considérent que leurs exigences respectives quant 
á la conception, á la construction, á l'équipage et l'armement des 
navires, ainsi que les mesures prises pour faire respecter ces exigences, 
fournissent un degré comparable de sécurité maritime et de protection de 
l'environnement, et que leur coopération au chapitre de la mise en 
application augmentera la sécurité du systéme de contrale de la 
circulation maritime. Chaque Partie reconnaTt que des navires répondant 
á ses propres normes pénétrent dans les eaux de l'autre Partie en vertu 
du systéme d'organisation du trafic dont il est convenu. En appliquant 
ses réglements aux navires traversant la partie des eaux visées qui 
tombent sous sa juridiction dans le seul but de rejoindre ou de quitter 
un port de l'autre Partie, chaque Partie considérera le respect des 
exigences de l'autre Partie come effectivement équivalant au respect 
intégral de ses propres exigences, á condition que les exigences et les 
mesures d'exécution de l'autre Partie, prises globalement, continuent de 
fournir un degré comparable de sécurité maritime et de protection de 
l'environnement. 

204.3 Rien dans le présent Article ne porte atteinte aux droits de 
chaque Partie de prendre dans la partie des eaux visées qui tombe sous sa 
juridiction des mesures appropriées en vertu de sa législation nationale 
au regard de tout navire en particulier qui, en raison de son état ou de 
ses activités, risque de porter un préjudice réel á la sécurité maritime 
ou au milieu marin. Afin de faciliter la prise de mesures d'exécution 
communes, chaque Partie tiendra des consultations á la demande de l'autre 
Partie, lorsque le temps le permet, sur les dispositions á prendre 
lorsque la situation fait peser une menace sur la sécurité maritime ou 
sur le milieu marin dans les eaux visées. 

204.4 Si une Partie envisage de considérer que les exigences et les 
mesures d'exécution dont il est fait mention au paragraphe 204.2, prises 
globalement, ne fournissent plus un degré comparable de sécurité maritime 
et de protection de l'environnement, elle en avertit l'autre Partie et 
offre de tenir des consultations á ce sujet. Aucune décision finale 
n'est prise en la matiére avant un délai d'au moms six mois á compter de 
la date de la notification, de fagon á allouer le temps nécessaire pour 
compléter le processus de consultation. 

205 INCIDENCES SUR LA LÉGISLATION ET LES POLITIQUES NATIONALES  

205.1 Le présent Accord et les mesures qu'il prévoit sont sans 
préjudice de la position du Gouvernement des États-Unis et de celle du 
Gouvernement du Canada quant au caractére, á la nature et á l'étendue de 
la juridiction de Mat ¿Oder sur les eaux visées et limitrophes. 
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206 RESPONSABILITÉ QUANT A LA SÉCURITÉ DE LA NAVIGATION  

206.1 Le systéme coopératif de controle de la circulation maritime 
institué en vertu du présent Accord ne vise aucunement á tenter de 
manoeuvrer ou de diriger les navires a partir de la cOte. Par 
conséquent, le capitaine ou le commandant du navire garde la 
responsabilité de la sécurité de la navigation. Nonobstant toute 
exigence prévue dans les réglements relatifs au contrOle de la 
circulation maritime, le capitaine ou le commandant du navire garde la 
responsabilité des mesures á prendre en vertu de la pratique ordinaire 
des marins ou en présence de circonstances spéciales pour assurer la 
sécurité de l'équipage et celle de son propre navire ou de tout autre 
navire. 

207 APPLICATION DES RÉGLEMENTS  

207.1 Dans les eaux visées qui tombent sous sa juridiction, chaque 
Partie veille au respect de ses réglements sur le contrOle de la 
circulation maritime. 

208 NAVIRES DE GUERRE ET AUTRES NAVIRES D'ÉTAT  

208;1 Les navires de guerre, les navires de guerre auxiliaires et les 
autres navires utilisés á l'heure actuelle a des fins militaires en 
service non commercial se conformeront aux dispositions du présent 
Accord, sauf dans les cas oü cette conformité nuirait aux opérations de 
défense ou diminuerait les capacités opérationnelles de défense. Dans la 
mesure oil cela est compatible avec la nature de ces opérations, avis est 
donné au centre de controle de la circulation maritime intéressé. 

208.2 Les autres navires propriétés d'un État et exploités par cet 
État qui ne sont utilisés á l'heure actuelle qu'en service gouvernemental 
non commercial et qui exercent des activités gouvernementales dans les 
eaux visées se conformeront aux dispositions du présent Accord, sauf dans 
les cas oti cette conformité nuirait á l'exercice d'activités 
gouvernementales qui ont un caractére d'ui•gence maritime. Dans la mesure 
at cela est compatible avec la nature des activités gouvernementales 
exercées, avis est donné au centre de controle de la circulation maritime 
intéressé. 

300 OPÉRATIONS  

301 AUTORISATIONS DE NAVIGUER  

301.1 Avant de pénétrer dans les eaux visées par le systéme 
coopératif de contrOle de la circulation maritime ou de quitter un poste 
á l'intérieur de ce Aystéme, cheque navire dolt obtenir une autorisation 
en conformité avec les modalités dont conviendront les Autorités. 
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302 CENTRES DE CONTROLE DE LA CIRCULATION MARITIME 

302.1 Des centres de contrOle de la circulation maritime devront étre 
établis en fonction des besoins pour contrbler et coordonner la 
circulation des navires. Ces centres seront reliés par des réseaux de 
communications spéciaux afin d'assurer la connaissance en temps réel de 
la configuration globale des circuits de navigation dans les eaux visées. 

303 FONCTIONNEMENT  

303.1 Dans le secteur qui lui est assigné, chaque centre de contrale 
de la circulation maritime: 

a) communique avec chaque navire par radio VHF-MF et regoit 
des rapports de ces navires, sous réserve des exigences des 
réglements relatifs au contrale de la circulation maritime 
qui portent sur les communications et les rapports de 
circulation; 

b) tient pour chaque navire un tracé de navigation exact et 
á jour; 

e) tient sur maquette un relevé exact et a jour de tous les 
dangers connus pour la navigation, notamment les zones de 
mauvais temps, les concentrations de bateaux de péche ou 
d'embarcations de plaisance et les écarts au niveau des 
aides á la navigation utilisées; 

d) communique á tous les navires en cause les renseignements 
dont il est fait mention á l'alinéa c); 

e) dans la mesure de ses capacités, aide ceux qui le demandent 
a déterminer leur position; 

f) donne des autorisations aux navires en conformité avec les 
modalités établies; 

g) opére le transfert de responsabilités á un autre centre, en 
conformité avec les modalités établies, lorsqu'un navire 
traverse une ligne de transition; et 

h) lorsqu'il constate une infraction aux réglements relatifs 
au contrale de la circulation maritime ou qu'il en prend 
connaissance, en fait part a l'agent d'exécution intéressé 
de la Partie dans les eaux de laquelle l'infraction a été 
comise. 
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304 GESTION DES SECTEURS ET RESPONSABILITÉ  

304.1 Toute la circulation maritime dans les eaux visées qui 
s'étendent au large de la ligne de transition établie conformérnent á 
l'alinéa 103.1 a) est gérée par le centre de contrale de Tofino. 

304.2 Toute la circulation maritime dans les eaux s'étendant á l'est 
de la ligne de transition établie conformément á l'alinéa 103.1 a) et au 
sud et a l'est des lignes de transition établies conformément aux 
alinéas 103.1 b) et 103.1 e) est gérée par le centre de controle de 
Seattle. 

304.3 Toute la circulation maritime dans les eaux s'étendant au nord 
et á l'ouest des lignes de transition établies conformément aux 
alinéas 103.1 b) et 103.1 e) est gérée par le centre de contrale de 
Vancouver. 

305 MESURES D'URGENCE EN CAS DE POLLUTION  

305.1 S'il survient dans les eaux visées un incident présentant des 
dangers de pollution et que les deux Parties ou l'une d'entre elles 
doivent prendre les mesures nécessaires aux termes du Plan 
canado-américain d'urgence en cas de pollution marine, les Autorités font 
de leur mieux pour collaborer avec le commandant se trouvant sur les 
lieux. 

306 NIVEAU DE QUALITÉ DE L'ÉQUIPEMENT SUR LA COTE  

306.1 Les Parties conviennent de l'opportunité de se pourvoir dans 
les meilleurs délais d'un systéme de surveillance stn., un systéme radar 
dans tous les cas oti c'est possible, destiné á assurer l'observance des 
réglements relatifs au contrOle de la circulation maritime. 

306.2 Sauf entente contraire entre les Autorités, chacune des 
Autorités est responsable de la mise sur pied, de l'exploitation et du 
maintien: 

a) des communications par systéme VHF-MF dans les secteurs 
soumis á sa juridiction, et 

b) de systémes'de surveillance radar permettant notamment 
d'identifier et de surveiller les navires dans les regions 
suivantes: 

1) Canada: Détroit de Géorgie et détroit d'Haro, de 
Point Roberts e Race Rocks; et, sur la cate ouest de 
little de Vancouver, de Estevan Point á Cape Flattery, 
dans l'État de Washington. 
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2) États-Unis: Détroit Juan de Fuca, de Cape Flattery 
Vile Whidbey; et Rosario Strait, de Cherry Point á 
l'embouchure méridionale, prés de Vile Whidbey. 

307 GROUPE MIXTE DE COORDINATION  

307.1 Les Autorités mettront sur pied un Groupe mixte de coordination 
au niveau des régions/districts. Ce Groupe aura cocine membres 
permanents deux représentants du controle de la circulation maritime de 
chacune des deux Autorités, l'un desquels sera président; il y aura 
alternance annuelle de la présidence entre les deux Autorités. Le Groupe 
est libre de recourir aux spécialistes lorsqu'il le juge approprié. 
L'une ou l'autre Autorité peut demander la convocation d'une réunion, 
mais de toute fagon le Groupe se réunit et présente un rapport tous les 
ans. 

307.2 Les fonctions du Groupe consistent: 

a) a prendre connaissance des observations formulées par les 
parties intéressées sur les problémes opérationnels á 
caractére local, et ay donner suite; 

b) á effectuer une étude et á présenter des rapports 
préliminaires aux deux Autorités concernant les résultats 
obtenus par toute autorité chargée de mener une enquéte sur 
un accident lorsqu'un aspect dé son equate porte sur le 
contrOle du trafic dans le Aystéme coopératif de contreile 
de la circulation maritime; 

e) á effectuer une étude et á faire des recommandations aux 
Autorités concernant les modalités et les réglements 
relatifs aux opérations; 

d) á effectuer une étude et á faire des recommandations aux 
Autorités au sujet de la modification des lignes de 
transition établies conformément á l'article 103.1 du 
présent Accord; 

e) a conseiller les Autorités en matiére de politiques et de 
normes; ' 

f) á recommander aux Autorités les mesures consultatives et 
opérationnelles á prendre lorsqu'un navire enfreint les 
réglements relatift au contrOle de la circulation maritime; 
et 

g) á faciliter les consultations entre les Autorités sur la 
mise en application effective du présent Accord. 
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308 COMMUNICATIONS  

308.1 Les Parties conviennent d'édicter en consultation des 
réglements appropriés en matiére de communications afin d'assurer 
l'instauration d'une liaison téléphonique bidirectionnelle qui soit 
fiable et efficace dans l'ensemble du systéme de contróle de la 
circulation maritime. 

309 AIDES A LA NAVIGATION  

309.1 Sauf entente expresse entre les Parties, l'Autorité qui a 
juridiction sur les eaux ou sur le territoire o se trouvent les aides & 
la navigation demeure responsable de l'installation et de l'entretien de 
ces aides á la navigation dans les eaux visées. 

400 ADMINISTRATION ET RESPONSABILITÉ 

400.1 Les Autorités sont responsables de la mise en application du 
présent Accord. 

400.2 Les agents fédéraux responsables, au niveau des 
régions/districts, de la gestion et de l'exploitation du systéme 
coopératif de contrOle de la circulation maritime sont: 

Pour le Canada: Le directeur régional 
Garde ditiére canadienne 
Région de l'Ouest 

Pour les États-Unis: Le commandant 
Treiziéme district de la Garde &Mare. 

401 MODIFICATIONS  

401.1 Le présent Accord peut étre modifié par voie d'entente mutuelle 
entre les deux Parties. 

402 MISE EN APPLICATION  

402.1 Sous réserve de l'affectation des crédits nécessaires, les 
Autorités mettront en application le systéme coopératif de contrale de la 
circulation maritime dans les meilleurs délais. 

402.2 Chaque Partie assume le coOt des opérations qu'elle nine en 
vertu du présent Accord. 
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The American Ambassador to the Canadian Secretary of State for 
External _Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Ottawa, December 19, 1979 

No. 341 

Madame, 

I have the honor to refer to your note No. FLM-211 

of this date, and to its Annex, proposing cooperative 

arrangements for joint management of vessel traffic in 

waters near the common boundary of Canada and the 

United States in the region of Juan de Fuca Strait. 

I have the further honor to confirm that the co-

operative arrangements set forth in your Note and its 

Annex are acceptable to the Government of the United 

States, and that your Excellency's Note and its Annex, 

together with this reply, shall constitute an agreement 

on this subject between our two Governments which will 

enter into force an the date of this Note. 

Accept, Madame, the renewed assurances of my 

highest consideration. 

1h21 QuA [1] 

The Honorable 

Flora MacDonald, P.C., M.P. 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa 

Kenneth M. Curtis. 
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REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

Trade: Color - Television Receivers 

Agreement agreed to at Washington December 29, 1978; 
Entered into force December 29, 1978. 
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The Chinese Ambassador to the Special Representative for Trade 
Negotiations 

Embassy of the Republic of China 
2311 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20008 

December 29, 1978 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to the recent discussions 

between representatives of the Government of the Republic 

of China and the Government of the United States of America 

with respect to exports from the Republic of China of color 

television receivers. I have further the honor to confirm 

that the Government of the Republic of China will implement 

the measures and obligations to which it has agreed, under 

the following provisions: 

1. The Government of the Republic of China will administer 

its control over exports to the United States from the 

Republic of China of color television receivers as defined 

in Annex A at the levels set forth in Annex B, for the 

period from February 1, 1979 through June 30, 1980, and of 

television receivers as set forth in Annex C, for the period 

from February 1, 1979 through June 30, 1979. 

2. The Government of the United States of America will 

assist the Government of the Republic of China in imple-

menting its control over exports of color television receivers 

to the United States at the levels set forth in Annex B as 

follows: 

(a) All color television receivers exported from the 

Republic of China prior to February 1, 1979, will be counted 

against the period in which they are entered, or withdrawn 

His Excellency 
Robert S. Strauss 
The Special Representative 

for Trade Negotiations 
Washington, D.C. 
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from warehouse, for consumption; except that if they are 

entered or withdrawn prior to April 1, 1979, they will be 

counted against the pipeline period (July 1, 1978 through 

January 31, 1979). All color television receivers exported 

from the Republic of China after January 31, 1979 will be 

counted against the period in which they were exported, 

except as noted in sub-paragraph (e) below. 

(b) Except as provided in paragraphs 4 and 6, in the 

event that the restraint level set forth in Annex El is 

reached prior to the end of a restraint period, the Govern-

ment of the United States of America will delay further 

importation of color television receivers until after the 

end of that restraint period. 

(c) All color television receivers exported from the 

Republic of China on or after February 1, 1979, will be 

denied importation for consumption in the United States 

unless such receivers have been issued valid export visas 

by the Government of the Republic of China, a facsimile 

of such visas to be provided to the Government of the 

United States of America by the Government of the Republic 

of China. 

(d) All color television receivers exported from 

the Republic of China prior to February 1, 1979 may be 

entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption 

without an export visa prior to April 1, 1979. There-

after, such receivers may be entered, or withdrawn from 

warehouse, for consumption only if they have been issued 

export visas and upon such entry or withdrawal will be 

counted against the first restraint period. 

(e) Exceptions to the specifications in subparagraph 

(a) above that imports are to be counted against the 
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restraint level for the restraint period in which they are 

exported may be made in order to (1) permit imports that 

are exported in the first restraint period, but that are not 

imported for consumption until more that 90 days following 

the beginning of the second restraint period, to be counted 

against the restraint level for that second restraint period; 

and (2) permit immorts that were exported in the first 

restraint period, but that were denied entry in that restraint 

period persuant to subparagramh (b) above, to be counted 

against the restraint level for the second restraint period. 

3. The Government of the Republic of China will use its 

best efforts to sace exports of color television receivers 

to the United States as evenly as practicable, over the 

restraint period, consistent with seasonal considerations. 

4. (a) In the event a shortfall occurs with respect to the 

restraint level during the first restraint period, carryover 

may be made to the second restraint period of up to 11 percent 

of the restraint level in the previous period, but not in 

excess of the actual shortfall. 

(b) The Government of the Republic of China will provide 

timely notice to the Government of the United States of 

America of its intention to excercise the rights provided 

in subparagraph (a) above, and the Government of the United 

States of America will endeavor to made appropriate adjust-

ments in the applicable restraint level. 

S. The Government of the United States of .America also will 

assist the Government of the Republic of China in implement-

ing its control over exports of color television receivers 

to the United States set forth in Annex C in accordance with 

subparagraph 2 (c) above. In the event the restraint level 

set forth in Annex C is reached prior to the end of the 

February 1 through June 30, 1979 period, the Government of the 
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United States of America will delay further importation 

until the end of that period. 

6. The Government of the United States of America will 

notify the Government of the Republic of China as soon as 

possible should it become necessary for the Government of 

the United States of America to delay importation due to 

filling of the restraint level. 

7. The Government of the Republic of China will promptly 

supply the Government of the United States of America with 

monthly data on exports to the United States of color 

television receivers as such data become available. The 

Government of the United States of America will supply the 

Government of the Republic of China with data on monthly 

imports of color television receivers, by principal 

countries of origin, as such data become available. Each 

Government agrees to supply promptly any other pertinent 

and readily available statistical data requested by the 

other Government. In accordance with current practice, 

United States data will be used in determining the necessity 

for delay by the Government of the United States of America 

of any imports pursuant to these Notes. 

8. (a) Either Government may request consultations on any 

matters arising from the provisions of these Notes, including, 

inter alia, any problems that may arise relating to circum-

ventions of the Agreement embodied in these Notes. Such 

consultations will take place at a mutually convenient time. 

no later that thirty days from the date on which such request 

is made, unless otherwise mutually agreed. 

(b) If,-in the view of either Government, the economic 

conditions prevailing at the time of the recent discussions 

mentioned above have changed substantially, that Government 
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may initiate consultations for review of the provisions of 

these Notes including the possibility of termination or 

modification of the report restraints. 

(c) Mutually satisfactory administrative arrangements 

or adjustments may be made to resolve problems arising in 

the implementation of these Notes, including differences in 

points of procedure or operation. 

9. If the Government of the Republic of China considers 

that, as a result of the application of the 'Provisions of 

these Notes, the Republic of China is placed in an inequitable 

position vis-a-vis other major exporting countries in respect . 

of exports to the United States of color television receivers, 

the Government of the Republic of China may initiate consul-

tations with the Government of the United States of America. 

10. Any rights of trade retaliation that the Government of 

the Republic of China may have under existing treaties or 

commercial arrangements will not be exercised with respect 

to measures taken by the Government of the United States of 

America pursuant to these Notes. 

11. The two Governments may amend the provisions of these 

'Notes if such amendments are mutually agreeable. 

12. No provisions of these Notes will be construed as 

applying to prices or production of color television 

receivers or allocation of shipments among firms selling 

(except that it is recognized that such allocation may be 

deemed necessary and therefore directed by the Government of 

the Republic of China in its implementation of the provisions 

of these Ndtes) or buying color television receivers. 

13. Either Government may terminate the provisions of these 

Notes by giving sixty days prior written notice to the other 

Government. 
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14. The foregoing provisions of these Notes will be imple-

mented by the two Governments in accordance with the laws 

and regulations applicable in their respective countries. 

have further the honor to request Your Excellency to 

confirm on behalf of the Government of the United States of 

America that it will implement its measures and obligations 

under the above provisions, and to propose that this Note 

and Your Excellency's Note in reply will constitute an 

agreement between the two Governments as characterized by 

the above provisions.[1] 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my 

highest consideration. 

/ 4 7(' 
/- James C. H. -Shen 
/ Ambassador of the 

Republic of China 

No United States Government reply was sent to the Republic of China, but 
it was agreed by both parties that the agreement entered into force on Decem-
ber 22, 1978. 
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ANNEX A 

The following items from the Tariff Schedules of 

the United States Annotated (1978) are covered by the 

provisions of the Agreement: 

Color television receivers, having a picture tube, 

provided for in TSUSA items 685.2025, 685.2026, 685.2027, 

685.2028, 685.2029, 685.2031, 685.2044, 685.2046, 685.2055, 

685.2061, 685.2062. 
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ANNEXES 

The Government of the Republic of China will apply 

restraints on exports to the United States of color 

television receivers as defined in Annex A during the 

periods specified, at the levels indicated: 

Period 1 (February 1, 1979 - June 30, 1979) - 127,000 units* 

Period 2 (July 1, 1979 - June 30, 1980) - 373,000 units 

*Note to Annex B 

The level for Period 1 (February 1, 1979 - June 30, 1979) 
will be adjusted depending unpon the amount of color tele-
vision receivers actually exported from the Republic of China 
during the period July 1, 1978 through January 31, 1979, as 
determined by U.S. Customs data. If the quantity actually 
exported from the Republic of China exceeds 368,000 units in 
that period, the amount of the excess will be deducted from 
127,000. If the quantity actually exported from the Republic 
of China during that period is less than 368,000 units, the 
amount of deficiency will be added to 127,000. 
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ANNEX C 

The Government of the Republic of China also intends 

to control exports of incomplete color television receivers 

as described in item 685.2064 of the Tariff Schedules of the 

United States. It intends to limit the export of such items 

to the United States at a level of 270,000 sets during the 

period February 1 - June 30, 1979. The Government of the 

Republic of China recognizes that the Government of the 

United States of America has the right to take action under 

Section 203(g)(2) of the Trade Act of 1974[1] to assist the 

Government of the Republic of China in administering its 

self-restraint measure in the event that it appears exports 

from the Republic of China will exceed the level of self-

restraint which the Government of the Republic of China 

has stated it will apply. 

The Government of the Republic of China is not in a 

position to make a commitment regarding extension of the 

limitation for an additional-time period, but is prepared 

to review the matter further, not later than May 31, 1979, 

with the objective of establishing a control level for the 

period July 1, 1979 - June 30, 1980. 

The Government of the Republic of China recognizes 

that the Government of the United States of America has the 

right to take action under Section 203(g)(2) of the Trade 

Act of 1974 to limit imports during the period July 1, 1979 

- June 30, 1980. 

288 Stat. 2017 ; 19 U.S.C. § 2253 (g) (2). 
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NETHERLANDS 

Weather Stations 

Agreement effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at The Hague July 26, 1979; 
Entered into force May 8, 1980. 
With memorandum of arrangement 
Signed at The Hague July 26 and August 20, 1979. 
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The American Ambassador to the Dutch Minister of Foreign Affairs 

No. 37 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to the informal cooperation 

between the Government of the United States and the Govern-

ment of the Netherlands Antilles over a span of many years 

which has resulted in the provision, by the National 
- 

Weather Service of the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration and its predecessors, the Environmental 

Science Services Administration, and the U.S. Weather 

Bureau, of advisories and warnings of weather situations 

potentially dangerous to the Caribbean area with emphasis 

on tropical storms and hurricanes. Throughout the Caribbean 

area, these advisories and warnings have been instrumental 

in the reduction of human and economic loss due to these 

destructive forces of nature. The Netherlands Antilles 

have made a very significant contribution to the coopera-

tion by furnishing extremely valuable special and timely 

weather reports during periods of threatening weather 

conditions in the Caribbean area. 

In view of the mutual benefit of this cooperation and 

wishing to place our continuing cooperation on a formal 

basis, my Government proposes that an Agreement be con-

cluded to provide for the establishment of a cooperative 

program on the following terms: 

1. Purpose. The purpose of this program is to 

provide, through the cooperation of the designated 
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Cooperating Agencies of the Government of the United 

States and the Government of the Netherlands Antilles, 

(a) tropical cyclone forecasts and warnings, 

and 

(b) increased meteorological observational 

reports during times of emergency. 

2. Cooperating Agencies. The Cooperating Agencies 

shall be: 

(a) for the Government of the United States 

of America, the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration, Department of 

Commerce, hereinafter referred to as the 

United States Cooperating Agency, and 

(b) for the Government of the Netherlands 

Antilles, the Meteorological Service of 

the Netherlands Antilles, hereinafter 

referred to as the Netherlands Antilles 

Cooperating Agency. 

3. Expenditures. All expenditures incident to the 

obligations assumed by the United States Cooperating 

Agency shall be paid by the Government of the 

United States of America, and all expenditures 

incident to the obligations assumed by the Nether-

lands Antilles Cooperating Agency shall be paid 

by the Government of the Netherlands Antilles. 

4. Liability. No liability shall attach to either 

Government or Cooperating Agency as a result of 

failure of the advisories or warnings to predict 

weather conditions in an accurate manner, or as 

a result of a failure to transmit tropical cyclone 

^forecasts and warnings in a timely fashion. Neither 
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Government or its Cooperating Agency warrants the 

suitability of the information provided under this 

Agreement for any particular use. 

S. Appropriation of Funds. To the extent that the 

carrying out of any provisions of this Agreement 

will depend on funds appropriated by the Congress 

of the United States or the representative body 

of the Netherlands Antilles, it shall be subject 

to the availability of such funds. 

6. Memorandum of Arrangement. A Memorandum of 

Arrangement, specifying further details of the 

cooperative program to be operated under this 

Agreement, shall be agreed to by the United States 

Cooperating Agency and the Netherlands Antilles 

Cooperating Agency. 

7. Amendments. This Agreement may be amended at 

any time by mutual consent of the Governments of 

the United States and the Kingdom of the 

Netherlands. 

8. Application. As regards the Kingdom of the 

Netherlands, the present Agreement shall apply 

only to the Netherlands Antilles. 

9. Term. This Agreement shall remain in force for 

ten years unless terminated by mutual agreement 

or by either Government upon sixty days' notice 

in writing to the other Government. 

If the foregoing meets the approval of the Government 

of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, I have the honor to 

propose that this Note and Your Excellency's reply to that 

effect shall constitute an Agreement between our two 

Governments concerning this matter, which shall enter into 
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force on the date on which the Government of the Kingdom 

of the Netherlands notifies the Government of the United 

States of America that the necessary constitutional pro-

cedures required in the Kingdom of the Netherlands have 

been complied with.rj 

Accept, Excellency, he assurances of my highest 

consideration.' 

j0,511 

His Excellency 

Dr. Christoph A. van der Klaauw, 

Minister of Foreign Affairs of 

the Kingdom of the Netherlands. 

May 8, 1980. 
2 Geri M. Joseph. 

[2] 
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The Dutch Minister for Foreign Affairs to the American Ambassador 

DVE/VV-205382 

MINISTERIE VAN BUITENLANDSE ZAKEN 

Excellency, 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of 

your Note of 26 July, nr. 37, which reads 

as follows: 

I have the honor to refer to the 

informal cooperation between the Government of 

the United States and the Government of the 

Netherlands Antilles over a span of many years 

which has resulted in the provision, by the 

National Weather Service of the U.S. National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and its 

predecessors, the Environmental Science Services 

Administration, and the U.S. Weather Bureau, of 

advisories and warnings of weather situations 

potentially dangerous to the Caribbean area with 

emphasis on tropical storms and hurricanes. 

Throughout the Caribbean area, these advisories 

and warnings have been instrumental in the 

reduction of human and economic loss due to these 

destructive forces of nature. The Netherlands 

Antilles have made a very significant contribution 

to the cooperation by furnishing extremely 

To the Ambassador of the 
United States of America 
at 
The Hague. 
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valuable special and timely weather reports during 

periods of threatening weather conditions in the 

Caribbean area. 

In view of the mutual benefit of this cooperation 

and wishing to place our continuing cooperation on 

a formal basis, my Government proposes that anAgreement 

be concluded to provide for the establishment of a 

cooperative program on the following terms: 

1. Purpose. The purpose of this program is to 

provide, through the cooperation of the 

designated Cooperating Agencies of the 

Government of the United States and the 

Government of the Netherlands Antilles, 

(a) tropical cyclone forecasts and warnings, 

and 

(b) increased meteorological observational 

reports during -times of emergency. 

2. Cooperating Agencies. The Cooperating Agencies 

shall be: 

(1) for the Government of the United States of 

America, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration, Department of Commerce, 

hereinafter referred to as the United States 

Cooperating Agency, and 

(2) for the Government of the Netherlands 

Antilles, the Meteorological Service or the 
Netherlands Antilles, hereinafter referred 

to as the Netherlands Antilles Cooperating 

Agency. 

3. Expenditures. All expenditures incident to the 

obligations assumed by the United States 

Cooperating Agency shall be paid by the Govern-

ment of the United States of America, and all 

expenditures incident to the obligations 

assumed by the Netherlands Antilles Cooperating 

Agency shall be paid by the Government of the 

Netherlands Antilles. 
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4. Liability. No liability shall attach to either 

Government or Cooperating Agency as a result 9f 

failure of the advisories or warnings to predict 

weather conditions in an accurate manner, or as a 

result of a failure to transmit tropical cyclone 

forecasts and warnings in a timely fashion. Neither 

Government or its Cooperating Agency warrants the 

suitability of the information provided under this 

Agreement for any particular use. 

S. Appropriation of Funds. To the extent that the 

carrying out of any provisions of this Agreement will 

depend on funds appropriated by the Congress of the " 

United States or the representative body of the 

Netherlands Antilles, it shall be subject to the 

availability of such funds. , 

6. Memorandum of Arrangement. A Memorandum of Arrangement, 

specifying further details of the cooperative program 

to be operated under this Agreement, shall be agreed 

to by the United States Cooperating Agency and the 

Netherlands Antilles Cooperating Agency. 

7. Amendments. This Agreement may be amended at any time 

by mutual consent of the Government=of the United 

States and the Kingdom of the Netherlands. 

8. Application. As regards the Kingdom of the Netherlands 

the present Agreement shall apply only to the 

Netherlands Antilles. 

9. Term. This Agreement shall remain in force for ten 

years unless terminated by mutual agreement or by 

either Government upon sixty day's notice in writing 

to the other Government. 

If the foregoing meets the approval of the Government of 

the Kingdom of the Netherlands, I have the honor to propose 
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that this Note and Your Excellency's reply to that 

effect shall constitute an Agreement between our 

two Governments concerning this matter, which shall 

enter into force on the date on which the Government 

of the Kingdom of the Netherlands notifies, the 

Government of the United States of America that the 

necessary constitutional procedures required in 

the Kingdom of the Netherlands have been complied 

with.. 

I have the honour to confirm that the foregoing 

meets the approval of the Government of the Kingdom 

of the Netherlands and that Your Excellency's Note 

and this reply shall constitute an Agreement 

between our two Governments concerning this matter, 

which shall enter into force on the date on which 

the Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands 

notifies the Government of the United States of 

America that the necessary constitutional procedures 

required in the Kingdom of the Netherlands have been 

complied with. 

Please accept Excellency the assurance of my highest 

consideration. 

The Hague, 26 July, 1979 

b"cz. Geu. 

C.A. van der Klaauw 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
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MEMORANDUM OF ARRANGEMENT 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 

of the United States Department of Commerce, hereinafter referred 

to as the United States Cooperating Agency, and the Netherlands 

Antilles Meteorological Service, hereinafter referred to as the 

Netherlands Antilles Cooperating Agency, pursuant and subject 

to the provisions of the Agreement effected by the exchange of 

Notes on July 26, 1979, between the Government of the United 

States of America and the Government of the Kingdom of the' 

Netherlands regarding the preparation and provision of tropical 

cyclone forecasts and warnings, and provisions of special 

meteorological observations, have agreed as follows: 

1. Name of Program. The cooperative program to which 

this Memorandum of Arrangement refers shall be known 

as the "Netherlands Antilles-United States Hurricane 

Warning Program." 

2. Conduct of Work. The management of the program and 

the conduct of the forecast and forecast distribution 

operations shall be under the control of the United 

States Cooperating Agency, acting in consultation, as 

necessary, with the Netherlands Antilles Cooperating 

Agency. The taking and transmitting of special mete-

orological observations shall be under the control of 

the Netherlands Antilles Cooperating Agency. 

3. Specific Undertakings on the Part of the United States  

Cooperating Agency. The United States Cooperating Agency 

shall: 

(a) prepare warnings associated with tropical cyclones 

for the Netherlands Antilles; 

(b) provide forecasts for all tropical cyclones in 

the North Atlantic including those expected to 
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influence Curacao, Aruba, Bonaire, St. Eustatius, 

Saba and St. Martin. This information will be 

contained in advisoriés issued by the NOAA 

National Hurricane Center as frequently as every 

three hours when a cyclone approaches the Nether-

lands Antilles; 

(c) predict and describe the meteorological conditions 

(winds, tides, and rainfall) expected to influence 

the Netherlands Antilles when a tropical cyclone 

is forecast to affect those islands; 

(d) address the information specified in 3(a)-3(c) to 

an agreed-upon addressee in the Netherlands 

Antilles. 

4. Specific Undertakings on the Part Of the Netherlands  

Antilles Cooperating Agency. The Netherlands Antilles 

Cooperating Agency shall: • 

(a) provide special surface weather observations 

when a subject island is being threatened by a 

tropical storm; 

(b) disseminate within the Netherlands Antilles all 

advisories and warnings as may be required. 

5. Term. This Memorandum of Arrangement shall enter into 

force on the same date as the Agreement referred to 

in the introduction of the Memorandum and shall expire 

on the same date as said Agreement. 
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6. Amendments. The terms of this Memorandum of Arrangement 

may be amended at any time by agreement between the two 

Cooperating Agencies. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being authorized thereto, 

have executed this Memorandum of Arrangement. 

FOR THE UNITED STATES 
COOPERATING AGENCY 

FOR THE NETHERLANDS ANTILLES 
COOPERATING AGENCY: 

[1] 

/ 

Place:Jie Hague, The Netherlands P1HCe:The Hague, The Netherlands 

Date: July 26, 1979 

1 Eldrid G. Maduro. 

Date: August 20, 1979 
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EGYPT AND THE UNITED KINGDOM OF 

GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

Liability and Insurance 

Agreement signed at Cairo October 19, 1979; 
Entered into force October 19, 1979. 

AGREEMENT 

AMONG 

THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT, 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND 

THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

REGARDING 

DÉCENNALE LIABILITY AND INSURANCE 

Dated: OCTOBER 19, 1979 
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AGREEMENT REGARDING DÉCENNALE LIABILITY AND IN-
SURANCE DATED: OCTOBER 19, 1979 AMONG THE ARAB 
REPUBLIC OF EGYPT ("GOVERNMENT"), THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA, ACTING THROUGH THE AGENCY 
FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ("A.I.D.") AND rHE 
UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN 
IRELAND, ACTING THROUGH THE OVERSEAS DEVELOP-
MENT ADMINISTRATION ("ODA") 

WHEREAS, Articles 651 through 651 of the Egyptian Civil Code 
impose joint and several absolute liability (regardless of fault) on 
architects (which term includes any person who designs works) and 
contractors for a period of ten years after delivery of the works 
(hereinafter "Décennale liability") ; 
W HEREAS, Law 106 of 1976 requires that a license must be obtained 

to erect buildings and that a prerequisite to obtaining such a license 
is presentation of an insurance policy covering, inter alia, liability 
under Article 651 of the Egyptian Civil Code; 
W HEREAS, project agreements have been or will be signed between 

the Government and the United States of America or between the 
Government and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland for sewerage and sanitary draining projects. 
W HEREAS, the cost of premiums for Décennale liability insurance is 

one and one-half to two percent of project cost, which in connection 
with projects financed by A.I.D. and ODA would result in a total cost 
to the Government of many millions of dollars, a huge burden on the 
Government's scarce resources; 
W HEREAS, even at such high Cost it does not appear possible to 

obtain insurance policies which would provide full Décennale liability 
coverage for A.I.D. and ODA projects in Egypt, thus subjecting 
A.I.D. and ODA financed Contractors to large uninsured liabilities, 
thereby making it exceedingly difficult to attract such Contractors 
to work in Egypt; and 
W HEREAS, Articles 163 through 172 of the Egyptian Civil Code 

regarding liability for negligence apply to persons or firms contracting 
to do consulting, architectural, design, supervision, construction, or 
any other work under contracts financed in whole or in part by A.I.D. 
or ODA ("A.I.D. and ODA financed Contractors") ; and would con-
tinue to apply even if such Contractors are exempted from the Décen-
nale liability and insurance provisions of Egyptian law; 
Now THEREFORE, 

1. The Government agrees that A.I.D. and ODA financed Con-
tractors, architects and consultants working on sewerage projects 
financed in whole or in part by agreements which have been or will 
be signed between the Government and A.I.D. or between the Govern-
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ment and ODA are exempted from the application of Articles 651 
through 654 of the Egyptian Civil Code and from the application of 
Law 106 of 1976. This exemption does not relieve the Contractors, 
architects or consultants of their respective contractual obligations 
which relate to their duty to exercise sound judgment, in accordance 
with.the standards of their respective professions, to ensure the safety 
and fitness of the works for the purposes for which they are designed 
and erected. 

2. A.I.D. and ODA agree that Articles 163 through 172 of the 
Egyptian Civil Code regarding liability for negligence shall apply to 
all A.I.D. and ODA financed Contractors, architects and consultants. 

3. Notwithstanding the exemptions from Egyptian Law provided 
in Section 1 above, A.I.D. and ODA agree to require A.I.D and ODA 
financed Contractors respectively to be covered by third party, Con-
tractors All Risk (construction Contractors only), in the joint names 
of the Government or its authorized contracting organization and the 
Contractor, and Professional Indemnity insurance (design Contrac-
tors, architects and consultants) in amounts acceptable to the Govern-
ment or its authorized contracting organization providing protection 
to third parties who may suffer damages through the fault of such 
Contractors, architects and consultants. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Government, the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of America, each 
acting through its duly authorized representative, have caused this 
Agreement to be, signed in their names and delivered as of the day 
and year first above written. 

ARAB irran-ATJc OF EGYPT 

BY:  (;{ • 5 "  
NAME: Dr. Hared El Say 

Minister of Econcmy, Foreign 
TITLE:  Trade and Econcatio Cooperation  

UNILLD ElNGDOM OF GREAT BRIT= 
AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

BY:   ¿lay(  
Charge d'Affaires a.i. 

NAME: M. S. Weir 

TITLE:  H. M. Ambassador  TITLE:  Ambassador 
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UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

Defense Areas in the Turks and Caicos Islands 

Agreement signed at Washington December 12, 1979; 
Entered into force December 12, 1979; 
Effective January 1, 1979. 
With memorandum of understanding, agreed minute and 

aide-memoire. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF 
GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND CONCERNING 

UNITED STATES DEFENCE AREAS IN THE 
TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS 

The Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland and the Government of the United States 
of America; 

Having considered, together with the Government of the 
Turks and Caicos Islands, the Agreement between the Government 
of the Federation of the West Indies and the Government of 
the United States of America concerning United States Defence 
Areas in the Federation of the West Indies signed at Port of 
Spain on 10 February, 1961,[1] the Exchange of Notes between the 
Government of the United' Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland and the Government of the United States of America 
dated 11 June 1971[2]concerning the use by Civil Aircraft of the 
Airfield at the Auxiliary Air Base on Grand Turk Island and 
the Exchange of Notes between the said Governments dated 15 
June 1972[3] applying the Agreement of 10 February 1961 to addi-
tional United- Slates Defence Areas in the Turks and Caicos 
Islands: 

Desiring to strengthen the firm friendship and understand-
ing between them; 

Desiring also to contribute to the defence of the Western 
Hemisphere and to the maintenance of peace and security within 
the framework of the Charter of the United Nations; li 

Believing that practical cooperation within the territory 
of the Turks and Caicos Islands as provided for in this Agree-
ment will greatly assist in the attainment of these objectives; 

Have agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE I  

Definitions 

In this Agreement, the expression: 

"Contractor personnel" means employees of a United States 
contractor who are not ordinarily resident in the Turks and 
Caicos Islands and who are there solely for the purpose of this 
Agreement; 

TIAS 4734; 12 UST 408. 
2 TIAS 7446; 23 UST 2583. 
TIAS 7375; 23 UST 1145. 

4 TS 993; 59 Stat. 1031. 
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"Defence Areas" means an area in respect of which the 
Government of the United States of America (hereinafter called 
"the United States Government") is for the time being entitled 
to have and enjoy, in accordance with the terms and conditions 
of this Agreement, the rights, power and authority described 
in Article II; 

"Dependants" means the spouse and children under 21 of 
a person in relation to whom it is used; and, if they are 
dependent upon him for their support, the parents and 
children over 21 of the person; 

"the Islands" means the Turks and Caicos Islands; 

"Members of the United States Forces" means: 

(a) military members of the United States Forces on 
active duty; 

(b) civilian personnel accompanying the United States 
Forces and in their employ who are not ordinarily resident 
in the Islands and who are there solely for the purposes of 
this Agreement; and 

(c) dependants of the persons described in (a) and (b) 
above; 

"Military purposes" means: 

(a) the installation, construction, maintenance and 
use of military equipment and facilities; including facili-
ties for the training, accommodation, hospitalisation, re-
creation, education and welfare of members of the United 
States Forces; and 

(b) all other activities of the United States Govern-
ment, United States contractors and authorised service or-
ganizations carried out for the purposes of this Agreement; 

"United States contractor" means any person, body or 
corporation ordinarily resident in the United States of 
America that is in the Islands for the purposes of this 
Agreement by virtue of a contract with the United States 
Government, and includes a subcontractor; 

"United States Forces" means the land, sea and air 
armed services of the United States, including the Coast 
Guard. 

ARTICLE II  

General Description of Rights 

The United States Government shall have and enjoy, in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement, 
the rights, power and authority which are necessary for the 
development, use, operation and protection for military 
purposes of the defence areas which are described in the 
Annex hereto. The United States Government shall have and 
enjoy such rights of access, rights of way and easements as 
may be necessary for these purposes. 
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ARTICLE III  

Flags 

The flags of the United States and the Islands shall 
fly side by side over each defence area. 

ARTICLE IV 

Defence Areas and Property 

(1) The defence areas, rights'of access, rights of way 
and easements shall be available to the United States for 
the term of the Agreement, and shall be provided free of rent 
and all other charges except as expressly stated in the leases 
concluded by appropriate United States military authorities 
and the Government of the Islands. 

(2) Except with the prior approval of the Government 
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 
(hereinafter called "the Government of the United Kingdom") 
and the Government of the Islands, the United States Govern-
ment shall not transfer or assign any rights conferred by or 
under this Agreement, nor shall the United States Government 
permit the defence areas to be used in any-way whatsoever by 
any other person, body or Government. 

(3) The United States Government may at any time notify 
the Government of the United Kingdom and the Government of 
the Islands that it has vacated and no longer requires a 
defence area or a specified portion thereof and thereupon 
such defence area or such portion thereof shall, for the 
purposes of this Agreement, cease to be, or to be a portion 
of, a defence area, as the case may be. 

(4) Except for the purposes of this Agreement or with 
the concurrence of the Government of the Islands, the United 
States Government shall not remove or demolish or otherwise 
dispose of any permanent construction or installation in a 
defence area. No compensation shall be payable to the United 
States Government in respedt of any such construction or 
installation. The United States Government shall be entitled 
to remove free of any restrictions any other construction or 
installation and other property owned by it from the area 
while it is a defence area or within a reasonable time there-
after. No compensation shall be payable to the United States 
Government in respect of any construction or installation or 
other property not so removed. 

(5) The United States Government shall be under no 
obligation to restore the defence areas to the condition 
in which they were at any time prior to their ceasing to 
be defence areas. 
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(6) All minerals (including oil), antiquities and trea-
sure trove in the defence areas and all rights relating 
thereto are reserved to the Government of the Islands, but 
any exploitation thereof shall be with the concurrence of 
the United States Government. 

ARTICLE V 

Entry and Departure of Members of the United States Forces 

(1) Members of the United States Forces who may be 
brought into the Islands for the purposes of this Agreement 
shall be exempt from passport and visa requirements, immi-
gration inspection, and any registration or control as aliens. 
Such persons shall be furnished with appropriate identifica-
tion cards, specimens of which shall be supplied to the 
Government of the Islands. 

(2) No military member of the United States Forces 
shall be discharged in the Islands without the consent of 
the Government of the Islands. The United States Government 
shall inform the Government of the Islands of any change in 
the status of any other member of the United States Forces 
and shall be responsible for taking such steps as are open 
to it for his removal from the Islands if the Government of 
the latter should so request. 

(3) The United States Government shall take steps to 
ensure the correct behaviour of all members of the United 
States Forces and shall, at the request of the Government 
of the Islands, remove as soon as possible any member of 
the United States Forces whose conduct renders his presence 
in the Islands undesirable to the Government of the Islands. 

ARTICLE VI  

Local Purchases and Employment of Local Labour 

(1) The United States Government and United States 
contractors may purchase locally goods and services required 
for the purposes of this Agreement. Subject to United States 
policies or regulations, preference shall be given to the 
procurement of goods in, and to the employment of contractors 
and workers from, the Islands. 

(2) In the fixing of terms of employment for such con-
tractors and workers, particularly in respect of wages and 
conditirns of work, supplementary payments, insurance and 
conditions for the protection of workers, clubs and recrea-
tional facilities, full regard shall be given to employment 
practices generally obtaining for similar employment in the 
Islands, and in no case shall the terms of employment for 
such workers be inferior to those laid down by any legisla-
tion in force in the Islands, or any international conven-
tion, the provisions of which have been adopted by the United 
States Government and which apply to the Islands. 
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ARTICLE VII  

Public Services and Facilities 

(1) The United States Forces, United States contrac-
tors and the members of the United States Forces and con-
tractor personnel may use the public services and facilities 
belonging to or controlled or regulated by the Government of 
the United Kingdom or the Government of the Islands. The 
terms of use, including charges, shall be no less favourable 
than those available to other users unless otherwise agreed. 
No landing charges shall, however, be payable by the United 
States Government by reason of the use by aircraft owned or 
operated by or on behalf of the United States Government of 
any airport in the Islands. Use of the airfield presently 
known as the Grand Turk Auxiliary Air Base by the United 
States Government shall be in accordance with the Exchange 
of Notes, signed this date, between the United States Govern-
ment and the Government of the United Kingdom concerning the 
Grand Turk Auxiliary Air Base.[1] 

(2) There shall be no toll charges, including light 
and harbour dues, on United States Government vessels using 
port facilities in the Islands, nor shall such vessels be 
subject to compulsory pilotage. 

(3) Lights and other aids to navigation of vessels and 
aircraft placed or established in the defence areas and ter-
ritorial waters adjacent thereto or in the vicinity thereof 
by the United States Government .shall conform to the system 
in use in the Islands. The position and characteristics of 
any such lights or other aids and any alterations thereof 
shall be determined in consultation with the appropriate 
authority of the Islands. 

ARTICLE VIII  

Fiscal Exemptions 

(1) No taxes or duties of customs shall be imposed 
upon the importation or exportation of: 

(a) materials and equipment imported by or for 
the use of the United States Forces and United States con-
tractors for the purposes of this Agreement and, if required, 
certified as such on behalf of the United States Government; 

(b) the personal effects and household goods, in-
cluding privately owned automobiles, imported by members of 
the United States Forces, United States contractors and con-
tractor personnel on first arrival in the Islands or within 
six months thereafter and related thereto. 

(2) No excise, consumption or other duty shall be 
levied or charged on any goods or materials purchased locally 
by or for the use of the United States Government for the 
purposes of this Agreement. 

TIAS 9711; past, p. 455. 
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(3) Where the legal incidence of any form of taxation 
in the Islands depends on residence or domicile, periods dur-
ing which members of the United States Forces, United States 
contractors or contractor personnel are in the Islands solely 
by reason of this Agreement shall not be considered as peri-
ods of residence (or as creating a change of residence or 
domicile) for the purposes of such taxation. Members of the 
United States Forces, United States contractors and contrac-
tor personnel shall be exempt from taxation in the Islands 
on the salary and emoluments received by them as such, on 
any tangible moveable property within a defence area and on 
the ownership of such property outside a defence area which 
is in the Islands solely by reason of this Agreement. 

(4) Nothing in this Article shall prevent taxation of 
members of the United States Forces, United States contrac-
tors or contractor personnel with respect to any profitable 
enterprise other than their employment as such in which they 
may engage in the Islands, and except as regards salary and 
emoluments and the tangible moveable property referred to in 
the preceding paragraph, nothing in this Article shall pre-
vent taxation to which, even if regarded as resident or 
domiciled outside the Islands, such persons are liable under 
the law of the Islands. 

(5) United States Government vehicles shall be exempted 
from all fees, taxes and other charges. Each vehicle shall 
carry in addition to its registration number a distinct nation-
ality mark in front and rear. A list of all such vehicles 
and their registration numbers shall be furnished to the 
Government of the Islands. Privately owned automobiles im-
ported by members of the United States Forces which qualify 
for exemption under paragraph (1)(b) of this Article shall 
also be exempt from Motor Vehicles Tax, or any other tax, 
duty, or charge of a similar nature. 

(6) The authorities of the United States Forces and 
of the Islands shall collaborate in measures to be taken to 
prevent abuse of the privileges granted under this Article. 

ARTICLE IX 

Criminal Jurisdiction 

(1) Subject to the provisions of this Article, 

(a) the military authorities of the United States 
shall have the right to exercise within the Islands all crimi-
nal and disciplinary jurisdiction conferred on them by United 
States law over all persons subject to the military law of 
the United States; 

(b) the authorities of the Islands shall have 
jurisdiction over members of the United States Forces with 
respect to offences committed within the Islands and punish-
able by the law in force there. 
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(2) (a) The military authorities of the United States 
shall have the right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over 
persons subject to the military law of the United States 
with respect to offences, including offences relating to 
security, punishable by the law of the United States but not 
by the law in force in the Islands. 

(b) The authorities of the Islands shall have 
the right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over members 
of the United States Forces with respect to offences, includ-
ing offences relating to security, punishable by the law in 
force in the Islands but not by the law of the United States. 

(c) For the purposes of this paragraph and of 
paragraph (3) of this Article, an offence relating to secu-
rity shall include 

(i) treason; 

(ii) sabotage, espionage or violation of any 
law relating to official secrets or secrets relating to 
national defence. 

(3) In cases where the right to exercise jurisdiction 
is concurrent the following rules shall apply: 

(a) The military authorities of the United 
States shall have the primary right to exercise jurisdiction 
over a member of the United States Forces in relation to 

(i) offences solely against the property or 
security of the United States or offences solely against the 
person or property of another member of the United States 
Forces; 

(ii) offences arising out of any act or omis-
sion done in the performance of official duty. 

(b) In the case of any other offence the authorities 
of the Islands shall have the primary right to exercise jur-
isdiction. 

(c) If the authorities having the primary right decide 
not to exercise jurisdiction, they shall notify the other 
authorities as soon as practicable. The United States au-
thorities shall give sympathetic consideration to a request 
from the authorities of the Islands for a waiver of their 
primary right in cases where the authorities of the Islands 
consider such waiver to be of particular importance. The 
authorities of the Islands will waive, upon request, their 
primary right to exercise jurisdiction under this Article, 
except where they in their discretion determine and notify 
the United States authorities that it is of particular 
importance that such jurisdiction not be waived. 
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(4) The 
not imply any 
United States 
belong to, or 
less they are 

foregoing provisions of this Article shall 
right for the military authorities of the 
to exercise jurisdiction over persons who 
are ordinarily resident in, the Islands un-
military members of the United States Forces • 

(5) (a) To the extent authorised by law, the authori-
ties of the Islands and the military authorities of the 
United States shall assist each other in the service of 
process and in the arrest of members of the United States 
Forces in the Islands and in handing them over to the au-
thorities which are to exercise jurisdiction in accordance 
with the provisions of this Article. 

(b) The authorities of the Islands shall notify 
promptly the military authorities of the United States of 
the arrest of any member of the United States Forces. 

(c) Unless otherwise agreed, the custody of an 
accused member of the United States Forces over whom the 
authorities of the Islands are to exercise jurisdiction 
shall, if he is in the hands of the United States authori-
ties, remain with the United States authorities until he is 
charged. In cases where the United States authorities may 
have the responsibility for custody pending the completion of 
judicial proceedings, the United States authorities shall, 
upon request, make such a person immediately available to 
the authorities of the Islands for purposes of investigation 
and trial and shall give full consideration to any special 
views of such authorities as to the way in which custody 
should be maintained. 

(6) (a) To the extent authorised by law, the authori-
ties of the Islands and of the United States shall assist 
each other in the carrying out of all necessary investiga-
tions into offences, in providing for the attendance of wit-
nesses and in the collection and production of evidence, 
including the seizure and, in proper cases, the handing over 
of objects connected with an offence. The handing over of 
such objects may, however, be made subject to their return 
within the time specified by the authorities delivering 
them. 

(b) The authorities of the Islands and of the 
United States shall notify one another of the disposition 
of all cases in which there are concurrent rights to exer-
cise jurisdiction. 

(7) A death sentence shall not be carried out in the 
Islands by the military authorities of the United States if 
the legislation of the Islands does not provide for such 
punishment in a similar case. 
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(8) Where an accused has been tried in accordance with 
the provisions of this Article and has been acquitted, or 
has been convicted and is serving, or has served, his sentence 
or has been pardoned, he may not be tried again for the same 
offence within the Islands. Nothing in this paragraph shall, 
however, presiént the military authorities of the United 
States from trying a military member of the United States 
Forces for any violation of rules of discipline arising from 
an act or omission which constitued an offence for which he 
was tried by the authorities of the Islands. 

(9) Whenever a member of the United States Forces is 
prosecuted by the authorities of the Islands he shall be en-
titled: 

(a) to a prompt and speedy trial; 

(b) to be informed in advance of trial of the specific 
charge or charges made against him; 

(c) to be confronted with the witnesses against him; 

(d) to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses 
in his favour if they are within the jurisdiction of the 
Islands; 

(e) to have legal representation of his own choice for 
his defence or to have free or assisted legal representation 
under the conditions prevailing for the time being in the 
Islands; 

(f) if he considers it necessary, to have the services 
of a competent interpreter; and 

(g) to communicate with a representative of the United 
States and, when the rules of the court permit, to have such 
a representative present at his trial which shall be public 
except when the court decrees otherwise in accordance with 
the law in force in the Islands. 

(10) Where a member of the United States Forces is 
tried by the military authorities of the United States for 
an offence committed outside a defence area or involving a 
person, or the property of a person, other than a member of 
the United States Forces, the aggrieved party and represen-
tatives of the Islands and of the aggrieved party may attend 
the trial proceedings except where this would be inconsistent 
with the rules of the court. 

(11) A certificate of the appropriate United States 
commanding officer that an offence arose out of an act or 
omission done in the performance of official duty shall be 
conclusive, but the commanding officer shall give considera-
tion to any representation made by the Government of the 
Islands. 
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(12) Regularly constituted military units or formations 
of the United States Forces shall have the right to police 
the defence areas. The military police of the United States 
Forces may take all appropriate measures to ensure the 
maintenance of order and security within such defence areas. 

(13) In this Article, a reference to the authorities 
of the Islands includes, where appropriate, the authorities 
of the Government of the United Kingdom. 

ARTICLE X 

Civil Claims 

(1) The United States Government agrees to pay just 
and reasonable compensation in settlement of civil claims 
(other than contractual claims) arising out of acts or omis-
sions of members of the United States Forces done in the 
performance of official duty or out of any other act, omis-
sion or occurrence for which the United States Forces are 
legally responsible. 

(2) All such claims shall be processed and settled in 
accordance with the applicable provisions of United States 
law. 

ARTICLE XI  

Surveys 

The United States Government may with the concurrence 
of the Government of the United Kingdom and the Government 
of the Islands make topographic, hydrographic and other simi-
lar surveys (which may include the taking of aerial photo-
graphs) in the Islands, including the territorial waters 
thereof. When any survey is to be made outside the defence 
areas, the United States Government shall notify the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom and the Government of the Islands, 
which may designate an official representative to be present. 
Copies of the data resulting from such surveys shall be fur-
nished without cost to the Government of the United Kingdom 
and to the Government of the Islands. 

ARTICLE XII  

Frequencies 

The use of radio frequencies, powers, and band widths 
for communication, detection, and research and test opera-
tions for the purposes of this Agreement shall be subject 
to the concurrence of the Government of the United Kingdom 
and the Government of the Islands. 
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ARTICLE XIII  

Post Offices 

The United States Government may establish and operate 
United States post offices in the defence areas for domestic 
use between such post offices, and between such post offices 
and other United States post offices. These post offices 
shall be for the exclusive use of the United States Govern-
ment and members of the United States Forces and of United 
States contractors, contractor personnel, United States 
diplomatic or consular representatives in the Islands and 
their dependants. 

ARTICLE XIV 

Commissariat 

The United States Government shall have the right to 
establish and operate in the defence areas agencies such as 
commissary stores, military service exchanges and social 
clubs for the use of members of the United States Forces and 
of United States contractors, contractor personnel, United 
States diplomatic or consular representatives in the Islands 
and their dependants. Such agencies and the merchandise and 
services sold or dispensed by them shall be free of all taxes, 
duties, and imposts. The authorities of the United States 
Forces and of the Islands shall collaborate in measures to 
be taken to prevent abuse of the privileges granted under 
this Article. 

ARTICLE XV 

Health and Sanitation 

The appropriate authorities shall collaborate in the en-
forcement in the defence areas of the health and quarantine 
laws in force in the Islands. These authorities shall also 
collaborate in making arrangements for the improvement of 
sanitation and the protection of health in areas outside, 
but in the vicinity of, the defence areas. 

ARTICLE XVI  

Use of Currency 

(1) The United States Government shall collaborate 
with the Government of the United Kingdom and the Government 
of the Islands in ensuring compliance with any foreign ex-
change law in force in the Islands. The United States Forces 
and United States contractors may possess and use United 
States currency for official purposes, including the payment 
of personnel, and may purchase and use local currency. 

(2) Members of the United States Forces and contractor 
personnel may use for internal transactions and export United 
States currency received from the United States Forces or 
United States contractors. 
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(3) The appropriate authorities shall collaborate in 
the establishment of facilities to permit the purchase of 
local currency with United States currency and to prevent 
unauthorised transactions in either currency. 

Article XVII  

Driving Permits 

(1) The Government of the Islands shall honour without 
driving test or fee driving permits issued by the United 
States or a subdivision thereof to members of the United 
States Forces and to United States contractors, contractor 
personnel and their dependants, or issue its own driving 
permits without test or fee to such persons who hold such 
United States permits. Members of the United States Forces 
and United States contractors, contractor personnel and 
their dependants who do not hold driving permits issued by 
the United States or a subdivision thereof shall be required 
to obtain licences in accordance with the law in force in 
the Islands. 

(2) The United States authorities in collaboration 
with the authorities of the Islands shall issue appropriate 
instructions to members of the United States Forces and to 
United States contractors, contractor personnel and their 
dependants, fully informing them of the traffic laws in 
force in the Islands and requiring strict compliance there-
with. 

Article XVIII  

General Obligations 

(1) Save as is expressly provided in this Agreement, 
nothing herein shall be so construed as to impair the au-
thority of the Government of the United Kingdom or of the 
Government of the Islands with regard to the affairs of 
the Government of the United Kingdom or of the Islands. 

(2) Members of the United States Forces, United States 
contactors and contractor personnel in the Islands for the 
purposes of this Agreement shall respect the laws of the 
Islands and refrain from any activity inconsistent with the 
spirit of this Agreement. Such persons shall not take part 
directly or indirectly in the political affairs of the 
Islands. 

(3) In the exercise of the privileges and facilities 
granted under this Agreement, the United States Government 
shall take every practicable measure to ensure the safety 
and safeguard the interests of the peoples of the Islands. 
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Article XIX  

Local Participation 

The United States Government shall permit, where agreed 
to be practicable and on such conditions as may be agreed, 
the use of installations and facilities in the defence areas 
for the apprenticeship and industrial training of persons 
from the Islands, and also for training programmes designed 
to permit proper participation by such persons in the per-
formance of functions connected with defence and security. 
On such conditions as may be agreed, welfare communications 
facilities in the defence areas may be used for educational, 
cultural, and social programmes of general interest to the 
people of the Islands. 

Article XX 

Competent Authorities 

Nothing in this Agreement shall impair the freedom of 
movement within the Islands of its competent authorities. 
The designation of competent authorities in respect of a 
defence area shall be with the concurrence of the United 
States authorities. Access may not be granted to secure 
areas within the defence areas. 

Article XXI  

Consultation 

There shall be established a Joint Consultative Board, 
consisting of representatives of the United States Govern-
ment and the Government of the Islands, which shall keep the 
implementation of this Agreement under review, and where ap-
propriate, advise and make recommendations to the two Govern-
ments on any matters arising under this Agreement. 

Article XXII  

Special Provisions 

The provisions contained in the Annex hereto shall have 
effect in respect of the defence areas and shall be read and 
construed as part of this Agreement. 

Article XXIII  

Supersession 

Upon the coming into force of this Agreement, the pro-
visions of the following agreements (including any amendments, 
modifications and extensions thereof)--
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- Agreement of February 10, 1961 concerning United 
States Defence Areas in the Federation of the West Indies, 

- Agreement of June 15, 1972 concerning Defence Areas 
in the West Indies, facilities on North and South Caicos 
Islands, amending the Agreement of February 10, 1961, 

- Any other Agreement between the Government of the United 
Kingdom and the United States Government concerning the 
grant of rights to the United States Government with respect 
to defence facilities in the Islands, 

shall, save as expressly provided in this Agreement, or the 
Annex attached thereto, cease to have any force or effect 
in so far as they relate to the Islands. 

Article XXIV 

Duration 

(1) This Agreement shall enter into force on the date of 
signature with effect from January 1, 1979, and shall remain 
in force through December 31, 1988. 

(2) As early as practicable in the year 1988, the United 
States Government and the Government of the United Kingdom, 
acting with and on behalf of the Government of the Islands, 
will consult concerning the renewal or extension of this 
Agreement beyond December 31, 1988. If acceptable to both 
Governments they shall enter into negotiations to renew or 
extend the Agreement for a mutually acceptable period of 
time. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, duly authorised 
thereto by their respective Governments, have signed this 
Agreement. 

DONE in duplicate at Washington on the 12th day of 
December, 1979. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE STATES: 

UNIT D 
[1] 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM: 

_iii/e/yf j:;/-nri [2] „ 

John A. Bushnell. 
2 Nicholas Henderson. 
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ANNEX 

Defence Areas, Rights of Way and Easements  

(1) The attached maps Nos. 1, 2, and 3 show, but not 
definitively., the defence areas, certain rights of access, 
rights of way and easements. The defence areas shall as 
soon as may be practicable be definitively described by 
agreement between the United States Government, the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom and the Government of the 
Islands. 

Nature of Rights  

(2) (a) The rights vested in the United States Govern-
ment by virtue of this Agreement include the right to main-
tain and operate within the defence areas an electronic 
research and test station and an oceanographic research 
station, including their associated instrumentation, detec-
tion and communications systems. The United States Govern-
ment shall also have the right to launch, fly, and land 
test vehicles. 

(b) No wireless station, submarine cable, land line, or 
other installation shall be established by the United States 
Government outside the defence areas except at such place or 
places as may be agreed. Any submarine cable or wireless 
station shall be sited and operated in such a way that it 
will not cause interference with established civil communi-
cations. 

(c) When submarine cables are no longer required for 
the purposes of this Agreement, their disposal or further use 
shall be subject to consultation between the parties and, 
in the absence of agreement, they shall be removed by and at 
the expense of the United States Government. 

(d) The United States Government shall have such use of 
the foreshore and of the internal and territorial waters 
adjacent to the defence areas as shall be mutually agreed. 
Any such agreed use shall not interfere with navigation but 
may entail the restriction of anchoring, fishing and landing 
in agreed areas. 

Water Supply  

(3) The United States Government shall, within the 
capacity of the facilities in place on the date of signature 
of the Agreement, make available to meet the needs of the 
civil population water which is in excess of United States 
needs. 
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Temporary Anchorage  

(4) Any vessel or aircraft compelled by weather or 
some other exigency of prudent navigation may seek safe 
temporary anchorage in the sea areas which are adjacent to 
or are included in a defence area. 

Roads 

(5) The United States Government shall consult from 
time to time with the Government of the Islands for the 
purpose of agreeing upon the extent of any damage to roads 
which may have been caused by United States operations, and 
the repairs which are necessary. The United States Govern-
ment shall either make those agreed repairs or reimburse 
their cost to the Government of the Islands. 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

1. The Government of the United Kingdom and the United 
States Government have reached the following understandings 
with regard to the Agreement signed this day concerning 
United States Defence Areas in the Turks and Caicos Islands: 

(a) With respect to paragragh (1) of Article VII, it 
is understood that the words "other users" mean those 
persons who, where preferential rates apply to certain 
users, are charged at the lowest rate. 

(b) With respect to paragraph (3) of Article VIII, it 
is understood that United States contractors will be exempt 
from taxation in the Islands on any income received under a 
contract with the United States Government for the purposes 
of the Agreement and will also be exempt from any tax in the 
Islands in the nature of a licence with respect to any work 
performed for the United States Government for the purposes 
of the Agreement. 

(c) (i) With respect to Article XII, it is understood 
that the United States Government may continue to use all 
those radio frequencies, powers and band widths for communi-
cations, detection, research and test operations that it is 
entitled to use in the Turks and Caicos Islands at the date 
of signature of the Agreement. 

(ii) It is also understood that the United States 
Government will continue to be responsible for notifying to 
the International Frequency Registration Board (IFRB), as 
appropriate, those frequencies, powers and band widths used 
in connection with United States operations under the 
Agreement. Prior to notifying the IFRB of any change in 
registered frequencies, the United States Government will 
reach agreement with the Government of the United Kingdom 
regarding the proposed change. 

(iii) The Government of the United Kingdom and 
the United States Government will inform the IFRB that this 
arrangement which has been entered into between them pro-
vides for the necessary co-ordination regarding frequencies 
used by the United States Government and authorises the 
United States Government to obtain international registra-
tion of agreed frequencies. 

(d) (i) With respect to paragraph (2)(a) of the Annex, 
it is understood that the electronic test and research 
station which the United States Government will operate 
pursuant to this provision will be used in connexion with 
United States test and research programmes in the fields of 
electronic surveillance and communications. Research and 
test operations at the station will include detection, 
tracking, telemetry, data readout, reception, transmission 
and communications related to both missile and space 
programmes. 
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(ii) It is also understood that, while the general 
nature and purposes of the station will remain as described 
above, technical changes in equipment and operations will 
be made from- time to time in order that the station may 
carry out its role in the surveillance and communications 
programmes. 

2. It is also the understanding of the two Governments, 
that the local administrative agreements or other arrangements 
in effect on the date of signature of the Agreement, includ-
ing existing arrangements on matters which under paragraph 
(3) of Article VII and sub-paragraphs (b) and (d) of paragraph 
(2) of the Annex would require consultation between or concur-
rence by the appropriate authorities of the United States 
Government and the Government of the Islands, shall remain 
in effect, without prejudice to the right of the Government 
of the Islands to request a review of these administrative 
agreements or other arrangements. 

Done in duplicate at Washington on the twelfth day of 
December 1979. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES: 

pa...40,01 
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AGREED MINUTE WITH RESPECT TO ARTICLE X OF THE  
AGREEMENT SIGNED THIS DAY CONCERNING  

UNITED STATES DEFENSE AREAS IN THE TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS 

1. With reppect to paragraph (2) of Article X, the United 
States delegation explained that in handling claims under 
this provision United States authorities would exercise the 
broad authority provided under United States laws relating 
to foreign claims and regulations issued thereunder. These 
laws provide for simple, administrative procedures for the 
settlement of claims against the United States overseas. 
Under these procedures any inhabitant of the Islands who 
believes he has a valid claim would, upon application to any 
United States authority, be referred to the appropriate 
United States Foreign Claims Commission which is authorised 
by law to settle foreign claims. 

2. A Claims Commission's procedures in considering claims 
referred to it are expeditious and very informal, although a 
full record is developed in each case. A Claims Commission 
is not bound by judicial rules of evidence and may consider 
any material which is relevant to the claim. Claims must be 
presented to a Commission within two years from the time of 
the loss or injury. 

3. Except where settlement is accepted in full satisfaction, 
a claimant is not precluded from pursuing such remedies as 
local law provides. 

4. The United States delegation explained that in settling 
claims which are described in paragraph (1) of Article X as 
arising "... out of any other act, omission or occurrence 
for which the United States Forces are legally responsible", 
United States authorities would take into consideration 
local law and practice. An example would be a claim based 
upon an injury caused by a falling structure that was under 
the full control of the United States Forces. 

5. It was understood that should the procedures provided 
for under Article X prove to be unsatisfactory, upon the 
request of the Government of the United Kingdom, in con-
sultation with the Government of the Islands, a new claims 
article would be adopted which would be equivalent in 
substance to paragraph (5) of Article VIII of the NATO 
Status of Forces Agreement.[1] 

12ri‘110t-t ‹).44, Pl•(--L.4" 
Washington 
12 December 1979 

Signed June 19, 1951. TIAS 2846; 4 UST 1806. 
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AIDE-MEMO/RE 

With reference to meetings held at the Department 

of State on June 27, 28 and 29, 1978 and subsequent 

correspondence pertaining to "additional benefits" 

and "works proposed" in conjunction with negotiations 

concerning US military facilities in the Turks and 

Caicos Islands, the Department requests that the British 

Embassy inform the Government of the United Kingdom and 

the Government of the Turks and Caicos Islands of the 

following: 

(a) Land Reversion and Boundary Adjustment  

The following land described below will revert 

to the Government of the Turks and Caicos: 

- Lot GT 701 - 282.07 acres, more or less, 

known as "airfield." NOTE: USAF will retain and continue 

to operate and maintain within the airfield tract, a 

telemetry site, TACAN facility, a building to manifest USG 

passengers, and easements for power, water and communi-

cation lines. 

- Lot CT 705 - 0.9 acres, more or less, at 

Booby Rock Point (Tiki Hut) NOTE: a sub-cable easement 

is required. 
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- Lot GT 712 - 26 acres, more or less, known 

as "North Creek Tracking Annex." 

- not GT 713 - 0.9 acres, more or less, 

known as "Missile Destruct Annex." 

(b) Conch Club Fence  

The fence which restricts access to the beach 

area in front of the Club will be removed. Rowever, in 

order to provide security for the Club, another fence 

approximately 1200 feet long will be erected generally 

parallel to the shore line along the vegetation line. 

(c) Paving of Seven-Tenths Mile of Road  

US Navy Seabees will pave the 0.7 mile of road 

between the prison and cemetery bypassing Cockburn Town. 

This work is scheduled to begin in December 1979, and to 

be completed within 3 months' time. 

(d) Provision of Telecommunications Circuits  

One voice circuit on the existing United States 

Air Force cable to Antigua will be provided at commercial 

rates to the Government of the Turks and Caicos. In ad-

dition, a voice circuit on the existing cable between An-

tigua and Cape Canaveral AFS Florida will be made avail-

able by the United States Air Force, These circuits will 

be subject to preemption for periods of approximately six 

hours twice a week. 

(e) Permission to Survey on South Caicos 

Permission is granted to the Government of the 

Turks and Caicos to conduct a road survey on the US Coast 

Guard's Loran Station, South Caicos. 
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(f) Jetty  

The United States Government will make the 

jetty available whenever it is not in use by the United 

States Government or undergoing repairs. The United 

States Government undertakes to give the Government 

of Turks and Caicos reasonable notice of its anticipated 

use of the jetty. 

Department of State, 

Washington, December 12, 1979 
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UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 
NORTHERN IRELAND 

Turnover of Airfield at Grand Turk Auxiliary Air Base 

Agreement effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Washington December 12, 1979; 
Entered into force December 12, 1979. 
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The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador 

December 12, 1979 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to the Agreement 

between the Government of the United Kingdom of Great 

Britain and Northern Ireland (The Government of the 

United Kingdom) and the Government of the United States 

of America (The United States Government) signed today 

concerning United States Defence areas in the Turks 

and Caicos Islands[1](The Agreement), and to the Exchange 

of Notes between the two governments of June 11, 1971,[2] 

concerning the use by civil aircraft of the airfield 

at the auxiliary air base on Grand Turk Island. 

As a result of discussions between representatives 

of our two governments and the Government of the Turks 

and Caicos Islands (The Government of the Islands) the 

United States Government proposes that the following 

terms and conditions should govern the turnover of the 

airfield at Grand Turk Auxiliary Air Base to the Govern-

ment of the Islands and its use by the United States 

Government during the life of the Agreement. 

1. The airfield shall be turned over to the Govern-

ment of the Islands with effect from the date of signature 

of the Agreement, and shall be thereafter operated and 

maintained by that government as a civil airfield. 

2. The Government of the Islands shall be responsible 

for the operation and maintenance (0 and M) of the airfield, 

including control tower operation, in accordance with Inter-

national Civil Aviation Organization standards. 

His Excellency 

Sir Nicholas Henderson, 0.C.M.G., 

British Ambassador. 

TIAS 9710; ante, p. 429. 
2 TIAS 7446; 23 UST 2583. 
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3. Until September 30, 1980, the United States 

Air Force (USAF), consistent with USAF operational 

requirements and existing resources at Grand Turk, 

shall: 

a. Provide personnel to operate the 

control tower and for the other 0 and N of 

the airfield, and 

b. Provide en-the-job training (OCT) in 

airfield operations to personnel of the Govern-

ment of the Islands. 

4. The Government of the United Kingdom or the 

Government of the Islands will be responsible for any 

formal training required by personnel of the Govern-

ment of the Islands. 

5. The USAF shall make available for the use of 

the Government of the Islands USAF communications and 

meteorological equipment at the airfield and shall 

continue to maintain it at its expense. Subject to 

paragraph 3 above, the Government of the Islands shall 

operate the equipment. 

6. Any new equipment for the airfield shall be 

provided, operated and maintained by the Government of 

the Islands. 

7. The USAF may retain and continue to operate 

and maintain within the airfield a TACAN facility, a 

building to manifest United States Government passengers, 

and easements for power, water and communication lines. 
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8. The USAW owned and operated firefighting 

equipment at its facilities on Grand Turk Island 

shall continue to be available without charge to 

the Government of the Islands for assistance in 

emergencies on the island. 

9. The United States Government shall be 

assured use of the airfield at all times as required 

in support of its activities on Grand Turk Island, 

including, except in emergencies, priority use of 

the South parking ramp presently used by United States 

Government aircraft. 

10. The Government of the Islands shall have 

the sole right to assess and collect landing fees for 

use of the airfield by civil aircraft. 

11. The United States Government shall be exempt 

from all landing fees, parking fees on the South parking 

ramp, air navigation charges, and similar fees or charges. 

12. The operation of the airfield shall be the 

sole responsibility of the Government of the Islands. 

The United States Government shall not be liable for any 

claims arising from such operation by the Government of 

the Islands, (except to the extent that loss or damage 

caused by the negligence or wilful acts or omiasidns 

of personnel provided by the United States Government 

under paragraph 3 above when operating the control tower, 

carrying out the other 0 and M of the airfield or OJT). 
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13. At such time as the United States Government 

no longer requires the use of defence areas on Grand 

Turk Island, and is in the process of removing its 

equipment and non-permanent construction or installation 

from the Island, it shall take into consideration any 

continuing requirements of the Government of the Islands 

for the equipment, non-permanent construction or instal-

lation referred to in paragraphs 5, 7 and 8 above, and 

shall endeavour, consistent with the requirements of 

United States legislation, to make such equipment avail-

able to the Government of the Islands on the most favour-

able terms possible. 

14. Should the United States Government use of the 

airfield extend beyond December 31, 1983, the United States 

Government shall sympathetically consider a request from 

the Government of the Islands for assistance in obtaining 

funding for the resurfacing or other required repair of 

the runway. 

15. The financial obligations contained herein are 

subject to the availability of appropriated funds. 

If the foregoing proposals are acceptable to the 

Government of the United Eingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland, I have the honor to propose that this 

note and Your Excellency's reply to that effect shall 

constitute an agreement between our two Governments which 

shall enter into force on the date of Your Excellency's 

reply and shall supersede the Agreement constituted by 

the Exchange of Notes between our two governments of 
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June 11, 1971, concerning the use by civil aircraft 

of the airfield at Grand Turk Auxiliary Air Base, and 

shall terminate when the United States Government no 

longer uses any defence areas on Grand Turk Island in 

accordance with the Agreement signed today. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my 

highest consideration. 

Por the Secretary of State: 

[1] 

1 John A. Bushnell. 
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The British Ambassador to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State 
of Inter-American Affairs 

BRITISH EMBASSY 

WASHINGTON D.C. 

12 December 1979 

Sir, 

I have the honour to acknowledge your Note of today's 

date, which reads as follows: 

"Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to the Agreement between the 
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland (The Government of the United Kingdom) and the 
Government of the United States of America (The United States 
Government) signed today concerning United States defense areas 
in the Turks and Caicos Islands (The Agreement), and to the 
Exchange of Notes between the two Governments of June 11, 1971, 
concerning the use by civil aircraft of the airfield at the 
auxiliary air base on Grand Turk Island. 

As a result of discussions between representatives of our 
two governments and the Government of the Turks and Caicos 
Islands (The Government of the Islands) the United States 
Government proposes that the following terms and conditions 
should govern the turnover of the airfield at Grand Turk 
Auxiliary Air Base to the Government of the Islands and its 
use by the United States Government during the life of the 
Agreement. 

1. The airfield shall be turned over to the Government of the 
Islands with effect from the date of signature of the Agreement, 
and shall be thereafter operated and maintained by that 
government as a civil airfield. 

2. The Government of the Islands shall be responsible for 
the operation and maintenance (0 and M) of the airfield, 
including control tower operation, in accordance with 
International Civil Aviation Organization Standards. 

Mr John A Bushnell 
Department of State 
Washington D.C. 
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3. Until September 30, 1980, the United States Air Force 
(USAF), consistent with USAF operational requirements and 
existing resources at Grand Turk, shall: 

a. Provide personnel to operate the control tower 
and for the other 0 and M of the airfield, and 

b. Provide on-the-job training (OJT) in airfield 
operations to personnel of the Government of 
the Islands. 

4. The Government of the United Kingdom or the Government 
of the Islands will be responsible for any formal training 
required by personnel of the Government of the Islands. 

5. The USAF shall make available for the use of the 
Government of the Islands USAF communications and meteorological 
equipment at the airfield and shall continue to maintain it at 
its expense. Subject to paragraph 3 above, the Government of 
the Islands shall operate the equipment. 

6. Any new equipment for the airfield shall be provided, 
operated and maintained by the Government of the Islands. 

7. The USAF may retain and continue to operate and maintain 
within the airfield a Tacan facility, a building to manifest 
United States Government passengers, and easements for power, 
water and communication lines. 

8. The USAF owned and operated firefighting equipment at its 
facilities on Grand Turks Island shall continue to be available 
without charge to the Government of the Islands for assistance 
in emergencies on the island. 

9. The United States Government shall be assured use of the 
airfield at all times as required in support of its activities 
on Grand Turk Island, including, except in emergencies, priority 
use of the south parking ramp presently used by United States 
Government aircraft. 

10. The Government of the Islands ghall have the sole right 
to assess and collect landing fees for use of the airfield by 
civil aircraft. 

11. The United States Government shall be exempt from all 
landing fees, parking fees on the south parking ramp, air 
navigation charges, and similar fees or charges. 

12. The operation of the airfield shall be the sole responsibility 
of the Government of the Islands. The United States Government 
shall not be liable for any claims arising from such operation by 
the Government of the Islands, (except to the extent that loss or 
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damage caused by the negligence or wilful acts or omissions 
of personnel provided by the United States Government under 
paragraph 3 above when operating the control tower, carrying 
out the other 0 and M of the airfield or 

13. At such time as the United States Government no longer 
requires the use of defense areas on Grand Turk Island, and 
is in the process of removing its equipment and non-permanent 
construction or installation from the Island, it shall take 
into consideration any continuing requirements of the 
Government of the Islands for the equipment, non-permanent 
construction or installation referred to in paragraphs 5, 7 and 
8 above, and shall endeavour, consistent with the requirements 
of United States legislation, to make such equipment available 
to the Government of the Islands on the most favourable terms 
possible. 

14. Should the United States Government use of the airfield 
extend beyond December 31, 1983, the United States Government 
shall sympathetically consider a request from the Government 
of the Islands for assistance in obtaining funding for the 
resurfacing or other required repair of the runway. 

15. The financial obligations contained herein are subject to 
the availability of appropriated funds. 

If the foregoing proposals are acceptable to the 
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland, I have the honor to propose that this note and Your 
Excellency's reply to that effect shall constitute an Agreement 
between our two Governments which shall enter into force on the 
date of Your Excellency's reply and shall supersede the 
Agreement constituted by the Exchange of Notes between our two 
Governments of June 11, 1971, concerning the use by civil 
aircraft of the airfield at Grand Turk Auxiliary Air Base, and 
shall terminate when the United States Government no longer 
uses any defense areas on Grand Turk Island in accordance with 
the Agreement signed today." 

I have the honour to inform you that the foregoing 

proposals are acceptable to the Government of the United Kingdom 

of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, who therefore agree that 

your Note together with the present reply, shall constitute an 

Agreement between the two Governments in this matter, which 
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shall enter into force on the date of the present reply. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you the 

assurance of my highest consideration. 

Afichse Ati,07/¿,J11 

Nicholas Henderson. 
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The American Consul General to the Macao Secretary for Economic 
Affairs 

CONSULATE GENERAL Of THE 
UNITED necrEs OF AMERICA 

Hong Kong 

November 29, 1979 

Dr. Jose Luis de Chagas 
Henriques de Jesus 

Secretario - Adjunto para Coordenacao 
Economica 

Economic Department 
Macau Government 
Macau 

Dear Dr. Jesus: 

I have the honor to refer to the Arrangement Regarding 
International Trade in Textiles (hereinafter referred 
to as the Arrangement), done at Geneva on December 20, 
1973,[1]and extended by protocol opened for signature 
at Geneva on December 15, 1g77.[2] 

I have also the honor to refer to discussions between 
representatives of the Government cf Macau and the 
Government of the United States of America in Washington 
October 16 and October 17, 1979, concerning exports 
to the United States of America of cotton, wool and 
man-made fiber textiles and textile products from 
Macau. As a result of these discussions, and in con-
formity with Article 4 of the Arrangement, I have 
the honor to propose, on behalf of the Government of 
the United States of America, the following Agreement 
relating to trade in cotton, wool and man-made fiber 
textiles and textile products between the United 
States of America and Macau: 

1. The term of this Agreement will be the four year 
period from January 1, 1980 through December 31, 1983. 
Each "Agreement Year" shall be a calendar year, with 
the first Agreement Year commencing on January 1, 1980 
and ending on December 31, 1980. 

2. Textiles and textile products covered by this 
Agreement shall be classified in two groups, as follows: 

1 MA'S 7840; 25 UST 1001. 
2 Should read "December 14, 1977". TIAS 8939; 29 UST 2287. 
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Group Definition 

Yarns, fabrics, apparel, made-up goods 
and miscellaneous textile products of 
cotton and man-made fibers. (Categories 
300-320, 330-359, 360-369, 600-627, 
630-659, 665-669). 

II Wool textiles and textile products. 
(Categories 400-469). 

The determination of whether a textile or textile 
product is of cotton, wool, or man-made fiber shall be 
made in accordance with the terms of paragraph 9. The 
Categories referred to in the above definitions of 
groups are those summarized in Annex A. 

3. (a) The system of Categories and the rates 
of conversion into square yards equivalent listed 
in Annex A shall apply in implementing this Agreement 
except as set out in subparagraph 3 (b). 

(b) For purposes of this Agreement, and in 
recognition of the patterns of trade of Macau with 
the United States of America, the groups of Categories 
below are merged and treated as single Categories and 
Subcategory as indicated, with Specific Limits for 
Categories and a Sublímit for the Subcategory as set 
out in Annex B. 

Categories Merged Designation in Subcategory  
Agreement  

333,334,335 333/334/335 333/335 
347,348 347/348 None 
445,446 445/446 None 
633,634,635 633/634/635 None 
538,639 638/639 None 
645,646 645/646 None 
647,648 647/648 None 

For purposes of computing charges to Aggregate, Group 
and Specific Limits and the Sublimit for the Categories 
and the Subcategory cited above, rates of conversion 
for individual Categories set out in Annex A shall be 
applied. 

4. Commencing with the first Agreement Year, and 
during the subsequent term of this Agreement, the 
Government of Macau shall limit annual exports from 
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Macau to the United States of America of cotton, 
wool, and man-made fiber textiles and textile products 
to the Aggregate, Group and Specific Limits and Sublimit 
set out in Annex B, as such Limits may be adjusted in 
accordance with paragraphs 6, 7, and 8. The limits set 
out in Annex B do not include any adjustments permitted 
under paragraphs 6, 7, or 8. 

5. (a) Categories not subject to Specific Limits 
are subject to Consultation Levels and to the Aggregate 
and applicable Group Limits. Except as specified in 
Annex C, Consultation Lduels for each Agreement Year 
for Categories not subject to a Specific Limit shall 
be 1,000,000 square yards, equivalent for non-apparel 
categories 300-320, 360-369, 600-627, 665-669; 700,000 
square yards equivalent for categories 330-359, 630-659; 
and 100,000 square yards equivalent for Categories in 
Group II. 

(b) In the event the Government of Macau wishes 
to permit exports to the United States in any category 
in excess of the applicable consultation level during 
any agreement year, the Government of Macau shall request 
consultations with the Government of the United States 
of America on this question and the Government of the 
United States of America shall enter into such consul-
tations. Until agreement on a different level of exports 
is reached, the Government of Macau shall limit exports 
to the United States in the category in question to 
the applicable Consultation Level. 

6. During any Agreement Year, and within the 
Aggregate Limit for such Agreement Year, the Group 
Limits set out in Annex B applicable to such Agreement 
Year may be exceeded by not more than 7 percent in the 
case of Group I and by not more than 3 percent in the 
case of Group II. Adjustments made pursuant to this 
paragraph are in addition to those pursuant to paragraph 
8. 

7. During any Agreement Year, and within the Aggregate 
and applicable Group Limits for such Agreement Year, 
as they may be adjusted pursuant to paragraphs 6 and 8, 
any Specific Limit or Sublimit set out in Annex B may 
be exceeded by not more than: 

7 percent if included in Group I, and 
5 percent if included in Group II. 
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8. (a) In any Agreement Year, in addition to 
any adjustment pursuant to paragraphs 6 and 7, exports 
may exceed by a maximum of 11 percent the Aggregáte 
Limit and any Group or Specific Limit or Sublimit 
by allocating to such Limit for that Agreement Year 
an unused portion of the corresponding Limit for the 
previous Agreement Year ("Carryover") or a portion 
of the corresponding Limit for the succeeding Agree-
ment Year ("Carry Forward") subject to the following 
conditions: 

(i) Carryover may be utilized as available 
up to 11 percent of the receiving Agreement 
Year's applicable Limits; 

(ii) The combination of Carryover and Carry 
Forward shall not exceed 11 percent of the 
receiving Agreement Year's applicable Limit 
in any Agreement Year; 

(iii) Carry Forward may be utilized up to 6 
percent of the receiving Agreement Year's 
applicable Limit and shall be charged against 
the immediately following Agreement Year's 
corresponding Limits; 

(iv) Carryover of Shortfall (as defined in 
Sub-paragraph 8 (b))shall not be applied to 
any Specific Limits until the Government of 
Macau and the United States of America have 
agreed upon the amounts involved. 

(b) For purposes of this Agreement, a Shortfall 
occurs when exports of textiles or textile products of 
Macau to the United States of America during any Agree-
ment Year are below the Aggregate Limit and any appli-
cable Group Limit, Specific Limit or Sublimit. In 
the Agreement Year following the Shortfall, such exports 
from Macau to the United States of America may be per-
mitted to exceed the Aggregate, Group, and Specific 
Limits and Sublimit, subject to conditions of Subparagraph 
8 (a), by Carryover of Shortfalls in the following manner: 

(i) The Carryover shall not exceed the amount 
of Shortfall in either the Aggregate Limit or 
any applicable Group or Specific Limit or Sub-
limit; 

(ii) In the case of Shortfall in a Category or 
Subcategory subject to a Specific Limit or Sub-
limit, the Shortfall shall be used in the Category 
or Subcategory in which the Shortfall occurred; 
and 
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(iii) In the case of Shortfalls not attributable 
to Categories subject to Specific Limits, or 
the Sublimit the Carryover shall be used in the 
same Group in which the Shortfall occurred. 

(c) The Limits, referred to in Subparagraphs 
8 (a) and (b) are without any adjustment under this 
paragraph or paragraphs 6 or 7. 

(d) The total adjustment under this paragraph 
shall be in addition to adjustments to the Limits 
permitted by paragraphs 6 and 7. 

9. (a) Tops, yarns, piece goods, made-up articles, 
garments and other textile manufactured products, all 
being products which derive their chief characteristics 
from their textile components, of cotton, wool, or man-
made fibers, or blends thereof, in which any or all of 
those fibers represent either the chief value of the 
fibers or 50 percent or more by weight (or 17 percent 
or more by weight of wool) of the product, are subject 
to this Agreement. 

(b) For the purposes of this Agreement, textile 
products shall be classified as cotton, wool, or man-
made fiber textiles if wholly or in chief value of any 
of these fibers. Any products covered by Subparagraph 
9 (a) but not in chief value of cotton, wool or man-
made fiber shall be classified as: 

(i) Cotton textiles if containing 50 percent 
or more by weight of cotton, or if the cotton 
component exceeds by weight the wool and/or 
the man-made fiber component; 

(ii) Wool textiles if not cotton, and wool 
equals or exceeds 17 percent by weight of all 
component fibers; and 

(iii) Man-made fiber textiles if neither of 
the foregoing applies. 

10. Mutually satisfactory administrative arrange-
ments or adjustments may be made to resolve minor 
problems arising in the implementation of this Agree-
ment, including differences in points of procedure 
or operation. 

11. (a) The Government of the United States of 
America shall promptly supply the Government of Macau 
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with data on monthly imports of cotton, man-made fiber 
and wool textiles and textile products into the United 
States of America from Macau. 

(b) The Government of Macau shall promptly 
supply the Government of the United States of America 
with data on monthly exports of cotton, man-made fiber 
and wool textiles and textile products from Macau to 
the United States of America. 

(c) Each Gqvernment agrees to supply promptly 
any other available statistical data necessary to the 
implementation of this Agreement requested by the 
other Government. 

12.The Government of Macau shall use its best 
efforts to space exports from Macau to the United States 
of America within each Category or Subcategory evenly 
throughout each agreement year, taking into consideration 
normal seasonal factors. Exports from Macau in excess 
of agreed levels, if allowed entry into the United States 
will be charged to the applicable levels for the Agree-
ment Year following the year of export. 

13.If the Government of Macau considers that, as a 
result of limitations specified in this Agreement it 
is being placed in an inequitable position in relation 
to a third country, the Government of Macau may request 
consultations with the Government of the United States 
of America with a view of taking appropriate remedial 
action such as reasonable modification of this Agreement. 

14.For the duration of this Agreement, the Government 
of the United States of America shall not invoke the 
procedures of Article 3 of the Arrangement to request 
restraint on the export of cotton, wool and man-made 
fiber textiles and textile products from Macau to the 
United States. Each Government reserves its rights 
under the Arrangement with respect to textiles and 
textile products not subject to this Agreement. 

15.The Government of Macau shall administer its export 
control system under this Agreement. The Government of 
the United States of America may assist the Government 
of Macau in implementing the limitation provisions of 
this Agreement by controlling imports of textiles and 
textile products covered by this Agreement. 

16.The visa system established by letters dated 
June 23 and July 5, 1973 between the Government of the 
United States of America and the Government of Macau 
will remain in force subject to paragraph 10. 
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17. The Government of the United States of America 
and the Government of Macau agree to consult upon the 
request of either Government, on any question arising 
in the implementation of this Agreement. 

18. The Government of the United States of America 
and the Government of Macau may at any time propose 
revisions in the terms of this Agreement. Each Govern-
ment agrees to consult promptly with the other Govern-
ment about such proposals with a view to making revisions 
to this Agreement, or to taking other such appropriate 
action as may be-mutually agreed upon. 

19. Either Government may terminate this Agreement 
effective at the end of an Agreement Year, by written 
notice to the other Government, to be given at least 
90 days prior to the end of such Agreement Year. 

If the foregoing conforms with the understanding 
of the Government of Macau this note and your note of 
confirmation on behalf of the Government of Macau shall 
constitute an Agreement between our two Governments. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my 
highest consideration. 

For the Secretary of State: 

Sincerely, 

Thomas P. Shoesmith 
Consul General 
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ANNEX A 

Category Description 

YARN 

--Cotton 

Conversion Unit of 
Factor Measure 

300 Carded 4.6 Lb. 

301 Combed 4.6 Lb. 

--Wool 

400 Tops and Yarn 2.0 Lb. 

--Man-Made Fiber 

600 Textured 3.5 Lb. 

601 Cont. cellulosic 5.2 Lb. 

602 Cont. noncellulosic 11.6 Lb. 

603 Spun cellulosic 3.4 Lb. 

604 Spun noncellulosic 4.1 Lb. 

605 Other yarns 3.5 Lb. 

FABRIC  

--Cotton 

310 Ginghsms 1.0 SYD 

311 Velveteens 1.0 SYD 

312 Corduroy 1.0 SYD 

313 Sheeting 1.0 SYD 

314 Broadcloth 1.0 SYD 

315 Printcloths 1.0 SYD 

316 Shirtings 1.0 SYD 

317 Twills and Sateens 1.0 SYD 

318 Yarn-dyed 1.0 SYD 

319 Duck 1.0 SYD 
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320 Other fabrics, n.k. 1.0 SYD 

--Wool 

410 Woolen and worsted 1.0 SYD 

411 Tapestries and 
upholstery 1.0 SYD 

425 Knit 2.0 Lb. 

429 Other Fabrics 1.0 SYD 

--Man-Made fiber 

610 Cont. cellulosic, n.k. 1.0 SYD 

611 Spun cellulosic, n.k. 1.0 SYD 

612 Cont. noncellulosic,n.k.1.0 SYD 

613 Spun Noncellulosic, n.k.1.0 SYD 

614 Other fabrics, n.k. 1.0 SYD 

625 Knit 7.8 Lb. 

626 Pile and tufted 1.0 SYD 

627 Specialty 7.8 Lb. 

APPAREL  

--Cotton 

330 Handkerchiefs 1.7 Dz. 

331 Gloves 3.5 DPR 

332 Hosiery 4.6 DPR 

333 Suit-type coats, M 36.2 Dz. 
and 8 

334 Other coats, M and B 41.3 Dz. 

335 Coats, W, G and I 41.3 Dz. 

336 Dresses (incl. uniforms)45.3 Dz. 

337 Playsuits, sunsuits, 
washsuits, creepers 25.0 Dz. 
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338 Knit shirts, (inc. T-
shirts, other and 
sweatshirts) M and B 7.2 Dz. 

339 Knit shirts and blouses 
ancl. T-Shirts, other 
and sweatshirts) W, G 
and I 7.2 Dz. 

340 Shirts, n.k. 24.0 Dz. 

341 Blouses, n.k. 14.5 Dz. 

342 Skirts 17.8 Dz. 

345 Sweaters 36.8 Dz. 

347 Trousers, slacks, and 
shorts (outer) M and B 17.8 Dz. 

348 Trousers, slacks and 
shorts (outer) W, G 
and I 17.8 Dz. 

349 Brassieres, etc. 4.8 Dz. 

350 Dressing gowns, incl. 
bathrobes, and beach 
robes, lounging gowns, 51.0 Dz. 
house coats, and dusters 

351 Pajamas and other 
nightwear 52.0 Dz. 

352 Underwear (incl. 
union suits) 11.0 Dz. 

359 Other apparel 4.6 Lbs. 

--Wool 

431 Gloves 2.1 DPR 

432 Hosiery 2.8 DPR 

433 Suit-type coats, M 36.0 Dz. 
and B 

434 Other coats, M and B 54.0 Dz. 

435 Coats, W, G and I 54.0 Dz. 
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436 Dresses 49.2 Dz. 

438 Knit shirts and. 
blouses, n.k. 15.0 Dz. 

440 Shirts and blouses, 
n.k. 24.0 Dz. 

442 Skirts 18.0 Dz. 

443 Suits,.M and B 54.0 Dz. 

444 Suits, W, G and I 54.0 Dz. 

445 Sweaters, M and B 14.88 Dz. 

446 Sweaters, W, G and I 14.88 Dz. 

447 Trousers, slacks and 
shorts (outer) M and B 18.0 Dz. 

448 Trousers, slacks and 
shorts (outer) W, G 
and I 18.0 Dz. 

459 Other wool apparel 2.0 Lb. 

--Man-made fiber 

630 Handkerchiefs 1.7 Dz. 

631 Gloves 3.5 DPR 

632 Hosiery 4.6 DPR 

633 Suit-type coats, 
M and B 36.2 Dz. 

634 Other coats, M and B 41.3 Dz. 

635 Coats, W, G and I 41.3 Dz. 

636 Dresses 45.3 Dz. 

637 Playsuits, sunsuits, 
washsuits, etc. 21.3 Dz. 

638 Knit shirts, (incl. T-
shirts), M and B 18.0 Dz. 

639 Knit shirts and blouses 
(incl. T-Shirts), W, 
G and I 15.0 Dz. 
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640 Shirts, n.k. 24.0 Dz. 

641 Blouses, n.k. 14.5 Dz. 

642 Skirts 17.8 Dz. 

643 Suits, M and B 54.0 Dz. 

644 Suits, W, G and I 54.0 Dz. 

645 Sweaters, /land B 36.8 Dz. 

646 Sweaters, W, G and I 36.8 Dz. 

647 Trousers, slacks, and 
shorts (outer), 
M and B 17.8 Dz. 

648 Trousers, slacks and 
shorts (outer), W, G 
and I 17.8 Dz. 

649 Brassieres, Etc. 4.8 Dz. 

650 Dressing gowns, incl. 
bath and beach robes 51.0 Dz. 

651 Pajamas and other 
nightwear 52.0 Dz. 

652 Underwear 16.0 Dz. 

659 Other apparel 7.8 Lb. 

MADE-UPS AND MISC.  

--Cotton 

360 Pillowcases 13.2 Dz. 

361 Sheets 74.4 Dz. 

362 Bedspreads and quilts 82.8 Dz. 

363 Terry and other pile 
towels 6.0 Dz. 

369 Other Cotton 
manufactures 4.6 Lb. 

--Wool 

464 Blankets and auto 
robes 1.3 Lb. 
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465 Floor covering 0.1 SFT 

469 Other wool.manu-
factures 2.0 Lb. 

--Ilan-made fiber 

665 Floor coverings 0.1 SFT 

666 Other furnishings 7.8 Lb. 

669 Other man-made 
manufactures 7.8 Lb. 
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ANNEX C  

Designated Consultation Levels  

Category Description Units Level  

652 Underwear Doz. 149,583 

659 Other .apparel Lbs. 203,724 
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The Macao Governor to the Americo?, Coma Genera 

7004 
411," 

REMDCMCIA DO GOVIRNO 
MACAU 

GallitetedoGovmnador 

N° 941 / 1409 

2a. Via 

Mr. Thomas P. Shoesmith 

Consul General 

Consulate General of the 

United States of America 

HONG Km  

I have the honour to refer to your letter of November 29, 1979, 

regarding to discushions between representatives of the Government of 

Macau and the Government of the United States of America, held in Wa-

shington an October 16 and 17, 1979, concerning exports to the United 

States of America of Cotton, wool and man-made fiber textiles and tex-

tiles products from Macau. 

This letter will constitute as a note of confirmation on behalf 

of Macau and with your note shall constitute an Agreement between our 

two Governments. 

Accept, Sir, the renewal of my highest consideration. 

Macau, 18 december of 1979. 

  0 GOVERNADOR, 

Ihino Viriato Tavares de Melo Egídio 
General 
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COLOMBIA 

Trade in Textiles and Textile Products 

Agreement amending the agreement of August 3, 1978, as amended. 
Effected by exchange of letters 
Signed at Bogotá January 2 and 31, 1980; 
Entered into force January 31, 1980. 
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The American Economic/Commercial Counselor to the Colombian 
Exports Sub-Director, Instituto Colombiano de Comercio Exterior 
(INCOMEX) 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BOGOTÁ, COLOMBIA 
January 2, 1980 

Dr. HERNANDO ARCINEEGAS SERNA 
Sub-Director de Exportaciones 

INCOME' 
Calle 28 No. 13A-15 

Bogotá, D.E. 

DEAR DOCTOR ARCINIEGAS: 

I refer to the agreement between the United States of America and 
the Republic of Colombia relating to trade in cotton, wool, and man-
made fiber textiles, effected by exchange of notes August 3, 1978, as 
amended [1] (the Agreement) and to your letter No. 4936 of Septem-
ber 7, 1979,[2] requesting inter alia an increase in the consultation 
level for category 312, corduroy. 
I am pleased to inform you that my Government agrees with this 

request. I therefore propose that the agreement be amended to raise 
the consultation level of category 312, during the 1979-1980 agreement 
year, to 2,500,000 square yards equivalent. 

If this proposal is acceptable to the Government of Colombia, this 
letter and your letter of confirmation will constitute an amendment 
to the agreement. 

Sincerely, 

GEORGE H. THIGPEN 

George H. Thigpen 
Economic/Commercial Counselor 

1 TIAS 9515, 9645; 30 UST 6191; 31 UST 4832. 
2 Not printed. 
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Pie Colombian Exports Sub-Director, Instituto Colombiano de 
Comercio Exterior (INCOMEX), to Me American Economic/ 
Commercial Counsel'or 

immicomemEx 

Bogotg, D. E., 31 911 198° 

E. # 0879 

SetIor 
GOERGE H.THIGPEN 
Consejero para Asuntos 
Econ6micos y Comerciales 
Embajada Estados Unidos 
Ciudad. 

Estimado menor Thigpen: 

Con relacign a su carta del pasado 2 de enero, me permito 
manifestarle que el Gobierno de Colombia acepta y agradece 
se haya tenido en cuenta la solicitud de elevar el nivel de 
consulta por la Categorra 312 en 2.500.000 yardas cuadra-
das, durante el ano 1979-1980 del Acuerdo Textil suscrito 
por los dos parees. 

Por tanto esta nota y la suya se constituyen en una enmienda 
al Acuerdo. 

Atentamente, 
21<iV4. 

?, 4 
COMEX4;S'Itt 

ERNAN ARC 
Subdirector Exportan !le; 

INSTITUTO COLOMBIANO DE COMERCIO EXTERIOR — &une: o C.ENTRO DE COMERCIO CA= 28 No. 13 A 15 

BOGOTA. D. E. COLOMBIA 
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TRANSLATION 

INCOMEX 
Calle 28 No 13A,15 
Bogota, D.E., Colombia 

Bogota, D.E., January 31, 1980 
E#0879 

Mr. George H. Thigpen 
Counselor for Economic 
and Commercial Affairs 
Embassy of the United States 
Bogota, D.E. 

Dear Mr. Thigpen: 

With regard to your letter of January 2, 1980, I wish to inform you that 

the Government of Colombia concurs, and appreciates the consideration given to 

the request•to raise the consultation level of category 312 to 2,500,000 square 

yards during the 1979-1980 agreement year of the textile agreement signed by 

our two countries. 

This letter and your letter therefore constitute an amendment to the 

agreement. 

Sincerely, 

HAreiniegas 

Hernando Arciniegas S. 
Assistant Director for Exports 

fan] 

98-111 0 - 83 - 32 
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HONG KONG 

Trade in Textiles and Textile Products 

Agreement amending the agreement of August 8, 1977, as amended. 
Effected by exchange of letters 
Signed at Hong Kong January 28 and February 6, 1980; 
Entered into force February 6, 1980; 
Effective January 1, 1980. 

TIAS 9714 (486) 
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The American Consul General to the Hong Kong Director of Trade 
Industry and Customs 

CONSULATE GENERAL CT THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

HONG KONG 

January 28, 1980 

Mr. William Dorward, 0.B.E., J.P. 
Director of Trade, Industry & Customs 
Trade Industry & Customs Dept. 
15/F, Ocean Centre 
Canton Road 
Kowloon 

Dear Sir: 

I have the honor to refer to the Agreement concerning 
trade in cotton, wool and man-made fibre textiles and 
textile products between the Government of Hong Kong 
and the Government o The United States with annexes, 

11 
dated August 8, 1977 J(hereinafter called "The Agreement"). 
I have the honor to refer further to consultations between 
the two governments which have taken place in Manila (July 
1979), Hong Kong (October 1979), Geneva (October/November 
1979), London (December 1979) and in Washington (January 
1980). 

As a result of the above mentioned consultations, I 
propose on behalf of the Government of The United States 
of America that the Agreement be amended as follows: 

Cl) As of January 1, 1980, the textile products in the 
following categories shall no longer be subject to the 
specified limits set out in Annex A to the Agreement, 
and shall become subject to paragraph 9 of the Agreement, 
as amended hereby. 

Products in Categories  

350 
351 
649 

1 TIAS 8936, 9291, 9611; 29 UST 2184; 30 UST 1810; 31 UST 294. 
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(2) In respect of 1980 Agreement year only, Hong Kong 
undertakes as follows: 

(a) To limit utilization of swing to not more than 
5 percent in respect of the following categories: 

331 
333/4/5 
338/9 
338/9(1) 
340 
341 
347/8 
638/9 
640 
641 

(b) Not to utilize carryover and carryforward in respect 
of each of the categories mentioned in paragraph 2(a) 
above. 

Neither sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) hereof shall affect 
the flexibility provisions for Group II, as provided 
for in the Agreement signed on August 8, 1977. 

(3) Export Authorization System  

Effective from January 1, 1980, until termination of the 
Agreement on December 31, 1982, paragraph 9 of the 
Agreement is replaced by the following: 

"9. In view of the well established and effective Hong 
Kong system of export authorization and licensing, and 
the desire of both governments to eliminate real risks 
of market disruption, the following procedures shall 
apply to each category not subject to a specified 
limit: 

(a) The Government of Hong Kong shall provide reports 
on export authorizations (EA) issued for exports 
to the United States of such categories as frequently 
and in such detail as may be requested. 

(b) The Government of The United States may request 
consultations with a view to agreement on an 
appropriate level of restraint for any category 
not given a specified limit for any agreement year 
whenever, in the view of the Government of The United 
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States, conditions in its market are such that a 
limitation on further trade in any such category 
is necessary in order to eliminate a real risk 
of market disruption. 

(c) The request for such consultations shall be supported 
as soon as possible, and in any case within 21 days of 
the date of the request, by a statement of market 
conditions in the United States which in the opinion 
of the Government of The United States make necessary 
the request for consultations. The statement shall 
include data similar to that comtemplated in paragraphs 
1 and 2 of Annex A of the arrangement. 

(d) Upon receipt of a request for such consultations, 
the Government of Hong Kong, as requested by the 
Government of the United States, shall cease or 
otherwise limit further issuance of EAs for a 
period of seven (7) U.S. working days. The 
Government of The United States may request Hong 
Kong to extend the period of seven (7) U.S. working 
days mentioned above and may also request Hong Kong 
to limit the issuance of EAs to a level different 
from that specified in paragraph 9 (e)(I) and (II) 
below, whichever is applicable. The Government 
of Hong Kong shall consider any such request 
sympathetically and shall respond promptly. 
Unless agreed otherwise, the Government of Hong Kong 
shall have the right, following the expiry of the 
period of seven (7) U.S. working days mentioned 
above, to resume the issuance of EAs up to the 
level specified in paragraph 9(e) (I) or (II) 
below, whichever is applicable. EAs thus issued, 
as well as EAs issued prior to receipt of the 
request for consultations, may be honored by the 
issuance of export licences by the Government of 
Hong Kong. 

The two governments, unless otherwise agreed, shall 
consult as soon as possible within 30 days of the 
request for such consultations and shall make their 
best efforts to complete such consultations within 
30 days of the commencement. 

TEAS 9714 
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(e) (I) In the event that consultations do not result in 
agreement, the Government of The United States 
shall have the right to request the Government 
of Hong Kong to limit exports of the relevant 
products during the Agreement year in which the 
request for consultations is made to a level 
not less than the highest of: 

(a) The level of the trade in the relevant product 
or category for the immediate preceding agreement 
year plus either 20 percent of that level (in 
the case of cotton and man-made fibre products) 
or 6 percent of that level (in the case of wool 
products), 

(b) The average of the level of trade in the 
relevant product or category for all previous 
Agreement years since January 1, 1978, plus 
either 20 percent of that level (in the case 
of cotton and man-made fibre products), or 
6 percent of that level (in the case of wool 
products), or 

(c) The limit requested by the Government of 
The United States for the cessation of issuance 
of EAs in accordance with paragraph 9(d) hereof. 

(II) Except as provided for in paragraph (IV) below 
in respect of any product or category where a 
limit has been established for a single Agreement 
year and where, in the immediately subsequent 
Agreement year the Government of The United States 
makes another request for consultations under 
paragraph 9(b) of this Agreement, and, in the 
event that such consultations do not result in 
agreement, the Government of The United States 
shall have the right to request the Government 
of Hong Kong to limit exports of the relevant 
products during the Agreement year in which 
the request for conáultations is made, to a 
level not less than the higher of: 

(a) The limit established for the immediately 
preceding year plus either 8 percent of that 
limit (in the case of cotton and man-made fibre 
products) or 3 percent of that limit (in the case 
of wool products). 
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(b) The limit requested by the Government of 
The United States for the cessation of issuance 
of EAs in accordance with paragraph 9(d) hereof. 

(III) Where the Government of The United States makes 
a request under paragraph (e) (I) and (II) hereof, 
the Government of Hong Kong agrees that it will 
honor such a request. 

(IV) In respect of any product or category for which a 
limit is established in any one Agreement year, 
either Government may, prior to the start of 
the immediately following Agreement year, elect 
to convert that limit into a specified limit 
effective as such, from January 1st of the 
immediately following Agreement year, and that 
product or category shall remain subject to a 
specified limit for the duration of this Agreement. 
Where such a conversion is made, the specified 
limit so created shall, from the date of effective-
ness, be accorded growth at 4.5 percent (in respect 
of cotton and man-made fibre products) or 1 percent 
(in respect of wool products). The specified 
limit so created shall, in the year of effectiveness 
be accorded flexibility pursuant to paragraph 6 
of the Agreement, and in subsequent years the 
flexibility provisions as set out in paragraph 
6 and 7 of the Agreement shall apply. 

on Should two requests in respect of the same product 
or category be made under paragraph 9(b) hereof 
during the term of this Agreement but in different 
Agreement years, not being consecutive years, 
the provisions of paragraph 9(e) (I) shall apply 
to the second of the two requests. 

(VI) The two governments agree that the provisions of 
paragraph 9 hereof shall not derogate from the 
rights of the two governments under paragraph 
24 of this Agreement. 

(VII) For the purpose of paragraph 9 hereof, the phrase 
"level of trade" shall mean the level of trade 
established by consultations to be held concurrently 
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with the consultations envisaged under paragraph 
7(a) hereof, or, where such consultations have 
not been completed, the level of trade by date 
of export. 

(f) In the implementation of this provisi9n, the Government 
of Hong Kong shall advise the Government of The United 
States, immediately upon receipt, of any application 
for EAs in exceptionally large amounts or of any 
unusual concentration of applications for EAs in 
a particular category. 

(g) The two governments shall consult as early as 
possible, with regard to problems that may arise 
if this paragraph is invoked near the end of an 
Agreement year, to consider the possibilities of 
avoiding undue hardship to the trade." 

(4) The Government of The United States agrees that the 
provisions of paragraph 9(e) (IV) hereof shall operate 
to include categories in respect of which requests 
were made by the United States in 1979, namely: 

337 
342 
345 
635 
648 
438 
442 
444 
447 
448 

(5) The Government of The United States acknowledges 
that there is no need to invoke paragraph 26 of the 
Agreement earlier than the end of 1980. 

If the foregoing arrangement is acceptable to the 
Government of Hong Kong, this letter and your letter 
of acceptance shall constitute an amendment to the 
Agreement. 
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Accept, Sir, the renewal of my highest consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas P. Shoesmith 
Consul General 
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Sar, 

The Hong Kong Director of Trade Industry and Customs to the 
Amerwan Consul General 

Trade   
Industry —  

and 1),=5-j — 
Customs   

Department Lj 

Director of Trade Industry and Customs 

6 February 1980 

I refer to your letter dated 28th January 
1980 regarding an amendment to the Agreement concerning 
trade in cotton, wool and man-made fibre textiles and 
textile products between the Government of the United 
States of America and the Government of Hong Kong, of 
8th August 1977, with annexes, as amended. I wish to 
confirm that this letter and your letter constitute an 
amendment to the Agreement. 

Accept, sir, the renewed assurances of 
my highest consideration. 

(W. Dorward) 

Mr Thomas P Shoesmith, 
Consul General, 
Consulate General of the United 

States of America, 
26 Garden Road, 
Hong Kong. 

Trade Industry and Customs Department, Ocean Centre, Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
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HAITI 

Trade in Textiles and Textile Products 

Agreement amending the agreement of August 17, 1979. 
Effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Port-au-Prince January 28 and March 3, 1980; 
Entered into force March 3, 1980. 

The American Ambassador to the Haitian Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs 

No.18 PORT-AU-PRINCE, January 28, 1980 
EXaLLENCY: 

I refer to the agreement between the United States of America and 
the Republic of Haiti relating to trade in cotton, wool, and man-made 
fiber textiles and textile products, with annexes, effected by exchange 
of notes August 17, 1979 [1] in Port-au-Prince (the agreement) and to 
discussions between representatives of the Government of the United 
States of America and representatives of the Government of the 
Republic of Haiti held in Washington January 15 through 21, 1980. 
Pursuant to the above discussions, I propose that the agreement be 

amended as follows: 

1) Annex B of the agreement shall be amended to delete the 
specific limit on Category 649 and to replace it by a specific limit of 
1,168,819 dozen (5,610,331 square yards equivalent) on merged Cate-
gory 349/649. 

2) The first sentence of Paragraph 4 shall be deleted and replaced 
by the following two sentences: "For the second and third agreement 
years each specific limit, except the specific limit for merged Category 
349/649, shall be increased by seven percent annually. The specific limit 
for merged Category 349/649 shall be the same in the second and third 
agreement years as it is in the first agreement year." 

TIAS 9595; UST 7463. 
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If the foregoing proposal is acceptable to the Government of Haiti, 
this note and your note of confirmation will constitute un amendment 
to the agreement, effective on the date of your confirmation. 
Accept, Mr. Secretary of State, the assurances of my highest 

consideration. 

WILLIAM B. Tos 

William B. Jones 
Ambassador 

His Excellency 
GEORGES SALOMON, 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
Port-au-Prinee 
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The Haitian Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to the American 
Ambassador 

991(049nent 
alu 

OA 

EC/ scg 

ge?,tit4e da 

Port-au-Prince, le 3 Mars 1980 

Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, 

31ai l'honneur d'accuser réception de vo-

tre lettre du 18 33nvier 1980 qui se lit comae suit: 

"Me référant a l'Accord entre les Etats-Unis 

d'Amérioue et la Républigue d'Haiti relatif au Commerce du coton, 

do la laine et des articles synthátiques et les produits textiles, 

et les annexes, effectif par échanje de notes du 17 Apirt 1979 a 

Port-au-Prince et des pourpalers tenus entre les représentants du 

Gouvernoment dot Etats-Unis d'Amérique et ceux du Gouvernement de 

la République d'Haiti á Washington du 15 au 21 3anvier 1980. 

Faisant suite á ces pourpalors, je propose 

que l'Accord soit amendé comme suit: 

1) L'Annexe 8 de l'Accord sera amendé en 

annulant la limite spécifilue de la catégorie 649 et en la rempla 

cant par is limito spécifique de 1.168.819 douzaines de (5.610.331 

yards carrés) de la catágorie combinée 349/649. 

2) La premiare phrase du paragraphe (4) se-

ra annulée et remplace par les deux phrases suivantes " Pour la 

deuxiame et is troisiame année de ',Accord, cheque limite spécifi-

gue, l'exception de la limite spécifique our la catégorie combi 

née 349/49 sera augmentée jusqu'á concurrence de 7:4 annuellement. 

La limite spécifique pour la catégorie 

combináe 349/649 sera la meme pour la deuxiame et la troisiame an-

née de l'Accord comma elle a été pour la premiare année de l'Accord" 

Son Excellence 
Monsieur William 8.3 0nes 

Ambass,deur des Etats-Unis d'Amérique 
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Si cette proposition rencontre l'adhésion du Gouverne-

ment de la République d'Haiti, cette note et votre note de con - 

firmation constitueront un amendement de l'Accord, effectif 5 la 

date de votre confirmation". 

Ii West agréable de vous faire savoir que le Gouverne-

ment haitien approuve les propositions sus-mentionnées. 

La note de l'Ambassade des Etats-Unis et la note de ré-

ponse de la Chancellerie exprimant l'acceptation du Gouvernement 

haitien constituent done un amendement 5 l'Accord entre les deux 

Gouvernements sur ce sujet. 

Je saisis cotta occasion pour vous renouveler, Monsie 

l'Ambass-!deur, les assurances de ma haute considération. 

G e sa mon 
Secrétaire d'Etat 

TIAS 5715 . 
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TRANSLATION 

Republic of Haiti 
Department of Foreign Affairs 

No. EC/868 Port-au-Prince, March 3, 1980 

Mk. Ambassador: 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of January 18, 

19eo,[1] iihich reads as flows: 

CfortheEnglishlanguanetext,seeno.495-4963 

I am pleased to inform you that the Haitian Governement approves the 

aforementioned proposals. 

The note from the United States Embassy and the note in reply from the 

Foreign Ministry expressing the acceptance of the Haitian Government therefore 

constitute an amendment to the Agreement between our two Governments on this 

subject. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Ambassador, the 

assurances of my high consideration. 

G Salomon 

Georges Salomon 
Secretary of State 

His Excellency 
William B. Jones, 

Ambassador of the 
United States of America. 

Should read "January 28, 1980". 
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DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

Trade in Textiles and Textile Products 

Agreement amending the agreement of August 7 and 8, .19 
Effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Washington March 5 and 7, 1980; 
Entered into force March 7, 1980. 
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The Secretary of State to the Domznwan Ambanador 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

March 5, 1980 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to the Agreement 

between the United States of America and the 

Dominican Republic relating to Trade in Cotton, 

Wool, and Man-Made Fiber Textiles and Textile 

Products, with annexes, effected by exchange of 

notes August 7, 1979 111("the Agreement"), and to 

discussions held in Washington February 25-29, 

1980. 

I have also the honor to propose that Annex B 

of the Agreement be amended to delete the Specific 

Limits for Category 351 and to replace them by the 

following Specific Limits for Category 351: 

(First Agreement Year) 

247,000 dozen 
12,844,000 square yards equivalent 

(Second Agreement Year) 

302,960 dozen 
15,753,920 square yards equivalent 

His Excellency 

Enriquillo A. Del Rosario C., 

Ambassador of the Dominican Republic. 

1 Should read "August 7 and 8, 1979" TIAS 9454; 30 UST 4185. 

TIAS 9716 
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(Third Agreement Year) 

324,167 dozen 
16,856,684 square yards equivalent 

(Fourth Agreement Year) 

346,858 dozen 
18,036,616 square yards equivalent 

If the foregoing conforms with the understanding 

of the Government of the Dominican Republic, this 

note and Your Excellency's note of confirmation on 

behalf of the Government of the Dominican Republic 

shall constitute an amendment to the Agreement. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of 

my highest consideration. 

For the Secretary of State: 

I Harry Kopp. 
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The Dominican Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

EMBAJADA DE LA REPUBLICA DOMINICANA 
WASHINGTON 

March 7, 19,80 

0 89 

Excellency -

I have the honour to refer to the Agreement 

between the United States of America and the Dominican 

Republic relating to Trade in Cotton, Wool, and Man-

Made Fiber Textiles and Textile Products, with annexes, 

effected by exchange of notes of August 7, 1979 ("the 

Agreement"), and to discussions held in Washington, Fe-

bruary 25-29, 1980. 

I have also the honour to accept on behalf of 

the Government of the Dominican Republic the proposal 

contained in your note of March 5, 1980, proposing that 

Annex 8 of the Agreement be amended to delete the Specific 

Limits for Category 351 and to replace tnem by the follow-

ing Specific Limits for Category 351. 

(First Agreement Year) 

247,000 dozen 
12,844,000 square yards equivalent 

(Second Agreement Year) 

302,960 dozen 
15,753,920 square yards equivalent 

His Excellency 

Cyrus R. Vance 

Secretary of State 
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WASHINGTON 

(Third Agreement Year) 

324,167 dozen 

16,856,684 square yards equivalent 

(Fourth Agreement Year) 

346,858 dozen 
18,036,616 square yards equivalent 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of 

my highest consideration. 

Enriqui lo A. de Rosario C. 
Ambassador 
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THAILAND 

Trade in Textiles and Textile Products 

Agreement amending the agreement of October 4, 1978, 
as amended. 

Effected by exchange of letters 
Signed at Washington and New York March 21 and 27, 

1980; 
Entered into force March 27, 1980. 
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The Chief of the Textiles Division, Department of State, to the Thai 
Commercial Counselor 

MARCH 21, 1980 

MT. W ICIIIAN PRATOOMMAS 
Commercial Counselor 

5 World Trade Center 
Rm. 344,9 

New York, New York 10048 

DEAR Mn. PRATOOMMAS: 

I refer to paragraph 4 of the Agreement between the United States 
of America and the Royal Thai Government relating to Trade in 
Cotton, Wool and Man-Made Fiber Textiles and Textile Products, 
with annexes, effected by exchange of notes October 4, 1978, as 
amended [1] ("the Agreement") and to your recent conversations with 
my office concerning exports of products in Category 601 from 
Thailand to the United States. 
In accordance with those discussions I propose that Annex C of 

the Agreement be amended to establish a Designated Consultation 
Level of 2,000,000 square yards equivalent for Category 601. 
I this proposal is acceptable to the Royal Thai Government, this 

letter and your letter of confirmation shall constitute an amendment 
to the Agreement. 

Sincerely, 

DONALD F. McCoNvram 

Donald F. McConville 
. Chief 

Textiles Division 

TIAS 9215, 9462, 9643; 30 UST 718,4360; 31 UST 4824. 
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The Thai Commercial Counselor to the Chief of the Textiles Division, 
Department of State 

OFFICE OF COMMERCIAL COUNSELOR 
ROYAL THAI EMBASSY 

Nb. 0205(w)/ 266 

Mr. Donald F. McConville 
Chief of Textile Division 
Department of State 
Washington, D.C. 20520 

Dear Mr. McConville: 

5 WORLD jRADE CENTER 
SUITE 3443 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10048 
(212) 466-1777-8-9 

March 27, 1980 

We have the honor to receive your letter of March 21,1980 
concerning exports of Thai Textile Products in Category 604 
relating to the Agreement between the United States and 
the Royal Thai Government. 

We are pleased to inform you that your proposal on 
the Annex C of the Agreement to be amended for the establishment 
of a Designated Consultation I.evel of 2,000,000 square yards 
equivalent for Category 604 is hereby confjrmed as acceptable. 

Sincerely yours, 

/84'; frif 
Wichian Pratoommas 
Commercial Counselor 
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MALAYSIA - 

Trade in Textiles and Textile Products 

Agreement amending the agreement of May 17 and June 83 1978, 
as amended. 

Effected by exchange of letters 
Signed at Washington and New York January 8 and March 27, 1980; 
Entered into force March 27, 1980. 
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The Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for International Trade 
Policy to the Malaysian Assistant Commercial Attache 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

WnhIngton. P.C. 20520 

January 8, 1980 

Mr. Abdul Rahman Mamat 
Assistant Commercial Attache 
Embassy of Malaysia 
Trade Office 
600 Third Avenue 
Third Floor 
New York, New York 10016 

Dear Mx. Mamat: 

I refer to the Agreement Between the United 
States of America and Malaysia Relating to Trade in 
Cotton, Wool, and Man-Made Fiber Textiles and Textile 
Products, with Annexes, effected by exchanye of 
notes May 17 and June 8, 1978 as amendedp (the Agree-
ment). I propose, on behalf of my Government, that 
the Agreement be further amended as follows 

1. The consultation level for Category 604 
be increased to 3 million square yards for the 
1980 Agreement Year. 

2. The consultation level for Category 605 
be decreased to 2 million square yards for the 
1980 Agreement Year. 

If the foregoing proposal is acceptable to the 
Government of Malaysia, this letter and your letter 
of confirmation on behalf of your Government shall 
constitute an agreement amending the Agreement. 

Sinc 

IL 
Harry Kopp 
Deputy Assistant Secretary 
for International Trade Policy 

TIAS 9180, 9602; 30 UST 64, 7587. 
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The Mcdays2an Amstant Trade C0177"88~er to the Textiles 
Dvviszon, Department of State 

KEDUTAAN BESAR MALAYSIA 
BAHAGIAN PERDAGANGAN 

EMBASSY OF 
TRADE OFFICE 

600 THIRD AVENUE, WO FLOOR, NEW YORK, N.11.10016 TEL NO: (212) 6124232 

Our Ref: TC.NYC.0.202/7 Yo1.4 

March 27, 1980 

Mr John Bowen 
Textiles Division 
Bureau of Economic g Business Affairs 
Room 3333, Department of State 
Washington, DC 20502 

Dear Mr Bowen 

This is in reference to your letter dated 
January 8, 1980 regarding the Agreement between the 
United States of America and Malaysia relating to 
Trade in Cotton, Wool and Man-Made Fiber Textiles 
and Textiles Products and I accept on behalf of 
my Government, the proposal as mentioned in your 
above letter This exchange of letters shall 
constitute an amendment amending the Agreement. 

Thank you. 

Yours sincerely, 

(ABDUL RAHMAN MAMAT 
Asst. Trade Comm loner 

Mr Ronald Levin, 
Office of Textile, Room 2815 
Department of Commerce 
14th Constitution Ave. 
Washington, DC 20230 

ARM/sm 
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SINGAPORE 

Trade in Textiles and Textile Products 

Agreement amending the agreement of September 21 and 22, 1978, 
as amended. 

Effected by exchange of letters 
Signed at Washington March 20 and 31, 1980; 
Entered into force March 31, 1980. 
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The Singaporan Second Secretary to the Acting Chief of the Textiles 
Dzviszon, Department of State 

Coble Address, SINGAWAKIL WASHINGTON 

Our Ref 

Your Rd': 

20 March 1980 

Mr John Bowen 

Textiles Office 
Department of State 0333 
Washington DC 

Dear Mr Bowen 

VA. 14.-a 25, /a 

EMBASSY OF THE 

REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE 

1824 R STREET, N.W., 
WASHINGTON, D.C. i0009. 

TEL. (202) 667-75ss 

With reference to Article 5 of the present US-Singapore 
Agreement on Textiles and Textile Products,[ 11 we would like to 
request for an increase of 4 million square yards for Category 6i3 
for the agreement years 1980 and 1981. Your kind consideration 
would be greatly appreciated. 

Yours sincerely 

ONG 
OND SECRETARY 

1 Signed September 21 and 22, 1978, as amended. TIAS 9214, 9610; 30 UST 696; 31 
UST 287. 
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The Acting Ch2ef of the Textiles Dunsion, Department of State, to 
the Singaporan Second Secretary 

March 31, 1980 

Mr. L.P. Wong 
Second Secretary 
Et:baggy of the Republic 

of Singapore 
1824 90 Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20009 

Dear Mk. Wong: 

I refer to the Agreement between the United States 
and the Republic of Singapore relating to Trade in 
Cotton, Wool, and Man-Made Fiber Textiles and Textile 
Products, effected by exchange of notes September 21 and 
22, 1978, as amended ("the Agreement"), and to your 
letter of March 20, 1980 in which you request on behalf 
of the Government of the Republic of Singapore that the 
consultation level for Category 613 be increased by four 
million square yards (to a total of five million square 
yards) for the 1980 and 1981 agreement years. 

I am pleased to inform you that my Government agrees 
to this request, and that your letter and this reply 
thereto constitute an amendment to the Agreement. 

Sincerely, 

John Bowen 
Acting Chief, Textiles Division 
Bureau of Economic and 

Business Affairs 
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NICARAGUA 

Privileges and Immunities 

Agreement effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Managua December 17 and 18, 1979; 
Entered Into force December 18, 1979. 

The .Inie pica I, .Imbassador to the Nicaraguan Minister of Foreign 
.1ffahw 

No. 213 MANAGUA, December .17, 1979 

ExCELLENCY : 

have the honor to refer to our recent discussions concerning the 
presence in Nicaragua of United States Military personnel for the 
purpose of furnishing assistance in connection with the recent flooding. 
As a consequence of those discussions, it is the understanding of my 
government that the Government of Nicaragua shall accord to such 
military personnel those privileges and immunities as are accorded to 
the administrative, and technical staff of the United States Embassy 
in Managua of equivalent rank, while such personnel are present in 
Nicaragua in connection with the aforementioned assistance. 
I have the honor to propose that this Note, together with Your 

Excellency's Note in reply confirming the above understanding, shall 
constitute an agreement between our governments on this subject, 
effective from the date of Your Excellency's Note in reply. 

Please accept. Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

LAWRENCE A. PEZULLO 

His Excellency, 
MIGUEL D'Escoro. 

Minister of Exterior. 
Managua. 
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The Nicaraguan Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American 
Ambassador 

PRO TOCOLO 

No.j1:115_ 

Sefior Embajador: 

cf." 

MINISTERIO 
DEL "AÑO DE LA LIBERACION" 

EXTERIOR 

Managua, Nic. 

18 de Diciembre de 1980. 

Hónrome en avisar recibo de su apreciable Nota No. 213 del 

17 de los corrientes, en la que se refiere a la conversación 

sostenida entre funcionarios de esa Embajada a su cargo y 

Funcionarios de la Cancillería, relacionada a la presencia de. 

personal militar norteamericano en Nicaragua, con el propó-

sito de brindar asistencia con motivo de las recientes inun-

daciones en nuestro país, y como consecuencia de la misma, 

estamos de acuerdo con los conceptos de que dicho personal 

militar gozará de los privilegios e inmunidades, mientras dure 

su permanencia en Nicaragua, en relación con la asistencia 

en referenci a. 

Aprovecho la oportunidad para reiterar al Señor Embajador las 

seguridades de mi ras elevada consideración. 

Señor Lawrence A. Pezullo, 
Embajador de los Estados Unidos de Amgrica. 
Managua. 

MCM. 

MIGUEL D'ESCOTO BROCKMANN 

Ministro del Exterior 
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TRANSLATION 

Republic of Nicaragua 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Managua, Nicaragua, December 18, 1980 

No. 015 

Mr. Ambassador: 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your note No. 213 of December 17, 

1979, referring to the discussions between officials of your Embassy and of the 

Foreign Ministry concerning the presence in Nicaragua of United States military 

personnel for the purpose of furnishing assistance in connection with the recent 

flooding in our country. As a result of the discussions we agree that the afore-

said personnel shall enjoy privileges and immunities while present in Nicaragua 

in connection with the aforementioned assistance. 

I avail myself of the opportunity to renew to you, Mr. Ambassador, the 

assurances of my highest consideration. 

Miguel d'Escoto Brockmann 

Miguel D'Escoto Brockmann 

Minister of Foreign Affairs 

Mr. Lawrence A. Pezullo, 
Ambassador of the United States of America, 

Managua. 
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SPAIN 

Alien Amateur Radio Operators 

Agreement effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Madrid December 11 and 20, 1979; 
Entered into force December 20, 1979. 

(517) TIAS 9721 
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The Spanish, Minister of Foreign Affairs to the American 
Ambassador 

Madrid, 11 de diciembre de 1979 

ate.t.~ 

Settor Embajador: 

Tengo el honor de referirme a las conversaciones celebra-
das entre representantes del Gobierno de Espatla y el de Estados Unidos 
de América, concernientes a la posibilidad de concertar un acuerdo 
entre ambos Gobiernos, con miras al recíproco otorgamiento de auto-
rizaciones para permitir a los radioaficionados de cualquiera de los 
dos paises, que tengan licencia, hacer uso de su estación en el otro 
país, de conformidad eon las disposiciones del art2. 41 del Reglamento 
de Radiocomunicaciones vigente. Se recomienda concertar un acuerdo 
al respecto en los términos siguientes: 

La persona física que esté en posesión de una licencia de 
radioaficionado, concedida por su Gobierno y haga uso de una estación 
de aficionado permitida por dicho Gobierno, podrá ser autorizada por 
el Gobierno del otro país, para hacer uso de tal estación en el terri-
torio de éste, sobre una base de reciprocidad y sujeta a las condiciones 
que a continuación se indican: 

A. - La persona física que esté en posesión de una licencia de radio-
aficionado, concedida por su Gobierno, no podrá hacer uso de su 
estación en el territorio del otro país, sin antes haber obtenido 
del organismo administrativo competente del otro Gobierno una 
autorización para tal fin. 

B. - El organismo administrativo competente de cada Gobierno podrá 
conceder una autorización, según se prescribe en el párrafo A, 
en las condiciones y términos que estipule, incluyendo el derecho 
de cancelación, en cualquier momento, de la autorización conce-
dida, sin informar al radioaficionado interesado, ni al organismo 
administrativo del otro Gobierno, de los motivos de la cancelación. 

C. - Asimismo, la persona física que no sea radioaficionado en su 
país y pretenda obtener licencia de radioaficionado en el otro 
país, deberá ser residente en éste y cumplir los requisitos esta-
blecidos para ello en el país que le acoge. 
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Al recibir su nota de respuesta, por la que se indique 
la conformidad del Gobierno de Estados Unidos de América, se consi-
derará que la presente nota y la nota de respuesta constituyen un 
Acuerdo entre los dos Gobiernos. Dicho Acuerdo entrará en vigor 
en la fecha de la nota de respuesta y estará sujeto a que cualquiera 
de los dos Gobiernos lo dé por terminado, comunicando su intención 
al respecto por escrito y con seis meses de anticipación. 

Le ruego acepte, Se r Embajador, el testimonio de mi 
más alta consideración. 

- Excmo. Sr. Terence A. Todman, Embajador de los Estados Unidos de América. - 
MADRID. - 
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TRANSLATION 

Madrid, December 11, 1979 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Mr. Ambassador: 

I have the honor to refer to the conversations between representatives of 

the Government of Spain and the Government of the United States of America relating 

to the possibility of concluding an agreement between the two Governments with 

a view to the reciprocal granting of authorizations to permit licensed amateur 

radio operators of either country to use their stations in the other country, 

in accordance with the provisions of Article 41 of the Radio Regulations in force. [J 

It is recommended that an agreement on the subject be concluded in the following 

terms: 

[For the English language text, see pp. 521-523.] 

Upon receipt of your reply note indicating the concurrence of the United 

States Government, this note and the reply note will be considered as constituting 

an agreement between the two Governments, such agreement to be effective as of 

the date of the reply note and to be subject to termination by either Government 

upon six months' advance notice, in writing, of its intention to terminate. 

Accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurances of my highest consideration. 

Marcelino Oreja 

His Excellency, 
Terence A. Todman, 

Ambassador of the United States of America, 
Madrid. 

TIAS 4893, 5603, 6332, 6590, 7435, 8599; 12 UST 2633; 15 UST 887; 18 UST 
2091; 19 UST 6717; 23 UST 1527; 28 UST 3909. 
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The American Ambassador to the Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs 

No. 1086 Madrid, December 20, 1979 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your 

Excellency's letter of December 11, 1979, transmitted under 

cover of the Ministry's Note 515/CTJ, December 12, 1979, in 

which reference is made to conversations between representa-

tives of the Government of the United States of America and 

representatives of the Government of Spain relating to the 

possibility of concluding an agreement between the two 

Governments with a view to the reciprocal granting of 

authorizations to permit licensed amateur radio operators 

of either country to operate their stations in the other 

country, in accordance with the provisions of Article 41 

of the International Radio Regulations, Geneva, 1959. 

Your Excellency proposed the following version of the 

text of the agreement in your letter: 

"An individual who is licensed by his Government as an 

amateur radio operator and who operates an amateur radio 

station licensed by such Government may be permitted by 

the other Government, on a reciprocal basis and subject 

to the conditions stated below, to operate such station 

in the territory of such other Government: 

A - An individual who is licensed by his Government as 

an amateur radio operator may not operate his station 
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in the territory of the other Government without 

first having obtained from the appropriate adminis-

trative agency of the other Government an authorization 

for that purpose. 

- The appropriate administrative agency of each Govern-

ment may issue an authorization, as prescribed in 

paragraph A, under such conditions and terms as it 

may prescribe, including the right of cancellation at 

any time of the authorization, without informing the 

individual, or the administrative agency of the other 

Government, of the reasons for the cancellation. 

C Likewise, an individual who is not an amateur radio 

operator in his country and who wishes to obtain an 

amateur radio operator's license in the other country, 

should be resident in the other country and complete 

the requirements established for that purpose in the 

other country." 

The Government of the United States is agreeable to the 

proposed version and to Your Excellency's suggestion that 

this Note, together with Your Excellency's letter of December 

11, 1979, constitute an agreement between the two Governments 

with respect to this matter, such agreement to be effective 

as of the date of this reply note and to be subject to 

termination by either Government giving six monthsnotice, 

in writing, of its intention to terminate. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 
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Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration. 

f(~1- ‘ 1 2 %7~1:11 

His Excellency 

Marcelino Oreja 

Minister of Foreign Affairs 

Madrid. 

' Terence A. Todman. 
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UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN 

AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

Air Transport Services 

Agreement amending the agreement-of July 23, 1977, as amended. 
Effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Washington December 27, 1979; 
Entered into force December 27, 1979. 
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The Secretary of State to the British Ambassador 

December 27, 1979 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to the Agreement between 

the Government of the United States of America and the 

Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland concerning air services signed at Bermuda 

on 23 July 1977, as amended [1] (hereinafter referred to as the 

Agreement') and to consultations between Delegations repre-

senting our two Governments held at Washington November 6-8, 

1979, to review major elements in the aviation relations 

between our two countries. 

The Delegations agreed that it would be in the 

interest of both countries to advance from July 23, 1980 to 

June 1, 1980 the permitted inaugural date for nonstop 

scheduled combination service by the United Kingdom desig-

nated airline between London and Atlanta; and of nonstop 

scheduled combination service by a United States designated 

airline between London and the additional U.S. gateway point 

to be agreed in accordance with the provisions of U.S. Route 

1 in Annex 1 to the Agreement. 

In accordance with Article 18 of the Agreement, I 

have the honor to propose that Footnote 1 to 'U.S. Route 1: 

Atlantic Combination Air Service,' as set out in Section 1 

of Annex 1 to the Agreement, be amended to read: 1/ May 

not be served nonstop until three years after this Agreement 

His Excellency 

Sir Nicholas Henderson, 

British Ambassador. 

TIAS 8641, 8811, 8965; 28 UST 5367, 29 UST 277. 
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enters into force, except that the additional point to be 

agreed between the contracting parties may be served nonstop 

from June 1, 1980." Similarly, I have the honor to propose 

that Footnote 1 to U.K. Route 1: Atlantic Combination Air 

Service" as set out in Section 3 of Annex 1 to the Agreement 

be amended to read: "1/ May not be served nonstop until 

three years after this Agreement enters into force, except 

that Atlanta may be served nonstop from June 1, 1980." 

If the foregoing proposal is acceptable to the 

.Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland, I have the honor to propose that this 

Note, together with your affirmative reply, shall constitute 

an agreement between our two Governments which shall be 

considered to have entered into force on 27 December 1979. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my 

highest consideration. 

For the Secretary of State: 

Ernest B. Johnston 
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The British Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

FROM THE AMBASSADOR 

BRITISH EMBASSY, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20008 
TELEPHONE. (202) 462-1340 

27 DECEMBER 1979 

SIR, 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your Note of today's 
date which reads as follows. 

"EXCELLENCY: 

I have the honor to refer to the Agreement between the Govern-
ment of the United States of America and the Government of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland concernmg 
air services signed at Bermuda on 23 July 1977, as amended (herein-
after referred to as "the Agreement") and to consultations between 
Delegations representing our two Governments held at Washington 
November 6-8, 1979, to review major elements in the aviation rela-
tions between our two countries. 
The Delegations agreed that it would be in the interest of both 

countries to advance from July 23, 1980 to June 1, 1980 the per-
mitted inaugural date for nonstop scheduled combination service by 
a United Kingdom designated airline between London and Atlanta, 
and of nonstop scheduled combination service by a United States 
designated airline between London and the additional U.S. gateway 
point to be agreed in accordance with the provisions of U.S. Route 1 
in Annex 1 to 'the Agreement. 
In accordance with Article 18 of the Agreement, I have the honor 

to propose that Footnote 1 to "U.S. Route 1 Atlantic Combination 
Sir Service", as set out in Section 1 of Annex 1 to the Agreement, 
be amended to read "1 May not be served nonstop until three years 
after this Agreement enters into force, except that the additional 
point to be agreed between the contracting parties may be served 
nonstop from June 1, 1980." Similarly, I have the honor to propose 
that Footnote 1 to "U.K. Route 1 Atlantic Combination Air 
Service" as set out in Section 3 of Annex 1 to the Agreement be 
amended to read "1 May not be served nonstop until three years 
after this Agreement enters into force, except that Atlanta may be 
served nonstop from June 1, 1980." 

If the foregoing proposal is acceptable to the Government of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, I have the 
honor to propose that this Note, together with your affirmative reply, 
shall constitute an agreement between our two Governments which 
shall be considered to have entered into force on 27 December 1979. 
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Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

For the Secretary of State. 

ERNEST B. JOHNSTON" 

In reply, I have the honour to confirm that the proposal set forth 
in your Note is acceptable to the\ Government of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. My Government further 
agrees that your Note, together with this reply, shall constitute an 
agreement between our two Governments which shall be considered 
to have entered into force on 27 December 1979. 
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to you, Sir, the assur-

ances of my highest consideration. 

NICHOLAS HENDERSON 

Nicholas Henderson 

The Honourable 
CYRUS R. VANCE 

Secretary of State of the United States of America 
Washington D.0 
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POLISH PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 

Certificates of Airworthiness for Imported Aircraft Products 

Agreement amending the agreement of November 8, 1976. 
Effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Washington January 28, 1980; 
Entered into force January 28, 1980. 
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The Secretary of State to the Polish Ambassador 

January 28, 1980 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to the discussions which 

have recently taken place between representatives of 

the Government of the United States of America and the 

Government of the Polish People's Republic regarding 

amendment of the agreement between our two Governments 

relating to the acceptance of each other's certificates 

of airworthiness for imported alrcraft products, which 

was effected by an exchange of notes at Washington on 

November 8, 1976, nand to propose that the agreement be 

amended as follows: 

1. Renumber paragraph 2 as 2.(a) and add new 

subparagraphs (b) and (c) to read as follows: 

"(b) In the case of a component or appliance which 

is produced in the exporting State for export and use 

on a product which is or may be certificated or approved 

in the importing State, if the competent aeronautical 

authorities of the exporting State certify that the 

component or appliance conforms to the applicable 

design data and meets the applicable test and quality 

/control requirements which have been notified by the 

Government of the importing State to the Government 

of the exporting State, the Government of the importing 

State/Shall give the same validity to the certification 

as if the certification had been made by its own com-

petent aeronautical authorities in accordance with its 

Nis Excellency 

Romuald Spasowski, 

Ambassador of the 

Polish People's Republic. 

TIAS 8407; 27 UST 3882. 
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own applicable laws, regulations, and requirements. 

"(c) Subparagraph 2.(b) shall apply only to those 

components or appliances which are produced by a manu-

facturer in the exporting State pursuant to an agreement 

between that manufacturer and the product manufacturer 

in the importing State. Furthermore, it shall apply 

only in those instances where, in the judgment of the 

Government of the importing State, a component or 

appliance is of such complexity that determination of 

conformity and quality control cannot readily be made 

at the time when the component or appliance is assembled 

with the product." 

2. Renumber subparagXaphs 8.(f), (g), and (h) as 

8.(g), (h), and (i) respectively and insert a new sub-

paragraph (f) to read as follows: 

"(f) "Component" means any material, part, or sub-

assembly not covered in (b), (c), (d), or (e) for use 

on civil aircraft, engines, propellers, or appliances." 

3. Add to the Annex under Products from Poland 

the following new subparagraphs: 

"(D) Helicopters with associated accessories and 

replacement and modification parts therefor, produced 

in Poland, and designed in Poland or the United States 

or in another State with which the United States has a 

bilateral airworthiness agreement covering such air-

craft, provided that in this last case, responsibility 

for design control exists in Poland. On a case-by-case 

basis, the United States may also accept helicopters 

which were designed in another State with which the 

United States has no bilateral airworthiness agreement 

and Poland is in possession of documentation and design 

.— 
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data and bears the exclusive responsibility for 

design control of these helicopters. 

9E) Turbine engines and replacement and modifica-

tion parts therefor, produced in Poland, and designed 

in Poland or the United States or in another State with 

which the United States has a bilateral airworthiness 

agreement covering such engines, provided that in this 

last case, responsibility for design control exists in 

Poland. On a case-by-case basis, the United States may 

also accept turbine engines which were designed in 

another State with which the United States has no bi-

lateral airworthiness agreement and Poland is in 

possession of documentation and design data and bears 

the exclusive responsibility for design control of 

these turbine engines. 

"(P) Componens and appliances for U.S. manufac-

tured products of the types specified in (A), (B), (C), 

(D), and (E)." 

4. Revise the Annex under Products from the 

United States, its Territories and Possessions to read 

as follows: 

'U.S. designed and produced aircraft, engines, pro-

pellers, components and appliances with replacement and 

modification parts therefor, as well as U.S. produced 

components and appliances for Polish manufactured 

products and replacement and spare parts therefor." 

If the foregoing is acceptable to the Government 

of the Polish People's Republic, it is proposed that 
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this note and your reply thereto indicating acceptance 

shall constitute an agreement between our two Governments 

which shall enter into force on the date of your reply. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my 

highest consideration. 

For the Secretary of State: 

B. Boyd Hight 

TIAS 9723 
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The Polish Arabalsador to tXe Secretary of State 

EMBASSY 

OF THE POLISH PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 

• 

Ekscelencjo, 

2,3 stycznia 1980 roku. 

Main zaszczyt potwierdzid odbi6r noty Ekscelencji 

z dnia 28 stycznia 1900 roku 9 nastepujacej treáci : 

."Main zaszczyt nawiazad do ostatnich rozmdw pomigdzy 

przedstawicielami-Rzadu Stan6w Zjednoczonych Ameryki i Rzadu 

Po].skiej Rleczypospolitej Ludowej dotyczacych nowelizacji umowy 

zawartej miadzy obu Rzadami w sprawie wzajemnego uznawania 

áwiadectw zdatnoáci do lot6w importowanych wyrob6w lotniczych. 

Umowa ta wesz/a w tycie w dniu O listopada 1976 r. w drodze 

wymiany not w Waszyngtonie. Proponujg, aby umowa powytsza 

zosta/a zmieniona w spos6b .nastqpujacy : 

1. Zmienid oznaczenie paragrafu 2 na 2/a i uzupe/nid 

treád punktami b/ i C/ o nastepujacym brzmieniu : 

b/ W przypadku czeáci sk/adoWej lub osprzetu, wytwa-

rzanych w Paástwie eksportujqcym w celu wys/ania i uiycia na 

wyrobie, ktdry jest lub mote byd certyfikowany lub zatwierdzony 

w PaAstwie importujacym, jeIeli w/aáciwe w/adze lotnicze paAstwa 

eksportujacego stwierdza, te czgád sk/adowa lub osprzqt odpowia-

daja stosowanej dokumentacji produkcyjnej i speiniaja stosowane 

wymagania w zakresie pr6b i kontroli jakoáci wykonania, kt6re 

zosta/y przekazane przez Rzad PaAstwa importujacego Rzadowi 

Panstwa eksportujacego, w6wczas Azad PaAstwa importujacego 

przyzna áwiadectwu zdatnoáci do btu taki stopiel wainoáci, jaki 

przyzna/by áwiadectwu wydanemu przez w/asne wiaáciwe w/adze 

lotnicze zgodnie ze swymi stosowanymi prawami, przepisami i 

wymaganiami. 

Jego Ekscelencjai 
Cyrus R. VANCE 
Sekretarz Stanu 
Waszyngton, D.C. 
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c/ Punkt 2/b stosuje sin tylko do tych czgáci 

sk/adowych lub osprzqtu, kt6re sa wytwarzane przez producenta 

w Pafistwie eksportujacym na podstawie porozumienia migdzy 

tym producentem i producentem wyrobu w Pafistwie importujacym. 

Co wiqcej, punkt ten bqdzie tylko stosowany w tych przypad-

kach, gdy zdaniem Rzgdu Pafistwa importujacego okreálenie 

zgodnoáci .jest na tyle skomplikowane i wykonanie kontroli 

jakoáciowej w czasie montaiu czeáci sk/adowej lub osprzqtu 

w gotowym wyrobie nie jest /atwe. 

2. Zmienid odpowiednio oznaczenie punktów 8/f, 

g/ i h/ na 8/g, h/ i i/.oraz uzupe/nid treád nowym punktem 

f/ o nastwujacym brzmieniu : 

f/ "Czqád sk/adowa" oznacza dowolny materia/, 

czqád lub podzesp6/ nie objqty w punktach b/, c/, d/ lub e/ 

do stosowania na cywilnych statkach powietrznych, silnikach, 

ámig/ach lub osprzqcie. 

3. Uzupe/nid treád Za/acznika wymieniajacego 

Wyroby z Polski nastuujacymi nowymi punktami 

D. Smig/owce z towarzyszacymi agregatami oraz 

zamienne i zmodyfikowane czqáci do tych ámig/owców wypro-

dukowane i zaprojektowane w Polsce lub w Stanach Zjednoczo-

nych lub w innym palistwie, z którym Stany Zjednoczone 

posiadaja dwustronne porozumienie o wzajemnym uznawaniu 

gwiadectw zdatnolci do lot6w obejmujace takie statki powietrz-

ne z zastrzeieniem, i w tym ostatnim przypadku odpowiedzial-

noád za nadz6r nad projektowaniem spoczywa na Polsce. 

W kaIdym przypadku rozpatrywanym oddzielnie 

Stany Zjednoczone moga take uznad ámig/owce, które by/y 

zaprojektowane w innym kraju, z którym Stany Zjednoczone 

nie posiadaja porozumienia o wzajemnym uznawaniu áwiadectw 

zdatnoáci do btu, a Polska jest w posiadaniu dokumentacji 

i danych.projektowych, oraz ponosi wy/aczna odpowiedzialnoád 

za kontrolq projektowania tych ámig/owców. 
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E. Si].niki turbinowe i zamienne i zmodyfikowane 

czeáci do tych silników wyprodukowane i zaprojektowane w 

Polsce lub w Stanach Zjednoczonych lub innym pafistwie, z 

ktdrym Stany Zjednoczone posiadaja dwustronne porozumienie 

o wzajemnym uznawaniu áwiadectw zdatnoáci do lot6w obejmujace 

takie silniki z zastrzeieniem, i w tym ostatnim przypadku 

odpowiedzialnoád za nadzár nad projektowaniem spoczywa na 

Polsce. 

W kaidym przypadku rozpatrywanym oddzielnie, Stany-

ZjIdnoczone moga take uznad silniki turbinowe, ktdre byIy 

zaprojektowane w innym kraju, z którym Stany Zjednoczone nie 

posiadaja porozumienia o wiajemnym uznawaniu gwiadectw zdat-

n6áci do btu, a Polska jest w posiadaniu dokumentacji i da-

nych projektowych oraz Ponosi wy/aczna odpowiedzialnoád za 

kontrole projektowania t ch silnik6w turbinowych. 
F. C714ci skd& i osprzet dia wyrobow wytwarzanych w 

USAwymienicnych wA,B,C,D i E. 
4. Poprawid tregd Za/acznika wymieniajacego 

Wyroby ze Stan6w Zjednoczonych, ich Terytoridw i Posiad/oáci 

w nastepujAcy spos6b : 

"Zaprojektowane i wyprodukowane w USA statki po-

wietrzne, silniki, ámig/a, czeáci sk/adowe i osprzet z 

czeáciami zamiennymi i zmodyfikowanymi do nich, jak równiet 

wyprodukowane w USA czeáci sk/adowe i osprzqt dla wyrobdw 

wyprodukowanych w Polsce oraz czeáci zamienne do nich". 

Jeáli niniejsze zmiany mogq byd przyjqte przez 

Paáski RzAd, main zaszczyt zaproponowad, aby niniejsza nota 

i Paáska odpowiedf na ni A stanowi/y porozumienie miedzy na-

szymi obydwoma Rzadami, kt6re wejdzie w iycie w dniu Pana 

odpowiedzi. 

Prosze przyjAd, Ekscelencjo, ponowne zapewnienia 

o mom m najwyIszym powaIaniu". 

Main zaszczyt zakomunikowad zgode mego Rzadu na 

powyisze i przyjad propozycje Ekscelencji.., aby przytoczona 

wyiej nota orAz niniejsza odpowiedf na ni A stanowi/y porozu-

mienie w sprawie, kt6re wejdzie w lycie w dniti'dzisiejszym. 

Korzystam z okazji, aby ponowid Ekscelencji 

wyrazy wysokiego powaiania. 

omuald Spasowski 
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TRANSLATION 

EMBASSY 
OF THE POLISH PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC 

WASHINGTON, D.C. January 28, 1980 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's 

note of January 28, 1980, which reads as follows: 

[For the English language test, see pp. 530-533J 

I have the honor to communicate my government's approval of 

the foregoing and to accept Your Excellency's proposal that the 

above-mentioned note and this reply to it constitute an understanding 

in this matter, which shall enter into force on this date. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your Excellency 

the assurance of my highest consideration. 

Romuald Spasowski 

Romuald Spasowski 

His Excellency 
Cyrus R. VANCE 
Secretary of State 
Washington, D.C. 
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

Aviation: Application to Land Berlin of Agreement of 
March 12 and May 31, 1974, Relating to Certificates 
of Airworthiness for Imported Aircraft 

Agreement effected by exchange of notes 
Dated at Bonn and Bonn-Bad Godesberg November 3, 1976 and 

March 18, 1980; 
Entered into force March 18, 1980. 
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The German Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American, Embas8y 

404-455.41 USA 

Verbalnote 

Das Auswártige Amt beehrt sich, unter Bezusaahme auf 

den Notenwechsol vom 12. Márz/31. Mai 1974 fiber die Verein,-

barung der Regierung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland und der 

Regierung der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika Uber Luft-

tUchtigkeitszeugnisse fUr eingefUhrte Luftfahrzeuge vorzu-

schlagen, durch folgande Berlin-Klausel auch das Land Berlin 

in diese Vereitbarungen einzubeziehen: 

"Die Vereilbarung zwischen der Regierung der 

Bundesrepublik Deutschland und der Regierung 

der Vereinigten Staaten von, Amerika über Luft-

tUchtigkeitszeugnisso eingefUhrter Luftfahr-

zeuge vain 31.5.1974 gilt auch fUr das Land 

Berlin nit der Ausnahme motorisierter Luft-

fahrzeuge." 

Falls sich die Regierung der Vereinigten Staaten von 

Amerika mit den vorstehenden Vorschlag einverstanden erklárt, 

beehrt sich das Auswártige Amt.vorzuschlagen, daS diese Ver-

balnote und die entsprechende Antwortnote eme Vereinbarung 

zwischen der Regierung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland und 

der Regierung der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika über die 

Borlin-Rlausel zu der Vereinbarung vom 31. Mai 1974 zwischen 

der Regierung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland und der Regie-

An die 

Botschaft der Vereinigten 

Staaten-vonAmerika 
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rung der Vereinigtan Staaten von Amerika Uber Luft, 

tUchtigkeitszeugnisse bilden sollen, die mit dem Datum 

der Antwortnote in Kraft tritt. 

Das AuswRrtige Amt benutzt diesen AnlaS, die Botschaft 

der Vereinigten Staaten van Amerika erneut seiner ausge-

zeichneten.Hochachtung zu versichern. 

Bonn, den 3. November 1976 
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404-1.55.41. USA 

TRANSLATION 

Note Verbale  

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has the honor to suggest, with reference to 

the exchange of notes of March 12 and May 31, 1974[1] on the Agreement between the 

Government of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Government of the United 

States of America on Certificates of Airworthiness for Imported Aeronautical 

Products and Components, that Land Berlin be included in this Agreement by the 

following clause: 

"The Agreement of May 31, 1974 between the Government of the 

Federal Republic of Germany and the Government of the United 

States of America relating to Certificates of Airworthiness 

for Imported Aeronautical Products and Components, with the 

exception of engine—propelled aircraft, shall also apply to 

Land Berlin." 

In case the Government of the United States of America agrees to this 

proposal, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has the honor to suggest that this 

note and the corresponding note of reply shall constitute an agreement between 

the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Government of the 

United States of America on the Berlin Clause to the Agreement of May 31, 1974 

between the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Government of 

the United States of America on Certificates of Airworthiness, entering into 

force on the date of the reply 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs avails itself of this occasion to renew to 

the Embassy of the United States the assurances of its very high consideration. 

Bonn, November 3, 1976 

I TIAS 7965, 25 UST 3056. 
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The American Embassy to the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

No. 91 

The Embassy of the United States of America presents its 

complboants to the Auswaertiges at and with reference 

to the Auswaertiges Amt's Note Verbale of November 3, 1976 

(404-455.41 USA), has the honor to state the following: 

The Government of the United States of America agrees to 

the proposal by the Auswaertiges Amt that the Agreement 

of May 31, 1974 between the Government of the United States 

of America and the Government of the Federal Republic of 

Germany relating to Certificates of Airworthiness for 

Imported Aeronautical Products and Components, with the 

exception of engine-propelled aircraft, shall also apply 

to land Berlin. 

The Embassy avails itself of this opportunity to assureIhe 

Auswaertiges Amt of it's highest consideration. 

Embassy of the United States of America, 

Bonn-Bad Godesberg, March 18, 1980. 
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MULTILATERAL 

Narcotic Drugs: Psychotropic Substances 

Convention done at Vienna February 21, 1971, as rectified by the 
procés-verbal of August 15, 1973; 

Ratification advised by the Senate of the United States of Americas 
subject to a reservation, March 20, 1980; 

Ratified by the President of the United States of America, subject 
to said reservation, April 7, 1980; 

Ratification of the United States of America deposited with the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations April 16, 1980; 

Proclaimed by the President of the United States of America May 12, 
1980; 

Entered into force with respect to the United States of America 
July 15, 1980. 

BY Lat. PRESIDENT OF   UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

A PROCLAMATION 

CONSIDERING THAT : 
The Convention on Psychotropic Substances was signed on behalf 

of the United States of America at Vienna on. February 21, 1971, 
the text of which is hereto annexed; 
The Senate of the United States of America by its resolution of 

March 20, 1980, two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein, 
gave its advice and consent to ratification of the Convention, subject 
to a reservation as follows: 

That in accord with paragraph 4 of Article 32 of the Convention, 
peyote harvested and distributed for use by the Native American 
Church in its religious rites is excepted from the provisions of Arti-
cle 7 of the Convention of Psychotropic Substances. 

The President of the United States of America on April 7, 1980, 
ratified the Convention, subject to the said reservation, in pursuance 
of the advice and consent of the Senate, and the United States of 
America deposited its instrument of ratification with the Secretary-
General of the United Nations on April 16, 1980; 
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Pursuant to the provisions of the Convention, the Convention, subj-
ect to the said reservation, enters into force for the United States of 
America on July 15, 1980. 
Now, THEREFORE, I, Jimmy Carter, President of the United States 

of America, proclaim and make public the Convention, subject to the 
said reservation, to the end that it shall be observed and fulfilled with 
good faith on and after July 15, 1980, by the United States of America 
and by the citizens of the United States of America and all other per-
sons subject to the jurisdiction thereof. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF. I have signed this proclamation and 

caused the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed. 
DONE at the city of Washington this twelfth day of May in the 

year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred eighty and 
[SEAL] of the Independence of the United States of America the 

two hundred fourth. 

By the President: 

EDMUND S. Music= 
Secretary of State 
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CONVENTION ON PSYCHOTROPIC SUBSTANCES 

PREAKBLE 

The Parties, 

Being concerned with the health and welfare of mankind, 

Blum with concern the public health and social problems resulting from the abuse 

of certain psychotropic substances, 

Determined to prevent and combat abuse of such substances and the illicit traffic 

to which it gives rise, 

Considering that rigorous measures are necessary to restrict the use of such 

substances to legitimate purposes, 

Recognizing that the use of psychotropic substances for medical and scientific 

purposes is indispensable and that their availability for such purposes should not be 

unduly restricted, 

Believing that effective measures against abuse of such substances require 

co—ordination and universal action, 

Acknowledginnthe competence of the United Nations in the field of control of 

psychotropic substances and desirous that the international organs concerned should be 

within the framework of that Organization, 

Recognizinn that an international convention is necessary to achieve these 

purposes, 

Agree ELEI follows: 
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ARTICLE 1 

Use of terms  

Except where otherwise expressly indicated, or where the context otherwise 

requires, the following terms in this Convention have the meanings given below: 

(a) "Council" means the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations. 

(b) "Commission" means the Commission on Narcotic Drugs of the Council. 

(c) "Board" means the International Narcotics Control Board provided for in 

the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1981.[1] 

(d) "Secretary-General" means the Secretary-General of the United Nations. 

(e) "Psychotropic substance" means any substance, natural or synthetic, or 

any natural material in Schedule I, II, III or IV. 

(f) "Preparation" means: 

(i) any solution or mixture, in whatever physical state, contpicieg 

one or more psychotropic substances, or 

(ii) one or more psychotropic substances in dosage form. 

(g) "Schedule I", "Schedule II", "Schedule III" and "Schedule IV" mean the 

correspondingly numbered lists of psychotropic substances annexed to 

this Convention, as altered in accordance with article 2. 

(r) "Export" and "import" mean in their respective connotations the physical 

transfer of a psychotropic substance from one State to another State. 

(i) Men:facture" means all processes by which psychotropic substances may 

be obtained, and includes refining as well as the transformation of 

psychotropic substances into other psychotropic substances. The term 

also includes the making of preparations other than those made on 

prescription in pharmacies. 

(j) "Illicit traffic" means manufacture of or trafficking in psychotropic 

substances contrary to the provisions of this Convention. 

(k) "Region" means any part of a State which pursuant to article 28 is 

treated as a separate entity for the purposes of this Convention. 

(1) "Premises" means buildings or parts of buildings, including the . 

appertaining land. 

1 TIAS 6298, 6423, 6458, 6795, 7223, 7817, 7945, 8118; 18 UST 1407, 3279; 19 UST 
4668; 20 UST 4064; 22 UST 1808; 25 UST 651, 2772; 26 UST 1439. [Footnote 
added by the Department of State.] 
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ARTICLE 2 

Scope of control of substances 

1. If a Party or the World Health Organization has information relating to a 

substance not yet under international control which in its opinion may require the 

addition of that substance to any of the Schedules of this Convention, it shall 

notify the Secretary-General and furnish him with the information in support of that 

notification. The foregoing procedure shall also apply when a Party or the 

World Health Organization has information justifying the transfer of a substance 

from one Schedule to another among those Schedules, or the deletion of a substance 

from the Schedules. 

2. The Secretary-General shall transmit such notification, and any information 

which he considers relevant, to the Parties, to the Commission and, when the 

notification is made by a Party, to the World Health Organization. 

3. If the information transmitted with such a notification indicates that the 

substance is suitable for inclusion in Schedule I or Schedule II pursuant to 

paragraph 4, the Puttee shall examine, in the light of all information available 

to them, the possibility of the provisional application to the substance of all 

measures of control applicable to substances in Schedule I or Schedule II, as 

appropriate. 

4. If the World Health Organization finds: 

(a) that the substance has the capacity to produce 

(i) (1) a state of dependence, and 

(2) central nervous system stimulation or depression, resulting 

in hallucinations or disturbances in motor function or 

thinking or behaviour or perception or mood, or 

(ii) similar abuse and similar ill effects as a substance in 

Schedule I, II, III or IV, and 

(b) that there is sufficient evidence that the substance is being or is 

likely to be abused so as to constitute a public health and social 

problem lamenting the placing of the substance under international 

control, 

the World Health Organization shall communicate to the Commission an assessment of 

the substance, including the extent or likelihood of abuse, the degree of seriousness 

of the public health and social problem and the degree of usefulness of the substance 

in medical therapy, together with recommendations on control measures, if any, that 

would be appropriate in the light of its assessment. 
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5. The Commission, taking into account the communication from the World Health 

Organization, whose assessments shall be determinative as to medical and scientific 

matters, and bearing in mind the economic, social,. legal, administrative and other 

factors it may consider relevant, may add the substance to Schedule I, II, III or IV. 

The Commission may seek further information from the World Health Organization or from 

other appropriate sources. 

6. If a notification under paragraph 1 relates to a substance already noted in one 

of the Schedules, the World Health Organization shall communicate to the Commission 

its new findings, any new assessment of the substance it may make in accordance with 

paragraph 4 and any new recommendations on control measures it may find appropriate in 

the light of that assessment. The Commission, taking into account the communication 

from the World Health Organization as under paragraph 5 and bearing in mind the factors 

referred to in that paragraph, may decide to transfer the substance from one Schedule 

to another or to delete it from the Schedules. 

7. Any decision of the Commission taken pursuant to this article shall be 

communicated by the Secretary-General to all States Members of the United Nations, 

to non-member States Parties to this Convention, to the World Hearth Organization 

and to the Hoard. Such decision shall become fully effective with respect to each 

Party 180 days after the date of such communication, except for any Party which, 

within that period, in respect of a decision adding a substance to a Schedule, has 

transmitted to the Secretary-General a written notice that, in view of exceptional 

circumstances, It is not in a position to give effect with respect to that substance 

to all of the provisions of the Convention applicable to substances in that Schedule. - 

Such notice shall state the reasons for this exceptional action. Notwithstanding its 

notice, each Party shall apply, as a minimum, the control measures listed below: 

(a) A Party having given such notice with respect to a previously uncontrolled 

substance added.to Schedule I shall take into account, as far as possible, the special 

control measures enumerated in article Tend, with respect to that substance, shall: 

(i) require licences for manufacture, trade and distribution as provided 

in article 8 for substances in Schedule II; 

(ii) require medical prescriptions for supply or dispensing as provided in 

article 9 for substances in Schedule II; 

(iii) comply with the obligations relating to export and import provided in 

article 12, except in respect to another Party having given such notice 

for the substance in question; 
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(iv) comply with the obligations provided in article 13 for substances in 

Schedule II in regard to prohibition of and restrictions on export and 

import; 

(v) furnish statistical reports to the Board in accordance with 

paragraph 4 (a) of article 16; and 

(vi) adopt measures in accordance with article 22 for the repression of acts 

contrary to laws or regulations adopted pursuant to the foregoing 

obligations. 

(b) A Party having given such notice with regard to a previously uncontrolled 

substance added to Schedule II shall, with respect to that substance: 

(i) require licences for manufacture, trade and distribution in accordance 

with article 8; 

(ii) require medical prescriptions for supply or dispensing in accordance 

with article 9; 

(iii) comply with the obligations relating to export and import provided in 

article 12, except in respect to another Party having given such notice 

for the substance in question; 

(iv) comply with the obligations of article 13 in regard to prohibition of 

and restrictions on export and import; 

(v) furnish statistical reports to the Board in accordance with 

paragraphs 4 (a), (c) and (d) of article 16; and 

(vi) adopt measures in accordance with article 22 for the repression of acts 

contrary to laws or regulations adopted pursuant to the foregoing 

obligations. 

(c) A Party having given such notice with regard to a previously uncontrolled 

substance added to Schedule III shall, with respect to that substance: 

(i) require licences for manufacture, trade and distribution in accordance 

with article 8; 

(ii) require medical prescriptions for supply or dispensing in accordance 

with article 9; 

(iii) comply with the obligations relating to export provided in article 12, 

except in respect to another Party having given such notice for the 

substance in question; 

(iv) comply with the obligations of article 13 in regard to prohibition of 

and restrictions on export and import; and 

(v) adopt measures in accordance with article 22 for the repression of 

acts contrary to laws or regulations adopted pursuant to the foregoing 

obligations. 
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(d) A Party having given such notice with regard to a previously uncontrolled 

substance added to Schedule IV shall, with respect to that substance: 

(i) require licences for manufacture, trade and distribution in accordance 

with article 8; 

(ii) comply with the obligations of article 13 in regard to prohibition of 

and restrictions on export and import; and 

(iii) adopt measures in accordance with article 22 for the repression of 

acts contrary to laws or regulations adopted pursuant to the foregoing 

obligations. 

(e) A Party having given such notice with regard to a substance transferred to 

a Schedule providing stricter controls and obligations shall apply as a minimum all 

of the provisions of this Convention applicable to the Schedule from which it was 

transferred. 

8. (a) The decisions of the Commission taken under this article shall be subject 

to review by the Council upon the request of any Party filed within 180 days from 

receipt of notification of the decision. The request for review shall be sent to 

the Secretary.-General together with all relevant information upon which the request 

for review is based. 

(b) The Secretary-General shall transmit copies of the request for review and 

the relevant information to the Commission, to the World Health Organization and to 

all the Parties, inviting them to submit comments within ninety days. All comments 

received shall be submitted to the Council for consideration. 

(o) The Council may confirm, alter or reverse the decision of the Commission. 

Notification of the Council's decision shall be transmitted to all States Members of 

the United Nations, to non-member States Parties to this Convention, to the Commission, 

to the World Health Organization and to the Board: 

(d) During pendency of the review, the original decision of the Commission 

shall, subject to paragraph 7, remain in effect. 

9. The Parties shall use their best endeavours to apply to substances which do not 

fall under this Convention, but which may be used in the illicit manufacture of 

psychotropic substances, such measures of supervision as may be practicable. 
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ARTICLE 3 

Special provision:: regarding the control of preparations  

1. Except as provided in the following paragraphs of this article, a preparation 

is subject to the same measures of control as the plychotropic substance which it 

contains, and, if it contains more than one such substance, to the measures applicable 

to the most strictly controlled of those substances. 

2. If a preparation containing a psyóhotropic substance other than a substance in 

Schedule / is compounded in such a way that it presents no, or a negligible, risk of 

abuse and the substance cannot be recovered by readily applicable means in a quantity 

liable to abuse, so that the preparation does not give rise to a public health and 

social problem, the preparation may be exempted from certain of the measures of control 

provided in this Convention in accordance with paragraph 3. 

3. If a Party makes a finding:under the preceding paragraph regarding a preparation, 

it may decide to exempt the preparation, in its country or in one of its regions, 

from any or all of the measures of control provided in this Convention except the 

requirements of: 

(a) article 8 (licences), as it applies to manufacture; 

(b) article 11 (records), as it applies to exempt preparations; 

(c) article 13 (prohibition of and restrictions on export and import); 

(d) article 15 (inspection), as it applies to manufacture; 

(e) article 16 (reports to be furnished by the Parties), as it applies 

to exempt preparations; and 

(f) article 22 (penal provisions), to the extent necessary for the 

repression of acts contrary to lava or regulations adopted pursuant 

to the foregoing obligations. 

A Party shall notifl the Secretary-General of any such decision, of the name and 

composition of the exempt preparation, and of the measures of control from which 

it is exempted. The Secretary-General shall transmit the notification to the other 

Parties, to the World Health Organization and to the Hoard. 

4. If a Party or the World Health Organization has information regarding a preparation 

exempted pursuant to paragraph 3 which in its opinion may require the termination, in 

whole or in past, of the exemption, it shall notify the Secretary-General and furnish 

him with the information in support of the notification. The Secretary-General shall 

transmit such notification, and any information :which he considers relevant, to the 
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Parties, to the Commission and, when the notification is made by a Party, to the 

World Health Organization. The World Health Organization shall communicate to the 

Commission an assessment of the preparation in relation to the matters specified in 

paragraph 2, together with a recommendation of the control measures, if any, from which 

the preparation should cease to be exempted. The Commission, taking into account the 

communication from the World Health Organization, whose assessment shall be 

determinative as to medical and scientific matters, and bearing in mind the economic, 

social, legal, administrative and other factors it may consider relevant, may decide 

to terminate the exemption of the preparation from any or all control measures. Any 

decision of the Commission taken pursuant to this paragraph shall be communicated by 

the Secretary—General to all States Members of the United Nations, to non-member States 

Pasties to this Convention, to the World Health Organization and to the Board. All 

Parties shall take measures to terminate the exemption from the control measure or 

measures in question within 180 days of the date of the Secretary-General's 

communication. 

ARTICLE 4 

Other special provisions regarding the scope of control  

In respect of psychotropic substances other than those in Schedule I, the Parties 

may permit: 

(a) the carrying by international travellers of small quantities of 

preparations for personal use; each Party shall be entitled, however, 

to satisfy itself that these preparations have been lawfully obtained; 

(b) the use of such substances in industry for the manufacture of 

non—psychotropic substances or products, subject to the application 

of the measures of control required by this Convention until the 

psychotropic substances come to be in such a condition that they 

will not in practice be abused or recovered; 

(c) the use of such substances, subject to the application of the measures 

of control required by this Convention, for the capture of animals by 

persons specifically authorized by the competent authorities to use 

such substances for that purpose. 
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ARTICLE 5 

Limitation of use to medical and scientific purposes  

1. Each Party shall limit the use of substances in Schedule I as provided in 

article 7. 

2. Each Party shall, except as provided in article 4, limit by such measures as it 

considers appropriate the manufacture, export, import, distribution and stocks of, 

trade in, and use and possession of, substances in Schedules II, III and /7 to 

medical and scientific purposes. 

3. It is desirable that the Parties do not permit the possession of substances in 
Schedules II, III and IV except under legal authority. 

ARTICLE 6 

Special administration 

It is desirable that for the purpose of applying the provisions of this 

Convention, each Party establish and maintain a special administration, which may 

with advantage be the same as, or work in close co-operation with, the special 

administration established pursuant to the provisions of conventions for the control 

of narcotic drugs. 

ARTICLE 7 

Special provisions regarding substances in Schedule I  

In respect of substances in Schedule I, the Parties Shall: 

(a) prohibit all use except for scientific and very limited medical 

purposes by duly authorized persons, in medical or scientific 

establishments which are directly under the control of their 

Governments or specifically approved by them; 

(b) require that manufacture, trade, distribution and possession be 

under a special licence or prior authorization; 

(c) provide for close supervision of the activities and acts 

mentioned in paragraphs (a) and (b); 

(d) restrict the amount supplied to a duly authorized person to 

the quantity required for his authorized purpose; 

(e) require that persons performing medical or scientific functions 

keep records concerning the acquisition of the substances and 

the details of their use, such records to be preserved for at 

least two years after the last use recorded therein; and 
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(1) prohibit export and import except when both the exporter and importer 

are the competent authorities or agencies of the exporting and 

importing country or region, respectively, or other persons or 

enterprises which are specifically authorized by the competent 

authorities of their country or region for the purpose. The 

requirements of paragraph 1 of article 12 for export and import 

authorizations for substances in Schedule II shall also apply to 

substances in Schedule I. 

ARTICLE 8 

Licences  

1. The Parties shall require that the manufacture of, trade (including export and 

import trade) in, and distribution of substances listed in Schedules II, III and 17 

be under licence or other similar control measure. 

2. The Parties shall: 

(a) control all duly authorized persons and enterprises carrying on or 

engaged in the manufacture of, trade (including export and import 

trade) in, or distribution of substances referred to in 

paragraph 1; 

(b) control under licence or other similar control measure the 

establishments and premises in which such manufacture, trade or 

distribution may take place; and 

(c) provide that security measures be taken with regard to such 

establishments and premises in order to prevent theft or other 

diversion of stocks. 

3. The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article relating to licensing or 

other similar control measures need not apply to persons duly authorized to perform 

and while performing therapeutic or scientific functions. 

4. The Parties shall require that all persons who obtain licences in accordance 

with this Convention or who are otherwise authorized pursuant to paragraph 1 of this 

article or sub—paragraph (b) of article 7 shall be adequately qualified for the 

effective and faiíhfal execution of the provisions of such laws and regulations:as 

are enacted in pursva.flre of this Convention. 
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ARTICLE 9 

Prescriptions  

1. The Parties shall require that substances in Schedules II, III and IV be supplied 

or dispensed for use by individuals pursuant to medical prescription only, except when 

individuals may lawfully obtain, use, dispense or administer such substances in the 

duly authorized exercise of therapeutic or scientific functions. 

2. The Parties shall tar" measures to ensure that prescriptions for substances in 

Schedules II, III and IV are issued in accordance with sound medical practice and 

subject to such regulation, particularly as to the number of times they may be refilled 

and the duration of their validity, as will protect the public health and welfare. 

3. Notwithstanding paragraph 1, a Party may, if in its opinion local circumstances 

so require and under such conditions, isaludivg record—keeping, as it may prescribe, 

authorize licensed pharmacists or other licensed retail distributors designated by the 

authorities responsible for public health in its country or part thereof to supply, at 

their discretion and without prescription, for use for medical purposes by individuals 

in exceptional cases, small quantities, within limits to be defined by the Parties, of 

substances in Schedules III and IV. 

ARTICLE 10 

Warnings on packages, and advertising 

1. Each Party shall require, taking into account any relevant regulations or 

recommendations of the World Health Organization, such directions for use, including 

cautions and warnings, to be indicated on the labels where practicable and in any case 

on the accompanying leaflet of retail packages of psychotropic substances, as in its 

opinion are necessary for the safety of the user. 

2. Each Party shall, with due regard to its constitutional provisions, prohibit the 

advertisement of such substances to the general public. 

ARTICLE 11 

Records  

1. The Parties shall require that, in respect of substances in Schedule I, 

manufacturers and all other persons authorized under article 7 to trade in and 
distribute those substances keep records, as maybe determined by each Party, 

showing details of the quantities manufactured, the quantities held in stock, and, 

for each acquisition and disposal, details of the quantity, date, supplier and 

recipient. 
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2. The Parties shall require that, in respect of substances in Schedules II and III, 

manufacturers, wholesale distributors, exporters and importers keep records, as may be 

determined by each Party, showing details of the quantities manufactured and, for each 

acquisition and disposal, details of the quantity, date, supplier and recipient. 

34 The Parties shall require that, in respect of substances in Schedule II, retail 

distributors, institutions for hospitalization and care and scientific institutions 

keep records, as may be determined by each Party, showing, for each acquisition and 

disposal, details of the quantity, date, supplier and recipient. 

4. The Parties shall ensure, through appropriate methods and taking into account the 

professional and trade practices in their countries, that information regarding 

acquisition and disposal of substances in Schedule III by retail distributors, 

institutions for hospitalization and care and scientific institutions is readily 

available. 

5. The Parties Shall require that, in respect of substances in Schedule IT, 

manufdcturers, exporters and importers keep records, as may be determined by each 

Party, showing the quantities manufactured, exported and imported. 

6. The Parties shall require manufacturers of preparations exempted under 

paragraph 3 of article 3 to keep records as to the quantity of each psychotropic 

substance used in the manufacture of an exempt preparation, and as to the nature, 

total quantity and initial disposal of the exempt preparation manufactured therefrom. 

7. The Parties Shall ensure that the records and information referred to in this 

article which are required for purposes of reports under article 16 Shall be preserved 

for at least two years. 

ARTICLE 12 

. Provisions relating to international trade  

1. (a) Every Party permitting the export or import of substances in Schedule I 

or II shall require a separate import or export authorization, on a form to be 

established by the Commission, to be obtained for each such export or import whether 

it consists of one or more substances. 

(b) Such authorization shall state the international non—proprietary name, or, 

lacking such a name, the designation of the substance in the Schedule, the quantity 

to be exported or imported, the pharmaceutical form, the name and address of the 

exporter and importer, and the period within which the export or import must be 

effected. If the substance is exported or imported in the form of a preparation, 

the name of the preparation, if any, shall additionally be furnished. The export 

authorization shall also state the number and date of the import authorization and 

the authority by whom it has been issued. 
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(c) Before issuing an export authorization the Parties shall require an import 

authorization, issued by the competent authority of the importing country or region 

and certifying that the importation of the substance or substances referred to therein 

is approved, and such an authorization shall be produced by the person or establishment 

applying for the export authorization. 

(d) A copy of the export authorization r31  1 accompany each consignment, and the 

Government issuing the export authorization shall send a copy to the Government of the 

importing country or region. 

(e) The Government of the importing country or region, when the importation has 

been effected, shall return the export authorization with an endorsement certifying 

the amount actually imported, to the Government of the exporting country or region. 

2. (a) The Parties shall require that for each export of substances in Schedule III 

exporters shPll draw up a declaration in triplicate, on a form to be'established by 

the Commission, containing the following information: 

(i) the name and address of the exporter and importer; 

(ii) the international non—proprietary name, or, failing such a name, 

the designation of the substance in the Schedule; 

(iii) the quantity and pharmaceutical form in which the substance is 

exported, and, if in the form of a preparation, the name of the 

preparation, if any; and 

(5.v) the date of despatch. 

(h) Exporters Shall furnish the competent authorities of their country or region 

with two copies of the declaration. They shall attach the third copy to their 

consignment. 

(c) A Party from whose territory a substance in Schedule III has been exported 

a:hall, as soon as possible but not later than ninety days after the date of despatch, 

send to the competent authorities of the importing country or region, by registered 

mail with return of receipt requested, one copy of the declaration received from the 

exporter. 

(d) The Parties may require that, on receipt of the consignment, the importer 

shall trulsnit the copy accompanying the consignment, duly endorsed stating the 

quantities received and the date of receipt, to the competent authorities of his 

country or region. 
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3. In respect of substances in Schedules I and II the following additional 

provisions shall apply: 

(a) The Parties shall exercise in free ports and zones the same supervision 

and control as in other parts of their territory, provided, however, that they may-

apply more drastic measures. 

(b) Exports of consignments to a post office box, or to a bank to the account 

of a, person other than the person named in the export authorization, shall be 

prohibited. 

(c) EXports to bonded warehouses of consignments of substances in Schedule I 

are prohibited. EXports of consignments of substances in Schedule II to a bonded 

warehouse are prohibited unless the Government of the importing country certifies 

on the import authorization, produced by the person or establishment applying for 

the export authorization, that it has approved the importation for the purpose of 

being placed in a bonded warehouse. In such case the export authorization shall 

certify that the consignment is exported for such purpose. Each withdrawal from 

the bonded warehouse shall require a permit from the authorities having jurisdiction 

over the warehouse and, in the case of a foreign destination, shall be treated as if 

it were a new export within the meaning of this Convention. 

(d) Consignments entering or leaving the territory of a Party not accompanied 

by an export authorization shall be detained by the competent authorities. 

(e) A Party shall not permit any substances consigned to another country to 

pass through its territory, whether or not the consignment is removed from the 

conveyance in which it is carried, unless a copy of the export authorization for 

consignment is produced to the competent authorities of such Party. 

(f) The competent authorities of any country or region through which a 

consignment of substances is permitted to pass shall take all due measures to prevent 

the diversion of the consignment to a destination other than that named in the 

accompanying copy of the export authorization, unless the Government of the country 

or region through which the consignment is passing authorizes the diversion. The 

Government of the country or region of transit shall treat any requested diversion 

as if the diversion were an export from the country or region of transit to the 

country or region of new destination. If the diversion is authorized, the 

provisions of paragraph 1 (e) shall also apply between the country or region of 

transit and the country or region which originally exported the consignment. 

(g) No consignment of substances, while in transit or whilst being stored in 

a bonded warehouse, may be subjected to any process which would change the nature 

of the substance in question. The packing may not be altered without the permission 

of the competent authorities. 
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(h) The provisions of sub—paragraphs (0) to (g) relating to the passage of 

substances through the territory of a Party do not apply where the consignment in 

question is transported by aircraft which does not land in the country or region 

of transit. If the aircraft lands in any such country or region, those provisions 

shall be applied so far as circumstances require. • 

(i) The provisions of this paragraph are without prejudice to the provisions 

of any international agreements which limit the control which may be exercised by 

any of the Parties over such substances in transit. 

ARTICLE 13 

Prohibition of and restrictions on export and import 

1. A Party may notify all the other Parties through the Secretary—General that it 

prohibits the import into its country or into one of its regions of one or more 

substances in Schedule II, III or IT, specified in its notification. Any such 

notification shall specify the name of the substance as designated in Schedule II, 

III or IV. 

2. If a Party has been notified of a prohibition pursuant to paragraph 1, it shall 

take measures to ensure that none of the substances specified in the notification is 

exported to the country or one of the regions of the notifying Party. 

3. Notwithstanding the provisions of the preceding paragraphs, a Party which has 

given notification pursuant to paragraph 1 may authorize by special import licence in 

each case the import of specified quantities of the substances in question or 

preparations cont,ioing such substances. The issuing authority of the importing 

country shall send two copies of the special import licence, indicating the name and 

address of the importer and the exporter, to the competent authority of the exporting 

country or region, which may then authorize the exporter to make the shipment. One 

copy of the special import licence, duly endorsed by the competent authority of the 

exporting country or region, shall accompany the shipment. 
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ARTICLE 14 

Special provisions concerning the carriage of psychotropic substances in  
first—aid kits of ships, aircraft or other forms of public transport  

engaged in international traffic  

1. The international carriage by ships, aircraft or other forms of international 

public transport, such as international railway trains and motor coaches, of such 

limited quantities of substances in Schedule II, III or 17 as may be needed during 

their journey or voyage for first—aid purposes or emergency cases shall not be 

considered to be export, import or passage through a country within the meaning of 

this convention. 

2. Appropriate safeguards shall be taken by the country of registry to prevent the 

improper use of the substances referred to in paragraph 1 or their diversion for 

illicit purposes. The Commission, in consultation with the appropriate international 

organizations, shall recommend such safeguards. 

3. Substances carried by ships, aircraft or other forms of international public 

transport, such as international railway trains and motor coaches, in accordance with 

paragraph I shall be subject to the laws, regulations, permits and licences of the 

country of registry, without prejudice to any rWats of the competent local 

authorities to carry out checks, inspections and other control measures on board these 

conveyances. The administration of such substances in the case of emergency shall 

not be considered a violation of the requirements of paragraph 1 of article 9. 

ARTICLE 15 

Inspection 

The Parties shall maintain a system of inspection of manufacturers, exporters, 

importers, and wholesale and retail distributors of psyvhotropic substances and of 

medical and scientific institutions which use such substances. They shall provide 

for inspections, which shall be made as frequently as they consider necessary, of 

the premises and of stocks and records. 
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ARTICLE 16 

Reports to be furnished by the Parties 

1. The Parties shall furnish to the Secretary-General such information as the 

Commission may request as being necessary for the performance of its functions, and in 

particular an annual report regarding the working of the Convention in their 

territories including information on: 

(a) important changes in their laws and regulations concerning 

psychotropic substances; and 

(b) significant developments in the abuse of and the illicit traffic 

in psychotropic substances within their territories. 

2. The Parties shall also notify the Secretary-General of the names and addresses of 

the governmental authorities referred to in sub-paragraph (f) of article 7, in 

article 12 and in paragraph 3 of article 13. Such information shall be made 

available to all Parties by the Secretary-General. 

3. The Parties Shall furnish, as soon as possible after the event, a report to the 

Secretary-General in respect of any case of illicit traffic in psychotropic substances 

or seizure from such illicit traffic which they consider important because of: 

(a) new trends disclosed; 

(b) the quantities involved; 

(0) the light thrown on the sources from which the substances are obtained; or 

(d) the methods employed by illicit traffickers. 

Copies of the report shall be communicated in accordance with sub-paragraph (b) of 

article 21. 

4. The Parties shall furnish to the Board annual statistical reports in accordance 

with forms prepared by the Board: 

(a) in regard to each substance in Schedules I and II, on quantities 

manufactured, exported to and imported from each country or region 

as well as on stocks held by manufacturers; 

(b) in regard to each substance in Schedules III and IV, on quantities 

manufactured, as well as on total quantities exported and imported; 

(0) in regard to each substance in Schedules II and III, on quantities 

used in the manufacture of exempt preparations; and 

(d) in regard to each substance other than a substance in Schedule I, 

on quantities used for industrial purposes in accordance with 

sub-paragraph (b) of article 4. 

The quantities manufactured which are referred to in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of 

this paragraph do not include the quantities of preparations manufactured. 
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5. A Pality shall furnish the Board, on its request, with supplementary statistical 

information relating to future periods on the quantities of any individual substance 

in Schedules III and IV exported to and imported from each country or region. That 

Party may request that the Board treat as confidential both its request for 

information and the information given under this paragraph. 

6. The Parties shall furnish the information referred to in paragraphs 1 and 4 in 

such a manner and by such dates as the Commission or the Board may request. 

ARTICLE 17 

Functions of the Commission 

1. The Commission may consider all matters pertaining to the aims of this 

Convention and to the implementation of its provisionsland may make recommendations 

relating thereto. 

2. The decisions of the Commission provided for in articles 2 and 3 shall be taken 

by a two-thirds majority of the members of the Commission. 

ARTICLE 18 

Reports of the Board  

1. The Board shall prepare annual reports on its work containing an analysis of the 

statistical information at its disposal, and, in appropriate cases, an account of the 

explanations, if any, given by or required of Governments, together with any 

observations and recommendations which the Board desires to make. The Board may make 

such additional reports as it considers necessary. The reports shall be submitted to 

the Council through the Commission, which may make such comments as it sees fit. 

2. The reports of the Beard shall be communicated to the Parties and subsequently 

published by the Secretary-General. The Parties shall permit their unrestricted 

distribution. 
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ARTICLE 19 

Measures by the Board to ensure the  
execution of the provisions of the Convention 

1. (a) If, on the basis of its examination of information submitted by governments 

to the Board or of information communicated by United Nations organs, the Board has 

reason to believe that the aims of this Convention are being seriously endangered by 

reason of the failure of a country or region to carry out the provisions of this 

Convention, the Board Shall have the right to ask for explanations from the Government 

of the country or region in question. »Subject to the right of the Board to call the 

attention of the Parties, the Council and the Commission to the matter referred to in 

sub-paragraph (c) below, it shall treat as confidential a request for information or 

an explanation by a government under this sub-paragraph. 

(b) After taking action under sub-paragraph (a), the Board, if satisfied that 

it is necessary to do so, may call upon the Government concerned to adopt such 

remedial measures as shall seem under the circumstances to be necessary for the 

execution of the provisions of this Convention. 

(0) If the Board finds that the Government concerned has failed to give 

satisfactory explanations when called upon to do so under sub-paragraph (a), or has 

failed to adopt any remedial measures which it has been called upon to take under 

sub-paragraph (b), it may call the attention of the Parties, the Council and the 

Commission to the matter. 

2. The Board, when calling the attention of the Parties, the Council and the 

Commission to a matter in accordance with paragraph 1(e), may, if it is satisfied 

that such a course is necessary, recommend to the Parties that they stop the export, 

import, or both, of particular psyrhotropic substances, from or to the country or 

region concerned, either for a designated period or until the Board shall be satisfied 

as to the situation in that country or region. The State concerned may bring the 

matter before the Council. 

3. The Board shall have the right to publish a report on any matter dealt with under 

the provisions of this article, and communicate it to the Council, which shall forward 

it to all Parties. If the Board publishes in this report a decision taken under this 

article or any information relating thereto, it shall also publish therein the views 

of the Government concerned if the latter so requests. 

4. If in any case a decision of the Board which is published under this article is 

not unanimous, the views of the minority shall be stated. 
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5. Any State shall be invited to be represented at a meeting of the Board at which 

a question directly interesting it is considered under this arpicle. 

6. Decisions of the Board under this article shall be taken by a two-thirds 

majority of the whole number of the Board. 

7. The provisions of the above paragraphs shall also apply if the Board has reason 

to believe that the aims of this Convention are being seriously endangered as a result 

of a decision taken by a Party under paragraph 7 of article 2. 

ARTICLE 20 

Measures against the abuse of psychotropic substances  

1. The Parties shall take all practicable measures. for the prevention of abuse of 

psychotropic substances and for the early identification, treatment, education, 

after-care, rehabilitation and social reintegration of the persons involved, and shall 

co-ordinate their efforts to these ends. 

2. The Parties shall as far as possible promote the training of personnel in the 

treatment, after-care, rehabilitation and social reintegration of abusers of 

psychotropic substances. 

3. The Parties shall assist persons whose work so requires to gain an understanding 

of the problems of abuse of psychotropic substances and of its prevention, and shall 

also promote such understanding among the general public if there is a risk that 

abuse of such substances will become widespread. 

ARTICLE 21 

Action against the illicit traffic  

Having due regard to their constitutional, legal and administrative systems, 

the Parties shall: 

(a) make arrangements at the national level for the co-ordination of 

preventive and repressive action against the illicit traffic; to this end they 

may usefully designate an appropriate agency responsible for such co-ordination; 

(b) assist each other in the campaign against the illicit traffic in 

psychotropic substances, and in particular immediately transmit, through the 

diplomatic channel or the competent authorities designated by the Parties for this 

purpose, to the other Parties directly concerned, a copy of any report addressed to 

the Secretary-General under article 16 in connexion with thardiscovery of a case 

of illicit traffic or a seizure; 
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(c) co-operate closely with each other and with the competent international 

organizations of which they are members with a view to maintaining a co-ordinated 

campaign against the illicit traffic; 

(d) ensure that international co-operation between the appropriate agencies 

be conducted in an expeditious manner; and 

(e) ensure that, where legal papers are transmitted internationally for the 

purpose of judicial proceedings, the transmittal be effected in an expeditious manner 

to the bodies designated by the Parties; this requirement shall be without prejudice 

to the right of a Party to require that legal papers be sent to it through the 

diplomatic channel. 

ARTICLE 22 

Penal provisions  

1. (a) Subject to its constitutional limitations, each Party shall treat as a 

punishable offence, when committed intentionally, any action contrary to a law or 

regulation adopted in pursuance of its obligations under this Convention, and shall 

ensure that serious offences shall be liable to adequate punishment, particularly by 

imprisonment or other penalty of deprivation of liberty. 

(b) Notwithstanding the preceding sub-paragraph, when abusers of psychotropic 

substances have committed such offences, the Parties may provide, either as an 

alternative to conviction or punishment or in addition to punishment, that such 

abusers undergo measures of treatment, education, after-care, rehabilitation and 

social reintegration in conformity with paragraph 1 of article 20. 

2. Subject to the constitutional limitations of a Party, its legal system and 

domestic law, 

(a) (i) if a series of related actions constituting offences under 

paragraph 1 has been committed in different countries, each of 

them shall be treated as a distinct offence; 

(ii) intentional participation in, conspiracy to commit and attempts 

to commit, any of such offences, and preparatory acts and 

financial operations in connexion with the offences referred to 

in this article, shall be punishable offences as provided in 

paragraph 1; 

(iii) foreign convictions for such offences shall be taken into account 

for the purpose of establishing recidivism; and 
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(iv) serious offences heretofore referred to committed either by 

nationals or by foreigners shall be prosecuted by the Party 

in whose territory the offence was committed, or by the 

Party in whose territory thé offender is found if extradition 

is not acceptable in conformity with the law of the Party to 

which application is made, and if such offender has not 

already been prosecuted and judgement given. 

(b) It is desirable that the offences referred to in paragraph 1 and 

paragraph 2 (a) (ii) be included as extradition crimes in any extradition treaty which 

has been or may hereafter be concluded between any of the Parties, and, as between any 

of the Parties which do not make extradition conditional on the existence of a treaty 

or on reciprocity, be recognized as extradition crimes; provided that extradition 

shall be granted in conformity with the law of the Party to which application is made, 

and that the Party shall have the right to refuse to effect the arrest or grant the 

extradition in cases where the competent authorities consider that the offence is not 

sufficiently serious. 

3. Any psychotropic substance or other substance, as well as any equipment, used 

in or intended for the commission of any of the offences referred to in paragraphs 1 

and 2 Shall be liable to seizure and confiscation. 

4. The provisions of this article shall be subject to the provisions of the domestic 

law of the Party concerned on questions of jurisdiction. 

5. Nothing contained in this article shall affect the principle that the offences to 

which it refers shall be defined, prosecuted and punished in conformity with the 

domestic law of a Party. 

ARTICLE 23 

Application of stricter control measures than those 
required by this Convention 

A Party may adopt more strict or severe measures of control than those provided 

by this Convention if, in its opinion, such measures are desirable or necessary for 

the protection of the public health and welfare. 
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ARTICLE 24 

Expenses of international organs incurred in 
administering the provisions of the Convention  

The expenses of the Commission and the Board in carrying out their respective 

functions under this Convention Shall be borne by the United Nations in such manner 

as shall be decided by the General Assembly. The Parties which are not Members of the 

United Nations shall contribute to these expenses such amounts as the General Assembly 

finds equitable and assesses from time to time after consultation with the Governments 

of these Parties. 

ARTICLE 25 

Procedure for admission, signature, ratification and accession 

1. Members of the United Nations, States not Members of the United Nations which are 

members of a specialized agency of the United Nations or of the International Atomic 

Energy Agency or Parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice,[1] and ani' 

other State invited by the Council, may become Parties to this Convention: 

(a) by signing it; or 

(b) by ratifying it after signing it subject to ratification; or 

(0) by acceding to it. 

2. The Convention shall be open for signature until 1 January 1972 inclusive. 

Thereafter it shall be open for accession. 

3. Instruments of ratification or accession shall be deposited with the 

Secretary—General. 

ARTICLE 26 

Entry into force  

1. The Convention shall come into force on the ninetieth day after forty of the 

States referred to in paragraph 1 of article 25 have signed it without reservation of 

ratification or have deposited their instruments of ratification or accession. 

2. For any other State signing without reservation of ratification, or depositing 

an instrument of ratification or accession after the last signature or deposit 

referred to in the preceding paragraph, the Convention shall enter into force on the 

ninetieth day following the date of its signature or deposit of its instrument of 

ratification or accession. 

ITS 993; 59 Stat. 1055. [Footnote added by the Department of State.] 
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ARTICLE 27 

Territorial application  

.The Convention shall apply to all non-metropolitan territories for the 

international relations of which any Party is responsible except where the previous 

consent of such a territory is required by the Constitution of the Party or of the 

territory concerned, or required by custom. In such a case the Party shall endeavour 

to secure the needed consent of the territory within the shortest period possible, and 

when the consent is obtained the Party shall notify the Secretary-General. The 

Convention shall apply to the territory or territories named in such a notification 

from the date of its receipt by the Secretary-General. In those cases where the 

previous consent of the non-metropolitan territory is not required, the Party 

concerned shall, at the time of signature, ratification or accession, declare the 

nonlmetropolitan territory or territories to which this Convention applies. 

ARTICLE 28 

Regions for the purposes of this Convention  

1. Any Party may notify the Secretary-General that, for the purposes of this 

Convention, its, territory is divided into two or more regions, or that two or more of 

its regions are consolidated into a single region. 

2. Two or more Parties may notify the Secretary-General that, as the result of the 

establishment of a customs union between them, those Parties constitute a region for 

the purposes of this Convention. 

3. Any notification under paragraph 1 or 2 shall take effect on 1 January of the 

year following the year in which the notification was made. 

ARTICLE 29 

Denunciation  

1. After the expiry of two years from the date of the coming into force of this 

Convention any Party may, on its, own behalf or on behalf of a territory for which it 

has international responsibility, and which has withdrawn its consent given in 

accordance with article 27, denounce this Convention by an instrument in writing 

deposited with the Secretary-General. 

2. The denunciation, if received by the Secretary-General on or before the first day 

of July of any year, shall take effect on the first day of January of the succeeding 

year, and if received after the first day of July it shall take effect as if it had been 

received on or before the first day of July in the succeeding year. 

3. The Convention Shall be terminated if, as a result of denunciations made in 

accordance with paragraphs 1 and 2, the conditions for its coming into force as laid 

down in paragraph 1 of article 26 cease to exist. 
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ARTICLE 30 

Amendments  

1. Any Party may propose an amendment to this Convention. The-text of any such 

amendment and the reasons therefor shall be communicated to the Secretary-General, 

who shall communicate them to the Parties and to the Council. The Council may 

decide either: 

(a) that a conference shall be called in accordance with paragraph 4  of 

Article 62 of the Charter of the United Nations [1]to consider the proposed amendment; 

or 

(b) that the Parties shall be asked whether they accept the proposed amendment 

and also asked to submit to the Council any comments on the proposal. 

2. If a proposed amendment circulated under paragraph 1 (b) has not been rejected 

by any Party within eighteen months after it has been circulated, it shall thereupon 

enter into force. If however a proposed amendment is rejected by any Party, the 

Council may decide, in the light of comments received from Parties, whether a 

conference shall be called to consider such amendment. 

ARTICLE 31 

111221112 

1. If there should arise between two or more Parties a dispute relating to the 

interpretation or application of this Convention, the said Parties shall consult 

together with a view to the settlement of the dispute by negotiation, investigation, 

mediation, conciliation, arbitration, recourse to regional bodies, judicial process 

or other peaceful means of their own choice. 

2. Any such dispute which cannot be settled in the manner prescribed shall be 

referred, at the request of any one of the parties to the dispute, to the 

International Court of Justice for decision. 

TS 993; 59 Stat. 1047. [Footnote added by the Department of State.] 
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ARTICLE 32 

Reservations 

1. No reservation other than those made in accordance with paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of 

the present article shall be permitted. 

2. Any State may at the time of signature, ratification or accession make 

reservations in respect of the following provisions of the present Convention; 

(a) article 19, paragraphs 1 and 2; 

(b) article 27; and 

(c) article 31. 

3. A State which desires to become a Party but wishes to be authorized to make 

reservations other than those made in accordance with paragraphs 2 and 4 may inform 

the Secretary-General of such intention. Unless by the end of twelve months after 

the date of the Secretary-General's communication of the reservation concerned, this 

reservation has been objected to by one third of the States that have signed without 

reservation of ratification, ratified or acceded to this Convention before the end of 

that period, it shall be deemed to be permitted, it being understood however that 

States which have objected to the reservation need not assume towards the reserving 

State any legal obligation under this Convention which is affected by the reservation. 

4. A State on whose territory there are plants growing wild which contain 

psychotropic substances from among those in Schedule I and which are traditionally 

used by certain small, clearly determined groups in magical or religious rites, may, 

at the time of signature, ratification or accession, make reservations concerning 

these plants, in respect of the provisions of article 7, except for the provisions 

relating to international trade. 

5. A State which has made reservations may at any time by notification in writing 

to the Secretary-General withdraw all or part of its reservations. 
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ARTICLE 33 

Notifications 

The Secretary-General shall notify to all the States referred to in 

paragraph 1 of article 25: 

(a) signatures, ratifications and accessions in accordance with 

article 25; 

(b) the date upon which this Convention enters into force in 

accordance with article 26; 

(c) denunciations in accordance with article 29; and 

(d) declarations and notifications under articles 27, 28, 

30 and 32. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, duly authorized, have signed this 

Convention on behalf of their respective Governments. 

MONS AT VIENNA, this twenty-first day of February one thousand nine hundred and 

seventy-one, in a single copy in the Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish 

languages, each being equally authentic. The Convention shall be deposited with 

the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall transmit certified true 

conies thereof to all the Members of the United Nations and to the other States 

referred to in paragraph 1 of article 25. 
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CONVENIO SOBRE SUSTANCIAS SICOTROPICAS 

PREAM3ULO 

Las Partes, 

Preocupadas por la salud física y mora], de la hmognidad, 

Advirtiendo con inquietud los problemas sanitarios y sociales que origina el uso 

indebido de ciertas sustancias sicotrópicas, 

Decididas a prevenir y combatir el uso indebido de tales sustancias y el tráfico 

ilícito a que da lugar, 

Considerando que es necesario tomar medidas rigurosas para restringir el uso de 

tales sustancias a fines lícitos, 

Aeconociendo que el uso de sustancias sicotrópicas para fines médicos y científi-

cos es indispensable y que no debe restringirse indebidamente su disponibilidad para 

tales fines, 

Estimando que, para ser eficaces, las medidas contra el uso indebido de tales sus-

tancias requieren una acción concertada y universal, 

Reconociendo la competencia de las Naciones Unidas en materia de fiscalización de 

sustancias sicotrópicas y deseosas de que los órganos internacionales interesados que-

den dentro del narco de dicha Organización, 

Reconociendo que para tales efectos es necesario un convenio internacional, 

Convienen en lo siguiente: 
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ARTICULO 1 

Términos empleados 

Salvo indicación expresa en contrario o que el contexto exija otra interpretación, 

los siguientes términos de este Convenio tendrán el significado que seguidamente se 

indica: 

a) Por "Consejo" se entiende el Consejo Económico y Social de las Naciones 

Unidas. 

b) Por "Comisión" se entiende la Comisión de Estupefacientes del Consejo. 

c) Por "Junta" se entiende la Junta Internacional de Fiscalización de Estupefa-

cientes establecida en la Convención Unica de 1961 sobre Estupefacientes. 

d) Por "Secretario General" se entiende el Secretario General de las Naciones 

Unidas. 

e) Por "sustancia sicotrópica" se entiende cualquier sustancia, natural o sin-

tética, o cualquier material natural de la Lista I, II, III o IV. 

f) Por "preparado" se entiende: 

i) toda solución o mezcla, en cualquier estado físico, que contenga una o 

más sustancias eicotrópicas, o 

ii) una o más sustancias sicotrópicas en forma dosificada. 

C) Por "Lista 1", "Lista II", "Lista III" y "Lista IV" se entiende las listas 

de sustancias sicotrópicas que con esa numeración se anexan al presente Convenio, con 

las modificaciones que se introduzcan en las mismas de conformidad con el artículo 2. 

h) Por "exportación" e "importación" se entiende, en sus respectivos sentidos, 

el transporte material de una sustancia sicotrópica de un Estado a otro Estado. 

i) Por "fabricación" se entiende todos los procesos que permitan obtener sus-

tancias sicotrópicas, incluidas la refinación y la transformación de sustancias sico-

trópicas en otras sustancias sicotr6picas. El término incluye asimismo la elaboración 

de preparados distintos de los elaborados con receta en las farmacias. 

j) Por "tráfico ilícito" se entiende la fabricación o el tráfico de sustancias 

sicotrópicas contrarios a las disposiciones del presente Convenio. 

k) Por "región" se entiende toda parte de un Estado que, de conformidad con el 

artículo 28, se considere como entidad separada a los efectos del presente Convenio. 

1) Por "locales" se entiende los edificios o sus dependencias, así como los 

terrenos anexos a los mismos. 
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ARTICULO 2 

Alcance de la fiscalización de las sustancias  

1. Si alguna de las Partes o la Organización Egndial de la Salud tuvieran informa-

ción acerca de una sustancia no sujeta aún a fiscalización internacional que a su juicio 

exija la inclusión de tal sustancia en cualquiera de las Listas del presente Convenio, 

harán una notificación al Secretario General y le facilitarán información en apoyo de 

la misma. Este procedi.iento se aplicará también cuando alguna de las Partes o la 

Organización Eundial de la Salud tengan información que justifique la transferencia de 

una sustancia de una de esas Listas a otra o la eliminación de una sustancia de las 

Listas. 

2. El Secretario General transmitirá esa notificación y los datos que considere per-

tinentes a las Partes, a la (,r,nisión y, cuando la notificación proceda de una de las 

Partos, a la Organización Ilmdial de la Salud. 

3. Si los datos transmitidos con la notificación indican qua la sustancia es de las 

que conviene incluir en la Lista I o en la Lista II de conformidad con el párrafo 4, 

las Partes examinarán, teniendo en cuenta toda la información de que dispongan, la po-

sibilidad de aplicar provisionalmente a la sustancia todas las medidas de fiscalización 

que rigen para las sustancias de la Lista I o de la Lista II, según proceda. 

4. Si la Organización Egndial de la Salud comprueba: 

a) que la sustancia puede producir 

i) 1) un estado de dependencia y 

2) estimulación o depresión del sistema nervioso central, que tengan 

como resultado alucinaciones o trastornos de la función motora o 

del juicio o del comportamiento o de la percepción o del estado de 

ánimo, o 

ii) un uso indebido Pn4logo y efectos nocivos parecidos a los de una sustan-

cia de la Lista I, II, III o IV, y 

b) que hay pruebas suficientes de que la sustancia es o puede ser objeto de un 

uso indebido tal que constituya un problema sanitario y social que justifique 

la fiscalización internacional de la sustancia, 

la Organización Egndial de la Salud comunicará a la Comisión un dictamen sobre la sus-

tancia, incluido el alcance o probabilidad del uso indebido, el grado de gravedad del 

problema sanitario y social y el grado de utilidad de la sustancia en terapéutica 

m6dica, junto con cualesquier recomendaciones sobre las medidas de fiscalización, en 

su caco, que resulten apropiadas según su dictamen. 
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5. La Comisión, teniendo en cuenta la comunicación de la Organización Mundiál.de lá 

Salud, cuyos dictámenes serán determinantes en cuestiones médicas y científicas, y te-

niendo presentes los factores económicos, sociales, jurídicos, administrativos y de 

otra índole que considere oportunos, podrá agregar la sustancia a la Lista I, II, III 

o IV. La Comisión podrá solicitar ulterior información de la Organización Mundial de 

la Salud o de otras fuentes adecuadas. 

6. Si una notificación hecha en virtud del párrafo 1 se refiere a una sustancia ya 

incluida en una de las Listas, la Organizaciónilandial de la Salud comunicará a la 

Comisión un nuevo dictamen sobre la sustancia formulado de conformidad con el párra-

fo 4, así como cualesquier nuevas recomendaciones sobre las medidas de fiscalización 

que considere apropiadas segán su dictamen. La Comisión, teniendo en cuenta la comuni-

cación de la Organización Mundial de 'la Salud prevista en el párrafo 5 y tomando en 

consideración los factores mencionados en dicho párrafo, podrá decidir que la sustan-

cia sea transferida de una Lista a otra o retirada de las Listas. 

7. Toda decisión que tame la Comisión de conformidad con este artículo será comuni-

cada por el Secretario General a todos los Estados Miembros de las Naciones Unidas, a 

los Estados no miembros que sean Partes en el presente Convenio, a la Organización 

Mundial de la Salud y a la Junta. Tal decisión surtirá pleno efecto respecto de ca-

da una de las Partes 180 días después de la fecha de tal comunicación, excepto para 

cualquier Parte que dentro de ese plazo, si se trata de una decisión de agregar una 

sustancia a una Lista, haya notificado por escrito al Secretario General que, por cir-

cunstancias excepcionales, no está en condiciones de dar efecto con respecto a esa 

sustancia a todas las disposiciones del Convenio aplicables a las sustancias de dicha 

Lista. En la notificación deberán indicarse las razones de esta medida excepcional. 

No obstante su notificación, la Parte deberá aplicar, como =(uia°, las medidas de fis-

calización que se indican a continuación: 

a) La Parte que haya hecho tal notificación respecto de una sustancia no sujeta 

con anterioridad a fiscalización que se agregue a la Lista I tendrá en cuenta, dentro 

de lo posible, las medidas especiales de fiscalización enumeradas en el artículo 7 y, 

respecto de dicha sustancia, deberá: 

i) exigir licencias para la fabricación, él comercio y la distribución se-

gán lo dispuesto en el artículo 8 para las sustancias de la Lista II; 

ii) exigir recetas médicas para el smiuistro o despacho según lo dispues-

to en el artículo 9 para las sustancias de la Lista II; 

iii) cumplir las obligaciones relativas a la exportación e importación pre-

vistas en el artículo 12, salvo en lo que respecta a otra Parte que 

haya hecho tal notificación para la sustancia de que se trate; 

iv) cumplir las obligaciones dispuestas en el artículo 13 para las sustan-

cias de la Lista II en cuanto a la prohibición y restricciones a la 

exportación e importación; 
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v) presentar a la Junta informes estadísticos de conformidad con el . 

apartado a) del párrafo 4 del artículo 16; Y 

vi) adoptar medidas, de conformidad con el artículo 22, para la represi6n 

de los actos contrarios a las leyes o reglamentos que se adopten en 

cumplimiento de las mencionadas obligaciones. 

b) La Parte que haya hecho tal notificación respecto de una sustancia no sujeta 

con anterioridad a fiscalización que se agregue a la Lista II deberá, respecto de dicha 

sustancia: 

i) exigir licencias para la fabricación, el comercio y la distribución de 

conformidad con el artículo 8; 

ii) exigir recetas médicas para el suminil.tro o despacho de conformidad con 

el artículo 9; 

iii) cumplir las obligaciones relativas a la exportación e importación previs-

tas en el artículo 12, salvo en lo que respecta a otra Parte que haya 

hecho tal notificación para la sustancia de que se trate; 

iv) cumplir las obligaciones del artículo 13 en cuanto a la prohibición y 

restricciones a la exportación e importación; 

v) presentar a la Junta informes estadísticos de conformidad con los apar-

tados a), c) y d) del párrafo 4 del artículo 16; y 

vi) adoptar medidas, de conformidad con el artículo 22, para la represión 

de los actos contrarios a las leyes o reglamentos que se adopten en 

'cumplimiento de las mencionadas obligaciones. 

c) Ta Parte que haya hecho tal notificación respecto de una sustancia no sujeta 

con anterioridad a fiscalización que se agregue a la Lista III deberá, respecto de 

dicha sustancia: 

i) exigir licencias para la fabricación, el comercio y la distribución de 

confornidad con el artículo 8; 

ii) evigir recetas médicas para el suministro o despacho de conformidad con 

el artículo 9; 

iii) cumplir las obligaciones relativas a la exportación previstas en el 

artículo 12, salvo en lo que respecta a otra Parte que haya hecho tal 

notificación para la sustancia de que se trate; 

iv) cumplir las obligaciones de/ artículo 13 en cuanto a la prohibición y 

restricciones a la exportación e importación; y 

y) adoptar medidas, de conformidad con el articuló 22, para la represión 

de los actos contrarios a las leyes o reglamentos que se adopten en 

cumplimiento de las mencionadas obligaciones. 

d) La Parte que haya hecho tal notificación respecto de una sustancia no suje-

ta con anterioridad a fiscalización que se agregue a la Lista IV deberá, respecto de 

dicha sustancia: 
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i) exigir licencias para la fabricación, el comercio y la distribución de 

conformidad con el artículo 8; 

ii) cumplir las obligaciones del artículo 13 en cuanto a la prohibición y 

restricciones a la exportación e importación; y 

iii) adoptar medidas, de conformidad con el artículo 22, para la represión de 

los actos contrarios a las leyes o reglamentos que se adopten en cumpli-

miento de las mencionadas obligaciones. 

e) La Parte que haya hecho tal notificación respecto de una sustancia transferi-

da a una Lista para la que se prevean medidas de fiscalización y obligaciones más es-

trictas aplicarán como mínimo todas las disposiciones del presente Convenio que rijan 

para la Lista de la cual se haya transferido la sustancia. 

8. a) Las decisiones de la Comisión adoptadas en virtud de este artículo estarán 

sujetas a revisión del Consejo cuando así lo solicite cualquiera de las Partes, dentro 

de un plazo de 180 días a partir del momento en que haya recibido la notificación de 

la decisión. La solicitud de revisión se enviará al Secretario General junto con toda 

la información pertinente en que se base dicha solicitud de revisión. 

b) El Secretario General transmitirá copias de la solicitud de revisión y de la 

información pertinente a la Comisión, a la Organización Mondial de la Salud y a todas 

las Partes, invitándolas a presentar observaciones dentro del plazo de noventa días. 

Todas las observaciones que se reciban se someterán al Consejo para que las eTPoine. 

e) Si Consejo podrá confirmar, modificar o revocar la decisión de la Comisión. 

La notificación de la decisión del Consejo se transmitirá a todos los Estados Miembros 

de las Naciones Unidas, a los Estados no miembros Partes en este Convenio, a la 

Comisión, a la Organización Mundial de la Salud y a la Junta. 

d) Mientras está pendiente la revisión, permanecerá en vigor, con sujeción al 

párrafo 7, la decisión original de la Comisión. 

9. Las Partes harán todo lo posible para aplicar las medidas de supervisión que sean 

factibles a las sustancias no sujetas a las disposiciones de este Convenio pero que 

puedan ser utilizadas para la fabricación ilícita de sustancias sicotrópicas. 

ARTICULO 3 

Disposiciones especiales relativas a la fiscalización de los preparados  

1. Salvo lo dispuesto en los párrafos siguientes del presente artículo, todo preparado 

estará sujeto a las mismas medidas de fiscalización que la sustancia sicotrópica que con-

tenga y, si contiene más de una de tales sustancias, a las medidas aplicables a la sustan-

cia que sea objeto de la fiscalización más rigurosa. 
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2. Si un preparado que contenga una sustancia sicotrópica distinta de las de la 

Lista I tiene una composición tal que el riesgo de uso indebido es nulo o insignifi-

cante y la sustancia no puede recuperarse por medios fácilmente aplicables en una 

cantidad que se preste a uso indebido, de nodo que tal preparado no da lugar a un 

problema sanitario y social, el preparado podrá quedar exento de algunas de las medi-

das de fiscalización previstas en el presente Convenio conforme a lo dispuesto en 

el párrafo 3. 

3. Si una Parte emite un dictamen en virtud del párrafo anterior acerca de un pre-

parado, podrá decidir que tal preparado quede exento, en su país o en una de sus 

regiones, de todas o algunas de las medidas de fiscalización previstas en el presente 

Convenio, salvo en lo prescrito respecto a: 

a) Artículo 8 (Licencias), en lo que se refiere a la fabricación; 

b) Artículo 11 (2egistros), en lo que se refiere a los preparados exentos; 

c) Artículo 13 (Prohibición y restricciones a la exportación e importación); 

d) Artículo 15 (Inspección), en lo que se refiere a la fabricación; 

e) Artículo 16 (Informes que deben suministrar las Partes), en lo que se refiere 

a los preparados exentos; y 

f) Artículo 22 (Disposiciones penales), en la medida necesaria para la represión 

de actos contrarios a las leyes o reglamentos dictados de conformidad con las 

anteriores obligaciones. 

Dicha Parte notificará al Secretario General tal decisión, el nombre y la composición 

del preparado exento y las medidas de fiscalización de que haya quedado exento. El 

Secretario General transmitirá la notificación a las demás Partes, a la Organización 

nundial de la Salud y a la Junta. 

4. Si alguna de las Partes o la Organización nundial de la Salud tuvieran informa-

ción acerca de un preparado exento conforme al párrafo 3, que a su juicio exija que se 

ponga fin, total o parcialmente, a la exención, harán una notificación al Secretario 

General y le facilitarán información en apoyo de la misma. El Secretario General trans-

mitirá eon notificación y los datos que considere pertinentes a las Partes, a la Comisión 

y, cuando la notificación proceda de una de las Partes, a la Organización Eundial de la 

Salud. La Organización Eundial de la Salud comunicará a la Comisión un dictamen sobre 

el preparado, en relación con los puntos mencionados en el párrafo 2, junto con una 

recomendación sobre las medidas de fiscalización, en su caso, de que deba dejar de estar 

exento el preparado. La Comisión, tomando en consideración la comunicación de la 

Organización nundial de la Salud, cuyo dictamen será determinante en cuestiones módicas 

y científicas, y teniendo en cuenta los factores económicos, sociales, jurídicos, admi-

nistrativos y de otra índole que estime pertinentes, podrá decidir poner fin a la exen-

ción del preparado de una o de todas las medidas de fiscalización. Toda decisión que 

tome la Comisión de conformidad con este párrafo será comunicada por el Secretario 

General a todos los Estados Miembros de las Naciones Unidas, a los Estados no miembros 
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que sean Partes en el presente Convenio, a la Organización Mun3.1.1 de la Salud y a la 

Junta. Todas las Partes dispondrán lo necesario para poner fin a la exención de la 

medida o medidas de fiscalización en cuestión en un plazo de 180 días a partir de la 

fecha de la comunicación del Secretario General. 

ARTICULO 4 

Otras disposiciones especiales relativas al alcance de la fiscalización 

Respecto de las sustancias sicotrópicas distintas de las de la Lista I, las Partes 

podrán permitir: 

a) el transporte por viajeros internacionales de pequeñas cantidades de prepara-

dos para su uso personal; cada una de las Partes podrá, sin embargo, asegurarse de que 

esos preparados han sido obtenidos legalmente; 

b) el uso de esas sustancias en la industria para la fabricación de sustancias 

o productos no sicotrópicos, con sujeción a la aplicación de las medidas de fiscaliza-

ción previstas en este Convenio hasta que las sustancias sicotrópicas se hallen en tal 

estado que en la práctica no puedan ser usadas indebidamente ni recuperadas; y 

c) el uso de esas sustancias, con sujeción a la aplicación de las medidas de 

fiscalización previstas en este Convenio, para la captura de enim,les por personas 

expresamente autorizadas por las autoridades competentes a usar esas sustancias con 

ese fin. 

ARTICULO 5 

Limitación del uso a los fines módicos y científicos 

1. Cada una de las Partes limitará el uso de las sustancias de la Lista I según lo 

dispuesto en el artículo 7. 

2. Salvo lo dispuesto en el artículo 4, cada una de las Partes limitará a fines mó-
dicos y científicos, por los medios que estime apropiados, la fabricación, la exporta-

ción, la importación, la distribución, las existencias, el cbmercio, el uso y la posesión 

de las sustancias de las Listas II, III y IV. 

3. Es deseable que las Partes no permitan la posesión de las sustancias de las 

Listas II, III y IV si no es con autorización legal. 

ARTICULO 6 

Affininistración especial 

Es deseable que, para los efectos de la aplicación de las disposiciones del presen, 

te Convenio, cada una de las Partes establezca y mantenga una administración especial, 

que podría convenir fuese la misma que la administración especial establecida en virtud 

de las disposiciones de las convenciones pera la fiscalización de los estupefacientes, 

o que actúe en estrecha colaboración con ella. 
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ARTICULO 7 

Disposiciones especiales aplicables a las sustancias de la Lista I 

Ea lo que respecta a las sustancias de la Lista I, las Partes: 

a) prohibirán todo uso, excepto el que con fines científicos y fines médicos 

muy limitados hagan personas debidamente autorizadas en establecimientos médicos o 

científicos que estén bajo la fiscalización directa de sus gobiernos o expresamente 

aprobados por ellos; 

b) exigirán que la fabricación, el co..ercio, la distribución y la posesión estén 

sometidos a un régimen especial de licencias o autorización previa; 

e) ejercerán una estricta vigilancia de las actividades y actos mencionados en 

los párrafos a) y. b); 

d) limitarán la cantidad suministrada a una persona debidamente autorizada a le 

cantidad necesaria para la finalidad a ve se refiere la autorización; 

e) exigirán que las personas que ejerzan funciones médicas o cientlf3-as lleven 

registros de la adquisición de las sustancias y de los detalles de su uso; esos regis-

tros deberán conservarse como mínimo durante dos af,os después del último uzo anotado 

en ellos; y 

f) prohibirán la exportación e importación excepto cuando tanto el exportador 

como el importador sean autoridades competentes u organismos del país o región expor-

tador e importador, respectivamente, u otras personas o empresas que estén expresamen-

te autorizadas por las autoridades competentes de su país o región para este propósito. 

Los requisitos establecidos en el párrafo 1 del artículo 12 para las autorizaciones de 

exportación e importación de las sustancias de la Lista II se aplicarán igualmente a 

las sustancias de la Lista I. 

ARTICULO 8 

Licencias  

1. Las Partes exigirán que la fabricación, el comercio (incluido el comercio de expor-

tación e importación) y la distribución de las sustancias incluidas en las Listas II, III 

y IV estén sometidos a un régimen de licencias o a otro régimen de fiscalización análogo. 

2. Las Partes: 

a) ejercerán una fiscalización sobre todas las personas y empresas debidamente 

autorizadas que se dediquen a la fabricación, el comercio (incluido el comercio de expor-

tación e importación) o la distribución de las sustancias a que se refiere el párrafo 1 

o que participen en estas operaciones; 

b) someterán a un régimen de licencias o a otro régimen de fiscalización análogo 

a los establecimientos y locales en que se realice tal fabricación, comercio o 

distribución; y 

e) dispondrán que en tales establecimientos y locales se tomen medidas de segu-

ridad para evitar robos u otras desviaciones de las existencias. 
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3. Las disposiciones de los párrafos 1 y 2 del presente articulo relativas a licencias 

o a otro régimen de fiscalización análogo no se aplicarán necesariamente a las personas 

debidamente autorizadas para ejercer funciones terapéuticas o científicas, y mientras 

les ejerzan. 

4. Las Partes exigirán que todas las personas a quienes se conc.an licencias en vir-

tud del presente Convenio, o que estén de otro modo autorizadas según lo previsto en el 

párrafo 1 de este artículo o en el apartado b) del artículo 7, tengan las cualidades 

idóneas para aplicar fiel y eficazmente las disposiciones de las leyes y regle^entos 

que se dicten para dar cumplimiento a este Convenio. 

ARTICULO 9 

Recetas médicas 

1. Las Partes exigirán que las sustancias de las Listas II, III y IV se suministren 

o despachen únicamente con receta médica cuando se destinen al uso de particulares, 

salvo en el caso de que éstos puedan legalmente obtener, usar, despachar o administrar 

tales sustancias en el ejercicio debidamente autorizado de funciones terapéuticas 

o científicas. 

2. Las Partes tomarán medidas para asegurar que las recetas en que se prescriban 

sustancias de las Listas II, III y IV se expidan de conformidad con las exigencias 

de la buena práctica médica y con sujeción a la reglamentación necesaria, particular-

mente en cuanto al número de veces que pueden ser despachadas y a la duración de su 

validez, para proteger la salud y el bienestar públicos. 

3. No obstante lo dispuesto en el párrafo 1, una Parte podrá, cuando a su juicio 

las circunstancias locales así lo exijan y con las condiciones que pueda estipular, 

incluida la obligación de llevar un registro, autorizar a los farmacéuticos y otros 

minoristas con licencia designados por las autoridades sanitarias competentes del 

país o de una parte del mismo a que suministren, a su discreción y sin receta, para 

uso de particulares con fines médicos en casos excepcionales pequeñas cantidades de 

sustancias de las Listas III y IV, dentro de los límites que determinen las Partes. 

ARTICULO 10 

Advertencias en los paquetes y nropaganda 

1. Cada una de las Partes exigirá, teniendo en cuenta los reglamentos o recomenda-

ciones pertinentes de la Organización Mundial de la Salud, que en las etiquetas, 

cuando sea posible, y siempre en la hoja o el folleto que acompañe los paquetes en 

que se pongan a la venta sustancias sicotrópicas, se den instrucciones para su uso, 

así como los avisos y advertencias que sean a su juicio necesarios para la seguri-

dad del usuario. 
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2. Cada una de las Partes prohibirá la propaganda de las sustancias sicotrópicas 

dirigida al público en general, tomando debidamente en consideración sus disposiciones 

constitucionales. 

ARTICULO 11 

Registros  

1. Con respecto a las sustancias de la Lista I, las Partes exigirán que los fabrican-

tes y todas las demás personas autorizadas en virtud del articulo 7 para comerciar con 

estas sustancias y distribuirlas lleven registros, en la forma que determine cada Parte, 

en los que consten los pormenores de las cantidades fabricadas o almacenadas, y, para 

cada adquisición y entrega, los pormenores de la cantidad, fecha, proveedor y persona 

que las recibe. 

2. Con respecto a las sustancias de las Listas II y III, las Partes exigirán que los 

fabricantes, mayoristas, exportadores e importadores lleven registros, en la forma que 

determine cada Parte, en los que consten los pormenores de las cantidades fabricadas y, 

para cada adquisición y entrega, los pormenores de la cantidad, fecha, proveedor y per-

sona que las recibe. 

3. Con respecto a las sustancias de la Lista II, las Partes exigirán que los minoristas, 

las instituciones de hospitalización y asistencia y las instituciones científicas lleven 

registros, en la forma que determine cada Parte, en los que consten, para cada adquisi-

ción y entrega, los pormenores de la cantidad, fecha, proveedor y persona que las recibe. 

4. Las Partes procurarán, por los procedimientos adecuados y teniendo en cuenta las 

prácticas profesionales y comerciales de sus paises, que la información acerca de la 

adquisición y entrega de las sustancias de la Lista III por los minoristas, las institu-

ciones de hospitalización y asistencia y las instituciones científicas pueda consultarse 

fácilmente. 

5. Con respecto a las sustancias de la Lista IV, las Partes exigirán que los fabrican-

tes, exportadores e importadores lleven registros, en la forma que determine cada Parte, 

en los que consten las cantidades fabricadas, exportadas e importadas. 

6. Las Partes exigirán a los fabricantes de preparados exentos de conformidad con el 

párrafo 3 del articulo 3 que lleven registros en los que conste la cantidad de cada 

sustancia sicotrópica utilizada en la fabricación de un preparado exento, y la naturaleza, 

cantidad total y destino inicial del preparado exento fabricado con esa sustancia. 

7. Las Partes procurarán que los registros e información mencionados en el presente 

artículo que se requieran para los informes previstos en el artículo 16 se conserven 

como m<nivo durante dos años. 
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ARTICULO 12 

Disposiciones ralatIvre al conercio internacSonal  

1. a) Toda Parte que permita _La expprtación o importación d. -ustancias de las 

Listas I o II exigirá que se obtenga una autorización separada de impvtación o expor-

tación, en un formulario que establecerá la Comisión, para cada export.-1ón .1 importa-

ción, ya se trate de una o más sustancias. 

b) En dicha autorización se ind5eará la denominación común internacional de 1 

sustancia o, en su defecto, la des'..rnación le la sustancia en la Listc la emptidad 

que ha de expor"arse o importarse, la fcr...a farmacéutica, el no.bre direcGión del 

exportador de: importador, y el periodo dentro del cual ha de efecnuarse la exporta-

ción o importación. Si la susteacia se exporta o se importa en f rum pr)pa-aJo, 

deberá indicarse además el nonbre ca preparado, si 'miste. la aítorizació: de expor-

tación 4ndicará, además, el número y la fecha de la autorizadhl Ce importación 7 la 

autoridad que la ha expedido. 

c) taitas de conceder una autorización de expurtación, las Partes exigirán que se 

presente una autorización de importación, expedida .or las autoridades competentes del 

pals o región de importación, que acredite que ha sido aprobada la importación de la 

sustancia o de las sustancias que se mencionan en ella, y tal autorización deberá ser 

presentada por la persona o el establecimiento que solicite la autorización de 

exportación. 

d) Cada expedición deberá ir acompañada de una copia de la autorización de expor-

tación, de la que el gobierno que la haya expedido enviará una copia al gobierna del 

país o región de importación. 

e) Una vez efectuada la importación, el gobierno del país o región de importación 

devolverá la autorización de exportación al gobierno del pals o región de exportación 

con una nota que acredite la cantidad efectivamente importada. 

2. a) Las Partes exigirán que para cada exportación de sustancias de la Lista III 

los exportadores preparen una declaración por triplicado, extendida en un formulario 

según un modelo establecido por la Comisión, con la información siguiente: 

i) el nombre y dirección del exportador y del importador; 

ii) la denominación común internacional de la sustancia o, en su defecto, la 

designación de la sustancia en la Lista; 

iii) la cantidad y la forma farmacéutica en que la sustancia se exporte y, si 

se hace en forma de preparado, el nombre del preparado, si existe; y 

iv) la fecha de envio. 

b) Los exportadores presentarán a las autoridades competentes de su país o región 

dos copias de esta declaración y adjuntarán a su envio la tercera copia. 
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c) La Parte de cuyo territorio se haya exportado una sustancia de la Lista III 

enviará a las autoridades competentes del país o región de importación, lo más pronto 

posible y, en todo caso, dentro de los noventa días siguientes a la fecha de envío, por 

correo certificado con ruego de acuse de recibo, una copia de la declaración recibida 

del exportador. 

d) Las Partes podrán exigir que, al recibir la expedición, el importador remita 

a las autoridades competentes de su país o región la copia que acompafie a la expedición, 

debidamente endosada, indicando las cantidades recibidas y la fecha de su recepción. 

3. Nespecto de las sustancias de las Listas I y II se aplicarán las siguientes dispo-

siciones adicionales: 

a) Las Partes ejercerán en los puertos francos y en las zonas francas la misma 

supervisión y fiscalización que en otras partes de su territorio, sin perjuicio de que 

puedan aplicar medidas nás severas. 

b) C.,uedarán prohibidas las exportaciones dirigidas a un apartado postal o a un 

banco a la cuenta de una persona distinta de la designada en la autorización de 

exportación. 

c) Quedarán prohibidas las exportaciones de sustancias de la Tdsta I dirigidas 

a un almacén de aduanas. Quedarán prohibidas las exportaciones dg sustancias de la 

Lista II dirigidas aun alnacén de aduanas, a menos que en la autorización de importa-

ción presentada por la persona o el establecimiento que solicita la autorización de 

exportación, el gobierno del país importador acredite que ha aprobado la importación 

para su depósito en un almacén de aduanas. i ese caso, la autorización de exporta-

ción acreditará que la exportación se hace con ese destino. Para retirar una expedi-

ción consignada al sTr,Pcén de aduanas será necesario un permiso de las autoridades a 

cuya jurisdicción esté sometido el almacén y, si se destina al extranjero, se consi-

derará cono una nueva exportación en el sentido del presente Convenio. 

d) Las expediciones que entren en el territorio de una Parte o salgan del mismo 

sin ir aconpariadas de una autorización de exportación serán detenidas por las autori-

dades competentes. 

e) Ninguna Parte permitirá que pasen a través de su territorio sustancias expe-

didas a otro país, sean o no descargadas del vehículo que las transporta, a manos que 

se presente a las autoridades competentes de esa Parte una copia de la autorización 

de exportación correspondiente a la expedición. 

f) Jas autoridades competentes de un país o región que hayan permitido el trán-

sito de una expedición de sustancias deberán adoptar todas las medidas necesarias para 

impedir que se dé a la expedición un destino distinto del indicado en la copia de la 

autorización de exportación que la acompañe, a memos que el gobierno del país o región 

por el que pase la expedición autorice el cambio de destino. El gobierno del pals o 
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región de tránsito considerará todo cambio de destino que se solicite como una exporta-

ción del País. o región de tránsito al país o región de nuevo destino. Si se autoriza 

el cambio de destino, las disposiciones del apartado e) del párrafo 1 serán también 

aplicadas entre el país o región de tránsito y él país o región del que procedía origi-

nalmente la expedición. 

g) Ninguna expedición de sustancias, tanto si se M'a en tránsito como deposi-

tada en un almacén de aduanas, podrá ser sometida a proceso alguno que pueda modificar 

la naturaleza de la sustancia. Tampoco podrá modificarse su embalaje sin permiso de 

las autoridades competentes. 

h) Las disposiciones de los apartados e) a g) relativas al paso de sustancias a 

través del territorio de una Parte no se aplicarán cuando la expedición de que se trate 

sea transportada por una aeronave que no aterrice en el país o región de tránsito. Si 

la aeronave aterriza en tal país o región, esas disposiciones serán aplicadas en la 

medida en que las circunstancias lo requieran. 

i) Las disposiciones de este párrafo se entenderán sin perjuicio de las disposi-

ciones de cualquier acuerdo internacional que limite la fiscalización que pueda ser 

ejercida por cualquiera de las Partes sobre esas sustancias en tránsito. 

ARTICULO 13 

Prohibición y restricciones a la exportación e importación 

1. Una Parte podrá notificar a todas las demás Partes, por conducto del Secretario 

General, que prohibe la importación en su país o en una de sus regiones de una o más 

de las sustancias de la Lista II, III o IV que especifique en su notificación. En toda 

notificación de este tipo deberá indicarse el nombre de la sustancia, según su designa-

ción en la Lista II, III o IV. 

2. Cuando a una Parte le haya sido notificada una prohibición en virtud del párrafo 1, 

tomará medidas para asegurar que no se exporte ninguna de las sustancias especificadas 

en la notificación al país o a una de las regiones de la Parte que haya hecho tal 

notificación. 

3. No obstante lo dispuesto en los párrafos precedentes, la Parte que haya hecho una 

notificación de conformidad con el párrafo 1 podrá autorizar en virtud de una licencia 

especial en cada caso la importación de cantidades determinadas de dichas sustancias o 

de preparados que contengan dichas sustancias. La autoridad del país importador que 

expida la licencia enviará dos copias de la licencia especial de importación, indicando 

el nombre y dirección del importador y del exportador, a la autoridad competente del 

país o región de exportación, la cual podrá entonces autorizar al exportador a que efec-

túe el envío. El envío irá acompañado de una copia de la licencia especial de importa-

ción, debidamente endosada por la autoridad competente del país o región de exportación. 
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ARTICULO 14 

Disposiciones especiales relativas al transporte de sustancias  
sicotrópicas en los botiquines de primeros auxilios de buques,  

aeronaves u otras forras de transporte público de las  
líneas internacionales 

1. El transporte internacional en buques, aeronaves u otras formas de transporte pú-

blico internacional, tales como los ferrocarriles y autobuses internacionales, de las 

cantidades limitadas de sustancias de la Lista II, III o IV necesarias para la presta-

ción de primeros amilios o para casos urgentes en el curso del viaje no se considera-

rá cono exportación, importación o tránsito por un país en el sentido de este Convenio. 

2. Deberán adoptarse las precauciones adecuadas por el país de la matrícula para evi-

tar que se haga un uso inadecuado de las sustancias a que se refiere el párrafo 1 o su 

desviación para fines ilícitos. La Comisión recomendará dichas precauciones, en con-

sulta con las organizaciones internacionales pertinentes. 

3. Las sustancias transportadas en buques, aeronaves u otras formas de transporte 

público internacional, tales como los ferrocarriles y autobuses internacionales, de 

conformidad con lo dispuesto en el párrafo 1 estarán sujetas a las leyes, reglamentos, 

permisos y licencias del país de la matrícula, sin perjuicio del derecho de las auto-

ridades locales competentes a efectuar comprobaciones e inspecciones y a adoptar otras 

medidas de fiscalización a bordo de esos medios de transporte. La administración de 

dichas sustancias en caso de urgente necesidad no se considerará una violación de las 

disposiciones del párrafo 1 del artículo 9. 

ARTICULO 15 

Inspección 

Las Partes mantendrán un sistema de inspección de los fabricantes, exportadores, 

importadores, mayoristas yninoristas de =tandas sicotrópicas y de las institucio-

nes mádicas y científicas que hagan uso de tales sustancias. Las Partes dispondrán 

que se efectúen inspecciones, con la frecuencia que juzguen necesaria, de los locales, 

existencias y registros. 

ArtTICTILO 16 

Informes que deben suministrar las Partes  

1. Las Partes suministrarán al Secretario General los datos que la Comisión pueda 

pedir por ser necesarios para el desempeño de sus funciones y, en particular, un 

informe anual sobre la aplicación del Convenio en sus territorios que incluirá da-

tos sobre: 
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a) las modificaciones importantes introducidas en sus leyes y reglamentos rela-

tivos a las sustancias sicotrópicas; y 

b) los acontecimientos importantes en materia de uso indebido y tráfico ilícito 

de sustancias sicotrópicas ocurridos en sus territorios. 

2. Las Partes notificarán también al Secretario General el nombre y dirección de las 

autoridades gubernamentales a que se hace referencia en el apartado f) del artículo 7, 

en el artículo 12 y en el párrafo 3 del artículo 13. El Secretario General distribuirá 

a todas las Partes dicha información. 

3. Las Partes presentarán, lo antes posible después de acaecidos los hechos, un infor-

ma al Secretario General respecto de cualquier caso de tráfico ilícito de sustancias 

sicotrópicas, así como de cualquier decomiso procedente de tráfico ilícito, que consi-

deren importantes ya sea: 

a) porque revelen nuevas tendencias; 

b) por las cantidades de que se trate; 

e) por arrojar luz sobre las fuentes de que provienen las sustancias; o 

d) por los métodos empleados por los traficantes ilícitos. 

Se transmitirán copias del informe de conformidad con lo dispuesto en el apartado b) 

del artículo 21. 

4. Las Partes presentarán a la Junta informes estadísticos anuales, establecidos de 

conformidad con los formularios preparados por la Junta: 

a) por lo que respecta a cada una de las sustancias de las Listas I y II, sobre 

las cantidades fabricadas, exportadas e importadas por cada país o región y sobre las 

existencias en poder de los fabricantes; 

b) por lo que raspe-eta a cada una de las sustancias de las Listas III y IV, sobre 

las cantidades fabricadas y sobre las cantidades totales exportadas e importadas; 

e) por lo que respecta a cada una de las sustancias de las Listas II y III, sobre 

las cantidades utilizadas en la fabricación de preparados exentos; y 

d) por lo que respecta a cada una de las sustancias que no sean las de la Lista I, 

sobre las cantidades utilizadas con fines industriales, de conformidad con el apartado b) 

del artículo 4. 

Las cantidades fabricadas a que se hace referencia en los apartados a) y b) de este pá-

rrafo no comprenden las cantidades fabricadas de preparados. 

5. Toda Parte facilitará a la Junta, a petición de ésta, datos estadísticos comple-

mentarios relativos a períodos ulteriores sobre las cantidades de cualquier sustancia 

determinada de las Listas III y IV exportadas e importadas por cada país o regi6n. Di-

cha Parte podrá pedir que la Junta considere confidenciales tanto su petición de datos 

como los datos suministrados de conformidad con el presente párrafo. 

6. Las Partes facilitarán la información relacionada en los párrafos 1 y 4 del modo y 

en la fecha que soliciten la Comisión o la Unta. 
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ARTICULO 17 

Punciones de la Comisión 

1. La Comisión podrá examinar todas las cuestiones relacionadas con los objetivos de 

este Convenio y con la aplicación de sus disposiciones y podrá hacer recomendaciones 

al efecto. 

2. Las decisiones de la Comisión previstas en los artículos 2 y 3 se adoptarán por 

una mayoría de dos tercios de los miembros de la Comisión. 

ARTICULO 18 

Informes de la Junta 

1. La Junta preparará informes anuales sobre su labor; dichos informes contendrán un 

análisis de los datos estadísticos de que disponga la Junta y, cuando proceda, una re-

seSa de las aclaraciones hechas por los gobiernos o que se les hayan pedido, si las 

biere, junto con las observaciones y recomendaciones que la junta desee hacer. La Junta 

podrá preparar los informes complementarios que considera necesarios. Los informes se-

rán sometidos al Consejo por intermedio de la Comisión, que formulará las observaciones 

que estime oportunas. 

2. Los informes de la Junta serán comunicados a las Partes y publicados posteriormente 

por el Secretario General. Las Partes permitirán que se distribuyan sin restricciones. 

ARTICULO 19 

Ledidas de la Junta para asepurar la ejecución de las  
disposiciones del Convenio  

1. a) Si, como resultado del examen de la información presentada por los gobiernos 

a la Junta o de la información comunicada por los órganos de las Uaciones Unidas, la 

junta tiene razones para creer que el incumplimiento de las disposiciones de este 

Convenio por un país o región pone gravemente en peligro los objetivos del Convenio, 

la Junta tendrá derecho a pedir aclaraciones al gobierno del país o región interesado. 

A reserva del derecho de la Junta, a que se hace referencia en el apartado c), de seña-

lar el asunto a la atención de las Partes, del Consejo y de la Comisión, la junta consi-

derará como confidencial cualquier petición de información o cualquier aclaración de un 

gobierno de conformidad con este apartado. 

b) Después de tomar una decisión de conformidad con el apartado a), la Junta, si 

lo estima necesario, podrá pedir al gobierno interesado que adopte las medidas correc-

tivas que considere necesarias en las circunstancias del caso para la ejecución de las 

disposiciones de este Convenio. 
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C) co la duraba co ,sue  que el. guo.Lerno 2.nteresacto no na dado aclaraciones Sa-

tisfactorias después de haber sido invitado a hacerlo de conformidad con el apartado a), 

o no ha tomado las medidas correctivas que se le ha invitado a tomar de conformidad con 

el apartado b), podrá señalar el asunto a la atención de las Partes, del Consejo y de 

la Comisión. 

2. La Junta, al señalar un asunto a la atención de las Partes, del Consejo y de la 

Comisión de conformidad con el apartado c) del párrafo 1, podrá, si lo estima necesario, 

recomendar a las Partes que suspendan la exportación, importación, o ambas cosas, de 

ciertas sustancias sicotrópicas desde el país o región interesado o hacia ese pals o 

región, ya sea durante un período determinado o hasta que la junta considere aceptable 

la situación en ese país o región. El Estado interesado podrá plantear la cuestión an-

te el Consejo. 

3. La Junta tendrá derecho a publicar un informe sobre cualquier asunto ezzazdnado de 

conformidad con las disposiciones de este artículo y a comunicarlo al Consejo, el cual 

lo transmitirá a todas las Partes. Si la Junta publica en este informe una decisión 

tonada de conformidad con este artículo, o cualquier información al respecto, deberá 

publicar también en tel informe las opiniones del gobierno interesado si este último 

así lo pide. 

4. En todo caso, si una decisión de la Junta publicada de conformidad con este artícu-

lo no es unánime, se indicarán las opiniones de la minoría. 

5. Se invitará a participar en las reuniones de la Junta en que se examine una cues-

tión de conformidad con el presente artículo a cualquier Estado interesado directamente 

en dicha cuestión. 

6. Las decisiones de la junta de conformidad con este artículo se tomarán por mayoría 

de dos tercios del número total de miembros de la Junta. 

7. Las disposiciones de los párrafos anteriores se aplicarán también en el caso de 

que la Junta tenga razones para creer que una decisión tomada por una Parte de confor-

midad con el párrafo 7 del artículo 2 pone gravemente en peligro los objetivos del pre-

sente Convenio. 

ABTICULO 20 

hedidas contra el uso indebido de sustancias sicotrópicas  

1. Las Partes adoptarán todas las medidas posibles para prevenir el uso indebido de 

sustancias sicotrópicas y asegurar la pronta identificación, trat.riento, educación, 

postrataniento, rehabilitación y readaptación social de las personas afectadas, y coor-

dinarán sus esfuerzos en este sentido. 

2. Las Partes fomentarán en la medida de lo posible la formación de personal para el 

tratamiento, postratamiento, rehabilitación y readaptación social de quienes hagan uso 

indebido de sustancias sicotrópicas. 
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3. Las Partes prestarán asistencia a las personas cuyo trabajo asíjlo-exija para que 

lleguen a conocer los problemas del uso indebido de sustancias sicotrópicas y de su pre-

vención, y fomentarán asimismo ese conocimiento entre el-páblico en general, si existe 

el peligro de que se difunda el uso indebido de tales sustancias. 

ARTICULO 21 

Lucha contra el tráfico ilícito  

Teniendo debidamente en cuenta sus sistemas constitucional, legal y administrativo, 

las Partes: 

a) asegurarán en el plano nacional la coordinación de la acción preventiva y re-

presiva contra el tráfico ilícito; para ello podrán designar un servicio apropiado que 

se encargue de dicha coordinación; 

b) me ayudarán mutuamente en la lucha contra el tráfico ilícito de sustancias 

sicotrópicas, y en particular transmitirán inmediatamente a las demás Partes directamen, 

to interesadas, por la via diplomática o por conducto de las autoridades competentes 

designadas por las Partes para este fin, una copia de cualquier informe enviado al 

Secretario General en virtud del artículo 16 después de descubrir un caso de tráfico 

ilícito o de efectuar un decomiso; 

c) cooperarán estrechamente entre sí y con las organizaciones internacionales 

competentes de que sean miembros para mantener una lucha coordinada contra el tráfico 

ilícito; 

d) velarán por que la cooperación internacional de los servicios adecuados 

so efectúe en forma expedita; y 

e) cuidarán de que, cuando se transmitan de un país a otro los autos para el 

ejercicio de una acción judicial, la transmisión se efectúe en forma expedita a los 

órganos designados por las Partes; este requisito no prejuzga el derecho de una Parte 

a exigir que se le envíen los autos por la vía diplomática. 

ARTICULO 22 

Disposiciones penales  

1. a) A reserva de lo dispuesto en su Constitución, cada una de las Partes consi-

derará como delito, si se comete intencionalmente, todo acto contrario a cualquier ley 

o reglamento que se adopte en cumplimiento de las obligaciones impuestas por este 

Convenio y dispondrá lo necesario para que los delitos graves sean sancionados en for-

ma adecuada, especiqlm.mte con penas de prisión u otras penas de privación de libertad. 

b) No obstante, cuando las personas que hagan uso indebido de sustancias sico-

trápicas hayan cometido esos delitos, las Partes podrán, en vez de declararlas culpa-

bles o de sancionarlas penalMente, o, además de sancionarlas, someterlas a medidas de 

tratamiento, educación, postratamiento, rehabilitación y readaptación social, de con-

formidad con lo dispuesto en el párrafo 1 del artículo 20. 
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2. A reserva de las limitaciones que imponga la uonstitucion respectiva, el sistema 

juríNico y la legislación nacional de cada Parte: 

a) i) si se ha cometido en diferentes países una serie de actos relacionados 

entre si que constituyan delitos de conformidad con el párrafo 1, cada 

uno de esos actos será considerado como un delito distinto; 

ii) la participación deliberada o la confabulación para cometer cualquiera 

de esos actos, así como la tentativa de cometerlos, los actos prepara-

torios y operaciones financieras relativos a los mismos, se considera-

rán como delitos, tal como se dispone en el párrafo 1; 

iii) las sentencias condenatorias pronunciadas en el extranjero por esos 

delitos serán computadas para determinar la reincidencia; y 

iv) los referidos delitos graves cometidos tanto por nacionales como por 

extranjeros serán juzgados por la Parte en cuyo territorio se haya 

cometido el delito, o por la Parte en cuyo territorio se encuentre 

el delincuente, si no procede la extradición de conformidad con la 

ley de la Parte a la cual se la solicita, y si dicho delincuente no 

ha sido ya procesado y sentenciado. 

b) Ea deseable que los delitos a que se refieren el párrafo 1 y el inciso ii) 

del apartado a) del párrafo 2 se incluyan" entre los delitos que dan lugar a extradi-

ción en todo tratado de extradición concertado o que pueda concertarse entre las 

Partes, y sean delitos que den lugar a extradición entre cualesquiera de las Partes 

que no subordinen la extradición a la existencia de un tratado o acuerdo de recipro-

cidad, a reserva de que la extradición sea concedida con arreglo a la legislación de 

la Parte a la que se haya pedido, y de que esta Parte tenga derecho a negarse a pro-

ceder a. la detención o a conceder la extradición si sus autoridades competentes con-

sideran que el delito no es suficientemente grave. 

3. Toda sustancia sicotrópica, toda otra sustancia y todo utensilio, empleados en 

la comisión de cualquiera de los delitos mencionados en los párrafos 1 y 2 o desti-

nados a tal fin, podrán ser objeto de aprehensión y decomiso. 

4. Las disposiciones del presente articulo quedarán sujetas a las disposiciones 

de la legislación nacional de la Parte interesada en materia de jurisdicción y 

competencia. 

5. Ninguna de las disposiciones del presente articulo afectará al principio de 

que los delitos a que se refiere han de ser definidos, perseguidos y sancionados 

de conformidad con la legislación nacional de cada Parte. 
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ARTICULO 23 

Aplicación de medidas nacionales de fiscalización ads estrictas 
que las establecidas por este Convenio  

Una Parte podrá adoptar medidas de fiscalización más estrictas o rigurosas que las 

previstas en este Convenio si, a su juicio, tales medidas son wnv."--1(ntes o necesarias 

para proteger la salud y el bienestar públicos. 

ARTICULO 24 

Gastos de los órganos internacionales motivados por la aplicación 
de las disposiciones del presente Convenio  

Los gastos de la Comisión y de la Junta en relación con el cumplimiento de sus fun-

cionen respectivas conforme al presente Convenio serán sufragados por las Naciones 

Unidas en la forma que decida la Asamblea General. Las Pavtes que no sean hembras de 

las Naciones Unidas contribuirán a sufragar dichos gastos con las cantidades que la 

Asamblea General considere equitativas y fije ocasionalmente, previa consulta con los 

gobiernos de aquellas Partes. 

ARTICULO 25 

Procedimiento para la admisión, firma, ratificación y adhesión 

1. Los Estados rdembros de las Naciones Unidas, los Estados no miembros de las 

Naciones Unidas que sean miembros de un organismo especializado de las Naciones Unidas 

o del Organismo Internacional de Energía Atómica, o Partes en el Estatuto de la Corte 

Internacional de Justicia, así como cualquier otro Estado invitado por el Consejo po-

drán ser Partes en el presente Convenio: 

a) firmándolo; o 

b) ratificándolo después de haberlo firmado con la reserva de ratificación; o 

c) adhiriéndose a él. 

2. El presente Convenio quedará abierto a la firma hasta el 1º de enero de 1972 in-

clusive. Después de esta fecha quedará abierto a la adhesión. 

3. Los instrumentos de ratificación o adhesión se depositarán ante el Secretario 

General. 

ARTICULO 26 

Entrada en vigor 

1. El presente Convenio entrará en vigor el nonagésimo día siguiente a la fecha en 

que cuarenta de los Estados mencionados en el párrafo 1 del artículo 25 lo hayan fir-

mado sin reserva de ratificación o hayan depositado sus instrumentos de ratificación 

0 de adhesión. 
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2. Con respecto a cualquier otro Estado que lo firme sin reserva de ratificación, o 

que deposite un instrumento de ratificación o adhesión después de la intima firma o el 

Illtimo depósito mencionados en el párrafo precedente, este Convenio entrará en vigor el 

nonagésimo día siguiente a la fecha de su firma o a la fecha de depósito de su instru-

mento de ratificación o de adhesión. 

ARTICULO 27 

Aplicación territorial  

El presente Convenio se aplicará a todos los territorios no metropolitanos cuya re-

presentación internacional ejerza una de las Partes, salvo cuando se requiera el consen-

timiento previo de tal territorio en virtud de la Constitución de la Parte o del terri-

torio interesado, o de la costumbre. at ese caso, la Parte tratará de obtener lo antes 
posible el necesario consentimiento del territorio y, una vez obtenido, lo notificará 

al Secretario General. El presente Convenio se aplicará al territorio o territorios 

mencionados en dicha notificación, a partir de la fecha en que la reciba el Secretario 

General. En los casos en que no se requiera el consentimiento previo del territorio no 

metropolitano, la Parte interesada declarará, en el memento de la firma, de la ratifica-

ción o de la adhesión, a qué territorio o territorios no metropolitanos se aplica el pre-

sente Convenio. 

ARTICULO 28 

Regiones a que se refiere el Convenio  

1. Cualquiera de las Partes podrá notificar al Secretario General que, a los efectos 

del presente Convenio, su territorio está dividido en dos o más regiones, o que dos o 

más de éstas se consideran una sola región. 

2. Dos o más Partes podrán notificar al Secretario General que, a consecuencia del 

establecimiento de una unión aduanera entre ellas, constituyen una región a los efectos 

del Convenio. 

3. Toda notificación hecha con arreglo a los párrafos 1 ó 2 surtirá efecto el 1º de 

enero del año siguiente a aquel en que se haya hecho la notificación. 

ARTICULO 29 

Denuncia 

1. Una vez transcurridos dos años a contar de la fecha de entrada en vigor del presen-

te Convenio toda Parte, en su propio nombre o en el de cualquiera de los territorios cu-

ya representación internacional ejerza y que haya retirado el consentimiento dado según 

lo dispuesto en él artículo 27, podrá denunciar el presente Convenio mediante un instru-

mento escrito depositado en poder del Secretario General. 
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2. Si el Secretario General recibe la denuncia antes del 1º de julio de cualquier año 

o en dicho día, ésta surtirá efecto a partir del 1º de enero del año siguiente, y si la 

recibe después del 1º de julio, la denuncia surtirá efecto como si hubiera sido recibi— 

da antes del 1º de julio del año siguiente o en ese día. 

3. El presente Convenio cesará de estar en vigor si, a consecuencia de las denuncias 

formuladas de conformidad con los párrafos 1 y 2, dejan de cumplirse las condiciones 

estipuladas en el párrafo 1 del artículo 26 para su entrada en vigor. 

AnsucuLo 30 

Enmiendas 

1. Cualquiera de las Partes podrá proponer una enmienda a este Convenio. El texto de 

cualquier enmienda as/ propuesta y los motivos de la misma serán cornntcados al 

Secretario General quien, a su vez, los comunicará a las Partes y al Consejo. El 

Consejo podrá decidir: 

a) que se convoque una conferencia de conformidad con el párrafo 4 del 

Artículo 62 de la Carta de las Naciones Unidas para considerar la enmienda propuesta; o 

b) que se pregunte a las Partes si aceptan la enmienda propuesta y se les pida 

que presenten al Consejo comentarios acerca de la misma. 

2. Cuando una propuesta de enmienda transmitida con arreglo a lo dispuesto en el apar— 

tado b) del párrafo 1 no haya sido rechazada por ninguna de las Partes dentro de los 

dieciocho meses después de haber sido transmitida, entrará automáticamente en vigor. 

No obstante, si cualquiera de las Partes re,b.7a una propuesta de enmienda, el Consejo 

podrá decidir, teniendo en mienta las observaciones recibidas de las Partes, si ha de 

convocarse una conferencia para considerar tal enmienda. 

ARTICULO 31 

Controversias  

1. Si surge una controversia acerca de la interpretación o de la aplicación del pre— 

sente Convenio entre dos o más Partes éstas se consultarán con el fin de resolverla 

por vía de negociación, investigación, mediación, conciliación, arbitraje, recurso a 

órganos regionales, procediniento judicial u otros recursos pacíficos que ellas elijan. 

2. Cualquier controversia de esta índole que no haya sido resuelta en la forma indi— 

cada será sometida, a petición de cualquiera de las partes en la controversia, a la 

Corte Internacional de Justicia. 
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ARTICULO 32 

Reservas  

1. Sólo se admitirán las reservas que se formulen con arregio a lo dispuesto en los 

párrafos 2, 3 y 4 del presente artículo. 

2. Al firmar el Convenio, ratificarlo o adherirse a él, todo Estado podrá formular 

reservas a las siguientes disposiciones del mismo: 

a) artículo 19, párrafos 1 y 2; 

b) artículo 27; Y 

e) artículo 31. 

3. Todo Estado que quiera ser Parte en el Convenio, pero que desee ser autorizado para 

formular reservas distintas de las mencionadas en los párrafos 2 y 4, podrá notificar su 

intención al Secretario General. Amenos que dentro de un plazo de doce mases, a contar 

de la fecha de la comunicación de la reserva por el Secretario General, dicha reserva 

sea objetada por un tercio de los Estados que hayan firmado el Convenio sin reserva de 

ratificación, que lo hayan ratificado o que se hayan adherido a él antes de expirar 

dicho plazo, la reserva se considerará autorizada, quedando entendido, sin embargo, que 

los Estados que hayan formulado objeciones a esa reserva no estarán obligados a asumir, 

para con él Estado que la formuló, ninguna obligación jurídica emanada del presente 

Convenio que sea afectada por la dicha reserva. 

4. Todo Estado en cuyo territorio crezcan en forma silvestre plantas que contengan 

sustancias sicotrópicas de la Lista I y que se hayan venido usando tradicionalmente por 

ciertos grupos reducidos, claramente determinados, en ceremonias mágico—religiosas, po— 

drá, en él momento de la firma, de la ratificación o de la adhesión, formular la reser— 

va correspondiente, en relación a lo dispuesto por el artículo 7 del presente Convenio, 

salvo en lo que respecta a las disposiciones relativas ál comercio internacional. 

5. El Estado que haya formulado reservas podrá en todo =el:1U), mediante notificación 

por escrito al Secretario General, retirar todas o parte de sus reservas. 

ARTICULO 33 

Kotificaciones  

El Secretario General notificará a todos los Estados mencionados en el párrafo 1 

del artículo 25: 

a) las firmas, ratificaciones y adhesiones conforme al artículo 25; 

b) la fecha en que él presente Convenio entre en vigor conforme ál artículo 26; 

c) las denuncias hechas eonforme al artículo 29; y 

d) las declaraciones y notificaciones hechas conforme a los artículos 27, 28, 

30 y 32. 
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EN FE DE LO CUAL, los infrascritos, debidamente autorizados, han firmado el pre-

sente Convenio en nombre de sus gobiernos respectivos. 

HECHO EN VIENA, el vigásimo primer día del mes de febrero de mil novecientos 

setenta y uno, en un solo ejemplar cuyos textos chino, español, francés, inglés y ruso 

son igualmente auténticos. El Convenio será depositado ante el Secretario General de 

las Naciones Unidas quien transmitirá copias certificadas conformes del mismo a todos 

los Hiembros de las Naciones Unidas y a todos los demás Estados mencionados en el párra-

fo 1 del artículo 25. 
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CONVENTION SUR LES SUBSTANCES PSYCHOTROPPS 

PREAMBULE 

Les Parties, 

Soucieuses de la santa physique et morale de l'humanité, 

Préoccunées par le probléme de santé publique et le probléme social qui résultent 

de liabus de certaines substances psychotropes, 

Déterminées á prévenir et á combattre liabas de ces substances et le trafic 

illicite auquel il donne lieu, 

Considérant qu'il est néces,,,i'm de prendre des mesures rigoureuses pour limiter 

l'usage de ces substances á des fins légitimes, 

Reconnaissant que l'utilisation des substances psycbotropes á des fins médicales 

et scientifiques est indispensable et que la possibilité de se procurer des substances 

á ces fins ne devrait faire liobjet d'aucune restriction injustifiée, 

Crovant que pour gtre efficaces les mesures prises contre rebus de ces substances 

doivent gtre coordonnées et universelles, 

Reconnaissant la compétence de l'Organisation des Nations Unies en matilre de 

contr8le des substances psychotropes et désirant que les organes internationaux 

intéressés exercent leur activité dens le cadre de cette Organisation, 

Convaincues quiunb convention internationale est nécessaire pour réaliser ces fins, 

Conviennent de ce qui suit : 
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ARTICLE PREMIER 

Glossaire 

Sauf indication expresso en sena contraire, on sauf si le contexte exige qu'il 

en soit autrement, les expressions suivantes oat dens la présente Convention les 

significations indiques ci—dessous : 

a) L'expression "Conseil" désigne le Conseil économique et social des 

Nations Unies. 

b) L'expression "Commission" désigne la Commission des stupéfiants du Conseil. 

c) L'expression "Organe" désigne l'Organe international de contr8le des 

stupéfiants institué en vertu de la Convention unique sur les stupéfiants 

de 1961. 

d) L'expression "Secrétaire gánéral" désigne le Secrétaire général de 

l'Organisation des Nations Unies. 

e) L'expression "Substance psychotrope" désigne toute substance, qu'elle soit 

d' origine naturelle on synthétique, on tout produit naturel du 

Tableau I, II, III on IV. 

f) L'expression "préparation" désigne : 

i) Une solution Cu un mélange, quel que soit son état physique, contenant 

une ou plusienrs substances psychotropes, on 

ii) une ou plusieurs substances psychotropes divises en units de prise. 

g) Les expressions "Tableau I", "Tableau II", "Tableau III" at "Tableau IV" 

désignent les listes de substances psychotropes portent les numéros 

correspondents, annexes a la présente Convention, qui pourront atre 

modifies, conformáment l'article 2. 

h) Les expressions "exportation" at "importation" désignent, chacune dens son 

acception particulilre, le transfert matériel d'une substance psychotrope 

d'un Etat dans un autre Etat. 

i) L'expression "fabrication" désigne toutes les opérations permettant 

d'obtenir des substances psychotropes, at comprend la purification et la 

transformation de substances psychotropes en d'autres substances 

psychotropes. Cotta expression comprend aussi la fabrication de préparations 

autres que celles qui sont faites, sur ordonnance, dens une pharmacie. 

j) L'expression "trafic illicite" désigne la fabrication on le trafic de 

substances psychotropes, effectués contrairement aux dispositions de la 

présente Convention. 

k) L'expression "région" désigne tente partie d'un Etat qui, en vertu de 

1' article 28, est traitée comae une entité distincte aux fins de la 

présente Convention. 

1) L'expression "beaux' désigne les bátiments, les parties de batiments ainsi 

que le terrain affecté anvdits bátiments on aux parties desdits batiments. 
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ARTICLE 2 

Champ d'application du contrale des substances  

1. Si une Partie ou l'Organisation mondiale de la santé eat en possession de 

renseignements se rapportant une substance non encore soumise au contrale inter— 

national qui, á son avis, peuvent rendre nécessaire son adjonction á l'un des Tableaux 

de la présente Convention, elle adressera an Secrétaire général une notification 

accompagnée de tous les renseignements pertinents á l'appui. Cett: procédure sera de 

mame appliquée lorsqu'une Partie ou l'Organisation mondiale de la santé sera en 

possession de renseignements qui justifient le transfert d'une substance d'un Tableau á 

un autre, ou la suppression de son inscription á l'un des Tableaux. 

2. Le Secrétaire général communiquera cette notification, ainsi que les renseignements' 

qu'il jugera pertinente, aux Parties, á la Commission et, si la notification a été 

faite par une Partie, á l'Organisation mondiale de la santé. 

3. S'il résulte des renseignements accompagnant cette notification que ladite 

substance, eat susceptible d'atre inscrita au Tableau I ou au Tableau II en vertu du 

paragraphe 4, les Parties examineront, á la insiere de tous les renseignements dont 

elles disposeront, la possibilité d'appliquer á titre provisoire á cette substance 

toutes les mesures de contrale applicables sur substances du Tableau I ou du 

Tableau II, selon le cas. 

4. Si l'Organisation mondiale de la santé constate : 

a) que ladite substance peut provoquer 

i) 1) un état de dépendance, et 

2) une stimulation ou une dépression du systIme nerveux central donnant 

lieu á des hallucinations ou á des troubles de la fonction motrice 

ou du jugement ou du comportement ou de la perception ou de l'humeur, 

ou 

ii) des abus et des effets nocifs comparables á ceux d'une substance du 

Tableau I, II, III ou IV, et 

b) qu'il existe des raisons suffisantes de croire que la substance donne ou 

risque de donner lieu á des abus tela qu'elle constitue un problame de santé 

publique et un probléme social justifiant qu'elle spit placée sous controle 

international, 

elle communiquera I. la Commission une évaluation de cette substance, °a elle indiquera 

notamment la mesure dams laquelle la substance donne ou risque de donner lieu á des 

abus, le degré de gravité du probléme de santé publique et du probléme social at le 

degré d'utilité de la substance en thérapeutique, ainsi que des recommandations sur 

les mesures éventuelles de contrale Annuelles il serait opportun de l'assujettir á 

la lumiére de cette évaluation. 
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5. Tenant compte de la communication de l'Organisation mondiale de la santé, dent 

les évaluations seront déterminantes en matilre médicale et scientifique, et prenant 

en considération les facteurs d'ordre économique, social, juridique, administrant et 

tous nutres facteurs qu'elle pourra juger pertinents, la Commission pourra ajouter 

ladite substance as Tableau I, II, III os IV. Elle pourra demander des renseignements 

complémentaires á l'Organisation mondiale de la canté os á d'autres sources 

appropriées. 

6. Si une notification faite en vertu du paragraphe 1 a trait á une substance déjà 

inscrite á l'un des Tableaux, l'Organisation mondiale de la senté transmettra á la 

Commission ces nouvelles constatations ainsi que toute nouvelle évaluation de cette 

substance qu'elle pourra faire conformément aux dispositions du paragraphe 4 et toutes 

nouvalles recommendations portent sur des mesures de contrOle qui pourront lui para/tre 

appropriées á la lumiére de ladite évaluation. La Commission, tenant compte de la 

communication regue de l'Organisation mondiale de la sancé conformément as paragraphe 5, 

ainsi que des facteurs énumérés dams ledit paragraphe, pourra décider de transférer 

cette substance d'un Tableau P. un astro, ou de supprimer son inscription aux Tableaux. 

7. Toute décision de la Commission prise en vertu du présent article sera communiquée 

par le Secrétaire général á toss les Etats Membres de l'Organisation des Nations Unías, 

aux Etats non membres Parties á la présente Convention, á l'Organisation mondiale de la 

santa at á l'Organe. Cette décision prendra pleinement effet pour chaque Partie 

180 jours aprás la date de la communication, sauf pour une Partie qui, pendant cette 

périole, et au sujet d'une décision ayant pour effet d'ajouter une substance á un 

Tableau, aura informé par écrit le Secrétaire général queen raison de circonstances 

exceptionnelles elle n'est pas en mesura de soumettre cette substance á testes les 

dispositions de la Convention applicables aux substances de ce Tableau. Une telle 

notification exposera les motifs de cette décision exceptionnelle. Nonobstant cette 

notification, chaque Partie devra appliquer as minimum les mesures de controle ins-

sirias ci-aprás. 

a) La Partie qui a notifié as Secrétaire général une telle décision as sujet 

d'une substance jusque -la non soumise as contrble at ajoutée au Tableau I, tiendra 

compte, autant que possible, des mesures de contrOle spéciales énumérées á l'article 7 

et, en ce qui concerne cette substance, devra : 

exiger des licences pour sa fabrication, son commerce et sa distribution, 

conformément aux dispositions prévues par l'article 8 pour les 

substances du Tableau II; 

ii) exigar qu'elle me soit fournie os dispensée que sur ordonnance médicale, 

conformément aux dispositions prévues par l'article 9 pour les 

substances du Tableau II; 
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iii) se conformer aux obligations relatives 1 ',exportation et á ',impor-

tation énoncées á ',article 12, sauf 1 l'égard d'une entre Partie ayant 

adressé au Secrétaire général une notification au sujet de la substance 

en question; 

iv) se conformer aux obligations énoncées pour les substances du Tableau II 

á ',article 13, portant interdiction on restrictions á ',exportation et 

ál'importation; 

v) fournir á l'Organe des rapports statistiques conformément aux dispo-

sitions de l'alinéa a) du paragraphe 4 de ',article 16; et 

vi) prendre des mesures conformes aux dispositions de ',article 22 en vue 

de réprimer tout acte contraire aux lois ou rIglements adopts en 

exécution des obligations ci-dessus. 

b) La Partie qui a notifié an Secrétaire général une talle décision an sujet 

d'une substance jusque-]it non soumise an contr8le et ajoutée an Tableau II devra en 

ce qui concerne cette substance : 

i) exiger des licences pour sa fabrication, son commerce et sa distri-

bution, conformément aux dispositions de ',article 8; 

ii) exiger qu'elle ne soit fournie on dispense que sur ordonnance médi-

cale, conformément aux dispositions de ',article 9; 

iii) se conformer aux obligations relatives á ',exportation et ',impor-

tation énoncées á ',article 12, sauf l'égard d'une antro Partie ayant 

adressé an Secrétaire général une notification an sujet de la substance 

en question; 

iv) se conformer aux obligations énoncées á ',article 13, portent inter-

diction ou restrictions á l'exportation et a ',importation; 

v) fournir á l'Organe des rapports statistiques conformément aux dispo-

sitions des alinéas a),c) at d), du paragraphe 4 de ',article 16; et 

vi) prendre des mesures conformes aux dispositions de l'article 22 en vue 

de réprimer tout acta contraire aux lois on réglements adoptés en 

exécution des obligations ci-dessus. 

c) La Partie qui a notifié an Secrétaire général une telle décision au sujet 

d'une substance jusque-lá non soumise an controle et ajoutée an Tableau III devra, 

en ce qui concerne cette substance : 

i) exiger des licences pour sa fabrication, son commerce at sa distri-

bution, conformément aux dispositions de l'article 8; 

ii) exiger qu ,elle ne soit fournie on dispense que sur ordonnance médi-

cale, conformáment aux dispositions de rarticle 9; 
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iíi) se conformer aux obligations relatives á l'exportation énoncées á 

l'article 12, sauf á l'égard d'une autre Partie ayant adressé au 

Secrétaire general une notification au sujet de la substance en question; 

iv) se conformer aux obligations énoncées á l'article 13, portant inter-

diction ou restrictions á l'exportation et á l'importation; et 

v) prendre des mesures conformes aux dispositions de l'article 22 en vue de 

réprimer tout acte contraire aux lois ou réglements adoptés en execution 

des obligations ci-dessus. 

d) La Partie qui a notifié an Secrétaire general une telle décision au sujet 

d'une substance jusque -la non soumise an contrale et ajoutée an Tableau IT devra, en 

ce qui concerne cette substance : 

i) exiger des licences pour ea fabrication, son commerce et ma distribution, 

conformément aux dispositions de l'article 8; 

ii) se conformer aux obligations énoncées á l'article 13, portent interdiction 

ou restrictions á l'exportation et á l'importation; et 

iii) prendre des mesures conformes aux dispositions de l'article 22 en vue de 

réprimer tout acte contraire aux lois ou réglements adoptés en execution 

des obligations ci-dessus. 

e) La Partie qui a notifié an Secrétaire general une telle décision au sujet 

d'une substance transferee á un Tableau auquel s'appliquent des mesures de contrale et 

des obligations plus strictes appliquera an minimum ',ensemble des dispositions de la 

présente Convention applicables an Tableau d'oh elle a été transferee. 

8. a) Les decisions de la Commission prises en vertu du présent article seront 

sujettes á revision par le Conpeil si une Partie en formule la demande dens les 

180 jourz suivant la reception de la notification de la décision. La demande de 

revision devra etre adressée an Secrétaire general en mame temps que tous les rensei - 

gnements pertinents qui l'auront motivée. 

b) Le Secrétaire general communiquera copie de la demande de revision et des 

renseignements pertinents á la Commission, á l'Organisation mondiale de la santé et á 

toutes les Parties, en les invitant á lui communiques leurs observations dens un délai 

de quatre-vingt-dix jours. Toutes les observations ainsi re9ues seront soumises á 

l'examen du Conseil. 

c) Le Conseil pout confirmar, modifier ou annuler la décision de la Commission. 

Sa decision sera notifiée á tous les Etats Membres de l'Organisation des Nations Unies, 

aux Etats non membres Parties á la présente Convention, á la Commission, á 

l'Organisation mondiale de la santé et 1 l'Organe. 

d) Au sours de la procedure de revision, la décision originale de la Commission 

restera en vigueur, sous reserve des dispositions du paragraphe 7. 
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9. Les Parties feront tout ce qui eat en leur pouvoir afin de soumettre á des mesures 

de surveillance autant que faire se pourra les substances qui se sont pas visées par la 

présente Convention, maia qui peuvent Otre utilisées pour la fabrication illicite de 

substances psychotropes. 

ARTICLE 3 

Dispositions particuliéres relatives an contrale des preparations  

1. Sous reserve de ce qui eat stipule aux paragraphes suivants du present article, 

une preparation eat surmise aux mOmes mesures de controle que la substance psychotrope 

qu'elle contient, et, si elle contient plus d'une talle substance, aux mesures appli— 

cables á celle de ces substances qui eat le plus strictement contrblée. 

2. Si une preparation qui contient une substance psychotrope autre qu'une substance 

du Tableau I eat composée de talle maniére qu'elle se présente qu'un risque d'abas 

négligeable ou nul, at que la substance se peut pas Otre récupéree en quantité pouvant 

donner lieu á des abur, par des moyens facilement applicables, et qu'en consequence 

cette preparation se crée, ni un probléme pour la santé publique, ni un probláme social, 

ladite preparation pourra Ctre exemptée de certaines des mesures de contrble énoncées 

dans la présente Convention, conformément an paragraphe 3. 

3. Si une Partie constate qu'une préparation releve des dispositions du parajraphe 

precedent, elle peut decider de l'exempter, dans son pays on dans l'une de ces regions, 

d'une on de toutes les mesures de contrble prévues dans la présente Convention; 

toutefois ladite preparation demeurera soumise aux obligations énoncées dans les 

articles suivants : 

a) article 8 (licences), on ce qu'il s'applique á la fabrication; 

b) article 11 (enregistrement), en ce qu'il s'applique aux preparations 

exemptées; 

c) article 13 (interdiction at restrictions á l'exportation et a l'importation); 

d) article 15 (inspection), en ce qu'il s'appligue á la fabrication; 

e) article 16 (renseignements á fournir par les Parties), en ce qu'il s'applique 

aux preparations exemptées; at 

f) article 22 (dispositions penales), dans la mesure nécessaire á la repression 

d'actes contraires aux lois on reglements adoptés conformément aux 

obligations ci—dessus. 

Ladite Par-tie notifiera an Secrétaire general ton-tea decisions de ce genre, ainsi que 

le nom et la composition de la préparation exemptée, et les mesures de contrble dont 

celle—ci eat exemptée. Le Secrétaire general transmettra la notification aux autres 

Parties, á l'Organisation mondiale de la sartté at á l'Organe. 
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4. Si une Partie cu l'Organisation mondiale de la santé a des informations sur une 

préparation exemptée en vertu du paragraphe 3, qui, á son avis, justifient la 

suppression compléte Cu partielle de 1! exemption, elle les notifiera an Secrétaire 

général et lui fournira les informations á l'appui de cette notification. Le 

Secrétaire général transmettra cette notification, accompagnée de toute information 

qu'il jugera pertinente, aux Parties, á la Commission et, lorsque la notification 

sera faite par une Partie, h l'Organisation mondiale de la santé. L'Organisation 

mondiale de la santé comuniquera á la Commission une évaluation de la préparation 

prenant en considération les facteurs énumérés au paragraphe 2, ainsi qu'une recom— 

mandation relative aux mesures de contr8le dont la préparation devrait éventuellement 

cesser d'8tre wcemptée. La Commission, tenant compte de la communication de 

l'Organisation mondiale de la santa, dont l'évaluation sera déterminante en matilre 

médicale et scientifique, et prenant en considíration les facteurs d'ordre économique, 

social, juridique, p¿ministratif et autres, qu'elle pourra juger pertinents, pourra 

décider que la préparation cessera d'are exemptée d'une on de toutes les mesures de 

contr8le. Le Secrétaire général communiquera taute décision de la Commission prise en 

vertu du présent paragraphe á taus les Etats Nembres de l'Organisation des Nations Unies, 

auxEtats non membres Parties á la présente Convention, h.l'Organisation mondiale de 

la santé et h. l'Organe. Toutes les Parties prendront des dispositions en sue de 

supprimer 1' exemption de la on des mesures de contr8le en question dans un délai 

de 180 jours á compter de la date de la communication du Secrétaire général. 

ARTICLE 4 

Intros dispositions particuliáres relatives 
an champ d'application du contr8le  

En ce qui concerne les substances psychotropes autres que celles du Tableau I, 

les Parties pourront autoriser : 

a) le transport par les voyageurs internationsax de patitas quantités de 

préparations pour leur usage personnel; cheque Partie pourra cependant 

s'assurer que ces préparations out été légalement obtenues; 

b) l'emploi de ces substances dams l'industrie pour la fabrication de substances 

on produits non psychotropes, sous réserve que leur soient appliques les 

mesures de contr8le requises par la présente Convention jusqu'á ce que 

l'état des substances psychotropes soit tel qu'elles ne puissant pas, dans 

la pratique, donner lieu á des abus on 8tre récupérées; et 

0) l'utilisation de ces substances, sous réserve que lour soient appliques 

les mesures de contr8le requises per la présente Convention, pour la capture 

d'animaux par des personnes expressément autorisées par les autorités comps— 

tantas it utiliser lesdites substances á cet effet. 
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ARTICLE 5 

Limitation de l'utilisation aux fins médicales et scientifiques 

1. Chaque Partie limiters l'utilisation des substances du Tableau I ainsi qu'il eat 

prévu á l'article 7. 

2. Cheque Partie devra, sous réserve des dispositions de l'article 4, limiter5par les 

mesures qu'elle jugera appropriées, la fabrication, l'exportation, l'importation, la 

distribution, les stocks, le commerce, l'emploi et la détention de substances des 

Tableaux II, III et IV aux fins médicales et scientifiques. 

3. Il eat souhaitable que les Parties n'autorisent pas la détention de substances 

des Tableaux II, III et IV, sauf dams les conditions prévues par la loi. 

ARTICLE 6 

Administration spéciale 

Ii est souhaitable qu'à l'effet d'appliquer les dispositions de la présente 

Convention chaque Partie institue et entretienne une administration spéciale. Il peut 

y avoir avastage á ce que cette administration soit la mame que l'airninistration 

spéciale qui a été instituée en vertu des dispositions des conventions soumettant les 

stupéfiants á un controle, on qu'elle travaille en étroite collaboration avec matte 

administration spéciale. 

ARTICLE 7 

Dispositions spéciales visant les substances du Tableau I  

En ce qui concerne les substances du Tableau I, les Parties devront : 

a) interdire toute utilisation de ces substances, sauf á des fins scientifiques 

on á des fins médicales trés limitées, par des personnes dement autorisées qui 

travaillent dans des établissements médicaux ou scientifiques relevant directement de 

leurs gouvernements ou expressément autorisés par eux; 

b) exiger que la fabrication, le commerce, la distribution et la détention de 

ces substances soient subordonnés a. la possession d'une licence spéciale on d'une 

autorisation préalable; 

c) prévoir une surveillance étroite des activités et des actes mentionnés aux 

alinéas a) at b); 

d) ne permettre de délivrer á une personne :lament autorisée que la quantité de 

ces substances nécessaire aux fins pour lesquelles l'autorisation a été accordée; 

e) exiger que les personnes exergant des fonctions médicales et scientifiques 

enregistrent l'acquisition de ces substances at les détails de leur utilisation, 

lesdits enregistrements devant Otre conservés pendant an moms deux ans apras la 

derniére utilisation qui y aura été consignée; at 
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f) interdire ',exportation et l'importation de ces substances sauf lorsque 

l'exportateur et l'importateur seront l'un et l'autre l'autorité ou l'administration 

compétente du pays ou de la région exportateurs et.importateurs, respectivement, ou 

d'autres personnes on entreprises que les autorités compétentes de leurs pays ou 

régions auront expressément autorisées á cet effet. Les exigences prévues as pare— 

graphe 1 de l'article 12 en ce qui concerne les autorisations d'exportation et d'impor— 

tation pour les substances du Tableau II s'appliqueront également aux substances du 

Tableau I. 

ARTICLE 8 

Licences  

1. Les Parties exigeront une licence on autre mesure de contrOle similaire pour la 

fabrication, le commerce (y compris le commerce d'exportation et d'importation) et la 

distribution des substances des Tableaux II, III et IV. 

2. Les Parties : 

a) exerceront une surveillance sur toutes les personnes et entreprises dilment 

autorisées se livrant á la fabrication, au commerce (y compris le commerce 

d'exportation et d'importation) ou á la distribution des substances visées 

an paragraphe 1; 

b) soumettront á un régime de licence on autre mesure de contrBle similaire 

les établissements et les locaux dans lesquels eette fabrication, ce commerce 

on cette distribution peuvent se faire; et 

c) feront en sorte que des mesures de sécurité soient prises pour ces établis— 

cements et ces locaux, de manilre á prévenir les vols ou autres détournements 

de stocks. 

3. Les dispositions des paragraphes 1 et 2 du présent article concernant le régime 

de licence ou autres mesures de contrOle similaires no s'appliqueront pas néces— 

sairement aux personnes dOment autorisées á exercer des fonctions thérapeutiques ou 

scientifiques et agissant dans l'exercice de ces fonctions. 

4. Les Parties exigeront que toutes les personnes á qui des licences sont délivrées 

en application de la présente Convention on qui possIdent des autorisations équi — 

valentes conformément aux dispositions prévues au paragraphe 1 du présent article ou 

l'alinéa b) de ',article 7 soient aliment qualifiées pour appliquer effectivement et 

fidhlement les dispositions des lois et rIglements adoptés en exécution de la 

présente Convention. 
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ARTICLE 9 

Ordonnances médicales 

1. Les Parties exigeront que les substances des Tableaux II, III et IV me soient 

fournies ou dispensées pour Ctre utilisées par des particuliers que sur ordonnance 

médicale, sauf dams les cas ol des particuliers peuvent légalement obtenir, utiliser, 

dispenser ou administrar ces substances dams l'exercice dument autorisé de fonctions 

thérapeutiques ou scientifiques. 

2. Les Parties prendront les mesures nécessaires pour que les ordonnances prescrivant 

des substances des Tableaux II, II/ et IV soient délivrées conformément á la pratique 

médicale at soumises, en ce qui concerns notamment le nombre des renouvellements 

possibles at la durée de leur validité, á une réglementation qui assure la protection 

de la sauté at de l'intérgt publics. 

3. Nonobstant les dispositions du paragraphe 1, une Partie peut si, á son avis, la 

situation locale l'exige at dans les conditions qu'elle pourra prescrire, y compris en 

mature d'enregistrement, autoriser les pharmaciens sous licence ou taus autres distri— 

buteurs de détail sous licence désignés par les autorités chargées de la santé publique 

dams son pays ou une partie de celui—ci, á fournir, á leur discrétion at sans ordon— 

nance, pour Ctre utilisées par des particuliers dams des cas exceptionnels at á des 

fins médicales, de patitas quantités de substances des Tableaux III at IV, dans les 

limites que les Parties définiront. 

ARTICLE 10 

Rises en garde á porter sur le conditionnement  
et annonces publicitaires  

1. Cheque Partie exigera, compte tenu des réglementations ou recommendations perti— 

nentes de l'Organisation mondiale de la santé, que soient indiqués sur les étiquettes, 

lorsqu'il sera possible de le faire at de touts fagon sur la notice accompagnant le 

conditionnement pour la distribution au détail des substances psyohotropes, le mode 

d'emploi ainsi que les précautions a prendre et les mises en garde qui sont néces— 

saires, á son avis, pour la sécurité de l'usager. 

2. Cheque Partie, tenant «bent compte des dispositions de sa constitution, inter— 

dira les annonces publicitaires ayant trait aux substances psychotropes at destinées 

au grand public. 
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ARTICLE 11 

Enregistrement 

1. Les Parties exigeront que, pour les substances du Tableau I, les fabricants et 

toutes autres personnes autorisées en vertu de l'article 7 h faire le commerce de 

ces substances et á les distribuer procIdent a l'enregistrement, dans les conditions 
déterminées par chaque Partie, de maniére á faire apparaStre,de fagon précise, les 

quantités fabriquées ou détenues en stock ainsi que pour cheque acquisition at pour 

chaque cession, la quantité, la date et les nom du fournisseur et de l'acquéreur. 

2. Les Parties e:dgeront que, pour les substances des Tableaux II et III, les 

fabricants, les distributeurs de gros, les exportateurs et les importateurs procédent 

h l'enregistrement dans les conditions déterminées par cheque Partie, de manVere á 

faire apparattre de rapan précise,les quantités fabriques ainsi que, pour cheque 

acquisition at pour chaque cession, la quantité, la date at les nona du fournisseur et 

de l'acquéreur. 

3. Les Parties exigeront que, pour les substances du Tableau II, les distributeurs 

de détail, les établissements hospitaliers, les centres de traitement et les insti— 

tutions scientifiques procédent á l'enregistrement dens les conditions déterminles 

pour cheque Partie, de maniére á faire apparaltre,de fagon précise, pour chaque 

acquisition at pour chaque cession, la quantité, la date et les nona du fournisseur 

et de l'acquéreur. 

4. Les Parties veilleront, par desméthodes appropriées at en tenant compta des 

pratiques professionnelles et commerciales qui leur sont propres, á ce que les 

informations relatives a l'acquisition at á la cession de substances du Tableau III 
par des distributeurs de détail, des établissements hospitaliers, des centres de 

traitement at des institutions scientifiques puissant étre facilement consultes. 

5. Les Parties exigeront que, pour les substances du Tableau IV, les fabricants, 

les exportateurs at les importateurs procédent á l'enregistrement, dens les conditions 

déterminées par cheque Partie, de manilre h faire apparaltre les quantités fabriques, 

exportes at importées. 

6. Les Parties exigeront des fabricants de préparations exemptées conformément au 

paragraphs 3 de l'article 3 qu'ils enregistrent la quantité de chaque substance 

psychotrope utilise dans la fabrication d'une préparation exemptée, la nature at 

la quantité totale de la préparation exemptée fabriquée á partir de setts substance, 

Iainsi que les mentions relatives h. la premilre cession de imiite préparation. 

7. Les Parties veilleront á ce que les enregistrements at les informations vises 

an présent article at qui sont nécessaires a l'établissement des supports prévus á 
l'article 16,soient conservas pendant deux ens an moms. 
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ARTICLE 12 

Dispositions relatives au commerce international 

1. a) Toute Partie autorisant l'exportation ou 1! importation de substances du 

Tableau I ou II doit exiger qu'une autorisation d'importation ou d'exportation 

distincte, rédigée sur un formulaire d'un redéle établi par la Commission, soit 

obtenue pour chaque exportation ou importation, qu'il s'agisse d'une ou de plusieurs 

substances. 

b) Cette autorisation doit comportar la dénomination commune internationale de 

la substance ou, en ',absence d'une toile dénomination, la désignation de la substance 

dens le Tableau, la quantité h exporter on 1 importer, la forme pharmaceutique, le 

nom et l'adresse de l'exportateur et de l'importateur, et la période au cours de 

laquelle ',exportation on ',importation doit avoir lieu. Si la substance est exporte 

on importe sous forme de préparation, le nom de la préparation, s'il en existe un, 

sera aussi indiqué. L'autorisation d'exportation doit aussi indiquer le numéro et la 

date du certificat d'importation, et spécifier l'autorité qui l'a délivré. 

c) Avant de délivrer une autorisation d'exportation les Parties e.,ágeront une 

autorisation d'importation délivrée par les autorités compétentes du pays ou de la 

région importateurs et attestant que l'importation de la substance on des substances 

dont Al est question est approuvée, at cette autorisation sera produite par la 

personne ou l'établissement demandant l'autorisation d'exportation. 

d) Une copie de l'autorisation d'exportation sera jointe h cheque envoi, at 

le gouvernement qui délivre l'autorisation d'exportation en adressera une copie au 

gouvernement du pays au de la région importateurs. 

e) Lorsque l'importation a été effectuée, le gouvernement du pays ou de la 

région importateurs renverra au gouvernement du pays ou de la région exportateurs 

1' autorisation d'exportation avec une attestation certifiant la quantité effectivement 

importe. 

2. a) Les Parties exigeront que, pour cheque exportation de substances du 

Tableau III, les exportateurs établissent en trois exemplaires une déclaration, 

rédigée sur un formulaire d'un modble établi par la Commission, contenant les 

renseignements suivants : 

i) le nom et l'adresse de l'exportateur et de l'importateur; 

ii) la dénomination commune internationale au, en l'absence d'une telle 

dénomination, la désignation de la substance dans le Tableau; 

iii) la quentit6 de la substance et la forme pharmaceutique sons laquelle 

la substance est exporte, et, si Oest sous la forme d'une 

préparation, le nom de cette práparation, s'il existe; et 

iv) la date d'envoi. 
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b) Les exportateurs fourniront aux autorités compétentes de leur pays ou de 

leur région deux exemplaires de cette déclaration. lis joindront le troisilme exem-

plaire h leur envoi. 

c) La Partie du territoire de laquelle une substance du Tableau III a été 

exportée devra, aussit8t que possible mats au plus tard quatre-vingt-dix jours aprés 

la date d' envoi, transmettre aux autorités compétentes du pays ou de la région impor-

tateurs, sous pli recommandé avec accusé de réception, un exemplaire de la déclaration 

regue de l'exportateur. 

d) Les Parties pourront edger que, dás réception du colis, 1,importateur 

adresse aux autorités compétentes de son pays ou de sa région l'exemplaire qui accom-

pagne ',envoi dAment endossé, en indiquant les quantités rogues et la date de 

réception. 

3. Les substances des Tableaux I et II seront en cutre soumises aux dispositions 

ci-aprás : 

a) Les Parties exerceront dans les ports francs at les zones franches la m8me 

survemsuce at le mame contr8le que dams les autres parties de leur territoire, étant 

entendu, toutefois, qui elles pourront appliquer un régime plus sévIre. 

b) Les exportations sous forme &envois adressés á une banque an compte d'une 

personne différente de celle dont le nom figure sur 1,autorisation d, exportation au 

h une boite postale seront interdites. 

c) Les exportations de substances du Tableau I sous forme d'envois adressés 

h. un entrep8t de douane seront interdites. Les exportations de substances du Tableau II 

sous forme d'envois adressés á un entrep8t de douane seront interdites, sauf si le 

Gouvernement du pays importateur précise,sur le certificat &importation produit par 

la personne ou l'établissement qui demande l'autorisation &exportation, qu'il a 

approuvé l'importation de it envoi afin que celui-ci soit déposé dens un entrepat de 

douane. En pareil cas, l'autorisation d'exportation précisera que ',envoi eat effectué 

á cette fin. Tout retrait de l'entrep8t de douane sera subordonné h la présentation 

d'un permis &variant des autorités dont reléve l'entrep8t, et, dons le cas d'un envoi 

á destination de l'étranger, il sera assimilé á une exportation nouvelle au sons 

de la présente Convention. 

d) Les envois entrant sur le territoire d'une Partie ou en sortant sans Atre 

accompagnés d'une autorisation ti' exportation seront retenus par les autorités 

compétentes. 

e) Une Partie n'autorisera pas le passage en transit sur son territoire, en 

direction d'un autre pays, d'un envoi quelconque de ces substances, que cet envoi 

soit au non déchargé du véhicule qui le transporte, f si la copie de 1,autorisation 

&exportation pour cat envoi eat présentée aux autorités compétentes de ladite Partie. 
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f) Les autorités compétentes d'un pays ou d'une région quelconque á travers 

lesquels le passage d'un envoi de ces substances est autorisé prendront toutes les 

mesures nécessaires pour empecher le déroutement dudit envoi vers une destination 

autre que celle qui figure sur la copie de l'autorisation d'exportation jointe á 

l'envoi, á moms que le Gouvernement du pays ou de la region á travers lesquels ledit 

envoi s'effectue n'autorise ce dérouteMent. Le Gouvernement de ce pays on de cette 

region de transit traitera toute demande de déroutement cosine s'il s'agissait d'une 

exportation du pays on de la région de transit vers le pays on la région de la nouvelle 

destination. Si le déroutement eat autorisé, les dispositions de l'alinéa e) du para, 

graphe 1 s'appliqueront également entre le pays on la région de transit et le pays on 

la région d'oil l'envoi a primitivement été exporté. 

g) Aucun envoi de ces substances en transit ou déposé dans un entrepet de douane 

ne petit etre soumis á un traitement quelconque qui modifierait la nature des substances. 

L'emballage ne peut etre modifié sans l'agrément des autorités compétentes. 

h) Les dispositions des alindas e) á g) relatives an transit de ces substances 

sur le territoire d'une Partie ne sont pas applicables si l'envoi set transporté par la 

voie aérienne á condition que l'aéronef n'atterrisse pas dans le pays on la région de 

transit. Si l'aéronef atterrit dans ce pays on cette region, ces dispositions s'appli— 

queront dans la mesure oil les circonstances l'exigent. 

i) Les dispositions du présent paragraphs ne portent pas préjudice a celles de 

tout accord international qui limite le contrale pouvant etre exercé par touts Partie 

sur ces substances en transit. 

ARTICLE 13 

Interdiction et restrictions á l'exportation et á l'importation 

1. Une Partie pent notifier á tonics les autres Parties par l'intermédiaire du 

Secrétaire général qu'elle interdit l'importation dans son pays on dans l'une de see 

régions d'une on plusieurs substances du Tableau II, III on IV, spécifiées dans ea 

notification. Sans cette notification, elle indiquera le nom donne á la substance dans 

le Tableau II, III on IV. 

2. Si une Partie a regu une notification d'interdiction comme prévu au paragraphs 1, 

elle prendra les mesures nécessaires pour qu'aucune des substances spécifiées dans 

ladite notification ne soit exportée vers le pays ou l'une des régions de la Partie 

qui a fait la notification. 
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3. Ronobstant les dispositions des paragraphes precedents, une Partie qui a fait une 

notification conformement au paragraphe 1 peut, en délivrant dans choque cas un permis 

special d'importation, autoriser l'importation de quantités déterminées des substances 

sn questi,n ou de preparations 'pi en contiennent. L'autort'ze du pays importateur qui 

aura delivre le permis special d'impo-tation l'adressera en deux exemplaircs, qui 

porteront le nom et Madresse de l'importateur et de l'exportateur, l'autorité coupe-

tente du pays ou de la region exportateurs, qui pourra abra autoriser l'exportateur 

faire Mexpédition. Celle-ci sera accompagnée d'un exemplaire du pernio special 

d' importation dAment visé par l'autorité competente du pays ou ge la region 

exportateurs. 

ARTICLE 14 

Dispositions scéciales concernant le transport des substances psvchotropes 
dans les trousses de premiers secours des navires, aéronefs on nutres noveno 

de transport public effectuant des parcours internat:enaux 

1. Le transport international par navires, ....érone2s ou antros moyeps de transport 

public international, tela que les trains et autocars Internationaux, de ,luantités 

limites de substances du Tableau II, III ou IV susceptibles d'Atre nécessaires 

pendant le voyage pour 1,adninistration des premiers secours et pour les cas 

d'urgence ne sera pas considéré con= une exportation, une importation ou un transit 

an sans de la présente Convention. 

2. Des precautions appropriées seront prises par le pays d,immatriculation pour 

enpAcher 1,usage indu des substances mentionnées au paragraphe 1 on leur delournement 

h des fins illicites. La Commission recommandera ces precautions en consultation avec 

les organisations internationales compátentes. 

3. Les substances transportes par navires, aéronefs ou entres moyens de transport 

public international, tela que les trains et autocars internationaux, confornément aux 

dispositions du paragraphe 1, seront soumises aux lois, réglements, pernis et licences 

du pays dsimmatriculation, sans prejudice du droit des autorités locales compétentes 

de proceder h des verifications, inspections et entres operations de contrOle á hard 

de ces noyess de transport. L'sdninistration de ces substances en cas d'urgence ne 

sera pas considérée comma contrevenant aux dispositions du paragraphe 1 de l'article 9. 
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ARTICLE 15 

Inspection 

Les Parties institueront un systéme d'inspection des fabricants, des exportateurs, 

des importateurs et des distributeurs de gros et de détail de substances psychotropes, 

ainsi que des institutions médicales et scientifiques qui utilisent ces substances. 

Elles prévoiront des inspections aussi fréquentes qu'elles le jugeront nécessaire des 

locaux, des stocks et des enregistrements. 

ARTICLE 16 

Renseignements á fournir par les Parties 

1. Les Parties fourniront an Secrétaire général les renseignements que la Commission 

pent demander en tant que nécessaires pour l'exercice de sea fonctions, et notarament 

un rapport annuel ayant trait au fonctionnement de la Convention sur leurs territoires 

et contenant des renseignements sur : 

a) les modifications importantes apportées á leurs lois et réglements relatifs 

aux substances psychotropes; at 

b) les faits particulihrement significatifs qui se seront produits sur leurs 

territoires en matihre d'abus et de trafic illicite des substances 

psychotropes. 

2. Les Parties communiqueront d'autre part au Secrétaire général les noms et adresses 

des autorités gouverneraentales mentionnées á l'alinéa f) de Particle 7, á l'article 12 

et an paragraphe 3 de l'article 13. Le Secrétaire général diffusera ces renseignements 

á toutes les Parties. 

3. Les Parties ailresseront an Secrétaire général, dans les plus brefs délaís, un 

rapport sur les cas de trafic illicite de substances psychotropes et de saisie de 

substances faisant l'objet de ce trafic illicite, lorsque ces cas leur paraltront 

importants en raison : 

a) des tendances nouvelles mises en évidence; 

b) des quantités en cause; 

c) de la lumihre qu'elles jettent sur les sources d'approvisionnement; on 

d) des méthodes employees par les trafiquants illicites. 

Des copies du rapport seront communiquées conformément á l'alinéa b) de l'article 21. 

4. Les Parties fourniront á l'Organe des rapports statistiques annuels, en utilisant 

I cat effet les formulaires établis par l'Organe. Ces rapports porteront : 

a) en ce qui concerns chacune des substances des Tableaux I et II, sur les 

quantités fabriquées, exportées á destination de et importées en provenance de 

cheque pays on région, ainsi que sur les stocks détenus par les fabricants; 
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b) en ce qui concerne chacune des substances des Tableaux III et IV, sur les 

quantités fabriquées, ainsi que sur les quantités totales exportées et 

importées; 

c) en ce qui concerns chacune des substances des Tableaux II et III, sur les 

quantités utilises pour la fabrication de préparations exemptées; et 

d) en ce qui concerns chacune des substances inscrites h. un Tableau antro que 

le Tableau I, sur les quantités employées á des fins industrielles, confor— 

mément aux dispositions de l'alinéa b) de l'article 4. 
Les quantités fabriquées qui sont visées aux alindas a) et b) du présent paragraphs ne 

comprennent pas les quantités de préparations fabriquées. 

5. Une Partie fourmira a l'Organe, sur sa demande, des renseignements statistiques 

supplémentaires ayant trait á des périodes á venir sur les quantités de tells ou tells 

substance des Tableaux III et IV exportées á destination de chaque pays ou région et 

importées en provenance de cheque pays ou région. Cette Partie pourra demander á 

l'Organe de donner un caractére confidentiel tant á ma demande de renseignements qu'aux 

renseignements fournis en vertu du présent paragraphe. 

6. Les Parties fourniront les renseignements mentionnés dans les paragraphes 1 et 4 
de la mamilre et aux dates que la Commission ou l'Organe pourra fixer. 

ARTICLE 17 

Fonctions de la Commission 

1. La Commission peut examiner toutes les questions ayant trait aux buts de la 

présente Convention et A. l'application de sea dispositions et faire des recommandations 

I cet effet. 

2. Les décisions de la Commission prévues 1 l'article 2 et á l'article 3 seront 

prises á la majorité des deux tiers des membres de la Commission. 

ARTICLE 18 

Rapports de l'Organe  

1. L'Organe établit sur sea travaux des rapports annuels dans lesquels figurent une 

analyse des renseignements statistiques dont il dispose et, dans les cam appropriés, 

un exposé des explications que les gouvernements ont pu fournir ou out été raquis de 

fournir, ainsi que touts observation et'recommandation que l'Organe peut vouloir 

formuler. L'Organe peut également faire tous rapports supplémentaires qu'il peut juger 

nécessaires. Les rapports sont présentés an Conseil par l'intermédiaire de la Commission 

qui peut formuler les observations qu'elle juge opportunes. 

2. Les rapports de l'Organe sont communiqués aux Parties et publiés ultérieurement par 

le Secrétaire général. Les Parties autorisent la libre distribution de ces rapports. 
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ARTICLE 19 

Mesures á prendre par l'Organe pour assurer l'exécution  
des dispositions de la Convention 

1. a) Si, aprás examen des renseignements adressés l'Organe par les gouvernements 

on des renseignements communiqués par des organes des Nations Union, l'Organe a motif 

de croire que les buts de la présente Convention sont sérieusement compromis du fait 

qu'un pays on une region n'exécute pas ses dispositions, l'Organe a le droit de demander 

des explications au Couvernement du pays ou de la region intéressés. Sous reserve du 

droit qu'il possIde d'appeler l'attention des Parties, du Conseil et de 1C. Commission 

sur la question visée á l'alinéa c), l'Organe considérera cosine confidentielle une 

demande de renseignements on une explication fournie par un gouvernement conformément 

an present alinda. 

b) Aprls avoir agi conformément á l'alinéa a), l'Organe pent, s'il jugo néces — 

saire de le faire, demander an Couvernement intére¿se de prendre les mesures correctives 

qui, en raison des circonstances, peuvent para/tre nécessaires pour assurer l'exécution 

des dispositions de la présente Convention. 

c) Si l'Organe constate que le Gouvernement intéressé n'a pas donne des expli— 

cations satisfaisantes lorsqu'il a été invité á le faire conformément á l'alinéa a), on 

a négligé d'adopter toute mesure corrective qu'il a été invité á prendre conformément 

á l'alinéa b), ii peut appeler l'attention des Parties, du Conseil et de la Commission 

sur la question. 

2. Lorsqu'il appelle l'attention des Parties, du Conseil et de la Commission sur une 

question conformément á l'alinéa c) du paragraphe 1, l'Organe pent, s'il jugo une telle 

mesure nécessaire, recommender aux Parties d'arrater l'exportation de substances psycho— 

tropes á destination du pays on de la region intéressés ou l'importation de substances 

psychotropes en provenance de ce pays on de cette region, on a la fois l'exportation et 

l'importation, soit pour une période déterminée, soit jusqu'á .ce que la situation dams 

ce pays on cette region lui donne satisfaction. L'Etat intéressé a le drisit de porter 

la question devant le Conseil. 

3. L'Organe a le droit de publier un rapport sur tonto question visée par les dispo— 

sitions du present article, et de le communiquer an Conseil qui le transmettra 2. toutes 

les Parties. Si l'Organe publie dams ce rapport une decision prise en vertu du present 

article on des renseignements concernant cette décicion, ii doit également publier 

l'avis du Gouvernement intéressé si celui—ci le demande. 

4. Dana les cas oil une décision de l'Organe publiée conformément an present article 

n'a pas été prise á l'unanimité, l'opinion de la minorité doit iltre expoéée. 
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5. Tout Etat sera invité a se faire représenter aux séances de l'Organe au cours 

desquelles eat examinée une question l'intéressant directement aux termes du présent 

article. 

6. Les décisions de l'Organe prises en vertu du présent article doivent Ctre adoptées 

á la majorité des deux tiers du nombre total des membres de l'Organe. 

7. Les dispositions des paragraphes précédents s'appliqueront également si l'Organe 

a motif de croíre que les buts de la présente Convention sont sérieusement compromis du 

fait d'une décísion prise par une Partie en vertu des dispositions du paragraphe 7 de 

l'article 2. 

ARTICLE 20 

Mesures centre l'abus des substances psychotropes 

1. Les Parties prendront toutes les mesures susceptibles de prévenir l'abus des 

substances psychotropes et assurer le prompt dépistagv ainsi que le traitement, l'édu— 

cation, la post—cure, la réadaptation et la réintégration sociale des personnes 

intéressées; elles coordonneront leurs efforts á cette fin. 

2. Les Parties favoriseront, autant que possible, la formation d'un personnel pour 

assurer le traitement, la post—cure, la réadaptation et la réintégration sociale des 

personnes qui abusent de substances psychotropes. 

3. Les Parties aideront les personnes qui en ont besoin dans l'exercice de leur 

profession a acquérir la connaissance des problemas posés par l'abus des substances 

psychotropes at par sa prevention, et elles développeront aussi cette connaissance 

parmí le grand public s'il y a lieu de craindre que Val= de ces substances me se 

répande tres largement. 

ARTICLE 21 

Lutte contre le trafic illicite 

Compte dCment tenu de leurs régimes constitutionnel, juridique et administratif, 

les Parties : 

a) assureront sur le plan national la coordination de l'action preventive et 

répressive contra le trafic illicite; á cette fin elles pourront utilement 

désigner un service approprié chargé de cette coordination; 

b) s'assisteront mutuellement dans la lutte centre le trafic illicite des 

substances psychotropes, et en particulier transmettront immédiatement aux 

autres Parties directement intéressées, par la voie diplcmatique ou par 

l'intermédiaire'des autorités compétentes qu'elles auront désignées á cet 

effet, copie de tout rapport qu'elles auraient adressé au Secr¿taire général 

en vertu de l'article 16 á la suite de la découverte d'une áffairé de trafic 

illicite ou d'une saisie; 
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c) coopéreront étroitement entre elles et avec les organisations internationales 

compétentes dont elles sont membres afin de mener une lutte coordonnée contre 

le trafic illicite; 

d) veilleront á ce que la coopération internationale des services appropriés se 

réalise par des voies rapidel: et 

e) s'assureront que, lorsque des piAces de procédure sont transmises entre des 

pays pour l'exercice d'une action judiciaire, la transmission soit effectuée 

par des voles rapides á l'adresse des instances désignées par les Parties; 

cette disposition ne porte pas atteinte an droit des Parties de demander que 

les pihces de procédure leur soient envoyées par la voie diplomatique. 

ARTICLE 22 

Dispositions pénales  

1. a) Sous réserve de sea dispositions constitutionnelles, chaque Partie considérera 

comme une infraction punissable tout acte commis intentionnellement qui contrevient á 

une loi ou 5. un rlglement adopté en exécution de ses obligations découlant de la 

présente Convention, et prendra les mesures nécessaires pour que les infractions graves 

soient dement sanctionnées, par exemple par une peine d'emprisonnement ou une autre 

peine privative de liberté. 

b) Nonobstant les dispositions figurant 5. l'a1inéa précédent, lorsque des 

personnes utilisant de fagos abusive des substances psychotropes auront commis ces 

infractions, les Parties pourront, an lieu de les condamner on de prononcer une sanc-

tion pénale 5. leur encontre, on comme complément de la sanction pénale, soumettre ces 

personnes á des mesures de traitement, d'éducation, de post-cure, de réadaptation et de 

réintégration socia1e, conformément aux dispositions du paragraphe 1 de l'artiole 20. 

2. Sous réserve des dispositions constitutionnelles, du systbme juridique et de la 

législation namiona1e de cheque Partie : 

a) i) si une suite d'actes qui sont lids entre eux et qui constituent des 

infractions en vertu du paragraphe 1 ci-dessus a été commise dams des 

pays différents, chacun de ces motes sera considéré comme une infraction 

distincte; 

ii) la participation intentionnelle A l'une quelconque desdites infractions, 

l'association on l'entente en vue de la commettre on la tentative de la 

commettre, ainsi que les motes préparatoires et les opérations finan-

ciéres intentionnellement accomplis, relatifs aux infractions mentionnées 

dans le présent article, constitueront des infractions passibles des 

peines prévues an paragraphs 1; 
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iii) les condemnations prononcées á l'étranger pour ces infractions seront 

prises en considération aux fins d'établissement de la récidive; et 

iv) les infractions graves précitées, qu'elles soient cornices par des 

nationaux ou des étrangers, seront poursuivies par la Pestle sur le 

territoire de laquelle l'infraction a été cornice ou par la Partie sur 

le territoire de laquelle le délinquant se trouve si l'extradition n'est 

pas compatible avec la législation de la Partie á laquelle la demande est 

adressée et si le délinquant n'a pas déjá été poursuivi et jugé. 

b) Il est souhaitable que les infractions mentionnées au paragraphe 1 et dans la 

paxtie ii) de l'alinéa a) du paragraphe 2 soient considérées comme des caz d'extra— 

dition aux termes de tout traité d'extradition conclu ou á conclure entre des Parties, 

et soient reconnues corre caz d'extradition entre elles par les Parties qui ne subor— 

donnent pan l'extradition A l'existence d'un traité ou A la réciprocité, étant entendu, 

toutefois, que l'extradition sera accordée conformément á la législation de la Partie á 

qui la demande d'extradition est adressée et que ladite Partie aura le droit de refuser 

de procéder á l'arrestation du délinquant ou de refuser d'accorder son extradition si 

les autorités compétentes considérent que l'infraction n'est pas suffisamment grave. 

3. Toute substance psychotrope, toute autre substance et tout matériel utilisés ou 

qu'il était envisagé d'utiliser pour commettre l'une quelconque des infractions visées 

aux paragraphes 1 et 2, pourront Otre saisis et confisqués. 

4. Aucune disposition du présent article ne portera atteinte aux dispositions de la 

législation nationale d'une Partie en matilre de compétence. 

5. Aucune disposition du présent article ne portera atteinte au principe selon lequel 

les infractions auxquelles il se référe seront définies, poursuivies et punies confor— 

mément á la législation'nationale de chacune des Parties. 

ARTICLE 23 

Application de mesures de contrOle plus sévéres 
que celles qu'exige la Convention  

Les Parties pourront adopter des mesures de contrale plus etrictes ou plus 

sévAres que celles qui sont prévues par la présente Convention si elles le jugent 

opportun ou nécessaire pour la protection de la canté et de l'intéret publics. 
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ARTICLE 24 

Dépenses des organes internationaux encourues pour l'administration 
des dispositions de la Convention 

Les dépenses de la Commission et de l'Organe pour l'exécution 4e leurs fonctions 

respectives en vertu de la présente Convention seront assumées par l'Organisation des 

Nations Unies dams les conditions qui seront déterminées par l'Assemblée générale. 

Les Parties qui me sent pas Membres de l'Organisation des Nations Unies contribueront 

ces dépenses, l'Assemblée générale fixant périodiquement, aprés avoir consulté les 

Couvernements de ces Parties, le montant des contributions qu'elle jugera équitable. 

ARTICLE 25 

Procédure d'admission, de signature, de ratification et d'adhésion  

1. Les Etats Membres de l'Organisation des Nations Unies, les Etats non membres de 

l'Organisation des Nations Unies qui sent membres d'une institution spécialisée des 

Nations Unies ou de l'Agence internationale de l'énergie atomique, on qui sont Parties 

au Statut de la Cour internationale de Justice, ainsi que tout autre Etat invité par 

le Conseil, peuvent devenir Parties á la présente Convention : 

a) en la signant; ou 

b) en la ratifianI aprés l'avoir signée sous réserve de ratification; ou 

c) en y adhérant. 

2. La présente Convention sera ouverte á la signature jusqu'au ler janvier 1972 

inclus. Elle sera ensuite ouverte á l'adhésion. . 

3. Les instruments de ratification on d'adhésion seront déposés auprés du 

Secrétaire général. 

ARTICLE 26 

Entrée en vigueur 

1. La présente Convention entrera en vigueur quatre-vingt-dix jours aprbs que 

quarante des Etats visés au paragraphe 1 de l'article 25 l'auront signée sans réserve 

de ratification ou auront déposé leurs instruments de ratification ou d'adhésion. 

2. Pour tout autre Etat qui signe sans réserve de ratification, ou qui dépose un 

instrument de ratification on d'adhésion aprás la date de la derniére signature ou du 

dernier dépbt visés au paragraphe précédent, la présente Convention entrera en vigueur 

quatre-vingt-dix jours apres la date de ea signature ou du dép3t de son instrument de 

ratification on d'adhésion. 
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ARTICLE 27 

Application territoriale 

La present° Convention s'appliquera á tous les territoires non métropplitains 

qu'une Partie représente sur le plan international, sauf si le consentement préalable 

d'un tel territoire eat nécessaire en vertu soit de la Constitution de la Partie on du 

territoire intéressé, soit de la couture. En ce cas, la Partie s'efforcera d'obtenir 

dans le plus bref délai le consentement du territoire qui eat nécessaire et, lorsque ce 

consentement aura .td obtenu, elle le notifiera an Secrétaire general. La presente 

Convention s'appliquera au territoire on aux territoires désignés par ladite notifi— 

cation, des la date de la reception de cette derniére par le Secrétaire general. Dens 

les can oú le consentement préalable du territoire non métropolitain n'est pas néces — 

saire, la Partie intéressée déclarera, an moment de la signature, de la ratification on 

de liadhésion, a quel territoire on territoires non métropolitains s'applique la 

precente Convention. 

ARTICLE 28 

Régions aux fins de la présente Convention 

1. Touts Partie pant notifier an Secrétaire général qu'aux fins de la présente 

Convention, son territoire eat divisé en deux ou plusieurs regions, on que deux on 

plunieurn de sea regions soot groupées en une seule. 

2. Deux on plusieurs Parties peuvent notifier an Secrétaire general qu'á la suite de 

l'inntitution d'une union douaniere entre elles, ces Parties constituent une region aux 

fins de la présente Convention. 

3. Toute notification faite en vertu du paragraphe 1 on 2 prendra effet an len' janvier 

de l'année gut suivra celle ol indite notification aura été faite. 

ARTICLE 29 

Dénoneiation 

1. A l'expiration d'un délai de deux ans á compter de la date de l'entrée en vigueur 

de la présente Convention, toute Partie pourra, en son nom on au nom d'un territoire 

qu'elle représente sur le plan international et qui a retire le consentement donne en 

vertu de l'article 27,dénoncer la présente Convention en déposant un instrument á cet 

effet auprús du Secrétaire general. 
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2. Si le Secrétairs général regoit la dénonciation avant le ler juillet ou á cette 

date, elle prendra effet le les janvier de l'année suivante; si la dénonciation eat 

re,pue aprls le ler juillet, elle prendra effet cosine si elle avait été reeue l'année 

suivante avant le ler juillet on cette date. 

3. La présente Convention viendra á expiration si, par suite de dénonciations 

notifiées conformément aux dispositions des paragraphes 1 et 2, 17s conditions de son 

entrée en vigueur prévues an paragraphe 1 de l'article 26 cessent d'etre remplies. 

ARTICLE 30 

Amendements  

1. Toute Partie pourra proposer un amendement á la présente Convention. Le texte 

dudit amendement et les raisons qui l'ont motivé seront communiqués an Secrétaire 

general qui les communiqu'era aux Parties et an Conseil. Le Conseil pourra decider soit : 

a) de convoquer une conference, conformément an paragraphe 4 de l'Article 62 de 

la Charte des Nations Unies, en vue d'étudier l'amendement propose; spit 

b) de demander aux Parties si elles acceptent l'amendement proposé et aussi de 

les prier de présenter éventuellement an Conseil leurs observations sur cette 

proposition. 

2. Si un projet d'amendement distribué conformément á l'alinéa b) du paragraphe 1 n'a 

été rejeté par aucune Partie dans les dix—huit mois qui suivent ma communication, il 

entrara immédiatement en vigueur. Si toutefois il eat rejeté par une Partie, le Conseil 

pourra décider, compte tenu des observations des Parties, s'il convient de convoques 

*une conférence chargée d'étudier ledit amendement. 

ARTICLE 31 

Différends  

1. S'il s'éllve entre deux ou plusieurs Parties un différend concernant l'inter— 

prétation ou l'application de la présente Convention, lesdites Parties se consulteront 

en van de régler ce différend par voie de négociation, d'enqu8te, de mediation, de 

conciliation, d'arbitrage, de recours á des organismos régionaux, par voie judiciaire 

on par d'autres moyens pacifiques de leur choix. 

2. Tout différend de ce geníe qui n'aura pas été réglé par les moyens prévus an 

paragraphe 1 sera soumis, á la demande de l'une des parties an différend, á la Cour 

internationale de Justice. 
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ARTICLE 32 

Réserves  

1. Aucune riserve n'est autorisée en dehors des réserves faltes conformément aux 

paragraphes 2, 3 et 4 du présent article. 

2. Tout Etat pout, au moment de la signature, de la ratification ou de l'adhésion, 

faire des réserves sur les dispositions suivantes de la présente Convention : 

a) article 19, paragraphes 1 et 2; 

b) article 27; et 

c) article 31. 

3. Tout Etat qui désire devenir Partie 1 la Convention, made qui veut Ctre autorisé 

faire des réserves autres que celles qui sont énumérées aux paragraphes 2 et 4, 

pout avisar le Secrétaire général de cette intention. A moins qu'á l'expiration de 

douze mois apr1.2 la date de la communication de "la réserve en question par le 

Secrétaire général, un tiers des Etats qui ont signé sans réserve de ratification ou 

ratifié la Convention ou y out adhéré avant la fin de ladite période n'aient élevé 

des objections contra elle, elle sera considérée comma autorisée, étant entendu 

toutefois que les Etats qui auront élevé des objections contre cette réserve n'auront 

pas assumer á l'égard de l'Etat qui l'a formulée l'obligation juridique découlant de 

la présente Convention, sur laquelle porte la réserve. 

4. Tout Etat sur le territoire duquel poussent á l'état sauvage des plantes contenant 

des substances psychotropes du Tableau I utilisées traditionnellement par certains 

groupes restraints bien déterminés l'occasion de cérémonies magiques ou religieuses, 

pout, an moment de la signature de la ratification ou de l'adhésion, faire des 

réserves concernant ces plantes sur les dispositions de l'article 7, sauf sur celles 

relatives au commerce international. 

5. L'Etat qui aura fait des réserves pourra á tout moment at par voie de notification 

écrite au Secrétaire généz:al retirar tout ou partie de sea réserves. 
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ARTICLE 33 

Notifications  

Le Secrétaire général notifiera a toca les Etats mentionnés au paragraphe 1 de 

l'article 25 : 

a) les signatures, ratifications ou adhésions conformément á l'article 25; 

b) la date á laquelle la présente Convention entrera en vigueuc conformément á 

l'article 26; 

c) les dénonciations conformément á l'article 29; et 

d) les déclarations et notifications conformément aux articles 27, 28, 30 et 32. 

EN FOI DE QUOI les soussignés, absent autorisés, out signé la présente Convention 

au nom de leurs Gouvernements respectifs. 

FAIT á Vienne, le vingt et un février mil neuf cent soixante et onze, en un sedl 

exemplaire, en anglais, chinois, espagnol, francais et russe, les cinq textes faisant 

également foi. La Convention sera déposée auprés du Secrét¿ire général de 

l'Organisation des Nations Unies qui en transmettra des copies certifiées conformes 

tous les Etats Eembres de l'Organisation des Nations Unies et aux autres Etats visés 

au paragraphe 1 de l'article 25. 
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KOHnallinti U ileleinrrallitta BLUECTBAX 

WEAMBYMA 

altE2LTu_, 

Ba6oTmeb o znopoBse m 6naromonynmm nemoBenecTma, 

oTmemam e (Secnomoftermom manmqme npo6nemm AHR BnopoBba macememmm m commaxbmoft 

npo6nemm, Bormmmamxmx H peaymBTaTe emoynoTpe6remmm memoTopumm nemxoTponummu Be-

KOCTHELHH, 

menonmennwe remmmovrm npenoTBpanaTB smoynoTpe6nemme Tammuz BeriecrBamm x 

HOULKOHHUft o6opoT, moTopmA OHO UOPOIA80T, H 60170TbeR npoTmB RHX, 

£112211, nTo meoftonnmm crporme mepm nnm orpaumnemmm menomBBoBanum Tam Be-

leeTB Bamosmumm menamm, 

BrnamaBam, qro menomBBoBamme BenxoTpoBaux BemeeTB Azg mumwmcmx H maynmax 

Boma neoftonmmo m RTO am noeTynBoeTB Axa TO Bexelt ne nommma npemepro orpamm-

MBEMTBCA, 

ennram RTO ARR Toro, nTo6m mepm npormB BnoyBorpe6nemma Tarawa Bemeernamm 

6uxm 044OKTHHHUHK, OHM nonxmm 6mTB moopzonspoBametant n ymmBepcanammma, 

numullImomneremBnm OprammBamma 06%enumemumx Haman e olnaerm morrrpona Ban 

nemxoTpommumm BexecTsamm n xenam, nToffm sammrepeeoBammme memnymaponmue opramm 

maxonmmmeb H pammax BTU OprammBamma, 

RTO a AOCTIMBHER ormx Bonefl meoftonmma memnymaponmam KOHHOHUHR, 

cornacmxmch o BEmeemenymnem: 
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CTATbfl 1 

Hcnoattonanne Teomanon  

cjia onpemeneamo Be yxatano mime man xonTexcx ne Tpe6yeT ammo, maxeczemytaxe 

Tepmnath acnoatnyemme B nacToanen Konnennax, anew caemytaxe tnanenan: 

"CoaeT" omninaeT axonommnecxxit x Ccataaatandl COBOT Opranananaz 06temmaela-

nux Hanaft. 

?Konaccan" otnanaeT Kommccan no napxoTanecxxx cpemcitam Uonommnecxoro 

Conzaasnoro CoteTa. 

"KOMMTOT" 0311184BOT NOZAylICTOARUI EOHMTCT BO xonxponm BOX napxoTaxamm, 

npemycxoTpexnutt B EMnnott xonnennsa o napxoTznecxxx cpeAcTim 1961 roa. 

nrenepamma CeigeTapb" otnanaeT renepantnoro CexpeTapx Opranztanns 

Caltemanenamr Hannft. 

TffcxxoTponnoe tenecTno" oananaeT nmodoe nenecTso, npapomnoe lux emuTeTx-

necxoe, HBE BM6031 nionpomnut maTepmaa, axmonennue B Cnmcox I, II, III max 

TY. 

MpenapaT" otaanaeT: 

i) ax6ott pacTnop sun exec', B ~cm clummnecxom COCTOBEBR, comepxamac 

omno Rita necxoameo nenxoTponnux nenecTa, Ham 

ii) omno Ran necxontxo ncxxoTponxts senecTn B TepaneaTanecxxx monax. 

"Cinicox I", "Cnacox /I", "Cnmcox III" a "Crmicox IY" oananarc COOTBCT— 

cTBefulo nponymepoaannme nepenna ncaxoTponamx nemecTa, npmnoxennue x na-

cTonnefl KOBBORUBB, B xoTopme moryT BROW/BCH nomenenna B COOTBOTCTBRZ CO 

CT8Tbel 2. 

.3xcnopx . a "aanopT" onnanain, xammul B COOTBOTCTBITDROM xonTexcTe, 4mta-

necxoe nepemeneame xaxoro-am6o ncrixoTponnoro nenecTna 313 omnoro rocymap-

CTBa ampyroe rocymapcTno. 

"HtroTomnenne" otnanaeT tce nponeccm, c nomoamm xoTopmc moryT Urn away-

nenm acxxoTponmue newton:4a, m nxamnaeT xax palmmmpoaanne, Tax a npespa-

menze °Amax ncxxoTponaux nexecTt B mpyrme ncxxoTponame BOMOCTBB. DTOT 

Tepican rixamnaeT caliza moroTotrienne npenapaTot, xpoxe apenapaTon, nparo-

Toaanemmx no yienenTy n anTexax. 

"RetaxonEmn o6opox" onnanaeT mnroToweame ncsxoTponnmx nenecTn sun xx 

ono= max npaolleTenae B napymenne noxottanA nacTomneft Ronnennam. 

"Patton" onnanaeT modym nacv, xaxoro-ax6o rocymapcTna, xoTopam B COOTBOT.-

CTBZ8 co wraThe# 28 paccmannumexca AAR emen nacToaxeft Kola:elm= xax or-

menman emnnana. 

9ffemenlealla" ocuanarm oximn ium RacTa cmannA, inwnonan o6caynanarnx# xx 

temembamft ynacTox. 
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CUTER 2 

Cepa nrnmenenna monTrona Han nemecTaamm  

1. Ecnu xaxaa-nx6o CTopoHa mnsl EcemxpHaa °pram:manna anpanooxpaHensul pacnonaraeT 

cHeAelinamE o xaxom-nx6o semecTne, He naxonamemca eme no mexAyEapon~ xoHTponem, KOTO-

pile, no ea mmenHm, moryT UOT17060BeTb HERIOReHHR 3T0r0 HelReCTBEI B WHIR 113 CRECEOH /VICTOR-

eft KomeHnnn, olla yneAomnaeT 06 3TOM reHepanbiloro CexpeTapa n npeAcTaanaeT emy mweloop-

man= H noATHepxnelnie °Toro yEeAomneHma. BuneyxaaaHHaa nponeAypa npxxemeTca n H TOM 

caymae, max xaxart-sn6o CTopolla unn BcempHaa opralmaanna upanooxpaHeHma pacnonaraeT 

caenemamn, na ocHonaluni xoTopux cnenonamo 6u nepeHecTn xaxoe-nn6o nemecTno ma oAHoro 

Cnxcxa HacTortmen KoHneHnum n Apyroft nsm xe H31,11Tb xaxoe-an6o aemecTao H3 armx Cnxcxos. 

2. reHepanhEmft CexpeTaph HanpannaeT Taxoe yreAomnenme, a Taxxe Jno6yn HE4opmannm, 

xoTopaa, UO ero ~Km, OTHOCHTCR x Aarnhomy aonpocy, CTOpOERM, ROPRICCHH H, Horne Taxoe 

yHeAomneHme nocTynaeT OT xaxon-na6o CTopolim,- BcemnpHoft opramaanlm aApanooxpaHemna. 

3. ECHH impopmanxn, EanpaHaeHEasí nmecTe c Talcum yHeAommeHmem, roaopnT o TOM, RTO 

AaHHoe nemecTso noAxoAsa Ana nximneHnx ero H CnHcox I max Cnmcox /I nacToamell KoaBea-

WIll COOTHeTCTHHH C nynxTom 4 HacToameft CTEITbH, CTopoHm nayaracT H caexe Been xmexmeffca 

H MX pacnopaxesm HEOpmanras BO3MOZHOCTb HpemenHoro nplimeHeRna x AELEHomy aemecTny ncex 

Eep HOHTpORR, npmemaemmx x semecTHam, mcnmneHmm4 COOTHeTCTHeRHO B CHHCOK I HRH H 

II. 

4. Ecnil rcemnpHaa oplammanna axpasooxpaHerma caHTaeT, RTO 

a) AaEnoe nemecTao o6naAaeT cnoco6HocTbm 

BE3HBEab COCTORHEe 31113HCHEOCTH a 

2) oxaaunaTh cammynnpymmee nnx Aenpecelamoe noaAencTame an nempana-

HepnHym excTemy, HM3E:BM TRHAEHHHERIHR HRH Hapymexasi moTopHoff 

ityincrimm, nn6o mumneHma, nil6o noaeAeHma, nE6o HompHaTma, mm6o 

HacTpoeama, HRH 

ii) npnimAnTs x amanornnHomy anoynoTpe6nenmm m aHanornaHum HpeAllum nocneA-

CTHHRM, RTO a xaxoe-nn6o semecTao, mumnenHoe H Cnncox I, II, III 

WIN IV, a 

b) eCTb ROCTSTOMMEe cnnAeTenbousa Toro, RTO nmeeT mecTo anoynoTpe6neHme AaHaum 

HemecTnom HRH cymecTsyeT nepoaTxocTs Taxoro anoynoTpelneHma, xoTopoe npeA-

cTamnaeT nna moxeT npeAcTanwra co6oE npoanemy Ana anoponsa HaceneEna H co-

nHanhxym npo6nemy, Aaxmlle ocHonaxma Ana npmelleHrla x aTomy nemecTny mep mex-

AyEapoAHoro mumponx, 

EcemapHaa oprannoanHa aApanooxpaHemm coo6maeT Komccun oneHxy AaHHoro nemecTrla, 

Reg oncHxy cTeneHm nns1 sepoaTHocTst snoynoTpe6neHma al, cTenenn cepbeaHocTn npo6nemm 

;on aAopoaLa EaceneHaa n conHansHoft npolnemm a cTeneHH noneaxocTn AaHmoro semecTrla H 

TepaneeTngeoxott npalanxe, a Tame peaomeEAanm, ecnn TaxoHme umexTca, o epax Hompo-

na, xoTopwe Una 6u nenecoo6paaHum B cneTe ee oneHm. 
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5. Kommens, npinimuiR BO nmsmarme ymi3annee coo6ramme Beemprmil oprammamm 3Apano-

oxpanemm, OUCHICH KOTOpOR B meammumm: Haynnux Honpocax RWAIDTCR onpermarmaimm, n 

ysinTrmaR mconommeerme, commaarme, npnammecane, amonancTpammarie H Apyrim opa:Topa:, 

xoTopue, no ee mema, nmezm oTimmerme x AaHnomy nonpoey, 14018T BEJOIRHTb 3TO nessecTim 

Cromen I, II, III Han-IV. Hommerm mozeT o6panaTacR 3a AonommTeammil rmotopmarme2 

x BeeimpHo2 oprammamm 3Aparmoxpanemm nrm x Apyrnm coormeTeTnynqum ncTommicam. 

6. ECJIH xaxoe-30450 yneaormerme B COOTB8TOTBISH c nynaTom 1 xacaeTerz Toro nan imore 

HemecTaa, yze rmannermoro B OAHH H3 CUHCKOB, BeempHaR oprammamm 3Aparmoxpaimmus 

cooftmeT Kormeenn erme nonoe ~inerme, am6ym imaym onermy mmoro nessecTna, xoTopym 

oHa moxer A8T1, B COOTB8TCTBAH C nymmom 4, a Taima an6me norme pexemermannis OTHOCHT871b-

no mep KOHTp0118, xoTopme ona coimeT nexecoo6parmumm n eneTe 3TOR oneHxn. HOHHCCHR, 

npiummari BO animarme coolusemse Beempao2 oprammaann 3Apanoexparienrm B COOTB8TCTBHH e 

nynxTom 5 H 5,RHTUBELA ~Topa, o xoTopran raiseT peRb a yxa3annom nymme, moxer Hpisinma 

peraerme o nepemeemin Aminoro aemeeTna H3 ormoro Camexa BApyro2 Izan 05 H318THH ero 

B3 Cuneaos. 

7. 0 an6om pemexim Kommerm, nprmaTom cormarmo ilacTorme2 mine, Beimpanamiff Cexpe-

Tapa HanpammeT coo6menne ncem rocyAapeTnam-imexam Oprammannx 06seannermam 1~1, 

CToponam micTorme2 Ecumenann, ne rmaimammen marmarm Oprammannis 06semmensam 

Beemnprio2 aproximamos waparmoxpamenrm a HommeTy. Taxoe pemerme nOXHOCTIA3 neTynaeT 

muy Arm xazacift CToporm nepe3 180 Anelt, mammaR c nava Hanparmerom Taxoro cooftlemm, 

38 mexannemzem n6o2 CToponm, xoTopars, B npearmax 3T0r0 epoxa, B TOM, RTO X8088TCH 

penumn o Ao6armenim maxoro-an6o nemeemmi x ormomy 113 CHHCX0B, ganpamma renepammomy 

CexpeTapn =camelarme yrmAormenue o Tom, RTO BBHAY HCHXDRUTCABAUX o6cToRTermems oHa ne 

B COCTOREHH BaecTx B AelfcTime B oTimmemm Aannoro HemecTna rme acuso:mina HacToRmett 

Bermermins, npa(emmue x neeecTriam, rmanimmum B OTOT Carmen. B Taxom y:mama:~ 

ymammarTms npiimmu oTo2 nemmmarmanon mepm. He3anisenmo OT encero ymeammemm, xaz-

AaR CTopoHa npmenzeT, xax mmrmym, mepm mormporm, nepermeammme arme: 

a) Oroporm, nanparawn Taxoe ymeAomzerme onmenTrmano He norme:armero parme 

aoirrpoan neueeTna, Ao6armennoro x Crmexy I, u/momee? BO rummanme, B Toft mepe, B xa-

xo2 3TO BO3H0=0, enermanamme mepm xcamporm, nepermrmeimme B mane 7, Pi B OTHOM8HHH 

Aminoro nemeelma: 

i) Tpe6yeT Reanima ~watt na n3roTonamme, Impriman I: paenpearmenne, 

H8H 3TO HpeaycmoTpeno a CTaTbe 8 Ami nememm, Humanen= B CUHCOK 11; 

ii) Tpe6yeT Haamons penenTa npaim Ami nocTanrm xara =yema, xam 3TO 

npeaycmoTpeHo a CT8Tb8 9 Azul HemeeTH, mummemmxa CUHCOK II; 

iii) BUHOIHR8T o6R3aTenacTna, naco/cuneen rmenopTa n mmopTa, npeayemoTprm-

Hrie B =Tse 12, 38 nexannermem o6smaTenacTri B ormomemin Apyro2 CTo-

porm, Hanpaannme2 Tamo yneaormerme OTHOCHT8AbH0 A8HEOr0 armecTim; 
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iv) mummeT o6maTemcma, apexycxdrpertame B ~he 13 ma Bemecm, 

Baxmnemmx B CUHCOK 11, B ommema mapeleam B orpaamexxx mcnopTa 

e 

v) npexcrasmeT crammxnecme «gem Hommery B COOTBCTCTBRE c at:A-

lum:Tom "a" arum: 4 came 16; la 

vi) apammeT xepm B coomemmax co came it 22 xxx I:comma:1m miler:ma/I, 

npommpenamm omonam ene nocrummenam, apanamx Bo mcnomeme 

sumeynomaymx o6maTemcm. 

b) Cmpona, mapasm Taxoe yBemmeme mammemno ne nossexaBmero panee 

xompoan semecma, uodaBxemoro x Cancxy II, B mammas( Ramoro Bemecma: 

i) Tpe6yeT mamma mammft aa mroTomeme, ropromn x pacapesexeme, 

B COOTBOTCTBM2 CO ~OA 8; 

ii) Tpe6yeT mamma peneam Bpana AER UOCTELBIGI CAR omycxa B COOTBCTOTBHH 

co cwaseli 9; 

iii) mummeT ~is:mamma, mew:mama oxcuopm x monopra, apexycxcerpen-

me B mane 12, oa acxxxnemex o6maremcm B omomeam xpyroff Cm-

pone, nanpaBmue2 Taxoe yBemmeme oTHommasno samoro semecTBa; 

iv) ammumeT o6mareascrsa, ammemme B cTame 13, B ornomeam oanpe-

menm x orpamneam mcnopTa a mnopra; 

v) apescrammT cTammxnecxxe OTRCTU KOHRITTy B COOTHOTCTBEK C am-

nysmaxx "a", "c" x "d" nynxTa 4 crams 16; x 

vi) npxamaer xepm B COOTBOTCTBHE CO craTBett 22 Ada nommema milmudt, 

npomsopenamax oaxmax =Id nocTaxommmx, al:Hamm BO monomer:me 

mmeynonmaymx o6maTeamTB. 

c) CTopmet, aanpams Taxoe peuomeme omocuTemno Be uomexaBmero pame 

malpoun BeuecTBa, m6amennoro x Camay III, B omomenax manor° sexecTBa: 

i) Tperlym ammax amenan2 ea moroTomeme; ToproBas B pacapesexeme 

B COOTBBTOTBIDI CO CTEMbeit 8; 

ii) Tpe6yeT mamma peaenTa Bpana ;WA UOCTELBEZ ene mnycxa B COOTBCTOTBER 

co cTamett 9; 

iii) mummer o6maTemoTBa, xacammem mcnopTa, apexymoTpexame B 

mama 12, or: max:am:ear:ex o6maTexacm B °mamma upyrot CTopom, 

mar:par:mime:1 Taxoe yBemmenme omocaTexmo xamoro Bememm; 

iv) mamma? olmaTenscma, amoxenme B cTame 13, B omonexam or:ape-

:mm:1 a orpamnexxx mcnopTa x amopm; 

v) up:mower >wpm B COOTBOTCTBER co cTarsen 22 ma nommema ;Lefton:aft, 

apomsopesamar WIXOM< WIE COCTCROBJICABKM, CIDCHRTUM BO ummumme 

in=e3mommyrarr o6maremerB. 
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d) CTopona, nanpammo Taxoe gmAommenne OTHOCETBZW10 ne noAmezamero pasee 

Roo/pomp oemeeTm, Ao6amemoro x Cnocxy IY, B oToomesoz Aamoro oemecToa: 

i) Tpe6yeT namonna momemon Ea naroToomeme, Toproonn m pacopeAmeme 

B COOTBOTOTBRII CO CTEITI,Off 8; 

ii) omnonmeT o6maTemboToa, Emomonme B eTambe 13, o omouenno ea-

upeuenza H orpanmenon axerropTa H omnopTa; 

iii) upnamaeT mepm B COOTBOTOTBUR CO CTOTben 22 Ann nomoneonn 

npomoopenanom aamonamIrBH nocTaoomensam, upammum BO He-

nommemse ommeynommyTmx o6naaTembcTo. 

e) CTopoza, ;wpm's Taxoe yoeAommeme OTHGCHTOMBHO xaxoro-on6o oemecTaa, 

nepenecemoro B Cnocox, npeAycmaTpmanuon 6onee wrporge mepm oompona o o6naoreab-

CTBEI, npmeoneT, Rao mommym, Bee nonomenma nacTomen Homemos, npamenoemme x 

Cnocxy, X3 xoToporo 000 6mmo nepemeceno. 

8. a) Pemeson KOH:MCCUE, 1113EHRTWIO B COOTBBTOTBRE C HaCTORZO# CTELTben, noAmexaT 

nepecmoTpy CooeTom no npocb6e no6o11 CToponm, oanpumemo#B Tenenze 180 meft C mo-

menTa nomynemn yoeAomenon o npoomon Aaonoro pmeam. Upocbda o nepecmoTpe na-

npaomeTen renepanbnomy CexpeTapp BmecTe co Bee8 cooTaeTeToyoueft meloopmameft, oa 

xoTopoil ocoomm npocb6a o nepecmoTpe. 

rempambomft CempeTapb nanpammeT mum ynomonyTon npocb6m o nepecmoTpe 

m cooTaeTcToymyn mdlopmmon }Comecon, Bcempoon oprannamm mpamompmemo si mom 

CTopomm, npeAnarax om upeAcTamTb OBOE aamenamo B Tenenne AmmocTa Aneft. Bce no-

zyneonme aamenanan npeAcToonnoTcn oa pacemmeme ComTa. 

C) Coper mozeT noAToepAmb, B3MOBETb KBX OTHOHRTb pememe KOMMCCHZ. YIBA0M-

JIBBED o pemomo CooeTa ompaomeTea ocem rocyAapcTom-nuenam Opramaarm 06bemneo-

mu Hand}, rocyAapcTom-CToponam oacTomeft Henommx, He nommoomcn ~cam °pram-

ammo 061eAmennum Bemoan, }Comecon, Beempnoft opranmannn mpamompaneano a KOW2TEITyi 

d) B-Teneme nepxoAa Ao ynommyToro nepecmoTpa nepoonanambnoe pemenxe Kome-

em, npn ycooma co6mAelann nymTa 7, ocTaeTen B come. 

9. CToponmAexamT BC oT um mommee, nTo6m upnmeomb x oemeTaam, He =woman— 

mum noA AeMeTme oacToomeft Homennoo, no xoTopme moryT 6mb mnommoomm Am matt-

Romero maroTomenno ncomoTponomx oemecTo, range mepm mAaopa, mom mom 614Th upax-

Tanecxa ocymecTomm. 
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CTATEK 3 

CnennannHue nonoxemta, xacarmneca xonTnonn Ear nnenaneTamn 

1. 3a EcnnEnemiem czygaen, nperycmoTpennux B Enxecnerylornx nymmax ;memo:men 

CULTBH, X npenapaTy UPHHEIHAMTCE Te Ice menu Homrpona, RTO H E corepragemycH B Hem 

nennoTponHomy neecTny; awns npenapaT corepx= Re orHo, a Hecxonlmo Tax= nenecTn, 

OH nornaraeT no rencvme Rep, npamennemuxH Tomy H3 nenecTn, XOTOPOO 110AJW2HT HaZ-

6oee oTpornm mepam How/To:In. 

2. Ec:m xaxon-nn6o npenapaT, corepxannft xaxoe-mv5o nonxoTpomme nettecTno, na 

HmarneHHem xaxoro-nn6o nenecTna, nxnEnennoro B Cancox I, HmeeT Taxon cocTan, wro 

pncx 3:103110TPCGZOHUR RH oTcyTeTnyeT HAH nenneTen nemiamwrenninm H RTO DTO neriecTno 

Be more? arrn nnaneneao nocpercinom nerxo rooTynaux cnoco6on B xonnnecTne, npn xo-

Topom /tom:or:no onoynoTpe6nenne, THE RTO raHaun npenapaT se cooraeT npo6nemu Ana 

propouna Race/mm:1n H connannHon npo6nemu, ?axon npenapaT morel. 6HTb 3131W H3 -noA 

rencTnzg nexoTopux mop xolmpona, nperyomoTpelumx B HSOTORCOn KOHBOHICHI,B COOTBDT-. 

OTBDX C nym:Tom 3. 

3. Ecnn CTopmm renaeT 0axmmnemle Ha cmione nperuryero nynxTa B oTHomennn Ha-

xoro -11n6o npenapaTa, TO mia more? npmerzn pellenne 06 H3IRTHH oToro npenapaTa 

cnoon cTpaHe XJRC B OAHOH R3 CBOHZ panonon Hs-nor PACTBHJI xaxon-an6o oruon WIZ Beer 

mep xonTpona, nperycmoTpennuxB MacToaqek KosneHnnn, na ncxmonennem no:corm:WI: 

a) cTaTnn 8 (mmen0m1) B nacTn, xacaxnencn noroTonnenna; 

b) CT8ThH 11 (perxcipannonmae Hannon) n nacTn, xacarnencr npenapaTon, 

113111TISC 113«..71014 EOHT/30.114 

c) cTaTsz 13 (nanpeHemm n orpalingenne oxcnopTa n nmnopTa); 

d) vraTnn 15 (mIcnexmla) B nacTn, xacaretIca n0roTonnennr; 

e) cTaTrm 16 (roxnarm, npercTannaemue CTopouamn) B nacTn, xacarzencr 

npenapaTon, H3IRTES 113.4:10A KOHTPOZA; 

f) craTlm 22 (nonoxenna o Baxanaumax), B Toll mope, B xaxol 3TO aeo6xo-

rnmo g.Ijt noAaeseman rencTmdl, npoTnnopegannx 0axoHam HER nocTanonne-

HHEM, ELPHHATLIS BO Hcnonnenne BL=CHEL3BELHEUZ 061138TOnbOTB• 

CTopoua ynerommmT tenepammoro Cexperapa o nr6om Taxom petemm, o nannamm E cooTa-

Be OTOCO npenapaTa, H3ISITOr0 n0-nor ~Tana, H O mepax xwmpona, Hz-nor rencumg 

xoTopur on H3bAT. renepammun CexpeTapn neperaeT 3TO yneromnemle rpymm CToponam, 

Bcemmpnon opraHHHanan upanooxpaneHHH H KomnTeTy. 

4. Ecnm Emma-min° CTopona EAR Bcemnpuar oprarmnanna nrpanooxpanenza pacnonaraeT 

cnereanmm o xmcom-xx6o npenapaTe, H3SETOH no-nor xonrrpona BO ncnonnelme nyluma 3, 

HOTOPEO, 110 OH HHOHICO, moryT ELOTPC6OBSTb nmmoro WIZ nacTiansoro npexpanenna HWERTHH, 

oua ynerommmT 06 3TOH reHepammoro CexpeTapa H nperoTannaeT emy nntopmanan B nor - 

Tneprreane nToro yneromnemin. renepannaun CexpeTapn HanpannsieT Taxoe yneromnemle 
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An6ym nmlopmanwn, moropan, no ero mneumn, OTHOCRTCH K Aanuomy aonpocy, Cropoxam, 

KOHHCCHH H, KOFAB. 3TO yaeAommenne nocrynaer or maxoll-an6o Cropoum, - Bcemmpnon op - 

rannaanmn aApamooxpaneunn. Bcemnpnan oprannaamnn upalsooxpanemns cooftmer Komnc-

cmx oneuxy Aannoro npenapara no aonpocam, ymaaannum a nymare 2, execre o pexomem - 

Aanuen o cepas momrpoan, ecan omm aoo6ue neo6xunmm, ma -noA Aetcrann moropux Aoax-

no npexparnracn na7.nrne Aannoro npenapaTa. Bounce/1x, npunsman HO amumanne ymanam - 

awe coo6uemne Bcemmpnoft oprannsanmx anpaaooxpanenun, =exam moropon B meAxAmucxxx 

n naynnmx nonpocax AHARDTCH onpeAemnrammm, n yRHTNH8A axonomnnecme, comnanamme, 

mpnAnnecame, aAmanucrparmanue H Apyrne 4mucropm, moTopme, no ee Keenan, mew OT-

Homesne x Aanmomy sonpocy, mower npnmnra pemenne o npexpamenisn H3101THJI Aanmoro npe-

napara H3 -nor HOnCTHHH xamoM-An6o °Axon can nee' mep monrponn. 0 Am6om peceunn Ko-

maccnn, npuurrom cormacuo macTonmemy apiary, renepamanmft Cexperapa nanpaanner co - 

oftienue Deem rocyAapcTsam-nxenam Opranmaanmn OfteAunennmx Haman, Croponam ;moron-

nett Konaemumm, ce alumulAumon nmenamm Oprannaanmn 061eAmmeummx Haunt% BcemnpnoM op - 

rannaaman aApaaooxpamemun m Homarery. Bce Cropomm npnunmarc mepm no npexpaxemna 

En:MHZ H3 -nor Aencramn paccmarpnaaemon mepu can cep morrpoun H regenue 180 ;met! 

co Ann manpaaneman coc6mennn Benepaxammm Cexperapem. 

CTATBR 4 

Broglie cnennamanme nomosannn, xacanumecn olepm nammemennn monraoan  

B oruoneuun UCHKOTpOITHUX aemecra, xpome nemecra, alumatennux H CICHCOK 1, 

Cropoxm moryr paapenars: 

a) =gam, nyremecraynAmm H3 oAnol crpaum B Apyryn, nmera ripe ce6e can 

HI annmoro nonsaosanzn ne6onanne mounnecraa npenaparoa; naval; 

Cropoma, oAnamo, umeeT npano yAocroaepuracn H TOM, %TO 311! npena-

pare 6man no:7,mm; aaxonmEas nyrem; 

b) HOUOXID3OHELHHO ~EX aeuecra a npommumenmocrm KJIH H3TOTOKHOEHR Hence-

xoTpormux aelecTs Will npoAymroa, npumeman x HRH mepm mourponn, npeA-

ycmarpnaaemme uacronueft Konamannel, Ao Tex nop, noca Aannme neuxo-

rponnme semecraa ue npmc6peryr Taxoro COCTOEHHR, ripe moropom npamm-

mecxn ;le 6yAer umera mew° anoynorpe6menne arum semecraamm ean nx 

maamenemme; m 

c) ncnomaaosanme ram= aemecra - nix. co6almenum cep momrpoan, npeAycmar-

pnaaemmx macronuell Konnennueft, - Ana OTAOHIL 2HHOTHEM munamm, merman-

mx cnemmaxanoe paapeuenne momnerearnmx opranos ea mcnomsammune Ta-

xes aemecra Ann axon mean. 
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CTATID.3 5 

Orsaaameaae acnonsaoaaaaa menagaacxamm a waymnaut nenama  

1. gaznaa CTogoaa organanamaeT aCileals3088HEO BOZCCTB, axxxineanum B CDECOX /, wan 

3TO ngenycmoTpeao s cTaTse 7. 

2. Kaanaa CTogoaa, 2a acrarogenaem cxygaes, ngenycmoTgenaux B ciaThe 4, orgaaa-

maaam nyTem Taxaz meg, xoTopme oaa cmaTaeT nemecoo6gannuma, n2roTossenne, pacnopT, 

zmnopT, gacngenenenae a cxnancane canacm, acnons2oaanae aenecTs, anmszeranaz 

CDHCBH 11, III a IV, a Taxze Togroann a ananenae awn, menanaacxxma a naynamma ne — 

=tn. 

3. anaTensao, nTo6u CTogoam ne pa2gemann smanenae senecTsama, aammaenabwa s 

Cnacxa II, III n IV, anane, wax aa saxonaom ocnoaaaan. 

CTATba 6 

Cnenaansaoe ynsasneaste  

rnnaTensao, nTodm s imams apameaenaa nonozeagft aacToaneft Konsennaa Earnas 

CTopona connana u conepxana cnenaansace yugaaseage, xoTopoe mozeT 6uTb Tem ze ca-

mum - a aro 15yAep npeamynecTaom, - qro a cnenaansaoe yngeaneaae, comanace BO RC - 

nonHeane nonozenaft xoameanan o xoaTgone Kan aapxoTanecanna cgencTaama, aza mozeT 

p850TaTB B T8CHOM coTgynaanecTae C BMX. 

CTATER 7 

Cnenaansame nonozeaua, xacasnaeca sececia, axamsteaams B Cnacon I 

B oTnocema nenecTs, axnaneanszB Calm= I, CTogoam: 

a) sangenazT scam° ax acnona2osaane, 38 acxasnennem acnons2oaaaaa s 

Earn= a B °awan orgaaanenanz menanancasz nenaz nonzahm o6pacom 

ynonaomoReaamma mamma B menanaacraz ana nayaao-accsenosaTenscanz 

ygpeznennaz, nazonanazca aenocgencTaeaao no xonTgonem ax npasaTenscTa, 

nna no cnenaansao snnasaemomy ama pa2peceaan; 

b) Tge6yrT, 'n0671 a3rOTOBZ8820, pacnpeneneane 3Tai aenecTs, Togroana 

ananenae awn OCyLICCTBAJURCI, no cnenaanmum xmnemaam ana 2a6narospe - 

mean° nonynenaum gaspeneaaam; 

c) c6ecnenasam TnaTensaull nancop H8,4 AORT8AMOCTBM aAOftCTBgabea, yiTOME-

ByTUME B nyBECTEM "a" a ”b"; 

d) orgaaanaaarm xonacecTao aenecTsa, amaaaaemoro xsacomy-xx6o nails:Bum o6pa-

com yrEOZHOMORBEHOMy =ay, aCORY8CTBOH, BOOUSOAHMILM AWL pa3pCLICHBOft emy 

Rena; 

e) Tge6yET, nTo6u naia, annonaannae menanaacane ann icartaxe doyaxnam, sena 

geracTganaonnue 2anaca, xacarAneca npao6geTeana 3TIEC aenecTs, c 
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noApo6num onacarmem HI 2C2021,30B8882; Tame aanaca coxpaamoTwa aTene-

nme ne menee AByz aeT nocae Bneceana nowermeft nanaca o6 acnormarmanna 

1.822X BegecTB; m 

f) 3anpegauT mccnopT a msnopT, 3a acxamnennem Tea caynaeB, Karma a /xcnop-

Tep a mnopTep ABHAMCCA IcomneTenumma opramama arm mermermaxx 3H0110p-

a maropTapyugen C1172211 ara parmma, COOTB0TCTBC220, 222 Apyrnms 

=um/a arm npeanpaarmarm, nmengwar anemia/owe pa3pemerme, Brmanwe wpm-

neTenTnuma opraaam ax cTpaam a1 pallona Arm Aannon Hem'. floarmenza 

nyaarm 1 CT2T1D2 12 0 nprmocTarmerma pa3pegeman 22 pacnopT 11 21210pT B0-

MCCTB, Biwa/germ= a CURCOX II, OTHOCATCH ?axon a BemecTBam, ormnrmanum 

B Cnacox I. 

CTATbfl 8 

«rmeamm  

1. CToporm Tpe6yaT, nTo6m maroTowerme, pacupwarmenme BegecTB, mrmaneamm B 

CURCKH II, III a IV, a Taxze Toprorma 222 (BMW= amcnopmayn m amnopTnym Taproo-

m)) ocymecrmarmacs no ormermarm 1mm c nprmenermem Apyro« armaormmon mepm monTpona. 

2. CToporm: 

a) ocygecrmos= mormporm xrm ocean Aommum o6pa3om ynormomonenarma J122222 

npermpaarmama, moTopm 3222MBMTC2 HMI C223822 C naroToBnennem 222 

pacnprmagemem BegecTB, ynomanyrma B nynaTe 1, a Tarawa ToproBneft 222 

(BAJBORBA rmcnopanym 2 nramopTaym Topromm); 

b) xonTponnpymr npn nomomn ormrmann man ;Tyro« ananormalon mepm mompona 

npermpanrma a nrmegerma, a xoTopux Taxoe rmroTormenne 2E2 paw/perm:w-

arm, a Taman T2222 Toprowm >wry' nmeTa mecTo; 

c) o6ecnenrmanT npamarme raep 6rmonacaocrm a ormormarm Tax= ape/mg:plan'« a 

nomegemal B nermx npermrmpamerma xpaza ana nponeft yTemcm carmArmax 3a-

WICOB. 

3. Hoormenna n7E/moo 1 n 2 nacTormen cTaTma, xacmammeca annen3n« aan Apyrax a/m-

oor/Ina= any mowpona, moryT ne nprmenaToca x ma'am, Aormaum o6pa3am ynormomonermum 

na ocygecTmerme Bpame6aux a Harms Oynxrmil, upa ocymecTrmenna HMa DTI= 4yalrman. 

4. 8Toponm Tpe651)T, nTo6m ace 2222, 207.0p20 range= Annenamm B COOTBCTCTB22 C 

aacToagell KommanmeR amc moTopme =myna= arme paapegerme B COOTB0TCTBUR c nynaTom 1 

aacTosagefi crania non 2722TOM "b" CT2C1,2 7, o6ormann Hag/mama/mu manecToamn, neo6mo-

Amnams XMA 340exTmmoro a Tomaoro npeBermarm B 22327. noormeman TBX2X 3axonoB n no-

carmormexaft, xoTopue nrmnammoTca Bo nano:men/le nacTormen «ormermmx. 
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CTATER 9 

2.2.12m 

1. CToponu Tpe6yra, nzo671 BertecTsa, amzmneuaue B Cnuczu II, III z IV, 110CT8MAZHeb 

aoi oTnycmazxca xi7 ncnozaaosaumn oznezbutzln znuamx TozLno no penenxy apana, 3a 

slezzonenuem czynaea, morns oznersume Juana moryx Ha aamouRuz ocnosanunx uozynaTa, no - 

U0a1,30BaTb, sunaaaTa uzn wa3uanaTa Tame seuecTaa upa BUBOAHMHM EMEXZ.`":15.134 o6pa3om 

pa3pezennux apane6nux Itzu uaynnux cpymmuult. 

2. eTopouu upaummarz mepu Ann o6ecneneuiln Toro, nzolu peueuxu ua aeuecTaa, azzmnen-

HEe H CASWEE II, III H IV, HUM8B8Mell. B COOTBOTCTBLA C npnunTo2 menwrolaczon npamTxmoff 

a nonnanann non ?axon perzameuTnposaune, macanneecn, H 43.CTHOCTH, MHCM3. pa3 MX 803-

HOMOTO BOBTOpHOBO HeUCCIBBOMIIM H Cp0X8 XX 

=poem a 6zarococTonann macezenun. 

i. Rezaaucumo OT nyumza 1, CTOpOW mozeT, 

zpe6yzx 3TOTO, E 188 TMEX yeMOMRX, mozopue 

rucTpaueounun 3anuceft, pa3pecaTb anTexapnm, 

neRczazn, moTopoe AMTCH cpencTsom OXy8HM 

eczn, no ee mnenum, mecTnue odcToaTenacTea 

°Ha momeT npennncaTa, munnan aeneune pe-

nmerznm znuen3uu, lEla nponnm po3uunuum 

pacupenezuzeznm, umemzum MHOH3HH, H83118,WHEM oprauamu, OTBOTCTBOHMMH 38 3nopophe 

aacezeum B ee oTpane WM vac= ee eTpawm, noczaazaTa no ax yomoxpemm E 6e3 penenTa 

Ann IlellOBB3088HM B ucmzmnnTezbuux czynanx oTnezauumn znuamn Ame mennunncxxx genet 

ue6ozulne moznnecTaa Berlecxs, azzzneunuxB CUMelel III u IV, 13 npenezax, moTopme onpe-

;leans:n.0,1 CTopouamu. 

. CTATER 10 

fipenocTeperazzma nannucu ua nzamoamax n penzama  

1. KaIAEUI 0Topona, npuunman Do aunmanne cooTaexcTaymzne pezennn nnu pemomemarodu 

Beemnpnon oprann3annu anpaaooxpauenns, Tpe6yez, nzo6u xa 3TnneTmax, xorna OTO B03 - 

moulo, n B zu6om czynae ua conpoponnTezaHom nacelle poorninnux ynamoaom, conepzatnix 

ncxxoxpounme sexecTaa, umezucb Tame ymaaaxun oznocaTezhao SICUOMIWOMMA, BISMO,188 

npenoczepexemun u npenynpexnenun, maxim, no ee mileunp, neo6zonumu nun 6e3onaciloczu 

Tex, ETO ncuort.3yez DTH sexecTaa. 

2. K8XJW.R CTOF0E8, ynnTiman nozunat o6pazom CHM moucTaTynnonnue nozezeunn, 3anpe-

CaeT pemzamposnalle Tams aezecTa cpenn nacezeunn. 

C£ATER 11 

PerucTpanuoname MTHICH  

1. CTopouu Tpe6yzT, RTO6M H OTHOCOMH Bel:Leon:3, BICIMIICHHUXa CHHCOK I, u3rozoanTenu 

u ace mime Julna, nmemnue corzacao czaTae 7 pa3peceune H8 Toproaxm 3THMH aenecTsamn 

no six pacnpenezeaue, Beau persiczpanuolinue wannon H nopnnne, yczamaznsaemom maznoR 

...:Topouoft, mull:tong nonpo6mwe caeneuun o moznnecTaax H3BOTOBACHIEUX BOMCCTB, O IMMIHROCT - 

Bax cuzancznx 3anacoa 3THX aezlecTa, a win xamnoro c.nynan nonynenms E aunana Tax= Be - 

mecTs - nonpo6sue caeneuna o mozunecTse, naTe, noczasunseH nozynaTeze. 
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2. CTopoum Tpe6ymT, RTO6U B OTHOMOHHH nemecTa, nxemnenemx a CUROXE II H III, H3TOTO-

mmeam, onToame pacflpeeennTems, axcnopTepm x xmnopTepm Beam perucTpannoname aanucx B 

nomAxe, yeTananAmnaemom RaxAoll CTopoHoA, flpinmAR floApo6nme cne.AeHER o xonnnecTnnx ma - 

roTonseimmx nemecTn, a AAR xaxAoro czynaz nozynenna a nmAann Tax= nemecTn - noApo6Hme 

cneeenim o xonxnecTne, AaTe, flocTaamxxe u nonynaTexe. 

3. CToponm Tpe6ymT, RT0614 B or/Immune BONOCTB, BE2EROHHUI B Cnucox II, poallunume pac-

npeAeaHTeez, 6oasHnnume u menenio-npoclmeaxTnnecxue, a Tame Haynno-ncceeeonaTenacxxe 

ynpexeenaR Be= perlicapauxomme aanxcH B nopRARe, ycTaHannimmemom xaxeoft CTopovion, upx - 

noes/ Aza xaxAoro cnynas1 no/Lyman/TR x nmeanx Tamer Bazaar/3 floApo6nme caeAun4 o xonxne-

cTae, AaTe, nocTaannme n nozynaTene. 

4. CTopom o6ecnennname, flocpeAcTnom cooTneTcTnymmxx meToeon H ItpHASIMan BO BHISHOHHe 

31304COCHOMTSBy20 H Topronym npaRTuxy B CBOHT cTpanax, nTo6m suRpopmanna, KOCOMMORCR 110 - 

zynemur x smAann nenecTn, nxemnennmx B Cnxcox III, posmsummx pacflpeeeexTeeRmn, 6oan-

Hnnummu x nene6110-npocpulaRTxnecxxmn, Haynno-mcceeeoaaTeeacxxxx ynpexAelnuao, 6mna 

merxo AocTynlra. 

5. CTOPOHM Tpe6ymT, nTo6m B OTHOMOHHH neflecTn, BEXIOROHOUX B COHCOK IV, H3rOTOBRTOXH, 

oxcnopTepm x umflopTepm nemx perncTpannonnme aannen B nops4xe, ycTaHanexnaemom xaxAok 

CTopoxoft, yE331ABW1 KOZHWICTBEL isaroToaeernimx, 31CCUOpTH/DOBOHHUX H HBOOpTHp0BOHHUX nemecTn. 

6. CTopoHm Tpe6ymT OT naroTonxTene# flpenapaToa, H37,RTUX H3-floe xoHTpoAR B COOTBOTOTBHH 

C nymmom 3 CTOTBR 3, aeeennR peracTpannonnme aanxceft OTEOCHTOZZA0 xonnnecTna xaxAoro 

ncnxoTponRoro nemecTna, HCILORB3OBOHHOTO npx H3TOTOBEOHISH npenapaTa, H3IRTOr0 H3-floe 

xonTpona, a Taxxe OTHOCHTOAbH0 xapaRTepa, °Amer° xoeunecTaa x nepnoHanaeLHoh nmeann H31 - 

=or° Ha-nog xonTpoen flpenapaTa, naroToaneHnoro na nuneyxaaanuoro nemecTaa. 

7. CToponm o6ecflennnamT coxpaHenne B Teqemle He menee Anyx AeT perecTpannonnux aannce2 

B Inepopmannu, yflomAnyTmx B HacToRmeff clame, xoTopme neo6xoAnmm Ana neneA npeAcTaneensm 

AoReaeon coreacHo clame 16. 

CTATEA 12 

llonoxemm, xacarmmecH mexennanoeHon Tonronex  

I. a) RaxAael CTopona, paapenammaR axcnopT BJIH umnopT nemecTn, BEMM4OHHNX B Cnx-

cox I Hen II, Tpe6yeT npeAcTaneennsl na 6naxxe, RoTopmh 6yAeT yaTanonnex Kommccnelf, 01-

AensHoro paapenexem na axcnopT Han HmeopT, nonynaemoro Az,/ XELEAOtt TOKOft OTAO3LHOrt 

axcnopTHon Rex umnopTnott ceenxn, Heaaancxmo oT loro, xacaeTcs1 en one oeHoro HAN He-

el-COALE= nemecTn. 

b) 11 canon paapenenun yEanamaexcyl mesAyHapoAnoe HeaaperncTpxponanHoe Heenan/to 

EXH, B czynae OTCyTOTBHE canoro HO3BORMR, 0603HOROHHO ~WO nemecTaa B COOTBOTC~-

Men Cnnexe, RoannecTao, flpeAllaaxanammeecR Ana aRcnopTa lux nmflopTa, lapmanenTxnecxan 

Qopma, Ranmenonanne x aApec axcnopTepa B nmnopTepa, a Taxxe cpox, B Tenenne xoToporo 

Aoexen 6mTa uponaneeex axcnopT Hex xmnopT. B ~me, ecnil Aalmoe nemecTao oxcnopTx-

pyeTce HA.H soinopTxpyeTcR B BEZO npenapaTa, ReoftoAnno, xpome loro, ye/La/lime naaaamm 

alero npenapaTa, ecAu Taxonoe imeerca. B paapenemu xa oxcflopT yxaamnamTcR Taxxe no-

mep paapeflelum Ha nmnopT, gala ero nmAann n Hammenonanne opraHa, nmeanmero 310 paape-
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c) 2o nmEann pa3pemennn Ha 3xcnopT CToponE Tpe6yET npeEcTanEenan pa3pemennn 

Ea nmnopT, xxEanaemoro xouneTewnsmn opraxamn xunopTEpyl=e2 cTpanE pationa 

yEocToxepnxnero, %TO amnopT nenecTna xxx nexecTn, yxa3aunux B Rem, panpeseE; Taxoe 

pa3pecenne npeEcTaxEneTca nEnom HotnpeEnpnxTnem, otSpacannnmen 3a pa3penexnem Ea 

zxcnopT. 

d) Kman oxcnopmpyeman napTna nenecTs EonnHa conponoxEaTben xonnefi pa3-

peceHan Ha mccnopT, a npannTenbcTno, nmEannee paspenenne Ea 3xcnopT, nanpanEneT 

npannTe.ucTny nmnopTnpymneit cTpanu BAH palona Eon= nuxannoro pa3penexun. 

e) flocze Toro, xax xmnopT npouneEes, npannTenacTno nmnopTxpymnen cTpanu 

HZU pallona no3npanaeT npannTenbcTny 3xcnopTupyrnett cTpann 11101 palona yxa3annoe paa-

pecenne na pxcnopT c oTmeTxo2, yEocTonepnmze2 cpaxTunecxx nmnopcnponannoe xonanecTno. 

2. a) CTopoEu Tpe6yET, .11.06H B OTHOHOHHH xaxEoro =rim nxcnopTa nexecTx, BIGTO-

gesEux n enncox III, oxcnopTepu cocTaEnnEu B Tpex 3x3emnEnpax na lopmyEspe, yeraxox-

zeunom Romuccze2, EennapannE, coEepxanym cneEyznyc nulopmannm: 

i) Eammenonanne n aEpec 3xcnopTepa B nmnopTepa; 

mexxplapoEnoe EenaperncTpxponaxEce na3Eanxe EexecTna nEn, B cay-

nae OTCyTOTEHIR Taxoro na3naEnn, ofio3Eanexne wroro nenecTna 23 co-

oTneTcTnymzem Cunene; 

iii) xonsinecTno nenecTaa HlapmanenTnnecxan Oopma, B xoTopoh yxa3an-

Hoe BOTIOCTBO oxcnopTxpyeTen, H, OCHH OHO 3xcnopTnpyeTca B inue 

npenapaTa, na3nanne npenapaTa, awns Taxonoe nmeeTen; n 

iv) Eara cTupannennn. 

b) 2xcnopTepu npeEcTaxEEET xomneTeETEEm opranam cnoen cTpanx nEn pationa Ana 

px3emnEnpa ynomnEyTo2 EexEapannn. TpeTn2 3x3emmulp ORB oTnpanEnET co CBOHM rpy3om. 

c) CTopona, O TeppnTopun xoTopo2 ocyxecTxnen 3KCITOpT xaxoro-En6o BOHOCTBEL, 

inurnennoro B Cnxcox III, B nomosno xopoTxx2 cpox, no xe no3Enee nem nepe3 Eennno-

CTO Ellett =CHO MITE oTnpanneEnn, nocunaeT 3BEWHOH nonTon xomneTenTamm opranam BM-

norennymzeft cTpania Pun patioaa Awn 3x3emnExp Eexmapanun, nozyneEnut OT oxcnopTepa, 

o npocE6o2 noETnepEnTh ero nomyneEme. 

d) CTopoEu moryT Tpe6onaTB, nTo6x no nonyneEnx Eannoro rpyna umnopTep Ea-

npanEnz xomneTeETEum opraxam cnoe2 cTpaEu min paftwa EonnEum o2pa3om 3anepenEE2 

3x3emnEsp Eemapannx, npnrioxexnE2 x rpy3y, c yxa3annem nonynennoro xoEnnecTaa x za-

nit 
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3. B oTmonemmu memecTm, munonermux m Cullom I a II, npmmemmmTcm cmesymnsfe mono:-

mmTemmume nomoxemmyx 

a) CTopomm ocymecTmmsooT 8 cmonommux nopTax H 30118X Taxon xe masmop u mom-

Tpomm, max H BApyrux nacTsfx cmoen TeppuTopm, npu yomorom, OAH8X0, RTO 01111 moryT 

npmmemerm 'Some cTporme mepm. 

b) UcnopT rpymom E aspec nonTomoro ~ma mmu 6auxa ma cneT mmna, mmoro, 

nem yxamamo m Aammom pampexelum Ha 3xcnopT, manpemaeTcm. 

c) 3xcnopT rpymom C memecTmamm, BECTXR8E1HUMHB CELHCOEC 1, 33 8,Hp80 ElpHIEHCHUX 

T8MOZCHHIAX cxmasom manpemaeTcm. 3xcnopT rpymom C memecTmaxs, BEC8=8118H281 8 

Cumcox II, B ampec npanmcmoro Tamoxemmoro cxmasa manpemaeTcm, 38 mcxxionemmem cmy-

naem, Roma npammTemmeTmo umnopcmpymxen capamm yxammmaeT a pampemenmm ma munopr, 

npeAcTammmexom mmuom xxx ynpersemmem, moTopoe o6pamaeTcm ma pampememmem ma mccnopT, 

Rio omo pampemaeT mmnopT c mema mono:Lemon umnopTupyemoro rpyma ma npmnmcmon Tamo-

memumn clues. B Taxof cmynae Bpampememmu ma 3xcnopT yxammmaeTcm, nTo =smut rpym 

3xcnopTmpyeTcm c 3TOK HOMbM. Ha scamp) musany rpyma c npanucmoro Taxoxemmoro cxma-

sa Tpe6yeTcm pampememue opramom, m memo= xoTopmx maxosaTem ~mull Tamozemmun 

cxmas, a El cmynae Hanpammemum rpyma sa rpammny, ero mmsana paccmaTpumaeTcm max HO-

811ft 3xcnopT m mommexcTe macTommen Kommemoo. 

d) rpy311, 8803HM118 Ha TeppmTopum maxot-mm6yAm CTopomfu umu 8NHO31111518 c ee 

TeppmTopmu 6e3 compomosirremmmoro pampeneumm ma smcnopT, nos:lemma masepmmumn Koine-

TORTEUXH opranamm. 

e) CTopoma me pampenaeT Tpamoma nepe3 cmom TeppmTopum mamma-3116o memecTm, 

npesmammanemmum Ann Apyroff cTpamm, memasucumo or Toro, CHAT mmm Bel rpy3 c swum-

mx memecTmamm c TpamcnopTmoro cpeAcTma, ma moTopom om nepemommmcm, ma mcxmonemmem 

cmynaem, morsa momneTemmatum opramam Tama CTopomm npesmummmems mom pampemerom 

Ha occnopT rpy3a. 

f) KomneTemTmme opramm =non orpamm mmm panoma, nepe3 moTopme pampemem 

Tp8H3HT Toro H82 mmoro rpyma e memecTmamm, npuirm4anT ace meoftommmue mepm Ann TO-

ro, nTo6m npesoTmpaTxTm amesomamme sammoro rpyma no sooty nammanemmn, nem To, mo-

Topoe onommanemo H compomommTemmon Room pampecemma Ha 3xcnopT, ma mommnemmem 

cmynaem, morsel Taxoe m3xemosme cmesomamuff npommmosuTcm c pampememum npammTemmeTma 

cTpamm 11.7111 panoxa, nepem xoTopue seummt rpy3 manpammmeTcm Tp8H3HTON. 11138211TO88-

CIS° cTpaHu BaH panoma, nepe3 moTopmm ocymecTmmmeTcm Tp8H3HT, paccmaTpamaeT acmxym 

npocm6y o6 ummemeamm czesomamma rpyma Tax, max ecmm 611 Taxoe mmmememme npesorammumo 

co6on occnopT 113 CTp8811 HaB panoma, nepe3 moTopme ocymeormmmeTca Tpam3mT, B cmpamy 

mma panom momoro mammanemma. Ecot Taxoe mmmemeume cmesomammn pampenerfo, TO nomo-

mamma nosnymmTa "e" nymmTa 1 macTommen CT8T811 npmmenumacm TEIXEC H onfonemmmx mersy 

cTpamon REM panomox, nepe3 HOTOpEC ocymecTmmmeTca TpE1H3HT, H cTpamon 11X2 panomox, 

oTmysa nepmomanammmo 3TOT rpy3 6um occnopTmpomam. 
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g) Roxaxon rpya c sececTsamn, cnenymnu2 TpaHanTom ran naxonraraca Ha ups - 

oraHom Tamoxeraom confine, He HOIBT HonoepraTaca soane2crsum xraoro -nod° nponecca, 

xoTopu2 Hamenwn 6L1 upopony naraoro senecToa. Yhaxoraa Be HOZOT 611.31, namenera 6ea 

prapecema nomnerenTora opranoo. 

h) Ronogeous norayraToa "e"-"g" nacTounero ayraTa, xacaranecu cnenooanra 

oenecTs nepea TeppoTopus Toft ono mot! CTopoou, Be upnmenraTra st Tex cnynaux, !conga 

;moral' rpya oepesoraTra camoneTom, upo yraorau, RTO camoneT uponeTaeT 6e3 UOCHAER 

H8A cTpaxoff HAH patIOHOM, epea xoTopue OCyZOCTBAReTCH Tp8H3HT., Eons camoneT upona - 

Bono? nocaray B =Soil Taxo2 cTpane gnu nr6om Taxom pefone, yxraaraue nonozenra npn - 

MCHAMTCA B 3BBHCHHOCTH OT OfiCTORTOXI,CTB. 

i) flonoxeran HacToraero HyraTa Be HWOCHT ynep6a 110.30Z3HHHH xraux-x260 

merayHaporas= corratera2, orpanrararanum xorapona, xoTopra more/ ocynecTanarara 

31060h H3 CT0p0H Han :11133211 aenecToara, raraysnran TIDEMSZTOM. 

CTATbR 13 

3anseneume u orgaramenne racuosTa u ranosTa 

1. CTopoHa mozeT yoenomras ace npyrne CTopora nepea rraepansnoro CexpeTapa o 

TOM, RTO oua aanpenseT MarOpT 3 CBOM cTpaoy RAH B OAHH H3 CBOBX patiouori °AIM.° BAH 

HOCAOABEHA BegOCTB, ox:racennuxB CUHCOK II, III MIA IV, H33BELHHA xoTopux yxwara B 

ee ysenomnerau. 3 no6om Twom penraneuan yoramaeTcs To Hanoanne BenecTaa, non 

xoTopra ouo AaeTca B Concxe II, III BOB IV. 

2. Ro nonyneran ro3 ono nuo2 CToponal yoenomzenra o xaxom-mrao aanpenemn B 00 - 

oTnexcTsun c nyraTom 1 oHa npraumaeT mepunra o6ecoraerao Toro, nTo6u Ho orao ma 

senecro, yoaaannraB Twom ysenomnenon, ne aranopTopooanocs B cTpally unn B onno H3 

patIOHOB CToponu, upuczasce2 yoenomnerae. 

3. Reaaracomo OT no:lox:era3 operagynra oyasToo, CTopona, one:um:ma yoenomnenne 

B COOTBOTOTBHR c nynoTom 1, mogeT, oraaoas B xranom wynae coenuamanra nogenara 

Ha umnopT, paapenaTa unnopT oupenenennur xerartecTo yoomrayTux senecTa ono upenapa-

TOB, Conepgannx Tonne BenecTsa. Opranu oraopTopynne2 cTpanu, oraranze vague no - 

scenario, HaupaorasT naa araemorapa Ammon cnennanaHo2 rageHam Ha nmoopT, yxaausaa 

nos Hasoaraa H rapec umnopTepa n poonorrepa, xemoeTenrara opraram racnopTopynne2 

cTpara BAH paHolla, xoTopue no nonymerau Mx moryT paapenuTs aranopTepy uponasecra 

ornpaoxy rpyra. Onou araeranup 3103 cuennarano2 =minim na ranopT, nonsram oópa-

30H awepennu2 KOMHOTCHTHWH opranom axcuopTupyxell cipara BOB axcuopTupyrnero 

paPona, npunaraerca x rpyay. 
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CTATES 14 

Cnexxaxonse nexexema, xacamoneca noosoca ncxxoToonxwx 

Enrancia El anTexxxx neraon nomoox Ha cvxax, H camoxeTax xxx •=a xovrxx  

axxax cfineeTaeHnoro ToauenooTa, xvocxoymalero no menmapoxnum xxxx.fot  

1. Upoaoc aa cyxax, B camoneTax lux Ha Apyrax anxax meaxyaapoxxore oi5necTaenno-

ro TpancnopTa, Taxnx, xax, mexTLYnnP oxame xexecuoxopoxHure noecxa H axToCycn, Taxxx 

orpaxxxelmux xoxxxecTx aexecTs, axinovexkluxB CnHcox II, III xxx IV, moTopme moryT 

noTpe6oaaTBcx xxx oxacamm nepxoll nomonx xxx B oxcTpexaux enmara He apena xx ca-

lman:Tema, He paccmaTimaaeTcx KEIX cxcnopT, xnaopr HgH Tp8E3HT vepec cTpany B BOX-

reme nacToxnefl KoHaeHnzu. 

2. CTpana persseTpexxx nplummaeT ~e:aove mapa npexocTopoxxecTx sum npexoTapa-

nennn HC1202b3088HER senecTx, ynomnyTuxB nynxTe 1, He no nacHanexam una xx Imenxx 

;pm HCLIOH1230H8HHO a He311KOHENX AHMHX. KOHECCHR 110 xowynbTauxx e COOTHHTCTByMMISHM 

mexxylaapoxxxxx opranucalcdows pexonermyeT Taxne Hepla npexocTopozHocTx. 

3. B OTHOMBHHH HeMeeTH, Hp0H03HMSX H COOTBHICTHHU C nyaxTom 1 Ha cyxax, H CaBO-

J!eTax xxx na xpyrax anxax HexxyHapoxHoro o6necTaermoro TpaxcnopTa, Taxxx, xax mex-

xynapoxume xexeonoxopoxnue noecxa x aaTo6ycm, xelcTaymT 32HOHM, nocTarioaxemsx, pac-

penexxx e xanexcxx cTpasu peracTpanym Ces yomp6a gen xaxxx-xx6o npaa xclineTeHTHux 

xecTnux oprauoa na nposexame upoxepox, xnenexnuft e APPISX mep xo/rrpoxa na cTxx 

TpancnopTnux cpexcTnax. UpmeHeme Taima senecTs H oxclpennom cxyvae ne paccmarr-

paaaeTcx xax laapymenise HOHOHBHHA nynxTa 1 maTbil 9. 

CTATba 15 

lincnexxxx 

CTOpOHH AOMICHU HHHTb excTemy xnenexnxn smoTommexeft, xxcnopTepos H RMIZOpTe... 

pop,onToaux B pocnxvxmx pacnpexemaTexe§ ncxxoTponaux seoecTa, a Taxxe mexxnancxxx 

x naynHo-xccxeRoaaTexacxxx yxpexxexaft, xcnomocyoxxx Taxxe xenecTaa. CToponm 

npexycmaTpxxamT paoxannyn xxonexnxn cooT8eTcTaymmxx nomenexxft, cxxaxcxxx canacca 

H perucTpanxonnux canxceft, xoTopax 12130H3BOAHTCR TMC MaCTO, Hex CHH CRZTEIET neofi-

xoxxxum. 
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UAW! 16 

AwczaAm, nrexciarumemme CToraoHamo  

1. Propouu npezeTaann= renepansoomy CexpeTapn Tau.» zo4opmazon, xaxyn ~zoom 

HOW 3BripOCHTb y !MX EBX Heoftozomyn zan BULEOZHOHEX CBOHZ Wool:UM, m, B REICZHOCZB, 

exerozHue zoonazu o npmenexon HacTonzen H000eHolus Ha xx Tap/ramps, =nun= Ho-

4opmanon B oTooneonm 

a) BEOGBISX Homeoeomil B HZ naxormx n UOCTELHOBZCHHAZ, oacamzraxco ncoxoTponoux 

BOZOCTB; H 

b) noanzTenaHux ~moon 13 oToomeom onoyooTpe6neHon HcoxoTpoonumal Damao:~ 

z oenax~oro o6opoTa Ha zx TeppoToponx. 

2. CTopouu Taxxe coo6zaraT rellepansHomy CeopeTapm ~Ban= H azpeca op000TenacTeett-

HIM OprOHOB, ynomnHyTux B noznyítoTe "f" CTOTBH 7, B CZOTE.B 12 z a nymoTe 3 CTELTbH 13. 

Taxan ompopmanon opezocamonoeTen remepanbnum CexpeTapem B pacoopnxeme =ex CTopoo. 

3. CToponu xanpoonnaT renepanhoomy CexpeTapn B BOOMOZHO xopoTozít cpox nocne zazHoro 

opozemecToon COOlZeHRB B oTHomeomx nuboro ~an Heaaxonooro o6opoTa ono HOZETHA H3 

Heoaxolratoro o6opoTa, xoTopue OHM CRHTBET BEIZIGO4H Boozy: 

a) ounoneonux HOBUX TexzeHoun; 

b) xonznecTa, o xoTopux zzeT peza; 

c) cnezeoon, oponmoanz= caeT na ocTonmoz, H3 xoTopux nonyneuu 0TH nexecTaa; 

HZE 

ol) meTozoa, npmeonemux =tam, xoTopue nammanTon Heaaxonalum o6opoTom. 

Hon= Taxoro coo6zeomn oanpamn=coB COOTBOTOTBHH C noznyHoTom "b" cTaTam 21. 

4. Copo= opezcTaonomx KommTeTy exerozoue cTaTocTonecome ()TROTH Ha 6nooxax, y=a-

Roonexoux EamzTeTom: 

a) B oTHomelont xazzoro aezecToa, oonnnelmoro a Coocxx I u /I, - o oonunecToax 

Taxoro aezecTea, moroToanemoro, oxcnopTop000nooro B oarazyn cTpagy ono B IMIZMA paffoo 

m nmnopTmpooaíraloro zo zazzon cTpanu ono 113 EEMZOr0 paítona, a Toxxe o conazomx aaraa-

cax oToro oexecTaa, maxoznoznxen y maroToozTenen; 

B oTHomeHoz xazzoro oezecToa, oonnneonoro 13 Craze= III H IV, - o xonzuecTaax 

Taxoro noroToenenmoro oezecToa, a TBECZO o6 o6zzx xonznecToax Taxoro oxcnopTzpoommoro 

H omnopTopooanooro BOMOOTHB; 

C) B oTHome~ oazzoro aezecToo, manneHíroro 33 Como= II E III, - o xonznecToax 

Taxoro BOZOCTBB, ocnonawoonHoro Inn H3rOTOBZOHHH npenapaToos, HOZHVAZ H3-110Z KOHITOZH; H 

B °roman= mazoro oelecTaa, xpoxe zezecTo, oonnnenHux B Concoo I, - o oo-

nmnecTaax outecToa, menonanoo~oro Ann npomumnemoux 12=01 B COOTBOTOTBHH c noznyHoTom "b" 

cTaTax 4. 

KonznecToa moroToonemoro oezecToa, o xoTopux r000poTcH B noznywoTax "a" m "b" macTon-

zero nyoxxa, ne nonnuaror xonnnecTo moroToonexoux npenapaToa. 
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5. CTopona npexcTaanneT no npocs6e KomxTeTa Honomiumensuya cTerracTmmecxyn RH4opma-

nnn, oTaocarlymea x 6yHymnm nepnuam, o xonnHeeTHax nr6oro H3 aertecTa, axxioneunmx D 

CIIIICXX II/ H IV , axcnopTxposanHmx B xaxayn CTpaHp. MBH B xaxHuA pafton n amnopTaposax-

MIX H3 xaxHott eTpanu HBH H3 xaxroro panoxa. aHMaR CT0p0Ha MOOT o6paTnTncs< C npocr›-

60 0 TOM, RTOGN KOMMTCT paccmaTpnaan K K CBOD DIp0C7,6y 0 npepaTaaxeHan nwpopmaxxx, Tax 

xrupopmannm, npexcTarueRHym B COOTBBICTDHH C RacToHnnm nyHxTom, xoxpmennnaahnue. 

6. CT0p01111 lipeAcTaBBAMT HI4OpMEHIND, 0 XOT0p41 HAW'. pattb B IlyliKTBX 1 it 4 HacTonmett 

CTaTbH, Team o6paaom x B Tame cpoxn, xax 06 oTom moxeT 6mTa aanponexo Komnecneft BIT 

KomxTeTom. 

CTATEA 17 

4VHICHHH Kam:foam  

1. Remccna molter paccmaTpnaaTa ace aonpocm, xacamaixecH HocTxxeHas neneit xacTonten 

Konaennnx x npoaexenns B 323BI. ee nonoxeindft, x mozeT HaaaTL pexomenHannn no Taxxm BO-

npocam. 

2. Pecenas 11011BCCHH, npeHycmoTpemme B cTaThax 2 n 3, npxxxmanTca 603bCHHCTBOH D ;me 

?pera ronocos gACHOB KOMUCCHH. 

°TAW! 18 

Zolczaam EamnTeTa  

1. licaerreT noaroTaennaaeT exeroffinie »mum o csoeft pa6oTe, coaepxamme aHaxim CTaTH-

cTimecicoll nialopmannx, nmerzellca B ero pacnopaxennx, x - B naHilexaianx czynagx - caoHxy 

o6IsicxeHaft, echa Taxollme amemTca, npencTalmeHRux npaanTembeTHamx BOB neGyemux OT HHX, 

amecTe c Hm6mmx namemaxxamx n peaomemaanaxmx, xoTopme KomnTeT noxenaeT cHenaTb. Roma-

rer mozeT 110ATOTOBHTb Tame HononnaTexLme Hoxilaxm, xame OH COBTaT Hy7.1~. 3111 »-

mum npeacTaznamtca CoaeTy mepea Remncenn, xoTopaa Boxer cxenaTb Taxxe aamemaxxx, 

'tame oxa coHTeT Hexecoo6paaHumn. 

2. ZoxaaHm HomnTeTa HanpalmauTca CTopoHam, a aaTem ny6nnaymTcg reHepanbumm CexpeTa-

pem. eToponm paaperramT HeorpaHnHemoe pacnpocTpanexne 3THT BOXXBH013. 
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CTATba 19 

Menu, npnunnaemme KomnTeTom B nennz o6ecnexenna sunonnennx nonozean2 Konnennnu  

I. a) ECBR B pesynaTaTe nsynennn KomnTeTom nnspopmannn, npeAcTannennoll exy npa-

BET~TB8M2, HBH mullopmannn, nanpannenmok opranamn Oprannsannx 06seAnnennuz Hama, 

KomnTeT nmeeT oexonanne cnaTaTs, aTo AocTnzenne nenell nacTonmeft Konnennnn oxanunaeT-

en no cepsesno2 yrposoft no TOA npsinne, RTO maxan-an60 cTpana man maxoll-nn6o pafflon 

no nunonnneT nonozennft nacTonme2 Konsennnu, KomnTeT anee T npano o6paTnTbon sa pan-

nemennnmn x npannTenbcTny 3TOA cTpanm nnn 3TOBO palona. C cozpanelanem B cane ape= 

KOMMT8T8 o6panaTb mnmanne CT0p0H, COB0T8 a AOMECCII8 ua nonpoc, 0 xoTopox ronopnTon 

noAnynxTe "c" ZUCTOYMEIA cTaTan, on paccmaTpanaeT npocaGy o npeAcTannennn B COOT-

BeTCTBRU C 88CTORXMM noAnyaxTom Enctopmanmn Boa pawbnenenun npannTenseTna UK X011.. 

opmennnananse. 

b) Kinnum mepm a COOTIUTCTBHM C noAnynxTom "8" nacTonmeft CT8TbH, KOH8T8T, 

eons on y6eAxTen B TOM, RTO neo2zoAmmo cAenaTI, 3TO, mozeT niumnaTh cooTneTcTsymmee 

npannTenacTno npannTs Taxne xoppexTlualme mepm, xaxne n CBOZ8BMHXCH o6cTonTenLoTnaz 

npeAcTammszwon neeSzoAnmzmn Ann nunonnenan nonozenn2 nacTonmet Konnennmn. 

C) ECM! KOMMT°T CUHTLUT, RTO COOTBeTCT8pMX80 npannTenacTso 80 Aano yAonneT-

nopnTenanux pasbnorrenn#, }coma emy 6uno npeAnozeno cAenaTb sTo cornaemo noAnynx-

Ty "a" nacTonme2 cTaTLn, unx Be npsnanno numaxnz xoppexTnnnuz xep, moTopme emy 6uxo 

npeAnozeno npunxTh cornacno noAnynxTy "b" nacTonmeff cTaTan, on MOIBT c6paTnTE. BEH--

mane CTOpOU, COB°T8 B KOMMCCHH 88 3TOT nonpoc. 

2. KOMHT8T, ot5palan Ban:mama CTopon, COB0T8 8 KOMBCCHH na xamoft-nao nonpoe B CO-

OTIWITTBBB C noAnynxTom "c" nynxTa 1 nacTonmeft CTElTb8, MOIBT - °CAR OH y6eAnTon, OTO 

3TO nee6zoAnmo, - pemomegAonaTh CToponam npexpaTnTE. smcnopT, nmnopT 8B8 B Ucla0pT 8 

nmnopT onpeAenennur IICHX0Tp0BHUX 1:100CTB 83 COOTB0TCTByrZ0A CTWOM WIR COOTB0TCTByn-

XEM.0 pBAOH8 BBB El COOTB0TCTBp=p20 =pally 8= B COOTB0TCT8p0ZRA pa2on BH60 88 X8X0A-. 

nn6o onpeAenennm2 cpox, nu6o no Tex nop, Coxa KomnTeT Be y6eAnTcn B TOM, OTC o6cTa-

130111Ka B 3TOA CTp88° ILBH 3TOM panone 88880TCR pAOBABTB0p8TeBb80A. COOTBOTCUTLBIBO 

BOCZT4pCTBO MOBBT UOCT8B8Tb 3TOT BOUp0C UBDIX COBBTOM. 

3. KomnTeT nmeeT npano ony5namonamb AomnaA no =Sony sonpocy, paccmaTiminammemycn 

cornacno nonozennnx nacTonmeft CT8TbH, E 888p8BHTb 3TOT ;COMMA COB0Ty, XOTOpNA pac-

canaer °BO BUM CToponam. Kenn KomnTeT mmingaeT B ny6nnmyemmfi AomnaA pemenne, npn-

URT00 COBUCHO H8CTORIUA CT8Tb0, 8B8 XEMSD-28160 RH410pM881113, OTHOCamymeR X T8X0My p8-

12WHED, ca A0728°8 T8XX2 BIUMRHTE. B OTO? XOXBIA TOUp 3p°1188 COOTBeTCTByMPUO Up888.-

TOBEICTBB, EMBH OHO 06 3TOM 8POCBT. 
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4. Enna B maxom-na6o cnynae pecemme KomareTa, ay6xxxyemoe cornacno aacToaneft 

cTaThe, 6uxo apaanTo me eminornacao, 113naraeTcn Tonxa 3peamsr membumancTaa. 

5. .11n6oe rocyAapcTuo aparnanaeTen maapannms cuoero apeAcTauxTena ma 3acemze 

KomaTeTa, ma moTopom paccmaTplumeTca cornacao macToaneft cmaTne Boapoc, xenocpeA-

cTueamaxacamaggen 3Toro rocyAapcama. 

6. Penexma KommTeTa cornacao aacTolmnen clame ApmammanTcx 6onscaucTAom B ABe 

TpeTa ronocos Bona =maim; KomxTeTa. 

7. Honoxemaa manem3noxemaux ayaxTou npamenaMTCR Tan= It onynanx, mora y Ko-

mxTeTa ecTs ocmonamaa monaraTu, nTo AocTaxemae menefl macToanen Kolmeaamx OK8371-

BaeTCA no Cepbe3114 yrp030# B pevnuTaTe xamoro-nz6o pemeamn, ApxmaToro Toff a= 

all02 CTopOUOH COrnaCUO nynKTy 7 cTaTell 2. 

CTATba 20 

Neen nparaB 32OgnOTHe6nenag acxxocoonmumx senecTnama  

I. CTopoau apmaxmanw ace BOCMOZHae >wpm, nanpaBnennue Ha npenOTBpaneHHe 3no-

ynoTpelnemul acxxoTponmuma senlecTnamx m Ha paxaee cuaaneaxe, xeneame, BocanTa-

Hae, BOceTanOBBelliae TpynOen0c06HOCTH, BOBBpenelate B 06neeTBO cOOTBeTc113y3maX xrdn 

H Ha Rabaretenne 3a Hama noche OKOHmanan HUE nenellaa, a TaKZe KOOpalarappoT CUM 

yeanaa hua BOCTRzeinia 3THI nenea. 

2. CTopoau coAettcvnymT, macmonnao 310 BO3m0=0, nOBBOTO1nce maApos Ann neneama, 

BOCcTanowlenaa TpyneCnOCO6HOcTa B BOBBpalBeaRa B oftleCTBO Ban, 3noynoTpe6namcmx 

acxxoTponaumx BeuecTaama, a TaK3te Ana aaannAeamn 3a Emma ;Lowe OXOncenHa Half hue-

3. CTOpOna COneACTBM 03HaKOHnenar naa, moTopum 3TO neC6ZOninc, nO pa6oTe, 

apo6nemama BnOynOTpelnenaa ncazoTponauma BeaecTBalla H ero apeAoTspanemma, a Tax-

se caoco6cTsynT 03nanomnealln c 3Trans apo6nemamx maceneaaa B cnynae, ecnm env. 

onacmocTI, Toro, nTo 3BOynOTpeilneHae Beaecnnamm Apao6peTeT mxpoxme panmepu. 

CTATBA 21 

Mewl n1301213 menamommoro o6opoTa 

C Aonsmum yneTom CBORZ X0HCTRTyncloaanz, apaaonux H enananCTpaTaBHUZ CHCITH 

CTopoau: 

a) apammaxm wyTparocyAapcTnexaue mepu Ana moopAamaaaa nPeaeATHAAUA A 

peapeccxuaux mep ;Town+ menamoanoro o6opoTa; c wroll iceman onm moryT c monh3ott 

Ana Awls. HaBHaRHTE. CoOTBeTcTByraldt opraa, moToputt 6yAeT OTBeTCTBeHRUH ea Taxyn 

moopAaaagan; 
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b) HomoranT apyr Apyry B npoauenax xamnannz no 6ops6e c meaaxonnsm o6opoTom 

ncxxoTpommux BOHOCTB H, B nOCTHOCTH, nemex.nenno nallpaaxamT no xznaomaTnnecxam KOBB-

max WM napes xouneTenTran opranu, naanancumue CTopoHamx AZA no Herat, apyrnm Heim-

cpexcTneHno aannTepecoaannum CToponam .1counn nr6oro coo6uennn, Hanpaamennoro um re - 

Hepanbnomy CexpeTapn B COOTBOTCTBSOI CO cTaTbeft 16 zi CBB3H c oftapylaHmem caynast He - 

aaxamoro o6opoTa HX11 B CBR311 c Ha-ban:ex; 

c) TOCHO coTpyannnanT Apyr c xpyrom E c Tema xouneTeaTnumn mexaynapoanumn op-

ranHaannam, naenamn xoTopux owl apaamTcH, e nensm xporteaeamx coraaconannon xamnannx 

no 6oph6e C neaaxolimu( o6opoTom; 

d) o6ecnenananT onepaTmanoe ocyalecTaneune mexxplapoanoro coTpyaannecTna mexxy 

COOTBOTCTByMOHHH opranamn; 

e) o6ecnennaanT, nTo6u B Tex czynanx, aoraa aaa cyae6noro upecnexosaama Tpe-

6yeTca Hepexana mpnannecxxx AoxymenToa B mexaymapoxuom nopaaxe, Taxaa nepeaana apow-

Hoximach onepaTnano Ten opranam, xoTopue 6yHyT Haananexu CToponamn; 3TO noaoxenne 

ne BOHOCHT ymep6a nay xaxo2-xx6o CTopoHu Tpe6ortaTh, nTo6u npHannecame AO1WHOHTBI 

nanpananxmcb eft no axanomaTanecamm xmaxam. 

CTATER 22 

Honoxeuna o Haxaaananx  

1. a) C coftmaenstem CBOILT aoricTnTynnonnux orpanmnennA, xaxaax CTopona paccmaTpx-

aaeT xax Haxanyemoe npamonapymenne, B Tex czynanx, aorAa OnE coaepaello ymum.nenxo, am-

6oe Aalume, HpoTslaopenauee xaxomy-Hz6o aaxosy Flan nocTaxowleuxn, 11p1IHRTOHy so mcnon-

Heaxe ee o6naaTanscTa no nacTonxteft Konneannu, H o6ecnensmaar, nTo6m cepheasue npaHo - 

napymensu noxaexann cooTaeTwraynxemy Haxaaannn, B nacTxocTx, Tnpemomy aaaHnnewn xxls 

Haxanannn mum cnoco6om xnmenna czo6oxu; 

b) nenaancEmo OT Hoxoxenxil apeasayuero noanymTa HacToaxen oraran, B Tex cay-

RaKX, HOTAB =He, azoynoTpelnanage HcxxoTpoanumm nexecTaama, cosepnanT Taxne npaao-

Hapyreansh CTopoHumoryT npeayemoTpeTa Hx6o B xanecTae aamenu ocynexna Eau naxana-

EMT, 711160 B aoncxxenne x naxaaauxn, nTo6u B oTnomexan Tama linE npmennxxch B COOT - 

BOTCTBEB C nyHaTom 1 CTOTbH 20 mepu, naupaimexam Ha Ex Henan-to, nocnnTanne, 1u16.71n-

Aenne na Emma Howie oxonnaHma ;me aenenna, HoccTarionnenHe Ex TpyHocnoco6nocin 

noaaparlexxe HZ B o6xecTa0. 

2. C co6nnaeHmem xoncTnTynnoralux orpanznennft Toft Han =oft CToponm, ce apanoao11 en-

Orean n nHyTpennero npaaa, 

a) i) ecnn pax B3WHOCBR381111MT Aeaunft, cocTawuroxxx Hpaaonapymeana B CO - 

OTBOTCTBBH C nyHloron 1, 6ux conepaex B PEL3BMS cTpaHax, xaxaoe na 

3THX ;tenanfl paccmaTpnaaeTcx xax oTaeabnoe HpaBoxamerme; 
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ii) yramnexxoe ynacTne B coxepmenxx, croxop o Henan coxepmeamn x no-

minal copepmenna 6oro Me Taxaz npanoxapymeuxl, a zaxse noArozo - 

axzenmum AeAczamn x chntanconme °Heimann B cnnen c npanonapymeaxn-

mu, ynommayzbinx B xaczonneft czazbe, RESZRZTOR Haxa3yemxxx npaxona-

pymemInmx, xax °To upenycmazpumezon B nyHxze 1; 

iii) npnroaopm nnocTpannux cynors ea Tame npanoxapymebnin ynaTuameen 

Ann neneft yczaHonnexan permArmama; x 

iv) ynomnurrbm Abme cephemme npanoHapymexxn, conepmemnie xx6o rpax-

Aanamm Amino* eTpann, nn6o mocTpannamn, npecnenywron Ceoponoft, 

ma Teppxzopxx xozopott coaepmeHo mHoe Hparoxapymeaxe, Pura CTopo-

Rol, Ha TeppaTopan xoTopon o6napyxen npaumapymmenb, ecna Bama-

ma 11eAonyczxma no 3axoxam Czopoluz, x xozopon o6paneHa coozaez-

czaynnas npocb6a, x ecna °TOT rpancxapSnmizenb ene He noiumpron 

cyAe6Houy npecileAmmxxm x npnroaop no ero Aeny ene ne aunocmcn. 

b) BOnazembilo, nzoGN yxa3anabie B nyimze 1 n B noAnyxxze "a" "ii" nynxza 2 

Hpaximapymexan Cum; AxamneHu Bnimno npeczymnemal, 3a xozopme annoanme nonnexaT mi-

./lane, B nm6om Aoronope o nuAane, xoTopiati cammen nnn mozeT 6uzb BUOCJWACTBRII 3a-

Kamen mesAy nm6umn Czopouamx, x npz3Hailaxxcb B ozwmexxxx mexny nm6limx CzopoImmx, 

xozopbm He o6ycnobumnarm AnAany cyneczaoaammm Aoroaopa xnx reamnocTbr, xax npe-

czynnexxx, 3a xoTopme annownie nonnexaT amane, npx ycnomut, nzo ona pa3pemaezon 

cooTneTcTann c 3axcalom Czoporm, x xozop-.1 oópaneaa npocb6a o AuAane, H wro nannan 

Czoposa tutee'r upano ozxanazbon upox3xeczx epee/ aBE pa3pennzb nuAanyB cnynanr, 

xorna ee mmeTenTnue oprann ennTamT, 't'o Ammo npasonapymenne re nanneTca noeTa-

Tonno cepseenum. 

3. J1n6oe nmxoTponnoe aexecTao nnn npyroe semecTao, a Tax= nróoe o5opynomme, 

xcnonb3onanyaecn Him npubm3Hanammxecn Ann cocepmemsn nx6oro ne npaamapymenan, 

ynommyTmxa nynxTer 1 a 2 nacTonneft dalLE, nomenaT 83141111110 n xon4mexamn. 

4. B Bonpocaz mpmennxmn nonomma anyTpennero npam cooTmTeTaymen CToponn 

mere. npenmyclecTeennym cmy nepen nonommam nacTomeft eTaThn. 

5. IIHMTO conepxamen a nacTomeil cTaTbe ne caTparnmeT ninningna, cormeno xo-

Topomy omaTumeme en npanompymemn onpenenmTen, npecnenyxmcn H Rape/teen a co-

oTaeTeTann c anyTpenum nparsom Toff mu =off CToponn. 
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CTATbn 23 

Ummexeme 6onee cTnorxx men Romnom, 
nem menu, nnexvemaTmmeme RacTomen no:men/men  

CTopona moxeT uplink:mama 6oxee cTporxe was cynome mepu xompom, nem mepu, npex-

yemaTpumeme nacTomen Konneumen, emn, no ee xxemn, Tame mepm BEIHRATCR xexaTexn - 

Rum um Reo6xoAnywo ABZ =palm nxoponna n 6narononynm umenexm. 

CTATEA 24 

PacTom mimpraaroxrax oprame  
B CBH3B o monexemem Bxxnvin nomxemn RacTomen Komemm  

PHOTO= KOHHCCHH H KOHHTOTB B CBR3H C BUBOBHCHECH HRH CBOBX OpHHHH2 B COOTBOTCT - 

BEE c nacTomen Komemmen neceT Opranmanm 061eAmeanux Hanuft n nopmxe, xoTopun 

6yAeT onpmenmacs rexepannuon Accam6Reen. CTopoum, xoTopue Be REIZIODTCR menamn Op-

ramsamx 061eAmemux Hamn, BHOCHT BB BOXFITHO OTHI plICX0A0B ~BB CpHHH, BOTOpH3 

renepannma Accam6neR cmTaeT enpmemmum x xoTopue ORB onpexexReT npem OT BpOHOBB 

CO BORCp3BTBAHH C ZUBBETOBBCTBRHE 3TAX CT0p0H. 

CTATbR 25 

Hpogennna Aonnexa, noxmcaRm, namMxamx  
HISHCOBAHHBBBR  

1. rocyAapcma -menu Opramnanm 061,emnemux Hamn, rocyAapeTna, Be saummuseca 

nxenamm Opramnamx Onexunemux nam#, no irammxecs menam xaxoro-m6o enenuanx-

mpoRamoro ynpemexm Opramnanm 06seAmemum nannft EBB Memynapoploro aremcim 

no aTomon nneprux mu ynacTuummx CTaTyTa Memynapoxgoro Cym, BAH am6oe moe rocy-

Aapcmo, npxrAmennoe ConeTom, moryT OTEMB CToponam nacTomen Komemm: 

nyTem ee nommcanm; mn 

b) nyTem paTR4xxamx nome nonnxcams ee c yanomem paTn4manm; EAR 

c) nyTem npncommenm x non. 

2. nomemm oTxpum ;pa noxmcaum Ao 1 /imam 1972 roa BlIBBRBTOBBHO. Rome 

3TOft WITH ona 6yAeT oTxpuTa put npmcoexmexas x nen. 

3. AKTH o paTx4xxamx EBE npmommenm nepexamTcR na xpmeme resepaxanomy Cexpe-

Tapp. 
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CTATBR 26 

Bomzenme B clury 

1. Konneznzx nceynaeT B czzy Ea zenznocTufi zenu nocze Toro, xax copox rocyzapcTn, 

ynomzzyTuxB nynxTe 1 CTaTbH 25, nozmazyx ee 6e3 oronopxx o panninnsaumn nepeza-

zyT na xpanenne eBOH paTnIzzanzonnue rpamoTm zxx axTu o npacoezznennn. 

2. B °Timm= ~oro xnoro rocyzapcTna, xoTopoe nognmcunaeT nacToznyn Konaennen 

6e3 oronopxn o paTnclzmannm HMS czaeT na xpanenne paTnOzzanxonnyn rpamoTy Ban axT o 

npncoezmnezzx nocze noczeznero noznmcanna mzx noczezneft czanx na xpanenne, o xoTopux 

ronopneez B npezunynem nynxTe, Konneznxx ncTynaeT B may na zenznocTult Am, nocze 

noznzcanna sun czanz Ha xpanenze azTa o paT}wAxannx nxx npncoeZnnennx. 

CTATB8 27 

Teppneopnaxnnoe nunmenenne  

HacToznax Konnennnz npnmenzeTcz xo ncem TeppnTopnzm Baa meTponozzA, 3a mezzy-

EzPoZnum oTIonenna xoTopux zazaz-zz6o CTopoaa 8888eTen oTneTcTnennott, 38 zczzonennem 

czynaen, xorza npeznapnTezunoe corzacne Taxott TeppnTopxx xpe6yeTca xoncinTynmeil az— 

zo8 CTOpORM Halt 3anneepeconannon TeppuTopnx pram xorza Toro Tpe6yeT o6mnait. B DTOM 

czynae AaHllaR CT0p0Ha a083318 cepemirracx 3apynmencx B B03803310 xopoTxmft cpox mec6xo-

~um corzacnem 3annTepeconannoll TeppnTopzz x no nozynenzx Taxoro corzaczx yzezom-

zaeT 08 DTOM renepaznnoro CexpeTapa. BacTozmaa Konnennnz npnmenzeTcx x TeppuTopmn 

nzz TeppnTopnam, yxasannum B Taxom ymezomnenxx, co znz nozynemz noczeznero renepazu-

num CexpeTapem. B Tex czynaxx, xorza npeznapnTezanoro corzacxx TeppxTopzz zne meT-

pononzu He Tpe6yeTcx, 3annTephconanzaz CTopona B momenT 110,811HCaHHO, paTzbucannn ama 

npncoezmnenzz yza3unaeT TeppxTopnn aze meTponozzx 'axe TeppuTopnx, x xoTopum nacTox-

Max Konnennza npnmenzeTca. 

CTATBR 28 

PaBonm Axe nezeft nacTozze2 Konee~  

1. 1n6ag CTopona MOieT ynezomnTn renepannnoro CexpeTapx o Tom, RTO Ada nexeff Ha-

cTozne2 Kos:men:45m ee TeppnTopnx pa3zezena na zpa amix neczozszo palms nzx nTo Ana 

Ran neczozuxo ee paBonon o6nezznamcz a man paiton. 

2. AZe zzx zeczozuxo CTopon moryT ymezomzes renepaznnoro CexpeTapx o TOM, nTo 

pe3yzuTaTe 3azzninennz mezzy mama Tamozennoro COM38 3TH CToponm cocTanzznT xxx nezeft 

nacTozne3 Konzennnx °Ann Patton. 

3. Woe ymezomzenxe, czezannoe na ocnonannx ByHICTOB 1 x 2 nacToxneft cTaTnn, 

ncTynaeT B clizy 1 znzapa roza, czezynnero 3a rozom, a xoTopom 6umo czezano 3TO yze-

zomzenze. 
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CTATER 29 

Benoucarna  

1. fo Hcrenenna Anyx -ma co Ann acrynnenua a cHny sacrongeft KoHneHam An6an Crop-

poHa moue/ OT cnoero mean ami or zmeHm ,reppHropw, 38 =ropy» oHa Bea= meznyHapon-

Hym OTBeTCTBeHBOCTB a xoropan B38718 o6parno E3EH0 B COOTBeTCTBHR CO CT8Tbett 27 co-

rname, neHoHcHponarn HacroagyurinneHnum =cams= aurom, cnaimum Ha xpaneuge re-

nep=momy Cexperapm. 

2. BelcoHcanga, ecnH yaenomnenHe o Ken nonyneno reHepananum Cexperapem B nr6om ro-

ny 1 =on Hmi paHnre, ncrynaer B many 1 /mewl cnanymgero roAa, a ecxx gaxoe ymenom-

neme nonyneHo maze 1 mum, TO neHoHcanza Demmer B cony, xax ecnn 6u ono 6uno no-

nyneHo 1 Hung sum pelage B wanyugem rony. 

3. Beficrante HacrongeM KoHaemum npexpagaer . euna B pesynnrare neHoHcanxff, ocy-

gecranemux cornacHo nyuxram 1 it 2, ycnomul, neofizonumue Ann ee nagymuleniun B cnny 

cornacHo nymry 1 CT8TBH 26, nepecraur cygecrnoaarn. 

CTATbfl 30 

flonpaBKz 

1. ZáGan Cropona mazer npennoznra nonpanxy x Hacrosageft KoHaelmax. Te8CT 33760# 

✓axoU nonpanm a OCHOB81188 nnH °Toro cooGgaurcH reHepannuomy Cexperapu, xoropuB 

cooGgaer X CTOpOlia31 a COBeTy. COBeT mozer 1100T8HOBHTL, RTO: 

a) 11:1H A021328 611Th connalla HoHlepeumul B COOTBeTCTIHM C nyancrom 4 CT8TEH 62 

Ycrana Oprammennx Often:menu= 11~1 Ann paccmorpema Hpennozenno# nonpanm, pual 

b) =wig= =pawn', CTOpOHLI, implummam BH OBE npennozergryn nonpanxy, a T8X-

xe npocarb nu npencrannrn Conegy xx6me samenamm no maw °Toro Hpennozenma. 

2. Ea= npennoxemag =pulse, pacoczennan na ocHonamnu Honnyntara 13" nYmma 

HacroAgefl CT8Tb11, ne 6uga ormoHena xaxoff-nOo CropormA B geneme nocemaannara me-

crown inane ee paccuom, ona Howie °Toro ncrynaer B army. EcmH ze npennosenalax 

nonpanxa OTHBOHReTCR xaxoP-nn6o CTOpOHOn. COBel mozer Denim, 13 cnere namenamn, no-

zynemaux OT Cropm, nonzHa nu 6ura conawa HoHcpepeHrpui Ann paccLcapemn °rot' =ripen-

CTATLB 31 

2E2pL4 

1. B cnynae BOUMEHOBeRHSI xaxoro-niffio cnopa newly nnyma xxx HeczonummH eropolia-

MR OTHOCUTeMBHO TOZB01388118 11811 npumeHema H8CTORIZeil ROBBeHBRII 3TH CTOpOHM KORCyZh-

Txpyracn menAy co6oft o nennn panpegemur cnopa pyrem neperonopon, paccxenoaamm, Ho-

cpenHEnecrea, npxmaspensur, ap6xcpaza, o6pagemin K permontansonm opranam, cyne6noro 

paaaspagenacrna ami npyrnmx vospHum cpencrnam no Hz coUcrnenHomy nu6opy. 
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2. 2bdoE coop Taxoro prma, noTopm2 Be MOIST 6ETE paspenen yrmsannum B nynxTe f 
nyTem, nepeAarmen no npoch6e xn6oft R3 CTopon, nmeTynannaz B cnope, Ana paspenellast 

B HrmAynaprmamft Cy. 

CTATIDA 32 

Oronorma  

1. AonyrmanTon TORWCO oronoprm, CAeXELHERie B COOTBeTCTBBH C EryRKITHE 2, 3 H 4 

nacTonnen cTaTals. 

2. Elm noAnacanaa, paTinpaxarma Kam npimogAnnenna zrboe rocyAapermo HOW rme-

xam, oronopxn B ormonenun czeAynnxx nozozeann HacToaneft Konnennan: 

a) nynxTon 1 a 2 CTeTEZ 19; 

b) cTaTi'n 27; 

C) CleTbli 31. 

rocyAapermo, zrmannee CTeTh CTODOROft, RO C TeH, 47.06U CAeReTb oronoprm, 3. 

=Re, mem Te, xoTopme CRelleRU B COOTBeTCTBRES C nynxTamm 2 H 4 nacToanett CTEIThH, 

mozeT ynknommTh o Taxom namepenan reneprmanoro CexpeTapa. Ermx no ncTegerma Arm - 

Hunan( xecanen co Ana yneArmzerma renepozbnum CexpeTapem o cooTneTcTnynneft oro-

nopne,srm oronopxa Be oTxxcnaeTca,rmnoll TpeTan rocyRapcTn, xoTopme noAancarm na-

cTomoym Emmennan 6es or000prm o pamnprmanna, paT4onmponarm ee nag npacormrmx — 

=CB x non Ao xonna °Toro nepaoAa, ono calirmeTrm Aonycrmmoll, npls yczonan, °Ana - 

no, nTo rougapcina, xoTopme nospanorm npoTan or000pm, Re 06R3ELBU UpHERHEITE. Be 

cena B OTROMeRHE rmezarmero oronopxy rocyAapcTna xrmoro-rm6o npnAunermoro o6sma-

Tezberma na OCROBeRHH ReCTORZeit Emu:lemma!, saTpararmemoro Aannon oronopxoE. 

4. r0CyAepCTBO, Re TeppaTopan xoToporo ncTpenanTrm ArmopacTynne pacTerma, co-

Aopzarme nrmxoTponnue ormecTrm R3 maws nenecTo, mulnnermuxB Cinmon I, B CO Tpa-

Anon« nrmozbsynnnecn armoTopunn ne6ozbanma, neTno onpeAezennuun rpynnamn naceze-

rma n Hammerman arm prmarmosrmx ot5pazar, MOIST, npn noAmmarmn, parmlananan lUIR 

npncoeAanenna, cArmam. oronoprm OTROCHTeRBHO 3THX pacTenatt B OTHOMeRHH nozozannE 

cTaTL11 7 nacToaneE Kormennrm, sa armznaelmem nozozenatl, ormocamaxca it mezzynapoA-

not! Toprorme. 

5. rocyzapoTno, cArmarmee orolloprm, mozeT, nocpeAcTnom nucamennoro ynrmomze — 

RUA B rmpec renepazanoro CexpeTapfl, B zr6oe BpeHR .B3HTE, oóparmo nee luns nacTs 

cArmannmez RH oronopox. 
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CTATER 33 

YBenomneeem 

Cellepanana2 Cexperaps yBeeomneer Bee rocynaperBa, pcamamene B nyemre 1 

CTELTLII 25: 

a) o nognecaeumx, parmclumanemx n npecoenmeenmmx B COOTBOTOTBOM CO 

eTarbeft 25; 

b) o are BeTymnenem eacTomnen KomBenewn B emny B COOTBOTOTBZX CO 

craraeft 26; 

c) o ;mammal:wax B COOTBOTOTBFIR CO CTEITLO2 29; e 

d) 0 naemnemmax yBenommenemx B COOTBOTOTBEM CO CTEMBRVOI 27, 28, 

30 u 32. 

B YBOCTOBEPEBBE RECO emmanoenuearimeeem, 6ynynm nanzmns o6paaom ea ro 

ynonnomoneem, UOADHCBMI macrommyn KoeBennen OT emeem CBOBX ITELBRTOZBOTB. 

COBEPMEHO B Belie elannaTa nepBoro leBpamm Tecana AOBATBCOT cemaneemr 

n pBoro rona B mom ommounnmpe, mime/tenet!, eenaecemn, meraBeluffi, pycemaft 

m cppannynemeft TOECTU moroporo RIMAX,TCR paBBO ayTenrxemuum. HBOTORMBR KOH — 

BeHma 6yAer enema ea xpaneeze Cemepanaeomy Cemperapn OpramEnaaam 06senmnem — 

max Hanel, moropmft npenporwenaer naBepelleme monee nacromneft BonBengaz Beem 

eneeam Oprammsaeem 06zeexaemaux Banaft m apyrum rocynapexpam, ymanannum B 

nyamre 1 C.:WWI 25. 
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FOR AFGHANISTAN: 

POUR L'AFGHANisTAN: 

3a Acjwameran: 

POR EL AFGANISTÁN: 

FOR ALBANIA: 
POUR L'ALBANIE: 

PI TÉ! JIli : 
3a A.a6aamo: 

POR ALI3ANIA: 

FOR ALGERIA: 
POUR L'ALGIRIE: 

PHIMI1111: 

3a Anacap: 

POR ARGELIA: 
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FOR ARGENTINA: 
POUR L'ARGENTINE: 

3a AprenTnny: 

POR LA ARGENTINA: 

FOR AUSTRALIA: 
POUR L'AUSTRALIE: 

3a Ancrpamno: 

POR AUSTRALIA: 

FOR AUSTRIA: 
POLit L'AUTRICIIE: 

3a ~pino: 

POR AUSTRIA: 

1/Translation. Subject to rati-
fication in accordance with arti-
cle 32, paragraph 2 (b). 
Subject to a reservation with re - 
gard to the effects of the appli-
cation of the Convention in non-
metropolitan territories whose 
sovereignty is in dispute, as was 
indicated by our vote on article 
27. 

Con reserva de ratificatión de acuerdo 
art. 32, i:Arrafo 2, inc b. 
Con reserva en cuanto a los efectos de 
la aplicación del Convenio en territorios 
no-metropolitanos cuya soberanía se 
halla en discusión, tal como se estableció 
en nuestro voto sobre el articulo 27.1/ 

Carlos A. FERNA/IDEZ 

Subject to ratification' 

L R McINTIRE 

23rd  December, 1971 

1/Traduction. Sous réserve de ratification 
conformément au paragraphe 2 b) de l'article 
32. 
Avec une réserve quant aux effets de l'appli - 
cation de la Convention dens les territoires 
non métropolitains dont la souveraineté fait 
l'objet de discussions, comme nous l'avons 
indiqué lora de notre vote sur l'article 27. 

2/Sous réserve de ratification. 
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FOR BARBADOS: 

POUR LA BARBADE: 

E511: 
3a Bap6aywc: 

POR BARBADOS: 

FOR BELGIUM: 
POUR LA BELGIQUE: 

.IL1111: 
3a Eaabrmo: 
POR BÉLGICA: 

FOR BOLIVIA: 
POUR LA BOLIVIE: 

3a Boammio: 
POR BOLIVIA: 
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FOR BOTSWANA: 
POUR LE BOTSWANA: 

3a BOTCRaHy: 

POR BOTSWANA: 

FOR BRAZIL: 
POUR LE BRISIL: 

3a Bpaasramo: 
POR EL BRASIL: 

FOR BULGARIA: 
POUR LA BULGARIE: 

W/1114-ill 
3a Soarapino: 
POR BULGARLA: 

W CORREA DA CUNHA 

Alvaro MONTEIRO RIBEIRO 

I sign this convention about psychotro-
pic substances with reservation as to 
ratification by my Government and with 
reservation to Arts. 19, parag. 1 and 
2; Arts. 27 and 31. 1/ 

1/Ttaduction. Je signe la présente Convention sur les substances psychotropes sous 
réserve de ratification par mom gouvernement, et je formule des réserves en ce qui 
concerne les paragraphes 1 et 2 de l'article 19 ainsi que les articles 27 et 31. 
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FOR BURMA: 

POUR LA BIRMANIE: 

ígi•fel 

3a Enpmy: 

POR BIRMANIA: 

FOR BURUNDI: 

POUR LE BURUNDI: 

301111: 

3a Eypymn: 

POR BURUNDI: 

FOR THE BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 
POUR LA RÉPUBLIQUE SOCIALISTE SOVIÉTIQUE DE BIÉLORUSSIE: 

3a Bemopycenyio ConeTemno Conffla.amcmgecnylo Penny6anny: 

POR LA REPÚBLICA SOCIALISTA SOVIÉTICA DE BIELORRUSIA: 

110A yeacamem pal-m(1)mm~ c npmaarcemumm m cantmemmamm. 

30 Aexa6pa 1971 roula. 

1/Translation. Subject to ratifi-
cation, with the attached reserva-
tions and declarations. * 

30 December V. SMIRNOV 

*/For the text of the above-mentioned 
reservations and declarations, see the 
pages immediately following the signa-
ture pages. 

1/ 
B. Cmnpnon-

1/Traduction. Sous réserve de ratifi-
cation et compte tenu des réserves at 
déclarations ci-jointes. * 

Le 30 décembre 1971 V. SMIRNOV 

*/ Pour le texte des réserves et déclara-
tions susmentionnées, voir a la suite des 
pages de signature. 
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FOR CAMBODIA: 
POUR LE CAMBODGE: 

3a ICam6oaaq: 
Port CAND3o1 t: 

FOR CAMEROON: 
POUR LE CAN1EROUN: 

3i.4c : 
3a leamean: 

POR EL CAmEnúN: 

FOR CANADA: 
POUR LE CANADA: 

3a }Caoaay: 

POR EL CANADÁ: 
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FOR THE CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC: 

POUR LA RÉPUBLIQUE CENTRAFRICAINE: 

41E1111: 
3a ljeavaamoacinumancnyio Pecnyanincy: 

POR LA REPI:B3LICA CENTROAFRICANA: 

FOR CEYLON: 
POUR CEYLAN: 

3a Ijeibion: 

POR CEILÁN: 

FOR CHAD: 

POUR LE TCHAD: 

3a ',law 

POR EL CHAD: 
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FOR CHILE: 
POUR LE CHILI: 

111 : 
3a Mum: 
Pon CHILE: 

FOR CHINA: 
POUR LA CHINE: 

3a ICirraii: 
POR CHINA: 

FOR COLOMBIA: 
POUR LA COLONIBIE: 

3a IConym6nio: 

POR COLOhIBIA: 

II SERRA/40 

Sujeto a ratificaciOn 1/ 

Chi-tseng YAM 

(subject to ratification) 21 

21. Februar 1971 

1/Subject to ratification -- Sous réserve de ratification. 

2/Sous réserve de ratification. 
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FOR THE CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE): 

POUR LE CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE): 

(Ylat 
3a Konro (Epanami.nb): 

POR EL CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE): 

FOR THE CONGO (DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF): 
POUR LE CONGO (RÉPUBLIQUE D1MOCRATIQUE DU): 

MR: (11.4t111K1): 
3a Aemoxpanmeacylo Pecnyanfficy Koiwo: 

POR EL CONGO (REPÚBLICA DEMOCRÁTICA DE): 

FOR COSTA RICA: 

Pow LE COSTA RICA: 

Win:I JII 
3a Rocra-Piuly: 

POR COSTA RICA: 

1/Ad referendum (sous réserve de ratification). 

J L MOLINA 

September 2nd 1971 

( ad-referendum (Subject to rati-

fication). 11 
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FOR CUBA: 
POUR CUBA: 
VíTI: 
3a Ity6y: 

POR CUBA: 

FOR CYPRUS: 
POUR CHYPRE: 

11'151111W : 
3a ICHnp: 

POR CHIPRE: 

FOR CZECHOSLOVAKIA: 
POUR LA TCHÉCOSLOVAQUIE: 

MVE.M45k*: 
3a Ilexocaoaaumo: 
POR CHECOSLOVAQUIA: 
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FOR DAHOMEY: 
POUR LE DAHOMEY: 

3a Ibrahim: 
POR EL DAHOMEY: 

FOR DENMARK: 
POUR LE DANEMARK: 

3a Aammo: 
POR DINAMARCA: 

FOR THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: 
POUR LA RÉPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE: 

1[1)1/V1114110i : 
,TIommumaxexpo Peclayaway: 

POR LA REPÚBLICA DOMINICANA: 

1/Sous réserve de ratification. 

J9Srgen H.KOCH 

Subject to ratification.1/ 
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FOR ECUADOR: 
POUR L'EQUATEUR: 

12: a 
3a 3xnamp: 

POR EL ECUADOR: 

Eon EL SALVADOR: 
POUR EL SALVADOR: 

3a CaahaaAop: 

POR EL SALVADOR: 

FOR ETHIOPIA: 
POUR L'ETRIOPIE: 

: 
3a almonmo: 

POR ETIOPÍA: 
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FOR THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY: 
POUR LA RÉPUBLIQUE FÉDÉRALE D'ALLEMAGNE: 

titr-.11414151[21: 
3a 4nAepanumpo Peonylauxy repmaapan 
POR LA REPÚBLICA FEDERAL DE ALEMANIA: 

FOR FINLAND: 
POUR LA FINLANDE: 

45:1V11: 

3a cPahaaawno: 

POR FINLANDIA: 

FOR FRANCE: 

POUR LA FRANCE: 

3a clvalakino: 

POR FRANCIA: 

1/Sous réserve de ratification. 

2/Subject to ratification. 

Subject to ratification 1/ 

Walter GEHLHOFF 

23rd December 197]. 

Max Jakobson 

Subject to ratification 1/ 

15 October 1971 

J KOSC/USKO-MORIZET 

Sous réserve de ratification 2/ 

17 Décembre 1971 
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FOR GABON: 
POUR LE GABON: 
tat : 

3a ra6oa: 
POR EL GABÓN: 

FOR GAMBIA: 
POUR LA GAMBIE: 

ItX2: 
3a ramano: 
POR GAMBIA: 

FOR GHANA: 
POUR LE GHANA: 
1#11: 

3a rally: 
POR GHANA: 

1/Sous réserve de ratification. 

IC B ASA/ITE 

Subject to Ratificatii onl 
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FOR GREECE: 
POUR LA GRÉCE: 

Aitil: 

3a rpegaio: 

POR GRECIA: 

FOR GUATEMALA: 
POUR LE GUATEMALA: 
UMW 
3a I'mTernary: 

POR GUATEMALA: 

FOR GUINEA: 
POUR LA GUINE.E: 

ariga: 
3a rBillie10: 
POR GUINEA: 

1/sous réserve de ratification. 

Subject to ratification ll 

C. MOIRAS 
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FOR GUYANA: 
POUR LA GUYANE: 

tIVJS: 
3a Family: 
POR GUYANA: 

FOR HAITI: 
POUR HAIITI: 

il3tt 

3a Fawn!: 

Pon HAITÍ: 

FOR THE HOLY SEE: 
POUR LE SAINT-SIEGE: 

3a Cnarefiundi npecron: 
POR LA SANTA SEDE: 

1/Sous rlserve de ratification. 

2/Subject to ratification. 

Subject to Ratification 

John CARTER 

Sous reserve de ratification 2/ 

Giovanni MORETTI 
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FOR HONDURAS: 
POUR LE HONDURAS: 

3a roap,ypac: 

POR HONDURAS: 

FOR HUNGARY: 
POUR LA HONGRIE: 

3a Bearpino: 

POR HUNGRÍA: 

FOR ICELAND: 
POUR L'IsLANDE: 

Vka 
3a lianawano: 

POR ISLANDIA: 

The Hungarian Government avails itself of 
the possibility accorded to it in paragraph 2 
of Article 32 and makes reservations in respect 
of Article 19, paragraphs 1 and 2; Article 27 
and Article 31 of the present Convention. 

Subject to ratification 1/ 

December 30, 1971 

Dr. Béla B5LCS 

1/Traduction. Le Gouvernment hongrois se prévaut de la possibilité que lui offre 
le paragraphe 2 de l'article 32 et formule des réserves en ce qui concerne les 
paragraphes 1 et 2 de l'article 19 ainsi que les articles 27 et 31 de la présente 

Convention. 

Sous réserve de ratification. 
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FOR INDIA: 
POUR LINDE: 

Mgt: 
3a Ihrwro: 
POR LA INDIA: 

FOR INDONESIA: 
POUR L'INDONÉSIE: 
113/DEME: 
3a liwkoHenuo: 
POR INDONESIA: 

FOR IRAN: 
POUR LIMN: 
TM 
3a Ifparz: 
POR EL 'MIN: 

1/Subject to ratification. 

Sous réserve de ratification 

Dr. AZARAMSH 
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FOR IRAQ: 

POUR L'IRAK: 

3a lipam 

POR EL IRAK: 

FOR IRELAND: 

POUR CIRLANDE: 

IRV!kt: 
3a IlpaanArno: 

POR IRLANDA: 

FOR ISRAEL: 

POUR ISRAEL: 

3a Ilapailab: 

POR ISRAEL: 
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FOR ITALY: 
POUR L'ITALIE: 

3a IITa-Imo: 

POR ITALIA: 

FOR THE IVORY COAST: 
POUR LA C8TE-DIVOIRE: 

5f19.1M: 
3a eper Camp:moil Komi: 

POR LA COSTA DE MARFIL: 

FOR JAMAICA: 

POUR LA JAMAiQUE: 

3a amafixy: 

POR JAMAICA: 
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FOR JAPAN: 

POUR LE JAPON: 

El*: 
3a Hnomuo: 

POR EL JAPÓN: 

FOR JORDAN: 

POUR LA JORDANIE: 

3a llopAamuo: 

POR JORDANIA: 

Folk KENYA: 
POUR LE KENYA: 

ikX1: 

3a Kellam: 

POR KENIA: 

1/Sous réserve de ratification. 

Subject to ratification 11 

Toru NAKAGAWA 

Dec 21st, 1971 
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FOR KUWAIT: 
POUR LE KOWEÍT: 

111141: 
3a EyBefir: 
POR KUWAIT: 

FOR LAOS: 
POUR LE LAOS: 

*10 
3a JIaoc: 
POR LAOS: 

FOR LEBANON: 
POUR LE LIBAN: 

E : 
3a JImsax: 

POR EL LiBANO: 

1/Subject to ratification. 

Sous réserve de ratification 1/ 

MANSOUR 
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FOR LESOTHO: 
POUR LE LESOTHO: 

411Mt 

3a Aecolo: 

POR LESOTHO: 

FOR LIBERIA: 
POUR LE LIBÉRIA: 

3a JIH6epino: 
POR LIBERIA: 

FOR IaBYA: 

POUT: LA IÁBYE: 
411tRE: 
3a Awam: 

POR LIBIA: 

1/ Sous réserve de ratification. 

H M THOMAS, M.D. 

Subject to ratificationli 
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FOR LIECHTENSTEIN: 
POUR LE LIECHTENSTEIN: 
N'Init1.11.: 
3a .TIILXTeHiliTeilH: 

POR LIECHTENSTEIN: 

FOR LUXEMBOURG: 

POUR LE LUXEMBOURG: 

itik41: 

3a JImEcem6ypr: 

POR LUXEMBURGO: 

FOR MADAGASCAR: 
POUR MADAGASCAR: 

XM/IIIMP11: 
3a MaAaracKap: 

POR MADAGASCAR: 
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FOR MALAWI: 
POUR LE MALAWI: 

Xtkia: 

3a Manama: 
POR MALAWI: 

FOR MALAYSIA: 
POUR LA MALAISIE: 

14*Raiiii/S: 
3a Manaitexpo .1>aixepagaio: 
POR MALASIA: 

FOR THE MALDIVE ISLANDS: 
POUR LES ¡LES MALDIVES: 

ffillifU/A: 
3a Maamaacime acrpoaa: 
POR LAS ISLAS MALDIVAS: 
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FOR MALI: 
POUR LE MALI: 

Ull: 
3a Mazn: 
Pon MALÍ: 

FOR MALTA: 
POUR MALTE: 

NIPIII: 
3a Manny: 

POR MALTA: 

FOR MAURITANIA: 
POUR LA MAURITANIE: 
1411P/ZRI: 
3a Manpirranino: 
POR MAURITANIA: 

TIAS 9725 
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FOR MAURITIUS: 
POUR MAURICE: 

111V: 

3a Man)Hindu 

POR MAURICIO: 

FOR MEXICO: 
POUR LE MEXIQUE: 

3a Drexel:my: 

POR MÉXICO: 

FOR MONACO: 
POUR MONACO: 

OM* 

3a Mouaxo: 

POR MÓNACO: 

1/Subject to ratification. 

Sous réserve de ratification 11 

Bob' 
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FOR MONGOLIA: 
POUR LA MONGOLIE: 

ItW: 

3a Moaroamo: 

POR MONGOLIA: 

FOR MOROCCO: 
POUR LE MAROC: 

*11: 

3a Mapoano: 

POR MARRUECOS: 

FOR NEPAL: 
POUR LE NÉPAL: 
/ZAN: 
3a Heinz: 

POR NEPAL: 
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FOR THE NETHERLANDS: 
POUR LES PAYS-BAS: 

: 

3á HaAepaamm: 

POR LOS PASSES BAJOS: 

FOR NEW ZEALAND: 
POUR LA NOUVELLE-ZÉLANDE: 

&Mid: 
3a Houpo 3enalfamo: 

POR NUEVA ZELANDIA: 

FOR NICARAGUA: 
POUR LE NICARAGUA: 

3a Ilincaparya: 

POR NICARAGUA: 

1/Sous réserve de ratification. 

TIAS 9725 
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FOR THE NICER: 
POUR LE NIGER: 

IA* : 
3a Harep: 
POR EL NIGER: 

FOR NIGERIA: 
POUR LA NICÉRIA: 

*RAM: 
3a Ibtrepaio: 

POR NIGERIA: 

FOR NORWAY: 
POUR LA NORVÉGE: 
lig/I 

3a Hopi:mono: 
POR NORUEGA: 
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FOR PAKISTAN: 
POUR LE PAKISTAN: 
E umiti 

3a Ilaxmcram: 

POR EL PAKISTÁN: 

FOR PANAMA: 

POUR LE PANAMA: 

: 
3a IlaHamy: 

POR PANAMA.: 

FOR PARAGUAY: 
POUR LE PARAGUAY: 
Er54:1± : 
3a Haparaaii: 

POR EL PARAGUAY: 

Jara RECALDE 

28 July - 1971 

Ad-Referendum" 
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FOR PERU: 
POUR LE PÉROU: 

/3Z1: 

3a "ropy: 

POR EL PERÚ: 

FOR THE PHILIPPINES: 
N UR LES PHILIPPINES: 

3a cIntannrunnu: 
Pon FILIPINAS: 

FOR POLAND: 
POUR LA POLOCNE: 

3a Iloamny: 
Pon POLONIA: 

E KULAGA 

Subject to ratification with reservations 

as attached Al 

30 December, 1971 

1/Sous réserve de ratification aves lesréserves ci-jointes.* 

*For the text of the above-mentioned reservations, see the pages immediately fol-
lowing the signature pages. 

*Pour le texte des réserves susmentionnGes, voir a la suite des pages de signature. 
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FOR PORTUGAL: 
POUR LE PORTUGAL: 

MI5?: 
3a ilOpTyFaJIIIIO: 

POR PORTUGAL: 

FOR THE REPUBLIC or KOREA: 
POUR LA REPUBLIQUE DE COREE: 

3a Hopeilenyio Pecny6Juncy: 

POR LA REPÚBLICA DE COREA: 

FOR THE REPUBLIC OF VIET-NAM: 

POUR LA REPUBLIQUE DU VIET-NAM: 

12-woorg: 
3a Pecrtyalmcy Baernam: 

POR LA REPÚBLICA DE VIET-NAM: 
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FOR ROMANIA: 
POUR LA ROUNIANIE: 

W.Mega: 

3a Pprbutmo: 

POR RUMANIA: 

FOR RWANDA: 
POUR LE RWANDA: 

3a Pyaimy: 

POR RUANDA: 

FOR SAN MARINO: 
POUR SAiNT-mARIN: 

Mig 
3a Can-Maranto: 

POR SAN MARINO: 

1/Subject to ratification 

H. TERERAHO 

Sous réserve de ratification 1/ 
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FOR SAUDI ARABIA: 

POUR L'ARABIE SAOUDITE: 

1114tiá 
3a Cap:mm.1.37w Apaamo: 

POR ARABIA SAUDITA: 

FOR SENEGAL: 

POUR LE SÉNIGAL: 

3a CeHeran: 

POR EL SENEGAL: 

FOR SIERRA LEONE: 
POUR LE SIERRA LEONE: 

511=f-
3a Caeppa-Jlecate: 

POR SIERRA LEONA: 
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FOR SINGAPORE: 
POUR SINGAPOUR: 
*Min : 
3a Ginranyp: 

POR SINGAPLII: 

FOR SOMALIA: 
POUR 1.1 SOMALIE: 

3a Comazin 

POR SONIALIA: 

FOR SOUTH AFRICA: 
POUR L'AFRIQUE DU SUD: 

*1: 
3a lOwilyzo Mu»!Ry: 

POR SUDÁFRICA: 

TIAS 9725 
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FOR SOUTHERN YEMEN: 

POUR LE YUEN DU SUD: 

3a lOacmilft 

POR EL YEMEN MERIDIONAL: 

FOR SPAIN: 
POUR L'ESPAGNE: 

wof-: 
3a Manama): 
POR ESPAÑA: 

FOR THE SUDAN: 
POUR LE SOUDAN: 

1131: 
3a Cyilaiin 

POR EL SUDÁN: 
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FOR SWAZILAND: 
POUR SOUAZILAND: 

3a Caaauze 
POR SWAZILANDIA: 

FOR SWEDEN: 
POUR LA SVÉDE: 

3a Megnio: 

POR SUECIA: 

FOR SWITZERLAND: 
POUR LA SUISSE: 

334±: 
3a BIBerfgapm0: 

POR SUIZA: 

1/Sous réserve de ratification. 

M RED 

Subject to ratificatio 1/ 
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Fon SYRIA: 
POUR LA SYRIE: 
~RH: 
3a enpam: 

POR SIRIA: 

FOR THAILAND: 
POUR LA THA1LANDE: 

IOU 

3a Tanaan,n: 
Pon TAILANDIA: 

FOR TOGO: 
POUR LE TOGO: 

3a Toro: 

POR EL Toco: 

1/Subject to ratification. 

Sous réserve de ratificationl/ 

Francis JOHNSON 
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FOR TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO: 
POUR IA TRINITÉ-ET-TOBAGO: 

3a Tpmmgag it To6aro: 

POR TRINIDID 1 TABAGO: 

FOR TUNISIA: 
POUR LA TUNISIE: 

51/ME: 
3a TyHue: 

POR TÚNEZ: 

FOR TURKEY: 
POUR LA TURQUIE: 

3a Typgmo: 

POR TURQUÍA: 

Subject to Ratificationli 

Charles H. ARCHIBALD 

Sous réserve de ratification et avec 
une réserve sur le second paragraphe 
de liarticle 31. 2/ 

KIRCA 

1/Sous réserve de ratification. 

2/Subject to ratification and with a reservation as to the second paragraph of 
article 31. 
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FOR UGANDA: 
POUR L'OUGANDA: 

3a Yraw: 

POR UGANDA: 

FOR THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC: 
POUR LA RÉPUBLIQUE SOCIALISTE SOVIÉTIQUE D'UKRAINE: 

ztAtmelmt-pil±aátlin: 
3a YxpainicKpo Coamexpo Coguamicuinecicylo Pecnyanucy: 

POR LA REPÚBLICA SOCIALISTA SOVIÉTICA DE UCRANIA: 

llozycaosmem paTkifincaum, e orosopKamm II aaaBnemiamw, 
xoTopate npiinaravrca. 

30.XII.1971 r. 

FOR THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS: 
POUR L'UNION DES RÉPUBLIQUES SOCIALISTES SOVIÉTIQUES: 

WalliitIff124t/fiEJ11115 
3a C0103 Coaexclum Coguanmerlinecr.ux Pecnyamix: 
POR LA UNIÓN DE REPÚBLICAS SOCIALISTAS SOVIÉTICAS: 

1/ 
M. riosHIRMISO— 

nog yczozmem paTmcbmcaum c npvizaraeinum orosopKancl II 

3a5113I1e111/51MH. 

r. 

1/ Translation. Subject to ratification, 
with the attached reservations and decla-
rations.* 

30 December 1971 M. POLYANICHHO 

2/ Translátion. Subject to ratification, 
with the attached reservations and decla-

rations. * 

30 Décember 1971 Ya. MALIK 

*For the text of the above-mentioned re-
servations and declarations, see the pages 
immediately following the signature pages. 

2/ 
Manwc -

1/ Traduction. Sous réserve de ra-
tification et compte tenu des réserves 
at déclarations ci-jointes.* 

Le 30 décembre 1971 M. POLYANITCHKO 

2/ Traduction. Sous réserve de ra-
tification et compte tenu dps réserves 
et déclarations cí-jointes*. 

Le 30 Décembre 1971 Ya. MALIK 

*Pour le texte des réserves et décla-
rations susmentionnées voir 1. la suite 
des pages de signature. 
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FOR THE UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC: 
POUR LA RÉPUBLIQUE ABASE TIME": 

Pie{É1404.1At/IIE: 

3a Ofteplmeaufflo Apa6expo Pecnyfaamicy: 

POR LA REPÚBLICA ARABE UNIDA: 

Subject to Ratification and 
Reservation as to: 

a) Article 19, para. 1 & 2 
b) " 27, and 1/ 
c) " 31. 

Dr. A. Wagdi SADEK 

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND: 
POUR LE ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET DIRLANDE DU NORD: 

3a Coe;untemwe Repo:mac-no BenaKo5paramm u Césepuoit Ifpnanikaa: 

POR EL REINO UNIDO DE GRAN BRETAÑA E IRLANDA DEL NORTE: 

Subject to ratification g 

Peter BEEDLE 

FOR THE UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA: 
POUR LA RÚPUBLIQUE-UNIE DE TANZANIE: 
ii3.1111V001#4-11lig: 

-3a 915mikaaelanno Pecnyanymy Tamaaan: 
POR LA REPÚBLICA UNIDA DE TANZANIA: 

1/Sous rGserve de ratification at avec une rés,rve 3 l'égard de: a) article 19, 

paragraphes 1 at 2; b) article 27; et c) article 31. 

2/Sous réserve de ratification. 

TIAS 9725 
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FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
POUR LES ETATS-UNIS 

1_1-11- *El 
3a Coeffimeimme UlmTai Amepinan 

POR LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMÉRICA: 

FOR THE UPPER VOLTA: 
POUR LA HAUTE-VOLTA: 

3a Bepxmom Boawy: 

POR EL ALTO VOLTA: 

FOR URUGUAY: 

POUR L'URUGUAY: 

3a Ypyraarn 

POR EL URUGUAY: 

1/Sous réserve de ratification. 

Subject to Ratification 1/ 

John INGERSOLL 
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FOR VENEZUELA: 
POUR LE VENEZUELA: 

11Pinge: 
3a Beaecyany: 

POR VENEZUELA: 

FOR WESTERN SAMOA: 
POUR LE SAMOA-OCCIDENTAL: 

ng*RE: 
3a 3anaTwoe CaM0a: 

POR SAMOA OCCIDENTAL: 

FOR YEMEN: 
POUR LE YÉNIEN: 

t/ 
3a Hemel': 

POR EL YEMEN: 

Sujeta a Ratificación 11 

Rafael Dario BERTI 

1/Subject to ratification -- Sous réserve de ratification. 
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FOR YUGOSLAVIA: 
POUR LA YOUGOSLAVIE: 

*VC*: 
3a 10roaaaamo: 

POR YUGOSLAVIA: 

FOR ZARIBIA: 
POUR LA ZANIBIE: 
04.1t32: 
3a 3am6mo: 

POR ZANIBIA: 

La RFS de Yougoslavie formule une 
réserve a l'égard de l'article 27 de la 
présente Convention. 

Sous réserve de ratification 1/ 

Dragan NIKOLI¿ 

1/Translation. The Socialist Federal Republic of Yougoslavia expresses 
a reservation with regard to article 27 of the Convention. 

Subject to ratification. 
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Text of the rese- rvations and declarations fade by the Bye-
lorussian Soviet SoCialist Republic at the tine of signature 
of the Convention on Psychotropic Dabstances of 1971 

Texte des r&-er.,w at déclarations faltes par la République 
socialiste coviétique de Biélcoussie loos de la signature de 
la Convention sur les substances psychstropes de 1971 

Crosopru RezopycexoR Cm:ere:soil ConuazucrumecroA 
Peocsydasuou aim nonrincauttu HOHDCHUHM o ncurorponnux 
DOZOCTDDX 1971 roca. 

"Seropyccuar COP diner ono:fact, cuz ceda neodnsaremocatx 

nozorenmn nyuxfon 1 a 2 crafm 19 Honnennuu o ncurorponnux neueer-

sax 1971 roza npvixeaurezano x rocynapcfnax, zucenstr2 Bosuorrocru 

crarb ynacricamact xonsenran: na ocnoaanxia npouezypu, npenycuofpen-

no2 o crane 25 DTOI KOHBOHUWA". 

"Salop:yew= COP no cnufaef cue cede odssaferhnuux nozorenxs 

CTATIDe 31 HOHBCHLDVI OTHOCUTCULHO nepeztwa: a MOZUWHDpOZHUR Cyn 

coops o TOZKOBDENM HMI npureaenxm Honnennwa no npocsde DX6014 as 

efopon e cnope cc saanzsef, nro nza nepenanx faxoro coops Merzy-

napondoxy Cyny neoGrortuo B xarzou orneatrou czynae corzacue lacer 

efopon, ynactayr=tx D cnope". 

3a-raze:nor Horror:IF:or° Ilpencranwreza Bezopycexott COP npx COH 
npu nonnucanur Ronne:max o neuxorponsur sec:ear:oar 1971 roza: 

”Eezopyccxas COP sagazaer, %TO nozozenma crafm 25 Konsenumx o 

ncxxorponnux neracfnar, corzacno roroprx pan rocyzapcfn numercs 

1303UOTHOOTH cran ynacrnuxou nfo2 xoxnennxx, HOW= ZHCIWIMHBDUHOU. 

HUI fapaufep, a C4HTDOT, GITO KOHDCHW42 D COOTBOTCTEIHM o npx:nronou 

cynepennoro panencvna racy:tapers nozsna dun or:el:mu nza ynacrun 

lacer samnrypeconannur rocynapern des xaxol-cedo nuoupxunnatuu um: 

OrpalDnCHH11". 

jezopyccuar COP cnufaef Rao:From:mum namuirt, nro nozorenua 

Crain:: 27 Kw:Bean:1x npormsopenaf iterzapanxx Benepartnon Accaudzex 

Opranuaanxu Odlentmennur Hardin o npenoefandeuxu uesanucuuocfu 

HO=OHEDULHUX crpanau o, naponam, :no:awn:samara ueodrozumocit 

"nesamennufentso te desarosoponno nozorufb uonen xonouxarmauy BO 

deer ere Copmar x nponnzenmax" (Peaozrown 151,1AR or 14 nexadpa 

1960 roca). 

Triv:slation Traduction 

Reaervations. Réserves. 

The Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic will not 
consider itself bound by the provisions of article 19, 
paragraphs 1 and 2. of the Convention on Psychotropic 
Substances of 1971 as applied to States not entitled to 
become Parties to the Convention on the basis of the 
proceiure provided for in article 25 of that Convention. 

La Flpublique socialiste soviétique de Billorns-
pie se se condidérera pas lile par les dispositions des 
paragraphes 1 et 2 de l'article 19 de la Convention sur 
les substances psychotropes de 1971 concernant les Etats 
privés de la possibilité de devenir pertie a la Conven-
tion en raison de la procldure pre,ue O l'article 25 de 
cette Convention. 
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The Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic does not 
consider itself bound by the provisions of article 31 
of the Convention concerning the referral to the interna-
tional Court or Justice of a dispute relating to the in-
terpretation or application of the Convention at the re-
quest of any one of the Parties to the dispute and de-
clares that the referral of any such dispute to the Inter-
national Court of Justice shall in each case require the 
consent of all the Parties to the dispute. 

Declarations: 

The Byelorussian SIR states that the provisions of 
article 25 of the Convention on Psychotropic Substances, 
under the terms of which a number or States are not enti-
tled to become Parties to the said Convention, are of a 
discriminatory nature and considers that in accordance 
with the principle of the sovereign equality of States 
the Convention should be open for participation by all 
interested States without my discririn4ion or restric-
tion. 

The Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic deems it 
essential to state that the provisions of article 27 of 
the Convention are at variance with the Declaration on the 
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples 
of the United Nations General Assembly (resolution 1514 
(XV) of 14 December 1960), which proclaims the necessity 
of "bringing to a speedy and unconditional end colonia-
lism in all its forms and manifestations". 

Reservations of the Polish People's Republic in 
respect of certain provisions contained in the 
Convention on Psychotropic Substances, done at 
Vienna on 21 February 1971 

"The Government of the Polish People's Republic wieh-
es to make reservations concerning the following provi-
aions: 

"(1) Paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 19 of the above-
said Convention as applicable to states deprived of the 
opportunities of becoming Parties to the Convention in view 
of the procedure provided for in Article 25 of the Cuneen-

"Is the considered opinion of the Government of the 
Polish People's Republic the provisions of Article 25 of 
the Convention on Psychotropic Substances of 1971 are of 
discriminatory character. In this connection the Govern-
ment of the Polish People's Republic reiterates its firm 
position that the above-said Convention, in accordance 
with the principle of sovereign equality of states, should 
be open to all interested states without any discrimina-

e(p) Paragraph 2 of Article 31 of the Convention 
which provides that disputes which cannot be settled by 
negotiation, investigation, mediation, conciliation, ar-
bitration, recourse to regional bodies, judicial process 
or other peaceful tesos of their ovn choice, shall be re-
ferred, at the request of any one of the parties to the 
dispute, to the International Court of Justice for deci-
sion. In thin connection the Government of the Polish 
People's Republic dishes to state that a submission of 
a dispute to the international Court of Justice, for its 
decision cso be made only with full consent to such a 
procedure by all parties to the dispute and not at the 
request of one or some of them." 

La REpublique socialiste soviétique de Bi(lorussie se 
se considEre pas lile par les dispositions de l'article 31 
de la Convention qui stipulent que tout différend cancer-
.eat l'interprEtation ou l'application de cette Convent ,on 
sera soumis.a in four internationale de Justice a la de-
sande de l'une des parties no diffErend, et elle déclare 
qu'un diffErend de se sense ne pout are sounds a la four 
internationale de Justice qu'avec l'accord de toutes les 
parties au diffErend dans cheque cm. 

Déclarations: 

La RIpublique socialiste soviétique de Biélorussie 
déclare que les dispositions de l'article 25 de la Con-
vention sur les substances psychotropes, aso ternes du-
quel certains Etats se voient privls de la possibilitEs 
de devenir parties a cette Convention, ont un caractare 
discriminatoire et elle considEre aue la' Convention, con-
formément no principe d'égalité souveraine des Etats dolt 
Etre ouverte a l'adhésion de tons les Etats intEressEs 
sans aucnne discrimination ni restriction. 

La République socialiste soviltique de BiElornasie 
juge nécessoire de dEciarer que les dispositions de l'ar-
ticle 27 de la Convention sant en contradiction avec la 
Déclaration de l'Assemblée générele de l'Organisation de. 
Rations Podes sur l'octroi de l'indEpendance aux paye et 
esrc pennies colonial., qui proclasait la néceesité "de 
mettre rapiderent et inconditionnellement fin au colon:L.-
1.re sous boutes ses formes et dens tortes ses manifeeta-
tions" /r6solntion 1516 (XV) du 14 décembre 196o 7. 

Trarbetion 

Réserves de la République populaire de Pologne 
au sujet de certaines des dispositions figurant 
dons la Convention sur les substances psycho, 
tropes, signée a Vienne le 21 février 1971 

Le Gouvernement de la République populaire de Palogne 
souhaite faire des réserves en ce qui conc.e les dispo-
sitions ci-apra. 

1) Les paragraphes 1 et 2 de l'article 19 de ladita 
Convention, s'agissant de leur application a des Etats 
n'ayant pen la possibilit£ de devenir parties a la Con-
vention d'apras la procEdure prEvue a l'article IS. 

Le Gduvernement de la REpublique pop:lie:ire de Fdlogne 
considare que les dispositions de l'article 25 de la Con-
vention de 1971 sur les substances psychotropes not un dS 
csotOrc discriminatoire. A net Egan-d, le Gouvernement 
de la République populaire de Pologne réaffirme avec fer-
meté so position, selon laquelle ladite Convention devrait 
Eire ouverte a to. les Etats intEressEs sans discrimina-
tion d'aucune sorte, conformEment aso principes de l'Ega-
lité souveraine des Etats. 

2) Le paregraphe 2 de l'article 31 de la Convention, 
qui dispose que tout différend entre deux no plusieure Par-
ties qui n'aura pu are rEglE par voie de nEgocintion, 
d'enquEte, de médiation, de conciliation, d'arbitrege, de 
recours a des organismee régionaux, par voie no 
par d'antres moyens pacifiquen du choir desdites parties, 
sera sounds, a la demande de l'une de ces derniare., a la 
four internationale de Justice. Le Gouvernement de la PO-
publique pop:anise de Pologne tient a déclarer a ce sujet 
qu'un différend ne pout Etre soumis pour décision a la 
Cour internationale de Justice que breque cette procédure 
cot pleinement acceptée par toutes les pasties no 
différend, et non a la demande de l'une su de certaines 
seulement d'entre elle.. 
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Text of the reservations and declarations rade 
by the URrainian Soviet Socialist Republic at 
the tire of signature of the Convention on Psy-
chotropic Substances of 1971 

Texto des rUerves et d6clarations faites par 
la République socialiste soviétique d'URraine 
lors de la signature de la Convention sur les 
substances paychotropes de 1971 

OPOBOPHE YEPA0ECE02 COBISCE01 COURAIECTMECE02 
P2C11YEZZKE ffP3 BOEEPICAEME EOW321113111 oncalaugn-

SXBEIECTBAXIWIFOAA  

Vispaimonan C.:mamas Coneammuneclian Pecnydnuna 6yAor 

curers Ann coin neolsliarenanume MAMMA nymon 1 a 2 OT2T12 

19 'tonneaux o ammo= menecrsax 1971 rue 1422622T02520 

rowapernam, merman 203202200TH crass yucumname R02282-

CUILZ 22 =maul nponeAype, npmemorpuno2 2 012220 25 3T02 

Eolineenne". 

7npaencican COBOTOE8R Cummilecuneclian Pecnyalma ne ems-

TOOT BAH ee6n Onearenanlima nonexeun OMIT'S 31 Imams MO-

02T071220 nepeAanm B MexAynaPeAnn2 cYA cnoPe 0 T0220B0221 ana 

npemeneusi Emmeline« no npoostle nr6oR H3 =pen a acope a alumn-

ex, aro Ann nepegau Tenor° cnopa Mennynapunomy cypy neolxoAemo 

22UOM OTWIHOW czynee 001A130116 200X OT0p02, ynacroyarex 

enope". 

3ABIEREE EOCTOPIEHOPO IIPIZCTABEITIA 9KPAZECK02 COP 
UPE 003 M.E.EOZEREED luni EOEHECAREE 301{3F313111 0 

ECIIXOTPOPEUX BEIECTBAX 1971 riga  

"Yxpeelicimn COB0T01192 Coneenmouneeran Peony6nzica minenner, 

4TO EOBOX0222 OT3T22 25 Roumania o nuxorponlinx BOMEICT23X, cornac-

no Koromal pa g rocyAaporli 72C36402 2031102200TH OT2TB ynacralmom 

3T02 H02282222, HOOHT Z2019222232202222 xapanrep, a OARTBOT, are 

K032321201 B COOT20202222 0 nunnenom eyeepelmoro panelierea rocy-

Aaporli Aonxim Mira angina Arli JABOT251 noex neenrePeconennex 

rocyAapera den liaison-126o Aideliplusenanite mu orpounenen". 

^92p0H201132 CO2010232 Coneammunecran Pecny6nima OARTHOT 

2006X0212222 321122T1, ATO 11031038222 crane 27 R02262222 npoximo-

penar Zenzapasom Periepanslion Accandime Opraligaaum 06sepeneneux 

Haufl o npeuexanneene 2033B2C2200T4 20202237162231 expanam a napo-

Aam, nponoernacenza 2006X0AHMOOTI .283.920A22T02120 a 60301.020-

pouo BOBOUTB Rouen nonolosaneasy BO neex ero clopmax a npoune-

nenx7Peconnlien 1514/X7/ or 14 Amm6pn 1960 rolia/ 
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TraneZation 

Reservations: 

The Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic will not con-
sider itself bound by the provisions of article 19, pera-
graphs 1 and 2, of the Convention on Psychotropic Substan-
ces of 1971 as applied to States not entitled to become Par-
ties to the Convention on the basis of the procedure pro-
vided for in article 25 of that Convention. 

The Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic does not con-
sider itself bound by the provisions of article 31 of the 
Convention concerning the referral to the Inter:antic:sal 
Court of Justice of a dispute relating to the interpreta-
tion or application of the Convention at the request of 
any one of the Parties to the dispute and declares that 
the referral of any such impute to the International 
Court of Justice than in each case require the consent of 
all Parties to the dispute. 

Declarations: 

The Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic states that 
the provisions of article 25 of the Convention on Psycho-
tropic Substances, under the terms of which a number of 
States are not entitled to become Parties to the said Con-
vention, are of a discriminatory nature and considers 
that in accordance with the principle of the sovereign 
equality of States the Convention should be open for par-
ticipation by all interested States without any discrimi-
nation or restriction. 

The Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic deems it 
essential to state that the provisions of article 27 of 
the Convention are et variance with the Declaration on 
the Granting of independence to Colonial Copuntries and 
Peoples of the United Rations General Asseibly (resolu-
tion 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960), which proclaims the 
necessity of "bringing to a speedy and unconditional end 
colonialism in all its forms and manifestations". 

Reservations and declarations made by the Union of Soviet 
,.oislist Republics at the time of sigrature of the Ca, 
vention on Psychotnnpic Substances of 1971 

Tradnoti'on 

Reserves, 

La Republique nocieliate aoviétique d'Ukraine se as 
considérera pas lige par les dispositions des paragraphes 
1 et 2 de l'article 19 de la Convention sur les substencea 
psychotropes de 1971 coneernent les Etats privés de la no.-
sibilite de devenir pertie a la Convention en raison de la 
procedure prevue a l'article 25 de cette Convention. 

La République socialiete soviftique d'Ukraine ce se 
considere pas liée par les dispositions de l'article 31 de 
la Convention qui stipulent que tout dill-a...a concernant 
l'interprEtation on l'application de cette Convention Sera 
soumis 5 la Cour internationale de Justice a la demande de 
l'une des parties an diffIrend, et elle dfclare qu'un dif-
flrend de ce genre se pest are soumis a la Cour interne-
tionele de Justice qu'avec l'accord de tastes les parties 
au diiierend dena cheque ran. 

Declarations, 

La Républiqre socialiste soviEtique d'Ukraine declare 
que les dispositions de l'artiele 25 de la Convention sur 
les substances psychotropea, aux termes duque]. certain,. 
Meta se voient privls de la possibilité de devenir pasties 
a cette Convention, oat un caractére diecriminatolre at elle 
considére que la Convention, conformlment an principe 
litO souveraine de. Etat., doit Otro ouverte S l'adhénion de 
toys les Etats intérennes sane nucune discrimination ni re-
atriction. 

La Rfpublique aocialiate eoviltique d'Ukraine Jugs 
nécesseire de déclarer que les dispositions de ',article 27 
de la Convention sent en contradiction avec la Déclaration de 
l'Assemblle general, de l'Organisation des Nations Unties sur 
l'octroi de l'indlpendance aun pays et aux peoples colonieux, 
qui proclamait la nIcessité " de mettre rapidement at incon-
ditionnellement fin as colonialiswe sous trotes sea formes St 
dens toutes sea manifestations" L réaolution 1514 (XV) du 
lb dlcbre 1960)j. 

Reserves et declarations falten par l'Union des Républi-
ques socialistes soviétiques lots de la signattne de 
la Conventicr, sur les substances psychotro7„s de 1971 

OCOBOPKGI COMA COBETCEUX COULIMIGICTMECETAX PECIIYEANKIIPN 
11021114CAHEN KOHBEHUGE4 O IICNXOTPORBIEC BEMECTBAX 1971 roza 

"Cone Cosereamx ConHasnernaeems Peenylana dyner enzraia.ns0 ee-

l0 geOthIsetienb=01 nosoxesns nymeroa 1 H 2 CTLITEH 19 HOODC8H1111 o nexxo-

Tponnxx neHeeraax 1971 rose npumetamenalto x roeynaperHax, snmesumm Roo - 

11.0320Cill craw, ygacmalacara Koupesuma Ha oemosamal nponenypx, npenyexor-

peinlofi B einipe 25 °TO§ HORDemGHH". 

"Comp Coaercxxx ConwasseTnaecxax Peeny6a1HC He enamor sax eels 

olseaTeseHumm nosoxelias crane 31 lament:1x OTOOONTOOLHO nepenagm o Mer-

AYEaPoAREA eYA enopa o roxicoBaxmx enes npnxeseamm Rolmenann no npochle 

=loft H3 exopos O enope U ea/lesser, wro Ras nepenavx Tesoro ocupa Mex-

sysaponaoxy claw Heolxonnmo a xaxsox ovum:sox esyaae corsaene noel 

elopes, riaevilypTHX D enope". 
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3AEMEEERI 3ANECINTEER HERECTPA isommumax ZEE CCCP, 
MCIOREHOM HPERTLAIWATEER CCCP npm 00H 14A.MIRIKA 
MEEMAIIWi EOHBESUM 0 ncanTronaux BEZECTRAX 1971 DMA 

"Cora Cosercmar Carmaamaragearax Pecny6axx vursaser, gro saws:e-

ms crarso 25 Koaseagax o acxxorpoaagx serzecrsax, corascao xoropum pea 

rooyaapera OPE38.eirs 1303)40280C= crars rucraxaox aro0 Kassala:ma, tocar 

amexpxamanwommil rapanrep, x cqxraor, seo KOHBORONE o coorsercrsan o 

appaataaox cysepeaaoro pareacrsa rocyaapara ;warns Oars orxpura ara yuso-

oso Bee.% saxarepecosaaaux rocynapars Coo raxon-audo awcsiznoraaamm xam 

orpamtiesna". 

"Cora Cosercma Coamaamcrunecxxx Pecnyúrxx cwAraer aeodxonmoat 

38OBOTO, no aorormana CTOThil 27 Houpesaam apornaspemar Ilexaapaaxa rase - 

paasso0 Accaulaex Opraansaaxm 06seaxaeuramEaawn o apeaocraareuna xeaasx - 

=moans xoroaxaasaux crpasaxx Hapoitam, aposoarmacxsren seodroamaters 

"aeutmearareasso x deaoropopowo sorority. !omen =actual-1153w so scar ero 

Oopmax no spossaeaxax" (Pesoaramc 1514 /XIV or 14 nexaapa 1960 roaa). 

Troxelation 

Peservations: 

The Union of Soviet Socislist Republics sin not con-
sider itself bound by the provisions of article 19. Para-
graphs 1 and 2, of the Convention on Psychotropic Substan-
ces of 1971 as applied to States not entitled to become 
Parties to the Convention on the basis of the procedure 
provided for in article 25 of that Convention. 

The Union of Soviet Socialist Pepublics does not con-
sider itself bound by the provisions of article 31 of the 
Convention concerning the referral to the International 
Court of Justice of a dispute relating to the interpre-
tation or application of the Convention at the request of 
any one of the Parties to the dispute and declares that 
the referral of any such dispute to the International 
Court of Justice stall in each ease require the consent of 
all Parties to the dispute. 

Declarations: 

The Union of Soviet Sooialist Republics states that 
the provisions of article 25 of the Convention on Rey-
cntropie Sitstances, under the tertu of which a number 
of States are not entitled to tee°. Parties to the said 
Convention. are of a discriminatory nature and considers 
that in accordance with the principle of the sovereign 
equality of States the Convention should be open for 
participation by all interested States without any dis-
crimination or restriction. 

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics de., it 
essential to state that the provisions of article 27 of 
the Convention are at variance with the Declaration on 
the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and 
Peoples of the United Nations General Assembly (resolu-
tion 1514 (Si) or 14 re=sater 1960), which proclaims 
the necessity of "bringing to a speedy and uncondition-
al end colonialism in all its foros and manifestations". 

Traduetion 

REserves: 

L'Union des Rlpubliques socialistes soviltiques te 
se cossidlrera pas lile par les dispositions des pare-
graphes 1 et 2 de l'article 19 de la Convention sur les 
substances prtchotropes de 1971 a l'égard des State privés 
de la possibilíté de devenir parties S la Convention en 
wrtu de la procédure pr/vue A l'article 25 de indite 
Convention. 

L'Union des Rlpubliques socialistes soviltiques te 
se consiare pas lile par les dispositions de l'article 31 
de la Convention prévoyant que tout difflrend concernsnt 
l'interprétation os l'application de la Convention sera 
soumis 1 la dour internationals de Justice, a la demande 
de l'une des parties as difilrend. et elle dlelare que 
pour soumettre un tel difflrend a la Cour internationale, 
l'artord de tastes les parties as différend vet indis-
pensable dens cheque cas particulier. 

Déclarations: 

VW. des Républiques socielistes soviétiques dl-
clare que les dispositions de Particle 25 de le, Convention 
sur les substances psychotropes en vertu duquel cert.. 
E.t.a scot privls de la possitilitl de devenir parties a 
la Convention, oat to caractare discriminatoire. et elle 
considare qu'une Convention conforme aun príncipes de 1'6-
galité souveraine des Etats dolt are ouverte a tow les 
State intlressls sans aumune discrimination os limitation. 

L'Union des Rlpubliques sooialistes soviétiques es-
time nécessaire de dIclarer que les dispositions de Par-
ticle 27 de la Convention contredisent la Déclaration de 
l'Assemblée glnlrale de l'Organisation des Nations Unies 
sur l'octroi de l'indépendance aux pays et aun peuples 
coloniauo pro...ant la nécessité de "mettre rapidement 
et inconditionnellement fin au colonialirte sous toutes ses 
formes et dens tortes ses manifestations" frlsolution 151h 
(XV) do lb dler-bre 3.960 7. 
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LISTS OF SUBSTANCES IN THE SCHEDULES* 

LIST OF SUBSTANCES IN SCHEDULE I 

INN 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. (+)-LYSERGIIE 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. PSILOCYBINE 

9. 

10. 

Other non-proprietary 
or trivial names  

Chemical Name 

DET N,N-diethyltryptamine 

D1EP 3-(42-dimethylhepty1)-l-hydroxy-7, 
8,9,10 -tetrahYdr0-5,6,9 -trimethyl - 
6H -dibenzo/b,d7pyran 

DMT N,N-dimethyltryptamine 

LSD, LSD-25 

mescaline 

-N,N-diethyllysergamide 
(cl-lysergic acid diethylamide) 

3r4,5-trimethoxyphenethylandne 

parahexyl 3-hexyl-l-hydroxy-7,8,9,10-
tetrahydro-6,6,9-trimethy1-6H-
dibenzo5,117pyran 

psilocine, psilotsin 3-(2-dimethylaminoethyl) -4-
hydroxyindole 

3-(2-dimethylaminoethyl)indo1-4-y1 
dihydrogen phosphate 

STP, DOM 2-amino-l-(2,5-dimethory-4-
methyl)phenylpropane 

tetrahydrocannabinola, l-hydroxy-3-penty1-6a,7,10,10a-
all isomers tetrabydro -6,6,9 -trimetby1-6-H-

dibenzo21,5171unnml 

* The names printed in capitals in the left-hand colman are the International 
Non-Proprietary Names (INN). With one exception ((+)-LYSERGIDE), other 

non-proprietary or trivial names are given only where no INN has yet been proposed. 
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INN 

1. AMPHETAMINE 

2. DEXAMPHERAMINE 

3. XETHARPHETANINE 

4. YETITYLPIENIDATE 

5. PHENCYCLIDINE 

6. PIDINYETRAZINE 

LIST OP SUBSTANCES IN SCHEDULE II 

Other non-proprietary 
or trivial names  Chemical name 

(t) -2 -asdno-l-phenylpropane 

(+)-2-amino-l-phenylpropane 

(+)-2-methylamino-l-phenylpropane 

2-phenyl-2-(2-piperidyl)acetic 
acid, methyl ester 

1-(1-phenylcyclohezyl)piperidine 

3-methyl-2-phenylmorpholine 
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LIST OF SUBSTANCES IN SCHEDULE III 

INN 

1. AMOBARBITAL 

2. CICLOBARBITAL 5-(1-cyclohexen-l-y1) -5-
ethylbarbituric acid 

3. GLUTETHIXIDE 2-ethyl-2-phenylglutarimide 

4. PENTOBIRBITAL 5-ethyl-5-(l-methylbutyl) 
barbituric acid 

5. SECOBARBITAL 5-ally1-5_(l-methylbutyl) 
barbituric acid 

TL9.S 9725 

Other non-oroprietary 
or trivial names  

Chemical name 

5-ethyl -5-(3-methilbutyl) 
barbituric acid 
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INN 

1. AWEPRAMONE 

2. BARBITAL 

3. 

4. ETHINAMAIE 

5. REPROBAMATE 

6. NETHAQUALOIM 

7. METHYLPHENOBARBITAL 

8. XEIWIPRYLON 

9. PHENOBARBITAL 

10. PIPRADROL 

LIST OP SUBSTANCES IN SCHEDULE IV 

Other non-proprietary 
or trivial names  

ethchloreynol 

11. SPA 

Chemical name 

2-(diethylamino)propiophenone 

5,5-diethylbarbituric acid 

ethy1-2-chlorovinylethinyl-
carbine' 

1-ethynylcyclohemanolcarbamate 

2-methyl -2-propy1-1,3-
propanediol dicarbamate 

2-methy1-372-telY1-4(31)-
quinazolinone 

5-ethyl-l-methyl-5-phenyl-
barbituric acid 

3,3-diethy1-5-methy1-2,4-
piperidine-dione 

5-ethyl-5-phenylbarbituric acid 

1,1 -dipheny1-1 -(2-piperidyl) 
methanol 

(-)-1-dimethylamino-1,2-
dipheuylethane 
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Ifil4Ph M44751' t 

14:11-04444 lit4PhitU it. ,t 
kii§t 

I. -1.4h-Ciit. 2-(=-

2. rt-1 
3. ¿Jofil tg-2-1•.L4z.my4 
4. 4-04- z•tkllgeátV-ktittAU 

5- 4- a g 2-V 

(Y.1.1%) 

6. -Vc%31A 1p 1g -4(3w-
4$« 

7. XC tE-1 5-L1 -I- 8. 3,3-.-5--2,4-L8 
41 3,3--=/..1-5-Y1-2,4-1LCal=811 

9. Atert.4- 5- L.4 -5-41.07.--:•ela 

10. rbYtiáiYirt I. 1- =-14 -I- (2- AMID Tat 
SPA 
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FR .15 fik 

iglf14k4ifi44* Mts*Ifi.t4,4 
3111.t 

1. 14 egt-1 

2. th-ft 
3. A, L3111 
4. A, rt.fé 

5. 4+ 

fr. 1 t 14 

5-L4 -5 -13- 71) J7=11« 

5-(1-n.E )-5-L.4.Tn_zírin 
2-Z.4 -2-X. 

5-1.1.-5-(1- 71./Tw7=-f4731 

5- J14 -5-11 -11-4.)=-M1%. 
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f‘fr P.1 

1014 4-in .114 #.4- 4c * -14 

I. -1-9P•ang (1)-2-4.1-1-$ 
2. ,t.41<tvii (+)-2-11.1-1- zxot 
3. -14.1.191 (+)-2- -I- t 

4. VI ¿NI 2- XI -2-(2- e ) al CI 
5. 11,91..49 7 1-(1-4 31zi)telffl 

Ut311.51.,t) 

6. -11-1- 044 3- iF - 2- Xth eti 
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.111U grfq odt. V* 

HU It fiirM 

It14544RI 14t#47044 
A fl4 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. (+)*-19fall 

5. 

6. 

e. 117-4-44itik 
(1,611 ) 

9. 

10. 

DET 

DMHP 

DMT 

LSD,LSD-25 

Átik 
(4A-14,1) 
11-1 

144,1n4-

STP,DOM 

tr/ 'kill &Mt-

tir,W Plf14111t 

4 WI 

N,N-=.- Z. 4. gill 

3-(1,2-= 4/1.1) -I- Itg -7,8,9,10-

1217 VI 4 -6H- .1114(b,di 

414¿ 

(+)-N,N-z_ 
(c1-/M) 

• ff‹.4Z.8,1 

3- el.-1-111 -7,8,9,10- writ -6,6,9-

-• if -6H-:-

• y 111.4.) -4- el 1'44, 
3-(2- )iic LP-

1. -4- 974)1•Mi 

I- el- 3-7511-6a,7,10,10a-Mt - 

6,6,9-.5. IF - 6H-(b,d) 41.4 

* Itc+)*-

ha 41 ‘fy git —1101.fris,11.#1441,kiffirt-41-4- ill .1 t41--11 Fug e 
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SUSTANCIAS MIMADAS EN LAS LISTAS* 

SUSTANCIAS DE LA LISTA I 

DCI 

1. 

Otras denominaciones 
comunes o triviales 

Denominación Química 

DEI N,N-dietiltriptemina 

2. D'HIT 3 -(1,2 -dimetilheptil) -1-hidroxi -7, 
8,9,0-tetrehidro-6,6,9-trimetil-
6E-dibenzoLb,d/pirano 

3. 

4. (+) -LISEWIDA 

5. 

DHT IN-dimetiltriptemina 

ISO, LSD-25 (+)-N,N-dietilisergamida (dietila-
Mida del ácido d lisérgico) 

mescalina 3,4,5-trimetwáfenetilamina 

6. parahevilo 3 -hexil-l-hidrori-7,8,9,10-
tetrahidro -6,6,9-trimetil -6H-dibenzo 
i.),,d/pirano 

7. psilocina, psilotsina 3 -(2-dimetilaminoetil) -4-hidrord - 
indol 

8. PSILOGIBINA fosfato dihidrogenado de 3-
-aminoetil) -indol -4-ilo 

9. SIP, DGI 2 -ami'xio -l-(2,5 -dimetox3.-4.-metil) 
fenilpropano 

10. tetrahidrocannabinoles, 1-hidroxi-3 -pentil-6a,7,10,10a-
todos los isómeros tetrahidro -6,6,9 -trimetil-641-dibenzo 

Lb,d/pireno 

las denominaciones que aparecen en mayúsculas en la columna de la izquierda son 
las Denominaciones Comunes Internacionales (DCI). Con una sola excepción 
(1+) -LISMIDA), únicamente se indican otras denominaciones comunes o triviales 
duendo aún no se ha propuesto ninguna DCI. 
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DOI 

SUSTANCIAS DE LA LISTA II 

Otras denordnaciones 
comunes o triviales 

Denominacián ouimica 

1. ANFELUUNA (+)-2-amino-l-fenilpropano 

2. DZTANrErAMINA (+)-2-amino-l-fenilpropano 

3. 217.71111172AIIIITA (+)-2-matilamino-l-fenilpropano 

4. mmuliamaTo éstermetilico del ácido 2-fenil-
2-(2-piperidil) acático 

5. FENOICLIDINA 1-(1-fenilciclohexil)-piperidina 

6. FED=CRIA 3-metil-2-fenilmorfolina 
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SUSTANCIAS DE LA LISTA III 

DCI Otras denominaciones 
comunes o triviales 

Denominación ouimica 

1. =BARBITAL ácido 5-etil-5-(3-metilbutil) 
barbitúrico 

2. CICLOBARBITAL ácido 5-(1-ciclohexen-1-1.1)-5-
etilbarbitúrico 

3. GLUTETIMIDA 2-etil-2-fenilglutarimida 

4. PENTOBARBITAL ácido 5-etil-5-(1-metiibutil) 
barbitúrico 

5. SECOBAP.T3ITAL ácido 5-ali1-5-(1-metilbutil) 
barbitúrico 
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DOI 

SUSTANCIAS DE LA LISTA IT 

Otras denominaciones 
cornnes o triviales 

Denominacián ouímica 

1. AIIPPYRAEONA 2-(dietilamino) propiofenona 

2. BARBITAL ácido 5,5-dietilbarbitárico 

3. etclorvinol etil-2-cloroviniletinilcarbinol 

4. ETEUUMTO carbamato de 1-etinilciclohexanol 

EEMOBANATO dicarbanato de 2-metil-2-propil-1, 
3 -propanodiol 

MT:CUM:On 2 -metil-3-o-toli1-4(3H) - 
quinazolinona 

7. ISTIUMMARBITAL ácido 5 -etil -1-notil-5 - 
femilbarbitúrico 

8. RETUP.rLONA 3,3 -dietil-5 
piperidinodiona 

9. FENOBAnBITAL ácido 5 -etil-5 -fenilbarbitá.V1co 

10. PIPRAMOL 
netanol 

U. SPA (-)-1-dinati/anino-1,2-difeniletano 
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LISTES DES SUBSTANGSq PIGURANT AUX TABLEAUXW 

LISTE DES SUBSTAII,ES FIGURANT AU TABLEAU I 

DOI Aut.-9  noms communs Désignation chir3aue 
. vulgaires 

1. DET N,N-diéthyltryptamine 

2. DNI IP hydroxy-1 (diméthyl-1,2 heptyl) -3 
tétrabydro -7,8,2,10 triméthy1-6,6,9 
611-dibenzo Lb,j/ pyranne 

3. DMT N,N-diméthyltryptamine 

4. (+)-LYSERGIDE LSD, LSD-25 (+)-j,N-diéthyllysergamide (diéthyl-
amide de 1' acide dextro-Iysergique) 

5. mescaline triméthoxy-3,4,5 phénéthylamine 

6. paraheryl hydroxy-1 n-hexy1-3 tétrahydro-7,8,9,10 
triméthy1-6,6,9 6R-dibenzo 5,17 pyranne 

7. psilocine, psilotsin (diméthylamino-2 éthyl)-3 hydroxY-4 
indol 

8. PSILOGYBINE dihydrogénophosphate de (diméthyl-
araino-2 éthyl)-3 indolyle-4 

9. ST?, DON amino-2 (diméthoxy-2,5 métby1-4) phény1-1 
propane 

10. tétrahydrocannabinols, hydroxy-1 penty1-3 tétrahydro-6a, 7, 10, 
tous les isombres 10a triméthy1-6,6,9 6H-dibenzo 

pyranne 

Les noms figurant en majuscules clans la colonne de gauche sont des Dénominations 
communes internationales (DOI). A l'exception du (-0-LYSERGIDE, les autres déno-
minations ou noms communs ne soot indiqués que si aucune DOI n'a encore été 
propose. 
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LISTE DES SESTANCES F1GURANT AU TABLEAU II 

DCI 

1. AbalLETALINE 

2. DZIAISIETAISNe, 

3. 11-THAMETAIZ.NE 

4. Irlift/LPHENIDATE. 

5. PHENCYCLIDINE 

6. FHERMITIAZINE 

Autres norm communs 
on vulRaires  

Désignation chimique 

(+)-amino-2 phényl-1 propane 

(+)-amino-2 phényl-1 propane 

(+)-méthylamino-2 phényl-1 propane 

phény1-2 (pipéridy1-2)-2 acétate 
de méthyle 

(phény1-1 eyclohexyl)-1 pipéridine 

méthy1-3 phény1-2 morpholine 
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LISTE DES SUBSTANCES FIGURANT AU TABLEAU III 

DOI Autres noms communs Designation chimioue 
ou vulgaires 

1. AMOBARBITAL acide étby1-5 (methyl-3 butyl)-5 
barbiturique 

2. CYCLOBARBITAL acide (cyclohezcZne-1 y1-1) - 5 éthy].-5 
barbiturique 

3. GLUTETHIMIDE étby1-2 phény1-2 glutarimide 

4. PENTOBARBITAL acide éthy1-5 (méthY1-1 butyl)-5 
barbiturique 

5. SECOBARBITAL acide ally1-5 (méthy1-1 butyl)-5 
barbiturique 
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LISTE DES SUBSTANCES FIGURANT AU TABLEAU IV 

DOI 

1. AlIFEPRAMONE 

2. BARBITAL 

3. 

4. ETITMAMATE 

5. PROBATE 

6. 1MTHAQUALCITE 

7. MEFIECIFIUMOBARBITAL 

Autres nomscommuns 
oh vulsaires 

éthchlorvynol 

8. 11EIHIPHYLONE 

9. PHENOBARBITAL 

10. PIPRADOL 

11. SPA 

Désisnation chimioue 

(diéthylamino) -2 phényl-1 propione 

acide diéthy1-5,5 barbiturique 

éthylchloroviny1-2 éthynylcarbinol 

carbonate d'éthyny1-1 cyclohexyle 

dicarbamate de méthy1-2 
propy1-2 propanédio1-1,3 

methy1-2 2-toly1-3 3H-quinazolinone 

acide éthy1-5 méthy1-1 phény1-5 
barbiturique 

diéthy1-3,3 méthyl -5 pipéridinedione 

acide éthy1-5 phény1-5 barbiturique 

diphény1-1,J, (pipéridy1-2) -1 methanol 

(-)-diméthylamino-1 diphényl-1,2 éthane 
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DEPELIEIED BEMECTB, BKEDMEHHEX B CDHCKR* 

DEPEMEHL BEEMCTB, BERELIEBBUX B CIIMCOIC I 

MRS 

Bpyrue  
Memerucoommamme 
R a umaymme  

HanialIHR  

Xmmeeme mamme 

1. M3T (DET) N,N -~THET14111~111 

2. xmrn (Dmmp) 3-(i,2 -AumeTzarenTxx) -1 -rmApolcow -7, 
8,9,10 -eeeperaapo -6,6,9-Tpmeeux-
-611-auSemeo rb,djuzpau 

3. ANT (CNT) 

4. (+)-AM3EMA BCM, JICA-25 (LSO) (4.)-N,N-ummalaseprama 
(Aliamaama a-ausepruumoit mcioem) 

5. mecumm 3,4,5-Tpmeeoucialemeemamu 

6. naparexcm 3-rexcua -1 -mupoucu-7,8,9,10-
-Teeparmpo -6,6,9 -epmeeux 
-Au6eueo27)),Ajnapau 

7. UCHX0nRH, 3-(2 -umemaammoeua) -4-
IICHZOTCHU -rldApOlICH-MHAOA 

8. nemaommmam 3-(2-Ammenuampuloamm)RHAox -4 -WI 
auraapo(toalme 

9. CTII, BOB 2-ammo -1 -(2,5 -ameeoxcx-4 - 
(STP, DOM) -meem)Oemmuponau 

10. eeeparmpo- 1 -ruapoxcli--3--neuema -6a,7,10,10a - 
Kanua6moum, -eeeparmpo -6,6,9-epmeem- 63 - 
BC e mouepm -M6euao 27%,djusspm 

* Hamama, nauenaeauume earammum Symaux a eBOft maouxe, ABXEDTCR mexay-
uapo,aumm umaperucepupoaaumm mommum (MBH). 3a omm acuanoelimem 
((+)-AH3EPPAM), apyrue umapermcepupoaamme um uemayome namauxa umeca 
altar. Et tex cxygaax, uoma eue ue Smao upemoxem memplapoauoro nemperu-
cepaposamoro meaanna. 
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MHH 

1. AMIETABBH 

2. REECAMIETANIIH 

3. METAXCETAMBH 

4. ME11121EHM2AT 

5. CEELDIE/IIILZR 

6. OEHMETPA3HR 

REPELIEBB BEWCTB, BIGEMEHHEIX B CI1HCOK II 

Apvrate  
HesapentevpmpeRaHHue  

Hart HeHavnRue  
Hararamte  

Xrammeexoe Reoperate 

(±) -2 -aurae) -1 -clramumpertart 

(4.) -2 -ammo -1 -4emumponaH 

(+) -2 -mermiammo -1 -4ramumponaH 

menumaral ulatp 2 -clearap -2 -(2 -amneptaux) - 
-yucycaph ERCMOTE 

1 -(1 -rpelimmummorexclux)minepnAan 

3-14 ex Ra -2 -clra mum° prporatE 
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HEPEREHb BEUCTB, BKILKIEHEUX B III 

HMI 

AnTrme  
nenanerne~nonannue  

RAH nenavmHue  
naananun  

Xnuilmeexoe nanaanne  

1. AMOBAPEHTAA 5 -3THil..5 -(3-neTma6yTxx) 
6ap6HTyponan xnenora 

2. miraoseurun 5 -(1 -3:mm1°re/well-I -mx) -5 - 

-3Tmx6apfixTypoBasi AHCZOTA 

3. rlYTETHIBBt 2 -3Tan -2 -crennararrapnuan 

4. BEHTOBAPBKTAA 5 -nTmx-5 -(1 -meTan6yrnn) 
6ap6mTyponas xmcnoTa 

5. CEKOBAPBETAA 5 -axxxx -5 -(1 -xentx6yTax) 

6apInTyponan nmenora 
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MHH 

1. AHCEUPAHOH 

2. BAPEHTAA 

3. 

HEPWIEHB BEHECTB, BHXIMEHHHI B el:WOK IV 

Awns°  
HeaapermeTpupopaumue 

sum tresaynaue  
nanBaniur  

3TXX0pBHHOZ 

Xstmunecxxe EasBaum 

2 -(Amormsamano)upormocloesou 

5,5 -AgaTux6ap6wrypoBaa xEczoTa 

3THJI -2 -7-110pBRKWIDTHEZZ - 
ImptSznoa 

4. 3THHAMAT 1 -amumagamorexcamoxicapSamaT 

5. BEHPOSAMAT 

6. METABBABOH 

7. HETHEZEHOBAPERTAA 

8. METHUPHICH 

9. CEHOSAPSHTAR 

10. IIPZIPAAP011 

11. CHA (SPA) 

2 -ReTHII-2 -nponma-1,3-
-nporraw,Hoz-XvIcaPSamaT 

2 -men= -3-o -TOJIMI -4(3H) - 
-mmultwomumou 

5 -3THX-1-14eTild -5-
-clenna6ap6xTypoBast mexoTa 

3,3-xmoTan -6-memax -2,4 - 
-nanepaARE-Amon 

5 -3Taa-5 -cpezez6ap6Irryposaa 
KHCZOTa 

1,1 -Ampemax -1 -(2 -nximpuAnz) 
meTalloa 

( -) -1 -Aameinitammo -1,2 - 
-pubermapTan 
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I hereby certify that the 

foregoing text is a true copy of 

the Convention on Psychotropic 

Substances, done at Vienna, Aus-

tria, on 21 February 1971, the 

original of which is deposited 

with the Secretary-Genera], of the 

United Nations. 

For the Secretary-General: 

The Legal Counsel 

United Nations, New York, 

12 January 1973 

TIAS 9725 

3e certifie que le texte qui 
préclde eat une copie conforme de 

la Convention sur les substances 

psychotropes, faite á Vienne (Au-

triche), le 21 février 1971, dont 

l'original se trouve déposé au-

prls du Secrétaire général de 

l'Organisation des Nations Unjas. 

Pour le Secrétaire général: 

Le Conseiller jur.1.4T4ue 

Organisation des Nations Unies, New York, 

12 janvier 1973 



TUNISIA 

Agricultural Commo dities 

Agreement signed at Tunis March 2, 1979; 
Entered into force March 2, 1979. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND THE GOVERNMENT OF TUNISIA 
FOR THE SALE OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES UNDER 

PUBLIC LAW 480 TITLE IN PROGRAM 

The Government of the United States and the Government 

pf Tunisia agree to the sales of agricultural commodities 

specified below. This Agreement shall consist of the 

Preamble, Parts I and III of the Title I Agreement signed 

on June 7, 1976,Mtogether with the following Part II: 

Part II - Particular Provisions: 

Item I. Commodity Table: 

Supply Approximate Maximum Export 
Period Maximum Quantity Market Value 

Commodity (U.S. Fiscal Year) (Metric Tons) (Millions) 

Wheat/Wheat 
Flour (Grain 
Basis) 1979 60,000 Dollars $8.9 

Corn/Sorghums 1979 30,000 Dollars $3.1 

Total Dollars $12,0 

Item II. Payment Terms: Dollar Credit (20 years) 

1. Initial Payment - 20 percent. 

2. Currency Use Payment - None. 

3. Number of Installment Payments - 19. 

4. Amount of Each Installment Payment - Approximately 

equal annual amounts. 

5. Due Date of First Installment Payment - Two years 

after date of last delivery of commodities in each 

calendar year. 

6. Initial Interest Rate - Two percent. 

7. Continuing Interest Rate - Three percent. 

168 Stat. 455; 7 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq. 

2 TIAS 8506; 28 UST 1234. 
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Item III. Usual Marketing Table: 

Import Usual Marketing 
Period Requirements 

Commodity (U.S. Fiscal Year) (Metric Tons) 

Wheat/Wheat Flour 
(Grain Equivalent Basis) 1979 246,000 

Feedgrains 1979 41,000 

Item IV. Export Limitations: 

A. The export limitation period shall be U. S. Fiscal Year 

1979 or any subsequent U. S. Fiscal Year during which 

commodities financed under this Agreement are being imported 

or utilized. 

B. For the purpose of Part I, Article III A(4) of the Agree-

ment, the commodities which may not be exported are: For 

Wheat/Wheat Flour -- wheat, wheat flour, rolled wheat, semolina, 

farina, bulgur (or the same product under a different name); 

for Feedgrains -- corn, sorghums, barley, oats, and rye, 

including mixed feed containing such grains. 

Item V. Self-Help Measures: 

A. In accordance with Part I, Article II C., Para B below 

describes the program that the Government of Tunisia is 

undertaking to improve its production, storage and distri-

bution of agricultural commodities. In implementing these 

self-help measures specific emphasis will be placed on 

contributing directly to development progress in poor rural 

areas and on enabling the poor to participate actively in 

increasing agricultural production through small farm agri-

culture. 

TIAS 9726 
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B. The Government of Tunisia agrees to: 

1. Increase the income and meet the basic needs of the 

rural poor in central Tunisia through support for the 

Central Tunisia Rural Development Program, such as: 

A. Dryland applied research conducted by the Le Kef 

Institute for the Central Tunisia Development Authority; 

B. Extension services and supervised credit for surface 

well irrigated farms and dryland fruit tree farms; 

C. Potable water development and health/nutrition educa-

tion. 

2. Improve agricultural production and marketing through 

the support of: 

A. Agricultural credit to small farmers; 

B. Extension activities of the Livestock Regional Offices 

of the Ministry of Agriculture; 

C. Increase the storage capacity of Tunisia for wheat, 

potatoes, and poultry products. 

3. Improve the nutritional status of rural poor through the 

support of: 

A. "Comité National De Solidarité Sociale" infrastructure 

for preschool children programs, including dietary and 

mother-and-child welfare programs; 

B. School lunch programs; 

C. Rural program to establish vegetable gardens for primary 

schools. 

Item VI. Economic development purposes for which proceeds 

accruing to importing country are to be used: 
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A. The proceeds accruing to the importing country from 

the sale of commodities financed under this Agreement will 

be used for financing the Self-Help Measures listed in 

Item V and for Family Planning with priority emphasis 

placed upon fulfilling requirements mutually agreed upon for 

Central Tunisia Rural Development and Agricultural Credit 

Activities. 

B. In the use of proceeds for these purposes emphasis wil:1 

be placed on directly improving the lives of the poorest of 

the recipient country's people and their capacity to parti-

cipate in the development of their country. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective representatives, 

duly authorized for the purpose, have signed the present 

Agreement. 

DONE AT TUNIS, this second day of March, 1979, in two 

original copies in the English and French languages, both 

texts being equally authentic. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA TUNISIA 

am~firkril 
BARRINGTON KING ISMAIL KHELIL 
CHARGE D'AFFAIRES AD INTERIM DIRECTOR GENERL OF 
EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF INTERNATIONAL CJOOPERATION 
AMERICA AT TUNIS 

[SEAL] 
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ACCORD CONCIU ENTRE LE 
LE GOUVERNEMENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE TUNLSIENNE 

ET IE 

GOGVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE 
EN VUE DE LA VENICE DE PRODUITS AGRICOIES 

Le Gouvernement de la République Tunisienne et le Gouvernement 

des Etats-Znis d'Amérique conviennent de la vente des produits acricoles 

ci—dessous mentionnés. Cet Accord consiste en un préambule, les parties 

I et III de l'Accord relatif au Titre I de P.L. 480 signé le 7 Juin 1976, 

ainsi que la partie II ci—apr&s. 

Herne PARTIE — DISPOSITIONS PARTICULIERES 

Art. I — Tableau des Produits 

Produits Période de livraison Quantité Maximale Valeur Maximale 
(Année Fiscale Améri— approximative sur le marché 
seine) (Tonnes Métriques) d'exportation 

(Millions de 
Dollars) 

Blé/Farine de Blé 1979 60.000 
(Sous forme de 
grains) 

g 899 

MaTs/Sorgho 1979 30.000 g 3,1 
Total/Dollars 12,0 

Art. II — Modalités de Paiement : Crédit en Dollars (20 ens) 

I. Paiement initial : 20 pour cent. 

2. Paiement Pour l'utilisation du pays 

exportateur : néant. 

3. Nombre de versements : 19. 

4. Montant de cheque versement : en trenches 

annuelles á peu prbs égales. 

5. Date d'échéance du premier versement : 

deux ans aprés la date de la derniZre 

livraison pour cheque année civile. 
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6. Taux d'intérgt du paiement initial : 2 pour cent. 

7. Taux dlintérht des autres paiements :3pour cent. 

Art. III - Tableau des Achate Commerciaux Habituels  

Produits Période d'Importation Achate Commerciaux 
(Année Fiscale Américaine) Habituels Requis 

(Tonnes )Iétriques) 

Blé/Farine de Blé 1979 246.000 
(sur une base 
équivalente aux 
grains) 

Céréales pour 
Nourriture de Bétail 1979 

Art. IV - Limitation des Exportations 

41.000 

A. La période limite des exportations sera l'année fiscale Américaine 1979 

ou toute l'année fiscale Américaine subséquente durant laquelle les produits 

financés dans le cadre de cat accord seront importés ou utilisés. 

B. Aux fins de l'Article III 14 de la Partie I de l'Accord, les produits non 

exportables sont : pour le blé/Farine de Blé Blé, feriae de blé, flocons 

de blé, semoule, farine, bulgur (ou le :Arne produit différemment nommé) ; pour 

les Céréales pour Nburriture de Bétail mare, grains de sorgho, orge, avoine, 

shgle, y compris aliments composés contenant ces :Ames grains. 

Art. V -- Mesures d'Auto-Assistance 

A. Conformément á la partie I, Article II C., le paragraphe B ci-dessous 

décrit le programme que le gouvernement Tunisien est entrain dientreprendre 

' afin d"améliorer la production, l'emmagasinage et la distribution des denrées 

agricoles. En mettant & éxécution ces mesures d'auto-assistance on mettra 

liaccent our une contribution directe au progrés du développement dans les 

zones rurales pauvres et sur la possibilité donnée aux pauvres de participar 

activement & l'accroissement de la production agricole á travers l'agriculture 

des petites fermes. 
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B. Le Couvernement Tunisian convient de : 

1. Augmenter le revenu at satisfaire les besoins de base des populations, 

déshéritées en Tunisie Centrale en soutenant le programme de développement 

rural de la Tunisie Centrale, tela zue : 

a. des recherches applicuées sur les cultures en terres andes entreprises 

par Pinstitut du }ref pour l'effice de Développement de la Tunisie Centrale. 

b. des services de vulgarisation et de crédít supervisé pour les exploita-

tions irriguées á partir des puits de surface et pour les exploitations 

de cultures fruitihres en terres anides. 

c. aménagement de réseaux d'eau potable et éducatimisanitaire at 

nutritionne:le. 

2. Améliorer la production et le commercialisation agricoles en soutenant : 

a. l'octroi de crédits w.ricoles aux petits aericulteurs. 

b. les activités de vulgarisation des services régionaux d'élevaee du 

línistére de l'A,riculture. 

c. l'augmentation de la capacité de stocks:5e en Tunisia pour le blé, les 

pommes de terre et les produíts avicoles. 

3. Améliorer la situation nutritionnelle des populations rurales déshéritées 

en soutenant : 

a. l'infrastructure du Comité National de Solidarité Sociale pour les 

programmes des enfants d'áge pre-scolaire, y compris les programnes 

alimentaires et de protection maternelle et infantile. 

b. les programmes des cantines scolaires. 

c. le programme rural visant á créer des jardins potagers pour les 

écoles prineires. 

Art. VI -Buts de Développement Economicue auxouels doit Ctre affecté 

le Montant des Ventee revenant au pays importateur  

A. Le produit desventes des merchandises, financées dans le cadre de net 

Accord revenant au pays importateur, servira pour le financement des 

mesures d'auto-assistance énoncées dens l'Art. V et pour le planning 

fazilial en mettant avant tout l'accent sur les conditions á remplir, 
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mutaellement consenties pour le développement rural de la Tunisie Centrale 

et les activités de crédit agricole. 

B. Dens l'utilisation du produit des ventee sax fins précitées, l'accent 

sera mis tout particuliérement sur l'amélioration directe des conditions 

de vie des populations les plus pauvres dans le pays bénéficiaires et de 

leur capacité á prendre part an développement de leur pays. 

EV FOI DE QUOI, les représentants soussignés, &bent autorilkés A cet effet, 

ont signé le présent accord. 

Fait h. Tunis, le Vendredi 2 Kars 1979, en deux ezemplaires 

originaux en langue anglaise et en league frangaise, les dear textes faisant 

également foi. 

POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT DE LA POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT DES 

REPUBLIQUE TUNISIENNE ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE 

..../ 

14.49:1 4t.BARRINGTNKING ISMAIL 

DIRECTEUR =DIAL E LA CHARGE DIAFFAIRES AD INTERIM 

COOPERATION INT ATIONALE DES ETATS.ZNIS D'AMERIQUE A TUNIS 

[SEAL] 
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Agricultural Commodities 

Agreement signed at Tunis February 3, 1978; 
Entered into force February 3, 1978. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND THE GOVERNMENT OF TUNISIA 
FOR THE SALE OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES UNDER 

THE P.L. 480 TITLE I[1] PROGRAM 

The Government of the United States and the Government of 

Tunisia agree to the sales of agricultural commodities specified 

below. This Agreement shall consist of the Preamble, Parts I 

and III of the Title I Agreement signed on June 7, 1976,[2]together 

with the following Part II: 

Part II - Particular Provisions: 

Item I. Commodity Table: 

Supply Approximate Maximum Export 
Period Maximum Quantity Market Value 

Commodity (U.S. Fiscal Year) (Metric Tons) (Millions) 

Wheat/Nheat 
Flour (Grain 
Basis) 1978 80,000 Dollars 0.8 

Corn/Sorghums 1978 25,000 2.4 

Total Dollars 11.2 

Item II. Payment Terms: Dollar Credit (20 Years) 

1. Initial Payment - 20 percent. 

2. Currency Use Payment - None. 

3. Number of Installment Payments - 19. 

4. Amount of Each Installment Payment - Approximately equal 

annual amounts. 

5. Due Date of First Installment Payment - Two years after 

date of last delivery of commodities in each calendar 

year. 

68 Stat. 455; 7 U.S.C. § 1701 et eeq. 

2 TIAS 8506; 28 UST 1234. 
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6. Initial Interest Rate - Two percent. 

7. Continuing Interest Rate - Three percent. 

Item III. Usual Marketing Table: 

Import Usual Marketing 
Period Requirements 

Commodity (U.S. Fiscal Year) (Metric Tons) 

Wheat/Wheat Flour 
(Grain Equivalent Basis) 1978 200,000 

Feedgrains 1978 36,000 

Item IV. Export Limitations: 

A. The export limitation period shall be U.S. Fiscal Year 1978 

or any subsequent U.S. Fiscal Year during which commodities 

financed under this Agreement are being imported or utilized. 

B. Por the purpose of Part I, Article III A(4) of the Agreement, 

the commodities which may not be exported are: For Wheat/Wheat 

Flour -- wheat, wheat flour, rolled wheat, semolina, farina, 

bulgur (or the same product under a different name); for reed-

grains -- corn, grain sorghums, barley, oats, and rye, including 

mixed feed containing such grains. 

Item V. Self-Help Measures: 

A. In implementing these self-help measures, specific emphasis 

will be placed on contributing directly to development progress 

in poor rural areas and on enabling the poor to participate 

actively in increasing agricultural production through small 

farm agriculture. 

B. The Government of Tunisia agrees to: 

1. Provide funding assistance in the following areas of 

agricultural production: 

a) Research facilities and laboratories for "l'Institut 

des Grandes Cultures" at Kef. 

b) Assisting the small farmers office which has recently 
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been created in the Ministry of Agriculture. 

c) Agricultural credit to small farmers (Tunisian Gov-

ernment local contribution to new project). 

d) Strengthening capacity of livestock regional offices 

of Agricultural Ministry to supply extension ser-

vices. 

e) Distribution of seeds and help to small farmers and 

small herd owners in central and south Tunisia to 

counteract the effects of drought. 

2. Provide funding for assistance in the following areas of 

Nutrition and Family Planning: 

a) "Comité National de Solidaritd Sociale" infrastruc-

ture for pre-school, including Maternal Child Health 

feeding programs. 

b) School Lunch Program. 

c) Self-Help Program in rural areas for vegetable gar-

dens for primary schools. 

d) Improved delivery of Integrated Health and Family 

Planning Services which benefit the rural poor. 

e) Introduction of nutritional concepts into national 

food production policy and programs, and assurance 

that nutrition-related activities are properly inte-

grated into rural health services. 

Item VI. Economic development purposes for which proceeds accru-

ing to importing country are to be used: 

A. The proceeds accruing to the importing country from the sale 

of commodities financed under this Agreement will be used for 

financing the Self-Help Measures set forth in the Item V. and 

for the agriculture sector described in the Government of 

Tunisia's Development Plan for the National Economy, for Family 

Planning and Nutrition Proarams. 
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B. In the use of proceeds for these purposes emphasis will be 

placed on directly improving the lives of the poorest of the 

recipient country's people and their capacity to participate 

in the development of their country. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective representatives, duly 

authorized for the purpose, have signed the present Agreement. 

DONE AT TUNIS, this third day of February, 1978 in two 

original copies in the English and French languages, both texts 

being equally authentic. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

)  

EDWARD W. MULCAHY 
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ACCORD CONCLU ENTRE LE 
GOUVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE 

ET LE 

GOUVERNEMENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE TUNISIENNE 
EN VUE DE LA VENTE DE PRODUITS AGRICOLES 
EN VERTU DU TITRE I DE LA P.L. 480 

Le Gouvernement des Itats—Unis d'Am"rique at le Gouvcrnement de 

la République Tunicienne conviennent de la vente des produits w.ricoles ci— 

dessous mentionnés. Cat Accord consiste en un préambule, les parties I at 

III de l'Accord relatif au Titre I de la P.L. L0 siené le 7 Juin 1976, 

ainsi que la partie II ci—aprés : 

ITbme PARTIE - DICPOSITIONS PARTICULIERES  

Art. I — Tableau ds Proeuits 

Produits Périodc de livraison Quantité ::aximale Valeur Maximal° 
(Ltur:e riscale Am¿ri—. approximative sur le marché 
Caine) (Tonnes .,étriz;ues) d'ex-ortation 

(allions de 
Dollars) 

BléParine de 31é 1978 
(sou:, fome de 
grains 

Eo.oco $ 8,8 

Mais/Sorgho 1976 25.000 S 2,4 

Total/Dollars 11,2 

Art. II — Modalitér de Paiement : Crédit en Dollars 

I. Paiement initial : 20 pour cent. 

2. Paiement pour l'utilisation du pays 

exportateur : néant. 

3. Nombre de versements : 19. 

4. nontant de cheque versement : en trenches 

annuelles 5. peu prbs égales. 

5. Date d'échéance du premier versehnent : 

deux ans aprbs la date de la dorni ,lre 

livraíson pour cheque année civile. 

(20 ans) 
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6. Tau x d'intéra du paiement initial : 2 pour cent. 

7. Taux d'intern des autres paiements : 3 pour cent. 

Art. III — Tableau des Achats Commerciaux Habituels  

Froduits Période d'Importation Achate Commerciaux 
(Ann,Ze Fiscale Américaine) Habituels Requis 

(Tonnes Métriques) 

Blé/Farine de Bid 1978 200.000 
(sur une base 
équivalente aux 
grains) 

Céréales pour 1978 36.000 
Hourriture de Bétail 

Art. IV — Limitation des 12=nortations  

A. La période limite des exportations sera l'année fiscale Aw.ricaine 197 0 

ou toute l'année fiscale Américaine subséquente durant laquelle les produits 

finances das le cadre de cot accord seront imports ou utilisés. 

B. Aux fins de l'Article III A4 de la Fartie I de l'Accord, les produits non 

exportables sont : pour le Ble/Parine de Bid Bid, farina de bid, flocons 

de bid, semoule, farine, bulgur (ou le Wdme produit différemment nomad) ; 

pour les Cérjales pour "Jourriture de Bétail mas, grains de sorgho, orge, 

avoine, sIgle, y compris aliments composés contenant ces males grains. 

Art. V — Mesures de,t.uto—Ascista,.ce  

A. Bans l'application ce ces mesures d'auto—assistance, l'accent sera mis 

tout particuliZ,rement sur la contribution directe au progrIls du développement 

dens les zones rurales pauvres et sur la participation active des pauvres 

dans l'accroissement de la production agricole par le d,:iveloppement de 

l'agriculture de petites exploitations. 

B. Le Gouvernement Tunisien convient de : 

I. Fournir une aide financiiSre dens les domaines suivants de la production 

agricole : 

a) Les inxtallations de recherchec et les laboratoires de "l'IAstitut 

des Grandes Cultures" au Kef. 
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b) Aider la Direction de l'Assistance aux Petits Exploitants, 

récemment créée au sein du Ministre de l'Agriculture. 

c) Crédits Agricoles aux petits acriculteurs (contribution locale du 

Couvernement Tunizien as nouveau projet). 

d) Renforcer les moyens des offices régionaux d'élevage du YdnistZlre de 

l'Agriculture afin d'assurer la vulgarisation acricole. 

e) Distribution de semences et aide sax petits ar.riculteurs et max 

petits éleveurs dens le centre et le sud tunirien pour qu'ils puissent 

faire face max effete de la sécheresse. 

2 — Fournir des fonds pour une assistance dens les domaines suivants de 

nutrition at de planning familial : 

a) " Comité "jational de Solidarité Sociale " - infrastructure pour la:: 

programmes pré—scolaires, y compris les Programmes Alimentaires d'Aide 

U la Elre et l'Enfant. 

b) Le Programme des Cantines Scolaires 

c) Programme d'auto—assistance dens les zones rurales pour la création 

de potagers pour lee écoles primaires. 

d) Améliorer les services intégrés de canté et de planning familial au 

profit des économiquesent faibles dans les zones rurales. 

e) introduction de concepts nutritionnels daca la politique et les pro— 

grammes nationaux de production alimentaire et l'assuraace que les 

activités ayant trait %). la nutrition soient convenablement intgrées 

dens les services de santé rurale. 

Art. VI - Buts de développement économique auxquels dolt are afrecté le  

montant des ventee revenant au pays importateur  

A. Le produit de ventee des marcnandises, financées dans le cadre de set 

Accord, revenant au pays importateur, servira pour le financement des mesures 

d'auto-assistance énoncées dans l'Art. V et pour le sestear agricole décrit 

dens le Plan Tunisien de Développement Économique, max fins des pro_lrammes de 

Planning Familial et de Eutrition. 
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B. Dana l'utilit'ation du produit des ventes aux fins précitées, l'accent 

sera mis tout particuliZ,rement sur l'amélioration directo des conditions 

de vie des norulations les plus pauvres dans le pays benéficiaire et de lour 

capacité h prendre part au développement de leur pays. 

EN POI DE QUOI, les resrésentants soussignés, dRment autorisés á cot effet, 

oat signé le pOsent accord. 

Fait á Tunis, le Vendredi 3 Février 1975, en deux exemplaires 

originauxj en langue anglaise et en langue fran9aise, les deux textcs faisant 

également foi. 

POUR LE GOUVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS 
D'AMERIQUE 

EDWARD W. MULCAHY 
ANBASSADM D2S ETATS—UNIS D'A=RIQUE 

A TUNIS 

unas 9727 

FOUR LE GOUVERNEMENT DE LA 
RE'PUBLIQUETUNISIENNE 

BRAHIM TURKI 
"SECRETAI;t:: D'ETAT AU :v.INIST:RE 
DES AFFAIRES ETRANGERES 



MULTILATERAL 

Atomic Energy: Supply of Uranium Enrichment Services 
for Nuclear Power Facility in Yugoslavia 

Agreement signed at Vienna June 14, 1974; 
Entered into force June 14, 1974. 
And amending agreement 
Effected by exchanges of notes 
Signed at Belgrade and Vienna February 26, 1980; 
Entered into force February 26, 1980. 
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I. SUPPLY AGREEMENT 

AGREEMENT FOR THE SUPPLY OF URANIUM ENRICHMENT 
SERVICES FOR A NUCLEAR POWER FACILITY IN THE 
SOCIALIST FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA 

WHEREAS the Government of the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia 
(hereinafter called "Yugoslavia"), desiring to have constructed a nuclear power station 
consisting of a pressurized-water reactor with a rated generating capacity of 632 MW(e), 
has requested the assistance of the International Atomic Energy Agency (hereinafter called 
the "Agency") in securing, among other things, the supply of uranium enrichment services 
for the reactor during its lifetime; 

WHEREAS Yugoslavia desires to obtain such services from the United States Atomic 
Energy Commission (hereinafter called the "Commission"); 

WHEREAS the Commission is willing to provide such services through the Agency, 
pursuant to the Agreement for Co-operation between the Agency and the Government of 
the United States of America. as amended (hereinafter called the "Co-operation 
Agreement"), [2] C*3 and under the terms and conditions particularly set forth in a long-term, 
fixed-commitment contract (hereinafter called t171-e-I'Long-ler-in 7-'ontract75, to be 
concluded between the Commission and Elektroprivreda Zagreb, Zagreb, and Sayske 
Elektrarne, Ljubljana (hereinafter jointly called the "Utility Group"); and 

WHEREAS the Board of Governors of the Agency approved the project on 13 June 1974, 
and the Agency and Yugoslavia are this day concluding an agreement for the provision by 
the Agency of the assistance requested by Yugoslavia (hereinafter called the "Project 
Agreement") [3I; [**] 

NOW, THEREFORE, the Agency, the Commission acting on behalf of the Government 
of the United States of America, and the Federal Administration for International 
Scientific, Educational, Cultural and Technical Co-operation acting on behalf of 
Yugoslavia hereby agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

Supply of Uranium Enrichment Services through Long-Term, 
Fixed-Commitment Contract  

1. Subject to the provisions of the Co-operation Agreement, the Commission shall 
furnish to the Agency for Yugoslavia and the Utility Group shall purchase, during the 
period of this Agreement, certain uranium enrichment services in connection with the 
operation of the Nuclear Power Plant Krgko, located near Krgko in the Socialist Republic 
of Slovenia, and jointly owned and operated by the Utility Group. 

2. The particular terms and conditions, including charges and advance payment, for the 
supply of such enrichment services shall be specified in the Long-Term Contract in 
implementation of this Agreement. 

[2] Reproduced in document INFCIRC/5, part III, as amended by the agreement reproduced 
in document INFCIRC/5/Mod. 1. 

Part II of this document. [3] 

*Signed May 11, 1959. TIAS 4291, 7852; 10 UST 1424; 25 UST 1199. [Footnote 
added by the Department of State.] 
**Not printed herein. [Footnote added by the Department of State.] 
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ARTICLE II 

Payment  

It is recognized that in extending its assistance for the project the Agency is not 
hereunder providing any guarantees or assuming any financial responsibility in connection 
with the supply of enrichment services by the Commission to the Utility Group through the 
Agency and Yugoslavia. 

ARTICLE III 

Delivery - Title  

1. All arrangements for the export from the United States of America of material 
delivered by the Commission to the Utility Group for Yugoslavia shall be the responsibility 
of the Utility Group, provided that the Government of the United States of America shall 
take all appropriate steps to facilitate the issuance of any required licences or permits. 
Prior to the export of such material. Yugoslavia shall notify the Agency of the amount 
thereof and of the date and method of shipment. At such time as the material leaves the 
jurisdiction of the United States of America, title thereto shall pass from the Utility Group 
to Yugoslavia for the Agency and shall thereafter immediately and instantaneously pass 
back through Yugoslavia to the Utility Group. 

2. All material delivered or returned to the Commission hereunder and pursuant to the 
provisions of the Long-Term Contract shall be delivered to the Commission, at the 
Commission facility or facilities to be designated by the Commission in accordance with 
the Long-Term Contract, Title to such material shall pass to the Commission upon 
delivery at such facility or facilities. 

ARTICLE IV 

Responsibility 

1. Neither the Government of the United States of America, nor the Commission, nor 
any person acting on behalf of the Commission shall bear any responsibility for the safe 
handling and the use of the material supplied pursuant to Article I. 

2. Neither the Agency nor any person acting on its behalf shall at any time bear any 
responsibility towards Yugoslavia or any person claiming through Yugoslavia for the 
safe handling and the use of such material. 

ARTICLE 

Termination - Suspension - Amendment 

1, In the event of termination or suspension of the Long-Term Contract as provided for 
thereunder, the Commission and the Utility Group through Yugoslavia shall jointly notify 
the Agency of the date on which such termination or suspension is effective. This 
Agreement shall be terminated or suspended as provided in such notice. It is agreed 
by the Agency and Yugoslavia that any such termination or suspension shall be without 
prejudice to the implementation of the rights and responsibilities of the Agency under the 
Project Agreement. 
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2. In the event the Long-Term Contract is amended as provided for thereunder, the 
Commission and the Utility Group through Yugoslavia shall, by a written notice to the 
Agency, notify the Agency of the proposed amendment or amendments. At the request of 
any party to this Agreement, the parties shall consult each other on corresponding 
amendments to this Agreement as appropriate. 

ARTICLE VI 

Settlement of Disputes  

1. Any dispute arising out of the interpretation or application of this Agreement, which 
is not settled by negotiation or as may otherwise be agreed by the parties concerned, shall 
on the request of any party to this Agreement be submitted to an arbitral tribunal composed 
as follows: 

(a) If the dispute involves only two of the parties to this Agreement, all 
three parties agreeing that the third is not concerned, the two parties 
involved shall each designate one arbitrator, and the two arbitrators 
so designated shall elect a third, who shall be the Chairman. If 
within thirty (30) days of the request for arbitration either party has 
not designated an arbitrator, either party to the dispute may request 
the President of the International Court of Justice to appoint an 
arbitrator, The same procedure shall apply if, within thirty (30) 
days of the designation or appointment of the second arbitrator, the 
third arbitrator has not been elected. 

(b) If the dispute involves all three parties to this Agreement, each party 
shall designate one arbitrator, and the three arbitrators so designated 
shall by unanimous decision elect a fourth arbitrator, who shall be the 
Chairman, and a fifth arbitrator. If within thirty (30) days of the 
request for arbitration any party has not designated an arbitúator, 
any party may request the President of the International Court of 
Justice to appoint the necessary number of arbitrators. The same 
procedure shall apply if, within thirty (30) days of the designation 
or appointment of the third of the first three arbitrators, the Chairman 
or the fifth arbitrator has not been elected. 

A majority of the members of the arbitral tribunal shall constitute a quorum, and all 
decisions shall be made by majority vote. The arbitral procedure shall be established 
by the tribunal whose decisions, including all rulings concerning its constitution, procedure, 
jurisdiction and the division of the expenses of arbitration between the parties, shall be 
final and binding on all parties. The remuneration of the arbitrators shall be determined 
on the same basis as that of ad hoc judges of the International Court of Justice. 

2. The provisions of this Article shall not apply to any dispute arising out of the inter-
pretation or implementation of the Long-Term Contract. 

ARTICLE VII 

Entry into Force - Duration 

This Agreement shall enter into force upon signature by or for the Director General 
of the Agency and by the authorized representatives of the Commission and of Yugoslavia 
in accordance with the constitutional requirements of Yugoslavia, and shall remain in 
force for the period of the Long-Term Contract or for a period of thirty three (33) years, 
whichever is greater, provided that the period of this Agreement shall in no event extend 
beyond the period during which the Co-operation Agreement is in force. 
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ARTICLE VIII 

Agreement for Co-operation  

This Agreement, as well as the Long-Term Contract, shall be subject to and in 
accordance with the Co-operation Agreement, as it may be amended. 

DONE in Vienna, on the fourteenth day of June 1974, in triplicate in the English 
language. 

For the INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY: 

(signed) Sigvard Eklund 

For the UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION on behalf of the 
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

(signed) William O. Doub 

For the FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION FOR INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC, 
EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL AND TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION 

on behalf of the GOVERNMENT OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERATIVE 
REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA: 

(signed) Oto Denes 
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[AMENDING AGREEMENT] 

No. 15 

The Embassy of the United States of America presents its compli-
ments to the Federal Secretariat for Foreign Affairs of the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and has the, honor to refer to the 
"Supply Agreement" concluded on June 14, 1974 between the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency and the Governments of the United 
States of America and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 
the text of which is set forth in document INFCIRC/213 (Part 1) , and 
to the corresponding "Project Agreement" concluded on the same date 
between the Agency and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. 

While the aforementioned documents do not provide for the transfer 
of nuclear material other than nuclear fuel for the Krsko nuclear 
power plant, it is recognized that neutron detectors and possibly other 
instrumentation containing small quantities of nuclear material will 
also be required for safe operation of the plant. Accordingly, it is 
proposed that the "Supply Agreement" and "Project Agreement" be 
amended hereby to include the supply from the United States to 
Yugoslavia of up to one (1) gram of special nuclear material, including 
highly enriched uranium, contained in instrumentation for use at or in 
connection with the Krsko nuclear power plant. It is understood that 
any such instruments be used exclusively at the Krsko nuclear power 
plant and shall be provided to Yugoslavia in accordance with a con-
tract between the utility group, as defined in the "Supply Agreement," 
and an appropriate entity in the United States. 
The foregoing proposal has been made in identical terms to the 

Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and to 
the International Atomic Energy Agency. If the Government of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the Agency concur, it 
is suggested that this note and the United States note to the Agency 
together with the replies in that sense by the Government of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and by the Agency be re-
garded as constituting an Amendment to the "Supply Agreement" and 
to the "Project Agreement" referred to above. 
The Embassy of the United States of America avails itself of this 

opportunity to renew to the Federal Secretariat for Foreign Affairs 
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia the assurances of its 
highest consideration. 

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BELGRADE, February 26, 1980. 
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high consideratio 

The Federal Secretariat for Foreign Affairs 

of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 

presents its compliments to the Embassy of the United 

States of America and has the honour to refer to the 

Embassy's Mote ofFUgu,seY 2k .W." which sets forth certain 

understandings providing for the transfer of up to 

one /1/ gram of special nuclear material, including 

highly enriched uranium, contained in instrumentation 

for use at or in connection with the Krkko Nuclear 

Power Plant. 

The Government of the Socialist Federal 

Republic of Yugoslavia takes this opportunity to 

confirm its concurrence in all the understandings set 

forth in the Embassy's Note of 7fr-gaWY.t:JW 

The Federal Secretariat for Foreign Affairs 

avails itself of this opponvnity to renew to the Embassy 

of the United States oe he assurances of its 
• 

• 
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The United States Mission presents its compliments to 

the Director General of the International Atomic Energy 

Agency and has the honor to refer to the "Supply Agreement" 

concluded on June 14, 1974 between the International 

Atomic Energy Agency and the Governments of the United 

States of America and the Socialist Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia, the text of which is set forth in document 

INFCIRC/213 (Part I), and to the corresponding "Project 

Agreement" concluded on the same date between the Agency 

and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. 

While the aforementioned documents do not provide for 

the transfer of nuclear material other than nuclear fuel 

for the KRSKO nuclear power plant, it is recognized that 

neutron detectors and possibly other instrumentation 

containing small quantities of nuclear material will also 

be required for safe operation of the plant. Accordingly, 

it is proposed that the "Supply Agree.lent" be amended hereby 

to include the supply from the United States to Yugoslavia 

of up to one (1) gram of special nuclear material, including 

highly enriched uranium, contained in instrumentation for 

use at or in connection with the KRSKO nuclear power plant. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency 

February 26, 1980 
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It is understood that any such instruments shall be used 

exclusively at the KRSKO nuclear power plant and shall be 

provided to Yugoslavia in accordance with a contract 

between the Utility Group, as defined in the Supply 

Agreement, and an appropriate entity in the United States, 

The foregoing proposal has been made in identical 

terms to the Government of the Socialist Federal Republic 

of Yugoslavia and to the International Atomic Energy Agency. 

If the Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia and the Agency concur, it is suggested that this 

note and the U.S. note to the Socialist Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia together with the replies in that sense by the 

Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 

and by the Agency be regarded as constituting an amendment 

to the "Supply Agreement" and to the "Project Agreement" 

referred to above. 

The United States Mission avails itself of this 

opportunity to renew to the Director General of the 

International Atomic Energy Agency the assurances of its 

highest consideration. 
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INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY 
AGENCE INTERNATIONALE DE L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE 
MOKAYHAPOILHOE Al-EH/TIRO II0 ATOMHOI 3HEP1-1411 
ORGANISMO INTERNACIONAL DE ENERGIA ATOMICA 

WAGRAMERSTRASSE 5, P.O. BOX 100, A.1400 VIENNA, AUSTRIA, TELEX: 1-12645, CABLE: INATOM VIENNA, TELEPHONE: 2360 

IN REPLY PLEASE REFER TO: 
MERE DE RAPPELER LA REFERENCE: 

L/304 —700 — 8 

The Secretariat of the International Atomic Energy Agency presents 

its compliments to the Permanent Mission of the United States of America 

and has the honour to acknowledge receipt of the Missionts note of 

26 February 1980, which sets forth certain understandings providing for 

the transfer of up to one (1) gram of special nuclear material, including 

highly enriched uranium, contained in instrumentation for use at or in 

connection with the Risk° Nuclear Power Plant. 

Alter appropriate consultation with the Government of the Socialist 

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the Secretariat of the International 

Atomic Energy Agency takes this opportunity to confirm its concurrence in 

all the understandings set forth in the note from the United States Missim 

referred to above. 

The Secretariat of the International Atomic Energy Agency avails 

itself of this opportunity to renew to the United States Mission the 

assurances of its highest consideration. 

Vie 

Permanent Mission of the 
United States of America 
to the IAA 
Vienna 

980 
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

Status of United States Forces: Educational Program 

Administrative agreement effected by exchange of notes 
Dated at Bonn November 23 and December 28, 1979; 
Entered into force January 1, 1980. 
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The American Embassy to the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

No. 432 

The Embassy of the United States of America 

presents its compliments to the Auswaertiges Amt 

of the Federal Republic of Germany and has the honor 

to refer to the following proposal with reference 

to paragraph 4 of Article 71 of the Supplementary. 

Agreement to the NATO Status of Forces Agreement[] 

In order to afford the members of the United 

States Forces credit, nondegree.producing academic 

instruction and military related skill training as 

well as an "English as a second language" course for 

those military personnel who have not had English as a 

primary language, the Government of the United States 

of America proposes to the Government of the Federal 

Republic of Germany that an administrative agreement 

under paragraph 4, Article 71 of the Supplementary 

Agreement to the NATO Status of Forces Agreement be 

concluded which shall have the following text: 

1. The "Temple University, Philadelphia 

Pennsylvania" which provides educational 

opportunities for the members of the United 

States Forces stationed in the Federal Republic 

of Germany, will be accorded the same treatment 

as the organizations listed in paragraph 3 of the 

Section in the Protocol of Signature referring 

to Article 71 of the Supplementary Agreement 

to the NATO Status of Forces Agreement. The 

addition of this educational program, initiated 

Signed Aug. 3, 1959. TIAS 5351; 14 UST 621. 
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at the request of United States Forces' 

personnel, has contributed to meeting the 

objectives of an all-volunteer military force. 

Educational institutions already receiving 

treatment as the organizations listed in paragraph 3 

of the Section in the Protocol of Signature 

referring to Article 71 of the Supplementary 

Agreement to the NATO Status of Forces Agreement 

are unable to offer the mentioned programs 

in their curricula in terms which would be the 

best overall and most advantageous to the United 

States Government. 

2. The organization specified in this note 

is necessary to meet the military requirements 

in the United States Forces stationed in the 

Federal Republic of Germany. It operates under 

the general direction and supervision of these 

Forces. 

3. Subject to paragraph 6 of Article 71 of the 

Supplementary Agreement to the NATO Status of 

Forces Agreement, employees exclusively in the 

service of the "Temple University" shall be deemed 

to be, and treated as, members of the civilian 

component, and the dependents of such employees 

shall be deemed to be and treated as, dependents 

of such members. 

4. The "Temple University" shall not be cunsidered 

to be an integral part of the Forces within the 

meaning of paragraph 7, Article 41 of the 

Supplementary Agreement to the NATO Status of 

Forces Agreement, and for the purpose of the 
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settlement of damage claims shall not enjoy 

exemption from German jurisdiction. Vehicles 

operated by "Temple University" shall be deemed 

to be service vehicles within the meaning of 

subparagraph (C) to paragraph 2 and 

paragraph 11, Article XI and paragraph 4, 

Article XIII of the NATO Status of Forces 

Agreement. 

5. The Embassy will inform the Auswaertiges 

Amt of the location in the Federal Republic 

of Germany of the offices of the "Temple 

University" as well as of the identity of 

those persons employed by that establishment. 

6. The Administrative Agreement shall enter 

into force on the day after receipt by the 

United States Embassy of the reply note confirming 

agreement from the Auswaertiges Amt. [1] 

If the Government of the Federal Republic of 

Germany agrees to the proposals listed under 

Numbers 1 - 6, the Embassy proposes that this 

Note and a Note confirming the agreement 

of the Federal Republic thereto shall constitute 

an Administrative Agreement within the meaning 

of paragraph 4 of Article 71 of the Supplementary 

Agreement to the NATO Status of Forces Agreement 

betWeen the Government of the United States of 

America and the Government of the Federal Republic 

of Germany. 

1 Jan. 1, 1980. 
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The Embassy of the United States of America 

avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the 

Auswaertiges Amt the assurances of its highest 

consideration. 

Embassy of the United States of America 

Bonn, November 23, 1979 
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The, Gernwn Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy 
AUSWARTIG ES AMT 

514-554.60/1 

Verbalnote 

Das Auswártige Amt beehrt sich, den Empfang der Ver-

balnote der Botschaft der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika 

Nr. 432 vom 23. November 1979 zu bestátigen, mit welcher 

die Regierung der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika vorschlágt, 

em n Verwaltungsabkommen nach Artike]. 71 Absatz 4 des Zusatz-

abkommens zum NATO-Truppenstatut zu schlieBen, das folgenden 

Wortlaut haben soil: 

1. Der "Temple University", die den Mitgliedern der in 

der Bundesrepublik Deutschland stationierten Streitkráfte der 

Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika Bildungsmüglichkeitentietet, 

wird dieselbe Behandlung gewáhrt werden wie den Organisationen, 

die in Absatz 3 des sick auf Artíkel 71 des Zusatzabkommens 

zum NATO-Truppenstatut beziehenden Abschnitts des Unterzeich-

nungsprotokolls aufgeführt sind. 

Die Rinzufügung dieses Bildungsprogramms, die auf Wunsch 

von Mitgliedern der amerikanischen Streitkráfte erfolgt, trágt 

dazu bel, die Aufgaben einer nur aus Freiwilligen bestehenden 

militárischen Streitkragvzu erfüllen. Bildungsanstalten, die 

bereits ala Organisation gemáB des einschlágigen Abschnitts 

des Absatzes 3 des Unterzeichnungsprotokolls zu Artikel 71 

des Zusatzabkommens zum NATO-Truppenstatut behandelt werden, 

sind nicht in der Lage, die oben erwáhnten Kurse in ihren Lehr-

programmen in solcher Art anzubieten, daB sie gleichzeitig den 

hüchsten Ansprüchen entsprechen und am vorteilkaftesten für die 

An die 
Botschaft der 
Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika 
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Regierung der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika sein würden. 

2. Die vorgenannte Organisation jet für die Befriedigung 

der militárischen Bedürfnisse der in der Bundesrepublik Deutsch-

land stationierten amerikanischen Streitkráfte erforderlich. 

Sie arbeitet mach den Richtlinien der amerikanischen Truppe 

und untersteht deren Dienstaufsicht. 

3. Die ausschlieBlich in Dienste der "Temple University" 
stehenden Angestellten sind, unbeschadet des Artikels 71 Ab-

satz 6 des Zusatzabkommens sun NATO-Truppenstatut wie Mit-

glieder des zivilen Gefolges und die Angeh6rigen dieser Ange-

stellten wie Angehárige von Mitgliedern des zivilen Gefolges 

anzusehen und su behandeln. 

4. Die "Temple University" gilt nicht ale Bestandteil 

der Truppe in Sinne von Artikel 41 Absatz 7 des Zusatzabkommens 

zum NATO-Truppenstatut und ist in bezug auf die Abgeltung von 

Scháden nicht von der deutschen Gerichtsbarkeit befreit. Land-

fahrzeuge, die von ihr betrieben werden, werden ale Dienst-

fahrzeuge in Sinne des Artikels XT Absatz 2 Buchstabe C und 

Absatz 11 sowie des Artikels XIII Absatz 4 des NATO-Truppen, 

statuts angesehen. 

5. Die Botschaft wird den Auswártigen Amt die Orte in 
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, in denen die Zweigstellen 

der "Temple University" ihren Sitz haben werden, sowie die 

Personalien der bel dieser Einrichtung bescháftigten Personen 

mitteilen. 

6. Dieses Yerwaltungsabkommen tritt am Tage nach den 

Eingang der Antwortnote des Auswártigen Antes bel der Botschaft 

der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika in Kraft. 
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Das Auswártige Amt beehrt sioh, der Botschaft der 

Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika mitzuteilen, daB sich die 

Regierung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland mit dem Vorschlag -

der Regierung der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika einver-

standen erklárt. DemgemáB bilden die Verbalnote der Botschaft 

der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika Nr. 432 vom 23. November 

1979 und diese Antwortnote em n Verwaltungsabkommen in Sinne 
des Artikels 71 Absatz 4 des Zusatzabkommens zum NATO-Truppen-

statut zwischen der Regierung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 

und der Regierung der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika. 

Das Auswártige Amt benutzt diesen AnlaB, die Botschaft 

der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika erneut seiner ausgezeich-

neten Hochachtung zu versichern. 

Bonn, den 28. Dezember 1979 
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TRANSLATION 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

514-554.60/i 

Note Verbale  

The Answgrtige Amt has the honor to acknowledge receipt of the note 

verbale of the Embassy of the United States of America No. 432 of November 

23, 1979, in which the Government of the United States of America proposes 

that an administrative agreement under paragraph 4, Article 71 of the 

Supplementary Agreement to the NATO Status of Forces Agreement be con-

cluded, which shall have the following text: 

(For the English language text, see pp.784-787.] . 

The Auswgrtige Amt has the honor to inform the Embassy of the United 

States of America that the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany 

accepts the proposal of the Government of the United States of America. 

Consequently, the note verbale of the Elehassy of the United States of 

America No. 432 of November 23, 1979 and this reply shall constitute an 

administrative agreement under paragraph 4, of Article 71 of the Supple-

mentary Agreement to the NATO Status of Forces Agreement between the 

Government of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Government of the 

United States of America. 

The Auswgrtige Amt avails itself of this occasion to renew to the 

EMbassy of the United States of America the assurances of its very high 

consideration. 

The Enbassy of the 

United States of America 

Bonn, December 28, 1979 

[22AL] 
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DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

Agricultural Commodities 

Agreement stgned at Santo Domingo January 3, 1980; 
Entered into force January 3, 1980. 
With memorandum of understanding. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES 
QF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

FOR THE SALE OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES 

The Government of the United States of America and the Government of 

the Dominican Republic agree to the sale of Agricultural Commodities 

specified below. This agreement shall consist of the preamble and parts 

I and III of the Agreement signed September 28, 1977, [I] together with the 

following part II: 

PART II. PARTICULAR PROVISIONS  

ITEM I. COMMODITY TABLE:  

SUPPLY PERIOD APPROXIMATE MAXIMUM EX-
(UNITED STATES MAXIMUM PORT MARKET 
FISCAL YEAR) QUANTITY (ME- VALUE (MIL - 

COMMODITY TRIC TONS) LION) 

Wheat/Wheat flour (Wheat 
Basis) 1980 40,000 US$ 6.7 

Corn/Sorghum 1980 36,000 4.3 

Soybean/Cotton-seed oil 1980 5,000 4.0 

TOTAL US$15.0 

ITEM II. PAYMENT TERMS: DOLLAR CREDIT (DC)  

A. Initial Payment - None 

B. Currency Use Payment - None 

C. Number of Installment Payments - Nineteen (19) 

D. Amount of each installment payment - approximately equal 
annual amounts. 

E. Due date of First Installment Payment - TWO (2) years af-
ter the date of last delivery of commodities in each ca-
lendar year. 

F. Initial interest rate - Two (2) percent. 

G. Continuing interest rate - Three (3) percent. 

TIAS 8944 , 29 UST. 
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IT III. USUAL MARKETING TABLE 

COMMODITY 

IMPORT PERIOD USUAL MARKETING 
(UNITED STATES REQUIREMENT 
FISCAL YEAR) 

Wheat/Wheat Flour (Wheat 
basis) 1980 127,900 Metric Tons 

Feed Grains 1980 73,000 Metric Tons 

Edible Vegetable Oil and/or 33,200 Metric Tons of 
Bearing Seeds (Oil Equiva- which at least 26,500 
lent Basis) 1980 M. T. shall be imported 

from the United States 

IT IV EXPORT LIMITATIONS: 

A. EXPORT LIMITATION PERIOD:  

The export limitation period shall be United States Fiscal Year 1980, or 

any subsequent United States Fiscal Year During which commodities finan-

ced under this agreement are being imported or utilized. 

B. COMMODITIES TO WHICH EXPORT LIMITATIONS APPLY:  

For the purposes of Part I, Article III-A (4) of this Agreement, the Com-

modities which mav not be exported are: For wheat/Wheat Flour - Wheat, 

Wheat Flour, Rolled Wheat, Semolina, Farina, and Bulgur (or the same pro-

ducts under a different name; for Corn/Sorghum - Corn, Cornmeal, Barley, 

Grain Sorghum, Rye, Oats, and any other feed grains, including mixed feeds 

containing predominantly such grains, and for Soybean/cotton-seed oil - 

all edible vegetable oils, including peanut oil, soybean oil, cotton-seed 

oil, rapeseed oil, sunflower oil, sesame oil, and any other edible vegeta-

ble oil or oil bearing seeds from which these oils are produced. 

ITEM V SELF-HELP MEASURES:  

A. In implementing these self-help measures specific emphasis will be 
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placed on contributing directly to hurricane reconstruction efforts and 

development progress in poor rural areas and on enabling the poor to 

participate actively in increasing agricultural production through small 

farm agriculture. 

B. The Government of the Dominican Republic (GGDR) agrees to undertake 

the following programs and in doing so to provide adequate financial, 

technical and managerial resources for their ixtglementation; 

1. Continue efforts to restore and expan, food crop production 

with special emphasis on programs assisting smal: farmers to improve 

their agricultural productivity. As part of this effort, the GODR will. 

a) Continue the activities and programs of the Agricultural 

Bank, working with U.S. A.I.D. and the Interamerican Development Bank, to 

increase the availability of credit for small farmers and farmer associa-

tions. Efforts will also be made to increase their access to farm inputs 

including seed, fertilizer, pesticides, and hand tools. 

b) Expand and improve training programs and extension services 

for small farmers and farmer associations. Emphasis shall be placed on 

encouraging the adoption of high yielding varieties of food crops and mo-

dern cultivation and production techniques. 

c) Implement programs to reconstruct and expand rural agricul-

tural storage facilities with emphasis on reducing post-harvest spoilage 

and thereby improving income returns to small scale producers. 

d) Continue efforts to reconstruct and upgrade the rural trans-

portation network. Special emphasis shall be placed on construction pro-

grams to expand rural feeder roads. 

e) Implement programs to reconstruct ponds, small dams, and 

small scale irrigation facilities and to upgrade existing facilities to 
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improve their operating efficiency. Efforts will be made to improve 

management of irrigation facilities, including providing training in 

water resource management to concerned officials. 

f) Continue review of the operations of the Dominican 

Price Stabilization Institute (INESPRE) to insure that small-scale 

producers are benefiting to the maximum possible extent from price sup-

port programs. 

2. Continue programs designed to eradicate african swine fever, 

including activities in pig eradication, farmer compensation, and repo - 

pulation. 

3. Continue programs designed to assist home repair and recons-

truction in the disaster areas. 

4. Upgrade rudimentary health services offered to the rural poor 

population through the Secretariat of Health. Special emphasis will be 

placed on and budget support provided for:. 

a) Inoculation against prevailing contagious diseases; 

la) Family Planning services; 

c) Reconstruction or repair of rural clinics and health 

posts; 

5. Support programs in regional development and planning; 

6. Support programs in rural education. 

ITEM VI. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES FOR WHICH PROCEEDS ACCRUING TO  
IMPORTING COUNTRY ARE TO BE USED:  

A. The proceeds accruing to die importing country from the sale of 

commodities financed under this agreement will be programmed jointly by 

the Government of the Dominican Republic and the Agency for Internatio-

nal Development and used for financing the self-help measures set forth 
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in Item V above, and other expenditures in the Agriculture and Public 

Health Sectors. 

B. In the use of proceeds for these purposes, emphasis will be 

placed on directly improving the lives of the poorest of the reci— 

pient country's people and their capacity to participate in the deve— 

lopment of their country. 

ITEM VII. This Agreement is prepared in both English and Spanish. 

In the event of ambiguity or conflict between the two versions, the 

English language version will control. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective representatives, duly authorized 

for the purpose, have signed the present Agreement. 

DONE at Santo Domingo, in duplicate, the 3rd. day of January, 1980. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE DOMINICAN FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED 
REPUBLIC: STATES OF AMERICA: 

BY: 

TITLE: r dent TITLE: Ambassador 

DATE: January 3, 1980 DATE: January 3, 1980 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING  

TO ESTABLISH THE OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES POR THE USE OF THE 

PROCEEDS GENERATED UNDER THE PL-480 TITLE Ir.] AGREEMENT OF 1980  

Memorandum of Understanding dated January 3 , 19 80, between the 

Government of the Dominican Republic (Importing Country) and the United States 

of America (Exporting Country). 

The purpose of this Memorandum is to set out the understandings between 

the Importing Country and the Exporting Country concerning the relationships 

and responsibilities of the different agencies of the Importing Country in-

volved in the import and sale of commodities as well as in programming, use 

and control of the proceeds generated under the PL-480 Agreement executed 

on September 28, 1977, amended on this date (The Agreement) and executed to-

gether with this Memorandum of Understanding. 

The Importing and Exporting Countries, therefore, agree to the following: 

A. The Instituto Nacional de Estabilización de Precios (INESPRE) will 

deposit through Commercial Banks all proceeds from the sale or disposition of 

the commodities under this Agreement in the Special Peso Account established 

in the Central Bank of the Importing Country the next working day following 

the sale or disposition of the commodities but in no case later than 60 days 

after the arrival of the commodities to the importing Country. Any extension 

of such period must be approved in writing by the parties to this Memorandum. 

B. INESPRE will inform the Secretariat of State for Finance, the Central 

Bank and the Agency for International Development (A.I.D.) in writing of the 

arrival dates and the disposition of the commodities, and the dates of deposit 

1 68 Stat. 455, 7 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq. 
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in the Central Bank through the Commercial Banks, of the proceeds from the 

sale of the commodities. This information will be in the form of a monthly 

report which will include but not be limited to the following documentation: 

bill of lading, consular invoice and supplier's invoice. 

C. The Central Bank will inform the Secretariat of State for Finance, 

the Technical Secretariat of the Presidency of the importing Country and 

A.I.D. of all deposits of the proceeds from the sale of commodities and will 

submit any financial information that A.I.D. might reasonably request. 

D. 1. The Technical Secretariat of the Presidency of the Importing 

Country, jointly with A.I.D. will plan and program the use of the proceeds 

generated under the Agreement. Therefore, in accordance with the terms of 

Part II, Item VI of the Agreement, it is understood that the Technical 

Secretariat of the Presidency of the Importing Country will plan and program 

the use of the proceeds generated under the Agreement and will submit such 

plan and program for A.I.D. consideration and acceptance. Subsequently and 

prior to disbursement of the proceeds generated from the sale of the com-

modities, the Technical Secretariat of the Presidency will submit for A.I.D. 

acceptance, a detailed plan of each subproject to be financed with the pro-

ceeds generated under this Agreement. 

2. In addition, by December 15 of each calendar year, the Technical 

Secretariat of the Presidency will furnish to A.I.D. a detailed report of the 

progress the Government of the importing Country is making in carrying out 

the self-help measures described in Part II, Item V of this Agreement. The 

Technical Secretariat will also submit to A.I.D. quarterly compliance reports, 

end-of-project reports for each subproject, as well as any other reports that 

A.I.D. may reasonably request. 
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E. Once a subproject has been approved for financing under the Agree-

went, A.I.D. must give its consent to all disbursements for the project. 

P. The Importing Country will. 

1. Furnish A.I.D. such information and reports relating to this 

Agreement as A.I.D. may reasonably request. 

2. Maintain or cause to be maintained, in accordance with general-

ly accepted accounting principles and practices consistently applied, books 

and records relating to this Agreement. Such Books and records will be 

audited regularly, in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards 

and maintained for three years after the date of arrival of the commodity, or 

after the last disbursement of proceeds by the Central Bank, whichever occurs 

later. 

3. Afford authorized representatives of any party to this Memoran-

dum of Understanding the opportunity at all reasonable times to inspect the 

project sites financed with the proceeds, and all books, records, and other 

documents relating to this Memorandum of Understanding and the Agreement. 

G. To assist the Importing Country in the implementation of the Agree-

ment, the Exporting Country may, from time to time, issue Operational Letters 

that will furnish additional information about matters stated in the Agree-

ment and this Memorandum of Understanding. The parties may also use jointly 

agreed-upon Operational Letters to confirm and record their mutual understand-

ing on aspects of the implementation of the Agreement. Operational Letters 

will not be used to amend the text of the Agreement, but can be used to record 

revisions or exceptions which are permitted by the Agreement. 

H. At such intervals as any party might deem appropriate, but not less 
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than every six months, all 'parties involved in the Agreement and this Memo-

.randum of Understanding will meet to review its accomplishments. This will 

include the review of the general program and the projects. 

I. This Memorandum of Understanding forms an integral part of the 

Agreement. 

J. This Memorandum of Understanding is written in both English and 

Spanish. In the event of ambiguity or conflict between the two versions, 

the English language version will control. In any case, the Agreement and 

the Memorandum of Understanding will be signed in both languages. 

For all purposes relevant to this Memorandum the Importing Country 

will be represented by the individual holding or acting in the office of the 

Technical Secretariat of the Presidency and by the individual holding or 

acting in the office of the Secretary of State for Finance; INESPRE will be 

represented by the individual holding or acting in the office of the Director 

of INESPRE; and the Central Bank will be represented by the individual hold-

ing or acting in the office of the Governor of the Central Bank. The Export-

ing Country will be represented by the individual holding or acting in the 

Office of the Director, U.S.A.I.D. Mission to the Dominican Republic. Each 

representative named above, may designate additional representatives for all 

purposes related to this Memorandum of Understanding. The names of the re-

presentatives of the above Importing Country institutions, with specimen sig-

nature will be provided to A.I.D., which may accept as duly authorized any 

instrument signed by such representatives in implementation of the Agreement 

and this Memorandum, until receipt of written <notice of revocation of their 

authority. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned each acting on behalf of its res-

pective Agency, have caused this Memorandum to be signed in five (5) orig-

inals on this date of January 3, 1980. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE DOMINICAN 
REPUBLIC: 

Dr. hilip . Schwa 
Secre Direc r, U.S.A.I.D. Mission to 

the Dominican Republic 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA: 

Lie. Edgardo Fernández P. 
Governor of the Central p#n 
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ACUERDO ENTRE EL GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA 

Y EL GOBIERNO DE LA REPUBLICA DOMINICANA  

PARA LA VENTA DE PRODUCTOS AGRICOLAS  

El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de América y el Gobierno de la 

República Dominicana acuerdan la venta de los productos agrícolas es— 

pecificados más abajo. Este Acuerdo consistirá del Preámbulo y Partes 

I y III del Acuerdo suscrito el 28 de septiembre de 1977, conjuntamen— 

te con la siguiente Parte II. 

PARTE II — DISPOSICIONES ESPECIALES  

Punto I — Tabla de Productos  

Período Entrega Cantidad MI— Valor Máximo 
(Afio Fiscal de xima Apróxi— en Mercado de 
los Estados Uni— macla (Tone— Exportación 

Producto dos) ladas Metr.) (Millones) 

Trigo/Harina 
de Trigo (ba— 
se de trigo) 1980 40,000 

Maíz/Sorgo 1980 36,000 

US$ 6.7 

4.3 

Aceite de So— 
ya/Semilla de 
Algodón 1980 5,000 4.0 

TOTAL US$15.0 

Punto II — Condiciones de Pago Crédito en dólares (C.D.)  

A. Pago Inicial Ninguno 

B. Pago en Fondos de Contrapartida Ninguno 

C. Nalero de Pagos a Plazos Diez y nueve (19) 

D. Cantidad de Cada Pago a Plazo Aproximadamente igua— 

les cantidades anuales. 
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E. Fecha de Vencimiento del Primer 

Pago a Plazos 

F. Tasa Inicial de Interés 

G. Tasa Contínua de Interés 

Dos (2) años a partir de la 

fecha de la última entrega 

de productos en cada año ca-

lendario. 

Dos (2) por ciento 

Tres (3) por ciento. 

Punto III - Cuadro para CJras Normales en Mercados Comerciales  

Período Entrega 
(Año Fiscal de Requerimientos Normales 

Producto los EE.UU.) de Mercadeo 

Trigo/Harina de Trigo 
(Base de Trigo) 

Granos para Alimentación 
de Animales 

Aceite Vegetal Comestible 
y/o Semillas Portadoras de 
Aceite (Base equivalente de 
Aceite) 

1980 127,900 toneladas métri-
cas. 

1980 
73,000 toneladas métri-

cas. 

33,200 toneladas métricas 
de las cuales por lo me-
nos 26,500 toneladas me-

1980 tricas serán importadas 
desde los Estados Unidos. 

Punto IV - Limitación de Exportación  

A. Período de Limitación de Exportaciones  

El periodo de limitación de exportaciones será el año fis-

cal 1980 de los Estados Unidos o cualquier año fiscal de los Estados Uni-

dos subsiguiente en el cual los productos financiados bajo este Acuerdo 

estén siendo importados o utilizados. 
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B. Productos a los cuales se aplican las limitaciones de Ex-

portacido 

Para los fines de la Parte I, Articulo III (A) (4) de es-

te Acuerdo, los productos que no podrán ser exportados son: para Trigo/ 

harina de trigo - trigo, harina de trigo, copo de trigo, semolina y fécu-

la y "bulgur" (o los mismos productos ba3o distintos nombres); para maíz/ 

sorgo - maíz, harina de maíz, cebada, sorgo en grano, centeno, avena y 

cualquier otro grano para alimentación de animales, incluyendo alimentos 

mezclados conteniendo predominantemente tales granos; y para aceite de 

soya/semilla de algodón - todos los aceites vegetales comestibles, inclu-

yendo aceite de maní, aceite de soya, aceite de semilla de algodón, acei-

te de semilla de nabo silvestre, aceite de semilla de girasol, aceite 'de 

a3on3oll y cualquier otro aceite vegetal comestible o semillas contenien-

do aceite de donde dichos aceites se producen. 

Punto V - Medidas de Ayuda Propia  

A. Al llevar a cabo estas medidas de ayuda propia se pondrá 

especial énfasis en contribuir directamente a los esfuerzos dirigidos a 

la reconstrucción de los daños causados por el huracán y al progreso del 

desarrollo en las regiones rurales de escasos recursos y en hacer posible 

que las personas de escasos recursos participen activamente en el aumento 

de la producción agrícola a traves de programas de pequeñas fincas. 
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B. El. Gobierno de la República Dominicana (00DR) se comprome-

te a llevar a cabo los siguientes programas y al hacer esto, a suminis-

trar financiamiento adecuado, recursos técnicos y administrativos para su 

ejecución. 

1. Continuar los esfuerzos para restaurar y aumentar la 

producción de cosechas de productos alimenticios, poniendo un énfasis es-

pecial en los programas para ayudar a los pequeños agricultores a aumentar 

su productividad agrícola. Como parte de este esfuerzo, el GODA cumplirá 

con: 

a. Continuar con las actividades y programas del Banco Agríco-

la, colaborando con la U.S.A.I.D. y el Banco Interamericano de Desarrollo, 

para aumentar la disponibilidad de créditos a pequeños agricultores y aso-

ciaciones de agricultores. Los esfuerzos se harán para aumentar su acceso 

a insumos agrícolas, incluyendo semillas, fertilizantes, insecticidas y he-

rramientas de mano. 

b. Ampliar y mejorar los programas de adiestramiento y ser-

vicios de extensión a los pequeños agricultores y a las asociaciones de 

agricultores. Se le dará énfasis para incentivar la adopción de varieda-

des de productos alimenticios de un alto rendimiento y técnicas modernas 

de cultivo y producción. 

c. Desarrollar programas para reconstruir y ampliar las 

facilidades de almacenaje para los productos rurales agrícolas con énfa-

sis en reducir daños a la cosecha después de recolectada y de tal modo, 

mejorar el ingreso de los pequeños agricultores. 
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d7. Continuar los esfuerzos para reconstruir y mejorar la red 

de caminos rurales para aumentar los caminos vecinales. Se le dará én— 

fasis especial a los programas de construcción para aumentar los caminos 

vecinales. 

e. Desarrollar programas para reconstruir estanques, presas 

pequeñas y facilidades de irrigación a pequeña escala y a mejorar la ca— 

lidad de las facilidades existentes para mejorar su eficiencia operativa. 

Se harán esfuerzos para mejorar la administración de facilidades de irri— 

gación, incluyendo proveer entrenamiento en administración de fuentes de 

agua a los funcionarios concernientes. 

f. Continuar revisando las operaciones del Instituto Nacional 

de Estabilizaciónde Precios (INESPRE) para asegurarse que productores pe— 

queños se beneficien hasta el máximo posible de los programas de apoyo 

de precios. 

2. Continuar los programas designados a erradicar la Fie— 

bre Porcina Africana, incluyendo actividades para la erradicación de los 

cerdos, compensación a los agricultores y repoblación. 

3. Continuar los programas diseñados a ayudar en la repa— 

ración y reconstrucción de casas en las áreas de desastre. 

4. Mejorar los servicios de salud rudimentarios que se 

ofrecen a la población rural pobre a traves .de la Secretaria de Salud. Se 

le dara un énfasis especial y se suministrará apoyo presupuestario para: 

a. Inmunizaciones contra enfermedades transmisibles 

endémicas; 
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b. Servicios de Planificación Familiar; y 

c. Reconstruir o reparar las clínicas rurales y puestos de 

salud. 

5. Apoyar los programas regionales de desarrollo rural 

y de planificación. 

6. Apoyar los programas en educación rural. 

Punto VI — Propósitos de Desarrollo Económico para los cuales se utiliza— 

rán los Fondos provenientes de la Venta de los Productos del  

País Importador.  

A. Los fondos acumulados por el País Importador mediante la 

venta de productos financiados bajo este Acuerdo serán programados con— 

juntamente por el Gobierno de la República Dominicana y la Agencia para 

el Desarrollo Internacional y utilizados para financiar las medidas de 

ayuda propia establecidas en el Punto V, más arriba y otros gastos en 

los Sectores Agrícola y de Salud. 

B. Al usar los fondos para - , propósitos, se pondrá es— 

pecial énfasis en mejorar directamente las vidas de las personas de más 

escasos recursos del país y la capacidad de las mismas de participar en 

el desarrollo de su Pals. 

Punto VII — Este Acuerdo está redactado en inglés y en español. En ca— 

so de ambiguedad o conflicto entre las dos versiones, la versión en in— 

glés prevalecerá. 
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EN FE DE TODO LO CUAL, los respectivos representantes, debidamente 

autorizados al efecto, han firmado el presente Acuerdo. 

HECHO en Santo Domingo, en duplicado, el día 3 del mes de enero 

de 1980. 

POR EL GOBIERNO DE LA REPUBLICA POR EL GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS 
DOMINICANA: UNIDOS DE AMERICA: 

POR: 

CARGO: Emba3ador 

enero de 1980 FECHA: 3 de enero de 1980 

--------
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CARTA DE ENTENDIMIENTO PARA ESTABLECER LOS PROCEDIMIENTOS OPERACIONALES  

DEL ACUERDO PL-480 PARA USO DE LOS RECURSOS GENERADOS POR LA VENTA DE 

LOS PRODUCTOS IMPORTADOS  

TITULO I, 1980  

Carta de Entendimiento fechada el 3 de enero del 1980, entre 

los Gobiernos de la República Dominicana (País importador) y de los Estados 

Unidos de América (Pais Exportador) 

Los propósitos de esta Carta son establecer los entendimientos entre 

los Países Importador y Exportador, con referencia a las relaciones y respon-

sabilidades de las diferentes agencias del País Importador envueltas en la 

importación y venta de los productos, así como en la programación, utiliza-

ción y control de los recursos generados bajo el Acuerdo PL-480 suscrito en 

fecha Septiembre 28, 1977, enmendado en esta fecha (Acuerdo) y suscrito jun-

to con esta Carta de Entendimiento. 

Los Paises Importador y Exportador, por lo tanto, acuerdan lo siguiente: 

A. El Instituto Nacional de Estabilización de Precios (INESPRE) deposi-

tará, a través de los Bancos Comerciales, todos los recursos provenientes de 

la venta o disposición de los productos bajo este Acuerdo, en la cuenta es-

pecial en pesos establecida en el Banco Central del País importador al si-

guiente día laborable de la venta o disposición de los productos pero, en 

tangún caso, después de los 60 días posteriores a la llegada de los productos 

al Pals Importador. Dicho plazo podrá ser prorrogado, previo acuerdo por es-

crito de los organismos involucrados en esta Carta de Entendimiento. 
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B. 'MESO:a informará a la Secretaría de Estado' de Pinanras, al Banco 

Central y a la Agencia para el Desarrollo Internacional (AID), por escrito, 

la fecha de arribo y de disposición de los productos y la fecha de depósito 

en el Banco Central, a través de los Bancos Comerciales, de los recursos re-

sultantes de la venta de los productos. Esta información se hará en forma 

de reporte mensual, el cual incluirá, pero no estará limitado, a la siguien-

te documentación: Conocimiento de Embarque, Factura Consular y Factura del 

Suplidor. 

C. El Banco Central informará a la Secretaría de Estado de Finanzas y' 

al Secretariado Técnico de la Presidencia del País. Importador, y a la AID, 

de todos los depósitos de recursos provenientes de la venta de los productos 

y suministrará cualquier información financiera que la AID pueda razonable-

mente solicitar, relacionada con dichos recursos. 

D. 1. El Secretariado Técnico de la Presidencia del País Importador, 

conjuntamente con la AID, planeará y programará el uso de los recursos gene-

rados bajo el Acuerdo. Por lo tanto, para los fines descritos en la Parte 

II del Punto VI del Acuerdo, se entiende que el Secretariado Técnico de la 

Presidencia del País Importador planeará y programará el uso de los recursos 

generados bajo el Acuerdo y los presentará a la consideración y aceptación de 

la AID. Posteriormente, y previo al desembolso de los recursos de la venta 

de los productos, el Secretariado Técnico de la Presidencia suministrará para 

/a aceptación de la AID, un plan detallado de cada subproyecto a ser financia-

do con los recursos generados por el Acuerdo. 

2. En adición a ésto, para diciembre 15 de cada dio calendario, el 

Secretariado Técnico de la Presidencia suministrará a la AID un reporte deta-

llado del progreso que el Gobierno del País Importador está haciendo para 
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llevar a cabo las medidas de auto-ayuda descritas en la Parte II, Punto V 

del Acuerdo. El Secretariado Técnico taMbién suministrará a la AID un re-

porte cuatrimestral del avance del programa, y reportes finales de cada sub-

proyecto, así como cualquier otro reporte que la AID pueda razonablemente 

solicitar en este sentido. 

E. Una vez que un subproyecto haya sido aceptado para financiamiento 

bajo el Acuerdo, la AID deberá dar su anuencia a todos los desembolsos para 

el proyecto. 

F. El País Importador deberá además: 

1. Suministrar a la AID la información y reportes relacionados con 

el Acuerdo, que la AID pueda razonablemente solicitar. 

2. Ehntener, o hacer que se mantengan, de conformidad con los prin-

cipios contables generalmente aceptados o con las prácticas aplicadas consis-

tentemente, libros y registros relacionados a este Acuerdo. Dichos libros y 

registros serán auditados regularmente, de conformidad con las normas de audi-

toría generalmente aceptadas y serán mantenidos por tres años después de la 

fecha de arribo de los productos o después del ultimo desembolso de recursos 

por el Banco Central, cualquiera de ellos que ocurra más tarde. 

3. Asimismo permitir a los representantes autorizados de cualquie-

ra de las partes de esta Carta de Entendimiento, la oportunidad en todo mo-

mento razonable, de inspeccionar los lugares de los proyectos financiados con 

los recursos y todos los libros, registros y otros documentos-relacionados con 

esta Carta de Entendimiento y el Acuerdo. 

G. Para asistir al País Importador en la ejecución del Acuerdo, el País 

Exportador podría, de tiempo en tiempo, emitir cartas operacionales que sumi-

nistrarán información adicional sobre asuntos indicados en el Acuerdo y esta 
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Carta de Entendimiento. Las partes podrían usar conJuntamente cartas opera-

cionales convenidas previamente para confirmar y registrar su mutuo entendi-

aiento sobre aspectos de ejecución del Acuerdo. Estas cartas operacionales 

no serán usadas para enmendar el texto del Acuerdo, pero podrían ser usadas 

para registrar revisiones o aceptaciones que son permitidas por el Acuerdo. 

R. A los intervalos que cualquiera de las partes considere apropiados, 

pero no menos de cada 6 meses, todas las partes involucradas en el Acuerdo y 

en esta Carta de Entendimiento, se reunirán para revisar sus logros. Esto 

incluirá la revisión del programa general y los proyectos. 

I. Etta Carta de Entendimiento forma parte integral del Acuerdo. 

J. Esta Carta de Entendimiento ha sido escrita en ambos idiomas, inglés 

y español. En caso de ambiguedad o conflicto entre las dos versiones, la ver-

sida del idioma inglés prevalecerá. En todo caso, el Acuerdo y la Carta de 

Entendimiento serán firmados en ambos idiomas. 

R. Para todos los propósitos relacionados con esta Carta de Entendimien-

to, el País Importador estará representado por las personas que desempeñen o 

actden en los cargos de Secretario de Estado de Finanzas y del Secretariado 

Técnico de la Presidencia; el Instituto Nacional de Estabilización de Precios 

(INESPRE) será representado por la persona que se desempeñe o actúe en la Ofi-

cina del Director de INESPRE; y el Banco Central será representado por la per-

ACIDA que se desempeñe o actde como Gobernador del Banco Central. El País Ex-

portador será representado por el individuo que se desempeñe o actúe en la 

Oficina del Director de la USAID Misión en la República Dominicana. Cada una 

de las mencionadas autoridades, mediante notificación por escrito, podrá nom-

brar representantes adicionales para todos los fines relacionados con esta 
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Carta de Entendimiento. Los nombres de los representantes de las institucio-

nes del País Importador, arriba mencionadas, con el facsTmil de sus firmas, 

serán suministrados a la AID, quien puede aceptar como debidamente autorizado 

cualquier documento firmado por dichos representantes en la ejecución del 

Acuerdo y esta Carta de Entendimiento, hasta que se reciba notificación por 

escrito de la revocación de su autoridad. 

EN FE DE TODO LO CUAL, los abajo firmantes, cada cual actuando en nombre 

de su respectiva agencia, suscriben este Acuerdo firmado en cinco (5) origina-

les, en fecha 3 de enero de 1980. 

POR EL GOBIERNO DE LA REPUBLTCA 
DOMINICANA: 

ilip yr: chwa 
de Finanzas n Director, Misión de la USAID en la 

Repfiblica Dominicana 

POR EL GOBIERNO DE LOS ESTADOS 
UNIDOS DE AMERICA: 

Lic. uar 
Gobernador del Banco Ceintr 
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Scientific and Technological Cooperation 

Memorandum of understanding signed at Bucharest 
February 27, 1979; 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
ON SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL COOPERATION 

BETWEEN 
THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND 
THE NATIONAL COUNCIL 

FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
OF THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA 

I. FOREWORD  

Pursuant to Article III of the Agreement between the 

Government of the United States of America and the Govern-

ment of the Socialist Republic of Romania on Cooperation 

and Exchanges in Cultural: Educational, Scientific and 

Technological Fields, signed at Bucharest, on December 13, 

1974,[h] wherein the Governments encourage exchanges and cooper-

ation in the fields of science, technology and health, the 

National Science Foundation (NSF) of the United States of 

America and the National Council for Science and Technology 

(NCST) of the Socialist Republic of Romania, hereinafter 

referred to as "the Parties," confirmed their íecognition 

of the mutual benefit which results from the development 

of the scientific and technological relationships between 

the two countries, and agree to conduct between them the 

Program of Scientific and Technological-Cooperation embodied 

in this Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). 

II. PRINCIPLES  

I. The aim of this Program is to encourage and foster 

cooperative scientific activities between the two countries; 

to exchange scientists, information, ideas, skills, and 

techniques on problems of mutual interest; and to utilize 

scientific facilities available to both countries. 

TIAS 8006, 9307; 26 UST 34, 30 UST 1965. 
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2. The scope of the cooperation will cover all 

branches of science and technology, including basic and 

applied aspects of the natural sciences and mathematics, 

the engineering sciences, and the social sciences, but 

excluding topics in clinical medicine, business admin-

istration, and general education. 

3. Nothing in this Memorandum shall affect exist-

ing or preclude future agreements and other arrangements 

between agencies or organizations of the two countries 

in the fields of science and technology. 

III. CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM 

1. The Parties to this Memorandum will be respon-

sible jointly for direct transaction of all matters of 

Program policy and for the overall coordination of the 

Program. 

2. To ensure maximum concordance, plans for projects 

will be formulated and developed by direct contact between 

interested scientists of the two countries, and each will 

submit his proposal 

country. 

3. Each Party 

or application to the Tarty in his 

will share in the effort and the cost 

of each activity within the Program. This provision does 

not require, however, the precise matching of funds, per-

sonnel, or facilities in any given activity. 

4. Obligations assumed by the Parties are subject 

to the availability of funds. 
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5. The Parties will seek to facilitate, through 

collaboration with the appropriate authorities, the grant-

ing of .visas and other forms of official permission for 

entry to and exit from their respective national terri-

tories of personnel, equipment, and supplies required to 

carry out approved activities. 

6. Scientific and technical information derived 

from activity under this MOU shall be made available to 

the international scientific community through customary 

channels and in accordance with normal scientific pro-

cedures. This provision shall be implemented with due 

regard for existing proprietary rights and existing or 

imminent patent rights as speciried hereinafter. 

7. This Article governs the allocation of rights to 

intellectual property for inventions conceived or first 

reduced to practice (applied for the first time) jointly 

or separately by collaborating participants of both 

countries during the course of an activity conducted 

under this Program. (Hereinafter referred to as "subject 

inventions" including copyrightable materials produced 

in the course of a joint project.) 

a. The rights to subject inventions jointly 

or separately accomplished belong to both Parties. 

Each Party or its designee has the right to file 

a patent application in its own country. Each 

Party has a right to an irrevocable, royalty-free 

and nonexclusive license to practice the subject 

inventions of the other Party. This license shall include 
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authority to sublicense, but shall be confined to the 

right of the licensee Party to sublicense to its own 

citizens or commercial or nonprofit organizations 

that are organized within the territory of the licensee 

Party. Either Party or its designee may seek rights 

in third countries upon timely notification to the 

other Party, the notification to odcur within one 

year after filing an application. All notifications 

shall include an offer to enter into separate under-

standings on the equitable sharing of third country 

costs and rights. 

b. Neither Party shall discriminate against 

citizens or organizations of the country of the other 

Party in licensing or sublicensing rights in any 

subject invention or discovery under this Article. 

It is understood that the licensing policies and prac-

tices of each Party may be affected because of the 

rights of both Parties to grant licenses within a 

single jurisdiction. Accordingly,-either Party may 

request, in regard to a single subject invention or 

discovery or class of subject inventions or discoveries, 

that the Parties consult in an effort to lessen or 

eliminate any detrimental effect that the parallel 

licensing authorities may have on the policies and 

practices of the Parties. 
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c. Where particular results derived from any 

activity under this Program may be subject to copy-

right protection, each Party may in accordance with 

its own laws and procedures hold or assign copyright 

in its own territory subject to an irrevocable, 

royalty-free and nonexclusive license to the other 

Party to publish, copy, translate and perform such 

results. Any such copyrighted work shall indicate the 

names of all persons who participated in the joint 

work. Either Party may seek rights in third coun-

tries upon timely written notification to the other 

Party. 

d. Provision for rights to a subject invention 

or copyright by either Party in accordance with this 

Article does not entail conveyance of rights to any 

other invention or copyright, including any rights 

necessary to practice or use the rights provided for 

by this Article. The Parties pledge themselves to 

make their best efforts to mutually inform each other 

of any further improvements of any subject inventions. 

e. Each Party agrees to take all necessary steps 

to cooperate and to assure that the other Party is 

able to obtain all rights provided for under this 

Article. This includes responsibility to take such 

steps as are necessary and timely to inform its parti-

cipants of the terms of this Article and to assure com-

pliance with its terms. The Parties may agree to special 

arrangements in writing in individual cases. 
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IV. ACTIVITIES OF THE PROGRAM 

1. The Parties agree that the Program shall encourage 

and support exchange of scientists and cooperative scien-

tific activities between scientists and scientific institu-

tions of their respective countries. The Program shall 

consist of three elements: Joint Workshops or Seminars, 

short-term and long-term Scientific Visits, and Cooperative 

Research, as well as other activities which may from time 

to time be agreed between the Parties. Principal emphasis 

shall be given to Joint Workshops and Seminars. 

a. Joint Workshops or Seminars will be research-

oriented and usually focused on only one topic. They 

will be held alternatively in both countries, will 

normally be limited to approximately five to ten 

participants from each country, and will typically 

be three to five days in duration. Written proposals 

for workshops or seminars should be prepared jointly 

by scientists or institutions of each country and 

submitted to both Parties for approval. 

b. Scientific Visits of short duration, usually 

one month or less, may be made by scientists of one 

country to the other to consult or plan cooperative 

activities and to offer lectures, seminars, and 

short courses. Scientific Visits of longer duration 

may be made for purposes of research, study, specialized 

training, or lecturing. A written application, out-

lining the purpose and other details of the intended 
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visit, will be prepared by the interested scientist 

and submitted to the Party in his country for evalua-

tion and determination. 

c. Projects of Cooperative Research or other cooper-

ative scientific activity will be designed jointly by 

interested scientists of both countries. Written pro-

posals, based on understandings reached between the 

cooperating scientists, will be submitted by the scien-

tists' institutions to the appropriate national Party, 

NSF or NCST, for evaluation and determination. The 

proposal should include a description of the scienti-

fic project, the nature of the cooperative activities 

to be undertaken, a list of the principal participants 

with biographical and bibliographical data, a budget 

showing the expected costs, the proposed starting date, 

the proposed duration, and the number of visits from 

each country, with names of visitors and dates of 

visits. The proposal shall be submitted as far as 

possible in advance of the proposed starting date, but 

generally at least six months in advance. The Coopera-

tive Research projects generated by Joint Workshops 

or Seminars will have priority over those proposed 

by individual scientists or institutions. 

V. PROCEDURES  

1. Scientists of either country may initiate corres-

pondence or other communication with colleagues of the 
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other country to determine possible interest in develop-

ing cooperative activities. The NSF and NCST may assist in 

the identification of specialists of its own country who 

might have particular interests sought by the requesting 

scientists and institutions. 

2. An application or proposal will be initiated by 

interested scientists as set forth in Section IV, and will 

be submitted by their institutions to the Parties in 

accordance with their established requirements and pro-

cedures. Initial acceptance on a specific project, acti-

vity, or set of activities will be transmitted by the , 

respective institutions responsible for the conduct of the 

activity to the respective Party. This acceptance will 

entail a Cover Letter attached to the proposal. Each such 

Cover Letter will identify the proposed activity or pro-

gram by title and names of principal scientists on both 

sides; specify the desired duration and starting date; 

estimate the required funds to be allocated by each side 

to the given activity or program for the period proposed, 

and list each country's visitors by names and dates for 

each visit. Each such Cover Letter will be signed by the 

principal investigators as well as the academic and admin-

istrative superiors of each respective institution. This 

signed Cover Letter and proposal will be submitted to both 

Parties for evaluation. 

3. Each Party will evaluate the application, deter-

mine if funding is available, and exchange pertinent 
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information with the other Party with a view to reaching 

agreement on proposals and applications to be approved. 

Final agreement on a specific project, activity, or 

set of activities will be established by an exchange 

of letters between the Parties. The Parties agree to 

take all appropriate and necessary internal measures 

to achieve the fulfillment of the terms and conditions 

for each activity, as specified in the Cover Letter and 

proposal signed by the authorities of each institution 

and as formally agreed upon by the Parties. 

4. Scientific Visits or visits related to other 

activities shall be effected within the scheduled time. 

If because of a vis major (e.g., illness, death) an origi-

nally scheduled visitor cannot make the visit, the Party 

of the visitor shall immediately inform the other Party 

in writing, giving the name of a substitute and reasons 

for the substitution. In such cases, the visit may be 

postponed for a period not to exceed one month. If the 

visit is not made within that period, the Party of the re-

ceiving side shall inform the Party of the sending side 

that the project is terminated. 

5. Scientists and their institutions, to the extent 

that they shall have committed themselves by their pro-

posal or applications and the signed Cover Letters, will 

be responsible for the performance of the approved activity, 

and for the proper use of funds as outlined in the proposal 

and approved by the Parties. The scientists of each side 
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will be responsible for reporting on the status and pro-

gress of their activity through regularly established 

channels in their country. 

6. By mutual consent, the Parties may establish addi-

tional procedures and administrative arrangements as 

necessary. 

VI. FINANCIAL PROVISIONS  

1. For all activities under this Program, each side 

will support the basic costs for the performance of the 

activity within its own territory. This may include, for 

example, the salaries of its own scientists, technicians, 

and other support staff, and the costs of domestic travel, 

supplies, and equipment, including time charges for equip-

ment use. 

2. When an exchange of personnel takes place, the 

receiving side shall additionally provide, or meet the ex-

penses of, the following needs of each foreign visitor: 

lodging, subsistence, domestic transportation connected 

with the visitor's scientific objective, and medical and 

hospital coverage in case of illness or accident within 

limits established in Annex I to this Agreement. Lodging 

to be provided by the receiving side shall be appropriate 

to the professional level of the visiting scientist and, 

as far as possible, to the needs of his accompanying 

dependents. 
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3. When an exchange of personnel takes place, the 

sending side shall provide or meet the expense of the 

salary and international travel of its own participants. 

4. For Joint Workshops, Cooperative Research Projects, 

and similar activities, the sending side shall provide 

round-trip travel for its own participants to the air 

terminal nearest the place of the meeting or work in the 

receiving country. For scientific visits and similar 

activities, the sending side shall provide round-trip 

travel for its own participants to the capital of the re-

ceiving country, and the receiving side shall provide any 

further travel within its territory. 

VII. FINAL PROVISIONS  

1. Representatives of the Parties will meet periodi-

cally as necessary, but not less than once every year, to 

evaluate the results of the activities of the Program 

under this Memorandum, to consider modifications of this 

Program, to communicate information about new scientific 

priorities within their respective countries, and to ex-

change information on budgets, priorities, and other 

administrative matters. The change of priorities of one 

or both countries will not affect previously approved 

activities. 

2. With the exception described in Section V, Article 4, 

no approved activity can be terminated before its comple-

tion without the written concurrence of both Parties. 
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3. This Memorandum will enter into force upon signa-

ture by the duly authorized representatives of both Parties, 

and will remain in effect for a period of three years from 

the date of signature. By mutual consent, this Memorandum 

and the Annex could be changed. They can be renewed for 

three year periods by an exchange of letters. 

4. This Memorandum and the Annex can be terminated 

at any time by either Party upon written notification to 

the other Party at least three months in advance. The ex-

piration, termination, or modification of this Memorandum 

will not affect in any way the activities previously 

approved. 

SIGNED, at Bucharest this 27 day of February, 1979, in two 

original copies, one in English and one in Romanian, both 

texts being equally authentic. 

FOR THE 
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 

OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

1 Harvey Averch. 
2 Losif Tripsa. 

FOR THE 
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

OF THE 
SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA 
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Annex 

FINANCIAL PROVISIONS 
FOR SUPPORT OF VISITING SCIENTISTS 

PARTICIPATING IN PROGRAM OF 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL COOPERATION 

BETWEEN 
THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND 
THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

OF THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA 

The National Science Foundation of the United States 

of America and the National Council for Science and Tech-

nology of the Socialist Republic of Romania agree to 

provide, or meet the expenses of, the following needs 

of foreign scientists visiting their countries under 

terms of the Program of Scientific and Technological 

Cooperation established between them. 

(1) lodging appropriate to the professional level 

of the visiting scientist and, as far as 

possible, to the needs of his accompanying 

family, and 

(2) subsistence stipend at rates as follows: 

A. Visits of one month In Romania In U.S. 
or less, per day: Lei 250 $25 
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B. Visits longer than one 
month, per month: In Romania In U.S. 

For the visiting 
scientist Lei 6000 $600 

For the accompanying 
spouse remaining 
five months or more Lei 440 $ 44 

For each accompanying 
child remaining five 
months or more Lei 330 $ 33 

The above sums will be paid to the visiting scientist 

commencing with his first day in the receiving counlry 

under the terms of this cooperative Program. The allow-

ance herein provided shall be the net amount received 

by the visiting scientist, and the taxes on this and 

other allowances for which the visiting scientist may be 

liable in the receiving country will be matched by a corres-

ponding increase in funds provided him by the receiving 

side. 

In case of serious illness or accident, the Parties 

will pay medical expenses and hospitalization in accord-

ance with the regulations and provisions in force in the 

two countries. 

In case of death, the Parties will pay the following 

amounts for the preparation and transportation of remains. 

In Romania In U.S. 
Lei 20,000 $2,000 
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MEM OR ANDUM 

de cooperare gtiintifica gi tehnologica. Intre Fundatia Nationala de Sainte, 
din Statele Unite ale Americii i Consiliul National pentru Stiinta 

Tehnologie din Republica Socialista Romania 

I. "Preambul 

In conformitate Cu articolul III al Acordului dintre guvernul Statelor 

Unite ale Americii i guvernul Republicii Socialiste Romania privind cooperarea 

schimburile in domeniile culturii, InvatamIntului, gtiintei ci tehnologiei, 

semnat la Bucuregti, la 13 decembrie 1974 prin care guvernele incurajeazá 

schimburile tji cooperarea in domeniul gtiintei, tehnologiei i sanatatii, Funda-

tia Nationalli de Stiinte (FNS) din Statele Unite ale Americii l Consiliul Natio-

nal pentru Stiin i Tehnologie (CNST) din Republica Socialista Romania, denu-

mite in continuare "Parti", recunosc avantajul reciproc care rezulta din dezvol-

tarea relatiilor gtiintifice ci tehnologice dintre cele doul taxi gi sInt de acord 

sá realizeze Impreuna Programul de cooperare gtiintificá I tehnologica cuprins 

In acest Memorandum de cooperare. 

II.  Principii  

1. Scopul acestui Program de cooperare este ea Incurajeze ci s inten-

sifice activitatea de cooperare guintifica dintre cele douá taxi, prin schimb de 

cercetátori, informal', idei, experienta gi tehnologii pe probleme de interes 

comun gi sá foloseascá conditiile gi echipamentele disponibile in ambele tan. 

2. Cooperarea va cuprinde toate domeniile gtiintei çl tehnologiei, in-

clusiv aspecte fundamentale gi aplicative ale gtiintelor naturii gi matematicii 
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ale gtlintelor ingineregti gi ale gtiintelor sociale, dar exclude teme din dome-

niile medicinii clinice, administratlei gi Invátámintului. 

3. Prevederile acestui Memorandum nu vor afecta acordurile sau aran-

jamentele existente sau prejudicia noi aranjamente Intre institutii sau organi-

zatii din cele douá tári, In doraeniul gtiintei §i tehnologiel. 

III. Desfásurarea Programului 

1. Pártile vor ráspunde frapreunl de rezolvarea directa a tuturor pro-

blemelor privind politica Programului gi coordonarea generalá a acestuia. 

2. In vederea asigurárii unei concordante maxime, planurile proiecte-

lor vor fi elaborate si dezvoltate prin contacte directe Intre cercetátori intere-

sati al celor douá tári gi fiecare va prezenta propunerea sau cererea sa Pártii 

din tara sa. 

3. Fiecare Parte va constribui la eforturile gi cheltulielile necesare 

fiecárei activitáti din Program. Aceastá prevedere nu impune Insá o echivalare 

precisa a fondurilor, personalului sau conditiilor necesare desfágurárii activi-

tátii respective. 

4. Obligatifie asumate de catre Párti vor depinde de fondurile disponibile. 

5. Pártile vor cauta sá sprijine, pe baza colaborárii cu autoritátile 

competente, acordarea de vize si de alte facilitáti oficiale pentru intrarea gi 

iegirea In gi din teritorifie lor nationale a persoanelor, echipamentelor gi ma-

terialelor necesare desfágurárii activitátilor aprobate. 

6. Informatifie gtiintifice gi tehnice obtinute, ca urmare a activitátilor 

desfágurate in baza acestui Memorandum de cooperare vor fi puse la dispozitia 

coraunitátii gtiintifice internationale pe canale obignuite gi In conformitate cu 

procedeele gtiintifice obignuite. Aceastá prevedere va fi indeplinitá tinIndu-se 

seama de drepturile existente de proprietate gi de existenta sau posibilitatea 

aparitiei drepturilor de patente specificate In continuare. 

7. Acest articol reglementeazá stabilirea drepturilor de proprietate in-

telectualá pentru inventiile concepute sau aplicate (chiar gi pentru prima datá) 
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In comun, on  separat, (denumite In continuare "inventiile ce formeazá oblea-

tul acordului") de catre participantii din ambele tári, inclusiv pentru prote-

jarea drepturilor de autor cu privire la lucrárile realizate in comun In tirapul 

unei activitáti desfá§urate In cadrul acestui Program. 

a. Drepturile asupra inventiilor realizate In comun sau separat apar-

tin ambelor Párti. Fiecare Parte sau reprezentantul su are dreptul de a Inre-

g-istra cererea de brevet de inventie In tara sa. Fiecare Parte are dreptul la 

o licentá irevocabilá, gratuitá §i neeclusivá, care sá permitá celeilalte Párti 

aplicarea inventiei. Aceastá licentá cuprinde §i dreptul de sublicentá, limitat 

la dreptul beneficiarului licentei de a acorda sublicente cetátenilor siti, on  

organizatiilor comerciale sau cu activitate In scop nelucrativ, existente pe te-

ritoriul Pártii beneficiare a licentei. 

Fiecare Parte sau reprezentantul sáti poate sá faca demersuri spre a 

obtine drepturi In terte tári, cu obligatia de a notifica din timp aceasta celei-

lalte Párti. Notificarea se face In decurs de un an de la data Inregistrárli ce-

rerii. Toate notificárile von cuprinde o ofertá In vederea incheierii unor Inte-

legeri separate cu privire la Impártirea echitabilá a costurilor si a drepturilor 

referitoare la tara tertá. 

b. Nici una dintre Párti pu trebuie sá faca discrUninfiri in raportu-

rile cu cetátenii sau organizatiile din tara celeilalte Párti, in ceea ce prive§te 

drepturile de licentl sau de sublicentá referitoare la once inventie sau desco-

perire prevázutá de acest articol. Se Intelege ch. politica si practica fiecárel 

Párti de acordare a licentelor pot fi afectate de drepturile ambelor Párti de a 

acorda licente in cadrul unei singure jurisdictii. 

In consecintá, fiecare Parte poate solicita celeilalte Párti sá se con-

sulte cu privire la o singurá inventie sau descoperire, on  la un grup de in-

ventii sau descoperiri, depunInd eforturi pentru diminuarea sau eliminarea 

efectelor negative pe care existente In paralel a unor organe ce acordá licente 

le-ar putea avea asupra politicii sau practicii Pártilor. 

c. In cazul In care rezultatele unel activitáti desfá§urate In cadrul 

acestui Program pot fi protejate pe baza legli cu privire la drepturile de autor, 
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fiecare Parte poate, pe baza legilor si a practicii proprii, sá detina sau sä 

acorde drepturi de autor pe teritoriul sau, acordind celeilalte Párti o autori-

zatie irevocabila, gratuita i neexclusivá de a publica, copia sau traduce, on  

de a aplica rezultatele respective. Once lucrare protejatá astfel trebuie sa 

cuprindá ntunel e tuturor persoanelor care au participat la lucrarea corauna. 

Flecare Parte poate sa faca demersuri spre a obtine drepturi de 

autor In terte lar', dupá ce a notificat din timp aceasta, In scris, celeilalte 

Parti. 

d. Protejarea de catre oricare din Párti a drepturilor cu privire la 

o inventie sau a drepturilor de autor, In conformitate cu acest articol, nu 

atrage dupá sine transiniterea drepturilor cu privire la once alta inventie sau 

alte drepturi de autor, inclusiv a drepturilor necesare pentru aplicarea sau 

folosirea drepturilor stabilite prin acest articol. 

Pártile se obliga sa depuná toate eforturile, In vederea informara re-

ciproce cu privire la perfectionárile ulterioare ale oricárora din inventiile care 

formeazá obiectul acestui articol. 

e. Fiecare Parte se declara de acord sá Intreprindá tot ceea ce este 

necesar in vederea cooperárii i sá se asigure ca cealaltá Parte poate sá ob-

tina toate drepturile prevázute de acest articol. Aceasta include obligatia de a 

lua xnásurile necesare si de a informa din timp pe toti participantii sal cu pri-

vire la prevederile acestui articol, precum si de a asigura respectarea ion. 

Partile pot sá cadI de acord in scris asupra unor Intelegeri speciale, 

de la caz la caz. 

IV. Activitáti ale Programului  

1. Partile sInt de acord ca Programul sa Incurajeze i sá sprijine 

schimbul de cercetátori i activitati stiintifice In cooperare Intre cercetátorii 

si institutele stiintifice ale tárilor lor. Prograraul va consta din trei elemente: 
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grupe de lucru sau seminarii comune rwizite gil/II-dice de scurtá sau lunga. 

duratá i cercetári comune, precum i alte activital ce se vor conveni de 

catre Parti. O atenle deosebith va fi acordad grupelor de lucru sau semina-

riilor. 

a) Grupele de lucru sau seminariile vor fi pe teme de cercetare orlen-

tat ci, in general, se vor concentra numai asupra unei singure teme. Ele 

se vor tine alternativ in ambele tári, se vor limita de regula la cinci pina la 

zece participanti din fiecare tara eí vor dura de regula, trei pina la cinci 

sue. Propunerile sense pentru grupele de lucru sau seminarii se vor pre-

gati in comun de catre cercetátori sau institute ale fiecarei taxi i supuse 

ambelor Parl pentru aprobare. 

b. Schimburile etlintifice de duratá scurtá, de obicei cu o durata de o 

luna sau mal putin, se pot face de catre cercetátorii unei taxi in cealaltá tara 

pentru consultári sau pentru convenirea activitali de cooperare el pentru con-

ferinte, seminarli çi cursuri scurte. Schimburile etiintifice de duratá mal lungá 

se pot face cu scopuri de cercetare, studiu, specializare sau predare de cursuri. 

Propunerile scrise In care se vor tnentiona scopul ci alte detalii ale deplasárii 

ce urrneazá sa aiba loe, vor fi pregatite de catre cercetátorii interesati el 

transmise Pártii din tara ea spre analiza ei decizie. 

c. Proiectele de cercetare In cooperare, sau alte activitati etiintifice 

in cooperare vor fi stabilite In comun de catre cercetátorli interesal ai am-

helor tari. Propunerile sense, bazate pe Intelegerile convenite Intre cerceth-

tori antrenal in cooperare vor fi prezentate de catre institutille din care fac 

parte cercetatorii respectivi Partii din tara sa, CNST sau FNS, pentru ana-

liza ei decizie. Propunerile vor include o descriere a proiectului etiintific, na-

tura activitállor comune ce urmeazá a fi desfagurate, o lista a principalilor 

participanti cu date biografice ei bibliografice, un buget care sa mentioneze 

cheltuielile estimate, data propusá pentru Inceperea activitatil, durata ei numa-

rul deplasárilor din fiecare tara cu numele specialietilor i datele vizitelor. 

Propunerile vor fi transmise cu clt mal rnult timp Inaintea datei de Incepere 

propuse, dar in general, cu eel putin case luni Inainte. Prolectele de cercetare 

comune rezultate din grupele de lucru sau seminarli vor avea prioritate fa ta de 

cele propuse de cercetatori individuali sau 
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V. Procedee  

1. Cercetátorii din ambele tari pot initia corespondentá sau alte con-
tacte Cu colegi din cealaltá tarn, pentru a stabili eventualul interes In reali-

zarea de activitáti comune. CNST i FNS pot acorda sprijin in depistarea spe-

cialistilor din propria tata ceruti de catre specialistii sau organizatia solicitantá, 

care ar putea avea un interes special In cercetare. 

2. 0 cerere sau propunere va putea fi inilatá de catre oamenli de 

stiintá interesal, conform prevederilor articolului IV si vor fi prezentate Par-

tilor de catre institutlile lor, In conformitate cu cerintele i procedurile sta-

bilite. Acceptarea initialá privind un anume proiect, activitáti sau grup de acti-

vitáti va fi transmisá Pártii respective de catre institutiile responsabile cu co-

ordonarea activitä%il. Acest accept va confine o fisá anexatá la propunere. Fie-

care astfel de fi sá va contine activitatea sau programul propus, titlul i numele 

responsabililor tiintifici al proiectelor ambelor Párti, va specifica durata do-

ritá si data Inceperii, estima fondurile necesare de a fi alocate de catre fiecare 

Parte pentru respectiva activitate sau program pentru perioada propusá si lista 

deplasárilor specialistilor fiechrei taxi cu numele i datele fiecárei vizite. Fie-

care astfel de fi§a va fi semnatá de catre responsabili tilntifici al proiectelor, 

precum si de catre superiorii stiintifici i administrativi at fiecárei institutii. 

Aceastá fi sá semnatá Impreunl cu proptmerea vor fi supuse Pártilor pentru 

evaluare. 

3. Fiecare Parte va evalua cererea, analiza daca exista posibilitatea 

finantárii si va schimba informa/lile necesare cu cealaltá Parte in vederea 

ajungerii la un acord privind aprobarea propunerilor i cererilor. Acordul 

final asupra unui anume proiect, activitáti sau grup de activitál va fi stabilit 

printr-un schirab de scrisori Intre Párl. Pártile slat de acord sá ia raásurile 

interne corespunzátoare i necesare In vederea asigurárii Indeplinirli conditiilor 

terraenelor fiecárei activitáti asa cum sint mentionate In fi i propunerea 

seranatá de cátre persoanele autorizate ale fiechrei institutii si cum s-a chzut 

de acord, In mod formal, de cátre Párti. 

4. Vizitele stiintifice sau vizitele legate de site activitáti vor fi efec-

tuate la termenele stabilite. In cazul in care din motive de forth. majorá (boalá, 
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deces) un specialist nu poate efectua vizita la data planificatá, Partea specia-

listului va informa imediat cealalta Parte in scris, comuniclnd numele Inlocui-

torului §i motivele Inlocuirii. In astfel de cazuri, vizita poate fi amInata pen-

tru o perioadá care sá nu depageasca o luná. Dacá vizita nu se rezolvá in 

acest interval, Partea primitoare va informa Partea trimitátoare ca nu mai 

doregte continuarea proiectului. 

5. Cercetátorii §i institutifie lor, in functie de propunerile §i cererile 

fácute §i care ulterior au fost aprobate pentru a fi incluse in program conform 

acordului comun dintre Párti, vor ráspunde de efectuarea activitátii aprobate 

§i de folosirea corespunzátoare a fondurilor indicate in propunere §i aprobate 

de catre Párti. Cercetátorii fiecárei Párti vor raporta despre stadiul §i pro-

gresul realizat In activitátile lor, prin canalele stabilite in tarile lor. 

6. Dacá se va considera necesar, Pártile pot stabili prin consens, ma-

suri gi aranjamente administrative suplimentare. 

VI. Prevederi financiare  

1. Fiecare Parte va suporta cheltuielile de baza necesare desfágurárii 

pe teritoriul sau a tuturor activitátilor din cadrul acestui Program. Acestea 

pot include : retributia propriilor cercetátori, tehnicieni gi personal auxiliar, 

cheltuielile de transport intern, aprovizionare cu materiale §i echipamente 

inclusiv taxele pentru folosirea echipamentelor. 

2. Dacá are loo un schimb de personal, Partea primitoare va asigura 

In plus sau va acopen i cheltuielile pentru urmátoarele nevoi ale fiecárui vizi-

tator strain ? cazare, alocatie, transport intern legat de obiectivul §tiintific al 

vizitatorului, asistenta medicalá gi spitalizare In caz de boalá sau accident, in 

cadrul limitelor stabilite prin Prevederile financiare anexate la prezentul Memo-

randum. Cazarea ce urmeazá a fi asiguratá de catre Partea primitoare va fi 

corespunzátoare nivelului profesional al cercetátorului vizitator gi, pe eft posi-

bil, nevoilor celor care-1 Insotesc. 

3. In cazul in care are loc un schimb de personal, Partea trimitatoare 
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Y 

va asigura sau va acoperi cheltuielile pentru retributii si transport internatio-

nal ale propriilor participanti. 

4. Pentru grupele de lucru, proiectele de cercetare in comun si acti-

vitatile similare, Partea trimitátoare va plati bilete dus-intors pentru proprii 

participanti pina la aeroportul eel mal apropiat de locul de muncá sau intllnire 

In tara primitoare. Pentru vizite stiintifice si activitati similare Partea trimi-

tatoare va asigura bilete dus-Intors pentru proprii participanti pina In capitala 

tarli primitoare, lar Partea primitoare va acopen i cheltuielile de transport pe 

teritoriul tara sale. 

VIL  Prevederi finale  

1. Reprezentantii Pártilor se vor intilni periodic, de cite oil va fi 

necesar, dar nu mal putin de o data pe an, pentru a analiza stadiul Indepli-

nlrii prevederii acestui Memorandum, a discuta modificarí ale Meraorandu-

mului, pentru a se Informa asupra noilor prioritati stlintifice din tarile lor, 

precum si Cu privire la buget, prioritáti si alte probleme administrative. 

Schimbarea prioritatilor uneia sau a ambelor taxi nu va afecta activitátile 

aprobate anterior. 

2. Cu exceptiile descrise In articolul y, articolul 4, nici o activitate 

aprobata nu poate fi terrainatá inaintea Incheierii el fárá acordul seria al am-

belor Parti. 

-3. Meat Memorandum va intra In vigoare la semnarea lui de catre 

reprezentantii autorizati al ambelor Parti si va raralte valabil pe o perloada 

de trei ant de la data semnárii. Prin acordul comun al Pártilor acest Memo-

randum o. Anexa, pot fi modificate. Ele pot fi innoite pentru not perioade de 
trei ant, pe baza unui schimb de scrisori. 

4. Meat Memorandum si Anexa pot fí denuntate oricInd de catre o Parte din 

comunicarea sonsa catre cealalta Parte, eel putin Cu trei luni inainte. Expirarea, 
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denuntarea sau modificarea acestm Memorandum nu afecteazá luir-un mod 

oarecare actIvitátile aprobate anterior. 

Semnat la Bucure§ti, la 27 februarie 1979, in douá exemplare origi-

nate, fiecare In Umba románá §i in liraba englezh, ambete texte Rind deo-

potrivá. autentice. 

IONALA DE 
E 
UNITE ALE 
ICII 

Pentru 

CONSILIUL NATIONAL PENTRU 
STIINTA SI TEHNOLOGIE AL 

REPUBLICH SOCIALLSTE ROMANEA 
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ANEXA 

PREVEDERI FINANCIARE  

pentru subventionarea azitelor cercetátorilor participanti la Programul de 
cooperare tlintiIic i tehnologicá dintre Ftmdatia National de Stiintá din 
Statele Unite ale Americii i Consiliul National pentru Stiintá si Tehnologie 

din Republica Socialistá Romania 

Fundatia Nationalá de Stiinte din Statele Unite ale Americii i Coastliul 

National pentru Stiin i Tehnologie din Republica Socialistá Romania exit de 

acord sá asigure urmátoarele nevoi ale cercetátorilor stráini care viziteazá 

tárile lor In conforraitate cu prevederile Programului de cooperare stiintificá si 

tehnologicá stabilit Intro ele : 

1. Cazare corespunzátoare nivelului profesional al cercetátorului vizitator 

pe aft posibil, nevoilor celor care-1 Insotesc 

2. Alocatie pentru mas;dupá cum ttrmeazá 
rnSUA In Romania 

lei 

A. Vizite de o luná sau mai putin/pe zi 25 250 

B. Vizite mal marl de o luná, pe luná 

pentru cercetátorii vizitatori 600 6000 

pentru solo' (solia) care Insoleste 
cinci luni sau mal mult 44 440 

pentru fiecare copil c are Insoteste 
cinci luni sau mal molt 33 330 

Stunele de mal sus vor fi plátite cercetátorului vizitator IncepInd cu prima 

sa zi in tara primitoare, corespunzátor prevederilor acestui Program de coope-

rare. Sumele prevázute vor prezenta suma netá primitá de cerceatorul vizitator, 

taxele ce se aplich acestor some sau altor alocalii pentru care cercetátorul vizi-

tator poate fi impus, vor fi compensate printr-o crestere corespunzátoare a su-

melor acordate de partea primitoare. 

In caz de Imbolnávire gravá sau accident Phrtile vor suporta cheltuielile 

medicale si de spitalizare In conformitate cu reglementárile i prevederile In 

vigoare In cele dotá tári. 

In caz de deces, Pártile vor acorda urmátoarele sume : 

pregátirea i transportul rámásitelor 
páminte 2000 sti 20.000 
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CUBA 

Maritime Boundary 

Agreement extending the provisional application of the agreement 
of December 16. 1977 

Effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Washington December 27 and 28, 1979; 
Entered into force December 28, 1979. 
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The Secretary of State to the Czechoslovak Ambassador 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

WAS 

December 27, 1979 

Excellency 

In connection with your representation of Cuban 

interests in the United States, I have the honor to 

refer to the Maritime Boundary Agreement between the 

United States of America and the Republic of Cuba 

which was signed in Washington on December 16, 1977, 

and to the agreement of those governments in Article V 

to apply the terms of that Agreement provisionally 

from January 1, 1978, for a period of two years pending 

its entry into force permanently on the date of exchange 

of instruments of ratification. 

I propose that the terms of the Maritime Boundary 

Agreement continue to apply provisionally from January 1, 

1980, for a period of two years, pending its entry 

into force permanently on the date of exchange of 

instruments of ratification. 

If the above-mentioned proposal is acceptable 

to the Cuban Government, I propose that this note 

and the Cuban Interests Section's reply constitute 

an agreement between the Governments of the United 

States of America and the Republic of Cuba. 

His Excellency 

Dr Jaromir Johanes, 

Ambassador of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. 
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Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my 

highest consideration. 

For the Secretary 

GI/ 

William G. Bowdler. 

itV(At, 
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The First ,Secretary. Cuban Interests. Section. Czechoslovak, Embassy. 
to the Secretary of State 

EMBASSY OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC 

Sut: 

CUBAN INTERESTS SECTION 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 

Decembet 28th, 1979 

I have the honot to 'telex to you' note o6 Decembex 27th, 

1979, to the Ambauadot o6 the CzechoUovak Soacaeizt Republze 

(Cuban Inteheats Sect.con) concehrung the mautwe boundahy 

between the Repubtcc o6 Cuba and the Unzted Stnteó o6 Amextza 

tdicch eadz az 6allows. 

"Excellency, 

"In connect.con wuth youn hepteáentatxon o6 Cuban 4.ntehutz 

4.31. the Muted qtntes, I have the honot .to kelet to the Manxtwe 

Boundally Agteement between the Uncted Straw o6 Amen.fpn and the 

Republcc og Cuba whtch uetz ugned zn l'azhzngton on Decembet 16, 

1977 and to the agteement o6 thoze govehnments Aht.cc/e V .to 

apply the tennu o6 that Agteement phowcz,conally &aim Januahy 1, 

1978 lot a peuod o6 two yealtz pending xt4 enthy .ovto lohce put-

manent/y on the date o6 exchange o6 xnztAumentz o6 hat4ccatkon. 

"I phopou that the tehols o6 the MaJuttme Boundany!Agteement 

contznue to app/y pnowuonatey 6Aom JanualLy 1, 1980, 6ot a 

peuod o6 two yea, pending xtz enthy .ento 6oAce pehmanentty on 

the date o6 exchange o6 xmthument4 o6 ftnitt6.cration. 

The Honmabte 

Cyfuts Vance 

Sectetahy o6 State. 
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"IS the above-mentconed pnopasai acceptab/e to the 

Cuban Govennment, / pnopase that thxa note and the Cuban 

Intexest6 Sectcon1.5 xepty constctute an agneement between 

the Govemunenta at the fluted Sta-tea o6 Amem.ca and the Repubb..c. 

at Cuba. 

"Accept, Excellency, the nenewed ausunancees 06 my 

h.c.gheat cons.cdmatunt." 

In Imply, I have the honox tü 4.n6oAm you that the 

ptopoaal contatned cn you note x.s. acceptab/e to the Govennment 

06 the Republic o6 Cuba. Con4equentey, I agnee that yowl note 

and tka neply zhall coutítute an agneement between the two 

govetnments. 

Accept, .501, the Aenoved a&swtancea at my hzgheat 

con4t.de,tateon. 

Fon. 4fe Cuban 1ntexeA Sectxon 

'S. Martinez Barroso. 
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REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

Agricultural Commodities 

Agreement amending the agreement of June 7, 1979. 
Effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Seoul January 25, 1980; 
Entered into force January 25, 1980. 
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The American A.mbassaclor to the Korean Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minkter, Economic Miming Board 

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

January 25, 1980 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to the Agricultural 

Commodities Agreement signed by representatives of our 

two Governments on June 7, 1979,[1]and to propose that 

Part II, Particular Provisions, be amended as follows: 

A. Item I, Commodity Table: 

(1) Under the column titled "Supply Period (United 

States Clendar Year)" and on the three lines titled 

"Wheat/Wheat Flour, Feedgrains (Corn), Cotton (Upland)" 

delete "1979" and substitute "1979 and 1980". 

(2) Under the appropriate column headings, make the 

following changes: 

(a) On line titled "Wheat/Wheat Flour" change 

"140,000" to "214,000", and "$19.3" to "$31.8". 

(b) On line titled "Feedgrains (Corn)" change 

"80,000". to "164,000", and "$8.6" to "$18.6". 

(c) On line titled "Cotton (Upland)" change 

"35,000" to "57,000", and "$12.1" to "$19.6". 

(3) On line titled "Total" and under column titled 

"Maximum Export Market Value" delete "$40.0" and substitute 

"$70.0". 

His Excellency 
LEE Hahn-Been 

Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister, Economic Planning Board 

of the Republic of Korea 

TIAS 9562; 30 UST 6471. 
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B. Item III, Usual Marketing Table: 

(1) Under the appropriate column headings and 

directly below the line titled "Wheat/Wheat Flour 

(Wheat Basis)", add a line reading "Wheat/Wheat Flour 

(Wheat Basis) - 1980 - 1,506,000 metric tons". 

(2) Under the appropriate column headings and 

directly below the line titled "Feedgrains". add a 

line reading "Feedgrains - 1980 - 1,304,000 metric tons". 

(3) Under the appropriate column headings and 

directly below the line titled "Cotton", add a line 

reading "Cotton - 1980 - 967,000 bales of which at least 

933,000 bales shall be imported from the United States of 

America". 

All other items and conditions of the June 7, 1979 

Agreement remain the same. 

If the foregoing is acceptable to your Government. I 

have the honor to propose that this Note and your reply 

thereto constitute an Agreement between our two Governments, 

effective on the date of your Note in reply. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurance of my 

highest consideration. 

L)L2-tJ. 1t 
William H. Gleysteen, Jr. 
Ambassador 
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The Korean Deputy Prime Minister and Minister, Economic Planning 
Board, to the American Ambassador 

ECONOMIC PLANNING BOARD 

REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

SEOUL, KOREA 

January 25 , 1980 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to your proposal of 

January 25, 1980, which reads as follows: 

"I have the honor to refer to the Agricultural 

Commodities Agreement signed by representatives of our 

two Governments on June 7, 1979, and to propose that 

Part II, Particular Provisions, be amended as follows: 

"A. Item I, Commodity Table: 

"(1) Under the column titled "Supply Period (United 

States Calendar Year)" and on the three lines titled 

"Wheat/Wheat Flour, Feedgrains (Corn), Cotton (Upland)" 

delete "1979" and substitute "1979 and 1980". 

"(2) Under the appropriate column headings, make 

the following changes: 

"(a) On line titled "Wheat/Wheat Flour" change 

"140,000" to "214;000", and "$19.3" to "$31.8". 

"(b) On line titled "Feedgrains (Corn)" change 

"80,000" to "164,000", and "$8.6" to "$18.6". 

"(c) On line titled "Cotton (Upland)" change 

"35,000" to "57,000", and "$12.1" to "$19.6". 

"(3) On line titled "Total" and under column titled 

"Maximum Export Market Value" delete "$40.0" and substitute 

"$70.0". 

His Excellency 
William H. Gleysteen, Jr. 

Ambassador 
Embassy of the United States of America 

Seoul, Korea 
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"B. Item III, Usual Marketing Table: 

"(1) Under the appropriate column headings and 

directly below the line titled "Wheat/Wheat Flour 

(Wheat Basis)", add a line reading "Wheat/Wheat Flour 

(Wheat Basis) - 1980 - 1,506,000 metric tons". 

"(2) Under the appropriate column headings and 

directly below the line titled "Feedgrains", add a line 

reading "Feedgrains - 1980 - 1,304,000 metric tons". 

"(3) Under the appropriate column headings and 

directly below the line titled "Cotton", add a line 

reading "Cotton - 1980 - 967,000 bales of which at least 

933,000 bales shall be imported from the United States of 

America". 

"All other items and conditions of the June 7, 1979 

Agreement remain the same." 

"If the foregoing is acceptable to your Government, 

I have the honor to propose that this Note and your reply 

thereto constitute an Agreement between our two Governments, 

effective on the date of your Note in reply." 

I have the honor to inform you that my Government 

concurs in the foregoing proposal. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurance of my 

highest consideration. 

LEE Hahn-Been 
Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister, Economic Planning Board 
of the Republic of Korea 
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INDONESIA 

Agricultural Commodities 

Agreement signed at Jakarta March 6, 1980; 
Entered into force March 6, 1980. 
With agreed minutes. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED SlATES OF AMERICA 
AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA 

FOR SALES OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES 

The Government of the United States of America and the Government 
of the Republic of Indonesia. 

Recognizing the desirability of expanding trade in agricultural 
commodities between the United States of America (hereinafter referred 
to as the exporting country) and the Republic of Indonesia (hereinafter 
referred to as the importing country) and with other friendly countries 
in a manner that will not displace usual marketings of the exporting 
country in these commodities or unduly disrupt world prices of 
agricultural commodities or normal patterns of commercial trade with 
friendly countries; 

Taking into account the importance to developing countries of their 
efforts to help themselves toward a greater degree of self-reliance, 
including efforts to meet their problems of food production and 
population growth; 

Recognizing the policy of the exporting country to use its 
agricultural productivity to combat hunger and malnutrition in the 
developing countries, to encourage these countries to improve their own 
agricultural production, and to assist them in their economic development; 

Recognizing the determination of the importing country to improve 
its own production, storage, and distribution of agricultural food 
products, including the reduction of waste in all stages of food handling; 

Desiring to set forth the understandings that will govern the sales 
of agricultural commodities to the importing country pursuant to Title I 

of the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act, as amended[1] 
(hereinafter referred to as the Act), and the measures that the two 
Governments will take individually and collectively in furthering the 
above-mentioned policies; 

Have agr,ed as follows: 

68 Stat. 455; 7 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq. 
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PART I — GENERAL PROVISIONS 

ARTICLE I 

A. The Government of the exporting country undertakes to finance 
the sale of agricultural commodities to purchasers authorized by the 
Government of the importing country in accordance with the terms and 
conditions set forth in this agreement. 

B. The financing of the agricultural commodities listed in Part II 
of this agreement will be subject to: 

1. the issuance by the Government of the exporting country 
of purchase authorizations and their acceptance by the 
Government of the importing country; and 

2. the availability of the specified commodities at the 
time of exportation. 

C. Application for purchase authorizations will be made within 
90 days after the effective date of this agreement, and, with respect 
to any additional commodities or amounts of commodities provided for 
in any supplementary agreement, within 90 days after the effective date 
of such supplementary agreement. Purchase authorizations shall include 
provisions relating to the sale and delivery of such commodities, and 
other relevant matters. 

D. Except as may be authorized by the Government of the exporting 
country, all deliveries of commodities sold under this agreement shall 
be made within the supply periods specified in the commodity table in 
Part II. 

E. The value of the total quantity of each commodity covered by 
the purchase authorizations for a specified type of financing authorized 
under this agreement shall not exceed the maximum export market value 
specified for that commodity and type of financing in Part II. The 
Government of the exporting country may limit the total value of each 
commodity to be covered by purchase authorizations for a specified type 
of financing as price declines or other marketing factors may require, 
so that the quantities of such commodity sold under a specified type of 
financing will not substantially exceed the applicable approximate 
maximum quantity specified in Part II. 

F. The Government of the exporting country shall bear the ocean 
freight differential for commodities the Government of the exporting 
country requires to be transported in United States flag vessels 
(approximately 50 percent by weight of the commodities sold under the 
agreement). The ocean freight differential is deemed to be the amount, 
as determined by the Government of the exporting country, by which the 
cost of ocean transportation is higher (than would otherwise be the case) 
by reason of the requirement that the commodities be transported in 
United States flag vessels. The Government of the importing country shall 
have no obligation to reimburse the Government of the exporting country 
for the ocean freight differential borne by the Government of the exporting 
country. 
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G. Promptly after contracting for United States flag shipping 
space to be used for commodities required to be transported in United 
States flag vessels, and in any event not later than presentation of 
vessel for loading, the Government of the importing country or the 
purchasers authorized by it shall open a letter of credit, in United 
States dollars, for the estimated cost of ocean transportation for 
such commodities. 

H. The financing, sale, and delivery of commodities under this 
agreement may be terminated by either Government if that Government 
determines that because of changed conditions the continuation of such 
financing, sale, or delivery is unnecessary or undesirable. 

ARTICLE II 

A, Initial Payment  

The Government of the importing country shall pay, or cause 
to be paid, such initial payment as may be specified in Part II of 
this agreement. The amount of this payment shall be that portion of 
the purchase price (excluding any ocean transportation costs that may 
be included therein) equal to the percentage specified for initial payment 
in Part II and payment shall be made in United States dollars in accordance 
with the applicable purchase authorization. 

B. Currency Use Payment 

The Government of the importing country shall pay, or cause to 
be paid, upon demand by the Government of the exporting country in amounts 
as it may determine, but in any event no later than one year after the 
final disbursement by the Commodity Credit Corporation under this 
agreement, or the end of the supply period, whichever is later, such 
payment as may be specified in Part II of this agreement pursuant to 
Section 103(b) of the Act (hereinafter referred to as the Currency Use 
Payment). The currency use payment shall be that portion of the amount 
financed by the exporting country equal to the percentage specified for 
currency use payment in Part II. Payment shall be made in accordance 
with paragraph H and for purposes specified in Subsection 104(a), (b), 
(e) and (h) of the Act, as set forth in Part II of this agreement. Such 
payment shall be credited against (a) the amount of each year's interest 
payment due during the period prior to the due date of the first installment 
payment, starting with the first year, plus (b) the combined payments of 
principal and interest starting with the first installment payment, until 
the value of the currency use payment has been offset. Unless otherwise 
specified in Part II, no requests for payment will be made by the Government 
of the exporting country prior to the first disbursement by the Commodity 
Credit Corporation of the exporting country under this agreement. 
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C. Type of Financing 

Sales of the commodities specified in Part II shall be financed 
in accordance with the type of financing indicated therein. Special 
provisions relating to the sale are also set forth in Part II. 

D. Credit Provisions  

1. With respect to commodities delivered in each calendar 
year under this agreement, the principal of the credit (hereinafter 
referred to as principal) will consist of the dollar amount disbursed 
by the Government of the exporting country for the commodities (not 
including any ocean transportation costs) less any portion of the initial 
payment payable to the Government of the exporting country. 

The principal shall be paid in accordance with the payment 
schedule in Part II of this agreement. The first installment payment 
shall be due and payable on the date specified in Part II of this agreement. 
Subsequent installment payments shall be due and payable at intervals of 
one year thereafter. Any payment of principal may be made prior to its 
due date. 

2. Interest on the unpaid balance of the principal due the 
Government of the exporting country for the commodities delivered in each 
calendar year shall be paid as follows: 

a. In the case of Dollar Credit, interest shall begin to 
accrue on the date of last delivery of these commodities 
in each calendar year. Interest shall be paid not later 
than the due date of each installment payment of 
principal, except that if the date of the first installment 
is more than a year after such date of last delivery, 
the first payment of interest shall be made not later 
than the anniversary date of such date of last delivery 
and thereafter payment of interest shall be made annually 
and not later than the due date of each installment 
payment of principal. 

b. In the case of Convertible Local Currency Credit, interest 
shall begin to accrue on the date of dollar disbursement 
by the Government of the exporting country. Such interest 
shall be paid annually beginning one year after the date 
of last delivery of commodities in each calendar year, 
except that if the installment payments for these 
commodities are not due on same anniversary of such date 
of last delivery, any such interest accrued on the due 
date of the first installment payment shall be due on the 
same date as the first installment and thereafter such 
interest shall be paid on the due dates of the subsequent 
installment payments. 
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3. For the period of time from the date the interest begins 
to the due date for the first installment payment, the interest shall 
be computed at the initial interest rate specified in Part II of this 
agreement. Thereafter, the interest shall be computed at the 
continuing interest rate specified in Part II of this agreement. 

E. Deposit of Payments 

The Government of the importing country shall make, or cause 
to be made, payments to the Government of the exporting country in 
the currencies, amounts, and at the exchange rates provided for in this 
agreement as follows: 

1. Dollar payments shall be remitted to the Treasurer, 
Commodity Credit Corporation, United States Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, DC 20250, unless another method of payment is agreed upon 
by the two governments. 

2. Payments in the local currency of the importing country 
(hereinafter referred to as local currency), shall be deposited to the 
account of the Government of the United States of America in interest 
bearing accounts in banks selected by the Government of the United 
States of America in the importing country. 

F. Sales Proceeds  

The total amount of the proceeds accruing to the importing 
country from the sale of commodities financed under this agreement, to 
be applied to the economic development purposes set forth in Part II 
of this agreement, shall be not less than the local currency equivalent 
of the dollar disbursement by the Government of the exporting country 
in connection with the financing of the commodities (other than the 
ocean freight differential), provided, however, that the sales proceeds 
to be so applied shall be reduced by the currency use payment, if any, 
made by the Government of the importing country. The exchange rate 
to be used in calculating this local currency equivalent shall be the 
rate at which the central monetary authority of the importing country, 
or its authorized agent, sells foreign exchange for local currency in 
connection with the commercial import of the same commodities. Any such 
accrued proceeds that are loaned by the government of the importing 
country to private or non-governmental organizations shall be loaned at 
rates of interest approximately equivalent to those charged for comparable 
loans in the importing country. The Government of the importing country 
shall furnish in accordance with its fiscal year budget reporting procedure, 
at such times as may be requested by the Government of the exporting 
country but not less often than annually, a report of the receipt and 
expenditure of the proceeds, certified by the appropriate audit authority 
of the Government of the importing country, and in case of expenditures 
the budget sector in which they were used. 
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G. Computations  

The computation of the initial payment, currency use payment 
and all payments of principal and interest under this agreement shall 
be made in United States dollars. 

H. Payments  

All payments shall be in United States dollars or, if the 
Government of the exporting country so elects, 

1. The payments shall be made in readily convertible currencies 
of third countries at a mutually agreed rate of exchange and shall be 
used by the government of the exporting country for payment of its 
obligations or, in the case of currency use payments, used for the 
purposes set forth in Part II of this agreement; or 

2. The payments shall be made in local currency at the applicable 
exchange rate specified in Part I, Article III, G of this agreement in 
effect on the date of payment and shall, at the option of the Government 
of the exporting country, be converted to United States dollars at the 
same rate, or used by the Government of the exporting country for payment 
of its obligations or, in the case of currency use payments, used for 
the purposes set forth in Part II of this agreement in the importing country. 

ARTICLE /II  

A. World Trade 

The two Governments shall take maximum precautions to assure 
that sales of agricultural commodities pursuant to this agreement will 
not displace usual marketings of the exporting country in these commodities 
or unduly disrupt world prices of agricultural commodities or normal 
patterns of commercial trade with countries the Government of the exporting 
country considers to be friendly to it (referred to in this agreement as 
friendly countries). In implementing this provision the Government of the 
importing country shall: 

1. Insure that total imports from the exporting country and 
other friendly countries into the importing country paid for with the 
resources of the importing country will equal at least the quantities of 
agricultural commodities as may be specified in the usual marketing table 
set forth in Part II during each import period specified in the table and 
during each subsequent comparable period in which commodities financed 
under this agreement are being delivered. The imports of commodities to 
satisfy these usual marketing requirements for each import period shall 
be in addition to purchases financed under this agreement. 
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2. Take steps to assure that the exporting country obtains a 
fair share of any increase in commercial purchases of agricultural 
commodities by the importing country. 

3. Take all possible measures to prevent the resale, diversion 
in transit, or transshipment to other countries or the use for other 
than domestic purposes of the agricultural commodities purchased pursuant 
to this agreement (except where such resale, diversion in transit, 
transshipment or use is specifically approved by the Government of the 
United States of America). 

4. Take all possible measures to prevent the export of any 
commodity of either domestic or foreign origin, which is defined in 
Part II of this agreement, during the export limitation period specified 
in the export limitation table in Part II (except as may be specified 
in Part II or where such export is otherwise specifically approved by 
the Government of the United States of America). 

B. Private Trade  

In carrying out the provisions of this agreement, the two 
Governments shall seek to assure conditions of commerce permitting 
private traders to function effectively. 

C. Self-Help  

Part II describes the program the Government of the importing 
country is undertaking to improve its production, storage, and distribution 
of agricultural commodities. The Government of the importing country 
shall furnish in such form and at such time as may be requested by the 
Government of the exporting country, a statement of the progress the 
Government of the importing country is making in carrying out such self-help 
measures, 

D. Reporting  

In addition to any other reports agreed upon by the two 
Governments, the Government of the importing country shall furnish at 
least quarterly for the supply period specified in Part II, Item I of this 
agreement and any subsequent comparable period during which commodities 
purchased under this agreement are being imported or utilized. 

1. The following information in connection with each shipment 
of commodities under the agreement: the name of each vessel; the date of 
arrival; the port of arrival; the commodity and quantity received; and 
the condition in which received. 

2. A statement by it showing the progress made toward fulfilling 
the usual marketing requirements. 
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3. A statement of the measures it has taken to implement the 
provisions of Sections A 2 and 3 of this Article; and 

4. Statistical data on imports by country of origin and exports 
by country of destination, of commodities which are the same as or like 
those imported under the agreement. 

E. Procedures for Reconciliation and Adiustment of Accounts  

The two Governments shall each establish appropriate procedures 
to facilitate the reconciliation of their respective records on the 
amounts financed with respect to the commodities delivered during each 
calendar year. The Commodity Credit Corporation of the exporting country 
and the Government of the importing country may make such adjustments in 
the credit accounts as they mutually decide are appropriate. 

F. Definitions  

For the purposes of this agreement: 

1. Delivery shall be deemed to have occurred as of the on-board 
date shown in the ocean bill of lading which has been signed or initialed 
on behalf of the carrier; 

2. Import shall be deemed to have occurred when the commodity 
has entered the country, and passed through customs, if any, of the 
importing country; and 

3. Utilization shall be deemed to have occurred when the commodity 
is sold to the trade within the importing country without restriction on 
its use within the country or otherwise distributed to the consumer within 
the country. 

G. Applicable Exchange Rate  

For the purposes of this agreement, the applicable exchange rate 
for determining the amount of any local currency to be paid to the 
Government of the exporting country shall be a rate in effect on the date 
of payment by the importing country which is not less favorable to the 
Government of the exporting country than the highest exchange -rate legally 
obtainable in the importing country and which is not less favorable to the 
Government of the exporting country than the highest exchange rate obtainable 
by any other nation. With respect to local currency: 

1. As long as a unitary exchange rate system is maintained by 
the Government of the importing country, the applicable exchange rate will 
be the rate at which the central monetary authority of the importing country, 
or its authorized agent, sells foreign exchange for local currency. 
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2. If a unitary rate system is not maintained, the applicable 
rate will be the rate (as mutually agreed by the two Governments) that 
fulfills the requirements of the first sentence of this section G. 

H. Consultation 

The two Governments shall, upon request of either of them, 
consult regarding any matter arising under this agreement, including the 
operation of arrangements carried out pursuant to this agreement. 

I. Identification and Publicity  

The Government of the importing country shall undertake such 
measures as may be mutually agreed prior to delivery for the identification 
of food commodities at points of distribution in the importing country, 
and for publicity in the same manner as provided for in Subsection 103 (1) 
of the Act. 
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PART II - PARTICULAR PROVISIONS  

Item I. Commodity Table: 

Commodity  

Supply Period Approximate Máximum Máximum Export 
(United States Quantity (Metric tons Market Value 
Calendar Year) and Bales)  (Millions)  

Rice 1980 117,000 $40.73 

Wheat/Wheat 
Flour (Wheat 
Basis) 

Total 

1980 60,000 $10.30 

$51.03 

Item II. Payment Terms: Convertible Local Currency 

A. Initial Payment - five (5) percent. 

B. Currency Use Payment - ten (10) percent for 104 (a) purposes. 

C. Number of installment payments - twenty-eight (28). 

D. Amount of each installment payment - approximately equal annual amounts. 

E. Due date of first installment payment - eight (8) years after date of 
last delivery of commodities in each calendar year. 

F. Initial interest rate - two (2) percent. 

G. Continuing interest rate - three (3) percent. 

Item III. Usual Marketing Table: 

Import Period 
(United States Usual Márketing 

Commodity Calendar Year) Requirement  

Rice 1980 791,000 metric tons 

Wheat/Wheat 
Flour (Wheat 
Basis) 1980 798,000 metric tons 
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Item IV. Export Limitations: 

A. Export Limitation Period 

The export limitation period shall be the United States calendar year 
1980 or any subsequent U.S. calendar year in which commodities financed 
under this agreement are being imported or utilized. 

B. Commodities to which Export Limitations Apply 

For the purposes of Part I, Article III A (4), of this agreement, the 
commodities which may not be exported are: for rice - rice in the form of 
paddy, brown or milled and for wheat/wheat flour - wheat/wheat flour, 
rolled wheat, semolina, farina and bulgur (or same products under a 
different name). 

Item V. Self-Help Measures: 

The Government of the Republic of Indonesia continues to accord 
high national priority to increasing the production of food. To consolidate 
the gains of recent years and to assure continued progress, the GOI intends 
to: 

A. Continue efforts to achieve progress in agricultural production through: 

(1) Agricultural research; 
(2) Production and distribution of improved seeds; 
(3) Expansion of the supply of agricultural credit; 
(4) Strengthening agricultural extension; 
(5) Expanding and improving agricultural education at the secondary 

and university levels; and 
(6) Expanding and improving irrigation facilities and their operation 

and maintenance. (Research, extension and credit programs will 
include attention to improvement of tillage methods, improved 
irrigation and water use, improvement of rice threshing methods 
to reduce damage to quality, and improvement of food handling to 
reduce post-harvest losses. Added emphasis will be given to 
non-rice food crops). 
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B. Improve the marketing system including procurement procedures for 
government incentive stabilization programs and improvement and expansion 
of facilities for handling and storage of grains and legumes. 

C. Expand production of secondary crops such as corn and legumes, 
especially in multiple cropping programs. 

D. Expand the supply and improve the distribution of fertilizer, 
insecticides and herbicides. 

E. Seek ways to broaden ownership of land by actual tillers and to 
improve systems of water rights. 

Item VI. Economic Development Purposes for Which Proceeds Accruing to 
thg Importing Country are to be Used: 

A. The proceeds accruing to the importing country from the sale of 
commodities financed under this agreement will be used for financing the 
self-help measures set forth in the agreement and for other projects 
and programs contained in the development budget of the Government of 
Indonesia. 

B. In the use of proceeds for these purposes, emphasis will be placed 
on directly improving the lives of the poorest of the recipient country's 
people and their capacity to participate in the development of their 
country. 
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PART III - FINAL PROVISIONS  

A. This agreement may be terminated by either Government by notice 
of termination to the other Government for any reason, and by the Government 
of the exporting country if it should determine that the self-help program 
described in the agreement is not being adequately developed. Such 
termination will not reduce any financial obligations the Government of 
the importing country has incurred as of the date of termination. 

This Agreement shall enter into force upon signature. 

B. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective representatives, duly authorized 
for the purpose, have signed the present agreement. 

Done at Jakarta, Indonesia, in duplicate, this 6th day of March 1980. 

REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

By: 

M. Panggabean 
Minister for Foreign 
Affairs ad interim 
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AGREED MINUTES  

The following minutes of negotiations of the PL-480, Title I 
Agreement of March 6, 1980 are agreed upon by the representatives of 
the signatory Governments: 

1. The representatives of the Government of Indonesia understand 
that the Preamble and Parts I and III are standard and applicable to 
all Title I PL-480 Agreements. 

2. The attention of the representatives of the Government of 
Indonesia has been called to the provisions of Part II, specifically to 
the time period restrictions and quantities of rice and wheat required 
to be purchased commercially against the Usual Marketing Requirement 
(UMR) with its own resources. 

3. In addition to the delivery limitations and UMR purchases 
noted in the preceding minutes, the representatives of the Government 
of Indonesia understand that: 

a. shipments of commodities from the U.S. must be completed 
by September 30, 1980, since the financing for the 
Agreement will come from the United States FY 1980 budget. 
It is understood that commodity suppliers and vessel 
owners may not release commodities or allow loading of 
vessels until correct letters of credit are opened and 
that late or improperly opened letters of credit can 
seriously delay export of commodities. It is understood 
further that delayed opening of letters of credit could 
result in commodity suppliers canceling sales and ocean 
transportation suppliers canceling space; 

b. all tendering for rice and wheat under the Agreement must 
be done by invitations for competitive bids conducted in 
the United States with public opening of bids and that 
awards shall be made on the basis of the lowest FAS vessel 
or FOB vessel bid price for the commodity responsive to 
tender terms. It is understood further that freight tenders 
must also be conducted in the U.S. with public opening of 
bids, however, charterer retains right to negotiate; 

c. purchase authorizations issued under the Agreement will 
contain requirements that invitations for bids for both 
commodity and freight must be submitted to the Office of 
General Sales Manager, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, DC, for review and approval prior to their 
release to prospective bidders. 
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• 
d. imports from USSR, People's Republic of China, 

Eastern Europe (except Poland and Yugoslavia), Cuba, 
Socialist Republic of Vietnam and North Korea, commodities 
imported under PL-480, or grants received from the United 
States or other sources cannot be counted toward the 
UMR. 

4. The representatives of the Government of Indonesia understand 
that in case the unit prices become higher than those Tirojected in 
valuing the Agreement, purchases will be limited to the dollar value 
specified in the Agreement. This is in accordance with Article I E, 
Part I of the Agreement. 

5. The representatives of the Government of Indonesia understand 
that short term commercial credit (6 to 36 months) may be available 
through the CCC Export Credit Sales Program to Indonesian buyers 
purchasing wheat and rice, but subject first to the Government of 
Indonesia request for and approval of a CCC credit line to Indonesia 
by the United States Department of Agriculture and that this source 
of financing may be used to satisfy the UMR. It is understood further 
that other eligible commodities not included under the Agreement may 
be requested also for CCC credit financing. 

6. The Government of Indonesia will take effective steps to 
reduce losses connected with the handling and storage of PL-480 
commodities; will enforce strict accountability for the commodities 
until they are in the hands of the private trade; and, in case of damage 
or loss attributable to the ocean carrier, will make and vigorously 
follow up claims for reimbursement for such damage or loss. 

7. The Government of Indonesia understands that if it engages 
the services of a U.S. person or firm as its agent to handle the procure-
ment of a commodity and/or ocean transportation, such agent must be 
approved by the United States Department of Agriculture. A copy of the 
written agreement between the Government of Indonesia and the U.S. agent 
must be submitted to the United States Department of Agriculture for 
prior approval to the issuance of the applicable purchase authorization. 

8. The representatives of the Government of Indonesia have been 
informed that legislation affecting Section 106 (B) and 109 (A) of 
PL-480 requires: (1) specific emphasis on implementation of self-help 
measures so as to contribute directly to development progress in poor 
rural areas and to enable the poor to participate actively in increasing 
agricultural production through small farm agriculture and (2) use of 
proceeds for purposes which directly improve the lives of the poorest 
of the recipient country's people and their capacity to participate in 
the development of their country. These requirements are specifically 
noted in Items V and VI, B, PART II of the Agreement. 
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9. The representatives of the Government of Indonesia understand 
that certain reports are required in connection with the Agreement, on 
the arrival and disposition of commodities, permissible exports, the 
use of sales proceeds, progress in agricultural self-help and the 
allocation of rupiahs generated by the Agreement. The representatives 
of the Government of Indonesia will make appropriate arrangements to: 

a. furnish the Embassy of the United States of America a 
report by the fifteenth of January, April, July and 
October under provisions contained in Article III, D, 
PART I, of the Agreement. 

b. return completed "shipping and arrival information" 
(ADP Sheets) with appropriate notations certifying receipt 
of all commodities as soon as possible, but not later 
than 30 days from the date of unloading or 30 days from 
the receipt of the ADP sheets, whichever is later. 

c. furnish the Embassy of the United States of America a 
report of the receipt and expenditures of the proceeds 
accruing from the sale of commodities financed under 
the Agreement. This is in accordance with Article II, F, 
PART I of the Agreement. 

d. submit an annual report on progress of agricultural self-help 
by November 15, containing the best possible description, 
both quantitative and qualitative, of current and previous 
GOI fiscal year self-help activities. It was also agreed 
that this report should cover future self-help plans and 
funding directly or by cross reference to other planning 
documents. The representatives of the Government of 
Indonesia agree further to hold periodic self-help 
meetings with appropriate representatives of the United 
States Government in an effort to increase the impact of 
the self-help measures on agricultural production and 
improve the quality and responsiveness of the annual 
self-help report. These meetings will be held at least 
at six month intervals beginning in June with the time 
and location to be determined by the representatives of 
the Government of Indonesia. 
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10. In compliance with the provisions of Article III, PART I 
of the Agreement, the Government of Indonesia agrees to give publicity 
to the provisions of the Agreement by issuing suitable press releases 
at the time of signing and at the time of issuance of each purchase 
authorization applied for under the Agreement. 

11. Other Agreement provisions discussed by representatives 
of the two Governments in some detail included commodity deliveries, 
payment terms and issuance of purchase authorization by U.S. Department 
of Agriculture. It was agreed that Government of Indonesia representatives 
will furnish the necessary operational reporting information incident 
to issuance of purchase authorization as promptly as possible after 
Agreement is reached between the two countries to the quantities and 
values involved in any Agreement or Amendment. 

DONE at Jakarta on this 6th day of March 1980. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA 

A 4.,40974 :e y [1] 

Alan W. Trick. 
Bustanil Arifin. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

FOR SALES OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES 

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-

ment of the Republic of Kenya. 

Recognizing the desirability of expanding trade in agricultural 

commodities between the United States of America (hereinafter referred 

to as the exporting country) and the Republic of Kenya. 

(hereinafter referred to as the importing country) and with other 

friendly countries in a manner that will not displace usual marketings 

of the exporting country in these commodities or unduly disrupt world 

prices of agricultural commodities or normal patterns of commercial 

trade with friendly countries; 

Taking into account the importance to developing countries of 

their efforts to help themselves toward a greater degree of self-

reliance,including efforts to meet their problems of food production 

and population growth; 

Recognizing the policy of the exporting country to use its 

agricultural productivity to combat hunger and malnutrition in the 

developing countries, to encourage these countries to improve their 

own agricultural production, and to assist them in their economic 

development; 

Recognizing the determination of the importing country to 

improve its own production, storage, and distribution of agricultural 

food products, including the reduction of waste in all stages of 

food handling; 

Desiring to set forth the understandings that will govern the 

sales of agricultural commodities to the importing country pursuant 

to Title I of the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act, 

as amended[1] (hereinafter referred to as the Act), and the measures 

that the two Governments will take individually and collectively in 

furthering the above-mentioned policies; 

Have agreed as follows: 

'68 Stat. 455; 7 U.S.C. §1701 et seq. [Footnote added by the Department of 
State.] 
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PART I - GENERAL PROVISIONS  

ARTICLE I  

A. The Government of the exporting country undertakes to 

finance the sale of agricultural commodities to purchasers autho-

rized by the Government of the importing country in accordance 

with the terms and conditions set forth in this agreement. 

B. The financing of the agricultural commodities listed in 

Part II of this agreement will be subject to: 

1. the issuance by the Government of the exporting 

country of purchase authorizations and their 

acceptance by the Government of the importing 

country; and 

2. the availability of the specified commodities at 

the time of exportation. 

C. Application for purchase authorizations will be made 

within 90 days after the effective date of this agreement, and, 

with respect to any additional commodities or amounts of commodi-

ties provided for in any supplementary agreement, within 90 days 

after the effective date of such supplementary agreement. Purchase 

authorizations shall include provisions relating to the sale and 

delivery of such commodities, and other relevant matters. 

D. Except as may be authorized by the Government of the 

exporting country, all deliveries of commodities sold under this 

agreement shall be made within the supply periods specified in the 

commodity table in Part II. 

E. The value of the total quantity of each commodity covered 

by the purchase authorizations for a specified type of financing 

authorized under this agreement shall not exceed the maximum export 

market value specified for that commodity and type of financing in 

Part II. The Government of the exporting country may limit 
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the total value of each commodity to be covered by purchase autho-

rizations for a specified type of financing as price declines or 

other marketing factors may require, so that the quantities of such 

commodity sold under a specified type of financing will not sub-

stantially exceed the applicable approximate maximum quantity 

specified in Part II. 

F. The Government of the exporting country shall bear the 

ocean freight differential for commodities the Government of the 

exporting country requires to be transported in United States flag 

vessels (approximately 50 percent by weight of the commodities sold 

under the agreement). The ocean freight differential is deemed to 

be the amount, as determined by the Government of the exporting 

country, by which the cost of ocean transportation is higher (than 

would otherwise be the case) by reason of the requirement that the 

commodities be transported in United States flag vessels. The 

Government of the importing country shall have no obligation to 

reimburse the Government of the exporting country for the ocean 

freight differential borne by the Government of the exporting 

country. 

G. Promptly after contracting for United States flag shipping 

space to be used for commodities required to be transported in 

United States flag vessels, and in any event not later than presen-

tation of vessel for loading, the Government of the importing 

country or the purchasers authorized by it shall open a letter of 

credit, in United States dollars, for the estimated cost of ocean 

transportation for such commodities. 

H. The financing, sale, and delivery of commodities under 

this agreement may be terminated by either Government if that 

Government determines that because of changed conditions the con-

tinuation of such financing, sale, or delivery is unnecessary or 

undesirable. 
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ARTICLE II 

A. Initial Payment  

The Government of the importing country shall pay, or cause to 

be paid, such initial payment as may be specified in Part II of 

this agreement. The amount of this payment shall be that portion 

of the purchase price (excluding any ocean transportation costs 

that may be included therein) equal to the percentage specified for 

initial payment in Part II and payment shall be made in United 

States dollars in accordance with the applicable purchase autho-

rization. 

B. Currency Use Payment  

The Government of the importing country shall pay, or cause to 

be paid, upon demand by the Government of the exporting country in 

amounts as it may determine, but in any event no later than one 

year after the final disbursement by the Commodity Credit Corpo-

ration under this agreement, or the end of the supply period, 

whichever is later, such payment as may be specified in Part II of 

this agreement pursuant to Section 103(b) of the Act (hereinafter 

referred to as the Currency Use Payment). The Currency Use Payment 

shall be that portion of the amount financed by the exporting 

country equal to the percentage specified for Currency Use Payment 

in Part II. Payment shall be made in accordance with paragraph H 

and for purposes specified in Subsections 104(a), (b), (e), and (h) 

of the Act, as set forth in Part II of this agreement. Such pay-

ment shall be credited against (a) the amount of each year's 

interest payment due during the period prior to the due date of 

the first installment payment, starting with the first year, plus 

(b) the combined payments of principal and interest starting with 

the first installment payment, until the value of the Currency Use 

Payment has been offset. Unless otherwise specified in Part II, 

no requests for payment will be made by the Government of the 
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exporting country prior to the first disbursement by the Commodity 

Credit Corporation of the exporting country under this agreement. 

C. Type of Financing 

Sales of the commodities specified in Part II shall be 

financed in accordance with the type of financing indicated there-

in. Special provisions relating to the sale are also set forth in 

Part II. 

D. Credit Provisions  

1. With respect to commodities delivered in each calendar 

year under this agreement, the principal of the credit (herein-

after referred to as principal) will consist of the dollar amount 

disbursed by the Government of the exporting country for the 

commodities (not including any ocean transportation costs) less 

any portion of the Initial Payment payable to the Government of 

the exporting country. 

The principal shall be paid in accordance with the pay-

ment schedule in Part II of this agreement. The first installment 

payment shall be due and payable on the date specified in Part II 

of this agreement. Subsequent installment payments shall be due 

and payable at intervals of one year thereafter. Any payment of 

principal may be made prior to its due date. 

2. Interest on the unpaid balance of the principal due the 

Government of the exporting country for commodities delivered in 

each calendar year shall be paid as follows: 

a. In the case of Dollar Credit, interest shall begin 

to accrue on the date of last delivery of these 

commodities in each calendar year. Interest shall 

be paid not later than the due date of each install-

ment payment of principal, except that if the date 

of the first installment is more than a year after 

such date of last delivery, the first payment of 

interest shall be made not later than the anniversary 
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date of such date of last delivery and thereafter 

payment of interest shall be nade annually and 

not later than the due date of each installment 

payment of principal. 

b. In the case of Convertible Local Currency Credit, 

interest shall begin to accrue on the date of 

dollar disbursement by the Government of the export-

ing country. Such interest shall be paid annually 

beginning one year after the date of last delivery 

of commodities in each calendar year, except that 

if the installment payments for these commodities 

are not due on some anniversary of such date of last 

delivery, any such interest accrued on the due date 

of the first installment payment shall be due on 

the same date as the first installment and there-

after such interest shall be paid on the due dates 

of the subsequent installment payments. 

3. For the period of time from the date the interest begins 

to the due date for the first installment payment, the interest 

shall be computed at the initial interest rate specified in Part II 

of this agreement. Thereafter, the interest shall be computed at 

the continuing interest rate specified in Part II of this agreement. 

E. Deposit of Payments  

The Government of the importing country shall make, or cause 

to be made, payments to the Government of the exporting country 

in the currencies, amounts, and at the exchange rates provided for 

in this agreement as follows: 

1. Dollar payments shall be remitted to the Treasurer, 

Commodity Credit Corporation, United States Department of Agricul-

ture, Washington, D.C. 20250, unless another method of payment is 

agreed upon by the two Governments. 
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2. Payments in the local currency of the importing country 

(hereinafter referred to as local currency), shall be deposited to 

the account of the Government ot the United States of America in 

interest bearing accounts in banks selected by the Government of 

the United States of America in the importing country. 

F. Sales Proceeds  

The total amount of the proceeds accruing to the importing 

country from the sale of commodities financed under this agreement, 

to be applied to the economic development purposes set forth in 

Part II of this agreement, shall be not less than the local cur-

rency equivalent of the dollar disbursement by the Government of 

the exporting country in connection with the financing of the 

commodities (other than the ocean freight differential), provided, 

however, that the sales proceeds to be so applied shall be reduced 

by the Currency Use Payment, if any, made by the Government of the 

importing country. The exchange rate to be used in calculating 

this local currency equivalent shall be the rate at which the 

central monetary authority of the importing country, or its 

authorized agent, sells foreign exchange for local currency in 

connection with the commercial import of the same commodities. 

Any such accrued proceeds that are loaned by the Government of the 

importing country to private or non-governmental organizations shall 

be loaned at rates of interest approximately equivalent to those 

charged for comparable loans in the importing country. The 

Government of the importing country shall furnish, in accordance 

with its fiscal year budget reporting procedure, at such times as 

may be requested by the Government of the exporting country but 

not less often than annually, a report of the receipt and expen-

diture of the proceeds, certified by the appropriate audit author-

ity of the Government of the importing country, and in case of 

expenditures the budget sector in which they were used. 
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G. Computations  

The computation of the Initial Payment, Currency Use Payment 

and all payments of principal and interest under this agreement 

snail be made in United States dollars. 

H. Payments  

All payments shall be in United States dollars or, if the 

Government of the exporting country so elects, 

1. The payments shall be made in readily convertible cur-

rencies of third countries at a mutually agreed rate of 

exchange and shall be used by the Government of the exporting 

country for payment of its obligations or, in the case of 

Currency Use Payments, used for 

Part II of this agreement; or 

2. The payments shall be made 

the purposes set forth in 

in local currency at the 

applicable exchange rate specified in Part I, Article III, 

G of this agreement in effect on the date of payment and 

shall, at the option of the Governmeht of the exporting 

country, be converted to United States dollars at the same 

rate, or used by the Government of the exporting country for 

payment of its obligations or, in the case of Currency Use 

Payments, used for the purposes set forth in Part II of 

this agreement in the importing country. 

ARTICLE III  

A. World Trade  

The two Governments shall take maximum precautions to assure 

that sales of agricultural commodities pursuant to this agreement 

will not displace usual marketings of the exporting country in 

these commodities or unduly disrupt world prices of agricultural 

commodities or normal patterns of commercial trade with countries 

the Government of the exporting country considers to be friendly 

to it (referred to in this agreement as friendly countries). In 
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implementing this provision the Government of the importing country 

shall: 

1. insure that total imports from the exporting country 

and other friendly countries into the importing country paid for 

with the resources of the importing country will equal at least 

the quantities of agricultural commodities as may be specified in 

the usual marketing table set forth in Part II during each import 

period specified in the table and during each subsequent comparable 

period in which commodities financed under this agreement are being 

delivered. The imports of commodities to satisfy these usual 

marketing requirements for each import period shall be in addition 

to purchases financed under this agreement. 

2. take steps to assure that the exporting country obtains 

a fair share of any increase in commercial purchases of agricul-

tural commodities by the importing country. 

3. take all possible measures to prevent the resale, 

diversion in transit, or transshipment to other countries or the 

use for other than domestic purposes of the agricultural commodities 

purchased pursuant to this agreement (except where such resale, 

diversion in transit, transshipment or use is specifically approved 

by the Government of the United States of America); and 

4. take all possible measures to prevent the export of any 

commodity of either domestic or foreign origin, which is defined 

in Part II of this agreement, during the export limitation period 

specified in the export limitation table in Part II (except as 

may be specified in Part II or where such export is otherwise 

specifically approved by the Government of the United States of 

America). 

B. Private Trade  

In carrying out the provisions of this agreement, the two 

Governments shall seek to assure conditions of commerce permitting 

private traders to function effectively. 
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C. Self-Help 

Part II describes the program the Government of the importing 

country is undertaking to improve its production, storage, and 

distribution of agricultural commodities. The Government of the 

importing country shall furnish in such form and at such time 

as may be requested by the Government of the exporting country, 

a statement of the progress the Government of the importing 

country is making in carrying out such self-help measures. 

D. Reporting  

In addition to any other reports agreed upon by the two 

Governments, the Government of the importing country shall furnish 

at least quarterly for the supply period specified in Part II, 

Item I of this agreement and any subsequent comparable period 

during which commodities purchased under this agreement are being 

imported or utilized: 

1. the following information in connection with each ship-

ment of commodities under the agreement: the name of each vessel; 

the date of arrival; the port of arrival; the commodity and quan-

tity received; and the condition in which received; 

2. a statement by it showing the progress made toward ful-

filling the usual marketing requirements; 

3. a statement of the measures it has taken to implement 

the provisions of Sections A 2 and 3 of this Article; and 

4. statistical data on imports by country of origin and 

exports by country of destination, of commodities which are the 

same as or like those imported under the agreement. 

E. Procedures for Reconciliation and Adjustment of Accounts 

The two Governments shall each establish appropriate proce-

dures to facilitate the reconciliation of their respective records 

on the amounts financed with respect to the commodities delivered 

during each calendar year. The Commodity Credit Corporation of 
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the exporting country and the Government of the importing country 

may make such adjustments in the credit accounts as they mutually 

decide are appropriate. 

F. Definitions  

For the purposes of this agreement: 

1. delivery shall be deemed to have occurred as of the 

on-board date shown in the ocean bill of lading which has been 

signed or initialed on behalf of the carrier, 

2. import shall be deemed to have occurred when the com-

modity has entered the country, and passed through customs, if 

any, of the importing country, and 

3. utilization shall be deemed to have occurred when the 

commodity is sold to the trade within the importing country 

without restriction on its use within the country or otherwise 

distributed to the consumer within the country. 

G. Applicable Exchange Rate  

For the purposes of this agreement, the applicable exchange 

rate for determining the amount of any local currency to be paid 

to the Government of the exporting country shall be a rate in 

effect on the date of payment by the importing country which is 

not less favorable to the Government of the exporting country 

than the highest exchange rate legally obtainable in the importing 

country and which is not less favorable to the Government of the 

exporting country than the highest exchange rate obtainable by 

any other nation. With respect to local currency: 

1. As long as a unitary exchange rate system is maintained 

by the Government of the importing country, the applicable exchange 

rate will be the rate at which the central monetary authority of 

the importing country, or its authorized agent, sells foreign 

exchange for local currency. 
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2. If a unitary rate system is not maintained, the appli-

cable rate will be the rate (as mutually agreed by the two Govern-

ments) that fulfills the requirements of the first sentence of 

this Section G. 

H. Consultation  

The two Governments shall, upon request of either of them, 

consult regarding any matter arising under this agreement, 

including the operation of arrangements carried out pursuant to 

this agreement. 

I. Identification and Publicity 

The Government of the importing country shall undertake such 

measures as may be mutually agreed prior to delivery for the 

identification of food commodities at points of distribution in 

the importing country, and for publicity in the same manner as 

provided for in Subsection 103(1) of the Act. 
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PART II - PARTICULAR PROVISIONS  

ITEM I  

COMMODITY TABLE 

COMMODITY 

Wheat 

SUPPLY PERIOD APPROXIMATE MAXIMUM EXPORT 
(U.S. Fiscal MAXIMUM MARKET VALUE 
Year) QUANTITY (Millions) 

(Metric Tons) 

1980 40,800 Dols. 6.9 

ITEM II  

PAYMENT TERMS: 
Convertible Local Currency Credit (40 Years) 

A. Initial Payment - 5 percent 
B. Currency Use Payment - None 
C. Number of installment payments - thirty-one (31) 
D. Amount of each installment payment - approximately equal 

annual amounts 
E. Due date of first installment payment - ten (10) years after 

the date of last delivery of commodities in each calendar year. 
F. Initial interest rate - Two (2) percent. 
G. Continuing interest rate - three (3) percent. 

ITEM III  

USUAL MARKETING TABLE 

USUAL MARKETING 
IMPORT PERIOD REQUIREMENTS 

COMMODITY (U.S. Fiscal Year) (Metric Tons) 

Wheat/Wheat Products 1980 

ITEM IV  

EXPORT LIMITATIONS 

22,000 

A. The export limitation period shall be United States fiscal 
year 1980 or any subsequent United States fiscal year during 
which commodities financed under this agreement are being 
imported or utilized. 

B. For the purpose of Part I, Article III A (4) of this agree-
ment, the commodities which may not be exported are: for 
wheat/wheat flour -- wheat, wheat flour, rolled wheat, semolina, 
farina or bulgur (or the same product under a different name). 
However, those wheat exports utilized for servicing ships' 
stores and aircraft using Kenya's facilities are exempted from 
this limitation. 
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ITEM V 

SELF-HELP MEASURES 

A. In implementing these self-help measures, specific emphasis 
will be placed on contributing directly to development progress 
in poor rural areas and on enabling the poor to participate 
actively in increasing agricultural production through small 
farm agriculture. 

B. The GOK agrees to undertake the following and in doing so 
to provide adequate financial, technical, and managerial 
resources for their implementation: 

1. Support programs of applied agricultural research which 
will contribute to increased food crop production. As 
part of this effort, the GOK will: . 

(a) Upgrade research programs concentrating on appropriate 
crop, selection and production techniques to benefit 
the small family farms of the arid and semi-arid 
lands; and 

(b) Implement programs of wheat and triticale production 
research and development, particularly at the Njoro 
wheat research station. 

2. Upgrade the extension service in Kenya to benefit the small-
holders through increased dissemination of information and 
technology appropriate to their needs. In addition, train-
ing courses devoted to modern methodologies will be pro-
vided to extension agents. 

3. Continue efforts to improve the availability of credit to 
smallholders which will provide access to required pro-
duction inputs. 

4. Support the maintenance fund of the Ministry of Transport 
and Communication for use in rural, farm-to-market road 
projects. 

5. Support the soil conservation programs of the Ministry of 
Agriculture in the arid and semi-arid lands. 

6. Provide additional funding to the rural development fund 
of the Ministry of Economic Planning to support rural, 
self-help development activities initiated by the District 
Development Committees. 

ITEM VI  

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES FOR WHICH PROCEEDS ACCRUING TO 
IMPORTING COUNTRY ARE TO BE USED 

A. The proceeds accruing to the importing country from the sale 
of commodities financed under this agreement will be used for 
financing the self-help measures set forth in the agreement and 
for the following economic development sectors: agriculture 
and rural development. 
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B. In the use of proceeds for these purposes, emphasis will 
be placed on directly improving the lives of the poorest of 
the recipient country's people and their capacity to partici-
pate in the development of their country. 
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PART III - FINAL PROVISIONS  

A. This agreement may be terminated by either Government by 

notice of termination to the other Government for any reason, and 

by the Government of the exporting country if it should determine 

that the self-help program described in the agreement is not being 

adequately developed. Such termination will not reduce any finan-

cial obligations the Government of the importing country has 

incurred as of the date of termination. 

B. This agreement shall enter into force upon signature. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective representatives, duly 

authorized for the purpose, have signed the present Agreement. 

DONE at Nairobi , in duplicate, this 6th day of March, 1980. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

FOR THE OVERNMENT OF THE 
mom OF KENYA 

4,-1 '1 
Wilbert J. e elle wal Kibaki 
American A b sador Vice-President and 

Minister for Finan e 
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MINUTES OF THE NEGOTIATING MEETING 
BETWEEN THE PARTIES TO THE PROPOSED FY 1980 
PUBLIC LAW 480 TITLE I SALES AGREEMENT 

DATE: Preliminary Meeting: February 21, 1980 at 0900 Hours 
Subsequent Meeting: February 27, 1980 at 1415 Hours 

PLACE- Nairobi, Kenya 

ATTENDING: 

Government of Kenya Delegation: 

Mr. J. M. Gachui - Leader of Kenya delegation, Deputy Secre-
tary, Office of the Vice-President and 
Ministry of Finance 

Mr. J.. B. O. Omondi - Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Agricul-
ture 

Mr. A. B. Tench - Economic Advisor, Ministry of Economic 
Planning and Development 

Mr. C. H. Webb - Finance and Administration Manager, National 
Cereals and Produce Board 

**Mr. M. J. Emukule - Senior State Counsel, Office of the 
Attorney General 

Government of the United States Delegation: 

Mr. E. Stumpf - Leader of U.S. Delegation, Acting Economic 
Counselor, U.S. Embassy, Nairobi 

Mr. D. Vining - Agricultural Attache, Foreign Agricultural 
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture 

*Mr. W. Lefes - Acting Deputy Director, USAID/Kenya 

Mr. C. Penndorf - Program Economist, USAID/Kenya 

*Mr. P. Strong - Regional P.L. 480 Officer, REDSO/EA, Nairobi 

**Mr. D. Nelson - Regional P.L. 480 Officer, REDSO/EA, Nairobi 

The purpose of the meetings between representatives of the Govern-
ment of Kenya and the United States of America was to negotiate 
a U.S. Fiscal Year 1980 (October 1, 1979 to September 30, 1980) 
commodity sales agreement for wheat for $6.9 million under the 
U.S. Government Public Law 480 Title I program. 

I. The U.S. delegation explained that: 

A. The provisions of this Agreement include an export market 
value not to exceed $6.9 million which at current prices represents 
approximately 40,800 metric tons of wheat. The supply period is 
U.S. Fiscal Year 1980. The •$6.9 million limitation represents a 
FOB price ceiling. The Government of Kenya is responsible for the 
payment of ocean freight costs, with a minimum of 50% carried on 
U.S. flag vessels. The Government of Kenya is also responsible 
for a 5% initial payment for the subject commodity. 

B. The usual marketing requirement (UMR) is 22,000 metric 
tons of wheat to be imported from commercial sources at commercial 
terms during U.S. Fiscal Year 1980; 

*Only in attendance at February 21 meeting 
**Only in attendance at February 27 meeting 
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C. Purchase authorization will be issued following signing 
and only after the Secretary of Agriculture has determined that 
the provisions of the Bellmon Amendment, dealing with storage 
facilities and domestic market disincentives, have been satisfied. 
The U.S. delegation requested additional information on the wheat 
storage capacity of the National Cereals and Produce Board and 
domestic sales policies to be followed for the wheat sales; 

D. The purchase of commodities under this Agreement must 
be based on invitations for bid (IFBs) from U.S. suppliers which 
are publically advertised in the U.S. and conform to IFB standards. 
Bids must be received and publically opened in the U.S. The terms 
of all IFBs (including IPBs for ocean freight) must be approved by 
the General Sales Manager/USDA, prior to issuance. All awards 
under the IFBs must be consistent with open, competitive and respon-
sive bidding procedures and selection of the successful bid must 
be approved by USDA. 

E. Commissions, fees, or other payments to any selling agent 
are prohibited in any purchase of commodities under this Agreement; 

F. Should the Government of Kenya nominate a purchasing or 
shipping agent to procure commodities or to arrange for ocean trans-
portation, the Government of Kenya must notify the General Sales 
Manager, United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) in writing 
of such nomination and provide along with the nomination a copy 
of the proposed agency agreement. All purchasing and shipping 
agents must be approved by the Sales Manager's office; 

G. Purchase authorization will only be issued upon receipt 
by USDA of an operational reporting cable which contains the 
following information: the type and grade of commodity to be 
purchased; proposed contracting and delivery schedules; names 
and addresses of U.S. and foreign banks which will handle financing 
operations; assurances that appropriate Government of Kenya authori-
ties are prepared to make immediate transfer of funds to cover the 
initial payment of five (5) % and ocean freight costs; 

H. Letters of credit should be opened in favor of suppliers 
of grain and freight and confirmed by designated U.S. or foreign 
banks. The letters of credit must be opened no later than 48 
hours prior to each contracted vessel's presentation for loading. 
Commodity suppliers are refusing to load vessels when acceptable 
letters of credit are not available at time of loading. 

I. The Government of Kenya will be required to submit to 
the U.S. delegation quarterly compliance reports including shipping 
and arrival information (ADP) sheets, and progress toward meeting 
the UMR, as well as annual (due November 15 of the yearfollowing 
signature of the agreement) reports on progress being made on the 
self-help activities and the uses of the sales proceeds. (Copies 
of certain reports and formats were distributed by the U.S. dele-
gation). The importance of accurate and timely reports was empha-
sized. The first quarterly report will cover the period October 1, 
1979 through March 31, 1980 and will detail all wheat imports, by 
country of origin, by financing terms (commercial or concessional), 
by month of arrival. Compliance and self-help reports will be 
required until all commodities supplied under this Agreement have 
been fully utilized. 
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J. The Government of Kenya will be requested, in a sub-
sequent letter from the U.S. Embassy, to provide the U.S. Embassy 
with a report indicating the programs, policies, and actions 
which the Government of Kenya intends to undertake to satisfy 
Kenya's wheat needs. 

K. The U.S. Embassy must notify Washington, at least 72 
hours in advance (not including U.S. holidays and weekends) of 
the proposed date and time for signing the Agreement; 

L. Upon signature of the Agreement, the Government of 
Kenya should act expeditiously to make an early request for 
Purchase Authorization and in all matters pertaining to the 
purchase and delivery of the commodity in order to comply with 
the supply period of the Agreement (U.S. Fiscal Year 1980, 
October 1, 1979 through September 30, 1980); 

M. The U.S. Embassy shall be the initial point of contact 
on all matters related to this Agreement. 

II. The Kenyan delegation informed the U.S. delegation of the 
following: 

A. Type and grade of commodity to be purchased in accordance 
with official U.S. standards: U.S. Number 2 hard winter wheat. 

B. Proposed contracting and delivery schedules: Delivery 
should be in two shipments of approximately 20,400 metric tons 
each. The first shipment should be scheduled to arrive at Mombasa 
middle to late April 1980 with the second shipment scheduled to 
arrive in Mombasa middle to late May 1980. 

C. Transportation and storage: Additional evacuators should 
be operating in Mombasa by the time the first wheat shipment under 
this sales agreement arrives in Mombasa. Transportation from 
Mombasa to consuming areas will be handled by the Kenya Railways, 
private road transporters, and Government of Kenya military and 
National Youth Service vehicles, if necessary. Sufficient short-
term storage is available in Mombasa during the off-loading period 
and the national wheat storage capacity far exceeds wheat ship-
ments under this sales agreement. 

D. The names and addresses of banks, both U.S. and foreign, 
handling the financing operations: All financing operations will 
be handled by Citibank, NA, located at 339 Park Avenue, New York, 
New York, and Wabera Street, P. 0. Box 30711, Nairobi, Kenya. 

III. The Kenyan delegation assured the U.S. delegation that: 

A. Appropriate Government of Kenya authorities are prepared 
to make transfer of funds to cover ocean freight costs to be con-
cluded pursuant to the Agreement; 

B. In addition, arrangements have been made by appropriate 
authorities of the Government of Kenya to relay to its Washington 
Embassy all instructions, information and authority necessary to 
enable timely implementation of the Agreement. 
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C. The principal contact for the Government of Kenya will 
be Mr. J. M. Gachui, Deputy Secretary, Office of the Vice-President 
and Ministry of Finance. Operational matters, particularly the 
compliance and self-help reports, will be the responsibility of 
Mr. Omondi, Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture. 

D. The Kenyan delegation understands the usual marketing 
requirements (UMR). 

E. Wheat purchased under this sales Agreement would be 
imported and distributed by the National Cereals and Produce 
Board in accordance with distribution practices and pricing 
policies now being followed for demestically produced wheat; 

F. The Kenyan delegation requests that the Self-Help 
Measures, Part II, Item V, B., Sub-para 4, be amended in the 
following manner: 

"Ministry of Works" be changed to read "Ministry of 
Transportation and Communication" since a recent government 
reorganization had transferred road maintenance responsibilities 
from the Ministry of Works to the new Ministry of Transportation 
and Communication. 

IV. The Kenyan delegation informed the U.S. delegation that it 
was satisfied with the draft sales agreement, with negotiations, 
and that the Government of Kenya was prepared to sign the PL-480 
sales agreement. The two delegations agreed upon 0900 Hours, 
March 6, for signing the Agreement. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
REPUBL OF KENYA 

- 1-s,k9-kUi. • -1n41-k 4 3i1a/‘ 
Wilbert J. le wai Kibaki 
American Ambkaisador Vice President and 

Minister for Finance 
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Agricultural Commodities 

Agreement signed at Dar es Salaam March 19, 1980; 
Entered into force March 19, 1980. 
With minutes of negotiation. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
AND THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UN/TED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA 

FOR THE SALES OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES 
UNDER THE PUBLIC LAW 480 TITLE ¡[1] PROGRAM. 

The Government of the United States of America and the Government of 

the United Republic of Tanzania agree to the sale of Agricultural commodities 

specified below. This Agreement shall consist of the preamble and Parts I 

and /II of the Agreement signed June 15, 1976, [2] together with the following 

Part II: 

PART II. PARTICULAR PROVISIONS: 

Item I. Commodity Table: 

Approximate Maximum Export 
Commodity Supply Period Maximum Quantity Market Value  

(United States (Metric Tons) (Millions) 
Fiscal Year) 

Rice 1980 14,500 Dols 5.0 

Item II. Payment Terms: Convertible Local Currency Credit (40 years) 

A. Initial Payment None 

B. Currency Use Payment - 10 percent for Section 104(A) Purposes. 

C. Number of Installment Payments - Thirty-One (31). 

D. Amount of each installment payment - approximately equal 
annual amounts. 

E. Due Date of First Installment Payment - Ten (10) years 
after the date of last delivery of commodities in each 
calendar year. 

F. Initial Interest Rate - Two (2) percent 

G. Continuing Interest Rate - Three (3) percent 

Item III. Usual Márketing Table: 

Item IV. 

Usual Marketing 
Commodity Import Period Requirement  

(U.S. Fiscal Year) (Metric Tons) 

Rice 1980 25,000 

Expert Limitations: 

A. The export limitation period shall be United States Fiscal 

Year 1980 or any subsequent United States Fiscal Year during 

which commodities financed under this Agreement are being 

imported or utilized. 

B. For the purpose of Part I, Article III A (4) of this 

Agreement, the commodities which may not be exported are: 

For Rice -- Rice in the form of paddy, brown or milled. 

68 Stat. 455; 7 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq. 
2 TIAS 8310; 27 UST 2315. 
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Item V. Self-Help Measures: 

A. In implementing these self-help measures specific emphasis 

will be placed on contributing directly to development progress 

in poor rural areas and on enabling the poor to participate 

actively in increasing agricultural production through small 

farm agriculture. 

B. The Government of the United Republic of Tanzania agrees 

to undertake the following and in doing so to provide adequate 

financial, technical, and managerial resources for their 

implementation: 

1. Expand food and storage facilities at village and 

district levels. 

2. Expand the access of small family farms to production 

inputs by improving and expanding into isloated areas the 

programs of credit and input assistance offered by the Tanzanian 

Rural Development Bank to rural villages. These inputs should 

include seed, fertilizer, access to irrigation, and programs 

of pest control. 

3. Submit to the U.S. Mission by July 1, 1980, a summary 

report detailing: 

a. The structure and performance of the Tanzanian rice 

sector during the period 1970-79, with projections for 1980. 

This should include supply/distribution, price, and trade 

data (import and export by country of origin) for this period. 

I,. The Government of the United Republic of Tanzania's 

programs and policy objectives relating to the rice sector, 

including an assessment of the impact of these programs during 

the 1970-9 peria on the goal of achieving self-sufficiency 

in rice production. Areas to be addressed should include rice 

pricing policies for producers and consumers, availability of 

production inputs and credit, and GOT policies with respect to 

food grain commodities substitutable for rice and their impact 

on rice production. 
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4. In collaboration with the Prime Minister's Office, 

Ministry of Agriculture, and the University of Dar es Salaam, 

the GOT shall institute a baseline study designed to generate 

crop reporting, input cost, marketing, and rural economic data 

for domestic agricultural production, especially for domestic 

production of PL 480-programmed commodities. The USDA, Title 

XII institutions, consulting firms, or international 

organizations may be approached for technical assistance as 

required, through the use of PL 480-generated funds. 

Item VI. Economic Development Purposes for Which Proceeds Accruing to  
Importing Country are to be Used: 

A. The proceeds accruing to the importing country from the 

sale of commodities financed under this Agreement will be used 

for financing the self-help measures set forth in the Agreement 

and for the following economic development sectors: Agriculture 

and Rural Development. 

B. In the use of proceeds for these purposes, emphasis will 

be placed on directly improving the lives of the poorest of 

the recipient country's people and their capacity to participate 

in the development of their country. 

This Agreement shall enter into force upon signature. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective representatives duly authorized 

for the purpose have signed the present Agreement. Done at Dar es Salaam, 

in duplicate, this VII day of March 1980. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA 

Richard N. Viets 
U.S. Ambassador to Tanzania 

FUlgence M. Kazaura 
Principal Secretary 
Ministry of Finance 
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MINUTES OF IME NEGOTIATION MEETINGS 

BETWEEN THE PARTIES TO THE PROPOSED 

PL 480 TITLE / FY 1980 RICE SALES 

4CREENIENT 

Date and Place 

Initial Meeting: March 11, 1980, Ministry of Agriculture 

Subsequent Meeting: March 12, 1980, Ministry of Finance 

Attending 

Government of the United Republic of Tanzania Negotiating Team: 

Dr. S. A. Maclellan, Principal Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture 

Mk. N. M. T. Eibwana, Finance Officer (Legal), Ministry of Finance 

Ilk. C. Y. lipupue, General Manager, National Milling Corporation 

Mk. G. J. 11Wanache, Director of Procurement and Storage, National 
Milling Corporation 

Mk. E. M. Andrews, Procurement Officer, National Milling Corporation 

Mk. B. Tenesi, Director of Agricultural Planning, Ministry of Agriculture 

Government of the United States Negotiating Team: 

Mk. Peter Shirk, Food for Peace Officer, USA1D/Tanzania 

Mk. William Miller, Controller, USA1D/Tanzania 

Mk. Dirk Willem Dijkerman, REDSO/EA 

The purpose of these meetings were to conduct negotiations between represen-

tatives of the Government of the United Republic of Tanzania (Tanzania) and 

representatives of the Government of the United States of America (United 

States) for a U.S. FT 1980 rice sales agreement for $5,000,000 under the 

U.S. Government Public Law 480 Title I program. The following points were 

discussed: 

1. The United States negotiating team explained that the dollar value 

will determine the quantity of grain procured under the agreement and that 

the 14,500 N.T. of rice in the agreement are illustrative of the price of 

rice prevailing prior to the negotiations. 

2. The United States negotiating team requested that the Government 

of the United Republic of Tanzania make immediate payment of $152,158.57 

Approved (initials) Approved (initials) 
United Republic of Tanzania United States of America 
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to Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC), United States Department of Agriculture 

(USDA) in order to avoid delay in signing the sales agreement. The payment 

due resulted from over-financing of PA TZ-7003 of FY 1977 PL 480, Title I 

agreement signed March 19, 1977. [1] The Tanzania negotiating team pointed out 

that authorization had been issued to the U.S. correspondent bank to 

deduct the due amount from the ocean freight differential reimbursement 

for credit to the CCC. A subsequent review of the financial records at 

the Tanzanian National Bank of Commerce (NBC) revealed that the requested 

deduction had not been made which resulted in the 8132,138.57 being 

credited to a Tanzanian account. The NBC has delivered to the United 

States Agency for International Development Mission to Tanzania (USAID/T) 

a written committment that authorization will be sent via telex as soon as 

possible to the U.S. correspondent bank to transfer the amount due (noted 

above) to the credit of CCC. 

3. The United States negotiating team noted the deletion of the 

initial payment (/P) and increase of the commodity use payment (CUP) from 

five percent to ten percent and that such action should not be construed 

as setting a precedent for future transactions. 

4. Special Account - The Government of Tanzania agrees to establish 

a special aceount in which it will deposit the local currency generated 

from the sales of Title / commodities in an amount not less than the 

equivalent to the dollar disbursements by the Commodity Credit Corporation 

(CCC) to the U.S. supplier. The generated currency is to be deposited 

into the account no later than six months after CCC disbursement. The 

local currency deposited will be jointly budgeted and programmed by the 

Ministry of Agriculture on behalf of the Government of Tanzania and 

USAID/Tanzania an behalf of the USG and will be expended for purchase set 

forth in items V and VI of this agreement. 

5. The United States negotiating team emphasized the importance 

of timely submission of reports on UMR compliance, shipping and arrival 

Approved (initials) Approved (initials) 
United Republic of Tanzania United States of America 

TIAS 8184; 29 UST 1. 
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information (ADP) sheets, self-help, and uses of sales proceeds as required 

under the standard provisions of the agreement. The Tanzania negotiating 

team acknowledged the reporting requirements, their importance, and agreed 

that operational positions within appropriate institutions would be 

designated and assigned responsibility for issuing required reports. The 

following organizations, departments/divisions, and positions will be 

assigned responsibility for implementation actions and/or reporting as 

designated below: 

a. Establishment, administration and reporting of the Special 

Account. 

Ministry of Finance; Budget Department; Position-Commissioner. 

b. Reporting Usual Márketing Requirement compliance, export 

limitation assurance, shipping and arrival information (ADP) 

sheets. 

National Milling Corporation; Procurement and Storage 

Department; Position-Director. 

c. Reporting on Self-Help and Uses of Sale Proceeds. 

Ministry of Agriculture; Agricultural Planning Department; 

Position-Director. 

6.a. The U.S. negotiating team emphasized and the Tanzania negotiating 

team acknowledged problems of loading commodities on vessels in the 

absence of acceptable letters of credit for both commodities and freight. 

Tanzania negotiating team agreed that efforts would be made to insure 

that letters of credit for 100% of ocean transportation would be opened 

not later than forty-eight (46) hours prior to vessels presentation for 

loading. 

b. U.S. negotiating team informed Tanzanian negotiating team of 

the following legislative and regulatory requirements: 

1. Purchases of food commodities under the agreement must be 

made on the basis of invitations for bid (IFB) publicly advertised in the 

United States and on the basis of bid offering which must conform to the 

Approved (initials) Appro ed (initials) 
United Republic of Tanzania United States of America 
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/FB. Bid offering must be received and publicly opened in the United States. 

All awards under IFB's must be consistent with open, competitive, and 

responsive bid procedures. 

2. The terms of all IFBs (including IFBs for Ocean Freight) 

must be approved by the General Sales Manager/USDA prior to issuance. 

3. Commissions, fees or other payments to any selling agent 

seeking to obtain a contract are prohibited in any purchase of food 

commodities under the agreement. 

4. If Tanzania nominotes a purchasing agent and/or shipping 

agent to procure commodities or arrange ocean transportation under the 

agreement, Tanzania must notify the General Sales Manager/USDA in writing 

of such nomination and provide, along with the notification, a copy of 

the proposed agency agreement. All purchasing and shipping agents must 

be approved by the Foreign Agricultural Service, USDA in accordance with 

regulatory standards designed to eliminate certain potential conflicts 

of interest. 

c. The Tanzanian negotiating team offered assurances that 

arrangements would be made to relay to its Washington Embassy all 

instructions, information, and authority necessary to enable timely 

implementation of the agreement. 

7. The United States negotiating team stated that the usual type 

and grade of commodity procured under a PL 480 Title I rice sales agreement 

is number five, no more than twenty percent broken. The Tanzanian 

negotiating team stated their preference for number three, no more than 

fifteen percent broken. The United States negotiating team noted that a 

larger volume of rice could be procured if number five, twenty percent 

broken were selected whereupon the Tanzanian negotiating team stated 

their acceptance of that grade, given the need for obtaining the maximum 

quantity of food. 

Approved (initials) 
United Republic Of Tanzania United States of America 

( V  
Approved W nitials) 
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SRI LANKA 

Agricultural Commodities 

Agreement signed at Colombo March 18, 1980; 
Entered into force March 18, 1980. 
With agreed minutes. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE DEMOCRATIC SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF SRI LANKA 

FOR THE SALE OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES UNDER THE 
PUBLIC LAW 480, TITLE I pl PROGRAM 

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-

ment of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka agree to the 

sales of agricultural commodities specified below. This Agreement 

shall consist of the Preamble, Parts I and III, of the Title I 

Agreement signed March 25, 1975[21, together with the following Part II: 

Part II - PARTICULAR PROVISIONS  

Item I. Commodity Table: 

Supply Approximate Maximum Export 
Period Maximum Market Value 
(U.S. Fiscal Year) Quantity (Millions) 

Commodity (Metric Tons)   

Wheat/Wheat Flour 1980 107,000 618.2 
(Grain Equivalent) 

Item II. Payment Terms: (Convertible Local Currency credit) 

1. Initial Payment - 5 percent 

2. Currency Use Payment - None 

3. Number of Installment Payments - 31 

4. Amount of Each Installment Payment - Approximately equal annual 

amounts 

5. Due date of First Installment Payment - 10 years after date of 

last delivery of commodities in each calendar year 

6. Initial Interest Rate - 2 percent 

7. Continuing Interest Rate - 3 percent 

Item III. Usual Marketing Table: 

Import Period Usual Marketing 
(U.S. Fiscal Year) Requirements 

Commodity (Metric Tons)  

Wheat and/or Wheat Flour 1980 300,000 
(Grain Equivalent) 

Item IV. Export Limitations: 

A. The export limitation period shall be United States Fiscal Year 

1980 or any subsequent United States Fiscal Year during which com-

modities financed under this agreement are being imported or utilized. 

168 Stat. 455; 7 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq. 
2 TIAS 8107; 26 UST 1245. 
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For the purpose of Part I, Article III 4A of the Agreement, the 

commodities which may not be exported are: for wheat/wheat flour --

wheat, wheat flour, rolled wheat, semolina, farina, and bulgur (or 

the same product under a different name). 

Item V. Self-He]p Measures: 

A. In implementing these self-help measures, specific emphasis will 

be placed on contributing directly to development progress in poor 

rural areas and on enabling the poor to participate actively in 

increasing agricultural production through small farm agriculture. 

B. The Government of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka 

agrees to: 

1. Develop information, statistical and analytical procedures 

for estimating foodgrain and other agricultural production forecasts 

and consumption requirements by: 

(a) Placing particular emphasis on improving the gathering 

and compilation of statistical data and information as it relates 

to agriculture; 

(b) Strengthening data gathering program for sub-sector 

studies by placing emphasis on small farmers to evaluate methods 

of obtaining agricultural inputs, production trends, and utiliza-

tion of small farm products; and 

(c) Developing a data collection and analysis system which 

could be used to monitor and evaluate agricultural development 

activities, including self-help measures. 

' 2. Expand and improve storage and warehouse facilities for rice, 

other foodgrains and food commodities, particularly thóse located 

at inland terminal locations, markets, villages and towns, and port 

areas so as to: 

(a) Upgrade storale, handling and distribution of agricul-

tural commodities; 

(b) Improve the marketing and distribution of small farm 

production; 

(c) Reduce losses due to pests and spoilage; 
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(d) Improve the coordination and scheduling of grain imports 

(under both concessional and commercial terms) with domestic produc-

tion and the availability of storage; and 

(e) Train management personnel of grain storage and distri-

bution facilities. 

3. Upgrade reforestation and dry land and watershed management 

programs. 

Item VI. Economic Development Purposes for Which Proceeds Accruing  
to Importing Country are to be Used: 

A. The proceeds accruing to the importing country from the sales 

of the commodities financed under this Agreement will be used for 

financing the self-help measures set forth in the Agreement and for 

the following development sectors: agriculture, water resources, 

and population planning. 

B. In the use of proceeds for these purposes emphasis will be placed 

on directly improving the lives of the poorest of the recipient 

country's people and their capacity to participate in the develop-

ment of their country. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective representatives, duly authorized 

for the purpose, have signed the present Agreement. Done at Colombo 

this eighteenth day of March, 1980. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

Donald R. oussaínt 
I. American Ambassador 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
DEMOCRATIC SOCIALIST REPUBLIC 
OF SRI LANKA: 

• C 

C. P. Chanmugam 
Acting Secretary 
Ministry of Finance and Planning 

TIAS 9737 
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[AGREED MIN u IES] 

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Colombo, Sri Lanka 

March 18, 1980 

Mr. M. A. Mohamed, Acting Director 
Department of External Resources 
Ministry of Finance and Planning 
Ceylinco House - 2nd Floor 
Colombo 1 

Dear Mr. Mohamed: 

This letter will constitute the agreed minutes of our negoti-
ations on the Agreement between our Governments to be signed 
on March 18, 1980, for sales of agricultural commodities. 

Discussions began with a general review of the provisions of 
Public Law 480 and of A.I.D.'s airgram AIDTO Circular A-487 
dated July 4, 1974, the contents of which are Incorporated 
herein by reference. It was further understood and agreed 
that: 

1. Purchase authorizations issued under this Agreement 
will contain requirements that invitations for bids 
(IFBs) for both commodity and freight must be sub-
mitted to the Office of the General Sales Manager, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), Washington, 
for approval prior to their release to prospective 
bidders. The primary purpose of this requirement 
is to enable the USDA to ensure that invitations do 
not contain terms or conditions which may be in con-
flict with purchase authorization terms and P.L. 480 
financing regulations. Prior review of invitations 
will also give the USDA specialists an opportunity 
to provide advice and assistance in assuring realis-
tic commodity delivery schedules and maximum flexi-
bility in matching the available shipping to the 
commodity contracts. 

2. The Government of Sri Lanka shall promptly open 
letters of credit for both commodities and freight 
after the USDA issues the purchase authorizations 
and commodities are purchased and vessels booked. 

3. Purchases of food commodities under the Agreement 
must be made on the basis of IFB publicly advertised 
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in the United States and on the basis of bid offer-
ings which must conform to the IFB. Bid offerings 
must be received and publicly opened in the United 
States. All awards under IFBs must be consistent 
with open, competitive, and responsive bid procedures. 

4. Commissions, fees, or other payments to any selling 
agent are prohibited in any purchase of food commodi-
ties under the Agreement. 

5. If the Government of Sri Lanka nominates a purchas-
ing agent and/or shipping agent to procure commodi-
ties or arrange ocean transportation under the Agree-
ment, the Government of Sri Lanka must notify the 
General Sales Manager, USDA, in writing of such 
nomination and provide along with the notification 
a copy of the proposed agency agreement. All pur-
chasing and shipping agents must be approved by the 
General Sales Manager's office in accordance with new 
regulatory standards designed to eliminate certain 
potential conflicts of interest. 

6. Purchase Authorizations will be issued under the 
Agreement only after the U.S. Secretary of Agricul-
ture has determined under the Bellmon Amendment 
(Section 401(b) of P.L. 480 that: (i) adequate 
storage facilities are available in the recipient 
country at the time of exportation to prevent the 
spoilage or waste of the commodity, and (ii) the 
distribution of the commodity in the recipient 
country will not result in a substantial disincentive 
to domestic production and marketing. 

7. With regard to the determination of adequate storage 
facilities, the Government of Sri Lanka will provide 
the Embassy with a statement with supporting analysis 
that adequate facilities are expected to be available 
to handle (including port facilities), store, and 
distribute the commodity provided under the Agreement 
during the proposed delivery periods without spoilage 
or waste. This information will have to be updated 
at a later date based on actual conditions (including 
port congestion) relevant to specific delivery periods 
prior to the issuance of each purchase authorization. 

8. To assist the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture in making 
the necessary determinations, the Government of Sri 
Lanka will provide the Embassy with the following 
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information at least five working days before sign-
ing the Agreement: (i) the type and grade of com-
modity to be purchased in accordance with official 
U.S. standards; (ii) the proposed contracting and 
delivery schedules; (iii) the names and addresses 
of banks, both U.S. and foreign, which will be 
handling financial operations; and (iv) assurance 
that appropriate authorities of the Government of 
Sri Lanka are prepared to make immediate transfers 
of funds to cover ocean freight costs and to meet 
the initial payment requirement related to contracts 
to be concluded pursuant to the Agreement. As a 
general rule, purchase authorizations will not be 
issued until the USDA has received this information 
by cable from the Embassy. 

9. Arrangements have also been made by the Government 
of Sri Lanka to relay to the Sri Lanka Embassy in 
Washington all instructions, information, and 
authority necessary to enable timely implementation 
of the Agreement, including: (1) commodity specifi-
cations, (ii) contracting and delivery periods, 
(iii) the names and addresses of U.S. and foreign 
banks handling transactions (e.g., letters of credit 
of commodity and freight), (iv) authority to request 
and sign purchase authorizations and other necessary 
documents, (v) complete instructions, information 
and authority regarding arrangements for purchasing 
commodities and contracting for freight (including 
the appointment of purchasing and/or shipping agents 
if applicable), and (vi) instructions to contact the 
Program Operations Division, Office of the General 
Sales Manager, USDA, regarding the foregoing. 

10. The Government of Sri Lanka was informed that com-
modity suppliers in the United States are refusing 
to load vessels when acceptable letters of credit 
for both commodity and freight suppliers are not 
available at the time of loading. This has resulted 
in costly claims by vessel owners for demurrage and/ 
or detention of claims and carrying charges by com-
modity suppliers. Delays in opening letters of credit 
and settlement of the final ten percent of freight 
will also result in higher commodity prices and 
freight rates. As a consequence, letters of credit 
must be opened for 100 percent of the ocean freight 
charges in favor of the supplier of ocean transporta-
tion prior to the vessel's presentation for loading. 
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11. The Government of Sri Lanka will take appropriate 
measures to ensure that operable letters of credit 
for both commodity and freight will be opened, and 
confirmed by designated U.S. banks immediately 
after contracting under each Purchase Authorization 
is concluded, and before vessels arrive at loading 
ports. 

12. The usual marketing requirement (UMR) in Part II, 
Item III, of the Agreement is 300,000 metric tons 
of wheat and/or wheat flour (grain equivalent 
basis) for import through normal commercial channels 
during U.S. Fiscal Year 1980. In accordance with a 
long term commitment, the United States Government 
expects to increase the UMR, in consultation with 
other supplier countries, under future agreements 
until the UMR is returned to the five year average 
of commercial imports. 

13. Sri Lanka will continue commercial imports of wheat 
and/or wheat flour from the United States and third 
countries during FY 1980 in keeping with section 
103(o) of P.L. 480 and Part I, Article 111(A) (2) 
of the Agreement. 

14. Particular attention was drawn to Part I, Article 
I(E), of the Agreement signed March 25, 1975, 
which provides that the export market value speci-
fied in Part II may not be exceeded. This means 
that if commodity prices increase over those used 
in determining the market value indicated in Part 
II of the Agreement, the quantity to be financed 
under the Agreement will be less than the approxi-
mate maximum quantity set forth in Part II. Should 
commodity prices decrease, however, the quantity of 
commodity to be financed will be limited to that 
specified in Part II. 

15. If the Government of Sri Lanka imports wheat flour 
on concessional terms during 1980 it also will 
purchase wheat flour under this Agreement. 

16. Section 106(b) and 109(A) of P.L. 480 requires: 
(i) specific emphasis on implementation of self-
help measures so as to contribute directly to 
development progress in poor rural areas and to 
enable the poor to participate actively in increas-
ing agricultural production through small farm 
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agriculture; and (ii) use of proceeds for purposes 
which directly improve the lives of the poorest of 
the recipient country's people and their capacity 
to participate in the development of their country. 
These requirements are reflected in the Agreement 
text Part II, Items V and VI. 

17. Wheat bran, offals and middlings are excluded from 
the list of commodities that may not be exported 
under Part II, Item IV, of the Agreement. 

18. Reporting is an essential part of the P.L. 480 Title 
I Program. Discussions were held with the Govern-
ment of Sri Lanka about its responsibilities for sub-
mission of timely reports on compliance, shipping 
and arrival information (ADP sheets) (Article III(D)), 
self-help (Article III(C)), and use of sales proceeds 
(Article III(F)), as required under the provisions of 
the Agreement. 

19. The self-help measures contained in Part II, Item V 
of the Agreement are a continuation and amplifica-
tion of the measures covered in the FY 1979 Title 
I Agreement. Any future P.L. 480 programs will be 
dependent on Government of Sri Lanka performance on 
these measures and the submission of a complete 
report to the American Embassy on the action and 
progress taken in the implementation of these self-
help measures. 

20. For identification and publicity of the commodities 
to be received, in accordance with Part I, Article 
III(I), of the March 25, 1975, Agreement, the Govern-
ment of Sri Lanka will insure insofar as practicable 
that food commodities are marked or identified at 
point of distribution or sale as being provided on 
a concessional basis to the Government of Sri Lanka 
by the people of the United States. In addition, 
the Government of Sri Lanka will publicize to the 
people of Sri Lanka, by public media and other means, 
including newspapers and radio, that the commodities 
are being provided on a concessional basis through 
the friendship of the American people. Quarterly 
reports on measures taken to implement these require-
ments will be submitted on the same schedule as other 
quarterly reporting required under the Agreement. 
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Please sign and return to me the attached copy of this letter 
to serve as a record of the matters on which we have agreed 
during negotiations of the new P.O. 480, Title I Sales Agree-
ment. 

Sincerely yours, 

r,(e.,.....,..„. )17----(>-J--- 
Marvin J. HoffeU erg 
First Secretary 
Economic/Commercial 

I concur in the above statements ilLf.-•t-
M. A. Mokamed, Acting Director 
Department of External Resources 
Ministry of Finance and Planning 
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GHANA 

Agricultural Commodities 

Agreement signed at Accra April 14, 1980; 
Entered into force April 14, 1980. 
With agreed minutes. 
And related letter signed at Accra February 15, 1980. 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND THE GOVERNMENT OF GHANA 
FOR SALES OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES 

The Government of the United States of America and the Govern-
ment of Ghana have agreed to the sales of agricultural commodities 
specified herein. This agreement shall consist of The Preamble; 
Part I—General Provisions; 
Part II—Particular Provisions; and 
Part III—Final Provisions 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE GOVERNMENT OF GHANA 
FOR SALES OF AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES 

The Government of the United States of America and the Gov-
ernment of Ghana: 

Recognizing the desirability of expanding trade in agricultural 
commodities between the United States of America (hereinafter 
referred to as the exporting country) and the Government of Ghana 
(hereinafter referred to as the importing country) and with other 
friendly countries in a manner that will not displace usual marketings 
of the exporting country in these commodities or unduly disrupt 
world prices of agricultural commodities or normal patterns of com-
mercial trade with friendly countries; 
Taking into account the importance to developing countries of 

their efforts to help themselves toward a greater degree of self-re-
liance, including efforts to meet their problems of food production 
and population growth; 

Recognizing the policy of the exporting country to use its agri-
cultural productivity to combat hunger and malnutrition in the 
developing countries, to encourage these countries to improve their 
own agricultural production, and to assist them in their economic 
development; 
Recognizing the determination of the importing country to improve 

its own production, storage, and distribution of agricultural food 
products, including the reduction of waste in all stages of food 
handling; 

Desiring to set forth the understandings that will govern the sales 
of agricultural commodities to the importing country pursuant to 
Title I of the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act, 
as amended [l] (hereinafter referred to as the Act), and the measures 
that the two Governments will take individually and collectively 
in furthering the above-mentioned policies; 
Have agreed as follows: 

PART I — GENERAL PROVISIONS 

ARTICLE I 

A. The Government of the exporting country undertakes to finance 
the sale of agricultural commodities to purchasers authorized 
by the Government of the importing country in accordance 
with the terms and conditions set forth in this agreement. 

168 Stat. 455; 7 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq. 
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B. The financing of the agricultural commodities listed in Part II 
of this agreement will be subject to: 

1. the issuance by the Government of the exporting country 
of purchase authorizations and their acceptance by the 
Government of the importing country; and 

2. the availability of the specified commodities at the time of 
exportation. 

C. Application for purchase authorizations will be made within 
90 days after the effective date of this agreement, and, with 
respect to any additional commodities or amounts of commod-
ities provided for in any supplementary agreement, within 90 
days after the effective date of such supplementary agreement. 
Purchase authorizations shall include provisions relating to the 
sale and delivery of such commodities, and other relevant 
matters. 

D. Except as may be authorized by the Government of the 
exporting country, all deliveries of commodities sold under this 
agreement shall be made within the supply periods specified in 
the commodity table in Part II. 

E. The value of the total quantity of each commodity covered by 
the purchase authorizations for a specified type of financing 
authorized under this agreement shall not exceed the maximum 
export market value specified for that commodity and type of 
financing in Part II. The Government of the exporting country 
may limit the total value of each commodity to be covered by 
purchase authorizations for a specified type of financing as 
price declines or other marketing factors may require, so that 
the quantities of such commodity sold under a specified type 
of financing will not substantially exceed the applicable ap-
proximate maximum quantity specified in Part II. 

F. The Government of the exporting country shall bear the ocean 
freight differential for commodities the Government of the 
exporting country requires to be transported in United States 
flag vessels (approximately 50 percent by weight of the commod-
ities sold under the agreement). The ocean freight differential 
is deemed to be the amount, as determined by the Government 
of the exporting country-, by which the cost of ocean transporta-
tion is higher (than would otherwise be the case) by reason of the 
requirement that the commodities be transported in United 
States flag vessels. The Government of the importing country 
shall have no obligation to reimburse the Government of the 
exporting country for the ocean freight differential borne by the 
Government of the exporting country. 

G. Promptly after contracting for United States flag shipping 
space to be used for commodities required to be transported 
in United States flag vessels, and in any event not later than 
presentation of vessel for loading, the Government of the 
importing country or the purchasers authorized by it shall 
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open a letter of credit, in United States dollars, for the esti-
mated cost of ocean transportation for such commodities. 

H. The financing, sale, and delivery of commodities under this 
agreement may be terminated by either Government if that 
Government determines that because of changed conditions 
the continuation of such financing, sale, or delivery is un-
necessary or undesirable. 

ARTICLE II 

A. Initial Payment 

The Government of the importing country shall pay, or cause 
to be paid, such initial payment as may be specified in Part 
II of this agreement. The amount of this payment shall be 
that portion of the purchase price (excluding any ocean trans-
portation costs that may be included therein) equal to the 
percentage specified for initial payment in Part II and payment 
shall be made in United States dollars in accordance with the 
applicable purchase authorization. 

B. Currency Use Payment  

The Government of the importing country shall pay, or cause 
to be paid, upon demand by the Government of the exporting 
country in amounts as it may determine, but in any event no 
later than one year after the final disbursement by the Com-
modity Credit Corporation under this agreement, or the end of 
the supply period, whichever is later, such payment as may 
be specified in Part IX of this agreement pursuant to Section 
103(b) of the Act (hereinafter referred to -as the Currency Use 
Payment). The Currency -Use Payment shall be that portion 
of the amount financed by the exporting country equal to the 
percentage specified for Currency Use Payment in Part II. 
Payment shall be made in accordance with paragraph H and 
for purposes specified in Subsection 104 (a), (b), (e) and (h) of 
the Act, as set forth in Part II of this agreement. Such payment 
shall be credited against (a) the amount of each year's interest 
payment due during the period prior to the due date of the 
first installment payment, starting with the first year, plus 
(b) the combined payments of principal and interest starting 
with the first installment payment, until the value of the 
Currency Use Payment has been offset. Unless otherwise 
specified in Part II, no requests for payment will be made 
by the Government of the exporting country prior to the 
first disbursement by the Commodity Credit Corporation of 
the exporting country under this agreement. 

C. Type of Financing  

Sales of the commodities specified in Part II shall be financed 
in accordance with the type of financing indicated therein. 
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Special provisions relating to the sale are also set forth in 
Part II. 

D. Credit Provisions 

1. With respect to commodities delivered in each calendar 
year under this agreement, the principal of the credit (herein-
after referred to as principal) will consist of the dollar amount 
disbursed by the Government of the exporting country for 
the commodities (not including any ocean transportation costs) 
less any portion of the Initial Payment payable to the Govern-
ment of the exporting country. 

The principal shall be paid in accordance with the payment 
schedule in Part II of this agreement. The first installment 
payment shall be due and payable on the date specified in 
Part II of this agreement. Subsequent installment payments 
shall be due and payable at intervals of one year thereafter. 
Any payment of principal may be made prior to its due date. 
2. Interest on the unpaid balance of the principal due the 
Government of the exporting country for the commodities 
delivered in each calendar year shall be paid as follows: 

a. In the case of Dollar Credit, interest shall begin to accrue 
on the date of last delivery of these commodities in each 
calendar year. Interest shall be paid not later than the due 
date of each installment payment of principal, except that 
if the date of the first installment is more than a year 
after such date of last delivery, the first payment of interest 
shall be made not later than the anniversary date of such 
date of last delivery and thereafter payment of interest 
shall be made annually and not later than the due date of 
each installment payment of principal. 

b. In the case of Convertible Local Currency Credit, interest 
shall begin to accrue on the date of dollar disbursement by 
the Government of the exporting country. Such interest 
shall be paid annually beginning one year after the date 
of last delivery of commodities in each calendar year, 
except that if the installment payments for these com-
modities are not due on some anniversary of such date of 
last delivery, any such interest accrued on the due date of 
the first installment payment shall be due on the same 
date as the first installment and thereafter such interest 
shall be paid on the due dates of the subsequent installment 
payments. 

3. For the period of time from the date the interest begins to 
the due date for the first installment payment, the interest 
shall be computed at the initial interest rate specified in Part II 
of this agreement. Thereafter the interest shall be computed 
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at the continuing interest rate specified in Part II of this 
agreement. 

E. Deposit of Payments  

The Government of the importing country shall make, or 
cause to be made, payments to the Government of the exporting 
country in the currencies, amounts, and at the exchange rates 
provided for n this agreement as follows: 

1. Dollar payments shall be remitted to the Treasurer, Cora-
modity Credit Corporation, United States Department of 
Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20520, unless another method of 
payment is agreed upon by the two governments. 

2. Payments in the local currency of the importing country 
(hereinafter referred to as local currency) shall be deposited to 
the account of the Government of the United States of America 
in interest bearing accounts in banks selected by the Govern-
ment of the United States of America in the importing country. 

F. Sales Proceeds 

The total amount of the proceeds accruing to the importing 
country from the sale of commodities financed under this 
agreement, to be applied to the economic development purposes set 
forth in Part II of this agreement, shall be not less than the 
local currency equivalent of the dollar disbursement by the 
Government of the exporting country in connection with the 
financing of the commodities (other than the ocean freight 
differential) ; provided, however, that the sales proceeds to be 
so applied shall be reduced by the Currency Use Payment, if 
any, made by the Government of the importing country, the 
exchange rate to be used in calculating this local currency 
equivalent shall be the rate at which the central monetary 
authority of the importing country, or its authorized agent, 
sells foreign exchange for local currency in connection with the 
commercial import of the same commodities. Any such accrued 
proceeds that are loaned by the Government of the importing 
country to private or non-governmental organizations shall be 
loaned at rates of interest approximately equivalent to those 
charged for comparable loans in the importing country. The 
Government of the importing country shall furnish in accord-
ance with its fiscal year budget reporting procedure, at such 
times as may be requested by the Government of the exporting 
country but not less often than annually, a report of the receipt 
and expenditure of the proceeds, certified by the appropriate 
audit authority of the Government of the importing country, 
and in case of expenditures the budget sector in which they 
were used. 
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G. Computations  

The computation of the initial payment, currency use payment 
and all payments of principal and interest under this agreement 
shall be made in United States dollars. 

H. Payments  

All payments shall be in United States dollars or, if the Gov-
ernment of the exporting country so elects. 

1. The payments shall be made in readily convertible curren-
cies of third countries at a mutually agreed rate of exchange 
and shall be used by the Government of the exporting country 
for payment of its obligations, or, in the case of Currency 
Use Payments, used for the purposes set forth in Part II of 
this agreement; or 

2. The payments shall be made in local currency at the ap-
plicable exchange rate specified in Part I, Article III, G of 
this agreement in effect on the date of payment and shall, at 
the option of the Government of the exporting country, be 
converted to United States dollars at the same rate, or used 
by the Government of the exporting country for payment of 
its obligations or, in the case of Currency Use Payments, used 
for the purposes set forth in Part II of this agreement in the 
importing country. 

ARTICLE III 
A. World Trade 

The two Governments shall take maximum precautions to 
assure that sales of agricultural commodities pursuant to this 
agreement will not displace usual marketings of the exporting 
country in these commodities or unduly disrupt world prices 
of agricultural commodities or normal patterns of commercial 
trade with countries the Government of the exporting country 
considers to be friendly to it (referred to in this agreement as 
friendly countries). In implementing this provision the Gov-
ernment of the importing country shall: 

1. Insure that total imports from the exporting country and 
other friendly countries into the importing country paid for 
with the resources of the importing country will equal at 
least the quantities of agricultural commodities as may be 
specified in the usual marketing table set forth in Part II 
during each import period specified in the table and during 
each subsequent comparable period in which commodities 
financed under this agreement are being delivered. The im-
ports of commodities to satisfy these usual marketing require-
ments for each import period shall be in addition to purchases 
financed under this agreement. 
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2. Take steps to assure that the exporting country obtains a 
fair share of any in,crease in commercial purchases of agricul-
tural commodities by the importing country. 

3. Take all possible measures to prevent the resale, diversion 
in transit, or transshipment to other countries or the use for 
other than domestic purposes of the agricultural commodities 
purchased pursuant to this agreement (except where such 
resale, diversion in transit, transshipment or use is specifically 
approved by the Government of the United States of America). 

4. Take all possible measures to prevent the export of any 
commodity of either domestic or foreign origin, which is defined 
in Part II of this agreement, during the export limitation period 
specified in the export limitation table in Part II (except as 
may be specified in Part II or where such export is otherwise 
specifically approved by the Government of the United States 
of America). 

B. Private Trade 

In carrying out the provisions of this agreement, the two 
Governments shall seek to assure conditions of commerce 
permitting private traders to function effectively. 

C. Self-Help  

Part II describes the program the Government of the importing 
country is undertaking to improve its production, storage, and 
distribution of agricultural commodities. The Government of 
the importing country shall furnish in such form and at such 
time as may be requested by the Government of the exporting 
country, a statement of the progress the Government of the 
importing country is making in carrying out such selfjhelp 
measures. 

D. Reporting 

In addition to any other reports agreed upon by the two 
Governments, the Government of the importing country 
shall furnish at least quarterly for the supply period specified 
in Part II, Item I of this agreement and any subsequent com-
parable period during which commodities purchased under this 
agreement are being imported or utilized: 
1. The following information in connection with each shipment 
of commodities under the agreement: the name of each vessel; 
the date of arrival; the port of arrival; the commodity and 
quantity received; and the condition in which received; 
2. a statement by it showing the progress made toward ful-
filling the usual marketing requirements; 
3. a statement of the measures it has taken to implement the 
provisions of Sections A 2 and 3 of this Article; and 
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4. statistical data on imports by country of origin and exports 
by country of destination, of commodities which are the same 
as or like those imported under the agreement. 

E. Procedures for Reconciliation of Adjustment of Accounts 

The two Governments shall each establish appropriate pro-
cedures to facilitate the reconciliation of their respective.rec-
ords on the amounts financed with respect to the commodities 
delivered during each calendar year. The Commodity Credit 
Corporation of the exporting country and the Government of 
the importing country may make such adjustments in the 
credit accounts as they mutually decide are appropriate. 

F. Definitions 

For the purposes of this agreement': 

1. delivery shall be deemed to have occurred as of the on-
board date shown in the ocean bill of lading which has been 
signed or initiated on behalf of the carrier, 

2. import shall be deemed to have occurred when the com-
modity has entered the country, and passed through customs, 
if any, of the importing country, and 

3. utilization shall be deemed to have occurred when the 
commodity is sold to the trade within the importing country 
without restriction on its use within the country or otherwise 
distributed to the consumer within the country. 

G. Applicable Exchange Rate 

For the purpose of this agreement, the applicable exchange 
rate for determining the amount of any local currency to be 
paid to the Government of the exporting country shall be a 
rate in effect on the date of payment by the importing country 
which is not less favorable to the Government of the exporting 
country than the highelt exchange rate legally obtainable in 
the importing country and which is not less favorable to the 
Government of the exporting country than the highest rate 
obtainable by any other nation. With respect to local currency: 

1. As long as a unitary exchange rate system is maintained by 
the Government of the importing country, the applicable 
exchange rate will be the rate at which the central monetary 
authority of the importing country, or its authorized agent, 
sells foreign exchange for local currency. 

2. If a unitary rate system is not maintained, the applicable 
rate will be the rate (as mutually agreed by the two Govern-
ments) that fulfills the requirements of the first sentence of 
this Section G. 
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H. Consultation  

The two Governments shall, upon request of either of them, 
consult regarding any matter arising under_ this agreement, 
including the operation of arrangements carried out pursuant 
to this agreement. 

I. Identification and Publicity 

The Government of the importing country shall undertake 
such measures as may be mutually agreed prior to delivery 
for the identification of food commodities at points of dis-
tribution in the importing country, and for publicity in the 
same manner as provided for in subsection 103 (1) of the Act. 

PART II — PARTICULAR PROVISIONS 

Item I. Commodity Table 

Commodity 

Approximate 
Supply Period Maximum Ex-Maximum 
(U.S. Fiscal Quantity port Market 

Year) (Metric Tons) Value (Millions) 

Wheat/Wheat Flour (Wheat Basic) 1980 33, 500 5. 7 
Corn/Sorghum 1980 30, 000 3. 4 
Rice 1980 10, 000 3.6 

Total Dollars 12. 7 

Item II. Payment Terms: Convertible Local Currency Credit (40 
years) 

A. Initial Payment — Five (5) percent. 
B. Currency Use Payment — Ten (10) percent for Section (104(a)) 

purposes. 
C. Number of installment payments — Thirty-one (31). 
D. Amount of each installment payment — approximately equal 

annual amounts. 
E. Due date of first installment payment — Ten (10) years after 

the date of last delivery of commodities in each calendar year. 
F. Initial interest rate — Two (2.) percent. 
G. Continuing interest rate — Three (3) percent. 

Item III. Usual Marketing Table: 

Commodity 
Import Usual 
Period Marketing 

(U.S. Fiscal Requirement 
Year) (Metric Tons) 

Wheat/Wheat Flour (Wheat Basis) 1980 97, 500 
Feed Grains 1980 26, 400 
Rice 1980 16, 000 
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Item IV. Export Limitations 

A. Export limitation period: 

The export limitation period shall be United States Fiscal Year 
1980, or any subsequent United States Fiscal Year during 
which commodities financed under this Agreement are being 
imported or utilized. 

B. Commodities to which export limitations apply: 

For the purposes of Part I Article III A (4) of this Agreement, 
the commodities which may not be exported are: For Wheat/ 
Wheat Flour—wheat, wheat flour, rolled wheat, semolina, 
farina, and bulgur (or the same products under a different 
name); for corn/sorghum—corn, cornmeal, barley, grain 
sorghum, rye, oats, and any other feed grains including mixed 
feeds containing predominantly such grains; for rice—rice in the 
form of paddy, brown or milled. 

Item V. Ghana — Proposed FY 1980 P.L. 480 Self-Help Measures 

A. In implementing these self-help measures, specific emphasis will 
be placed on contributing directly to development progress in poor 
rural areas and on enabling the poor to participate actively in increas-
ing agricultural production through small farm agriculture. 

B. The Government of Ghana agrees to undertake the following 
activities and in doing so to provide adequate financial, technical, and 
managerial resources for their implementation: 

1. Undertake activities to adjust agricultural price policies and 
subsidies to encourage increased domestic production of food crops. 
As part of this effort, the GOG will: 

Designate a unit within the Ministry of Agriculture to undertake 
a comprehensive study of the agricultural price policies of the GOG 
and their relationship to costs of production, returns to producers, and 
level of domestic agricultural production. The study will provide 
guidance to the GOG during future decisions on pricing policy and 
subsidy adjustments. As part of the development of a long-term policy 
to guide the gradual elimination of controlled prices for basic food 
commodities, as domestic food production increases. 

2. Implement programs to increase the production of food crops 
by small-scale farmers in Ghana. These efforts should include: 

A. Improving the availability of agricultural inputs, including 
improved seeds, tools, spare parts, fertilizer, and pesticides, while at 
the same time eliminating subsidies and expanding lending operations 
through the Agricultural Development Bank and related institutions 
to allow farmers access to credit for necessary inputs. 

B. Expanding and Improving Small-Scale Irrigation Schemes, 
in the Northern and Upper Regions. 
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3. Implement programs to improve the storage, marketing, and 
distribution of agricultural production throughout Ghana. These 
efforts should include: 

A. Upgrading and repairing local food and feed storage facilities 
in each of the regions and as part of this effort, providing training in 
grain storage management and planning to appropriate COG officials. 

B. Improving farm-to-market food distribution including 
programs of transportation services and feeder road construction, 
repair, and maintenance. 

Item VI. Economic development purposes for which proceeds ac-
cruing to importing country are to be used: 

A. The proceeds accruing to the importing country from the sale 
of commodities financed under this Agreement will be programmed 
jointly by the Government of Ghana and the Agency for International 
Development and used for financing the self-help measures set forth 
in Item V, above, and for local costs in Ghana of priority development 
projects approved by the two governments in the agricultural and 
rural development sectors. 

B. In the use of proceeds for these purposes emphasis will be placed 
on directly improving the lives of the poorest of the recipient country's 
people and their capacity to participate in the development of their 
country. 

PART III — FINAL PROVISIONS 

A. This agreement may be terminated by either Government by 
notice of termination to the other Government for any reason, 
and by the Government of the exporting country if it should 
determine that the self-help program described in the agreement 
is not being adequately developed. Such termination will not 
reduce any financial obligations the Government of the importing 
country has incurred as of the date of termination. 

This agreement shall enter into force upon signature. 

B. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the respective representatives, duly au-
thorized for the purpose, have signed the present agreement. 

DONE at Accra, Ghana, in duplicate, this 14th day of April, 1980. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF 
THE UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA 

THOMAS W. M. SMITH 

Ambassador 
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Official Agreed Minutes of Negotiating Sessions of 
P.L. 480 Title I Agreement With the Government of Ghana 

on February 5 and 11, 1980 

At 1030 on 5 February both teams opened negotiations in the office 
of Minister of Finance and Economic Planning. Those present were: 
Minister A. Nikoi, Deputy Minister Nyakotey, Principal Secretary 
Mrs. Chinery-Hesse, Principal Economic Planning Officer T. K. 
011enu, America Desk Officer J. Oturoku and Food Aid Officer Ms. M. 
Clarke; on the U.S. side, DCM E. Holmes, AID Mission Director 
I. D. Coker, and Food for Peace Officer W. Carter. 

Greetings were exchanged. Mr. Holmes read from a prepared state-
ment quoting dollar amounts and tonnages for this year's P.L. 480 
Title I program. He mentioned that any additional commodities 
during this fiscal year would be dependent on additional appropriation 
by Congress, Ghana's operational performance on the program, the 
proper development use of cedi counterpart funds, and on Ghana's 
progress towards stabilization of the economy. Mr. Holmes went on 
to encourage constructive measures in the area of economic reform 
and praised the Government of Ghana's priority commitment to 
increasing agricultural production. 

Minister Nikoi thanked Mr. Holmes for his remarks and for the 
commodities being offered under P.L. 480 Title I. He said he hoped 
additional commodities could be programmed during the current fiscal 
year, especially industrial raw materials with priority given to cotton, 
tallow and tobacco. 

Minister Nikoi said he thought there would be no major obstacles 
to a speedy signing of the agreement. 
With the exceptions of Minister Nikoi, Deputy Minister Nyakotey 

and DCM Holmes, the negotiating teams adjourned to the office of the 
Principal Secretary, Mrs. Chinery-Hesse. In this meeting Mr. Coker 
spelled out the specifics of the agreement and made a number of points. 

It was agreed from the outset by both parties that detailed official 
minutes of negotiation sessions would be kept and initialled. 
The following points were highlighted by AID Mission Director, 

Coker: 

"(1) The FY80 Title I agreement reinforces the United States' 
long-standing commitment to Ghana's economic development. 
We all recognize the need for close vigilance over the economy, as 
well as the need for the implementation of basic reforms—some, 
of which, are already being undertaken. We hope, in accordance 
with the economic reconstruction program, that your government 
later in the year can successfully negotiate an agreement with 
the IMF. 

(2) The U.S. Government is pleased to note the first priority 
status given to agriculture by President Limann, as recently noted 
in his Sessional Address to Parliament. We now look forward 
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toward the implementation of specific measures to stimulate agri-
cultural production and to improve food storage and distribution 
facilities, as evidence of this commitment to agriculture. 

(3) We want to make every effort to avoid the costly and damag-
ing delays that occurred with last year's program because of 
persistent problems experienced with the issuaiice of instruction 
for the opening of commodity and freight letters of credit. There-
fore, we need assurances that appropriate GO G authorities aye 
prepared to make prompt transfer of funds to cover initial payment 
and ocean freight costs on commodities purchased under the 
agreement. We would like to receive from you ironclad assurances 
that operable letters of credit will be opened and confirmed by 
U.S. commercial bank(s), previously named by you, as soon as 
commodities are purchased and ocean freight booked. 

(4) We would also like to suggest at this time that a committee 
be set up, possibly a sub-group of members here today, to coor-
dinate all activities concerning the P.L. 480 agreement, including 
banking arrangements, compliance and self-help reporting and 
most importantly, use of currency generations. We believe that 
if all these activities are to be properly carried out, the time and 
concentrated efforts of several people are required. 

(5) We continue to place high priority on the submission of 
timely reports relating to this P.L. 480 program. Particular em-
phasis should be given to getting the quarterly' compliance reports 
in on time. However, shipping and arrival information (ADP) 
sheets, self-help and use of sales proceeds reports, are also of equal 
importance. These are due in accordance with Part I, Article III 
(C) and (D) and Exhibit B of 10 FASR 300, "Field Compliance 
Responsibilities for Certain Operations under Title I of the Agri-
cultural Trade Development and Assistance Act, as' Amended." 

(6) The U.S. Government will be insisting and closely monitoring 
that all compliance reporting be both current and accurate and that 
UMR's be strictly adhered to in accordance with the provisions of 
the FY 1979 Agreement. It appears that there were UMR shortfalls 
on agreed amounts of commercial imports in FY 1979. 

(7) In order to expedite the implementation of this agreement 
after signature, we remind you to make an early request through 
your Washington Embassy for purchase authorizations (PA's) from 
USDA/OGSM. Also, please inform us of the person in your Wash-
ington Embassy who will be backstopping this FY80 program. 

(8) However, please realize before purchase authorizations can 
be issued, we require the following information in writing as soon 
as possible: 

a) type and grade of commodities to be purchased in accordance 
with official U.S. standards; 

b) proposed contracting and delivery schedules. (Note that 
quote delivery unquote means delivery to vessel at U.S. port.) ; 
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c) names and addresses of Ghanaian and U.S. Commercial 
Banks through which banking operations will be handled 
and through which L/C's for commodity and ocean freight 
will be opened; 

d) port breakdown on amounts of commodities to be delivered 
to Tema and amounts for Takoradi; 

e) whether or not maize consignment should be bagged or 
whether bags, needles and twine should accompany cargo. 

(9) Assurances should be given that arrangements have been 
made by appropriate authorities to relay to your Washington Em-
bassy all instructions, information and authority necessary to 
ensure timely implementation of the agreement including, 

(1) operational reporting information outlined above; 
(2) complete instructions regarding arrangements for purchasing 
commodities and contracting for freight (including appointment 
of purchasing and/or shipping agent if applicable,) and 
(3) instructions to contact the Program Operations Division, 
Office of the General Sales Manager, USDA, Telephone (202) 
447-5780. 

(10) If you nominate a purchasing or shipping agent to procure 
commodities or arrange ocean transportation, you must notify the 
General Sales Manager USDA, in writing, of such nomination and 
attach a copy of the proposed agency agreement. All -purchasing 
and shipping agents must be approved by the Office of the Sales 
Manager in accordance with regulatory standards designed to 
eliminate certain potential conflicts of interest. 

(11) As was the case last year, purchases of food commodities 
under the P.L. 480 Agreement must be made on the basis of invita-
tions for bids (IFB's) publicly advertised in the United States and 
on the basis of bids (offers) which must conform to the IFB. Bids 
must be received and publicly opened in the U.S. All awards under 
IFB's must be consistent with open, competitive, and responsive 
bid procedures. (NOTE: Terms of all IFB's (including IFB's for 
ocean freight) must be approved by the General Sales Manager, 
USDA, prior to issuance.) 

(12) With last year's shipments, there was no problem being 
granted priority berthing privileges for each vessel. We would like to 
have your assurances on this for shipments under this agreement 
also. 

(13) A few final remarks on letters of credit: 

a) Commodity and ocean freight suppliers may refuse to load 
vessels when acceptable L/C's for commodities/ocean freight 
are not available at time of loading. This can result in costly 
claims by vessel owners (i.e., demurrage) and by commodity 
suppliers (carrying charges). 

b) Ocean Freight L/C's: Promptly after contracting for U.S. 
flag shipping Apace and not later than 48 hours prior to the 
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presentatión of vessel for loading, your government or 
purchasers authorized by it must open an operative letter of 
credit in favor of the supplier of the ocean transportation 
for 100 percent of the estimated cost of ocean freight. 

c) In accordance with Section 17.9 (M) of the Title I financing 
regulations, where the ocean freight contract provides for 
demurrage/dispatch, 90 percent must be paid promptly on 
arrival of cargo. The remaining 10 percent, less dispatch if 
any, should be paid promptly to the carrier upon completion 
of the lay-time statement. If there is any dispute as to the 
amount of dispatch the owner should receive the 10 percent 
less dispute dispatch or, if there is demurrage, the full percent 
plus the demurrage not in dispute. Claims against the carrier 
for damaged or lost cargo should be pursued through normal 
channels and not be deducted from ocean freight. 

(14) Most importantly, to comply with P.L. 480 legislation, Wash-
ington must be given assurances that at the time of delivery of 
Title I commodities to Ghana, there will be the capability to receive, 
store and distribute them. Accordingly, an arrival schedule should 
be compiled and submitted to the USAID on other shipments to be 
delivered in April—July timeframe. In this way, we can ascertain 
that ports will not be clogged, that adequate storage space will be 
available to prevent spoilage and waste and that normal marketing 
activities will not be disrupted. This same legislation requires that 
concessional Title I sales should not act as a substantial disincentive 
to local agricultural production. We request a statement attesting 
to this. 

(15) The Government of Ghana should confirm that a representa-
tive of the U.S. government will have continuous access to receiving, 
storage and distribution points for P.L. 480 Title I commodities. 
We also seek your assurances that you will take the measures neces-
sary to prevent blackmarketing and smuggling activities." 

Mrs. Chinery-Hesse thanked Mr. Coker for his comments. She said 
she would only have a few questions at this time and scheduled a 
second meeting for 11 February at 1100 hours. 
Mrs. Chinery-Hesse asked about the availability of white maize in 

lieu of yellow maize and for a list of U.S. shipping agents. The U.S. 
team indicated it would try to fulfill these requests by the 11 February 
meeting. 

Meeting of 11 February 1980 

Ghanaian Negotiators: 

Leader: Mrs. Mary Chinery-Hesse Principal Secretary, Ministry 
of Finance and Economic 
Planning 
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Team Members: T. K. 011enu Principal Economic Planning 
Officer, Ministry of Finance 
1r Economic Planning 

J. O. Oturoku AEPO, Ministry of Finance 
and Economic Planning 

B. D. Amegatcher State Attorney, Attorney-Gen-
eral's Dept. 

D. B. Arthur Commercial Officer, Ministry 
of Trade & Tourism 

M. Clarke Food Aid Officer, Ministry of 
Finance & Economic Plan-
ning 

Mary Adjorlolo Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

American Negotiators: 

Leader: Mr. Irvin D. Coker, AID Mission Director 
Team Members: Robert P. Coe, Economic Officer 

William M. Carter, Food for Peace Officer 

Session began at 1115 hours in Mrs. Mary Chinery-Hesse's office. 
Mr. Coker cited minor changes to the draft agreement distributed 

at the 5 February session. These were as follows: 
Maximum Export Market Value for Corn/Sorghum is $3.4 million 

and not $3.6 million and for Rice $3.6 million and not $3.4 million. 
Also the UMR for Feed Grains is 26,400 MT and not 28,600 MT. 

Mrs. Chinery-Hesse said the GOG had few comments and asked 
that only the following changes be made: 

A. A side letter should be added to the agreement that clearly 
explains the terms: "Approximate Maximum Quantity" and 
"Maximum Export Market Value"; 

B. Self-Help measures 1 parts A and B should be merged to read: 

1. Undertake activities to adjust agricultural price policies and 
subsidies to encourage increased domestic production of food 
crops. As part of this effort, the GOG will: 

Designate a unit within the Ministry of Agriculture to under-
take a comprehensive study of the agricultural price policies 
of the GOG and their relationship to costs of production, 
returns to producers, and level of domestic agricultural pro-
duction. The study will provide guidance to the GOG during 
future decisions on pricing policy and subsidy adjustments, as 
part of the development of a long-term policy to guide the 
gradual elimination of controlled prices for basic food commod-
ities, as domestic food production increases. 

The Ghanaian negotiator said she hoped that before the end of 
February or the first week of March the agreement would have passed 
through the constitutional process. She also stressed that the P.L. 
480 Title I document had been reviewed by the Auditor-General, 
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Accountant-General, Bank of Ghana, Ministry of Agriculture, Ghana 
National Procurement Agency and Grains Warehousing Company in 
addition to the offices represented on the team. All these entities 
are firmly committed to the requirements and responsibilities of the 
agreement. 
The following specific assurances were sought by the USG team and 

were given by the GOG team, with follow-up responsibility designated 
to a team made up of a member each from (1) Ministry of Finance and 
Economic Planning, (2) Accountant-General and (3) Bank of Ghana. 
The coordinating Ministry would be Finance and Economic Planning 
and the USAID/FFPO would act in an advisory capacity. 

1. Priority berthing for vessels with P.L. 480 Title I cargo. GOG 

officials said that the GO G would grant to the best of its ability, 
priority berthing at Ghanaian ports to vessels carrying P.L. 480 
Title I commodities under this agreement. 

2. Black marketing and Smuggling. GOG officials gave assurances 
that, to the best of its ability, the GOG would ensure that black 
marketing and smuggling of Title I commodities would be prevented. 

3. Receiving, Storing, Distributing.  The GOG officials reiterated and 
gave full assurance on their Government's ability to adequately 
receive, store and distribute all P.L. 480 Title I commodities. 
Also, normal marketing would not be disrupted because of Title I 
imports. 

4. Banking and Financial Arrangements. The GOG negotiators 
assured the U.S. negotiators that appropriate measures would be 
taken to establish an operable Letter of Credit for both com-
modity and freight which would be confirmed by designated U.S. 
banks immediately after contracting under each Purchase 
Authorization is concluded, and before vessels arrive at loading 
ports; and with particular regard to ocean freight the Letters of 
Credit for 100% of ocean freight charges would be opened in favor 
of the supplier of the ocean transportation at least 48 hours prior 
to vessel's presentation for loading. 

5. Access. The GOG negotiators assured the U.S. negotiators that 
representatives of the USG would have continuous access to 
receiving, storage and distribution points for P.L. 480 Title I 
commodities. 

6. UMR and Export Limitations. GOG negotiators assured USG 
negotiators that they would meet their UMR and export limita-
tion commitments. GOG negotiators also stated that no 
official exports of commodities provided under the P.L. 480 
Agreement would be registered. 

7. Self-Help and Compliance Reporting. GOG negotiators said they 
would meet all their reporting obligations. 

The GOG team stated that their Deputy Ambassador in Washing-
ton, Mr. E. A. Akueteh, would handle the Title I arrangements in 
the U.S. 
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The GOG team also said new banking procedures would be in effect 
for this year's program and that the Bank of Ghana would not be 
handling all of the details. The U.S. bank remains the same as last 
year, Chemical Bank of New York. 

DONE at Accra, Ghana in duplicate, this 14th day of April 1980. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF 
THE UNITED STATES OF GHANA 

AMERICA 

THOMAS W. M. SMITH 

Ambassador 

I D COKER 

I. D. Coker 
/I/fission Director 

A NIKOI 

Minister of Finance and 
Economic Planning 

M ARY CHINERY-HESSE 

Mrs. Mary Chinery-Hesse 
Principal Secretary 

Ministry of Finance cl Economic 
Planning 

[RELATED LETTER] 

U.S. AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEV., 
P.O. BOX 1630 
ACCRA, GHANA 

Dr. AMON NIKOI 
Minister of Finance ce; Economic Planning 

Ministry of Finance ce, Economic Planning 
P.O. Box M.76 

Accra, Ghana. 

FEBRUARY 15, 1980 

DEAR M R. M INISTER: 

Subject: P.L. 480 Title I  

As a follow-up to our negotiating session, please find below a more 
detailed explanation of the terms: "Approximate Maximum Quantity" 
and "Maximum Export Market Value" found on page 11 under 
Part II. 

The export market value specified in Part II may not be exceeded. 
This means that, if commodity prices increase over those used in 
Part II of the agreement, the quantity to be financed under the 
agreement will be less than the approximate maximum quantity set 
forth in Part II. However, should actual prices be lower at the time of 
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purchase, the Government of Ghana may purchase up to the maximum 
export market value. 

Sincerely yours, 

IRVIN D. CQICER 

Irvin D. Coker 
Mission Director 
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INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATION 

Reimbursement of Income Taxes 

Agreement effected by exchange of letters 
Signed at London March 20 and 25, 1980; 
Entered into force March 31, 1980; 
Effective January 1, 1980. 
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The America,n Amha,ssaclor to the Executive Director, International 
Coffee Organization 

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

LONDON 

March 20, 1980 

Mr. A. Beltrao 
Executive Director 
International Coffee Organization 
22 Berners Street 
London W1 

Dear Mr. Beltrao: 

I have been authorized to inform you that the United 
States Government can reimburse the International Coffee 
Organization for the sums utilized to reimburse personnel 
subject to payment of U.S. income tax in order to 
equalize the remuneration of such personnel and that 
of staff members of the ICO not subject to national 
taxes. To do this, I propose below a formal agreement 
establishing the procedure: 

"The United States Government understands that 
the International Coffee Agreement (ICO) will 
reimburse ICO staff members who are U.S. citizens, 
or otherwise liable to pay U.S. income taxes, for 
any U.S. income tazes paid on their ICO income 
through a special suspense account. The U.S. 
Government will be obligated to pay a tax equal-
ization charge as part of its annual payment to 
the ICO to compensate this special suspense 
account. This charge will cover actual 
reimbursements made by the ICO to employees 
subject to U.S. income taxes. This agreement 
does not cover employees paid from voluntary 
funds. 

This agreement may be terminated by either party. 
Termination shall take effect one year from the 
date that notice of termination is given." 

Your concurrence in the above paragraph by letter will 
constitute the agreement between the United States 
Government and the International Coffee Organization 
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formalizing the tax reimbursement procedure which will 
enter into force as of January 1, 1980. 

Sincerely, 

Kingman Brewster 

Kingman Brewster 
Ambassador 
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The Executive Director, International Coffee Organization,, to the 
American Ambassador 

INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATION 

22 BERNERS STREET. LONDON. WIP 400. ENGLAND. 

25 March 1980 

His Excellency 
The Honourable Kingman Brewster 
Ambassador of the United States of. America 
American Embassy 
Grosvenor Square 
London W1A 1AE 

Dear Ambassador, 

Thank you for your letter of 20 March 1980 proposing a formal 
agreement by which the United States Government will compensate the 
International Coffee Organization (ICO) for the suns utilised to 
reimburse staff subject to the payment of U.S. income taxes. You 
proposed agreement to the following text, which would establish the 
procedure: 

"The United States Government understands that the 
International Coffee Organization (ICO) will reimburse 
ICO staff members who are U.S. citizens, or otherwise 
liable to pay U.S. income taxes, for any U.S. income 
taxes paid on their ICO income through a special suspense 
account. The U.S. Government will be obligated to pay a 
tax equalization charge as part of its annual payment to 
the ICO to compensate this special suspense account. This 
charge will cover actual reimbursements made by the ICO 
to employees subject to U.S. income taxes. This agreement 
does not cover employees paid from voluntary funds. 

This agreement may be terminated by either party. Termination 
shall take effect one year from the date that notice of 
termination is given." 

I am happy to indicate the concurrence of the International Coffee 
Organization to the above text, on the understanding that it concerns all 
U.S. income taxes levied on income received from the ICO, and to acknowledge 
that this exchange of letters constitutes the agreement between the United 
States Government and the International Coffee Organization formalising the 
tax reimbursements procedure which will enter into force upon receipt of 
this letter and will cover reimbursements beginning with taxes paid for 
calendar year 1980. 

Yours since, 

(/ 

Alexandre Beltrab / 
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Finance: Consolidation and Rescheduling of Certain Debts 

Agreement signed at Lome March 28, 1980; 
Entered into force May 2, 1980. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND THE REPUBLIC OF TOGO 

REGARDING THE CONSOLIDATION AND RESCHEDULING OF 

CERTAIN DEBTS OWED TO, GUARANTEED OR INSURED 

BY THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

AND THE EXTORT—IMPORT BANK OF THE UNITED STATES 

The United States of America (the "United States") 

and the Republic of Togo ("Toso") agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE I 

APPLICATION OF THE AGREEIIENT 

1. In accordance with the provisions of the understanding reached on 
June 15, 1979 (the "Understanding") among representatives of certain 
nations, including the United States, and agreed to by the represen-
tative of Togo, the United States and Togo hereby agree to consoli-
date and reschedule certain Togolese debts which are owed to, 
guaranteed by or insured by the United States and the Export-Import 
Bank of _the United States (Eximbank), as provided for in this Agree-
ment. 

2. This Agreement shall be implemented by a separate agreement (the 
"Implementing Agreement") between Togo and Eximbank. 

ARTICLE II 

DEFINITIONS 

1. "Contracts" means those loan agreements and notes pertaining to the 
transactions identified by the numbers listed in Annex A, executed 
prior to January 1, 1979 and with original maturities of more than 
one year. 

2. "Debt" means the following obligations with respect to Contracts: 

A. The sum of principal and interest, payable with respect 
to Contracts and due prior to and remaining unpaid on 
April 5, 1979; and 

B. The sum of principal and interest, payable with respect 
to Contracts and due during the period April 6, 1979 
through March 31, 1980. 

3. "Arrearages" means the United States dollar amount of the 
Debt referred to in 2(A)above. 

4. "Consolidated Debt" means eighty percent of the United States 
dollar amount of the Debt, referred to in 2(B)above. 

5. "Interest" means interest on Consolidated Debt and Arrearages which 
shall begin to accrue at the rates set forth in this Agreement (A) 
on April 6, 1979 for Arrearages and (B) on the respective due dates 
specified in each of the Contracts for each scheduled payment of 
Consolidated Debt; and shall continue to accrue until the 
Arrearages and Consolidated Debt are repaid in full. "Additional 
Interest" means interest on due but unpaid installments, as 
specified in Article III hereof, of Arrearages, Consolidated Debt 
and Interest. Additional Interest shall accrue from such dates 
of unpaid installments of Arrearages, Consolidated Debt and 
Interest, until such amounts are paid in full. 
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ARTICLE III 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PAYMENT 

Togo agrees to repay the Arrearages, Consolidated Debt and Interest 
in United States dollars in accordance with the following terms and 
conditions: 

A. The 4rrearages amounting to $662,419.50 shall be repaid 
in six equal installments as follows: The first install-
ment-shall be repaid on March 31, 1980; the remaining 
five installments shall be paid semiannually beginning 
on June 30, 1980 sad ending on June 30, 1982; 

B. The Consolidated Debt relating to Debt falling due 
during the period April 6, 1979 through March 31, 1980 
and amounting to $1,400,017.70 shall be repaid in 
twelve equal semiannual installments, commencing on 
December 31, 1982, with the final installment payable 
on June 30, 1988; 

C. The rate of Interest shall be 8.125 percent per 
calendar year on the outstanding balance of Arrearages 
and Consolidated Debt. All interest payable with re-
spect to the Arrearages and Consolidated Debt shall 
be paid semiannually on December 31 and June 30 of each 
year with the exception of the first Interest install-
ment which shall be paid on March 31, 1980, unless 
otherwise specified in the Implementing Agreement. 
The rate of Additional Interest shall be the same as 
the rate of Interest; and 

D. A table summarizing the amounts of the Consolidated 
Debt and Arrearages is attached hereto as Annex B. 

2. It is understood that adjustments may be made by Eximbank in the 
Implementing Agreement in the amounts of Consolidated Debt specified 
in paragraph 1(Bbf this Article. 

ARTICLE IV 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

1. As provided for in paragraph 8 of the Understanding, Togo undertakes 
to secure from private creditors, including banks, financing or 
refinancing arrangements comparable to those detailed in this Agree-
ment, making sure to avoid any discrimination between different 
categories of creditors. 

2. Togo agrees to grant the United States and ExiMbank, and any other 
creditor which is party to a Contract, treatment and terms no less 
favorable than that which may be accorded to any other creditor 
country or agency thereof for the consolidation of debts covered 
by the Understanding. 
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3. Except as they may be modified by this Agreement or the subsequent 
Implementing Agreement, all other terms and conditions of the 
Contracts remain unchanged. In particular, Togo agrees to pay that 
portion of the Debt described in Article II paragraph 2(B)not consti— 
tuting Consolidated Debt and Interest on such Debt as provided in 
the Contracts. Any payment on the twenty percent of the Debt not 
constituting Consolidated Debt due from April 6, 1979, to the date 
of signing of this Agreement and unpaid as of the date of signing 
of the Agreement shall be due within one month of the date of 
signing. 

ARTICLE V 

ENTRY INTO FORCE 

This Agreement shall enter into force upon receipt by Togo of written 
notice from the United States Government that domestic United States 
laws and regulations covering debt rescheduling concerning this 
Agreement have been complied with. [1] 

May 2, 1980. 
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ANNER'A 

LOAN AGREEMENTS AND NOTES SUBJECT TO RESCHEDULING 

Direct Loans 

5599 

Financial Guarantees 

5600 

Bank Guarantees 

G-0080-0025 
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ANNEX B  

Estimated payments falling due from April 6, 1979 through 
March 31, 1980 

Direct Loan No. 5599 
Obligor - Republic of Togo 
Borrower - Grumman American Aviation Corporation 
Product - One Executive Aircraft 
Final Maturity - December 5, 1981 
Authorized - August 12, 1974 
Interest due as of June 29, 1979 - 505.52 dollars 
Payment due on December 5, 1979 - 321,417.90 dollars 
consisting of principal 267,726.00 dollars and interest 
53,691.90 dollars. 

Financial Guarantee No. 5600 
Obligor - Republic of Togo 
Commercial Bank - First 'National Bank of Atlanta 
Product - One Executive Aircraft 
Final Maturity - June 5, 1979 
Authorized - August 16, 1974 
Payment due on June 5, 1979 - 213,625.28 dollars 
consisting of principal 200,796.00 dollars and 
interest 12,829.28 dollars 

Bank Guarantee No. G-0800-0025 
Obligor - Republic of Togo 
Commercial Bank - American Express 
Exporter - Export Credit Corporation 
Products - Construction Equipment 
Final Maturity - September 30, 1982 
Authorized - May 18, 1977 
Payment due October 1, 1979 - 618,536.33 dollars 
consisting of principal 465,363.78 and 
interest 153,172.55 dollars 
Payment due Mara 31, 1980 - 595,937.10 dollars 
consisting of principal 465,363.78 dollars and 
interest 130,573.32 dollars. 

Recapitulation total principal and interest due for period 
April 6, 1979, through March 31, 1980: 1,750,022.13 dollars. 
Consolidated debt (80 percenOis 1,400,017.70 dollars. 

Arrearages through April 5, 1979. 

Bank Guarantee No. G-0080-0025 
Payment due April 5, 1979 - 662,419.50 dollars 
consisting of principal 465,363.78 dollars and 
interest 197,055.72 dollars 

SUMMARY OF DEBT ($ Thousands) 

Export-Import Bank of 
the United States 

Arrearages through 
April 5, 1979  

80 percent of payments 
falling due from April 6, 
1979 through March 31, 
1980 

662.4 1400.0 
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ACCORD ENTRE 

LES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE 

ET LA REPUBLIQUE TOGOLAISE 

SUR LA CONSOLIDATION ET LE REECHELONNEMENT DE 

CBRTAINES DETTES DUES, GARANTIES OU ASSUREES 

PAR LE GOUVERNEMENT DES ETATS-UNIS 

ET L'EXPORT -IMPORT BANK DES ETATS-UNIS 

Les Etats-Unis d'Amérique (les "Etats-Unis") 

at la République Togolaise ("Togo") conviennent 

de ce qui suit: 
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ARTICLE I  

APPLICATION DE L'ACCORD 

1) Conformément aux dispositions de l'accord convenu le 15 juin 1979 
("l'accord") entre les représentants de certains pays, les Etats-
Unis y compris, et accepté par le représentant du Togo, les Etats-
Unis et le Togo par les présentes acceptent de consolider et de 
rééchelonner certaines dettes togolaises qui sont dues, garanties 
ou assurées par les Etats-Unis et l'Export-Import Bank des Etats-
Unis (EXIMBANK), comae prévu dans le présent accord. 

2) Le présent accord sera mis en application par un accord séparé 
("l'accord d'application") entre le Togo et l'EXIMBANK. 

ARTICLE II 

DEFINITIONS 

1) "Contrats" signifie les accords de prat et les billets B ordre 
relatifs aux transactions identifiées par les chiffres sur la 
liste de l'annexe A, exécutés avant le ler janvier 1979 et avec 
des échéances d'origine de plus d'un an. 

2) "Dette" signifie les obligations suivantes concernant les contrats: 

A) Le montant en principal et intérats, payable quant aux contrats 
et da avant et resté impayé le 5 avril 1979; et 

B) Le montant en principal et intérats, payable quant aux contrats 
et da pendant la páriode du 6 avril 1979 au 31 mars 1980. 

3) "Atriérés" signifie le montant en dollars des Etats-Unis de la 
dette mentionnée au paragraphs 2 (A) ci-déssus. 

4) "Dette consolidée" signifie 80 pour cent du montant en dollars 
des Etats-Unis de la dette mentionnée au paragraphe 2 (B) ci-dessus. 

5) "Intérats" signifie intaras sur la dette consolidée et les arriérés 
qui commenceront a s'accumuler suivant les taux prévus dans le 
présent accord (A) le 6 avril 1979 pour les arriérés et (B) les 
dates respectives d'échéance spécifiées dens chacun des contrats 
pour Cheque paiement programmé de dette consolidée; et qui con-
tinueront B s'accumuler jusqu'a ce que les arriérés et la dette 
consolidée soient complatement payés. "Intéras supplémentaires" 
signifie intérats sur des acomptes dus mais impayés, comme 
spécifié dams l'article III ci-dessous, d'arriérés, de dette 
consolidée et d'intarats. Les intarets supplémentaires s'accumule-
rout a partir des dates d'échéances d'acomptes impayés d'arriérés, 
cié dette consolidée et d'intaras, jusqu'a ce que ces montants 
soient complatement payés. 
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ARTICLE III 

TERMES ET CONDITIONS DE PAIEMENT 

1) Le Togo s' engage á payer les arriérés, la dette consolidée at les 
intérats en dollars des Etats-Unis conformément aux termes et condi-
tions suivants: 

A) Les arriérés s'élevant a 662.419,50 dollars seront payés 
en six acomptes égaux comma suit: le premier acompte 
sera payé le 31 mars 1980; les cinq acomptes restants 
seront payés par semestre á partir du 30 juin 1980 
jusqu'au 30 juin 1982; 

B) La dette consolidée relative á la dette dont l'échéance 
de paiement intervient pendant la période du 6 avril 1979 
au 31 mars 1980 et qui s'éléve á 1.400.017,70 dollars sera 
payée en douze acomptes semestriels égaux, á compter du 
31 décembre 1982, avec l'acompte final payable le 30 juin 
1988; 

C) Le taux d'intérat sera de 8,125 pour cent par an sur le reste 
á payer des arriérés et de la dette consolidée. Tous les 
intérats payables quant aux arriérés et á la dette consolidée 
seront payés par semestre les 31 décembre et 30 juin de 
cheque année, á l'exception du premier acompte de l'intérat 
qui sera payé le 31 mars 1980, á moms qu'il soit spécifié 
autrement dans l'accord d'application. Le taux des 
intérats supplémentaires sera le mame que celui des 
intérats; et 

D) Un tableau résumant les montants de la dette consolidée at 
des arriérés eat ci-joint comme annexe B. 

2) Ii est entendu que des ajustements peuvent atre faits par l'EXIMBANK 
dans l'accord d'application dans les montants de dette consolidée 
spécifiée dans le paragraphe 1 (B) du présent article. 

ARTICLE IV 

DISPOSITIONS GENERALES 

1) Come prévu au paragraphe 8 de l'accord, le Togo s'engage á obtenir 
de créanciers privés, y compris des banques, des arrangements de 
financement ou de refinancement comparables á ceux du présent accord, 
en s'assurant d'éviter toute discrimination entre les différentes 
catégories de créanciers. 

2) Le Togo accepte d'accorder aux Etats-Unis et a l'EXIMBANK, et a 
tout autre créancier qui eat partie á un contrat, un traitement 
at des termes non moms favorables que ceux qui peuvent atre 
accordés á tout autre pays créancier ou agence créanciére pour la 
consolidation des dettes couvertes par l'accord. 
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3) Exception faite des modifications apportées par le présent accord 
ou l'accord d'application y relatif, tous autres termes et con-
ditions des contrate restent inchangés. En particulier, le Togo 
accepte de payer la portion de la dette décrite a l'article II 
paragraphe 2 (B) ne constituent pas la dette consolidée et les 
intéréts sur la dette comae prévu dens les contrats. Tout 
paiement sur les vingt pour cent de la dette ne constituent pas 
la dette consolidée dri entre le 6 avril 1979 et la date de 
signature du présent accord et impayé a la date de signature 
du présent accord doit étre payable dens l'intervalle d'un 
mola par rapport á la date de signature. 

ARTICLE V 

ENTREE EN VIGUEUR 

Le présent accord entrera en vigueur das que le Togo aura re9u une note 
écrite du Gouvernement des Etats-Unis indiquant que les lois et réglemen-
tations nationales des Etats-Unis couvrant le rééchelonnement concernant 
le présent accord oat été respectées. 
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ANNEXE A 

ACCORDS DE PRET ET BILLETS A ORDRE SUSCEPTIBLES DE REECHELONNEMENT 

Prats directs 

5599 

Garanties financiares 

5600 

Garanties bancaires 

G - 0080 0025 
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ANNEXE B  

Paiements estimés arrivés á échéance du 6 avril 1979 
jusqu'au 31 mars 1980 

Prat direct No. 5599 
Dabiteur République Togolaise 
Emprunteur - Grumman American Aviation Corporaticn 
Produit - Un avion type exécutif 
Derniare échéance - 5 décebbre 1981 
Date d'autorisation du prat - 12 aoat 1974 
Intérae arrivé a échéance le 29 juin 1979 - 505,52 dollars 
Paiement arrivé a échéance le 5 décembre 1979 
321.417,90 dollars comprenant un principal de 267.726,00 dollars 
et un intérat de 53.691,90 dollars. 

Garantie financiare No. 5600 
Dabiteur - République Togolaise 
Banque Commerciale - First National Bank of Atlanta 
Produit - Un avian type exécutif 
Derniare échéance - 5 juin 1979 
Date d'autorisation du prat - 16 aoat 1974 
Paiement arrivé á échéance le 5 juin 1979 - 213.625,28 dollars 
comprenant un principal de 200.796,00 dollars et un intérat de 
12.829,28 dollars. 

Garantie bancaire No. G- 0800-0025 
Débiteur - République Togolaise 
Banque Commerciale - American Express 
Exportateur - Export Credit Corporation 
Produits - Matériel de construction 
Derniare échéance - 30 septembre 1982 
Date d'autorisation du prat - 18 mai 1977 
Paiement arrivé á échéance le ler octobre 1979 
618.536,33 dollars comprenant un principal de 
465.363,78 dollars et un intérat de 153.172,55 dollars. 
Paiement venant á échéance le 31 mars 1980 - 
595.937,10 dollars comprenant un principal de 
465.363,78 dollars et un intérét de 130.573,32 dollars. 

Récapitulation - Principal et íntérát totaux veñant E échéance á la 
période du 6 avril 1979 au 31 mars 1980: 1.750.022,13 dollars. La 
dette consolidée (80 pour cent) eat de 1.400.017,70 dollars. 

Arriérés jusqu'au 5 avril 1979 

Garantie bancaire No. G-0080-0025 
Paiement da au 5 avril 1979 - 662.419,50 dollars comprenant un 
principal de 465.363,78 dollars et un intérat de 197.055,72 dollars. 

RESUME DE DETTE (Milliers de dollars) 

L' Export-Import Bank 
des Etats-Unis 

Arriérés jusqu'au 
5 avril 1979 

80 pour cent des 
paiements arrivés á 
échéance du 6 avril 1979 
jusqu'au 31 mars 1980  

662.4 1400.0 
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Done in Lome, Togo, in duplicate, 
this aill.day of ,140.71c2-1980, in 
the English and French languages, 
each text being equally authentic. 

FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
POUR LES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE 

Marilyn P. Johnson 

TIAS 9740 

Fait á Lomé, Togo, en double 
exemplaire, cep./WZiour du 
.,C,L.As 1980, en langues 
anglaise et frangaise, les 
deux textes faisant également 
foi. 

FOR THE REPUBLIC OF TOGO 
POUR LA REPUBLIQUE TOGOLAISE 

Tate Tévi-Bediss 



BOTSWANA 

Telecommunications: Voice of America Radio Relay Facility 

Agreement signed at Gaborone March 28, 1980; 
Entered into force March 28, 1980. 
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AGREEMENT 

entered into by and between: 

The Government of the United States of America 

(hereinafter referred to as "the United States of 

America") of the first part; 

and 

The Government of the Republic of Botswana 

(hereinafter referred to as "Botswana") of the other 

part; 

for the construction, operation and maintenance of 

radio transmitters at Selebi-Phikwe. 

Whereas the United States of America and 

Botswana in consideration of their mutual interest 

in furthering international understanding and coopera-

tion by promoting the exchange and dissemination of 

information have found it desirable that the United 

States of America should construct, operate and 

maintain radio transmitters at Selebi-Phikwe in the 

Republic of Botswana with assistance from Botswana; 

Now therefore it is hereby agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

Botswana grants and extends to the United States 

of America the right and privilege to construct, 

operate and maintain a radio facility (hereinafter 

referred to as "the facility") for the purpose of 
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relaying Voice of America programs to areas in 

Africa. In furtherance of this right and privilege, 

Botswana agrees to use its best efforts to assist 

the United States of America in this enterprise 

and to provide full cooperation and support. 

ARTICLE II 

The facility shall consist of a transmitting 

building housing a 50 Kw medium-wave transmitter, 

a VHF/FM transmitter of up to 5 Kw, receiving equip-

ment, a high-frequency transmitter for RTTY with 

terminal equipment and printers, VHF base and mobile 

transceivers for local communication purposes, 

associated electronic equipment, transmitting and 

receiving aerials, ancilliary power generating unit, 

outbuildings and other equipment. The VHF/FM trans-

mitter referred to above shall be maintained and 

operated by the staff of the facility on behalf of 

Radio Botswana and shall carry a feed of Radio 

Botswana's programming during the normal operating 

hours of the medium-wave facility; however, this 

shall not preclude Botswana from constructing its 

own transmitters at the same site if there is 

reasonable space available and no interference is 

caused to the normal operations of the facility. 
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ARTICLE III 

While operating the medium-wave facility for 

the purpose of relaying Voice of America programs, 

the United States of America shall make available 

to Botswana, for exclusive use of Radio Botswana, 

approximately twelve hours of transmitter time each 

day subject to any unavoidable breaks for emergency 

maintenance and a minimum of one daylight hour for 

routine maintenance each day in accordance with 

the Memorandum of Understanding entered into on 

March 27, 1980, between the Voice of America and 

Radio Botswana, except that the hours between 

0500 and 0630 and between 1930 and 2400 local time 

shall be for the exclusive use of the Voice of 

America. 

ARTICLE IV 

Each of the parties hereto shall be responsible 

for the broadcast programs originated by it from 

the facility. Each of the parties hereto shall be 

responsible for providing the program feed for its 

broadcast programs and clear identification of its 

programs at the beginning and end of its broadcast-

ing schedule. The staff of the facility shall make 

every effort to maintain the service on behalf of 

both parties in the case of a program feed interruption. 
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ARTICLE V 

(1) Botswana shall provide the necessary land 

for the facility at no cost to the United States of 

America and shall, subject to Article II above and 

sub-article (3) of this Article below, otherwise 

grant to the United States of America exclusive 

rights for the use and occupancy of this land during 

the term of the Agreement except that the right, 

title and interest in such land shall continue to 

remain with Botswana. 

(2) The land referred to in sub-article (1> 

above shall be the area the boundaries of which are 

described on Diagram No. DSL 17/80 approved by the 

Director of Surveys and Lands on February 18, 1980 

and deposited in his office, which is more fully 

described as certain Lot No. 6588, situated in 

Selebi-Phikwe, measuring 26.25 hectares. 

(3) Botswana shall grant, provide and maintain 

suitable access to the facility at all times and 

Botswana shall be permitted access to the buildings 

and installations at the facility at all reasonable 

times for inspection and maintenance purposes. 

(4) Botswana shall make available power at 

commercial rates for the operation of the facility; 

however, the Voice of America shall be responsible 

for the cost of the transmission lines necessary 
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to bring the power into the facility, and shall 

pay to Botswana a pro-rata share of the electrical 

power costs on the basis of operating hours. The 

provision of telephone, water and other utilities 

shall be the responsibility of the Voice of America. 

All other normal operating costs for the facility 

shall be borne by the Voice of America. 

ARTICLE VI 

Botswana shall take all necessary steps to 

provide for the operation of the facility on radio 

frequency 621 Khz assigned to the Republic of Botswana 

in the 1975 LF/MF plan of the International Tele-

communications Union. 

ARTICLE VII 

At the expiration or termination of this Agree-

ment,the parties hereto may enter into negotiations 

with a view to Botswana buying the facility or any 

part thereof; or the United States of America may 

remove the equipment provided that if any of the 

equipment is not severable from the land, or if 

when severed could cause substantial damage to the 

land, then the parties will enter into negotiations 

as to what compensations Botswana shall pay to the 

United States of America if such property enhances 

the value of the land. The United States of America 

shall be allowed to re-export any equipment removed 

from the facility. 
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ARTICLE VIII 

The United States of America, realizing the 

shortage of technical skills in the Republic of 

Botswana, undertakes to accept a reasonable number 

of Batswana for technical training in accordance 

with United States Agency for International Develop-

ment Southern Africa Manpower Development Project 

No. 633-0069 and to accept a reasonable number of 

selected Radio Botswana staff for on-the-job tech-

nical training at the facility, whose salaries 

shall be paid by Botswana. 

ARTICLE IX 

The supplies, materials, equipment, and parts, 

introduced into or acquired in the Republic of 

Botswana by the United States of America for the 

facility shall be exempt from any taxes on owner-

ship or use of property and any other taxes, excises 

or rates. The import, export, purchase, use or 

disposition of any such supplies, materials, equip-

ment, and parts, used in connection with the facility 

shall be exempt from any tariffs, customs duties, 

import and export taxes, taxes on purchase or 

disposition of property and other taxes or rates, 

or similar charges in the Republic of Botswana in 

conformity with the laws of the Republic of Botswana. 
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ARTICLE X 

The United States of America will not assign 

more than fifteen official personnel to the facility 

without the prior consent of Botswana. Such official 

personnel will be considered by the United States 

of America as members of its Embassy. Botswana 

will extend such official personnel the same privi-

leges and immunities as are accorded the admini-

strative and technical personnel of the Embassy of 

the United States of America. 

ARTICLE XI 

The parties hereto realize the possibility 

that presently unforeseen circumstances might at 

some future time necessitate the termination of 

this Agreement by either party before the end of 

the term of this Agreement. Under such circumstances, 

the United States of America may terminate by giving 

to Botswana at least six months prior notice in 

writing and the provisions of Article VII shall 

apply during such termination. Botswana may termi-

nate upon giving the United States of America at 

least six months prior notice in writing whereupon 

Botswana shall reimburse the United States of America 

the total original cost of the facility (including 

the cost of all equipment within the facility at 

the time of termination) less a deduction of one 
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tenth of such total cost for each year or propor-

tionately for each part of a year the facility 

(or said equipment) has been in complete operation. 

The total cost shall be reduced by the cost of any 

equipment removed and exported by the United States 

of America upon termination provided the United 

States of America shall not remove any equipment 

which leaves the facility of no use to Botswana. 

ARTICLE XII 

This Agreement shall be governed, construed 

and interpreted in accordance with international 

law and in any case of a dispute arising from this 

Agreement, the parties will mutually decide how it 

should be resolved amicably. 

ARTICLE XIII 

This Agreement is effective upon signature 

for a period of ten years. Upon notice by the 

United States of America at least one year prior 
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to the end of this period, the Agreement may be 

extended for a further period and on terms and 

conditions to be negotiated at that time. 

Thus done and signed at Gaborone on the 28th 

day of March, 1980. 

Horace G. Dawson, Jr. 
Ambassador of the Uni d 
States of America 

For and on Behalf of the 
Government of the United 
States of America 

Dan e K. Kwa1agobe 
Minister of Public Service 
and Information 

For and on Behalf of the 
Government of the Republic 
of Botswana 
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BOTSWANA 

International Military Education and Training (IMET) 

Agreement effected by exchange of notes 
Dated at Gaborone February 26 and March 21, 1980; 
Entered into force March 21, 1980. 

Th.e American Embassy to the Office of the President of Botswana 

No. 5 

The Embassy of the United States of America presents its compli-
ments to the Office of the President of the Republic of Botswana and 
has the honor to inform the Office of the President of the authorization 
of a United States International Military Education and Training 
(IMET) program which will permit the training of members of the 
Botswana Defense Force in the United States during the current fiscal 
year, which ends September 30, 1980. The possibility of such a pro-
gram had been the subject of discussions by Embassy officials with the 
Commander of the Botswana Defense Force, Major General Mompati 
Merafhe. It is anticipated that the first use of funds allocated to the 
IMET program will be to provide an orientation tour of selected U.S. 
Army bases in the United States for General Merafhe during the first 
two weeks of May 1980. This tour will provide General Merafhe with 
an opportunity to investigate the various types of ,training available 
under the IMET program. 
In this connection the Embassy of the United States of America 

has the honor to refer to certain requirements of United States law 
concerning the provision of training related to defense articles under 
the DIET program. The provisions of United States law in question 
prohibit the furnishing of IMET training related to defense articles 
unless the recipient country shall have first agreed to observe certain 
conditions with respect to such training. These conditions are: 

1. That the recipient government will not, without the consent of the 
United States government— 

A. Permit any use of such training (including training mate-
rials) by anyone not an officer, employee, or agent of the recipient 
government; 
B. Transfer or permit any officer, employee, or agent of the re-
cipient government to transfer such training (including training 
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materials) by gift, sale, or otherwise to anyone not an officer, em-
ployee, or agent of the recipient government; or 
C. Use or permit the use of such training (including training 
materials) for purposes other than those for which furnished by 
the United States government; 

2. That the recipient country will maintain the security of such 
training (including training materials) and will provide substan-
tially the same degree of security protection afforded to such train-
ing and materials by the United States government; 
3. That the recipient country will permit continuous observation 
arid review by, and furnish necessary information to, representatives 
of the United States government with regard to the use of such 
training (including training materials) ; and 
4. That the recipient country will return to the United States gov-
ernment such training (including training materials) as is no longer 
needed for the purposes for which, furnished, unless the United 
States government consents to some other disposition. 

Inasmuch as the IMET program for members of the Botswana De-
fense Force may include training related to defense articles with 
respect to which the agreement of the Government of Botswana to 
observe the foregoing conditions is required, the Embassy of the 
United States of America proposes that this note, together with a note 
in reply from the Office of the President of the Republic of Botswana 
stating that such conditions are acceptable to the Government of 
Botswana, shall constitute an agreement between the two governments 
on this subject, to be effective from the date of the note in reply by the 
Office of the President. 
The Embassy of the United States of America avails itself of this 

opportunity to renew to the Office of the President of the Republic of 
Botswana the assurance of its highest consideration. 

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
GABORONE, February 26,1980 

The Office of the President of Botswana to the American Embassy 

REPUBLIC OF BOTSWANA 

NOTEN0:9,EA.5/18I(154) CS 

The Office of the President of the Republic of Botswana presents its 
compliments to the Embassy of the United States of America and has 
the honour to refer to the latter's Note No. 5 dated 26th February, 1980. 
The Office of the President of the Republic of Botswana wishes to 

confirm that invitation to Commander of Botswana Defence Force to 
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visit America in connection with United States International Military 
Education and Training Program is acceptable and also the conditions 
embodied in the training program are acceptable to Botswana 
Government. 
The Office of the President of the Republic of Botswana avails itself 

of this opportunity to renew to the Embassy of the United States of 
America the sgsurances of its highest consideration. 

GABORONE. 
21st March, 1980. 

EMBASSY OF rub UNITED STATES OE AIDIRIGA, 
P. O. Box 90, 

Gaborone. 

Gt/lbm 
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BARBADOS 

International Military Education and Training 
(IMET) 

Agreement effected by exchange of notes 
Dated at Bridgetown March 6 and April 3, 1980; 
Entered into force April 3, 1980. 
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The American, Embassy to the Barbadian Ministry of External 
Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 50 

The Embassy of the United States of America 

presents its compliments to the Ministry of External 

Affairs of the Government of Barbados and has the 

honor to refer to certain requirements of United 

States law concerning the provision of training 

related to defense articles under the United States 

International Military Education and Training (IMET) 

program. 

The provisions of United States law in question 

prohibit the furnishing of IMET training related to 

defense articles unless the recipient country shall 

have first agreed to observe certain conditions 

with respect to such training. These conditions are: 

1. That the recipient government will not, 

without the consent of the United States Government--

A. Permit any use of such training 

(including training materials) by anyone not 

an officer, employee, or agent of the recipient 

government; 

B. Transfer or permit any officer, 

employee, or agent of the recipient government 

to transfer such training (including training 

materials) by gift, sale, or otherwise to 
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anyone not an officer, employee, or agent 

of the recipient government; or 

C. Use or permit the use of such 

training (including training materials) for 

purposes other than those for which fur-

nished by the United States Government; 

2. That the recipient country will maintain 

the security of such training (including training 

materials) and will provide substantially the same 

degree of security protection afforded to such 

training and materials by the United States Govern-

ment; 

3. That the recipient country will permit 

continuous observation and review by, and furnish 

necessary information to, representatives of the 

United States Government with regard to the use 

of such training (including training materials); 

and 

4. That the recipient country will return 

to the United States Government such training 

(including training materials) as is no longer 

needed for the purposes for which furnished, unless 

the United States Government consents to some other 

disposition. 

Inasmuch as the IMET program with the Armed 

Forces of the Government of Barbados may include 

training related to defense articles with respect 

to which the agreement of the Government of Barbados 

to observe the foregoing conditions is required, 
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the Embassy of the United States of America has 

the honor to propose that this note, together 

with the note in reply of the Ministry of External 

Affairs stating that such conditions are acceptable 

to the Government of Barbados, shall constitute an 

agreement between the two governments on this 

subject, to be effective from the date of the 

Ministry's note in reply. 

The Embassy of the United States of America 

avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the 

Ministry of External Affairs of Barbados the 

assurances of its highest consideration. 

Embassy of the United States of America, 

Bridgetown, March 6, 1980. 
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The Barbadian Ministry of External Affairs to the American 
Embassy 

No. A08:6/2/1  

The Ministry of External Affairs of Barbados 

presents its compliments to the Embassy of the United 

States of America and has the honour to refer to its Note 

No. 50 of 6th March, 1980. 

The Ministry wishes to state that the Government 

of Barbados accepts the proposals made and agrees to observe 

the conditions listed with respect to training under the 

United States International Military Education and Training 

(DIET) Programme. 

The Ministry of External Affairs of Barbados 

avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Embassy of 

the United States of America the assurances of its highest 

consideration. 

Ministry of External Affairs 
Barbados 

1980-04-03. 
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MALAWI 

International Military Education and Training (IMET) 

Agreement effected by exchange of notes 
Dated at Lilongwe March 20 and May 1, 1980; 
Entered into force May 1, 1980. 

The American Embassy to the Malawi Ministry, of External Affairs 

No. 033 

The Embassy of the United States of America presents its compli-
ments to the Ministry of External Affairs of the Republic of Malawi 
and has the honor to refer to the Malawi Government's recent agree-
ment to the training of a Malawi military officer in the United States. 
The U.S. Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended,[1] requires 

that a bilateral agreement be concluded with the host government re-
garding the use and transfer of information furnished in connection 
with training under the International Military Education and Train-
ing (IMET) program before the host country may be considered 
eligible for IMET 'training related to defense articles. The text below 
is a standard agreement that emphasizes the protection of United 
States Government classified information received by foreign military 
students attending U.S. military schools. The agreement is not in-
tended in any way to preclude the dissemination of any data received 
by IMET students to any and all elements of the student's government 
as it may direct. 
In view of the planned departure in June of Major Blaise Funsani, 

Executive Officer, 2nd Battalion, to the United States Army Command 
and General Staff College, the Embassy would appreciate the Min-
istry's assistance in concluding this agreement as soon as possible. 
The provisions of United States law in question prohibit the fur-

nishing of IMET training related to defense articles unless the 
recipient country shall have first agreed to observe certain conditions 
with respect to such training. These conditions are: 

1. That the recipient government will not, without the consent of 
the United States Government: 

A. Permit any use of such training (including training ma-
terials) by anyone not an officer, employee, or agent of the recipient 
government; 

175 Stat. 424; 22 U.S.C. §2151 note. 
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B. Transfer or permit any officer to transfer such training (in-
cluding training materials) by gift, sale, or otherwise to anyone not an 
officer, employee, or agent of the recipient government; or 

C. Use or permit the use of such training (including training 
materials) for purposes other than those for which furnished by the 
United States Government; 

2. That the recipient country will maintain the security of such 
training (including training materials) and will provide substantially 
the same degree of security protection afforded to such training and 
materials by the United States Government ;. 

3. That the recipient country will permit continuous observation 
and review by, and furnish necessary information to, representatives 
of the United States Government with regard to the use of such train-
ing (including training materials) ; and 

4. That the recipient country will return to the United States Gov-
ernment such training (including training materials) as is no longer 
needed for the purposes for which furnished, unless the United States 
Government consents to some other disposition. 

Inasmuch as the IMET program with the Armed Forces of the 
Government of Malawi may include training related to defense 
articles with respect to which the agreement of the Government of 
Malawi to observe the foregoing conditions is required, the Embassy 
of the United States of America has the honor to propose that this 
note, together with the note in reply of the Ministry of External 
Affairs stating that such conditions are acceptable to the Government 
of Malawi, shall constitute an agreement between the two governments 
on this subject, to be effective from the date of the Ministry's note in 
reply. 
The Embassy of the United States of America avails itself of this 

opportunity to renew to the Ministry of External Affairs of the 
Republic of Malawi the assurances of its highest consideration. 

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
LILONGWE, March 20, 1980 
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The Malawi Ministry of External „Affairs to the American Embassy 

NOTE NO. 29 

The Ministry of Ebtternal Affairs of the 

Republic of Malawi presents its compliments 

to the Embassy of-the United States of America 

and has the honour to refer to the latter's 

Note No. 038 dated March 20, 1980 concerning 

a proposal for the conclusion of a bilateral 

agreement between the Government of the 

Republic of Malawi and the Government of the 

United States of America regarding the use and 

transfer of information furnished in connection 

with training under the International Military 

Education and Training (IMET) Programme. 

The Ministry is pleased to inform the 

Embassy that the conditions stated in the 

Embassy's Note No. 038 dated March 20, 1980 

are acceptable to the Government of the Republic 

of Malawi. The Ministry also wishes to advise 

that the Government of the Republic of Malawi 

accepts the Embassy's proposal that this Note 

and the Embassy's Note No. 038 dated March 20, 

1980 should constitute the aforesaid bilateral 

agreement between the Government of the Republic 

of Malawi and the Government of the United 

States of America. 

The Ministry of External Affairs of the 

Republic of Malawi avails itself of this oppor-

tunity to renew to the Embassy of the United 

States of America the assurances of its highest 

consideration. 

Lilongwe 

let May, 1980 

Embassy of the United States 

of America 

LILONGWE 
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BURMA 

International Military Education and Training (IMET) 

Agreement effected by exchange of notes 
Dated at Rangoon April 8 and May 27, 1980; 
Entered into force May 27, 1980. 
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The American Embassy to the Burmese Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

No. 299 

The Embassy of the United States of America presents 

its compliments to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 

Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma and has the honor 

to refer to certain requirements of United States law 

concerning the provision of training related to defense 

articles under the United States International Military 

Education and Training Program (IMET). 

The provisions of United States law in question 

prohibit the furnishing of IMET training related to 

defense articles unless the recipient country shall have 

first agreed to observe certain conditions with respect 

to such training. These conditions are: 

1. That the recipient government will not, without 

the consent of the United States Government--

A. permit any use of such training (including 

training materials) by anyone not an officer, employee, 

or agent of the recipient government; 

B. transfer or permit any officer, employee, 

or agent of the recipient government to transfer such 

training (including training materials) by gift, sale, 

or otherwise to anyone not an officer, employee, or agent 

of the recipient government; or 
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C. use or permit the use of such training 

(includink training materials) for purposes other than 

those for which furnished by the United States Government; 

2. That the recipient country will maintain the 

security of such training (including training materials) 

an will provide substantially the same degree of security 

protecticn afforded to such training and materials by the 

United States Government; 

3. That the recipient country will furnish the 

representatives of the United States Government informa— 

tion regarding the use of training and training materials 

whenever such uses are made; and 

4. That the recipient country will return to the 

United States Government training materials that are no 

longer needed for the purposes for which furnished, unless 

the United States Government consents to some other 

disposition. 

Inasmuch ,as the IMET program with the armed forces 

of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma may 

include training related to defense; articles with respect 

to which the agreement of the Government of the Socialist 

Republic of the Union of Burma to observe the foregoing 

conditions is required, the Embassy of the United States 

of America has the honor to propose that this Note, 

together with the Note in reply from the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs stating that such conditions are acceptable 

to the Government of the Socialist Republic of the Union 

of Burma-, shall constitute an agreement between the two 

Governments on this subject, to be effective from the 

date of the Ministry's Note in reply. 
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The Embassy of the United States of America avails 

itself of this opportunity to renew to the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs .of the Socialist Republic of the Union of 

Burma the assurances of its highest consideration. 

Embassy of the United States of America, 

Rangoon, April 8, 1980. 
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The Burmese Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy 

SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF THE UNION or BURMA 

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

RANGOON 

No. 2555 (141) 1 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Socialist 

Republic of the Union of Burma presents its compliments 

to the latbassy of the United States of America and has 

the honour to acknowledge the receipt of the latter's 

Note No. 299 of April 8, 1980 which reads as follows: 

" The Ebbassy of the United States of America 

presents its compliments to the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs of the Socialist Republic of the Union of 

Burma and has the honour to refer to certain 

requirements of United States Law concerning the 

provision of training related to defence articles 

under the United States International Military 

Education and Training Program (IMET). 

The provisions of United States law in question 

prohibit the furnishing of IMET training related to 

defence articles unless the recipient country shall 

have first agreed to observe certain conditions with 

respect to such. training. These conditions are : 

1. That the recipient government will not, 

without the consent of the United States Government-

A. permit any use of such training (includ-

ing training materials) by anyone not an officer, 

employee, or agent of the recipient government; 

B. transfer or permit any officer, employee, 

or agent of the recipient government to transfer such 

training (including training materials) by gift, sale, 

or otherwise to anyone not an officer, employee, or 

agent of the recipient government; or 
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C. use or permit the use of such training 

(including training materials) for purposes other 

than those for which furnished by the United States 

Government; 

2. That the recipient country will maintain the 

security of such training (including training 

materials) and will provide substantially the same 

degree of security protection afforded to such 

trpining and materials by the United States 

Government; 

3. That the recipient country will furnish the 

representatives of the United States Government 

information regarding the use of training and 

training materials whenever such uses are made; and 

4. That the recipient country will return to the 

United States Government training materials that are 

no longer needed for the purposes for which furnished, 

unless the United States Government consents to some 

other disposition. 

Inasmuch as the IMET program with the armed 

forces of the Socialist Republic of the Union of 

Burma may include training related to defense articles 

with respect to which the agreement of the Government 

of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma to 

observe the foregoing conditions is required, the 

EMbassy of the United States of America has the honor 

to propose that this Note, together with the Note in 

reply from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs stating 

that such conditions are acceptable to the Government 

of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma, shall 

constitute an agreement between the two Governments 

on this subject, to be effective from the date of the 

Ministry's Note in reply. 
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The Ebbassy of the United States of America 

avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Socialist 

Republic of the Union of Burma the assurances of 

its highest consideration. " 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Socialist 

Republic of the Union of Burma-has the honour to reply 

that the conditions mentioned in the United States 

Ebbassy's Note are acceptable to the Government of the 

Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma. Accordingly, 

the United States Elbassy's Note and the present reply 

will constitute an agreement between the two Governments 

effective from the date of this note. 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Socialist 

Republic of the Union of Burma avails itself of this 

opportunity to renew to the Eábassy of the United States 

of America the assurances of its highest consideration. 

Dated, 

The EMbassy of the United States of 

RANGOO N.  
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MEXICO 

Telecommunications: Assignment of Television Channels 
Along United States-Mexican Border 

Agreement amending the agreement of April 18, 1962, as amended. 
Effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at México and Tlatelolco January 22 and April 7, 1980; 
Entered into force April 7, 1980. 
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The American Chargé d'Affaires ad interim to the Mexican Secretary 
of Foreign Relations 

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Mexico City 

No. 99 January 22, 1980 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to the Agreement of 

April 18, 1962,[1]between the United States of America 

and the United Mexican States concerning the assign-

ment of television channels along the United States-

Mexican border. 

The United States of America proposes the follow-

ing further amendments to Tables A and B, the Tables of 

Channel. Assignments annexed to the Agreement: 

Table A 

City Channel No.  
Delete Add 

Monterrey, Nuevo Leon 6 6+ 

Table B  

Corpus Christi, Texas 6+ 6 
— 

San Angelo, Texas 6+ 6 
— 

Temple, Texas 6 6+ 
— 

The Directorate General of Telecommunications has 

informed the Federal Communications Commission that it has 

no technical objections to the proposed amendments, which 

conform to the channel separation requirements of Article 

H of the 1962 Agreement. 

In ordex that the change of frequency offsets can be 

effected on a coordinated basis, it is proposed that a 

mutually acceptable date for the change be set by agree-

ment directly between the Directorate General of Tele-

communications and the Federal Communications Commission. 

His Excellency 

Licenciado Jorge Castañeda 

Secretary of Foreign Relations 

Mexico, D.F. 

1 TIAS 5043, 8185, 9641; 13 UST 997; 26 UST 2700; 31 UST 4810. 
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If the foregoing proposal is acceptable to your 

Government, I further propose that this note and your 

reply to that effect constitute an agreement modifying 

the 1962 Agreement, as amended, and entering into force 

on the date of your reply. 

I J. A. Perch. 

[1] 

Chargé d'Affaires, a. i. 
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The Mexican Secretary of Foreign Relations to the American Chargé 
d'Aff aires ad interim, 

ESTADOS UNIDOS MEXICANOS 
SECRETARIA DE RELACIONES EXTERIORES 

MEXICO 
1 

Tlatelolco, D. F., a 7 de abril dQ 1980. 

Señor Encargado de Negocios a. i.: 

205711 Tengo el honor de referirme a la atenta nota de 

Vuestra Señorra número 99, fechada el 22 de enero del año 

en curso, cuyo texto vertido al español es el siguiente: 

"Tengo el honor de referirme al Acuerdo del 18 

de abril de 1962, entre los Estados Unidos de América y los 

Estados Unidos Mexicanos, relativo a la Asignación y Uso de 

Canales de Televisión a lo Largo de la Frontera Estados Uni 

dos-México. 

Los Estados Unidos de América proponen las si-

guientes enmiendas adicionales a las Tablas A y B, Tablas de 

Asignaciones de Canal anexas al Acuerdo: 

TABLA A 

Ciudad 

Monterrey, Nuevo León 

A Su Señoría, 
John A. Ferch, 
Encargado de Negocios a. i., de los 
Estados Unidos de América, 
México, D. F., 

No. de Canal  

Suprimir Agregar 

6 6+ 
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TABLA B  

Corpus, Christi, Texas 6+ 6 

San Angelo, Texas 6+ 6 

Temple, Texas 6 6+ 

La Dirección General de Telecomunicaciones infor 

m6 a la Comisión Federal de Comunicaciones que no existe ob _ 

jeción técnica a las enmiendas propuestas, de conformidad con 

los requisitos. de separación de Canal del Artículo H del Acuer 

do de 1962. 

Para que el cambio de Frecuencias pueda ser efec 

tuado sobre una base coordinada, se propone que una fecha mu 

tuamente aceptable para el cambio sea acordada directamente en 

tre la Dirección General de Telecomunicaciones y la Comisión 

Federal de Comunicaciones. 

Si la anterior propuesta es aceptable para su Go 

bierno, propongo que esta nota y su respuesta constituyan un A 

cuerdo que modifica el Acuerdo de 1962, enmendado, y que en-

trará en vigor en la fecha de su respuesta". 

En respuesta a la atenta nota de Vuestra Señoría 
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arriba transcrita, tengo el agrado de comunicarle que el Gobierno 

de México acepta los términos de la misma y, en consecuencia, 

conviene en que la nota 99 de Vuestra Señoría y la presente, cons 

tituyan un Acuerdo entre nuestros dos Gobiernos, que modifica el 

Acuerdo relativo a la Asignación y Uso de Canales de Televisión a 

lo Largo de la Frontera México-Estados Unidos, celebrado por Can 

je de Notas, en la Ciudad de México, Distrito Federal, el 18 de 

abril de 1962, el cual entrará en vigor en la fecha de la presen-

te nota. 

Los cambios convenidos se efectuarán en la fecha que de - 

terminen de común acuerdo la Dirección General de Telecomunica - 

ciones y la Comisión Federal de Comunicaciones, en la inteligencia 

de que la modificación del Canal 6 al 6-1- en la estación XET-TV 

de Monterrey, N. L., no podrá surtir efecto antes de seis meses. 

Aprovecho la oportunidad para renovar a Vuestra Señoría el 

testimonio de mi más alta consideración. 
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TRANSLATION 

UNITED MEXICAN STATES 
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN REIATIONS 

MEXICO 

No. 305711 Tlatelolco, D.F., April 7, 1980 

Sir: 

I have the honor to refer to your note No. 99 of January 22, 1980, which, 

translated into Spanish, reads as follows: 

(For the English language text, see pp.976-977.) . 

In reply, I take pleasure in informing you that the Government of Mexico 

concurs in the terms of the note transcribed above and therefore agrees that 

your note No. 99 and this reply constitute an agreement between our two Governments 

amending the Agreement concerning the assignment and use of television channels 

along the United States-Mexican border effected by exchange of notes at Mexico, 

D.F., on April 18, 1962, which shall enter into force on the date of this note. 

The agreed changes shall take effect on the date mutually set by the 

Directorate General of Telecommunications and the Federal Communications 

Commission, with the understanding that the change of Channel 6 to 6+ at Station 

XET-TV in Monterrey, N.L., cannot take effect for six months. 

I avail myself, Sir, of this opportunity to renew to you the assurances 

of my highest consideration. 

J Castáfieda 

Mk. John A. Ferch, 
Charge d'Affaires ad interim 

of the United States of America, 

Mexico, D.P. 

TIAS 9746 
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JAPAN 

Atomic Energy: Research Participation and Technical 
Exchange 

Agreement amending and extending the agreement of February 23, 
1976. 

Effected by exchange of letters 
Signed at Washington and Tokyo March 18 and 21, 1980; 
Entered into force March 21, 1980; 
Effective February 23, 1980. 
With memorandum of understanding 
Signed at Washington and Tokyo March 17 and 21, 1980. 

TIAS 9747 (982) 
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The Acting Executive Director for Operations, Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, to the President of the Japan Atomic Energy Research 
Institute 

UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555 

MAR 1 8 1980 

Dr. Hiroshi Murata, President 
Japan Atomic Energy Research 

Institute 
1-1-13, Shinbashi Minato-Ku 
Tokyo 105 

Dear Dr. Murata, 

Article I of the Agreement on Research Participation and Technical 
Exchange Between the USNRC and the JAERI in the LOFT Research Program 
provides for the Agreement to be in force for 4 years beginning from the 
date of execution, February 23, 19764 1] - 

The USNRC believes that this Agreement has provided for a very successful 
cooperative effort by the JAERI and the USNRC in the area of LWR loss of 
coolant accident research, and that considerable mutual benefit has 
been gained from the participation of the Japanese specialists in the 
USNRC-sponsored LOFT Program. 

Accordingly, the USNRC would welcome a renewal of this Agreement for an 
additional period of 4 years, starting on February 23, 1980, under the 
same terms and conditions provided for under the present Agreement, 
except that Article II.B.1 shall be as follows: 

"The JAERI, as a contribution for participation in the USNRC LOFT 
research program, agrees to pay the United States Government the 
sum of $1 million annually for 4 years, subject to financial 
approval by the Japanese Government. The first payment of 
$1 million shall be made to a U.S. Government account within 
30 days after execution of this agreement and $1 million on 
each of the remaining anniversary dates of the execution of 
this agreement." 

If this proposal for renewal of the Agreement meets with the approval 
of the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, this letter and your 
responding letter of concurrence will be considered to constitute 
official ,agreement by the two parties for the renewal of LOFT Agreement 
for a 4-year period starting February 23, 1980. 

Sincerel 

William J. Dircks 
Acting Executive Director 

for Operations 

TIAS 8248; 27 UST 1071. 
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The President of the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute to 
the Acting Executive Director for Operations, Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission 

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 

2.2. Uchisaiwoi-cho 2•chome. Chiyado, Tokyo 100 

adm. umi BoMeng] 
Telephone 10315014111 

Telex:J.245u 

Coble. JAERI NIPPON TOKYO 

ag ,d-BOIL022 

March 21, 1980 

Mr. William J. Dircks 
Acting Executive Director for Operations 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 
U. S. A. 

Dear Mr. Dircks : 

With reference to your letter dated March 18, 1980, 
concerning extention of LOFT Agreement. 

Article I of the Agreement of Research Participation 
and Technical Exchange between the USNRC and the JAERI in 
the LOFT Research Program provides for the Agreement to be 
in force for 4 years beginning from the date of executioh, 
February 23, 1976. 

The JAERI believes that this agreement has provided for 
a very successful cooperative effort by the USNRC and the 
JAERI in the area of LWR loss of coolant accident research, 
and that considerable mutual benefit has been gained from 
the participation of the Japanese specialists in the USNRC-
sponsored LOFT Program. Accordingly, the JAERI would 
welcome a renewal of this Agreement for an additional period 
of 4 years. 

For and on behalf of the JAERI, I accept the proposal 
by your letter dated March 18, 1980, on the renewal of this 
Agreement for an additional period of 4 years, starting on 
February 23, 1980, under the same terms and conditions 
provided for under the present Agreement, except that 
Article II B.1 shall be as follows: 

Toko. Research Estobruhrnent 

Toao•-rnoro, !bona Lae, 319-11 
T.I.phoaa 10292812.5111 
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Tokosaki Research Esiablishrnent 

Toloso1n,/, 37112 
Telnphone 102731454211 

Oaro, Research Esroblohnsenr 

Onroheneth, Womb-ken 311.13 
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"The JAERI, as a contribution for participation in the 
USNRC LOFT research program, agrees to pay the 
United States Government the sum of one million 
annually for 4 years, subject to financial approval by 
the Japanese Government. The first payment of 
one million dollars shall be made to a U.S. Government 
account within 30 days after execution of this agree-
ment and one million dollars on each of the remaining 
aniversary dates of the execution of this agreement." 

Sincerely Yours, 

Hiroshi Murata 
President 
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 

TIAS 9747 " 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING  

IN THE 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE USNRC-JAERI LOFT AGREEMENT  

BEGINNING FEBRUARY 23, 1980  

1. The USNRC understands that the JAERI may wish to negotiate with the 
LOFT program contractor, EG&G, for the purchase of experimental 
instruments developed under the LOFT program for use in JAERI's 
research programs. Recognizing this to be in the interest of reactor 
safety research, the USNRC will cooperate with the JAERI in their 
obtaining such instruments under appropriate cost recovery and 
scheduling conditions. When such instruments become commercially 
available, the USNRC will assist the JAERI in contacting the 
relevant vendor(s). 

2. The JAERI agrees to bear the total cost of transportation, living 
expenses and other costs arising from its participation under this 
agreement, except, as authorized by the USNRC, for office and travel 
expenses of JAERI participants incurred in connection with their 
work in the LOFT program. 

3. Upon request by the JAERI, the USNRC will consider sending a small 
group of technical experts to JAERI for discussions of the information 
obtained from the LOFT tests and related analyses. 

FOR THE JAPAN ATOMIC FOR THE UNITED STATES NUCLEAR 
ENERGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE REGULATORY COMMISSION 

•26s-c-sz.l.  BY ,44y)1 [2] 

TITLE Head,Division of Power Reactor ProjecteTITLE:1,11t01.MmIl AloowZ 

DATE 21 Mareh 1980 DATE 17 11,..,01. /fir° 

Biroei Nakamura. 
2 Robert Budnitz. 
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JAPAN 

Atomic Energy: Cooperative Research on Power Burst 
Facility (PBF) and Nuclear Safety Research Reactor 
(NSRR) 

Agreement amending and extending the agreement of March 9, 
1976. 

Effected by exchange of letters 
Signed at Washington and Tokyo March 18 and 25, 1980; 
Entered into force March 25, 1980; 
Effective March 9, 1980. 

(987) TIAS 9748 
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The Acting Executive Director for Operations. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission. to the President of the Japan Atomic Energy Research 
Institute 

010 REN15, UNITED STATES 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
45. WASHINGTON, D. C.20555 o 

o 

t 
MAR 18 1980 

% 

Dr Hiroshi Murata, President 
Japan Atomic Energy Research 

Institute 
1-1-13, Shinbashi Minato-Ku 
Tokyo 105 

Dear-Dr Murata: 

Article I of the Agreement on Research Participation and Technical 
Exchange Between the USNRC and the JAERI in the Power Burst Facility 
and the Nuclear Safety Research Reactor Programs provides for the Agreement 
to be in force for four (4) years beginning from the date of execution, 
March 9, 1976.[h] 

The USNRC believes that this Agremeent has provided for a very successful 
cooperative effort by the JAERI and the USNRC in the area of LWR fuel 
-behavior safety research, and that considerable mutual benefit has been 
gained from the participation of the Japanese and U. S. specialists in 
each other's research program. 

Accordingly, the USNRC would welcome a renewal of this Agreement for an 
additional period of four (4) years, starting on March 9, 1980, under the 
same terms and conditions provided for under the present Agreement except 
for the addition of the following provision on liability proposed by 
the JAERI. 

ARTICLE V - LIABILITY 

Each party shall assume sole responsibility in paying compensa 
for damage suffered by its personnel or property, irrespective 
the place where such damage has been incurred, and shall not bri 
suit or lodge any other claims against the other party for such 
damage, except if such- damage is due to gross negligence or 
intentional misconduct of the other party's personnel As applieo 
here, the term "property" means the property owned or controlled 
by.a party, or its contractors and subcontractors performing 
services under this agreement. The term "personnel" means the 
employees of a party, or of its contractors and subcontractors 
performing services under this agreement. This article shall 
be binding only on the parties to this agreement and shall not 
be binding on any other entity which assists the parties in the 
implementation of this agreement. 

TIAS 8616; 28 UST 5165. 
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If this proposal for renewal of the Agreement meets with the approval of 
the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, this letter and your responding 
letter of concurrence will be considered to constitute official agreement 
by the two parties for the renewal of PBF-NSRR Agreement for a 4-year 
period starting March 9, 1980. 

Sincerely, 

Will m J. Dircks 
Acting Executive Director for Operations 

TIAS 9748 
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The President of the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute to the 
Acting Executive Director for Operations, Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission 

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 

2-2, U.:hiss:twat-oho 2-chome, Chiyoda, Tokyo 100 

IFukoku Setmet Building) 

Telephone:I031503-6111 

Telex: 124596 

Cable: JAERI NIPPON TOKYO 

Our reí.. 80IL026 

March 25, 1980 

Mk. William J. Dircks 
Acting Executive Director for Operations 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 
U. S. A. 

Dear Mr. Dircks 

With reference to your letter dated March 18, 1980, 
concerning extention of PBF-NSRR Agreement: 

Article I of the Agreement on Research Participation 
and Technical Exchange between the USNRC and the JAERI in 
the Power Burst Facility and Nuclear Safety Research Reactor 
Programs provides for the Agreement to be in force for 4 
years beginning from the date of execution, 
March 9, 1976. 

The JAERI believes that this Agreement has provided for 
a very successful cooperative effort by the USNRC and the 
JAERI in the area of LWR fuel behavior safety research, and 
that considerable mutual benefit has been gained from the 
participation of the U.S. and Japanese specialists in each 
other's research program. Accordingly, the JAERI would 
welcome a renewal of this Agreement for an additional period 
of 4 years. 

For and on behalf of the JAERI, I accept the proposal 
by your letter dated March 18, 1980, on the renewal of this 
Agreement for an adaitional period of 4 years, starting on 
March 9, 1980, under the same terms and conditions provided 
for under the present Agreement, except for the addition of 
the following provision on liability: 

Take) Research Establishment 

Tokownero, lboroli•ken 319.11 
Telephone: 10292812-5111 

TIAS 9748 
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ARTICLE VI - LIABILITY 

Each party shall assume sole responsibility in paying 
compensation for damage suffered by its personnel or 
property, irrespective of the place where such damage 
has been incurred, and shall not bring suit or lodge 
any other claims against the other party for such damage, 
except if such damage is due to gross negligence or 
intentional misconduct of the other party's personnel. 
As applied here, the term "property" means the property 
owned or controlled by a party, or its contractors 
and subcontractors performing services under this 
agreement. The term "personnel" means the employees 
of a party, or of its contractors and subcontractors 
performing services under this agreement. 
This article shall be binding only on the parties to 
this agreement and shall not be binding on any other 
entity which assists the parties in the implementation 
of this agreement. 

Sincerely Yours, 

5 

Hiroshi Murata 
President 
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 
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MEXICO 

Narcotic Drugs: Additional Cooperative Arrangements to 
Curb Illegal Traffic 

, 
Agreement amending the agreement of June 2, 1977, as amended. 
Effected by exchange of letters 
Signed at México April 11, 1980; 
Entered into force April 11, 1980. 

TIAS 9749 (992) 
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The American Chargé d'Affaires ad interim, to the Mexican Attorney 
General 

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

MEXICO, D.F. 
APRIL 11, 1980 

HIS EXCELLENCY 
Lic. Oscar Flores 

Attorney General of the Republic 
E.C. Lazaro Cardenas No. 9 

México 1, D.F. 

DEAR MR. ATTORNEY GENERAL: 
In confirmation of recent conversations between officials of our 

two governments relating to the cooperation between Mexico and the 
United States to curb the illegal traffic in narcotics, I am pleased to 
advise you that the Government of the United States, represented by 
the Embassy of the United States of America' is willing to enter into 
additional cooperative arrangements with the Government of Mexico, 
represented by the Office of the Attorney General, and increase by U.S. 
$2,600,000 the funding provided under the agreement effected by our 
exchange of letters dated Jurie 2, 1977, as amended six times there-
after. [1] It is further understood the purpose of these funds is for 
opium poppy eradication and narcotics interdiction. 
The Government of the United States therefore agrees to delete 

the phrase "Seventeen Million, One Hundred and Ninety Six Thou-
sand, Two Hundred and Thirty Five Dollars (U.S. $17,196,235)". 
in the second paragraph of our letter dated June 2, 1977, as previ-
ously amended and substitute therefor the phrase "Nineteen Million, 
Seven Hundred and Ninety Six Thousand, Two Hundred and Thirty 
Five Dollars (U.S. $19,796,235)". 

It is understood that the provisions of all previous agreements 
between the Government of the United States and the Government 
of Mexico in relation to the cooperative narcotics control effort of 
our two governments, except as herein expressly modified, remain in 
full force and effect and applicable to this agreement. 

If the foregoing is acceptable to the Government of Mexico, this 
letter and your reply shall constitute an agreement between our two 
governments. 
I take this opportunity to reiterate to you the assurances of my 

highest consideration and personal esteem. 

J A FERCH 

John A. Ferch 
Chargé d'Affaires, ad. 

TIAS 8952, 9251, 9637, 9695; 29 UST; 30 UST 1284; 31 UST 4760; 5913. 
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The Mexican Attorney General to the American Chargé d'Affaires 
ad interim 

IMAIIA CA- IA 

PROCURADOR'', GENERAL 

DE LA 
'(PUBLICA 

Médco, D.F., abril 11 de 1980. 

SR. JOHN A. FERCH, 
ENCARGADO DE NEGOCIOS 
AD INTERIM, 
PRESENTE. 

Excelentrsimo señor: 

Me es grato dar respuesta a su atenta comunicación del dra de hoy, 
cuyo texto traducido al español es el siguiente: 

"Confirmando recientes conversaciones entre funcionarios de nues-
tros dos Gobiernos, relativas a la cooperación entre México y los Es-
tados Unidos para frenar el tráfico ilegal de estupefacientes, me com 
place comunicarle que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos, representa 
do por la Embajada de los Estados Unidos de América, está dispuesto 
a entrar en arreglos cooperativos adicionales con el Gotiemo de Mé-
xico, representado por la Procuradurra General de la República, y 
aumentar por U.S. $2,600,000 los fondos proporcionados de nuestra 
carta fechada 2 de junio de 1977, y a su vez enmendada en seis oca 
siones posteriormente. Además, se tiene por entendido que el pro-
pósito de estos fondos es para la destrucción de aria pola de opio y la 
interceptación de estupefacientes. 

El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos, por lo tanto está de acuerdo en 
suprimir la frase "Diecisiete Millones, Ciento Noventa y Seis Mil, 
Doscientos Treinta y Cinco Dólares (U.S. $17,196,235)", en el segun 
do párrafo de nuestra carta de fecha 2 de junio de 1977, como pre-
viamente enmendada, y substituir la frase "Diecinueve Millones, Se-
tecientos Noventa y Seis Mil, Doscientos Treinta y Cinco Dólares 
(U . S . $19,796,235)". 

TIAS 9149 
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Se tiene por entendido que las disposiciones de todos los convenios 
previos entre el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos y el Gobierno de 
México, en relación con los esfuerzos de los dos Gotiernos para el 
control de estupefacientes, excepto como expresamente se modifica 
agur, permanecen en pleno vigor y efecto y serán aplicables en este 
Acuerdo. 

Si lo antedicho es aceptable al Gobierno de México, esta carta y su 
contestación constituirán un Convenio entre nuestros dos Gobiernos. 

Aprovecho esta oportunidad para reiterar a usted las seguridades de 
mi más alta consideración y estima personal." 

Deseo expresar a usted que el Gobierno de México está de acuerdo en 
los términos de la nota transcrita. 

Aprovecho la ocasión para expresar a su Excelencia la seguridad de 
mi más elevada consideración. 

SUFRAGIO EFECTIVO. NO REELECCION. 
EL PROCURADOR GBERAL DE LA REPUBLICA. 

..  

TAIL 

TIAS 9749 
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TRANSLAtION 

Office of the Attorney General of the Republic 

Mexico, D.F., April 11, 1980 

Mr. John A. Perch 
Charge d'Affaires ad interim 
Mexico, D.F. 

Sir: 

I am pleased to reply to your letter of today's date, the text of which, 

translated into Spanish, reads as follows: 

[For the English language text, see p.993.] 

I should like to inform you that the Government of Mexico concurs in the 

terms of the transcribed letter. 

I avail myself of this occasion to express to you the assurances of my 

highest consideration. 

Oscar Flores 

Oscar Flores 
Attorney General of the Republic 

TIAS 9749 



MEXICO 

Narcotic Drugs: Additional Cooperative Arrangements to 
Curb Illegal Traffic 

Agreement effected by exchange of letters 
Signed at México April 7, 1980; 
Entered into force April 7, 1980. 

(997) 
98-111 0 - 83 - 64 
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The American Chargé d'Affaires ad interim to the Mexican Attorney 
General 

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
México, D. F. 

April 7, 1980 

His Excellency 
Licenciado Oscar Flores 
Attorney General of the Republic 
E.C. Lazaro Cardenas No. 9 
México, D. F. 

Dear Mr. Attorney General: 

In confirmation of recent conversations between officials of our 
two governments relating to the cooperation between Mexico and 
the United States to curb the illegal traffic in narcotics, I 
am pleased to advise you that the Government of the United States, 
represented by the Embassy of the United States of America, is 

willing to enter into additional cooperative arrangements with the 
Government of Mexico, represented by the Office of the Attorney 
General, for the purpose of opium poppy eradication and narcotics 
interdiction. 

The Government of the United States agrees to provide funds not to 
exceed Two Hundred Thousand Dollars (U.S. $200,000) on an advance 

or reimburseable basis for the purchase of miscellaneous supplies, 
equipment, and other services, as mutually agreed upon, for the 
purpose of opium poppy eradication and narcotics traffic interdiction. 

The Government of Mexico agrees to provide supporting documents 
periodically as mutually agreed upon to substantiate all disbursements 
made on a reimbursable and/or advance basis. 

It is understood that the provisions of all previous agreements 
between the Government of the United States and the Government 
of Mexico in relation to the narcotics control effort of the 

Government of Mexico remain in full force and effect, and applicable 
to this agreement unless otherwise expressly modified herein. 

If the foregoing is acceptable to the Government of Mexico, this 
letter and your reply will constitute an agreement between our 

two governments. 

I take this opportunity to reiterate to y the assurance of my 
highest consideration and personal este 

Jekl)p.. erch 
Chargé de'Affaires, a.i. 
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The Mexican Attcrrney General to the American Chargé d'Affaires 
ad interim 

IOAMA C G . 1 A 

PROCURADURIA GENERAL 
DE LA 

REPUBLICA México, D.F., a 7 de abril de 1980. 

SR. JOHN A. FERCH, 
ENCARGADO DE NEGOCIOS 
AD INTERIM, 
PRESENTE. 

Excelentrsimo señor: 

Me es grato dar respuesta a su atenta comunicación del dra de hoy, 
cuyo texto traducido al español es el siguiente: 

"Confirmando recientes conversaciones entre funcionarios de nues-
tros dos Gobiernos, relativas a la cooperación entre México y los Es-
tados Unidos para frenar el tráfico ilegal de estupefacientes, me com-
place comunicarle que el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos, representa-
do por la Embajada de los Estados Unidos de América, está dispuesto 
a entrar en arreglos cooperativos adicionales con el Gobierno de Mé-
xico, representado por la Procuradurra General de la República, con 
el propósito de destruir la amapola de opio y la interceptación de es-
tupefacientes. 

El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos está de acuerdo en proporcionar 
fondos que no excederán Dosciedos Mil Dólares (U.S. $200,000) en 
forma de adelanto o sobre base de reembolso para la adquisición de 
abastecimientos misceláneos, equipos, y otros servicios, mutuamen-
te acordados para la destrucción de amapola de opio y la intercepta-
ción del tráfico ilegal de estupefacientes. 

El Gobierno de México está de acuerdo en proveer periódicamente do-
cumentos respaldando los desembolsos efectuados procedentes de fon-
dos dados sobre una base de reembolso ylo por adelantado, según sea 

TIAS 9750 
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convenido mutuamente entre representantes de nuestros dos Go-
biernos. 

Se tiene por entendido que todas las disposiciones restantes de 
todos los acuerdos previos entre el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos 
y el Gobierno de México en relación a los esfuerzos del Gobierno 
de México para frenar el tráfico ilegal de estupefacientes permane-
cen en pleno vigor y efecto y son aplicables a este Acuerdo a me-
nos de que se modifique expresamente agur. 

Si lo antedicho es aceptable al Gobierno de México, esta carta y 
su contestación constituirán un acuerdo entre nuestros dos Go-
biernos. 

Aprovecho esta oportunidad para reiterar a usted las seguridades 
de mi más alta consideración y estima personal." 

Deseo expresar a usted que el Gobierno de México está de acuerdo 
en los términos de la nota transcrita. 

Aprovecho la ocasión para expresar a su Excelencia la seguridad 
de mi más elevada consideración. 

SUFRAGIO EFECTIVO. NO REELECCION. 
EL PROCURADOR GENERAL DE LA REPUBLICA. 

TAZ 
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TRANSLATION 

Office of the Attorney General of the Republic 

Mr. John A. Ferch 
Charge d'Affaires ad interim 
Mexico, D.F. 

Sir: 

Mexico, D.F., April 7, 1980 

I am pleased to reply to your letter of today's date, the text of which, 

translated into Spanish, reads as follows: 

[For the English language text, see p.998.] 

I should like to inform you that the Government of Mexico concurs in the 

terms of the transcribed letter. 

I avail myself of this occasion to express to you the assurances of my highest 

consideration. 

Oscar Flores 

Oscar Flores 

Attorney General of the Republic 

TIAS 9750 
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FEDERAL MINISTER OF DEFENSE 
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FOR 

COOPERATION WITHIN THE AREA OF 

ARMY TACTICAL DATA SYSTEMS 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF 

STANDARDIZATION AND INTEROPERABILITY 
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PREAMBLE  

This Memorandum of Understanding (Mon), entered into pursuant to 
the provision of the Mutual Weapons Development Data Exchange 
Agreement, MWDDEA A-73-G-1175, will be the basis for close co-
operation in sales, possible joint development and co-production 
between the participants in the area of Army Tactical Data Systems, 
their subsystems and parts subject to the US Arms Export Control 
Act[lland other relevant US Government statutes and regulations. 
The objective is particularly to achieve interoperability between 
US Army and German Armed Forces Tactical Data Systems via standardi-
zation. 

Article I  

OBJECTIVES  

1 1 The Signatories agree to seek a form, fit, and function level 
of standardization of equipment and data exchange procedures used 
with Army Tactical Data Systems with the goal of achieving inter-
operability between United States, German, and other NATO national 
systems. The underlying objective is a significant improvement of 
joint capabilities of command and control systems within the Armed 
Forces in Europe. 

1.2 Within the 1980 timeframe, Germany intends to develop a testbed 
(for the German Führungsgrundsystem Beer - a TOS-like system) by 
using readily available militarized hardware and software, and by 
developing additional software to perform the special needs of the 
German Armed Forces. This testbed will also provide a facility for 
testing the TOS/-FUGruSys H Interface and for demonstrating inter-
operability with TOS. 

Article II  

REFERENCE AGREEMENTS 

2.1 This project will be carried out within the framework of the 
following agreements and arrangements. 

a. Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperative Research and 
Development Program between the United States and the Federal 
Republic of Germany dated 1 August 1963. 

b. Agreement between the United States and the Federal 
Republic of Germany to Facilitate Interchange of Patent Rights and 
Technical Information for Defense Purposes dated 4 January 1956.[2], 

c. United States/German Security Agreement of 24 January 1960. 

d. NATO Agreement on the Communication of Technical Information 
for Defense Purposes.[3] 

182 Stat. 1320; 22 U.S.C. § 2751 note. 
2 TIAS 3478, 7 TJST 45. 
8 Done Oct. 19, 1970. TIAS 7064, 22 UST 347. 
[Footnotes added by the Department of State.] 
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e. Memorandum of Understanding for a Cooperative Research 
and Development Project for a Tactical Interactive Computer 
Presentation panel between the United States and the Federal 
Republic of Germany dated 9 January 1975. 

f United States/German Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement 
of June 30, 1955.[1] 

g. Memorandum of Understanding between the Federal Minister 
of Defense of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Secretary 
of Defense of the United States of America concerning the Prin-
ciples Governing Mutual Cooperation in the Research, Development, 
Proauction, Procurement and Logistic Support of Defense Equipment 
dated 17 October 1978. 

Article III  

STANDARDIZATION OF MILITARIZED HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PRODUCTS  

3.1 The Signatories will make available for each other all 
technical descrIptions and documentation such as A-,B-, and C-Level 
specifications ^ and related documents for the systems, subsystems, 
and parts of those systems mentioned in Article I under terms to 
be specified in supplemental agreements within the constraints of 
applicable laws. 

3.2 The Signatories will exchange test data, test procedures, 
and support functions and will allow military and/or government/ 
contractor personnel of the other nation to participate in Trai-
ning courses and tests of the systems covered herein under terms 
to be specified in supplemental agreements within the constraints 
of applicable laws. 

3.3 Both Signatories will provide for timely forwarding of 
information concerning training, test schedules, test results and 
evaluation data when such agreements are reached, to allow ample 
time for necessary approvals and arrangements. 

3.4 The Signatories agree to inform each other about the imple-
mentation of new standards in hardware, software, firmware, 
procedures, and doctrine concerning the Army Tactical Data Systems 
pertinent to their cooperative efforts. 

3.5 Furnishing of hardware and software and rendering of services 
under this MoU by the US Government, and Foreign Military Sales 
(FMS) to Germany, and vice versa, shall be subjects of separate 
Letters of Offer and Acceptance (LOA) in each case. 

In the event of a discrepancy between this Memorandum of Under-
standing and a particular LOA, the LOA shall be binding. The 
prices quoted in the LOA's shall include appropriate compensation 
for 1.cense fees, royalties, shared recovery of cevelopment costs, 
production costs, and other applicable costs. 

*As described in US MIL-STD-490 
TIAS 3443 , 6 UST 5999. [Footnote added by the Department of State.] 
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Article IV  

GERMAN GOVERNMENT PURCHASES  

4.1 In accordance with and subject to United States laws and 
regulations the US Dep. of the Army will sell or permit sales 
to Germany and its contractors of militarized equipment and 
components which are already available or under development as 
may be agreed. Included are common software packages and appro-
priate Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) as part of the devices 
(subsystems) 

4.2 The US DoA will make available or permit sales to Germany 
for usage within German testbeds of standards and procedures for 
data transmission, including data formats and protocols, etc,, 
which have been approved by the Director of the US Program for 
Joint Interoperability of Tactical Command and Control Systems 
(JINTACS) 

4.3 In accordance with and subject to United States laws and 
regulations the US DoA agrees to permit Germany to award separate 
contracts to its contractors in order to modify hardware and soft-
ware functions required for application within the German testbeds, 
subject to considerations of standardization and Interoperability 
and the other terms of this agreement. 

4.4 The US DoA will permit the usage of Government owned software 
development facilities by personnel of the Federal Minister of 
Defence and its contractor, subject to the provision of separate 
LOA's. 

Article u  

US GOVERNMENT PURCHASES 

5.1 The Federal Minister of Defence agrees that the US DoA will 
have the right to make purchases in Germany of those systems, sub-
systems, and parts of Tactical Data Systems developed t in or by 
Germany 

Article VI  

COOPERATION IN DEVELOPING ARMY TACTICAL ADP SUBSYSTEMS  

6.1 The signatories agree to cooperate closely in the development 
of a militarized overlay-reproducer for large screen displays. If 
there will be a joint development of such a device, it will be 
specified at such time and a supplemental agreement will be drafted 
and made a part of this Moll 

6.2 If additional areas of cooperation in any phase of the life 
cycle of Army Tactical Data Systems are desired by both signatories, 
modifications of this Moll will be considered prior to establishing 
additional MoU's. 
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Article VII 

PERSONNEL EXCHANGE  

7 1 The signatories agree to exchange personnel when such 
exchanges will enhance the cooperative efforts under this MoU. 

7.2 Personnel will be exchanged in accordance with arrangements 
to be agreed upon by the signatories. 

Article VIII  

SECURITY  

8.1 To the extent that any items, plans, specifications, techno-
logy, equipment, or other information furnished in connection with 
this transaction are classified by the US DoA for security purpose, 
the Federal Minister of Defense shall maintain a similar classi-
fication and employ all measures necessary to preserve such security 
equipment to those measures employed by the US DoA throughout the 
period during which the US DoA may maintain such classification and 
vice versa. 

8.2 The operating procedures for the implementation of the General 
Security Agreement between the two governments, dated 29 December 
1960, including the Industrial Security Agreement between the US 
Department of Defense and the Federal Republic of Germany Ministry 
of Defense, dated 16 April 1970, apply to activities under this 

Article IX  

AUTHORIZED USE OF DOCUMENTATION  

9.1 Both signatories will use their best efforts to furnish each 
other information in accordance with all the terms of this agree-
ment that is accurate, adequate, and complete. However, they cannot 
guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness of these aocumen-
tations. 

9.2 The signatories agree that any direct procurement by them 
from each other's national contractors will be subject to laws and 
regulations of that country Neither signatory can guarantee the 
accuracy, adequacy, or completeness of any documentation provided 
by a contractor(s) under terms of direct procurement agreements. 

9.3 Within the scope of Article III, both signatories are authorize: 
to use for evaluation, production, maintenance, repair, training, 
and overhaul purposes documentation furnished by the other signa-
tory to the extent of his rights therein. 

9.4 This authorization does not in any way constitute a license to 
make, use, or sell the subject matter of any inventions, technical 
information, or knowhow owned by third parties which may be embodied 
or described in the documentation. Such agreements, if any, shall 
be in accordance with separate agreements and will be incluaed as 
an Annex to this Ma. 
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9.5 Both signatories agree that all technical data and documen-
tation provided each other, in accordance with this MoU, related 
LOA's, or by national manufacturers as mentioned under Articles III, 
IV, and V, will be used subject to paragraph 9.3 above only for 
the purposes of this MoU To achieve this end, both signatories 
may release the technical data and documentation to its contractors 
involved in the development of their systems, provided that the 
signatories and their contractors expressly agree that they will 
not further release or use such data and documentation for any 
purpose other than the purpose of this MoU without written approval. 

Article X  

IMPLEMENTATION  

10.1 As soon as possible after signature of this MoU, the authorize 
representatives of both signatories shall meet and agree upon an 
imnlementing arrangement. This arrangement will include procedures 
necessary to comply with provision of this MoU, such as joint 
responsibilities, exchange of information and communization, desig-
nation of a Project Officer for each country, ano may provide for 
liaison offices within each country as needed. 

10.2 In order to achieve interoperability, necessary joint confi-
guration control agreements will be drafted and included as an 
Annex to this MoU. 

Article XI  

RESOLUTION OF DIFFERENCES  

11 1 Any differences regarding the interpretation or application 
of this MoU will be resolved by consultation between the Participa-
ting Parties concerned and will not be referred to an International 
Tribunal or third party for settlement. 

11.2 The procedure for the resolution of differnces will be coverec 
by an implementing arrangement mentioned in Article X. Major diffe-
rences will be reported to the respective national authorities. 

Article XII  

THIRD PARTY  

12.1 Should additional government or governments desire to partici-
pate in this arrangement, the two signatories will consult together 
on whether it is to their mutual advantage to accede to the request, 
and they will jointly negotiate with the applicant government on 
the terms of participation. 

12.2 The release of information to a third party on any aspect 
of this agreement will be by mutual consent of both signatories 
until completion or termination of this project. 
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12.3 Upon completion or termination of this MoU, release or 
disposal of any information or data generated under this MoU, 
is subject to the provisions of Articles VIII and IX. 

Article XIII  

TERMINATION  

13.1 It is the intention of both signatories to implement the 
actions taken pursuant to this MoU to completion. Either signa-
tory -may unilaterally withdraw from this MoU at any time by 
informing the other signatory in writing, giving a six (6) month 
notice prior to the effective date of the withdrawal. Any such 
withdrawal will be prespective only and without prejudice t0 
agreements or arrangements taken or in existence at the time 
of the notice of withdrawal. 

13.2 The provisions of Articles VIII and IX, above, shall 
continue in full force and effect after the termination of 
tnis MoU. 

Article XIV 

EFFECTIVE DATE AND SIGNATURE 

14.1 This MoU will be effective on the date of the last signa-
ture. 

14.2 The English and German version of this MoU are likewise 
authentic. 

14.3 In witness whereof, the representatives of the Minister of 
Defense of the l'ederal Republic of Germany and the Department 
of the Army of the United States of America have signed this 
Memorandum of Understanding. 

For the Minister of Defense 
'.'ederal Republic of Germany 

t\ir  
Dr Munk, MinRat 

Date AW 4. tl  

Effective Date 

For the Secretary of the 
Department of the Army of 
the United States of America 

SWART R. DUNE= 
Assistant Deputy for 
International Research, 
Development & Standardization 
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Vereinbarung 

zwiscnen 

dem Secretary of tne Department of the Army der 

Vereinagten'Staaten von Amerika 

und 

dem Bundesminister der Verteidigung 

der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 

über 

Zusammenarbeit auf deis Gebiet von 

taktischen Datensystemen des Heeres 

zum Zwecke 

der Standardisierung und InteroperabilitXt 
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PRAAMBEL 

Diese Vereinbarung, die auf der Grundlage der Bestimmungen des 
Abkommens ueber den Austausch von Unterlagen ij Rahmen der gemein - 
semen Waffenentwicklung MWDREA A -75 -G -1175 geschlossen wird, bildet 
vorbehaltlich der Bestimmungen des U.S. Arms Export Control Act Bowie 
anderer einschlaegiger Vorschriften und Rechtsverordnungen der US.-Re-
gierung die Basis fuer cine erige Zusammenarbeit zwischen den Parteien 
bei Eaeufen, der moeglichen gemeinsamen Entwicklung und Eoproduktion 
auf den Gebiet von taktischen Datensystemen des Heeres, ihren Teil-
systemen und Bauteilen. Das Ziel dabei ist insbesondere die Herstellung 
von Interoperabilitaet zwischen taktischen Datensystemen des US -Heeres 
und der Bundeswehr nit Hilfe der Standardisierung. 

ARTIREL / 

Ziele 

1.1. Die Unterzeichner vereinbaren, hinsichtlich Form, Passung und Funktion 
die Standardisierung der in taktischen Datensystemen des Heeres ver-
wendeten Geraete und Datenaustauschverfabren anzustreben, um Inter-
operabilitaet zwischen US-, deutschen und anderen nationalen Systemen 
von NATOMitgliedstaaten herzustellen. Das Ziel dabei ist cine wesent - 
].iche Verbesserung der gemeinsamen Rapazitaet von Fuehrungssystemen 
der Streitkraefte in Europa. 

1.2. In den achtziger Jahren beabsichtigt die Bundesrepublik Deutschland, 
unter Verwendung leicht erhaeltlicher militarisierter Hardware und 
Software und durch Entwicklung weiterer, zur Erfuellung des speziellen 
Bedarfs der Bundeswehr erforderlichen Software em n Versuchsmodell (fuer 
das deutsche Fuehrungsgrundsystem Beer: em n den TOS entsprechendes 
System) zu erstellen. Dieses Versuchsmodell wird auch cine Einrichtung 
umfassen, die die Erprobung der Schnittstellen zwischen TOG und den 
FueGruSysH Bowie den Nachweis der Interoperabilitaet nit TOS ermoeg - 
lichen soil. 

Diese Seite wurde von 
lUiptVStab 2 (Rue) nit 
Genehmigung BEVg -Rue V/ 6 
gem. Fschr. v. 22.05.80 
munr. 14645, geaendert. 

Contents of this page have 
been altered by the German 
Army Main Liaison Staff 2 
(GE LNG, BR DARCOM), by 
authority of the German 
Ministry of Defense, Directorate 
Rue V/ 6, Bonn (TWX, magnr 14645 
dated 5-22-80) 

234:(9eD lumen R. DUNETZ 
Assistant Deputy for 
International Research, 
Development & Standardization 
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ARTIKEL II 

Anwendbare Vereinbarungen 

2.1 Dieses Projekt wira im Rahmen folgender Abkommen und Verein-

barungen aurchgeführt: 

a. Vereinbarung Ober die Zusammenarbeit zwischen den Vereinig-

ten Staaten und der Bundesrepublik Deutschlana auf den Ge-

biet der Forschung und Entwicklung von 1. August 1963. 

b. Abxommen zwischen den Vereinigten Staaten und aer Bundes-

republik Deutschland fiber die Erleichterung des Austauschs 

von Patentrechten und technischen Informationen fur 

Verteidigungszwecke von 4. Januar 1956. 

c. Geheimschutzabkommen zwischen den Vereinigten Staaten una 

der Bundesrepublik Deutschland von 24. Januar 1960. 

d. NATO-Abkommen Ober die Weitergabe von technischen Infor-

mationen für Verteidigungszwecke. 

e. Vereinbarung zwischen den Vereinigten Staaten und der Bun-

aesrepublik Deutschland Ober ein kooperatives Forschungs-

und Entwicklungsprojekt "Lage Arbeitsplatz" von 9. Januar 

1975. 

f. Abkommen zwischen den Vereinigten Staaten una der Bundes-

republik Deutschland Ober gegenseitige Verteidigungshilfe 

von 30. Jun.,. 1955. 

g. Vereinbarung zwischen den Bundesminister der Vtrteidigung 
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland und den Secretary of De-

fense der Vtreinigten Staaten von Amerika Ober die Grunt-

sátze der beiderseitigen Zusammenarbeit auf den Gebieten 

aer Porschung, Entwicklung, Produktion, Beschaffung und 

logistischen Versorgung von Vtrteidigungsgerát von 17. Ok-

tober 1978. 
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ARTIKEL III 

Standardisierung militarisierter 

Hardware- una Softwareprodukte 

3.1 Die Unterzeichner stellen sich gegenseitig sámtliche techni-

schen Beschreibungen,und Dokumentationen wie z.B. Spezifika-

tionen aer Stufen A, B und C +) sowie einschlágige Dnterlagen 

für die Systeme, Teilsysteme und Bauteile aer in Artikel I 

genannzen Systeme gem á3 Bedingungen zur Verfügung, die in 

Zusatzvereinbarungen im Rahmen der geltenden Rechtsvorschrif-

ten festzulegen.sind. 

3.2 Die Unterzeichner tauschen Versuchsdaten, Versuchsverfahren 

und Unterstützungsfunktionen aus und gestatten militárischem 

und/oder staatlichem bzw. Auftragnehmerpersonal des anderen 

Staates die Teilnahme an Ausbildungslehrgángen una Versuchen 

an aen in dieser Vereinbarung genannten Systemen gemáB Be-

dingungen, die in Zusatzvereinbarungen im Rahmen der gelten-

den Rechtsvorscnriften festzulegen sand. 

3.3 Beide Unzerzeichner sorgen für cine rechtzeitige übermittlung 

von Informationen über Ausbildung, Versuchszeitpláne, Ver-

suchsergebnisse una Auswertungsdaten, sofern derartige Ver-

einbarungen geschlossen werden, daunt ausreiehend Zeit für 

die vorschriftsmáBige Genehmigungen und Vorbereitungen ein-

geplant werden kann. 

3.4 Die Unterzeichner vereinbaren, einander über die Einführung 

neuer Normen für Hardware, Software und Firmware sowie für 

Verfahren una Grundsátzen von taktischen Datensystemen des 

Hewes su unterrichten, soweit sic sich auf ihr gemeinsames 

Vorhaben beziehen. 

+) Gem2B US-MIL-STD-490 
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3.5. Von der U.S. -Regierung in Rahmen dieser Vereinbarung zu liefernde 
Hardware und_Software, zu erbringende Dienstleistungen sowie 
FMS-Verkaeufe an die Bundesrepublik Deutschland und usgekehrt sind 
ausnahmslos Gegenstand von besonderen Angebots- und Annahmeschreiben 
(LOA). 

Heicht diese Vereinbarung von einem bestimmten ~hots- und Annahme-
schreiben ab, so ist das ~bon- und Annahmeschreiben verbindlich. 
Die Preisangebote in den Angebots- und Annahmeschreiben muessen eme 
angemessene Verguetung fuer Lizenzgebuehren, Erfinderanteile, Anteile 
an wiedereinzubringenden Entwicklungskosten, Fertigungskosten und andere 
einschlaegige Rosten enthalten. 

ARTIKEL /V 

Beschaffungen der deutschen Bundesregierung 

4.1. Das U.S. Department of the Army wird je nach Vereinbarung den Verkauf 
von bereits verfuegbaren oder in Entwicklung befindlichen militarisierten 
Geraeten und Bauteilen an die Bundesrepublik Deutschland und ihre Auf - 
tragnehmer in Rahmen und vorbehaltlich der amerikanischen Bestisrungen 
und Rechtsvorschriften durchfuehren oder genehmigen. Dies bezieht sich 
such *uf handelsuebliche Datenpakete und die dazugehoerige integrierte 
logistische Versorgung (11S), die Bestandteil der Geraete (Teilsysteme) 
sind. 

4.2. Das U.S. Department of the Army stellt der Bundesrepublik Deutschland 
zur Verwendung in deutschen Versuchsmodellen Normen und Verfahren fuer 
die Datenuebertragung einschliesslich Datenformaten und Frotokollen 
usw., soweit sic vom U.S. -Programmleiter fuer die Gemeinsame Inter - 
operabilitaet von Taktischen Fuehrungssystemen (J1NTACS) genehmigt 
sind, zur Verfuegung oder gestattet deren Verkauf. 

Diese Seite wurde von 
HBIptVStab 2 (Rue) nit 
Genehrxigung BHVg-Rue V/ 6 0:05G/lb, 
gem. Fschr. V. 22.05.80 
Msgnr. 14645, geaendert. 1.1 

0 17,71.-• 
•k£:» 

¡f 

23.s- 19,to 

Contents of this page have been 
altered by the German Army Main 
Liaison Staff 2 (GE LNG, BQ DARCCM), 
by authority of the German Ministry 
of Defense, Directorate Rue VI 6, 
Bonn (TWK, megnr 14645 dated 
5-22-80) 

AP119 
BRYANT R. DUNETZ 
Assistant Deputy for 
International Research, 
Development A Standardisation 
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4.5 Das U.S. Department of the Army gestattet aer Bunaesrepublik 

Deutscnland im Rahmen una vorbehaltlich der amerikanischen 

Bestimmungen und Rechtsvorschriften die Vergabe besonderer 

Auftráge an ihre Auftragnehmer, um Hardware-und Software-

funktionen su ándern, die zur Verwendung in den aeutschen Ver-

sucnsmoaellen bendtigt werden, wobei Gesichtspunkte aer Stan-

dardisierung una Interoperabilitát wie such die anaeren Be-

stimmungen dieser Vereinbarung Anwendung Linden. 

4.4 Das U.S. Department of the Army gestattet vorbehaltlich der 

Bedingungen besonderer Angebots- una Annahmeschreiben (LOA) 

die Benutzung von regierungselgenen Einrichtungen Stir die 

Software-Entwicklung durch Personal des Bundesministeriums 

der Vereidigung und dessen Auftragnehmer 

ARTIKEL V 

Beschaffungen aer U.S.-Regierung 

5.1 Der Bunaesminister aer Verteidigung erklárt, dal das U.S. 

Department of the Army das Recht hat, in bzw. von der Bun-

desrepublik Deutschlana entwickelte Systeme, Teilsysteme und 

Bauteile von taktischen Datensystemen su kaufen. 

ARTIKEL VI 

Zusammenarbeit bei der Entwicklung taktischer 

automatischer Datenverarbeltungsteilsysteme 

des Heeres 

6.1 Die Unterzelchner vereinbaren, bei der Entwicklung cines 

militarisierten Geráts sur Hintergrundwiedergabe für die 

GroBschirmdarstellung eng zusammenzuarbeiten. Wird die Ent-

wicklung dieses Geráts gemeinsam durchgefahrt, so wird sic 

sum gegebenen Zeatpunkt beschrieben, und cine Zusatzverein-

barung wird abgefalt und sum Bestandteil dieser Vereinbarung 

gemacht. 
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6.2 Sollten sich beide Unterzeichner wáhrend des Lebenslaufs der 

taktischen Datensysteme auf weitere Geblete einer Zusammen-

arbeit einigen, so sand Xnderungen dieser Vereinbarung zu 

erwágen, bevor weitere Vereinbarungen geschlossen wen:Len. 

ARTIKEL VII 

Personalaustausch 

7.1 Die Unterzeichner vereinbaren den Austausch von Personal, 

sofern earl solcher Austausch die Zusammenarbeit in Rahmen 

dieser Vereinbarung ftirdert. 

7.2 Der Personalaustausch findet mm Rahmen einer Regelung statt, 

auf die slob die Unterzeichner eanagen. 

ARTIKEL VIII 

Geheimschutz 

8.1 Soweit Sachgegenstánde, Plane, Spezifikationen, Technologie, 

Geráte oner sonstage in Zusammenhang mit dieseis Vorhaben be-

reatgestellte Informatlonen vom U.S. Department of the Army 

aus SicherheitsgrUnden mat einem Geheimhaltungsgrad versehen 

wernen, behált der Bundesmanister der Verteldigung einen 

entsprechenden Gebeamhaltungsgrad bel und wendet wáhrend des 

gesamten Zeitraums, in nem das U.S. Department of the Army 

diese Einstufung aufrecht erhált, alle zur Erhaltung dieses 

Geheimschutzes notwendigen MaZnahmen an, die den vom U.S. De-

partment of the Army angewandten MaBnahmen gleichwertag sein 

mUssen. Des gleache gilt such im umgekehrten Pall. 

8.2 Die DurchfUhrungsbestimmungen zu den zwischen den beiden Re-

gierungen geschlossenen Allgemelnen Geheimschutzabkommen vom 

29. Dezember 1960, einschlleillich des zwischen den U.S. De-

partment of Defense und de m Bundesministeraum der Verteidi-

gung der Bunnesrepublik Deutschland geschlossenen Abkommens 
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fiber Geheimschutz in aer Inaustrie vos 16. April 1970 finaen 

auf MaZnahmen is Rahmen dieser Vereinbarung Anwendung. 

ARTIKEL IX 

Ermácntigung sur Benutzung von Dokumentationen 

9.1 Beiae Unterzeichner werden sich nach oesten Kráften bemühen, 

um einander is Einklang rut sámtlichen Bestimmungen dieser 

Vereinbarung Informationen sur Verfügung su stellen, die 

genau, hinlánglich und vollstándig sind. Sie kbnnen jeaoch 

nicht die Gewáhr fill' die Genauigkeit, Hinlánglichkeit oaer 

Vollstándigkeit dieser Dokumentationen übernehmen. 

9.2 Die Unterzeichner vereinbaren, dafi. auf ihre unmittelbaren 

Beschaffungen von nationalen Auftragnehmern der jeweils 

anderen Vertragspartei die Gesetze und Vorschriften dieses 

Staates Anwendung finaen. Keiner der beiden Unterzeichner 

-kann die Genauigkeit, Hinlánglichkeit oder Vollstándigkeit 

aer Dokumentationen garantieren, die von Auftragnehmern gemá£ 

den Bedingungen und Bestimmungen unmittelbarer Beschaffungs-

vereinbarungen geliefert weraen. 

9.3 Beicie Unterzeichner sind is Einklang sit den Bestimmungen von 

Artikel III ermáchtigt, far Zwecke der Bewertung, Fertigung, 

Instandhaltung, Instandsetzung, Ausbildung und überholung 

von dem anderen Unterzeichner gelieferte Dokumentationen im 

Rahmen seiner darin festgelegten Rechte zu verwenden. 

9.4 Diese Ermáchtigung stellt in keinem Fall cine Lizenz sur 

Herstellung, sur Benutzung oder sum Verkauf des Gegenstandes 

von Erfindungen, technischen Informationen oder Know-how dar, 

die Eigentum Dritter und in der Dokumentation enthalten oder 

beschrieben Bind. Falls dahsngehende Vereinbarungen ge-

schlossen werden, mtissen sie sit den Bestimmungen von beson-

aeren Abkommen is Einklang stehen und werden dieser Verein-

barung ala Anhang angefügt. 
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9.5 Die beiden Unterzeichner vereinoaren, da B alle technischen Da-

ten una Dokumentationen, die tie einander aufgruna dieser 

Vereinbarung oaer einschlágiger Angebots- und Annahmeschrei-

ben (LOAs) zur Verfügung stellen oder die von nataonalen Her-

stellerfirmen gem14 Artikel III, IV una V zur Verfügung 

gestellt weraen, vorbehaltlich aer Bestimmungen von varste-

henaer Ziffer 9.3 nur für die Zwecke dieser Vereinbarung zu 
verwenaen tina. Zu aiesem Zweck k5nnen beide Unterzeichner 

ale tecnniscnen Daten una Dokumentationen an ihre an der 

Entwicklung ihrer Systeme beteiligten Auftragnehmer welter-

geoen, sofern die Unterzeicnner und ihre Auftragnehmer 

ausarücklich vereinbaren, coaB tie diese Daten oder Dokumen-

tationen nur mit schriftlicher Genenmigung und nur für Zwecke 

in Rahmen dieser Vereinbarung verwenaen. 

ARTIKEL X 

Durchführung 

10.1 Die oevollmSchtigten Vertreter beider Unterzeichner treten 

mbglichst bald nach Unterzeichnung dieser Vereinbarung 

zusammen una legen gemeinsam eme Durchführungsregelung 

Lest. Diese Regelung wird die zur Erfüllung der Bestimmun-

gen dieser Vereinbarung notwendigen Verfahren umfassen wie 

z.b. gemeinsame Aufgaben, Informationsaustausch una Verbin-

oungs-/VerstEndigungswege, Ernennung emes Projektoffiziers 

für jeaes Lann s und kann bel Bedarf Verbindungsbüros in 

jeaem Lana vorsehen. 

10.2 Um Interoperabilittit zu erreichen, weraen die notwendigen ge-

meinsamen Vereinbarungen fiber Bauzustandsüberwachung abgefa8t 

und alt Anhang in diese Vereinbarung aufgenommen. 
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ARTIKEL XI 

Beilegung von Meznungsverschzedenheiten 

11.1 Etwazge Meznungsverschzedenhezten über Auslegung oder An-

wenaung dieser Vere2nbarung werden aurch Konsultatzonen 

zwzschen den beteilzgten Partezen ausgeráumt, nzcht aber 

ezner internatzonalen Schzedsstelle oder Drztten sur Ent-

schezdung übergeben. 

11.2 Das Verfanren für die Beilegung von Meznungsverschzeaenhezten 

wzrd in eme Durchführungsregelung gemáB Artikel X 

festgelegt. GrbBere Meznungsverschzedenhezten werden den zu-

stándigen natzonalen Behbrden vorgetragen. 

ARTIKEL XII 

Drzttstaaten 

12.1 Sollte cine weztere Regzerung ozw. Regzerungen den Wunsch 

haoen, azeser Vereznbarung bezzutreten, beraten aze bezaen 

Unterzezchner miteinander, ob cine Annahme des Antrags in 

ihrem bezderseztzgen Interesse lzegt; sic treten sodann mzt 

aer antragstellenaen Regierung gemeznsam in Verhandlungen 

über die Teilnahmebedingungen em. 

12.2 Bine Weltergabe von Informatzonen an Drztte über Einzelhez-

ten dieser Vereznbarung beaarf der Zustimmung bezder Unter-

zezchner, solange dieses Projekt nzcht abgeschlossen oder 

beendet ist. 

12.3 Nach Errüllung oder AuBerkrafttreten dieser Vereznbarung 

rzchten szch Weztergabe und weitere Verwendung der mm Rahmen 

dieser Vereznbarung angefallenen Informatzonen oder Daten 

nach den Artikeln VIII una IX. 
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ARTIKEL XIII 

Beendigung des Vertragsverháltnisses 

13.1 Beide Unterzeichner beabsichtigen, die Bestimmungen dieser 

Vereinbarung bis su ihrer vollstándigen Erfüllung aurchzu-

führen. Jeder der beiden Unterzeichner kann jeaoch jederzeit 

nach einer schriftlichen Kündigung von 6 Monaten gegen-

über aem anaeren Unterzeichner von dieser Vereinbarung 

zurücktreten. Bin solcher Rücktritt hebt keine vorausgegan-

genen Verpflichtungen auf und geschieht unbeschadet von 

Vereinbarungen una Abmacnungen, ale sum Zeitpunkt der 

Kündigung bestanden haben oder geschlossen werden. 

13.2 Die Bestimmungen von Artikel VIII und IX bleiben nach seen-

digung dieser Vereinbarung in vollem Umfang.in Kraft. 

ARTIKEL XIV 

Tag aes Inkrafttretens una Unterschrift 

14.1 Diese Vereinbarung tritt an Tage aer letztvollzogenen Un-

terschrift in Kraft. 

14.2 Die englische una die deutsche Passung dieser Vereinbarung 

sind gleichermabren verbindlich. 
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14.3 Zu Urkuna dessen haben die Vertreter aes Bundesministers der 

Verteidigung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland una des Depart-

ment of tne Army der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika diese 

Vereinbarung unterzeichnet. 

Par den Bunaesminister 

aer Verteidigung aer 

Bundesrepublik Deutschland 

Dr Munk, MinRat 

Datum Jig 4 po 

Tag aes Inkrafttretens 

TIAS 9751 

Fur men Secretary of the 

Department of the Army der 

Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika 

Datum -176 

BRYANT R. METZ 
Assistant Deputy for 
International Research, 
Development & Standardization 



SOUTH PACIFIC COMMISSION 

Reimbursement of Income Taxes 

Agreement effected by exchange of letters 
Signed at Suva and Noumea March 31 and April 15, 1980; 
Entered into force April 15, 1980; 
Effective January 1, 1980. 

(10.25) TIAS 9752 
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The American Ambassador to the Secretary-General of the South 
Pacific Commi88ion 

Suva, 31 March 1980 

The Honorable 
M. Young Vivian 
Secretary General 
South Pacific Commission 
P.O. Box D.5 
Noumea, New Caledonia 

Dear Mr. Secretary General: 

I have been authorized to inform you that the United 
States Government can reimburse the South Pacific 
Commission for the sums utilized to reimburse personnel 
subject to payment of US income tax in order to insure 
that salaries of employees subject to US income tax are 
equivalent to those of staff members of SPC not subject 
to national taxes. To do this, I propose below a formal 
agreement establishing the procedure: 

"The United States Government understands that the 
South Pacific Commission (SPC) will reimburse SPC staff 
members who are US citizens, or otherwise liable to pay 
US income taxes, for any US income taxes paid on their 
SPC income through a special suspense account. The US 
Government will be obligated to pay a tax equalization 
charge as part of its annual payment to the SPC to com-
pensate this special suspense account. This charge will 
cover actual reimbursements made by the SPC to employees 
subject to US income taxes. This agreement does not cover 
employees paid from voluntary funds. 

"This agreement may be terminated by either party. 
Termination shall take effect one year from the date that 
notice of termination is given." 

Your concurrence in the above paragraph by letter will 
constitute the agreement between the United States Govern-
ment and the South Pacific Commission formalizing the tax 
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reimbursement procedure which will enter into force as of 
January 1, 1980. 

Sincerely, 

John P. Condon 
American Ambassador 
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The Secretary-General of the South Pacific Commission to the 
American Ambassador 

G.W. ADORE. 5 

SOUTHPACOM NOUMEA 

TELEPHONE: 26.20.00 

TELEX SOPACOM 136 NM 

SOUTH PACIFIC COMMISSION 

POST BOX D 5 

NOUMEA CEDEX 

NEW CALEDONIA 

In reply. <ease owe SPC 1/2/3/2 

THE sec ...... zzzzzz 

The Honourable John P. Condon, 
Ambassador for the United States, 
Representative for the United States 
on the South Pacific Commission, 

American Embassy, 
P.O. Box 218, 
SUVA, Fiji. 

Dear Ambassador, 

ou« e 

SOUTHPACOM NOUMEA 

TELEPHONE 2 26.20.00 

TELEX 3 SOPACOM 139 NM 

COMMISSION DU PACIFIQUE SUD 

BOITE POSTALE D 5 

NOUMEA CEDEX 

NOUVELLE-CALEDONIE 

15 April 1980 

Thank you for your letter of 31 March proposing a formal 
agreement by which the United States Government will compensate the 
South Pacific Commission for the suns utilized to reimburse US income 
taxes incurred by its staff members paid under its regular budget. 
The proposed agreement is set out in the following text. 

"The United States Government understands that the South 
Pacific Commission (SPC) will reimburse SPC staff members who are US 
citizens, or otherwise liable to pay US income taxes, for any US income 
taxes paid on their SPC income through a special suspense account. The 
US Government will be obligated to pay a tax equalization charge as 
part of its annual payment to the SPC to compensate this special suspense 
account. This charge will cover actual reimbursements made by the SPC to 
employees subject to US income taxes. This agreement does not cover SPC 
employees paid from voluntary funds. 

This agreement may be terminated by either party. Termination 
shall take effect one year from the date that notice of termination is 
given". 

I am happy to indicate my concurrence in the above text, on the 
understanding that it concerns all US income taxes levied on SPC income, 
and my acceptance that this exchange of letters constitutes the agreement 
between the United States Government and the South Pacific Commission , 
formalizing the tax reimbursements procedure which will enter into force 
as of January 1, 1980. 

M. Young V vian 
Secretary-General  
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DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

Agricultural Commodities 

Agreement amending the agreement of January 3, 1980. 
Effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Santo Domingo April 9 and 11, 1980; 
Entered into force April 11, 1980. 

The American Ambassador to the Dominican Secretary of State 
for Foreign Relations 

No. 37 

EXCELLENCY, 
I have the honor to refer to the agreement for Sale of Agricultural 

Commodities signed by representatives of our two governments on 
January 3, 1980,[1] and to propose that Part II, particular provisions 
of that Agreement be amended as follows: 

1. In Item I, Commodity Table, make the following changes: 
A. On line entitled "wheat/wheat flour (wheat basis)", under 

appropriate column heading change "40,000—Dols. 6.7" to "14,000— 
Dols. 2.5". 

B. On line entitled "corn/sorghum", under appropriate column 
heading change "36,000—Dols. 4.3" to "64,000—Dols. 7.7". 

C. Delete the line entitled "soybean/cottonseed oil", and substi-
tute therefore, under appropriate column headings "Rice-1980-
12,000—Dols. 4.8". 

2. In Item III, usual marketing table, delete the line entitled 
"Edible vegetable oil and/or oil bearing seeds (oil equivalent basis)", 
and substitute therefore, under appropriate column heading, "Rice-
1980-33,000 metric tons". 

3. In Item IV, export limitations, in paragraph B, Commodities to 
which export limitations apply, following the words "and any other 
feed grains including mixed feeds containing predominantly such 
grains", delete the existing language and substitute the following: 

"and for rice, in the form of paddy, brown, or milled". 

All other terms and conditions of the January 13, 1980[2] Agree-
ment remain the same. 

TIAS 9730; ante, p. 792. 

2 Should read "January 3, 1980". 
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If the foregoing is acceptable to your Government, I propose that 
this note, together with your reply thereto, constitute an agreement 
between our two governments, effective the date of your note in reply. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest 
consideration. 

ROBERT L. YOST 
His Excellency 

EMILIO LUDOVINO FERNÁNDEZ 
Secretary of State for P 9reign Relations 

Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 

EMBASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
SANTO DOMINGO, April 9, 1980 

TIAS 9753 
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The Dominican Secretary of State for Foreign liWations to the 
American Ambassador 

REPUILICA DOMINICANA 

(lecretaría be stab 
be Velatione5 xteriores 

DAE.-110 4 5 

t cte. .9-613. cfk_ iio 

Excelencia: 

Tengo el honor de avisarle recibo de 

su Nota No.37 de fecha 9 del presente mes de abril, la 

cual se refiere al Acuerdo de Ventas de Productos Agrí-

colas que fu é firmado por nuestros dos Gobiernos el 3 de 

enero de 1980, para proponer que disposiciones especiales 

del Acuerdo sea enmendado como se expresa a continuación: 

1. En el Punto 1, Tabla de Productos, 

hacer los siguientes cambios: 

A. En la línea titulada "trigo/harina 

de trigo (base de trigo)" bajo la columna apropiada cambie 

"40,000 - Dols. 6.7" por "14,000 - Dols 2.5". 

B. En la línea titulada "maíz/sorgo" 

bajo la columna apropiada cambie "36,000 - Dols. 4.3" por 

"64,000 - Dols. 7.7". 

C. Suprimir la línea titulada "aceite 

de soya/semilla de algodón", y sustitúyala bajo la columna 

apropiada por "arróz -1980 - 12,000 - Dols. 4.8". 

Su Excelencia 
Señor Robert L. Yost, 
Embajador Extraordinario y Plenipotenciario 
de los Estados Unidos de América, 

Ciudad.-
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2. En el Punto III, cuadro para com-

pras normales en mercados comerciales, cambie la linea 

titulada "Aceite vegetal comestible y/o semillas porta-

doras de aceites (base equivalente de aceite)", y susti-

tdyalaque diga "Arróz - 1980 - 33,000 toneladas métricas. 

3. En el Punto IV - limitaciones de ex-

portaciones, en el párrafo 13, Productos a los cuales se 

aplican las limitaciones de exportación después de las pa-

labras "cualquier otro grano para alimentación de animales, 

incluyendo alimentos mezclados conteniendo predominantemente 

tales granos" cambie el texto y sustitúyalo por el siguiente: 

" y por arroz en la forma de, en cáscara, 

descascarado y pulido". 

Todos los demás términos y condiciones del 

acuerdo del 3 de enero de 1980, quedan igual". 

Todo lo antes expresado es aceptado por el 

Gobierno de la República Dominicana y estoy de acuerdo con la 

proposición de Su Excelencia para que nuestras respectivas 

notas constituyan un acuerdo entre los Gobiernos de la Repú-

blica Dominicana y el de los Estados Unidos de América, efec-

tivo a partir de la fecha de hoy. 

Acepte, Excelencia las renovadas seguri-

dades de mi más alta consideración. 
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TRANSLATION 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
Office of the Secretary of State 

for Foreign Relations 

DAE. -11045 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your note No. 37 of 

April 9, 1980, referring to the Agreement for Sales of Agricultural 

Commodities which was signed by our two Governments on January 3, 1980, 

and proposing that particular provisions of the Agreement be amended as 

follows: 

[For the English language text, see pp. 1029-10301 

All of the foregoing has been accepted by the Government of the 

Dominican Republic and I concur with Your Excellency's proposal that 

our respective notes constitute an agreement between the Governments 

of the Dominican Republic and the United States of America, effective 

today. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

E. Ludovino F. 

Bis Excellency 
Robert L. Yost, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary 
of the United States of America, 

Santo Domingo. 
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GREECE 

Economic, Scientific and Technological, and 
Educational and Cultural Cooperation 

Agreement signed at Athens April 22, 1980; 
Entered into force April 22, 1980. 

TIAS 9754 (10,34) 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE 

GOVERNMENT OF THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC 

FOR COOPERATION IN THE ECONOMIC, 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL, AND 

EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL FIELDS 

The Government of the United States of America and the 

Government of the Hellenic Republic, 

Guided by the common desire to strengthen further the 

friendly relations between their two countries, 

Determined to widen the possibilities for mutually 

advantageous cooperation between them in the economic, 

scientific and technological and educational and cultural 

fields, 

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 

ARTICLE I: Content of cooperation. 

The two parties will promote a program of cooperation 

between various responsible agencies or institutions in the 

two countries and such cooperation may include, inter alia, 

the following tasks: 

TIAS 9754 
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1. In the field of economic cooperation: 

(a) To review matters concerning economic and 

commercial relations between the two countries; 

(b) To identify and investigate areas for closer 

cooperation and to recommend programs con-

cerning economic growth and development through 

mutual cooperation; 

(c) To recommend measures and activities to stimulate 

two-way trade between the two countries consistent 

with their international obligations; and 

(d) To explore the possibilities for enhanced 

cooperation between financial, industrial and 

commercial institutions and .organizations of the 

two countries. 

2. In the field of scientific and technological coopera-

tion: 

(a) To identify common scientific and technological 

interests and engage in joint research projects 

and other types of activities which will contrib-

ute to achieving the objectives of the program; 

(b) To coordinate programs of cooperation between 

agencies of the two countries and decide measures 

for their implementation, which may include, 

inter alia, the exchange of specialists and 

information, the holding of joint seminars and 

meetings on problems of common interest. 
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3. In the field of educational and cultural cooperation: 

(a) To facilitate the interchange of people and ideas 

in the broad fields of education, scholarship 

and culture. 

(b) To increase the knowledge of their respective 

cultures through the encouragement of programs 

for the promotion and teaching of the English 

language and American culture in Greece and the 

Greek language and Greek culture in the United 

States by appropriate institutions and 

organizations. 

In this field, the preeminence of the Fulbright-Hays 

program as the principal binational effort is recognized. 

Therefore, activities within this field will be coordinated 

with the United States Educational Foundation which directs 

the above program in Greece. 

ARTICLE II: Administration of the program. 

1. Executive Agencies: 

Each government designates an executive agency which 

will be responsible for the overall coordination of its side 

of the program: for the Government of the United States, 

this agency will be the Department of State, and for the 

Government of the Hellenic Republic, this agency will be the 
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Ministry of Coordination. These executive agencies will 

work together closely in carrying out the program to insure 

that detailed arrangements for an joint activity conducted 

under the program will be made by the agencies or institutions 

most directly involved. 

2. Joint working groups: 

There shall be three U. S.-Greek joint working groups: 

(1) on economic cooperation, 

(2) on scientific and technological cooperation, and 

(3) on educational and cultural cooperation. 

Each working group shall meet at least once a year, at 

places mutually agreed to by the parties. 

(a) Each party shall advise the other in advance of 

each meeting of the persons designated to 

participate in the session including the leader 

of their delegation. 

(b) The working groups shall work on the basis of 

mutdal agreement. 

(c) Minutes will be kept for each meeting of the 

working group. The agreed minutes, signed by 

the executive secretaries of the working group, 

will be transmitted to appropriate officials of 

the executive agencies of both governments. 

3. Executive Secretaries: 

Each party shall name an executive secretary for each 

working group. 
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Not later than one month prior to a meeting of each 

working group, the two executive secretaries shall prepare a 

mutually agreed agenda for the meeting. Other matters may 

thereafter be placed on the agenda after mutual agreement of 

the two executive secretaries. 

The executive secretaries of each working group may 

communicate directly concerning any issues which may arise 

between meetings of the working group. 

ARTICLE III: Implementation of the program. 

1. Funding necessary for activities within this agreement 

will be determined on the basis of proposals submitted to 

and elaborated by the respective working groups and subject 

to the availability of appropriated funds in the budgets of 

the executive agencies as well as of any other agency or 

institution of the two countries participating in particular 

activities. 

2. Participation in activities pursuant to this agreement 

will be subject to the laws and regulations in force for 

each party. 

ARTICLE IV: Other arrangements. 

Nothing in this agreement shall be construed to prejudice 

other arrangements for economic, scientific and technological 

and educational and cultural cooperation between the two 

countries. 
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ARTICLE V: Duration of the agreement. 

This agreement will enter into force upon signature and 

will remain in force for five years. Thereafter it will be 

considered extended for subsequent five year periods, unless 

written notice to the contrary is given by either party. It 

may be terminated by either party on six months' 'written 

notice. The termination of the agreement will not affect 

the validity of any arrangements made under this agreement. 

DONE IN DUPLICATE AT ATHENS, THIS  22nd  

DAY OF  APRIL 1980  , IN THE ENGLISH AND GREEK 

LANGUAGES, BOTH TEXTS BEING EQUALLY AUTHORITATIVE. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT FOR THE GOVERNMENT 

OF THE UNITED STATES OF THE HELLENIC 

OF AMERICA REPUBLIC 

elAM—m-7 ItItst-b( 

Robert J.McC KEY C. MITSOTAKIS 
Ambassador Minister for Co-ordination 
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EYMOONIA 

OIKONOMIKHE, ERIETHMONIKHE KAI TEKNOAOrIKHE 

EKHAIAEYTIKHE KAI MOPOOTIKHE EYNEPrAEIAE 

METAEY 

THE KYBEPNHEEPE TON HNOMENON HOAITEION THE AMEPIKHE 

KAI 

THE KYBEPNHEEOE THE EAAHNIKHE AHMOKPATIAE 

'H Ku0épvnaLG TaV 'Hvonévwv floILTeLav Tfic *AILEpLxfic xaC A 

meépvnaLs TAG 'EXxnvodís AnummateaG 

'08nyoúnEvEs án6 tv xoLvA ¿meow:a vá év8uvancbaouv nEpaLTépw 

TCc wt.A.Lxéc axécrEug-uETaEú TaV búo xwpav Touc, 

*AnowaoLanévec vá 6LEupúvouv TCQ 05UVaTóTTITCQ IWOLOOCWQ 

trunEXoec auvEpyaaCac nETaEú TWV SCQtóv OCHOVOULH6,'eTELOT71110~6 

xaC TExvoXoyLx6, txnat6EuTLx6 mat: uopw0TLx6 Touéa,.auvEwavnaav Tá 

ám6Xouba: 

APePO I 

REPLEx6uEvo EuvEpyaaCag 

Tá búo Mépn eá npowellaouv Cva nodypanna auvEPYacreaC UCTah 

TaV 61.aw6pwv nEubúvwv únnpEaLav A LbpunáTwv TaV búo xwpav 

xaC i' auvEpyaaCa aúT1 búvaTaL vá nEpaauedvEL, ILETaEú 1521Awv, TCQ 

dm0:5X,')8EQ 6OWYMPLUOTEG: 

I. Etc T6v toa oNovonLxfic auvEpyaaCac 

(a) Tnv 111Taan npo0Xnuáluv noú álopoev TCc oexovonLxéc Rae 

CUnoPoség axéaEt.c UCT0115 TaV búo xwpay. 

(0) Toy npoabLopLan6 xaC 6LEpEúvnan Togéwv bLet aTEvoTépav 

auvEpyaaCav xaC TAv Etaftnan npoypauudTwv áwopavuov obcovoutull 

ávánTuEn xaC np6o6o uéaw duot.Ocaac auvEPyaalaC. 

(Y) TAv EtoAYnan uéTpwv Rai bpaaTnpLoTATwv 6i4 T6v0atv Toe 

61.nepoDc tunopeou nETaEú TaV 6úo xwpav xaTá Tp6nov aúuwwvo np6c 

TCQ EILE8VEUQ TOUQ ÚTLOXOUSOELQ, xaC 
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(6) Tilv épeuva 6uvaToTcl-ccov 61.4 aúEnuévn ouvepyaoCa-usTaEú 

otxovoutxav, OLounxavt.xav xaC tunoputav t6puuáTcov xaC úpYavtaulv 

TaV 6úcp xwpay. 

2. Etc Túv Touéa ércLaTnuovLmfic RLC TexvoXoyunfig auvsloyaaCag 

(a) 'Mx, npoo6LopLouó xotvav InLaTnuovc.xav xaC TexvoXoyc.xav 

tv6LapepcivTwv xat auvepyaoCa EC Q RoLvá épeuvnTucá EpoyacuuaTa Rae 

6.7,71.eg uoppég 6paaTripLoTATcov, ot únotsc eá avuOáXXouv aTAv EnCTEUEn 

▪ áVTLXELUEVIMBV OXOnaV TOO upoyatuuaTog. 

(6) Túv ouvTovLapú npoypauudtcov ovvepyaoCag usTaEú úrcnpsaLav 

Tay 6150 xwpav xaC Tcjv Man áltooáaeov 614 uéTpa twig épaplioyAv TOUQ, 

✓ á 6nota 6úvavTaL usTaEú &nun/ vá rceptXauflávouv ávTaXXaylg et6Lxav 

énuoTriuhvwv xaC TanpopopLav, TAv úpyávcoon xoLvav oeuLvapepv xaC 

ouvavillasc.c 6Let npo6X1SuaTa xoGvo6 tv6Lapépovrog. 

3. Etc Túv toa txmaL6cuTimfig xaC uommoTosfig ovvcpyacyCag 

(a) Ná 6LcumoIúvst TCc ávTaIXayég Epoaanpv maC CoSEGSV ECQ T6V 

éxnat6scsrucú, ércLoTfluovocú xaC noILTLaTtmú Touéa. 

(6) Ná aúD;osi. TCg yvcSocc.c ag rcpúg Tc5v nOXLTL0116 TaV 6úo xcopav 

6Lá Tfig éveappúvaswg npoypaulcámáv 814 "OW upo6oXA xaC 6L6aoxaXCa 

Tfig *AyylLmfic yIchoong xaC ro 6 'AuspLxavi.xo0 nolLTLauo0 etc TAv 

*EX)46a Rat: Tfig *EXAmvuxfic yXchoong xa co3 *EX/nvi.mot$ noXLTLouot$ 

stg TCQ 'Hvomlévsg HoXLTsCsc Tfig *AuspLxfig, &it6 maTáXInXa t6púuaTa 

,cat 6PYCLVLSOELQ. ECQ Túv Touéa aúT.5 ávayvcopnsTac. 1 mpocEtipxouoa 

Cámc TOO ImpoypálluaTog Fulbright-Hays cbg Tfig xuptag 6paaTnpLúTnTog 

usTaEú TaV 6úo xcápay. KaTá ouvérceLav 6paoTripLóTnTsc évidg aúToO 

TOG TOUEWQ 81 ouvToveCovTaL ué Tó .EXTEMEJEUTLX05 "I6pulca T455V 'Hvp-

UéVWV HOXLTELU, Tó ¿moto 6teveúvsl. Tú ávoycépco mptiypaulta etc TAv 

'EVA6a. 

APePO II 

ALcú8uvoLc sob' RpoypálcuaTog 

I. 'ExTeXcoTLxég 'YnnpeaCec 

'ExdoTn Ku6épvnatc mabopeCec. uCa éxTeXeoTLA'únnpeaCa 

h 6nota 8á ervat. úncúbuvog 6Lá T6V EV yévec, ouvrovLoud To6 etc 

aúTlIv ávaTsCévToc npoypámlaTog. ALá tv Ku6épvnatv Tav HHA 
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óTalpeaCa aóTfi Cú avaL Tó 'Ynoupysto EEcaTcpusav xaC 64 TAv 

Ku0épvnan Tfig 'EUnvt.xfig AnuompaTCag h 6pyávwat.g aóTfi Od ervat 

T6 Ynoopycto EuvrovLauo0. At ávarrépw txTeXcaTLxég inmpeaCeg 

Cú auvepyáCovTaL aTevag RaTá TAN, biTaEOTI TO6 npoypáuuaTog 

npoxcLuévou vá tEampaA.LaCU 6TL OC XETETOILéPELEC 64 otabfinoTé 

xoLvfi 6paaTnpL6TnTa npayuaTonoLougévn OdaeL Tot,' npoypánuaTog Cá 

UTEXEETQL án6 TCg Taéov áuéacog ápu68Leg UnpéaCcg fi tCpúuaTa. 

2. Mt.xTég 6uá8eg loyaaCag 

ArtutoupyoóvTaL Taste 'EX/nvo-ducpLxavLxég ut.xTég ciuMeg 

épyaaCag: 

(1) ALá TAN.) otxovououl auvepyaaía, 

(2) ALA Tfiv éntaTnuovt.xfi xat: TexvoXoyLx15 auvepyaaCa, mat: 

(3) ALA Tfiv txnaL6cuTt.xfi nat. uoptiourctxfi auvépyaaCa 

'ExciaTn óuá. g épyaaCag Cá auvépxeTat. TOWAXLOTOV ánaE Toe) 

CTOUC ECC TóTLOV átLOLOCLCWQ 001~061LEVO ón6 Tay Mcp5v. 

(a) "ExaaTov Mépog Cá Tanpocpopet Tó ITepov np6 Tfic auvavTfiacwg,8Lá 

r& np6awna noú 6plaCwav vá almucTáaxouv cCe Tfiv aúvo8o 

auunepLXau0avoulvou at To0 ápviyo0 Tfig ánoaTolfig. 

(0) Ot 61165cg toyaaCag Cá épyáCovTat. tilt: Ociaccag áuoLOaCag 

aulupwv¿ag. 

(y) AL'éxáaTnv auvávTnaLv Tfig 6uábog épyaaCag lá TnpoOvTaL 

npaxTLxá. Tá éníanua npaxTLxá ónoycypauulva án6 TOÚC 1xTeXcaTLxotig 

ypauuaTetc Tfic 6u6Log épyaaCac lá ea.a0t0dCovTal. ceg Toúg ápuoCCoug 

6nTtpcaLaxoúg napáyovTeg tv tRTEXEOTLICaV 6pyavclaccov állgtOTéPWV TaV 

Ku0épvAaccov. 

3. "ExTeXcaTLxot: rpauuaTetg 

"ExaaTov Mépog Cá 6plocL Iva éxTeXcaTLx6 ypauuaTéa CL'éxcíain 

646a épyaaCag. "Eva ufiva np6 TfiC auvábou txdaTng 648og épyaaCag 

ol InSo txTeXcaTLxoC ypauuaTetg Cá npoéTotuáCouv Tfiv áuotOaCwg 

atnumvouuévT1 fiucpnaCa 8LáTaEn Tfig auvavTfiaswg. "Alaa CéuaTa 

búvavTaL éx Ttl5v ótaTépcov vá auunspOkalcpCoOv etc TIN, fiucpnala 6LdTaEn 

xavinLv écuoLOaCag avuwwvlag TV 86o exTeXcaTtx/v ypauuaTécov. °L 
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txTeXeaTutot ypaullaTetc txdoTng óná8og tpyaatac 81:waviest. vá 

InusoLvwvorm án•e08etag ávaaopusac EnTnuaTa noú ávaxúnTouv ueTaEú 

TaV auvavTnaewv TfiQ 'Opáboc "Epyaatac. 

APePO III 

•EwapuoyA To0 npoypálluaToc 

I. •Avaynata Icov8aLa 8Lá ópaaTnpLertnTec tv-róc To0 nXaLatou 

tfi Eultcpcovtag TaúTnc Cori maeoptCovTaL &me Tij OdOEL npoTecaecov into-

eaXoutvcov scat tneEeoyaCoutvwv únó TaV áVTLECTOCXWV 61165cov toyaotac 

Rat CC( xopnyotivTat inT6 TóV 6pov 8taCeaLlióTnToc ávTLaTotxwv 

xeocaatwv etc to npoUnoXoyLenioúe TaV UTEXECT" únnaeoLU fi 

otaa8nnoTe tTtoac únnpeatag 1 tepúuaToc Taw 815o xwo4v, noú aullueTtxel. 

etc auynexpLutvec 8pooTnplASTnTec. 

2. 'H autweTox11 Etc boaaTnpLóinTec tv TI IxTeXtoet. tfj 

napoúang avwcovtac únóxeLTat, ECQ Tolk COXISOVTaQ vóuouc scat 

8LaTáEeLg etc CmaaTo TaV aing3aXXoulvezv Meoay. 

APePO IV 

AoLnat oubutast.c 

005euta 81.6.TaELc Tfig napoúang aullowveac ea IpixnveúeTaL HaTeL 

Tadao áv-deeTo npóc 6.A.Xeg únápxouaeg oueuCaeLc iSLá otnovouLloi 

tnLaTnuovocn, TexvoXoyosn, tnneubelscuo; scat uopowToo5 ouvepyaa¿a 

ILETaDS TaV .5úo xwo5v. 

APePO V 

AuboxeLa Tfic auuwwvtac 

'H aulmovta aiSTA TteeTaL tv taxút rind Tfic incoypacpfic nal 

napauetveL tv taxút 8Lá utav neptobov ntvTe tTav, ávaveoullévn ueTá 

Ta0Ta U6. 8La6oxotAgnevTasTerc neoLóbouc, txTóc táv tmáTepov WU, 

EvuOcaIoutvwv MeoGiv nooeLbonoLlíaeL tyypdocog neat To0 ávTLUTou. 

AúvaTal. vá TepuaTt.a8et cln6 baTepov TaV 11EPaV .51.'tyypeupou noo-

eL6onoulaecog napexoutvng CETI unvac noó TfiQ tunvofig TfiQ COXISOC TfiQ 
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UpcoSeuvic TaV H.II.A 

Euuocalead. '0 TcpuaTLauóc Tfid Euimpoweac 15¿v 9d. tnnocácseL TAv CoXú 

tT¿pov pu811Coccov noú ty¿vovTo etc Tá nIaCaLa Tfig napoúand Euppoweac. 

'EyéveTo tv AOTSvaLd TAV 22a AnpLICou 1980 

etc Tliv .2kyyA.LxA xaC 'EXA.nvLxA yMacia, TaV 815o HELUIVWV 010VTWV 

tE Caou aó8evTLxay. 

ALá TAV KOUPVAOLV TaV 

'FIVW11UWV nOlLTELaV Tfic 

*Aucpt.xfid 

a 5 

áLá. TAV KUM,VACYLV TAG 

*EIXAVOLfig AAUOXPaTlag 

R bert J.Mc LOSKEY K. MHTEOTAKHE 
'Ynoucryód EuvTovLauo0 
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GUYANA 

Agricultural Commodities 

Agreement signed at Georgetown April 23, 1980; 
Entered into force April 23, 1980. 
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;mum= BEZMEEN TdE GOVERMENT CC 

TEE UNTIED STATES CC AMERICA 

AND um mum= cle Gomm 

FOR THE SALE CF AGRICULTURAL 0244:Cunuka 

She Governnent of the United States of America and the Government of 

GUyana agree to the sale of the agricultural conurdities specified below. 

This Agreement shall consist of the Preamble and Parts I and III of the 

Agreement signed January 27, 1978, [1] together with the following Fart II: 

PART II. PARTICULAR PRDVISICNS: 

Item I. Ccrtmodity Table: 

Supply Period Anárodmate Maximum Xport 
(United States Maximum Quantity Market Value 

Crumandity Fiscal Year) (Metric Dons)  (Thousands)  

Soybean/Cotton-Seed Oil 1980 3,100 Dols 2 300 

Tbtal Dols 2,300 

Item II. Papent Terms: Dollar Credit (DC): 

A. Initial Payment - Five (5) percent. 

B. Currency Use Payment - Five (5) percent - Section 10400 Purposes. 

C. Number of installment paynents - Nineteen (19). 

D. Amount of each installnent payment - approochnately equal annual 

amounts. 

E. Due date of first instailrnant payment - Two (2) years after the 

date of last deliver' of commodities in each calendar year. 

F. Initial interest rate - Two (2) percent. 

G. Continuing interest rate - Three (3) percent. 

Item III. Usual Marketing Table: 

Commodity  

Import Period 
(Witted States Usual Marketing 
Fiscal Year) Requirement  

Edible vegetable oil and/or 1980 2,600 metric tons of 
oil bearing seeds vitiCh 270 net.ic tons 
(oil equivalent basis) shall be imported from 

the U.S. 

Iten /V. EXport Limitations: 

A. Export Limitaticn Period: The export limitation period shall he 

United States Fiscal Year 1980, or any subsequent United States Finral 

Year during which 000nodities financed under this Agreement are being 

imported or utilized. 

1 TIAS 9145; 29 UST 5725. 
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B. Ccrmodities to Which Export Limitations Apply. For the Repo= 

of Part I, Article' III A (4) of this Agr'áenent, the cznmodities 

which may not he exported are: Por Soybean/Cottonseed Oil - all 

edible vegetable oils, includirxj peanut oil, soybean oil, cottonseed 

oil, rapeseed oil, sunflower oil, sesame oil, and any other edible 

vegetable oils or oil-bearing seedg frynwrdch these oils are 

produced. 

Item V. Self-HelpVeasures: 

A. In implementing these self-helprreamires, jtn.ific emphasis will 

be placed on contributing directly to develop:rent progress in poor 

rural areas and on enabling the poor to participate actively in 

increasing agricultural production through small farm agriculture. 

B. The Government of Guyana Agrees to: 

1. %be continued expansion of agricultural extension services 

designed to provide the small farmer with technical advice as 

well as production and marketing facilities, including seeds, 

fertilizer, pesticides, commodity price information, and the 

rreans of delivering produce to a market site; 

2. The continued reseaurliaired at the improverent of varieties 

of rice and foodzrops best suited for 1~1 soil and climatic 

conditions; 

3. Iim vement and/or repair of irrigation/drainage and water 

facilities which will contribute to bringing into production 

and/or maintaining agricultural areas or which onntribute 

to providing safe water supplies for rural areas; 

4. A major effort to expand farm-to-market roads and open up 

sizable areas of new land to production for 1mra1 consuIption 

as well as export to CAP:IC:Mr/alters, and 

5. Renovation and/or extension of a ~all designed to prevent 

tidal flooding of coastal farm areas. 

Item VI. Economic Development Purpeses for Phich Proceeds Accruing to the  
Importing Country are tobe Used: 

A. The proceeds accruing to the inporting country from the sale of 

commodities finan nad under this Agrementwill be used for financing 

the self-help measures set forth in Item :1r above, and for the Economic 

Development Budget. 
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B. In the use of proceeds for these purposes emphasis will be 

placed on directly improving the lives of the pcorest of the 

recipient country's people and their capacity to participate in the 

developuent of their country. 

IN WISNESS WHEREOF, the respective representatives, duly authorized 

for the purpose, have signed the present Agreement. Done at Georgetown, in 

duplicate, the day of , 1980. 

FOR THE =EMOTE OF 1BE 

Liam) STMES OF AMERICZ 

FOR THE coormur OF 

GUIDNNA 

~a.   
rge E, Ráberts H. D. 
Pinbassador Minister of Econcrnic Developrrent 

and Cooperatives 
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PHILIPPINES 

Atomic Energy: Technical Information Exchange and 
Nuclear Safety 

Arrangement signed at Bethesda and Manila March 28 and 
April 28, 1980; 

Entered into force April 28, 1980. 
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ARRAMGEMENT  
BETWEEN  

THE UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
(U.S.N.R.C.)  

AND 
THE PHILIPPINE ATORrE ENERGY COMMISSION  

(P.A.E.C.)  
FOR THE EXCHANGE OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION  
AND COOPERATION IN NUCLEAR SAFETY MATTERS  

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (hereinafter called 

the U.S.N.R.C.) and the Philippine Atomic Energy Commission (hereinafter 

called the P.A.E.C.), considering the desirability of a continuing 

exchange of information pertaining to regulatory matters and of standards 

required or recommended by these organizations for the regulation of safety 

and environmental impact of nuclear facilities, conclude the following 

Arrangement for cooperation. 

I. SCOPE OF THE ARRANGEMENT 

I.1 Technical Information Exchange  

The U.S.N.R.C. and the P.A.E.C. agree to exchange the 

following types of technical information related to the 

regulation of safety and environmental impact of designated 

nuclear energy facilities: 

a. Topical reportt concerned with technical safety and 

environmental effects written by or for one of these 

parties as a basis for, or in support of, regulatory 

decisions and policies. 
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b. Significant licensing actions and safety and environmental 

decisions affecting nuclear facilities. 

c. Site licensing principles and problems. 

d. Detailed descriptive documents on the U.S.N.R.C. regulatory 

process of certain U.S. facilities designated by the P.A.E.C. 

as being similar to certain facilities being built or planned 

in The Philippines and reciprocal documents on these Philippine 

facilities. 

e. Information in the field of reactor safety research which the 

parties have the right to disclose, either in the possession of 

one of the parties or available to it, including light water 

reactor safety information from the technical areas described 

In Addenda "A" and "8", attached hereto and made a part hereof 

Each party will transmit to the other urgent information con-

cerning research results that require early attention in the 

interest of public safety, along with an indication of signifi-

cant implications. 

f. Reports on operating experience, such as reports on incidents, 

accidents and shutdowns, and compilations of operating statistics 

of power plants and historical reliability and performance data 

on Components and systems. 

g. Regulatory procedures for the safety, safeguards, and 

environmental impact evaluation of these nuclear facilities. 
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h. Each party will make special efforts to give early advice of 

important events, such as serious operating incidents and 

government-directed reactor shutdowns, that are of immediate 

interest to the other. 

1.2 Exchange of Regulatory Standards  

Copies of regulatory standards required to be used, or proposed for 

use, by the regulatory organizations of the respective countries 

will be made available by each party on a timely basis. 

1.3 Cooperation in Safety Research and Development  

The execution of joint programs and projects of safety research and 

development, or those programs and projects under which activities 

are divided between the two parties, including the use of test 

facilities and/or computer programs oWned by either party, will 

be considered on a case-by-case basis. Temporary assignments 

of personnel by one party in the other party's agency will also 

be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

1.4 Training and Assignments  

The U.S.N.R.C. will assist the P.A.E.C. in providing certain 

training and experience for P.A.E.C. technical personnel. Costs 

of salary, allowances and travel of P.A.E.C. participants will 

be the responsibility of P.A.E.C. Participation will be permitted 

within the limitation of available resources. The following are 
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typical of the categories of such training and experience that may 

be provided: 

a. P.A.E.C. inspector accompaniment of U.S.N.R.C. inspectors 

on operating reactor and reactor construction inspection 

visits in the U.S., including extended briefings at 

U.S.N.R.C. regional inspection offices (anticipated 1-2 

persons per year, each visit 1-3 weeks in length). 

b. Participation by P.A.E.C. employees in U.S.N.R.C. staff 

training courses. 

c. Assignment of P.A.E.C. employees for 1-2 year periods within 

the U.S.N.R.C. staff, to work on U.S.N.R.C. staff duties 

and gain experience (1-2 assignees at a time). 

1.5 Additional Safety Advice  

To the extent that the documents and other information provided 

by U.S.N.R.C. as described in SCOPE OF THE ARRANGEMENT, above, 

are not adequate to meet P.A.E.C. needs for technical advice, 

the parties will consult on the best means for fulfilling such 

needs. U.S.N.R.C. will attempt, within the limitations of 

appropriated resources and legislative authority, to assist 

P.A.E.C. in meeting these needs. For example, within these 

limitations, U.S.N.R.C. will attempt to meet requests that 

come through the IAEA for technical assistance missions to the 

Philippines by U.S.N.R.C. safety experts. 
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II. ADMINISTRATION 

II.1 The exchange of information under this Arrangement will be 

accomplished through letters, reports, and other documents, and 

by visits and meetings arranged in advance on a case-by-case 

basis. A meeting will be held annually, or at such other times 

as mutually agreed, to review the exchange activity, to recommend 

revisions, and to discuss topics within the scope of the exchange. 

The time, place, and agenda for such meetings shall be agreed 

upon in advance. Visits which take place under the Arrangement, 

including their schedules, shall have the prior approval of the 

administrators. 

11.2 An administrator will be designated by each party to coordinate 

its participation in the overall exchange. The administrators 

shall be the recipients of all documents transmitted under the 

exchange, including copies of all letters unless otherwise agreed. 

Within the terms of the exchange, the administrators shall be 

responsible for developing the scope of the exchange, including 

agreement on the designation of the nuclear energy facilities 

subject to the exchange, and on specific documents and standards 

to be exchanged. One or more technical coordinators may be 

appointed as direct contacts for specific disciplinary areas. 

These technical coordinators will assure that both administrators 
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receive copies of all transmittals. These detailed arrangements 

are intended to assure, among other things, that a reasonably 

balanced exchange providing access to equivalent available 

information from both sides is achieved and maintained. 

11.3 The administrators shall determine the number of copies to be 

provided of the documents exchanged. Each document will be 

accompanied by an abstract, less than 250 words, describing 

its scope and content. 

11.4 This Arrangement shall have a term of five years; it may be 

extended further by mutual written agreement, and terminated 

by either party upon ninety-day notice. 

11.5 The application or use of any information exchanged or trans-

ferred between the parties under this Arrangement shall be 

the responsibility of the receiving party, and the transmitting 

party does not warrant the suitability of such information for 

any particular use or application. 

11.6 Recognizing that some information of the type covered in 

this Arrangement is not available within the agencies which 

are parties to this Arrangement, but is available from other 

agencies of the governments of the parties, each party will 

assist the other to the maximum extent possible by organizing 
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visits and directing inquiries concerning such information 

to appropriate agencies of the government concerned. The 

foregoing shall not constitute a commitment of other agencies 

to furnish such information or to receive such visitors. 

11.7 Nothing contained in this Arrangement shall require either 

party to take any action which would be inconsistent with its 

laws, regulations, and policy directives. No nuclear informa-

tion related to proliferation-sensitive technologies will be 

exchanged under this Arrangement. Should any conflict arise 

between the terms of this Arrangement and those laws, regula-

tions, and policy directives, the parties agree to consult 

before any action is taken. 

11.8 Information exchanged under this Arrangement shall be subject 

to the patent provisions in Addendum C of this document. 

III. EXCHANGE AND USE OF INFORMATION  

III.1 General 

The parties support the widest practicable dissemination of 

information provided or exchanged under this Arrangement, 

subject both to the need to protect proprietary or other 

confidential or privileged information as may be exchanged 

hereunder, and to the provisions of the Patent Addendum. 
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111.2 Definitions (As used in Article III) 

a. The term "information" means nuclear energy-related 

regulatory, safety, safeguards, scientific, or technical 

data, results or methods of research and development, and 

any other knowledge intended to be provided or exchanged 

under this Arrangement. 

b. The term "proprietary information" means information 

which contains trade secrets or commercial or financial 

information which is privileged or confidential. 

c. The term "other confidential or privileged information" 

means information, other than "proprietary information," 

which is protected from public disclosure under the laws 

and regulations of the country providing the information 

and which has been transmitted and received in confidence. 

111.3 Marking Procedures for Documentary Proprietary Information  

A party receiving documentary proprietary information 

pursuant to this Arrangement shall respect the privileged 

nature thereof, provided such proprietary information is 

clearly marked with the following (or substantially similar) 

restrictive legend: 

"This document contains proprietary information 
furnished in confidence under an Arrangement 
dated  between the United States 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Philippine 
Atomic Energy Commission and shall not be 
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disseminated outside these organizations, their 
consultants, contractors, and licensees, and 
concerned departments and agencies of the 
Government of the United States and the 
Government of The Philippines without the prior 
approval of ( name of submitting party  ). 
This notice shall be marked on any reproduction 
hereof, in whole or in part. These limitations 
shall automatically terminate when this information 
is disclosed by the owner without restriction.' 

111.4 Dissemination of Documentary Proprietary Information  

a. Proprietary information received under this Arrangement 

may be freely disseminated by the receiving party without 

prior consent to persons within or employed by the receiv-

ing party, and to concerned Government departments and 

Government agencies in the country of the receiving party. 

b. In addition, proprietary information may be disseminated 

without prior consent 

(I) to prime or subcontractors or consultants of the 

receiving party located within the geographical limits 

of that party's nation, for use only within the scope 

of work of their contracts with the receiving party in 

work relating to the subject matter of the proprietary 

information; and 

(2) to organizations permitted or licensed by the receiving 

party to construct or operate nuclear production or 

utilization facilities, or to use nuclear materials 
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and radiation sources, provided that such proprietary 

information is used only within the terms of the 

permit or license; and 

(3) to contractors of organizations identified in 

III.4b. (2), above, for use only in work within the 

scope of the permit or license granted to such 

organizations, 

Provided that any dissemination of proprietary information 

under (I), (2), and (3), above, shall be on an as-needed, 

case-by-case basis, and shall be pursuant to an agreement 

of confidentiality. 

c. With the prior written consent of the party furnishing 

proprietary information under this Arrangement, the 

receiving party may disseminate such proprietary 

information more widely than otherwise permitted in 

subsections a. and b. The parties shall cooperate in 

developing procedures for requesting and obtaining approval 

for such wider dissemination, and each party will grant 

such approval to the extent permitted by its national 

policies, regulations, and laws. 

111.5 Marking Procedures for Other Confidential or Privileged  
Information of a Documentary Nature  

A party receiving under this Arrangement other confidential or 

privileged information shall respect its confidential nature, 
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provided such information is clearly marked so as to indicate 

its confidential or privileged nature and is accompanied by 

a statement indicating 

a. that the information is protected from public disclosure 

by the Government of the transmitting party; and 

b. that the information is submitted under the condition 

that it be maintained in confidence. 

111.6 Dissemination of Other Confidential or Privileged Information  
of a Documentary Nature  

Other confidential or privileged information may be disseminated 

in the same manner as that set forth in paragraph 111.4, 

Dissemination of Documentary Proprietary Information. 

111.7 Non-Documentary Proprietary or Other Confidential or Privileged  
Information  

Non-documentary proprietary or other confidential or privileged 

information provided in seminars and other meetings arranged 

under this Arrangement, or information arising from the 

attachments of staff, use of facilities, or joint projects, 

shall be treated by the parties according to the principles 

specified for documentary information in this Arrangement; 

provided, however, that the party communicating such 

proprietary or other confidential or privileged information 

has placed the recipient on notice as to the character of the 

information communicated. 

TIAS 9756 
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111.8 Consultation  

If, for any reason, one of the parties becomes aware that it 

will be, or may reasonably be expected to become, unable to 

meet the nondissemination provisions of this Arrangement, it 

shall immediately inform the other party. The parties shall 

thereafter consult to define an appropriate course of action. 

111.9 Other 

Nothing contained in this Arrangement shall preclude a party 

from using or disseminating information received without 

restriction by a party from sources outside of this Arrangement. 

Signed in the United States on the,28) day of March 1980. 

Signed in The Philippines on the alK day of April 1980. 

Signed: swe. 417211 
n behalf of 

The Philippine Atomic 
Energy Commission 

I Zoilo M. Bartolome. 
William J. Direks. 

TIAS 9756 
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Addendum "A"  

U.S.N.R.C. - P.A.E.C. Reactor Safety Research Exchange Areas  

in Which the U.S.N.R.C. Is Performing LWR Safety Research  

1. Primary Coolant System Rupture Studies 
2. Heavy Section Steel Technology Program 
3. LOFT Program 
4. Power Burst Facility - Subassembly Testing Program 
5. Separate Effects Testing - Loss of Coolant Accident Studies 
6. Loss of Coolant Accident Analyses - Analytical Model Development 
7. Design Criteria for Piping, Pumps, and Valves 
8. Alternate ECCS Studies 
9. Core Meltdown Studies 

10. Fission Product Release and Transport Studies 
11. Probabilistic Studies 
12. Zirconium Damage 
13. Radiobiology and Environmental Impact Studies 
14. All computer codes applicable to the above at whatever stage 

of development they may be* 
15. Data from all experiments applicable to the above* 

* Data and computer codes will be "as is" at the time of the request. 
U.S.N.R.C. or contractor manpower will generally not be available 
for interpretation of uncompleted work. 
[Footnote in the original.] 
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Addendum •Ii"  

P.A.E.C.- U.S.N.R.C. Reactor Safety Research Exchange Areas  

In Which the P.A.E.C. Is Performing Research  

1.. Thermal Effects on Marine Life 

2. Radioactive Releases and Dispersal Patterns in the Atmosphere 

3. Waste Management Storage and Disposal 

4. Radiosensitivity of Marine Life to Radioactive Releases 

5. Epidemiological Studies: Genetic Doses 
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Addendum "C"  

Patent Addendum for U.S.N.R.C. - P.A.E.C. Arrangement  

1. Definitions 

When used in this Addendum, unless the context otherwise indicates 

i. The term "personnel" means: (a) the employees of a party to 

this Arrangement and (b) the employees of a contractor of a 

party to this Arrangement. 

ii. The term "inventing party" means the party of this Arrangement 

whose personnel have made or conceived an invention or discovery 

during the course of or under the activities covered by the terms 

of this Arrangement. 

2. Reporting and Allocation of Rights  

i. Except as otherwise provided in paragraph ii hereinafter, if an 

invention or discovery is made or conceived by the personnel of 

the inventing party during the course of or under the activities 

covered by the terms of this Arrangement, or if such invention was 

made or conceived as a direct result of information acquired by 

such personnel from the other party, then the inventing party: 
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(a) agrees to promptly disclose such invention or discovery to 

the other party; 

(b) agrees to transfer and assign to the other party, all right, 

title, and interest in and to such invention or discovery in 

the country of the other party subject to the reservation of 

a nonexclusive, irrevocable, royalty-free license to make, 

use and sell such invention or discovery in such other 

country; and 

(c) may retain the entire right, title, and interest in and to 

such invention or discovery in the country of the inventing 

party and in third countries but shall grant to the other 

party, upon request of the other party, a non-exclusive, 

irrevocable, royalty-free license to make, use and sell such 

invention or discovery in such country of the inventing party 

and in such third countries! 

ii. In the event an invention or discovery is made or conceived by 

the personnel of the inventing party during the course of or 

under the activities covered by the terms of this Arrangement and 

such invention was made or conceived while such .personnel were 

assigned to the other party, the inventing party: 

(a) agrees to promptly disclose such invention or discovery 

to the other party; 
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(b) may retain the entire right, title, and interest in 

and to such invention or discovery in the country of 

the inventing party; 

(c) shall grant to the other party, upon request of the 

other party, a nonexclusive, irrevocable, royalty-free 

license to make, use, and sell such invention or 

discovery in the country of the inventing party; and 

(d) agrees to transfer and assign to the other party all 

right, title, and interest in and to such invention or 

discovery in the country of the other party and in 

third countries subject to the reservation of a 

nonexclusive, irrevocable, royalty-free license to 

make, use, and sell such invention or discovery in 

such other country and in such third countries. 

iii. As employed in this Arrangement, a license to a party to 

make, use, and sell an invention or discovery shall include 

the right to have others make, use, and sell such invention 

or discovery on behalf of such licensed party. 

3. Claims for Compensation 

Each party agrees to waive, and does hereby waive, any and all claims 

against the other party for compensation, royalty or award as regards 

any invention, discovery, patent application or patent made or conceived 
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in the course of or under this Arrangement, and agrees to release, and 

does hereby release, the other party with respect to any and all such 

claims, including any claims under the provisions df the United States 

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended. [1 1 

168 Stat. 919; 42 U.S.C. § 2011 et seq. 
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CANADA 

North American Air Defense Command (NORAD) 

Agreement extending the agreement of May 8, 1975. 
Effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Washington May 12, 1980; 
Entered into force May 12, 1980. 
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The Canadian Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

0anuiriust "gutb-uee-y 

No. 186 

Sir, 

Ainbuseubt bu qanaba 

Washington, /lay 12, 1980 

I have the honour to refer to discussions 

which have taken place between representatives of our 

two Governments regarding future cooperation between 

Canada and the United States of America in the defence 

of North America through our joint participation in 

thé-KOftfi Americán Air Defence Command (NORAD). The 

principles governing the organization and operation 

of this Command were last set out in the Agreement 

between our two Governments which remains in effect 

until May 12, 1980.[1] 

The Canadian Government, conscious of the 

importance of this cooperation to the security of the 

Canada-United States region of NATO and to the overall 

security of the NATO area, wishes to provide an oppor-

tunity as it has in the past to hear the views of the 

The Secretary of State 

Washington, D.C. 

TIAS 8085; 26 UST 973. 
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appropriate committee of the Canadian House of Commons 

on the subject. My Government, therefore, proposes 

that the current Agreement be extended without alteration 

in its present terms and conditions until May 12, 1981. 

If the Government of the United States concurs 

in this proposal, I have the honour to propose that 

this Note, which is equally authentic in English and 

French, and your reply to that effect, shall constitute 

an Agreement between our two Governments with effect 

from May 12, 1980. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my 

highest consideration. 

C 
Peter M. Towe 

Ambassador of Canada 
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French Text of the Canadian Note 

QT,rrxtabitttt "Pitb-zuffs23-

no 186 

Monsieur le Secrétaire d'Etat, 

AntIntesabt bi Itutaba 

Washington, le 12 mai 1980 

J'ai l'honneur de me reporter aux entretiens 

entre les représentants de nos deux Gouvernements sur 

la coopération future entre le Canada et les Etats-Unis 

d'Amérique en ce qui a trait a la défense de l'Amérique 
du Nord par le biais de notre participation commune au 

Commandement de la défense aérienne de l'Amérique du Nord 

(NORAD). Les principes régissant l'organisation et le 

fonctionnement de ce Commandement avaient fait l'objet 

d'un Accord entre nos deux Gouvernements qui expire le 

/2 mai 1980. 

Conscient de l'importance que revét cette 

cooperation pour la sécurité de la zone canado-américaine 

de 140TAN et de l'ensemble de la zone OTAN, le Gouvernement 

du Canada désire, canine cela fut le cas par le passé, 

Le Secrétaire d'Etat 

Washington, D.C. 
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connattre les vues du comite pertinent de la Chambre des 

communes du Parlement canadien sur la question. Par 

consequent, mon Gouvernement propose que l'Accord soit 

reconduit dans sa forme actuelle, sans modifications, 

jusqu'au 12 mai 1981. 

Si cette proposition agree au Gouvernement 

des Etats-Unis, j'ai l'honneur de proposer que la présente 

Note, dont les versions frangaise et anglaise font 

également foi, et votre réponse a cet effet constituent 

entre nos deux Gouvernements un Accord qui entrera en 

vigueur le 12 mai 1980. 

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur le Secrétaire d'Etat, 

les assurances renouvelées de ma tras haute consideration. 

Peter M. Towe 
Ambassadeur du Canada 
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The Secretary of State to the Canadian Ambassador 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

May 12, 1980 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to your note of May 12, 

1980, and to the discussions which have taken place 

between representatives of our two Governments concerning 

the renewal of the Agreement on the North American Air 

Defense Command (NORAD). 

The Government of the United States shares the view of 

the Government of Canada on the importance of cooperation 

between our two nations for the security of the Canada-

United States region of NATO, under the arrangements 

embodied in the NORAD Agreement. The United States looks 

forward to the successful completion of negotiations and 

the subsequent renewal of the NORAD Agreement at an early 

date, to allow for timely planning for future cooperative 

efforts. In this regard, it would be the hope of the 

United States that the current negotiations could be 

concluded before the full year extension proposed in your 

note will have elapsed. 

I am pleased to inform you that my Government concurs 

in the considerations set out in your note, and further 

His Excellency 

Peter M. Towe, 

Ambassador of Canada. 
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agrees with your proposal that your note and this reply 

shall constitute an Agreement between our two Governments 

effective as of May 12, 1980. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my 

highest consideration. 

For the Secretary of State: 

I Sharon E. Ahmad. 

TLAS 9757 



REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

Trade in Textiles and Textile Products 

Agreement amending the agreement of December 23, 1977, 
as amended. 

Effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Washington April 14 and May 20, 1980; 
Entered into force May 20, 1980. 

TIAS 9758 (1076) 
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The Secretary of State to the Korean Ambassador 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

April 14, 1980 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to the Agreement 

between the United States of America and the Republic 

of Korea relating to Trade in Cotton, Wool and Man-

Made Fiber Textiles and Textile Products effected by 

exchange of notes December 23, 1977 as amended [1]("the 

Agreement") 

My Government has discovered two errors in the 

Agreement. I therefore have the honor to propose that 

the Agreement be amended as follows: 

In Annex C, under Group I, "Category 359 pt. 

Shoe Uppers (308.3980, 382.3380)" shall be changed to 

read, "Category 369 pt. Shoe Uppers (386.0410, 386.5010) 

In Annex C, under Group II, "Category 359 pt. Other 

Apparel (Excluding Shoe Uppers)" shall be changed to 

read, "Category 359 pt. Other Apparel (Excluding Judo 

and Taekwondo Suits)". 

If the foregoing is acceptable to the Government 

of the Republic of Korea, this note and your Excellency's 

note of confirmation on behalf of the Government of the 

Republic of Korea shall constitute an amendment to the 

Agreement. 

Accept, Excellency the renewed assurances of my 

highest consideration. 

For the Secr ary o State: 

Harry KO 

His Excellency 

Yong Shik Kim. 

Ambassador of the Republic of Korea. 

1 TIAS 9039, 9350, 9566; 29 UST; 30 UST 2510, 6541. 
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The Korean. Ambassador to the Secretary of State 

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

May 20, 1980 

Excellency-

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of 

the note of the Secretary of State, dated April 14, 

1980("the note"), relating to Trade in Cotton, Wool 

and Man-Made-Fiber Textiles and Textile Products 

effected by exchange of notes December 23, 1977 as 

amended("the Agreement"). 

I have further the honor to inform your 

Excellency that the proposal set forth in the note 

are acceptable to the Government of the Republic of 

Korea and to confirm on behalf of the Korean Govern-

ment that the note and this note in reply thereto 

shall constitute an amendment to the Agreement. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of 

my highest consideration. 

/707 V--72-7Á /62-W 
Y ng Shik Kim 

assador 

His Excellency 

Edmund S. Muskie 

Secretary of the Department of State. 
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Atomic Energy: Cooperation for Civil Uses 

Protocol amending the agreement of June 15, 1955, 
as amended and supplemented. 

Signed at Ottawa April 23, 1980; 
Entered into force July 9, 1980. 
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PROTOCOL AMENDING THE AGREEMENT FOR COOPERATION 
CONCERNING CIVIL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY 

BETWEEN THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE 

GOVERNMENT OF CANADA AS AMENDED 

The Government of the United States of America and the 

Government of Canada, 

Desiring to amend the Agreement for Cooperation 

Concerning the Civil Uses of Atomic Energy between the 

Government of the United States of America and the Government of 

Canda signed at Washington on June 15, 1955, as amended by the 

Agreements signed at Washington on June 26, 1956, June 11, 1960, 

and May 25, 1962 (herein referred to as the "Agreement"), and 

supplemented by the Exchanges of Notes of January 28 and 30, 

1969, March 18 and 25, 1976, and November 15, 1977;[1] 

Recognizing that Canada, a non-nuclear-weapon state, 

entered into an Agreement with the International Atomic Energy 

Agency on February 21, 1972, for the Application of Safeguards 

in connection with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of 

Nuclear Weapons; [2] 

Recognizing that the United States, a nuclear-weapon 

state, as that term is defined in the Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, intends in the near future 

to enter into a safeguards agreement with the International 

Atomic Energy Agency for the application of safeguards in the 

United States; 

Have agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE 1 

The preamble of the Agreement is amended by: 

(a) replacing the word "several" in the first 
sentence with "many"; 

(b) replacing the phrase "their respective atomic 
energy programs" in the seventh sentence with "their peaceful 
atomic energy programs"; and 

(c) deleting the penultimate sentence. 

TIAS 3304, 3771, 4518, 5102, 6649, 8287, 8782; 6 UST 2595; 8 UST 275; 11 UST 
1780; 13 UST 1900; 20 UST 471; 27 UST 1891; 28 UST 9015. 
2 Done July 1, 1968. TIAS 6839; 21 UST 483. 
[Footnotes added by the Department of State.] 
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ARTICLE 2 

Article I of the Agreement is amended by changing the 
termination date to read "January 1, 2000". 

ARTICLE 3 

The Agreement is amended by inserting the following 
new Article after Article I: 

"ARTICLE I BIS - Coverage of Safeguards" 

"Cooperation under this Agreement shall require the 
application of safeguards: 

"A. By the International Atomic Energy Agency with 
respect to all nuclear activities within the territory of 
Canada, under its jurisdiction or carried out under its 
control anywhere. Implementation of the Agreement between 
the Government of Canada and the International Atomic 
Energy Agency in connection with the Treaty on the 
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons shall be considered as 
fulfilling this requirement. 

"B. By the International Atomic Energy Agency with 
respect to all civil nuclear activities within the 
territory of the United States, under its jurisdiction or 
carried out under its control anywhere. Implementation of 
the proposed Agreement between the United States of America 
and the International Atomic Energy Agency for the 
Application of Safeguards in the United States of America 
shall be considered as fulfilling this requirement." 

ARTICLE 4 

Article II of the Agreement is amended bl: 

(a) adding the following new sentence at the end of 
the first paragraph: "If proprietary information is 
transferred, both Parties will use their best efforts to ensure 
that its proprietary nature will be respected."; and 

(b) paragraph E is amended to read: 

"E. Health and Safety 

"The entire field of health and safety as related 
to this Article. In addition, those problems of health and 
safety which affect the individual, his environment, and 
the civilian population as a whole except as provided in 
paragraph A." 

ARTICLE 5 

Article II BIS of the Agreement is amended by: 

(a) deleting the "A." at the beginning of the first 
paragraph; and 

(b) deleting paragraph B. 
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ARTICLE 6 

Article IV of the Agreement is amended by: 

(a) replacing the phrase "equipment and devices" with 
"equipment and devices, major critical components and 
components" both in the title and in the text of the Article; 
and 

(b) deleting ", except as provided in Article VII" 
from the first sentence. 

ARTICLE 7 

Article V of the Agreement is amended to read: 

"ARTICLE V - Other Arrangements for Mateials,  
Equipment and Devices, Major Critical Components,  
Components, Information and Services  

"It is contemplated that, as provided in this Article, 
persons in either the United States or Canada may deal 
directly with either Party or with persons in the other 
country. Accordingly, with respect to the subjects of 
agreed exchange of information as provided in Article II, 
and under the limitations set forth therein, either Party 
as well as persons under the jurisdiction of either Party 
will be permitted to make arrangements to transfer and 
export materials, equipment and devices, major critical 
components, components and information to, and perform 
services for, the other Party and such persons under the 
jurisdiction of the other Party as are authorized by the 
other Party to receive and possess such items and utilize 
such services, subject to: 

"A. Applicable laws, regulations and license 
requirements of the Parties; and 

"B. The approval of the Party to which the 
person is subject when such items or services are 
classified or when the furnishing of such items and 
services requires the communication of classified 
information." 

ARTICLE 8 

Article VI of the Agreement is amended by: 

(a) deleting the last two subparagraphs of paragraph 
A; 

(b) deleting ", except as provided in Article VII" 
from paragraph F; and 

(c) deleting paragraph D and relettering paragraphs E 
and F as D and E. 

ARTICLE 9 

Article VII of the Agreement shall be deleted and 
Article VI BIS of the Agreement is amended by renumbering it 
Article VII. 
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ARTICLE 10 

Article VIII of the Agreement is amended by replacing 
the phrase "equipment and devices" in the first sentence with 
"equipment and devices, major critical components and 
components". 

ARTICLE 11 

Article X of the Agreement is amended to read: 

"ARTICLE X - Security 

"The Parties agree that all classified information, 
material, equipment and devices, major critical components, 
and components subject to this Agreement will be protected 
in accordance with mutually agreed security measures." 

ARTICLE 12 

The Agreement is amended by inserting the following 
new Article after Article X: 

"ARTICLE X BIS - Coverage of Agreement 

"A. Designated nuclear technology, equipment and 
devices, major critical components, components and material 
transferred from the territory of one Party to the 
territory of the other Party, whether directly or through a 
third country or group of countries, and whether for end 
use in the territory of the other Party or for retransfer 
to the territory of the supplying Party or to that of a 
third country or group of countries, shall be subject to 
this Agreement if the Parties have exchanged notifications 
in writing prior to the transfer. 

"B. Source and special nuclear material that are 
produced through the use of source and special nuclear 
material subject to this Agreement shall also be subject to 
this Agreement. 

"C. Source and special nuclear material that are 
produced, processed or used by equipment and devices, major 
critical components or moderator material subject to this 
Agreement shall also be subject to this Agreement. 

"D. Moderator material that is produced through the 
use of equipment and devices or major critical components 
subject to this Agreement shall also be subject to this 
Agreement. 

"E. Equipment and devices or major critical 
components within the jurisdiction of the recipient Party 
which the recipient Party, or the supplier Party after 
consultations with the recipient Party, has designated as 
being designed, constructed or operated on the basis of or 
by the use of designated nuclear technology subject to this 
Agreement, and which the supplier Party has transferred to 
the recipient Party, shall be subject to this Agreement. 

"F. Major critical components within the jurisdiction 
of the recipient Party which the recipient Party, or the 
supplier Party after consultations with the recipient 
Party, has designated as a major critical component 
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designed, constructed or operated on the basis of or by the 
use of designated nuclear technology derived from a major 
critical component of the same type subject to this 
Agreement, and which the supplier Party has transferred to 
the recipient Party, shall be subject to this Agreement. 

"G. Any facility within the jurisdiction of a 
recipient Party for (i) enrichment or reprocessing, or (ii) 
heavy water production shall be conclusively presumed to be 
subject to this Agreement if it is subject to paragraph A 
or B of Article I BIS and it is designed, constructed or 
operated on the basis of or by the use of designated 
nuclear technology or a major critical component of the 
same type as designated nuclear technology or a major 
critical component which is subject to this Agreement and 
was transferred to the recipient Party by the supplier 
Party after the entry into force of this Article and within 
a 20 year period prior to the first operation of such 
facility, and if such facility has been so designated by 
the recipient Party or the supplier Party after 
consultations with the recipient Party. 

"H. Any facility within the jurisdiction of a 
recipient Party for (i) enrichment or reprocessing, or (ii) 
heavy water production shall be conclusively presumed to be 
subject to this Agreement if it is subject to paragraph A 
or B of Article I BIS and if: 

(1) a facility of the same type or a major 
critical component thereof or related designated 
nuclear technology has been transferred to that Party 
subject to this Agreement after the entry into force 
of this Article and before the first operation of such 
facility; 

(2) such facility has been designated by the 
recipient Party, or the supplier Party after 
consultations with the recipient Party, as a facility 
whose design, construction or operating process is of 
essentially the same type as a facility designed, 
constructed or operated on the basis of or by the use 
of a transferred facility, a major critical component 
thereof, or related designated nuclear technology 
referred to in subparagraph (1); and 

(3) such facility has first commenced operation 
within twenty years after the date of the first 
operation of a facility or major critical component 
referred to in subparagraph (1), or such facility has 
first commenced operation within twenty years after 
the date of the first operation of a facility or major 
critical component designed, constructed or operated 
on the basis of transferred designated nuclear 
technology referred to in subparagraph (1). 

Neither this paragraph nor paragraph G shall limit or 
restrict paragraph E or F, including the duration of the 
right under those paragraphs to identify equipment and 
devices or major critical components as having been 
constructed or operated on the basis of or by the use of 
transferred designated nuclear technology or major critical 
components, nor limit the duration of the safeguards or 
other controls imposed under this Agreement. 
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"I. Source and special nuclear material, moderator 
material, equipment and devices, major critical components, 
components, classified information, Restricted Data and 
designated nuclear technology which were subject to this 
Agreement or to the Exchanges of Notes of January 28 and 
30, 1969, March 18 and 25, 1976, or November 15, 1977, 
before the entry into force of this Article, and which are 
included on an agreed inventory to be established by the 
appropriate governmental authorities of both Parties, shall 
be subject to this Agreement." 

ARTICLE 13 

Article XI of the Agreement is amended to read as 

"ARTICLE XI - Safeguards  

"A. Material subject to this Agreement and any source 
or special nuclear material used in or produced through the 
use of any components subject to this Agreement, over which 
Canada has jurisdiction, shall be subject to safeguards in 
accordance with the Agreement between Canada and the 
International Atomic Energy Agency referred to in Article I 
BIS. 

"B. Material subject to this Agreement and source or 
special nuclear material used in or produced through the 
use of any component subject to this Agreement, over which 
the United States has jurisdiction, shall be subject to 
safeguards in accordance with the Agreement between the 
United States and the International Atomic Energy Agency 
referred to in Article I BIS. 

"C. If for any reason International Atomic Energy 
Agency safeguards are not being or will not be applied to 
material subject to this Agreement or produced through the 
use of any components subject to this Agreement in a manner 
in which both Parties are satisfied is in accordance with 
the appropriate agreement referred to in paragraph A or B, 
to ensure effective continuity of safeguards with respect 
to such material the Parties shall immediately enter into 
arrangements which conform to the Agency's safeguards 
principles and procedures, with the coverage required 
pursuant to those paragraphs and provided for by applicable 
administrative arrangements, and which provide assurances 
equivalent to that intended to be secured by the safeguards 
system they replace. The Parties shall consult and assist 
each other in the application of such a safeguards system. 

"D. Upon a request of either Party, the other Party 
shall report or permit the International Atomic Energy 
Agency to report on the status of all inventories of any 
material subject to paragraph A or B, as applicable." 

ARTICLE 14 

Article XII of the Agreement is amended to read as 
follows: 

"ARTICLE XII - Guarantees  

"A. The safeguards provided for in Article XI shall 
be maintained. 
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"B. Designated nuclear technology, material, 
equipment and devices, major critical components and 
components subject to this Agreement and material used in 
or produced through the use of the foregoing, and over 
which a Party has jurisdiction, shall not be used for any 
nuclear explosive device or for research on or development 
of any nuclear explosive device. 

"C. Designated nuclear technology, material, 
equipment and devices, major critical components and 
components subject to this Agreement and source or special 
nuclear material used in or produced through the use of any 
components subject to this Agreement, and over which a 
Party has jurisdiction, shall not be used for any military 
purpose. 

"D. Designated nuclear technology, material, 
equipment and devices, major critical components, 
components and Restricted Data subject to this Agreement 
and over which a Party has jurisdiction, shall not be 
transferred to unauthorized persons, or, unless the Parties 
agree, beyond the territorial jurisdiction of that Party. 

"E. Source and special nuclear material subject to 
this Agreement and over which a Party has jurisdiction 
shall not be reprocessed unless the Parties agree. 
Plutonium, uranium containing more than 12 percent of the 
isotope 233, uranium enriched to 20 percent or greater in 
the isotope 235, or irradiated source or special nuclear 
material, subject to this Agreement and over which a Party 
has jurisdiction, shall not, unless the Parties agree, be 
altered in form or content, except by irradiation or 
further irradiation. 

"F. Plutonium (except as contained in irradiated fuel 
elements), uranium containing more than 12 percent of the 
isotope 233 and uranium enriched to 20 percent or greater 
in the isotope 235, subject to this Agreement and over 
which a Party has jurisdiction, shall only be stored in 
facilities that have been agreed to in advance by the 
Parties. 

"G. Uranium subject to this Agreement and over which 
a Party has jurisdiction shall not be enriched to 20 
percent or greater in the isotope 235 unless the Parties 
agree. 

"H. Adequate physical security shall be maintained 
with respect to all material and equipment and devices 
subject to this Agreement, over which a Party has 
jurisdiction, and which are subject to the relevant 
Agreement specified in Article I BIS. The Parties agree to 
the levels for the application of physical security set 
forth in Annex A, which levels may be modified by mutual 
consent of the Parties. The Parties shall maintain 
adequate physical security measures in accordance with such 
levels. The measures shall as a minimum provide protection 
comparable to that set forth in document INFCIRC/225/ 
Revision 1 of the International Atomic Energy Agency, 
entitled, "The Physical Protection of Nuclear Materials", 
or any revision of this document agreed to by the Parties. 
The Parties shall consult periodically, or at the request 
of either Party, concerning matters relating to physical 
security. 

"I. A Party shall not withhold agreement to a matter 
referred to in paragraphs D, E, F or G for the purpose of 
securing commercial advantage." 
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ARTICLE 15 

The Agreement is amended by inserting the following 
new Article after Article XII: 

"ARTICLE XII BIS - Agreed Stipulations  

"A. If either Party at any time following entry into 
force of this Article does not comply with the provisions 
of Article XI or XII or terminates, abrogates or materially 
violates a safeguards agreement with the International 
Atomic Energy Agency, the other Party shall have the right 
to: 

"(1) Cease further cooperation under this 
Agreement; and 

"(2) Require the return of any material, 
equipment and devices, major critical components and 
components subject to this Agreement and any special 
nuclear material produced through the use of 
components subject to this Agreement. 

"B. If at any time following entry into force of this 
Article Canada detonates a nuclear explosive device, or if 
the United States detonates a nuclear explosive device 
utilizing any source material or special nuclear material 
subject to International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards or 
subject to an agreement requiring that the United States 
use it solely for peaceful purposes, the other Party shall 
have the rights as specified in subparagraphs 1 and 2 of 
paragraph A. 

"C. If either Party exercises its rights under 
paragraph A or B to require the return of any material, 
equipment or devices, major critical components or 
components, the Parties shall make such appropriate 
arrangements as may be required which shall not be subject 
to any further agreement between the Parties as otherwise 
contemplated under Article XII. 

"D. Notwithstanding the suspension, termination or 
expiration of this Agreement or any cooperation hereunder 
for any reason, Articles XI and XII and paragraphs A, B and 
C of this Article shall continue in effect so long as any 
designated nuclear technology, material, equipment and 
devices, major critical components or components subject to 
these provisions remain in the territory of the Party 
concerned or under its jurisdiction or control anywhere, or 
until such time as the Parties agree that such designated 
nuclear technology, material, equipment and devices, major 
critical components or components are no longer useable for 
any nuclear activity relevant from the point of view of 
safeguards." 

ARTICLE 16 

The Agreement is amended by inserting the following 
new Article after Article XII BIS: 

"ARTICLE XII TER - Consultations  

"A. The Parties shall consult at any time at the 
request of either Party regarding application of this 
Agreement. If differences arise between the Parties 
concerning interpretation or application of this Agreement, 
the Parties shall consult with a view to resolving them. 
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"B. The appropriate governmental authorities of both 
Parties shall establish administrative arrangements to 
implement this Agreement." 

ARTICLE 17 

Article XIII of the Agreement is amended to read as 
follows: 

"ARTICLE XIII - Responsibility for Use of Information,  
Material, Equipment and Devices, Major Critical  
Components and Components  

"The application or use of any information, material, 
equipment and devices, major critical components or 
components exchanged or transferred between the Parties 
under this Agreement shall be the responsibility of the 
Party receiving it, and the other Party does not warrant 
the accuracy or completeness of such information and does 
not warrant the suitability of such information, material, 
equipment and devices, major critical components or 
components for any particular use or application." 

ARTICLE 18 

Article XIII BIS of the Agreement is amended to read 
as follows: 

"ARTICLE XIII BIS - Dispute Settlement  

"The Parties shall seek to resolve any dispute 
concerning the interpretation or application of this 
Agreement by negotiation, inquiry, mediation, conciliation, 
arbitration, judicial settlement, or other peaceful means 
of their own choice." 

ARTICLE 19 

Article XIV of the Agreement is amended to read as 
follows: 

"ARTICLE XIV - Definitions  

"A. "Byproduct material" means any radioactive 
material (except special nuclear material) yielded in or 
made radioactive by exposure to the radiation incident to 
the process of producing or utilizing special nuclear 
material. 

"B. "Classified" means a security designation of 
"confidential" or higher applied under the laws and 
regulations of either Canada or the United State to any 
data, information, materials, services or other matters, 
and includes "Restricted Data". 

"C. "Component" means any part of equipment and 
devices or other part, other than major critical 
components, so designated by agreement between the 
Parties. 
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"D. "Designated nuclear technology" means any 
information which is important to the design, production 
(including construction and fabrication), or operation 
(including maintenance and testing) of any heavy water 
production facility, heavy water moderated reactor, or any 
facility designed or used primarily for uranium enrichment, 
reprocessing of nuclear fuel, or fabrication of nuclear 
fuel containing plutonium, or other important information, 
and which is designated as such by the supplier Party after 
consultation with the recipient Party and prior to the 
supply of such information. 

"E. "Equipment and devices" means production or 
utilization facilities, or any facility for the production 
of heavy water or fabrication of nuclear fuel containing 
plutonium, or any other facility so designated by agreement 
of the Parties. 

"F. "Information" means technical data in physical 
form including but not limited to technical drawings, 
photographic negatives and prints, recordings, design data 
and technical and operating manuals that can be used in 
design, production (including construction and 
fabrication), or operation (including maintenance and 
testing) of equipment and devices, major critical 
components, components or material, except technical data 
which is in the public domain. 

"G. "Major critical component" means any part or 
group of parts important to the operation of equipment and 
devices and so designated by agreement between the Parties. 

"H. "Material" means source or special nuclear 
material, moderator material or any other substance so 
designated by agreement of the Parties. 

"I. "Moderator material" means any heavy water or 
graphite as defined in Annex B of this Agreement, or any 
other substance so designated by agreement of the Parties 
which is suitable for use in any reactor to slow down high 
velocity neutrons and increase the likelihood of further 
fission. 

"J. "Party" means in the case of United States of 
America the Government of the United States of America, and 
in the case of Canada the Government of Canada. "Supplier 
Party" means the government from whose jurisdiction the 
transfer is effected and "recipient Party" means the 
government into whose jurisdiction the transfer is 
effected. 

"K. "Person" means any individual, corporation, 
partnership, firm, association, trust, estate, public or 
private institution, group, governmental agency, or 
government corporation, but does not include the Parties to 
this Agreement. 

"L. "Pilot plant" means a device operated to acquire 
specific data for the design of a full-scale plant and 
which utilizes the process, or a portion thereof, and the 
types of components which would be used in a full-scale 
production plant. 
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"M. "Production facility" means any nuclear reactor 
designed or used primarily for the formation of plutonium 
or uranium 233, any facility designed or used for the 
separation of the isotopes of uranium or plutonium, any 
facility designed or used for the processing of irradiated 
materials containing special nuclear material, or any other 
items so designated by agreement of the Parties. 

"N. "Reactor" means any apparatus, other than a 
nuclear weapon or other nuclear explosive device, in which 
a self-sustaining fission chain reaction is maintained by 
utilizing uranium, plutonium or thorium, or by combination 
thereof, or any other apparatus so designated by agreement 
of the Parties. 

O. "Restricted Data" means all data concerning (1) 
design, manufacture or utilization of atomic weapons; (2) 
the production of special nuclear material; or (3) the use 
of special nuclear material in the production of energy, 
but shall not include data declassified or removed from the 
Restricted Data category pursuant to United States law. 

"P. "Source material" means uranium containing the 
mixture of isotopes occurring in nature; uranium depleted 
in the isotope 235; thorium; any of the foregoing in the 
form of metal, alloy, chemical compound or concentrate; or 
any other substance so designated by agreement of the 
Parties. 

"12. "Special nuclear material" means (1) plutonium, 
uranium enriched in the isotope 233 or 235, but does not 
include source material; (2) any material enriched by any 
of the foregoing, but does not include source material; or 
(3) any other substance so designated by agreement of the 
Parties. 

"R. "Utilization facility" means any reactor other 
than the one designed or used primarily for the formation 
of plutonium or uranium 233. 

"S. "Uranium enriched in the isotope 233 or 235" 
means uranium containing the isotope 233 or 235 or both in 
an amount such that the abundance ratio of the sum of these 
isotopes to the isotope 238 is greater than the abundance 
ratio of the isotope 235 to the isotope 238 occurring in 
nature." 

ARTICLE 20 

The Agreement is amended by: 

(a) inserting the following new Article after Article 
XIV: 

"ARTICLE XV - Annexes  

"Annexes A and B shall constitute an integral part of 
this Agreement."; and 

(b) attaching to the Agreement the following Annexes 
A and B: 
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"ANNEX A" 

"Pursuant to paragraph H of Article XII, the agreed 
levels of physical security to be ensured by the competent 
national authorities in the use, storage and transportation of 
the materials listed in the attached table shall as a minimum 
include protection characteristics as below. 

"Category III" 

"Use and storage within an area to which access is 
controlled. 

"Transportation under special precautions including 
prior arrangements among sender, recipient and carrier, and 
prior agreement between entities subject to the jurisdiction and 
regulation of supplier and recipient states, respectively, in 
case of international transport, specifying time, place and 
procedures for transferring transport responsibility. 

"Category II" 

"Use and storage within a protected area to which 
access is controlled, i.e., an area under constant surveillance 
by guards or electronic devices, surrounded by a physical 
barrier with a limited number of points of entry under 
appropriate control, or any area with an equivalent level of 
physical protection. 

"Transportation under special precautions including 
prior arrangements among sender, recipient and carrier, and 
prior agreement between entities subject to the jurisdiction and 
regulation of supplier and recipient states, respectively, in 
case of international transport, specifying time, place and 
procedures for transferring transport responsibilities. 

"Category I" 

"Material in this category shall be protected with 
highly reliable systems against unauthorized use as follows: 

"Use and storage within a highly protected area, i.e., 
a protected area as defined for Category II above, to which, in 
addition, access is restricted to persons whose trustworthiness 
has been determined, and which is under surveillance by guards 
who are in close communication with appropriate response 
forces. Specific measures taken in this context should have as 
their objective the detection and prevention of any assault, 
unauthorized access or unauthorized removal of material. 

"Transportation under special precautions as 
identified above for transportation of Categories II and III 
materials and, in addition, under constant surveillance by 
escorts and under conditions which assure close communication 
with appropriate response forces. 
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"ANNEX B" 

"Heavy Water and Graphite" 

"1. Deuterium and deuterium compounds: Deuterium and 
any deuterium compound in which the ratio of deuterium to 
hydrogen exceeds 1:5000 for use in a reactor, as defined in 
paragraph I pf Article XIV of this Agreement, in quantities 
exceeding 200 kg of deuterium atoms in any period of 12 months. 

"2. Nuclear grade graphite: Graphite having a purity 
level better than five parts per million boron equivalent and 
with a density greater than 1.50 grams per cubic centimeter in 
quantities exceeding 30 metric tons in any period of 12 months." 

ARTICLE 21 

A. This Protocol shall enter into force upon the date 
upon which the Parties exchange diplomatic notes informing each 
other that they have complied with all applicable requirements 
for its entry into force.ri] 

B. The Agreements effected by the Exchanges of Notes 
of January 28 and 30, 1969, March 18 and 25, 1976, and November 
15, 1977, shall terminate upon the entry into force of this 
Protocol. 

July 9, 1980. 

[Footnote added by the Department of State.] 
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PROTOCOLE MODIFIANT L'ACCORD DE COOPÉRATION 
ENTRE LE GOUVERNEMENT DES ÉTATS-UNIS D'AMÉRIQUE 

ET LE GOUVERNEMENT DU CANADA 
CONCERNANT LES EMPLOIS CIVILS DE L'ÉNERGIE ATOMIQUE, 

DANS SA FORME MODIFIÉE 

Le Gouvernement des États-Unis d'Amérique et le 

Gouvernement du Canada, 

Désirant modifier l'Accord de coopération concernant 

les emplois civils de l'énergie atomique, signé par le 

Gouvernement des États-Unis d'Amérique et le Gouvernement du 

Canada a Washington le 15 juin 1955, et modifié par les Accords 

signés á Washington le 26 juin 1956, le 11 juin 1960 et le 

25 mai 1962 (ci-apras appelé l'Accord) et auquel sont venus 

s'ajouter les Échanges de Notes des 28 et 30 janvier 1969, des 

18 et 25 mars 1976 et du 15 novembre 1977; 

Reconnaissant que le Canada, Rtat non doté de l'arme 

nucléaire, a conclu avec l'Agence internationale de l'énergie 

atomique le 21 février 1972 un Accord relatif á l'application de 

garanties dans le cadre du Traité sur la non-prolifération des 

armes nucléaires, et 

Reconnaissant que les États-Unis, État doté de l'arme 

nucléaire selon le sens donné A cette expression dans le Traité 

sur la non-prolifération des armes nucléaires, projettent de 

conclure sous peu avec l'Agence internationale de l'énergie 

atomique un accord de garanties portant sur l'application de ces 

garanties aux États-Unis; 

Sont convenus de ce qui suit: 

ARTICLE PREMIER 

Le préambule de l'Accord est modifié de la fagon 
ci-apras: 

a) remplacement du not "quelques" dans la premiare phrase 
par les mots "de nombreuses"; 
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b) substitution, dans la septiame phrase, des mots "de 
leurs programmes respectifs visant l'énergie atomique" par les 
mots "de leurs programmes visant l'utilisation pacifique de 
l'énergie atomique"; et 

c) suppression de l'avant-derniare phrase. 

ARTICLE 2 

L'Article I de l'Accord est modifié, la date 
d'expiration devenant le "ler janvier 2000". 

ARTICLE 3 

Le nouvel article ci-apras est inséré dans l'Accord a 
la suite de l'Article I: 

"ARTICLE I BIS - Champ d'application des garanties" 

"La coopération dans le cadre du présent Accord 
nécessitera l'application des garanties: 

"A. par l'Agence internationale de l'énergie atomique 
en ce qui a trait á toutes les activités nucléaires 
exercées sur le territoire du Canada, sous sa compétence 
ou menées sous son controle en quelque lieu que ce soit. 
L'application de l'Accord entre le Gouvernement du Canada 
et l'Agence internationale de l'énergie atomique relatif 
au Trait é sur la non-prolifération des armes nucléaires 
sera considérée comme satisfaisant á cette obligation. 

"B. par l'Agence internationale de l'énergie atomique 
en ce qui a trait á toutes les activités nucléaires 
civiles exercées sur le territoire des Ctats-Unis, sous 
leur compétence ou menées sous leur contrOle en quelque 
lieu que ce soit. L'application de l'Accord proposé entre 
les ¿tats-Unis d'Amérique et l'Agence internationale de 
l'énergie atomique pour l'application des garanties aux 
Ctats-Unis d'Amérique sera considérée comme satisfaisant á 
cette obligation." 

ARTICLE 4 

L'Article II de l'Accord est modifié de la fagon 
ci-apras: 

a) ajout de la nouvelle phrase suivante á la fin du 
premier paragraphe: "Si des données exclusives sont 
transférées, les deux Parties feront toute diligence pour 
veiller á ce que la nature exclusive de ces données soit 
respectée."; et 

b) le paragraphe E est modifié de la fagon ci-apras: 

"E. Santo et sécurité  

"Tout le domaine de la santa et de la sécurité se 
rattachant au présent article. En outre, les problames de santé 
et de sécurité touchant l'individu et son milieu ainsi que la 
population civile dans son ensemble, exception faite des 
dispositions du paragraphe A." 
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ARTICLE 5 

L'Article II BIS de l'Accord est modifié de la fagon 
ci-apras: 

a) suppression du "A." au début du premier paragraphe; et 

b) suppression du paragraphe B. 

ARTICLE 6 

L'Article IV de l'Accord est modifié de la fagon 
ci-apras: 

a) remplacement des termes "outillage-dispositifs" par 
les termes "outillage-dispositifs, principaux composants 
d'importance cruciale et composants", tant dans le titre que 
dans le corps de l'article; et 

b) suppression des mots ",sans préjudice des dispositions 
de l'Article VII" dans la premiere phrase. 

ARTICLE 7 

L'Article V de l'Accord est modifié de la fagon 
ci-apras: 

"ARTICLE V - Autres dispositions relatives aux matiares et au  
matériel, á l'outillage-dispositifs, aux principaux composants  
d'importance cruciale,  aux composants, ainsi qu'aux  
renseignements et aux .;ervices  

"Ii est envisagé que, selon les dispositions du 
présent article, des personnes des États-Unis ou du Canada 
pourront traiter directement avec l'une ou l'autre Partie 
ou avec des personnes dans l'autre pays. En consequence, 
en ce qui concerne les categories de renseignements qu'il 
est convenu d'échanger aux termes de l'Article II et sous 
reserve des conditions énoncées a cet article, l'une ou 
l'autre Partie, de méme que les personnes relevant de la 
competence de l'une ou l'autre Partie pourront étre 
autorisées a prendre des dispositions en vue de transférer 
et d'exporter des matiares, du materiel, de 
l'outillage-dispositifs, des composants principaux 
d'importance cruciale, des composants et des 
renseignements et d'assurer des services á l'autre Partie 
ou 1 des personnes relevant de la compétence de l'autre 
Partie et autorisées par cette derniare á recevoir at á 
posséder ces elements, ainsi qu'a faire usage des 
services, sous reserve: 

"A. des lois, raglements et conditions d'autorisation 
applicables des Parties; at 

"B. de l'approbation de la Partie de la competence de 
laquelle releve la personne lorsque ces éléments ou 
services sont assortis d'une classification de sécurité ou 
lorsqu'il est nécessaire, pour fournir ces elements ou 
assurer ces services, de communiquer des renseignements 
assortis d'une classification de sécurité." 

ARTICLE 8 

L'Article VI de l'Accord est modifié de la fagon 
ci-apras: 
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a) suppression des deux derniers sous-paragraphes du 
paragraphe A; 

b) suppression des termes ",sous réserve des dispositions 
de l'Article VII" dans le paragraphe F; et 

c) suppression du paragraphe D et transformation de "E" 
et "F" en "D" et "E". 

ARTICLE 9 

L'Article VII de l'Accord est supprimé et l'Article VI 
BIS de l'Accord devient l'Article VII. 

ARTICLE 10 

L'Article VIII de l'Accord est modifié de la fagon 
ci-apres: les termes "l'outillage et les dispositifs" dans la 
premiere phrase sont remplacés par les termes 
"l'outillage-dispositifs, les principaux composants d'importance 
cruciale et les composants". 

ARTICLE 11 

L'Article X de l'Accord est modifié de la fagon 
ci-apres: 

"ARTICLE X - Sécurité  

"Les Parties conviennent que tous les renseignements 
assortis d'une classification de sécurité, matieres et 
matériel, outillage et dispositifs, principaux composants 
d'importance cruciale et composants assujettis au présent 
Accord seront protégés par des mesures de sécurité 
mutuellement convenues." 

ARTICLE 12 

L'Accord est modifié par l'insertion, apres 
l'Article X, du nouvel article suivant: 

"ARTICLE X BIS - Champ d'application de l'Accord  

"A. La technologie nucléaire designee, 
l'outillage-dispositifs, les principaux composants 
d'importance cruciale, les composants ainsi que les 
matieres et le materiel transférés du territoire de l'une 
des Parties sur le territoire de l'autre Partie, 
directement ou par l'intermédiaire d'un tiers pays ou d'un 
groupe de pays, et que ce soit pour utilisation sur place 
dans le territoire de l'autre Partie ou pour retransfert 
sur le territoire de la Partie fournisseuse ou sur le 
territoire d'un tiers pays ou d'un groupe de pays, seront 
assujettis au present Accord, si les Parties en sont 
convenues par voie de notification écrite avant le 
transfert. 

"B. Les matieres brutes et les matieres nucléaires 
spéciales produites par l'utilisation de matitres brutes 
ou de matieres nucléaires spéciales asqujetties au présent 
Accord seront également assujetties au present Accord. 
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"C. Les matiares brutes et les matitres nucléaires 
spaciales produites, trait*es ou utilises á l'aide 
d'outillage-dispositifs, de principaux composants 
d'importance cruciale ou d'une substance de ralentissement 
assujettis au présent Accord seront agalement assujetties 
au présent Accord. 

"D. Toute substance de ralentíssement produite par 
l'utilisation de l'outillage-dispositifs ou de principaux 
composants d'importance cruciale assujettis au present 
Accord sera également assujettie au present Accord. 

"E. L'outillage-dispositifs ou les principaux 
composants d'importance cruciale sous la compétence de la 
Partie destinataire et que celle-cí, ou la Partie 
fournisseuse apras consultation avec la Partie 
destinataire, a désignas comme Itant congus, construits ou 
exploits sur la base ou á l'aide d'une technologie 
nucléaire désignée assujettie au present Accord, et que la 
Partie fournisseuse a transférés á la Partie destinataire, 
seront assujettis au present Accord. 

"F. Les principaux composants d'importance cruciale 
sous la competence de la Partie destinataire et que 
celle-ci, ou la Partie fournisseuse apras consultation 
avec la Partie destinataire, a désignés comise atant un 
composant principal d'importance cruciale congu, construit 
ou exploit* sur la base ou á l'aide d'une technologie 
nuclaaire désignae darivae d'un composant principal 
d'importance cruciale du mame type et assujetti au présent 
Accord, et que la Partie fournisseuse a transféras á la 
Partie destinataire, seront assujettis au present Accord. 

"G. Toute installation sous la competence de la 
Partie destinataire utilisée i) pour l'enrichissement ou 
le retraitement ou ii) pour la production d'eau lourde 
sera dafinitivement réputée atre assujettie au present 
Accord si ladite installation tombe sous le coup des 
paragraphes A ou B de l'Article I BIS et si elle est 
congue, construite ou exploitae sur la base ou á l'aide 
d'une technologie nucléaire désignée ou d'un composant 
principal d'importance cruciale du mame type que la 
technologie nucléaire désignée ou qu'un composant 
principal d'importance cruciale assujettis au present 
Accord et qui ont et é transférés á la Partie destinataire 
par la Partie fournisseuse apras l'entrae en vigueur du 
présent article et dans les vingt ans qui précadent la 
date de mise en fonctionnement de ladite installation, et 
si ladite installation a été designee comise telle par la 
Partie destinataire ou par la Partie fournisseuse apras 
consultation avec la Partie destinataire. 

"H. Toute installation sous la competence de la 
Partie destinataire et utilisée i) pour l'enrichissement 
ou le retraitement, ou ii) pour la production d'eau lourde 
sera définitivement réputée étre assujettie au present 
Accord, si ladite installation tombe sous le coup des 
paragraphes A ou B de l'Article I BIS et si: 

1) une installation du Warne type ou un composant 
principal d'importance cruciale de ladite installation 
ou une technologie nucléaire connexe designée 
assujettie au présent Accord a *t* transférae á ladite 
Partie, apras l'entrée en vigueur du présent article 
et avant la date de mise en fonctionnement de ladite 
installation; 
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2) ladite installation a été designee par la 
Partie destinataire, ou par la Partie fournisseuse 
apras consultation avec la Partie destinataire, commt 
une installation dont la conception, la construction 
ou le mode d'exploitation est essentiellement du mame 
type que pour une installation congue, construite ou 
exploitée sur la base ou á l'aide d'une installation 
transferee, d'un composant principal d'importance 
cruciale lié á celle-ci, ou d'une technologie 
nucléaire connexe designee mentionnée au 
sous-paragraphe 1); et 

3) la mise en fonctionnement de ladite 
installation intervient dans les vingt ans suivant la 
date de la mise en fonctionnement d'une installation 
ou d'un composant principal d'importance cruciale 
mentionné au sous-paragraphe 1), ou si la mise en 
fonctionnement de ladite installation intervient dans 
les vingt ans suivant la date de la mise en 
fonctionnement d'une installation ou d'un composant 
principal d'importance cruciale congu, construit ou 
exploit sur la base d'une technologie nucléaire 
designee qui a été transferee et qui est mentionnée au 
sous-paragraphe 1). 

Ni le present paragraphe ni le paragraphe G ne limiteront 
ou ne restreindront la porte des paragraphes E ou F, y 
compris en ce qui concerne la dure d'exercice du droit 
donne en vertu de ces paragraphes d'indiquer 
l'outillage-dispositifs, ou les principaux composants 
d'importance cruciale comme ayant été construits ou 
exploités sur la base ou á l'aide de la technologie 
nucléaire designee transferee ou de principaux composants 
d'importance cruciale transférés, ni ne limitent la dure 
des garanties et autres contr8les imposés aux termes du 
present Accord. 

"I. Les matiares brutes et les matiares nucléaires 
speciales, les substances de ralentissement, 
l'outillage-dispositifs, les principaux composants 
d'importance cruciale, les composants, les renseignements 
classifies, les renseignements faisant l'objet d'une 
diffusion restreinte et la technologie nucléaire designee 
qui étaient assujettis au present Accord ou aux Échanges 
de Notes des 28 et 30 janvier 1969, des 18 et 25 mars 1976 
ou du 15 novembre 1977, avant l'entrée en vigueur du 
present article, et qui sont inclus dans un inventaire 
convenu devant étre établi par les autorités 
gouvernementales compétentes de chaque Partie, seront 
assujettis au present Accord." 

ARTICLE 13 

L'Article XI de l'Accord est modifié de la fagon ci-apras: 

"ARTICLE XI - Garanties 

"A. Les matiares et le materiel assujettis au present 
Accord, toute matiare brute et toute matiare nucléaire 
spéciale utilisées dans tout composant assujetti au 
present Accord, ou produites par l'utilisation dudit 
composant, et sur lesquelles le Canada a competence, 
seront assujetties aux garanties en conformité avec 
l'Accord entre le Canada et l'Agence internationale de 
l'énergie atomique mentionné á l'Article I BIS. 
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"B. Les matiares et le matériel assujettis au présent 
Accord, les matiares brutes et les matiares nucléaires 
spéciales utilisées dans tout composant assujetti au 
présent Accord, ou produites par l'utilisation dudit 
composant, et sur lesquelles les 2tats-Unis ont 
compétence, seront assujetties aux garanties en conformité 
avec l'Accord entre les Ctats-Unis et l'Agence 
internationale de l'énergie atomique mentionné á l'Article 
I BIS. 

"C'. Si, pour une quelconque raison, les garanties de 
l'Agence internationale de l'énergie atomique ne sont pas 
ou ne seront pas appliquées aux matitres et au matériel 
assujettis au présent Accord ou produits par l'utilisation 
de tout composant assujetti au présent Accord d'une 
maniare qui, de l'avis des deux Parties, est conforme á 
l'Accord pertinent mentionné aux paragraphes A ou B, les 
Parties, afin d'assurer la continuité effective des 
garanties concernant lesdites matiares et ledit matériel, 
négocieront sur-le-champ des arrangements conformes aux 
príncipes et pratiques de l'Agence en matiare de 
garanties, avec la couverture requise conformément á ces 
paragraphes et prévue par les arrangements administratifs 
appropriés, et qui donnent des assurances equivalentes á 
celles prévues par le systtme de garanties qu'elles 
remplacent. Les Parties devront se consulter et s'aider 
en ce qui a trait I l'application de ces garanties. 

"D. Sur demande de l'une des Parties, l'autre Partie 
présentera un rapport ou permettra á l'Agence 
internationale de l'énergie atomique de présenter un 
rapport sur l'état de tous les inventaires des matiares et 
du matériel assujettis aux paragraphes A ou B, selon le 
cas. 

ARTICLE 14 

L'Article XII de l'Accord est modifié de la fagon 
ci-apras: 

"ARTICLE XII - Garanties  

"A. Les garanties prévues á l'Article XI seront 
maintenues. 

"B. La technologie nucléaire désignée, les matiares 
et le matériel, l'outillage-dispositifs, les principaux 
composants d' importance cruciale et les composants 
assujettis au present Accord, ainsi que les matiares et le 
matériel utilisés dans ceux-ci ou produits par 
l'utilisation de ceux-ci, et sur lesquels l'une des 
Parties a compétence, ne devront pas servir A quelqu'engin 
explosif nucléaire que ce soit, ou á des recherches liées 
á un engin explosif nucléaire ou encore au développement 
d'un tel engin. 

"C. La technologie nucléaire désignée, les matiares 
et le matériel, l'outillage-dispositifs, les principaux 
composants d'importance cruciale et les composants 
assujettis au présent Accord, ainsi que les matiares 
brutes ou les matiares nucléaires spéciales utilisées dans 
ceux-ci ou produites par l'utilisation de tout composant 
assujetti au présent Accord, et sur lesquels l'une des 
Parties a compétence, ne seront pas utilisées á quelque 
fin militaire que ce soit. 
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"D. La technologie nucléaire désignée, les matiéres 
et le matériel, l'outillage-dispositifs, les principaux 
composants d'importance cruciale, les composants et les 
renseignements faisant l'objet d'une diffusion restreinte 
assujettis au présent Accord et sur lesquels l'une des 
Parties a compétence, ne seront pas transférés á des 
personnes non autorisées ou, á moms que les Parties n'en 
conviennent autrement, au den de la juridiction 
territoriale de ladite Partie. 

"E. Les matiares brutes et les matiares nuclélires 
spéciales assujetties au présent Accord et sur lesquelles 
l'une des Patties a compétence ne seront pas retraitées á 
moms que les Parties n'en conviennent autrement. Le 
plutonium, l'uranium contenant plus de 12 pour cent 
d'isotope 233, l'uranium enrichi jusqu'á 20 pour cent ou 
plus d'isotope 235, une source irradie ou des matiares 
nucléaires spéciales assujettis au présent Accord et sur 
lesquels l'une des Parties a compétence, ne seront pas 
modifiées dans leur forme ou leur contenu, sauf par 
irradiation ou nouvelle irradiation, á moms que les 
Parties n'en conviennent autrement. 

"F. Le plutonium (sauf lorsqu'il est contenu dans des 
éléments combustibles irradiés), l'uranium contenant plus 
de 12 pour cent de l'isotope 233 et l'uranium enrichi de 
20 pour cent ou plus de l'isotope 235, assujettis au 
présent Accord et sur lesquels l'une des Parties a 
compétence ne seront entreposés que dans des installations 
dont les Parties auront convenu á l'avance. 

"G. L'uranium assujetti au présent Accord et sur 
lequel l'une des Parties a compétence ne pourra étre 
enrichi de plus de 20 pour cent d'isotope 235, moms que 
les Parties n'en conviennent autrement. 

"H. Des mesures de sécurité physique appropriées 
devront étre maintenues en ce qui a trait aux matilres et 
au matériel, ainsi qu'á l'outillage-dispositifs assujettis 
au présent Accord, et sur lesquels l'une des Parties a 
compétence, et qui sont également assujettis h l'Accord 
pertinent mentionné á l'Article I BIS. Les Parties 
conviennent des niveaux concernant l'application des 
mesures de sécurité physique énoncés á l'Annexe A, 
lesquels niveaux peuvent étre modifiés par consentement 
mutuel des deux Parties. Les Parties devront maintenir 
des mesures de sécurité physique adéquates en conformité 
avec ces niveaux. Les mesures devront assurer une 
protection au moms comparable A celle décrite dans le 
document INFCIRC/225/Révision 1 de l'Agence internationale 
de l'énergie atomique intitulé "La protection physique des 
matibres nucléaires" ou dans toute revision de ce document 
dont auront convenu les Parties. Les Parties se 
consulteront périodiquement, ou á la demande de l'une 
d'entre elles, en ce qui a trait aux questions lies á la 
sécurité physique. 

"I. Aucune des Parties ne pourra refuser de donner 
son accord sur une des questions mentionnées aux 
paragraphes D, E, F ou G, dans le but de s'assurer un 
avantage commercial." 

ARTICLE 15 

L'Accord est modifié par l'insertion, apras 
l'Article XII, du nouvel article suivant: 
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"ARTICLE XII BIS - Conditions convenues  

"A. Si, á quelque moment que ce soit aprhs l'entrée 
en vigueur du présent article, une Partie déroge aux 
dispositions de l'Article XI ou XII, ou dénonce, abroge ou 
viole matériellement un accord de garanties avec l'Agence 
internationale de l'énergie atomique, l'autre Partie 
pourra: 

"1) cesser toute coopération ultérieure en vertu 
du présent Accord; et 

"2) exiger le retour de toutes matitres et de 
tout matériel, de tout outillage-dispositifs, de tous 
composants principaux d'importance cruciale et de tous 
composants assujettis au présent Accord ainsi que de 
toutes matihres nucléaires spéciales produites par 
l'utilisation des composants assujettis au présent 
Accord. 

"B. Si, á quelque moment que ce soit aprbs l'entrée 
en vigueur du présent article, le Canada fait exploser un 
engin nucléaire, ou si les États-Unis font exploser un 
engin nucléaire en utilisant toutes matilres brutes ou 
toutes matilres nucléaires spéciales assujetties aux 
garanties de l'Agence internationale de l'énergie atomique 
ou á un accord aux termes duquel les États-Unis ne sont 
tenus de les utiliser qu'l des fins pacifiques, l'autre 
Partie aura les droits précisés aux sous-paragraphes 1 et 
2 du paragraphe A. 

"C. Si l'une ou l'autre Partie se prévaut des droits 
que lui confhrent les paragraphes A ou B pour exiger le 
retour de toutes matiCres et de tout matériel, de tout 
outillage-dispositifs, ou de tous composants principaux 
d'importance cruciale ou composants, les Parties devront 
procéder aux arrangements appropriés qui pourront étre 
requis et qui ne seront pas assujettis a tout autre accord 
entre les Parties, ainsi que le prévoit autrement 
l'Article XII. 

"D. Nonobstant la suspension, la dénonciation ou 
l'expiration du présent Accord ou de toute coopération en 
vertu audit Accord, pour quelque raison que ce soit, les 
articles XI et XII et les paragraphes A, B et C du présent 
Article resteront en vigueur aussi longtemps que toute 
technologie nucléaire désignée, toutes matihres et tout 
matériel, tout outillage-dispositifs, tous composants 
principaux d'importance cruciale ou tous composants 
assujettis aux présentes dispositions resteront dans le 
territoire de la Partie concernée ou sous sa compétence ou 
sous son contr8le en quelque lieu que ce soit, ou jusqu'á 
ce que les Parties conviennent que ces technologies 
nucléaires désignées, ces matihres et ce matériel, cet 
outillage-dispositifs, ces principaux composants 
d'importance cruciale et ces composants ne peuvent plus 
servir á aucune activité nucléaire vise par les 
garanties." 

ARTICLE 16 

L'Accord est modifié par l'insertion, aprbs l'Article 
XII BIS, du nouvel article suivant: 
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"ARTICLE XII TER - Consultations  

"A. Les Parties se consulteront en tout temps á la 
demande de l'une ou l'autre Partie concernant 
l'application du présent Accord. Tout différend portant 
sur l'interprétation ou sur l'application du present 
Accord fera l'objet de consultations entre les deux 
Parties en vue de résoudre ce différend., 

"B. Les organismes gouvernementaux compétents des 
deux Parties devront convenir d'arrangements 
administratifs visant l'application du présent Accord." 

ARTICLE 17 

L'Article XIII de l'Accord est modifié de la fagon 
ci-apras: 

"ARTICLE XIII - Responsabilité en ce qui concerne  
l'utílisation des renseignements, des matiares et du  
matériel, de l'outillage-dispositífs, des principaux  
composants d'importance cruciale et des composants  

"L'application ou l'utilisation de tous 
renseignements, de toutes matiares et de tout materiel, de 
tout outillage-dispositifs, de tous principaux composants 
d'importance cruciale ou de tous composants échangés ou 
transférés entre les Parties aux termes du présent Accord 
incombera á la Partie receveuse, et l'autre Partie ne 
garantit ni l'exactitude ni le caractare complet des 
renseignements et elle ne garantit aucunement que lesdits 
renseignements, matiares et matériel, 
outillage-dispositifs, principaux composants d'importance 
cruciale et composants puissent servir á 
quelqu'utilisation ou application particuliare." 

ci-apras: 

ARTICLE 18 

L'Article XIII BIS de l'Accord est modifié de la fagon 

"ARTICLE XIII BIS - Raglement des différends 

"Les Parties devront chercher á résoudre tout 
différend concernant l'interprétation ou l'application du 
present Accord par voie de négociation, d'enguate, de 
médiation, de conciliation, d'arbitrage, de rtglement 
judiciaire ou d'autres moyens pacifiques de leur choix." 

ARTICLE 19 

L'Article XIV de l'Accord est modifié de la fagon 
ci-apras: 

"ARTICLE XIV - Definitions  

"A. Le terme "sous-produit" désigne toute matiare 
radioactive (á l'exception des matiares nuclaaires 
spéciales) produite ou rendue radioactive par l'exposition 
á des radiations inhérentes au processus de fabrication ou 
d'utilisation des matiares nucléaires spéciales. 

"B. L'expression "assorti d'une classification de 
sécurité" signifie revatu de la mention "Confidentiel" ou 
d'une mention de sécurité plus élevée appliquée en vertu 
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des lois et rtglements du Canada ou des États-Unis a 
toutes données, á tous renseignements, matériaux, services 
ou á toute autre question, et comprend les "renseignements 
faisant l'objet d'une diffusion restreinte". 

"C. Le terme "composant" désigne toute partie de 
l'outillage-dispositifs ou toute autre partie désignée 
come telle d'un commun accord par les Parties, á 
l'exception des principaux composants d'importance 
cruciale. 

'D. Les termes "tecfinologie nucléaire designee" 
désignent tout renseignement pertinent a la conception, á 
la production (y compris la construction et la 
fabrication), ou á l'exploitation (y compris la 
maintenance et les essais) de toute installation de 
production d'eau lourde, de tout réacteur modéré á l'eau 
lourde ou de toute installation congue ou utilisée 
principalement á des fins d'enrichissement de l'uranium, 
de retraitement du combustible nucléaire, ou de 
fabrication de combustible nucléaire contenant du 
plutonium, ou tout autre renseignement important, et qui 
est désigné comise tel par la Partie fournisseuse apras 
consultation avec la Partie destinataire et avant le 
transfert dudit renseignement. 

"E. Le terme "outillage-dispositifs" designe les 
installations de production ou d'utilisation, ou toute 
installation servant á la production d'eau lourde ou á la 
fabrication de combustible nucléaire contenant du 
plutonium, ou toute autre installation désignée comise 
telle d'un commun accord par les Parties. 

"F. Le terme "renseignement" désigne des données 
techniques sous forme matérielle, y compris mais non 
exclusivement des dessins techniques, des négatifs et des 
épreuves photographiques, des enregistrements, des données 
descriptives ainsi que des manuels techniques et manuels 
d'exploitation pouvant servir á la conception, á la 
production (y compris la construction et la fabrication) 
ou á l'exploitation (y compris la maintenance et les 
essais) d'outillage-dispositifs, de composants principaux 
d'importance cruciale, de composants ou de matiares et de 
materiel, á l'exception des données techniques accessibles 
au public. 

"G. L'expression "principaux composants d'importance 
cruciale" désigne toute partie ou tout groupe de parties 
importantes pour l'exploitation d'outillage- dispositifs 
et désignés comme telles d'un commun accord entre les 
Parties. 

"H. Les termes "matiares et materiel" désignent les 
matiares brutes ou les matiares nucléaires spéciales, les 
substances de ralentissement ou toute autre substance 
désignée comise telle d'un commun accord entre les Parties. 

"I. Les termes "substance de ralentissement" 
désignent toute eau lourde ou tout graphite tel que ces 
termes sont définis á l'Annexe B du présent Accord, ou 
toute autre substance ainsi designee d'un commun accord 
entre les Parties et qui peut étre utilisée dans tout 
réacteur pour ralentir les neutrons rapides et augmenter 
les possibilités de nouvelle fission. 

"J. Le terme "Partie" désigne pour les États-Unis, le 
Gouvernement des États-Unis d'Amérique, et pour le Canada, 
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le Gouvernement du Canada. Les termes "Partie 
fournisseuse" désignent le gouvernement de la competence 
duquel le transfert est effectué et les termes "Partie 
destinataire", le gouvernement dans la compétence duguel 
le transfert est effectué. 

"K. Le terne "personne" désigne tout individu, toute 
société constituée en corporation, toute société en nom 
collectif, toute firme, toute association, toute 
institution de gestion, toute succession, toute 
institution publique ou prive, tout groupe, tout 
organisme ou toute société d'État, mais ne comprend pas 
les Parties au present Accord. 

"L. Les termes "usine pilote" désignent un dispositif 
exploit é en vue d'acquérir des données précises concernant 
la conception d'une grande usine et utilisant les procédés 
ou une partie de ceux-ci, et le genre de composants 
susceptibles d'étre employes dans une grande usine de 
production. 

"M. Les termes "installation de production" designent 
tout réacteur nucléaire congu ou utilise principalement 
pour la formation de plutonium ou d'uranium 233, toute 
installation congue ou utilise pour la separation des 
isotopes d'uranium ou de plutonium, toute installation 
congue ou utilise pour le traitement des matiares 
irradiées contenant des matiares nucléaires spéciales, ou 
tout autre element désigné comme tel d'un commun accord 
entre les Parties. 

"N. Le terne "réacteur" désigne tout appareil, autre 
qu'une arme nucléaire ou autre engin explosif nucléaire, 
dans lequel s'effectue une reaction de fission en chaIne 
auto-entretenue grace a l'utilisation d'uranium, de 
plutonium ou de thorium ou d'une combinaison quelconque de 
ces trois elements, ou tout autre appareil désigné come 
tel d'un commun accord entre les Parties. 

"O. L'expression "renseignement faisant l'objet d'une 
diffusion restreinte" désigne toute donnée concernant 
1) la conception, la fabrication ou l'utilisation d'armes 
atomiques; 2) la production de matiares nucléaires 
spéciales; ou 3) l'utilisation de matiares nucléaires 
spéciales pour la production d'énergie, mais n'inclut pas 
les données déclassifiées ou retirees de la catégorie des 
renseignements faisant l'objet d'une diffusion restreinte, 
conformément la legislation des États-Unis. 

"P. Les termes "matiare brute" désignent l'uranium 
contenant le mélange d'isotopes naturels; l'uranium 
appauvri d'isotope 235; le thorium; et l'un quelconque des 
elements susmentionnés sous la forme de metal, d'alliage, 
de compose chimique ou de concentré; ou toute autre 
substance designee comme telle d'un commun accord entre 
les Parties. 

"O. Les termes "matiares nucléaires spéciales" 
désignent 1) le plutonium, l'uranium enrichi d'isotope 233 
ou 235, mais n'incluent pas les matiares brutes; 2) toute 
matiare enrichie par l'un ou l'autre des elements 
susmentionnés, mais n'incluent pas les matiares brutes; ou 
3) toute autre substance designee comme telle d'un commun 
accord entre les Parties. 

"R. Les termes "installation d'utilisation" désignent 
tout réacteur autre que celui congu ou utilise 
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principalement pour la formation de plutonium ou 
d'uranium 233. 

"S. L'expression "uranium enrichi d'isotope 233 ou 
235" désigne l'uranium contenant l'isotope 233 ou 235 ou 
les deux á la fois en une quantité telle que le rapport 
des teneurs entre la somme de ces isotopes et 
l'isotope 238 est plus grand que le rapport des teneurs 
entre l'isotope 235 et l'isotope 238 á l'état naturel." 

ARTICLE 20 

L'Accord est modifié de la fagon ci-apras: 

a) insertion du nouvel article suivant apras 
l'Article XIV: 

"ARTICLE XV - Annexes  

Les Annexes A et B constitueront une partie intégrante 
du présent Accord."; et 

b) adjonction des Annexes A et B suivantes á l'Accord: 

"ANNEXE A" 

"En conformité avec le paragraphe H de l'Article XII, 
les niveaux de protection physique convenus que les autorités 
nationales compétentes doivent assurer lors de l'utilisation, de 
l'entreposage et du transport des matiares énurnérées dans le 
tableau ci-joint devront comprendre au minimum les 
caractéristiques de protection suivantes: 

"Catégorie III" 

"Utilisation et entreposage á l'intérieur d'une zone dont 
l'accas est contreplé. 

"Transport avec des précautions spéciales comprenant des 
arrangements préalables entre l'expéditeur, le destinataire et 
le transporteur, et un accord préalable entre les organismes 
soumis á la juridiction et á la réglementation des États 
fournisseur et destinataire, respectivement, dans le cas d'un 
transport international, précisant l'heure, le lieu et les 
regles de transfert de la responsabilité du transport. 

"Catégorie II" 

"Utilisation et entreposage á l'intérieur d'une zone protégée 
dont l'accas est contr81é, c'est-á-dire, une zone placée sous la 
surveillance constante de gardes ou de dispositifs électroniques 
entourée d'une barriere physique avec un nombre limité de points 
d'entrée surveillés de maniere adéquate, ou toute zone ayant un 
niveau de protection physique equivalent. 

"Transport avec des precautions spéciales comprenant des 
arrangements préalables entre l'expéditeur, le destinataire et 
le transporteur, et un accord préalable entre les organismes 
soumis á la juridiction et á la réglementation des États 
fournisseur et destinataire, respectivemeht, dans le cas d'un 
transport international, précisant l'heure, le lieu et les 
regles de transfert de la responsabilité du transport. 
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"Catégorie I" 

"Les matiares entrant dans cette catégorie seront protégées 
contre toute utilisation non autorisée par des systames 
extrémement fiables come suit: 

"Utilisation et entreposage dans une zone hautement protégée, 
c'est-á-dire une zone protégée telle qu'elle est définie par la 
catégorie II ci-dessus, et dont, en outre, l'accas est limité 
aux personnes dont il a été établi qu'elles présentaient toutes 
garanties en matiare de sécurité, et qui est place sous la 
surveillance de gardes qui sont en liaison étroite avec des 
forces d'intervention appropriées. Les mesures spécifiques 
prises dans ce cadre devraient avoir pour objectif la détection 
et la prévention de toute attaque, de toute pénétration non 
autorisée ou de tout enlavement de matiares non autorisé. 

"Transport avec des précautions spéciales telles qu'eles sont 
définies ci-dessus pour le transport des matiares des 
catégories II et III et, en outre, sous la surveillance 
constante d'escortes et dans des conditions assurant une liaison 
étroite avec des forces d'intervention adéquates. 
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"ANNEXE B" 

"Eau lourde et graphite" 

"1. Deutérium et composes de deutérium  

Deutérium et tout compose de deutérium dans lequel le 
rapport deutérium/hydrogane dépasse 1/5000, destinés 
atre utilisés dans un réacteur, au sena donné au 
paragraphe I de l'Article XIV du present Accord, et 
fournis en quantités dépassant 200 kg d'atomes de 
deutérium pendant une période de 12 mois. 

"2. Graphite de pureté nucléaire  

Graphite d'une pureté supérieure a 5 parties par million 
d'équivalent de bore et d'une densité de plus de 
1,50 g cm3, fourni en quantités dépassant 30 tonnes 
métriques pendant une période de 12 mois." 

ARTICLE 21 

A. Le présent Protocole entre en vigueur a la date á laquelle 
les Parties proctdent a un gchange de Notes diplomatiques 
par lequel elles se notifient de l'accomplissement de 
toutes les formalités applicables a son entrée en vigueur. 

B. Les Accords vises par les gchanges de Notes des 28 et 
30 janvier 1969, des 18 et 25 mars 1976 et du 
15 novembre 1977 expireront das l'entrée en vigueur du 
présent Protocole. 

TIAS 9759 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned representatives, 

duly authorized by their respective Governments, have signed 

this Agreement. 

DONE in duplicate at Ottawa in the English and French 

languages, each text being equally authentic, this 

day of.0,24 1980. 

EN FOI DE QUOI, les représentants soussignées, dament 

authorisés par leurs Gouvernements respectifs, ont signé le 

présent Accord. 

FAIT en double exemplaire a Ottawa en frangais et en 

anglais, cheque texte faissant également foi, ce .23A4"4-1 

jour d¿r adtrbj 1980. 

[1] 
[SEAL] 

For tile Government of the 
United States of America 
Pour e Gouvernement des 
Etats-Unis d'Amérique 

[SEAL] 

For the Government of Canada 
Pour le Gouvernement du Canada 

Cyrus B. Vance. 
2 Mark MacGuigan. 
[Footnotes added by the Department of State.] 
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AGREED MINUTE 

During the negotiation of the Protocol amending the 

Agreement for Cooperation Concerning Civil Uses of Atomic Energy 

between the Government of the United States of America and the 

Government of Canada signed today the following understandings, 

which shall be an integral part of the Agreement, were reached. 

The Agreement provides a context for exchange of 

nuclear items between the United States and Canada. This does 

not constitute a legal commitment by either Party to engage in 

or permit any particular exchanges. As a general rule, however, 

the Governments will endeavour to expedite the issuance of 

approvals required for cooperation within the framework of the 

Agreement. 

It is understood that the Parties to the Agreement 

shall cooperate in accordance with their respective applicable 

national laws (including law based on treaties), regulations, 

and license requirements. 

With reference to paragraph B of Article I BIS of the 

Agreement, it was noted that the United States has completed 

negotiation with the Secretariat of the International Atomic 

Energy Agency on the text of an Agreement for the Application 

of Safeguards by the International Atomic Energy Agency in the 

United States of America, and that the text of the Agreement has 

been approved by the Board of Governors of the International 

Atomic Energy Agency. 
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Until that Agreement between the United States and the 

Agency enters into force, notwithstanding paragraph B of Article 

I BIS and paragraph B of Article XI, the requirement of 

paragraph B of Article I BIS shall be fulfilled in accordance 

with mutually satisfactory interim arrangements between Canada 

and the United States. 

In the event that the IAEA is not applying safeguards 

in accordance with either of the Agreements referred to in 

Article I BIS for reasons not related to circumstances described 

in paragraphs A or B of Article XII BIS, and provided the 

Parties enter into arrangements which conform to Agency 

safeguards principles and procedures, with coverage equivalent 

to the relevant Agreement referred to in Article I BIS, and 

which provide assurances equivalent to that intended to be 

secured by the system they replace, the Parties may agree that 

these arrangements satisfy the safeguards requirements for 

continued cooperation under the Agreement. 

With respect to Article I BIS, the phrase "under its 

jurisdiction or carried out under its control anywhere" has the 

same meaning as the identical phrase in Part I of Document 

INFCIRC/153 (corrected) of the International Atomic Energy 

Agency. 

The Parties have been engaging and will continue to 

engage actively in international cooperation on international 

environmental considerations relevant to peaceful nuclear 

activities. 
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With regard to authorizing any transfers pursuant to 

Articles III or VI of special nuclear material other than 

uranium enriched to less than 20 percent in the isotope 235, it 

is the policy of the United States to transfer such material, as 

may be agreed, for specified applications where technically and 

economically justified or where justified for the development 

and demonstration of reactor fuel cycles to meet energy security 

and non-proliferation objectives. The United States will seek 

to continue to cooperate with Canada, as appropriate, in 

arrangements for the return to the United States of any uranium 

enriched to greater than 20 percent in the isotope 235 and other 

research and test reactor fuel, which is no longer being used in 

the Canadian program. These policies do not apply to small 

quantities of such material that may be authorized pursuant to 

Article III for use as samples, standards, detectors, targets, 

or for other purposes as may be agreed. 

With respect to paragraph A of Article X BIS, the 

Parties understood that undue delay in exchanges of 

notifications should be avoided. The recipient Party therefore 

shall endeavor to notify the supplier Party within 30 days of 

receipt of notice, pursuant to paragraph A of Article X BIS, of 

a proposed transfer whether the recipient Party agrees to 

receive the transfer subject to the Agreement or, alternatively, 

that additional time is required. 

It is understood that sealed sources containing the 

isotope Pu-238 may continue to be transferred in accordance with 

the applicable laws of the Parties without the Agreement 

applying to them. 
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The Parties recognize that, in the course of their 

long and close cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear 

energy, significant exchange of technology has occurred. The 

Parties confirm, therefore, notwithstanding the provisions of 

paragraphs E, F, G and H of Article X BIS, that the supplier 

Party shall specifically notify the recipient Party in writing 

prior to the transfer pursuant to the Agreement of any 

designated nuclear technology or major critical components 

containing such technology on the basis of which the supplier 

Party may, in the future, wish to designate equipment and 

devices or major critical components in the jurisdiction of the 

recipient Party as subject to the Agreement, and that, prior to 

such transfer, they shall consult on arrangements pertaining to 

any such designations. 

With respect to paragraph B of Article XI, it is 

understood that the Agreement does not affect the rights or 

obligations of the United States or the International Atomic 

Energy Agency pursuant to the Agreement between the United 

States and the Agency for the application of safeguards in the 

United States or the implementation of the latter Agreement. 

With respect to paragraph C of Article XI, it is 

understood that safeguards arrangements therein referred to 

shall include the following characteristics in accordance with 

International Atomic Energy Agency safeguards principles and 

procedures: 

(A) The review in a timely fashion of the design of 

any equipment and devices subject to the Agreement or of 

any equipment and devices or storage facility which is to 

use, fabricate, process or store any source or special 

nuclear material or moderator material subject to the 

Agreement; 
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(B) The maintenance and production of records and of 

relevant reports for the purpose of assisting in ensuring 

accountability for source or special nuclear material or 

moderator material subject to the Agreement; 

(C) The designation of personnel acceptable to the 

safeguarded Party who, accompanied, if either Party so 

requests, by personnel designated by the safeguarded Party, 

shall have access to all relevant places and data (the 

safeguarded Party will not unreasonably withhold acceptance 

of such personnel designated by the safeguarding Party); 

(D) The inspection of any relevant equipment and 

devices or other facility; 

(E) The installation of appropriate and relevant 

instrumentation; and 

(F) The provision for such relevant and practicable 

independent measurements as may be deemed necessary by the 

safeguarding entity. 

With respect to Article XI, design information 

relevant to safeguards for new facilities required to be 

safeguarded under this Article shall be provided to the 

International Atomic Energy Agency upon its request in a timely 

fashion. 

For the purposes of paragraph B of Article XII, 

"material" includes byproduct material and radioisotopes other 

than byproduct material. 

For purposes of implementing the rights specified in 

paragraphs D, E, F, G and U of Article XII with respect to 

special nuclear material produced through the use of material 
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subject to the Agreement, and not used in or produced through 

the use of equipment and devices or major critical components 

subject to the Agreement, such rights shall, in practice, be 

applied to that proportion of special nuclear material produced 

which represents the ratio of material subject to the Agreement 

used in the production of the special nuclear material to the 

total amount of the material so used. 

With respect to Article XII TER, and without 

restricting the general responsibilities set out in that 

Article, the appropriate governmental authorities of both 

Parties shall be responsible for: 

(A) Establishing the agreed inventory provided for in 

paragraph I of Article X BIS; 

(E) Establishing agreed procedures required under 

paragraph A of Article X BIS; and 

(C) Establishing and maintaining a system of 

accounting for and control of all material subject to the 

Agreement. This system shall include agreed procedures 

relating to adding to, deleting from or substituting for 

items subject to the Agreement on their respective 

inventories. Where applicable, the procedures of the 

system shall be comparable to those set forth in 

International Atomic Energy Agency document INFCIRC/153 

(corrected) or in any revision of that document agreed to 

by the Parties. 

The Parties shall endeavor to establish, 

possible, administrative arrangements to 

Agreement. Pending the establishment of 

cooperation shall continue in accordance 

satisfactory interim arrangements. 

TIAS 9759 
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In order to avoid administrative complications arising 

from overlapping controls, neither Party shall exercise any 

right it has to approve the further retransfer or enrichment to 

20 percent or greater in the isotope U-235 of source or special 

nuclear materials, equipment and devices, major critical 

components, components or moderator material subject to the 

Agreement since November 15, 1977, and shall not exercise any 

rights it has to approve the further retransfer, reprocessing or 

other alteration in form or content, of irradiated fuel elements 

containing special nuclear material produced through the use of 

such nuclear materials, equipment and devices, major critical 

components or moderator material transferred beyond its 

jurisdiction, unless approval of the supplier Party is obtained 

in advance. This applies only where the country requesting 

approval has notified the recipient Party that the supplier 

Party has this right or its equivalent. In the event that the 

recipient Party is not so notified, it shall consult with the 

supplier Party prior to granting such approval. 
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PROCÉS -VERBAL 

Au cours des négociations en vue de la conclusion du 
Protocole signé aujourd'hui modifiant l'Accord entre le 
Gouvernement des États-Unis d'Amérique et le Gouvernement du 
Canada concernant les emplois civils de l'énergie atomique, les 
ententes suivantes sont intervenues et feront partie integrante 
de l'Accord. 

L'Accord fournit un cadre permettant l'échange 
d'éléments nucléaires entre les États-Unis et le Canada. Il ne 
constitue cependant, ni pour l'une ni pour l'autre des Parties, 
un engagement juridique procéder a des échanges particuliers 
ou a permettre ces échanges. En ragle générale, toutefois, les 
Gouvernements s'efforceront d'accorder rapidement les 
approbations requises aux fins de la cooperation dans le cadre 
de l'Accord. 

Il est entendu que la cooperation entre les Parties a 
l'Accord devra se faire en conformité avec leurs propres lois (y 
compris le droit conventionnel), raglements et conditions 
d'autorisation applicables. 

En ce qui concerne le paragraphe B de l'Article I BIS 
de l'Accord, il a été noté que les États-Unis ont terminé leurs 
négociations avec le Secretariat de l'Agence internationale de 
l'énergie atomique sur le texte d'un Accord relatif a 
l'application des garanties aux États-Unis par l'Agence 
internationale de l'énergie atomique et que le texte de l'Accord 
a été approuvé par le Conseil des gouverneurs de ladite Agence. 

Jusqu'a ce que l'Accord entre les ¿tats-Unis et 
l'Agence entre en vigueur, nonobstant le paragraphe B de 
l'Article I BIS et le paragraphe B de l'Article XI, les 
exigences précisées au paragraphe 13 de l'Article I BIS seront 
satisfaites conformément a des arrangements provisoires 
mutuellement satisfaisants entre le Canada et les États-Unis. 

Dans le cas oa l'Agence internationale de l'énergie 
atomique n'applique pas les garanties conformément a Pun ou 
l'autre des Accords mentionnés a l'Article I BIS pour des 
raisons qui ne sont pas liées aux circonstances décrites aux 
paragraphes A ou B de l'Article XII BIS, et pourvu que les 
Parties prennent des arrangements conformes aux principes et 
pratiques de l'Agence en matiare de garanties, qui assurent une 
couverture équivalente a celle prévue par l'Accord pertinent 
mentionné a l'Article I BIS, et qui donnent des assurances 
équivalentes a celles prévues par le systame qu'ils remplacent, 
les Parties peuvent convenir que ces arrangements satisfont aux 
exigences en matiare de garanties pour la poursuite de la 
cooperation aux termes de l'Accord. 

En ce qui a trait a l'Article I BIS, les termes "sous 
sa competence ou menees sous son contrede en quelque lieu que ce 
soit" ont la mame signification que les termes identiques a la 
Partie I du document INFCIRC/153 (corrigé) de l'Agence 
internationale de l'énergie atomique. 

Les Parties ont oeuvre et continueront d'oeuvrer 
activement dans le domaine de la cooperation internationale, au 
regard de questions environnementales internationales 
pertinentes aux activités nucléaires pacifiques. 

En ce qui a trait a l'autorisation de tout transfert, 
aux termes des Articles III ou VI, de matiares nucléaires 
spéciales autres que l'uranium enrichi a moms de 20 pour cent 
d'isotope 235, les États-Unis ont pour politique de transférer 
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ces matilres, selon qu'il pourra étre convenu, pour des 
applications précises oh la chose est techniquement et 
économiquement justifile, ou justifiée aux fins du développement 
et de la démonstration des cycles du combustible nucléaire dans 
la poursuite d'objectifs de sécurité énergétique et de 
non-prolifération. Les États-Unis chercheront á continuer de 
coopérer avec le Canada, selon les besoins, dans le cas 
d'arrangements visant la restitution aux États-Unis de tout 
uranium enrichi de plus de 20 % d'isotope 235 et d'autre 
combustible utilisé dans les réacteurs de recherche et les 
réacteurs d'essai et qui n'est plus utilisé dans le programme 
canadien. Cette politique ne s'applique pas aux petites 
quantités de ces matilres dont l'utilisation peut, conformément 
á l'Article III, étre autorisée á titre d'échantillons, 
d'étalons, de détecteurs, de cibles, ou pour toute autre fin 
dont il aura été convenu. 

En ce qui a trait au paragraphe A de l'Article X BIS, 
les Parties ont reconnu qu'il fallait éviter tout retard dans 
l'échange de notifications. La Partie destinataire devra donc, 
conformément aux dispositions du paragraphe A de 
l'Article X BIS, s'efforcer d'indiquer á la Partie fournisseuse, 
dans les trente jours suivant la reception de l'avis de 
transfert proposé, si elle accepte ledit transfert assujetti á 
l'Accord ou si un délai additionnel est requis. 

Il est entendu que les sources scellées contenant 
1' isotope Pu-238 peuvent continuer d'étre transférées 
conformément aux lois pertinentes des Parties, sans que l'Accord 
ne s'y applique. 

Les Parties reconnaissent qu'au cours de leur longue 
et étroite coopération dans le domaine des utilisations 
pacifiques de l'énergie nucléaire, d'importants transferts de 
technologie ant eu lieu. Les Parties confirment donc que, 
nonobstant les dispositions des paragrapbes E, F, G et H de 
l'Article X BIS, la Partie fournisseuse devra, avant le 
transfert effectué aux termes de l'Accord, notifier expressément 
par écrit la Partie destinataire de toute technologie nucléaire 
désignée ou de tous composants principaux d'importance cruciale 
contenant cette technologie et sur la base desquels la Partie 
fournisseuse voudra peut-étre plus tard s'appuyer pour désigner 
l'outillage-dispositifs ou les principaux composants 
d'importance cruciale sous la compétence de la Partie 
destinataire camine assujettis á l'Accord. Les Parties 
confirment en outre qu'avant qu'il ne soit procédé audit 
transfert, elles se consulteront sur les arrangements a prendre 
concernant ces désignations. 

En ce qui a trait au paragraphe B de l'Article XI, il 
est entendu que l'Accord ne touche en ríen aux droits ou aux 
obligations des Etats-Unis ou de l'Agence internationale de 
l'énergie atomique découlant de l'Accord entre les États-Unis et 
ladite Agence relativement á 1' application des garanties aux 
Etats-Unis ou á la mise en oeuvre de ce dernier Accord. 

En ce qui a trait au paragraphe C de l'Article XI, il 
est entendu que les arrangements y mentionnés relatifs aux 
garanties incluront les éléments suivants, conformément aux 
principes et pratiques de l'Agence internationale de l'énergie 
atomique en matihre de garanties: 
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A) La revue, en temps opportun, de la conception de tout 
outillage-dispositifs assujetti á l'Accord ou de tout 
outillage-dispositifs ou de toutes installations d'entreposage 
utilisant, fabriquant, traitant ou entreposant toutes matiares 
brutes ou toutes matiares nucléaires spéciales ou toutes 
substances de ralentissement assujettis á l'Accord; 

B) La tenue et la production de relevés et de rapports 
pertinents destinés á faciliter la comptabilisation des matiares 
brutes, des matiares nucléaires spéciales ou des substances de 
ralentissement assujetties á l'Accord; 

C) La désignation de personnes acceptables a la Partie 
soumise aux garanties et accompagnées, á la demande de l'une ou 
l'autre Partie, de personnes désignées par la Partie soumise aux 
garanties, ces personnes ayant accas toutes les données et á 
tous les endroits pertinents (la Partie soumise aux garanties ne 
pourra déraisonnablement refuser d'accepter les personnes ainsi 
désignées par la Partie veillant á l'application des garanties); 

D) L'inspection de tout outillage-dispositifs ou de 
toutes autres installations pertinents; 

E) L'installation des instruments appropriés et 
pertinents; et 

F) Des dispositions prévoyant la prise de mesurages 
distincts, pertinents et réalisables, qui pourront étre jugs 
nécessaires par la Partie veillant á l'application des 
garanties. 

En ce qui a trait á l'Article XI, les renseignements 
descriptifs se rapportant aux garanties applicables á de 
nouvelles installations devant étre assujetties a des garanties 
aux termes de cet article seront fournis en temps opportun á 
l'Agence internationale de l'énergie atomique, a la demande de 
cette derniare. 

Aux fins du paragraphe B de l'Article XII, les termes 
"matiares et matériel" englobent les sous-produits et les 
radioisotopes autres que les sous-produits. 

Aux fins de l'application des droits précisés aux 
paragraphes D, E, F, G et H de l'Article XII en ce qui a trait 
aux matitres nucléaires spéciales produites par l'utilisation de 
matiares et de materiel assujettis a l'Accord, et non utilisées 
dans l'outillage-dispositifs ou les principaux composants 
d'importance cruciale assujettis á l'Accord et non issues de 
l'utilisation desdits outillage-dispositifs ou principaux 
composants d'importance cruciale, ces droits seront, en 
pratique, appliqués a la proportion de matiares nucléaires 
spéciales produites qui représente le rapport entre les matiares 
et le materiel assujettis au présent Accord et servant á la 
production de matiares nucllaires spéciales, et la somme des 
matiares et du matériel ainsi utilisés. 

En ce qui a trait á l'Article XII TER, et sans 
préjudice aux responsabilités générales énoncées dans ledit 
Article, les organismes gouvernementaux appropriés de chacune 
des Parties seront responsables: 

A) de l'établissement des inventaires convenus prévus au 
paragraphe I de l'Article X BIS; 
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13) de l'établissement des pratiques convenues exiges aux 
termes du paragraphe A de l'Article X BIS; et 

C) de l'établissement et de la tenue d'un systeme de 
comptabilisation et de controle de toutes les matieres et de 
tout le materiel assujettis á l'Accord. Ce systeme devra 
prévoir des pratiques convenues relativement á l'ajout, á la 
soustraction ou B la substitution d'éléments assujettis 
l'Accord et inscrits sur les inventaires respectifs de chacune 
des Parties. Lá on la chose est possible, les pratiques 
afférentes au systeme seront comparables á celles énoncées dans 
le document INFCIRC/153 (corrige) de l'Agence internationale de 
l'énergie atomique ou dans toute revision de ce document dont 
auront convenu les Parties. 

Les Parties chercheront á conclure, dans les meilleurs 
délais, des arrangements administratifs visant l'application de 
l'Accord. En attendant la conclusion de ces arrangements, la 
cooperation se poursuivra sur la base d'arrangements provisoires 
mutuellement satisfaisants. 

Afin d'éviter les complications administratives 
resultant du chevauchement des contrbles, ni l'une ni l'autre 
des Parties ne se prévaudra des droits dont elle dispose pour 
approuver le retransfert ultérieur ou l'enrichissement jusqu'á 
20 pour cent ou plus d' isotope U-235 de matieres brutes ou de 
matieres nucléaires spéciales, d'outillage-dispositifs, de 
principaux composants d'importance cruciale, de composants ou de 
substances de ralentissement assujettis B l'Accord depuis le 
15 novembre 1977, et ne se prévaudra davantage des droits dont 
elle dispose pour approuver le retransfert ultérieur, le 
retraitement ou toute autre modification de la teneur ou de la 
forme des elements combustibles irradiés renfermant des matieres 
nucléaires spéciales issues de l'utilisation desdites matieres, 
d'outillage-dispositifs, de principaux composants d'importance 
cruciale ou de substances de ralentissement transférés au delá 
de sa competence, á moms que le consentement de la Partie 
fournisseuse ne soit obtenu au préalable. Cette prescription ne 
s'applique que lorsque la Partie ayant demand& le consentement a 
signifié á la Partie destinataire que la Partie fournisseuse 
dispose de ce droit ou de son equivalent. Faute de pareille 
signification, la Partie destinataire devra consulter la Partie 
fournisseuse avant d'accorder ce consentement. 
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JAPAN 

Science and Technology Research and Development 

Agreement signed at Washington May 1, 1980; 
Entered into force May 1, 1980. 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE 

GOVERNMENT OF JAPAN 
ON COOPERATION IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

The Government of the United States of America and 

the Government of Japan; 

Desiring to create a truly prodtictive partnership 

and further strengthen the bonds of friendship existing 

between the two countries; 

Believing that the future welfare and prosperity of 

mankind requires untiring efforts in the fields of 

scientific and technological research and development and 

that such efforts are not only beneficial to the country 

involved but also to the entire world; 

Realizing the great benefits derived by the two 

countries from their long and highly successful scien-

tific and technological relationship; 

Recalling that the Agreement between the Government 

of the United States of America and the Government of 

Japan on Cooperation in Research and Development in 

Energy and Related Fields (hereinafter referred to as 

"the Energy Research and Development Agreement") was 

signed at Washington on May 2, 1979; [1] and 

Desiring to promote cooperative activities in the 

scientific and technological areas not covered by the 

Energy Research and Development Agreement and to estab-

lish the foundation for a new era of mutually beneficial 

cooperation between the two countries characterized by a 

recognition of equality and by a common perception of 

research and development needs; 

Have agreed as follows: 

1 TIAS 9463; 30 UST 4365. 
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ARTICLE I 

The two Governments shall develop cooperative 

activities in scientific and technological research and 

development in such fields as may be mutually agreed for 

peaceful purposes on the basis of equality and mutual 

benefit. Such fields shall exclude those agreed upon 

under the Energy Research and Development Agreement. 

ARTICLE II 

Forms of the cooperative activities in research and 

development under this Agreement may include: 

(a) Conduct of joint projects and programs, 

and other cooperative projects and 

programs; 

(b) Meetings of various forms, such as 

those of experts, to discuss and 

exchange information on scientific 

and technological aspects of general 

or specific subjects and to identify 

research and development projects 

and programs which may be usefully 

undertaken on a cooperative basis; 

(c) Exchange of information on activities, 

policies, practices, and legislation 

and regulations concerning research 

and development; 
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(d) Visits and exchanges of scientists, 

technicians or other experts on 

general or specific subjects; and 

(e) Other forms of cooperative activi-

ties as may be mutually agreed. 

ARTICLE III 

Implementing arrangements setting forth the details 

and procedures of the specific cooperative activities 

under this Agreement may be made between the two Govern-

ments or their agencies, whichever is appropriate. 

ARTICLE IV 

1. The two Governments shall establish a Joint 

Committee, the functions of which shall be: 

(a) Exchange of information and views 

on the science and technology 

policies of the two Governments 

and other issues relating to the 

implementation of this Agreement; 

(b) Review of the cooperative activi-

ties and accomplishments under 

this Agreement; 

(c) Provision of advice to the two 

Governments with regard to the 

implementation of this Agreement. 

2. The Joint Committee shall meet alternately in 

the United States of America and Japan at mutually agreed 

times. 
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ARTICLE V 

1. Scientific and technological information of a 

non-proprietary nature arising from the cooperative 

activities under this Agreement may be made available to 

the public by either Government through customary 

channels and in accordance with the normal procedures of 

the participating agencies. 

2. The two Governments shall give due considera-

tion to the equitable distribution of industrial property 

resulting from the cooperative activities under this 

Agreement and of licenses thereof and to the licensing 

of other related industrial property necessary for the 

utilization of the results of such cooperative activi-

ties, and shall consult each other for this purpose as 

necessary. 

ARTICLE VI 

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to 

affect the arrangements for cooperation between the two 

Governments or the official frameworks for cooperation 

between the two countries which exist at the date of 

signature of this Agreement. However, such arrangements 

and frameworks may be incorporated into the framework of 

this Agreement as may be mutually agreed. 
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ARTICLE VII 

1. Activities under this Agreement shall be 

subject to budgetary appropriations and to the applicable 

laws and regulations in each country. 

2. Costs for the cooperative activities under 

this Agreement shall be borne as may be mutually agreed. 

ARTICLE VIII 

The termination of this Agreement shall not affect 

the carrying out of any project or program undertaken 

under this Agreement and not fully executed at the time 

of the termination of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE IX 

1. This Agreement shall enter into force upon 

signature and remain in force for five years. However, 

either Government may at any time give written notice to 

the other Government of its intention to terminate this 

Agreement, in which case this Agreement shall terminate 

six months after such notice has been given. 

2. This Agreement may be extended by mutual 

agreement of the two Governments. 
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DONE at Washington on May 1, 1980, in duplicate in 

the English and Japanese languages, both being equally 

authentic. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

1 Jimmy Carter. 
Masayoshi Ohira. 

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF 
JAPAN: 
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SRI LANKA 

Agricultural Commodities 

Agreement amending the agreement of March 18, 1980. 
Effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Colombo May 21, 1980; 
Entered into force May 21, 1980. 
With related letter 
Signed at Colombo April 16, 1980. 
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The American Ambassador to the Sri Lan/can Secretary, Ministry of 
Finance and Planning 

Colombo, May 21, 1980 

Dear Sir, 

/ have the honor to refer to the PL-480 Title I 

Agricultural Sales Agreement signed by representatives 

of our two Governments on March 18, 1980,[1] and to pro-

pose that agreement be amended as follows: In Part II, 

Item I. Commodity Table: under appropriate columns 

for wheat/wheat flour, delete quote 107,000 and $18.2 

unquote and insert quote 145,000 and $25 unquote. All 

other terms and conditions of the March 18, 1980, Title 

I agreement remain the same. 

I have the honor to propose that this note and 

your reply concurring therein constitute an agreement 

between our two Governments effective on the date of 

your note in reply. 

Accept, Sir, assurances of my highest consideration. 

Donald R. Toussaint 

Dr. W. M. Tilakaratna 
Secretary 

Ministry of Finance and Planning 
Colombo 

1TIAS 9737; ante, 898. 
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The Sri Lan/can Sec-retary, Ministry of Finance and Planning, to the 
American Ambassador 
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The Secretariat, Colombo I. 
70 F ate 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your Note of today's 
date which reads as follows : 

"/ have the honour to refer to the PI 480 Title I Agricultutul 
Sales agreement signed by representatives of our two Governments 
on March 18, 1980, and to propose that Agreement be amended as 
follows : In Part II, Item 1. Commodity Table : under appropriate 
columns for wheat/wheat flour, delete quote 107,800 and $ 18.2 
unquote and insert quote 145,0C° and $ 25 unquote. All other 
terms and conditions of the March 18, 1980, Title I Agreement 
remain the same. 

I have the honour to propose that this note and your rely 
concurring therein constitute an Ágreement between our two 
Governments effective on the date of your note in reply". 

I concur in the proposal set out in the note under reference. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

LA,s5 
(w. M. TilakaraIna ) 

Score 
Ministry ce and Planning 

His.Excellency Mr. N.H. Toussaint, 
Ambassador of United States of America, 
Colombo, 

TIAS 9761 
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[RELATED LETTER] 

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Colombo 

April 16, 1980 

Mr. Ronnie Weerakoon, Director 
Department of External Resources 
Ministry of Finance and Planning 
Ceylinco House - 2nd Floor 
Colombo 1 

Dear Mr. Weerakoon: 

This letter constitutes agreement that the agreed 
minutes accompanying the PL-480 Title I Agreement 
signed on March 18, 1980, are applicable also to 
the first amendment to that agreement to be signed 
in May 1980. 

Sincerely, 

Marvin J. libffénbe 
First Secretary 
Economic/Commercial 

I concur in the above statement 

Weerak.eoí Director 
Department of External Resources 
Ministry of Finance and Planning 
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INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY 

Atomic Energy: Cooperation in Peaceful 
Application 

Agreement amending the agreement of May 11, 1959, as 
amended and extended. 

Signed at Vienna January 14, 1980; 
Entered into force May 6, 1980. 
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SECOND AMENDMENT TO THE AGREEMENT FOR CO-OPERATION BETWEEN 
THE INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY AND THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

,The International Atomic Energy Agency and the United States of America, 

DESIRING to amend the Agreement for Co-operation between the International 
Atomic Energy Agency and the United States of America, signed at Vienna on 11 May 1959, 
as amended on 12 February 1974 [1] (hereinafter referred to as the "Agreement for Co-
operation"). 

AGREE as follows: 

ARTICLE I 

Article IV of the Agreement for Co-operation is amended by the addition of the 
following sentences: 

"The applicable laws, regulations and licence requirements of the 
United States include criteria for the arrangements for transfer and export 
and the perlormance of services referred to In the foregoing sentence, as 
set forth in the Annex and the Appendix thereto. The Appendix may be 
modified by mutual consent of the Parties, without amendment of this Agreement. 
For the purpose of implementing the arrangements set forth in the Annex, the 
Agency may act as an intermediary at the request of a Member State or group 
of Member States." 

ARTICLE ll 

1. Sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of Article V of the Agreement for Co-operation are 
amended as follows: 

"(a) Safeguards in accordance with the Agency's Statute and the Agency's 
safeguards system shall be maintained and implemented by the Agency 
with respect to all Agency activities in which material, equipment or 
facilities made available pursuant to this Agreement are used. Small 
quantities of source material and special nuclear material subject to this 
Agreement may be transferred to Member States by the Agency for 
safeguards related purposes. Any such material so transferred may be 
deemed to be exempt from the application of safeguards, provided that 
the total quantity of such material shall not at any time exceed in 
quantity one effective kilogram, as defined in the Agency's safeguards 
system. Any such material shall remain subject to this Agreement 
regardless of its physical location until the Parties agree that any 
such material has been consumed, or has been diluted in such a way 
that it is no longer usable for any nuclear activity relevant from the 
point of view of safeguards, or has become practically irrecoverable." 

"(b) Material, equipment or facilities transferred pursuant to this Agreement, 
and material used in or produced through the use of any such material, 
equipment or facilities, shall not be used for nuclear weapons or any 
other nuclear explosive device, for research on or development of any 
nuclear explosive device, or for any other military purpose." 

TIAS 4291, 7852; 10 UST 1424; 25 UST 1199. 
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2. Sub-paragraph (c) of Article V of the Agreement for Co-operation is amended by 
the addition of the following sentence: 

"In cases where the United States transfers material, equipment or facilities 
in accordance with this Agreement for the Agency's own use, such material, 
equipment or facilities and any special nuclear material used in or produced 
through the use of such material, equipment or facilities may be transferred 
by the Agency only upon agreement by the United States." 

ARTICLE Ifl 

This Amendment shall enter into force on the date on which the Agency receives 
from the United States written notification that it has complied with all requirements for 
such entry into force. [1] 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned representatives have signed this Amendment 
pursuant to duly constituted authority. 

‹le.g.44„ day of ZkIVAApzy 19112, in duplicate in the English DONE at Vienna, thi 
language. 

For the UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA: 

6tA 2 

'May 6, 1980. 
2 Roger Kirk. 
3 Sigvard Eklund. 

For the INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC 
ENERGY AGE 

[3] 

TIAS 9762 
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ANNEX 

UNITED STATES CRITERIA FOR TRANSFER AND EXPORT ARRANGEMENTS 

Section A. Material, equipment or facilities made available to the Agency pursuant to the 
Agreement for Co-operation in connection with a "supply agreement" shall not be used in 
any Agency activities in a non-nuclear-weapon Member State or group of Member States 
unless, at the date of transfer, the Member State or group of Member States has entered 
into an agreement or agreements with the Agency for the application of safeguards and such 
safeguards are being maintained and implemented in accordance with the Agency's Statute 
and the Agency's safeguards system with respect to all nuclear activities being carried out 
within its territory, under its jurisdiction or under its control anywhere. For the purposes 
of this Annex, a "supply agreement" means: 

(1) Any agreement entered into with the United States after the entry into force 
of the Second Amendment to the Agreement for Co-operation for supply 
under the latter Agreement; or 

(2) Any other agreement as mutually agreed and to the extent applicable. 

For the purposes of this Section, the implementation of an agreement with the Agency 
pursuant to Article 111.4 of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 1] or of 
an equivalent safeguards agreement, for example, an agreement with the Agency pursuant 
to Article 13 of the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America; [2] 
acceptable to the United States, shall be considered fo fulfil the conditions stated in the 
first sentence of this Section. 

Section B. Any supply agreement shall include inter alia: 

(1) 

(2) 

Provisions assuring that the rights and obligations of the parties under the 
supply agreement continue to apply in connection with the supplied material, 
equipment or facilities and with any special nuclear material used in or 
produced through the use of such material, equipment or facilities, 
including subsequent generations of special nuclear material, until such 
time as the Agency has terminated the application of safeguards thereto 
in accordance with the Agency's safeguards system; and 

Provisions according to which the recipient Member State or group of 
Member States shall, upon the request of the United States, inform or permit 
the Agency to inform the United States of the status of all inventories of 
source or special nuclear materials subject to Agency safeguards pursuant 
to all agreements with such State or States; however, in the case of a 
recipient Member State or group of Member States party to a safeguards 
agreement pursuant to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear 
Weapons or to an equivalent safeguards agreement, for example, an 
agreement pursuant to the Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons 
in Latin America, acceptable to the United States, the United States needs 
be informed only with respect to the status of inventories of source or 
special nuclear materials which are subject to the provisions of the supply 
agreement. 

Done July 1, 1968. TIAS 6839; 21 UST 489. 
2 Done Feb. 14, 1967. TIAS 7137; 22 UST 772. 
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Section C. Material transferred pursuant to any supply agreement and material used in or 
produced through the use of any material, equipment or facilities so transferred may be 
stored by the Agency or the recipient Member State or group of Member States to the extent 
consistent with the Agency's Statute: provided that plutonium or uranium-233 (other than that 
contained in irradiated fuel elements) or uranium enriched to twenty per cent or more in 
the isotope 235 shall be stored only in facilities agreed to in advance by the United States. 

Section D. Material transferred pursuant to any supply agreement and material used in or 
produced through the use of any material, equipment or facilities so transferred shall not 
be reprocessed or in the case of plutonium, uranium-233, uranium enriched to twen`ty 
per cent or more in the isotope 235, or irradiated source or special nuclear material 
otherwise altered in form or content unless the United States agrees. 

Section E. Uranium transferred pursuant to any supply agreement and uranium used in any 
material, equipment or facilities so transferred may be enriched after transfer up to twenty 
per cent in the isotope 235 only if the United States agrees. Such uranium shall not be 
enriched after transfer to twenty per cent or more in the isotope 235 unless specifically 
provided for by the supply agreement or by an amendment thereto. 

Section P. Adequate physical protection shall be maintained with respect to any material, 
equipment or facilities transferred pursuant to any supply agreement or used in or produced 
through the use of any material, equipment or facilities so transferred. Prior to any such 
transfer the recipient Member State or group of Member States shall agree to the levels for 
the application of physical protection set forth in the Appendix to the Annex, and to the 
maintenance of adequate physical protection measures in accordance with such levels. The 
physical protection measures to be maintained by the recipient Member State or group of 
Member States shall as a minimum provide protection comparable to that set forth in 
document INFCIRC/225/Rev.1, published by the Agency and entitled: "The Physical 
Protection of Nuclear Material", or in any revision of that document agreed to by the 
United States and the recipient Member State or group of Member States. 

Section G. No sensitive nuclear technology may be transferred pursuant to any supply 
agreement unless specifically provided for by such agreement or by an amendment thereto. 
"Sensitive nuclear technology" means any information (including information incorporated 
in equipment or facilities) which is not available to the public and which is important to the 
design, construction, fabrication, operation or maintenance of any facility designed or used 
primarily for uranium enrichment, reprocessing of nuclear fuel, heavy water production 
or fabrication of nuclear fuel containing plutonium, or such other information as the United 
States may designate prior to transfer of the information. 

Section H. Material, equipment or facilities transferred pursuant to any supply agreement 
and any special nuclear material used in or produced through the use of such material, ' 
equipment or facilities may be transferred by the recipient Member State or group of 
Member States only upon agreement by the United States. 

Section L Any arrangements entered into by the United States with a non-nuclear-weapon 
Member State or group of Member States in connection with any supply agreement shall 
provide that in the event the Agency is, for any reason, unable to continue to apply its 
safeguards with respect to the material, equipment or facilities referred to in Section H 
above, United States safeguards, or other appropriate safeguards measures as the 
Governments may agree, shall be applied in that Member State or group of Member States 
with respect to such material equipment or facilities. 

TIAS 9162 
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Section J. Any arrangements referred to in Section I above shall further provide that if at 
any time a non-nuclear-weapon Member State or group of Member States in which there is an 
Agency activity involving material, equipment or facilities transferred pursuant to any 
supply agreement: 

(1) Carries out any nuclear activity with respect to which the application of 
Agency safeguards is not then provided for in an agreement in force with 
the Agency as contemplated in Section A at this Annex; 

(2) Does not permit the Agency to apply safeguards, in accordance with the 
Agency's safeguards system, to any nuclear activity carried out within 
its territory, under its jurisdiction or under its control anywhere; 

(3) Does not comply with any provision of a supply agreement referred to 
in Section A of this Annex; 

(4) Detonates a nuclear explosive device; or 

(5) Is in material non-compliance with an Agency safeguards agreement; 

the United States shall have the right to; 

(a) Cease further co-operation with the Member State or group of Member 
States under the Agreement for Co-operation; and 

(b) Require the return of any material, equipment or facilities which are 
subject in such State or States to the provisions of the supply agreement. 

TIAS 0762 
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APPENDIX 

Levels of physical protection 
/ 

Ptirsuant to Section F of the Annex, the agreed levels of physical protection to be 
ensured by the competent national authorities in the use, storage and transportation of 
the materials listed in the attached table shall as a minimum include protection charac-
teristics as follows. 

CATEGORY Ill 

Use and storage within an area to which access is controlled. 

Transportation under special precautions including prior arrangement between sender, 
recipient and carrier, and prior agreement between entities subject to the jurisdiction 
and regulation of the supplier State and the recipient State, respectively, in case of 
international transport, specifying time, place and procedures for transferring transport 
responsibility. 

CATEGORY II 

Use and storage within a protected area to which access is controlled, I. e. an area under 
constant surveillance by guards or electronic devices, surrounded by a physical barrier 
with a limited number of points of entry under appropriate control, or any area with an 
equivalent level of physical protection. 

Transportation under special precautions including prior arrangements between sender, 
recipient and carrier, and prior agreement between entities subject to the jurisdiction 
and regulation of the supplier State and the recipient State, respectively, in case of 
international transport, specifying time, place and procedures for transferring transport 
responsibility. 

CATEGORY I 

Materials in this category shall be protected with highly reliable systems against 
unauthorized use as follows. 

Use and storage within a highly protected area, I. e„ a protected area as defined for 
Category II above, to which, in addition, access is restricted to persons whose trust-
worthiness has been determined, and which is under surveillance by guards who are 
in close communication with appropriate response forces. Specific measures taken in 
this context should have as their objective the detection and prevention of any assault, 
unauthorized access or unauthorized removal of material. 

Transportation under special precautions as identified above for transportation of Category II 
and III materials and, in addition, under constant surveillance by escorts and under 
conditions which assure close communication with appropriate response forces. 

TIAS` 9762 
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MALAYSIA 

Trade in Textiles and Textile Products 

Agreement amending the agreement of May 17 and June 
1978, as amended. 

Effected by exchange of letters 
Signed at New York and Washington July 13 and 27, 1979; 
Entered into force July 27, 1979. 

The Malaysian Trade Commissioner to the Textiles Division, 
Department of State 

KEDITTAAN BESAR l‘fAI,AYSIA 

8, 

EMBASSY OF VA7,AySIA 

BAHAGIAN PERDAGANGAN TRADE OrrICE 

600 THIRD AVENUE. 3RD FLOOR. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016 TEL. NO. (212) 

682-0232 

Our Ref: TC. NYC. 0.202/7 Vol. 3 July 13, 1979 

MT. BILL TAGLIANI 
Office of Textile Division 

Department of State 
2201 C Street, NW 

Washington., DC 20502 

DEAR SIR: 

Re: Application for an Increase of Quota Level  

Our telephone conversation on July 12 is hereby referred. 
I have the honour to make a request on behalf of my government for 

an increase of quota. level for the following category since it is under 
the consultation level of the Textile Agreement between Malaysia and 
the United States. 

Category  Increase of Quota Level  

613 660, 000 syd. 

(1151) TIAS 9763 
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Your prompt reply on this matter is very much appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

ABDTJL RAHMAN MAMAT 

Abdul Rahman-Mamat 
for Trade Commissioner 

ARM :MTP 
CC: Mr. RONALD LEVIN 

Office of Textile 
Department of Commerce 
14th & Constitution Avenue, NW 
Washington, DO 20230 

The Acting Chief of the Textiles Division, Department of State, to 
the Malaysian Commercial Attache 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20 5 2 0 

JULY 27, 1979 
MT. NGIAN YET CHONG 

Commercial Attache 
Embassy of Malaysia 

Trade Office 
600 Third Avenue 

Third Floor 
New York, New York 10016 

DEAR Mn. CHONG: 

I refer to the Agreement between the United States of America and 
Malaysia Relating to Trade in Cotton, Wool and Man-Made Fiber 
Textiles, with Annexes, effected by exchange of notes May 17 and 
June 8, 1978 11] (the "Agreement"). I also refer to your letter of 
July 13, 1979 to Mr. Bill Tagliani, in which you request permission to 
exceed the 2,000,000 square yard consultation level for category 613 
by 660,000 square yards. 
I am pleased to inform you that my Government agrees to this 

request for both the 1979 and 1980 agreement years, and that this 
letter and your letter shall constitute an amendment to the Agreement. 

Sincerely, 

ANN. BERRY 

Ann Berry 
Acting Chief 
Textiles Division 

Tim 9180; 30 UST 64. 
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INDIA 

Trade in Textiles and Textile Products 

Agreements amending the agreement of December 30, 1977, 
as amended. 

Effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Washington May 22, 1980; 
Entered into force May 22, 1980. 
And exchange of notes 
Signed at Washington June 6, 1980; 
Entered into force June 6, 1980. 
And exchange of letters 
Signed at Washington July 1 and 3, 1980; 
Entered into force July 3, 1980. 

(1153) TIAS 9764 
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The Secretar-y of State to the Indian Chargé d'Affaires ad interim, 

May 22, 1980 

Sir: 

I refer to the agreement between the United States 

of America and India relating to trade in cotton, wool, 

and man-made fiber textiles and textile products, with 

Annexes, effected by exchange of notes December 30, 1977, 

as amended L 1-11 i(herelnafter referred to as the Agreement), 

and to the note of December it, 1978[2] from the Embassy 

of India to the Department of State. 

I propose, on behalf of my government, the 

following new consultation level for the 1980 agreement 

year: 

Consultation Level 
Category (/n Square Yards Equivalent)  

342 1,750,000 

If the foregoing proposal is acceptable to the 

Government of India, this note and your Embassy's note 

of confirmation on behalf of the Government of India shall 

constitute an agreement amending the Agreement. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high 

consideration. 

For the Secretary of State: 

Harry Kopp 

The Honorable 

Ashok B. Gokhale, 

charge d'Affaires ad interim of India. 

1 T1AS 9036, 9232, 9578, 9663; 29 UST 3677; 30 UST 983; 7198; 31 UST 5132. 
2 Not prmted. 
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The Indian Minister, Commerce and Supply, to the Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of State for Trade and Commercial Affairs 

R.H. JERATR 
MINISTER (COMMERCE & SUPPLY) 

EMBASSY OF INDIA 
COMMERCE WING 

2536 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.. N.W. 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20008 
TELEPHONE: 265.5200 

NO. COM/105/2/80 May 22, 1980 

Mk. Harry Kopp, 
Deputy Assistant Secretary, 
US Department of State, 
WASHINGTON D.C.  

Dear Mr. Kopp, 

I am writing with reference to your letter of today 
addressed to the Charge d'Affaires proposing that the consultation 
level on Category 342 — Cotton Skirts, be increased to 1.75 million 
SYE from the present 700,000 SYE. On behalf of my Government I 
accept this proposal. However, this acceptance is without 
prejudice to our request for an increase to 3 million SYE in 
this Category for the current agreement year, which was contained 
in the Embassy's Note of May 6th, 1980. 

Yours sincerely, 

(R.K. WERATH) 

TIAS 9764 
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The Secretary of State to the Indian Chargé d' Affaires ad interim, 

JUNE 6, 1980 

I refer to the agreement between the United States of America and 
India relating to trade in cotton, wool, and man-made fiber textiles 
and textile products, with Annexes, effected by exchange of notes 
December 30, 1977, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the 
Agreement), and to the note of May 6, 1980 from the Embassy of 
India to the Department of State. 
I propose, on behalf of my Government, the following new con-

sultation levels for the 1980 agreement year • 

Consultation Levels 
Category (In Square Yards Equivalent) 

351 
359 
666 

1, 250, 000 
4, 000, 000 
8, 000, 000 

If the foregoing proposal is acceptable to the Government of India, 
this note and your Embassy's note of confirmation on behalf of the 
Government of India shall constitute an agreement amending the 
Agreement. 

Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances of my high consideration. 

For the Secretary of State. 

HARRY KOPP 

The Honorable 
ASHOK B. Gow-FrAnn, 

Charge D'Affaires ad interim of India. 

TIAS 9764 
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The Indian, Minister, Commerce and Supply, to the Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of State for Trade and Commercial Affairs 

R.K. JERATE 
MINISTER (COMMERCE & SUPPLY) 

nv( EMBASSY OF INDIA 
COMMERCE WING 

2536 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.. N.W. 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20008 

TELEPHONE: 265-5200 

NO. COM/105/2/80 June 6, 1980 

Mt. Harry Kopp, 
Deputy Assistant Secretary, 
Department of State, 
WASHINGTON D.C. 

Dear Mr. Kopp, 

I am writing with reference to your letter of June 6, 
1980, proposing that the consultation levels for certain 
categories in the Indo-US Textile Agreement be increased 
for the Agreement year 1980 as follows:-

Category 351 - Pay]amas and other From 700,000 SYE to 
nightwear 1.25 million SYE 

Category.359 - Other apparel of From 700,000 SYE to 
Cotton 4 million SYE 

Category 666 - Other Furnishings From 2 million SYE to 
of manmade fibre 8 million SYE 

On behalf of my Government, I have the honour to 
accept these proposals. Your letter and my response would 
constitute an amendment of the Indo-US Textile Agreement. 

Yours sincerely, 

(R.K. JERATH) 
MINISTER (COMMERCE & SUPPLY) 

TIAS 9764 
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• 

The Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Trade and Commercial 
Affairs to the Indian Commercial Attaché 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

~turn/ten. D C. 2052C 

July 1, 1980 

Mr. V.S. Mehta 
Attache (Commerce) 
Embassy of India 
2107 Massachusetts Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20008 

Dear Mr. Mehta: 

I refer to paragraph 6 of the Agreement between 
the United States and India relating to Trade in Cotton, 
Wool, and Man-Made Fiber Textiles and Textile Products, 
with annexes, effected by exchange of notes December 30, 
1977, as amended ("the Agreement") and to your letter of 
June 16, 1980 concerning exports from India to the 
United States of products classified in textile cate-
gories 335 and 641. 

On behalf of my Government, I have the honor to 
propose that the consultation level for Categories 335 and 
641 each be increased by 300,000 SYE to a level of one 
million SYELfor the 1980 Agreement Year. 

If this proposal is acceptable to your Government, 
this letter and your letter of confirmation shall consti-
tute an amendment to the Agreement. 

Si cerely, 

Hairy KO 
Deputy Asibtant Secretary 
for Trade and Commercial Affairs 
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The Indian Minister, Commerce and Supply, to the Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of State for Trade and Commercial Affairs 

~PM 

EMBASSY OF INDIA 
COMMERCE WING 

2536 MASSACHUSETTS AVE.. N.W. 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20008 
TELEPHONE: 265-5200 

No. COM/105/2/80 July 3,1980 

Mr. Barry Kopp, 
Deputy Assistant Secretary 

for Trade and Cennercial Affairs, 
Departnent of State, 
WashingtonD.C. 20520 

Dear Mr. Kopp, 

I am writing with reference to your letter of July 1,1980 
addressed to Attache(Ccameroe) proposing that the consultation level 
of categories 335( cotton coats MC) and 641 (Marinade fibre blon.es) 
be 1111=111Sed fran 700,000 SYE to 1,000,000 STE in each case. 
On behalf of my Government, I accept this proposal. Bowyer, this acceptance 
is without prejudice to our request for an increase to 1.5 million SYE 
in each of these categories for the current agLwamatt year, which was 
=tamed in the Erbassy's Note of June 16,1980. 

Yours sincere/y, 

( R.K.Jerath ) 
Minister ( amerce &Supplies) 
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JAPAN 

Whaling: International Observer Scheme 

Agreement extending the agreement of May 2, 1975, 
as extended. 

Effected by exchange of notes 
Signed at Tokyo May 27, 1980; 
Entered into force May 27, 1980. 
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The American Minister-Counselor for Economic and Commercial Af-
fairs to the Japanese Director-General, Economic Affairs Bureau, 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Tokyo, May 27, 1980 

With reference to the Agreement between the 

United States of America and Japan concerning an 

International Observer Scheme for Whaling Operations 

from Land Stations in the North Pacific Ocean, signed 

at Tokyo on May 2, 1975,MI wish to propose on behalf 

of the Government of the United States of America that 

the provisions of the Agreement shall be applied, in 

accordance with the laws and regulations of the 

respective countries, until March 31, 1982. 

I also wish to propose that if the said proposal 

is acceptable to the Government of Japan, the present 

note and your note in reply indicating such acceptance 

shall be regarded as constituting an agreement between 

the two Governments, which will enter into force on 

the date of your reply. 

Yours sincerely, 

William Barraclough 
Minister-Counselor for 
Economic and Commercial Affairs 

Mr. Reishi Teshima, 
Director-General, 

Economic Affairs Bureau, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

Tokyo. 

' TIAS 8088, 9204 , 26 UST 1009; 30 1'ST 327. 
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The Japanese Director-General, Economic Affairs Bureau, Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, to the American Minister-Counselor for 

Economic and Commercial Affairs 
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TRANSLATION 

Tokyo, May 27, 1980 

Sir, 

I acknowledge the receipt of your note of 
today's date, which reads as follows: 

[For the English language text, see p.1161.1 

I wish to inform you that the Government of 
Japan has accepted the said proposal of the 
Government of the United States of America and 
agrees that your note and this note shall be 

regarded as constituting an agreement between 
the two Governments, which will enter into 
force on the date of this reply. 

Yours sincerely, 

Reishi Teshima 

Reishi Teshima 
Director-General of 

the Economic Affairs Bureau 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Mr. William G. Barraclough 
Minister-Counselor for 
Economic and Commercial Affairs 
Embassy of the United States of America 
in Japan 
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IVORY COAST 

Air Transport Services 

Agreement signed at Abidjan February 24, 1978; 
Entered into force provisionally February 24, 1978; 
Entered into force definitively June 3, 1980. 
With memorandum of understanding 
Dated at Abidjan October 21, 1977. 
And exchange of notes 
Signed at Abidjan February 24 and March 31, 1978. 

(1165) TIAS 9766 
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AIR TRANSPORT AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT 

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE 

GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE IVORY COAST 
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The Government of the United States of America and the 

Government of the Republic of the Ivory Coast 

Recognizing the increasing importance of international 

air travel between the two countries and desiring to conclude 

an agreement which will assure its continued development in 

the common welfare, and 

Being parties to the Convention on International Civil 

Aviation opened for signature at Chicago on the seventh day 

of December 1944,11] 

Considering that the Republic of Ivory Coast, as a party 

to the Treaty of Yaounde, has with other states created a 

jointly-owned airline, whose creation is considered by the 

Republic of the Ivory Coast to be in keeping with Article 77 

and 79 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation 

relating to the establishment by two or more states of joint 

operating organizations or international operating organizations, 

responsible for providing air services to each state party to 

the aforesaid treaty, 

Have agreed as follows: 

ARTICLE 1 

For the purpose of the present Agreement: 

(A) "Agreement" shall mean this Agreement, the Schedule 

attached thereto, and any amendments thereto. 

1 TIAS 1591, 3756, 6605, 6681, 7616, 8092, 8162, 9702; 61 Stat. 1180; 8 UST 179; 19 
UST 7693; 20 UST 718; 24 UST 1019; 26 UST 1061, 2374, ante, 322. [Footnote added by 
the Department of State.] 
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CBI "Treaty of Yaounde" shall mean the Treaty Concerning 

Air Transport in Africa signed at Yaounde on March 28, 1961. 

(C) "Aeronautical authorities" shall mean, in the case 

of the United States of America, the Federal Aviation Adminis-

tration with respect to the technical permission, safety 

standards, and requirements referred to in Articles 3 and 6(B) 

respectively, otherwise the Civil Aeronautics Board, and in 

the case of the Republic of Ivory Coast, the Ministry responsi-

ble for Civil Aviation, or in both cases, any person or agency 

authorized to perform the functions exercised at present by 

those authorities. 

(D) "Designated airline" shall mean an airline that one 

Contracting Party has notified the other Contracting Party to 

be an airline which will operate a specific route or routes 

listed in the Schedule to this Agreement. Such notification 

shall be communicated in writing through diplomatic channels. 

(E) "Territory", in relation to a State, shall mean 

the land areas under the sovereignty, suzerainty, protection, 

jurisdiction or trusteeship of that State, and territorial 

waters adjacent thereto. 

(F) "Air service" shall mean any scheduled air service 

performed by aircraft for the public transport of passengers, 

cargo or mail, separately or in combination. 

(G) "International air service" shall mean an air 

service which passes through the air space over the territory 

of more than one State. 

un "Stop for non-traffic purposes" shall mean a 

landing for any purpose other than taking or discharging 

passengers, cargo or mail. 
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ARTICLE 2 

Each Contracting Party grants to the other Contracting 

Party rights for the conduct of air services by the designated 

airline or airlines as follows: 

(1) To fly across the territory of the other 

Contracting Party without landing; 

(2) To land in the territory of the other Contracting 

Party for non-traffic purposes; and 

(3) To make stops at the points in the territory of 

the other Contracting Party named on each of the routes 

specified in the appropriate paragraph of the Schedule of 

this Agreement for the purpose of taking on and discharging 

international traffic in passengers, cargo and mail, separately 

or in combination. 

ARTICLE 3 

(A) Air services on a route specified in the Schedule 

of this Agreement may be inaugurated by an airline or airlines 

of one Contracting Party at any time after that Contracting 

Party has designated such airline or airlines for that route 

and the other Contracting Party has granted the appropriate 

operating permission. 

On Each Contracting Party shall have the right to 

designate, by diplomatic note to the other Contracting Party, 

an airline or airlines to operate air services on a route or 

routes specified in the Schedule of this Agreement. The other 
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Contracting Party shall be bound to accept such designation. 

(C) The Government of the United States of America 

accepts that the Government of the Republic of the Ivory Coast, 

in accordance with Articles 2 and 4, and the documents annexed 

to the Treaty Concerning Air Transport in Africa, signed by 

the Republic of the Ivory Coast at Yaounde the 28th March 1961, 

reserves the right to designate the Company Air Afrique as the 

instrument selected by the Republic of the Ivory Coast for 

operating the air services on a route or routes specified in 

the route schedule of this Agreement. 

(D) Upon receipt and acceptance of a designation made 

by one Contracting Party, and upon receipt from a designated 

airline of an application in the form and manner prescribed 

for such applications, the other Contracting Party shall, 

subject to the provisions of paragraph (E) below and of 

Articles 4 and 6 of this Agreement, be bound to grant appro-

priate operating permission with a minimum of procedural delay. 

(E) A designated airline of one Contracting Party may 

be required to qualify before the aeronautical authorities of 

the other Contracting Party, under the laws and regulations 

normally applied by those authorities before being permitted 

to engage in the operations contemplated by this Agreement. 

Such laws and regulations shall be applied consistently with 

the provisions of the Convention on International Civil Aviation. 

ARTICLE 4 

CA) The Government of the United States of America 
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reserves the right to withhold or revoke the operating 

permission referred to in Article 3 of this Agreement with 

respect to any airline designated by the Government of 

the Republic of the Ivory Coast, or to impose conditions 

on such permission, in the event that: 

(1) Such airline fails to qualify under the 

laws and regulations normally applied by the aero-

nautical authorities of the United States of America; 

(2) Such airline fails to comply with the laws 

and regulations referred to in Article 5 of this Agreement; 

or 

(3) The Government of the United States of 

America is not satisfied that substantial ownership 

and effective control of such airline are jointly vested 

in the nationals or the governments of the states party 

to the Treaty of Yaounde. 

(B) The Government of the Republic of the Ivory Coast 

reserves the right to withhold or revoke the operating 

permission referred to in Article 3 of this Agreement with 

respect to any airline designated by the Government of the 

United States of America, or to impose conditions on such 

permission, in the event that: 

(1) Such airline fails to qualify under the laws 

and regulations normally applied by the aeronautical 

authorities of the Republic of the Ivory Coast. 
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(2) Such airline fails to comply with the laws and 

regulations referred to in Article 5 of this Agreement; or 

(3) The Government of the Republic of the Ivory 

Coast is not satisfied that substantial ownership and 

effective control of such airline are vested in nationals 

of the United States of America. 

(C) Unless immediate action is essential to prevent 

further infringement of the laws and regulations referred 

to in Article 5 of this Agreement, the right to withhold 

or revoke such permission shall be exercised only after 

consultation with the other Contracting Party. 

ARTICLE 5 

(A) The laws and regulations of the Contracting 

Party relating to the admission to or departure from its 

territory of aircraft engaged in international air navigation, 

or to the operation and navigation of such aircraft while 

within its territory, shall be applied to the aircraft of 

the airline or airlines designated by the other Contracting 

Party and shall be complied with by such aircraft upon 

entrance into or departure from and while within the terri-

tory of the first Contracting Party. 

(13) The laws and regulations of one Contracting Party 

relating to the admission to or departure from its territory 

of passengers, crew, cargo or mail of aircraft, including 
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regulations relating to entry, clearance, immigration, pass-

ports, customs, and quarantine, shall be complied with by 

or on behalf of such passengers, crew, cargo or mail of the 

airlines of the other Contracting Party upon entrance into 

or departure from and while within the territory of the 

first Contracting Party. 

ARTICLE 6 

(A) Certificates of airworthiness, certificates of 

competency, and licenses issued or rendered valid by one 

Contracting Party, and still in force, shall be recognized 

as valid by the other Contracting Party for the purpose of 

operating the routes and services provided for in this 

Agreement, provided that the requirements under which such 

certificates or licenses were issued or rendered valid are 

equal to or above the minimum standards which may be established 

pursuant to the Convention on International Civil Aviation. 

Each Contracting Party reserves the right, however, to refuse 

to recognize, for the purpose of flights above its own terri-

tory, certificates of competency and licenses granted to its 

own nationals by the other Contracting Party. 

(B) The competent aeronautical authorities of each 

Contracting Party may request consultations concerning the 

safety and security standards and requirements relating to 

aeronautical facilities, airmen, aircraft, and the operation 

of the designated airlines which are maintained and administered 
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by the other Contracting Party. If, following such consul-

tations, the competent aeronautical authorities of either 

Contracting Party find that the other Contracting Party does 

not effectively maintain and administer safety and security 

standards and requirements in these areas that are equal to 

or above the minimum standards which may be established 

pursuant to the Convention on International Civil Aviation, 

they will notify the other Contracting Party of such findings 

and the steps considered necessary to bring the safety and 

security standards and requirements of the other Contracting 

Party to standards at least equal to the minimum standards 

which may be established pursuant to said Convention, and 

the other Contracting Party will take appropriate corrective 

action. Each Contracting Party reserves the right to withhold 

or revoke the technical permission referred to in Article 3 

of this Agreement with respect to an airline designated by 

the other Contracting Party, or to impose conditions on such 

permission, in the event the other Contracting Party does not 

take such appropriate action within a reasonable time. 

ARTICLE 7 

Each Contracting Party may impose or permit to be imposed 

just and reasonable charges for the use of public airports 

and other facilities under its control, provided that such 

charges shall not be higher than the charges imposed for the 

use of such airports and facilities by its national aircraft 

engaged in similar international services. 
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ARTICLE 8 

(A) Each Contracting Party shall exempt the designated 

airline or airlines of the other Contracting Party to the 

fullest extent possible under its national law from import 

restrictions, customs duties, excise taxes, inspection fees, 

and other national duties and charges on fuel, lubricants, 

consumable technical supplies, spare parts including engines, 

regular equipment, ground equipment, stores, and other items 

intended for use solely in connection with the operation or 

servicing of aircraft of the airlines of such other Contracting 

Party engaged in international air service. The exemptions 

provided under this paragraph shall apply to items: 

(1) Introduced into the territory of one Contracting 

Party by or on behalf of the designated airlines of the 

other Contracting Party; 

(2) Retained on aircraft of the designated airlines 

of one Contracting Party upon arriving in or leaving the 

territory of the other Contracting Party; or 

(3) Taken on board aircraft of the designated air-

lines of one Contracting Party in the territory of the 

other and intended for use in international air service; 

whether or not such items are used or consumed wholly within 

the territory of the Contracting Party granting the exemption. 

(B) The exemptions provided for by this Article shall 

also be available in situations where the designated airline 

or airlines of one Contracting Party have entered into arrange-

ments with another airline or airlines for the loan or transfer 
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in the territory of the other Contracting Party of the items 

specified in paragraph (A), provided such other airline or 

airlines similarly enjoy such exemptions from such other 

Contracting Party. 

ARTICLE 9 

09 There shall be a fair and equal opportunity for 

the airlines of each Contracting Party to operate on any route 

covered by this Agreement. 

(S) In the operation by the airlines of either Contracting 

Party of the air services described in this Agreement, the 

interest of the airlines of the other Contracting Party shall 

be taken into consideration so as not to affect unduly the 

services which the latter provide on all or part of the same 

routes. 

(C) The air services made available to the public by 

the airlines operating under this Agreement shall bear a close 

relationship to the requirements of the public for such services. 

(D) Services provided by designated airlines under this 

Agreement shall retain as their primary objective the provision 

of capacity adequate to the traffic demands between the country 

of which such airline is a national and the countries of ultimate 

destination of the traffic. The right to embark or disembark 

on such services international traffic destined for and coming from 

third countries at a point or points on the routes specified in 

this Agreement shall be applied in accordance with the general 
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principles of orderly development to which both Contracting 

Parties subscribe and shall be subject to the general principle 

that capacity should be related to: 

(1) traffic requirements between the country of 

origin and the countries of ultimate destination of the 

traffic; 

(2) the requirements of through airline operations 

and, 

(3) the traffic requirements of the area through 

which the airline passes, after taking account of local and 

regional services. 

ARTICLE 10 

00 All rates to be charged by an airline of one 

Contracting Party for carriage to or from the territory of 

the other Contracting Party shall be established at reasonable 

levels, due regard being paid to all relevant factors such as 

costs of operation and reasonable profit as well as the 

characteristics of each service. To further the commitment 

of both Contracting Parties to expand passenger and cargo 

opportunities between their respective territories, innovative 

low rates for passenger and cargo carriage should be promoted. 

Each Contracting Party should encourage the respective desig-

nated airlines to explore, propose and implement the lowest 

possible level of rates which can be economically justified. 

All rates shall be subject to the approval of the aeronautical 

authorities of the Contracting Parties, who shall act in accor-

dance with their obligations under this Agreement within the 
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limits of their legal powers. 

(B) Any rates proposed to be charged by an airline of 

either Contracting Party for carriage to or from the territory 

of the other Contracting Party shall, if so required, be filed 

by such airline with the aeronautical authorities of the other 

Contracting Party at least thirty (30) days before the proposed 

date of introduction unless the Contracting Party with whom the 

filing is to be made permits filing on shorter notice. The 

aeronautical authorities of each Contracting Party shall use 

their best efforts to insure that the rates charged and collected 

conform to the rates filed with either Contracting Party, and 

that no airline rebates any portion of such rates by any means, 

directly or indirectly, including the payment of excessive 

sales commissions to agents. 

(C) It is recognized by both Contracting Parties that, 

during any period for which either Contracting Party has 

approved the traffic conference procedures of the International 

Air Transport Association, or other association of international 

air carriers, any rate agreements concluded through these 

procedures and involving an airline or airlines of that Contracting 

Party will be subject to the approval of the aeronautical 

authorities of that Contracting Party. 

(D) If the aeronautical authorities of a Contracting Party, 

on receipt of the notification referred to in paragraph (B) 

above, are dissatisfied with the rate proposed, the other 

Contracting Party shall be so informed at least fifteen (15) 

days prior to the date that such rate would otherwise become 

effective, and the Contracting Parties shall endeavor to reach 

agreement on the appropriate rate. 
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(E) If the aeronautical authorities of a Contracting 

Party, upon review of an existing rate charged for carriage 

to or from the territory of that Party by an airline or air-

lines of the other Contracting Party aré dissatisfied with that 

rate, the other Contracting Party shall be so informed and the 

Contracting Parties shall endeavor to reach agreement on the 

appropriate rate. 

(F) In the event that an agreement is reached pursuant 

to the provisions of paragraphs a» or (E), each Contracting 

Party will exercise its best efforts to put such rate into 

effect. 
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(G) If: 

(1) under the circumstances set forth in paragraph 

(C), no agreement can be reached prior to the date that 

such rate would otherwise become effective; or 

(2) under the circumstances set forth in paragraph 

(D), no agreement can be reached prior to the expiration 

of sixty (60) days from the date of notification, 

then the aeronautical authorities of the Contracting Party 

raising the objection to the rate may take such steps as 

may be considered necessary to prevent the inauguration or 

the continuation of the service in question at the rate 

complained of; provided, however, that the aeronautical 

authorities of the Contracting Party raising the objection 

shall not require the charging of a rate higher than the 

lowest rate charged by its own airline or airlines for 

comparable service between the same points. 

ARTICLE 11 

The following provisions shall govern the sale of 

air transportation and the conversion and remittance of 

revenues; 

(A) Each designated airline shall have the right 

to engage in the sale of air transportation in the terri-

tory of the other Contracting Party directly and, in its 

discretion, through its agents. Such airline shall have 

the right to sell such transportation in the currency of 
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that territory or, if permissible, in freely convertible 

currencies of other countries. 

(B) Any rate specified in terms of the national 

currency of one of the Contracting Parties shall be 

established in an amount which reflects the effective 

exchange rate (including all exchange fees or other 

charges) at which the airlines of both Parties can convert 

and remit the revenues from their transport operations 

into the national currency of the other Party. 

(C) Each designated airline shall have the right 

to convert and remit to its country local revenues in 

excess of sums locally disbursed. Conversion and remittance 

shall be permitted promptly and without restrictions at 

the rate of exchange in effect for the sale of transpor-

tation at the time such revenues are presented for conversion 

and remittance and, on the basis of reciprocity, shall be 

exempted from taxation to the fullest extent permitted 

by national law. If a Contracting Party does not have 

a convertible currency and requires the submission of 

applications for conversion and remittance, the airlines 

of the other Contracting Party shall be permitted to file 

such applications as often as weekly free of burdensome 

or discriminatory documentary requirements. 
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(D) Each Contracting Party agrees to use its best 

efforts to ensure that the designated airlines of the 

other Contracting Party are offered the choice, subject 

to reasonable limitations which may be imposed by the 

competent authorities, of providing their own services 

for ground handling operations or having them provided 

by a servicing agent as authorized by the competent 

authorities. 

ARTICLE 12 

The Contracting Parties recognize the importance of 

charters to the development of air transport between their 

territories and agree to promote and encourage their growth. 

They will facilitate charter services to the maximum extent 

consistent with their national laws. 
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ARTICLE 13 

Either Contracting Party may at any time request 

consultations on the interpretation, application or 

amendment of this Agreement. Such consultations shall 

begin within a period of sixty (60) days from the date 

the other Contracting Party receives the request. 

ARTICLE 14 

(A) Any dispute with respect to matters covered 

by this Agreement not satisfactorily adjusted through 

consultation shall, upon request of either Contracting 

Party, be submitted to arbitration in accordance with 

the procedures set forth herein. 

(S) Arbitration shall be by a tribunal of three 

arbitrators constituted as follows: 

(1) One arbitrator shall be named by each 

Contracting Party within sixty (60) days of the date of 

delivery by either Contracting Party to the other of a 

request for arbitration. Within thirty (30) days after 

such period of sixty (60) days, the two arbitrators so 

designated shall by agreement designate a third arbitrator, 

who shall not be a national of either Contracting Party. 

(2) If either Contracting Party fails to name an 

arbitrator, or if the third arbitrator is not agreed upon 

in accordance with paragraph (1), either Contracting Party 
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may request the President of the Council of the International 

Civil Aviation Organization to designate the necessary arbi-

trator or arbitrators. 

(C) Each Contracting Party shall use its best efforts 

consistent with its national law to put into effect any 

decision or award of the arbitral tribunal. Each Contracting 

Party recognizes that if an agreement on an issue cannot be 

reached, the provisions of Article 16 shall be applied. 

(D) The expenses of the arbitral tribunal, including the 

fees and expenses of the arbitrators, shall be shared equally 

by the Contracting Parties. 

ARTICLE 15 

This Agreement and all amendments thereto shall be 

registered with the International Civil Aviation Organization. 

ARTICLE 16 

Either Contracting Party may at any time notify the 

other of its intention to terminate this Agreement. Such 

notice shall be sent simultaneously to the International 

Civil Aviation Organization. This Agreement shall terminate 

one year after the date on which the notice of termination 

is received by the other Contracting Party, unless withdrawn 

before the end of this period by agreement between the 

Contracting Parties. 
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ARTICLE 17 

If a general multilateral air transport convention, 

accepted by both Contracting Parties, enters into force, 

the present Agreement shall be amended so as to conform 

with the provisions of such convention. 

ARTICLE 18 

This Agreement shall enter into force on a date 

agreed to by the Contracting Parties in an exchange of 

diplomatic notes. ['1 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, being duly 

authorized by their respective Governments, have signed 

this Agreement. 

1June 3,1980. [Footnote added by the Department of State.] 
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DONE in duplicate at Abidjan-this twenty-fourth day 

of February, 1978, in the English and French languages, 

both texts being equally authentic. 

FOR THE VERNMENT OF 
PL I /TED  STATES OF AMERICA: 

( 
Montea le Stearns 

Ambassador 

FOR THE GOVERN OF THE IVORY COAST: 

Desire Boni 
Minister for Public Works, Transport, Construction & 

Urbanism 

[SEAL] 

[SEAL] 
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SCHEDULE  

1. Republic of the Ivory Coast  

An airline or airlines designated by the Government of 
the Ivory Coast shall be entitled to operate scheduled 
air services on the route specified, in both directions, 
and to make scheduled landings in the territory of the 
United States of America at the point specified in this 
paragraph: 

From the Ivory Coast via Liberia, Guinea 
and Senegal to New York and beyond to 
Montreal 

2. United States of America  

An airline or airlines designated by the Government of 
the United States of America shall be entitled to operate 
scheduled air services on the route specified, in both 
directions, and to make scheduled landings in the terri-
tory of the Ivory Coast at the point specified in this 
paragraph: 

From the United States via a point in the 
Atlantic Ocean 1/, Senegal 2/ and Liberia 
to Abidjan and beyond to Ghana, Nigeria, 
Zaire 3/ Kenya and one African country — 6 below 10 south latitude 2/ 

1/ either the Azores or the Cape Verde 
Islands as selected by the airline 
or airlines on a seasonal basis 

2/ stopover rights authorized 

either Zaire or one African country 
below 10° south latitude as selected 
by the airline or airlines 

3. The airlines of each Contracting Party are authorized 
to omit on any or all flights, points on any of the above 
specified routes. 

4. The airlines of each Contracting Party are authorized 
to operate scheduled air services to points not mentioned 
in the above specified route schedules and not located in 
the Republic of the Ivory Coast or the United States of 
America, but without traffic rights between these points 
and Abidjan for the United States airlines and between 
these points and New York for the Ivorian airlines. 
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COPY 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

1. Delegations representing the Governments of 

the Republic of the Ivory Coast and the United States 

of America met in Abidjan from October 19 to 21, 1977 

to complete negotiations for an Air Transport Services 

Agreement. Lists of the members of each Delegation are 

Attachments 1 and 2. 

2. The two Delegations concluded a revised 

ad referendum agreement on air transport services, the 

complete text of which is Attachment 3. 

3. The Delegations have agreed that: 

A. the two Contracting Parties would apply 

the principles of equality and reciprocity 

in all fields relating to the operation of 

the services contemplated and for the exer-

cise of the rights resulting from the Agreement. 

B. in the event that either of the Contracting 

Parties intends to designate more than one air-

line to operate the contemplated services, such 

intent will be submitted for consideration and 

prior agreement to the other Contracting Party. 

In such case either Contracting Party may invoke 

Article 13 of the Agreement. 
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C. the duration of the stopover period between 

Abidjan and Dakar shall be that between the 

airlines' flight of arrival and its next available 

flight of departure. 

4. The Air Transport Services Agreement shall come 

into provisional force upon its signing by representatives 

of both Governments. An exchange of Diplomatic Notes will 

record this fact and will also bring this Memorandum of 

Understanding into effect. A later exchange of Diplomatic 

Notes will bring the Agreement into final force. 

5. This Memorandum of Understanding supersedes the 

Memoranda of Consultation signed by the respective Delegation 

Chairmen on October 7, 1976 and April 29, 1977. 

Vassirikl Savane Robert A. Brown 
Chairman Chairman 
Delegation of the Republic Delegation of the 

of the Ivory Coast United States of 
America 

Abidjan, Ivory Coast 
October 21, 1977 
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Attachment 1 

IVORY COAST DELEGATION 

CHAIRMAN M. Vassiriki Savane, Directeur 
de l'Aeronautique Civile, Chef 
de Delegation 

M. M. Habib Diallo, Bureau du 
Transport Aerien 

M. Johanny Guirpa, , Chef du 
Departement des Accords Aeriens, 
Air Afrique 

M. Jean Gbaguidi, Departement des 
Accords Aeriens, Air Agrique 

M. Bernard Diallo, Air Afrique 
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CHAIRMAN 

Attachment 2 

U.S. DELEGATION 

Mr. Robert A. Brown 
Chief, Aviation Negotiations 
Division 

Department of State 

Mr. Francis S. Murphy 
Chief, Mediterranean and Africa 
Civil Aeronautics Board 

Mr. Edward P. Oppler 
Chief of Regulatory Coordination 
Division 

Office of Regulatory Policy 
Department of Transportation 

Mk. Ralph E. Bresler 
Chief, Economic and Commercial 
Section 
U.S. Embassy, Abidjan 

Ms. Joyce B. Rabens 
Economic Officer 
U.S. Embassy, Abidjan 

TECHNICAL ADVISOR Mr. Thomas V. Lydon 
Air Transport Association 
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JZ) C CO RD 

EN TRE 

LA REPUELIQUE DE COTE WINDIRE 

ET LES VATS UNIS WAMERIQUE 

RELATEF AU 711ANSPORTAERIEN 
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Le Gouvernerrent de la République de Cbte d'Ivoire et le Gm-

vernement des Etats-Unis d'Amérique, 

Reconnaissant l'inportance croissante des transports aériens 

internationaux entre les deux pays et désirantprendre tontas dispositions 

nécessaires afin d'assurer leur développanmt continu pour le bien conarn, 

Etant parties á la Convention sur l'Aviation Civile Internationale 

ouverte á la signature a Chicago le 7 Décenhre 1944, 

Considérantque la ate d'Ivoire, en.tantque partie au Sraité 

de Yáoundé a, avec d'autresEtats, crééune entreprise aérienne =rum 

dent la créationestconsidéréepar la CZte d'IVoire mane conforae aux 

Articles 77 et 79 de la Convention relative a l'AviationCivile Internationale 

visant la création par plusieurs Etats d'organisations d'explcitation en 

ocanunoud'organismesinternationauxd'exploitation, chargéed'assurerles 

services aériens de chaqueEtatIertie audit T:aité, 

Sant convenus de ce qui suit: 
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ARTICLE DER 

Pour les be.soins du present Accord, 

.A -Le terne "Accord" signifiera le present Accord, l'Annexe ci-jointe et taus 

autres ~dements y apportés. 

B -Le terne "71-aité de Yaounde" signifiera le Ttaité ccncernant les Transports 

aériens en Afrique, signé a Yaounde le 28 mars 1.961.. 

C -L'expression "autorités aéronautiques" signifiera, en ce qui concerne les 

Etats-Unis d'AnArique", l'Administration fédérale de l'Aviation en ce qui ccmcerne 

l'autorisation technique, les normes de sécurité, et les conditions requises aux 

Articles 3 et 6 11 respactivement, autrment le "Civil Aeronautics Board" et, en 

ce qui concerne la Republique de Cate d'Ivoire, le Ministre chargé de l'Aviation 

Civile, ce, en ce qui concerne les deux Parties, toute personne ou tout organisme 

qui seraithabiltté a assurer les fonctions actuellenent exercées par lesdites 
autorités. 

D -L'expression "entreprise de transport aérien designee" signifiera une 

entreprise de transport aérien dont l'une des Parties contractantes avisera par 

&Tit l'autre Partie contractante qu'elle est l'entreprise de transport aérien 

destinée á exploiter la route ou les routes énunérées a l'Annaxe du present 
Accord. Ladite notification sera effectuée par écrit, par les voies diplamatiques. 

E -Le terse "territoire", lorsqu'il aura trait á unEtat, signifiera les regions 

terrestres sur lesqup11ps l'Etat en question exerce se souveraineté, ea suzerai-

neté, son protectorat, se juridiction cu une tut&lip, et les eaux.territoriales y 

adjacentes. 
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L'expression "service aérien" signifiera tout service aérien 

régulier assuré par des aéronefs affectés au transport public de passagers, 

de merchandises ou de courrier • séparément ou á titre de trmisportmixte. 
3 r 

G) L'expression "secvic,- -..érien international" signifiera un 

service aérien qui survole Ye 'elr'tcire de plusieurs Etats. 

10 L'expwession 'esrale pour raisons non commerciales" signifiera 

une egrale ne mmpartant ni anbarquement ni débargument de passagers, de 

merchandises au de courrier. 
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ARTICLE 2 

Chaque Partie contractante acoorde á l'autre Partie contractante 

les droits ci-aprás nécessaires á l'exploitation des services aériens par 

l'entreprise cu les entrepri ,..s de 'transport aérien désignée(s). 

1) le droit de survol du territoire de l'autre Partie contractante 

sans pgrAle ; 

2) le droit d'esrAle sur le territoire de l'autre Partie contrac-

tante pcur raisons non camerciales ; et 

3) le droit de débarquer et d'embarquer en trafic international 

des passagers, des merchandises et du courrier, séparfment Cu a titre de 

transport ndxte, aux pcdnts du territoire de l'autre Partie contractante 

énmuérés sur chacona des routes décrites au peragraphe approprié de 

l'Annexe du présent Accord. 
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ARTICLE 3 

• Le service aérien sur une route spécifiée á l'Zmnexe du 

present Accord curra atre inauguré par une cu plusieurs entreprises de 

transport aériend'une Parle contractante á tout nruent apras que lnaite 

Partie contractante aura design& l'entreprise ou las entreprises de 

transport aérien pour exploiter cette route et que l'autre Partie cantrac-

tante aura a4livré l'autorisationd'exploitation requise. 

13) Chacune des Parties contracbantes aura le droit de désigler, 

par note diplcmatique a l'autre Partie contractante, une entreprise cu des 
entreprises de transport aérien aux fins d'exploitation de services aériens 

sur une route cu des routes stipulées dens l'annexe au present Accord. 

LaautrePartie contracbante sera tenue d'ao.pter ladite designation. 

O Le Gouvenmaaent des Etats-Unis d'Amérique  f,,,Ppfte que le 

Gcuvernenent de la Republique de Cate d'Ivoire, confrere:sent aux articles 

2 et 4 et aux places annexes du Traité relatif aux Transports Aériens en 

Afrique signé par la Republlque de Cate d'Ivoire a Yaounde le 28 Mars 1961, 
se reserve le droit de designer la Societe AIR AFRIQUE carne instilment 

choisi par la Republique de Cate d'Ivoire pour l'exploitation des services 

aériens sur une ou des routes indiquées au tableau des routes de cat Accord. 

• Lora de la reception et de l'acceptationd'une designation 

faite par l'une des Parties contractantes, et das reception d'une desande 

presentee par une entreprise de transport aérien designee, dens la forme et 

de le maniare prescritas pour de telles demandes, l'autre Partie contrac-

tante, sous reserve des dispositions du paragraphe E) ci-aprés et des Articles 

4 at 6 du présent Accord, sera tenue d'accorder l'autorisationd'exploitation 

appropriée dans unminirmia de délai procedural. 
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E - L'entreprise de transport aérien désignée d'une Partie 

contractante peut atre tenue, á la demande des autorités 

aéronautiques de l'autre Partie contractante, de satisfaire aux 

conditions prescrites aux termes des lois et raglements normalement 

appliqués par lesdites autorités avant qu'il ne leur soit accordé 

l'autorisation d'assurer les services prévus an présent Accord. 

Lesdits lois et raglement seront appliqués conformément aux 

dispositions de la Convention relative á l'Aviation Civile Inter-

nationale. 
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AR TICLE 4 

A -Le °a:yerno/out des Etats-Unis d'Amérique se réserve le 

droit de refuser l'autorisation d'ectploitation prévue a l'Article 3 du 

présent Accord a une entreprise de transport aérien désignée par le Gouver-

nement de la Celta d'Ivoire, cu de retirar, cu de x-evcquer une talle auto-

risaticn ax d'imposer des conditions relativerent a ladite autorisation 
au ras : 

1) ladite entreprise de transport agrien ne sati gferalt pas 

aux conditions stipulées par les lois et raglements necanalerrent apliques 

par les autorités aéronaut-iques des Etats-Unis d'Araérique; 

2) ladite entreprise de transport agrien ne se caiformerait 

pes aux lois et raqlements mentionnés á l'Article 5 duprésentAccord ; 

3) Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amérique n'aurait pas la 

preuve qu'une part inpertante de la pulariété et le ccntrble effectif de 

cette entreprise de transport aérien sont détenus conjointement par des 

ressortissants a: par les Gcuvernements des Etats mambres du 11-aité de Yaoundé. 

B -Le Gouvernament de la République de Cbte d'Ivoire se réserve 

le droit de ref-user l'autorisation d'exploitation prévue a l'Article 3 
du présent Acconl, a une entreprise de transport aérien rlissignée par le 

Gcuvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amérique, cu de retirer, ou de révoquer une 

talle autorisatIon ou d'imposer des conditicrs relativerient a ladite auto-

risatice an cas al: 
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1) ladite entreprise de transport aérien ne satigferait pas 

aux conditions stipulées per les lois et raglemnts nonnalement appliqués 

par les autorités aéronautiques de la Répdblique de Cbte d'Ivoire ; 

2) ladite entreprise de transport aérienne se conforrreratt 

pes aux lois et raglements nenticnnés á l'Article 5 du présent Accord ; 

3) le Gouvernarent de la République de Cóte d'Ivoire n'aurait 

pas la preuve qu'une part importante de la prqpriété et le contn5le effectif 

de cette entreprise de transport aérien sontdétenus par des ressortissants 

des Etats-UniscrAmIrique ; 

C - A moins que des nesures imnédiates se solent essentiP1 3 es 

afin de prévenir toute nouvelle violation des lois et raglements nentionnés 

a l'Article 5 du présent Accord, le droit de révccation de ladite autcrisation 

ne devra atre PvPrCé qu'apras avoir consulté l'autre Partie contractante. 
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ARTICLE 5 

A) Les lois et réglements d'une Partie contractante relatifs 

á l'entrée sur son territoire et á la sortie de son territoire des 

aéronefs employés á la navigation internationale, ou relatifs á l'exploi-

tation et á la navigation dpqaits aéronefs durant leur présence dans les 

limites de son territoire, s'appliqueront aux aéronefs de l'entreprise 

ou des entreprises de transport aériendésignées par l'autre Partie 

contractante, lesquels devront s'y conformer á l'arrivée, au départ et 

durant leur présence dans les limites du territoire de la Partie contrac-

tantementionnée en prender lieu. 

B) Les lois et réglenants d'une Partie contractante relatifs 

á radmission sur son territoire et a la sortie de passagers, d'équipages, 

de merchandises cu de courrier transportés par aéronefs, tels que les 

réglements régissant l'entrée, les formalités de congé, l'inrnigration, 

les passaports, les douanes et la quaranbaine, seront observés par ces 

passagers, équipages, narchandises ou courrier des entreprises de trans-

port aérien de l'autre Partie contractante, soit par eux-mlnes, spit par 

un tiers pour leur capte, á l'arrivée, au départ et pendant leur séjour 

dens les limites du territoire de la Partie contractanterrentionnée en 

premier lieu. 
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• ...lb 

AR TICL E 6 

A. Les certificats de navigábilité, les brevets d'aptitude 

et les licences délivrés Cu validés par l'une deg Parties contractante_s 

et non périmés seront reconnus valables par l'autre Partie contractante, 

aux fins d'exploitation des routes et des services spécifiés au présent 

Accord, pourvu toutefois que les conations requises pour la délivrance 

ou la validation de ces brevets ou licences soient équivalentes ou 

supérieures aux conditions minima qui pourraient étre établies en vertu 

de la Convention relative a l'AviationCivile Internationale. Chagua 

Partie contractante se réserve cependant le droit de ne pas reconnaltre 

valables prInr la circulation au-dessus de son propre territoire les 

brevets d'aptitude at licences délivrés á ses propres ressortissants 

par l'autre partie contractante. 

B. Les autorités aéronautiques carpétentes de chaque Partie 

contractante peuvent demander des consultations au sujet des norms 

at conditions de sareté et de sécurité concernant les installations 

aéronautiques, le personnel d'aviation, les aéronefs et l'exploitation 

des entreprigeg de transport aériendésignées qui sontmaintenues et 

azIministrées par l'autre Partie contractante. Si, A la suite de tPlles 

consultations, les autorités aéronautiques ccmpétentes de l'une des 

Parties contractantes constatentque l'autre Partie contractante me 

s'est pas attachée A naintenir et a administrar efficacenerd: des normes 

et conditions de sareté et de sécurité dams ces dcmaines qui soient 

égales ou supérieures aux norms minirnales qui peuvent étre étáblies 
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aux termes de la Convention relative á l'Aviation Civile 

Internationale, piipq notifieront a l'autre Partie contractante 1pqaites 
constatations et les mesures considérées carne nécessaires pour amener les 

normes et conditions de stlreté et de sécurité appliquées par l'autre Partie 

contractante á un niveau an noins égal aux norms minimales qui peuvent 

étre étabaies aux termes de ladite Convention, et l'autre Pattie contrac-

tante devra prendre les mesures caLLeutives apprqpriées. Chacune des Parties 

contractantes se reserve le droit de refmser on de révoquer l'autorisation 

technbquenentionnée a l'Article 3 du présent Accord eu égard á une entre-
prise de transport aérien désignée par l'autre Partie contractante, on 

d'imposer des conditions quant a laRite autorisation, au cas al l'autre 

Partie contractante ne prendrait pes legaitesmesures apprcpriées dens un 

dopis raisonnable. 
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ARTECLE 7 

Chaque Partie contraabantepourra imposer ou pennettre que soient 

imposés des droits justes et raisonnábles pour l'utilisation des aéryparts 

publics et autres installations gnnq son contróle, a condition que leqígits 

droits ne soient pas plus élevés que ceux qui sont imposés pour l'utilisa-
4 

tiondesdits aároports et desdites installations par sea aéronefs natio-

naux employés a des services internationaux shnilaires. 
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ARTECLE 8 

A. Dans toute la mesure du possible aux terms de ses lois 

nationales, cheque Partie contractante exemptera l'entreprise ou les 

entreprises de transport aériendésignées de l'autre Partie contractante 

deg restrictions d'importation, des droits de dcuane, des impas indirects, 

frais d'inspection et autres taxes oudroits nationaux en cequi concerne 

lescarbarants, leslubrifiants, les approvisionnements techniques 

consamptibles, les piáces de rechange, y cris lesmoteurs, l'équipe-

ment normal, l'équipement an sol, les provisions de tord et autres 

articles destines uniquement á are utilisés aux fins d'exploitation, 

d'entretiencu de réparaticm des aéronefs des entreprises de transport 

aérien de ladite aubrePartie contractante affectés au service aérien 

international. Les exemptions accordées en vertu du présentparagraphe 

seront applicables aux articles qui : 

1) seront intooduits sur le territoire d'une Partie contrac-

tante par les entreprises de transport aériendésignées de l'autre 

Partie contractante ou pour leur cappte ; 

2) demeureront á bard des aéronefs des entrepriqPc de trans-

port aériendésignées d'une Partie contractante á leur arrivée sur le 

territoire de l'autre Partie contractante ou á leur depart de celui-ci ; 

3) seront chargés a bard des aéronefs des entreprises de 

transport aériendésignées d'une Partie contractante sur le territoire 

de l'autre et serontdestinés á étreutilisés aux fins du service 

aérien international, que ces articles soient cu non cansammés cuutiligos 

intégralement dans les limites du territoire de la Partie contractante 

ayant accordé l'exemption. 
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B. Les ~lotions prévues dens le présent article pan-nont 

égalanent étre acoardées clans les cas a l'entreprise cu les entreprises 

de transport aériendésignée (s) de l'une des Parties ccntractantes cat 

ccnclu des arxxonis avec une autre entreprise cu d'autres entreprises en vue 

du prét cu du transfért sur le territoire de l'autre Partie contractante 

des artirle stinnés an paragrapheA, sous réserve gpe 11th autre 

entreprise ou 1Pgaites autres entreprises bénéficient de méme desdites 

exelptions de la part de l'autre Partie contractante. 
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ARTICLE 9 

A. Les entreprises de transport aérien de cheque Partie contrac-

tante bénéficieront de pcssibilités égales at équitables d'exploiter des 

services sur toute route couverte par le present Accord. 

B. Dans l'exploitation par les entreprises de transport aérien 

de l'une des Parties contractantes des services aériens prévus au present 

Accord, les intérats des entreprises de transport aérien de l'autre Partie 

contractante serontpris en consideration, delmaniare á ne pas affecter 

indament les services que ces derniares assurent sur tout aapartie des 

mémes routes. 

C. Les services aériens offerts au public par les entreprises 

aérienms enploitant en vertu cla present Accord aurontun rapport étroit 

avec les tesoins du public quant á de tela services. 

D. Les services assures par des entreprises de transport aérien 

designees en vertu du present Accord maintiendront cante objectif premier 

la mis. en ceuvred'une cArArité adequate carrespondant mix exigences du 

trafic entre le pays dont indite entraprise estressortissante et les 

pays de l'ultime destination du trafic. Le droitd'embarquer ou de débarquer 

grace a de this services le trafic international a destination cu en pro-

venance de pays tiers á un point on des points situés sur les routes 

spécifiées dans le present Accord sera appliqué en vertu des principes 

genera= de bonne organisation auxquels souscrivent les deux Parties con-

tractantes et sera scumis au principe general que la rAparitedevralt 

correspondre : 

1) auxbesoins du trafic entre le pays d'origine et les pays 

d'ultime destination du trafic; 

2) auxbesoins des cpérations de transit aérien de toutes les 

pqrnles sur la ligne 

3) auxbesoins du trafic de la region que traversent 1pqaits 

services, en tenant capte des services lccaux et régionaux. 
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ARTICLE 13 

A. is les tarifs devant atre appliquée par l'entrpprise 

de transport aérien d'une Partie contractante pour le transport a 
destination ou en provenance du territoire de l'autre Partie contrac-

tante seront établis, á des taux raisonnataes, en tenant dOnent compte 

de tons les facteurs pertinents tela que coats d'enploitation at profits 

raisonnables ainsi que des caractéristiques de cheque service. 

Pour renfcrcer l'engalemant des deux Parties contractantes 

a étendre les potentialits de transport/passagers et de transport/fret 
entre leurs territoires respectifs, des tarifs has pour le transport/pas 

sagers at pour le transportaLeLdevaient are prams de maniare novatrice. 

Cheque Partie contractante doit appliquer les nimanne de tarifs les plus 

has possibles qui se justifientd'un point de vue éconcmique. 

Tan les tarifs seront scumis a l'apprabation des Autorités 
des Parties contractantes, qui aginxrtcamfannarent a larrszabligations 
découlant du présent Accord at cela, dans les limites de leurs pcuvoirs 

juridiques. 

B. Tus tarifs proposés par une entreprise de transport aérien 

de l'une des Parties contractantes pcur le transport á destination on en 

provenance du territoire de l'autre Partie contractante devront, le cas 

échéant, atre soumis par ladite entreprise aux Autorités Aéronautiques de 

l'autre Partie contractante trente (30) jours au mains avant la date prévue 

pour leurmise en application, a moins que la Partie contractante á laquelle 
seront~miq les tarifs autorise undélai plus =rt. 

Les Autorités Aéronautiques de cheque Partie contractante em-

paoieront tons leurs efforts afin d'assurer que les tarifs appliqués et per-

gus sont conformes aux tarifs salamis h l'approbation de l'une cu l'autre des 

Parties contractantes, etqu'une entreprise de transport agrien ne consent 

de rebels sur aucane portion de tarifs, d'aucunemaniare, directerent cu 

indirectement, ni mame sous forme de camnissions excessives accomlées aux 

agences de vente. 
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C. Les dew( Parties ccntractantes reconnaissent que, pendant taita 

péricde pour laquelle rune co l'autre des Parties contractantes a approuvé 

la prc:cédure des Conférences de trafic aérien de l'Association Internationale 

des 91-ansports Aériens, nu autre Association de lignes aériennes internationales, 

tout accord sur les tarifs conclu salon cette procure et intéressant Ventre-

prise ou les entreprises de transport aérien de indite Partie contractante 

sera sotrais a l'approbation des Autorités aéronautiques de cette Partie 

contractante. 

D. Si les Autorités aéronautiques d'une Partie contractante, aprls réception 

de la notification prévue au paragrapheSci-dessus, n'approuvent par le 

tarif proposé, p11..q en aviseront l'autre Partie contractante en mains 

quinze (15) jcurs avant la date a laquelle ledit tarif serait autrerrent 

mía en vigueur, et les Parties contractantes s'efforcercet d'aboutir á un 

accord sur un tarif approprié. 

E. Si les Autcrités aéronautiques d'une Partie contractante, lors de la 

révision d'un tarif existant pour les services de transport á destination 

ou en provenance du territoire de ladite Partie asenrée par l'entreprise 

al les antreprises de transport aérien de l'autre Partie contractante 

n'approuvent pas ledit tarif, elles en aviseront l'autre Partie contractante, 

et les Parties contractantes s'efforceront d'aboutir B un accord sur un 

tarif approprié. 

F. Dans le cas oa l'accord se fait ccmformément aux dispositions du 

paragraphe D ou E, Chaoune des Parties contractantes s'efforcera de son 

mieux a mettre ]edit tarif en vigueur. 
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G. Si: 

1) - dens les conditions énoncées au paragraphe D, aucun 

accced ne peut atre obten avant la date á laquelle 

tarif seratt aunt mis en vigueur ; ou 

2) - dens les conditions énOncées an paragrapheE, aucun 

accord ne pent étre cbtenu avant l'expirationd'un délai 

de soixante (60) jours á carpter de la date de notifica-

tion, 

les Autorités aéronautiques de la Partie oontractante ayant expriné des 

objections vis-a-vis du tarif peuyentprendre les resures qui seraient 

considérées came nécessaires pcur empécher que soit inauguré oumaintenu 

le service en question an tarif contesté sous réserve, toutefois, que 

les Autorités aéronautiques de la Partie contractante soulevant l'cbjection 

n'exigeront pas l'application (run tarif supérieur an tarif le plus fáible 

appliqué par ea propre entreprise ou ses propees entrepriq.PR de transport 

aérien pour des services coaparables entre les mames points. 
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ARTICLE 11 

Les dispositions suivantes régimont la vente de transports aériens 

et la conversion et la remise des recettes : 

A. Cheque entreprise de transport aérien designee aura le droit de se 

livrer á la vente de transports aériens sur le territoire de l'autrePartie 

contractante directernent et, á as aler-retion, par l'intprmAaimrs de ses 

agences.Ladite entreprise de transport aérien aura le droit de vendre 

leqrlits transports, et toute personne aura la latitude d'acheter 1Pqaits 

transports, dans la monnaie dudit territoire on si autorisé dans les 

monnaies librewart convertibles d'autres pays. 

B. 9but tarif stipule en fonction de la monnaie nationale de l'une des 

Parties contractantes sera établi dans unmontant qui reflate le tPlrg de 

change en vlgueur compris tcutes commissions de change on tons autres 

droits) auquel les entreprises de transport aérien des deux Parties 

peuvent convertir et remettre les recettes de leurs services de transport 

dans la monnaie nationale de l'autre Partie. 

C. Cheque entreprise de transport aérien designee aura le droit de 

convertir et de remettre a son pays les recettes locales en excédent des 
scmmes dlewigsées 1er-element. La conversion et la remise seront aubccrisées 

prampbeient et sans restrictions, au taux de change en vigueur pour la 

vente de transports au moment oa 3Pqrlites recettes sontprésentéPs pour 
conversion et remise, et seront, sur la  de la réciprocité, exemptées 

d'impets dans tcute la mesure autorisée par la legislation nationale. Si 

une Partie contractante n'est pas dote Wune =male convertible et exige 

la soumission de demandes aux fins de conversion et de remise, les entre-

prises de transport aérien de l'autrePartie contractante seront autorisées 

á sounettre leceltes demandes aussi fréquenrentque sur una  hebdamadaire 

sans avoir á satisfaire a des conditions de docunentation onéreuses on 
dIscriminatoires ; 

D. Cheque Partie cantractante canvient de faire de son mieux pour 

s'assurer que les entreprises de transport aérien designees de l'autre 

Pattie contractante puissent avoir le choix, sous reserve des limites 

raisonnables qui peuvent etas impoqtes par les Autorités campétentes de 

fournir leurs prppres services pour les cpérations de manutention au sol 

on de faire executer de telles operations par un agent sous-traitant agree 

par lesAutorités ompétentes. 
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ARTICLE 12 

Les Parties contractantes reccmnaissent l'importance des charters 

dans le développerre.nt du transport aérien entre leurs territoires et ccn-

viennent de pranouvoir et d'encourager leurs croissances. Elles faciliteront 

au maximum les services charter pour autant que leurs lois nationales le 

pennettent. 
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AR'10:LE 13 

L'une cu l'autre des Parties contractantes peut á tout narent 

demander que des consultations aient lieu au sujet de l'interprétation, 

de l'application et de l'arrendenent du présent Accord. De tPlles consulta-

tions devrontcaurencer dansun. délai de soixante (60) jcurs a ccmpter 

de la date de récsption de la demande per l'autre Partie contractante. 
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AR MIX 14 

A) it différend relatif aux questions couvertes par le pmésent 

Acccmtl qui ne seraitpes réglé de fagon satigfaisante par la vole des 

consultations devra, á la demande de l'une cu l'autre des Pestles contrac-

tantes, atre scumis á l'arbitrage ccnifcarniánent a la procure pmévue dens 

le présent accord. 

El L'arbitrage inonnbera á un tribunal composé de trois arbitres 

et constitué ~le suit: 

1) Un arbitre sera désigné per cheque Partie contractante dans 

un dllni de soixante (60) jours a ccmpter de la date a laquelle l'une des 

Parties contractantes aura regu de l'autre Partie une demande d'arbitrage. 

Dana les trente (30) jours qui suivront leditde1Ri de soixante (60) jours, 

les deux arbitres ainsi désignés, désPgnaront d'un contain accord un troisi-

ame arbitre, qui ne devra pas atreun ressomtissant de l'une ou de l'autre 

des Parties contractantes. 
• 

2) Si ni l'une ni l'autre des Parties contractantes ne name un 

arbitre, cu si le troisiame arbitre n'est pas agréé conformément aux dispo-

sitions du paragraphe 1), l'une on l'autre des Parties contractantes pourra 

demander an President du Conseil de l'Organisation de l'Aviation Civile 

Internationale de désigner l'arbitre on les arbitres nécesRires. 

C) Cheque Partie contractante s'emploiera de son mieux, d'une 

fagon ccmpatible avec ses lois nationales, pour assurer l'exécution de toute 

decision on sentence du tribunal arbitral. Cheque Partie contractante recon-

nalt que si l'acoard ne peut pas se faire sur une question, les dispositions 

de l'Article 16 seront appliquées. 

I» Les Parties contractantes contribueront á part égale aux frais 

encourus par le 7bibunal arbitral, y compris les honoraires at les dépenses 

des arbitres. 
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ARTICLE 15 

Le present Accord et tous les amendments apportes a celui-ci 

seront enregistrésál'Organisation de l'Aviation Civile Internationale. 

AR TICLE 16 

L 'une ou l'autre des Parties contractantes pcurra á tout moment 

notifier a l'autre son désir de rettre fin au présent Accord. Une telle 

notification devra étre aciressée simultanément á l'Organisation de l'Aviation 

Civile Internationale. Le présent Accord pre_ndra fin un an apras le jour de 

reception de la notification de résiliation par l'autre Partie contractante, 

á coins que ladite notification ne soit retiree d'un carman accord entre les 

Parties contractantes avant l'expiration de catre période. 

ARTICLE 17 

Si une convention genérale de caractare multilateral 

relative aux transports aériens et agréée par les deux Parties 

contractantes entre en vigueur, le présent Accord sera modifié 

de sorte qu'il soit conforme aux dispositions de ladite convention. 
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ARTICLE 18 

Le présent Accord entrara en vigueur á la date agréée par les 

Parties ccntractantes dans un échange de notes diplanatiques. 

En foi de quoi, les soussignés dement babilités par leur 

Gouvernenent respectif, ont signé le présent Accord. 

Fait en dcuble A Abidjan en langue frangaise et en langue 

anglAiRo, les deux testes faisant égalemnt foi. 

Ce 211nn jour de Février 1978 

FOUR LE (DURVERNIEMEN T DE LA 

REPUELIQUE DE ÇE D'IM) IRE 

DESIRE, N I 

MINIS'IRE 9RAVAUX 

DES WIANSIORSS, DE LA (DNS-

IMET/DN ET DE L TJM3ANISME. 

[SEAL] 

FOTJR LE GOUVERNEMEN 'I DES 

E7A9S-CNIS D'AMERIQUE 

11)NUEACLE STEARNS 

AMBASSADEUR 

11 

[SEAL] 
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MEMO RAND UM D'EN TEN TE 

1. Des délégations représentant le Gouvernement de la République 

de CO9EDIIVOIRE et le Gouvernement des EE-UNIS d'Amérique se sont 

réunies a Abidjan du 19 au 21 cctobre 1977 pour discuter d'un Accord 

de transport aérien. Les nams des membres des deux délégations figurent 

dens les annexes 1 et 2. 

2. Les deuxdélégations ont abouti á un accord ad referendum révisé 

sur les services aériens dont le texte entier figure á l'annexe 3. 

3. Les deux délégations sont convenues des points suivants : 

a) -Les deux: Parties contractantes sontd'accordpcur faire 

appliquer le príncipe de l'égalité et de la réciprocité 

dens taus les damaines pour l'exploitation des services 

prévus et pour l'exercice des droits résultantd-u présent 

Accord. 

b) -Le désir pour l'une des Parties contractantes d'Int.o1ufre 

plus d'une entreprise dens l'exploitatire des services 

prévus, sera soumis a l'examen et a l'accord préalable 

de l'autrePartie contractante. Dens ce cas les Parties 

pcurront faire recours á l'application de l'Article 13 

du présent Accord. 

c) -La durée de l'esnAle entre ABIDJAN et DAKAR sera celle 

qui sépare le vol d'arrivée de l'entreprise et son percchain 

vol de départdisponible. 
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4. T,'Accord de 'Transport aérien prenara provisoirment effet 

lors de sa signature par des représentants des deux Gouvernewnts. 

Un échange de notes diplcmatiques concrétisera ce fait et donnera 

égalemnt effet á ce Memorandum d'Entente. Un échange ultérieur 

de notes diplcmatiques fera entrer cet Accord définitivement en 

vigueur. 

5. Ce Memorandum d'Entente remplace les Memorandums de consultation 

signés par les Chefs des delegations respectivas le 7 Octobre 1976 et 

le 29 Avril 1977. 

Chef de la Delegation Chef de la Delegation 

des Etats-Unis d'Auérique, de la Republique de Cote d'Ivoire, 

Robert A. 13R)111 SAVANE V. 

Abidjan, le 
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ANNEXE I 

DELEGATION DE COTE D'IVOIRE.. 

Chef de delegation M. Vassiriki SAVANE, Directeur 

de L'Aéronautique Civile 

M. Habib DIALLO, Bureau du 

Transport Aérien 

M. Johany GUIRMA, Chef du 

Département des Accords Aériens 

Air Afrique 

M. Jean GRAGUIDI, Département 

des Accords Aériens, Air Afrique 

M. Bernard DIALLO, Air Afrique 
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ANNEXE II 

DELEGATION DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE 

Chef de délégation- Mr Robert A. BROWN 

Chief Aviation Négociations 

Division 

Département of State 

Mr Francis S.'OPPLER 

Chief of Regulatory Policy 

Département of Transportation 

Mr Ralph E. BRESLER 

Chief Economic and Commercial 

Section U.S Embassy, Abidjan 

Mb Joyce B. RABENS 

Economic Officer 

U.S Embassy, ,Abidjan 

Mr Thomas V. LYDON 

Air Transport Association 
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- 711.1.,EAU DE FOUIES - 

- I - REPUELIQUE DE CD IE D'INDIRE - 

La ou les entreprises de transport aériendésignées per le 

Gouvernement de Cote d'Ivoire seront autorisée (s) á effectuer des 

transports réguliers sur la route indiquée et cela dans les deux sens, et 

á faire des r1 es carmerciales réguliIres sur le territoire des 

Etats-Unis d'Anérique au point indiqué dans le présmitreragraphe. 

De la Cate d'Ivoire via leLtharia, la Guinée et le Sénégal, 

á New-York et au-delá á destination de Montréal. 

- II - LES E9A9S-UNIS D'AMER/CXJE 

La cu les entreprises de transport aérien désignées par le 

Gcuvernenent des Etats-Unis d'Amérique seront autorisées á effectuer, des 

transports réguliers sur la rcute irrliquée, et cela dens les deux sens, 

et á faire des escales carmarciales régulihres sur le territoire de la 

Cate d'Ivoire au point indiqué dens le présentparagraphe : 

Des Etats-Unis via un point dens l'OceanAtlantique (1), le 

Sénégal (2), le Liberia á Abidjan et au-delá au Ghana, au Nigéria 

au ZaIre (3), au Kenya et vers un point Africain au-dessous du 101 degré 

de latitude Sud (3). 

(1) Soit les Agores, soit les Iles du Cap-Vert selon le choix 

effectué par la aa les entreprises de transport aérien sur une base 

saisonniare. 

(2) Avec droit de SDP-OVER 

(3) Soit le Ire, soit un point Africain au-dessous du 101 

degré de latitiwie Sud, selon l'option faite par la cu les eptreprises 

de transport aérien. 
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- III - Les entreprises de transport aérien de cheque Partie 

contractante sont autorisées a omettre sur un ou tous les vols, 

des points sur les routes indiquées ci-dessus. 

- IV - Les entreprises de transport aérien de chaque Partie 

contractante sont autorisées á effectuer des vols réguliers sur 

des points non indiqués sur les routes accordées ci-dessus, et 

situés hors des territoires de la République de Cote d'Ivoire ou 

des Etats-Unis d'Amérique, mais sans droit de trafic entre ces 

points et Abidjan pour les entreprises de transport aérien 

américaines, et ces points et New-York pour les entreprises de 

transport agrien ivoiriennes. 
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No. 48  

[EXCHANGE OF NOTES] 

EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Abidjan, February 24, 1978 

Excellency: 

I have the honor to refer to the negotiations held from 

October 10, 1977 to October 21, 1977 between representatives of 

the Government of the United States of America and the Government 

of the Ivory Coast concerning air transport relations between the 

two countries and to propose, on behalf of my Government that the 

Agreement on air transport signed on February 24 by Mr. Désiré 

Boni, Ministre des Travaux Publics et des Transports representing 

the Government of the Republic of the Ivory Coast and the Honorable 

Monteagle Stearns, Ambassador Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire, 

representing the Government of the United States of America and 

the Memorandum of Understanding, initialled by the two delegations 

on October 21, 1977 govern the conduct of each Government with 

respect to the passenger, cargo, and mail air services of the air-

lines that have been respectively authorized by the Government of 

the United States of America and the Government of the Republic 

of the Ivory Coast to conduct operations between the two countries and 

during the period of effectiveness of the air transport agreement 

and the Memorandum of Understanding. 
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If your Government agrees to the foregoing proposal, I. 

have the honor to propose that this note and your reply to that effect 

constitute an agreement between the two Governments which shall 

enter into effect provisionally upon signing and permanently on the 

date of your reply attesting to your Government's ratification, and 

which shall remain in effect for an indefinite period of tizne subject 

to the provisions of Article 16 of the above air transport agreement. 

Accept, Excellency the renewed assurances of my highest 

consideration. 

His Excellency 

Siméon Aké 

Minister of Foreign Affairs 

Abidjan 
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MINISTERE 
DES ,AFFAIRES ETRANGERES 

Le ~hire 

' 
• 1 

REPUBLIQUE DE COTE D'IVOIRE 
UNION - DISCIPLINE - TRAVAIL 

31 MO 1571 
Abidjan, le 

Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, 

J'ai l'honneur &accuser reception de la lettre n"48 du 24 Pévrier 

1978 que Votre Excellence a bien voulu m'adresser et dont la teneur suit : 

" Excellence, 

J'ai l'honneur de faire reference aux négociations menées du 10 

Octobre 1977 an 21 Octobre 1977 par les représentants du Gouvernement des 

Etats-Unis d'Amerique at du Gouvernement de la Cate d'Ivoire sur les 

transports aériens entre les deux pays, et de proposer au nom de non Gouver-

cement que la Convention de Transport aérien signée le 24 Pévrier 1978 par 

Monsieur Desire BONE, Ministre des Travaux Publics at des Transports, repré - 

sentant le Gouvernement de la Republique de Cate d'ivoire et Son Excellence 

Monsieur Monteagle STEARNS, Ambassadeur Extraordinaire at Plénipotentiaire 

représentant le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amérique, at que le Memoran-

dum de Consultation paraphé par les deux delegations le 21 Octobre 1977 

gouvernent l'action de ...aqua Gouvernement en ce qui concerne les services 

passagers, cargos at postaux des lignes aériennes que les Gouvernements 

des Etats-Unis d'Amérique et de la Republique de Cate d'Ivoire oat respec - 

tivement autorisées a operar entre les deux pays at durant la période ol 
sent executoires la Convention de Transport aérien et le Memorandum de 

Consultation. 

SON EXCELLE2:CE MONSIEUR Monteagle STERNS 

A1MASSADEUR DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMIQUE 

-ABIDJAN-
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Si votre Gouvernenent donne son agrément a la proposition ci— 
dessus, j'ai l'honneur de proposer que cette Note et votre réponse á cet 

effet constituent une Convention entre les deux Gouvernements, qui prendra 

effet provisoirement á la signature et définitivement á la date de la 

réponse attestant la ratification par le Gouvernement de la Cate d'Ivoire, 

et demeurera en vigueur pour une période indéfinie de temps sous réserve 

des dispositions de l'Article 16 de la Convention de Transport aérien ci— 

dessus". 

J'ai l'honneur au nom du Gouvernement de la République de 

Cate d'Ivoíre, de souscrire aux propositions formulées par la lettre 

précitée de Votre Excellence. 

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur l'Ambassadeur, les assurances de ma 

tras haute considération./— 
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TRANSLATION 

Republic of the Ivory Coast 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

The Minister 

No. 2937A5/COOP/7 Abidjan, March 31, 1978 

Mr. Ambassador: 

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of Your Excellency's note No. 

48 of February 24, 1978 which reads as follows: 

For the English language text, see pp.1223-1224.] 

I have the honor, on behalf of the Government of the Republic of the 

Ivory Coast, to agree to the proposals set forth in Your Excellency's afore-

mentioned note. 

Accept, Mr. Ambassador, the assurances of my very high consideration. 

Bis Excellency 
Monteagle Stearns, 

Ambassador of the United States 
of America, 

Abidjan. 

S Ake 

Simébn Alce 
Minister of Foreign Affairs 
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MULTILATERAL 

Atomic Energy: Enriched Uranium Transfer for 
Research Reactor in Yugoslavia 

Agreement signed at Vienna January 16, 1980; 
Entered into force July 14, 1980. 
With exchange of notes. 
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FOURTH SUPPLY AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY AND THE 
GOVERNMENTS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE 

SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA FOR THE 
TRANSFER OF ENRICHED URANIUM FOR A RESEARCH REACTOR IN 

YUGOSLAVIA 

WHEREAS the International Atomic Energy Agency (hereinafter called the "Agency") 
and the Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (hereinafter called 
"Yugoslavia") on 4 October 1961 signed an agreement (hereinafter called the "Project 
Agreement") for assistance by the Agency to Yugoslavia in establishing a training and 
research project for peaceful purposes relating to a TR1GA Mark 11 reactor operated by 
the Jozef Stefan Institute at Ljubljana (hereinafter called the "reactor-) in the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia; 

WHEREAS the Agency, the United States Atomic Energy Commission, acting on behalf 
of the Government of the United States of America (hereinafter called the "United States"), 
and Yugoslavia on 4 October 1961, on 20 February 1968, and on 30 December 1970 concluded 
contracts, as amended,[ 1] for the transfer of enriched uranium for the reactor, pursuant to 
which supplies of enriched uranium were delivered to Yugoslavia; 

WHEREAS Yugoslavia, in connection with the Project Agreement, has requested the 
assistance of the Agency in securing from the United States an additional supply of enriched 
uranium for the reactor; 

WHEREAS the Board of Governors of the Agency (hereinafter called the "Board") 
approved the additional assistance for the project on 29 June 1979; 

WHEREAS the United States and Yugoslavia affirm support of the objectives of the 
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons [2] and the Statute of the Acency[31 and, 
in this regard, they have demonstrated their, commitment to ensuring that the inter-
national development and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes are carried out 
under arrangements which, to the maximum extent7will prevent the proliferation of 
nuclear explosive devices; 

WHEREAS Yugoslavia had made arrangements with a manufacturer (hereinafter 
called the "manufacturer") for the fabrication of enriched uranium into fuel elements 
for the reactor; 

WHEREAS under the Agreement for Co-operation between the Agency and the United 
States, concluded on 11 May 1959, as amended [4] (hereinafter called the "Co-operation 
Agreement"), the United States undertook to make available to the Agency pursuant to its 
Statute certain quantities of special fissionable material, and also undertook, subject to 
applicable provisions of the Co-operation Agreement and licence requirements, to permit, 
upon request of the Agency, persons under the jurisdiction of the United States to make 
arrangements to transfer and export materials, equipment or facilities for Members of 
the Agency in connection with an Agency project; and 

The supply agreements of Oct. 4, 1961, Feb. 20, 1968 and Dec. 30, 1970 were not 
printed. 

2 Done July 1, 1968. TIAS 6839; 21 UST 483. 
3 Done Oct. 26, 1956. TIAS 3873, 5284, 7668; 8 UST 1093; 14 UST 135; 24 UST 1637. 
4 TIAS 4291, 7852, 9762; 10 UST 1424; 25 UST 1199; ante, 1143. 
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WHEREAS pursuant to the Co-operation Agreement, the Agency and the United States 
on 14 June 1974 [1]concluded a Master Agreement Governing Sales of Source, By-Product and 
Special Nuclear Materials for Research Purposes (hereinafter called the "Master 
Agreement"); 

NOW THEREFORE the Agency, the United States and Yugoslavia (hereinafter called 
the "Parties") hereby agree as follows 

ARTICLE I 

Supply of Enriched Uranium 

1. The Agency, pursuant to Article IV of the Co-operation Agreement, shall request the 
United States to permit the transfer and export to Yugoslavia of 959 grams of uranium-235 
contained in 1372 grams of uranium enriched to approximately 70 per cent (hereinafter 
called the "supplied material"). 

2. The United States, subject to the provisions of the Co-operation Agreement and the 
Master Agreement and to the issuance of any required licences or permits, shall transfer 

to the Agency and the Agency shall transfer to Yugoslavia the supplied material. 

3. The particular terms and conditions for the transfer of the supplied material, 

including all charges for or connected with such material, a schedule of deliveries and 
shipping instructions, shall be specified in a supplemental contract to the Master Agreement 
to be concluded between the Agency, the United States and Yugoslavia (hereinafter called the 
"Supplemental Contract"). 

ARTICLE II 

Shipment of the Supplied Material 

All arrangements for the export from the United States of America of the supplied 
material shall be the responsibility of the Jozef Stefan Institute and the manufacturer. 
Prior to the export of such material, the Jozef Stefan Institute through Yugoslavia shall 
notify the Agency of the amount thereof and the date, place and method of shipment. 

ARTICLE III 

Payment 

1. Payment of all charges for or in connection with the supplied material, except for 
the fabrication of the supplied material into fuel elements, shall be made in accordance 
with the provisions of the Supplemental Contract. Fabrication of the supplied material 
into fuel elements shall be arranged in accordance with the provisions of an agreement 
between the Jozef Stefan Institute and the manufacturer. 

2. In extending their assistance for the project, neither the Agency nor the United States 

assumes any financial responsibility in connection with the transfer of the supplied material 
by the United States to Yugoslavia. 

3. In order to assist and encourage research on peaceful uses or for medical therapy, 
the United States has in each calendar year offered to distribute to the Agency, free of 
charge, special fissionable material of a value of up to US $50 000 at the time of transfer, 
to be supplied from the amounts specified in Article ILA of the Co-operation Agreement. 
If the United States finds the project to which this Agreement relates eligible, it shall 
decide by the end of the calendar year in which this Agreement is concluded on the extent, 
if any, to which the project shall benefit by the gift offer, and shall promptly notify the 
Agency and Yugoslavia of that decision. The payment provided for in this Article for the 
supplied material shall be reduced by the value of any gift material thus made available. 

TIAS 9728; ante, 773. 
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ARTICLE IV 

Transport, Handling and Use 

The United States and Yugoslavia shall take all appropriate measures to ensure the 
safe transport, handling and use of the supplied material. Neither the United States nor the 
Agency warrants the suitability or fitness of the supplied material for any particular use or 
application or shall at any time bear any responsibility towards Yugoslavia or any person 
for any claims arising out of the transport, handling or use of the supplied material. 

ARTICLE V 

Safeguards 

1. Yugoslavia undertakes that none of the following materials shall be used for the manu-
facture of any nuclear weapon or any nuclear explosive device or for research on or the 
development of any nuclear weapon or any nuclear explosive device, or for any other military 
purpose: 

(a) The supplied material; 

(b) Any special fissionable material produced through the use of the supplied material, 
including subsequent generations of produced special fissionable material. 

2. The Agency shall apply safeguards to the nuclear material referred to in paragraph 1 
above in accordance with the provisions of the Project Agreement. 

3. Yugoslavia shall permit the Agency and the Agency undertakes to inform the United 
States of the status of all inventories of any materials required to be safeguarded under this 
Agreement, should the United States so request 

ARTICLE VI 

Safety Standards and Measures 

The safety standards and measures specified in the Project Agreement shall, to the 
extent relevant, apply to the nuclear material subject to this Agreement. 

ARTICLE VII 

Physical Protection 

1 Yugoslavia undertakes that adequate physical protection shall be maintained with 
respect to the supplied material and any special fissionable material used in or produced 
through the use of the reactor or the supplied material. 

2. The Parties agree to the levels for the application of physical protection set forth in 
the Annex to this Agreement, which levels may be modified by mutual consent of the Parties 
without amendment of this Agreement. Yugoslavia shall maintain adequate physical 
security measures in accordance with such levels. These measures shall as a minimum 
provide protection comparable to that set forth in Agency document INFCIRC/225/Rev. 1, 
entitled "The Physical Protection of Nuclear Material", as it may be revised from time to 
time. 
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ARTICLE VIII 

Settlement of Disputes 

I. Any dispute arising out of the interpretation or implementation of this Agreement, 
which is not settled by negotiation or as may otherwise be agreed by the Parties concerned, 
shall on the request of any such Party be submitted to an arbitral tribunal composed as 
follows: each Party to the dispute shall designate one arbitrator and the arbitrators so 
designated shall by unanimous decision elect an additional arbitrator, who shall be the 
Chairman. If the number of arbitrators so selected is even, the Parties to the dispute 
shall by unanimous decision elect an additional arbitrator. If within thirty (30) days of the 
request for arbitration any Party to the dispute has not designated an arbitrator, any other 
Party to the dispute may request the President of the International Court of Justice to 
appoint the necessary number of arbitrators. The same procedure shall apply if within 
thirty (30) days of the designation or appointment of the arbitrators, the Chairman or any 
required additional arbitrator has not been elected. A majority of the members of the 
arbitral tribunal shall constitute a quorum, and all decisions shall be made by majority vote. 
The arbitral procedures shall be established by the tribunal, whose decisions, including all 
rulings concerning its constitution, procedure, jurisdiction and the division of the expenses 
of arbitration between the Parties to the dispute, shall be final and binding on all the Parties 
concerned. The remuneration of the arbitrators shall be determined on the same basis as 
that of ad hoc judges of the International Court of Justice. 

2. Any decision of the Board concerning the implementation of Article V or VI shall, if 
the decision so provides, be given effect immediately by the Agency and Yugoslavia pending 
the final settlement of any dispute. 

ARTICLE IX 

Entry into Force and Duration 

1. After signature by or for the Director General of the Agency and by the authorized 
representatives of the United States and Yugoslavia, this Agreement shall enter into force 
on the date upon which the Amendment to the Project Agreement enters into force.E1 The 
Director General of the Agency shall promptly inform the United States of the date of entry 
into force of this Agreement. 

2. This Agreement shall continue in effect so long as any nuclear material which was 
ever subject to this Agreement remains in the territory of Yugoslavia or under the juris-
diction of Yugoslavia or under its control anywhere, or until such time as the Parties 
agree that such material is no longer usable for any nuclear activity relevant from the 
point of view of safeguards, 

1 July 14, 1980. 
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DONE in Vienna, this egatelenth day of January 1980, in triplicate in the 
English language. 

For the INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY: 

(signed) Sigaard EKLWID 

For the GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

(signed) Roger KIRX 

ary„ 
For the GOVERNMENT OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA: 

(filed) Novak PRIDICEPIC 

AdVsr/ 

[SEAL] 
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ANNEX 

LEVELS OF PHYSICAL PROTECTION 

Pursuant to Article VII, the agreed levels of physical protection to be ensured by the 
competent national authorities in the use, storage and transportation of nuclear material 
listed in the attached table shall as a minimum include protection characteristics as follows: 

CATEGORY III 

Use and storage within an area to which access is controlled. 

Transportation under special precautions including prior arrangements between sender, 
recipient and car.,•ier, and prior agreement between entities subject to the jurisdiction and 
regulation of the supplier State and the recipient State, respectively, in case of international 
transport, specifying time, place and procedures for transferring transport responsibility. 

CATEGORY Ii 

Use and storage within a protected area to which access is controlled, i. e. an area under 
constant surveillance by guards or electronic devices, surrounded by a physical barrier 
with a limited number of points of entry under appropriate control, or any area with an 
equivalent level of physical protection. 

Transportation under special precautions including prior arrangements between sender, 
recipient and carrier, and prior agreement between entities subject to the jurisdiction and 
regulation of the supplier State and the recipient State, respectively, in case of international 
transport, specifying time, place and procedures for transferring transport responsibility. 

CATEGORY I 

Materials in this category shall be protected with highly reliable systems against 
unauthorized use as follows: 

Use and storage within a highly protected area, i. e. a protected area as defined for 
Category II above, to which, in addition, access is restricted to persons whose trustworthi-
ness has been determined, and which is under surveillance by guards who are in close 
• communication with appropriate response forces. Specific measures taken in this context 
should have as their objective the detection and prevention of any assault short of war, 
unauthorized access or unauthorized removal of material. 

Transportation under special precautions as identified above for transportation of Category II 
and III materials and, in addition, under constant surveillance by escorts and under 
conditions which assure close communication with appropriate response forces. 
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[EXCHANGE OF NOTES] 

No. 3 

The Embassy of the United States of America presents its compli-
ments to the Federal Secretariat for Foreign Affairs of the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and has the honor to refer to the 
Fourth Supply Agreement between the International Atomic Energy 
Agency and the Governments of the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia and the United States of America concerning the transfer 
of enriched uranium ("Supply Agreement") and to the Project Agree-
ment of October 4, 1961, as amended, between the Government of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the International 
Atomic Energy Agency ("Project Agreement"), whereby the Agency 
has granted its assistance to Yugoslavia in obtaining highly enriched 
uranium fuel for use in the Triga Mark II research reactor at the 
Jozef Stefan Institute at Ljubljana, Yugoslavia. 
The Government of the United States recognizes that the Govern-

ments of Yugoslavia and the United States desire to promote univer-
sal adherence to and implementation of the Treaty on the 
Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons and to ensure that the inter-
national development and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes 
are carried out under arrangements which will to the maximum ex-
tent possible further the objectives of this Treaty. The Government of 
the United States also expresses its continuing desire to broaden its 
nuclear cooperation with Yugoslavia and to pursue a wide range of 
peaceful nuclear projects of mutual interest to both governments. 
During the discussion leading up to the Supply Agreement and 

amendments to the Project Agreement which were signed today, the 
following understandings were reached. 

If the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia or the United 
States become aware of circumstances which demonstrate that the 
Agency for any reason is not or will not be applying safeguards as 
provided for by the agreement for the application of safeguards in 
connection with the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weap-
ons ("Safeguards Agreement") or under other arrangements for the 
implementation of the Agency's safeguards rights and responsibilities 
as specified in Section 7 of Article IV of the Project Agreement and 
referenced In Article 5 of the Supply Agreement, to ensure effective 
continuity of safeguards the parties shall immediately enter into ar-
rangements which conform with the IAEA safeguards principles and 
procedures and with the coverage required by that section and which 
provide assurance equivalent to that intended to be secured by the 
system they replace. 

If either party becomes aware of circumstances referred to in the 
above paragraph, the United States and Yugoslavia shall, respectively, 
assume or retain the rights and obligations with respect to the appli-
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cation of safeguards to material subject to this agreement that the 
IAEA and Yugoslavia, respectively, have under the Safeguards 
Agreement. 

Yugoslavia confirmed its undertaking to establish and maintain a 
system of accounting for and control of all material subject to the 
agreement, the procedures of which shall be comparable to those set 
forth in IAEA document INFCIRC/153 (corrected) or in any re-
vision of that document agreed to by Yugoslavia and the United 
States. 
The supplied material and any nuclear material produced through 

its use, including subsequent generations of produced special fission-
able material, shall be used exclusively by and remain at the Jozef 
Stefan Institute at Ljubljana in the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia, unless otherwise agreed by the parties to this 
agreement. 
The supplied material and any special fissionable material pro-

duced through its use shall be stored and may be reprocessed, further 
enriched or otherwise altered in form or content only under conditions 
and in facilities acceptable to the United States and Yugoslavia. 

If either party at any time following entry into force of the Supply 
Agreement: 

(A) Does not comply with the provisions of Articles 5 and 7 of the 
Supply Agreement or with this exchange of notes, or 

(B) Terminates, abrogates or materially violates a Safeguards 
Agreement with the IAEA or obligations under the Treaty on 
the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons, 

the other party shall have the rights to cease further cooperation un-
der the Supply Agreement and to require the return of any material 
transferred under the agreement and any special fissionable material 
produced through its use. 
The Government of the United States and the Government of Yugo-

slavia shall periodically exchange through the IAEA information 
concerning the physical protection measures maintained by Yugo-
slavia pursuant to Article 7 of the Supply Agreement. The adequacy 
and implementation of these physical protection measures may be re-
viewed by the Government of the United States and the Government 
of Yugoslavia from time to time, whenever either party is of the view 
that a revision may be required to maintain adequate physical 
protection. 

If the Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
concurs, the Embassy of the United States of America sunzgests that 
this note and the Federal Secretariat for Foreign Affairs reply be 
regarded as constituting common understanding between our two gov-
ernments which shall become effective on the date upon which the 
Fourth Supply Agreement enters into force, with the duration as 
provided in Article 9 (2) of the Supply Agreement. 
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The Embassy of the United States of America avails itself of this 
opportunity to renew to the Federal Secretariat for Foreign Affairs 
of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia the assurances of its 
highest consideration. 

EN:GASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BELGRADE, January 16, 1980 
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No. 

The Federal Secretariat for Foreign Affairs 

of the socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia presents 

its compliments to the Embassy of the United States of 

America and has the honour to refer to the Embassy's Note 

of1/16/gc, which sets forth certain understandings reached 

between the Government of the Socialist Federal Republic 

of Yugoslavia and the Government of the United States of 

America during discussions leading up to amendments to the 

Project Agreement of 4 October 1961, between the Govern-

ment of Yugoslavia and the International Atomic Energy 

Agency, whereby the Agency granted its assistance to Yu-

goslavia in obtaining highly enriched uranium fuel for use 

in the Triga Mark II Research Reactor at the Jozef Stefan 

Institute at Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, and the Supply Agree-

ment between the Governments of the Socialist Federal Re-

public of Yugoslavia and the United States of America, and 

the International Atomic Energy Agency whereby highly en-

riched uranium fuel is being provided by the United States 

to Yugoslavia for use in the Triga Nark II Research Re-

actor. 

The Government of the Socialist Federal Re-

public of Yugoslavia welcomes the statement by the Govern-

ment of the United States that it is interested in broader 

nuclear cooperation with Yugoslavia, and wishes to pursue 

a wide range of peaceful nuclear projects of mutual in-

terest to both governments, and takes this opportunity to 
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confirm its concurrence in all the understandings set forth 

in the Embassy's Note of Priblfli and in obligations under 

the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. 

The Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 

also agrees that the Embassy's note and this reply shall be 

regarded as constituting common understanding between our 

two governments, with the duration as provided in Article 

9 (2) of the Supply Agreement. 

The Federal Secretariat for Foreign Affairs 

avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Embassy 

of the United States of America the assurances of its high 

consideration. 
IWY. • 371,7Ats 

•• • 4" 
Be • ~vary 1980 

/1&•7..?! 
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r _ ... 
Un - 
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